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INTRODUCTION.

The countiy treated of in tbie Gazetteer oompriaea the wboloof the domin*

iona of Hia Highness the Muharija of Eaabmfr and Jamd, and in-

cludes the provinces of Jamu, Rashmfr, Laddh^ Baltisidn, and Oilgit.

The information contained is derived from noisa and the following books

»

1. Allgood, Lientenant G. Kaihniir Boatm (M8.)»

8.

CttaninghaiD, Alesander, BreTot-lfajor, Bengal Engineert. Laddk with notioei of

the surrounding Countries.

8. Cnnningham, Joseph Davejt late Captain of Engineers in the Indian Army. A
History of the^Sikhs.

4. Elmslie, William Jackson. A Voeabulary of the Kashmiri litagnage.

5. Forster, George. A Journey from Bengid to England, 8 Yolomea.

C. Gilgit, Chitrdl, and Kashmir. Notes by Manphdl Pundit.

7. Growse, F.8. The Arehitw*«*re of Kashmir, Calcutta Review, No. CVII.

8. Hervey, Mrs. Adventures o Lady in Tartary, Tibeti China and Kashmir, 8

Volumes.
*

9.

Historical &ketdi of Kashmir. Reprinted from Indian PhIUo Opinion.

10.

Honigberger, John Martin. Thirty-five years in the 'East.

11.

Hiigel, Baron Charles. Travels in Kashmir and the Panjdb.

18. Ince, John, M.D., Bengal Medioal Service. Kashmir Hand-book.

18. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Volumes XKIX and XXK.
14. Knight, 'Captain, 48th Regiment. Diary of a Pedestrian in Kashmir and Tibet.

18. Montgomerie, Major T. Gn R*E. Routes in the Western Himalayas, Kashmir, Ac.

16.

M m w Memorandum on the Parganas of Kashmir (MS.).

17.

Moororoil, William. Travels in the Himalayan Provinces of Binddstdn and the

Panjfib, Volume IT.

18.

Powell, Baden, H., B.Cj9. Hand-book of the Economic Products of the Patgdbb

Volume T.

19. •» N N Hand-book of the Maanfaotnres and Arts of the Pan-

jib, Volume II.

80. Prinsem Henry T., BX1.8. Origin of the 8ikh power in the Panjdb.

81. Roberts, Major Fi^., V.O., B.A. Router in the Bengal Prcsideney.

88. Smyth, Migor G. Carmiohael. A History of the Reigning Family of Lahon.
83. Steinbach, Lieutenant-ColoneL The Panjlb.

84. Thornton, Edward. A Gaastteer of the Countries a4jacent to India in the North*
West, 8 Volumes.

86.

Thorp, Robert. Kashmir mis-govemment.
86. Torrens, Lieutenant-Colonel, 88rd Royal Welsh Fusiliers. TWivels in Laddk, Tar.

tary, and Kashmir.

87.

Vigne, G. T. Travels in Kashmir, Ac., 8 Volumes.

88.

Barrow. Gasetteer of Dlrdistln and Klfiristla.

89. „ Routes in n ••

80. Bellew. Kashmir and Kashglr.

81. Cowley Lambert. Trip to Kashmir and Ladlk,
88. Drew. Jamd and Kashmir Territories.
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OAzmmiE Of KashmIb ahd LAirix.

80. Fonjtk. B«port of o miMion to TArkoad in 1878.

84. Girdlwtono. Memonukdnm oo Koikmlr and aomo adjootot Conniriai.

86.

Hajward. B. O. 8. Jonnala.

86. Hondaraoo. I«horo to Tdrkond.

87. Joarnola, B. G. S.. HI. VI. ZIX. XXXI. XXXIV. XXXVII. XL.
88. Thomaon. Himolaja and Tibot.

80. Shaw. High Tartary. Ydrkand and Kaahgdr.

40. Wakefiold. The Happy Valley.

41. Crawford. Prdcia. Ac.. Kaahmir State.

42. Jloglo and Manning. Tibet.

48. Leittter. Roenlt of a Tour in D&rdiatdn. Kaabmir. Ao.

44. Wilaon. A Sninmer Kamble in the Himalayaa.

46.

Mnrray. Hand-book of the Panjdb.

46. Poreyth. Official Report of the Ydrkand Miaaion.

47. Sohlagentweit. Report of Seientifio Miaaion in High Aaia.

48. Aitohiaon. Trade Prodnete of Ldh.
48. Baden-Powell. Panjdb Produota.

60. Batea. Gaaetteer of Kaahmir.

61. Maaaj .. of Laddk.

62. Saward. Rontea in Aaia (Section V).

63. Brooke. Route to the Mnatdgh Range (1884).

64. Shaw. Trade Report and Routee.

66.

McNair. Rontea in Kdfiriatda.

66. Biddniph. The Kaahmir Army.

67. Henvey. Notea on the Kaahmir Army, 1882.

68. Biddulphf Sir M. Memorandum on the Road from Kobdla to Baramdla.

69. Atkinaon. Notea regarding the Keahmir Cart-road.

60. Montgomerie. Memorandum on the Progreaa of the Trigonometrical Survey in

Kaahmir (Montgomerie).

61. HendeifOD. Queation of the practicability of the Chang cbeniuo Route.

62. •• Flooda on the River Indua.

68. Report on the propoaed Canal from Akndr to Jamtf.

64. Panjdb Adiuiniatration Report (1882-83).

66. Report on the external trade of the Panjdb (1886).

66. Joumale of Royal Aaiatio Society.

67. Joumala of Aaiatie Sodety of Bengal.

68. Hiatoire dea Roia de Kaachmir.

69. From Wall Street to Kaahmir.

Mnob ififonnation was also obtained from letters in tbe possession of

tbe Foreign Department of tbe Government of India and of tbe PaKjdb Gov-

ernment.



GAZETTEER

Of

KASHMfR AND LADAK.

GEOGRAPHY AND TOPOGRAPHY.

Poliiical territories of the Kashmir State comprise two

provinces, Jamd and KashmCr, each of ivhich is administered by a Chief OiBoer,

or Governor, st^ded Hakim^u^lam The distriots of Baltistdn or Skardd and

Laddk are included io the pnnrinceof Jamd; and the district of Qil^t, inolnd*

ing Aster, in KasbmCr. The territory of Pdiich is administered by Rdja Moti

Singh, who holds it under a grant from the Mabardja.

When the treaties of 1840 were made, Ouldb Singh held, as

Rdja of Jamd, the hill cliiefship around Jamd in a more or less complete state

of subjection, and Laddk and Baltistdn by right of conquest^ and OUgift

had become an appendage of the Sikh governorship of Kashmir. The gentnd

and practical result therefore of the treaty of Amritoir was to confirm Qnldb
Singh in what he already possessed, and to transfer to him the provinoo of

Kashmir with its newly-acquired authority over Oilgit.

Treaty provUione.—^The clauses in the treaties of 1846, which relate to the

boundaries of the Kashmir State, are as tollow

I. By the 4th article of the treaty of Lahore, dated the 9th March 1846,

the Miihardja of Lahore ceded to the East India Company **in perpetual

sovereignty, as equivalent for one crore of mpees, all his forts, ierritories,

rights, and interests in the hill countries which are situated between the rivers

Beas and Indus, including the provinces of. Elashmlr and Hazdra.^^

II. By the ist article of the treaty of Amritsdr, dated the 16th March.
1846, the British Government transferred and made over for ever, in inde-

pendent possession to Mahardja Quiab Singh, and the heirs male of his body,

all the hilly or mountainous country, with its dependencies, situated to the

eastward of the River Indus and westward of the River Ravi, including Chamha
and excluding Lahool, beii^ part of the territories ceded to the British Oov-
emment by the Lahore State, aeoording to the provbions of article IV of the

treaty of Lahore, dated the 9th March 1846.’^

III. llie 8nd article of the treaty of Amritsfr provided that the sastsm
boundary of the tract transferred by the article just quoted should be **laid
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down by Commissioners appointed by the British Government and the Maha«
lija Gul^b Singh respectively for that parposcj’^ and should be "defined in
a separate engagement after survey/'

IV. The 4th article of the treaty of Amritsdr stipulates that "the limits

of the territories of Maharija GuUb Singh shall not be at any time ciianged

without the concurrence of the British Government."
The Baetem From the valley of

.
the Chandra Bhfiga to the Gya

peak (lat. 82^ long. 7H^ 28') the boundary line has been defined by Com-
missioners^ as it here divides the territories of the British and the Kashmir
Mahardja. From the Gya peak northwards the Chinese territories adjoin the

Kashmir State. The following an extract from the Commissioner's
Report

"In 1839, when Captain A. Cunningham anrreyed the Lahoul districtii, the boandaiy

between the States of Knlu and Chatnba was formed by the Nalda and Cliugdm nalat, two
tribntariea of the Chandra Bh&ga, the one on its left and the other on its right bank. From
the bead of the Chug&m nala the Commissioners determined that all tho'oonntry to the east-

ward, wbio* is drained by the Bhdga. the Chandra Bh&ga, and their tributaries, belonged to

the British district of Lahoul ; and that the boundary between Lahoul and the Zauskdr
district was the Snowy Range (called Paralassa by Dr. Gerard) dividing the drainage of

the Bbdga and Chandra BbAga from that of the Zanskdr river, as marked in the map (PI.

XXIX).
" Beyond the Bara Laoha pass to the eastward, the Commissioners found that there was

an old well-known boundary stone, called Phalang Danda, which marked the limit between

Lahonl and Laddk. This stone is noticed by Moorcroft (I., p. 220). It stands in the midst

of ail open plain on the right bank of the Yunam river. As there was no known or recog-

nised boundary mark on the other side of the stream, the Commissioners selected a remark-

able cream-colonred peak, called Tnram, aa the northern limit of the British territory on the

left bank of the river. As this peak is situated at the end of one of the spurs of the great

snowy chain, ali'eady determined as the northern limit of the Lahoul district, it forma a

natural continuation of the boundary line from the westward. The bearing of tbe Turam

peak from the Phalang Danda is 9* to the northward of west.

"As it appeared that the countiy to the eastward of tbe Phalang Panda belong to 8pfti,

the Commissioners determined that the boundary between Spitf and Laddk on the westward

should be the Yunam river. A straight line was accordingly drawn from the Phalang Danda

to the junction of the first nala on the right bank of the Yunam, from which point the

Yunam river forms the bonndary as far as the junction of the Ta-arap river.

** Almost due north-east from this junction there is a remarkable square rock on the top

of the hill, which, from its resemblance to a fort, has received the name of Lanka. This

curious and well-known peak was selected as another fixed point in the boundary, to which

a straight line should be drawn from the junction of the Ts-arap river."

The following paseages from Captain Cuiming-

oelto°l8Se,^No. tS?
^

ham'fl journal* also desoribe a portion of the bound-

ary
•• Mandojf, 7th September,—^To mouth of Ts-arap river, miles. Road good, over a

long level, alluvial plain, in the midst of which was a square block of micas late thickly

imbedded with large crystals of quartz. This stone, which is R feet square and 12 feet high

above the ground, is called Lingii by the people of Kuln according to Moorcroft, and Phalang

Danda by the Laddkls. Tbe only name that we could learn was Phalang Danda, which

means the boundary stone, the stone being a well-known bonndary mark between the States

of Knlu and Laddk. Almost doe east from tbe jnnction of the Xa-arap and Yunam rivers

4



GAZnniE OV KASHMIR AND LAdXK.

there ii> on the top of the hill» a remarkable iqnare rook, which hae ao mneh raiemblance to a

fort that it had receiTed the name of Lanka from the shepherds and traders who freqaeikt*

these parts. It iaa well-known point, and it can be seen from the Bara Laoha pass as well

as from the neighbourhood of the Gnnam lake/*

From the Lanka peak to the eastward, the Commissioners, adhering to

the principle which they had first laid down, determined that the whole of the

Ts-arap valley and its tributaries belonged to the British Oovernmeut ; and

that the snowy range on its right bank, which feeds all the northern affluents

of the Ts-arap river, should be the boundary between Laddk and the British

districts of Spitl. This same range extends towards the east, past the south-

ern end of the Tsomoriri lake, where it forms the well-known boundary

between Laddk and the Chinese territory. The Commissioners, therefore,

determined that the boundary between Ladak and Spitf should continue from

the head of the Ts-arap along this same range to the Chinese boundary, thus

including within Spitf all the streams which water that district, and giving to

Ladak all the streams which water its south-eastern district of Rupshu.

In 1872 the boundary line was drawn from the village of Narliu Sumdo

(lat. 32^ 41', long. 7tt^ 26*) along a ridge to the Qya i)eak. At this point the

boundary line of the E^hmfr State adjoins Tibet

• Jamd tnd Kuhmir Writing in 1875, Mr. Drew, who was for some time
Territories pege 490. Mahardja's governor of Ladak, stated that*

**from the Kaenlan monntainc toothwards to the head of the Changohenmo valley,

the boundary between Laddk and Tibet it quite doubtful. From the head of the Chang-

ohenino valley to the tooth and aooth-west till Gya peak is reached, the boundaiy appeared

to bo fairly well understood as representing aotoal occupation.*'

so far that it divides pasture lauds occupied by the subjects of the Mahardja

from those occupied by subjects of Lbdsa.

''In the neighbourhood of the Pangong lake,'' Mr. Drew observes, " there

have been boundary disputes, which may now be said to be latent."

Northern Bonndarf.^^Ai present it extends from the small State of Nagat

on the west to the frontier of Tibet on the east. It has not yet been definitely

determined. It includes the northern boundaries of BaltisUn and Ladik.

Mr, atfccaaf.—-Writing in 1878 about the trade routes to Central

t Political A., July 1878, Asia, Mr. Elias, the British Joint Commissioner at

No. 406. saidt—

'

" In the above deioription the various loopi of tbo road are followed up to the Yirkand

frontier at Sbdhiddla, bat it would appear from the latest maps that the Maharaja’s territoiy

hardly extends so far as that poet, bat is limited by the Kuenlun water-partiog, f.e., the

Kankoram.'*

Ur. Drero^e acsoira/.—Beginning from the iiortlt-western end of the line,

Mr. Drew describes the bonndary thus

** (a) From Nagtr for the moit part, and from the upper part of the Hnnaa valley, th<

separalioa Is effected by a great and almost impasiable ridge of mountaine.

** (4) As to the bonndaiy with Ydrkand territory, from the MneUgh past to tbo Kanko^
lam pasi, thero is no doubt whalivsr ; a great waterehed divides the two territotieot

5
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**(<») Vnm the Kmkonm pMi rndmud^ to poot the mcridiim of 8(f thm baa bean no
antboritatifa damanation, and aa tba aonntiy ia ^ta nninbabitad for mora than 100 milaa
in 9wnj diraation, tba aatnal atata of oaenpation ia no gnida."

Nar^mWeiiem Bonndatf^^CommiMioiktTB were lent todeiDEreatn this

boQiidarj, bot do Dot appear to hare arrired at definite reaulta.

Colonel Tannef^i aaooNaf.—Colooel Tanner of the Surrey of India^ who
wae for a time on duty at Oilgitj haa deioribed ^ the boundary thus

-

^From tba Kdgbdn boandaiy tba frontier line foUowa tbe waterabed of tba Indna, tba

Kidiaii GangOi and tba Aator atraama, till it dipa into tbe Indue rall^ at a point naarlj

oppoaita Tbalioba. It than foUowa fhe Indna for a abort diatanea (aay 2 milaa), after wbiob
it atribaa np-bill to tba watanbcd of tba Gilgit rim on one aide, with Datdl, Tangir, and
Hndar on tba other. Thia ridge ia followed to a point where the Batraa atraam riaaa. It
than laade down tba Batraa and Gakdeh watarabcda to Hdpar on tba Gilgit rirar, aaoanda

the range oppoaita Hdpar ao aa to taka in tba alopea abora Batun, oirelea round that place,

daeaanda, eroaaaa tba labkamdn atraam, and than atrikea np the range, following tHa ridge to

a point north of Bar. From thia point iee-fielda and glaciara ooonr, and the bonndarj ia

nndafinad ; it arantaallj atrikea a apar which laada aooth, down to the Hunsa rirer midway
between Bndlaa and MJ>ynn, eroaaaa the rim and aaeanda the alope on the oppoaita aide*

after which it ia taken alohg the aaat of tbe Himalayaa o?ar Rakapoahi to the Muatdgh
paaa.**

• UttOTNa21S.d.t.d Snd Amniit V'ettern Writing in Angort
Ad- Major Abbott dated the western

roKimi Dapartmant OoBraltuion, boundary to be eomplete, and described* it

tlA S^tonbar I86Q1 !!. 81. Jn 8||„0 ifords

**Tha Jhalom being bare foil of ci;ltiratad ialanda, boondary pillara are aet np in the

aama, aa tbe boundary aaoanda the rim nearly to Mangbuk, where the ialanda oenao, and

the daap^ rapid, olearly-definad current of the Jhelnm requirea no eolirtnna to aid in exhiUting

the boundary. At the oonfluenoe of the Nainauk or Kunhar river with the Jbeluin, the

boundary quite tba latter river and climbs the oumnt of the Nainauk to Berarkdt Britiah and

Berarkdt of Jamd, where, leaving the river, it atrikea to the anminit of the Dhtb mountain,

about 0 milaa, and then foUowa the ridge of that very elevated moontain until loat in tbe

anow,- the water falling into the River Kishao Gauga belonging to Jamd, that received by

tbe Nainauk being British.^
** Here alao no boundaiy pillara are required, tbe mountain ridge being the beat poaaible

boundary. In the anow aforesaid terminates tbe boundaiy common to British India and

Jaiiid>*tbo Britiah bonndary afterwards mcetmg with lauds inhabited by independent

tribes."

The HaEdra ^ttlement report says that Kdghdn, part of the Haadra

diatricti ia separated from these independent countries by the Kdgbdn range^

and from Kashmir by tbe mountain range bordering the left bank of the

Kniibar river. So, too, Mr. Drew (Jamd and Kashmir Territories, page

496) states that from tlie confluence of tbe Jlielum and Kdghdn (or Kunhar)

rivers
** the bonndary line, still fixed and undisputed, follows the ridge which

divides the drainage of Kdghdn from that of Kiahan Gangs.**

Sontkofn Boundarf.—(i) From lie JMnm to tko Jbrtf.—The only por*

tion of the British •Kashmir Imundary which has been demarcated with bouiid-

* lu .H niuiDMiri nof. tn Itr. CnwAmL

0
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arias if that which liei befewcen the Bifcn Jhelom and Bavf, froqi a print

aho?e Dulial to Mndhopdr, firom lat. 68', long* 78^ 46', to lat,

88* M', long. 76* 88'.

(9) JF^ram He Savt to the Lakoml border. southward onrfo of the

• 1 ^ A » .itii
* boundary for most of the

A** ^
* border between Madlio^dr and a point abont^

It miles west-north-west of the town' of Ghamba. iS regard to this por-"

tion* the Boundary Commissioner explained the principles which he had

followed thus

" It wu ifflpotrible in iome eeias to avoid the river bonndarieo.

** When the river wee a tingle oleer etream, withoat cultivated iilande, the main current

wae laid down ae the boundary, and one bonndaij pillar of maaonry waa planted where the

boundary from the eaat firat entered the river, and another where it left the river, though the

interval should be of many milri.

** When the boundary ran through the Inhabited ialanda of a river, aa in the Jbelum above

the town ao named, pillam were built all along the line dividing lands, and on either aide of

the subordinate arms of the river where these fonned the boundary.
** Where the boundary line entered a river and ran up the main stream for miles, the

boundary pillars were generally of greater else and stability than the ordinary pillars.

As rivers in India are constantly encroaching upon the land at their salient ounree, and

receding from it at their re-entering eurves, and village lands become thus transferred from

one State to the other, it wag ruled that the proprietor of such villsge should remain, not-

withstanding, still proprietor, paying his does to each State according to the extentand value

of his lands in either.**

The Ghamba border wad apparentlyf demarcated with pillars by Captain

Abbott in 1 848-49. It reachee the westward

t Letter from Captain Abbott, to

the Resident at Lahore, No. 260, dated

28rd March 1848.

Foreign Department Consultation,

80th December 1848. No. 161.

X Foreign Deiwrtment Consulta-

tion, 80th December 1847. Nos. 701
and 708.

§ Drew’s "Jarnd and Kasbmfr
Territories,** page 407.

limit of the Lahoul boundary defined} by

Captain Cunniiigham'e Commission at a point

29 miles due north of the confidence of the

Chandra Bhdga tributanes of the Chendb,

and about the same distance west-north-west

of the Bara Lacha pass. There is apparent-

ly§ no doubt about the boundary on the

Ghamba border.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

Natorat /eainre^.^The form of the ground of the Hahardja's territories

is thus generally described by Drew

Thei lowest part is the strip of plain on the south-west, which is conti-

w nuous with the great level plain of the
* Panjdb ; it is 900 to 1,000 feet above the sea.

The mountains begin along a very definite line; the first ridge a line of

hills from 2,000 to 8,000 feet above the sea. Next comes a tract of rugged

country which includes various ridges (8,000 to 4,000 feet) runqing nearly

parallel to the first one, with long narrow valleys (2,000 feet) between them.

7
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The foregoing is on the whole n nigged space, partly covered by a low forest

or scmbi partly of bare sandstone rock.

Next within is a tract occupied by hills, commonly of 8,000 to 10,000 feet.

Covered with pasture, or else with forest The^e hills are not like the last, in

parallel lines, but in ramifications, divided by equally ramifying valleys, some
of the latter being as low as 2,500 feet

More lofty mountains are then met with, which rise Brst to rocky heights^

and then to the region of perpetual snow. A great chain of snowy mountains
running south-east and north-west divides the drainage of the Chendb and
Jhelum rivers from that of the higher branches of the Indus. The summits
vary from 27,000 to 15,000 feet Branches from this enclose the valley of

Kashmir (5,000 to 6,000 feet) with hills, many of which are 14,000 to 16,000

feet high.

All beyond is a wide tract of mountainous country, the whole ot which is at

a high level with peaks from 17,000 to 22,000 feet and more ; it is the north-

west part of Tibet; and Laddk, Baltistdn, and Qilgit are divisions of it. The
‘valleys of this region vary very ihuoh in character : in the south-east part are

high, level, flat valleys from 1 to 5 miles in width, at elevations of 14,000 and

1 6,000 feet ; from that in a north-rwest direction their height descends (the

space at the same time narrowing,, lofty mountains always bounding them)

ultimately to as low as 5,000 feet; at the lower levels also are sometimes

widenings of the valley bottom.

In a few places are table-lands (too wide to be called valleys) surrounded

by mountains. The most remarkable are the Deosai plateau (12,000 to 18,000

fsof'l and the Lingzithang and Kuenlun plains (16)000 to 17,000 feet).

Vigne remarks that the general character of the southern slopes of the

Himalaya is, that they are oompn'utiMely bare of trees, although covered with

long gross, and that the northern side of Kashmir, although so far from the

plains and divided from them by four or flve intervening ranges, is, in accord-

ance with this rule, nearly free from jangle, although covered with long

grass and verdure, whilst the southern side on the contrary is nearly one mass

of forest. He adds—** The reasons for this given to me by the Kashmirfs

were, in the first place, that no trees would grow where the hank was open

to the hot winds from India, and farther that no jangle will grow where the

ground is not exposed to the rays of the morning sun.^'

It is certainly true that the fruits of the southern side of the valley are

always the best. The reasons thus given are more plausible than satisfactory,

but the fact of there being in many places so little forest on the southern abut-

ments of the lower Himalaya, and still less on those of Kashmir, is simply

owing to their receiving the rays of the Sun more vertically than the long slopes

on the opposite side of the valley.

Shaw gives the following graphic description of the difference in the aspect

of the country on the two ^ides of the main Himalayan ridge :

—

" The Bsra Laeha pass is the boundary beween twosepsrate regions distinguisUed by tbslr

pbjtietl ebaraeters. On the soutbem side ie what may U called the true Himalayan region.
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Hera tbe giffaotio rangea are oorerad with perpetual snow, furrowed by glaeiere, and the}

rise from amidit dense forests which clothe their flanks up to a certain elevaticm.

** They are separated by deep gorges, whose sides are precipices, and through which large

rivers flow. In fact the scenery is alpine.

Once across the Bara Lacha pass, however (or any other pass on the same range), you

enter a region where all gorges or valleys appear to have been filled up by an encroaching

sea of gravel, which has risen to within a few hundred yards of the summits of the ranges.

The space between the mountains no longer plunges down in a seemingly bottoraless ravine

whose sides narrow down till they barely leave room for the stream. Instead of that it is

occupied by a broad, high level plain, out of which the summit ranges merely rise like un«

dnlations. We noticed the prevalence of the horitontal after the vertical lines to which the

Himalaya has accustomed us. It is like leaving a Oothie cathedral and approaching the

Parikenon, At the same time, a kind of drought seems to have fallen over the face of the

country.

“ There are no vast fields of snow to supply streams of water, and no frequent showers

to maintain verdure. It seems as if we had here a rough block from which nature intended

hereafter tn carve out the usual features of a mountain country by some change of climate

which would bring snow and ice and water to sweep out the masses of earth or gravel by

which the mountain ranges are now glued together. Crossing the Bara Lacha pass we are in

barren or Tibetdn region, where green epote are about at rare aa ialande in the ocean, and

nniversal gravel ia the rule.

'* But there ia one deep broad trench,"which dividea the region into two,length wise, that

is (roughly) from south-east to north-west. This ia the valley of the Upper Indus or

Laddk. This trench, however, does not descend below 10,000 or 11,000 feet of elevation.

**The round barren hills resemble nothing so much a gigantic gravehpit, unless it be

a series of heaps of cinders, and have not a blade of verdure on them. There is hardly any

snow even on the highest mountnina around, for tho outer ranges intercept every particle of

moisture almost which could fall in the shape of snow.
** So that here at 15,000 feet they have no more snow in winter than on the Kangra

range at 6,000 feet. Bat the dry cold and the bitter wind are in tbe inverse proportion.**

The dominions of the Kashmir Maharaja extend approximately—
From south-east to north-west • • . • . 4(X) miles.

„ south-west to north-east 350 ,,

,, south to north •••.•. 240 ,,

„ etisi to west ....... 350 to 400 „

The area is estimated at 6S,U00 square miles.

Plains and 7alleys,—Vig^iie estimates the plains in the valley of Kashmir,

including the wudar$, to contain, at a rough calculation, about 650 square

miles, and that on the neighbouring mountains there is an extent of at least

150 square miles of pasturage. Mr. Vigne's estimate, however, ia too low.

Mr. Drew considers the area of the valley to be more probably between

1,800 and 1,900 square miles, and a calculation for the porposes of the land

settlement in progress, based upon partial measurement compared with the

total revenue, shows that tbe area within which culturable land lies cannot be

less than 1,500 to 1,600 square miles, omitting the lakes. The pasture lands

are very extensive and valuable ; the Kashmir cattle grazing during the summer
up to the confines of Laddk, while the higher altitudes are covered with

thousands of sheep. But 150 square miles does not even adequately represent

the grazing area of the valley itself. Abont one third of the valley may bo

9
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said to afford gnum, and the swampe and edgea of the lakee produce rerj

nourishing food for oow§, besides which the slopes of the roountains^ proper!^

belonging to the villages below^ can hardly be reckoned at less than a rim of

two square miles along an edge of, amy, 180 miles.—

The marys or mountain-downs, which are numerous on the tops of the

range of hills immediately below the Pfr PanjtU, and also upon the northern

slopes of those mountains which enclose the uortb-eastern side of the valley, are

a peculiar feature of the country ; covered with rich pasturage, they afford sus-

tenance during the summer months to large herds of ponies, cattle, sheep, and

goats. The principal of these marys frequented by Europeans are Gulmarg,

above Baramdla, to the eastward of Srinagar ; ‘KiHan, about 1,000 feet above

Gulmarg, Sonamarg iu the Sind valley, and Tosha Maiddn a few miles south

of Gulmarg.

The most considerable of the minor valleys are the LoUb to the north, the

Sind valley and Tilail to the north*east, the Nowbdg and Mam Wardw&n
valleys to the south-east, and the Lidar valley also south-east.

Ladak is one of the most elevated regions of the earth, and very barren.

The lowest valleys have an elevation of about 9,000 or 10,000 feet.

The principal plains are the Deosai on the north-eastern boundary of Kasb-

mfr, the Dipsang, south of the Karakoram pass
; the HanU, the Kiang, the

Lingti and the Linzithaug or Aksai Chin. These plains are for the most part

bare and unproductive, affording few means of subsistence to man or beast.

The Hanl4 plain is very green during the summer months, and gives good

feeding to large flocks of sheep.

AfotMiatns.—The great Himalaya, which bounds India on the north, in one

continuous chain of gigantic peaks, from the southward bend of the Brah-

maputra to the holy lake of Munasarowar, is extended to the westward from

the sources of the Sutlej to the magnificent peaks of Nanga Parbat at the

great bend of the Indus.

This western half forms the watershed parting between the Indus and

its five affluents, and also divides the great Hindu family of India from the

Shots of Tibet; lastly, it divides the cold and dry climate of Tibet, with its

dearth of trees, from the warm and humid climate of India, with its luxuriance

of vegetable productions.

There is one marked difference between the eastern and western Hima-
layas : the inferior ranges of the eastern chain generally run at right angles

to its axis, whereas those of the western chain are mostly disposed in subordi-

nate parallel ranges. Thus we find no less than two distinct and independent

ranges to the south of the western Himalaya, both stretching in the same

general direction from south-east to north-west. These ranges may be called

the middle Himalaya and the outer Himalaya.

Beyond the Himalaya the same system of parallel chains will be observed

in at least three distinct ranges of mountains, which may be called the irans-

Hlmalaya, the Kailas or Oangri range, and the Karakoram, beyond which

10
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latter is the Knenlan rangOi forming tbe northern elope of the Great TibeUn

plateau aa the Himalayaa form the aouthern.

The Himalaya dividea the headwatera of the Sutlej from thoae of the

Indua^ and extenda to the weatern limita of Aator and Rondd. The Kailaa or

Oangri range rune through the midat of Weatern Tibet along the right

bank of the Indue to the junction of the Shyok.

The main range (the weatern Himalaya) haa already been noticed.

The mid-Himalaya dividea the valleya of Spitf^ Lahoul, Kiahtwdr, and

Kaahmfr on the north, from thoae of Kulu, Chamba, and Punch on the aouth.

The outer Himalaya are thoae hilla which occur between the mid-Himalaya

and Siwalika, or low hilla which riae immediately out of the great plain of the

Fanjdb.

Theae different rangea form the principal featurea, and conaeqently tbe

natural bouiidariea of the Hill Statea. The whole maaa of mountaiua from the

Knenlun range to the plaina of tbe Panjdb haa an av^erage breadth of nearly

3(^0 milea. (Cunningham,)

Laket .—^The lakea of tbe Knahmfr valley are numeroua, and may be divided

into thoae in the valley itaelf, and thoae upon the mountaiua aurrounding it;

of the former the following are the principal :-*the Dal or ** city lake/^ which

ia aituated on the north-eaat of Srinagar, and connected with the Jbelum by a

canal called the Taont-i-kul, or apple-tree canal,'' which entera it oppoaite

the palace.

The Anchar ia aiiuated to tbe north of Srinasrar; it ia connected with the

Dal by meana of tbe Ndlf Mar, and it flowa into the Sind river near Shadipdr.

It atretchea na far aoiith aa the Id.tiah, where it ia called the Kasbal Sar ; the

portion midway near the village of Atsan ia known aa the Ataan Nambal ; the

Mar canal possea through it.

The Anchar can acarcely be culled a lake ; it ia cauaed by the watera of the

Sind overflowing the low ground to tbe north of the city.

The Manoa Bal ia aituated near tbe right bank of tbe Jhelum, with which

it ia connected by a canal which entera it about 400 yards below the village of

Sdmbal.

The Wular ia the largeat of all the lakea, and ia situated to the east of

Sopur; the Jhelum flows through it.

Among the mountain lakea the following are the most important:—the

Konsa Ndg, eitnated on the top of the Pfr Panjdl range, above the village of

Sedan; tbe Sbiaha N4g, aituated above tbe head of the Lidar valley, on the

road to the cave of Amrndth ; and Oangarbal Nag aud Sarbal N4g, aituated

on the top of Haramuk, which overlooka the north-eaatern shor^f the Wular.

The city of Sriiiagar may be aaid to be aurrounded with lakea and moraaaea>

but only thoae to the north approach the actual limita of the city.

On the aouth, dote to the left bank of the Jhelum, with which it com-

municatee by a canal, the Vetnar atretchea for aome milea parallel with the

belt of diy land which ia traveraed by the high road to Shupioii ; near to it ia

11
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the N4gat Nambali and, to the west of the road, on the left bank of the Dddh
Ganga, lies the head of the BimmaD, one of the series of morasses lying

between the slopes on the south-west side of the valley and the Jhelam^ which
extend the entire distance to the Wular lake.

This lake extends from 5 to 6 miles from north to south, and is 2 to 8
miles from east to west at its broadest point. The mountains rise abruptly

along its ei^tern edge.

The average depth of this lake is not more than 7 to 10 feet, though in

one place it reaches 26 feet ; the water being very clear, the bottom covered

with weeds is almost constantly visible.

With a single exception, all the lakes in Laddk are land-locked, and, con-

sequently, more or less salt. The principal are the Pangong lake, the Pangdr
Tso, the Tsomoriri lake, and the Tso-kar. There are besides some extensive

salt lakes scattered about the Kuenlun plaina

The lakes in Laddk are all at a great height ; they are moreover gradually

drying up, as becomes apparent by the unmistakeable marks of larger surfaces

remaining from former times. There are two small mountain lakes in the

range of hills east of Jamu, Surninsar, and Mausar, situated respectively 14

and 20 miles distant from Jamu.

One of the principal rivers of Kashmir is the Jhelum, which in its course

nearly intersects the valley. Formed by the junction of three streams, the

Arpat, the Bring, and the Sdndran, which rise at the south-east end of the

valley, it receives in its course numerous tributaries ; among those which join

it by the right bank are the Lidar from the north-east near Islamabdd, and the

Sind from the east opposite Shadipdr, and after emerging from the Wular
lake, the Pohru, which flows into it in the neighbourhood of Sopdr. By its

left bank it is joined by the combined waters of the Yesliad and Rembidm
near Murhdina, by the Rarochu at Karkarpdr, by the Dudh Qanga at Srina-

gar, and by the Suknag near Shadipur.

The Kisban Ganga, or river of Krishna, which has its sources on the edges

of the Deosai plains and in the Tilail valley, is a very considerable stream ; it

flows in a north-north-westerly direction, and skirts the north-western extre-

mity of Kashmir, joining the Jhelnm just below the town of Mozafarabdd,

opposite tbe Domel ddk bungalow.

The Maru Wardwan river drains the valley of that name ; it takes its rise

from the Snga glacier on the pass leading into Surd at the north-eastern

extremity of the valley, and flows southward, joining the Chendb or Chandra

Bhaga above Kishtwdr. This latter river traverses Kishtwdr, Badrawar, and

Kiasi, flowing into the plains at Akndr some miles to the west of Jamd.

Of these rivers the Jhelum is navigable from the neighbourhood of lelnm-

abdd to Baramdla, a distance of about 60 miles. The boats used in Kaehmlr
are of various kinds, tus., tbe hakati, ifdays, Mhikdra, khiek, Udiaufor, larMog
ekAkwdfif parinda, and dinbakndo.

The bakaU is the largest description of bcat^ and is employed exclusively
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in the tniniport of grain and merehandiae ; some of these barges are of great

sisei and their draught is considerable, so much so that for about four months

in winter there is not sufficient water in the river to float them. They have

eloping mat-roofs running down the centre. For these boats a deep channel

is maintained in the bed of the river, which enables them to traffic much longer

than they otherwise could. The family live on board throughout^ tlie year.

The smaller bahaU is called lodhdt.

The d{tnga is the ordinary passenger boat of Kashmir; it is a long flat-

bottomed craft, iisnally about 66 feet in length and 6 feet in width, drawing

about 2 feet. It has a reed-mat roof, and similar mats are rolled up along the

sides : when they are dropped a fairly con Portable mom is mnde. The boat

people live in a compartment at the back. In winter the engage in

carrying Bhdli (paddy) to Srinagar.

The thikdra is of the same shape as the ddnga, but much smaller, being

usually only about 36 feet long, 31 feet wide, and 1 foot deep. It is chiefly

-used in and about Srinagar, and answers the purpose of a carriage.

The kkdek is a very large boat without a roof or awning, and is used for

the carriage of goods. It is also called khachu.

The tsdfawar is the smallest, lightest, and swiftest of all the boats used on

the Kashmir lakes.

The iarindo is a State barge, in which the boatmen are seated both before

and behind the canopied portion occupied by the passenger. It is a sort of

house-boat.

There are two other State boats, the parinda (a very light, long craft, with

a small canopied space towards the fore part, propelled by 30 to 40 men, and

possessing great speed) and the ehikwdri, a more substantial boat with a

heavier canopy. All the boats on the Jhelurn are propelled by heart-shaped

paddles.

The hahatif or large grain-boats, are generally worked by poles, men
on either side descending an inclined plane from the roof of the boat and

chanting as they push.

The crew of the dinga are most useful, and on shore will act in almost any

capacity. Lastly, there is the dinhahndo (or dhemfido)^ a little dug-out/^

used for the cultivation of the melon-beds of the Dal lake, and for carrying

vegetables, &c., to market. It is worked by a man or woman, squatted in the

bow, with one paddle.^

The Jhelurn is spanned by thirteen bridges in its course through the valley

of Kashmir ; they are of peculiar construction and are called kadaU^

In Laddk and Baltist^n the principal river is the Indus, which flows in a

general north-west direction through the whole length of these two provinces

in a deep trough between the trans-Himalayan range on its left bank and the

Kailas and Karakoram ranges on its right bank* Its chief tributaries on the

left bank are the Hanld, Zauskdr river, the Drds and Astor rivers, while on

* Fur further remarks on bonto, see under the beading Jhelom.’*
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the right henk it leoeiFee the Shjok, the Shiger, end the Oilgit rifeie. The
Shjok reeeiiee the Nnbrd end the Chengehenmo riFeie; while the Shiger is

formed by the janetion of the Bfshe end Breidd riven.

Both the Jhelnm and the Chendb elao join the Indoa efier it hee entered

the plaina of the Panjdb. The moat remerkehle feature eboot the Indoa end
ita tributariea ia the general peralleliam of their oooraea, wbieh liaa been
determined by the direction of the prineipel moiiuiein cheina, end the aame
aimilarity may be obaerved in the peooHar knee-beiida which are common to

all the riven of the Penjtb. For the cnrioua aweep aoothwerdf which ooeun
in the Sutlej below Bilaapur, ia alao fooiid in ell the other riven ; in the Beaa

below Hajfpdr; in the Ravf near Baaeoli; in the Chendb below Kiahtwdr; in

the Jheliim below Mozafarabdd ; end in the Indue at the junction of the

Oilgit river.

Cunningham gives the following account of the paaaage of rivers in

Leddk:—
Fasiagi terra.—The riven ere generally crossed by fording. Oal ia

the Tibetdn term for e ford. In summer, the morning is the best time for

fording, for after 10 or 11 a.m. the waten ere much increased by the melting

snows.

Ferrg (prsiMa).—The common people are usually ferried over on a single

inflated akin, but influential men are usually taken over on a raft, formed by
placing a ckarpdi on two inflated skins. The Sbyok, opposite Satti, is oroaved

by boat in summer.

There are two kinds of bridges met with in Laddk—

(1) The wdmpa, or wooden bridge, made usually of large beams of poplars.

Good specimens are to be seen at Leh and Kbalsi.

(fl) The ciay«fasi, or suspension bridge, is common on the Indus and

Shyok, above their junction. It is formed of two stout ropes of

twisted birch twigs, about the thickness of a man's arm.

The ekmg-Mam is a very cheap and easy mode of bridging a stream, and

is, when new and well constructed, quite safe. The passage of old bridges is,

however, often both difficult and dangerous. In them the suspension ropes

form a great curve ; the sides are frequently unwattled and completely open,

and the roadway sometimes reduced to a single rope. {Cnmningkam,)

C/tSMris.—Owing to the great variations of level, the climate must neces-

sarily be different for every region.

The temperature ranges from more than the tropical heat of the Panjdb

summer, to such an intensity of cold as keeps perpetual snow on the moun-

tains. In inhabited places even, the variation is such, that in the lower parts

the people go about nearly unclad ; in the higher, sheepskins are worn, and in

some places the people are eonSned to their houses for seven months in the

year by snow. The element of moisture also causss much variety in disoats,

and consequently in aspect of country.
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Bogiont of bar differeat degroei may be roughly dietiogaiehcd ae tol-

Iowa^—

(1) Where the periodical raiiia profail^as in the aoathem portione of

British territory, including the outer hills and middle mountains.

(2) Where the rains do not reach, but there is rainfall enough for all

crops, but rice, without irrigation. This area embraces Kashmir.

(8) Where irrigation is necessary for crops, and the hillsides are bare, with

the exception of a little forest. This is a semi-Tibetdn climate, and

includes Astor, part of Qilgit and of BaltistXn.

(4) A nearly rainless tract, where irrigation is necessary for crops, and the

whole country is entirely bare. This has a TibeUn climate and

includes the rest of Gilgit, the greater part of Baltistdn, and all

Ladak.

Communications.—The cart-road now under construction up the Jhelum

valley from Mari to Srinagar is the only road practicable

for wheeled tra6Sc. The remainder are only practicable

for pack animals. Mr. Oirdlestone says of the roads

land the meam of oommunioation in the towns are narrow, tortuous streets, whose
unsfen paremeut is esorneiating to the feet, and In the eountiy the traeks worn by passengers

and oattle, and following the inequalities of the ground. In the side vallejs, the footpath

soon beoouies diffionlt as the upper gorges are reaohed.**

Mr. Wynne reported in 1873 that the Mabardja intended henceforth to

devote to the improvement of roads an annual sum of half a lakh of eMki
(ten-anna) rupees. Up to date little or nothing has been done towards the

repoirs of the roads.

To Srinagar the principal roads from India are i—
(e) The Mar( road, nearly finished, suitable for wheeled traffic, and with

little alteration for a narrow-gauge line.

(d) The Pfr Panjdl route, which is very bad and much less used than

formerly. Ponies go along it with difficulty.

(c) The Sialkot-Jomd-Srinagar route, a good deal used by natives, suit-

able for baggage animals.

From Srinagar the principal roads are

(s) To Gilgit eid the Kamri or Dorikdn passes, Astor and Bdnjf. Tliis

road is continued to Ghitral and then by the Dorah pass into

Zebak. It is passable for baggage animals, but very difficult in

places.

(3)

To Ldh aid the Zoji La and thence on to Tdrkand. A certain amount
of money is being yearly spent by the Joint Commissioners on this

road, and consequently it is generally very good going for baggage
animals.

(s) To Skardd ettf the ZojiLaand Indus valley. From whore it leaves the

IjAi road, this load is extremely bad and barely passable for

baggage animala
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In the valley the beet rood ie perhaps that leading from Srinagar to
ShupioD, and thence to the Ffr Panjil paae. Other well-marked tracks are
the roads from Baramt&la to Srinagar on the one side, and to IsUmabdd and
Vernig and thence to the Banihfl pass on the other side ; the road to Uh
up the Sind valley and thence over the Zoji La, and the road to Gilgit
following the course of the Jhelam, and then skirting the east side of the
Wular lake. Ail the roads appear to date from the time of the Delhi Emperors.
Of the village paths, it may be said that from any large village there is

usually a decent track leading to Srinagar. But communication between
villages is very difficult owing to rivers, canals, unbridged irrigation cuttings,

rice-lands, and swamps. On all main trackr the villagers maintain little cross-

ings of logs covered with mud over irrigation canals and streams. Near
Srinagar the' roads generally begin with a mile or two of poplar avenue. The
traffic is by ponies, mules, and coolies {Wingate)

Bellew gives the following interesting account of the mode of tracking out
a pass by the aid of yaks on the high passes of LadAk

** Before easajing the pMsage of the glaoier. it ia i>astomerj to drire % herd of ten or twel?e*

yaka aoroaa to aaoertain the route. Theee, in their v. 7, eagAcioua animala, when urged up
the side of the gUoier, crowd together for a oonaultati. ita edge, and after a good deal of
grunting one of them takes the lead, the othem following in single file. The leader, with his

nose down on the enow, sniffs and gmnta hie way oautioualy, and when tired, falls hack for

the next to take up tho lead till land it. reached on the other side. The Bhote follow the
track of their hrutee and erect little ptllare of enow here and there along the route by way of

guide in case of mieta or anew obscuring the track.'*

Not unfrequently in the valley of the Indus, blocks of rocks are set in

motion by the step of the wild sheep. These stoue avalanches are of constant

occurrence in these hills after rain and daring the period the winter snows are

melting away ; and they are one of the moat dreads dangers the traveller has

to face. And hence it is that the Bhot never thinks of camping in the open

in these valleys, but always takes shelter in the cavern of some secure bank, or

scoops out, or walls in, some ready hollow under the lee of any firm rook.

SaudaU:—In the Kashmir valley the better class of people wear ekaplU,

which consist of a soft-leather sock, laced, and over it a strong, thick leather

sole, hound to the foot by thooga, terminating in one buckle. Coolies, both in

the valley and in the mountains, wear sandals made of rice-straw. ChapUe

are useless in wet weather, but the straw-shoe is good and safe, and worn over

the European boot is comfortable, and safe for mountain climbing.
(
Wingate,)

The Tibetdn sandals, or mocassins, will wear for a surprisingly long time,

provided they do hot get wet. They are mada of ibex-skin, and on account of

their roughness and pliability they are admirably adapted to walking over

steep or dangeroue paths.

Communieationt.—In the valley of Kashmir the Jhelum and the canals

connected with it are much used as a means

of communication, and have hitherto served

all the purposes of traffio* A description of the various kinds of boats used will

be found under the beading Jhelum.'*
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To BFoid tho neeesrity of croBsiog the dengeroae Wuler lake, through

which flows the main stream of the Jhelum, a Daeigable canal was construct^

in Fcry early times to oonnect Sopflr with Srinagar.

This canal, which is called the Nard, leaves the left bank of the river

immediately below Shadipur and runs southward, dividing into two branches,

the smaller of which continues straight on through' the marshes to Patan and

Palhallan, while the other turns to the right and finally enters the southern

portion of the Wular lake.

'When the water is high enough, this, which is the shorter route, is always

selected by the boatmen when passsing between Srinagar and Baramdla.

Irrigation channels are numerous; of these the Shihkdl canal in the

Jthourpara pargana^ and the Naindi and Ninnar canals, near Islamabld, are

among the most important.

The construction of a canal connecting Akndr with Jamd was commenced,

but proving a failure was abandoned ; it is called the Shdhnahdr canal

Rafts and small boats are floated down the Chendb, but it cannot be called

navigable above Akndr. There are falls and rapids, near where the river

makes the knee*bend, which are dangerous. The Indus is too rapid to be

navigated in any part of its course through the Kashmir State.

-The earliest rules regarding postal communication with Kashmir
were contained in Panjib Notification No. 073, dated iOth March 1867, and pro-

vided for the conveyance of a sealed bag to and from the British Officer on
duty at Srinagar, by the Mahardja's agency. A fee equal to half the British

postage was levied, on behalf of the Mahardja, on all letters to and from
visitors in the valley, who used what was termed the Resident’s dAk.”

Ckangei in 1S70-71.—In 1870 the direct connection of the Srinagar post

office with the office of the Officer on Special Duty was severed ; but the

• tMU, Sri^ j)«t hM Jw.y. sino.
‘ . — maintained by the Imperial post office dur-

ing the Kashmir season of each year. At
first sanction was experimentally given*

in 1870 ; but it was continued t permahently

The establishment was as follows

g

1 Deputy Poetmeiter on 100 per mensem.
1 Clerk 80
1 Mnushi |0 H
8 Peons 14 „
Stationery . • 6 „

From Ist January i8H6 Srinagar was constituted a permanent head office,

which is now open throughout the year. The time of transit between Sialkot

and Srinagar averages about 63 hours.

Op-

to Director General of the Pmt Office,

dated 19th May 1870.

t Letter from mnaocisl Department
to IMrector General of the Poet Offlceb
No. 1477, dated 16th March 1871.

in 1871.

The present establishment consists

g
1 Postmaiter at
8 Clerks ^
1 Clerk
8 Postmen „
Stationeiy allowanoe

160 per I

80 ,

80 «

14 «
6
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Uuriiiijr the senson (IstMRy to Slst October) one extra poatman ie enter*

tained^ ami during the winter an allowance of fid per month ia made tor fire*

wood.

During July and Auguat^ a brnnch office ia eatabliahed at Oulmarg.
L^k.—K 8ub«offioe waa opened at Ldh experimentally on the lat June

1875; it was continued on the lat January

lS*oaM! permanent in Anguet
Not. 4M Mild 238^ dated 25tib Jaiin<> 1876. It is open throughout the rear. The
ar.v and aSrd AnRMt 1876. v ail ii % ^
K Genl. B.. SepUmber 1888. iwasumir postal charges and rules apply to

L5h.

Levy of KaehmU In addition to the British post office, tho

State maintains its own postal service, the chief offices being at Srinagar and

Jamd. Their only regular service is between these two places, and it is so

iiDcertain, that the inhabitants of Srinagar are largely using the British post

office for all communication with India. Within the State, letters may take

from a few days to a month or six weeks to reach the addressee. On all

correspondeuco addressed to or emanating from its own subjects, the State

charges postage at British India rates; and consequently if the letter is ad-

dressed to India, its sender must pAy double postage, once in British stamps

and again in Kashmir stamps, and the recipient of a letter from India must

pay in cash the full amount of the British stamps thereon. This is a serious

hindrance to trade. The charge is made whether the letter travels by the State

or by tbe British office. Europeans are charged at half rates for all Indian

correspondence, and 1 anna per letter, post-card, or newspaper going to or

coming from Europe. Official correspondence is free of any Kashmirf postage.

Within the State the local officials use Kashmiri service stamps, which are

uot paid for, but supplied on application. The Kashmiii stamps in use are

•

^Private. Sereiee,

t aiina.

\

:

I »
2 annus.

and pott-eards.

i anna.

1 M
2 annas.

4 H

The double postage is almost prohibitive of parcels, as the postage fre-

quently exceeds tbe value, and even the half-postage rates charged to Euro,

peans make it cheaper to use a special messenger. In maintaining such a

systtm tbe State shows itself at once ignorant of its own advantages and

neglectful of the interests of its subjects. (Wingate.)

Writing in 51 r. Girdlestone says that the efficiency of the post

between Srinagar f nd Jamd is noteworthy, for, notwithstanding that five

ranges of hills have to he crossed, the u.^ual time of transit does not exceed

forty-eight hours, the Jiatanco being about 160 mi'ei^i. To obtain this speed

the dully packet is limited to a fow pounds in weight, and the runners are

relieved every 2 oi 8 miles in tbe bills. At present (1889) a letter potted at
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Lahorii on Friday evening, would ordinarily be delivered in Srinagar on Tues-

day, and from Bombay a letter is received after about 8 days. But the bags

being limited in weight, in making them up newspapers are frequently left

out, and occasionally letters. Heavy rain makes the route to Jamu very diflS.

cult, and heavy snow closes the Banihdl pass (9,800 feet), although shelters for

the runners exist every 200 or 300 yards. The post is thus occasionally in*

terrupted for one or two days at a time. ( Wingate)*

liie communication on the lines between Srinagar and Qilgit is maintain-

ed, not by regular runners, but through village agency, and therefore cannot

be depended on for speed, though, so long as there is no snow on the road,

the variation in time is slight. Between Srinagar and Leh, there are regular

runners during the summer, but in winter, when the men cannot camp out,

they go from village to village. In the summer a letter goes from Sri-

nagar to Ldh in seven or eight days : in winter much longer.

Mr. Ney Elias, in 1878, made the following report on the postal routes to

Uh:—
** The Kaln route ie closed to traffic for eiabt months in the year, and during the re-

maining four months, csnnot be used as a dkk road, owing to its length and natural difficul-

tiee in the form of high paeeee. The Kashmir road, on the other hand, ia in ordinary

seasons open for dilk service the whole year, with the esoaption of a week or two during the

winter, when heavy enow is felling, or when exceptionally boieterone weather prevails

at a certain point. It is, moreover, a somewhat shorter route to Lahore than the Kuln
route.

But two serious obstacles to the Kashmir route exist—(1) the necessity of crossing the

Zoji La pats in its present uncared-for conditions (2) the absence of an undivided and
effectual control of the ddk eerviv^e between the limite of the juriediotion of the waeir of

Kashmir (vis., Sonamnrg) and Laddk.**

From the account given of tbe Zoji La, it will, be aeen that the

7-mili; section between Baltal and Oremau is too long for the safety of the dftk

men, and is the chief cause of the delay in running the mails between Kashmfr
and Laddk.

From Sonamarg to L€h there are thirty-two d&k etogrs, to each of which
in the summer two men are appointed, while between Sonamarg and Mdta3'aQ
sixteen extra men arc employed during the winter.

In the winter, instead of the d4k arriving daily at L^h, there is often an
interval of a fortnight, and even more sometimes.

From Srinagar to Uh the transit under ordinary circumstance takes seven
days, the distance being about 254 miles. ^Ixcept on the part of officials,

Europeans, and a few merchants, there does not appear to be much written

correspondence in Kashmfr.
A railway scheme^ is under cousideration for the extension of the Sialkot

branch of the North-Western Hailway to •Tama. The line would be about 27
miles long (9 British and 18 Kashrr.ir territory), running through easy country#
mostly fertile, especially the English portion, presenting uo difficulty, except

Baiiwnyd. bridge (about 1,000 feet). The work could l>e com-
pleted and carried out in twelve raoniks from the daU

* Thia railway is now rntpp*tt*tsd (ISfO).
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of oommenoing operotioDt. Tbe totol cost has been eetifnated at B51,000 per

mile.

Four routes are conndered practioable

i«4.«»Sia1kot to the Kasbmfr pUuD, vid Jamtf and Rfasl^ up the Cbendb

and Biohlari valleys, with a bng tunnel under the Banihdl pass*

tad.—From Jh^lnm, on the North-Western Railway, up the Pdnoh valley,

etif Koti and Pdooh, with a tunnel under^ Hdji Pir, or adjoin-

ing pass, to Baramdla and Srinagar.

9r«f.—-Leavingt^ North-Western Railway at Mandra or New Rewdt, start-

ing et^ Kahdta, Panjar, and up the Jhelum valley to Baramdia

and Sinagar.

From Ka1a-kf-8ardi station on the North-Western Railway, vid

Abbotabdd, Mozafarabdd, and np the Jhelam valley to Baramdia

and Srinagar.

Teleprdpk.—A wire connects Jamd with Sialkot with an intermediate

station at Nawashar, the head^quarters of the villa.

From Jamd the wire is carried to Srinagar, with intermediate stations at

Udampdr, Deogal, or' Banihdl on the south, and Vemdg on the north side

of the Banihdl pass ; and at Islamabdd.

From Udampdr branch lines go to B!as( and Rdmnagar.

From Srinagar the line goes to Domdl.

On this line the intermediate stations are Sopdr, Baramdia, and Urf.

Another line goes from Srinagar to Skardd, vid Sind valley and Sonamarg

(where there is an office), and thence to Drds, an isolated line connects Oilgit

with Astor, with an intermediate office at BdnjC on the Indus.

No State charge is made for telegrams to or from British India beyond

the charges current in British India, except for cable messages, on which a

lax of Ri is levied. The service is well worked. All cable messages from

Europe are stopped at Sialkot, whence they are forwarded by post to Srinagar.

A cable message to Europe reaches in a few hours, whereas a cable message

from Europe takes four or five days to reach Srinagar.

Statistios amdFimamoi.

Miliiary Siatiitiev.

Strenplk.^Tho total force at the disposal of the Kashmir Government is

as follows

AanftMBT. SSWJM
dATtlry

Itai. OODB. Mlam.

JuDgi Fam
Khola Fa^ . . .

Niaanat....
Ilahardja's Body-guard
Ifl<n*B nodj-goard .

Fdnok forsa

Fort and oatpost guards

14336
8306
$tl86
600
680

1300
1300

1,198

*800

see

aaa

see

1,688

eea

ses

aaa

eae

64
ess

see

see

sea

8881
BnKited eamp-
foUowsrtaia n<it

taken intooalou-
lation, nor any
oiBosn above tbs
rank of com-
mandiuit.

Total 84348 1,498 1388 886 1,688
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Thm if flfo f police force of men, hM of whom are kept at Jamd
and half in Kashmir.

The above figures are Major Biddnlph’s, and show a paper strength of

about 80,000* Mr. Henvejf's information at the end of 1882 was much the

same. And these two uffioers agree also in patting down the actual strength

at about 20,000 men.

Mr. Henvey, at the end of 1882, described the distribution

of the troopa thus

>

Kathmir
Jamd .

Attor .

Gilgit . •

Moiafmbdd
Varioiit forte

• 6,646 men,
. 18.730 H
. 1.604
. 3.116 ..

. 300

. 4.696 ..

He also gives the distribution by commands, thus

—

Namt of Rcgl torCoipa. Nomter of mn.

Rogo Part
BijR .

Rii|ronath

Lawman

GoTind

Bodr .

Shobnah
K4m •

Fateh .

fiodr-gaard
Artillerj

Hanuman
Partdb
Bimgol
Bulbbndder
Narain
De?i
Rugbir

Sber Bneha
Beabeshur
Sar^i •

Mor Siagh
Gotial .

CbTal7
Irregulars

Ditto
Sepoyaof Foi

Misamat Regi
Police .

Gagnr .

Gbmual I»dab Sivob's Combahd*
. . Indar Singh •

. Colonel Bdj Singh •

. Nibald, Commandant
. • Deei, ditto

• . Gnngd* ditto

. . linkod • ...
Gbmbbal Laba's CoxMAirn.

• . Cbuntf ...
. . Maaji ...
. • Bhasat . •

. • Nutfad
• Chnndd .

• Man Singh • .

Gbbbbal (*hatab Sibob's Coxmabd.
. Khoj^i....

. • Derija* Colonel
. Laha, Commandant
. Dniga Perahad

• . Bulbbndder, Commandant
. . Darn, Colonel

Snr^ ....
Gbbbbal Shabxab Sibob's Commabd.

. Pigar Singh, Colonel

• . Gnniab, Commandant .

. • Narain Singh
• Deri, Commandant
. liata Singh, Commandant

. . Colonel Eiari Singh

. . Bakabi Mnlr^i
. Diwan Snnt Udm .

• o • » e e e

. Colonel WasfrI Harf Singh
• Bamra ffingfa, eto.

. Sobs Kb&n, Commandant

690
721
881
966
786
841

616
681
626
696
687
760

716
638
686
766
690
866
926

426
699
736
466
846
IkUlwo

2,996
3.311
4,695
1,266
488
800

Total 30,480
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The following extraote from n report made by Mr. HeuFeyi Officer on
Special Duty in Kaehmfr^ give a abort aketch of the ayatem by which the

army la recruited and maintained

*

** Tarm Thare it noiit, aad coDaequently do pennon liet. Men are kept on

nntil they drop or find aubetitntea.

** Mtemtr#.—Formerly there was little diffienlty in attraeting aa many Dogrie at were

wanted, bnt of late the eerrioe hae beeome unpopular, and attempta hare been made to force

each wamimdair'a family to produce one man for the army. Thia baa oanaed mncb diacontent,

and daeartiona ara more frequent than erer. Agenta are aent out to oollectGdrkha reoruiU,

probably in moat caaea man who haya not anoeeedad in entering Britiah oorpa, or relatiraa of

Sipaleaa aoldiara already enrolled in the Mahar^a'a army. For the KhaHa Fauj^ or irragn-

lan, aee page 5 of Mqjor Biddnlph'a report, which giuee a true picture of the compoaition of

the forea.

** MiliUa and UrrUoriat >bfvee.—The only eorpe which can be included nndar thia

denonunaUoQ ia the nUamoL It ia, aa Major Biddniph atatea, localiaad and kept apart from

the army. 1 gather that the dutiea of the mnamai are rather thoae of a military police than

of regular aoldiaro.

" Bnfply ZVparfmanfa.—>The Bakkaki, or ** Cj/Uar^i^Colmmm/' ia the paraon who ar-

rangee for aoppliae. Since the Mahardja'a rerenue ia to a great eitent collected in kind, the

diffienlty ia how to convert the atorea into money, not how to feed the troopa. Only in

ouUying garriaone, auch aa thoae of Qilgit, ie it naoaaaary to procure grain, Ae., from the

Kaahmfr valley.

^ yVwMporl.—Mulaa and hnlloek-wagona are maintained at Jamn, and acme time ago

there waa talk of arranging with the Kaahmfr people lor poniaa. But, aa a rule, the trana-

port oonaiata of ha^ari cooliaa^ a.#., of villagera impremed for the purpoaa. The mieary

ariaing therefrom, eapaeimlly in eroeaing the high mountain barrier between Kaahmfr and

Aator towaida Gilgit^ ia nnapaakable. For movemente within the valley of Kaahmfr boata

are need to all pointa touched by the Jbalum and by the lakea.

.
** FhrCa.-*Appandu II oontaina a liat of all the fiarta in the Mahardja'a territory. Whe-

ther it ia oomplate or not I cannot any, for I have not been able to make a pemonal inapec-

« Nat Baa, aa printed la Mafav t’on of any of tile forte eicept thoae of Hari Parvat, DaO*.
ddnlpk'a paper. Bahu) near Jamd, and Udampdr. .The forta of Harf

Pigrvat and Ban are well deacribed in Mr. Girdfeetona'a note on the Jamd and Kaahmfr army,

dated 5th February 1872. Udampdr ia parhapa hardly to be called a fort at all. It ia

rather a palace encloaed in a large quadrangle with walla, aay 16 feet high, and only one

large entrance. I never aaw any armament or military garriaou there. The building ia

aitntated on open ground, on the aame pluioiu aa the villa^ of Udampdr, and fiankod on

the Jamd aide by a deep ravine.

* Magaaimaa and Arma AcIoi'm#.—

I

made enqnirica aa to them in 1880 and 1881, with

the following reaulte briefly atated

MACaiiNBa.

"JkoNf.—The principal magaaine liea two milea north of the elty, and ia under the man-
agement of Mfdn Laldin. It ia capable of prodnoiDg IfiOO maunda of powder per auanm.
The araenal b reported to contain aa many ae 800 braaa gnna of light calibre.

** if/e#/.^Tbere ia a amall magaaine here prodneing 800 mannda of powder per annum.
** JTaiuwAeA.—Eight miUa fhom Jamd; aaltpetre b mannfhotorvil.
" Airba^er.—Near the Ibrtreaaof Harf Parvat; produoea tBO kAarwdrani powder yearly.
* Mag^aralMt Aaior^ and CUtgU are uaually anppibd from Kaahmfr, hut It b aaid that

powder can be locally made.

Aixf FACTOBiia.

Tlib b the principiil factory. Two foremen and 150 workmen employed:

8S
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mucsie-loading rifles turned out at the rate of a dozen in two months, but workmanship bad.

Small*mountain guns (probably the *das(i tcp *) are inanafactnred. Shells are made in large

quantities, but in quality bad. Matchlocks, hlundeibiisses, bayonets, swords, Ac., are freely

made ; and there are ezperiments constantly going on wit h Martini-Henry rifles, gatlings,

and so forth, but local artisana are not capable of efficient work of this sort.

^ Sk4iu^ar.-«There is a factory near the Ckmoni

;

60 workmen employed, and rifles and

carbines made.
'* ZoiiMjpasi.—On the road to Gulmarg ; 25 blacksmiths and 10 workmen engaged tu

the manufaotnre of muskets and swords.
** Besides the above, it must be borne in mind that there are many private gunsmiths in

Kashmir who are exceedingly skilful in imitating European weapons. To my knowledge

they can convert muzde-loading into breech-loading rifles; and the Mabardja doubtless

makes use of them as contractors for the manufacture of arms.
** Barraekt and Jfiliiary Buildings.—My attention has not been previously directed

to this snbjeot. Information could, if necessary, be collected next year; but speaking

generally, it is probable that, with the exception of Jamd and Srinagar, the garrisons are

located in the forts to which they are detailed.
** The Government of India is aware of the jealousy with which the Officer on Speeial

Duty in Kashmir is prevented from obtaining knowledge of the Mahar^a's internal affairs.

The officer cannot make personal investigation into such matters as the army, forts, and

arsenals, without exciting suspicion. He is therefore dependent upon the reports of native

agents, who often draw upon their imagination for their facts. Of course, this is to be re-

gretted, but it is the outcome of the peculiar relations subsisting between the Officer on Duty

and the dathdr, and it should be taken into account in estimating the value of hia labors.'*

The subjoined table has been extracted and translated from

the Administration Report of Jamu and Kash-
FUpulation.

1873, which was prepared in

accordance with the command of His Hig^huess the Mahatma by Diwan Kirpa

lUm.

tft
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Axcpa.—

V

aried as is the form of this countrjy aod its other physical

characters, its population is not less so. The several tribes that dwell here

dotted over the lower hil1s» or sheltering in the valleys that divide the loftier

mountains, are some of widely different origin, and some, though of nearer

relation, of widely different character.

The races may be thus classified

Aryan.

SlMrffr-(Mth2mmad.n.) }
““‘I**

Principally Hindus, inhabiting the east part of the next higher

mountains, on which snow falls to a considerable extent.

Principally Muhammadans, but some fraction are still Hindus,

living for the most part in the mountain-bound country of Kashmir.

Chiefly Muhammadans, dwelling in the mountainous country north

of Kashmir ; the Tibetdn Baltfs being their neighbours on the east and the

Path4ns or Afghans on the west.

Turanian.

IVie^aa—Subdivided into—
(Muhammadans), living at elevations of 6,00(1 to 11,000

feet.

XaddKr—(Buddhists), dwelling in villages 0,500 to 13,500 feet.

Engaged chiefly in agriculture.

CissipifA—(Buddhists), wandering among the high level valleys

of Rupshu for pastoral purposes.

This classification is more national than tribal. For the southern parts

especially, another division might be attempted, that is one by castes, but our

information about the various subdivisions of the castes is not sufficient to do

this, Each race will be separately described, but here, too, a few words may
be said.

The Dogr4s and Chibhdlfs were originally one, but they have now become

separated in many characteristics, the latter having become Muhammadans,
while the DogriLs remained Hindds. They are well featured and of rather

slight build.

The Pahdrfs are a stouter race, as befits those who live for part of the year

among snow.

The Kashmiris, though allied to the Pahfiris, possess some very marked
characters ; they are large-made, robust, and of a cast of feature really fine.

The Ddrds are a race who, though Aryan also, are very different and easily

distinguishable from Kashmiris.

All these hitherto enumerated races have features distinctly of the Aryan
type, still with marked differences among themselves.

The TibeUn races, whom we now reach, have the oharaeteristics of the

Turanian family (of which the Chinese and the Japanese are the instances

most known to Englishmen) in varying degree. The two last of these sub*

%b
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divisions are Buddhist in religion^ the first Muhammadaiij principallj of the

ShCa sect.

Religion.—VLt, Drew has described the religions of the Kashmir State in

these words i—
There are four religione. Only three, indeed, are of much importance as regards this

eonntry. These are three widespread religions of Buddhism, Hinddisin, and Muhammadan-
ism. The fourth is the Sikh seot of the Hiudds, which is very sparingly represented.

** The Buddhists comprise two out of the three Tibetdn races^the Champds and the

Lad&kis. They comprise also the inhabitants of sereral Dird villages who, while retaining

certain rites of their own, have adopted Buddhism. It should be noted that not only those

Ddrd villages follow this religion who, it was shown, have acquired the Tibetdn tongue and

loet their own, but several others also who retain their own Ddrd speech.

** The Muhammadans include the Baltfs who, as before said, are bui Laddkis converted

to Islam ; nearly all the D&rds, the Kashmiris (taking them generally), and the ChibhdUs.

**Of the Uindd faith are the Pahdris and Dogrds.

** Of Sikhs but very few are to be met with in these territories. There are some villages

of comparatively old colonisation in the Jhelnm valley, and there is a Sikh temple and grantk

or book on the banks of the Chendb.
** It is the case that within the Hindd area are many Muhammadans, not only colonies

from other races, but also natives of the same part who have at different times been con-

verted; this is specially the case in the towns. On the other hand, in every town in the

Muhammadan country Hindds are settled chiefly as traders ; and again, in Kashmir a propor-

tion of the inhabitants retain their old Hindd faith ; these are the Kashmiri Brahmins."

Muhammadan fanaiieum $n Srinagar^—In September 187S» a aerious riot

ocoarxed in Srinagar between the Muhammadan eeota of Shfas and Sunia. The

cause was religious fanaticism. Great loaa of property waa inflicted.

Languagee. -7-The following ia Mr. Drew’a account of the languagea of the

Kaahmtr State. Below are given an enumeration of thirteen languagea, or

dialeota spoken within the Kaahmfr State. It would be poaaible, no doubt, to

a greater number of aubdiviaioua, ainoe the apeech ia apt tp vary in theao

mountain countries within very short distances ; the greater number of aub*

divisions one makes, the less, of course, will be the difference between any two

adjoining ones ; in the present list the differences are very marked indeed. To

mark out the relatiooahips of the thirteen dialeota, the olassification ia indicated

by the bracketing on the left-hand side of the accompanying list» where all

tiie Pahdri dialects and Kashmiri being put together, /our great groups are

constituted.

The following is the list

Aryan {Souther

m

Meieiea).

i

ftCdmliari.

Bmdarwani.
Marf.
Dialect of Doda.
Kishtwdrf.

KashmM.

Pahiri,
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D<rd

{

Dialect of D^h.

,, of Astor, Gurais, and Dris.

„ of Gilgit.

Turanian (SoiUhern Divuiofi),

rr*k / Luuguage of Baltistan and Ladak.
UbeWiij^

„ ofthe Cbainpda.

An account of these languages will be found iu the description of the provinces

in which they occur.

With all these diiSerent languages, it can be understood that in carrying on

the government some difficulties occur through their variety. The official

written language is Persian. Orders given by the Muhardja are written in

Persian character and language. The government's accounts are also written

iu Persian, and in almost every case that language is the medium of official

communication, though in some cases Dogri is used.

Though Persian is so commonly written, that all who would aspire to an

office of any estimation must become acquainted with it, yet it is very seldom

spoken in Jamu, only, indeed, when some trader or other traveller from Kdbul

or Yarkand comes, unacquainted with the more familiar dialects, and makes

himself understood with Persian, which is the French of Asia.

Besides the Persian character, which in this State is hardly ever applied to

any but the Persian language, there are three written characters used for the

languages spoken. These are Dogri, Kashmiri, and Tibetdii. In its old form

the DogrC character was imperfect, and not easy to read either accurately or

quickly. For this reason, a few years ago, the Mahardja caused to be invented

a modification of it ; by this it was brought nearer to the Devanagri—so near,

that the system is quite one with that, though the forms are somewhat
different. The new Dogri is used for the petitions which are brought up
before the Mahnrija ; for this purpose it has replaced Persian

; but it has not
generally displaced either Persian or the old Dogri. The old Dogri character

is made use of only for writing the Dogri language ; it is allowed in certain

official documents, as in reports from officers of the army, who are of a class by
whom Persian is hardly ever acquired ; also many accounts are kept in duplicate

in Persian and Dogri ; the accountants of one class are consider^ a check on
the other—a oontinnous 8ide-by«side system of audit being thus carried out

Chibhili and the Pab4rf dialects are unwritten. Kashmiri is written, hat

seldom ouly. The Diird dialects are not written. Of the people who speak

Tibetin, the Laddkis are the only one who can at all generally write it.

Four alphabets are used by natives of the oountry, ess., Persian, Dogri,

Kashmiri, and TibeUin. People who come to Jamd from other parts not un-

commonly have some other oharaeter which they write, specially applicable

probably to the vernacular of their native place. Thus, Sikbs from the Panjib

have their Ourmakhi writing, Hindus from the centre of Hiuddstin will write

either in Devanagri or soma allied form of character. Bengalis will have their

own Bengali writing, and so on.

a?
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Mihbbal Pboduotiokb.

/F0B.-*-The best iron is found in the vioinity of Rfasf in Jamdi while the iron

found at Sof and Kothar is not so good. Iron of good quality^ hut inferior

to that of Rfasi, is found in Pdnoh and in the hills south of Badrawdr.

The outturn of the iron mines would appear to he very small, as Vigne

mentions that the total yield of the forges at Sof in the Bring pargana^ then,

as now, the principal ironworks in the Talley, was only 5,760 Ihs. per month

;

these mines, together with those in the Knthdr pargana, now yield about 60

tons annually.

Iron is also mined near Choan, In the Shdhabdd Talley, at Shdr, near Pam-

pur, and Arwan, in the Zainagfr pargana^ but the amount produced at these

places is inconsiderable and of inferior quality.

Mr. Oirdlestone says there are iron mines at Chrdr, hut neither Drew nor

Bates mentions their existence ; he also mentions Nihari as a place where iron

ore is found and worked.

Verchdre, in bis description of the mines at Kothar in the Knihitpargana,

says he has no doubt the amount of ore obtained could be supplemented consider^

ably by increasing the mines and adopting better furnaces with a blast worked

by water-power, wind-mills, or horse-power ; but the miners and other inhabit*

ants of the villages take great care not to mention to the MahardjVs official any

Taluable deposit of ore which may be worked with adTantage ; they pretend

that the MahaHya takes away all the iron for his arsenal and pays nothing

for it, and that when a supply of any ore is discOTcred neara Tillage, the inhabit-

ants have to work it by corv/ei, so that the discovery of a Tcin of valuable

mineral is a calamity to the people of the neighWrhood. ** But,^' adds

Mr. Verchdre, ** this is probably untrue in many ways ; the iron they supply is

taken in Ueu of taxes ; the care with which many of the holes are concealed

with bushes and rubbish induces me to beUeve that a good deal of iron is

•melted in a contraband way; and last, but not least, making a secret of

mineral wealth is quite consistent with the love of hoarding riches so prevalent

amongst natives.'^ In Kashmir, moreover, the MahardjVs government enter-

tain the same childish fear, lest the mineral wealth of the country should

become known. In Laddk, the only place -where iron is found appears to be

Yelcbang. Dr. Aitchison says it is called ekakt by tbe Bhotis, and is a trade

article from the Panjdb, chiefly vid Kuln, in the form of rods and flat bars ; also

as large iron dishm and horse-shoes. All of it that is imported into Ldb is

expended either in Laddk proper or in Baltistdn. Horse-shoes ate brought in

greater or less quantity from Ydrkand, as well as from Kulu and Kashmir.

The Bbot term for horse-shoes is miipak, and for nails gurd.

Lead is known to exist in the vicinity of Sof, in Kashmir, but it does not

appear to be worked at all. A large quantity of sulphuret of load is brought

down from Riasi to Amritsdr.

Ccy/wA—-Vigne says vaguely—

'* Veins of lead, copper, and, as I was informed, also of silver and even of gold, are known
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to exist io the long grses^ooTered hills in the neighbourhood of Sof, but the iron alone is

worked.'*

AocordiDg to Moorcrofti some copper mioes are said to have been discovered

towards Kashmfr. He probably refers to the mine near the village of Harpat-

nar, at the northern extremity of the Kuhdr pargana, where a copper mine is

said to have been worked until of late years. Jacquemont found copper ore in

the Lidar valley, on the south-west side of the range which divides Kashmfr

from Surd. Baron Hiigel also found copper ore, but mentions that the mines

are not worked ; this traveller also states that plumbago abounds in the Pfr

Panjdl mountains; and it has lately been found of inferior quality in the

(ioinai nala on the east side of the Maru Waidwdn valley, between the villages

of Inshin and Maru.

Bellew says that copper is found in several spots in the Nubrd and Shyok

valleys. The ore is worked in the vicinity of Chardsa, in the Nubii valley.

Some specimens of the ore obtained in the Shyok valley were found to contain

some nuggets of the kind called peacock ore/' mixed up with crude sulphate

of copper. Copper is also found in the Indus, close to Ldh, by the people

when they are washing for gold^ * Copper glance is found at Rondu, in

Baltistdn.

Silver,—According to Vigne, stiver exists near SoP, in Kashmir, but it is

not worked;

Hiigel is probably correct in his statement that neither gold nor

silver has been found; but he adds, ^'neither do the streams bear down gold-

dust, as in the neighbouring countries." This latter statement is disproved, as

far as concerns the Shingo river, by Captain Montgomerie, R.E., who, in his

account of the progress of the Kashmir survey, gives the following particulars

regarding gold-washing in that stream

** The drainage, eeoaping from the plains of Deosai, ihrongh a not easily dUtingoi«hed

gorge near the Kataeiri station, falls into the Drds rirer above Kirkitchu. This tributary

of the Drtfs river is called the Shigar and sometimea the Shingo rirer; it brings down gold

with its waters, and goid-washing is carried on just'below the junction. The Indus itself and

several of its tributsries are known to produce gold.

*' The gold»washing is said not to be raluable, but it does sometiines give as much ss one or

two small rupees a day to a man, though a most barbarous method is employed in washing
the earth. This earth is taken from the detritus which, I think, now generally lies ahore

the higheet flood line. After two or three washings, a black, heavyish aort of aand is lefta

with the pieces of gold scattered here and there. At far at my own experience goes, 1 should

say it was not a very profitable bnsinese, for after half an hour's washing I only got five

very tiny nuggete hardly worth an anna, and I had, at the time, the benefit of the assistance

of an Australian gentleman. Thia gentleman thought that something might be done by
investing in a cradle and apparatue. He said that a aubatanoe like the black sand mentioned

above had proved valuable in Anstralia."

Gold-washing is also carried ou on the banks of the Jlielum, in the neigh-

bourhood of Tangrot, north of Jhelum, but to a very trifling extent.

In the trana-Himalayan province gold is found in the beds of the Zanskdr,

Indus, and Bdsha rivers. Tlie people of Skardu are iu the habit of coming
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every spring to the junction of the ZansUr river with the Inilus^ to search for

gold brought down by the meltings of the winter snow. Vigne says that on
the banks of the B^sha stream more gold is produced than in any other part

of Baltistiln, and this was the only place which the former r^ja reserved to

himself. Any other person might wash the sand for gold elsewhere, but the

value of the quantity collected and of the time expended is so nearly balanced

that Vigne never saw any gold-diggers but on one occasion (at Kiris). Here

four or five men were employed^ and in list have washed and sifted a great

many bushels of earth, but the quantity of gold dust obtained was not more

than would cover a shilling.

Salt (common) is found on the banka of the Tso-kar, where it is collected

by the Rupshu shepherds (Ohampdt). It is of a very inferior quality, but the

Bhota consume it.

Borax is obtained in the Puga valley, in Ladak. There it is collected in

an impure state on theiiorders of certain lakes, as they dry up, depositing the

salt. The material is smeared with fat to prevent loss by evaporation, and

is then transported across the Himalaya to the plains. It is used in medi-

cine ; in the arts as a glaze for pottery ; as also by jewellers to clean gold,

silver, &c.

Soda is found in the Thogji Chanmo plain, the banks of the Tso-kar being

quite white with it. I'ho salt found here is natron, or snbearbonute of soda.

It also is found in extensive patches on portions of the Knenlun plains, and

in the Nnbr4 valley, whcM*e Dr. Bellew says 3,00i) niaunds of this salt had

been collected in 1873 for the Kashmir market. It is used by the Tibetans to

improve the color, and draw out the flavor, of their tea.

Sulphur

.

—Dr. Ince mentions sulphur among the minerals of Kashmir, but

both Hiigel and Moorcroft agree that though sulphureous springs are unmer-

ouB, the mineral has nowhere been found in tho valley in a solid state, and

of it is imported from the Panjib ; a small supply is said to be obtained

It* iiu Kishtwir. In ladik it is obtained only at Puga, in a mine worked

by the Kashmir government.

G^ptnm is found at the sulphur mines on the Puga stream, at the cele*

brated cave of Amrnath, in Kashmir, near Baramula, and in the Cheiiib

valley.

Chalk is found abundantly in most parts of the Kashmir valley.

C/ey.—Extensive deposits of the finest clays of all colours are found

throughout Ladik. They are all lacustrine formations.

Steatite is found in a defile, about six miles north-east of Shigar, in Baltis*

tin ; it is turned into cups and plates by the Baltis.

Slate is quarried in the neighbourhood of Baramdla.

Limeetone ,
—

^Tlie fossiliferous limestone of Kashmir takes a very high

polish, and Major Cunningham remarks that the splendid marble pillars of

the f'Shalimir are the only beautiful things now remaining in that once beauti-

ful garden. Mr. Girdlestjue says that limestone oomos from the neighbour-
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hood of Baramdla, Sopiir^ and Manas Bal ; and at the villnge of Kandabal,

on the edg;e of the Manas Bal lake^ are many lime-kilns.

In Laddk it is the most prevalent rock, and forms the range that divides

Bupshu from Zanskdr ; and is also found throughout the latter district, and

on both banks of the Indus—on the Fotu La and Hunu passes. It also

occurs at both sides of the Pangong lake, and extends from the Baser pass to

the Karakoram range. Owing to scarcity of wood, only the wealthy can

afford to use lime mortar in building their houses.

Serpentine is found in Skardu and Shigar, where it is cut into varioii8ly<-

shaped cups, which are supposed to protect the owner from being poisoned, as

upon any poison being put in, they at once break to pieces.

White marble is met with at the head of tlie Muglib valley, and near the

Kumdau glaciers, in the bed of the Shyok river.

Sulphide of lead [eurmd) is found in the Jamu hills, and samples of coal

from the same locality were exhibited in the Lahore Exhibition. Mr. Baden-

Powell states that the prospect of Kashmir coal in the Jamu territory at one

time attracted considerable attention, more especially as the engineer who
noticed the workings at Dand^la confidently reported the strata to be of the

carboniferous series. Since then, however, the coal of Dandela has proved to

be, like the rest, of eocene origin among nummnlitio limestones
; but un-

doubtedly the coal may be of local value : a large lump now in the Lahore

Museum might pass for Wallsend,^' so good is its appearance. The rooks

in the immediate vicinity of Dandela are thin carbonaceous shales and grits

with earthy ferruginous limestones ; among them is ** the hed or seam of coal

or anthracite, varying in thickness from 1 inch to nearly 2 feet, undulating

in chambers or bunches, more than in a continuous even seam.'^ This is Mr.
Calvert’s description of the spot he selected from which to take his samples,

and it may serve as a favorable type of all that is actually visible.

The strata, he describes, are thickly strewn with fossils of the nummulitic

formation which is characteristic of the lower tertiary period. From a close

comparisou of these rocks with the descriptions given in Dr. Flemming's

report on the Salt Range, there can be no doubt that these coal-measnres are

the same as what is there described as ** lignite or salt-range coal.'^

The general character of the coal is that of a hard anthracite.

Lignite also occurs at Kotli, in the Jamu territory, in a bed from 15 to 18
inches thick.

The following is an analysis of two specimens of coal from Kotli

Carbon
Volatile matter
Anh •

Bo. 1.

90‘5 per cent.
4*0 „ „

l> H

Carbon •

Volatile •

Ask •

No. 2.

90 per cent.

^ w .»

4 19 I,

Several outcrops of coal occur in the vicinity of the Sangarmarg hill, and
this field iu 1888 was uudor exiimination by an ofiloer of the Oenlc^ical

Survey of ludia.

Saldjit^ or lignite, is also, it is said, found in Kashnifr.
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Vigne found surface coal of inferior quality at Tata Pani, about one day's

maroh to the east of Rdjaori.

Cfg9iat is brought from Kargil, and there is a tradition of its hsTing been

found in parts of the Kamrdj, and of emeralds in the mountain of Haramosh^

but there is no knowledge now of the site of the mines. Crystal is found in

the north-east extremity of the Maru Wardwdu valley^ at the foot of the

Saga glacier.

QameU abound in Kashmir ; some, too, of an inferior kind, and of a dark-

brown color, were found at Puga by Dr. Thomson. Their existence is un-

known to the natives.

Jade occui-s in a now disused quarry near Bulakchi, on the banks of the

Elarakash. Mr. Girdlestone says that is exported from Skardu*

A good, hard, yellowish fire-clay is found at Banihdl. It is

used by metal-workers for making crucibles.

Sang-unatwaL-^A kind of soapstone, grey, yellow, and green, which is

found at Dachinpara. It is much used for making small drinking-cups and

plates, which are sold to the numerous pilgrims as mementos of Kashmir.

Vbgbtablb Pboductions.

In a country whose form and climate vary so much, it of necessity follows

that the vegetable productions of the different parts must differ greatly both

in kind and in quantity. Thus, in the Jamd district, the sugarcane and plan-

tain are grown ; in the Kashmir valley fruits grow wild in the greatest luxuri-

ance, while in Laddk the ordinary grains are cultivated very scantily, and the

fruits are few. The brothers de Schlagentweit give us the following statistics

of the limit of vegetation

la tbs Himalaya trsss grow fsiy gsosrally up to 11,800 feet altitude, and in most parte

there are ezteniiTe foreete oorering the side of the mountaine at but a little dietance heloT*

this In the trane-Himalajan dietriots aothiog it found at all oorretponding to a foreti.

Aprioot trees, willows, and poplars are frequeutlj eultiratod on a large scale.

" In the Kuenlun we found the trees on its northern side not to grow above 9,100 feet.

On the aonthem side we fonnd no trees at all ; here the oonsiderable height of the valleys we

passed through excluded them.

** The cultivation of grain ooiocides in most cases with the highest permanently inha-

bited villages; but the eitromea of cultivated grain remain below the limit of permanent

habitation. In the Himalaya tbe cultivation of grain does not exceed 11,800 feet, in Tibet

14,700 feet, and in tlie Kuenlun 8,700 feet. The upper mean limit of grass vegetation is,

in the Himalaya, 16,400 feet ; in the trans-Himalayan districts lO/KX) ; in the Kueolon grass

is not found above 14,800 feet. Shrubs grow in the Himali^a op to 16,80(!) feet ; In the

tiant-Himalayau ^tricts as high as 17,000 feet. On the plateaux north of the Karakoram,

shrubs are fonnd at 16,906 feet, and, what is more remarkable, they occasionally grow there

in oonsiderable quantities on spots destitute of grass.

•* In tbe Knenlnn tbe upper limit of shrubs does note xoeed 12,700 feet ; above this height

grass is still plentiful ; and shrubs being here, as generally everywhere else, conEoed to a

limit helow vegetafion of grass, the range presents in this respect an essential contrast to

the characteristic aspect of the Karakoram.”

Cultipaium.^lu the plain, at the foot of the hills, the land is often irri-

gated by canals from the Tawi and Ujh rivers, and in the Kashmir valley irri.
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gation by oanals is also rssorted to ; but for the most part in the hills the land

is hardnif Le., dependent on r«un entirely, plots of ground being terraced out of

the hills the better to retain the rain-ivater. In Laddk, all cultifated land is

called and this term is also generally used for a field of any kind. Cul-

tivation is confined to the lands watered by the small streams and to the banks

of the great rivers.

Before entering on the enumeration of the woods of the Kadimfr State, it is

proper to say a few words regarding the source of production of these woods.

The main economic value of these timbers (apart from considerations ofstrength,

durability, texture, and color) will depend on the quantity in which they can

be produced for buildings, for railways, and the many purposes for which timber

is indispensable ; nor is the supply of timber for building and furniture-making

purposes all that we have to consider. In a country destitute of coal, the

supply of fuel, both for the manufactories as well as for domestic consump-

tion, is an important item in the consideration of the timber resources. The

wood resources may be classified as follows

7«/.^The iiitramontane forests, by which are meant those vast expanses of

wooded hillside and valley to be found in the interior of the Himalaya. The

most accessible of these are situated along the great rivers, the^Chendb and the

Jhelum.
Bad.—‘Those submontane forests which dothe the sides of the lowest hills.

IniraMoniane Our knowledge of these is, to some extent, limited

:

the vast network of the Himalaya presents surface so varied and so difficult

of access, that it is impossible to describe all the tracts of primeval forests that

may exist. Our knowledge is principally derived from those who, following

the vallejs of the great rivers as inlets into the mountain fastnesses, have

described what they witnessed.

For practical purposes, it is to be remembered that forests are only specially

noteworthy when they exist where there is a possibility of floating their timber

on the great rivers, or their tributaries, or when very eaiy carriage to such

places for launching is possible. Of the whole gigantic network of the Hima-
laya, the physical features are ofcourse extraordinarily varied. In many parts,

principally in the trans-Himalayan districts, for miles around not a tree is seen;

dreary wastes of glaciers, rocky peaks, and tracts covered with boulders and
rooky fragments, are the characteristics; in other parts we have beautifally

wooded valleys, while elsewhere there are dense forests of the stately deodar,

or some of the less valuable pines.

This brings much employment and gain to the people.

Far back in the mountains, the deodars am felled and out up, and the logs

rolled down to the edge to await the rising of the river. In May the logs arc
launched. No further care has to be taken of them; they are left to the
chance of finding their way down a distance of from 160 to 900 miles. From
Riasi, 90 miles above Akndr, to a place as far below it, this. 40 miles is the
space along which the logs arc caught and brought to land. Nearly the
whole population of the places along the river bank occupy themselves in the
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work, tor it comes at a time when farm work is slack. The plan is to provide

what is ealled a eared, a goat-skin carefnlly taken oil and carefully cloeed

wherever an opening occura; the end of one foreleg only is left open for

inflating; the skin ia blown out tight, and the end fastened up with a bit of

string ; to the hind legs are attached loops through which the mao pots his

bare legs, and the stiff inflated skin comes up in front of bis chest. Standing

at a point whence he knows the current will force him out into mid-channel,

the man waits till a log of timber comes opposite to him, and dashing in he

soon reaches it ; and, exerting force and skill, guides it to a sheltered nook.

The places convenient for this are known, and men are ready at each to

receive the logs. While a munsAt is by to measure the timber. There are some

thirty stations for this work within the space mentioned. Few logs escape.

Some of the timber comes from as far away as the Chnmba territory, above

Pidar, where the Panjdb forest department fell it. Some is felled by the

Mabardja's forest department.

The plan is to fell the tree with axes and out it into logs of length vary-

ing, according to the use the timber is to be put to, from 10 to 20 feet

or more, and to mark them in some distinctive way. The logs are then rolled

down the sides of the hills, or down some small ravine of regular slope, to the

river.

** The work is done in the spring and early summer, or if deferred till

autumn, it would be hut in preparation for the next year. So that on the

rising of the river, from the snow-melting, in May, June, July, and August,

the logs may float away. In spite of some of them becoming stuck on the

rocks or stranded on the shore, a good many will And their way through the

mountain country to where the river debouches into the plains.^’ (j^rer.)

Some others belong to contractors, to whom the right of felling has been

sold. These different properties are recognised by the marks cut on the logs

ill the forest. Thousands of logs are caught in this way every season ; 20,000

logs, belonging to the Mahnrdju^s forest department, have been caught in one

year; these would average 20 or 25 cubic feet of timber, and would have a

value of more than £20,000. The next stage in the timber business is to

eonceiiirate the logs, especially, to bring down to Akudr those that have been

caught higher up. This is done, when the force of the current has slightly

moderated, by forming omull rafts of three or four logs each and guiding them
down. Collected at Aknur, the timber is either sold there or made np into

brger rafts of fifty or sixty logs, and floated down eorae 50 milec to Wazfrahdd,

wbenee it is distributed over the Panjab. The felled timber oeed to be nearly

all deodar, that being the wood that stande best against the destructive white*

ant ; but latterly Pssa# ejrce/sa has been tried for railway sleepers ; yonng
trees of PinnM langifMa have always been cent down for roofing the email

houses of the natives, (btew.)

We will now very briefly describe the characteristics of the forect traeta

ae far ae ia known.

Beginning with the most eastern portion of eis-Himalayan distriete, we
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hsTB firstly the vsllej o( the Chen^b. The river offers remarkable fooilitics

for the transport of timber, and above Aknfir Unu (swimmers) are hardly

needed to disengage the logs. Pddar is the highest tract in Kashmir terri-

tories on the Chendb river; from it a large amount of deodar is obtained, the

forests being favorably situated for the felling of the*trees. In Pddnr the upper

part of the forests oousists mostly of silver fir and Finui ^rc^Ua j a little lower

down appears the spruce fir; the deodars continue nearly to the river, a few

hundred feet only at the lowest part being covered with high brushwood. The
Chendb is here a rapid stream, running through a deep, rocky channel. On the

north side the forest is much more luxuriant than on the opposite, aud then it

usually is on slopes facing south; this is caused by the great depth and

narrowness of the ravine through which the river flows. The south side of

the valley, where not absolutely precipitous, is covered with forest, most

frequently of pine. On the north tide, though the upper parts are often bare

and grassy, yet the banks of the river are usually well -wooded, and all the

ravines which are deep and shady are filled with a dense forest of deodar,

horse-chestnut, hazel, sycamore, birub, aud many other trees. Poplars are

planted near the villages, and also apricots and walnuts. West of Asbdari is a

hirest of oak {Quereni lle^e). Following tlie Cbenib downwards towards

Kishtwdr we find at the lower part of the slopes, wherever a little ledge has

enabled the seed to lodge, deodar trees crowning the rocks : the banks of the

river consist of great broken cliffs, or rockf slopes that rise direct from the

river for 6,000 or 7,000 feet. On the south side are dense forests, which,

between Bagni and Kishtwdr, consist of deodar, Pinut eMlsa, oak, chestnut,

with underwood of hazel. Lower down the river, at Rambfin, the north side

of the % alley is partially covered with a forest, but from the general southerly

aspect not a great proportion ; it is only where side-slopes give a more shady

outlook that thick forest can be found, but over a g^od part of the rest trees

und Imshes are scattered. In a aliady ravine, through which the road to the

Hanihal pass runs, there is a wood in which alder, oak, walnut, aud eellii are

found. On the slope above Kdmban, Pinus longifolia grows scattered on the

hillride; near the river there is no forest in any part of the valley, bqt a few

trees of liie Pinnt longifolia scattered about the banks. On the south side,

scattered woods of this same tree arc at*first met with, aud at 4,000 feet the

Querent lanatc appears. Hound the village of Balota are some fine table-topped

deodars, perhaps the relic of a farmer fomat. At 6,000 feet a fine forest

commences. Between Kamban and Riofi the lower slopes on the south side,

which have been greatly denuded of trees, were formerly covered witU fir

forest.

Between RCasi and Akndr the timber is caught as described above.

Id the lower part of the Bhutna valley woods of oak, alder, borse-cheatnut,

and ash are met with. Higher up, forests ?f pines, and above Hamfiri, 'in the

ravines, are groves of poplar and walnut; a few trees of the same kind and

birch being scattered al^ut the hillsides. At Mochel the mountain sides are

barer; there ore some stunted deodars, but at a height of 8«800 fset the
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growth of that tree altogether ends; sprooe and silver fir continue further;

birohi which first appears at 8^000 feet, grows higher than all the others.

The sides of the fianihdl stream are beautifully wooded; among the trees

being deodar, oak, Pinui lonffi/olia, rhododendron, silver fir, elm, alder, eeitU,

poplar, willow, Pinus exeelia, and walnut.

These tributaries are all rapid in their course, and have rocky beds; the

angles they flow in are often considerable, and they are generally practicable

only for logs of sleeper or other short lengths.

The Jhelnm, with its great tributaiy the Kishan Ganga, is the neat great

river upon which timber-felling operations can be carried on. The Kashmir

government monopolises the timber trade, and the only kind of wood (besides

some cAU {Finns longifolia) from the Pfinch, a small tributary) sent down is

the deodar, which is despatched as soon as the snow melts, and is collected

and sold at Jhelum, in British territory. It is calculated that the average

supply, exclusive of British timber from Kdghdn, is about 2,000 logs, and

some of the timber is 60 feet in length.

Besides the deodar, the Finns exeelsa^ Pinu% long^folia^ ash, olive, plane,

hazel, walnut, and maple, are procurable.

The valley of the Indus, in that part which is within Kashmir territories,

is almost bare of trees. No forests are seen ; in the district of Rondfi one first

sees anything approaching to a wood ; here the Finns esteelsa grows in small

groves in several places on the south side of the river* Thomson says that

during the winter he spent at Skardd, the wood supplied for fuel was almost

entirely sUagnuSt no wild timber growing in the country. Poplar and willow,

and in Rondu the plane tree, are cultivated round the villages in all parts of

the Indus valley. The pencil cedar is rather common in Bondu. Colonel

Tanner makes the following remarks regarding the vegetation round about

Oilgit

** The pencil cedar I have foand continoonilj from 14*400 feet down to 6*000 feet. The
Finns txedsa hat a more limited range, ae it grows only between 8,600 and 12,000 feet

The deodar does not grow in Qilgit. The edible pine grows in Astor. It is also found

around Cbaprot, and thick forests of it occur just below Qor. The birch is very common

throughout Qilgit. Besides these, the tamarisk appears to thrive well. There are no oaks,

and the wild olive is rare.'*

In the Astor valley the birch and Finns sstcslsa are found.

The second class of forest lands are the hillsides of the inferior Himalaya,

where access to the plains is comparatively ea^. Between the Chendb and

the Ravi the hills bordering the plains are clothed with forest ; it is a close

forest of trees, 20 to 80 feet high, mostly of two species of acacia and of

Zizypkus Jujuba, with an underwood of the shrub called brsnkar, whioli grows

to a height of 8 or 4 feet. Between the Chendb and the Jhelum, the hills in

the eastern portion are covered with brushwood and aspen trees scattered

;

more to the westward, by the Punch river, the low hills have the acacia and

others, with the undergrowth of brenAarj on the higher ridge is forest of

long-leafed pine.
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Thete forests in the low hills sometimes spread down into the plain ; the

y^reatest space of flat ground now oecapie<l by one, is close below Jamu, the

forest having here been preserved by eommond.
Further within these outer hills there is not such a growth as to make a

forest ; it is rather a straggling» bushy scrub, partly of the same trees in a

shrubby form, with euphorbia, which grows to a large size, and occasionally

mango, pipal, hanpdn, bambn and palm. The Pinm lougifolia is usually

found first as one goes inwards on the north slope of the outermost ridge.

{Drew,)

Trees,—Of trees, the deotlar or Himalayan cedar {Cedrns Deodara, supposed

to be identical with the cedar of Lebanon) merits the first notice. Its

botanical range extends from 7,000 to 111,000 feet above the sea-level, and in

its most congenial locality it reaches a height of from 100 to 200 feeti and

has a girth ranging from 20 to 40 feet. The deodar forests are very extensive

and of great value. So. durable is its timber, that some used in the construc-

tion of one of the wooden bridges over the Jhelum was found little decayed

after exposure to the weather and water for above 400 years.

Vigne writes

** A deodar, so large aa to reqaire fifteen men to earry it on their ehoulderi, it worth ahoat

Bid on ita arrival at the city ; and a eireular hloek of the tame wood, a yard in height and
ihieknett, it worth ahont a thilling. No wood hnt the deodar it need, I waa told, in heating

a Wth, on aooonnt of ite tnperior perfnme.'*

Drew says

** The deodar here it mooh more like the cedar of Lebanon than the tree, ttill jonng i

growing in England, would lead one to tuppote, the bending form of the bought, at well aa

the partionlar light tint of green of the jonng plant, are ioet at the tree growt, and the

hranohee come to jnt straight ont and to make fiat dark-leaved lajert.

"In Pidar, isobar foraatt ooenr in tnoh potitiona aa make it practicable to fell the treaa

for timber for nae in the Flanjib. The naeeaaary condition it, that the alope on which the

tram grow ahonld be near a laige atieam ; wlihont an extreme amount of labor the loga can

be moved or alid, without fimr of aplitting, into the water, where th^j will float away down
the atream.

" Since the beginning of Britiah rule in the Paigihb the demand for deodar Umber has
been great. In former timea, to aome estent, bnt still move ainee the BritiUi name tbera^ the

Panjdb haa called on the Himalajaa to supply it with timber; of all the Himalayan trees

the deodar haa been proved to be the beat to resist deatmetive inaecta, especially the white-

ante, which abound in the plains.

"In the eonrse of years the moat favorably aitnated forests in the Chendb valley have
been felled, and there now reinain chiefly trees which are either of a leas girth than can be
used to be the beat advantage, or at such a diatanee from the stream-bank thk| the transport
of the logo to the water is diffienlt, or, may be, would involve a prohibitory azpenae.

"What wu eonsiderad a good tree was one wbooe girth a few feet above the ground
would not be under 0 feet, and whoee height, lor umAiI timber, was SO to 70 feet ; now in

the forests we passed through, ftom Kiahtwfir to Pidar, the common girth waa 6 or 6 feet

only."

A dsrk, strong-smolliag oil, of powerful nniisopito properties, is made from
the deodar. It is of the nature of a wood-oil, and between an oleo* resin .and

a true oil.
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An oil is alto made from the seeds of the deodar eones. These oils are

used in preparing inflated skins for river use, and to preserve timber from

insectts. Tar is made from the dry distillation of pine chips, both of deodar

nnd Pinus One seer of wood yields about 2*6 ohitaks of tar and 4*8

chitaks of charcoal. To procnre a seer of tar leqoirea abont six seers four

ohitaks of wood chips to diarge the pot, and two mannds six seers and nine

chitaks of chips for fuel. A resin is also made from the deodar. Altliough

nearly all the easily-reached deodar trees of large else have been cut down,

there still remain in the valleys of the Chendb and its tributaries forests that

may l)e made available by longer slides ; and there are besides, in places very

accessible, numbers of trees which, though not of full size, will yet produce

much useful timber.'*

Pencil csdbr.—This cedar is found in Kashmir and Ladtfk. At Hemis

Shukpa is a grove of 100 or 200. The girth of several of these trees is 6 or 7

feet, and some that have irregular trunks measure 10 feet and more. They
taper quickly upwards, reaching to a height of 40 feet.

Pinus longi/olia.—The long-leafed pine (whose native names are eAU and

eA/r^), a tree whose needle foliage is of a light, bright-green color, is

usually first found, as one goes inwards, on the north slope of the outermost

ridge. Drew found it there at a level of 1,400 feet, but only of a stunted form.

On the broken plateaux and dry hillsides one sees fair-sized trees of it scat-

tered about at 8,000 aud 4,000 feet; at favorable spots, one sees whole woods

of it, but even these are not so close and thick as those of the Pieui ntehe
which cover the higher hills. The highest range of Pieui len^folia seems to

be 5,500 feet, or it may be a little more (Baden-Powell says 7,000 feet).

From the facility of obtaining this wood and its lower price, little else is used

in many places in the Paiijdb. There are two varieties known to traders—one

with straight and the other with twisted fibre ; the former is much preferred,

especially when required for planks. The bark is employed in preparation of

charcoal, aud the resin for dressing sores. Barnes says that in hot and exposed

positions the growth is stunted, and the wood worth little or nothing. In

sheltered localities, however, the forest consists almost entirely of erect, well-

shaped trees, some of which will yield beams 80 feet long, and planks upwards
of 2 feet in width. The luxuriance and compactness of the timber inorense

with the -‘slevation up to 5,000 or 5,500 feet, and the climate of this region

appears to be the best suited for its development ;
above and below this point

the tree gradually deteriorates. Ckir is useless for railway sleepers, as it will

not stand exposure to weather.

The bark is of great lightness, but immense thickness, bring formed of a
series of almost cork-like layers, till it is nearly 4 inches thick in some cases.

The turpentine rooile from this tree acts as a stimulant diuretic, and is princi-

pally used ill diseases of the urinary organs, chronic bronchitis and hemorrhages,
also in rhenrostism and fevers.

Tar la made from the ohipa. It is a atimnlant diuretic, principally used in

’ Not juir, MM ttisM in Mnjoi Hntei’ OsMStssr. XirV if ilit iiaiiw nniiis fur ibv PittHt «yrrflM.
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Dhronio bronehitis and skiQ difetnas; alto in phthitiv, and at an application to

ulooro. Itb alto used to remedy itohiiifl^ o( the tkiii in oamelt during the cold

Pinui rom/lfa.—-Lofty pine (called ydr in Kaehmfr). It growe at an ekva.
lion of from 7,000 to 11,000 feet, and itc name (escelta) refera to the lieiglit

at which it lioarbhee, not to.ite atatdre, which in general it nothing remark-

able, though spedmens occur of 120 feet in height* It doee not, however,

grow at high at the deodar. Thornton metiiiont teeing a ttuiited tree at

12,500 feet on the north-eatt tide of the Runang patt (Kan2war). The wood
it white and free from knott, and so retinout at to be uted for flambeanz.

It b the principal building material at MarC; at it retaine itt retin, it it

tironger and tiiperior to all other pinet, and it much etteemed for charcoal for

timeltiiig iron ore. It growe in all parta of the cit-Himabyan dbtrictt, and

alto ill Hondo in Baltbtlu.^ It doee not grow in Laddk*

Thornton writet

** The PUug ejreelia uocun iu smaU groves in eeverml pliioes on the south aids of the Bivsr

Indus near Roiidd at elevations of from 8,000 to 10,00^) feet. It was first observed opposite

the village of 8iri (Tseri), but ie more plentlfnl about the foot of Bondd. One or two trees

occur eloce to the river on the north bank. The ooenrrenee of this tree must be eoneidered

to indieate a greater degree of humidity than exists in the upper part of the Indue valley.

Oodwin-Aueten saye it is hers of tall growth.’*

Pinmi G§rardi&n&, or the edible pine.—The only placet where Drew hae met
with it in the Kathmir State are in Pddar and near Ddidn in the Aetor valley

;

it it a laige tprtading tree with tmooth bark. Scattered individual treat are

found in the Pddar forettt. Thornton thus detoribet theta trees

** They art quite distinct from the Pimiu lomgijblia end Pimm eacslsa, being i

compact, with muoh shorter Icavre and a very ptooliar bark, felling off in large petobM eo as

to Isave the trunk nearly emooth. They bear an ahniidaDoe of largo pendnlous oonee^ ahont

the site of a small pineapple, containing, like the etone pine of Eur^ipe, edible ante of an

elongate, oblong form, which, when roasted like ehestnats, ere agreeable to the teeter though

with a little flavor of turpentine. This tree bee been repmtedly tried in the rainy dietriete

of the Himnleya, hut will not sueeeod, a diy elimate being eeeential to it. The wood b
not need.”

Aft.—The only firt appear to be the eilvar fir and the apmee fir. Thornton

mentions teeing what ho thought wa8 a silver fir on the south mde of the

ChenAb valby in Pddar; it alto growi in Badrawdr. Elevation 8,000 to

11.000 feet. The wood b not to mnoh vtlned aa that of the other pinee,

hot ia need for abingbe in roofing, being eleft, not aawn into piooee. Thb
tree mnoh reaembba the epruee fir. This btter oooure in Pddar, BadrawdVj

and in the Stok vallqr, north of the Indne in Baltbtdn. The wood when

under oover beta pretty well, bat b generally not much vmlnod aa it eplita

eaaily. It makee beantifnl lathe. It growe plentifully at an elevation of

9.000 to 11,000 feel, and ia often lOO feet high and 5 feet in diameter. It b
the Icaet valued of all the lodian oonifera.

* Oodwhi-Aaelea wee fold Ihet tbit free ocourredin all the shady nviam la Ike waletihed
heiwsea the ladue and 8higtr.
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Yew (JaMiM Aae0«la).—Tlie common yew^ called poctal/' abounde. The
bark of ibis tree ia exported to Lad^k, where it ie used by the Bhots at a

subetituto for tea. In hih it is called tan^.

The timber is good, hearyi and durable, and takes a good polish. It is

used for bows and Jampdn poles. It grows at an elevation of from 9,000

to Io,500 feet. It alters its appearance, as well as its form of growth, very

much when it grows in the higher latitudes and in deep forests. It is a large

tree with a naked trunk. It is often of great thickness, but seldom attains

any great height; the thick trunk generally dwindles away or divides into

branches at a few feet above the ground. The leaves and berries are poisonous

to cattle. The former are saiJ to be sedative and are used in epilepsy. A
drug is made from it which is used in epilepsy and indigestion.

Oak,—It is a remarkable fact«-one that has been noticed by Dr. Falconer,

Dr. Thomson, and Mr. Drew—that on the south side of the Kashmir valley,

one does not see the oak and rhododendron, although the elevation of the

ground corresponds to that where, on the other side of the Panjib hills, these

trees are abundant.

There are several varieties. The Quereue demkafpi/olia^ called by the

natives kred^ flourishes on hills that have a southern aspect ; it grows certainly

as high as 11,509 feet, and Drew thinks it reaches to close on 12,000 feet.

The timber is much esteemed by the natives, but op account of the height at

which it grows, it is seldom brought to market. The tree is very tall and
straight. It seldom grows below 8,000 feet. Another variety is the QHereue

Tlix ; its wood is hard, lieavy> and tough. It is always a small rigid tree.

The timber of all oaks is hard and good, and so heavy that it will not float,

and consequently when the logs are launched into the rivers they are supported

between pines or bamhue.

All the Hiiiiulayaii species are evergreen, and the leaves afford valuable

nourishment iu winter to sheep and goats.

A/m.—

T

he elm is frequently met with in the cis-Himalayan district.

Thomson writes

" A tmAll-lMvtd elm whieh is aiminon near Tsgsr, in Nubr<, is apparently wild. I ha?e
not met with this tret elsewliere in Tibet, but Mr. Vigiis mentione that he met with an elm
in the mountains between Shignr and Khapaln. It appears to be the same as a spceiee

common in the forests of the lower valleys of Kashmir."

The wood of the largt.leaved elm is porous, but durable when constantly

wet. It is therefore much used for damp foundations. The wood of the small*

leaved elm is more open-grained than tho English elm, and is less esteemed

than the last named.

Cypfsst.o-The eypress (native sord) is oonimon in gardens, hut does not
appear to be indigenona. Thomson mentions a very small speoiss which grew
in the watercourses in the valley of the Shyok ; it appeared to be a dwarf stots

of a species common in the plains of India. The wo^ of the eari is asaark*
ably durable. A drug is miulc from the cypress, which is used as an aromstie
stimulant in piles, and to purify the blood. Tbs wood and fruit are raid to bs
astringent and anthelmentic.
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OltMi^.«*The Uin or cAundr, e fpoeies of pElm tree (Ptatanm arUnialii^t

ie eleo eoneidered in exotic, bot is proboblj nowhere found more abuodant or

luznriEnt than in Kaahmfr. Bjr order of cbe Mogul emperors, a grove, com-
posed of ekundrs and poplars, was planted in every village in Kashmir, and
these, now at their full growth, are among the greatest ornaments of the

valley. Host of these are aeoribed to the philanthropic governor of Kashmir,

Alf Marddn Khdn, who exercised hie office under Shdh Jahtn from ]64li

to 1657. Baron Hiigel proves the ckundr to be exotic from the fact that it

has ceased to be reproductive in this soil ; and Vigne, who saw a ekundr tree

at 'rhiiia, and believes that it is nowhere found nearer the plains of India,

states that the largest specimens he ever met with were in the valley opposite

to Therapia, on the Bosphorus, and at a village in Avin, under the Elburz

mountains near Tihrin; this latter measured 66 feet in girth. Dr. ElmsHe
says that he has not seen a ekunir tree in Kashmir with a greater girth than

87 feet. The wood is said to be good for building purpoees, but there is a pro-

hibition against cutting it. It is used in the manufacture of papier^maehS
boxes. It is rather soft, but well suited tor furniture, doors, and turnery.

Its bark is sometimes subject to a morbid hypertrophy, which has many, if

not all, the properties of cork.

The propagation of the ckundr tree is said to be a matter of considerable

difficulty
;
planting barley round the young cuttings is supposed to aoceleiate

their growth.

Poplars (pkras) and lime trees attain great size and luxuriance

;

of the former there are two species in the valley’, one of which is called the

Kashmir poplar, the other the Kibul poplar.

The poplars in the tians-Himalayan districts are of two sorts—one a
spreading tree with large cordate loaves, which is common in all the villages

up to the highest limit of tree cultivatiou ; it is quite identical with the

Popnluc haUamifcra. The other is a tall, emot, and slender tree, with much
darker foliage and smaller leaves; it seems to be the common black poplar of

Europe.

The wood of all poplars is soft, white, easily worked, and suitable for

carving.

The Popului alba seems to be indigenous in some of the Himalayan
valleys south of Kashmir; and also occurs in Chorbat in BaltisUn. It is

used for roo6ng in Lad4k.

A drug is made from the Populuc alba which acts as a tonic. It is

used for purifying the blood and in skin diseases. Its bark is said to be
useful in strangniy.

The P^pmlna aupkraika occurs at intervals along the valley of the Indus,

but appears to be bw from common, and to condne itself to hot sandy places.

In several parts of Nnbri it is common enough, but only, as far as Thomson
observed, on the eonth side of the Shyok. This poplar is also remarkable

for the changeable shape of its leaves, which vary from broadly deltoid, and
coarsely tootoed, to narrow, linear, and quite entire. The tree is much used
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for fool. The timber ii good, not very herd, white or yellow, nnd eniUble for

turning. The twigs are used for tooth-brushes.

The wood of the Popuiui eiiiala is not valued. Tlie eoma of the seed is

good for paper-material.

Cieiles/.—The mountain glades produce a species of wild ohesinut tree

(idaeidda), which attains a sise in general i‘ar ezceediug that of the European

variety.

Common in Kashmir ; wood not much esteemed.

jBirei.—The bAojpatr or birch {Betuia tartarica)^ and alder, approach the

limit of perpetual congelation.

The birch is more hardy than the alder, and extends to a greater elevation.

The liark is easily detach^ without injury to the tree, and is largely used

by the natives of the valley for spreading over the roofs of houses, and,

separated into thin sheets or leaves, as paper for packing goods in ; it keeps

out the damp most thoroughly. It is also used for umbrellas, for writing

upon, for the dexihle tubes of iddes, and even for lining clothes. The wood

is good, used for oops, common turnery, and for fuel by travellers. From
the birch tree a drug is made which is used in sprains and braises. It is

said to be useful in disorders of the bile and blood, also ear-aohe.

if/dsr.^This tree occurs in the shady ravines in Kashmir. The timber is

hard, firm, and difficult (o eiit, of a pale hrownisli-red color. It is nsed for

gunpowder charcoal, but not for iron funiaoes. The bark is useful in tanning.

J«A.—This tree does not occur frequently, but is found in Rondd in

Baltistdn, ms well as the cis- Himalayan districts. There sre two kinds, the

large ash and the crali ash. The wo(^ of the former is excellent, strong, tongh,

alid elastic, like English ash. Tlie latter furnishes a good elastic wood of

small size, suited for staves, yosipda poles, aud ploughs. Qrow^ st a height

of 6,000 to 7,000 feet.

//tfse/.—-This tree is met with in Kashmir. The timber is elastic, but

small, used in making rings for coolies, hoops, kc. Elevation 8,000 feet.

From the nut a drug is made, which is nsed for coughs and special diseases.

iTo/ff.—In the valleys of Badrawar a sfiecies of holly (iarnr) is very

abundant, and is nsed as fodder for goats; it is donbtl’u! if it ever pnaliices

berries. The wood is heavy, hard, and ^ne*gniiu«d, and is nssd for various

purposes of carpentry.

Acacia.—Close forests of these trees, 20 and 30 feet in height, are met
with in the ontermost range of hills nearest the plains. There are two kinds,

the Aeaeia arahiea (native kUar) and the Acacia modccia (native The
wood of the former is dark brown, hard, tough, and often orooked. It is

most extensively used for agricultural implements, makes excellent tent pege,

and, except box and olive, is the best wo^ f«»r oog-wbeels, teeth of maehinery,

and blocking tackle. The tree is of rapid growth, roquiree no water, and is ..

worthy of cultivation. It produces a useful gum, and its pods are a favorite

food tor sheep and goats. The hark is used for tanning, and givss a rsddish

tinge to the leather; it is also used by tlie natives in snake-bitss, and aean ap»

plication to canosr and uloer^ and in formonliog sugar for distilling. The
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glim exudei principally in March and April : there are two kinds/ the red and

the while ; the former ia the moat efficiicious. It is used in coughs, rheuma-

tism, mucous discharges, &c. It has been employed as a local application in

bleeding and burns.

The timber of the Jeaeia modeiia is hard and tough, but inferior to that

of the Aeaeia drahiea. It is used for charcoal, ploughs, and wheelbarrows. It

grows readily in poor sandy soils. A gum is made from it which is sometimes

used instead of gum-arabic. The roots are made into slow matches ; they are

first beaten, to separate the bark, and then twisted into a match and dried.

Willow,—^Two varieties of willow {Baliw alba) grow in the Kashmir valley

:

the musk willow, muaka wlr and the oeda The twigs are used in basket-

making, and the Hindds of the valley clean their teeth with them ; they also

chew them to sweeten their breath and improve the digestion.

Tlie native boHma regard a pediluvium of the leaves as very efficacious

in cholera. Branches of the willow are cut and the leaves stored up as fodder

for oxen, sheep, and goats in the winter time. The weeping willow does not

grow in Kashmir, but is mid to be found on the Battan Hr, to the south of

the Panjdl range.

Tlie willow occurs in Baltistdn and Lsddk, where it is often grown in

regular plantations, being planted in rows, ^ and frequently pollarded, the

twigs being in great demand for baskets and other useful purposes in so tree-

less a country. When allowed to grow to their full size, they spread much,

and attain a length of upwards of SO feet. The cultivated willows of Tibet

are mostly European forms. Sali* fratfilh and «. alba are the most common.

The wood of the latter is used for boanling, and the IcavtfS are highly valued

in winter as food for sheep. From the latter tree a drug is made which acts

as a tonic, and is used for purifying the blood and in skin diseases.

ZiM^hua Jnjmba,—This tree is found on the outermost hills bordering on

the plains ; the natives call it b(/r. The wood is hard and durable, and, when

of sufficient size, may be turned to many useful purposes. It is made into

combs, ekarpaii, clogs, and saddletrees ; all these purposes indicate toughness.

The fruit called jujube is said to be nourishing. The berries are considered

by the natives to purify the blood and to assist digestion.

The bark ia mid to be a remedy for diarrhoea. The root is mid to be used

as a decoction in fever, and also, powdered, to be applied to ulcers and old

wounds. Tlie leaves am used to polish gems. The seeds are used as an

astringent in diarrheea.

This grows in the outermost hills, and is confined to the

hottest and driest sIo|ies ; it is remarkable for its peculiar shape, its thick,

fleshy, five-angled branches, and its milky juice. It frequently atUins a

considerable height, fiO to 30 feet. When old, the stem cunttins a regular,

though loose and fibrous, wood, and it is often used for firewood. A gutta-

pereha^like subsUnce is obtained from the juice, which may be used as a

wtiterproof coating.

EUNt§n%% Moorcroft states that the aamjit.a species of elaapmut,
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is plentiPal in Kashmir ; its fruit bj distillation yields a beverage irhioh the

Chinese hold to be not inferior to that of the grape. The wood is small.

Thomson mentions this tree both in BaltisUn and Nubrd.

/aatper.—Junipers (yeiiu) and rhododendrons {fdgak^Uun) grow on the

monntains at a hsight of 11|000 feet^ and furnish the only fuel procurable at

that elevation.

Ithododendron.^^T)ie wood of this tree is coarse, brittle, and brown in

color, and little used except for fuel. It may be had, however, for posts, &c.,

as laige as 6 inches in diameter. I'he flowers are made into a jelly.

Dapkne.—This grows in the hills from 5,000 to 8,000 feet ; it is known in

Kashmfr as sanarkat. From the bark paper is made. The fibre of the bark

also possesses great tenacity and makes strong ropes.

Berberrp»—The fruit of this is dried for currants, and its yellow-juiced

root and wood yield an extract called rot. Wood too small to be of much
use except for firewood.

The drimij (Oelih eaneoitea), a species of nettle tree, abounds in

the cemeteries and near zf4rats and shrines, bnt is not found in the forests. It

is the most tropical of all the plants that grow in the Kashmir valley. The
timber is rather soft, and used for firewood. It is a large, rapid-growing tree.

Its bark is used as cordage. The inner fibres of the bark are by the native

reticulated into a kind of fabric. The leaves are said to be used in polishing

horns.

Banpdn {Fiews iniica) is found among the low hills bordering the

plains. The wood of all the ficu$ family (which includes the pipa!) is soft,

and seldom used except for firewood. Neither the hanpdn nor the pipdl are

allowed to be cut by villagers. The leaves aff(»rd valuable food for camels.

The aerial roots were much used by the Sikhs for making slow matches for

their matchlocks. The roots are beaten to separate the bark, and the fibres

are twisted into a match and dried. The leaves are applied to bruises. 1'he

juice contains caoutchouc ; it is occasionally used in toothache, and also applied

to cracked soles of the feet. The bark is supposed to be a tonic.

Pfpal {Fieus relipioia) is also found among the low hills near the plains,

and is considered sacred. From it a drug is made, used in cough and asthma

;

it is considered by the natives cool and dry
; the young leaves are said to be

useful in afiections of the skin and boils. The bark is noted to be an astrin*

gent. Tlte fruit is said to be laxative and to promote digestion.

JfsfiiM,—Thb tree is found among the lower hills. Tlie varied uses of

this valuable plant are admirably described by Miyor Drury, some extracU of

whose acoonnt folkw

••or it are mads implsmsnto for wstving ; the port and fiamM of iha roofs of buU } assf-

loldhiglor buildings ; portabU stagss fornativs prossssioas ; raissd floors for grsmriss;
stakss for nets in rivers ; rafts, masts, oars, yards, spars, and boat desks. It is used for
building bri^ f*f<«,«»»ks;forf«iess5asakvfrfor raising watofforiiHgs*ion;an^
flag poles. 8ev^ ag^ltural imptomeuts are made of it, as are also earts, doolies or litters,

sad biers ; shafts of spsars, bows, and arrows, eluU, and fishing rods. A joint of hmmhd
ssrra as a boldsr for psns, small inrtmmentSb aad took. It is used m a ease In wbMi
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iliingt of little bulk are sent to a dietanoe. A joint of harnlm anawen the pnrpoeee of a
bottle : and a aection of it aa a meaaure for aolide and liquida in the baiar. A piece of it ia

need aa a blowpipe, and aa a tube in a diatilling apparatua. A amall bit of it, aplit at one
end, aer?ea ae tongs to take up burning charcoal ; and a thin alip of it ia aharp enough to

be uaed ae a knife in ahelling betel-nuta, Ac. Ita aurface ia ao hard, tliat it answers the

purpose of a whetstone upon which the rjota sharpen their bill-hooka, sickles, Ac. Cut into

lengths, and with the partitions knocked out, the steins form durable water-pipes, or bj a
little contrivance are made into cases for holdiug papers ; slit into strips, they afford a most
durable material for weaving into mats, baskets, window-blinds, and even the sails of boats.

The 6bre is used for rope and for paper-making.*'

The wild date {Pkanix $ylve»tris) is another of the tropical

trees found among the lower hills near the plains. Rafters maj be made from

it ; also pillars and water-troughs. It yields a rope fibre. Its leaves are

fibrous, and fans and mats are abundantly made from them. The fruit, iu

some {larts of the Panjdb, forms a staple of food. Dates are carefully pre-

served when beginning to get ripe, by a piece of matting being put over them
to prevent the ravages of birds.

Foihtrgilla fMFo/Mcrtffa.—This tree is common in Kashmir and the Chendb

valley, but is of small size. The wood is hard and tough, and is used for pegs

and indoor work ; also for the sus^iension bridges called ydafAr.

Vigiie mentions a tree, culled choh^upaut^ in the Persian

language, which he thus describes

** In general form it resembles a gigantic hazel or the ground aali, having straight

branches, averaging about 2| iocket in diameter, and 10 or 16 feet in height The leaf is a
small one, but somewhat reeemblee that of the hazel in ahnpe. Its fruit it in clustere of

email noU. lie wood is remarkable for its bardness, and is much used by the natives when
wood of that quality is ];fBquired. In hardneei and general appearanoe it much resembles boa,

though somewhat darker in color. 1 ehould think that it would make an ezeellent lance-

wood. The best kind of tent-pegs are made from it, ae they do not split under the mallet

;

and they can be made so thin as scarcely to occupy more than half the space of those made
from other wood. The which is, 1 am told, efothergilla^ is very common in

the straths and mountain sides at the western end of Kashmir, bat I do not remember to

have teen it in the eastern. 1 found it in Badmwdr, but nowhere to the eouthef Doda. The

elevation at which it grows is between 6,600 and 4,400 feet, and, as fiir as I can judges 1

should say that a eircle whose opposite poles were placed upon the two last-mentiooed plaoM,

would emhraoe the entire r^on in which I should expect to find it."

Saudalwood.^'EXmeMe states that there is said to be a forest of sandalwood

(tuindum) in Wama Divi, in the Kuthdr parganay beyond Islamabad.

Thomson mentions this as occurring in Padar on the north

side of the Chen&b, in the Banihkl valley.

Plane tree {Platanue orientalU) called ehnndr (q.v.) by the natives.

Pruitt,—Hiigel, a sound and well-informed botanist, who, however, made

but a short slay in the valley in the depth of winter, considers Kashmir

superior to all other countries in the abundance and excellence of its fruits

;

Vigne, on tbe contrary, esteemed them inferior to those of Little Tibet and

Kandahdr. Oirdlestone says it is rare to get any fruits of first-rate quality

in Kashmir, simply beoanse they are idlowed to run wild, no heed being given

to manuring, pruning, and grafting.

Ifafieriy.—The mulberry grows very abaiuianily iu Kashmir, and the
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people eat largely of the fruit, of which they are very fond. The Kaahmfrfa

have a saying that God has brnn very good to provide the bears with such ex-

cellent food. The fruit lies scattered, and rots around the villages so abun-

dant is it, and the bears are surfeited with its lusciousiiess. The mulberry is

also cultivated in parts of the Indus valley.

The wood of all old mulberry trees is hard, and highly esteemed ; it is used

for furniture, parts of boats, &o. The leaves form a valuable fodder for

cattle.

Girdlestoue enumerates the following eight kinds of mulberry— (black),

%afid^ beddna, ebariiuf, 9hakiui^ kdbmli^ ekokakidl^ ididoibakkdh.

Walnut,—The walnut tree flourishes in a remarkable munner in Kuslimfr.

The nuts ripen about the middle of September, the trees are then beaten, and

the full of the nut to the ground detaches the outer rind. The trees ^ield

from four to six thousand nuts annually; some few ae many as ten thousand,

or even more.

The government share is nominally half the crop, but the villagers assert

that after the numerous olticials interested in the collection of the government

dues have been satiafied, only about a quarter of the crop remains to the culti-

vator.

The government share, which is estimated while the fruit is on the trees,

is either paid in cash or in the oil which is extracted from the nuts.

Walnut oil is extensively used for all culinary purposes and is highly

esteemed by the natives, but strangers to the valley cannot indulge in it with

impunity. For illuminating purposes it is mixed with linseed {aUi) and other

oils, ae when used by itself it does not burn freely.

Almost the whole of the walnuts produced in Kashmir are converted into

oil, only a very small proportion being preserved for food.

The shells, which are used for fuel, are removed before the kernels are sent

vO the oib press. Walnut trees are ahvays raised from seeds, which are sown

in March and germinate in about two mouths ; the earth is previously prepared

and manured.

The rind, in its fresh elate, gives a gi'eenisli dye much used for the cloth

of which the undress uniform of the soldiers is made ; and, in its dry state, a

darker shade almost amounting to black.

The walnut tree grows in nearly every part of the Kashmfr State, but is

generally cultivated, and so much valued for its fruit that little of its timber

is avaihible.

The following arr: the three principal epecioe

iTay/zsf.—Tiiib is the finest and most slia<iy tree, and bears the beet fruit, but
the yield is not large; burial^ inferior to the kagati; want, the commonest spe-

cies, but yields the largest amount of fmit.

Vigne states that five kinds of walnuts are found in Kashmir; among
them the bulbul dun, the shell of which is so soft that the nightingales are

said to peck boles in it I

The wood of the walnut, when old, is hard and dark. It is used for cabi-

net work, p^'pict •maekd boxes, and gun-atocks.
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Flief are greatly attracted by the fragranoe of the leaves ; and the bark la

frequently used for cleaning the teeth. Moorcroft gives the following parti-

culars regarding the culture of the walnut and the use of the oil in Kash-

mft

** The kagati in po ealhd from its shell beina nearly as thin as paper {kagat), so that .it

may be repdily broken br tlie hand; it is the UrgeHt of the whole, and its kernel is lar^e and

easily eitracted. lb* superiority is said to be attribnUble to its having been oiiginaily en-

gralW ; howerer this may be. it is now raised from seed alone, and does not degenerate*

'J'he nuts steeped in water for eiirbt days are planted in the besrinning of March, and the

shoot generally makes its appearance in about fi«rty days. If reared by grafts, the process is

perforroetl when the plant is five 3’ears old ; the bead, being cut off horixontallj, at a oonve-

iiisnt height, is partially slii or opened in its eircuinference, and the scions are inserted into

the slits without any binding; but clay-mortar, worked up with rice-husks, is put round it,

and kept from being washed away by being enveloped in broad slips of birch-bark.

**ln Kashmir the walnut tree begins to bear fruit ordinarily when seven years old, but

two or three years more elapse Iwfore it is in full bearing. This is conceived to be the case,

when on a single tree the average annual number of nuts brought to maturity amounts to

about twenty-five thousand. It has been observed that after a few seasons of full bearing,

wsliiiit trees fall off in producing fruit, and run with great Inxuriance to leaf and branch.

To this latter condition the Kashnifris apply the appellation of “ muat,* and to remedy it

cut down all the small branches, bringing the Tree to the state of a pollard. Daring the year

following shoots and leaves alone are produced, which are succeeded by a crop of fruit, in

that ensuing, so sbiindant as to compensate for the absence of nuts in the preceding sea-

son. The wsliints which fall whilst green furnish the material for a color of this tint,

which, however,' it not permanent ; but the husks of the ripe fruit are sold to the dyers as a
basis for a fixed black.

** The couiitry-pe<»ple break the walnuts at borne, and carry the kernel alone to market,

where it is sold to oil-pressers. Each ass-load of kernel yields eight paji of oil, each weigh-

ing six seers, or forty-eight seers in the whole. About 12,000 ass-loads of walnut-keroels

are annually appi-opriated to the oil-press in Kashmir. Walnut oil is preferred to linseed oil

fur all the uses to which the latter is applied ; and in Kashmir, as on the continent of Europe,

it is smphtyed in cookery, and also for burning in lamps, neither much clogging the

wick, nor yielding much smoke. It is, however, inferior both for cooking and burning to the

oil of til (sesaroum). This oil is sufliciently free from smell to admit of being made the

medium for extracting the perfume <if tbe jasmin {gaamin), the tuberose (sam6aA), narcissue

{aarghiz), ohamomile (habena)^ and of the yellow rose {^eba). The process is managed by

adding one weight of flowers to three weights of oil in a bottle, which being corked is exposed

to the rays of the sun fir forty days, when the oil is supposed to be sufliciently impreg-

nated for use. Walnut oil ia exported to Tibet and brings a considerable profit.

** By ancient custom the crop of nuts was e.iually divided between the government and
the owner of the tree, but at present the former trikes three fourths, leaving but one fourth to

remunerate tbe farmer
;
yet, under this oppreseioii. the cultivation of the walnut is extended,

and Kashmir, in proportion to its surface, produces a much larger quantity of nuti than any
portion of Europe. Vegetable oils are extensively used in Kashmir, and various substances

are used in their production ; nine people out of ten eat oil with their food instead of gkt or
clarified batter/*

Cherrg,—^The chonry trve is cultivated in Kashmir. There are two kinds,

hahihi nud MUfkh* The bird-cherry also grows in some parts of the cis-

Himalayan districts; the fruit of it is edible, and the kernel yields a poisonous

volatile oil, similar to oil of almonds.

Large quantities of dried apricots life imfiortcd into Ktt.e|imir
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from Ballistln, and the following different varieties are produced in the val-

ley :

—

Ma tsera, Uohi t%Bra^ modati Uera, Uika isera, kkus tsera ffordoL

In TibeUn the fruit is called ekuli. It is one of the great cultivated

vegetable products of Baltisidn, and upon which the people are largely depend-

ent for food. Apricots also grow freely on the lower-lying parts of Laddk.

The flesh of the apricot is separated from the stone and spread out on the

house-tops to dry ; when nearly soj it is collected and pressed into the form of

cakes or round balls^ not uncommonly having the kernels put among the flesh.

This is called " pating ** by the Bhots. The best is produced at Shigar and in

Skardu. Dr. Aitchison writes—

** I can only liken it to very dry fruit loiengei, with the full flaror of the apricot, the

substance melting away upon eating it, without any 6bre or leathery consistency. 1 fancy it

owes its superiority to the dryness of the climate in which it is prepared, as well as to the

quality of the fruit"

The Bhots call the stones of the apricot rakUi, and the kernels, which

are bitter, From the kernels an oil is extracted, and for this purpose

they are largely imported into Ldb, as well as the oil itself, called »Ugu^

mur.

The wood is hard, but rarely met with sound. It is used for making
boards of books in Ladak, which are often carved.

An amber-colored and soluble gum is made from the apricot tree.

Apple and Pear.—Apples and pears ripen in the valley early in September,

and are garnered about the middle of that month. Nature is so bountiful that

a large proportion of the crop falls to the ground, and is either eaten by the

cattle or rote uncared for. What remains is collected early in September, the

men climb the trees and shake the branches ; the fruit which falls to the ground

is then gpithered into heaps, and, if not quite ripe, is spread for a day or two in

the sun until it reaches maturity. The fruit is then cut up into halves or quar-

ters, and the pieces threaded on long strings, which are bung to the raft^^rs of the

dwellings ; if, however, the crop is large, it is consigned to capacious kiliae or

baskete; in this case great care must be taken that the fruit is thoroughly

dried before it is put away, otherwise fermentation ensues and it decays.

If carefully dried, it is said that apples can be preserved for a year ; but pears

do not usually keep good for more than about two mouths. The variety

of apple known as the amhir Uint is the most esteemed, and the ndk pear

has the preference, both for eating and preserving.

Dried fruit forms an important article of food in Kashmir during the

winter ; as it is considered a heating diet, it is always eaten at the morning

meal ; and, for the same reason, whatever remains on the disappearance of the

winter snows and the advent of spring is given to the cattle.

It is commonly prepared by being pounded and mixed with walnuts aod

the seeds of the amarauth {gankdr) ; it is also frequently boiled with milk or

bulter-milk [garuM),

Dried apples are culled ieinihut and dried pears taagkuL
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Tbe followiosr list comprises the difFerent varieties of apples most oom«
monly produced, arranged according to their quality

Ambir /etfa/.—Best description; ripens late in the autumn; yields the

largest crop.

Kudu teruiiihL

Safrkund izdnL—Earliest variety.

SiUrdl-UunH.

Nabid tfdl Udal.

Mk UdnU
TeUkukur and Worst descriptions.

The following varieties of pears grow in the valley :—
Oo&hi bug.—The earliest variety and best for eating.

h'dk.—Latest and best for keeping.

Koter nul.—An early surt; a good eating pear.

Jfar adit.—Inferior description.

Dr. Elnislie mentions a species of pear with a thick skin called /aay, of

which there are the following varieties i^isok tanj, modurtan;\ kkartauj^ iiJkra

tanj\ The country-people cook the tanj in warm water.

Apple trees and pear trees are raised from cuttings.

The manufacture of cider and perry was attempted under government

direction in 1864, but it failed, owing chieHy to the bad quality of the casks.

The wood of the apple tree is pretty hard and close, good for cog-wheels

and gun-stocks, but inferior to that of the pear tree. Quantities of apples

and pears are grown at Basaoli and exported to the plains. They are also

grawn in Ladik and Baltistin. Wild apples, called 9ke, grow on tbe banks

of the Chendb.

The wood of the pear tree is good for carving; it is procurable 6 to 10

inches iu diameter, bat mre. The wood of the wild pear is brown and compact,

used in Ladik for boards of books and printing-blocks. Tbe fruit is eaten

when overripe .and decaying, like the European medlar.

P/riw.—The plum tree is cultivated in Kashmir, but does not oppear to

grow wild. The wood is not generally sound, but handsome, resembling pear

or cherry. It is used in turning ; not available in any quantity.

Peacil.—-There are two varieties of peach-HMc<far ttunun, the sweet peach,

and igut Unnun, the sour peach.

Qstacc.—^There are two varieties of quince produced in EashmirWio^
bamUint and modnr hawUsink, the sour quince and the sweet quince. This

fruit ripens in the mouth of October and is of superior quality ; the tree is

propagated from cuttings.

The seeds act as demulcents, and are used by the natives in diarrhesa,

dysentery, sore-throat, and fevers. The dried fruit is used as a refrigerant.

Orav#-—-Neither orange, lemon, nor any other species of cUrui arrives at

maturity in Kashmir, though many attempts have been made to introduce

them, as the cold of winter provea invariably fatal to them, though Vigne

imagines both might be grown with the assistaDce of a little artificial heat.
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To the low hille and pliiine of Jama they are ouliivatedj and aa far inland

aa Rdmbin.
.
The timber of the orange tree ia hard, bat not available in

quantity, aa the tree ia auarce, and to mneh valued for ita fruit.

Gaami.—Cultivated in Koahmfr. The wood ia email, but very bard, and
ia uaed for liandlea of toola, mallets, &c.

^/aioa//.<^Caltivated in Kashmir. *The sweet almonds are oonsidered dry
and warm remedies, and are uaed in headaches and debilities. Oil is made of

them. A branch of the tree is said to keep flies out of the room in which it is

placed.

Jfaayo.—The mango tree is frequently planted in groves in the low hilb

and plains of the Jamu province. The wood is open, yet durable if not

exposed to wet ; it is liable to be worm-eaten. It is much used for packing

chests. The fruit is much eaten and is used as an aperieut and a tonic.

Though this fruit is grown extensively, there are very few good mangoes to be

obtained ; the majority are small in size, very fibrous, sweet, but abounding

in turpentine. Natives usually prefer mangoes when they are quite flabby

and soft.

0/fW.—This tree grows in the ChenXb valley and the low hills. The wood
is strong, heavy, and compact, good for all mechanical purposes, but generally

not obtainable of large size. It is used for the teeth of wheels in the Madbo-
pdr workshops, or combs, tool handles, &c.

P/csfa$a.—Grows in the lower portion of the Chen&b valley and in the low

bills and plains. The leaves are used to apply to inflamed or ulcerated skin

as in blisters. The root and stem are considered by natives tonics, and useful

in disorders of the blood. The fruit is sweet and nutritive, and is considered

by some to be the original food of man in Paradise ; hence its name {Mu$a pa^

radiiiaea).

The art of making flour from the plaintaiu or preserving it, is apparently

unknown.

It is said that the plantain will grow in the poorest soil. A sucker being

planted, soon attains maturity—some varieties in eight months, others withiu

a year^each producing a bunch of fruit which may weigh from 26 to 401bs.

Each throws out from its roots, and around its stem, from six and seven to

eight and ten fresh suckers. These form each a distinctive plant. The suckers

are cut down annually. The fibres may be easily separated; they are then

waahed to free them from pulpy matter and dried in the shade. Bopea may
iben be made.

Paper of excellent quality baa been mode of the plantain tree in the Gdjrdt

jail in the Penj&b.

ftiie.—There are said to be at least six varieties cf grape growing in Kash-

mir, of which Dr. Eimslie gives the following enumeration daeA,

iriAuM daek or kdufir daek, apaimau dock, dd% daek orpan daek, iataim dacA,

Aaha dock. The last variety ia so named from its being aa black as a crow.

The first, third, and fifth varieties are said to be the finest Grapes are in
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laafon in Kntlimfr in the naonth of September. Unripe gnpm, of wliidi the
Kadiinfrie mnke eioellent vin§gMr, are called jbir. Moorcroa wriica

"Thm an leid to be eightem or tweelj TArietiM ofgrapM in Kmlimfr, of which leer
onij Aie of foreign introdnoUon. Them ere the saAUi, of eo oblong ebepe end red eolonr i

theoMcAo, round end ycllowisb-wbitoi the Aecciei, of the ceme eolonr bat long; end the
jellowicb-white or green, round end ceedlccc ; thh leek ie emell, but the otherthiee

ere large, the smAi^i •ometimea meecnring 4 inebee in itc lergeek oiienmferenoc. They ere
ell thin-akinned, end grow in concidmble bnnehea ; tboae of the masJka ate not nnfieqnenUj
of the weight of five or aii ponnda. The saAiAi end maskm ere both fine teble-grapce : wine
end raiaina might be made from the other two. Tbcae aorta are naoelly enltiveted on high
horiiontel tielliaea of wood. The indigenona vinea ere generelly plented at the footof e pop-
lar end mn np to the height of fiO or 00 feet, bearing abundenoa of fruit. The giapee eie
commonly thick-skinned, end letber fongh end eatringent^ but jniej. Th^ eie gathered
about Oskober end ere kept through the winter in ahellow earthen veaaeb Ull theapring,
when they ere applied to the lebriealion of wine, vinegar, end brandy. The meki^ol winel
which waa diseonntenenead under the Afghdn government, haa been revived. The
ture ia ill-eondneted, end the liquor ia kept in bottlec, whieh eve atopped onlv with plnga of
wood, or twisted bark, or paper. No wonder, therefore, that the beverage ia indifleieni; but
aneh as it ia, snifieiently go^ to ahow that, with proper treatment end eeteb the winae of
Kaahmfr might be made to rival many of thooe of Snrope.**

Since the above waa written^ the mano&otnre of red and white light wine
haa been ancceaafolly undertaken, the manufactory being on the eaat aide of
the Takht-i-Sulimdu, and the vineyarda covering the alopea on the oppoaitc
aide of the Dal lake, near Chaama Sahai apring. French epeoialiata are in
charge of the vine-growing and wine-making.

The winea are light and wholeaome. Brandy and ohampagne have been
tried. The experiment ia oonduoted by the State, and ia not remuneiative aa
yet, but great paina are being taken with the grapea, and to rmiae firat-daaa
fruit treea ; and aa Kashinfr ia likely in future to owe much of ita proaperity to
ita fruit, thia ia one of the moot paying directiona in which the public levenue
could be expended. The beat indigenona grapea grow at the mouth of the
Sind valley, and chiefly on the north aide, where the vinea get a aonthem
aapect.

The oflScer in charge makea the following report

The average of wine made yearly ie 3fi/)00 bottlee, half red aad half white, and be-
tween 6,000 and 7.000 bottlea are dispoeed of to viaitora at B14 per doien. Theie aie
about 100 aerea of vinee now in fall bearing, and 60 aeiea more have been leeently planted.
One hundred and thirty aerea planted in 1803-84 are now naeleea owing to »wgUttt, The
whole valley ia auitable for vine cultivation, and where the eoil ia rich, eognae eonld be
advantageoualy made. The wince now made are eimilav to Medoe and fianaeb and am of
firat quality, eontainiog natumlly all the prinriplea naoaaaary to tboir eonaarvation aad travel-

ling. It aholild be mentioned that tbeie am two diffieultiee to contend with— (1) that irriga-

tion ia neceaasiy, for whieh, howevarj them ia plenty of ennal water
; (3) duX the dleenm

known aa *‘6ldium ” eanaaa mndh damagib thoogh by naing praoantiooa it can bo got rid oil

The indiganona vinaa am every year ooverad with thia fungae.'*

PoMryfcngf#.—Three cpccica of pemegnumte grow in Kaehmfr—/mi Afg,
modur ddu, andy^cri' dd».
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TbiB fruit ripeas in September ; it is of inferior quality.

The rind of the fruit may be need in tannines; it ie also poifderedj and

boiled with milk as an astringent in diarrhoea. The fruit is used in fevers and

debility of the stomach. The husk is used in dyeing.

Afawderry.—Strawberries are particularly plentiful in the western por^

tion of the Ourais valleyi and it is said that a beverage is prepared from the

roots of the plant, which are collected for the purpose in October.

CunanL—k currant, corresponding to the English Xante currant, is grown

in BaltisUn, where it is called baiho. The currant is also met with wild in

Kashmir.

Btupberry.—The raspberry is found in Kashmir.

CMoa.—Cotton (pham) is grown, but' not extensively; it is sown in

May, and chiefly upon the wudan, as it does not require much irrigation ; the

cotton is gathered in September and October. Vigne states that it was

formerly produced in considerable abundance and of good quality.

Tobaeeo.—Yigne remarks that the tobacco of Kashmir, of which little is

grown, has not the pungency of that grown elsewhere. Small quantities of

tobacco are exported from Kashmir to Laddk. It is grown too in the Surd

valley.

/fesip.—This plant grows spontaneously along the banks of the Jhelum,

in the Kashmir valley, forming dense thickets, often 12 to 15 feet in height,

and almost impenetrable. It is only used in the manufacture of an intoxicat-

ing drink called ckaroi, and for smoking. The plant is preserved entire in

store-houses in the town of Srinagar, till required for consumption.

In some parts of the Himalaya the fibre has been used, and a coarse cloth

for grain-bags and even for personal wear, called bkan^ela, has .been made;

also a strong rope called ss/. Shoes, or knotted sandals are also made of

hemp twine*

Prasyst.—'Prangos {JUrdtafyun), a plant somewhat resembling fennel, and

possessing an aromatic smell, is found iu situations about 6,000 or 7,000 feet

high, and is especially abundant in the Tilail and Drds valleys to the north

of Kashmir; it is collected and used as winter fodder for cattle; the leaves are

said to be used by the shepherds of Kashmir as a cure for rot in sheep;

it is also said that they successfully cure the foot-rot by an application of

a decoction of peach leaves. There seem to be two varieties of prangos ; the

smaller species has yellow seeds, which shoot out above the plant ; the larger

kind, which throws out a seed-stalk, 4 or 6 feet high, is called Adpai kanapiiT ;

this variety is not eaten by cattle, ^t the bears are said to be very fond of the

root.

The seed when eaten by horses is said to produce inflammation of the qres

and temporary blindness. The properties of pran§09 as a food appear to

be heating, pausing fatness in a space of time singularly short Its highly

nutritious qualities, its vast yield, its easy culture, its great duration, its eapa-
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bility oi flonrisbing on land of the most interior quality and wholly unadapted

to tilhgo, impart to it a general charaeter of probable utility unrivalled in the

history of agricnltnral productions.

When once in possession of the ground^ for wliich the preparation is easy«

it requires no eubeequent weedingj ploogbiogf manuring^ nor other operation;

save that of cutting and of converting the foliage to hay. Bumes saw
tiiis plant eaten by his fellow-travellers.

Kuii or wild indigo [Indiffo/era ktitraniha) aboundsi but the climate is

said to be too rigorous to permit of the secretion uf the coloring matter.

Kui {dueilamdia eoitu$) grows abundantly on the mountains of Kashmfr,

at a minimum elevation oC 7^000 feet above the sea. The plant has a leaf some-

thing like a small cabbage, and a large parsnip-like root which is powerfully

aromatic. It belongs to the eynaracephala, a sub-order of the aiteraeea, jpf the

family ewnpoMitm. It is a perennial plant which matures in Seplipmber^

the stem and leaves dying yearly down to the root-stock. It is supposed to

be the same as the ancient eo9tu». The government monopolises it, and

compels each village near to the habitats of this root to collect a certain

weight annually ; each plant is said to yield about ten seers. It is all brought

to Srinagar, whence it is exported to the Ptenjdb. It thereafter finds its way
to Bombay, and after that to China, where it is said the Chinese bum
it in their temples for its fragrant odour. There are said to be four varieties—

(/) kutj (S) dranikar; (3) poikkar ; {4^ Aor.

For a maund of the dried article, which only represents half the weight of

the root as it leaves the ground, Company's 914 are given at Srinagar, and
a man in one day will not dry more than six seers.

The plant is used in Kashmir as an application to ulcers, a hair-wash, a
remedy in cholera, a preservative of cloth against the ravages of moths and
other vermin, a fumigatory ; and by the native laKsi# as an expectorant ; it is

also said to be used to purify water in wells.

Saffron.—^Tbe crocus is_ extensively cultivated upon tlie plains around
Pampur; from the stigmata of the flowers {firoeuo taiioui) saffron {kong) is

obtained. Dr. Elmslie writes

** Last jesr 1,880 frdkt of saffron wars prodnaed, aad of this quantity 888 frdJb wove
taken by the govarnmant. Whan the season is dry and warm, as many as 8,000 ir&ko are
prodnesd. From sis to eight annas, or from nine panes to a shilling, is given for a tola

weight or 180 graina of aaffron.'*

Saffron is used aa g frequent condiment and medicine. The Muhammadans
of the valley ue generally unable to bny it. The mark on the forehead of a
Hindd pandit is partially formed of mdlron. The soil on which the eaftron

is grown is said to be composed of a light ferruginone clay, and to have been
dog up near the Jheliim and convey^ at great labor to the fielde. Some
IffiOOlbi. of aaffkoii are exported yearly from Kaahmfr to Laddk.

There are five karomdn on which aaffron ieenltivated,all in the neighboor-
hood of Pampdr, and all on the right bank of tbe Jliriom, between the river
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and the moauUifif. The noil is of extreordineij fertility. The Dtmet of the

iereiFift are—

(i) Sonakjrund, (j9) Litpdra aad Sambdra, {3) AyiO| (d) Ladfiand Chaad-
hdr, (S) Bara Oder.

The area ia veiy limited owin^ to the bulbs having been eaten during the

Camioe of 1834.

Saffron Jaada are neither irrigated nor manured. The land must be left

falloir 8 to 12 years. Once plauted, saffron will go on bearing well for It)

years, some any 20 years. The land is first ploughed up and divided into small

squares of 7 to 8 feet sides, the soil of the furrows dividing the squares being

used to raise the interior area. The squares are called kingwiti or

ckmmanhintf. Each square is divided into three ridges, and each ridge is set

with bulbs 5 to 6 inches apart, at a depth of 10 to 12 inches. Twenty-five

squares make one pdo/d.

Seventy-two tolas of bulbs are required for planting each square. The

planting is done chiefly in July and August. Once planted, no further care is

required beyond digging up the surface soil three or four times a year. In

the year of pluiiting, the bulbs yield only about 5 local seers of flower per 100

squares; in the second year about 9 local seers, and iu the third year a^nt 18.

This lust outturu is maintained for 10 years, after which the field gradually

diminishes.

There are two kinds of saffron, 1st quality called mingra; find quality

called pack ; out oi 6 local seers of fresh flowers only 8 tolas of saffron are

got.

The first sprout appears about September, and the second a few days Inter.

Both sprouts ought to bear flowers, and the bloom continues for about a

month, chiefly during October. The flowering depends upon the moisture in

the soil. Good rain is looked for in April and May, which generally suffices.

The flowers are picked and consign^ to sacks which the cultivator carries

to the tax collector, who (without opening the bags) selects half as the gov-

ernment share. The cultivator is required to remove what remains to him to

the left bank of the river, and customs officials are stationed along the bank

to enforce this regulation. The flowers are then dried in the sun, and the

leaves separated from the stigmata. The merchants buy the saffron from the

cultivator, but if he fails to find a purchaser, or wishes to keep it for his own
consumption, he has to get permission to remove it again to the right bank of

the river.

Another estimate of the produce states that each sack of flowers is calcu-

lated to weigh 24 seers, and yields, on an average, 12 chitaks of saffron and

10 of leaves; the rest is called bakkat, and is of little or no value. A seer

weight of saffron is usually worth B20, and a irdk (6 seers) of leaves about

a rupee.

The outturn of saffron in 1871 is said to have been 200 UarKdrs
2-S,800lbs), of which tho government share was one half.

It is said that Colonel Meah Sing attempted the cultivation of saffron on
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tbe Damdur wudaf^ in the Yech pargana, and near Martund ; though the soil

and olimate in those places mnoh resemble tbe neighbourhood of Famp&r, the

experiment for some reason or other failed. It isi bowereri successfully

cultivated in tbe neighbourhood of Kisbtwari though of inferior quality.

Dr. Wakefield says

** The red and white etameiie alone are of Talne ; the yellow being generally giren to the

cattle. Tbe former, however, after oerefnl preparation, yield that principal ingredient of

oriental cooking, the well known dye-etnff, and the article called eaf^n employed in medi-

cine. The demand for it has fallen off; and as its medicinal value has long been declining,

very little is needed in Europe for the uses to which it is now applied—the flavoring and

coloring of confectionery and other articles of food."

Saffron is extensively used by the Kashmfrfs as a condiment, for which

purpose it is mixed with water and pounded, and eaten with fish and meat, to

which it imparts a pungent flavor.

Tbe very strong scent which the saffron flower possesses is thus referred to

by the Emperor Jahdngfr in his Journal
** 1 accompanied my father to thie epot daring the season of flowers. In some places the

beds of saffron flowers estend to a ko4. Their appearance is best at a distance, and when
they are plncked they emit a strong smell. Aly attendants were all seized with a headache,

and thongh I was myeelf at tbe time intozicsted with liquor, I felt also my head affected.

I enquired of the brutal Kashmlrie who were employed in plucking them what was their

condition, and they replied that they never had a hestdache in their lifetime."

This plant will not thrive in KashinCr, the climate being too

rigorous. In the lower hills, thongh not largely cultivated, it grows fairly

well, and it has even been introduced at Punch, which is 8,300 feet above the

sea. In the plains below Jamd it thrives well without irrigation.

Poppy.—^Tbe poppy {gul lala) is very little cultivated in Kashmir,

chiefly about the city and more extensively in Badrawdr ; the people eat the

young leaves. The common red poppy is abundaut.

The head, or seed vessel, has two distinct uses—(1) while growing it

yields, on being scarified, the milky juice, which, when concreted, is called

opium
; (2) the fresh or diy heads when infused in water yield a liquor, which

is narcotic and intoxicating.

The cultivation of hops has lately been attempted on a small scale.

In 1884 an area of 120 acres under cultivation yielded 600 mannds. This

yield is not bad, considering that the average yield througliont England is

rather less than more, being only six per acre. The quality of the Kashmfr
hops is good, though probably not of the highest. It is a State experiment^

and still continued.

Rhnbarb is variously called pasiAefselesi, ptfmbaok, remand^ and
rewand ekini; the stalk is called pamhakdks both Hiodfls and Muhammad-
ans eat stalk and blade with fondness. Rhubarb grows abundantly on the

mountains. Montgomerie says that below Haramuk, to the north-west, some
of the finest specimens are met with, the stalks being two feet long and of a
goodly thickness, the leaves of which might serve for an umbrella: he adds,

there are two kinds-—one a deeperimeon and very acid ; the other a pale greoDj

the leaves looking as if they had been steeped in gum*witer«
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Tha driaci root ia foand in the bazar; it is used as a purjg^aiivci and| when
poonded and mizad with oil, aa an application to ulcers. ** Mr. Moorcroft

aaiit soma rhubarb from near Ldh, which for compactness of teztnre, color, and
properties ware aa fine as any I have ever saeii.^' (Hoyle,)

Iris.—Thera are at least four sfiecies of the sosan or iris (Iris nipalensis)

to be found in Kashmir^ the yellow, the white, the purple and the mauve.

The graveyarda of Kashmir are covered with the mnuve and the white iris.

The flowers are in their glory in the months of April and May, beautifying

and rendering fragrant the abodes of the departed.

The root of the red species is braised, mixed with honey, and given in

cases of amenorrhoea. An infusion of this same root, mixed with olive oil, is

dropped into the ear for noises in the ear. A purple dye known as sosani is

said to be extracted from the root.

' Fungi.—Fungi and mushrooms (Aedur) areuhundant, and the edible sorts are

gathered in great quantity, and largely eaten both by Hindds and Muhnm-
madans, who cook them with gH and condiments.

The people in the districts preserve them by drying, and large quantitiea

are said to be annually exported to the Panjdh. Lieutenant Lowther, in his

notes on the products of Kashmir, writes

** I tnw fungi of mil siiM and hues daily colleetrd and daTonrtd by old women, wliieh

in Europe would have entailed death in the eater. Either the soil of thia furored valley

or the atomacha of these hungry beldiimes, luuat be of an uncommon order. On the green

•lopea. which are conetantly graxed on by aheep and horned onttlo, I gathered quantities of

superior muahrooma, and ohaerved immeroua chnnivignona (a French daintjr) in the thioketa

INI the hille. Morels or truffles are produced, which are dried and sold in the chief markets."

The writer goes on to meiiticm a morel which sells at two aiinns per seer,

and ia called knnagueh or kauagich ; it imimrts a rich tnusliroomdike flavor to

aonpa and gravies.

Luser%e.—'V\\\B plant is grown in Laddk and is used as fodder for cattle.

Dkup.—There is a plant called dhup by the Kashmiri**, which yields a resin

somewhat like gutta-percha, the utility of which has yet to be determined.

Hedicinal plants.—Many medicinal plants are found growing wild in vari-

one parts of the country, us wormwood (fcfwaa), cliirettii, of which there is

said to be more than one variety, aloes, colocyntb, nettle, Indian bemp, and

many others.

Various roses, both wild add cultivated, grow in vast profusion ; the

two grant varieties iu Kashmir are the lal gnlAb or the red rose, and the

uramal or yellow rose ; besides these pdkknr or honeysuckle (Loniesra qnin^

fualoenlaris)^ beartaease, sweet pea, tyringa, jasmine, ivy, pinka, violets, and a

species of aroylax are met with, also two varieties of marigold, the shaskharg

iapkifi and the makkmaljapkiri, which ia small and fragrant. Of wild plants,

rhubarb, thyme, various kinds of ebrysanthema, and primula, saxifrage, lilies,

areisaus, oroeua, iris, are found, and a boat of annuals.

It is said that wild thyme made into balls with salt ia given to milch oowa

and goats to ineraaae and enrich their milk.

Abundance of fruit grows wild in Kaabmfr ; the strawberry (iugraek), rasp*
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berry {ekanek)^ atui currant are met with^ and many thoueanda of aciea akirt-

\ng the foot of the hills are coTered with apple and pear trees and vines in full

bearing; they are also oultivated*, as are apricots, I>eaches, cherries (ptVaA),and

plums.

Amongst other useful plants occur the alima phniagoy formerly regarded

as a specific against hydrophobia ; the tarihamut Hneiorius ; and a tall, strong

reed called peit which grows in the lakes, and is made into excellent matting.

Mistletoe {Fhenm album), called toakal, or ahalu, is commonly found in

Kashmir on walnut trees, and sometimes it is said on the apricot, but never,

it is believed, on apple trees.

Oraini-^Riee.—The staple of cultivation in Kashmir is rice, of which Dr.

Elmslie enumerates the following varieties (fdmpi, tag ddngi, IMyol
ddngi, reban diayi, kdtAaehkan dduii, pdihihrat ddngi, muihkahhHdij ddngi,

iuMMi ddngi, wilag ddngi^ brat ddngi, gimbhtal ddngi, kunji ddnyi, bamaii

ddnyi, ehogal ddayi. The last three varieties named are the best. The kungi

ddugi grows near a village called Godasnt, in the Yech pargana ; the batmali

ddngi grows near to Natipura, in the same pargana ; and ekogul ddngi, the

finest of all, grows in Tell^l, in the pargana of Pliak.

His Highness the Mahardja contributed specimens of five varieties of rice,

the produce of Jamd and Kashmir, to the Lahore Exhibition in 1864,

Basmati, which sella at thirty^six seers per rupee (the paddy).

Batmafi, second quality, one maund per rupee (the paddy).

Smkkddt, one maund of the paddy for ten annas.

Rice is either sown broadcast in the place where it is intended to

stand till ripe, or thickly in beds, from which it is transplanted when the

blade is about a foot high. As soon as the season will admit after the 21st

March, the land is opened by one or more ploughings, according to its strength,

and the clods are broken down by blows with wooden mattocks, managed in

general by women, with great regularity and address, after which water is let

upon the soil, which, for the most part, of a reddish clay or foxy earth, is con-

verted into a smooth soft mud.

The seed-gmn, pot into a sack of woven grass, is submerged in a running

stream until it oegins to sprout, which happens sooner or later according to

the temperature of the water and of the atmosphere, but ordinarily takes place

in three or four days.

This precaution is adopted for the purpose of getting the young shoot as

quickly as possible out of the way of a small snail which abounds in some of

the watered lands of Kashmir, but sometimes proves insufficient to defend it

against the activity of this diminutive enemy. When the farmer suspects, by

the scanty uppearanoe of the plants above the water in which the grain haa

been sown, and by the presence of the snail drawn up in the mud, that hia

hopes of a crop are likely to be disappointed, he repeats the sowing, throwing

into the water some fresh leaves of the prangos, called krangoz, which either

poison^ the snails or cause them to descend out of the reach of its influence.

The seed is, for the moat part, thrown broadcast into about 4 or 6 inches of
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water^ which depth is endeavoured to be maintained. Difference of practice

exists as to watering, but it seems generally agreed that rioe can scarcely have

too much water, provided it be not submerged'^ except for a few days before it

ripens, when a drier state is supposed to hasten and to perfect the maturity,

whilst it improves the quality of the g^in. In general, the culture of rice is

not very expensive, though more so in Kashmir than in HihdiisUn, from its

being customary in the former countiy to manure the rioe-Iands, which is

never done in the latter. This manure for the most part consists of rice-

straw rejected by the cattle, and mixed with cow-dung. It is conveyed from

the homestead to the fields by women in small wicker-baskets, and is spread

on the land with more liberality than might have been expected from the

distance it is carried. With reference to the use of manure in Kashmir,

Dr. Elmslte states :

—

^ The farmers have sevenil ways of manuring their ground. At times the manure is

all put in one place, and water is then poured on it. and this water is made to cover the

whole field hy means of small channels ; at other tim«*s the manure is spread over the fields,

as is the way with British farmers $ and at other times the manure is first dried and then

burned, and the ashee scattered over the fields. The ordure of oxen (yuA) is usad for manor-

iug the cereals, while human ordure (jpaA) is employed for manuring vegetablee.”

Riee^metkod ofeuUtwadon in Kasdsifr.—The gpround is prepared for ikdli

(paddy) by ploughing, and, if necessary, applying manure, ordinary farmyanl

or fresh turf, sods cut from neighbouring waste land, from the midtUe of

March to the end of April or middle of Afay. The best lands do not require

the application of manure or turf. Sowings continue during May, and may

last on through the first fortnight of June. Tlie usual custom is to prepare

seed-beds and transplant ; a fortnight after transplanting, kkmkaha^ or weed-

ing and breaking the surface soil, is done, and the operation is repeated

nt intervals of a fortnight to three weeks. The excellence
,
of the crop

largely depends upon the care and frequency with which this is done.

Reaping goes on throughout. October and into November, and ekumha^ or

threshing, throught the winter. Except in marshy land, called nambal, where

the water moves slowly, water is constantly flowing through the rice-flelds.

Channels are token off from every river and stream and divided oiid subdivided

till the whole surface is a network of rills. Kkuibdba muy be done hy cattle,

tied together, and driven round and round the plot, but this is a wasteful

method. The reap^^rs tie up the sbdli into bundles, and these are then bound
12 together and form one kuru. These kdrui are immediately stacked to await

ekfimba. The weight of rice-stmw per acre runs about 26 maunds, and there

would be 150 to 175 kurift, but the weight of course varies. The process of

threshing is laborious. Two or three massive planks are set up on edge, the

plank sloping towards a row of men who stand behind. Each man seizea a
bundle of ibali, raises it in both hands, and strikes it agaio and again agtiiust

the broad, smooth face of the planks till the grain is all beaten oat. He then

t^iases the bundle far back and takes up another. One or two meu untie the

kdrii and supply the new bundles, another constantly sweeps up and cleans

the grain, collecting it into a heap, and another ties up the thrashed bundles
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into kivut again. By this process some grain is scattered and lost| and some

is left in the straw. Threshing may folbw almost immediately on reaping*

The straw is the main fodder for cattle in winter, besides being used for many
purpcees.

Variations in the season affect the harvest. For example, a wet spring

Avoold injure the yoang crop, or insutilcient snows would diminish the water-

supply, but famine appears only to be caused by heavy rain and cold at the

time of ripening or reapirisr; and fortunately this is a rare occurrence* It

is, however, always important that the %hdii crop should be cut and garnered

with the utmost expedition, and any revenue system which tends to delay that

operation must in a critical season seriously aggravate the disaster. Severe

famine has occurred twice since the beginning of the ct:ntury, caused each

time by heavy and oontintious autumn rains in 1831 and 1877, and on

each occasion producing a scarcity that lasted till the reaping of the second

%kali harvest aher the failure.

With regard to outtiiru, the produce per acre depends upon situation and

supply of water. The most productive lands are said to lie at the upper or

Ishimahdd end of the valley. The outturn is popularly said to vary Iwtweea

10 and 60 mauuds per acre, but 20 to 40 maunds per acre would probably

cover most of the rice lands of the valley. In the hills the rice is inferior and

the outturn less. The quantity of seed sown is ordinarily 22 to 24 seers

per acre.

Rice is of many varieties, but the mnin division is into white and red.

The latter is the food of the poor. Of the former, two or three kinds are

specially esteemed, but the best and dearest is the baimati, Skdli is busked

either by wnroen {munding it in a large wooden mortar, with a pole which they

grasp in both hands by the middle, or on a larger scale by a lever mill or

heavy beam slung near the middle, from one end of which a wooden pestle

projects into a hollow in the ground ; the other end two men press down with

their weight and suddenly get off when the pestle fulls heavily on the

iAdli,

The price of iMt is now regulated by the State. Before 1846 it

used to be about eight annas per kharwdr and varied with the harvest For

some time after the famine of 1831, the price remained as high as fili per

kharwdr. Since 1846, the present system of collecting 9idli in larg^

granaries in the city and selling it by retail, through government officials, was

introduced, and the price of nhdli with a brief interval, about 1879, when it

was raised to RH, has remained fixed at Hit imperial per kharwdr of 1 5 trdki=t

maunds and 1 seer of standard weight at 80 tolas per seer. The fixed price for

.‘cd rice is 32 local seers per rupee imperial, and for white rioo 28 to SO seers,

and for bamali 18 seers. But tho system is open to so many abuses, that

large prodta nro made by the officials and ihoir friends on the sale of rice, and

the poor cannot buy it at the government rates. V^lxWe skdli is directed to be

publicly and freely sold at Hlk per HI seers, rioo is frequently as dear in the

bazar aa 10 to 20 seors per rupee. For husking a hkarwdr of skdli, 7 1 seers
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aie paid^ and of the rest three parts are oleaoed rice and tiro parts husk, so that

38 seers per rupee is a fair price. There is no export of rice except to Oilgit,

LA, and Skardd, the foriner place being supplied by Government and the two
latter by merchants.

Besides the usual dressing of manure, fresh earth is.frequently spread over

the fields.

Many of the rice-lands are situated much higher than might be thought

convenient in HinddsUo, and are rather pressed into this species of culture

than naturally inviting it, but still yield crops, through the facility with

which water is brought upon them from the streams which fall down the face

of the neighbouring hills. In common seasons the return of grain is from

thirty to forty for one, on an average, besides the straw ; in very favorable

seasons it is sometimes as high as fihy or sixty fold.

In the time of Zein-ul-aMin the annual produce of the rice crops is said to

have been seventy-seven lakhs of ass-loads, of which the sovereign received

one half. When Moorcroft visited the valley; the quantity did not exceed

twenty lakhs of loads.

At the close of the rice harvest. His Highness the Mahardja gives a feast

called anHt ja^, corresponding to our harvest home, to the inhabitants of

Kashmir.

It is estimated that 12,36,358 JtAarwdrif or about 25,00,000 maunds, are

yearly garnered in the valley.

In Jamd rice is grown between the Ravi and Ujh rivers to a considerable

extent in the tract of country known as the CkaJt Andar, the irrigation being

by channels led out of these rivers and from streams issuing from the lower

hills. In the hills themselves wherever there is water it is led over terraced

fields, and elsewhere the fields are banked to retain the rain-water. The system

of cultivation is the same as obtains along the outer edge of the Hima-
layas. Rice-lands in the Jarod districts are known as pel. The price of

rice, husked or unhusked, here follows the Panjab market prices, and the

cultivation or sale are not interfered with, the revenue being collected chiefly

in cash.

irieof.—-Of the four varieties of wheat, the produce of Kashmir, exibited at

the Lahore Exhibition in 1 804, it was recorded that the first kind sells for thirty-

six seers per rupee, and is the produce of the spring harvest. The second,

grown in the autumn harvest, sells at twenty seers. The other two are valueil

at twenty-nine seers.

The cultivation of wheat in Kashmfr is almost entirely confined to the dry

soils, and, with barley, eauon^ and til yspef, forms the greater part of the rail

erop. But the radt harvest is not of importance in Kashmfr, and is looked

upon very much os an extra, which is most useful if the spring rains have been
sufficient, but which is more often seriously damaged by their insufficiency.

Wheat-lands are mostly found upon the iatemde. They are never manured,
and the fields are generally full of weeds, and usually lie fsDow for one. or two
years according to quality of the land. Good karewd land produoea about S
mauiidi* per acre. As already slated, the darewde* near Pampdr are of exoep*
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tional fertility, and yield up to SO maunda per acre without irrigation or

manure. The aeed is sown, uaually broadcast, in the late autumn, germinates

during the winter, and the crop is cut in July. It is chiefly hard red wheat,

with some white, and the quality is not very good. The State talres its share

from the cultivators at a fixed price, etx., ekilki B6-S-6 per kharwdr of 15

trdk$ (=81 pueea seers). The ekilki rupee is worth ten annas. This price has

been fixed since 1866.

In the Jainfi districts wheat is a very important crop, and iu the best lands is

sown year after year, but mostly alternates with a khartf crop. If water is

available, it is irrigated, but generally the crop is a dry one. • (Wingate.)

In the valley of the Indus it first appears at Upshi and Chimray, between

11,000 and 12,000 feet.

Buckwheat {firamh<£) is grown in all parts of the Kashmir territories. It is a

very hardy grain, and will grow at great heights. The cultivation is mostly

confined to the hills, and forms an autumn crop ; the seeds yield a hard, bitter,

and unpalatable bread, which is said to be heating. The leaves resemble

clover, and the seed is like small black wheat. The flower is white and aro-

matic, and covers the field closely.

Barley is grown in all parts of the Kashmir territories. Beardless barley

(ynin) grows at an elevation of 15,000 feet. Barley is cultivated much in the

same way as wheat, but is ready for cutting somewhat sooner. It grows

much on h&rdntXujii, (t.e., land dependent on rain tor moisture). It is much
less esteemed than wheat, and sells much cheaper, though it produces much
more on worse lands. Iu the hills barley succe^ better than wheat, and is

much cultivated.

Of the produce of Kashmir exhibited at the Lahore Exhibition in 1864,

the prices recorded were

First qaality barley, twenty-three seers per rupee.

Second qnalitf barley, one maond eight seers per rupee.

Third qaality, two mannds per mpee.

Kfim or Gr{m.^A coarse hill-grain, like barley, which grows at great ele-

vations, and with buckwheat (tromba) forms one of the staples of the mountain-

eers* diet. Mr. Drew met with it at 11,000 feet, and describes it as a kind df

barley, the grain of which becomes loosened from its husk like the grain of

wheat Like all hill crops, it is a rain crop. (Wingate.)

Maiee or Indian-com (Mcitat).—This grain is largely grown in both

Kashmir and Jamd, as well as throughout the hills. It requires neither irriga-

tion nor manure. The karewde are also largely cultivated with maixe,

and though the grain is small and hard compared with that grown on moist

lands, yet karewd makai is reckoned to be sweeter and more nourishing.

The grain is either stored in the cob, or, after drying, it is beaten out from the

cobs on the threshing-floor with sticks^ Next to ehdli it is the staple crop ot

Kashmir, and is bought and sold at {he same flxed price, tti., B8 eiiUiper

15 trfik Mansdlrif in cob, or per 18 trdk kkarwdr it the grain has been eepar-
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ated. Of the crop ^ of the weight ie reckooed m cob and | grain. The eoci

of trancport to Srinagar ia borne bj the villagen* A fair crop ia from 19 to 14

maunds per acre of aeparated grain {Wiuffaie.)

In Upper Drawdr, where there is only one harvest anonally, maM (Indian*

corn) grows most luxuriantly, and may be said to be the only crop. The
young stalks are used as fodder, the parched grain is eaten. It is cut and

stacked out about ten days in the open field, and then the cobs are taken off

and beaten to separate the grain. Maise grows everywhere throughout the

hills, and appears to flourish just as well in a temperate as in a tropical climate.

The upland maize is an admirably-suited crop. It is very hardy, requires

little rain, and is rapidly matured. In sixty days from the date of sowing

the cobs are fit to eut; but the grain will not keep. Weevils attack it in

preference to any other grain, and it is a popular saying that the life of maize

is only a year long. It sells at 30 seers per rupee. The method of separating

the grain is peculiar. The stiffears of the maize bruise the feet of the cattle,

so the maize is threshed by men with hambii sticks. For this purpose the cobs

are gathered together on the floor in a heap
;
a screen of blankets is set up

against the door to prevent loss of flying grain, and two or three persons aru

seated near to replace in the heap cobs that are thrown out of the range of

the blows.

Bd/ra, like other millets, is said to be heating and to produce diarrhoaa.

The stalk is used as fodder when dry, but cattle are sometimes fed on the

young crop as it sUnds. This is only met with on the low hills borderiug on

the plsiins. It is largely grown in the Jamu districts.

Oats and barley are not eaten by the Hindu inhabitants of the valley^

except in times of scarcity, but are largely consumed by the Muhammadans.
In Ladak the crops consist of bearded and beardless barley; lucerne, peas,

wheat, buckwheat, turnips, murne, prangoc, &c., &c.

According to General Stroehey, the whole of Tibet is classified into two

portions—the kong, or country of deep valleys, and the changihang^ or elevated

plains. Culliviation is chiefly carried on in the former, on the alluvial plateaux

along the river-banks.

*ln Baltistan aud Oilgit the productions are much the same as in Lad&k,

but in very small quantities, which hardly suffice for the inhabitants.

In Upper Drawar, where there is only one harvest annually, makai (Indian-

com) grows most luxuriantly, and may be said to be the only crop raised,

except on the occasion of an unusually rainy season, when a little iromba and

pinga is sown. Peas are not cultivated, as the sandy soil which suits the

maiai so admirably Ju^s not favor them. In Lower Drawiir rice is exten-

sively cultivated, but it does not extend in a northerly direction beyond the

village of Kasiir, opposite Karen. The harvest is gathered towards the end of

September, the Indiun-corn and rice ripening at the same time.

In Punch rice is grown in considerable quantities, also, vnakau kanak. jaa^

ard ddl^ and the grazing lands being extensive, gki is prodWed in large

quantities.

The valleys of Badrawlr are exceedingly fruitful, producing rico in large
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qiiAotitiet beyond the requiremente of the iuhabitante ; the surplas is exported

to lees fuvored districts.

Most of the poises are used when the seed is split and forms

what is called ddl. They are used by the natives, boiled either alone or with

rice, and cooked with oil or red pepper, &c. Some kinds are eaten boiled

when ^reen as vegretables.

hkatif crop, entirely dependent on rain ; is not suited to low-

lying or inundated lands, but grows in hangar and bar edge lands. This is

the green grain, and there is a black variety called Phaieolut max.

Mung from the Jamu territory was exhibited at the Lahore Exhibition,

1861^.

Md»h— Botanical name Tha%eola% RoxburghU.—This is grown extensively

ou uailabi land as a kharif txxyg. The stalk is excellent fodder, and the grain

is said not to be attacked by insects. There are two varieties, black and

green. Black mdzh is called karothi.

Botanical name Phateolna This is a hharif pulse,

unsuited for growth on tailabi lands, but well grown on any other ; it is

dependent on rain for its growth, and is reckoned inferior as a pulse to the

foregoing species.

Gram—Botanical name Cieer artefesaM.—This is a rabi crop
;
after cutting

it is left several days in the field to dry, and is eventually trodden out by

cattle. It does not seem to be grown in the hills, but in the plains

at the foot of the hills. It is later parched, or is ground into a flour, called

betan ; it forms the principal food of horses and goats. Two varieties were

sent from the Jamd province to the Lahore Exhibition, 1864. None is grown
in Kashmir as the frost kills it.

LeniiU or i/ariir.—This pulse is used as a but it is said to be heating

and to produce eruptions if t^ freely indulged in. A sample was sent from

Kashmir to the Lahore Exhibition, 1864.

Beann,—The garden bean {bdkla) and the red and white haricot beans

were exhibited from Kashmir.

Peaa.—Peas are grown in nearly all parts of the Kashmir State.

Formerly there was a great deal of fallow land in Kashmir, but now it is

probable that upwards of one half is cultivated. There are supposed to be

three harvests in the Kashmir valley—raM, kimiti, and khar^. But the

kimii\ is a mere name for those crops of either harvest which have always pcs-

sessed a money value, as, for example, til gogal^ Barton, linseed, tobacco, cottom
&o. 'iillie ilistinction between such crops and food crops is said to date back to

the tim.e of Todar Mai. In Kashmir, the rabi crops are sown mostly before

winter and ripen during June and July; the kharif arogia are sown in spring

and ripen in autumn. In Jamd the harvests follow the Panjdb routine. In
the higher hills there is only one harvest. In the Kashmir valley there is prac-

tically no double-cropped land, except vegetable and garden plots, such as are

seen in quantity about Srinagpir. The irrigation is all rice, and such land can
only produce rice, and only yields one crop annually. The rest of the land is

mostly dry, dependent on rainfall, and only lands retentive of moisture in

favorable situations arc capable of even producing one crop annually.
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Fe^elablei.—Thtte is a grwt variety and abnndanoe of esculent vefcetaUes.

Hiigel enumerates fifteen difieient sorts hot known in Europe. The potatoi

cauliflower, carrot, rhubarb, and, in short, garden vegetables generally, may
be grown of the finest description and in any quantity ; but the only kinds

which the natives cultivate to any extent are cabbages, cauliflowers, tomatoes,

and potatoes. For the rest they revel in the indigenous pumpkins, egg plants,

cucumbers, coarse spinach and radishes, which grow with a minimum of trouble

in the hike ganleua

Polaio.—^Tliis is grown in Kashmir very successfully.

Fast.—Specimens were sene from Kashmir to the Lahore Exhibition.

Tiie root, when fried, is not bad, though very inferior to a
jxitato.

Ihrdr.—The natives of the Jamd hills assert that this root is wild.

OtiioM.—Wild onions (prdti) are found all over the hills of Kashiuir
;
they

are also cultivated. The Hindu inhabitants of the valley do not eat the onion.

They say that the ancient Hindds would not eat it on account of its aphrodisiac

effects, which they did not wish to experience, as they had given themselves

to the worship of God. The onion is a favorite article of diet with the

Muhammadans, who also eat the leek (ffandaprdn) and carrot (ydsar), both of

which vegetables are eschewed by Hindds.

Three varieties of pumpkins grow in Kashmir, sis., kfuHr al,

p&rpim al, and maihdd al. The Hindds do not eat the last variety ; Muham-
madans, on the contrary, are very fond of it.

Turnip*.—In the winter time both Hindds and Mnhammadans consume

large numbers of turnips {poffij) ; those produced at Haripdr are said to be the

best in the valley. Turnips are also cultivated in Laddk. Mixed with

chilies the Kashmiiis make them into round cakes with a hole in the middle.

These are as hard as bricks, and are strung up for the winter coosuiuptioo,

a little being used with every dish as a condiment.

-Many years ago the eccentric Dr. Honigberger represented to

Maharaja Gulab Singh the suitability of the soil of the valley of Kashmfr for

the cultivation of beetroot, aud was granted a monopoly for the establishment

of a sugar manufactory, but the enterprise was never pursued. Late experi-

ments, both in a private garden in Srinagar and 'n the Sarkdrf Bdgh, have

led to the most promising results ; in the former, beetroots were grown, weigh-

ing ten seerq each, which were very rich in sacebarine matter, yielding both

sugar and alcohol of excellent quality. The experiment, however, was made

on a very small scale.

JEndipe.—Three varieties of endive are said to be produced in the valhy,

viz., rubu hand, arim hand, and wan hand. This last variety is given along

with rice and other articles of diet to the parturient patient for ten days after

the birth of the child.

Cfieasifteri'—Jfe/eae.—The fioating gardens of Kashmir are so peculiar as

to deserve some noUoe. They are common on the city lake, where they pro-

duce abundant crops of 6ne onoumbers and melons. For forming these islands,
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choioe is made of a shallow part of the lako ovsrgrowa with reeds and other

aquatic plants^ which are cut off about 2 feet below the surface, and then

pressed dose to each other without otherwise disturbing the position in which
they grow. They are subsequently mowed down nearly to the surfaccj and
the parts thus taken off are spread evenly over the floats, and covered with a
thin layer of mud di-awn up from the bottom ; on the level thus formed are

arranged, close to each other, conical hea|>8 of weeds, about 2 feet across and 2
feet high, having each at top a small hollow filled with fresh mud.

In each hollow are set three plants of cucumber or melon, and no further

care or trouble is required but to gather the produce, which is invariably fine

and abundant. Tlie floating gardens are generally cut off from the body of

the lake by a belt of floating reeds, which also serve, in some degree, to pro-

tect the cones against the winds. Each bed is about 2 yards wide ; the length

is variable. The bed is kept in its place by a stake of willow, sent through it

at each end and driven into the bottom of the lake.

The melons pr«»duced in this %vay are obviously wholesome, as those who
live entirely on them soon become fat.

The season lasts for three months and a half, beginning in June. The fruit

is seldom or ever pulled in the small or girkin state, and differs in weight

when of a proper age for the market, from eight to sixteen ounces to a

pound and a quarter, or a |K>und and a half. From the first setting of the

fruit to the time of pulling, seven or eight days are the ordinary period. The
gardeners stated that thirty full* sized fruits for every plant, or from ninety to

one hundred, were the aveiage crop of one cone in the season.

Zu/ns.—^The lenf-stalks of the pampoih^ iiympbea lotus, or Egyptian water-

lily {Nelumheum Mpeeioium), are used as an article of food. In the autumn,

after the plate of the leaf has begun to decay, these have acquired maturity,

and when boiled till tender they are both a palatable and nutritious food ; the

beaus which it bears are regarded as a delicacy when eaten unripe. This

splendid lily adorns the city lake and most other standing waters with its

foliage and large poppy-like rose-colored flowers, which bloom in August and

September. As is well known, this flower is regarded by the Hindds with

the utmost reverence, and, when performing their devotions on the bunks of

the Jhelum, they throw handfuls of the lotus petals into the river.

IVaternut.—Rut the most valuable product of the uncultivated vegetation

is the Miugkdra (Trapa bispiMosa) or horned wateruut, called hy the Kashinfrfs

gdrt, g6r4 or g6r^ It grows on the bottom of the Wular lake in such profusion

that 60,000 tons are, it is said, raised every year, constituting almost the

only fo^ of at least 80,000 persons for five rooutbs in the year. It ripens in

the month of October. The nut is dried and then formed into a flour or meal,

of which cakes are made ; tbesi the Kashmfris eat with salt, ghi^ and flesh*

The pandU$ or Hitidd portion of the native population of the valley are in tha

habit of fasting two days in every month, and during these two days they eat

nothing but a little flour made out of the gdrt or water chestnut,,which floor^

when cooked, is called gdrgi-WHgara or pkalkdr, which latter word is the term

applied to this simple dish by the pandiU themselves.
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But tho moft common preparation u boiling one eeer of the flour with two

quarts of watery so as to form a sort of gruel. Tliough insipid, these nuts are

so nutritious that those who live exclusirely on them are in no respect inferior

iu strength or condition to the rest of the population, and find this diet so

ogreeable to their constitution that they sicken if obliged'to have recourse

to any other.

The inhabitants consider this nut so great a blessing that they attribute

its introduction to Lakshmi, the goddess of prosperity. As the superficial ex*

tent of the Wular lake is about 100 square miles, it supports three hundred

persons to the square mile, or a number showing a relative density of popula-

tion greater than that of France.

MannfactHr€9,^^Oiit attention is now claimed by the arts and manufao*

tures of the country. In weaving embroidery, and working in metals, the

Kashmiris have a great reputation ; but they are also very expert iu the manu-
facture of wooden articles, such as toys and turnery, ornamental carving,

inlaid work in wood, ivory, mother-of-pearl, papier^machS^ jewellery, paper,

leather, and atta of roses. The jewellery is, however, very inferior.

The artificial productions of Loddk and Baltistin are confined to the manu-

facture of blankets and coarse woollens, chiefly for home consumption, and of

black tents, ropes, &o., made from the hair of the yak and goat.

Bhawh.—In an enumeration of the manufactures of Kashmir, that of the

shawls, for which the country is celebrated throughout the world, naturally

claims precedence. An exhaustive account of their manufacture is to be found

ill Moorcroft's Travels in the Hirolayan Provinces, Vol. 2, Chap. III.

As the primary object of his visit to the valley was the study of the shawl

trade, in view to its introduction into British possessions, he may be considered

a safe authority on the subject. Though he failed in the object of his visit

(his premature death preventing his reaping the advantages of the knowledge

he had gained), there is no doubt that the shawl trade of Europe profited

largely by the information be tn^insmitted to his friends.

The shawls which-are manufactured in Kashmir are of two sorts—the

loom-made and those which are worked by hand ; and different classes of

people are employed in each braooh of the trade. Dr. Elmslie states that

the number of shawl-makers (MdaJatbdo) has greatly diminiebed of late

years, many having made their escape to the Panjdb with their wives and

families. There are now about 23,000 shawl-weavers in the valley of

Kashmir, who form ^e most miserable portion of the |)opalation, both physi-

cally and morally.^

In the loom system the Ur-Udnddr is the shawl manafiMturer, who era*

ploys under him a number from 20 to 800 9kU*hdfk or eieyiWs (scholars).

He buys the spun thread from the pui^woin or dealer, to whom it is disposed

of by the spinners, and gets it dyed of different colors before it is distribatod

among his workmen.

‘The iImwI tnds U ptmetMlj titinst The irreet hojen were the PMrie end New York nar-
kita Sliswto which fenaeriy fetrkcd nre evelhible nl RIOO. (Fkrd.)
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There were about 100 UrMdnddrt io Kashmir, all of whom lived either in

Srinagar or Islamabad, but the houses in which the Ml 66/9 work are

in different parts of the vallej« the largest number being in the towns of

Pampdr and SopOr. A number of overseers are therefore necessary to 8U])erin-

tsnd the work, to be responsible for the paihmlna, and to dniw the pay of the

workmen, &c.

These people are called midd (master or teacher)
; there is usually one over

every twenty-five or thirty ikdlMfi. The sum realised by the MlMf is

usually from three to five tkiUd rupees (each worth tsu annas) a month ; but

as this is inclusive of the amount deducted by the government for rice, which

is supplied to the workmen at unfavorable rates through government agency

(to the limit of eleven Uarwdrs each annually), the balance is not sufficient to

support a family with any approach to comfort, even in so fertile a country as

Kashmir. Dr. Klmslie estimates the average earnings of a ikdlMfut three

pence of onr money a day ; a first-rate workman will earn from four pence

to five pence a day.

An annual tax of Bfi8 was levied by the government on each IdrMduddr
for every iAdl»kd/ in his employ

;
previous to 1857 this tax stood at fiSO.

It is now wholly remitted.

In the hand-work shawl system the Md^haf is the workman who makes

the plain poMkmina from the spun patkm^ which he buys for himself directly

in the baasar. U|K>n this plain paukmtna the colored threads are afterwards

worked with needles by a workman who is called a ra/dga.

The position of the MdMf, though slightly better than his brother of

the loom the nkdUbdf^ is suted to be very miserable, owing to the oppressive

taxes levied by the government.

The ciroumstances of the rafigm^ on the other band,,are stated to be toler-

ably comfortable, he being permitted the privilege of changing or giving up

his trade, should he wish to do so.

The shawl manufacture in Kashmir is superintended by a large govern-

ment office at Srinagar, called the which is presided over by an

official called the .da%6gka of the dagtkdli. This office is farmed out by the

government, and, as it adinics of immense profits, specially to the unscrupu-

lous, it is an object of keen competition among the wealthy ruling chiss.

The late Rfija Kdk, who was over the shawl trade until about 1S66, when

he died, was greatly respected by the people. Dr. Elmslie says that after his

death the revenue from shawls dwindM away to half its former amount,

which was twelve lakhs of rupees. On account of this great falling off in the

revenue, Budh Kdj, son of Partdb Sbdh, a name well known in Kashmir, was

removed from the office ofdiman of the shawl department, aud Badri Ndth,

commissioner of finance and revenue, was put in his place. There aro

about two hundred pandiU attached to the dagMli, who are continually

employed inspecting the dilTerent kdrMdaai (manufactories), with a view to

prevent the kdrMdnddr putting in band a shawl until the necessary i^rmission

has been obtained and the preliminary -taxes paid; these paudii* arc charged
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with demanding and receiving from the kdr-ikdnddrt illegal remuneration for

their boat-hire, road expenses, &o. The revenue from shawls is now a very

insignificant item, and the trade is practically free from all taxes and restric-

tions.

The wool of which the shawls are manufactured (kil phamb) is found

upon the goats which are pastured upon the elevated regions of Changthang,

Turfin, &o. It is undoubtedly a provision of nature against the cold and
killing blasts to which they are exposed, and is found not only on the goat,

but upon the yak and the shepherd's dog used in the same inhospitable

regions.

Attempts to introduce the shawl-goat into other parts of the world have,

as far as the production of this particular description of wool is concerned,

failed ; notably that made by M. Lavanchi in the Pyrenees, where, the eleva-

tion and climate approaching those of their native pastures, success might

reasonably have been anticipated. In 1847 the tribute of shawl-groats, paid^

by the Mahar£ja os nn acknowledgment of the snpremacy of the British

Government under article 10 of the treaty, was excused in consequence of the

animals dying at Dharmsfila, where they were kept.

The wool employed in the manufacture of shawls is of two kinds—the

fleece of the domesticated animals, and that from the animal in its wild state

;

of this latter sort, which is called asli bus, but a small proportion is imported.

The interests of the Mabardja of Kashmir and his manufacturers are

identifled iu the endeavour to retain the monopoly of the shawl-wool.

Major Cunningham, R.E., states that the average price of shawl-wool in

Laddk is per seer : 128,U001b8« of shawUwool are annually imported into

Kashmir from Lad4k.

On arrival iu Kashmir the wool is bought by a pashm farosh, or wool-

retailer, who disposes of it to the women, who spin it into yarn.

Moorcroft states the girls begin to spin, at the age of ten, and that a

hundred thousand females were employed in this occupation in Kashmir.

The first task of the spinner is to separate the different materials of which

the fleece consists, usually in about the following proportions

-

Goane hair •

Seconds or phiri

Duet and foreign eubsteuoec

Fine wool

• li teere.

• Of M

6 seers or 1 Mk.

The cleaned wool is then spread on a board, and a paste, composed of

ponnded rice and water, is rubbed into it (soap is never used, as it makes it

harsh), after which it is dried, teased out, and spun into thread by the women,
who work with little intermission the whole &y. Moorcroft oaloulates the

general earnings of an industrious and expert spinner to be only ftl*8 per

month, and they are probably lest.
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The shawl thread {pkamb^pan) it dooble. The finest bringe one Mlki
rupee for one tola weight ; of a coarser kind two and three tolas are given for

one rupee ; and a still coarser quality, called pkir, is sold at the same price for

four or five tolas.

The merchants, who buy the thread from the spinners, sell it to the shawl

manufacturers, making a profit of two or three annas on the rupee.

The yarn, being divided into skeins according to the pattern decided upon,

is then delivered to the rjs^res, or dyer; he professes to be able to give it

sixty-four tints, moat of which are permanent; that called kiram dani, rich

crimson, being the most expensive. The art of dyeing is said to have been

introduced into Kashmir in the reign of the Emperor Akbar.

IVhen the body of the cloth is to be left plain, the pkiri, or second yarn, is

alone given to be dyed ; being of a coarser quality, it is preferred for employ-

ment in flowers and other ornaments, from its standing higher, and being, as

it were, embossed upon the ground.

The distribution of the colors is regulated by the thickness of the thread,

the thinner threads being appropriated to the lighter tints.

Ihe iar/arosk adjusts the yarn for the warp and for the iveft ; he receives

the yarn in hanks, but returns it in balls; he can prepare in one day the warp

and weft for two shawls.

The yarn, which has been cut and reeled, is then taken by the pennabm
yam, or warp^dresser, who dips it into thick boiled rice water, by which

process each length becomes stiironed and set apart from the rest.

Silk is generally used for the warp on the border of the shawl, and has the

advantage of showing the darker colors of the dyed wool more prominently

than a warp of yarn, as well as hardening and strengthening and giving more

body to the edge of the cloth.

'When the border is very narrow, it is woven with the body of the shawl,

but when broader, it is worked on a different loom and afterwards sewn on the

edge of the shawl by the rafiga^ or fine drawer, with such nicety that the

ntiion can scarcely be detected. The operation of drawing or passing the

yarns of the warp through the heddles is performed precisely in the same way
as in Europe, and the warp is then taken by the %hdl^hdf^ or weaver, to the

loom, which diflTers not in principle from that of Europe, but is of inferior

workmanship.

When the warp is fixed in the loom, the uakM^ or pattern-drawer, and

taf/aroik and gandanwol^ or persons who determine the proportion of yarn of

different colors to be employed, are again* consulted. The first brings the

drawing of the pattern (Hjgaiara) in black and white, done with charcoal pencils;

this branch of the trade is said to be confined to six or seven families; The
fsndsavo/, having well considered it, points out the disposition of the colors,

beginning at the foot of the pattern and calling out the color; the number of

threads to which it is to extend, that by which it is to be followed, and so on

in soccession until ihe whole pattern has been described.
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From his dictation the kiidbwala writes down the particulars in a species

of stenography, and delivers a copy of the docnment (iaHm) to the weavers.

The workmen prepare the iilis, or needles, by arming eecli with colored

yam of the weight of about four grains. These needles, without eyes, are

made of light, smooth wood, and have both their sharp ends slightly charred

to prevent their becoming rough or jagged through working.

Under the superintendence of the gatidanwl the weavers knot the yarn

of the iilii to the warp.

The face or right side of the cloth is placed next to the ground, the work

being carried on at the back or reverse, on which the needles are disposed iti

a row, and differing in number from four hundred to fifteen hundred accord*

ing to the lightness or otherwise of the embroidery.

As soon as the H%idd is satisfied that the work of one line or warp is com-

pleted, the comb is brought down upon it with a vigour and repetition

apparently very disproportionate to the delicacy of the materials.

On a shawl being taken in hand, a small piece at the edge is first com-

pleted by which a rough estimate of its value is formed, and on which an

ad valorem duty of 25 per cent, is levied by the government ; of this amount,

a portion is paid down, the sliawl is stamped, and the manufacturer is then at

liberty to proceed with the work, the value being adjusted and the balance

paid on completion.

In addition to the import duties on the material, poll-tax on t!)e workmen,

and the ad valorem duty on the value of the shawl, which are paid directly to

the government, the kdr^kkdnddr is obliged to fee liberally all government

officials in any way connected with the trade, and it is affirmed, appai'ently

on good grounds, that this daelurf, or illegal gratificiition, is shared in by the

highest officers of the State down to the lowest pandit connected with the

dagekldi

:

these fees are stated to amount to little less than another 25 per

cent

When finished, the shawls are submitted to the pnrzagHr^ or cleaner, whose

business it is to free the shawl from discolored hairs or yarn, and from

ends or knots ; he either pulls them out severally with a pair of tweezers,

or shaves the reverse face of the cloth with a sharp knife ; any defects arising

from either operation are immediately repaired by the ra/uga.

Previous to being washed the shawl has to be taken to the office of the

dardga of the dagekdli for a permit. After registering it and collecting the

tax (/dysA of 25 per cent, ad valorem, one of the pandili removes the govern-

ment stamp which was impressed npon it at its commencement, by dipping

the corner of the shawl into water; a receipt {wdgueir) is then given to the

owner to testify that all dues have been paid upon it.

The goods are now handed over to the wa/aroek, or person who has sd-

vanced money on them to the manufacturer, and to the mokkia, or broker, and

these two settle the price and effbet the sale to the merchant; the former

charges interest on his advancsi the latter a commission varying from 2 to 5

per cent.
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The purchaser lakes the goods uoirashed and sometimes in pieoes, and the

fiue«drawer aud washerman have still to do their part. When partly washed,

the dhohi brings the shawls to the merchant, that they may be examined for

any holes or imperfections; should such occur, they are remedied at the

expense of the seller. It is necessary to wash the shawls, in order to deprive

them of the stiffness of the rice-starch remaining in the thread, aud for the

purpose of softening them generally. The best water for this is found in the

canal between the lake and the floodgates at the Drogjun, and in the cold

waters of the Tel Bui stream near the Shalimdr. In the former locality some

ruins in largo limestone blocks are lying on the washing-place, and in one of

these is a round hole, about a foot and a half in diameter and a foot in depth

.

in this the shawl is placed, and water being poured over it, it is stamped on

by naked feet for about five minutes, and then taken into the canal by a man
standing in the water. One end is gathered up in bis hand, and the shawl

swung round aud beaten with great force upon a flat stone, being dipped into

the canal between every three or four strokes. They are then dried in the

shade, as the hot sun spoils the colors ; and in ten days afterwards the colored

shawls undergo a similar process, but occupying less time.

The white ones, after being submitted to the prociess, on the first day

are spread in the sun aud bleached by water sprinkled over them ; they then

are again treated to the same process as the colored shawls, being stamped

upon and beaten a second time and then bleached again till they are dry, and

then for a third time beaten, stamped upon, and finally dried in the sun.

In the second time of stamping, soap is sometimes used, but is not good

generally, and is never used for the colored shawls, as the alkali might affect

the colors. Sulphur fumes are employed to produce the pure, pale, white

colors in new shawls.

After being washed, the shawls are stretched upon a wooden cylinder for

two days, when they are removed to be packed. After being wrapped in

sheets of smooth-glazed paper, they are premed ; the bale is afterwards sewn

up in strong cloth; over this a cover of birch-bark is laid and an envelope of

wax-cloth added, and the whole is sewed upas smoothly and tightly as possible

in a raw hide, which contracting, gives to the contents of the package a

remarkable degree of compactness and protection.

Old shawls that require cleaning—and, it is said, in some instances new
ones—are washed by means of the freshly gathered root of a parasitical plant

called a species of consinia (itsir, diezeorea delloidea f). A ponnd of it

is bruised aud mixed with about three pints of water ; and to this, shonld it

be necessary to raise the temperature, is added a mixture of pigeon's-dung (a

piece equal in siae to a turkey’s egg), mixed and beaten op with about the

same quantity of water, and the shawl is saturated with the liquor, and then

stamped upon, washed with the hand, and then well steeped in tile canal.

The colors of an old shawl, after it has been washed, are often renewra so wall

08 to deceive any but the initiated by pricking them in ogain with a wooden

pin, dipped in the requisite tints.
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Vignc states that the foors-cap or cypress-shaped orunment so commonly

worked on the shawls is a representation of theyVyc^ or ka^hkeh or aigrette

of jewels which is worn on the forehead in the East. Others aj^ain think that

the pattern was sug^gested by the windings of the River Jhelum in its course

through the valley^ as viewed from the top of the Takht-i-Suliiuun ; but this

latter supposition seems to bo highly improbable.

A first-rate woven shawb weighing 71bs. will fetch in Kashmir as much
as £tl00| which price is inaclc up of

—

.€ do tlip coni of muterial.

M 150 the wages of labor.

„ 70 duty.

,• 50 miscellaneous ezpensos.

Total . .€:100

Ordinary shawls sell for prices ranging between R50 and R2,000, depend-

ing upon the quality of material and richness of embroidery. Hand-worked

shawls cost about one fifth as much as loom-made shawls. Shawls to the

value of about £ld0|000 used to be exported annually from Kashmir; of this

amount, about nine hiklis or £90|0u0 worth used to find their way to Europe,

the remainder supplying the various eastern markets.

Of the IvaMhiiiir sluiwU osporUfd to Kurope, France inonopoliscd

abdiit .

United 8tiites of America • . • s'*. • .

Italy

HuHsia

Geriimiiy

Great Ilritain

Of the above, about two tbiids were purchased in Kashmir by French

agents and exported to France direct; now th^ trade is very small : the re-

mainder are exported through native bankers and sold at the London auction

sales, the buyers being nearly all French.

On the breaking out of the war between France and Germany in 1870, the

shawl trade suffered a sudden and temporary collapse ; the ruin of the

manufacturers and merchants was only averted by the Maharaja making large

purchases to the value of several lakhs of rupees. The depression tlien caused

has disiip|)cared, and, although existing obstructions and abuses have been

largely removed, this valuable branch of industry is only slowly recovering itself.

The shawl-weavers at BadrawHr, Doda, and Basaoli enjoy great ndvantages,

as they are free from many of the burdens and restrictions imposed upon their

bruthron in the valley of Kashmir. The shawls manufactured in these locali-

ties hold a middle place in the market; while greatly inferior to tlie veritable

Kashmir shawl, they are of superior quality to shawls manufactured at

Amrits&r and other places in die Panjdb, which are largely adulterated with

^akabihaki, an inferior wool produced at Kirmdn. Amrits&r, however, does
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R flourUhin^ busiDegs, and if Srinngar ireie at favorably sitaated, it would be

io a better poeition to compete.

Writing in December 1&73| Mr. Wynne, the Officer on Special Duty, gives

the following description of the depression of the trade
** At the beginning of the yeer there were very heevy baUneee due by the shewl-mekere

to the ehewl depertment of the ICMhinfr edmmietrHtion. This was due to the eitreine

depression of the trade owing to the state of affairs in France. [A depression which still

eonttouss» and is indeed, at the present moment, greater than erer before. At the London
ale, the results of which hare jnst been communicated by telegram, while £2,600 worth of

Amritsar shawls were sold, nothing whaterer, I am told, out of the £4/XX) worth of Kashmir
shawls that were presented was sold. What to sobstitote for this article of industry, which

has hitherto provided sustenanee for between 80,000 and 90,000 of the population, is a

question now seriously occupying the MuhaWya'a attention. As an alleviation in the begin*

ning of the summer, the Mahardja assigned to a number of shawl*wearers work in the silk

factory at Srinagar, but as it was represented that the alleriation would be very slight (the

work in the silk factories lasting at present for ai small a portion of the year), and that the

process would ruin that delicacy of hand which constitute the special distinction of the

ahuwl-wearer, the order was rescinded. I have suggested that the work of carpet-making be

stimulated, as that would provide for the ahawl-weavers an occupation which, though coarse,

is still not radically different from that in which they have been hitherto employed, while

the demand for Indian carpeta is on the increase. And the suggestion is under oonsidera*

tion.]”

The trade bas also received serious blows from change of fashion, which

expelled these fabrics from the French and American markets. And the ad-

mirable imitations, produced in France and at Paisley in Scotland, exercise a

great influeuce over the trade, yet a goodly number are still woven annually

in the country of their birth, the demand for them in the East being main-

tained as necessary api^ndages to rank and state. But it was always a

marvel how the industry cculd outlive the impositions that were put upon

it; nor indeed could it have survived but for the cruel regulation which

forbade a weaver to relinquish his calling or, even until 1880, to leave the

country.

The wool was taxed as it entered Kashmfr, the manufacturer was taxed

for every workman he employed, again he was taxed iit various stages of the

process according to the value of the fabric, and lastly, the merchant was taxed

before be could export the go<»d8. Daring the last year of the famine (1880)

the export duty on shawls was raised to 85 per cent, ad palffrom. This enor-

mous rate, besides being an inducement to smuggling, discourages intending

purchasers. No direct tax is taken from European visitors for shawls. The

tax on the imimrtation of shawl-work is for white about Company's B18 per

maund, and for tbc colored about BIl.

Such, then, is a brief ,sketch of a mannCacture for which this countiy is

renowned, and which, in recent times, has passed through many vicissitudes

In the beginning even of this century there were thoiipands of looms at work

replaced now by hundreds, and a great number of thece beautiful fabrics were

imported into Great Britain and the continent of Europe, a branch of trade now

of little value. But fashion may change, and for the fptiire and prosperity of
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Kiisbmfr, it is to be hoped it will. The art is not lost ; it is not dead« but in

abeyance only ; and there are a number of skilful hands now unemployed,

ready and willing to turn out as perfect specimens as ever of those Kasbmfr

shawls, without which, a few years ago, no fashionable lady deemed her ward-

robe complete.

Woollen C/oMs.—The manufacture of woollen cloths is aimost universal

throughout the valley, and gives employment to the villagers through the

long winter months. The mountain sides and downs afEord a rich pasturage

to extensive flocks of sheep, whose increase is only limited by the difficulty of

providing fodder during the winter, when all vegetation is hid beneath a thick

carpet of snow.

It is probable that the flocks, and consequently the outturn of wool, will

not greatly exceed the present limit, as there is said to be a considerable

mortality among the sheep each year from the effects of insufficient food dur-

ing the winter. The want is, however, due completely to the carelessness

of the owners. Unlimited food can be stored, and as the wool is now rising

in price, the villagers are more careful of their sheep.

The number of sheep owned by each family varies according to its w(*alth

and prosperity; five, ten, or twenty sheep may represent tlie usual number,

which iu the case of well-to-do families is increased to forty, and even more.

In the flocks, the sexes are about equally divided; the rams [wnrah kaf)

number about 6 per cent, of the wethers {6ala hat). The ewes (goh) bring

forth but once a year, and then for the most part but one lamb (chir) at a

birth, three being apparently quite unknown ; this may in some degree

account for the very slow increase among the flocks of Kashmir, which is said

not to exceed from 5 to 20 per cent., compared with grazing countries in

Europe and Australia, where the annual increase in some favored spots reaches

85 per cent.

The sheep are washed in the rivers and streams I ^re shearing, and the

fleece is cleansed by being scraped or beaten with a bent bit of iron hoop.

Sheep are sheared twice a year, at the commencement of the spring and in the

autumn. The autumn shearing is the most plentiful, the produce being about

one third more than in spring ; the quality of the wool is also superior. Wool
of the autumn shearing is called ym, that of the spring wonnon. The rams
are wethers yield about a seer or a seer and a quarter of wool ; the ewes about

half as much.

There are three qualities of wool (yer)—^the black, which is of inferior

value, sells at one and a half seers for the rupee (Kashmir weight and cur-

rency) ; the grey, which is of middling quality, sells for one rupee a seer ; and
the white, or inikor, which is the best description, fetches from eight to twelve

annas a seer. The three qualities are frequently mixed in manufacture.

The better quality of wool is used in the manufacture of blankets and the

fine woollen cloth called poihmhas of the inferior wool, coarse woollens, called

pullh, are made.
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Tliere are two deec^ptions of blankets; the superior are made without
seams and are called the inferior have either one or two end
are known respectively as dtf or tin pat.

The price of the first description varies between ten and twelve eAilii
rupees, and that of the second sort between seven and eight, according to
coldrp texturSy and weight.

The blankeU are usnolly made about 4) feet long by 4} feet broad, about
two and a half or three seers of wool being employed in the manufacture of
each; they are commonly of the natural color of the wool, but are bometimes
dyed after manufacture.

The yam {Htmitfer) is spun by the women
j it takes abont twenty days

to prepare sufficient yarn to make a blanket.

The yarn is taken to the weaver to be made up; these men are usually
occupied as agriculturists during the snminer montlis, reverting to their legiti-

mate calling in winter. The weaver charges ten to twelve annas (British

currency) for making up a blanket without seams, and five or six .nn.^ for
one with seams. The operation of weaving a blanket occupies from three to

four days.

It is said that each family produces two or three blankets or pieces of
putti during the winter; of the latter description of cloth two kinds am
manufactured, peripaut pntti, which is all made of wool, and lufrapant putti,

partly of wool and partly of cotton.

Common pntti^ is sold at the rate of about or 8 yards pax chilki

rupee. Goat’s hair in Kashmir seems only to be applied to the manufacture
of thin rope or cord, which possseses extreme strength and elasticity.

There is now a considerable trade in articles made of pathmtna and pulti,
curtains, Uble^loths, &c., being very prettily embroidered with colored wool*
the patterns being hannouions and tasteful. Pathmiaa is dear, ordinary
qualities being fifi to H7 per yard, iiut pnlli is moderately priced, the piece of
nine yards varying from ft!j| to fit}, width about 18 to Hi inches. A pair

of pliun curtains, with worked borders, cost about B16 to B18, and if worked
all over, the cost is B8 or B 10 more. The fault of the work at prasent is that

many of the dyes quickly fade, and the work is not well finished.

Very beautiful and cheap rugs are made of nnmdaA, or thick felt. This
felt is mode in pieces 6 to 7 feet by 4 to 6 feet. The ground colors

are varying shades of brown, fawn, green, blue, yellow, &c. The rugs
are generally worked all over. Plain, they cost about B3 each, and
worked, B4 to B5. Carpets vary according to size, but to give an idea, a
carpet 16 feet by Ifi feet, with a deep-worked border and large centre, would
oost from B40 to BSD. The merchants, however, ate generally open to an
offer. The best time to make purchases is in spring, when the greatest

variety is in stock. The best shops are those of Muhammad Jfio,

Shib, and Bfihar Shfih, and orders sent to any of them, addressed Srinagar,

ate executed, though often after considerable delay.

I Onn ntpnUi, 1) fwi wiAr, SI jsrdt Iodr, Mils kbe.1 B4.t (Bril'ih ropiM}.
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For sportsmen, woollen gloves, socks^ gaiters, caps, veils, &c., are made,

and they are also used by the natives in winter, and can be purchased for a

few annas. ( Wingate.)

The following list of all the woollen and paehmina goods produced in

Kashmir is extracted from the Hand->Book of the Manufactures and Arts of

the PaojW^ by B. H. Baden.Powell, B.C.8.

Shtfl paihmiDa. Lof dd ars.

M Mi. n tin an.

„ kaai kit. „ laborf.

„ amlf kit. M kinaid ddr.

„ dori ddr, .. iidi.

„ keUni kdr (twitted thread). Pultf.

Fard thdl. Puttd.

Dothald. Fntld tdsh.

Rdmdl. kbudrang,

Jdmawdr. „ abthdr.

Shamld. kbat ddr.

Ldngi.
1

„ cbarkbAiia.

Oulbadan. Cbiut puttd.

Alwdn. Oabba.

„ jdk tdrd. Urmak.

» dd Ufi.
1

Puttd malidi^a soft or felted (lit, ** rub-
Par4-pars.

1 bed ”) woollen fabric.

Par-i-tadt. Pattd Rdmuagari—made at Kdmnagar,
Capa. Jamd.
Stockings. * Punn-Narm *—*a name given by Akbar to
Gloves. tlie soft, fine, and rare
Lol. fabric of ibex wool.

» jdkarzy.

In Laddk a thick kind of puM of sheep’s wool is made up in pieces
1 foot wide and from 8 to 10 yards long. The price per piece varies from

to R6, It is only purchasable in small quantities in JAh. Any quantity
of sacking can, however, be purchased, there being a constant demand for it

*for bags for the conveyance of goods. About 120,000 yards of blanketing
and sacking are annually expended on the carrying trade. The total value of
the manufacture is only B7,600. (CunningAam.)

Spinning, weaving, and dgeing are carried on in almost every household.
Professional weavers are found in a few of the most populous villages. The
shortness of its staple renders the goat’s down (fsao) so difficult to spin,
that the lAddkis do not usually manufacture it themselves, but sell the raw
material to the Kashmiris. Goat’s hair is called rdl, aud from this the Laddkfa
make all their blankets.

WooMeaming is either effected by rubbing it with cones of the dried clay,
called jsa/sa, or by sprinkling it with a powder of the same clay. This cleansed
wool is only used for the better sort of woollen stuffs. The art of bleaching
is unknown.

Felling is practised to a limited extent, and also basket-work. There arc
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a few cobblers, carpenters, and braziers in the country, chiefly found at Ldh.

Printing and painting are roughly carried on in the monasteries. (fT.

Siraehey.)

Pupef.—The manufacture of paper in Kashmir is said to have begun in the

time of Akbar the Great. Before that time the liber or inner bark of *

species of birch was used instead*

Forster mentions the paper of Kashmir as an article of extensive commerce,

and it still maintains its anoient reputation, being superior to anything yet

produced in Hindustan. Of the specimens exhibited in the Lahore Exhibition

of 1864, it was recorded that this beautiful paper, the best of all native manu-
factures, can be purchased everywhere.

It is in great demand for making manuscript copies of nil the more valued

authors ; it is also used for complimentary letters and polite correspondence

amongst natives generally. It is distinguished by its fine gloss and polish,

its evenness and freedom from flaws, also by its white wax-like color and

appearance.

There are about thirty-two paper factories in the suburb of Naoahera,

which is the centre of the trade, giving employment to about twelve men in

each. There used also to be a factory in the Hari Parbat fort, worked by

convict labor ;
but this has lately been abolished, consequent on the govern-

ment monopoly having been farmed out to a contractor.

During the winter months the paper factories are closed. The mills in

which the pulp (khamir) is prepared are situated on the Dal lake, near the

Shalimdr gardens, and at Arats in the Lar pargana.

The pulp is said to be composed of a mixture of cotton rags and hemp.

The rags, which are bought or collected in the city, are first well washed and

cleansed from all impurities, the flnest materials being selected for the

superior qualities of paper. They are then pounded for twenty-four hours

without intermission in an ordinary lever-mill worked by the feet. The mass

is then dried, after which it is enclosed in a long, strong sheet, and again care-

fully washed and dried. The hemp is treated in much the same way, but is

washed in large baskets instead of in a sheet. The pulps, or rags and hemp,

are then mixed in equal proportions and again pounded, and to the mass slaked

lime and eazti (a very impure sub-carbonate of soda) are added to whiten it.

This is repeated from five to twenty times according to the quality of paper

desired. When ready, the pulp is conveyed to the paper factories at Naoshera,

and is kept in a stone receptacle close to the houe^ or bath, in which it is

mixed as required.

The horn is a large wooden tub, with low sides and high ends ; it is filled

with water, in which a small portion of the pulp is mixed. The houeawhol

sits by the side oi this tub; he is furnished with a frame, or tray made
of strips of light wood, on which rests a blind or screen of fine reeds.

This frame he dips deftly into the mixture before him, allowing it to float on

the surface ; a thin film or layer of pulp settles, and the water strains through

the screen. Should he notice any speck or impurity in the film, he removos
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it with a pair of wooden tweezers ; the dipping process is then repeated^ and

the frame raised and rested on a pole» which is supported in a notch cut in the

ends of the bath. The reed screen is then carefully detached from the frame,

and the houzawhol with much dexterity separates the sheet of pulp from it and

deposits it on a heap at his side ; the screen is then re-attached to the frame,

and the process repeated. At the end of the day’s work, the heap of sheets of

pulp is submitted to a slight pressure and left to dry for the night; in the

morning it is removed, and the sheets are separated into layers of about half

a dozen, which are hung on the walls of the surrounding buildings or laid

upon the grass to bleach in the sun.

When dry, each sheet is separated, and those that am defective removed

;

the remainder are then collected in du%ierB, or quires of twenty-four sheets,

and the edges are smoothly cut to the required size with a knife.

Each sheet is then rubbed by hand with a sort of pumice-stone (kurkMu);

it is then damped and again rubbed with a stone of rough conglomerate called

the sangmohra. The sheet is then passed to the karatkwol, who rubs it with

his hand, encased in a rough glove of flannel or goats’ hair which he dips in

a bowl of rice paste {maia) by his-side. Tlie sheets are then hung separately

on strings suspended from the roof to dry,^ this process being repeated on four

successive days ; the shceU are then passed to another rubber, or moirmhuk,

who polishes each with a small smooth agate stone embedded in a little cylin-

der or handle of wood. To eflect this the sheet of paper is laid on a narrow

smooth and sloping board, before which the moMrakaah kneels, and, holding the

mohra with both hands, he rubs the paper with much force aud persistency

until the required polish is produced. Should any little flaw occur, he tears a

morsel of paper from a sheet by his side, and inserts it in the hole, rubbing it

in until the scar is obliterated. As each duster, or quire, is completed, it

is removed, folded in the middle, and rolled into a cylinder, which is encased

in a cover of colored papers which are twisted up at the ends.

The whole of the process which has been described is carried out by hand,

and is consequently exceedingly slow and laborious. The best description of

paper manufactured is called fermaiski, and most of it is consumed in govern-

ment offices. Of this description there are three qualities, vie., auidr, the

best, costing six ekilki rupees a dneter, or quire of twenty-four sheets, eaoh

sheet measuring about 24 square; amat, the second quality, sold at four

rupees per quire; and adnar, the third quality, sold at three rupees a quire.

After these comes the damnskii, a common description of paper most genaii-

ally used ; it is sold for one and a half ehilki rupees per quire, A thin slrair

colored note or letter paper called dakhi is also manufactured ; it is in

small sheets, and costs three ehilki rupees a quire'. The rangi or ooloaied

papers are sold at twelve annas (ciilki) a quire ; kalamddui, an tnCsrior desorip-

tion of paper, at ten annas ; and the eherjaugi, which is made in smaU square

sheets, at four annas a quire.

It is said that the greater part of the paper made in the Srinagar taetoiiss

is appropriated by the government, payment being made partly in cash snd
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ptrily in grain ; what remains is disposed of to tbe merchants at the prices

above ntentioned, and is either retailed for home consumption or exported.

The hntawAel, it is said/receives two annas {ekilii) a his earnings

depend upon his skill ; a good workman can, it is said, turn ont about four

quires of and six quires of the inferior sorts of paper per day.

The mo akaok^ or rubbers, receive from four to eight annas a dmior accord-

ing to the quality of the paper ; their tvork is very laborious, and they arc

consequently unable to exo^ a quire a day. The itaresAwo/, who spreads

the rice-paste, receives half the above rates.

Those engaged in drying the sheets of paper receive two annaa a day.

The durability of the paper produced in Kashmir is remarkable, contrasting

favorably in this respect with much that is made in Europe, where the

practice of mixing certain chenaical substances with the pulp is said to have
caused a greas deterioration in the quality.

In the present day all the paper required in Laddk is imported from the

surrounding countries, sts., Turkistin, Changthang, Kashmir, and India. None
is exported.

When trade was not so easy, and paper more expensive in the surrounding

countries, Laddk used to make its own paper from the roots of aoiragahu

sifisiss. Dr. Aitchisdn sent some of these plants to Kew and had the follow-

ing opinion passed on them as a material for making paper : • the inner

portion of the bark affords ah excellent material for the manufacture of paper.

The great objection to it is the outer rind, which is not only a source of dust, but

extremely diffioult to bleach. It is hard to fix a value for such an article, but in

the state in which the bark is, it would be probably worth about £7 a ton.

If the outer rind were removed, it would probably be worth twice as much. ...

It is feared there Will be great difficulty in rendering it fit for the manufacture

of white paper.**

This plant also grows in Lahoul» where the inhabitants say that tbe paper

made from it is of a poisonous chaiai^ter, and injures tbe eyes of those who

read writing on it. Dr. AitchUon adds that it might be worth the while of

the Kashmir merchants to import it as far as Qandarbal, their great paper

factory.

Papier description of papier matht or laoquered work is peon-

Har to Kashmir, where it goes by the name of pen-case

wokk/* or painted- ware.

The work ie by no rnra'^s always otpapier weei/, as' it is frequently done

on articles of smooth wood. Thepapier maehd is prepared by pulping coarse

native paper, and moulding the softened material to the required shape. The

article is then covered with a coating of white paint, on the surface of which

a delicate pattern in colors, chiefly crimson, green, and blue, is drawn with a

fine brush ; flowers, and tbe curved designs seen upon shawls, are most com-

monly produced. A very pretty pattern is also done by painting with a gold

paint a spreading series of minnio branches and leaves on a white gronud ; a
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border of brighter coloring is added 5 sometimes dgnras of men and animals

are introduced.

.When the painting is done^ the surfnce is varnished over with a varnish

made by boiling the clearest copal (sAsifrss) in pare torpeiitine. The varnish

has to be prefectly transparentj^or it would spoil the appearance of the painting;

mastic varnish may, perhaps be used ; mastic (mm$tagi rtumi) is brought

abundantly from K4bnl.

Pen-cases, trays, cabinets, and boxes are the articles usually manufaotared»

bnt a similar style of painting is sometimes applied to palankius, howdahs,

boats, and even to the walls and ceilings of i‘oom8. Moorcroft justly remarks

that the painters of Kashmir are an ingenious nm, and have talents . which

under a fostering government and competent
,
instruction, might be applied

with suooess toloftier objects than articles of fnrnitare or decorated pen-caees.*

. Ool^ and tilver wori.*—The. silver and gold work., of which a g^eat deal is

made in Srinagar, is exceedingly effective, and the smiths, with the rudest

tools, consietiug of a hammer with a few tiny chisels and punches, contrive to

copy* with admirable fidelity nameroos designs, both Oriental and European.

The work is uniform in design, consisting of various patterns of small sprigs of

leaves all over the vessel in relief; sometimes it is made with the ground of sil-

ver and the sprigs gilt ; this lattei; is called ganga-jamni work. These goods

are sold in SrinagaiT hy actual weight in silver, with a fixed rate, usually 4 annas
per tola, including gilding, for workmanship added. Jewellery also, in both

silver and gold, is tolerably well executed. •

• All tho articles manufactured in silver are likewise produced of similar pat-

terns ill pure copper, which, after being sent to England, can be elootroplated;

and so perfectly do such take the gilding, that, with the exeeptiou of their

weight, it; is impossible to distinguish them from articles of richer material.

In pure copper the favorite articles are large trays, candlestioks, bmokets

in the shape of eUndr leaves, &;o. But a very pretty work is the copper-

enamel, a ground of light or dark blue or red,* with the pattern in gilt in relief.

I n this work tea-sets, napkin-rings, iiiiger-liowls, jugs of all shapes, %o., ars

made, and as the price does not excoid four annas per tola, the ware is -popular.

The best known coppersmiths are Lassu and Subhanor \Jfimgatc.)

Rope is manufactured from tbe leaves of .a plant oalled a
species of iris lily which grows in' abundance in Kashmir, and also from a

.
plant called teokkar^ and from twigs of trees. Tbe commonest rope is mode
from twisted rtrar/..

Ctdsf.—d apple and pear,

to vines.

OfiiufH is manufactared at Kislitwlr and Doda, and a little ip .Kaahmfr.

Tbe time for extracting opium U'in CM (March-Aprii), when the poppy
luM attained its full size : a small flat iron tool, with two or three pointe,

called a naikiar, is .u:wd to scarify the poppy, being diawn longitudinally down
. the poppy-bead so aa to scratch iV whiBtMii milky juioa •mdci. whieh

.
• . M '
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after a certain time coagulatesj and is scraped off with a small bent iron tooI|

like a miniature sickle, and collected in cups made of the leaves of the plant

itself. When the shells are full of opium juice, they are collected and all emptied

together into a vessel and left to dry. When dry, the opium is formed into

balls and placed in the shade. These are turned every third or fourth day, and

when dry form the opium in use.

Aita 0/ rose^.^The atta of roses made in Kashmir used to be considered

superior to any other ; it never appears, however, to have been au article of

commerce.

Leather wcrX;.—The leather work of Kashmir is very superior, owing to the

mode of tanning. The skins, after being cleaned, are placed in a vat of clean

water, with a Jayer of pounded galls between every two skins j a man is

employed to tread them down daily, from morning to night, for twenty-five

days, fresh galls being added every fifth day.

They are then hung to dry ; but, before they are dry, the grain side is well

rubbed with a paste of Armenian bole. When dry, the flesh side is lightly

scraped and mutton suet is rubbed in until the leather is saturated; the rub-

bing is performed in the sutishine, and the skin is left for several days exposed

to the sun. It is then put into water again and trodden, and rubbed until all

greasiness disappears, when it is polished by being well rubbed with a blunt

iron instrumeut. Moorcroft describes this leather as being strong, solid, heavy,

and pliable, without any disposition to crack, and states that some pieces of

saddlery had been in use eighteen or twenly years, and were none the worse for

constant wear. The abundance of the hides and the excellence of the leather

are sure to make an important industry, when a larger market produces better

manufacture.

Soap ^—^Two kinds of soap are manufactured iu Kashmir, one kind from oil

which yields a coarse soap, another kind from fat. The former is culled tUa

idbun, the latter safid %dbnn. There are two manufactories of soap in Srina-

gar, the proprietors of which have a monopoly of the trade.

Xa5of.~*Of the laboring classes in Kashmir it may be said, with tlie ex-

ception of the shawl-weavers, whose wages are low (even as compared with the

price of provisions), whose labor is very severe, and whose children are im-

pressed at too early an age, that they are, as a general rule, well fed, well

clothed, and fairly housed. A coolie, if engaged by contract, will carry

up to two hundred pounds weight, for days in succession, at the rate of 8

to 10 miles a day along hilly roads. The women, of whom many ply the oar

on the Jhelum, will work against stream, either towing or paddling, for

several houis without cessation. Neither sex could stand this strain, as they

do for months off and on, if they did not get a sufficiency of nourishing food.

As regards agricultural labor, it is not easily ascertained in a country

where payment, if not iu kind, ii often by exchange, one man promising
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BDOther a day^s labor in return for hie. many persons draw the meant

of subsistence for themselves and their families direct’ from the soil^ but £

annas a day is the usual payment.

Journeymen in the various trades do not, Mr. Oirdlestone thinks, get

much more than their food from their masters. The boat-people with an

average charge of fil5 a month for a crevr of four persons, which includes

usually one or two women, do not make a bad income from the Europeans

during the summer months, and are not often without a customer, and in

winter they can earn a trifle by the transport of grain and timber. The ordi-

nary dtmga used by visitors carries from 80 to 100 khamdrs of makkU

Such a boat making a trip from, say, Baramula to Srinagar, would get one

irdh per kharwdr for the freight, of which i would go in tolls, so that the

boatman would earn for a full load 4 kkarwdrs 1 1 (rdh or about H9 chilki.

Besides loading the trip takes 5 days, and there is great delay in unloading

;

consequently a boat would be lucky if it made two trips a month. Coolies,

when employed by Europeans, are paid 4 annas to 6 nnn.'is of British money
a stage each, but this sum does not usually stay with them, tho majority being

hired by contractors at about Company's H£-4 to {12-8 a mMiith, and giving

over to the contractors half an anna a stage. The d^k runners from Srinagar

to Banihfil get Company's H3-2 a month each. For coolie labor in the Resi-

dency garden, Mr. Girdlestone was charged 2 annus a day per head.

-Cows and oxen are small but v^ry numerous, and in the summer
months find luxuriant pasture on the higher

Aoimsl prodaotioni.
hills. Milk and butter are very good and

cheap. Ghi is only made for exportation to the Panjdb. With quick transit

Kashmir could supply the Panjib with high-class beef and mutton. Buffaloes

are scarce in Kashmir, on the whole. The buffalo [mdn9ha kaui^ buffalo

bull; manuka, buffalo oow) is numerous on tlie hills, but is not indigenous.

The cow being held sacred by the Hindus is never allowed to be killed. In

Ladik the common homed cattle are of a small breed, and are kept chiefly in

the lower agricultural districts ; in the higher and pastoral, yaks are better

adapted to the country and climate. The common Indian oxen (the small Hi-

malayan breed) are common in Nubri and the warmer districts of the country.

The dzo (femole dzo-mo)^ the offspring of the yak and common cow, is a

most valuable hybrid. It is used throughout the country for the plough as

well as for carrying loads, being more tractable than the yak, and quite as

strong. It also bears heat better. The dso~mo gives much more and better

milk than tho yak cpw. The milk is chiefly used for butter, which is taken by

the Ladakf with his tea. The price of a good dio varies from fil2 to B20.

(Cunningknm,)

Skzep.^Sheep are plentiful ; those from the neighbourhood of the village

of H4jan, in the Saremozapain pargana, are said to be the finest in the valley,

or perhaps anywhere on the Himalayas. In fat and flavor they vie with tbe

Southdown sheep.
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ViUi r^gud to the foodaees of the miittoiif Moorcrofib lemerke

** Whether tliie u oering to eaj pecolisritj in their feed X ohnil not nndertnke to detw*

minfb but elthoogh it would bo reiy poeeible to prepnre on ample ealtieieiicj of bay for. winter

fodder, the piefemoe ie given to the leavei of oertain trees, ns the walnut, willow, mulberry,

elm, and sereral otheiUi wbieh are oomndered much jnora trarmiug and niitritione than hay,

eopseially for sheep.

**801011 branches, after having been eat whan in full leaf, are immediately, so disposed

within the first forks of the tree to which they belong as to be thereby retained; and

although loosely piled, yet, in eonseqnenoe of being entangled amongst themselves, are not

dflaelied by the wind ; neither do they loae their leavea, nor are the latter in any reepeot

bjured,

"Thia.ibrBge ia reeerved for the aevere part of the winter, when the cattle are driven

under the trees in whioh the store is anepended, and the dry branohea being pulled down, the

leaves are eaten by them without avidity.

** When grate ia stored for winter fodder, it is twisted into thick ropes immediately after

having been out doirn, and in this etate hung acroes the upper branches of trees, without

othor preparation, for hay ; it thus koopi free from rottenness, and generally even from

ttonldineie, notwithstanding the great quantity of rain and an(»w that falls. Grass thus

dried ie generally given to tho entile in the morning, and leavee in the afternoon and even-

ing; oil-cake, made of linseed, walnut kernels, mustard teed, along with the eeed of ootton,

ntt given to fatten cattle, as are flags or the leavee of sedge/*

The Tartar sheep ie dietinguiehable by its email bead and long slender lege,

and is of the short-tailed breed. The wool is very long and soft.

Two distinct kinds are found in Laddk-*—

(1) The large, black-faoed kuniya, used chiefly for carrying loade.

(8) The pretty, diminutive sheep of the Purik dietrict, which is us^ for

food only.

Nearly all the traliio of Changthang and Rupeliu is transported on the

dgniyg sheep. They are food, clothing, and carriage, and form the principal

wealth of the people. The average price ranges from Bd-8 to Rl. A Purik

sheep can in Purik be bought for a rupee, but iu Leh the price is £13 to fi5.

{C^nuinpAam,)

Captain Biddulpb, one of the members of the Yarkand Mission, supplies

the following note on the use of eheep carrying supplies

** I left Tnnkee on tho 18th September, liking with me thirty eheep, eirrying loede. of

gmin and floor. Wieliing merely to teet their mnrohing mpsbilitiee, I looked upon the

onppliee they carried ee eitia, and their loede remained intact till within four marehea of

Sbdblddla, when 1 waa foreed to commence ueing them,

**The Turtare niusllj make their eheep carry a load of 821be , and march 7 or 8 miles a
day only, making ftvquent halts ; aa, however, I espeeted to he mardiing hard at timee, I

put only a load of flCfiba., on each eheep. Beyond this 1 took no care of them, and eimply let

them take their ehanee.

** A great part of the rente wae over rough and etony ground, but only one of them
broke down, though many of them showed eigne of footeorenese at timee.

**The load eeeured by hreaat and breech ropes, rides well, einkiug into the fleece, and

not being liable to shift.
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** Oa fair ground, where they marched with a broad frout, they matched at the rate of

1} milec an hour : a large number would no doubt travel ilower, and mnch muat depend

upon the breadth of the road.

**The greatest difficulty they had to contend with was crossing the streams, and while

marching in the Kdmkdsb valley, they were sometimes obliged to cross the river three or

four times in a day. Not only were the loads liable to become damaged, but the weight of

water hauging in their fleeces, and on several occasions freesing, greatly impeded progrees.

'* On the days on which they had no grass, they had literally nothing to eat^ as they

refused grain, not being accustomed to it. One man was sufficient to manage the lot, and

two men, I should say, could easily drive and manage a hundred.

On arrival in camp they were unloaded and turned out to shift for themselves till dark,

when they were herded for the night.

** The fact that a flock of sheep carrying twenty loads should be able to march 330 miles

in a month with only one casualty, through a country in which forage is always scanty and

at a very iuclement season of the year, is remarkable, After the first march the elevation

was never less than 11,000 feet, and the thermometer at night sank to 15* and 13* beloiT

aero. The sheep, however, did not apparently feel either cold or elevation.

** Future exploring parties on the Karakoram will, I feel certain, find a floek of sheep a

most nseful addition to their camp. Not only are they very easily looked after, bnt they

can feed themselves as they go along among the rocks where horses would starve.* Beeidee

this, when their loads are disposed of they can themselves be eaten. The aooompanying

table will show the particulars of the marches they made. I was aooompanied the whole

time by a survey pandit, who paced the distance each day

** Tabu thawing marehet taken by a flock of tkeep oartging loadt of90 Ibt.

Date. MIIm.

18th Sept. 1873

.

119th „ WBm
21st .,

22nd „ ft •

23rd „ t» • 13
2itb „ 9f • 121
26th K 12
27th „ n • Ui

28th „ 161
29th „ 20(
30th „ *• • m
1st Oot. f» • 11

7th „ t* ^ 24
9th „ H • 13

10th „ $$ • 10*
nth „ $9 • 15
12th „ ** * 16*
13th „ #» • 6*
14th 9$ • 13
15th ,. »• • 10*
17th 99 • 18
18tb „ 99 •

March.

Tankse to Tohnr-ka«ta|i

Lukung
Chngra •

Rimdi •
•

'

Pamxiil •

Gogra
Sbammal Lnngpa
Camp near Nieobn

„ on Lingsithang
Camp
Samnal

Kisil Jilga

Changtaeh •

Bamiial . •

Camp • •

Sorah •

Camp
M •

Onlbashem •

Shdbfddla ,

Bemarks.

Cross Lankar pass, 18,400 feet

No grass. Cross Changlnng
pass, 19,300 feet

No grase.

Ditto.

Cross Kisil Dlwan, 17,300 fhot;

did not arrive in camp till

dark.

Grase very scarce ; did notarrivo
till alter dark.

Grass very soaroe.

No grass.

No grass; one sheep biokodown
on the march.

ho usedSnjmlies not began to

till this evening.

Totals^, ^elastllmanbee
being down tho valley ol the
K&rakdsb/*

* In this samming np Captsln Biddulpb doss not repeat what ho i

sheep will not est grain where thcre.is no grass.— F. S. F.
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Ooaii.^GofkiB are very numerous in nearly all parts of the Kashmir Slate.

In Lad4k the larger kinds are used for carrying loads, but the most nnmer*
ous are the well-known shawl-goats, which thrive only in the most elevated,

districts. Tliey are bred in Nubr4, Zanskar, and Rupshu. The finest wool,

however, conies from Chinese territory, and from Khotin. The shawl-goat is

only shorn once a year, and tlie wool is at 6nce separated from the coarser

hair. The latter is manufactured into blanketing for tents, sucking, and

ropes for home consumption.

The wool is exported to Kashmir and the Panjab, Leh licing the entrepdt

between the shawl marts and the wool-producing countries. The fine shawl-

wool is called lena, the common wool Bal, and the hair npu. The average

price of the shawl-wool in Laddk is about a seer, and that of a shawl-goat

B4. {CimniMpAam,)

p^t._Quldb Singh is said to have introduced pigs into Kashmir. Until

lately the Hindds of Srinagar were allowed by government to keep swine, to

the great disgust of the Muhammadan inhabitants : recently, however, the

eity has been entirely cleared of these animals by order of the Maharaja, but

many are now to be found in a wild state.

Awii.—-In Kashmir the common domestic fowl and ducks and geese are

abundant, and the rearing of capons (JtAeii kokar) is common throughout tho

Laldb valley. The domestic fowl b found at Leh and in the Nubra valley.

It ia only reared by Musalmdns. It was also introduced by GuUb Singh into

Baltbtdn with great success.

^«rs.—Moorcroft remarks that the management of bees is an interesting

abject in the rural economy of Kashmir. Every farmer in the district of

Lav—and I have since found the practice general, throughout the whole

aonntrj in the eastern part of Kashmir—has several hives in his house ; in

OCOM houses I have counted as many as ten.

A piorision for hives is made in building the house hyienving appropriate

avities in the walls. These somewhat differ in size, but agree in their

gaaaral form, each being cylindrical and extending quite through the wall.

Thb tube b lined by a plastering of clay-mortar, about an inch in thickness,

and the mortar b worked op with the chaff or husk of rice, or with the down

of thiatlee, which latter is employed also for clay-mortar in general, being the

lint application of thb substanoe to the use of man I have yet witnessed.

The dimensione of a hive are, on an average, about 14 inches in diameter,

ondf whan eloaed at both ends, about 20 or 22 iuchea iu length.

lha walls of farm-houses and cottages differ in respect to their materials,

bat am commonly oonstmeted of rough stones or bricks, and of clay or lime

moitar^ along with a large admixture of wood in the dbtrbt just mentioned.

That a^d of the cylinder nearest to the apartment is closed by a round platter

of red pottery-ware, a little convex in the middle, but the edges are made

llarii with the wall by a luting of clay-mortar, and the other extremity is shut

by a tunilar dbh, having a oircular hole, about a third of au inch in dbmeter,

in Hi sentia.
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It does not appenr that there is any particular rule for the height of the

hives from the ground. They sometimes are confined to the walls of the lower

or basement storeyi generally appropriated to cattle in the farm-houses of

Kashmir; at others they are inserted into those of the first floor, but are fre-

quently seen in both situations in the same house, as well as in the walls of

its outbuildings. So little difference exists between the practices ordinarily

pursued in Kashmir and in Europe in respect to hiving new swarms, as not to

call for notice; but that adopted in the former country for preserving the old

swarm when the honey is taken, well deserves imitation by the bee-master in

the latter country.

The process by which this is, ns I witnessed it, effected, is the following

Having in readiness a wisp of dry rice-straw and a small quantity of burning

charcoal in an earthen dish, the master of the house, with a few strokes of the

point of a short sickle, disengages the inner platter of the tube, bringing into

view the combs suspended from the roof of the hive and almost wholly covered

with bees, none of which, however, offer to resent the aggression or to enter

the room. Having placed the straw upon the charcoal, and holding the dish

close to the mouth of the hive, he blew the smoke strongly against the combs,

but removed the straw the instant it took Are, to prevent it burning the bees,

and quenched the flame before he employed it again.

Almost stifled by the smoke, the bees hurried through the outer door with

such rapidity that the hive was c1eare<] of its inhabitants within a few minutes,

when the farmer, introducing the sickle, cut down the combs nearest to him,

which were received into a dish previously inserted underneath them, and left

undisturbed about one third of the combs, which were those close to the outer

door.

He then replaced the inner platter, and brushing off hastily a few bees

which clung to the combs, though apparently in a state of stupefaction, threw

them out of the house. Observing in.'iuy other bees lying motiouless on the

floor of the hive, I inquired whether they were dead or only stupifled, and was

answered that they would recover ; however, I was not wholly satisfied that

this recovery would take place ; but prepmatioiis for continuing my journey at

a very early hour ou the following morning unluckily prevented me from

ascertaining the fact. But neither the fate of these nor of those left senseless

in the hive excited any interest in the owner, as enough remained to carry on

the business of the hive, into which the expelled bees returned, as soon as its

cavity was freed from smoke, without stinging a single individual. The
whole business was completed within ten minutes, and it was asserted that not

above one hundredth part of the community is destroyed by this method.

The farmers here are well acquainted with the existence of the queen-bee, but

give themselves little trouble about the internal economy of the hive. Ac-

counts differed as to the weight of the annual yield of a hive, and ip the re-

lative proportion of honey and of wax; and that now taken afforded no

evidence on these points, os its combs had been removed In part only two
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inoDths before* Alto^ether« hpwofofi it seeiDod to one thet the produce wee
leee than the ordinary yield of a good ewarm in England, making allowance
aleo for the portion left for the winter eupport of the bees. The, honey was
light-c^ored, and of a taste as pure and sweet as that of Narbonne.

It possessed less of the cloying quality generally attending this substance
than any other I recollect to have met with, and 1 could not learn that the

fatnieirs had any suspicion of their honey ever being intoxicating or poisonous

as has been noticed to be the case, occasionally, with that made by the bhoura of

Qarhwal. The peasantry of Kashmir are unacquainted with the employment
of honey as the basis of a fermented liquor, but eat it raw or mixed with
various articles of common food, whilst the most wealthy substitute it for sugar
in preserving fruits.

It is customary to take the hive every year, and the end of September or

beginning of October is found the best season for this operation, a little time

still remaining for the bees to add to the portion left for their support during

five months. This amounts to about a third of the whole produce, and would

appear to suffice, as swarms seldom die, and the Kashmiris substitute no other

materials as food. It is stated that an old swarm yields more honey than a

young one, and that families seldom die except of old age. I was informed

that it was no uncommon circumstance to preserve the same community for

ten or even for fifteen years; and some instances were quoted of a family

having been retained for twenty years ; but this was held to be of very rare

occurrence.

In consequence of the bees being thus literally domiciliated, they acquire

a mildness of conduct far more decided than those of Europe, by which the

lives of many of these insects are saved annually; and the confidence gained,

subduing their natural irascibility, may generate an increase of industry, or at

least an increase o^ produce, in relation to the number and to the size of the

individuals of each community ; and it is clear that the situation of the hive

keeps many of the natural enemies of the bee at a distance. Tlie bee of

Kashmir is a little smaller than that of Europe, though a little larger than the

domesticated bee of Kumaon and of Uarhwsl. Honey sells at about three

pence, British, a pound, but wax is considerably dearer.

Dr. Aitchison writes

M At Ltfh 1 law no honey-bee, bnt got tome ipeoimene of a homhut or bainble-bee, called

bangof-nakpo (blaok-epotted bee), and a waep eall^ bony^wr (or golden bee). But honey for

trading with u manufaetured in Ldh without the aid of beet.*'

Days.—In Kashmir the mountaineers keep a very fine breed of dogs for

protection against wild beasts. This variety is about the size of a small New-

foundland dog, which it resembles in the head and curling tail, but is more

strongly built. It has short-pricked ears, is covered with long black hiiir,

intermixed with tawny, and has, close to the skin, a short fine fur or wool,

resembling that of the shawl-goat. The wild dog is found in Kashmir; it is

gregarious, and large packs often infest Lar, Daohinpara, the Wardwdn, and
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aliBort all the other They aomeiiiiiea oommit great hayoo ambngat

the cattle giaiing on tlie monatain-doirDay and when pressed bjr hunger it is

said they will deatroj children and eren grown persons. Vigne states

that a native and aboriginal pointer is to be found in the mountains around

Bdjaorf. Thej have not the high breeding of theEnglisli dog^ but are deoid*

edlj pointers in every sense of the word. He also noticed another breed of

very small dogs, somewhat resembling the fox-dog, but smaller. He saw one

which stood only 6 inch|M high over the shoulder, but was long in proportion,

with a sharp nose and a bushy tail, and covered generally with long white

hair. They are said to have been imported from Chamba.

In Laddk there is a shepherd^s dog, sometimes called the Tibeldn mastiff.

He lias a shaggy coat, and is usually of a black or black-and-tan color, with

tail curled up on the back. He is an ill-tempered, fierce, and cowardly brute.

Cats, rats, and mice are also common.

Hanes and Patuss,—Kashmir is specially suited for breeding both ponies

and mules. Mahardja Quldb Singh saw this, and also the necessity of maintain-

ing sufficient transport for the troops required to control distant dependencies.

He accordingly reserved from cultivation a number of ruJt^s, or grass-reserves,

imported slallions and mares ; and had his wise measures been continued, by
this time the State would have been in possession of sufficient transport to avoid

the necessity of impressing coolies. But no sooner was Mahardja OuUb Singh

dead than, under the easy regime of his successor^ the pandits got control

of the rnkkSf and finding they could make more out of crops than grass, they

have ploughed up nearly all the arable laud. The consequence is that for the

Gilgit expedition thousands of coolies hod to be impressed, and during
\he impressment wholetillages fled to the hills, and the officials made large

sums by seizing double tlie numbers required, and allowing all who could afford

it to buy themselves off. The State stftbles in the districts now contain a few
half-starved ponies. Having ruined the enterprise of Mahardja Guldb Singh, the
pandits next, in 1880-81, put a pony-tax on the cultivators, amounting to

B6-13 per cent, on the village revenue. This tax was supposed to have been
remitted in 1885. At present nearly every villa^ breeds ponies, and if they
were protected from 'seizure, village breeiling would probably increase. The
namhal or swamps afford good fodder for the winter, and in summer the ponies

are driven up the side valleys. The load carried depends upon the road, bat
along the ordinary routes a pony carries about 8^ maunds for a stage of 10 to
18 miles. For riding ponies, the Yirkaudfs are preferred. The ponies to be
found in Kashmir at the present day, though diminutive, are undoubtedly

extremely hardy, sure-footed animals, and will carry with expedition and safety

where animals of greater promise are quite unable to contend with the diffi-

culties of the way.

The pargana of Dachinpara, on the right bank of the Lidar, is famous for

its breed of ponies ; but they are plentiful throughout the valley of Kashmir.
The low ground on the left bank of the Jhelum, from Srinagar to the
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Wular lake, is used as a run for horses and ponies, except in summer, when
many are transferred to Gulmarg and other grassy uplands ; but considerable

ns the number is, there are few of them of any size or bone. They are bred,

Mr. Oirdle!«tone thinks, chiefly by government, and the sale of them forms an

item of the public revenue which might probably be increased with a little

more discrimination in the choice of mares and stallions. Here also, as else-

where amongst natives, the common fault occurs of putting animals to work

at too early an age, the result of which is that many become cow-hocked and

knock-kneed, whilst it is the rule, not the exception, to see a man astride a

pony which is clearly not up to his weight. Arab and Turki stallions have

been introduced into Kasbinir. In Ladak the ponies are small, active, and

hardy ; they are numerous and much used. The Yarkand pony is quite a dif-

ferent animal to the Ladak pony; Yarkand ponies arc employed in the Central

Asian trade, but villagers always prefer their own hardy Ludflk ponies. The

Kashmir pony is different again. (//. Straehey^)

Captain Barrow says

'* If ev4!r wo have to send a email force through Kashmir, we should arrange for local car-

riage and not use Indian transport beyond Dorodl, on the road from Mari to Srinagar. The

local ponies are hardier, and better suited for the had roads, where our system of linking

three mules together oileii proves fatal at a nasty corner. We have had to abaodon the

Indian system, and employ coolies to lead the mules. Since doing so, we have not had a

single accident ; before under the triple system we had several.*'

• ••••••••a
** From Bangla wc marched with our Indian mules unladen, all our baggage being carried

by coolies and poniea (of the latter there are 2,000 available between Kashmir and Qilgit,

of which 1,400 belong to Government").

Two maunds thirty-two seers is the load nocepted by carriers leaving the

Panjib and Yirkand.

Mr. Shaw, in speaking of the difficulty'^ in obtaining carriage for the

journey to Yirkaiid, says

** It was impossible, therefore, to get carriage last season nortliward from Ladik. The

few animala arailuble were engaged by the first-comers, and later in the year, B70 wae

asked and given as the hire of a bsggage horse to Ydrkand ; whereas the rste usual in former

years was R40 or R60 each."

Ladakis do not like going to Yarkand. The carrying is almost entirely in

the hands of 'i'urks and Afghans who come from thence, hence the quantity

of carriage available depends chiefly on the amount of goods brought down

from Central Asia to L^h.

Up to the year 1870 the chief difficulty in point of carriage lay between

the Paojab and Laddk, while between the latter place and Yarkaud it was

easily procurable. Now the tables are completely turned. While the northern

seotion of the road is reduced to such great straits as are described in the last

paragraph, the southern section, namely, from the Panjab to Ladik, is fully

supplied. . . . Last season the number of mules which came into Laddk

amounted to 375, against 250 the year before, and this moye materially aided

the local supply of traffic.
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Captain Chapman, in his article on Commerce in the Yarkand Mission

Report, says

**Tbe number of Ytfrkand ponies wbiob resoh Lad&k and are aTailable for the return

journey, is messnred by the amount of goods imported from TurkisUii. Practioslly there

is no limit to the amount of pony carriage on the Ydrkand side, and when required the sup-

ply DO«r kept up by the kcrai~kush (professional hirers of carriage) might be increased to

any extent.'*

The following^ is a note written in 1874 by Mr. Johnson, the Wazfr of

Laddk, regai'ding horses and yaks

In Kulu there are only about 40 horses to be bed, and in Lahoul about 200, but

these are being sold off by the villagers since mules have begun to come up from the

Panjdb.”

There are great numbers of ponies to be procured in Kashmir, but they

are mostly too weak to carry loads over the high plateau of Tibet.

There are about 600 horses in Dras and Kargil fit for carrying loads.

The ponies of Ldh are particularly small and weak ; there are about 250

in aU Ludfik.

fiellew says the ponies taken from Dras to Ldh with the Forsyth Mission

were sure-footed, active little animals, and proved excellent baggage-carriers.

Jsies,—ln Ladak asses are common; and remarkably fine ones are some-

times brought from Yarkand. Their load is generally computed us half that

of a pony.

Camels,—Mahardja Gulab Singh also tried to introduce camels, and he

brought in a good number. But they can only live in the valley during

spring aud autumn, and now there is not a camel nnless it is a chance lot

which has brought up merchandise by the Mari-Baramuhi route. Out of the

valley they are ageless, as they cannot cross the pine bridges, which always

sway a good deal under a load ; and in wet weather the peculiar slippcriness

of the Kashmir soil prevents them from moving. When the Mari-Biraroula

road is finished, camels will probably be used along it.

Tlic question of employing Bactrian camels from the Yarkand side, by
way of the Changchenmo, has been much discussed.

The number of camels available has been computed by Mr. Jobnsou as

follows

Cunelt.

Kurgalik 100
Kugiur . . . ... 60
Quina . . 100
With the wandering tribe of Papd, two marohee from Kugior • 26

Owing to the melting of the snow during the summer months, camels
cannot leave Ydrkand to croes the Karakoram till the end of August. The
severe cold of winter is fatal to camels at an extreme elevation, and a return
from Laddk to Tdrkand daring the same season would therefore be barely

possible.

Ca/ffe.—The cattle of K^hmir are used much as beasts of burden wher-

ever water-communication is wanting, and the road is not too difficult; they are
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to be met in drovee dn the main trade route between Banihfland Jamd. They
are email and not remarkable for their breeding.

iTai.—This animal does not stand ae high ae the wild yak, but is broadly

and strongly built, with a amall head, short home, and a wild-looking eye.

The long black hair reaches close to the gronnd before it is cut. They are

generally used for carrying loads, being too intractable for the plongh. The

eow«yak (Srimo or dime) is kept only for milk. These animals tiirive best on

the elerated plateaux, and soon get knocked up if taken into the hot Talleys.

They are usually of a black dr black and white color. White and red opes

are also seen. The white ones furnish the eisorf tails for export to India.

(Cmmnimi^Aam ; H, Straekey.)

Qodwin-Austen gives the following account of this animal in BaltisUn

«

** During the mmnier monthi the jahe are drieen up to be graced here/ and in the rarines

about; they do not thriee in the tillagee lowerdown, wheie at timea the heat is ooneiderable.

and where they are miieh teaied by the flies. The’ half-bred, between the yak and the oom«

mon oow, ie a fine animal and principally need for ploughing ; theee remain below. The

cows of the yak are not kept for their milk^ the whole of which goes to the calf. The number

of the pure breed it emaU, and nearly all are brought o?er from YArkand. .They are to be met

with in all the high Tillages of BaltiatAn. but 1 nerer saw more tban fire ur eiz together.**

Drew calculates there are about 500 in Rupsbu; he says they are halt wild

and not easily tractable. Vigiie says the largest yaks he saw in Laddk were

of the size of large English bulls. In ordising the Karakoram tram Ydrkand

every animal belonging to the British* Mission was equipped with a double

sack containing mixed forage for four days (consisting of bhuia^ chopped

lucerne, grass and grain, weighing some 30 lbs.) ; this double sack, when

thrown over the taddle and Under the load, protected the animal's ribs if pro-

perly adjusted, and the small store of proyision guaranteed him against' abso-

lute starvation when crossing the Slarakoram; The additional weight of 30 lbs.

thus imposed no evil effect

The entire number of yaks fit for carriag^ in Ladak is about 1,000.

Number of yaks in Nubrfi, Ldh, &c., available
.
for crossing the Saseir,

Digar, and Khardong passes

—

la Lsdik for carrisgc to Kbsrdong and Di^r • . . . SOO

lu Cbimray for carriage OTcrSakii pass . . .100
In Kbardong and Digkr for carriage of goods to Ldh

. . • . 100

In NubrA for carriage over Sascr pace . . .120

The yaks in NubrA are very poor, and can hardly be used save in the

months of Auguet, September, and October.

Yaks' are not suited fojr long marches.; they get footsore.

Ji%l€9.-^On» point was clearly established hy the safe passage of tlio

.YArkand Mission, .eii., that mole carriage is, of all others, the* best for the

work they had to do.

• Four hundred mulps have been employed on the Kulu road j they eome

from Kangra, Narp&r, and HnshiArpdr. This seimn about 800 mules have

come in.
*

> In Uie upper purl of the Biuldd ralky.

.
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Kyang^ or wild aasi when full grown, standi about 18-2 bands high. Its

ears are longer than those of the horse, and a line of black hair extends along

the whole of the back. The tail has a long tuft of hair at the end, like that

of the zebra. The general color is a reddish-brown, with white on the atom*

aoh. It is generally found at elevations over 14,000| and its eudnranoe of

cold ia wonderful. Large herds of nearly one huntlred are occasionally seen

on the elevated plains of Rupshu. The small fresh-water lake south-east of

the Tsokar is a favorite kabitaL They are not very shy of man, and, if un-

molested, generally come to inspect the passing traveller at about 160 yards

distance. The flesh is eaten by the Cham^. It tastes like coarse beef-steak.

{Cunniingham ; Straeheg,)

The wild au or kjang u found near the Pangong lake, Changohenmo,
Uupshu, and Hanl^ valley, lo the last place Torrens saw a herd of 36.

‘

They stand about 18 hands 1 inch, and look very handsome when in motion.

{Munifold.)

Wild gak^^ike dong or hr^ng.—The wild yak is very rare. Its only

known kahiiat are the Polrang and Kepsang valleys, which lead into that of

the Cliahgobenmo, at an elevation of between 15,000 and 16,000 feet, and also

the adjoining ravine, left of the Shyok river, which the Y6rkand(s have named
dongaglak, f.e., the ** wild yaks' summer pasture ground."

The dang is much larger than the domestic yak, and uniformly black, with

a slight rusty tinge about parts of the head and buck. It looks very like a

large bison, with a thick coat of long, shaggy hair, and bushy tail like ahorse»

They are occasionally killed and eaten by the Champ£s. (//. Straeheg.)

Both the kgang and the wild yak are found in large herds on the highest

plateaux between the Karakoram and the Kuenlun. (Schlagentweit)

Bears are found in ail pa<ts of Kashmir, particularly in the Lo]6b

and Nowbdg valleys, and, although far less numerous jtban formerly, are still

very common. Though very formidable animals, they do not usually molest

man unless previously attacked. Of the brown or red species, which is between

6 or 7 feet long, the Vrem hakelina {Kaekmirieneui) inhabits the lower ranges.

The black bear (Ureue Tibetaune)^ though smaller than the brown, is far more

dangerous, and ia usually found lower down; they are.both chiefly herbivorous,

but also partly carnivorous. During the fruit-season the black bear is very

obnoxious to the villageqi residing near the hills, and its, ravages in the

gardens and coru-fields, which it' usually visits shortly after sunset, are often

very considerable.

Leopards are found all round the Kashmir valley, hut they

chiefly infest the grazing grounds, where they sometimes commit great havoc

amongst the cattle.

The onnoe, snfow or white leopard, ia most frequently found in the Nubri

valley, Surfi^ and the Wardw6n valley ; also plentiful near Gilgit and in Sai

and Oamot ; they feed principally on the barkal and ibex, and on mdrkkar when

on the same ground with the latter. {Manifold.)
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Barating^ tbe 8tng^^ called in Kasbmfr hangal or hauglu^ is found on many

of tbe hills overlooking^ the Kashmir valley^ and also in Kisbtwdr and

Badrawdr.

It is principally found beyond Bandipura, towards Nowbug, tbe Sind

valley, and Dandw4r. It varies its feeding grounds very much according to

the season ; at tbe end of Marchi alter shedding its boras, it works upwards

to tbe top of the forest line, and does not return till the autumn, when the

horns have been renewed. 'I'he rutting season then comes on, and the stags

calling freely arc easily brought to bug. In the winter these .inimals often

become completely legged in the snow, and fall an easy victim to native shu

karts.

The stag is not, however, usually met with until the middle of September,

though occasionally found in the middle of August with fully developed

horns. Both Hindds and Muhammadans eat the flesh of the stag. Vigne,

in his description of this animal, states that its horns are used in making

ornamental rims to saddles ; slips of it are softened by soaking in running

water for a few days and are then nailed on.

Musk-deer,—The musk deer is found in most parts of Kashmir, at an

elevation of about 7,600 feet. They are very plentiful in the Wardwdn valley

and Tilail, but being greatly valued f^r the sake of the musk-pods which fetch

up to H5, are very much hunted, and rapidly growing scarcer year by year.

Barking deer.—The khakar^ or barking deer, is usually found only upon the

southern aud western slojios of the Pir Panjal, and southern side of Kashmir.

It has a must peculiar habit of barking, especially in the evening time ; it

frequently makes this noise when alarmed.

The mdrkhor, or serpent-eater, is a species of gigantic goat; it

is migratory, and is found all over the Pir Punjdl beyond the Baramgala pass,

and upon the mountains between tbe Jhelum aud Kishan Qanga rivers,

Baltistdn, Astor, and Gilgit.

There are two varieties ;
what is known as the Astor mdrkhor having flat

and massive horns, with only one sweep, while the Pir Panjal mdrkhor has

horns much slighter, aud with a perfect corkscrew twist of from 2^ to 3

spirals.

Udfkhor do not, as a rule, go os high as the ibex, but live on much more

dangerous ground.

In the Kathai nata^ in the Kdjudg, a well-known sportsman shot three

mdrkhor with horns of 53, 55, and 59 inches long, on the same ground, and

in tbe course of a few days.

The mdrkhor keep in herds ; tbe old males go in with the females and

young males in December, and separate again in tbe spring.

Ibex is found on nearly all the mountains of Kashmir and many

parts of Laddk, but the Wardwdn valley, Siird, Astor, Baltistdn, Basgo, and

other parts of Laddk are the most frequented grounds. In the winter and

spring the ibex can be easily found, but in the summer months, when the gnu
if plentiful, they cover n great deal of ground and are often difficult to find.
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Id Baltistan the ibex is much hunted by dogs, who drive the ibex up

nmoi^gsl rocks from which they cannot get down, and keep them there until

the hunter comes up and gets a shot.

In habits tiie ibex is vorj gregarious; their breeding season commences

November, and they carry for six months ; the young are generally born

towards the end of June.

Surrow.-^The wrrow or buM^i-kohi (mountain goat) is found upon th.)

Pansal in Da<‘hini)ara and the Sind valley
;

it is not particularly common,

and is probably more seldom shot than any other game in Kashmir ; the male

stands a little over 3 feet high and has horns of about 1 4 inches.

yy^aV.^Tbe thdr (mountain goat) is found upon the Pansal range, in Biini-

hdl and the southern portion of Wardwan and Kishtw&r (where it is called the

krat)^ and the P(r~Pauj^l. It is found on roost difficult ground. The horns

run up to 14 inches, and in size this animal is somewhat smaller than an ibex

;

the old males carry a very fine coat.

6'f^ra/.—‘The gUral or Himalaya cLamois is found on the Pansal range and

in Kislitwdr. The horns run up'to about 8 inches. It is generally found alone,

or at most in couples.

Wild The ugan or ovU ammtm is the largest of the wild sheep

of Lad4k ; it is found in the summer months from an altitude of about 14,500

feet to 19,000 fiMt; the difficulties of obtaining this animal are very much
loagnilied, though its strong sense of smell,' and the very open nature of

the ground on which it is found, renders it difficult of approach. The shifty

nature of the wind has also to be contended against.

The grounds most frequented by this animal are Rapshu,Hanl4, and Sbii-

sbal ; horns of over 60 inches long and 90 inches in girth have been obtained.

The napoo or hafhal is a smaller kind of wild sheep found in Chang-

chenmo, Tiri, and mo4t parte of Laddk, also in Zanskdr. The horns run to

80 inches and sometimes more. It is found up to heights of about 15,000

feet. The meat ie particula^y good to eat.

Tko ohdpoo or the oorial of the Panjdb is found in most parts of Ladik,

chiefly along the Indus, Gya, and abont Ranbir Bdgh ; it is also found in

ilaltistdn, Bdojf, and Aator, whdn^it is known as the ooria,

InAstorit is very migratory in its habits, even swimming tlie Astor
river to phange its f^ing grounds from one side to the other.

Mr. Ney Elias obtained a pair of horns more than 86 inches long and with

a very large girth (11} indies), but tome authorities declared that these boros

were thu result of a orossot the okdpoo and otis ammon, and not from a pure

okdpoo. The ohdpop i* gregarions, but does not go in very large herds.

Tko TiboUa anUlopo is found in immooie numbers in all the volbys of

Changi^onmo. It stands something over 8 feet high, and the home mo to

28 inohes or over.

It is found at altitudes from about 14,500 feet, M at Kiam, op to 19,000

feet A most striking point abunt these animals is tbs laife nnmhsr siM
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worms which work their way under the skin^ but they do not damage the

deeh as food in any way ; the proportion of male to female antelopes seems
very much larger than amongst other animals.

TA€ Tihetdn ravine deer or goa is foundprincipally about Hanld. It is tlie

same size as the ravine deer of India^ but has horns rather different in lihapo,

running in length up to about 14 inches.

The yak or dong is found principally in the Kubruiig and Kepsaug nalus

in the Chaugchenmo valley ; the bulls are very scarce in proportion to the.

number of cows found. They are found at a great height^ seldom below

16,000 feet. The horns run in length up to 30 inches, and are fairly massive.

The yak is much valued for his tail.

19^o/res.-»Wolves (ramahun) are numerous on the mountains of Kashmir,

and often do great injury to flocks of sheep. They are not often seen in the

valley. The Schlageutweits saw traces of them in sand close to the Kara-

koram pass.

Rarely met with in Kashmir.

Monkeya may occasionally be met with in the Uttar parguna, and probably

in the Lolab valley; they have likewise been seen in the forests below GuU
marg| and are by no means rare in the lower portion of the Kishan Ganga

valley.

Pofeupine*—T^iO porcupine is found in Kishtwdr, and also in parts of

Kashmir.

Marmoi.'^k species of marmot called the dring or pua is found amid the

rocks at high elevation ; it is as large as a fox, of a dull-yellowish color,

with tawny belly, the head, back, and tail being marked with a darker stripe,

distinguishable at a considerable distance. It is stated that this animal is fre.

quently a prey to the eagle ; it emits a shrill cry on the approach of danger.

-The otter is very common in. the rivers of*Kashmir, occasionally

inhabiting even the old wooden piles which support the bridges close to a town.

Its name throughout the mountains is %der. It is killed for its akin, which is

highly prized, and commands a high price in the markets of Ydrkand.

FonoMs.-—The grave-digger of India, or an animal which much resembles

it, is known in the valley. The common stoat or ermine is found in Kashmir,

also the mongoose. (Knowle.)

The hare is common throughout Lad£k. It has longer ears than

the English hare, and is of a bluish grey or slate colour. A smaller kind,

iagonya, is still more common. They are not eaten by the Laddkis. (Caa-

ninghamJ)

Vigne remarks, as one of the most singular facts connected with the

natural history of the Kashmir valley, that no hares are found there.

/Ifcr.— or luhv) and jackal are common in Kashmir; the former

is not the little grey sfiocies of Hindustan, but the large full-brushed Meltonian.

The flying fox (u^gagor) abounds in Ourais in the early part of the season.
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are abundant in the waters of Kashmir, and comprise the

following viirieties

CAarri gad. —The average weight of this fish seems to be from two to

three pounds ; it is sold at three pice a eeer. It has one dorsal and five ventral

fins, a large mouth, dark-spotted back, silver belly, and a line along the side

from near the eye to the tail ; it has a soft scateless skin. The ekarti gad is

caught during the months of October and November.

Sattar The average weight of this fish is said to be half a seer, and

it is sold at tlie same price as the charri gad^ of which it seems to be a small

variety. It has one dorsal and five ventral fins, silvery sides, and mottled

back, with a soft scaleless skin. This fish is very plentiful and is caught at all

seasons of the year.

Kfont ya/f.—-Average weight, from halt to three quarters of a seer ; same

price. It has one dorsal and five ventral fins, which are of a pink color, a

dark back, yellowish-white belly, and soft skin. This fish is said to live

under stones and rocks, and is caught throughout the year ; it seema to be of

the same sf^cies as the eharri and »aUar gadn.

Pikul or pekri ys/f.-—Averages from eight to sixteen seers, and is sold at the

same price. It has a large mouth and is covered with scales
; color white

;

a scarce fish
; in season from November to July.

Ckask ya/f.—Average weight, half to one seer ; same price. This fish has a

pointed head and small mouth, soft scalelete skin, white color. It is caught

from December until March, but is very scarce.

—Average weight, half a seer or less ; same price. One dorsal and

five ventral fins, small mouth, dark back, silver belly, firm scales. In season

from Octol)er until May.

Ramah gad.—Average weight, a chiiak; sold at two pice a seer color,

dark green. This fish is taken in the Jbelum in June; when the water be-

comes cold, it retires to the lakes and morasses.

Jniuf,—Average weight, a chitak, sold at two pice a seer; color black

season and habits the same as the ramah gad.

Tet gad.—Average weight, one chitak or less ; sold at two pice a seer ; dark

color; ill season from August until October; when very small is known as

the tet gord%. When the river falls, this fish is caught in shallow basins

and channels which are made in the sands on the banks of the streams.

Das.—

S

old at a pioe a seer. This fish is taken in August and September ; it

is doubtful if it is a separate species, being more probably a name given to

any fry that comes to the net.

Ail gad.-^A small white fish, sold at two pioe a seer; it inhabits tbs

smaller streams tiowing into the Jbelum, and is carried into the river when the

waters arf- high.

All the fish enumerated in ihe above list are said to be caught in their

seasons throughout the entire course of tbo Jbelum betweeu Islamabdd and
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Barnmula. In the month of Junei the mahitf {pairim gad or the Paiijdb

fish) is taken at various places in the Jhelnm below Srina^ptr. A small fish

called the gdran inhabits the streams and morasses. In the Dal lake the aaitar

gad is taken with net and hook^and the ekartigad and ail gad with hook only;

all the fish inhabiting this lake are said to become of a dark-green color,

which is attributed to the mass of vegetation, grass, and weeds amid which

they live.

In the Wular lake the iattar gad and ekarri gad are taken in nets and also

with hook, and the pikut gad with net only, and the eha^h gad'aiA karj with

hook. Fish are also frequently speared in the waters of this and other lakes.

In the Sind river, which also abounds with fish below Gandarbal, are found

the Mattar gad^ cha%h gad, and ekarri gad, the latter species attaining a very

great size. Consequent on the low temperature of the water of this river, the

fish do not take readily, except during the height of summer ; the takes are

then so plentiful that during the mulberry season the fishermen are not un-

commonly attracted from the Jhelum to its waters. The tame f^sh which fill

the sacred pools at Mattangf, Vemig, and elsewhere seem to have no generic

name ; they are called ndg.

The month of March and the early spring is the most favorable fishing

season in the Jhelum; in the (winter months, from December untjl February,

when the river is at its lowest, the fish betake themselves to the Wular.

Fishermen using the net (eail kam) form a distinct class from those getting a

living by hook and line (teail kane). These latter use a long line said to

measure more than one thousand yards, to which the hooks are attached, at

short intervals of less than a yard, and between each hook the line is weighted

with a small stone or pebble.

Daring the months of December, January, and February, worms are used as

bait, and at other seasons of the year a paste which is usually made of barley flour.

The lines are immersed throughout their entire length, being fished up with

a hooked pole; in the summer months the fisherman in a small boat under-runs

his line about every four hours, but in winter, when the fish are sluggish and

do not bite readily, they are usually placed at night and taken up in the morn-

ing. The hooks, which are very neatly manufactured by the fishermen tliem-

selves, differ in subatanoe and shape from those used in Europe. Iron being

found to be too brittle, they are made of brass ; the end of the hook is carried

«itraight down from the barb and bent back abruptly to the shank instead of

being curved. It is claimed for this shape that it rendera the eacape of a fiah

that haa once taken the bait impossible.

From two to three trike a day seems to be an average take for a successful

fisherman ; fish, however, are sold at eight seers to the trik.

Vigne in bis notice of the fish of Kashmir remarks

am awiie of only sis different kinde. of whieh by far the meet eominon is the Hinsp

Uys tront, and It varies so mnoh in color and appearanot, aooording to its age, aeaaon, and
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feeding ground, that the natives would seem justified in trying to make me believe that there

were several species instead of one. Unlike the true trout, it rises rarely and very sluggishly

at the fly. I tried fly-fishing in Kashmir until 1 found it an unprofitable employment. I

remember that at Islamabdd some fish were brought to me that in color more rasembled the

real trout than any I had seen ; but I believe that they wore only fish of the above-mentioned

species. They vary also in size from one, two, and three pounds in weight ; aud I was in-

formed that there were a few in the lake far larger than any I saw. 1 have seen fish of a

yellowish copper color, blotched with dark spots, caught in the lake of Kashmir when out of

season. The fish from the river are much better than those from the lake, but they are

insipid when compared with the real European trout. This fish is also called the taitar gad*

Qad signifies fish.

** 1 have seen what 1 believe to be the white mullet of India in the stream at 8afar Nagri*

on the karewd of Zyn-i-gyr
; but it is most probably found also in the Jhelum. There is

also a little white fish, bluish oo the back, and somewhat resembling a bleak, called ehatar

:

its length about 6 inches. There is another I believe, called the tatar gad^ in the lake and

river, a^ut 6 inches long. There is also a fish much resembling the American cat-fish in

shape, and called the aniur; ita general color is dusky olive, inclined to reddiah at the tail

;

it has three ventral and two dorsal fins, the eyes are nearly on the top of the head ; a homy
plate, shaped like a horse-shoe, is continued between the gill to the mouth, and from it two

feelers are projected at right angles, and there are also two worm-tike appendages uuder the

chin. Those I saw were very small, but it grows, I was informed, to three or four pounds

weight. Lastly comes the ram gad, or fish of raeiaA, which has already been mentioned

aa being eaught at tbo village of Safur Nagri. The ground color of this, I believe, new

and singular fish, is a reddish gold : fins reddish : its sides are covered with broad stripes of

a very dark, dull, bottle-green color ; two worm*like appendages are pendant from the horn

of the upper lip ; a small sharp spur, which it can ereat and nso as a weapon of offence, is

sitnated close in front of the eye, and between it and the mouth, its curve being backwards

and downwards, so that a straight line, if continued from its point, would out the centre of

the tail. It grows to about three quarters of a pound.
.

Fish forms a great proportion of the

food of the poorer classes in the valley, or at least of those living near the lakes.'*

Vigne further mentions that the Kishan Ganga contains a great many fish,

but that be was cautioned against eating the roe, it being considered poisonous.

One of his servants who disregarded the warning became alarmingly ill.

In Laddk fish are common in the fresh-water lakes and larger rivers. The

generality are scaleless, ond not good eating. The only kind fit for food has

scales, and weighs about one aud a half pounds. The inferior quality of the fish

is doubtless the reason why they are in such little request with the natives of

the country. (If* S^raeief*)

Moorcroft thinks it is " the chariness of life which is taught by the reli-

gion of Buddha that prevents their being caught.'' Johnson found numbers

of fish in the Durgu stream, ** principally trout, which are very good." There

are no fish in tho Tsomoruri or Pangong lakes, but Major Oodwia-Aasteii

states that the Tso Nyak, which lies east of the Pangong lake, and is connected

with it, is full of a species of tench, from one to four pounds in weight.

.Bird#.—Many kinds of game birds arc found in Kashmir* The blaok

ehik6r^ grey and snow species of jiartridge are met with in many parts* The
rekpa (ihikpa) or ckMr is found in all parts of Lad4k. Ot pheasants.
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the varietiee found are the Argni^ maondl, Jtuffied, hokla%^ and the snow. Dr.

Ehnslie also laentionB « pheasant cdied ear hakn^ which is found on the moun-

tains of Xashmlr, and he says that the |^t of the pheasant ididur) is so much

thought of that the natives of the vanej^ when pimisiug the gait of a woman,

say she walks like a pheasant.

The common kind of quail and also the jack snipe are met with. Wood-

onck are also found in Kashmir. Waterfowl of every species are very numer-

ous in the winter months. They come from Ydrkand and Mogalistdn in order

to avoid the cold of the more northern regions, and depart as soon as the spring

leoommenoss. Baldooots and moorhens or dabchicks breed on the sedgy

margins of the lakes, and some few ducks remain for the same purpose ^ these

with grebes are eonstantly to be found during the autumn and winter. Thou-

aandc of teme (aea awallowa) congregate on the broad expanse of the Wular,

and may be found here and there for a oonsiderahle distance up the Jbelum.

In Liddk water birds are most numerous on the Riipshu lakes, at elevations

above 14,000 feet. The principal are the grey goose, wild duck, mallard, and

teal. The duck and teal frequent the larger rivers more than the lakes.

Storks, king-fishers, and gulls ace also seen.

The heron, which is said to be the same species as is common in England,

is considered important as yielding the feather-tiifts worn in the turbans of

the ehieftains of rank. Each heron has two feathers, which .grow downwards

from the back of the head ; and these in the moulting season are oardfully

collected by men v^ho watch in the heronries for this purpose. The birds are

alto often netted, and, after their feathera have been plucked, act free. A fiue

ia inflicted f<>r killing one. The .finest feathers used to cost a rupee each, and

the feather-tuft, the badge of dignity, consiats of from ten to twent\*, fixed in

a funuebshaped stem, covered with gold wire and often richly jewelled. There

are two other species of herons, but they do not bear the valued feathers.

Numerous herons may be distinguished at their favorite fishing stations,

and the common king-fisher ia seen at every corner of the lake, breasting the

sun for an instant, and then dropping into the water like a fulling emerald.

Many of the ducks are destroyed by eagles, who take up their residence in the

neighbouring mountains fur the purpose of preying upon them.

Tlie iarut or gigantic crane is often seen in the marshes, and a small kind

of pelican.

The cuckoo is called in Kashmir the h^al kuk ; 4ya/ signifies ** seed,''*and

the farmers say that its note telle them to cast seed into the ground. The

iuUul or nightingale of Kashmir is a distinct species, and greatly inferior in

note to the genuine one of Europe. The mina, as also hoopoe, is very

common.

The parrot is not indigenous to the valley, but the golden oriol (poiknul)

is Ireqnently met with. There are two species of the genus crow to be met

with in Kashmir ; the one is wholly black, similar to the European variety,
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the other has a dirty-white neck. It is said that the white-necked orow is

eaten in parts of Kashmiri the flesh being considered enpeoially nutritious in

cases of bronchitis.^ Dr. Elmslie mentions a bird called Jit7i^*|0r whose skin

pQ%fin9^ a kind of coat| are made for the wealthy. In its tail are two feathers

which are worn by the Panj&bi and Hinddstdni women. Kandal is the name
given to them.

Tie purgon,--^A small field-pigeoni very common in Laddk.

ffeeea.—One of the commonest birds is the porok, or large raveni which,

together with the chough {ekuttka), is frequently seen near villages. Yultures,

eagles, and hawks are also met with.

Reptiles,—There are a few reptiles in Kashmfr ; venomous serpents are

found in the Sind valley, and the cobra has been met with. Vigne states that

the boa-constrictor is known in Kashmir, where it is called the ajdd; it is,

however, probable that the reptile so called is merely a species of rock-snake,

which are known to attain to a considerable size. He remarks

-

** Hat is the generio name for a snake, but applies particalarlj to a species abont 5 fast

long, much resembling in genera] appearanoe the common snake of Bogland, and like it, I

believe, harmless ; 1 have seen it in the meadows, and also swimming in the river. The
tfanae or aphia is said to be very poisonous ; it is about a yard in length and
vefj thick, and its appearanoe altogether, 1 was informed, was veiy repulsive. It is found in

roeky places on the eastern side of the valley. 1 was told of a small poisonous snake found

ill Dachinpam only. This, or another kind, is sometimes termed the gulawnt or collarsr,

because it is said to throw itself at a man's throat.**

Dr. Elmslie gives the following description of the ganas

**
It is a poisonous, ronnd-hsaded, short, thick serpent found on the mountains ofKsshmir.

It u said to be black on the back and yellowish on the belly. It is a foot and a half long,

and ash-colored, according to some natives. Its bite is often fatal. When a person is stung

on the arm or leg, a ligature is applied between the heart and the wound, which is besmeared

with foam. The patient has arrack and conserve of roses given him to eat, while music is

played to cheer him up. This it the native treatment of serpent-bitee. The gamas ia said

to be numerous in the Lar pargana. Serpents are seldom seen on the aonthern side of the

valley/*

The Kaihmlrfa have also a eaying that no snnkes are to be found in any

place from which the snowy peak of Nanga Parbat is visible. Soorpione

{puAur) are said to be very namerous in tbe Dachinpara and Lar parganas.

The bite is said to be fatal sometimes. The puinf is a short, earth-colored

venomous insect, with a fine tail.

Lizards and frogs are numerous in Kashmir.

In Laddk the only reptile is a small lizard.

/sceef#.—-Flies and sand-flies are numemns and troublesome, especially in

* It Is ssM that erdim sro also salon in Lahore undsr the

lawful article of food for Mubsminsdiins, and ars supposed to bs eondncivc to longi*vity, as It Is

ivlatsd that when Slkandnr drank of tbs waters of immnrtsUtj, a crow wblsh had ptvehsd ca a

tres near followsd his osanpic. The Kashmiris afBna that crows asvsf dls until their beaks fbll

off frian age.
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July^ Aufifuet and September^ and it is probable that during this season of the

year, in no country in the world are mosquitoes found in such swarms as on

the lakes of Kashmir and in their vicinity ; any part of the body which may
be exposed to their attacks becomes literally black with them, and it is impos-

sible to eat without swallowing a number. The only way to obtain even

partial relief is to sit between pans of burning horse-durj, the fumes of which

drive them away. Throughout the year considerable vigilance is necessary to

avoid the attacks of fleas and other more disagreeable insects ; the preparation

known as ** Keating's Insect Destroyer" appears to be a most valuable pro-

phylactic.

In Lad&k the absence of insects is very remarkable. The common house*

flies and bluebottles are common in July* and August. Locusts are seen in

the Zanskdr district only, where they commit fearful devastation.

Sand-flies swarm in some ports, especially in Nubri and near the lakes*

some of the camping grounds in the neighbourhood of the Tsomorori lake

being uninhabitable at times owing to the millions of snnd-flies which infest

them. After marching 19 miles into Kyang-Dum, I was obliged to leave

that place almost directly after pitching camp, and move on to the next

hailing ground, on account of the swarms of sand -flies." (StracJ^ey ; ManU
fold,)

Jfrreaae.—The estimated revenue of the Kashmir State for the year 1884

was, according to a return supplied by the Panjab Government, R5 7,83,905-

11-0 (British coin).

The large'*^ portion of ihe revenue of Kashmir realised from rice is paid in

CMlki k kind. The contribution on account of other
• Valnr of rice . . 1.693,077

l4in<l revenue in cnih 962,057

Tnsee . . . 1.910.C30

IfaMarnna, fines, end
Biucellaneoiis 656,066

Total . 5,121,879

crops is in cash, and there is also direct tax-

ation on shawl-wool .nnd shawls, and on almost

all the trades exercised in Srinagar and other

large towns. The inhabitanto of Kashmir

grumble, but pay. Gilgit,t the military occii-

Tlie figures here end below ere patiou of which is costly, does uot nearly pay its

oilgii. chilki It* produce is .mail, and iU peasant-

Ri0,985. ry, if pressure is put on them, are apt to be re-

fractory. It is therefore deemed politic to rule them with a light hand. The

revenue of Ladiik (1887) amounts to about S54,000 u year, of which about

R49,000 is obtained hy the cash assessment on the land, and the balance by

bnd revenne paid in kind and by the sale of the saltpetre and borax pro-

duced in Ladak. The old system of taxing houces was given up many

years ago. Tho income more than pays the expenses of the province. In

Jam6 the revenue is paid in cash.

Land Rerenue.^lu Kashmir the land belongs to the ruler, and the culti-

vators are his servants. In the days of the old Hindu r^jas, the State is said

to have taken no more than one sixth of the gross produce, the theory being
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tbat on a divitiiun ot the population into inhabitants of the country and inhabit-

ants of the towns, one sixth of the food produced by the former was enough

for the wants of the latter, ns well as of the court and officials. The native

dynasty of Ch4k sovereigns took one half of the rice, and one tenth of the

dry crops. The Afghans left all vegetables and minor cereals and took five

eighths of the rice. The Sikhs introduced the system of traki, t.e., of exact-

ing one or more trdh of six seers over and above the fixed share. This was

accompanied by cesses, such as tamlol^ mandiri, raBum-i-duftar^ and the like;

and gradually the share of the State was augmented under one name or

another, until at length, in 1833, the Sikh governor, Midn Singh, was consid-

ered humane because he abolished a few cesses and only extorted five sixths

of the crops. It may well he a subject of wonder how the cultivators have

survived suck treatment as this; and, indeed, they would not have survived

had they not grown vegetables in garden plots, which, by bribing the authori-

ties, they managed to keep free of taxation, or had they not made a little

money by the sale of sheep and ponies, and by the manufacture of coarse

cloth during the winter. From agriculture they gained no profit, and in it

they felt no interest; so that officers had to be ap)x>inted lest the fields were

left fallow, or carelessly tilled, or the crops uncut when ready for the sickle.

Year by year land lias been thrown out of cultivation, and new land is rarely

taken up by the farmer. From time to time there have been pretences of dimi-

nishing the share of the State, and even of setting the revenue on a basis of

payments in cash ;
but the interests of the army of officials are so bound up

with the maintenance of ancient abuses, that improvements are unmade almost

ns soon ss made, and promises of future concessions are received by the

peasants with a smile of incredulity. Though the nominal share of the State

is now one half the produce, the cultivator rarely gets one quarter ; and fof

the two seasons of 1877-78 and 1878-79 he received scarcely any portion of the

rice, which is the staple crop. So surely is prosperity turued into pretexts for

further extortion, that farmers have been known to decline offers of foreign

seed, lest the unusually fine crops that might be expected therefrom should

catch the eye of the tax-gatherer.

hand HevenuB Sjfsfem, Kaskmtr.^ln Kashmir the staple crop is the ihdii

(or rice], and next to it wakki (or Indian-corn). The rabi or spring crops are

not essential, and are so much more dependent on exceptionally favorable

seasons that they are regarded rather as an extra. Under the Sikhs, the State

took a half share of the itJlar{f crop and in addition 4 irdh per kharwdr of 16

trdh, and on account of the rice-straw and vegetable produce of the Bdgazdr

plots, the whole of which were kept by the anim and were supposed to be free

of assessment, ft 1-9-0 percent, was added to the total. The paiwarf and

kaningo got half a trdk per kkanedt Utweenthem, and inferior village servants

got something. Hatardna was levied onr times a year, tamlol (about 2 per

cent.) on marriages, fcc., in the ruler’s family, other similar cesses were from
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timo to time imposed or remitted. The villagers had also to feed (lie State

watcher of the crops, called ikaiddr. Pandit and pireddat only paid two

extra trdki instead of four. For the rabi aud kimiti crops all classes of culti-

vators were taxed alike, and in addition to the half share three trdki per kkar-

wtr were taken under the names of various classes. The kimiti crops are those

which have always had a money value, as til pogal, ianon, tobacco, cotton,

linseed, saffron, &o. Walnut-oil, fruit-trees, and honey were taxed separately,

as were sheep and goats. Under the above the State share was not less than

2 of the gross produce, and what the cultivator actually retained was certainly

less than f and probably only about 2. The abundance of fruit, berries,

and nuts, the extensive grazing area and forest produce, enabled the cultivators

to live, blit an assessment so heavy soon reduced the cultivators, forcibly con-

fined within the valley, to the condition of daily laborers or slaves. Accord-

ingly, pressure has from time to time been exercised to keep the land in culti-

vation, and to such an abject condition have the cultivators, naturally a 6ne

race, been reduced, that the highest officials assert that the Kashmfii cannot be

trusted with the ikdli, because he would eat the whole of it; that he will not

plough unless the iahMdaf gives him the seed and makes him, and that without

this fostering care of government he would become extinct. The truth being

that he is a mere machine to produce cheap food for the city population, who

are mostly idle; that he is seized to tow the boats of the wealthy or carry

their imp^imenta on a journey, or to work in their gardens, or perform any

other office that in any other country would be paid for. The Kashmiris are

called cowardly liccause they have lost the rights belonging to peasantry else-

where, and tamely submit to be driven like sheep before a State sepoy. Hut

it is useless to expect that a small population forming an isolated State that

only looked to its bills for protection, could withstand powerful neighbours like

Afgh&ns or Sikhs, <»r that so distant and inaccessible a province would not be

ruthlessly ground down under the endless succession of governors that have

enriched themselves in the valley. The Kashmiri is strong and hard-working,

but be is allowed to call nothing his own, neither land nor crops, nor bis own

labor, and he is grudged the quantity of food the climate makes nccessaryi

but which a hungry city considers gluttonous ; and consequently as the city

iiicieases he is every harvest closer pressed, till now, like the lai'aeliteiu Kgypt,

he cannot bear the promise of reform for anguish of spirit.

Since the days of the Sikhs the pressure has been a little relaxed, and wan-

ton acts of oppression are rare, but life must still be hardly worth the living

when cultivators are selling whole villages with such rights as they have for no

other equivalent than the protection of a powerful pandit. During Maharaja

Ouldb Singh's rule. (1846 to 1857), the Sikh procedure was followed in the

main. Under Maharaja Ranbir Singh (1K67-1886), administration be-

came very lax. Circles of villages were annually farmed out to persona

usually panditif called kirddn. From about 1869, the practice of con-
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tractinsr direct with the mutaddami and villagers gradually established itself,

and about 1873 the village contracts began to be divided up into cramiiMlr

kkewaii or accounts with each cultivator, and efforts were made to introduce

more payment in cash. But the assessment got heavier. For a time only two

extra tr4k$ were levied per kkartodr, but soon the original four were demanded,

besides an aggregate tax amounting to fi9-12-0 per cent. Then come the famine

of 1877 which desolated the valley. Rice was everywhere seized to keep

the city quiet, and when Mr. Henvey at last got the barred passes opened and

the peasantry streamed out, they were too weak and too short of supplies to

reach the plains. The villagers of the outer hills tell ghastly stories of that

exodus, and the great gaps in the Kashmir hamlets are still unfilled. Alarmed

by the effects of the famine, the MaharXjo, whose leniency and well-meaning

acts were the curse of the peasantry, in 1880 made a very lenient

settlement called the asdmiwdr kkewat of S. 1937. It was based upon the

actual collectious of 8. 1936 and S. 1935, the average of the two years being

taken and the usual taxes added. To take half the gross produce; to add 4 trdki

])er kharwdr for food-grains, and so take f of the bulk of the gross produce,

to add 57 per cent, under the name of taxes of all kinds, and to exact besides

payment for fruit, honey, oil, Stc., ought, when the claims of village servants and

rapacious officials have been satisfied from the attenuated balance, to leave the

cultivator with literally nothing. Yet the actual collections of 8, 1 934 aud

8. 1935, the years of famine, were so far below the average, that with all these

additions to the half-'produce the resulting assessment was not oppressive. The
good harvests of 8. 1937 and 8. 1938 made this evident, and from S. 1938 this

kkewat^ supposed to be a fixed, easy cash settlement, was everywhere screwed

generally sold by auction to the highest bidder, and consequently ond

village is now wholly or partially ruined, while its neighbour is tolerably well

off, those which got themselves transferred to pandits, or which were rich

enough to bribe, escaping.

This kkewat is still supposed to be in existence, and is still represented

as a cash settlement. In reality it is worked something in this manner. An
order is annually issued from Srinagar for the collection of a certain quantity

of ehdli, the demand being pitched 20 to 30 per cent, in excess of what there

is a likelihood of getting. Kucli tahdldar is then informed of the amount he

is expected to contribute to this total, and be in turn divkles that amount over

his villages. As soon as a village learns it has to pay its khewut in a large

proportion of ehdli, bargaining and bribery begin ; the village, if fairly well-to-

do, eventually retaining enough skdii to live upon; if a poor oue, having to

look forward to a hungry winter. To make up the kkewat^ the produce taken

is calculated at prices fixed by the State, and these prices have remained much
the same for the lust twenty years. For instaiioe, ekdli and makki are valued

at B2 cAifA/ per kkarwdr ol 15 trdksi jkow at R2-1-3; wheat at B5-2-6;

cotton {kapde) at B14 per kkarwdr of 16 irdke, and so on. These fixed
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prices enable a takMdar to manipulate the incidence of the assessment at

pleasure, and to convert an easy khewat into a ruinous one. If be insists on a
large quantity of the food-grains, the demand is excessive ; if he accepts freely,

cotton and otlier over-priced articles, the village can make a profit. The
khewat thus affords no benefit to the cultivator, but it is convenient to the

officials as getting rid of any restrictions imposed by a division of the crop.

The cost of transporting the State share of the crops at Srinagar is borne by
the villagers, and consequently villages at a distance are more heavily assessed

than those near the capital.

The tenure of land appears to have originally been ryoiwari^ but of recent

years the policy has been to transform the Maharaja into a zamindar or land-

lord, and to deny the cultivators any rights whatever. Concurrently, the offi-

cials have induced the Mahar&ja to let them take up land under pattae or grants,

and now a great deal of tine land is held by persons styled ehakddra, mukarra-

riddn^ &c., who claim to be proprietors, and who pay very little revenue in pro-

portion to their holdings. While the State has thus been prodigally transfer-

ring land from cultivators who paid revenue to officials who pocket it, the cul-

tivators have been equally busy in transferring the ownership of their lands to

the officials, so that instead of the Maharaja, as he imagines, being sole owner,

be is fast being ousted from any interest in the soil and from a considerable

portion of the revenue of his State.

In addition to the insecurity of the cultivator's tenure of his fields and the

uncertainty of what produce may be left to him to live upon, he is constantly

being pressed for payment. The reveuue is not collected after each harvest,

nor at any certain dates, nor in fixed instalments. Monthly, weekly, daily, as

any crop is ripe, or fruit, honey, vegetables, &c., are in season, the tax-collector

appears. A new tahMdar, a new wazir wazdrat, a new governor, likes to re-

commend his accession to office by a payment into the treasury, and so a whip

goes out at any season for so many thousands. Then there are unceasing

requisitions for coolies, ponies, grass, straw, &c., &c., and every official sends inde-

pendently, so that on one day sepoys may arrive in a village from the taheildar,

from the governor, from the officer commanding the troops, and so on.

To escape this constant dunning and avoid being seized as coolies for Gilgit,

LA, or other distant journey, the villagers naturally seek the shelter of some

influential name and sign away such rights as they have without equivalent. The

system of forced labor mokes every one corrupt, for all who can afford it buy

themselves off, and thus for every five coolies required it may be said double that

number have been seized, and let go for a consideration.

The system of accounts is elabomte, but so complicated that scrutiny is dilB

cult. The assessment is first shown as the half-share in \t-trdk kharwdrz*

Extra irdkz are added, with deductions for privileged persons, and the whole

converted into \^4rdk kharwdra, and to these the fixed prices are applied,

extra taxes added, and finally adjustments made for seed advanced, or cloth
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requisitioned! and so on. No check or supervision is attempted! and everybody

simply tries to squeeze bis subordinate. W itb proper interest! any amount of

peculation is covered by the plan of keeping what is knowu as the bakidar

books. In this account every item not recovered is entered and never struck

out. If a flood carries away some land, the lost revenue goes down annually

in ibis account against the village. If tin oflicial wishes to get a lease for a

village, he bids more than its present revenue, and at the end of the year only

pays tliat revenue, and the cxceSi unpaid goes down against his name. Con-

sequently to distinguish between what is paid in ki \d and what in cash, and

whiit is not paid at all, is most diflicull. {Wingate,)

Mr. Ilcnvey, in his final roprt of ISSi^! writes as follows regarding the

revenue settlement

“ Some littfpfl have been taken to survey the hind pivliminavy to assessment, but the work

iH progressiiif* slowly. Meanwhile the position of the cultivator is precarious. Fortunately

for him, the seasuiis have of late been so propitious and the crops so abundant that, in a

country such as Kiialiinir is, where a bare subaistence costs little, he is tolerably at ease But

be knows not what to expect. At one time he is ofTered a iheha or lease of his fields, the

revenue to be paid in cash ;
but tbs assesstiieiit is based on the book accounts of previous

Tears, merely converting rice into money; perhaps the amount is too high or he cannot find

ihe cash, and he refuses the iheka

:

then be is offered a modified arrangement, revenue to be

paid partly in cash and partly in kind. Perhaps he accepts this modification, but the next

day the mind of the Mnhai^ja is changed. His Highness will Lave no tkeka, the system of

amani or actual division of crops is redntroduced, the fields are examined by nazardia or

eye-survey, wfter which the government share is made over to the highest bidder among

pandii contractors ; and then the best thing for the cultivator to do is to steal and hide at

much of the grain as he can. The contractor and revenue ofiicials carry off most of the re-

mainder ; but as the contractor Las made a speculative bid, he generally fails to produce the

quantity of grain agreed upon. He accuses the cultivator of theft, whereupon both he and

the cultivator are eorolled in the bakidar or defaulter list, which comprises nearly every one

in the State from the Prime Miniiitcr downwards. TiiA balances run oh from year to year, and

no one can see the end of them. Occasionally they come to light, whenUn informer whispers

to one of His HIghnees's personal attendants that so-and-so owes the State a lakh of rupees.

There follows an outburst in open darhfir ; the defaulter is summoned to the presence, liis

heard is pulled out by bandukekit or musketeers, and he is publicly whipped to his home,

and a bond is taken from him. But the money is rarely paid, for after a few days the

Mahariqa is intent upon manafacturing liquor, or importing saligratn stonea from Nipal, or

commanding Musalmdna to learn the Hindi character, or cultivating indigo, or inventing

breech-loaders, or experimenting with Yundnl drugs on patients afflicted with diabetes, or on

a thousand other whima and follies. So the defaulter list is never cleared, and in like

mannhr the revenue Mttlement Is never introduced. With so many interests engaged in the

practice of dividing the cropo and therefore arrayed against ohtnge, reform in this department

would he diffloult."

Collection ILwcnnc.—kc regards the collection of revenue! in most parti

of India the demand of ihe State is satisfied by a sum of money which is fixed

for a term of years« The cultivator or his employer does what he likes with

his lands and his crops; and so long as he pays his quota by the appointed
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day^ be is unmolested. In Kashmfr the crops are actually divided upon the

ground and in a manner which combines the greatest risk of lorn to the ruled,

with the greatest certainty of extortion from the ruler. The common practice

is to let out a circle of villages to a contractor who engages to deliver a stated

quantity of grain, representing an estimate of the government share, together

with numerous petty cesses in cash and kind, for the support of Hiodd priests,

for the supplies of officials, for the expenses of village servants, and so forth.

The contractor is remunerated by a percentage as commission, and he is aided

by a chain of officials, who, excepting in the lowest grades, are panditi, and

therefore out of sympathy with the peasantry, while all are most irregularly

paid, and are consequently forced to live on the villagers. The following is a

list of these officials

(1) The tardzud&rt or soaleiiDan, who weighs out the ihareii of the State and of the

saifitndare.

(2) The tkakddt, who watches the crops.

(3) The sazdwal, who controls the skakddn,

(4) The patwari, or accountant.

(6) The mukaddam, who aids the pandit,

(6) The kardar over several villages, who arranges distribution of produos, Ac.

(7) The tahsildar in charge of several parganas.

When the harvest approaches, there is usnally a dispute as to whether tho

crop is such that the coutiactor can be fairly called upon to fulfil his engage-

ment. This leads to the appointment of an official appraiser, whose valuation

depends in the main on the adequacy or inadequacy of the bribe received by

him. When the valuation is completed, and the quantity of grain to be deli-

vered by the contractor summarily settled, the harvest proceeds, and the crops,

after being cut and threshed, are stacked within an enclosure surrounded by a

low hedge of thorny bushes, where they remain for months piled in heaps, cor-

responding with the number of shares, until the contents are pilfered by offi-

cials, robbed by the peasantry, or conveyed away to the public granaries. The

cultivators are allowed at harvest-time to take a small advance from their

supposed shares, and these advances are barely enough, eked oat with vege-

tables and weeds, to keep them alive unril the authorities shall be pleased to

decide whether the food-stocks are sufficient to admit of a final separation of

the portion of tho State from the portion of the cultivators. On one pretext

or another, either that the cultivators are in arrears, or that they get the lion^s

share of the spring crops, and so forth, the question is generally in the end

settled by the greater part of the principal crop, viz., rice, being swept into the

gk-anaries.

The grain reserved for the State is conveyed, as occasion requires, on ponies

or in boats to the public granaries, whence it is sold by ofiicers appointed for
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the purpose at prices that seem extraordinarily cheap* when compared with

those ruling in India. But the common people reap little advantage from

these low prices. While the officers of government and the pandiU had^ no

difficulty in obtaining as much as they needed at the fixed rate^ the stores were

often closed to the public for weeks together, and at other times the grain was

sold to each family in a quantity supposed to be proportionate to the number

of persons in the family. The judges of the said quantity were not the persons

most concerned, viz,, the purcliiisers, but the local authorities. Since the end

of 1878 the proportion allowed has varied, but it has rarely exceeded ten pounds”

weight of cleaned rice per head per mensem—a supply which is clearly not

enough to support life, and which has consequently to be supplemented by any

edible herbs the people can pick up. The official explanation of this extra-

ordinarily small allowance is that the inhabitants exaggerated their numbers

and evaded attempts to make an accurate census ; and for this reason a propor-

tion which is apparently deficient for the nominal number is ample for the real

number. But they seem to forget that a reduction which may be justifiable

iu the case of a rich man, whose family lives in privacy, is death to the poor who
are neither likely nor able to demand more than their families want. Srinagar

and the large towns were in fact treated like besieged cities, in which the poorer

inhabitants were put on half or quarter rations, while the ruling classes

feasted to their hearths content. Apart from the mortality arising from

scanty nourishment, the evils of such an arrangement as this, if arrangement

it can bo called, are plain. In the first place, a private grain-trade cannot be

openly conducted in Kasiimfr, and the stocks of the country cannot be replen-

ished by individual enterprise. However dreadful the famine may be, no

merchant will dream of importing grain from India
; for, supposing that he

surmounted the difficulties and dangers of the roads ond escaped the exactions

of petty servants of government, on arrival at Srinagar he would not be

sufiered to sell bis goods at his own price; and in endeavouring to dispose of

tliem, he would be harassed and thwarted by numerous officials, to whose

direct advantage it is that a real or artificial scarcity should be created. The
peculiar phenomena of the Kashmir grain-trade are well illustrated by the

Panjab Trade Report for the year ending March 1870. This was a period

during which food-stocks in the valley were at the lowest ebb. The exports oi

grain and pulse from Kashmir to the Panjab increased from 44,043 mauods in

1 877*78 to 53,884 mauuds in 1878-79, while the imports of grain and pulse

into Kashmir territory from the Panjab decreased from 3,14,362 maunds in

> The government rate, in 1879. wai at flrit R8. local currency, equal to Co.'a Ri-14per k\ar»

war of rice in liUBk. llic kharwdr is reckoned at ninety local ecere, equal to nearly eighty Britith

oere. The rice ie loaded with dirt and moiiitCDed with water, lo that it yielde only half the

quantity of cleaned grain. Therefore the rate win Co.*a Rl-14 per uauod of forty British seers

of cleaned rice, which gives over twenty-one seers per Company’s rupee. Buriug the summer of

1879, the Famine Committee prevailed on the Maharaja to restore the old rate of R2 local cur-

rency per kharwdr of unhuskod rice.

- S irdkt IX Kashmir seen of rice in husk, which yields half the weight in cleaned rice.
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877-7S to 1|78>104 maiinds in 1878-79. As the Deputy Commissioiier of

Jlielum remarked, the fact is that, owing^ to the bad roads in Kashmfr, a

great deal of the wheat growing in the plains at the foot of the hills, where

there was little or no famine, was brought into Jlielum as being a large market,

where the cultivators were oertuin of getting a good price/'

Whether, as the same officer supposes, the grain was re-exported to Jumu
or not, certain it is that Utile or none was brought by private traders into the

valley of Kashmir. Regarding obstructions placed in the way of a trade in

grain by interested parties, it is plaiu that since the officers of the government

and the classes whom they favor can procure as much grain iu Kashmir as

they please at a cheap rate, while the public are kept on the shortest possible

rations, the former have a strong temjitation to accumulate stocks for secret

sale at greatly enhanced prices to those of the latter who are able to pay what

is demanded. It is also obvious that the former have good reasons for not

exerting themselves to put an end to a condition of affairs which brings them

in an abundant harvest of money and for excluding foreign competitors. The

devices to which the officials resort for the purpose of accumulating grain are

most ingenious. For example, au officer, whose position gives him the oppor-

tunity, steals a large quantity of rice from the public stores. If he were to

sell this rice openly, suspicion might fall upon him. Accordingly, he makes

terms with a irienA\y jagtrdar or privileged landowner who may fairly be held

to have private stocks, and so the traffic is safely carried on. The defalcation

is not apparent until after some time when the store is found to yield less

than was anticipated. And then what can be more easy than to say that the

estimate of the crop collected in this store was exaggerated, or that the iamin*

daUt who have probably died of starvation meanwhile, are the thieves ? To

take another instance. An influential pandit has charge of rice brought to the

city of Srinagar. His son is tilladar of Sopflr, a place some 80 miles distant.

An order comes from the Mahaiflja that so many kkarwdf of rice are to be sent

from Srinagar to be sold in rations to the people of Sopur. The pandit for-

wards the supply to his son, who, after a decent interval and after depositing

the value at R8 local currency per kkarwdr in the Sopdr treasury, returns it to

his fother. The pandit then sells the rice secretly in Srinagar for what it will

fetch, sometimes as much as six seers per Co/s rnpee, or more than thrice, the

rate which his son paid for it. The treasury is satisfied, and gives no sign of

the embezzlement, which is only disclosed by the depopnlation of Sopdr,

Perhaps it may be urged that, after all, the authorities and their favorites

must foresee in the ultimate ruin of the country the cessation of tlieir own gains

and of the gains for tlieir successors ; but no man cares less for posterity than

the Asiatic ; and, besides the preference of an immediate fortune to tlie ehanoe

of assured and permanent pros|ierity in the future, there is the apprshensiott,

from which the minds of the rulers of Kashmfr are seldom or never free, that

some day or other strangers will enter into their inheritance.
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Tiixaiion,^\i bas been truly said that no product is too insignificant^ no

person too poofi to contribute to the State. Silk culturoi once a humble but

remunerative occupation for the villagers, has been taken up as a government

monopoly, which employed a large number of workmen it is true, but of which

the profits went not to the ruled but to the. ruler. Lately, even the govern-

ment manufacture of silk has failed, for the employes and hands, being most

irregulai^ paid, neglected their work, and the whole slock of eggs perished

from cold.' Saffron forms another monopoly. So likewise tea and salt, and the

aromatic plant called kot. Paper and tobacco have lately been added to the

list. Though the sides of the hilU are strewed with stones, not one can be

taken to build a house, except through the man who has farmed the monopoly
from the Stable. The same is the case witli brick-making ; and even the dead

cannot be hurieil sive by licensed and privileged grave-diggers. Besides the

excessive proportidi of produce claimed from the peasant, there is a cess of

from four to twenty annas levied on each house in the villages. Of fruit

three quarters arc appropriated by government. One anna is charged annually

])er head on sheep and goats, and the larger villages are called upon to give

every year two or three of these animals, besides ponies and home-spun blan*

kets, half the value of the contributions being returned in money. Milk, honey,

water-nuts, and reeds used for thatching, all are brought under taxation. If a

villager plant a tree, it is immediately claimed by the government, in conse-

quence of which scarcely a young fruit-tree is to be found in the valley, except

in the government gardens. If this should continue, it is obvious that the
fruit-supply of the valley must very seriously diminish as the old trees die off

or are cut down. This will be very markedly the case with the walnuts, which
are being felled for the French market without any provision being made for

planting young trees in place of those removed. The shawl trade received a
deadly blow from the impoverishment caused by the French and German war,

and afterwards by the change of fashion which expelled these fabrics from the

French and American markets. But it was always a marvel how the industry

cuuld have outlived the impositions to which it was subjected; nor, indeed,

could it have survived but for the cruel regulations which forbade a weaver to

relinquish his calling, or even, until lately, to leave the valley. The wool was
taxed as it entered Kashmir : the manufacturer was taxed for every workman
he employed : again he was taxed at various stages oE the process according to

the value of the fabric ; and, lastly, the merehant was taxed before he could
export the goods. Since the famine began, the poll-tax on weavers employed
has not been exacted, for the simple reason that in a time of so deep and wide-
spread misery the weavers could not pay. As a substitute for the poll-tax and
other imposts on shawl-weaving, the export duty on shawls has been raised

within the last year to 85 per cent ad valorem. This enormous rate, besides

being an inducement to smuggling, discourages intending purchasers. Other
eallingi are exposed to exactions of the same sort. Coolies who are engaged to
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carry tlie baggage of travellers surrender halftheir earnings. Butchers^ linkers,

carpenters, boatmen, and even prostitutes, nve taied.

Mr. Forsyth, writing in 1863, gives the following list of taxes

Where kind rates prevail, the following is the apportionment of the rice,

maize, and pulse produce—

Oovernment share

atso^Tr&kl •

Ganango .

Patwari

Zilladar or Chokidar .

Kttsaooin Khiduiutgari

Khidmiitgai'i

Beligious grant to temples

i gross produce.

trciks per kharvAr}

1 muHwaiti per kAardpdr,

1 dittos

1 ditto,

(5 irdki per 100 kharwdrt^

7 tmkn per 100 kkarwdrM,

leaving a balance of about ons third to the zamindar.

Cash rates are levied on wheat, barley, muzzoor^ iflax, oorwl^ Ul^ moong^

cotton, and on one half estimated value of gross produce, aud two frdkz and one

mnnwatH per kharwdri.

The Maharaja has the monopoly of the sale of rice throughout the valley.

He takes the best rice as his share from tho saminduri,
** This rice is sold to shawl-weavers at a fixed rate of R2 per kkarwdr=^TL\

per one maund, three seers. To others it is sold at the current rates. Rice is

also given in rations to the army.
** Besides the land tax, there are numerous other cesses and taxes, a detail

Other toiee. of which, foi* Kashmir proper, is here given.

** The custom-dues for the whole country are farmed out to a contractor for

Customi
Rl',00,0UU per annum. A detail of the rates

« . • fn j has been already given,* and need not be

here repeated. But the rates, high as they

are, are- not unfrequently exceeded, and traders are subjected to perpetual

,
annoyance by the contractors^ agents.

Niwara is the tax levied on boatmen. This tax is farmed to Pandit

Lachmanju for Rl,05,000.

Chob Furozhi^ a tax on timber and wood for fuel transported by water

throughout the valley.

'*Tbe Zur^uhdj is a license tax levied on trades, and is farmed out for

fl91,000.

'' Zufran is a special tax on saffron, for which the valley is famous. It yields

B2 1,000 per annum to the Maharaja.

A duty levied on the * kanee,* or woven shawl fabrics. Ap soon as a

shawl has been commenced on the loom, tho
Shawl J>ogh.

contractor puts his stamp on it, and the duty

‘ Tablii ov KammIm Wiiomts.

I Scot, 5 EuKlfsh Vlnndunl .

4 itHiivahw

|4 Tffikt ...•••
1 JiuHWutU,

1 TfikimZ neerH, 4 ch«. llugUith tUndard.

1 Kharnaf^t maundb. 4 dcc». Eiifflhh alandard.
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Sthim ABd S*im

Zuri KUnm, Mint.

Silk.

IiM to be p»d at once. This duty u eboet 2b (kht («Mt. of tbe value of the

ahewl. Faadit Baj KIk has the fans of this duty, and pnys the Maharaja

28,75,000 per anttam.

' Besides tbit, there is another tax on plain shawt-clotb, and on border

treaving, which is quite a sepacale trade

from shawkinaking. This tax is formed for

230,000.

‘'About 275,000 per annum are made at

the State Mint in coining the eiil.it tupeet.
" Very fine silk is raised from worms in Kashmfr, where the variety of rnuU

berry trees is fovorable to rearing rilk^worms.

This tax yields 242,000 to the Mafaartya’s

treasury.

"Levied ou vegetables grown on floating islands on the Srinagar lake; and
. .

s'*® » tax on goods taken in boats over the lake.River tK.
This yields H.31,000.

" A tax on goats and sheep, at two and a half annas per bead per annum.

Rer.
CoUected by the local authorities, and not^ farmed out. It yields 280.000 per annum.

"There is a grazing tax in Jamd known as giiana or iaj> eierai the
exact amount of which is not given. In 1882 it was farmed out for about
21,06,000, but the State now collects the grazing fees through its district

ofBcers. Zw-i-murM is a tax on ponies and mules.

" There is a good breed of ponies in Kashmfr, very useful for carriage pur-
poses. This tax is collected by the local ofBcers, and yields 213,000.

" Fines levied by judicial courts and the police, institution fees in civil

in Hashmirs The amount received under
this head in Jamd is not known.

" Fees axe taken by iatii in registration or celebration of marriages, and
this has been turned to account by the Maha-

2sr.(.Jir»s.
26,000.

" Lime-kilns are taxed, and give 225,000 perCMrnapua,
sssamii***

*
annuiDs

Meziut. " Gardens 24,500.

"Tobacco, 285,000. This is derived from a
monopoly of the sale by the government.

"Tax on potUi^iauf, or dried poppy beads. 'The government share is

three-fourths and the tamiudar’i share one
fourth of the produce. The eiunu, or extract,

all belongs to government. This tax yields 285,000.

lit N 2
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** Rice ie the ctej^ produoe of the valley of Karimifrj and thia tax if taken

in kind by the Mahahyaj who atofes the rice in

granariea/'

Land Revenue Sj/dem mmd Tenmret, Jam4.—lu the Jamd diatrieta^ the re^

venue ia almost univeraally collected in cash in regular inatalznenta at fixed

ratea per ghumao^ and though much heavier than in the British districts^ it is

only in places oppressive. The villages usually belong to proprietors^ whether

jointly or in distinct shares, and to these proprietors the cnltivatora pay a

small share of the produce^ The cultivators are hereditary. Of late years,

under tax administration, some district officers have endeavoured, especially in

the Jasrota iillat to tamper with and destroy the rights of both owners and

cultivators, with the result that the zilla has been half depopulated. But, on the

whole, the Jamu cultivators are independent and comfortable. {Wingate).

ExpendUute.—Mr. Henvey writing in 1879 estimates ,the expenditure at

about half the revenue.

He says the expenditure on the army, exclusive of tlie expenses connected

with guns and small-arra factories, is estimated to be about twenty-six lakhs

(Kashmir coinage) yearly, which is equal to fit 6,25,000 English. Till recent-

ly a number of charges were mixed up with the military expenditure, but of

late a more correct system of accounts has been introduced. Since the death

of Mahardja Ranbir Singh, a good many taxes have been remitted. The State

budget for 1887-88 showed that for the whole of the Mahardja’s territories

tlie estimated income was 55 lakhs only. Of this 22 lakhs was required for

the army, some 10 lakhs for the Mahardja and for palace expenses, 18 lakhs

for a surplus, and only 10 lakhs was allotted for civil administration and pub-

lic works.

Oenealogf.—A genealogical table of the ruling family of Jamu and Kash-

mir may conveniently be inserted here. It ia taken from Cunningham's ** His-

tory of the Sikhs, '' anpplemented by Appendix VI to Brew's ** Jamd and

Kashmir Territories."
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IiiBeptamber MSSj Mshariya RftnUr Sing^h diaS, mni wai miooeeded by Ifian

Partdb Bingh. Soon after the latler’a accesaion, vis., in March ISSd^ the

following officers were appointed bj htm

-

Oiwau Oobind Bahai was made prime minister, and Babn Nilambar

Mukerji, minister of revenue and finance. The administration of govern-

ment, however, was not considered satisfactory, and after a personal interview

*with the Viceroy, the following council was formed, with Diwan Lachman

Dass as president, and the Mahar&ja's two brothers. Ram Singh and Amar
Singh, as members.

General de Bourbel was appointed chief engineer of the public works

department, and the niedieal department was entrusted to the Residency

Surgeon.

The darbdr has formally admitted that Europeans do and may reside in

the countiy all the year round.

In the early spring of 1 K89 it was found necessary to muke a thorough

reorganization of the Kashmfr government.

The administration of the State was accordingly handed over to a council

consisting of the Mahar&ja's brothers and certain selected native officials in

the British service. The council hod full powers, subject to the condition that

no ifn|K)rtsnt step was to be taken without consulting the Resident. Ram
Singh was at first appointed president, but iii August l8h9 it was thought

necessary to make the younger brother, Amar Singh, president. Ram Sii^h

being retained as one of the members of the council. -

Gilgit, and Laddk,—A.hmi the outlying governorships little

need be said. Etch is under a governor (Gilgit is at present under two joint-

governors), who corresponds directly with the Mabardja, and who apparent-

ly* has considerable independence in internal

• Drvw’j JainC iiul Kiitliinfr

Tttrrituri«8, pp. 407-408.

t GirdliMtDUt'H oiffinorandum

duttfl the Mill November 1871. on

•*The Mtthurijeof Kaihmir.'*

matters. The countries thus administeied are

not productive. Gilgit does nott pay the cost

of military occupation ; and the Slate demantf*

is ligbtt, because the people would probably

resist a heavy ona Tii Baltistan the land is

taxed pretty heavily ; the revenue must exceed ( a lakh. The governor resides

X Aii*. r,rt VII. 8«. Skardut- In I«d4k there is n governor

tion 11 (oompilotionbjrtheQuiirtsr* who must be chiefly at L6h, because he is a
iiMiUr.QisntrKl'i Departoittut).

Commissioner under the commercial treaty

of 1870. He is assisted by a naib wag(r. The revenue, which in 1887

amounted to about R54,U00, is derived almost entirely from the cash assess*

ment on the land, and it covers the expenses of the province and yields a small

surplus to the State treasury.

Jamd is the head-quarters of the hfaharlja. Around it there are seven§

§ Drvir, iMgo 1117.
administrative districts, eif., Jurnu proper, Jas-

rota, Rdmnagar, Udampdr, Riasi, Miiidwar,
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and Naoftliera. These are divided into tahtili, and may be said to eomspond

roughly to Deputy Cothmissionerships. There are courts of justice in each.

The districts have been surveyed aud assessed, and the land revenue is paid in

• I’ol. A., February 1874, settlement^ was made in 18V 3,
^72. for a period of ten years. The cultivated area

was then found to have extended considerably since 1860, and the rates were

f Cntnl Aiui, P«rt VH. Sec- ''awed by ten per centum. The general ton.

tion 1. dition of these districts appearsf to be fair.

already oliserved. Punch is the jafffr of the Mahardja's

tTh.bou™uri«.of Mnchar. Motf Singh. It » held§ by him in

a brunch of the Ftr Finjil ninge
on the north ; the mine rniigA ou
the cant; R4jnor{ nud other Jamd
distrifts on the noutb; the Jholom
on the west.

§ Drew, pnge 497.

II
Pol. A., July 1863. Nos. 115.

117.

close dependence on the Mahar&ja, who, how-

ever, interferes but little in its internal man-

agement. In 1863 Pandit Manphul drew up

Notesjl on Punch” for the Panj4b Govern-

ment. They describe the japtr as divided into

seven administrative districts, yielding an un-

alienated revenue of nearly three lakhs. The

land revenue was regularly assessed and collected in cash, but various taxes

were taken in kind. The courts of justice are said to be primitive. The iatkiU

'dan did the original work, and the rdja heard appeals. The system of mono-

polising traOe in the hands of government officials was noticed, and finally it

Wits remarked (hat ”the administration of Kdja Moti Singh is complained of»

as being very oppressive and the taxation as exceedingly heavy.”

On the other band. Sir O. St. John has recently referred in a demi-official

letter of the 6tli August 1883 to the ” success of (the Maharaja's) cousin Moti

Singh of Punch in governing that little dependent State.”

Kashmir,—** The separation of the government of Kashmir,” according to

f Drew 497
Drew,1f " from that of the other divisions,

rew, page
almost complete : the country is treated as a

separate tnba or province in the same way as it was when the Emperors of

Delhi riilsd over it” It is administered by a governor who is called the

Halcim-udla. It is divided into the districts of Siinagar, Patan, Islamabad,

Kamriij, Shupion, and Mozafarab&d, which again are subdivided into a num-
ber of parganai. The chief executive authority

is the hakim^iMa^ under whom are the wazirt^

or district officers, and the tahMdan. The
courts of justice are classified thus by Mr. Gird-

lestoue**

** Memorandum oit Kothmfr
and tome iidjai'ent Countrief, page
5.

Sen rt, March )874^ Non. 172.178.

Coiirt of tho iaMldar^ who tnay hear civil suits not exoeeding filOOiii vahio, and

hat power of imprisonment up to one month in criminal cases.

*‘(2) Court of tho wasfr, liaviiigpower to hear civil ciises up to R1,000 in va!no, and
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to piiniiih in criminal ciwm with iinprinonmeiit up to nix m«»nthii. Appealn He to him both in

civil and eriroiiial ciiMe from the taMfdar,

.

** (H) The eitj (Srineger) megietrete'e court with power to hear civil caeee up to

R5.000 in veluet end to punish in criminal eases with iiuprisonmeot up to two years. This

court has do appellate jurisdiction.

*'
(4) The chief court, hearing civil suits without any limitation in regard to value, and

empowered in criminal cases to punish with impris<^nment for five years. Appeals lie to this

court both in criminal and civil cases from the city and districti (foastr's) courts, those fntin

the latter being usually beard by the chief judges when on circuit, which he undertakes

not only on this account, but also io order to inspect the local registers, and to enforce the

dutiea of the village headmen, who are held answerable for detecting and reporting crimes

and for exerting themeelvet for the arrest of offeuders.’*

Police,^ h. result of the disturbance in Srinagar between the Sunf and

Slifas in 1872 was the establishment of a body of city police on the model of

the Panjab constabulary, numbering 337 men, and costing 2,555 Company/s

rupees per mensem.

R^lationi with neigkhonring Slates.—The Kashmir Ststc is in contact with

Tibet on the east. Eastern Tiirkistdn on the north, Ilunza and Nagar on the

north-west^ and Yaghistan on the west. It has thus happened that the Muha-

rdja of Kashmir has been concerned at various times with China, with the

politics of Central Asia, and with the group of independent chiefships whichT

separate the western border of his State from the eastern limits of the Afghan

dominion,

Kashmir and China: the Maharajahs jagir in Tibet.—Under the treaty of

1842, which ended the expedition led by Gulab Singh's general, Zorawur

Singh, against Ladak and 'rila^t, the district of Min Sar was made over

the Tihetdn authorities to Guldh Singh and his heirs as w jagir. Min Sar, or

Misar Tarjum, is a tract of grazing grounds lying about two marches north-

westof the Manasarowar lake on the road to Gartok,and sbont scYentecn marches

distant from Leh. Its pecuniary value is inBigniticant. The small revenue is

collected annually by a Kashmir official deputed by the Maharaja's VMzir at

Ldb. Mr. Elias states that Mr. Johnson, when wa^i\ tried to visit thejagir^

but was prevented by the Chinese officials in Gartok.

Some political significance attaches to the jagir^ because there is reason to

doubt whether the Mahardja does not pay tribute on account of it to the

Chinese.

The Lap Under the treaty of 1842, a commercial caravan goes

every third year from I..ndak to Lhdsa, under the charge of an age^t, who is

% Kashmir official, and is known hy the name of " Lap Clink." He takes and

brings back presents and letters to and from the Ladak and Tibetau author*

ities.*

* All Arrouiit will hv tbiiiid in tlio nlpliwhctiftl poitiou of tliu work.
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ne Maiardja*9 (pinion of ikt Ckinete.^lt is said that the MahariLja does

Dot disregard his intercourse with the Chinese. In 1880, Mr. Henvey wrote :

The Maharaja always speaks of China with much reverence as a power quite

on a }Mir with us in civilisation/'

The early history of Kashmir is involved in considerable obscu-

rity. From the year B.C. 266, when the desiccation of the valley is said to

have taken place, to 1014, the country seems to have been governed by

princes of Hindu and Tartar dynasties, the names of many of whom have been

preserved.

Mahmud of Ghazni attempted the conquest of the valley in A.D. 997, but

failed ; he succeeded, however, in taking it and the surrounding hills in 1014-

§015.

About 1305 we find a feeble king. Raja Sewdeo, on the throne of Kashmir,

who, in n short time alienated the affections of his subjects by sundry acts of

incapacity and oppression. At this time three worthies, destined either

in their proper person or in that-of-their descendants to piny important parts in

the history of Kaslinifr, appear on the scene, and niny be grouped as the

authors of its Muhammadan or more modern history. The first of these, Shdh-

inir, son of King Wuffdr Shah, of Sawudgcro; the second, Sankar Chdk, a

chief of Dardao ; and third, Prince llawjpo(\ son of King Yuftum, of Tibet.

The last-named having 'introduced himself, with a fiw followers in the guise

of merchants, into Kuknigdra, the stronghold of Ram Chand, the hereditary

Conunniider-in-Chief of Kashmir, contrived to overcome him, and forcibly

married his daughter Koterin (or Kotadevi), in whoso right, real or pretended,

he seized the tiirone of Kashmir, at this time vacant by the flight of the fugitive

King Sewdeo. He made Sluihmir,the first of the ancient worthies mention-

ed above, minister, and commenced a vigorous reign, 1323. It is related of

him that he became a convert to Islam; but it is proper to add that Hiudfi

writers ignore the conversion of this sovereign, who died after a reign of two

and a half years, leaving his widow. Queen Koterin, regent. About this

time, 1326, aii invasion of Kashmir by nu army of Turks under Urdil, who

penetrated into the valley, was repulsed and brought to terms by tlie brave

queen. It was arranged that if they withdrew immediately, they should be

allowed to do so unmolested. This being effected, she withdrew to the fort of

Indrkot, where she established her court, leaving the reins of power in the

hands of the minister, Prince Sh4hmfr, who had commenced a course of in-

trigue, the result of which was that he soon aspired to the sovereignty of the

country. As a preliminary step, he demanded the hand of the queen in mar*

riage, which being refused with scorn, he prepared to extort her consent by

force of arms, and invested Indrkot with a large army. The heroic Rfijput^nf

made every effort to defend herself and sustain a siege, but finding herself at
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length reduced to sue (or terms, slie iu the last extremity consented to espouse

the successful usurper. Upon this hostilities ceased, and preparations for the

marriftge were commenced ; hot the devoted princess, indignaut acid despair-

ing, rode slowly forth, surrounded by her trains of maidens, from the belea-

guered fortress, advanced into the presence of the usurper, and, upbraiding

him for his ingratitude and treachery, stabbed herself before him. Thus per-

ished by her own baud Queen Koteriu (or Kotadevi, as she is often called),

the lust Hindd sovereign of Kashmir, and Prince Shdbmir ascended the throne

under the name of SulUii-Shams-u-dln.

Shams-u-din, who came to the throne 1341, is usually considered the first

Muhammadan king of Kashmir. He enjoyed his dignity only three and a

half years. His sons, Jamshid and Ala-u-din, succeeded and reigned four-

teen years.

His grandson Shabdb-d-din, having repaired the devastation caused by
former invasions of the Turks, turned his attention to foreign conquest, and

added Tibet, Kashgar, nnd Kdbul to the kingdom of Kashmir, 1356. His

brother Kutub-u-din, who succeeded him, left a son, Sikandar, who of all

the princes of Kashmir is celebrated as an iconoclast (thence surnamed Butshi-

kaii'^)
, by whose fanatic zeal in destroying the ancient temples the architecture

of Kashmir has suffered irremediable loss.

During the reign of Shahab-u-din the celebrated Saiad All Hamadanl and

his son Mfr Muhammad with their trains of fugitive disciples from Persia, up-

wards of 1,000 in number, arrived in Kashmir, and their advent seems to have

fixed the religion of the countiy, heretofore in an unsettled state, and probably

led to the religious persecution which immediately ensued. About this time

the rival Muliammadau sects of Shlas and Sunls seem to have commenced

their quarrels, and of the first-named sects arose the Rishis or Hermits of

Kashmir, a very remarkable order of devotees, described by Abul Fazl as a

very respectable and inoffensive order in his time, some 2,f)00 in number,

living upon fruits stid berries, and abstaining from sensual delights. Kashmir

having been, previous to this influx of zealots, in a transition state as

to religion, these learned doctors seem to have fised the religion of the

country, and to have built the zidtaii or shrines (including the Jama

Masjid, or great mosque of Srinagar), many of which remain to this day. In

the year 1423, we find Zein-ul-abdiD (or Bad6hib,The Great King, as he is

emphatically called) on the throne of Kashmir, during whose reign, which

lasted as long as fifty-three years, the country appears to have made a great

stride towards uu improved civilization. This prince, besides reducing the

tributary States to order, was a builder of many bridges, towns, and forts, and

enlarged the capital city Srinagar. He encouraged literature and the arts;

he introduced weavers from Turkistan and wool from Tibet ; and many manu-

factures, such as pa|>er-making, glass-making, book-binding, and the papier*
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NMdA/ work for which SMliinfr k so cekbiatedi owe their introdootioQ to ois

fostering care. He was also a poet and loTer of field qports. The rising^

power of the Chnk (or Chfk) tribe did not escape the penetrating eye of this

kingf who prophesied they would ere long be rnlers of Kashmir, a prediction

which it will be seen soon proved correct, inasmuch as we find Kaslimir, on

the accession to the throne of Muhammad Shdh, 1487, great-grandson of

Zein-ul-abd(n, a child of seven years of age, torn by the struggles of ^he

tribes of Ch6k, Reyna, and Magrey, in which the two former were chiefly at

variance, and iilternately supporting the legitimate king, Muhammad Shah, or

his uncle, Fateh 8b4h, the usurper. The vicissitudes of these struggles for

the throne between these contending Actions occupy the iiistory h*om the

year 1487 to about lfi36, when we find that Muhammad Sbih, who bad four

times regained his crown and defeated the pretender Fateh Shdh, died in

exile. By intrigue, inter-marriage, and hard lighting, the Chdks, amid the

anarchy of the times, seem gradually to have fought their way to power ; and

from a position of preponderating influence as ministers and supporters of the

king, at length, about the year 1537, openly seized the throne. About that

date Kaji Ch&k, putting himself at the bead of the national party in Kashmir,

signally defeated the army of Mirza Kamr^n near the city of Srinagar ; and

soon afterwards brought to terms an army of Kashgdris, which, under Saiad

Kbdn and Mirza Haidar, had invaded Kashmir and had penetrated as far as

the Lar pargana and the Sind valley. He succeeded in putting down all

opposition to his power; but during this period the Mogul Emperors of Delhi

began to turn their attention to Kashmir: the Emperor Hiunayun especially

sent several armies ogainst the country. The Kashmiris, however, rallied

round the brave and wise Kaji Chak, who, in fact, brought all his enemies to

terms. He entered into an alliance with Sher Khan, Afghan (afterwards Sher

Shah), then in rebellion against the Em^ieror, and gave him his niece, a

daughter of Muhammad Sli41i, in marriage.

Kaji Ch£k, although the actual ruler of the country, seems still to have

permitted the sons of Muhammad Shah (who died in exile) to retain the nomi-

nal dignity and to coin in their own names. He married his daughter to the

second aon, Isindil Sbah, and put him on the throne. At length Mirzu Hai*
ddr, foster-brother of the Emperor Humayun, about the year 1540, entered into

an alliance with the discontented native nobles of Kashmir, who consented to

set up Tdrkh Shdh, a boy, son of the usurper Fateh Shah, as King, and after a
great battle defeated Raji Chdk, who fled across the Pfr Panj&l, as far as

Th4na, where he died.

After a short interval of power, Mirza Haiddr, the intrusive governor, was
defeated and slain by tbe native nobles, and Abdi Reyna came into power for

a short time, but was soon expelled by the Chdk^, who rallied, and, under the

- son of the famous Shams-u-din Cliak and others, utterly defeated the Reynas
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and their allies from Delhi, at the gn^eat buttle of Knspa, 11556, in which

4,000 men perished on both sides. The same chief (Ghazi Khan^ in the year

1657 defeated with great loss an army of 12,000 Kashgaris under a nephew
of Mirza Huidir, which invaded Kashmir ; 7,000 of the enemy are said to have

fallen in this battle. Mognls, Tartars, Kashgaris, Turks, and other enemies,

who about this period invaded Kashmir, fared no better, but were successively

d^eated by this vigorous and powerful tribe of Chak, which had now obtained

a firm grasp on the country of Kashmir, and, in the person of Yusaf Kh4n,

were openly acknowledged as the sovereign family. Yusaf Sh4h, however,

soon alienated his nobles and hiid to seek assistance from the Emperor Akbar,

1680, by whose aid he was enabled to regain his kingdom. Dnder pretext of

suzerainty acquired thereby, Akbar demanded his son Yakub as hostage,

1582 ; this prince, however, soon escaped, and the nobles of Kashmir refusing

to surrender him again, the Emperor sent an army under Bhagwan Doss to

enforce compliance with his demands. Tlie King, Yusaf Sli4h, hereupon deli-

vered himself up to the Emperor's general, 1584, but he had better have

fonght for his imlepeiidencf , as he was sent under escort to Lahore, where

Akbar delivereil him over to the custody of his police minister, Todar Mull,

who after a short time sent him to Bengal under Raja Mauii Singh, where

he died of grief and despair, 1587. On the flight of Yu<af Shah, the

Kashrofr army had called on his sou Yakub Khan to lead them, and this brave

Prince soon justified the confidence reposed in him by defeating the Emperor's

army, and reducing them to such stress amongst the mountains of Haz4ni

from cold and want of food, that they are said only to have preserved

life by slaughtering their elephants and sIeo)>ing within their still warm

carcasses.

The Imperial army being thus repulsed, Yakub Shah ascended the throne

of Kashmir, 1585; but, although of reckless bravery, this Prince was pos-

sessed of but little judgment and unlit to rule, and being of the Shin sect of

Muhammadans, was persuaded by the priests of that sect to persecute the rival

sect of Sunis ; he thereby evoked the uiigcr of Akbar, who determined, once

for all, to conquer Kashmir, and despatched Kasim Khio, the admiral of the

kingdom, with 30,000 horse and the fugitive Haidar Chak, against the King.

Nothing daunted, Ydkub Shah marched to engage the enemy, but being at

this crisis deserted by liis nobles, he was forced to fly across the mountains

to Kishtwdr with 60 horsemen, 1586. Within a short time, however, he

returned, made a rapid march, and pitched his camp on the Takht-i-SuIimdn,

overlooking the city of Srinagar, where he rallied the brave Chdk tri]^ around

him and defied the enemy. Kasim Khan now attacked him with his whole

force, but was defeated and driven hack into the city, where liis soldiers took

refuge in the fort and other strongholds, where they remained in a state of siege.

The Emperor, finding his army insufficient to reduce the country, sent reinforce-

ments of 20,000, which forced Yakub Shah finally to vacate the throne; and
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Boon aftertvai-ds, on his safety beings guaranteed to he did homage to the

EmpcroFi who at that time visited the country. As we find Kashmir from this

period subjected to the Mogul throne, we may consider it from about this date,

J587, to have passed from the hands of its native rulers, and to have become

an integral portion of the Empire of Delhi.

The actual government of Kashmir was delegatefl by the Mogul Emperors

to a Buhadar or governor; these governors seem only to have resided in the

valley for six months in the year ; indeed, from time immemorial it seems to

have been customary for the rulers of Kaf^hmir to leave the valley during tho

winter, and return to its delights on the approach of summer.

In 1651, All Mardan Khan, who was governor of Lahore as well as

Kashmir, used to divide his presence between the two, and for his convenience

in travelling, those spacious and noble sardu were built along the roads leading

to Kashmir, the ruins of which to this day attest his magnihcence. The Em-
peror Jahangir built many palaces and gardens, especially the celebrated Shali-

mdr gardens immortalized by poets and travellers. The Nasim and Nishat

gardens owe their origin to Nur Jahan Begum, his wife, and the ruins of

palaces and baths at Manas Bal, Achibal, Vernag, &c., attest her taste in

selecting picturesque sites. During the return of Jahangir from his last visit

to the valley, 1627, he died on the road near Bdjaori, whence his body was

conveyed to Lahore and them buried.

Shah Jahdn succeeded to the Empire of Delhi, and soon afterwards visited

the valley accompanied by many poets and servants.

About 1657 he was deposed by bis son Aurangzeb, who imprisoned him

for life in the fort of Agra. He had during bis reign invaded Tibet, which be

had annexed *0 the Bubadari of Kashmir.

Aurangzeb being confirmed on the throne, appointed, ns usual, a Buhadar

for the province of Kashmir, but soon after commenced a journey to visit tbe

valley in person ;
the celebrated French physician Bernier followed in his train.

The Emperor remained three months in the country,but does not seem ever

afterwards to have revisited it. After a civil war between his sons, Aurang-

zeb was succeeded by his sou BabAdur Sb&li, who, however, died in the

year 1712 at the age of seventy-one, leaving tbe throne to his son Firdk Slier,

whose mother was a Kashmiri.

By hiin Anatdia Khdn was reappointed governor. This governor held the

Buhadari for upwards of ten yean. He did not govern in person, but sent

various naibB or deputies, who were unequal to their position, and various

rebellious broke out in the valley.

The practice of appointing naibB seems now to have fairly come into fashion

among the great nobles of the Mogul court, who mostly looked upon their

appointments solely as a vehicle for extorting money from their respective
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gOYennients. As may be supposedi the ooDdition of a pro/ince thus {j^overned

was not generally happy.

Kashmir in fact, perhaps partly through the influence of N6(]{r Slkdh, who
was at this time engaged in subduing Kfbul and Peshawar, seems to have

been in a very disturbed condition, in which it continued during the reigns

of the succeeding Emperors Muhammad Sh&h and his son Ahmad Shdh, of

Delhi.

At this time we find most of the governors of Kashmir, in common with

those of the other provinces of the tottering Mogul throne, little thort of in-

dependent rulers.

This 'state of things continued until 1752, when the Mogul governor

betrayed the country to Ahmad Shah Abdali, who in turn annexed it to the

Kingdom of Afghanistan.

• The Durani Viceroys appear early to have attempted to render themselves

independent of the Empire, and in 1763 Ahmad Sh51i Abdali was again under

the necessity of sending a force into the valley to coerce the governor Suk

Jawan, who had paid no tribute for nine years. In the year 1809 the 9uhadar

of the province was one Muhammad Aziin Khan, who, seeing the power of

Afgh&nistan on the wane, threw off the yoke altogether. In the year 1812,

Mahar&ja Ranjit Singh, the ruler of the Panj^b, turned his attention to the

Bijpdt States to the south of the Pir Paiij4l range, probably regarding the

subjugation of these States merely as a preliminary to the conquest of Kash-

mir.

The Sikh army defeated the confederated Muhammadan chiefs of B&jaorf

and Bhimbar with great loss, and in the month of November Ranjit Singh

received their submission and occupied their strongholds; about the same time

his son Karak Singh captured Jamu. Fateh Kban, the wazir of Sb^h Mah-

mud of Afghinist&n, was at this time upon the Indus, whither he had come

to punish the two brothers who held Atak aud Kashmir, for the assistance

they had rendered to Shah Shujd, and to recover the two provinces for Kabul.

It became essential that, engaged as the Lahore and Kabul forces were, so

closely on the same field, the two leaders should come to a mutual ozplanation

of their views and intentions.

A meeting was therefore agreed upon, and took place on the 1st December,

when it was settled that Ranjit Singh should, in return for a money payment,

and the promised aid of a detachment of Afghans to be employed afterwards

against Multan, place a force of 12,000 Sikhs, under the Diwan Mokam Chand,

at the wazit^9 disposal in the expedition he meditated, and should give every

facility for the passage into Kashmir by the passes of Rajaorf, which he had

lately subdued. The joint armies commenced operations, but the Sikhs being

impeded by a fall of snow were outstripped by the wazir^ who, peuetrating

into the valley in February, drove Ata Muhammad from his stockades, and in a
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sliort time reduced him to submissioi) without receiving much assistance from

Mokam Chand.

Ranjit Singh having taken this opportunity to make himself master of the

fort of Atak^ Fateh Khau deemed himself absolved from his engagements,

and dismissed the Sikh contingent from Kashmir without any share of

the booty, nominating his brother Azim Khan to the governorship. In the

year 1814 Ranjit Singh again attempted the invasion of Kashmir, massing

his army at Raj^ori early in June, preparatory to the passage of the Pfr Pan-

j^l range. A detachment, nndi^r Ham Dial, the grandson of Mokam Chand,

diwan (who was himself detained by sickness at Lahore), was sent forward

towards Baramgala on the 15th June; it ascended the Pir Panjdl mountains

by the Nandan Sar pass on the 19th July, and debonclied upon the valley at

Hirpura on the 22nd of the same month, where it was attacked by a pai'ty

sent against it by Azun Khdn.

The Kashmiris were defeated and followed to Sbnpion. On the 24th the

Sikhs assaulted the town, but being repulsed, retired to the Pfr Panjdl moun-

tains to await reinforcements.

In the meantime the main body of the Sikhs under Ranjit Singh had ad-

vanced by the way of Punch, which place being reached on the 28th June, was

found to be evacuated, the enemy having been careful to destroy all supplies.

The Sikhs were detained here until the 18th July. Thence advancing by

Mandi, Ranjit Singh reached the Tosha Maiduu on the 18th, where he found

Muhammad Azfm Kh4n with the forces of Kashmir drawn up to oppose his

progress. -

The Sikh army took up its position in face of the enemy and remained for

some days inactive.

Oil the 29th July Muhammad Azfm Khan, assuming the offensive, com-

menced a desultory fire on the Sikh position; on the following morning the

attack was renewed ufith greater vigour, .*md Ranjit Siiigli coinpelled to fall

hack on Mandi. Being pursued thither, ho fired the town and continued his

retrogade march to Punch, which he reached on the Slst July with the loss of

many men and of nearly all his baggage. Setting fire to Pdnr.h, Ranjit Singh

quitted his disorganised camp, and with a few attendants took the nearest road

to Lahore, which he reached on the 12th. August.

R4m Dial and his detachment were surrounded and their supplies cut off,

but Azun Khan, in consideration of his fiiend<!;hip for Dfwan Mokam Chand,

its commuiidant^s grandfather, permitted the detachment to retire, and fur-

nished it with a safe-conduct to the Sikh frontier.

The Muhammadan chiefs of -Rajaorf and Rhimbar were not slow to avail

themselves of the disastrous termination of the expedition, and broke out into

rebellion towards the close of the year 1814, and it was not until the following

year that Ranjit Singh found himself in a position to punish the refractory rajds

on this side of the Pfr Panjal range.
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In 1819 Ranjit Singh’s thoughts were aguiu turned towards the annexation

of Kashmir^ and in the month of April of that year the Sikh forces were put in

motion towards the frontier. Misur Diwan Chand, the conqueror of Multdn,

had been selected hy Ranjit Singh to command the ezpeditioni and with a

strong division of picked soldiers led the advance. A second army was formed

in support and placed under the command of the Kunwar Karak Singh, while

Kaujit Singh kept with himself a reserve to be employed, as occasion might

require, in expediting stores and supplies. By the beginning of June Hajaori

and Punch and all the hills and passes south of the Pir Panjal range hnd been oc-

cupied, and the supporting division advanced to Hajaori to keep open coiiiiiiuni-

cations. On the 23rd June the Misur Diwan Chaud attacked the Rajaoid and

Pdneh rdjas in their position at the Dliaki Deo and Maja passes and carried

them, thus securing to himself a road over the Pir Panjal.

Karak Singh now advanced with his division to Surdi Thana, and Ranjit

Singh, with the reserves, came up as far as Bhiinbar, while Misur Diwan

Chaod, crossing the mountain barrier, descended into the valley and took up

a position at Surai UK, on the road to Shupion.

Jabar Kh&n, who had been left by Muhammad Azim governor in Kash-

mir, had taken up a position at Shupion, for the defence of the valley, with a

force of 5,000 men, raw troops hastily raised and quite unequal to cope with

the disciplined battalions under Misur Diwan Chand, which besides greatly

outnumbered them. On the 5th July the Misur advanced to Shupion, and

immediately on coming in view of the Kashmir army, ordered an attack,

which, after a few hours’ smart fighting, involving considerable loss to both

sides, was completely successful. Jabar Khan with bis troops fled at once

across the mountains towards the Indus, leaving the valley to be occupied

without further resistance by the victorious army of Ranjit Singh.

Phula Singh, the celebrated Akdli leader, greatly distinguished liimself in

this campaign.

During the year 1820 the Sikh troops in Kashmir were em))1oyed in petty

operations against isolated chiefs. The raja of Rajaoii, Agar Khan, was in

the course of May seized and made prisoner by Gulitb Singh. For this service

he obtained in i*»giT the principality of Jamd, with which his family had been

for along time connected. Jumu had come into the possession of the Muha-

rdja Ranjit Singh by the right of conquest, when Jey Singh, the last of the

rightful Rdjputs of the house, died in the year 1809.

In the middle of the year 1821 the two petty territories of Kishtw&r and

Man-k6t were annexed to the Lahore government.

In December 1820 the harshness of Har( Singh having made him unpopu-

lar to the inhabitants of Kashmir, the mild and peaceable Moti Ram was re-

appointed governor, but was the following year replaced by Qurmukb Singh.

Diwan Kirpa R4m was the next governor, 1824, in whose time occurred
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the great eijrthqoake which lud everj house in the city low. Daring the three

months of its oontinuanoej the shocks at first were not less than one hundred

per diem^ after which they gradually diminished ; the inhabitants lired entirely

in tents. This governor was ^ery fond of display, but was nevertheless a good

ruler. At length he excited the jealousy of Rdja Dhian Siogh^ minister of

Raiijit, who brought about his recall, 1830. .He was succeeded by Bamma
Singh, in Mrhose single year of power disturbances occurred between the Shias

and Suiib. Prince Sher Singh (afterwards Mshardja) assumed the government

of Kashmir, 1831, and appointed Bisaka Singh his dlwan, who attended

to the aSairs of the country, whilst the prince took bis pleasure in field sports,

to which he was much addicted.^

The prince himself was an easy ruler, but neglected his charge and allowed

his diwan to extort money on bis own account. A great famine at this time

also added to the miseries of .the people; thousands died and many fled the

country to Hinddstdn and 'the Panjdb, where their wretched condition attract*

0(1 the notice of Ranjit Singh, who forthwith despatched Jemadar Kushial

Singh, with Bhai Ourmukh Singh and Shaikh Ghul&m Mohy«u*d(u, as a sort

of committee to collect the revenue and watch Sher Singh and his d^wan,

Kushial Singh on arrival assumed the control of the finances from the

diwan, 1832. He proved himself a cruel ruler ; happily for the country

he departed after six months, and Colonel Miin Singh was selected by the

Mahaiija, on account of his humane character, as a fit governor for the nn*

imppy valley.

That officer accordingly proceeded towards Kashmir, but finding that Prince

Sher Singh bad not yet seen fit to surrender his government, halted at Bara-

mdla a month. At length that royal personage leisurely set out on bis return

to Lahore, after having misruled the country upwards of three years. MUn
Singh assumed the government, 1833, and set himself to work to repair

the country, desolated by famine and oppression. Mttn Singh seems to have

been a kind, just man, who>prevented his soldiers from oppressing the people,

a condition of things almost inseparable, as it would seem, from a piilitaiy

occupation of a tributary country by Asiatic soldiery. His measures were sue-

cessful, aud be was raised to the rank of general in 1886, as a mark of

acknowledgment for his services.

In 1838, great floods, to which! the Kashmir valley has in all ages

been most subject, occurred, which forced the inhabitants to take to their

boats.

Shortly after the accession of Sher Singh, his incapacity led to various acts

of mutiny and violence among the troops ; nor was this disaffection confined

to the capital, for it spread to Kashmir, and Midn Singh, the governor, was

cruelly murdered by his soldiery, 1841. Thereupon a body of shout

6,000 men was sent into the valley under the nominal command of Partdb

Singh, the son of Sher Singh, who was placed under the charge of Bdja
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Guldb Singh, The troops advanced to the city of Kashmir without meeting

with any resistancei hut on heiug summoned to surrender, the mutineers pre*

pared to defend the entrenchments which they had formed on the south hank

of the Dudh Qanga stream. After a bloody contest the rebel lines were

carried, and the passes of the Pir Panjal being guarded by a large force under

Mian Jawahir Singh, the nephew of Oul^b Singh, only a very sinall remnant

escaped. Guldb Singh, having thus effected the object of his expedition, left

Shaikh Mohy-u-din, a creature of his own, as governor of Kashmir, and de-

parted with bis troops for the Hazara districts, where he is stated to have

thrown every obstacle in the way of the small Bri^^^isli force sent to the relief of

their countrymen in Afghanistan. From this time Gulab Singh became vir-

tually the master of the valley.

The exploits of the celebrated minister and military leader, Zorawar, who
is always called Zordwar Singh, are intimately connected with the history of

the state of Jamu. Originally a private soldier, this remarkable man first

brought himself to the notice of R^ija Gulab Singh by pointing out the man-

ner in which great reductions might be inatle in the commissariat of the army

;

oiopowv'red by the raja to give effect to the scheme he had proposed, he ac-

quitted himfclf so admirably as to gain the fullest confidence of his master,

who made proof of his gratitude by raising him to the ])ositi(>u of governor of

Kussal and Kisbtwar, and eventually he received the title and office of wazir.

Vrim\ and unscrupulous to the people, his devotion to his master knew no

Douuds, and by bis self-denying integrity he ministered to Gulab Singh^s

master passion, avarice.

Havirg subdued the greater part of the hill country north and north-east

of Jamu, including Skardd, Little Tibet, and Ladak, he projected a more ex-

tended expedition towards the Champa country and the lakes of Manasarowar,

dazzling Guldb Singh with tales of the gold mines to be found in those regions.

Assisted by a sm^dl contingent from Kashmir, the whole force was collected at

L^h in May 18i],aiid advanced to the plains to the north of Rudok; here

Zorawar waited, while he employed numbers of men searching for the gold

which be had promised his credulous master. Ilis enemies in the meantime

were not idle, and bt^ving united their forces hasteniMl to give him battle

;

he was soon surrounded by an overwhelming force aud completely defeated on

the l^th of December; Zorawar himself, as well as the greater part of his

force, was slain ; some few having been taken prisoners, a very small remnant

escaped to British territory ly way of Aim >i.i.

The following brief sketch of the genealogical history of the Jamu family

will not be here out of place. This family traces its history to the remotest

antiquity. About the time of Cyrus, two Rajput brothers emigrated with

their families and followers from a. small village called Oopa or Oop, the

original hereditary yayfr of the family, in the vicinity of Ondh, and settled

tl cmselvcs on the banks of the Sutlej. For twenty-eight generations their
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posteritj follovred warlike occupations and served under different masters^ but

always in or about the Paujdb. The tweuty-eif^hth, Bija Singh or Bija, who

is said to have lived about the year S69 of VikramaditBj is put down as the

ftrst who settled in the hills about the present Mirpdr, and from henceforward

the Rdjputs collected their families and formed a small colony in the hills

north of Lahore^ until the fifty-ninth generation, about the year 689 of the

Hejra» when there seems to have been a general break-up of the colony, and the

Rajputs were scattered in different directions, one branch of the family settling

at Chamba, another at Teera Kaogra, while the two principal members of the

family, Rirpal Dehu and his brother Singram Dehu, settled in the hills of

Dhahroan, where the present fort of Bbow stands. Ultimately the younger

brother crossed the Tdi and erected a small habitation on .the opposite bank,

the site of the present Jamu.

The sixty-third chief of the fatnil}' was the great Mai Dehn, who, aspiring

to the title of raja, was formally installed by his kinsmen and relatives about

the year 749 of the Hejru. The rajaship descended through many generations

until we find it vested in Drupe Debu, who died about 1749* This chief

bad four sons, Ranjit Dehu, Kousar Dehu, Sooruth Singh, and Bulwunt

Dehu* The first of these succeeded hts father in 1749, and showed himself an

able and active hill chief.

His reputation for justice and nioderation extended as far as Lahore, and

numerous families of high rauk and large fortune fled to his territory and

stronghold. He oommeuced the building of the present palace of Jatuu, and

:n the year 1775, or five >'cars before bis death, the town had increased to

about 3} miles in circa in t'crence, about twice as large as the present day, and
boasted 150,900 Inhabitants.

Ranjit Dcln: re ared io peace and prosj^erity until the year 1780, when he
died. rrt«ri Ids younger brother, Sooruth Singh, was descended Kussur or

Kusfiura Singli, wlni had three sons 5 the eldest, Gulabd, was Wn ubiuv the

year 1788; the second, Dehanu, was born |in 1797; the youngest, Suchetu,

was born io 1801. In the year 1807, when the Sikhs, under the' Diwan
Misur Cband, attacked Jamu, the eklcct of these lads, Gulabu, greatly

distinguislied himself in a haud-to-hani fight with the euemy^s horsemen

in the stony bed of the T6i; this conduct so pleased Diwan Misur Chand
that on his return to Lahore he described it in terms of glowing eulogy to

Ids master Ranjit Singh . Hearing of this, Gulabu, who was then about nineteen

\enrs of age, taking with him his younger brother, Debanu, hastened from
Jamu to LahMre in the hope cf pushing his fortunes in the court of the

Sikh Maharaja; but for a long time his ambition was doomed to disappoint-

ment. At last the tide turned, and the Mabaidja, pleased with the character

and appearance of the brothers, directed them to remain in attendanoe
upon him ; but it \\a» not until 1813, when, having at Ranji^^s request sent
for their younger brother Suchetu, now a lad of about twelve years old, bis
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handsome bee and graceful person immediately won for him the entire

regard of the Mabarija, and the Hdjpdi brothers became all in all at oonrt.

In 1818 the three brothers were created rijaa, and the eldest became Bl^ja

Onldb Singh of Jarnd. Taking leave of Banjit and of Lahore^ Bdja Onlib

Singh repaired at once to Jamd^ to take possession of the seat of his ancestors

as an almost independent princa

Ambitions, avaricious, and cruel, the young rija ruled his subjects with a
rod of iron, and extended his power over all the petty independent chiefs of

the neighbouring states.

OhuKm Mohy-d-dfn had been installed as governor of Bashmfr, 184£,

and in the following. year the secluded prindpalily of Oilgit was over-

run and annexed to Kashmir. In the time of M<>hy-fi-d(n cholera created

great havoc amongst the inhabitants, no less than £8,000 of whom are stated

to have died in jbhe city of Srinagar alone.

At length OhuUm Mohy-d-din, being in an infirm xtate of health, left his

son Shaikh Imsm-d-dfn as governor, and proceeded towards Lahore to pay his

respects at court. He was, however, taken ill on the road, returned to Kash-

mir, and there died, after ruling the country five years.

In 1844 Onldb Singh was out of favor with the Lahore dafhdr. His

powerful brother Dhian Singh had been murdered in September 1848, and his

younger brother Suchet Singh in March 1844. Dhian Singh's son, Hira

Singh, and Pandit Julia were jealous of GuUb Singh's growing power, and

there was a dispute about Suchet Singh's estates which Qul4b Singh had

seized. Meanwhile, troubles* had arisen in^ Kasbrofr, where the hill rdjas, headed by
Zabardast Kh4n of Mozafarabdd, seriously

threatened the governor Mohy-d-dfn. Ou14b Singh fosteiud this outbreak.

At the end of 1844, Hira Singh and Pandit Julia were killed. Their succes-

sors in power were Jawahir Singh and Lai Singh, who put down the disturb-

ances in the hill country of Kashmir, and led the Sikh army towards Jamd.

In April 1845, Guldb Singh averted a contest by submission. He went to

Lahore, and was called upon to pay a heavy fine and cede territory; he

accepted these conditions aud returned ti> Jamd in August 1845. Shortly

afterwards the Lahore darhdr was engaged in disturbances in MulUn and the

rising of Peshdwara Singh. The latter was encouraged by Oul4b Singh, but

failed ; then came the death of Jawahir Singh. GuUb Singh still held back,

and left the power at Lahore to Lai Singh and T4j Singh.

In November 1845 the long-expected collision between the English and

the Sikhs began. Our successes at Moodkf and Ferozeabdh were coetly,

while at Badawal the Sikhs practically gained the day. The Sikh army then

•et aside its half-hearted leaders, Lai Singh aud T4j Singh, in favour of 6nl4b

Singh, who arrived at Lahore on the £7th January 1846, the day before the

battle of AHwal. That was an important victory, and Oul4b Singh loat no
time in making overtures to the Government of India. They were aooepted,

for the struggle with the Sikhs had been severe. But the Sikh army remaioed

,
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and it was not till after the battle of Sobraoo that the way for negotiations

was cleared.

fiTH Treaty of Zaiorv.—The victory of the 10th Pebraary 1846 was fol-

lowed by the occupation of Lahore and the submission of the Sikh government*

Guldb Singhi the minister chosen by the army, was deputed to treat for peace;

and the result was the first treaty of Lahore, signed on the 9th March 1846.

Its main features were the recognition of a Sikh government at Lahore; the

cession to the British government of Sikh possessions between the Beas and

Sutlej, and between the Beas and the Indus; and the aggrandizement of

Guldb Singh.

Then followed the separate tseaty, concluded with OuUb Singh at Amritsdr

on 16th March 1846, by which he was handed over territory between the

Ravi and the Indus, in oonsideration for which he was to pay to the British

Government the sum of seventy-five lakhs of rupees. These two treaties will

be found in full on page 8.

The policy of the arrangement thus made with Gulab Singh has been cri-

ticised in the light of later events. It will therefore be well to set forth the*

reasons assigned by Lord Hardinge for its adoption ; and these will be found

in the following extracts from two of his despatches to the Secret Committee

of the Court of Directors

(a) «« It will be teoi kv the draft of traatj now forwarded that in eonaequenoe of the

, . , . . ^ inahUitv of the Lahore Govemmont to pay the ram
Eitraet frein a letter from the Cooeraor / . . a# iho wor

General, to the nonoiable the Seemt Com- atlpoiated aa indommSoatloii for the eiptnee or the war,

mittw, Ho. 7, 4.U1 ith Much IM*. ^ I, onnoiaut wcaritj for ito orentnd dUbon.*

nrant, th« hit) torrltorio. from th. B«. rirtr to tho ludiii. ioehidiD, th. prorincw of Kwbmir

ond Hoidi., boro boon codod to th. Brittoh OoTtrommit.

•• It i. not ni, intention to tako poMonion of the wholo of this territory, lb

tioo by ot would bo on many uconnt. ditadrute,—

•

with many powwful obi.b for wboto coercion n brgo mUiteiy ootebimhmont, nt n gmt
diotaiico from onr provineoo nnd military loioureoo, wonld bo necownry. It won — •*

donblo tho oitent of onr prMOnt frontier in oonntrite umilablo, M oro^ ^t, nn« moot

difflrult to defend, withont any eorreapondin, adrantegoa tor inch hrga addition, of ^tory.

Now dUtant and coudioting interaate wonM ba ermted, and laeaa of poo^

haro hitharto had no intareonrao wonld bo bronght under onr mio, while ^ tomtori^

rxoepting Kaabmfr, sio coapamttroly nnpiodnctir^ nnd wonld lenrcoly pny tho oxponooa of

occupation nnd managemont.

“On the other hand, the traet now codod inolndee the whole of ihe hill poeaeeiione of

Bdja Guldb Singh and the Jamd family; nnd, while the eevernnoe of thie frontier line

from the Lahore poeeoMione meterially weakens that State, and deprives it ™ •J®*

other Asiatic powers of much of ito pride and position, its poeaeesion by us enables nsa^noe

to mark our aeiiae of R^a Guldb fiingh’a oondoct daring the late opera^ne, by rewarding

him in the mode moat in aocoidanoe with hit nmbitioua deairea, to abow forth m an ezampw

to the other chiefs of Aaia the benefits which eoorne from in adherence to witish intereeta, to

oreate a strong and friendly power in a position to tbrenten and attack, ahonid it m
aary to do ao, the Lahore territories in their most vulnereUe point, and at the eame tune to

seeure to onreelvM that indemnitotion tor the ezpeneee of the campaign, which we deolaie

our determination to ozeet and whidi, ezoepUng by the ceeiion of territory, the Labors gov-

eromenitonot in a condition to afford.
1.1. t u

“ Quifib Siugh has engaged .to pay the crore of rnpeea demnnd**d from the lAhore
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8Ut« on being pnt by ue in pofseieion of the territory ceded by the fourth article of the

draft treaty, on cneh teme and condition! as we may approre.
** It if highly expedient that the trans-Beae portion of Knln and Mandi, with the more

fertile diitri^-t and itrong poeition of Ndrpdr, and the celebrated Fort Kangra, the key of

the Himalaya! in native eatimatiun, with ita diatriet and dependeneioa, should be in o\xr poe-

eoaioD. These provinces lie together between the BeM and Chukkee rivers, and their occu-

pation by us will be attended with little coat and great advantage. The Chukkee river in the

hills will hereafter be our boundary to its souroe, and thence a line drawn to the Bavi river,

and along ita course and acriMS the Chen&b to the snowy ridge on the confinea of Lahoul.

This line will be laid down by officers tent for the purpose, according to mutual agreement,

and will be aeourately surveyed.

*'In consideration of the retention by ua of the tract above described, a remission oftwenty-*

five lakhs from the enure of rupees which fUCja Guldb Singh would otherwise have paid will

be allowed, and the rdja will pay the remaining seventy-five lakhs, of wliiob fifty lakhs are

to be made good at once, upon the lutification-of the treaty, and the remaining twenty<five

lakha within aix months from that date. Of the remaining portion of the territory ceded by

article four of the draft treaty, the greater part, with the exoeplinn of the provinces of

Kashmir and Hazara, is already in the possession of Rdja Onl&b Singh and his family, ft>r

wliicii he has been bound hitherto to render military servicx^ to a stuall extent to the Ijahore

government, and to preeent annually a horse with gold trappings as a heriot to the State.

** The conditions which may be stipulated with Raja Gnidb Singh, and the treaty to

which he may be admitted, will be reported in my next letiter. Those conditions will be so

drawn as to bind us to the least possible interference in bis affairs consistently with the

maintenance of our paramount poeitioa over the rdja and bis country.
** I may venture to state my opinion that the Sikh nation,as a great military power, has

been effectually crushed s aod although it has been lell sufficiently strong to defend itself

•gainst any native power which may attack it, it never can, with its diiiiinisbed population

and rsvenues, repeat tbe efforts made during the last campaign."

# • • • • • • •

(&) request your Honorable Committee's attention to tbe treaty made with the

E<tn.l t»>m .
Genenl|iotbe lluuorsble ihe Srurct Com- of tbe hill districts liat been constructed extending
»l<t«e.ko a, listed iwb March 1S4S.

including tho pro-

vince of Kashmir. The .Maliardja is declared by the treaty independent of the Lahore State

and under the protection of the British Qoveriimeot. As it was of the utmost importanco

to weaken the Sikh nation before its government should be re-established, 1 cotitidercd tho

appropriation of this part of the ceded territory to be the most expedient measure I could

deviee for that purpose, by which a Rdjptft dynasty will act os a counterpoise against the

power of a Sikh prinoe, the son of the late Ranjit Singh, and both will have a common
interest in resisting attempts on the part of any Muhammadan power to establish an in-

dependent state on this side of the Indus, or even to occupy Pesbdwar."

With the treaty of Amritsdr^ the history of the Kuslimir State as a politi-

cal whole commences.

TAe rebellion q/'Shaikh Guldb Singh did not obtain posses-

sion of Kashmir without difficulty. When the treaty of Amritsdr was con-

eluded, this province was being held by Shaikh Imam-u-din aa governor

on behalf of the Lahore darbdr. (iuUb Singh regarded this man at firat as a

friend. He sent his own ageni^ Waafr Lakpat Rai, to Srinagar with a small

body of troops. Imam-d-din made over to them the fort of Ilari Parbat,

which commands the city, and it waa expected that he himself would soon

quit the country. In four months' time, however, during which OuUb Sitigb
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remained innctiTe at Lahore^ it became apparent that the Shaikh eras not act*

ing in good faith. He professed to he busy in winding up the affairs of hie

afiministrntion. But he culleoted a large number of troops, and gained the

supp*>rt of all the chiefs of the neighbouring hill country, notably the rija of

Rdjaorl. Still GuUb Singh made no sign beyond sending a few more troops

to Srinagar under Wazir Hatan; while the Sikh government was at least not

zealous in fulfilling one of the main provisions of the treaty of Lahore.

Urgent remonstrances were addressed to each of these parties by Colonel

H. M. Lawrence, the Governor General's Agent for the North-West Frontier,

but without material result. At last matters were brought to a crisis by

Imam-u-din. He attached Gul4b Singh's forces at Srinagar, defeated

them, and besieged the survivors in the fort of Harf Parbat. Then Gulab

Singh prayed for help from the Government of It^ia. He declared that he

had had no reason to mistrust Shaikh Imam-u din, whose conduct he attri*

hated to the instigation of the Lahore waz{r, Rftja Lai Singh. The Governor

General determined to afford all reasonable aid to Giilib Singh. But it was

not easy to find out what he really wanted. After much fencing, he begged

that British troops might occupy the country about Jamu, advancing no

nearer to Kashmir than bhimhar and Jasrota. To this proposal Lord

Hardiiige readily agreed, for he had no desire to undertake a winter campaign

in Kashmir. Gulab Singh was aciH^rdingly urged to send all his own troops

to Srinagar, and to provide supplies for the British troops about Jamii. Poli*

tictil officers were deputed to aid him with advice, while strong pressure was

brought to hear on the Lahore ilarhar to send an auxiliary force.

The situation at one time looked critical ; and its difficulty was enhanced
by the extraordinary vacillation and incom*

“‘^ °***“* displayed by GuWb Singh. The
Governor General's Agent was tb impressed

by bis behaviour that the wrote^ to Lieutenant Edwards in these words

"Toaenn tell the MeherfCje in friendly but plain terme that his oonduot in tlie Kashmir

transaotion hod ao surprised me, tbat I had ashed his d{wan, Jowsla Bahai, if tbe Mshardja

considered he had paid too dearly for Kashmir and waa desirous of eanoeJling the arrange-

ment, ae in that ease there might be little difSoulty in doing eo."

Eventually effective measures were adopted. The forces of Guldb Singh

and the Lahore darbdr iidvanced on Srinagar, while British troops occupied the

country round Jamu. There was no fighting, as Imam-ti-din at once surren-

dered. He excused his conduct by asserting that he held written instructions

from the Lahore darbdr to retain Kashmir. A searching enquiry showed tbat

this assertion was true. Rajd Lul Singh had sent such instructions. But
there was no evidence of complicity on the part of the whole darbdr^ and the

Lahore troops who accompanied Guldh Singh had rendered good service. The
Government of India, therefore, determined to treat Lai Singh's behaviour

not ae a breach of the treaty of Lahore, but as a personal qSenee. He was d^
posed from office, and removed in. custody from Lshore Co British India.
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SitppreuUm ofth$ fmM.—By the end of 1846, therefore, GiiMb Singh hnd

been ioitalled in Kashmir
; and British troops were at once withdrawn from

his territories. The main fact which is illustrated by Imam-d-dfu'e revolt is^

that Oul&b Singh owed not only hia title to, but hie actual possession of,

Kashmir, wholly to the support of the British power. .

Conduct of Mahar^a Guldb Singh ts The last struggle of the Sikhs

under Sardar Chatter Singh ended with the battle of Gfijrdt and the annexa-

tion of the Panjdb. The conduct of GuUb Singh during this crisis was at

least suspicious.

Attack on Chilao: ton of 0f7yi4.—The years 1850 and 1852 were marked

by a successful attack made by Kashmir troops on the small Yaghistdii State

of Chilas. Two yean later, Gaubar Amau of Yaain regiuned possession of

Gilgit.

DoM of Mahatija Qnldb Bingk^ and aceeaion of Ranbir Singh. DUtin^^

guiohod oervieeo fondored bg the Katkmff State in the The Mahardja

GuUb Singh died on the 4th August 1857,

ber ISW^o**
1*”'**^*"* ^^^'^ **^**"* succeeded by his eldest son Ranbir

Singh.* The change of mien in the Kashmir

State happened at a critical time; hut both the dying Mahardja and his sue-

t Tb. .i..u r.p»ri.e« th. <rf>cUl
them«Iye. to be .tooncl. friend.

lepofti in Secret CouinlUkiou, IStb
OMtiiiber 1867, Moi. 418-16.

to the British Government in the troubles of

1857. Their services were well describedf in

t Miticsl A, Ansiitt is^iA No, 104. following quotation from a minute} re-

corded by Lord Lawrence just eleven years afterwards

** Mshardja QnUb Singb wis alwayi an unpopular chier, both anong tbe people of the

PaajAb and among tbe Siiglisb community. I need not here explain tbe grounde of tbie

feeling, but so it wet. And at tbe critii in tbe Mutiny oulininated in consequence of the

proireeted resiKtauoe of the mutineer troo|Mi in Delhi, the cry wtsed loud and vehement that

Mabartia Guldb Singb was ooly watching events ; that ho wst in strict alliance with our

enemies, and only bided bis time to atrike with effect.

** At. this time 1 may mention that it is no exsggeration to say that our position in the

Paojdb was, to a great extent, at the Mahsrlju*s mercy. From the banks of tbe Indus to

thoee of tbe Ravi, the mountain oountnes in bis hands march with our nqrtliern boundary.

The few British troops in the province were for the most pert gathered together at Peeh&war,

Lahore and Multdn, and were sorely tried in holding the country, maintaining our eupre*

macj, and overawing onr eoemiee. Had Maharaja Gnidb Singh turned against us, his ability,

his prestige, his experieiioe, would have prodneed a great reaction against ns, to say nothing

of the material meant at his disposal.

** At this time, writing from memory, I think it was townrde the end of July or Iwgin*

ning of Angnst, when 1 bad been pressed 1^ the officer commanding at Delhi to tend to Delhi

every native loldisr on whom 1 could rely, in sddition to the British troops on their way
down, that I ssnt for diwan Jowala SaM, tbs minister of Mshaidja GnlAb Singh. The
dinan was a subject of the British Government, and liis family for the most part lived in

Britieli tsrrifoiy. 1 had known him since 1840, and had reaeon to believe that he was well

sSeefed to tho British Govsmmsnt, and had eoiisidsnibls oonfidsnos in him myself.
** Allsr sounding him very fully sr. to the general state of affaire, the feeling of the

psopis in th# Psnjib, 1 epoke to him regarding his master, the Maliariua, and gathsred from

him that ht was wall ditpessd towards the British Govsrument, and prsparsd to remain faith-
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fal. On this I went b itep fnrilitr, and alltr BlIndiDg to tbe romoors which wore flyiog

oboutf 1 iuggeoted that the diwan ebould move the MeheidjB to offer to eend a eeleoted

body of hie hill-men to help in the siege of Delhi. The diwan at first hesitated, but on my
eiplaining what an advantage it would prove to the MahaH(ja to come forward in such a
crisis, provided His Highness really meant to act up to his engagements, the diwan entered

into my views, and agreed to proceed to Jamd and ascertain the state of affairs; to com-
municate with the Mabardja, should things appear to be propitious ; snd in short, to arrange,

in that case, for the march of the troops. Within a week I not only beard that all bad been

properly managed, but that six picked regiments of infantry, two troops of cavalry, and
a battery of artillery, amounting in all to rather more than 3,000 men, were on their way to

Jullunder.

'*No sooner was this known than all kinds of stories impugning the faith of the Maba-
rdja were circulated through the country. It was said that these troops had in their ranks
many Oudh men, relatives and friends of the mutineers, and that it was a settled plan that

the whole force would go over to the enemy on their arrival at Delhi, just as the Sikh regi-

ments under Rdja Sher Singh had joined dttoan Mdlrdj at Mult&n in 1848.

These stories made me very anxious, though I did not believe thenh. On the one hand,
it was quite possible what was predicted might happen ; on the other hand, the political im-
portance of the move on the part of the Mahardja in our favor was very great, to say nothing

of its value in a military point of view. To hesitate then, to stop the Jamu troops, was to

show the Mahsrdja that 1 distrusted him, and perhaps to induce him to change bis views and
join against us.

** I again sent for the dtwan, and again, to the best of my judgment, endeavoured to

ascertain his views and the intentions of the Mahardja. The dtwan assured me most
solemnly of their fidelity, and challenged any one to point out an Oudh soldier iu tbe Jamd
force. I determined to trust in these assurances, and arranged with the dtwan that one of

his brothers, a soldier of some experience, should be placed in charge of these troops on the

part of the Mahardja, while I sent my own brother, Captain R. C. Lawrence, and six selected

British oDicers, on my side with these regiments.
** By the time the Jamd troops had reached Jullunder, I rode over and inspected them.

I talked to all the leading native officers ; saw that, as far as 1 could perceive, they were all

hill-men ; that they were in good spirits, willing to go on, as fairly equipped as I could ex-

pect. 1 sent them off the next day by rapid marches. From the time they crossed the

Sutlej, cholera broke out in their ranks, notwithstanding which, aud the great heat of the

season of the year, particularly trying to men fresh from the mountain ranges, they pressed

on without hesitation or murmur.
** During the st<»rtu of Delhi, a portion of these troops of tbe Mahar&ja formed part of

the column which attacked the advanced position of the routineers in tbe suburbs of Delhi,

with the view of making a diversion from the main object—the assault of the city. In this

affair the Kashmir troops suffered considerably.

** Tbe very day after Delhi fell, dtwan Jowala Sahai’a brother, the commander of these

troops, and the Mahariga’s vakU, both died of cholera, which circumstauce greatly depressed

tbe minds of the native officers and men. On this being reported to me by telegram, I urged

tbe dtwan to tend oft* his younger brother to supply the place of the brother whabad fallen

at his post To this request the dttcan at once acceded ; the young man mounted tbe mail

cart that night, and within twenty-four hours was doing hia duty with the troope of hia

master. 1 think that these were eervices which demand my grateful acknowledgments and
the consideration of all Englishmen.'’

It was not until 1850 that Oilgit was recovered by tbe Mahardja's troops,

but iu the following year Oauhar AmAu for tbe fourth time recaptured the

country from hie etep-brother, who had been appointed tkinadaf by tbe

MuharAja.
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In 1860 Oauhar Ain£n died, and in the wme year Colonel Loohan Sinn^h,

with the Mahardja^e troops, attacked and took Gilgit from Wahdb, the ma%{r

of Ganhnr Amdn. Fo11owin(jp np his success, Lochan Singh crossed over the

Oilgit frontier and took the fort of Yasfn on the 14th September 1860; but

it was shortly afterwards recovered, with Panysl, by Malik Amdn.

In April 1868, Mnlik Amdii advanced on Oilgit, but was defeated by the

Mahardja^s troops at Kila Shimbar, or Shamir, in Yasfn. In 1864 an attack

on Hunza was contemplated, and was made in 1866 by the Mahardja^s troops,

assisted by certain Chitrdlf chiefs, but being deserted by their allies, the

attack failed and the troops were overpowered.

Aman-ul-Mulk then laid siege to Gilgit, but the Mahardja's garrison snc-

oessfully resisted until the arrival of reinforcements in August or September

] 866, when the besiegers pi-ecipitately dispersed and returned to their homes.

In May 1867, Malik Amdn and his brother Mir Vali made a fruitless

attempt to wrest Panyal from Isa Bahadur, a feudatory of the Maha-
rajahs.

In recent years the chief events have been the famine in Kaslirofr during

the years 1877-79, the eartliquake of 1885, and the death of the Maharaja

Ranbir Singh in August 1885.

8f^rvkei.—T\\e eminent services rendered by the Kashmir army in the

Mutiny have been described. In 1868 a contingent from Kashmir co-operated

with Brigadier-General Wihle's force against the Black Mountain tribes; and

again in 1888 with Brigidier-General MacQiieen's force ; and the Mahardja

has, on several occasions, offered his troops to the British Government. In

the last Afghan war His Highness was informed with grateful acknowledg-

ments that it would be reckoned as valuable aid if his own frontiers were

etiiciently guarded.

The best known independent exploits of the Kashmir army are the capture

of Chilas in 1854-55, the expedition against Yasfn in 1868, and the defence of

Gilgit in 1866-67.

Political asj)eel of tAe Ka$Atn(r Jrmf. mih article of the treaty of

Military .dmini.ir.tioii.
Amritear bind, the Mahardja of Kashmfr “to
join with the whole of his military force the

British troops when employed within the hills or in the territoriea adjoining
his possessions.^^* One object of the treaty was’ to establish a strong Rdjpdt
power in Jamd and Kashmfr, which would relieve the British Government of

the defence of a difRcult country. And clearly the army of the Kashmfr
State does cover an important part of the frontier of India. On the east and
north it touches the fringes of the Chinese Empire ; on the north-west its

influence is felt among the small States south of the Hindd Kush reaching
almost to the extreme eastern limit of the Afghdn dominions; while on the
west it holds in check for shout 160 miles the turbulent tribes of the Indue
valley, and affords some support to the British power in the mountainous
country of Hazdra.
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Ducriptiim .of the Kaohmir ilmjr.*—Major Biddulph wrote a note about

tlie Kaalimfr army in January 1880, which
supplemented by Mr Henvey in De-

Pohticsl A, July 1663. Non. 73 to 76.
, ^

^
.

Secret B, October 1883. Noe. 345 to cember I88B. The resulls arrived at are re-

produced below. It must be understood that

the accuracy of the hgures is not vouched for.

Ofyafif^a^ioa——The Kashmir army, as at present constituted, is the out*

come of several different systems which have been unskilfully grafted one

upon the other, and which still exist side by side instead of forming one

harmonious whole. In a«lditioD to the usual divisions of artillery, cavalry,

infantry, &c., there are three distinct forces in existence, besides special corps,

vij., the KAola Fanj^ the Junfi Faftjt and the NizamaL

In the Jungi tauj^ again, certain administrative changes have taken place^

which have not been thoroughly carried out, thereby leaving the force in an

inchoate condition.

The Vizamat and special corps are localised, and are entirely separate from

the army for general service, which, since 1S77, has been divided into four

small eorpz d^armeez under the name of columns. Each column is composed of-~

{

4 rcainients of infinitry.

1 regiment of cavalry.

3 batteries of artillery.

4 coinpanica of Happen and minera.

Khola Fauj • . • • 9 dusiah, ^

These represent a total (on paper) of 5,612 men.

Ill each coUinin there is a sanadiz or general, and a bakzH who is also

styled Officer Column.^' The latter is a civilian, whose appointment is due

to private influence, and who has the whole administration of the column

in his hands. Everything connected with the pay, equipment, clothing^

and warlike supplies for his column, are under his charge ; but the weakness of

the central authority allows him to interfere in matters of drill and discipline,

and consequently there is a constant conflict of authority between him and the

higher combatant officers. To assist him he has a naib. The office of Offi-

cer Column **
is considered one of the most important under the Kashmir

government.

/a/aaJry.—The Jungi Fauj was originally formed by General Ventura,

under Ranjit Singh, and consisted formerly of 20 battalions of infan-

try, each of four oompaiiies, ami containing 480 men of all ranks under

a colonel. In 1877, when the column formation was introduced, a small re-

duction of superior oflicers was effected by brigading two battalions together

to form one regiment, and placing a colonel in charge of two regiments, so

that the column officers consist of—
Pay.*

I Biikihf • • • • fron B200 to 800 per month,
1 BaktlifaNaib 50 „
1 Sanadit . 8L2-8 „
8 Colonels,.eaeh al 125

* All flomimtatioM aro la laffUah monejr.
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Id practice, however, the tanadu and colonels identify themselves entirely

with the re^ment with which they happen to find themselves quartered, and
exercise little authority over rei^inents at a distance which are nominally

under them. The connection of the battalions also has not been thoroughly

earned out, and the battalions, though linked together nominally, are still to

all intents and purposes separate regiments. The regiments are not numbered,

but have special names, and each, with slight exceptions, contains men of a

single class only.

Mama of leflaifBt. CompofitloB. Xambtr.

Ragho Psrtdb a a a 680
Bijti . • a a e a DogrtW . . • 781
Rugonath
LschinsQ

•

a

a

a

•

a

a M •

M •

a •

a e

a

a

8Sl
M6

Bijr<j • a a a •» • a a 785
Oofind e a a a a a, and Sikhs a a

1
• 810

Total 4313

Rader • a . . Pdrbeaba • a • • 635
tfhubnsh • a a • a 681
Rdm • a Dogr&a «

•• *

a • • , 586
Fateh e a e . • . a 695
Bodv-Qaard . a • a 527
Artillery • . a 750

Total . 3.714

nanaman • • e a a Gdrkhas . • • . a 715
PtoTtib a a a a a a • 533
RdiagOl

.
a a a a a Dogrda . a a a • 585

Bulbadder a a a 755
Narain a a Dogrds a a •

'

590
Devi a Chibdlls . a a a • 856
Ragbir • a a Oogrdii . a a a • 925

Total a 4,959

486
8lier4>acba a a a a Dogrda • a • t a 6»9
Baalietbar a a a a a ff * a • * « 735

Surii • a a a M * a . . a 456
Nur Siagb a a a a a Gdrkhaa . a • . a 845
Qopal a a a a a adaesa 996
Cavalry
Irregulars

a a a a

s 0 a a a 8311
4595n •

Sepoys of forts

a

a

a

a

a

a

Nisamat a a e a ...w« 4ra
800IVriiM

G.gw
• a a a a

• a a a a

Total 80.480

—BBSSss=s— BS=
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The following aio the namben tcoordiDg to a etatement of the reeoiiroee

of the KMhmfr State in 1884, furnished bj the Panjdb OoTemment
InfiMitiy, with goonuB and kehAn* 17.756

Chwiij 1,888

Pdike • 788
HiiiBUit ; . 7.488

Total • . 87,148

Field gans 66. Fort gone 888.

This return was compiled for the Psnjdb Government by the Jamd and

Kashmir Mptamid*

A battalion consists of—

1 Compiadaii • • • • • • • 68 8
1 A^jotaat, ^
1 Woidbllajor, iaadi at • • 81 4

1 Migor, )

4 Sobad^ each at • • • • • 16 10

8 Jemedare. 11 4

18 HaTildan, « • 8 18

4 Saigenab .8 18

ISNaiba, 7 8

4 Koriaa ••78
400 Sepoji^ • • • • • • • 5 10

The adjutant is ## ojhek second^m-oommand, and takes command in the

absence of the commandant.

The wurdi-major fulfils the duties of an adjutant in a British regiment.

The major acts as a regimental paymaster and quartermaster combined.

The battalion contains four companies, each of which is under the charge

of a Bubadar.

The targen acts ss pay-havildar, keeps the rosters, and does the whole

of the writing of his company, in which he is assisted by the kwria,

Odrkha and Mian Bdjpdt sepoys get ten annas a month extra pay, the

former on account of the braveiy displayed by a Gdrkha regiment in 1858,

during the war on the Gilgit frontier, and the latter on account of their being

caste-Mlows of the Mahariya.

The Jagfrdar battalion gets no pay. It is composed of the sons, or sub*

stitutss, of men who hold jag(^9 from the government along the foot of the

hills near Jamd, in return for which they are bound to furnish a man for

military service. In some cases they themselves serve instead of providing a
substitute. They are almost all Musalmdns, and form one of the finest-look-

ing regiments in the army, in which they, bear a high reputation. If the

family fails to furnish a soldier or substitote, theyeyir is resumed by the

State. Each man receives ten annas monthly in cash, and his uniform free

;

he is subject to no deductioDa. The/dydrdsr system is falling into disuse.

* A nvmber of soMIfn have been gnated oeltmhlo lead la Ilea of thoir paj. and boTo booa
mMeftod Id the NUmmS I boaoo the atemglb of the NIaawat bee laefOMid aad Ibal of tbo anay
ewriaBed ilaea the prariooa jear.
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A certain number of enlisted camp-followers are borne on the strens^th of

each battalion as follows
Pajr per month.

R a. p,

1 Armouror 9 6 0
1 6 4 0
2 Aruonrerx, each at 5 0 0
8 Langris, 3 2 0
8 Bhiatis, . .320

They wear no uniform, nnd are not subject to deductions like other sepoys.

The duty of the langri is to receive nnd serve out the grain rations of his

company, and on active service to cook for the company if required.

f/jii/br/a.—There are several kinds of uniform \—
Full-dress, consisting of scarlet tunic and white trousers, given by the

State every four or five years.

A suit of white drill given by the State every second year.

A snuff-colcurcd suit {nmwari) of thin puHo^ whicli was formerly suj)-

plied every second year and charged to the sepoy. It is now given yearly, the

price being included in the monthly deduction from the sepoy^s pay.

A thick puttu coat every third year, for which the sepoy is charged R4-8

at the time of issue.

Two years ago a uniform of French grey felting, with red facings, was intro-

duced into some regiments, and it is intended to clothe the whole army with it

for ordinary wear, reserving the scarlet for use on special occasions only. It

is thick, warm, and very serviceable.

Though definite periods are prescribed for the issue of uniforms, they are

always greatly exceeded. The men strive to delay as long as possible the i^siio

of those articles for which they pay, and arc often in a state of rags long before

the issue is actually m.ade.

Officers are supplied with uniform as required at their own e.\pense. That

of a sanadis costs about il30U.

The Khola Fatij, or Kuehada FuuJ, winch uow consists of infantry only, is

the representative of the Kashmir army as it existed under Afghan rules be-

fore the conquest of Kashmir by the Sikbs. It is C'>m[X)sed of Sikhs, Dogras,

Purbeahs and Pathans, but the latter predominate, and till a few years ago

the force was almost entirely Pathau. Of late years it. has fallen into dis-

favor, and has been allowed to fall below its normal strength, while a greater

number of Hindus has been admitted to couutei balance the Pathuii element.

It now consists of less tiian 4,000 men, who are organised into bradrie or

brotherhoods. A hradri consists of

—

Pay p»r month.

k a, p,

1 Jemadar ,040
X Havildar • • . • • • • . .460
1 Kishancht • • • . •. • . . .440
22 Sepoys, each at • • 4 10
1 Maahki 3 2 0
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Four constitute a duitek^ which is commanded by a duitehddff who
receives fiI6-10 a month.

Three duiteht form the command of a Barddr^ who receives B37*8 a month.

A large proportion of the 9ardhr% are now Rajputs or Sikhs.

Each column has th^ iarddm with their men attached to it, and a major

who acts as regimental paymaster to the nine dusteht. At first there was a

sanadu of the Khola Fauj^ as well as a Mnntlii of the Juugi Fauj to each

column : now this is the case in two columns only, which looks as if it is intended

to allow the appointment to lapse and gradually change the relative status of

the Khola Fauj altogether. The pay of a Khola Fauj iaiuulii is R125 a

month.

The men of the Khola Fanj are supposed to supply their own arms, but in

practice the arms are generally supplied by the State and charged to the men.

Two men in each htadri carry ajatdil between them, the rest are armed with

matchlocks, and each man carries a sword. All are undrilled. They hold many
small outposts on the frontier, for which work they are well suited, especially

when brought into contact with Miisalm&n tribes on the western frontier. They

are much used for escort work and odd jobs of any description. They arc, how-

ever, wanting in discipline, and have several timea given trouble by mutinous

conduct. On one occasion a hradri with its flag deserted to the enemy when

in action on the Gilgit frontier. Uniform is supplied by the State every five

or sis years. It is of dark-blue cloth, with scarlet turban, breast purdah, and

kamdrhand.

The force forms a refuge for most of the military waifs and'isti’ays in North-

ern India. Pathdiis from Swat and Buner, who have had to leave their homes

on account of blood-feuds, men who have been discharged for misconduct.from

British regiments, all find a home in the Khola Fauj. Besides these are many

Kashmiri Pathans, who are a fine soldierly race* A considerable number of men
travelling down-country to enlist in ibe British army are waylaid at Jlielum

and inveigled into the Maharaja's service by promises whicli are not carried

out. The ordinary attraction held out is higher pay than that given by the

British Government, Too late the recruit learns to his sorrow that a rupee in

Kashmiri coinage is worth only half a British rupee, and is still more hardly

earned by being withheld for months after it has become due.

Captain Barrow gives the following account of the troops paraded before

Colonel Lockhart at Srinagar

•

'* Those paraded consisted of a weak battalion of infantry and two guns. The infantry

were very .fairly dressed and equipped, and drilled very creditably—certainly oa well as the

Nipalese. 'J'heir physique was fairly good, and 1 am convinced that with a month's training

under British officers they would be fit to take the field with our troops. Go^ arms and

weeding are the chief requirements of their infantry. These may have been picked troops,

and certainly some others I have seen, such as the sappers, are a tagged lot.”

Caca/fjp.—Until 1877 the cavalry was organised as part of the Khola Fauj

in squadrons of 180 of all rauks. On the formation of the army into columns,
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the whole were formed into four regimente, one of which wee attached to each

colamn« by whose number it is distinguished. Each regiment is composed of

four troopsi and contains—

1 Commadan on . • •

Pij per Bontta.

N a. p.

. . . . 62 8 0

1 Adjutant. !

1 Wardi-Mid<’^
1

» each at . .... 87 8 0
1 Mid*****

4 Rttaldan. •t • • . . . . 81 4 0
12 Havildam, f» • • a • • . 26 0 0
4 Sartos. ft • • • . . . P

12 Dafadars. »• • • . a . . P

12 Kot-Dafadan. .... P

260 fiowara, •• • • «... l6 10 0

The horses are the property of the men, who are supposed to feed them,

but the practice is for the State to feed them and deduct the price from the

men's pay. After all deductions a sowar is estimated to receive fi6«14 a

month in cash.

There used formerly to be a squadron of cuirassiers armed with lances, but

on the institution of the column organisation the squadron was incorporated

in one of the regiments, and the cuirasses takeu into store. It is intended to

make su0ioient to equip a whole regiment.

JrftMery.—Three batteries of different calibres are attached to each

column

1 10-pr. of 6 guns. I I 4-pr. of 6 gone.

1 monntain hatteiy of 4 gum.

The field batteries consist of brass smooth-bore pieces of the old patte'rn,

drawn by six horses. The mountain guns are made in imitation of those pre-

sented to the Mahardja by the British Oovernment in 1H77. With the excep-

tion of that particular battery which is mounted on mules, the mountain guns

are carried on men's backs, and are sometimes called danii top. Thirty-six

men are allowed to each gun. Fkrt carry the gun itself, another set the lim-

ber, a third set the wheels, and a fourth the ammunition. Mr. Heiivey saw

the guns of a battery put together and got ready for action in a minute and a

half.

A field battery consists of—

1 Comniadan.

1 MAjor.

4 Jsmsderi.

6 Havildars.

1 Sargea.

12 Naibi.

1 Xuria.

71 Qolundasii.

Th. mul. battery hu four kavildan, eight naih$, ud forty>.ight golun-

Mid the darii top batteriM have poluttdaMi*. There are alao artU
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fleers^ such ss leather-workersi cloth-workerSi smiths, &c., attached to eaoh

battery.

The pay is the same as that of corresponding ranks in the Jungi FauJ.

The men are all R&jputs or Vanjdbi Mosalmdns.

The full-dress uniform is a dark-blue tunic, braided in front with yellow

lace like the British horse artillery.

According to the above, the number of field and mountain guns is sixty-

four, but in an estimate given to Mr. Henvey by the diwan Anant Bdm,
the total was stated to be sixty-six.

The gnns mounted in different forts are calculated by Mr. Henvey at

There is no means of estimating what number is in store.

Captain £. G. Barrow gives the following account of the kakdr bat-

teries

** Wo were very much struck by the kakdr battery. It is an eaeellent idea for bill war-

fare These people have eiaht men to cf>xry their 8* brass smooth-bore guna,

eight men carry the gun-carrige, four the wheels, and two men each ammunition bos.

Besides this each kakdr carries one round in a pouch, so, without the ammunition boses, yon

have twenty rounds with the gun.'*

He also gives the following account of the artillery paraded before Colonel

Lockhart at Srinagar

** The guns wore a division of a kakdr battery. The gunners were soldiers, but the gnn,

limbers, and ammunition were carried by kakdra. Their drill waa fairly good, they limlwfsd

and uiilimbered quickly enough, and, for an alpine country, I think the idea of a kakdr

battery is good. The Nipaleee also use theee coolie battsrioe. The equipment, however^

is bud, and the material generally cumberaome. The guna were 3-pr. braae amooth-

bore."

Sappers and Miners,—^The sappers and miners consist of four regimenta,

one of which is attached to each column. Bach regiment contains four com-
panies, and consists of—

Paj pit BMelh.

'

R a.

{{Usr'i .

»

0

4 Jamadars, each at • 9 6
18 Havildars 7 8
4 Sargena, „ 7 8

400 Sappers, 6 0

They are all low-caste men, and their physique is inferior to that of the

ordinary rank and file. They are employed in menial offices, and reoeiTe no
instruotion. They are skilful in building bridges, but are unable to perfiorm

the simplest work without extra supervision. Tools are served out to them
when any work has to be executed, but they keep none as part of their equip-

ment. Their adjutant is generally a Musslmdn.
The Aiggmaf.^Tbis is a local foreo of infantry, which was formed about
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1871^ and is distributed among the seven zillas of Jamd. Each zilla contains

one regiment under a eamnadani of the same strength, officered and equipped

in the same way as a battalion of the Jungi Fanj. The men are the sons of

samindan, and are employed within the limits of their own zillas on revenue

and iakM work. They are a drilled force, and are armed like the Jungi Fauj,

The whole force is commanded by a colohel, and is administered directly by

the luaxtr of Kashmir and the chief diwan. The men spend four or five

months in every year at their own homes. The Fizamnt is largely drawn on

from time to time to fill up gaps in the Jungi Fauj^ to which it acts as the

principal source of supply for recruits.

The Mahardja^s body-guard consists of a regiment of

infantry, about 600 strong, composed of Dogrfis, Sikhs, Gurkhas, and Pathdns.

They are under the immediate supervision of the Mabar&ja, and many of them

ate sons of lamharddrz and other minor officials. They receive higher pay than

the rest of the army ; they are fed from the Mahardja's kitchen, and are

always about his person. Favor is shown to them in many ways. The men are

appointed by the Mahardja, and are personally known to him, and have the

privilege of addressing him whenever they may desire it. Some of the sepoys

receive as much as fibO a month, each roan^s pay being fixed arbitrarily.

There is also a mounted body of Mi4n Kdjputs, the caste to which the

Mahardja belongs, about 800 strong, called QAorchzraz, They are not drilled,

uor do they wear uniform. They receive no pay, but hold jagirn in recom-

pense for service. Many of them are related to the Mahardja^s family.

Thz FunA /orcs.—^ja Motf Singh of Pdneh has an infantry force of

iiboub 1,000 men, mostly Dogrds and Chibhdlis.

Fort guards and outposts••^Cerium posts are held by special bodies of

men wlio are enagaged for this duty only. A number of s.maU outposts on the

frontier between Astor and Gilgit are held by Kashmiri Pathans, mostly from

Machipura, where they enjoy jagirs on condition of furnishing a guard to the

I'Oets, for which they receive no other pay. They are bound to maintain 160

inea for this service, who are changed yearly. They are undrilled and arc

rrmed like the Khola Fauj, There are altogether three reliefs of iliem^ making
r. total cf 480 men ; but as they are not under adequate supervision, and their

numbers are not fully maintained, they may be estimated for practical purposes

at 400 men.

In Ladak there is a dustsh of the Khola Fauj (one hundred men) which
tas become localised, and is not included iu the column estabUshment. It is,

however, proposed to relieve them regularly, and absorb the dushh into one of

the columns.

A special body called killowalas also exist*^. It is composed of men who
are too old for field service, bat are still considered capable of doing service on
the ramparts. They are all over sixty years old, and are pub on reduced pay
cn being relegated to this duty. The number of killawalas scattered through
the different forts in Tamu and Kashmir territory is variously estimated at

from 500 to t:‘,000 men, It probably does not exceed half the latter number.
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Total To lum op the total force at the disposal of the Kashmir
goveroment is as follows

Isfaatrj. Csm^qr.

AaTIlbBBY.

®r!2r* Bamuks.
Mbu. Gudb.

and
macn.

Jungi Panj . • •

Khola Faid
Kizamat . • • •

Maharaja's body«^rd •

MiAn'a bodj*guaid •

Pdnch force

Fort and outpoit guards •

14.336

3,896

3,136
600
680

1,000

1,900

1,192

•••

800
• ••

ese
•

1

• ee
1

1,632

•••

...

**'

64

2221
Eoliated camp-

followers are
not taken into

ealeulftion,
nor any officers

abore the rank
of oommadan.

Total 24,«68 1,402 1,632 286 1,689

There is also a police force of 2|000 meiij half of whom are kept at Jamd
and half in Kashmir.

DistHhution.^yii, Henvey at the^nd of 1882 put down the distribotioa

of the troops thus

Kashmir • • t • • • • 6,648 men.

Jamd « • • s 0 • • . . 12,730

Astor" • « o • • • • . 1.604 „
Gilgit • • • • • • • • 3,116 ,,

Mozafarabdd • 0 • • e . • • 300

Various forts • c • • • • • 4,695 „

In 1889 Captain Durand gave the following informatioc itrgarding the

present strength of the active armyj exclueive of Mtaihrs

Artillery • . 2,667

Oartlry ..•••• i • . 630

Infautry ••••••.#. 12,229| Rans 66.

16,696

Irregulars 2,204

» 17,730

At pT6s<enl. ,1889) the Kashmir army is being reorganized; it it proposed

• to form

12 Infantry *«giinent8, at 600 men each • • • • 7,200

1 Bodj -guard rovimunt 600

Kuftuada 1,<I00

2 Cayalry r egiments, at 860 roes each .... 70C

1 Bouy-(;nHrl sqaadron •••••«• 100

Artilhry men • 4C0

10,000
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The MaharCja has placed the following troops at the disposal of the Impe-

rial Oovernmenty to be quartered in Jamd

9 moantaia batteries of abont 100 men each • • • • 900

1 regiment lanoem about 843

8 in&ntiy regiments of about 634 men each .... 1,909

9.446

Composition op Corps.

Mountain BaiUry,

1 Commandant.

1 Subadar.

1 Havildar-Major.

6 Harildars.

6 Naiks.

2 Trumpeters.

80 Qunnsrs.

100 Mulei;

(100 Drivers.)

Cavalry^

1 Commandant.

9 Squadron Commanders.

1 Adjutant.

4 Rasaldars.

4 Jamadars.

4 K6t Dafadars.

4 Saldtrfs.

94 Dafadars.

300 Sowars.

Infiiniry,

1 Commandant*

1 Assistant Commandant.

1 Adjutant.

6 Subsdars.

6 Jamadars*

30 Havildars.

24 Naiks*

12 Buglers.

1 Bugle-lfajor.

1 Havildar-Mie^’^*

1 Armorer-Havildar*

660 Sepoys.

The 1st Infantry (or Onard) Regiment will be composed entirely of

Dogrds, the 2nd (or Rifle) Regiment of Gurkhas^ and the Srd (or Pioneer)

Regiment, will be a mixed corps, consistmg chiefly of Mubamn^ans. It

will also contain a few Mnzbi Sikhs, and artizans of sorts.

It is thought that in addition to the above, in time all the standing army
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that it would be necessary for the darhdt to keep up would be SiOOO fully

trained men for the defence of Oilgit. This would give a total of about

4|600 men^ and would cause a great reduction in the present large military

expenditure.

JrmamefU.’^The armament is of the most heterogeneous description, and

there are not less than six or seven kinds of firearms employed. Those now
being made are of fair quality, of Enfield pattern. The ammunition is of bad

quality, and no care is taken in the storing of it.

ifcyaA»srr.-*/asiif.—The principal magazine lies 2 miles north of the city.

It is capable of producing 1,000 maunds of powder per annum. The Jamii

arsenal is reported to contain as many as 300 brass guns of light calibre.

Eidii.—^There is a small magazine here producing 300 maunds of powder

per annum.

Edudekai.—Eight miles from Jamd; saltpetre is manufactured here.

drfaayaf.—Near the fortress of Harf Parbat ; it produces 250 JkAarwdn of

powder yearly.

Afnga/arabdd, Athr, and Gil^i are usually supplied from Kashmir, but

powder can be locally made in Astor, and, it is said, in Mozafarabdd and

Gilgit.

Arms faciei: This is the principal factory. Two foremen and

one hundred and fifty workmen are employed ; muzzle-loading rifles are turned

out at the rate of a dozen in two months, but the workmanship is bad. Small

mountain guns (probably the doHi top) are manufactured. Shells are

made in large quantities, but the quality is bad. Matchlocks, blunderbusses,

bayonets, swords, are freely made; and there are experiments constantly

going on with Martini-Henry rifles, gatlings, and so forth, but local artisans

are not capable of efficient work of this sort.

dr/Mcyar.—Tliere is a factory near the Chaoni; sixty workmen are em|)loy.

ed, rifles and carbines are made.

ZaiHagam.^Oti the road to Oulmarg; twenty-five blacksmiths and ten

workmen are engaged in the manufacture of muskets and swords.

The iron found in the country is not considered of sufficiently good quality

for the purpose, and Bajaur iron, which is imported by way of Mozafarabdd,

is used in the manufacture of all guu barrels, except in the case of inferior

sporting weapons.

This metal is sold in Srinagar at the rate of two seers for a ckilki rupee, the

best Kashmiri iron costing about half as much.

All the blacksmiths and gun-makers, to the number of about thirty shops

or more, inhabit the Nawatta quarter of the city, at the foot of the Harf
Parbat hill

; since the government gun-factory was abolished, about fourteen

years ago, they have been principally employed in the manufacture of rifles

and wall-pieces for His Highnesses troops.
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There is oo systematic division of labor, and the number of weapons pro*

duced is apparently not great. It is said t^t each shop, in which four or five

workmen are employed, turns out one wall-piece or one or two rifies a month.

The government supplies all materials, and pays for the labor of manufacture

at the rate of thirty rupees for each rifle. Considering the rudeness of

the tools employed, a very light, handy, and well- finished weapon is produced,

though probably not an accurate piece, as the method of boring and rifling is

eitreiiiely primitive. Kashmiri iron is used for all parts of the rifle except

the barrel, and in the wall-pieces only the inner portion of the barrel is made

of imported metal.

The bayonets are made of Kashmm iron tipped with imported steel.

Rifles and small field pieces are also manufactured for the government at

the village of Zainagam, in the Biru pargana ; there are said to be about twenty

-

five men employed in the factory; the weapons there manufactured are of

exactly similar pattern to those made in Srinagar; the system of boring

and rifling is the same; the method is fully explained and illustrated in

the Hand-Book of the Manufactures and Arts of the Panjib, Vol. II, page

288 .

The stock of the piece is made of walnut wood, and the lock is adapted to

both match and flint. It is said that the number of rifies produced in the

Zainagam factory does not at present exceed five a month, but that this number

could be increaseil should necessity arise.

At Srinagar the better quality of sporting weapons, guns, and rifles are

made of Damascus twist, of which there are two kinds; in the better quality

it is said that only sankiga (arsenic) is used to produce the jauhar or

damask ;
in the inferior description a similar result is obtained by the use of a

mixture of kalai and iankiga. Only imported iron is fit for the purpose

;

it is beaten into thin narrow bars about 3 feet long, and between each bar a

layer of aankiga is spread ; the mass is then welded, and a bar of twisted

metal, about the thickness of the little finger, is coiled round and welded ou

;

the barrel is then shaped and bored, after which it is immersed in a mixture of

kkaiki; this process is said to take from one to four days to draw out the

fankar or damask according to the strength of the mixture and the nature of

the metal.

Swords, knives, &c., are, it is said, made of/ouldd, which comes from Irin

(Persia or from Syria even), or of steel, which is imported from the Panj^b, or

of kiiihi Mar from B^aur, and sometimes of a mixture of all three metals.

Of these, ihfifonldd is the most expensive, costing, it is said, as much as sixteen

ekUii rupees a seer at Srinagar ; ordinary steel is worth about half as much.
Kashmiri iron is never used for the manufacture of swords, ftc. Sword blades

are not submitted to any chemical process to produce the watering, which is so
much admired ; it is attained by tempering and polishing with a stone called

Hran. The export trade in fire-arms and sword blades, for which Kashmir
was once famous, seems to have died out.

Besides the above it must be borne in mind that there are many private
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^uusmitlis ill Kashmiri who are exceedingly skilful iu imitaiing European
weapons. It is believed they ican convert muzzle-loading into breech-loading

riflesi and the Mahar&ja perhaps makes use of them as contractors for the

manufacture of arms.

PrennU of armB to the Mahardja.-^ln 1877-78 the Government of India

Secret. July 1877. Noi 61-64 and presented the Mabardja with a complete

mountain battery of four rifled 7-pouiider

guAS| four thousand Enfields and one thousand Snider riflesi with 200 rounds

Secret. Anguit 1677, Noe. 96. 68;
and December 1877. No. 91.

of ammunition for each rifle. The Maliar4ja

then requested that some troops might be

taught to use the rifles, and twenty-one meu were accordingly instructed at

Sialkot. being attached for the purpose to the 15th Native Infantry.

Powder Factory 1877 the Mahar&ja asked permission to obtain the

Political A., October 1877, Noc. 688- services of *'a native versed in the manu-
639. facture of gunpowder to superintend the

powder factory in this country. No objection was made, but it was said that

the man^s employment must be " strictly limited to superintending the manu-

facture of powder only.^^

Coei of the army.—^The expenditure on the army was in 1887 estimated

at 22 lakhs of British rupees. Till recently a number of charges were mixed

up with the military charges which had no proper place among them. Of
late a more correct system of accounts has been introduced, the items being

separated under different heads.

Compoeition of the army.—The bulk of the army consists of Dogras. aterm

that is generally used for hill R4jputs in the Panj&b. but which properly de-

notes neither caste nor I’eligioD. and is applied to all the inhabitants of the

province of Dugar. the tract of lower hill country lying between the Chenlb

and the Ravf. In point of fact, there is a considerable proportion of Musal-

mdns among the Dogras. though the greater number are Hindus. Those that

take military service are mostly R^jptfts. who are divided into two classes, eff..

Mttn Rajputs and ordinary Rajputs.

The sappers and miners are composed exclusively of low-caste men. such

as Meghs and Dums. whose touch is defilement to a RAjpdt. Dogr£ Musal-

ra&ns are the descendants of Hindus that have been forcibly converted to Islam,

and still retain their caste names and many of their caste customs. Chibhil

contains great numbers of Muhammadanis^ R^jpiits.

In person the Dogrds are small men. averaging about 6 feet 4 inches,

of slight make, and somewhat weak physique. Though wanting in muscular

power and deficient in stamina, they are of a wiry and active nature, excellent

marchers, and able to undergo great and prolonged fatigue where great mus-

cular exertion is not required. In the Panj£b they have acquired the charac-

ter of being excessively stupid, which has given rise to a proverb—** The Dogrd

only wants horns and tail to be a bullock.^' They have the reputation of

being faithful to those they serve, and are not without a certain dogged tena-

city. which renders them excellent material as soldiers.
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Good as is ths material to be found among the rank and filoi as much can

hardly be said for their oflSoersi and several instances are known of a Dog.^

force fleeing panic-stricken from a contemptible enemy. - As a class, the Rlijpiit

oflioers are very inferior to the Sikh, PathAn, and Panjabi Musalin^ii ofRcers,

of whom there are a considerable number. They are proud, lazy, and ignoranti

few of them being even able to write, and their reputation for courage does

not stand high, lake all Dogris, they are great misers, and lose no opportu-

nity of making mon^ out of their subordinates. As a body, the officers are a

great deal too old, at least half of them* being of an age which would incapa-

citate them for prolonged hard work. The jealousy of authority being exer-

cised by subordinates, which is visible in every phase of Kashmir administra-

tion, causes the superior officers to interfere in every petty detail, thereby de-

priving officers in the lower grades of all influence and authority.

Foreign reerniU,—(i) Kukde.—In the comse of 187U the Maharaja raised

two companies of Kukas, of one hundred
“"*•^ *“* men eacl., with the intention of makinff them

the nucleus of a regular Kiikd regiment.

His orders to the recruiters whom he sent into the Panjab were to obtain men
of good family and fine physique. The two hundred Kuk&s were kept at

Jainu for some little lime. Thence they were transferred to Srinagar, where

they were made much of. Presents were often bestowed on them irrespective

of their pay, and a prominent place was assigned to those who wished to go to

the wazir^e darbdr. It was no uncommon occurrence for a party of them to

attend darbdr after morning parade. Suddenly in the end of the year they

were all removed to Moznfurabdd. This hasty departure is attributed to the

desire of the Kashmir government to conceal the fact that it was employing

men whom the British Government would not have in its ranks. After this

Political A., Febrnafy 187S, Noa. the Kukds were treated with less considera-

tion, and within a short time they were

dismissed.

The Panj&b Government has been din*ct-

ed to watch Kflka recruiting by the Kash-

mir darbdr,

{2) AfrUane^^ki the end of 1878 the Maharaja exprcsseil* a wish to

• Political A., Junt iseo. Not, 41- have an African body-guard. Nothing came
of the idea, but the Officer on Special Duty was

told to discourage it should any further allusion be made to it, since the scheme
aeemed likely to be unnecessarily expensive and open to other obvious objec-

tiona

{8) Qurkkae and PeMdas.—-Recent reportst have stated that both Gdrkha

t SMTCt E., July 1883, Not. SS-SO Pathdn recruits are being enlisted for
and S1-6S. the Kashmir army. The attention of the

Secret E., October 1883, Not. 338- Oflicer On Special Duty has been particulsriy

directed to the matter.
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Military Adminitiraiion^-^The whole army is nominally administered by
the Mahardja's brother^ RIja Rdm Singh. He is aided by a mdsakib and a
aaperinteiident of the military department. The pay of the mmakib is

B187-8 monthly, and he has several assistants.

Appointments and promotions are made by parwanas from Mttn Ram
Singh under orders from the Maharaja, but all candidates have to secure

recommendation by money payments to their superior officers.

The lot of the ordinary sepoy is no enviable one. Badly clothed, badly

fed, and subjected to a life often of great privation, in a service from which

death is the only release, it is wonderful that men should be found to serve in

any numbers. The feeling that military service is a duty owed to the State,

and the Hindd^s ready submission to constituted authority, form the best

recruiting agents. The Dogrd recruits are often mere boys, who have been

induced by want and persuasion to enter the ranks in which they are retained

by a feeling of comradeship and the difficulty of escape from the situation.

The scanty pay is subject to nuiherous deductions for rations, clothing,

carriage when marching, and the income tax or iambol, which is paid by
every government official from the highest to the lowest. Under this latter

head a sanadu is subject to a deduction of R6-4 a month, besides which he is

charged about R4 for rations. Officers on lower pay are charged in proportion.

The total deductions in the case of a sepoy of the Ju^igi Fauj is R8-13,

or 50 per cent, of his nominal pay. In addition to this a montVs pay is

deducted from each government servant on every occasion of a birth, marriage,

or death in the Mahardjn's family. The scanty pittance left after these de«

ductious is still further reduced by the dishonesty of the bakM. The 8e|)oy'8

pay used to be withheld so as to be always from four months to a year in

arrears, and it was occasionally as much as eighteen or twenty months overdue.

At intervals, according to the bakthV9 inclination, it is announced that four

or five months^ pay will be issued on a certain day. The bak^H, accompanied

by the aanadh^ colonels, and commadana^ sits on a carpet, while each sepoy

advances in turn. His accounts are rapidly read out to him by the baknhVa

clerk, and the small sum shown to be due is handed to him minu9 the odd

annas, which are retained as the bakuH^s perquisite. Should he attempt to

complain, he is hustled out or made a prisoner, and in any case finds his

remonstrance results in his having to wait till next pay-day, several months,

before he gets anything. The impossibility of redress, and the recollection

that ho has still several months' pay due to him in the bakiH^s hands, compel

him to content himself with whatever is offered him.

In Jamu, under the eye of the Mahar&ja, the rations issued are of good

quality. In distant garrisons they are often very inferior, and much sickness

and occasional deaths, arising chiefly from dyspepsia, are the result. It may
happen that all the mills in a place are ownd by the governor, no grain being

allowed to be ground by the zamindau at any mill not belonging to him.

Payment for grinding being always made in kind, a quantity of different

grains is accumulated. This is all mixed together, charg^ to government as
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fine wheati and issued to the sepoy. A single handful of such stuff often con-

tains wheats barley, millet, peas, dal and maize mixed up together. After

sifting^ this mixture the sepoy has to take it to be ground, for which he has to

pay, and then he has to collect fuel for himself, which in some places is a mat-

ter of coosiderable difficulty.

It sometimes happens that a sepoy, when at a distant station, is desirous

of going on leave to his home. This, though not authorised, is arranged by

payments to the eommadan and the bakM. Or it may happen that he is

desirous of quitting the service altogether to take up land on the death of some

of his family. As there is no recognised arrangement by which a sepoy can

get his discharge, he is obliged to purchase the consent of his colonel, who
allows him to provide a substitute, whom also be is obliged to pay. The five

or six months' pay due to him is forfeited to gain the assent of the baknU.

Under such circumstances, the discipline of the army is not of a high

order, but the Dogra is naturally patient and uncomplaining, and cases of

insubordination are rare. With scanty food and scantier clothing he travels

across the high snow passes north of Kashmir at all seasons without com-

plaining, though often despatched on the most frivolous errands by his

thoughtless superiors. Not a year passes in which a number are not lost

altogether, and others rendered cripples for life from cold and exposure. Some
years ago an entire regiment was thus lost in the buow, upwards of twelve

hundred men, including their baggage coolies, perishing together.

In December 1882, Mr. Henvey furnished a list of seventy-one

Secret £., October 1883, No. 349.
forts in the Kashmir State, containing an ag.

gregate garrison of 4,530 men, and a total of

eighty-eight large and one hundred small guns. One half of these forts are

in Jamu territory; twelve are in Punch; sixteen in Kashmir; five in Gilgit,

and three in Ladak. A description of each of these forts is given on the next

page.
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Lxtl offortt iu tit ttrrilorg 0/He Makardja of Jamk and Kaekmvr.

Ko. Kamea of tba Wailrata. Namaa of the forta.

Pumbar
of men
In each
fort.

Bnmbar
of puna
In each
fort.

Remarki.

1 In the Waafmt of Hnrf Parbat Fort 160 8 Walla of this fort were built

Knabinfr. in the time of the Emperor
Akbar, and the buildings
were conatructed by Jdliar

KhAn, BArakzAi.

2 Kanrij in Kaahmfr . Hatu Pi'r Fort . 16 Tbia fort is old.

3 McFZMfaml)4d in Kaab- Baramiila Fort

.

16 4 Ditto.

infr ten itory. (amall)

4 Ditto Fort of Sankarparli B 2 In Eakka territory.

6 Mosafambad Wnsirat Fort Ooriparli

.

B1 2
6 Ditto Fort KaUu, Oiiinbd 40 2 Thia place ia in the japfr of

SnltAn Mohammad SuitAn.
BambA.

7 Ditto Fort Dopatta » 60 2 In BambA territory.

8 Ditto • Fort MosMfarabdd 206 8 Tbit place belonga to the Kakkaa
and BambAa. There ia no

. magaaine in this furt.

9 Ditto • , Fort Xaoahera • , 26 ...

10 Ditto . • Ur( Fort 60 2
(aninll)

11 Ditto • Fort Donna • , 60 2

12 Ditto . • Port Ohikary • • 100 4
13 Ditto Fort Kiirnn 60 2.

14 Ditto . • Fort Khorauwdli 25 2

16 Ditto Fort Turda l>ovi • 25 2

16 Ditto Fort Damwar . • 26 2

Total forta IG • 8S6 40

ForU in Wazirat,

1 Gilpit • Fort Oilgit* • 200 7

2 Ditto • . • Fort Slier '

• 100 On the frontier of Taafn.

8 Ditto . Fort Cliaprot • , 100 2 On iho frontier. Of YaaCn and
Nagar.

4 Ditto Fort Haaom* • o 200 2

6 Ditto Fort Uunji* • 60 2

Total forta 6 0 650 18

LaJUik ForU,

1 Lnddk . Fort LadAk . 200 4
2 Ditto Wnzfmt . • Fort Laakar 80 2

S Ditto Fort Orfe • 80 8

Total forta 8 • 260 8

> Captain Barrow plvei aa aeeoont of 8ai fort fanriwm, about to Irrffulara.—F. B. Y.

Captald Barrow glTM c*rrlaon m §80 ialkotrp, 80 paantra. Annameat, throa bram mountain puna, one
6-ponndor, 8 aher baebaa.

• Captala Barrow pi?aa parrlaoa aa ona battalion and 88 puaaan, baaldaa 400 Irrepnlara and 800 Japlrdara.

• Captain Barrow plrea annamant aa a,lS>incb braaapnn and 0 ahar baobaa.
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Hitf nfforU, ^«.--coDtinaed.

Nnmbsi Nnmber
No. Nsmss of the Wssfrst. Nsmss of the forta of men of guns

fort. fort.

Jori9 in iJU Watlrai ofJam4,
‘

1 In Jamd . • Fort Ban 105 25

2 Banbirpdra Wnsfrat . Fort Siichetgsrh 5
a Ditto Fort Sauba 10 ...

Total forts 3 . 120 25

Forts in Jasrota WasirttL 1
1 Jasrota Waxirat . Fort Jaaniirgarh 25D
2 Ditto • . • Fort Mustgtirh 26B
8 Ditto . • • Fort Kiiloya • 12H

Total forts 3 62B
Forts in the Wazirni of Ittast

1 BiA>i WuxfMt F«irt RVtsi . 60 10

2 Ditto . Fort Suliir 105 25

Total forts 2 155 35

F&ri ia the Wasi rat of Kishifo4r,

1 Wasfrat Kisbtwlr
.

|

Fort Kishtwir . 60 1

Forts ta file Wasirat of Jhappal.

1 Wasfrat Jhappal Fort Jhappal . 25 1
Wm Ditto Fort Khnmim . 20 1

Vfl Ditto Fnrt lUjore^ known as

Bdmpar.
Fort Tharoeh •

30 2

M
Ditto 11 2

Wm Ditto • • Fort Mangla Devi 25 5
ii Ditto Fort Rdinbirgarh 10 1

Ditto • Fort Mangla Mai mm 2

Total forts 7 160 14

1

Btinirkt.

Tbif fort if od the farther
bank of the rirer TanI, S
milee from Jamii. Thle
woe built in the time of
lUja Banjit Deo.

Built by lUja Sachet Singh.
Ditto ditto.

It tras built in the time of
Rdja Iial Deo and K^ja Hira
Singh.

On the hill Phadd, near the
frontier.

At the foot of a hilf.

This was built by R<ja Ratan
l)co.

Thia fort ia very strong, and
all the treasure of Hdja
Quldb Singh if buried here.

This fort was hnilt hy the
forefathers of Tagh Singh.

Ancient.

Tills was built in the time of

K4iia Riinbir Singh.
This is a strong fort.
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Liit offarti^ —continued.

No. NamM of the Wasirats.

•

NamM of the forts.

dumber
of men
Id eseh

fort.

Ifamber
of gnns
in each
fort.

FttrU fa ik4 Watirat Mindwar,

1 Waafrat Mindwar . Fort Mindwar . • 16 1

S Ditto Fort Mirpdr . a 16 1

8 Ditto Fort Rdmkdt • a 80 1

4 Ditto Fort Barjan • mSi 1

6 Ditto Fort Akndr ...

6 Ditto • Fort Dewa Watala 2
7 Ditto • Fort Mangano Ki 1

8 Ditto Fort Baruala . 10 1

Total forta 8 • 110 8

IMt ia ik» Wa tirat of Fandd.

1 Waafrat Pandd . Fort Panda . 16 1

2 Ditto Fort Baaaoli • . 10
8 Ditto Fort Rdmnagar • 820 4

Total forU 8 846 6
with
Mfdn
Ssbib’s

Farti fa iU Wat 11
1 Waafrat Udampdr Fort Udampdr • 16 8

8 Ditto • Fort Bdmgarh, known
aaKotU.

8 Ditto Fort Kanchat Sing- 60H
wala.

4 Ditto Fort Doda • 60m
1

Total forts 4 • 186 8!•1 filejagir ofMtdn Amar
Siaght tka third som of tha Mahar^fa,

1 Waafrat Badrawdr . Fort Badrawdr • 810 6

8 Waafrat Bhadd . Fort Sammatgarh 86 8
8 Waafrat Padu • • Sunder Kot • • 16 1

4 Ditto Fort Karon • • 80 1

Total forta 4 • 870 9

Bemarka.

This WM bailt in tlic

the old rtjae.

Thia ia a lam fort, and waa
bnilt by Rdja Sachet Singh.
Some yeara ago thia plm
and the fort were aaaigned
to Mttn Rdm Singh ae jagfr.

The income ia R7,000. The
aaid Mtfn keepa hia own men
at the number given, and
paya the aepoya out of the

I

income. The Miin hu (nil

I

authority here.

Thia ia built like a palace, but
can be uaed aa a fort.

Thia fort ia on the Tani at a
diatance of 8 ’miles from
Udampur, towarda north.

On the Chendb; a atrong fort.

Tliis U in the tahaO of Bdm-
bdu.

Thia place and the fort arc the
jagfr of lltfn Amar Singb,
the third aon of the Maha-
idja : Income ia about fi6,000.

Belonga to Bhadd Waafrat.
Bdonga to Padu Waafrat.

Ditto.

Theae forta were first in Badm*
wdr, now in Padu.
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Lut offorU, ^<r.-»concluded.

Nnmbsr Number
No. Namet of tho Wulrati. Kanss of the forts. cf men of aunt Bcmsrks.

(ort. fort.

Forts in Bdjn Moti Singh*M Urritory,

1 In Pdncb Fort Pdnch . 115 6 Tliis it the xenAna of PAja
Motf Singh. The guards are
under Devi Dfn. There is a
mugaxine here. It is near
Pdneh.

2 Tabafl Mahnder Fort Mankht . 15 1
8 Tabsfl DAgh , Fort Jawaliirgarh . 15 1 This was built bj Rfja Jawa-

bir Singh.
4 Ditto Fort BAgh • .

Fort Pari •

12 1
6 I'abaii Sadh Bfausi . 12 1
6 Ditto Fort Nalpagi . 10
7 Tiib*n B<«h . Fort Taeen . 10
6 Ditto

. Fort Palang 9
9 Ditto Fort Qoara • 10
30 Ditto Fort Patandri . • 10 ...

1] Ditto Fort Badal • 11
12 Ditto . Fort Kandri 9 ...

Total Forts 12 • 238 9

Total oj all tks forit, ^mns, and man
Katkmlf and Jamd tsrritorjt.

in

Total of the forts in Forts • • 16 8S5 46 In Kaslimfr, KemrAj, and Mo*
Kuhmfr.

Total of the forts in 1/itto . • 6 650 13

satarabAd.

(iilglt.

Total of the ff:rts in Ditto . • 3 2G0 8
L.idAk.

1 Total of the forts in Dilto 3 120 25
Jamu.

Total of tbs forts in Ditto 3 62 4
Jasrota.

Total of the forts in Ditto 2
1

?5 '150
1

1
Riasi.

1 Total of the forts in Ditto 1 50 4
1 Kishtwar.

Total of Ibu forts in Ditto 7 160 U 1

Jhnppal.
Toiiil of the forts in Ditto 8 110 ,ii

Msndwar.
ToUl of the forts in Ditto 3 845

1

1

i'ailu with Ham-
i

1

1

Total of jJio forts i« Ditti
. . , 4 125 H

Ihlstnpiir.

Total of the iurts in Ditto 4 0870
BadrawAr.

!

^
'

Tonal of the forts in

UAja Moti Singh s

territory.

Ditto 12 238 9 i

1 1

ii

—

Gkakjo Total . 71 4,630
1

!

Larjrt 88, ?rr»-tU 100.
1

SlALKOT, » F. hts-vsy,
82nd Dteemder 1S8S, J Ofietr on Upednt Duty in Kathmir,
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On the 13th July 1880, Mr. Henvey submitted the following

Political A,, August 1880. Nos. 1 memorandum regarding the coinage of the
** Kashmir State

*' There is at present much confusion in Kashmir, and oonsiderable excitement among the

trading people, ^ith reference to the Tarious sil?er coins in circulation.

** jFVrsr.<-The old Har( Singhi rupee worth eight annas. These were introduced daring the

Sikh Hi by Sarddr Hari Singh. They are few in number, and are for the most part of full

weight and good metal.

** Second.—The old ehilln rupees, issued by the Mahardja Guldb Singh and valued original-

ly at ten annas. In consequence of the dishonest practice of the Kashmir ofiQcials in charge of

the mint, these old ekilki rupees were greatly debased, and some years ago the darbdr found

itself forced to lower the value generally to eight annas ; but the quantity of alloy differs to

the extent of many annas, and, moreover, the device being rnde and easily imitated, the

Kashmir silversmiths have freely used their own coins along with the government money,

and mixed in them as much copper as suited their purpoae. The old chUkis are spread all

over the country, and they form the general circulating medium for petty trade.
** -The new ekilki rupees iisuod by the present MahariQa about ten or twelve years

ago. They are of full weight and good meted, and are taken at the value of ten annas.

“ ^ouriA.—The Kiiglish or double rupee, rarely imitated and freely taken. Now when
the new ekilki* were brought in, no attempt seems to have been made to mcall the obsolete

coir.s, and, further, the negligence of the government and of the police has suffered the oper-

ations of the coiners to go unchecked, though coining is of oourse forbidden by the laws of the

country. From these causes it happens that, as before stated, the old and debased or counter-

feit ekilkU are current in vast quantities. A recent theft ofpatkmtna was traced to certain

goldsmiths of Srinagar, whose premises were searched, and there the police discovered coining

implements. The matter being reported to the Mahardja, His Highness awoke to the loss

which both the State and its subjects sustained by the continuance of the existing state of

affairs, and be passed an order directing all who possessed old ekilki* to present them for exa-

mination. If the coins be recognised as from the government mint, the holders will receive

full value in new ekilki* s if otherwise, the bad money is to be broken up. This measure has

given rise to loud and widespread complaints. The people say that the coins are only dis-

tinguishable from one another by the varying quantity of alloy* The old ckUkis were notori-

ously debased by the oficera of the miut ; and as the practice of private coining has been

winked at, or oi least overlooked, the governmeut ought not to make its subjects suffer for

the bad coinage which has resulted therefrom. The case is difficult: on the one hand, it is

clear that a debased coinage which owes its origin to .the facts herein described ought to be

recalled ; on the other hand, the Harbdr is between the horits of c dilemi^a. Kither the bulk

of the population must suffer loss from the rejection and destruction of the bad coin, though

issued from the mint itself or passed wholesale by coiners under the nose of the government,

or the State must take the loss on its own bhouldors. I am afraid the latter horu is not one

upon which the darbdr is likely to impale itself.’*

It may be added that in 1871-72 eomplainte were received from the Joint

Commissioiu p at Leli about, the depreciation

144 ; March 1872, Nos. 42.48 ; A inii
cAiUi rupee in Ladalc. A little

1872. Nos. 2lf 2lo; also Financial A., beE«»re this the Mabardja had asked the gov-
November ie7(», Nos. 3- 27. eiTment to enable him to t:et coining ma-

cliincry. It was suggested that be should mnlLe use of the Calcutta mint|

General A., May 1870, Nos. 1-9; l>ut he objected that to give up coining
and Outobtfr 1870, Nos. 1-2. MTOuld bo deti'imentai both to bis revenue

and b$8 dignity. The government then ordered the Burki workshops to
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comply with the darbdr*B indenta; and at the same time offered to supply

blanks from the Calcutta mint.

Of a number of coins sent by Mr. Girdlestonc to the Calcutta mint« the

least valuable was equal to eight annas of British currency^ and the most

valuable to a trifle more than ten annas.

CAiUh or raja Shaki, rupees are coined at Srinagar^. The coin contains six

^ . ma$ka$ of pure silver^ andds equal to ten annas
n . oinsge.

English standard. On one side is inscribed

** Sheonatk Sakae^* and on the reverse^ ** Zarb4-8r€eHuggHr^ Sumbut (year)

IHS/’ with a cross.

The meaning of the letters IHS is said to be JeMun Hominum Salvator,

and was inscribed by a native Christian^ son of a native pastor, Anand Masih,

who took service with Mahardja Gulab Singh, and had these letters inscribed,

as he told the raja they would be pleasing to the British*.

Copper pice are coined at Srinagar aud Jamu.

For all information regarding temples of Kashmir, see Dr. Neve's

Tourist's Guide to Kashmir, Ladik, Skardu, ftc., pages 77 to 91.



ounriKE or lASHiifa and ladXk. ABA-^ACH

A
ABADAN—Lat. 35° 7'. Long. 76“ S3'. Elev.

\ Bmnll village od the right bank of the Shyok river, in Khapdlu (Baltiatln).

The Shyok here runs in two channela, each about 100 yards wide^ average

depth about 2 feet. A akin raft is kept here. The Shyok is navigable

to some way below Shapdiu village. {Tkom$on.)

ABDULOND—Lat. 84® 82\ Long. 76® 1 9'. Elev.

This place, which is called in the Ddrd language Abdulodi, contains but

one house, the most easterly habitation in the Tilail valley ; it lies near

the source of the Kishan Oanga river on the road to Drds.

ABID—Lat. 33® 34'. Long. 74® 42'. Elev.

All encamping ground at the foot of the Budil pass, from whieh it is dis«

tant 4 miles north.

A sheltered spot, but no houses or supplies. Snow in October. {Alt*

good.)

AGHAMAL—Lat. 34® 33'. Long. 73® 14'. Elev.

A village, said to contain twenty-five houses, in Kargil (Baltistdii). It lies

near the right bank of the Wakha river., about 3 inilea from its junc-

tion with the Suru river. Its inhabitants are Muhammadans.

AoHAR^Lat. 34® 27'. Long. 73® 38'. Elev.

A hamlet containing iv^o houses, surrounded by a few rice-fields; on the

left bank of the Kishan Ganga river.

It lies below the path between Nuraseri and Panchgram, in the district

of Mozafarabad.

ACHIBAL, ACHIWUL, ou SAHIBABAD—Ut. 88” 41'. Long. 75* 17'.

Elev.

A village situated nt the extremity of the range of hills which iteparates

the parganas of Bring and Kuthar
;

it lies about 0 miles south-east of

Islamabad, from whence it is visible.

It is celebrated for a magnificent springs the largest in Kashmir, whieh

rises at the foot of the rocky spur of th*' Achibil Tbang mountain, the

main stream being carried through a fine Id pleasure-garden, which was

made by the emperor Sh£h Jahdngfr. This garden contains the remains

of hamdm and other buildings ; the stream, which falls over a cascade into

a square tank, is shaded in its course through the garden by some magni-

ficent chun<r trees. In the middle of the tank is a small summer-house,

and at its lower end crossing the stream is a haradoH^ but this work has of

late been abandoned in favour of the neighbouring filature. The natives

suppose the spring to be the reappearance of the river Bring, whoeo waters
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Boddenly disappear through a large fissure in its limestooe bed, some miles

to the eastward* Vigne considers that the probabilities are in fayour of

tliis supposition. He states that the water^ though icy coldj is not very

good for drinking.

Tlie village, which contains about twenty-eight houses, and a mixed

population of Hindds and Muhammadans, lies to the north and west of

the garden and spring, and is shaded by fine trees.

There are seven families of Muhammadan zamfndars, and a mdlla, seven

pandits, including two gosains, two patwaris, two zamindars, and a brah-

min ; and the following traders : a banfa, two washermen, a barber, a

milkman, two gardeners, a blacksmith, a carpenter, a baker, and a basket-

maker; also two fakirs and a sepoy.

There is a masjid in the village, and the zfirat of Saiad 8h4hdb-ud-dfa

of Baghd&d, who is believed to have died here three hundred years ago.

Achibdl is the tahsfl of the Kuthdr pargana, and was anciently called

S&hibab&d.

There is a large government store-house in the village for the supply

of necessaries to European travellers and sportsmen in the Maru Wardwan
valley and the neighbouring mountains.

TahU of dUianeeifrom AehihdX to ptaeeo in {t$ vicinity.

From To DtatBilee
la nilw.

AchiMl . • • • • Shtfngas Si
Do. • • • . • • • Nowbda ••••.. 8
Do. ' . . • • • • Kukar Ndg H
Do. ...••• Sh&bab4d (Ddr) 9
Do. • • • • • • • Verudg

ACHINATHANG—Lat. 88® 81". Long. 76® 43'. Elev.

A neat village on the right bank of the Indus in the governorship of

Lad4k. Inhabitants Lad^kis. It is situated on a plateau of river-alluvium,

200 feet above the water. Hear this place are to be seen shallow pits,

from which Baltf gold-washers have dug earth which they carried down to

the waterside to wash for gold.

At Achinatliang the ludus valley begins to be rather less copfined ; the

road along it is such that one can ride. (Drew,)

Below this village the valley narrows considerably, and is subject to

chances of being dammed up by falling rocks and debris.

ACHUR—Ut. 84® 88^ Long. 74® 65'. Elev.

A village in Gdrais, lying about four miles west of the fort; it is very pic-

turesquely situated on the right bank of the Burzil stream, at the point of

its junction with the Kishan Gangs, which eroerges opposite the village

«rom a rocky, pine-clfid gorge.
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The village ie surrounded with oultivattonaud trees; the inhabitants are

Muhammadan zamindars^ and number ten families. There is a masjid in

the village. The water-supply is plentiful, both from the Bdrzil and the
Dudar Kad torrent, which flows by its northern side.

ACHURBAL—Lat 84® 38^ Long. 74® bV. Elev. 13,(i00\

The mountain, which is so named in the Ddrd dialect, is known as the

Kishan Oanga by Hindus, and is called the Hubbur Rotan-ka-b41 by the

Kashmfris.

The Achurbdl mountain is a conical peak, having an elevation of over

13,000 feet, and stands out a conspicuous object at the south-east comer of

the Ourais valley.

ADAMABlD—Lat. 33® 4^. Long. 74* 17 . Elev.

A village sitnafed on the slopes of the mountain above the right bank
of the Gagrin stream, at its confluence with the Dali Nar.

It is distant about 14 miles north-east of Punch, and contains about

fifty houses, inhabited by Giijars and Kashmiri Muhammadans.

ADDAI-
?.his stream, known as the Addai-ka-kutta, flows into the Dali Nar by
its left bank, between the villages oi* Rdjpur and Pulara in Punch ; it is

fordable, being about 30 feet broad and of inconsiderable depth, and is

crossed by the path from Punch towards the TosW Maiddn, Ndrpur, and

Sang SaBd passes.

ADDIDAK—Lat. 78® 3'. Long. 74® 11'. Elev. 1,800*.

A small custom-house and guard-room at the summit of the first ridge,

nbout six miles north of Bhimbar, and the same distance south of Saiad*

ahii Sar£i, on the road into Kashmir.

ADUR--La^ 33® 40'. Long. 75® 10'. Elev.

A small scattered village, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, on an

island formed by two branches of the Lidnr. < It lies nearly midway be-

tween Islamabad and Bij-Beli4ra«

AFFRAYDA—Lat. 84® 87'. Long. 74® 7'. Elev.

A village in the Uttar pargana, near the left bank of the Idj nala, south-

west of Shahira. In the village is a large water-mill. (Montgomerie.)

AFITH—Lat. 38® 61'. I^ong. 75® 35'. Elev.

A village in the Mara Wardwdn valley, on the left bank of the river,

about a mile north-west of Mangil, half-way between Inshin and Baaman.

It contains seven houses, a masjid, and the ziarat of the Char-yar, or

four companions of Muhommad. There is a little grass and a few trees

about the village, which is built on the bank of the Kiizuz stream ; a path

lies up the valley of this stream to Phirdala, a grazing ground in the
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Zagnai valleyi which is much frequented late in summer, when the snows

have melted. The track to the &gnai valley by the Mangil Nai, a little

to the south, is said to be preferred. There is a kaial bridge over the

Maru Wardwin river between Afith and Suedramman*

AGAR<-
A stream which drains the western slopes of the mountains in the Chikar

. district, south of Mozafarabdd ; it flows in a north-westerly direction, and

empties itself into the Jhelum, in latitude Sd"* 1S^ longitude Cap-

tain Allgood mentions this stream in his Kashmir Routes under the name
of Arood Kuss."

The river is now crossed by a fine new bridge, about a mile from its

mouth. (Barrow.)

AGAR—Lat 88^ 89'. Long. 78^ 56'. Elev.

A village in Naoshera, lying in the Kotli valley, about 9 miles south of

that town, at the foot of the low hills just to the east oE the path to

Mirpur. There are about thirty houses in the village.

AOHAM on UOHAM—Lat. 84^8'. Long. 77* 64'. Elev. 10,600'.

A village in the Nubrd district, on the left bank of the Shyok, at the

junction of the Digar stream. It is the third march from L6h (31 i miles)

on the wiuter route by the Karakoram pass to Ydrkatid. (Brow.)

AHA TUNG—Lat. 84® 16'. Long. 74® 48'. Elev. 6,290'.

The bill which bounds the southern face of the Manas Bal lake, and is

lemarkable owing to its isolated position and abrupt rise, from the level of

the surrounding country, of 1,000 feet. The hill is said to have been so

named after a fakir. The sides of the hill are rugged and covered with

low jungle, amongst which the prangos plant and dwarf juniper grow.

AIK RIVER-
A small stream with broad, shifting, sandy bed, flowing south-west

towards Sialkot. It generally has water which is used for irrigation

along the banks by means of lifts. There are one or two ruined mud
forts near its coarse. That at Trewa is now only a mud heap ; the one tit

Narea is in better preservation. (Wingate.)

AJANABAD—Lat. 88® 84'. Long. 74® 26'. Elev.

A small village near Tdna and between it and Baramgala, at the foot of

the Rattan Pir range. It is situated to the east of the road and consider-

ably above it. (Ince.)

AJIMGARH—Lat. 83® 24'. Long. 74® 16'. Elev.

A fort situated on the range of hills west of the road from Rdjaorf to

Punch by the Bhimbar Oali. It is said to be a work of some strength^

and is distant five koi from the town of Bdjaorf. illugel.)
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AJJU8"“Iiftt* 88® lion^. 74® Ekv.
A small village to the east of the Wularlake/cn the bndle road which
circles it.

AKHAL—Lot. 33® 87^ Long. 76® 6^ Elcv.

A small village in the Kliund valley^ in the Diosur pargana. There are
some fine trees about the village, which is supplied with water from a
stream*

AKN(^—Lai 32® 6V. Long. 74® 4H^ Elev. 6J42^
A small town on the right bank of the Cheu^b^ which is here a strongj

clear, and rapid stream, with a stony liottom
; the water is of icy coldness.

On the east of the town, with one face resting on the river and command*
ing the ferry, is a considerable brick fort. It is almost a square, and its

sides are about 800 yards in length. The walls are 3 feet thick, and too

high for scaling-ladders. No cannon can be mounted on them, as there is

no ierreptein

There is one entrance gate by the river and another on the land side.

The walls are crowned with battlements of the same kind as one sees in the
Mogul forts throughout Hindustan. The fort was built ninety or one
hundred years ago by Mian Tdj Singh. It is now occupied by troops of
the central government ; but some of the descendapts of Taj Singh live in

the town.

There is no well inside the fort. Two or three ferry-boats ply across

the stream opposite to it. When the river is swollen two journeys each
way is as much as can be done in one day.

Aknfir is distant about 18 miles from Jamd, 86 from Bhimbar, and
86 miles, or eight marches, from Shupion by the Biidil pass, and the same
number of marches, or 90 miles, from Rdjaorf.

The town is built on a terrace above the river, which is overlooked by
a few houses of the better sort, while the part behind is mean and dirty.

A little above the fort are found traces of a fonner city. Near Akndr is

a place where the Chenib was bridged by oue of the invaders of India,

who passed his army across at the spot.

The inhabitants of Akndr are much mixed
; a portion of them are of the

same various castes as about Jamd ; but there are a large number besides

of Muhammadans who bear the .name of Kashmfrf, and, doubtless, were

originally of that nation. Unlike, however, Kashmiri settlers in other

parts, who usually retain distinct their language, WAy< and looks, these

have lost their native tongue, and speak only Panjdbf, and, in appearanoe

and character, though very different from the Dogrds, yet are not rceog*

nisably Kashmiris.

Akndr has two or three oireumstances that should make it flourish as a

town. It is where three or.four roads, some bearing muc^ traffic, converge
;
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it it jott within reach of boata that navigate the ChenA, this position be*

ing made use of chiefly for building boatt^ and tending, them down for

tale; thirdly, Aknur it where the timber from the mountaint that floats

down the river is caught and stored. This last butinett brings much em-

ployment and gain to the p^ple.

The surrounding country is fruitful and well cultivated. Supplies

plentiful. (Hmgel—Allgood-^ Drew.)

AK8AI CHIN— FtVfe Lingzithano.*'

AKTAQH— ru/e Malik ShIh.^'

ALCHI—Lat. U\ Long. 77® 14^ Kiev.

A village of seventy or eighty houses on the left bank of the Indus in the

itari/afi of Sflspul (Ladik). There is a path through this village to the

Zanskar, vid the Strakspir pass, which IVard says is open from about

15th June. {Aglmer.)

ALCUURI—Lat. 86® 82'. Long. 76® 42'. Kiev.

A pargana in the ilaka of Sbigar (Baltisldn). As far as this the road up

the left bank of the Sbigar river is good. Above Alchuri it becomes very

difiicult. It contains fifty«five houses. {AglMer.)

ALlABiD-Lat. 88® 67 '. Long. 74® 8'.
^

Kiev.

A small village at the southern foot of the Haji P(r range, on the rond

between Pdnch and Srinagar, from which places it is distant 18 and 71

miles respectively. The village is built on the east side of the road, and

contains about fifteen huts. There is a bungalow for the accommodation

of travellers, consisting of a single room, 26 X 14 feet, prettily situated

about 200 yards below the village, in the midst of small green meadows

;

adjoining it are the ruins of an old sarai. Water and supplies obtainable.

(Inee.)

ALlABlD SARAI— Lat. 8S®89'. Long. 74®89'. Kiev. 9®700'.

A halting-place to the north of the Pir Panjdl pass, on the road between

Bbimbar and Srinagar, 84 miles distant from Bhimbar and 46 from

Srinagar.

The sarii (which offers bad accommodation to travellers) stands alone

in wild and dreary solitude, and during the wintry portion of the year

is buried in snow and unvisited. It is situated about liulf-way up the side

of a lofty range of mountains, which forms one side of a long, deep,

and narrow valley, traversed by a torrent which flows from the Nandau
Sar.

Some supplies are procurable during such time as the pass is open

;

fodder is extremely plentiful, also wood and water; there is a fair encamp-
ing ground. The roads from Rdjaorf vid the Nandan Sar and the Darhal

pea debouch here. {Fiyne^Huffel^AUgood^^Inee.)
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ALIBBANSA pass—

U

t. 86^ l6^ Long. 76» 6V. Elev.

This is a pass across Che Karakoram Mountains, which, Vigne says, leads

from Skardd to Tdrkand. It is at the head of the SaltofD, a considerable

*iributarj which joins the Shyok opposite KhapCln. The appearance of

.his pass,^' says Vigne, ** was different from any that I had yet visited, as

its sides were formed of perpendicular pinnacles of gneiss, some of them
being cleanly scarped from a height of 2,000 feet directly down to the bed

of the valley; and to complete the pre-eminently wild and UUima^Thule^

like appearance of the place, there was scarcely an interval between the

precipices that was not occupied by a magnificent glacier/'

This traveller was unable to accomplish the ascent of the pass, though

he attained to an elevation of about 18,000 feet, the glaciers proving

insnrmoantable. (Piyae, //, pp.363^7.) This pass has not been used

for a gTMt many years, and its existence is only vaguely known to the

• inhabitants of Khapdin (Aj/lmer)*

ALIKOR—Lat. 34^ 22'. Long. 78^ 47'. Blev.

A small village which lies high up on the monntaiii side, above the left

bank of the Kishan Oanga ; it contains four honsea inhabited by pahdrf

fakirs.

The foot-path from Titwal towards MozafarabfUl lies down the valley

a considerable distance below the village *, the track for cattle passes

through the village, and is said to be rough and dangerous, involving a

long ascent and descent.

ALSER—Lat. 34^ 29'. Long. 74” S'. Elev.

A vilhgo situated a little distance from the left bank of the Kamil river,

about 2 miles west of Shaldrah, on the path towards the Karnao valley.

It contains twelve houses and a masjid ; the inhabitants are all Muham-
madans. There are some fine walnut and other fruit-trees in the village,

' and much rice cultivation about it.

ALStr OR ALSOA—Ut. 84” 25'. Long. 74” 85'. Elev. 5,200'.

A considerable village about a mile from the north-western shore of the

Wnlar lake. The houses are scattered on the slope of the hill.

There is a road leading from it to Ulpur, which is the chief town in

the Loldb valley, and about 10 miles distant towards the north-west.

The village is supplied with water from a stream ; there are no ahops^

and supplies are not usually procurable. Boats are always procurable.

ALUMPI LA—Ut. 85* 14'. Ung. 75” 15'. Blev. 15,200'.

A pass on the road from Skardd to Astor. Oodwin-Austen found several

akebtona on the pass. Fifty men had perished here—coolies proceeding

from Khapdiu to Oilgit. He aaya the same fate would have overtaken him-

self and party if a snow-storm had oome on, as it is then impossibb

to advance or return over such ground as the rood Icada Vigne
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AfceDded this pass twice ; upon the first occasion with but little fatigue, buf

on the second, in consequence of the softer state of the snow, be says hi

had seldom bad aonore trying walk.

**The crest of the poM is a rocky and mural rid|;e, a low precipieei in which, by con-

tant use. the TibcUint haTe worn a succeMion of itepping-places. Horses cannot enter

the valley of the Indus by this road; they must either wait for the melting of the snow

on Deotsnh, or on Banok La, the pass to which joins the descent from Aluinpi La near

Bhikar Thang/* (Oogtei'e-J«s/ea— Vigne^ i/, p, 217)\

This pass is said to bo open for foot-passengers only, at the end of May.
{Aylmer.)

AMEAWATI-
A small stream which flows info the Manas Bal lake at the northern

extremity. The ground over which it flows is so while that it looks nt a

disunce like a foaming cataract, and this is the very s|)ot where Karlrt)ta

is said to have turned the waters into milk. (llUgeL)

AMROARH—Lat. 33^ 2^ Long.W 1 Kiev.

A fort on tho Addidak ridge, about 9 miles north-east of Bhimbar, and

about 4 miles distant from the road leading into Kashmir. The fort ivas

built by Dhian Singh. Vigne, who examined it through his telescope,

gives the following description of it : 'Mt is apparently built on a ridge

over the precipitous bank of a ravine to the westward of it, but is com-

manded from other eminences at no great distance. It seemed to be of

stone and of very solid masonry, with curtains and towers formed on s

rectangular oiitline.^^ {Vigne—Allgood.)

AMRNATH—Lat. 34® 13^ Long. 75® 32'. Elev. of survey

station 16,442 feet; of snowy peak, 17,321 feet.

This lofty mountain is situated on the confines of Kashmir, to the north-

east, near the source of the Siud river.

The celebrated cave, which is annually visited not only by the Hindus

of Kashmir, but by the pilgrims of that faith from Hindustan, of every

rank and caste, is an enormous fissure ou the south side of the mountain,

situated in a deep and narrow valley, which is bounded by steep and lofty

mountains, and traversed by a torrent which flows from a very large

glacier at its upper end. The opening of the cave is about 200 or 300

feet above tho torrent, and the path leading up to it is steep and rocky

;

it passes straight inwards for about 75 feet, and then turns to the

right for about 123 feet; the height of the cave varies from 10 to 60

feet, and large drops of water are constantly trickling down from its roof.

A great festival takes place in the Hindu month Sawau, the day de-

pending upon the moon’s age^(in 1870 it occurred on the 11th August).

After performing their ablutions and prostrations at Gnneshbal, in the

Lidar ysllcy, the pilgrims proceed to Palguin, and tlicncc follow up tho
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defile to the right to a place in the forest called Chandanwari. The only

dwelling to be found on the way beyond Palg£in is about 3 miles thence

up the defile. Afterwards the path, though worn by the pilgrimages of ages,

is rocky and fatiguing, though usually in no way dangerous. A second and

steep ascent begins from Chandauwari, after which the pilgrims find them*

selves in a long open valley formed between the mountain peaks rising to

1,000 feet above it on each side, the valley itself being elevated above

the limit of forest. Having performed their ablutions in the Sluslia Nfig,

they encamp on the grassy plain to the north of the lake ; on the next

stage they cross another ridge by an easy pass to the north-east of the

Sachkach mountain, and descend into the grassy valley of the five streams,

encamping for the night at the foot of the spur forming the southern

boundary of the Amrndth valley. Next morning, long before daybreak,

the camp is astir, and old and young of both sexes, bale and decrepid,

begin their last, and by far the most toilsome, ascent. The long train of

pilgrims winds slowly over the lofty spur, descending its steep side into

the narrow valley at the foot of the Amrn&th mountain, and performing

their ablutions in the Amr Veyut, the stream which flows at the bottom

;

the men divest themselves of all clothing, and enter the cave either entirely

naked, or with pieces of birch-bark, which do duty for fig-leaves. The

women content themselves for the most partswith laying aside all super-

fluous articles of clothing, and shrouding themselves in a long sheet or

blanket.

The pilgrims find their way back to Paigdm by a different route from

that by which they arrived, crossing the pass to the north-west of the

Sachkach mountain, and passing down through the Astan Margand Zanin,

which is said to be the most difficult and dangerous part of the route.

Vigno explains that Amr signifies the immortal, and ndth is a Sanskrit

word applied to the principal Hindu divinities, as lords and masters, chiefly

to Vishnu or Krishna, and occasionally to Siva, and also to the place where

they are worshipped and supposed more particularly to reside.

The name prefixed is sometimes that of tlie place, sometimes that of

vhe builder of the shriber

ANAIKOT—Lat. 84" 3V. Long. 75® IV. Elev.

A village towards the eastern end of the Tilail valley ; it is called in the

Hard dialect Agaiekot, and consists of three houses, scattered high on the

hillside, around the ruins of an old fort.

The Kaman river is usually bridged below this village.

ANAR-Lat 83® 80'. Long. 78® 47'. Elev.

A large village, situated about 8 miles north of Cliaomuk, on the right

bank of the Punch T6i, which is here high and steep.

With the exception of three Hindu shopkeepers, the inhabitants are
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all Mabammadane of the J<t and Sao eaatesi and number about fifty (ami-

liesj including a blacksmith, a carpenter, and throe dyera.

There is a kotwalf and a nutsjid in the village ; also a baoH and two
wells.

ANATNAG—Lot. 88® 4V. Long. 76®18\ Elev.

Is the Kashmiri name given to the celebrated spring at Islamabad, which

issues from the foot of the table-laud, to the westward of which the town

stands. Its waters are received into tanks, whose sides are built up with

stone, embellished with a wooden pavilion, and overshadowed with large

chunXr trees.

The name of the spring is derived from Anat NXg, or Ananta N&g, the

spring of Anant, the serpent of Vishnu, and the emblem of eternity ; it is

esteemed sacred by the 'Hindus. About 100 yards east of the Anat

Nag is another spring called the Sonur Pookur, the water of which is

held in great estimation for drinking purposes.

Two other springs rise close by, the Sulik NXg and the Mulik Nag •

both flow into the same tank: the Sulik Ndg is sulphurous, while the

Mulik Nag bubbles up in the form of a fountain, and is pure and fresh.

ANAT NAQ—Lat. Long. Elev.

A pargana and one of the three zillas in the Mirdj division ; also the chief

town of the pargana, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, towards

the south-east end of the valley of Kashmir. Its ancient name was

Aiiyech ; it is now called IslamabXd by Muhammadans, aud Anat Nag by

Hindus and Sikhs. {See IslamabXd.^^)

ANCHAR—Lat. 34® 10^ Long. 74® 50^ Elev.

A lake, or more correctly a morass, lying to the north-west of the city of

Srinagar ; it is caused by the overflow of the waters of the Sind -river.' In

shape it is triangular, the apex pointing towards the city ; its greatest

length is about 7 miles, and the greatest breadth about 5.

The Nali Mar canal, which flows through the northern portion of the

city, empties itself into the Anchar lake, (/ace—/oarsa/, Asiaiic Society,)

ANDRA—Lat. 38®4\ Long. 74® 43\ Elev.

A village situated in a pretty little valley, a few miles south-west of Poni

;

it lies on the road from Aknur to Bijaorf, but affords little accommodation.

{Vigne,)

ANS—
This river takes its rise on the southern slopes of the Pansdl range, at the

foot of the Rupri pass, and, as the Panohgabar stream, flows for some dis-

tance in a south-westerly direction, it then turns due east and receives by

its left bank the waters of the Chdni Perai stream, which flows from the

foot of the BiSdil pass, and a few miles further on is joined on the same

bank by the Ouldbgarb stream ; from this point the river bends to the south,
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and flowing continuous!j towards that point, empties itself into the Chendb

near tbe fort of Arnas, on the right bank; in lat 38^ 11^ long. 74^ 61^

a few miles north of the town of Bidsi.

AOBA-Lat. 84* 88^ Long. 74® 16^ Elev. 6.000' approx.

A village in the Uttar pargana. It is a halting-place on the road from

the Kashmir valley to the Kishan UangaWif the Sitalwan pass. The camp-

ing ground is small and bad, but there is a good spring and lots of shade.

Coolies have to be procured from other villages; a lot of indian-corn is

grown hero. Ihereare said to be one hundred houses iu the village, divided

as follows : forty families of sepoys, fcrty Oujars, fifteen Chaks, three

zamfndars, etc. The resources are put down as twenty horses, five hundred

head of cattlei and seven hundred sheep. (Jjylmer.)

ABA—Lat. 83® 18'. Long. 78* 48'. Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Punch T6i, about a mile north

of Chaomuk, on the road to Sensar.

It is shaded by fine trees ; there are about twenty houses in the village

;

the inhabitants are all Muhammadans, including three Saiads.

ARABUL—Lat. 88® 40'. Long. 74® 40'. Elev.

A celebrated waterfall, formed by the Veshad river in a rocky gorge, about

% miles south of the village of Sedan, in the Ardwin pargana, and 6 miles

south-west *of Shupioo. A good view of the fall may be obtained

from the right bank of the river, which flows in a deep channel about

40 feet wide. It first drops over a ledge of rock about 15 feet high,

in a series of cascades, which are caaght in a large pool, the lower

end of which is closed by rocky walls, which jut out from either side of the

gorge ; the water rises to within a few feet of the top of these walls; be-

tween them is an opening about 18 feet wide, through which the collected

waters rush, falling some 85 feet in a sheet of white foam. The rocks on
the left bank of the river are bare and precipitous ; those on the right

bank are almost as steep, but are clothed with forest. Numbers of pigeons

fly about the falls.

Vigne remarks that in spring, during the melting of the snows, the rush

of water is tremendous ; but the beauty of the place is not owing to its

volume, or the height of its fall, which does not exceed 85 feet, but to its

dark, deep, and precipitous sides, the thick pine forest that surrounds it,

and the relief that is alEorded by the snows of the F(r Panjdl, rising

majestically behind it.

Ambul is a place of peculiar sanctity with the Hindus, and as such is

frequently visited by them ; and the precipice overhanging its flood has

been upon several occasions the last resting-place for the feet of the Hiiidd

suicide.
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ARAMtJRA—Lat. 84.® V. Long. 74* 49'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the JheluiDi about a mile west of

Srinagar, on the path to Sybug. It consists of a few huts on the edge of

a morass. A little tobacco is grown near this village.

ARAMPtJRA—Lat. 34® 25'. Long. 74® 20'. Elev.

See ** KdiiANGAM."

ARANDO—Lat. 85® 62', Long. 76® 24'. Elev.

The highest village in the Bdsha valley, close to the end of a huge glaciei

(the Chogo Loomba), which fills up the end of the valley with its great

mass of ice, black with stone-heaps and dirt. The elevation is between

10,000 and 11,000 feet. At Arandu the ground is cultivated close up to

the glacier. (Drew—Oodwin-Jusien.)

It contains twenty houses ; there is also a fort or blockhouse garri-

soned by five or six sepoys from the Shigar fort. {Aylmer.)

ARAT—Lat. 84® 5'. Long. 74® 42'. Elev.

A small village which lies on the western edge of the Hokarsar morass,

north of the road from Srinagar, towards Makahdma. It contains about

half a dozen houses and a government stable*

ABATS—Lat. 84® 14', Long. 74® 49'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Sind river, north of Srinagar ; it

is the tahsfl of the Lar pargana. Much of the pulp used in the paper fac-

tories in Srinagar is prepared in this village.

ARDWIN—
A pargana in Mirdj, included in the Shupion zilla. It comprises the

district on the left bank of the Vesbad river. The tahsil is at Mohunpura.

The Ardwin pargana is said to have been the first formed.

ARGHAN—
A hybrid class, resulting from the intermarriage of foreign Asiatics with

Ladaki women ; they are largely employed as mule and pony drivers, on

the various roads leading to and from L4h. {Afani/old,)

ARIGAM—Lat. 83® 61'. Long. 74® 28'. Elev.

Called also Yariqam.

A small village in Punch, situated on the steep slopes of the hill, in a

narrow valley to the west of the Tosha Maiddn pass, above the right bank

of the Dali Nar stream, about 21 miles north-east of Pdnch by a fair path.

But few trees grow in the vicinity of the village, and dry crops are iJone

cultivated.

On the slopes of the mountains above the village are numerous dohe

and pasture lands. It contains about twenty-five houses, six being those

of Gujars; the remainder are inhabited by Kashmfrf Muhammadans.

Coolies and some supplies procurable.
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ABIHEL^Lat. 49^ Long. 74^ 56^ Elev.

A large village in the Shukrd pargana^ of wliich it is the tahsil.

It ie situated in the- valley north-east of Sbupion^ on a branch from the

Rembidra river.

ARIPANTHAN—Lat. 34® 4\ Long. 74® 37'. Elev.

This village is situated at the foot of the wudar or table-land just west of

the B&bd Hantff-d-dfn hill.

It is divided into two separate mahallas or districts, of which that to

the west is the largest, containing about one hundred and thirty houses;

in the eastern division there are about twenty houses ; the inhabitants arc

all zamfndars, and include a carpenter and a potter.

The road from Makahdma to Drang passes up between the two divi-

sions of the village.'

RicQ is extensively cultivated on the plain below the village, and dry

crops^ including a little cotton^ on the table-land above.

ARNAS—Lat. 83® 11'. Long. 74® 63'. Elev.

A village on the right bank oF the Chenab, close to tho confluence of (he

Ans, and about 9 miles due north of Rilsi. The river, which is here about

900 yards wide, is crossed in a boat.

Arnas lies on the way to Kiiri, which is four marches distant. Vignu

remarks that this is the only way by which cahnon on wheels could have a

chance of passing into Kashmir without making a road on purpose for

them I

ARU—Lnt 34® 6'. liong. 75® 19'. Elev.

A deserted village. The meadows around make it a good camping

ground.

ARPAT—
This river,fwliich is one of the headwaters of the Jhelum, takes its rise

in the Huirib^l-ki-gali, in lat. S3® 50', long. 75® 28', and flows in a south-

westerly direction through the Kuthdr par^ana, receiving by its left bank

a considerable stream near the village of Rishpura; it joins the Jhelum

near Islamabad. Throughout the greater part of its course the Arpat is

fordable ; it is also crossed by numerous bridg^es, the largest of which is

just south of Islamabdd, on the road to Vernag.

ARPHAL—Lat. 84® 1'. Long. 75® 7'. Elev.

A village which lies on the western side of the Trdl valley, towards its

northern extremity; distant about 7 miles from Trdl, by a good road, and

13 from Tsurus or Sdrsu, the nearest point on the Jhelum.

It is very prettily situated on the left bank of a mounfain stream,

which seems here to be called the Cbulabul nala^ and which flows past tho

village in numerous channels. On die bank of the stream is an expanse
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of smooth green turf, shaded by some noble trees, which are frequented by
ail^^ousual number of birds of variegated plumage; on the right bank of

the stream, to the west of the village, is a remarkable spring of pure cold

water, which is an object of great veneration to Hindiis. It gushes out of

a cleft in the precipitous rocky cliff at the foot of the Mainzawan moon*
tain.

The water first flows into a natural rocky basin about 8 feet square and

then again disappears, under the side of the cave, before joining the

stream, to which it contributes a considerable volume of water.

The spring is shaded by thick trees ; in the face of the rock over the pool

into which the water rises, some rough recesses have been cut, in which to

place votive offerings to the god of the fountain.

The spring may be reached from the village by fording the stream, or

by crossing a hdnai bridge a short distance to the north of it.

Arphal contains about twelve families, including a krimk&sh or silk-

worm rearer, a carpenter, a blacksmith, and a gardener.

A government filature is being built in the village, but at present silk-

worms are not reared in any great numbers in this neighbourhood.

In the vicinity of the village and to the north of the TrXl valley gene-

rally, the alder flourishes abundantly.

ARR—Lat. 74® 60'. Long. 36® 16'. Elev.

A village situated a mile or two beyond Gauddrbal on the bank of a

small stream of the same name, which empties itself into the Dal at

Telbat.

It has some paper-mills worked by water power. (Bellew,)

ARRAH—
A river which takes its rise in the Mar Snr, a tarn situated .among the

mountains forming the southern boundary of the Sind valley, lat. 34

long. 75® 10'
;
after a course of about 80 miles from east to west it empties

itself into the Dal or City lake.

ARWAY—
A pargaua in Mirdj, included in the Shihir-i-kas zilla

; it is a very small

district, and has no separate tahsfl.

ASHAR-Lat. 33® 28'. Long. 75® 13'. Elev.

A considerable village situated on the slope on the western side of the

Banihal valley, about a mile west of Seril. The village is well wooded,

and there is much cultivation about it. Some few of the houses have pent

roofs.

Like all the other villages in the Banihal valley, the inhabitants are

almost, without exception, Muhammadans.
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ASHDARI—Lat. SS® 10'. Long. 76® W. Elev. 8,800^
A small village on the right bank of the Cheii^b, about 3 miles from
the boundary between Kishtwdr and Chamba. It is nearly 2,000 feet
above the river. It lies on the road from Kishtwdr to Lahoul.

Coolies and some supplies are procurable. (AUffOod—Mackay.)

ASHKOT—Lat. 84® Long. 73® 53'. Elev.

A village in Lower Drawer, which stretches for a considerable distance

along the left bank of the Kishan Ganga river.

The inhabitants are all Gujars and pah£ris» and include a blacksmith,

a carpenter, and a leather-worker. There are about thirty houses in all in

the village, also some mills. Both rice and dry crops are cultivated.

ASKORLfi—Lat 86® 40'. Long. 76® 52'. Elev.

A village in BaltisUn on the right bank of the river Braldd. It contains

about twenty dwellings and a small fort. There is a sulphur spring here,

also some old disused sulphur mines. A few willows are the only trees to

be seen. Some older and larger than the rest, surrounds d by a wall, are

called the bdgA. About Askorle are 6ne crops of wheat, beardless tromba,
and turnips. Peas are sown at the same time with the wheat Hay
is made towards the end of August, and is put up in large cocks on all the
large blocks about, whilst all the housetops are covered in like manner.
The fodder is excellent, containing a good deRl of lucerne. The grazing
grounds are immediately above the village.

Opposite the village the Braldu is crossed by a rope bridge, 270 feet in

length. {Oodwin-Austen^Brooke.) In summer it can be reached from
Shigar by the Skoro La. {Aylmer,)

ASO-Lat. 32® 44'. Long. 75® 52'. Elev.

A village in the Basaoli district, situated on the left b.ink of the Siowa
river, on the path leading to Gadrawdr over the Chatanlhar pass; it cou-

sists of a row of dirty huts, with a few walnut trees Amongst them.

ASIAN MARG—Lat. 34®0'. Long. 75® 80'. Elev.

An elevated plain to the north of the Lidar valley, enclosed by lofty

mountains, and above the region of forest.

The path by which the pilgrims return annually from Amrnath passes

through this desolate valley, (iscc.)

ASTOR—Lat. 85® 22'. Long. 74® 54'. Elev. 7,840'.

The chief place in the Astor valley (q.v.), one of the outlying provinces of

Kashmir. It is situated on the left bank of the river and about 500 feet

above it, on an alluvial shelving plateau about half a mile broad, between

two deep narrow ravines, the fort being situated on the left brow of the

southern one. The walls of the fort are high, and the parapet is loop-

holed all round ; but as it is commanded at short ranges, it would be quite
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untenable against modern rifle*fire^ especially as the parapet walls are only

about two feet thick at top and are built of boulders and mud. Thn
southern face is protected from assault by tbe perpendicular cliffs of the

deep ravine before mentioned : this face is almost without flank defence. The
eastern face is flanked by three square towers of wood and rabble, while

the western face is flanked by a round bastion with four embrasures, but, as

this is commanded by a ridge, on which the huts of the garrison are built,

within a hundred yaids, this bastion is not of any real value. On the

north side there is little flank protection, but the wall is high. The area of

the fort is about 80 yards by 40 yards, and it, with all its buildings, is

built of mud, timber, and rubble. A yearns provisions are keptin the fort.

The garrison consists of one battalion of infantry, and about twenty-flve

artillerymen. There are also four hundred irregulars and about three

hundred jagirdars, the whole commanded by a general. The troops, except

the gunners, live in the town. The armament of tbe fort consists of three

8-inch brass S. B. guns and sixteen iher-baehatt The town lies outside

the north and west faces of the fort, and consists of a number of dirty

mud hovels. The only trees in the place are poplars. The water-supply

is good. At Astor there is a telegraph office which communicates with

Bdtiji and Gilgit. There is no bazar to speak of, and though once the

capital of a Dard r4ja, it is now nothing more than a Dogr4 cantonment.

The object of keeping so large a force here, instead of nearer tbe frontier,

is to save carnage of supplies. The force is on the right side of the snowy

pass and is always ready to advance on Gilgit. The Dogrds always call

the place Hasoi-a. {Barrow.) Camping ground near the fort is scarce

and dirty. It is far better to camp at Idgah, 1 mile south of the fort,

where there is a good polo ground and orchard ; 8 or 4 miles west lies

Sangosar, where a permanent force might be encamped with great advan-

tage. Above the fort the Astor rivt^ is crossed by a very fair bridge, 87

feet long. {Aylmer^)

ASTOR OR HASORA—
A valley and province lying to the north-west of Kashmir, between it aud

Gilgit, aud east of the mighty Nanga Parbat. 7ts southern boundary is

the watershed of the Kishati Ganga and Astor rivc; s, over which run the

Dorikun and Kamri passes, the two principal routes to Astor. This

watershed, except at the passes, is about 14,000 or 15,000 feet high, while

even at the passes it is 13,000 feet. The whole valley of the Astor river,

from its sources to the Indus, is about 60 or 70 miles long. Tbe descent

to it from ^be passes is steep for 1,000 feet or so, and then the slope

becomes gradual. The vegetation is somewhat different from that of

Kashmir and the Gdrais valley; tbe grass less completely clothes the hill-

sides, the brake fern is less abundant, and the pine forest less extensive,

while spruce fir becomes rare. Birch is found up to nearly 12,000 feet, and

Finns eiteelsa to 11,800 feet. Some of the hillsides have great stretches of
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bircli-wood. Cultivation begins at 10^000 feet. Firnt are detached hamlets,

bare and devoid of trees, while below 8,500 feet the vrlla^s are mostly

well shadfd by fruit-trees. In the upper part of the valley there are traces

of much former cultivation, but the fields are waste and the hamlets de-

serted, This state of thin^ was brought about by the raids of the Chila-

s(s, who, previous to 1850, used to come over the Mazeno pass (y.e.) or by

Hatu P(r (q r.) for the purpose of carrfing off the cattle and making slaves

of the women and children. It was on account of this that OuULb Singh

sent a punitive expedition into Ghilas (jf.e.) about 1851-58p since when
there has been no raiding. The present state of security is a great bene-

fit to the inhabitants, but the country has not yet recovered from the ruin

and depopulation of former times, though a few new settlements have

arisen on old village sites. The principal place in the valley is Astor.

At Astor, and for many miles beyond, the character of the valley

is the same ; at the bottom very narrow, with the river confined between,

the ends of great spurs from the lofty mountain ranges on both sides

;

the cultivation is on small spaces usually several hundred feet above

the river. The hillsides are partly broken into cliffs and partly of a smooth

surface, grown over with tofts of grass and bushes of pencil cedar, while

in parts there are thin forests of these trees. Above these rise lofty

rocks and snowy peaks. Below Astor deserted fields again tell of the raids

of the Chilasfs; the old watercourses are still recognisable, but it would

take much labour to bring the water once more to the fields.

A mile or two below Daslikin the valley opens out into a sort of amphi-

theatre, but with its base also sloping. Over both the sides and base are

extensive pine forests, through which runs the road. Stretching bnok, at a

gentle slope, the ground rises above the forest to a ridge easy of access,

about 14»,0U0 feet high, over which is a path by which the Chilasfs used

sometimes to raid. From this ridge a spur juts out to the Astor river, and
on rounding this, one reaches Hatu Fir, the spur projecting between the

Indus and Astor rivers. Here the Astor valley ends.

The Astor river, at the foot of the Hatu Pfr, is spanned by tWo rope

bridges, and by a single span wooden bridge, which ponies can cross. Two
towers command the passage, one on either bank, and about twenty-five

sepoys garrison the place. The inhabitants of the Astor valley ate Dfirds

of the Yaskin stock, and formerly the valley was a Dird principality, with a
rfija of its owu. When the Sikhs held Kashmir, this Hya was tributaiy to

them. During that period Waair Lakpat, without orders from Oulfib Singh,

invaded the valley from Skardfi, and took Astor and its rdja after a four

months’ siege, but this act was disoonntenanoed by the Sikh dhrMr, and
the rfija reinstated. When, however, later on the Sikhs required a prjnage

through Astor to Oilgil, they found it necessary to establish a militaij post

at Astor in order to seoure their communications. From that time the
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independence of Aetor ceasedi and a titular rdja is now all that remainB of the

old Ddrd pnooipality. The present rdja (Bahadur Khdn) enjoys as a jagfr

the villag^ of Harcho and Battn. He is an old man, and has no power.

On the other hand, the titular wazir of Astor, Bozi Khdn, possesses mnoh
local influence and is a useful man, though sometimes out of favour.

The people of Astor are all riders. Supplies in the valley» except wood
and forage, are scarce. The principal villages appear to be Dashkin, Chongra,

Ourikdt, and Astor, but there are many others which are clearly shown in

the map of Astor and Oilgit, published in 1882.

This province, according to a careful estimate, contains somewhat under

six hundred families, exclusive of troops, giving a population of about four

hundred. The average property of each family or house is one pony, four

covFS, and forty sheep.

The population consists of both Shfas and Sunis, who, however, seem

to live on the best of terms, occasionally intermarrying. The province is

governed by a tahsildar under the Governor of Oilgit. {Jylmer,)

The road down the valley is a made one, practicable for laden ponies, but

is very bad in places. Biver not fordable, bridged in several places. The
stream is rapid, with a rocky bed, for the most part between steep, rocky,

arid mountain slopes.

The communications are as follows

VTith Kashmir—

(1) Fid the Dorikdn pass (good).

(2) Tfd the Kamri pass (good).

(3) Fid the Gagai pass (bad).

With Skardu—

(1) Fid the Alumpi La (bad).

(2) Fid the Banok La (fair).

(3) Fid the Harpu La (bad).

(4) Fid the Trongo or Talu Brok La (fair).

(5) Fid a pass at head of Ditchal valley (bad).

(6) Fid Buiiji and Haramosh (bad).

With Chilas.—

(1) Fid the Tosho pass (bad).

(2) Fid the Mazeno pass (bad).

(3) Fid the Hatu Ffr (fair).

Unless the defenders were totally demoralised, an advance up the Astor

valley by au invading force would be an extremely hazaidous undertaking.

^le destruction of the many long bridges would cause endless delay,

while the eoemy would always bo subject to a flank attack from Skaidd.

ilie Battu plain, the gorge above Gurikdt, the Hatu Pir, Ramghat and

Bflnji, are all excellent defensive {k ints. {Aylmer,)
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Besides the ganrison at Astorj there are small detadimcnte at O&ido

DashkiDy and Bamgh&t. There are a few towers in the valley^ but no real

forts^ except Astor and B&nji. (Drew—Barrow,)

ATHOLI OR ATOOLI—Lat 33^ l3^ Long. 76^ 13\ Elov. 6,36(/.

This village is situated on the left bank of the Chandra Bhdga or Chendb^

and 300 feet above it^ opposite the OuULbgarh fort and the junction of the

Bhutna or Pddar stream; it lies on the path from Kishtwdr towards La-

houK

Atholi^ which may be counted the chief place in P4dar> is on an alluvial

plateau ; on the opposite bank of the river is a wider plain, some 60 feet

lower in level. A flood which occurred in 1865 swelled the river to a height

of 100 feet above its winter level. Coolies and some supplies procurable

here.

At the very point of the meeting of the Bhutna with the Chen&b is a

small and insignificant-looking fort. It is square, with round corner towers,

built of alternate courses of stone and timber, and plastered over. It is

garrisoned by ten or twelve men. (AUgood—Maeka^—DrewS

ATHUR—Lat. 33*’ 4^. Long. 75® 27'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the stream, towards the northern

end of Nowbug valley, about 3 miles north-east of the village of Now-
bug. It contains about nine families, four being zamfndars and five Giijam.

ATSUN—
The name of a pargaiia in Mirdj included in the Shdbir-i-kas zilla ; it

lies on the right bank of the Jhelum to the south-west of the Anchar lake

;

the tahsil is at Bagwdopiira.

ATTA BAGH—Lat. 33® 50'. Long. 77® 45'. Elev. 12,200'.

A camping ground, rest-house, and supply depdt near the village of

Marsalang, on the left bank of the Indus. (Jfoa^werie.)

ATWAT—Lat. 34® 29'. Long. 74® 46'. Elev.

A village iii the Khuihama pargana, situated on the right bank of tlie

Bandipiira nala ; it lies on the foot-path between Bandipdra and Gdrais.

AWANTIPCR—Lat. 33® 55.' Long. 75® 3'. Elev. 535'.

This village occupies the site of one of the most famous capitals of Kash-

nur, and lies on the right bank of the Jhelum, midway between IslamaULd

and Srinagar.

The village is situated at a bend of the river on the right bank of a

little stream. The houses are scattered over the bare and parched plain at

the foot of the Wastarwan mountain, a rocky hill which rises to a consider*

able height above the village.
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Aw4iitiptfri8dbt»iitl8iiiikf bjluidfrom SrinAgtr; thejourney by boat
oooapiee about fifteen houn. Bij«Behdra ie 9 milee by land above Aw<ntipdr«

or ten houn' joum^ by boat. lelamabdd liea 17 milee to the eouth-eaet

by road.

THQ ie about 6 milee to the eeet by a fair path, and Pa Yech about the

eame dietanoe to the eooth-weet by a frood roi^ from the left bank of the

•Jhelum, which ie eroeeed by a ferry. Including the neighbouring village

of Bo, Awdntipdr oontaine about forty houeee, the inhabitante being all

Muhammadane, and of the following occupatione : three pottere, ten hone*

keepen, a carpenter, an oilman, a ban(a, baker, milkman, cow-keeper, a

leaAer^worker, and five boatmen in charge of the ferry. The reet of the

neidente are zamfndan, and there are aleo a number of fiehermen.

Near the bank of the river ie a very ancient moeque, now unused, which

ie built of alternate layen of hewn timber and atone. Onteide, the wood-

work ie much decayed, but ineide it ie in fair preeervation, eepecially the

roof, which ie designed with great taste ; it ie said to have b^n built by

the eame architect that planned the Jama Maejid at Srinagar. Weet of

the village ie the famoue ifdrat of Saiad Husdn Huutaki, who is asserted

to have married a daughter of King Badshdh, and to have lived and died

here.

The ancient capital of Awdntip&r was called after its founder, the

famoue King Avanti-varmma, who reigned from A.D. 864 to 888. The

whole neighbourhood ie atrewn with ruins, but the only traces that remain

of its former greatneee are the two temples which he founded, one before hie

acceeeion to the throne, the other and larger one subeequently. Both weto

dedicated to Mahadeva, the former under the title of Ayanti-Swami, the<

latter under that of Avantiewara. Theee two temples are.situated on the

bank of the river, one at Awdntipdr, and the other about three quarters of

a mile to the north, near the village of Jaubyor. .They are now ehapeleee

maeeee of ruins, but the gateways of both are standing, and the colonnade

of the emaller temple, which had been completely buried under ground, has

recently been partially excavated. The style corresponds with that of the

Martund quadrangle ; but the semi-attached pillars of the arched recesses

are enriched with elaborate carving of very varied character, while the large

detached columns are somewhat less elegantly proportioned.

The writer in the Caletstta Smew, from whose description the above

account has been extracted, is of opinion that the silting op of the Awdnti-

pdr quadrangle can only be explained by the suiiposition that all the Kash-

m(rf temples were originally sorroouded by artificial lakes. Forster, who

visited Awdutipiir in May 1788, calls the place Bhyteepnr.

AWATKOLA-Lat. 84° tV. Long. 74° 90'. Dev.

A large village in the Uttar pai^a, on the left bank of the Pohm riyer,
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about twaaijr boun^ jnmiejr bj boat from tho vtllfigc of. DuAgao^ oa tbo

Jhelum; tbo rirer^ however^ is only navi^bfe as bigb mp aa this point at

certain season* of the year.. At snob limes tbere is a eonsidesabls traffic in

^rain, of wliicb there are large store-booses in the riEsge. There are* two
roads from Awatkula to Lalpur^ in the LoUb valleys a foot-path and a

bridle-path ; by the former the distance is about 12 and by tlie latter 18

milesw
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B
BABA HANAF.O.BIN—L»t. S'. Lon^. S9'. Elev. 6,042'.

A liog^-backed liillj whioli forms a conspicuous object in the level of the

valley of Kashmir. It is situated at the edge of a low table-land on Uie

south-west side of the valley^ about 10 miles west of Srinagar. The hill

lies east and west« the sides are bare« and on the north very steep and deeply

scored with raiu-ohannels. The shrine of Biib£ Han&f-d-din is on tlio

summit, surrounded by a clump of trees ; there is little to repay an ascent,

beyond the advantages which the elevation offers with reference to a

snnrey of the surrounding country.

BABA KAIM-T?-DtN- Lot. 38® 37\ Long. 74® 54' . Elev.

The zt&rat or shrine of Bahd Kaim-u-din is very picturesquely situated on

the summit of a hillock, in the midst of the fine forest to the west of Kdri,

some distance from the right bank of the Veshau.

BABA KHIPtRA-Lat. 34® 7'. Long. 74® 31'. Elev.

A village in the Baugil pargana, south of the Chandarsfr hill, adjoining

Mohunpdr, with which it is included.

BAbAMARISIII—

L

at. Long. Elev. 7,000'.

A little village in a pine forest about 1,500' lower than Oulmnrg. and where

there are two huts used by visitors who find the elevation of Clulmarg too

high. The foot-|)ath to Onlmarg is very steep, but by it the matg can be

reached in three quarters of an hour. The bridle-path to the right is

easier, but much longer, as it enters the matg at the north-west eud, or

furthest from the bazar.

Babd Manslii is usually reached from 8opur, Kontra, 12 miles, and

thence, winding upwards, 5 miles to Bdbd Marfshi. The name is due

to a ziarat, called after Bdbd Pam Din, a noted rfsbi who lived iu the time

^f the Delhi emperors. Good views of Nanga Parbat (26,629') are obtained

from here. Supplies and coolies are obtainable. {J^ingaU^

BABOR—Lat. Long. Elev.

A village situated in the Dansal dftu, near the left bank of the Tawf,

within a couple of marches from Jamd to the eastward. Here are the ruins

of three old Hindd temples; age unkoowu. They are of great solidity

and considerable beauty. Ifaterial—a slightly calcareous sandstone which

is found among the strata near ; it has stood well against the weather, and

its toughness may be known from one of the beams of it used iu the con-

struction being as much as 14 feet in length. No mortar was used iu the

building. [Drew.)
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BABOR—LaL SS^’ 9'. Long. 75<’ 88^ Elev.

A village situated 8 koi east of Dodai on the path towards Kishtwir; it

lies some distance above the right bank of the Gbeniib^ just to the east of

a very violent torrent ; a single frail spar is tbe only bridge thrown across

the gulf. {Hervey.)

BADAR-^Lat. 83^ 28'. Long. 74^ 68'. Elev.

A village situated some distance from tbe right bank of the Gulibgarb

stream, on the pony-road from Oulabgarh fort towards Budil. {Mont-

pomerie.)

BADERAKAL—Lat. 84^ 24'. Long. 74° I S'. Elev.

A place of Hindu worship in the pargana of Machipdra. It is simply a

collection of four oriive large stones, a Stonehenge in miniainre, near a

spring in the middle of the forest, (rtya^.)

BADJARAN—Lat. 83® 10'. Long. 76* 82'. Elev.

A village situated about 6 mil^jiorth-west of Doda, lying on the spur

some distance above the path to Bagu.

There is a Hindd temple in the village, and twelve houses, most of

which are built of brick; the inhabitants are principally Hindus.

BADKHOL—
This torrent drains the Bdranambal valley, to the west of the Uttar par-

gaua, and joining the Rangwari and Bangos streams, in lat 34®*27', long.

74® 2', forms the Kamil river. {Montgomerie.)

BADRAN—Lot. 84® 5'. Long. 74® 87'. Elev.

A vilkige lying some little distance from the left bank of the Sukndg rivers

which is crossed by a kadat bridge just to the cast of the village. All the

inhabitants are Muhammadans, and number twenty families of zainindars,

a mdlla, a leather-worker, a potter, and a watchman.

badrawAr—
A province lying to the south-east of the territories of His Highness the

Mahardja of Kashmir, where they abut on the State of Chamba.

It is a veiy mountainous district, and, consequent on the diflSoulties of

the passes, and of the passage of the Chandra Bhdga river, which flows to

the north, it is not traversed by any important or much frequented routes.

The drainage of the district flows into the Chandra Bhdga, the principal

channels by which it is absorbed being tbe Karney Gad and Kar Gad

streams, whose united waters flow into that river near the Zunglwar valley

and the Nerd river, which joins it almost opposite Doda.

The valleys of Badrawdr are exceedingly fruitful, producing rice in

large quantities beyond the requirements of the inhabitants ; the surplus is

Exported to less favoured districts.
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The chief valley is that in which the town of Badrawir ia situated.

Thio is a nearly flat-bottomed valley^ a mile in width. The hills which

bound it are the ends of spurs from the forest-ridges ; some of these spurs

have bits of cultivated ground at different levels. The valley bottom has

a slope of about The land is terraced to this fall in steps of a few feet

each.

* The tobacco grown in this district is highly esteemed, and finds

its way, iu small quantities, to the neighbouring local markets. The

fruit of Badrawdr is said to rival in excellence that grown in the valley of

Kashmir. Honey is plentiful and of a superior flavour.

Iron is found in places on the mountains forming the southern bound-

ary of the province; the ore is smelted in the villages on the north side of

the Padri pass. Vigne describes this district as a famous place for the

capture of hawks; they are taken in nets set 0|)en like a schoolboy’s

sparrow-trap, and baited with a live pigeon.

In the valleys a species of holly (ifarsa) is very abundant, and is used

as fodder for goats ; it is doubtfuULit ever produces red berries.

The manner of preserving hay seems peculiar to this district, and

differs from that practised in Kashmir: a double row of poles are fixed

in the ground, usually under the protection of trees ; between* these poles

the hay is built up into a wall about 20 feet high ; a cross pole running

along the top supports a narrow roof over the stack, which b generally

about 20 feet long and 2 feet broad.

Another plan is to twist the grass into a loose rope and throw this over

the forks or boughs of trees, where, hanging down, it is uninjured by the

snow that falls, and is easily pulled down when wanted for use.

The valleys are thickly studded with villages, and the hedgerows and

more open country about them have been likened to a cultivated and hilly

district in England.

The houses are generally low single-storied buildings of mud and

timber, a large stone with a hole in it, or a ghurra fixed on the flat roof,

supplying the place of a chimney ; a few of the better sort of houses are

double-storied, and have pent roofs, but such dwellings are not common.

This district seems to experience a rainfall similar to that of the Panjab,

but in the month of May, thunderstorms, accompanied by heavy showers

of rain, are of frequent occurrence, and tiie atmospheric disturbance often

continues for many days.

The inhabitants of this alpine Panjab ere generally Hindus; they are

* a well-made and active race, shorter and stouter than the inhabitants of

the plains, handsomer in their features, lighter in complexion, and milder

and more obliging in their manners.

Their language, which is a paiid$^ or dialect of Hinddstauf, varies very

considerably in different localities.
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In the time o( the BadmwAr Htjas, the province woe divided into the

following parganae

1. Athkai.

2. BadrawAr.

Gata.

4. Udrana.

5. Hozrah.

6. Killar.

7. Tarmara.

8. Bedota.

9. Bara Sao.

10. Turraon.

11. Siiwar.

The upper ilaka.

Form the jigla terra or lower ilaka.

1 2. Gudyara.

13. Bela.

14. Chinta.

1 5. Buanota. \

1 8. Manota. /

17. Pingal. > Included in the Peliasa ilaka.

18. Chille.
\

19. Nolle. j
iO. Jet<»ta. (Bafei^Drew,)

BADRAWAli-Lat. 3i® 59^ Long. 75® 45'. Kiev. 5,497'.

Tlie chief town in the province of the aame name is situated in a beantifnl

and highly-cultivated valleyi lying about a quarter of a mile to the west

of the left bank of the Nerir river, which flows beneath the town in a deep

channel between high banka strewn with large boulders ; it is crossed by

two Jkadai bridges, one to the north-east of the town, below the village of

Haripdr, and the other to the south-east, on the path leading to the village

of Dfedja ; the river may also be forded in places.

Badrswir is distant 108 miles north-east of Jamii, 40 miles south of

Kishtwdr, 60 miles north-west of Chamba, and 65 miles north of Basaoli.

Drew estimates that there are six hundred or seven

hundred houses and about three thousand inhabitants. About half of thes»

are Hindds ; there are also sixty Hindd shopkeepers in the bazdr, and fifty

sh41-b4fs, besides one hundred and sixty other Muhammadan families.

There are said to be about four hundred looms, bnt of this number only

about half are in work.

Ifovsee.—The houses are built almost entirely of deodar ; the franm*

work of the bouses is altogether of wood; only between the double plank*

walls the s|Hices are filled in with stones, sometimes laid loose and sometimes

cemented with mud. Most of the houses have a sloped shingle-roof and are

single-storied, only a few of the better sort having two stories.
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S/r^&^.-^Badraw4r has an open market-plaoei a long straight street

leading to the fort, two or three other bazdrs, two mosqnes, and a large

temple. The water of one of the streams comes through the very middle of

the towoi and branches from it are brought through all the streets. The
streets are roughly paved with stones, and are uneven and dirty.

2V^Cf.—Both in among the buildings and all round the place, apples,

pears, mulberries, apricots, and cherries abound ; there are also poplars and

a few chuniir trees.

Supplies are cheap and plentiful, rice being exported in

considerable^quantities.

There are said to be seven springs in the town, which is also abundantly

supplied with water by a channel flowing from the Nerd river, from the

neighbourhood of the village of Monda.

Manufaciurei.^The shawls manufactured in Badrawdr are of a coarse

description ; the shdl-bdfs, however, enjoy considerable freedom, and their

earnings average per mensem (British currency).

Vigne states that the town is celebrated for the manufacture of very

prettily carved combs, cut from the wood of the byr-apple, or jujube.

Owing to the difiiculties of the passes by which it must bo approached,

the commerce of Badraw&r is confined to local produce, and to a limited

trade in pashmiua with Basaoli, in return for which a few British commo-

dities are imported ; a duty, amounting to about one per cent., is levied on

goods passing through the town.

InhaUtanU.^'ilLoPd than half the inhabitants of Badrawdr are Kashmiris,

and have quite thrown into the shade the original Hindu inhabitants; they

have adopted all kinds of employment ; numbers of them are shopkeepers,

and numbers more are occupied in the shawl manufacture. Sbme Kash-

miris have land, and cultivate it themselves
; but here, outside the town,

they are much outuumbered by the Bodraw&ris, the older inhabitants. Some
Gurkhas from the British regiment at Bakloh, bringing their fiimilies»

spend their leave at Badraw&r, where they can get the advantages of fine

air and cheap living.

The Ibr/.—The town is commanded from the west by a fort standing on

a hill about 300 feet high ; it is a large square building, with bastions at

each comer, built chiefly of large blocks of slate clay that hardens by long

exposure to the sun and air : it is found in the vicinity ; the walls are

loopholed for musketry, and the fort is said to mount four guns, and to

have a garrison of fifty men. The position is commanded by superior

heights within easy range from the south and west.

Camping Groaatf.—The usual encamping ground is on the plain on the

north side of the fort ; travellers can sometimes find accommodation in the

old palace of the rdjas, a luuch-dihipidatcd building, which now contains
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but one large ciiamber that is at all habitable. Just below the fort is a

masjtd and the ztfrat of Saiod Sahib ; there is another masjid in the town

and the zttrat of Ounda Sahib, and also three Hindu temples,

J7istor^\—Vigne states that the ancient rdjas of Badraw&r were R&jputs,

and paid revenue to the r&jas of Chamba. In the time of the last r£ja of

Badraw4r, the rdja of Chamba thought fit to send an army under the com-

mand of his wazir, who took the castle of Badrawdr and deposed the rdja.

A few years afterwards, Dysa Singh came by order of Banjit to Badraw&r,

and took the castle from the wazfr. The r&ja of Chamba afterwards re-

covered possession of it from the Sikhs by treaty.

JVaisne.—Badrawdr means the stronghold of Badha ; it is also called

Budar by the natives of the hills, and Budriknr by the Kashmiris* {Batei

—Drew.)

BAGH—Lat 34° £4'. Long. 78° 66'. Elev.

A village in the Kamao valleyi situated in a clump of walnut trees on the

left bank of the Shamshabari stream, about £ miles east of the fort. It

contains eight houses, inhabited by Otijars. On the path opposite the

village, on the right bank of the stream, is a bania*s shop.

BAOH-^Lat. 88° 69^ Long. 73° 50^ Elev.

A village inPdnch, situated near the junction of the B4mkot and Malwan

streams ; it lies on one of the paths from Pdnch to Mari, north of Pari.

There is a fort here which, next to that at Punch, is the strongest in tho

Punch territory ; it is built of pnHa stone and contains one gun : garrison

twelve men. (Pandit Manphil-^Henvey.)

BAGHOBAL—Lat. 33° 87\ Long. 74° 66 . Elev.

A village in the Diosur pargana, situated about half a mile east of Kdri,

just sooth of the path to Hanjipfir.

BAONI—Lat. 8£° £1'. Long. 74° 66^ Elev.

A village in Kishtwdr, situated on the slope of the mountain above the left

bank of the Chandra Bh4ga, about 1£ miles north-east of Kishtwdr, on the

path towards Lahoul. Bagni is a small village, and but scanty sttf^lies

are obtainable, also few ooolies. Water and fuel abundant. (Allgaod^

Maekag.)

BAGRAT—Lat. 86° 0' Long. 74° 85' Elev.

A valley, south of the B^kapdshi mountain, which drains to the Indus

about 10 miles below Gilgit. It contains several flourishing villages, such

as Dardoh, Bdichar, Sindlw (where there is a lert), H&par, Parpui, &o. It

is capable of supporting a population of two thousaiid or three thousand souls.

The valley containsjnany signs of mineral wealth, and is famous for its gold*

warhings. In former timeS' it was a favourite summer resort of tho Gilgit
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ralcn^ or wboii hord prMscd bj tboir enemies. The people belonf slomt
eiclttsifelj to the Shin cnste. Strictly speaking, the valley lies b^ween a
spar of the lUkapdsbi mountain on the west and the Decani mountrin
on the east. It forms one of the ilakas of the district of OiIgit.(£f£tffi/p4<^

4y/sief.)

BAOU—Lat 88° 10'. Long. 75° 31'. Elev.

A village lying in the valley above the left bank of tlie Lidar Khol stream,

about 7 miles north-west of Doda, on the path to Kashmir by the Brari

Bal pass. It contains about forty-five houses, most of which are clustered

in the village itself, the remainder being scattered in the fields around it

;

with one eioeptioo they are all single-storied, built of mud in timber

frames, with flat roofs; the double-storied house, which is the largest, is

inhabiM by the lamimrdar, Sdba, a son-in-law of the wazfr Labji. A
Ka^mirf pimdit resides in the village ; the rest of the population are about

equally divided between Hindus and Muhammadans.

There is a eonsiderable amount of cultivation obout the village, which

is well supplied with water from a rill which flows down through it from

the hillside to the east ; there is also a spring to the north. In the mid-

dle of the village, by the path just above it, is a fine chundt tree, beneath

which is a iatktpoik and a small Hindd temple; the .usual encamping

ground is close to ibis tree ; it is very confined, but well shaded. Coolies

and supplies are procurable.

BAHIDCBKOT—Lat 84° 82'. Long. 78° 50'. Elev.

A village in the Karnao district, situated on a sloping shelf of the moun-

tains, which drops abruptly into the Kaji N4g stream by its left bank. It

if divided from Ebkot on the north by a deep ravine, a similar ravine run-

ning to the south of it.

Below the village is a kadal over the stream, called the Sberole bridge.

There are sixteen bouses in the village^ inhabited by Muhammadan samte-

dan of the Kokur and Oingeri castes.

BAILAH—Lrt.3a»47'. Long. Ti® 17'. EW.
This village, whUk is sitnated on tbs left bank of the stream, about 1

1

imW nor^-eaet ef Pdneh^ eontains about .forty houses, and is inhabited

exdueively by MiAammadanc.

BAILHBBAN—Lat. 84° 8'. Long. 74° 41'. Kiev.

A village sitnated os the left banA of the 8ukn4g river, at the eonfluenee

of a tnuB jnrt iMth of tb. nwd (imii: Sriugar to Phttn. It oonUin.

ttiirtun homCf bnog inlabHirf bjr natfudim and mtoo by tUU^bdf..

Thera i. anab riaa tnldwtio- lAont tb. phe..

BAINCII->Lat S8*4b'. long. 76* 14'. Elev.

h village in tb. HaveK parganat sitnatwl uliove the left bank of. the 9&nut
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h\ r, Above 3 milet 8oath«eMt of Pdncb. It oontoioi about twenty bousea

(M.. hammadan).

BAIPABAN—Lat 84<’ 17'. hong. 75<’ IV. Elev.

A village in the Sind valley« oontaining about six houses, situated above

the path and the right bank of the river, about 2 miles south«west of

Gagangir.

BAKAL—Lat 33^ V. Long. 76^ IV. Elev.

A village in Jamd, situated on the slope of the hill, about a quarter of a

mile above the left bank of the Pinkta stream, on the road bkween Mir

and Landra. There is a ba^li of clear cold water in the village, shaded by

some fine trees. Bakal contains a mixed population of Muhammadans and

Hindds of the Thakur caste.

BAKTHAOR (Dard Lat. 3V 41'. Long. 74^ 43'. Elev.

A village in the Odrais valley, situated on the left bank of the Kishan

Oanga river, about 3 miles north of Eanaalwan. It contains thirteen

houses, inhabited by aamfndars, a mdlla, shepherd, blacksmith, and a butcher.
The village stands on a low sloping bank a little distance from the river

and the rocky and precipitous mountains which rise on the right bank ; to

the south and west the mountains are clothed with forest, and south and
south-east the grassy downs of Burrindart and Yizmarg afford splendid

pasturage.

There is a little cultivation around the village, and the fields stretch

for a considerable distance along the bank of the river, on the side of the

hill to the north. The villagu is well supplied with water from the

Shalapdt stream, which flows just to the south of it, and by the Oeshdrt,

which drains the mountains to the west ; two other small streams, the

Zebbin Nar and Mukkur Kurt, irrigate the fields to the north. The

Kishan Gangs is bridged about 3 miles north of Bakthaor, on the path to

Thaobut, aud frequently also at the village itself; during the winter

months the river can forded at this point. A track leading to the

Matsil valley lies over the mountain ranges to the west. The most oonve*

nieut place for encamping is to the south-east of the village, by the bridge

over the Shalaput stream, near the zfirat of B4b4 Daud Khaki, which is

shaded by a clump of willows.

BAL-*Lat. 33 ^ 6'. Long. 74<> 29'. Elev.

A village in the Naoshera district, situated above the right bank of the Rut

stream on the main road between Poni and Rdjaorf, about 14 miles west of

the former place. (Bligel.)

BALADOBI (Survey station)—Lat. 84^ 10'. Long. 74^ 5.' Elev.

A spur from the range of mountains separating the Khai and Dschin

districts, on the right bank of the Jhelum, west of Baramdia; it trends in
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a soutL-easterly direction to the village of Gingl. Iron is found on the

ridge in several placesi and the ore is smelted^ but not in great quantities

(Monlffomerie.)

BALAGRAN—Lat. 84® 26\ Liong. 73® 43'. Elev.

A village lying in a narrow^ grassy valley^ some distance above the right

bank of the Kishan Ganga river, on the path towards Moznfarabad. Above

the village the valley is terraced into numerous Reids, and below it rice ia

extensively cultivate ; the Reids stretching for a considerable distance wesU

ward along the hillside, amid which are a few scattered huts called Mira.

Balagran pays an assessment of RSOO (Kashmir currency) annually. The

inhabitants number ten families of Gujars, eight zamiudurs, among whom'

are some carpenters six oil-sellers^, who are also zamiudars, a barber, a

blacksmith, two weavers, and a mulla ; there are also three Saiads and four

Korashis. During the beat of summer, nearly , all the inhabitants betake

themselves to the Buttnngi Dok, a pasture-land on the mountains to the

east. There are some shady trees in the village, but the only eligible spot

for encamping, which ia near the mosjid, is very confined. There is a good
supply of water from the stream, and also from a spring. Coolies and

supplies are generally procurable.

BALAHAMA—Lat. 34® 2/ Long. 74® 59^ EJev.

A large village situated on the edge of a wudar, about *2 mdoe north-east

of Pampur. It contains two masjids and twenty-five houses inhabited

by Muhammadan zamindars, thirty sh^l-bafs, three paudits (Brahmins), a

Muhammadan fakir, a mdlla, dum, cow-keeper, milk-seller, a carpenter,

and a blacksmith. A stream Rows on the east side of the village
; under

the trees on its banks are some ancient stones carved with representations

of the Hindu mythology, and there are said to be others in the temple.

On the table-land above the village dry crops are cultivated, and in the

valley below it are extensive rice-fields.

BALAR—Lat. 38® 10^ Long. 73® 4&^ Elev.

A village in Naoshera, lying about 3 miles south of Mirpdr, at the foot of

the low ridge which is crossed by the road to the G.'itiala ferry. It is

divided into ten tnorai or districts, and contains fifty houses in all. There

are two reservoirs in the village, there being a scarcity of water in the

neighbourhood.

BALAWAR—Lat. 32® 37^ Long. 76® 39'. Elev.

An old town in the Jamu province. It is at the foot of a brushwood-

covered spur of hill, and has beneath it a river-bed, lined with boulders, a

mile or more wide. There are remains of towers and walls that protected

the place, some towards the jungle and some at the edge of the clifE that

overhangs the stream-bed. There is also an old gateway at the top of the

slope that gave access from below. These, besides the mabal,—that is to say,

palace or mansion., the remains of which show it to have Ix^en substanticdly
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built,—were ibo work of the Ba14war i^jas. One other building there

is that still has repute : this is an old Shivdwdra or Hindd temple, much

ornamented with carvings in the sandstone, which is the material for all

the buildings. Of this temple, one side has fallen, and the rest seems

ready to follow. Baldwar, as at present inhabited, is no more than a

villa^. (Drew.)

,

BALDfl—Ftde « Padm."

BALTAL—Lat. 15\ Long. 76® Elev. 9,200\

An encamping ground at the foot of the Zoji La, at the eastern extremity

of the Sind valley. It lies at the confluence of the stream which flows down
from the pass and that which debouches from a gorge to the south, the com-

bined waters forming the Sind river. In the early part of the season, even

as late as June, the cave of Amrndth and the Lidar valley may be reached

through this gorge, distance about 8 miles, the path lying over the snow-

drifts which arch the Panjtarni stream; but when this covering melts, it is

impossible to make the passage, the mountains on either side of the narrow

gorge through which the torrent flows^ being rugged and in places almost

perpendicular. Wood, water, and forage are obtainable, but no supplies.

The road leading up from Sonamarg is comparatively easy even after a

fall of snow. There are three huts here. (See “ Rodtbs.^^)

BALTISTAN ob SKARDTJ.
A governorship north of Kashmir, and bearing also the name of Little

Tibet, by which prefix it is distinguished from Middle Tibet or Laddk,

and Great Tibet or Southern Tartary. The country itself is, by the

Lad6kis, called Haiti, and a native of it is called Balti-pfi; but the Kash-

miris and other neighbours use the word Balti as an adjective, and call the

country, according to the Persian form, Baltistfin, or the place of the Baltis.

The Dards call it Palolo, or Balor, and the Tibetans call it Nang-kod.

The country is also frequently called Skardii, from the name of its well-

known fort and capital.

Boan/fanV#.—Baltistan proper is a small district bounded by Shigar on

the north, by Kiris and Parkdta on the east, by Tilail on the south, and by

Astor and Rondu on the west. Including the table-land of Deosai, it is

about 60 miles long and 36 miles broad. Its area is about 2,160 square

miles, and the mean height of its villages above the sea is about 7,000 feet.

But the governorship of Baltistan is larger, as it includes the Purik and

Sdrd districts. It is bounded on the north by the Mustagh Range and

Nagar; on the east by Laddk; on the south by Kashmir, Wardwdn, and

Zauskdr ; on the west by Qilgit and Astor. It lies between lat. 34® to 36®

and long. 77® to 75®.

Baltistdn is composed of enormous mountain-chains, or masses of

mountain. Of these, a study of the map will make clear the direction.

As to height—while 18,000 and 20,000 feet are eommon—there are, in the
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north-easterly parts, peaks of i5,000 nnd ft6,000, and one above 28,000

feet These give rise to the lai^t known glaciers out of the Arctio

regions. These mountains are rugged, bare, and nearly inacoessible.

Geologically, the formation of the mountains is generally of gneiss,

iffydfspre|iiy.—-Of the valleys, the most important are the Indus

vallqr l^nd the valley of the Shyok which joins it, and that of Shigair,

which joins with the united valley at Skardd. Besides these, there are the

valleys of the Dris and Sdrd rivers which unite near Kargil and join the

Indus near Oltfngthang from the south ; the Braldd and BXsha valleyr

which join the Shigar near Chdtmn ; and the Hnshd and Saltoro which unite

and join the Shyok, just above Khapdln* The river Indus enters Balti-

sUn in the south-east, and makes its way to the north-west. From the

valley numerous gorges and ravines furrow the inclosing mountains, serv-

ing as channels of streams feeding the main river, and forming passes by
which access is gained to the surrounding countries. At the confluence of

the Shyok and Indus the former is above 150 yards wide; the latter is

only 80 yards in width, but it is deeper, and has a greater body of water

than the Shyok. The average breads of the Indus, in its course through

BaltbtXn, is from 100 to 200 yards: near Skardd it is wide and com-

paratively tranquil, but elsewhere it is a rapid torrent.

There are six lakes known in this country : that of Satptfr-Tso, in the

Satpdr pass, a few miles south of Skardd; that of Juba Tso, in the valley

of Shigar; the shallow lake of Range, near Skardd ; the two small lakes at

Katsdra ; and the Oansd Two, near Khurmang. Satpdr-Tso, tlie largest of

all these, is only one mile long and three quarters of a mile broad.

Oeosai and Skardd are the only plains in BaltisUn. (See article

^ DBOOAX and SXAEDtf P1.AINS.")

Rain seldom falls, and in consequence the atmosphere is

very clear and dry. But though rain is little known, snow falls and lies to

thedepth of from I to 2 feet. The cold in the elevated parts is intense in

winter. The heat in the lower parts in summer is considerable, the

thermometer ranging from 70^ to 90^ in the shade at noon.

OommumeaUani^Viom Kashmir there are four roads

(1) By the Zoji La through Dris and down the Indus to Skardd.

(2) By Sdrd and Kargil and thence to Kirkitehu and Skardd.

(8) By the head of the Tilail valley joiningthe Zoji La route at Drds.

(4) By the Stakpi La, over the De^ plainsto Skardd.

Of these No. (1) is the best.

From Laddk there are four routes r—

(1) By the Shyok.

(2) By the Chorbat La and Khi^u.

(8) By the Indus.

(4) By the Foln La, Kargil, and Lotti.
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Travellers from L£h to Skardd cannot follow the Indus route in the

summer, as the waters are m'ich swollen by the melting of the snows ; they

ooDsequently proceed by No. (2). No. (1) is little used. No. (4) is good

as far as Kargil, but beyond that very bad.

From the north there are two roads

(1) From Ydrkand over the Mustdgh pass and down the Braldu and

Shigar nalan. (YounghusbanJ found this road so bad as to

be practically impassable.)

(2) From Nagnr over the Hispar pass and down the Bdsha and

Shigar valley.

From the west there are several roads

(1) From Oilgit up the Indus not (practicable for horses)

(2) From Astor by the Harpu pass to Rondu.

(3) From Astor by the Baiiok La.

(4) From Astor by the Alumpi La.

(5) From Astor by the pass at the head of the Ditchal valley.

(6) From Astor by Talu Brok or Trongo pass to Bondu.

No. (1) is very bad and dangerous for even foot-passengers. No. (6)

is the first pass open. {Aylmer^

The country is not fertile, but* the inhabitants are in-

dustrious ; they make terraces on the sides of the mountains and pay great

attention to irrigation : by these means they raise crops of barley, millet

and buckwheat, turnips, and a little rice. The cockscomb, or crested

amaranth, is cultivated for its seeds, which are ground into flour for mak-
ing bread. There is a variety of excellent fruits ; apricots so abound that

the Kashmfns call the country Suri-Butan or apricot Tibet. The other

fruits are peaches, apples, pears, grapes, mulberries, walnuts, and melons.

'Wherever a stream descends the Baltfs have taken advantage of it; the

soil is raised and economised with the greatest care, in plateaus averaging

40 j'ards in length and flU in width, supported by walls of loose stone/eaoh

of which is irrigated in turn, and the stream is sometimes absorbed in

them.

The melons of Skardu are plentiful ; they are usually green and small,

but of delicious flavour. The grapes are pretty good ; apples excellent;

pears indifferent
;
peaches and apricots are generally small. Good currants

are grown in the valley and exported to Simla, where they are sold as

Zante currants.

Mineral Produetione.—k careful search would probably be rewarded by
the discovery of mines of gold in Baltistdn, as almost every stream brings

that metal down, but the quantities being small, the process of washing
the sand is attended with little profit. Arsenic is met with and sulphur

abounds. {Drew^^TkornUm.)
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Jdminiiiration.^The wazfnt of SkardA is admioittered by a wazir ap-

pointed by tbe Kashmir darhdr, who are constantly cbangiog their re-

presentative. The wazir resides at Skardd.

Under him are the thanaddrs of the different ilakas, who are mostly

Hindus. A species of dual government exists^ as some of the local

rdjas still maintain a certain amount of authority.

The province is divided into the following ilakas or districts^ each of

which is described separately

1. Haramosh.
2. Rondu.
3. Skardu.

4. Braldu.

5. Bdfiha.

0. Shigar.

7. Ki^is.

8. Khapdlu.
9. Chorbat.

10. Pakota.

11. Khurmang.
12. Tolti.

13. Kargil.

I
14. Drds.

16. Sdrd.

Eaces.—la Suru and Kargil we have both Muhammadan and

Buddhist Puranians. In Haramoshi Rondd, Skardd, Khurmang, and Dr&s

many Ddrds are found (see article Beokvas^'). The remainder of the

population are Baltis (Poranians)^ with the exception of a few Kashmir

villages near Skardd.

BALTlS—
TAe inAahitanti o/BaUMian.^Deteeni. Vigne says the Oyalpos of Bal-

tistdn trace their descent from a fakir. At one period the royal race was nearly

extinct^ the last Qyalpo having left an only daughter, whose band was sought

in marriage by twelve wazfrs. Before any choice was made, a fakir was found

Bittingon a large stonein the village of Shigari. He remained seated day and

night, and in a short time acquired a reputation for sanctity; after which

the young lady was given to him by t^ consent of all parties. In proof

of this story, the people still show the holy stone, called bnrdonat, on

which the holy man was wont to sit, and on which the heir-apparent was

always inaognrated on his reaching manhood.

*rhe following is the genealogy of the Oyalpos of Baltistdn with the

probable dates of their accession

Ho. Hmm. ProbaUo
dolt.

Bomtrkii.

1 AlfSher . • a e 1500 Conquered Laddk.

2 Ahmad • • e 1620

3 BhA MnrtCd • • • 1650
4 BAKbA • 9 m 1680

5 i Snltdn Mbrid Khan a e 1710
6 Zafar Khda • • • 1740

7 AUSbwKUa • • • 1770
9 Ahmad Skslh • • 9 1800 Deposed hy Zorawdr Siogh.

9 Mahamiaad Shah e 1840
1

10 lAliShAh .
- - — 1
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All Shor, a desceudant of the fakir, is the first chief of whom anythinj^ is

iiieutioned. He built the fort on the rock at Skardu, and raised an
elevated platforna, planted with chunArs, close under the fort, and contain-

ing the tombs of the Oyalpos. He conquered Laddk in the reign of

JahAngfr, or about A.D. lAlO ; but his son and successor, Ahmad Kh&n,
lost it again. 'When this latter was dead, Abdul and Adam Khdn, Att

Sherds other sons, quarrelled, and Abdul Khdn so oppressed the neighbour-

ing rdjas, that they sought assistance from the Mogul emperor of Delhi,

Aurangzeb, who sent an army from Kashmir, upon which Abdul Khin
made his submission, and the brothers then went in person before the

Mogul, who told them to divide the suocession, but they died on their

return to Kashmir. 8h£h Murdd, son of Ahmad Khdn, was presented

with a jagir in Kashmir by the Mogul. Ahmad Shah told 'Vigne that the

fort at Skardu was in vain besi^ed by the troops of Aurangzeb; that they

brought elephants with them, and that he bad in the castle some old guns,

drums, armour, &c., and implements of war, which they had left behind

Ihem. Shdh Murdd was succeeded by Rafi Kbdn, who was followed by
Sultdn Murdd, who retook Laddk, and made himself master of Oilgit,

Nagar, Hunza, and* Chitrdl. He is said to have built the bridge near the

fort of Chitrdl. His reign extended from about A.D. 1720 to 1750, and
liis conquest of lodik war probably only a plundering expedition into the

western districts, which the plunderers dignified with the name of a oon-

c^uest. In the time of Zafar Kbdn, the oastle of Skardd was destroyed by
fire, and much that was valuable burnt in it. Zafar Khdii took the

castle of Skardu from the Keluncheb, a sect or family who came from

Purik (the valley of the Sdrd river). He was young when they usurped

the throne of Skardd, and afterwards, by turning them out, he acquired

the name of gKM. AU Sher KhAn, father of Ahmad Shdh, signalised

himself by taking the castle of Shigar, and making prisoners of an invad-

ing army from Laddk. He left two sons, Ahmad Shdh of Skardd, and

GhuUm Sh^Ii, rtija of Parkuta, who both reigned at the last-mexltioned

l»laces in consequenoe of the will of their father. The territories of

Ahmad Shdh extended from Chorbat to Astor, inclusive; Chitr&l was

(iuite independent of him, and the r&jas of Oilgit, Nagar, and Hunza by

no means owned him as their superior. He had five or six sons; the

eldest died about 1885. His brother, Muhammad Sbdh, having been

entrusted by bis father with , the government of Astor by way of trial,

abused his authority so much that his father determined to disinherit him

iu favour of Muhammad AK Khdu, a son by another wife, daughter of the

Shigar rdja, whereas the mother of the deceased prince and Muhammad
Sblh was a daughter of the WLja of Katokchaud, from which family it was

usual for ^he Oyalpos of Skardu to select a wife as the mother of the

heir-apparent. In consequenoe of this deiirmiuation, Muhammad ShCh
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quarrelled with his father^ and ran off, aocompanied by ttro or three adherentsi

and put himself under the protection of Guldb Singh’s Sikh lieutenant,

at the castle of Purfk, near the frontier. This happened about 1886, and
from that time he became a puppet in the hands of Oul6b Singh, who
amused him, and worried Ahmad Sh4h, by pcomising to make him gover-

nor of Skardu if he ever took the country. Muhammad. All Khin was
very fond of field sports, and was usually surrounded by dogs. Vigne
gives the following account of Ahmad Shdh : Though not standing more
than 5 feet 11 inches, he was one of the tallest men in the country.

His personal strength was great. At the time I saw him (1885) he was
between sixty-five and seventy years of age.” Ahmad Sh4h was the last

independent chief. In 18^0 his country was invaded by Zorawdr Singh,

and, after a short siege, the fort of Skardu surrendered for want, of water.

In the winter of 1841, Ahmad Sb4h accompanlied the unfortunate expedi-

tion against Lh4sa, and on Zorawar Singh’s death was taken prisoner,

and confined in Balwdltd, near Lhdsa, where ho soon afterwards died. Bal-

tist4n was then held in jagfr by Muhammad Shdh, the disinherited son of

Ahmad Sh4h, who paid an annual tribute of B7,000j to Mahardja Guldb

Singh of Kashmir. The present r4ja’s name is Ali Shah. He has little

or no power. He has numurous sons and relatior s vho hold jagfrs.

{Ajflmer.)

JppearaHee,—The inhabitants of Baltist^n are quite of ih . same stock

as the Lad4kis, differing from most of these latter in physical character

little more than some Laddkis differ from others. By becoming Muham-
madan, however, they have gained for themselves some other differences in

looks. The Baliis have parts of the Turanian physiognomy marked—e.y.,

high cheek-bones, and eyes drawn out at the corner, but the nose is not

so depressed as with the Bhots. The Baltis have disused the pigtail.

In stature they are less thick-set than most Lad&kfs, and taller. The

Baltfs, though wiry, are not equal to their neighbours of Laddk in carry,

ing loads ; they move much slower with their weights, but are par-

ticularly good in carrying a load over difficult ground where one would

think a laden man could not pass. They always carry about a hair rope or

else a leathern thong, fixed to a wooden ring, for slinging their loads, and

very commonly carry a conical basket (ekurunp) at their backs for the

same purpose. They are usually sallow, thin, and care-worn, from their

laborious habits and scanty fare, and are seldom long-lived. Female beauty

is comparatively rare, and the pink and white complexion of the Kashmiris

very uncommon in Baltistdn. (TAomton,)

J7fe«F.-—The Baltfs wear a coat reaching but a little below the knee, and

short pyjamas, generally made of the wool of their sheep and goats, but

sometimes, though more rarely, of cotton.t^ Ihey carry one or two wrap-

* Bi«ld4-o-B4iha men wear red breed PjriamM, neerlj teoehlag the ground.
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pen for their waists and shoulders; these sometimes of a check pattern in

Braldu-o-Bdsha. For the head they have a small round cap, which they wear

at the back of the head ; and the headmen of villages bind a woollen cloth

pagri or turban over it ;
people of higher rank will have one of white calico

or muslin. The people go barefoot a good deal ; but they carry with them,

for wear in the colder parts, boots of soft leather, often of goat-skin, with

the hair left on and worn inside

Difporition .—In disposition the Baltfs are good-natured and patient*

They are not without some humour. They are less slow in comprehension

than the Bhots are, and are somewhat more up to the ways of the world, less

generous, more eager in getting. They are considered to be phlegmatic,

but peaceable and well-intentioned. {Drew—TAomUtn.)

Custom.—In adopting Muhammadanism the Baltis dropped the custom

of polyandry, and have since to some extent followed polygamy. And this

though the same economic reasons for polyandry hold in Baltistdn as in

Laddk. The area of cultivation is closely limited ; there are no means of

support within the country for an expanding population. Still, with the

new religion, the customs prevalent among Muhammadans in other parts

of the world were adopted, and the old prudential arrangement set aside.

It does not appear that with the poor people, the mass of the population,

polygamy is common, but there is no customary restriction about marriages,

and they are, in fact, betrothed as boys and girls. The result is that

Baltistdn is overcrowded. Happily they are a people more likely to do well

as emigrants than the Laddkis ; for the heat in some of the valleys has

fitted them to endure the warmer cHmatvs that the search for food has led

them to. Accordingly, colonies of Baltis have been made in several coun-

tries where food is more abundant, and frugality and industry (which are

characteristics of the Balti emigrant) can get their reward. Thus, in

Ydrkand, .there is a large settlement of these people. In Kashmir some are

settled, and to Jamu even they find their way. Some hundred^ again, get

their livelihood as soldiers in the Kashmir maharaja’s army, in which has

been formed a regiment of Baltfs.

But at present the great outlet for Baltfs is British territory, where^

at many places in the hill^ works are going on, such as road-making and

barrack-building, at which th^ can earn good wages. They stay away for

three or four years, till they have saved what will carry them hack to their

country and keep them for a little while in ease, until diminishing re*

sources warn them to look around again.

Popuidtiou,—la spite of all this emigration, however, there remain in

the country more people than its produce can well provide for. The land,

or the interest in the land, becomes minutely divbled ; the workers on it

cannot gat a full meal; the result is a poor, ill-clad, unhealthy population*
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If the number of liousee in the different ilakas be added together, we

find that thera are 13,850 houses in the waairai of Skardu.

Taking between 6 and 7 as the number of eaoli household, we arrive at

90,000 as the population, exclusive of troops. (Aylmer.)

Beliyion .—The BaUis are Muhammadanised TibeUns belonging mostly

te the Shfa sect. A number of them call themselves Nur Baksh (q.v,),

which name, evidently taken from some spiritual leader, implies a slight

difference from the ordinary Shfa. About forty years ago, Muhammadanism

was advancing eastward into Lad&k. Now, however, the advance is

stayed. The countenance and encouragement which the mahar&ja has

shown and given to tlie Buddhist religion as a branch of hie own, has been

enough to counteract the tendency that there was to Muhammadan conver-

sion. (Drew.)

Language ,—The language is Tibetin, with a slight admixture of Persian

and Arabic. It is but slightly different from Laddkf ; the two nations

understand each other's talk. (Thornton—Drew.)

Pbed.—The food of the majority of the population is grain, prepared in

various ways, and dried fruits; the higher classes alone being enabled

to eat flesh. Ten, though very expensive, is much used, being the great

luxury of all who can command the means to purchase itt It is preparcH

by boiling the leaf with soda, and adding butter or ghi, a pinch of salt, and

a little cream or milk to the decoction, in which mode it is said to be

palatable and nutritious.

Amneemenie.—Chaugdn or polo is the great game of the Baltis. Most

villages have their polo grounds enclosed and kept for the purpose. The

people are passionately fond of the game ; all who can get a pony to mount

join in it. (Drew,)

The ruling elauee.—lu general the class of rfijasand the class of wnzirs

in Baltistdn are not only better looking than the ordinary Baltf, but have

certain differences of cast of features. The rijas are of several different

stems, more or less connected by marriage ; it is not uncommon to see them

with a light complexion and light eyes, and a hooked nose, in all these

respects differing from their Baltf subjects. The wazfr class intermarry

among themselves, and also take girls from among the ordinary Qaltfs for

their wives; hence they have a larger proportion of Baltf blood than their

masters. It is probable that D4rd blood is shared by the Baltt rulers.

Military featuree.—WiiXi the exception of the Skardd new fort there

is no work of any importance in the province. The forts at Drds, Kargil,

Sbigar, etc., are much of the same description, namely, square, mud-bastioned

works with walls about 25 feet high. They could offer no resistance even

against mountain guns.
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Owing to the nature of the roads, an enemy advancing either up or

down the Indus or Shyok could be resisted by a small force every mile of

the road, which could be rendered temporarily impassable by the defenders.

Skardd could best be attacked by the passes connecting it with Astor.

(Vigne^^Cunningham^lhorntim—Drtw^

BALTI-BRANOSA ob BRANGZA, EARAKARAM or KARAKORAM
BRANOSA—Lat. 35^ 37' Long. £lev. 17,180^

A halting-place, 170 miles north of Ldh, on the Karakoram route, and at

the north end of the Karakoram pass. It merely consists of a rock, which is

used as a shelter by travellers, situated on the right of the sandy ravine

which comes down from the Karakoram pass to the north. No grass

or fuel procurable.

It is 28 miles from Aktdgh and 22 from Daolat-Beguldi. {Trotter^

loknBon^

BALTI-PIJLU—Lat. 35° 25'. Long.77° 65'. Kiev. 16,167'.

Encampment 128 miles north of Ldh. There are three small stone huts

here, situated about 10 miles south-east of the Karakoram pass.

No water, wood, or grass procurable. (Jokmon)

BALTORO—
An enormous glacier at the head of the Braldd valley in Baltistdu. It

runs east and west. Colonel Montgomery estimated its length at 36 miles,

and its breadth from one to two miles and a half.

BAMAY—Lat. 34° 22'. Long. 74° 28'. Elev.

A large village, situated about 7 miles north of Sopur, in the Zainagfr

pargana, at the foot of the range which separates that pargana from the

Lolab valley.

bambAs—
In the extreme north-west of Chibhdl and beyond it as well, on the borders

of Kashmir, are two races somewhat different from the rest, but still near

enough to them to be classed under the same general name of Chibhali.

These are the Kakkns and the Bambds ; they peopje the banks of the

Jhelum between Gingl and Mozafarabad and up the lower part of the

Kishan Ganga valley. The Bambds prevail on the right bank of the

Jhelum, and the Kakkas on the left. know of little difference be-

tween the two ; their ground is generally spoken of as * Elakka-BambA

'

country ; they are stout, strong-built fellows, that may be described as

intermediate between that of the other ChibhAlis and that of the Kash-

miris; they have a less pleasant expression than either, for in disposition

they are somewhat surly." (Ursw, p. 69.)

BAMUNtT—Lat. 33° 48'. Long. 74° 48'. Elev.

A small village of mud-built houses with thatched roofs, about 2 miles

south of Pakapdra, on the path between Shupion and Chrar.
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BANAOOND^Lat. 88® 5V. Ung. 74® 78^. Elev.

This village coosisis of two or three hute ; it ia situated near the left bsaik

of a branch of the Dddh Ganga^ about 4 miles north of Chrdr.

BANDAKdT—Lat. 84® 29^ Long. 74® 48'. Elev.

A village near the foot of the pass leading into the Odrais valley. It is

4^ miles from Bandipursi on the north shore of the Wular lakoy and lies

on the banks of u charming rivulet, completely shut in by a high range of

mountains.

Bandakdt was the residence of a malik, some of whose family were in

existence when Yigne visited the phu^e.

BANDAPtJR—Lat. 33® 57'. Long. 75® 1'. Elev.

A village situated at the confluence of a small stream on the left bank

of the Jhelum, between Awdntipur and Pumpur.

BANDARKOT—Lat. 38® %V. Long. 75® 47'. Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Chandra Bhd^, just above

the confluence of the Maru Wurdwdn river. Below the village is a rope

bridge across the Cheiidb on the path to Kishtwdr, which lies about 0

miles to the south. {Uerveg.)

BANDERGUND—Lat 34® 30'. Long. 74® 12'* Elev.

A village situated just south-%vest of Trigiimma, on tho right bank of the

Kamil. The small branch which leaves the main stream at this village is

called the Qretwari. (Montgomerie.)

BANDI oa BAMDINAR—Lat. 84® 28'. Long. 73® 52'. Elev.

A small village of four houses in Lower Drawdr, situated above the

right bank of the Kishan Ganga river. It is watered by a small stream

which flows down from the hills. There are some wild fruit and other

trees about the village.

BANDI—Lat. 34® 14'. Long. 78® 50\ Elev.

A village in the Peliasa district north of the Jhelum. It is situated neat

a path into the Karnao valley, which lies over the. mountains to tlie north.

BANDI—Lat. 84® 8'. Long. 74® 26'. Elev.

A large village on the slope of the hill above the left bank of the Ningil

stream, almost opposite to Konntra, on the road between Sopur and

Oulmarg.
, . ,

It contains about forty houses, the inhabitants being mostly zamindars;

there are also three carpenters, a bania, and two weavers.

BANDI—Lat. 83® 47'. Long. 74* 1 3'. Elev.

This village lies in a narrow valley abovs the path from Punch to Mandij

about 9 miles from the former and 8 from the latter place.

It contains twenty houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars, and

produces rice and dry crops.
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BAN DI—Lat. 34® Long. 73® 31'. £lev.

A village situated on the rigrht bank of the Kishan Ganga river^ about

3 miles north uf Mozafarabdd. Tho valley of the Kishan Ganga here

opens out into a wide and level plain. There are very few trees near the*

village^ but the land is said to be very fruitful, producing rice, as well

as some cotton and other dry crops. There are about tliirty houses in the

village, five belonging to Saiads, and five to Gujars; there is also a

blacksmith and a bauia. Saiad Mir Ghulkm Samardfini, originally an

inhabitant of Peshawar, has been lambardar of Baudi for twenty years.

BANDIPttRA—Lat. 84® *5'. Long. 74® 41'. Elev. 5,200'.

Was ouee a large and flt»urishing to.wn on the north*east side of the Wular
lake, but is now much dilapidated, and is merely a village of log huts.

It is situated about 2 miles from the margin of the lake, between two of

its feeders, the Bandipdra and Erin nala%; when the water is high, boats

can ascend to within a short distance of the place by means of the former

of these straams. The town contains nothing of interest, but occupies an

important position as the starting-point for the Gdrais valley, and for

Oilgit and Skardu. Srinagar is distant 35 miles south*east by water

from Bandipura, and Gurais 36 miles north-east by a good road. A road

also liifs from tliis place over the mountains to the Ganga rbal lake on the

top of Haramuk. The distance by land to Sopdr is about 16 miles; the

road leads round the northern shores of the lake, and is mostly smooth and

level. There is a shady encamping ground in front of the village. Supplies

abundant. With rt feience to the waters of the lake having receded from

the village, Vigne attributes the diminution to the wearing away of the

rocky bottom of the bed of the Jhelum in the Baramdla pass, and antici-

pates that ill after-ages, in the common course of events, the lake will be

drained altogether. Mulberries and cherries are very plentiful. {Baiti—
Baf/uw.)

BANDOIU-Lat. 33® 36'. Long. 73® 58'. Elev.

A village in Pdnch, on the slope of the hill above the right bank of the

Punch T6i. It contains twenty houses.

bandrAl-
A caste of Mians who used to govern the country called Bandralta (q p.), of

which the present town of Rdmnagnr was the capital. Their rule was

displaced by that of the Sikhs under Riiojit Singh, who took Ramnagar
and held it for a time. There ore some remains of the houses of the rulers

of the time of the Handrdl Mfins at Ramnagar, but their descendauts do uot

live there ; they fouud a home and pension in British territory. 86,)

bandrAlta—
The country formerly occupied by the Bandrdl caste of MKiis, of which

Ramnagar is the capital, now known as the Bdmiiagar district, {Drew.)
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BANDU—Lat. 86® *9' . hong. 75® 42'. Kiev.

A very email pargana in the ilaka of Sbigar (Baltistdn). It lies on the

right bank of the river and contains about twenty houses.

BANDtJSAB—Lat. 83® SH'. Long. 76® 7'. Elev.

A small village in the Diosur pargana, about 3 miles south-east of

Ku1g4m, and 10 miles north-west of Sh4hab6d. Tbe village lies to the

north of a range of low hills, on the bank of a cool and clear stream

which flows in front of it. Supplies are not very abundant. There are

some very eligible spots for encamping. (Inee,)

BANGAS—Lat 34® 22'. Long. 74® 5'. Elev.

A valley in the mountains south-west of Shaldrah, in which the Bang^
stream, one of the headwaters of the Kamil river, rises. On the Bangas

maiddn there is an abundance of excellent grass in summer, and it is much
frequented by Gujars.

BANQIL-
A pargana in the Patau ailla of the Kamr4j division; it lies on the

south-west side of the valley of Kashmir, between Firozpur and Patan,

sloping down from the mountains to tbe morass on the left bank of the

Jhelum. It is naturally an arid district, intersected by narrow and shallow

ravines, but by means of irrigation a considerable amount of rice is culti-

vated round the villages ; dry crops and a little cotton are also grown.

The tahsil is at Lolpur.

BANGLA—Lat. 84® 43'. Long. 75® 1'. Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Burzil stream, which runs into the Kishau

Ganga at Gdrais. From this village a road goes to Astor and Gilgit

over the ridge to the north, which it crosses b}' a pass called the Kamri •

the road over the pass is made along the face of the nala ; it is completely

closed for five or bix months in the year ; as soon as the snow melts, about

the middle of June, laden ponies can cross, as the pass then becomes very

easy and tbe road is always in good order.

This has of late years come to be considered on the whole the easiest

route to the above-named jdaces, and it shortens the journey to Astor by

one march. [Drew-^itanifold.)

BANI—Lat. 32® 42'. Long. 75® 31'. Elev.

A village in tbe Basaoli district, most pleasantly situated in a flat plain on

the left bank of tbe Siowa, at a bend of the stream, which is usually ford-

able, but is crossed by a kadai bridge at the north end of the village.

Just above tbe bridge is a Hindu temple, of the usual pagoda form com-

mon to these hills
; it is suirounded by flne shady trees and adorned with

some quaint carvings. There is much cultivation round the village, which

contains about twenty bouses, a third of tbe inbabitanis being Muham-
madans. On the bank of the streom is a long strip of fine turf shaded by

trees, which forms a conveuient spot for encamping. Supplies and coolies

are obtainable.
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BANiA—
A caste of Dogras. They are the lower class of traders of different kindsi

shopkeepers for the most partj small and |)cttifQgging. (Drew*)

BANIHAL—Lat. Long. Elev.

A populous and well-cultivated district, wliich lies to the south of the Fan-

jal range, between Naoshera and Kishtw&r; it comprises the valley s of the

Mohu and Banih4l streams, which are enclosed by lofty mountains. In

the time of the Emperor Akbar, Banihal was constituted a pargana and

esteemed an integral part of Kashmfr. Traces of the connection exist to

this day, a large proportion of the inhabitants being Muhammadans, and

in dress, appearance, and language, assimiluting to Kashmiris.

hanihAl—
This stream takes its rise on the slopes of the Panjal range, south-west of

Vernag, and flowing in a southerly direction unites with the Mohu, near

the village of Nachilana, in lat. 33^ long. 75^ 13', forming the Bich-

lari river, an affluent of the Chen&b.

Along the bottom of the valley are evergreens and deciduous trees,

making a beautiful and varied foliage. The steep hillsides above have

long-leafed pines scattered over them. Among these the high road from

Jamu to Kashmir runs, cut into the bank in winding contours high above

the stream. Farther up the valley the road comes to the very edge of the

stream, which flows among fallen rocks, often rushing over them in rapids.

The valley is covered with rice-flelds and scattered villages, marked by
groves of trees, chiefly walnut, horse chestnut and elm, with the ordinary

fruit-trees ; but the plane and black poplar do not occur, nor are any vines

cultivated in this valley. The winter is said to be quite as severe as in

Kashmir; and the elevation is a little greater, the lower villages being

about 5,500 feet, while the highest fields are about 6,00(1 feet. In the

woods, foihergilla cherry and sycamore are common, and the greater part

of the vegetation is identical with that of Kashmir.

The high-road from Jamu to Kashmir follows the hanks of this stream

throughout its entire course, crossing it by a bridge between the villages of

Tati and Banihal. {^hemhon—Batee^Dtew*)

BANIHAL—Lat. 38® %V* Long. 75® 16'. Elev.

This village, which used to be called Deogal, may be considered a continu-

ation of Adlkut, from which it is distant a few hundred yards north. It

is situated on the left bank of the stream, on the road from Jamu to Kash-

mir by the Banibdl pass, and is about 12 miles south of Yerndg. The
baraddHf a large red brick building, occupies an airy situation towards the

northern end of the village ; it Contains a long room, about 60 feet by
SO, with three small chambers communicating with it. The inhabitants

are nearly all Muhammadans. Supplies and coolies obtainable. There

is a telegraph offlee.
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BANIHAL—Lat. 88® 81'. Long. 75® 16'. Elcv. 9,200'.

The name of the pass by which the main rood from Jamii to Kaslirofr

crosses the Panj£l range about 6 miles south-west of Vern&g, in theShaha-

hid valley. The ascent begins almost immediately after leaving Verndg,

and is very steep. On the south side, the ascent, about 2 i miles, is neither

very steep nor very rough. The geological formation of the mountain is

the amygdaloidal trap ; the south side is quite bare of trees, and is covered

with grass and grey rocks. The top is level, and there are two ponds of

water on it, and a stone hut used as a dftk station at the north end, from

whence a glorious view of the plains of Kashmir bursts suddenly upon

those who are entering the valley by this route; looking in the opposite

direction appears a vast and dreary sea of mountains, rising one beyond the

other in immense waves, with nothing to break the melancholy sameness.

On the north the forest extends for a long way up the mountain sides.

Camels can enter Kashmir by this route, and the traffic on the rood is al-

ways considerable, as it is passable nearly all the year round for laden ponies,

except when there is much snow accompanied with a high wind
; at such

times incautious travellers not uiifrequently lose their lives in attempting the

passage. The line of road on the north side of the pass seems capable of

considerable improvement.
(
Figne.)

Thomson, ascending from the Kashmir side, says : Ascending rapidly

ou a i'idge, the brushwood gave place to a fine wood of maple, horse-ches^

nut, cherry, hazel, and elm, all just bursting into leaf. The dip of

the limestone rocks was exceedingly variable. The ascent continued rapid.

Hiich at last appeared among the other trees, and, as the elevation increased,

it bewail to predominate. About the same time limestone gave place to a

slaty rock, which was immediately followed by an amygdaloid, which

continued to the summit. Both the slate and the limestone appeared to

have been upheaved by the igneous rook. On the upper part of the ascent

the birch became more and more stunted; it was here almost the only tr<-e.

Here the hills were bare and rocky ; on the opposite side a shady wood,

chiefly consisting of pines, rose to a level considerably higher than the

pass, which was a depression in the ridge, considerably overtopped by the

hills on both sides. The crest of the pass was undulating and covered with

greensward. 'I'he southern slope of the range was bare, scarcely even a

bush being visible ; and the Banib41 valley, nearly 4,000 feet below, appeared

as a prefectly level plain.^’ (TAoimsoh, p. 298,)

The routesJamu to Srinagar— is closed for hordes for two months

or so from Christmas onwards, on account of the depth of snow on the

Banihil pass. For two or three days togetlier it may be closed for men,

who cannot cross when the wind is violent and the snow deep. {Drew^

{See also Rodtss. **)
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BANJIL-Lat. 82° 39\ Long. 76° 5 1'. Elev.

A village in the Baeaoli district^ consisting of a few scattered houses,

situated high up on the southern slopes of the lUmratchau mountain.

The path between Basaoli and Badrawir crosses the range by the Banjil

Gali just to the east of this village.

BANKROAR—Lat. 84° 26'. Long. 78° 42'. Elev.

A village containing fifteen houses, situated above the right bank of the

Kishaii Ganga river, about 2 miles west of Balagrau, on the path leading

to Mozafarabiid. There are a few trees and mugh arable land about the

place, part of which is cultivated by the fanners of neighbouring villages,

the extent of cultivation depending; upon the quantity of water obtainable

;

there is usually but a scanty supply from a rill which Hows down to the

west. From this village, Baran, in Lower Drawer, may be reached by the

path along the right bank of the Kishau Ganga, or by that lying over the

Chowgali spur.

BANMATTU—Lat. 38° 41'. Long. 75° 27'. Elev.

A small village in the Nowbug Nai, containing three houses, situated

above the right bank of the stream just west of the path lying up the

valley towards the Margan pass.

BANMtJLA—Lat. SS'' 36'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.

A large village in the Diosur pargana, situated in qn uninteresting valley

by the path between the Bringhin-Lannor valley and Hanjipur.

BANNIALPtJRA—Lat. 34° 26'. Long 74° 84'. Elev

A Gdjar village, situated on the slopes of the mountains northrwest of the

Wular lake; it lies about a mile north*we8t of Alsu, on the path towards

the LoUb valley.

BANOK LA—Lat. 35° 20'. Long. 75° 15'. Elev.

A pass in Baltistin, on a road between Skardii and Astor. Elevation

about 15,500 feet. There is a fatiguing ascent from the Skardu side, and

near the summit there is a shallow glacier. Five glaciers are visible from

the flat space on the summit. Descent on Astor side very long. (6Sss

" Routes.")

The principal road connecting Astor with Skardu passes this way vti

Los.

BANSKOR—Lat. 82° 4S^ Long. 75° 51'. Elev.

A Village in the Basaoli district, situated on the slopes of the mountain

above the right bank of the Siowa stream. The path for cattle from
Basaoli to Badrawir passes through this village.

BANYlR—Lat. 84° 20'. Long. 74° 41'. Elev.

The name given to the marshy plain which lies between the two branches

of the Jhelum, which they form just before entering the Wular lake.
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BAO FORT—Lat. 82® Long. 74® 50'. Elev.

See «JAMt}."

BAPUMRISHI—Lat. 34® 5'. Long. 74® 26'. Elev.

The name vulgarly applied to the shrine of B4b4 Paiy4m-ud*din^ which is

prettily situated on a grassy slopCi surrounded by forest, on the top of the

lower range of hills, below the northern end of the Oulmaig strath.

The situation is cool and healthy, and the rainfall is considerably less

than on the Gulmarg, which is 1,000 feet higher.

Bapt'jarishi is distant about 24 miles east from Srinagar, 14 miles south*

west from Patan, and 16 miles south from Sopur. Around the shrine

is a cluster of buildings, built of timber, the lintels and door-posts ofwhich

are embellished with some elegant carvings.

There is a masjid, and four houses for the accommodation of travellers,,

with the necessary offices.

Slips of paper, containing prayers, vows, and notifications of pilgrim-

ages made to the shrine by important personages, are pasted on the entrance,

and an inscription affixed to the carved doorway states that it was added (in

the year 1849 A.D.) by Subbur Rishi, the present khalifa or superior of

the brotherhood.

From the month of April to the'end of October, a mela or fair, which is

largely attended for purposes of trade, is held every Monday and Thursday

of each week ; a religious festival takes place in the month of December, on

the anniversary of the saint's death, which is held to have occurred in A.D.

1475. B4b4 Paiy4m-dd-din was a disciple of Znlna Sb4h, whose z(4rat is

at the village of Eishmakan, in the Lidar valley. There are forty rtshis or

priests attached to the shrine, who are bound to a life of celibacy ; any

member infringing this rule is summarily expelled the community. They

hold different ranks, and are recruited by children devoted by the vows of

their grateful parents to a religious life. The novices are at first employed

as shepherds, cr labourers, or in menial offices about the shrine; all vacan-

cies occurring among the rishis are filled by selection from among them, the

lot being supposed to be guided by visions and dreams vouchsafed to the

members of the brotherhc^.

Persons coming to make their vows at ths shrine present the right leg,

head, and skin of a sheep to the priests ; the remainder they keep for them-

selves. Presents of money and other valuables are also made ; nothing k
permitted to be taken away, and should any pilgrim possess any surplus at

the expiration of his visit, he is expected to bestow it for the beneiU of the

shrine; indigent travellers, on the other hand, are entertained at tho

expense of the community.

The fame of the sbrine is not confined to Muhammadans, as among the

pilgrims are many Hindds, the women even vowing to dedicate the object

of their prayers to the service of the saint.

The revenues cf the neighbouring rillages of Tsoniputhav, Alrpulhsr;
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and Nambalnar, on the road towarda Konntra and Hajibal, anw. Wang^b og
the way to Khipdr, are devoted to the. support of the shrine.

Bapumrishi is well supplied with water from a rill which flows down
from the mountains.

There is a small wooden pavilion for the accommodation of European
visitors.

BABA OR TANSKIR—Lat. 86' 11'. Long. 76° 20'. Elev. 8,600' approx.

A colleotion of hamlets on the left bank of the Shyok in Khap4la (Baltis-

t&n). It stretches 3 or 4 miles along the river. The mountains above it

end in a lofty, nearly perpendicular cliff, down which there are several

waterfalls whicfh irrigate the fields. It contains about a hundred and fifty

houses. A path from here crosses the Kailas range to the Indus valley.

BARACHAR—Lat. 83° 49'. Long. 74° 20'.
. Elev.

This village lies above the right bank of the Dali-Nar stream, about 16

miles north-east of Pdnch, above the path towards the Tosha Maidfin.

It contains fifteen houses, ten being inhabited by Kashmiri zamindars,

and five by Qujars, There are a few small walnut trees about the village

;

dry crops alone are^raised.

BABAI PASS—Lat. Long. Elev. 16,000' (?).^

A pass over the Indus-Kishan Ganga watershed, connecting the Bunar

valley of Shin4ka with the Kel Dara, in Kashmir territory. It is quite

impassable from December to the end of March, and is not quite clear

of snow even in July. From April to November it is practicable for men
with loads or unladen cattle. [Ahmad Ali Khdn^

BABA LACHA PASS—Lat. 32° 60'. Long. 77° 26'. Elev. 16,060'.

Leads over the Himalayas, and is crossed in entering Ladak by the south-

ern or Kulu road, between Zingzing Bar and Kannuor Kilang stages.

A steep path rises from the lake of Chugdm and leads round to the

back of the pass, and to the summit, which is tolerably level. The peaks

rise about 1,000 feet higher than the pass, and in all the slopes and crests

of the chain the snow lies in vast undisturbed masses. To the right of

the road is a plain at least 2 miles in extent, skirted by a rivulet. Beyond

9he plain the path is rugged and follows the left bank of the stream to the

Yunam lake. There is a pile of stones (mani) at the summit of the pass.

It is closed by the snow from October to the end of June. During the

summer months the road is good between Kulu and L^h. (Moorerofl—

Cayley.)

BARAMOALA—Lat. 88° 86'. Long. 74° 27'. Elev.

A small village on the road between Bhimbar and Kashmir, situated in a

deep gorge at the foot of the Rattan Pir pass, near the eonflueuce of the

Chitta Pani (Sdran or Pdnch river), with the Purni stream, a dashing

mountain torrent which flows from the south-east.
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Baramgala is distant 70 miles north-east of Bhimbar, and 80 miles

south-west of Srinagar.

The village lies in the territ.iiy of the rAja of Punch ; it is situated upon
a small plateau, which is surrounded by high and rugged mountains about

150 feet above the left bank of the Chitta river. Just below the village

on the opposite bank of the river, there is au old stone fort, which is built

on a lofty and commanding peak.

The village contains about forty flat-roofed cottages, and is inhabited

by both Hindiis and Muhammadans, amongst whom are some blacksmiths

and ndlhandi. In the rains the climate is said to be very unhealthy,

fevers and dysentery prevailing. The hills above, to the north, are crowded

with Gujars; the pasturage is rank, and not to be compared with that on
the opposite side of the valley. In these hills is a vast quantity of iron ore,

not merely in the rocks, but the soil resembles gravel, and this is impreg-

nated with it ; there are villages higher up, consisting entirely of miners and

blacksmiths. Around these villages are innumerable excavations; they are

mostly some 12 feet in diameter and from 3 to 8 feet in depth. In this

locality the compass is of course useless.

A beautiful waterfall to the north-east of the village is worthy the

attention of the traveller. There is a good bungalow for visitors with

six rooms; the encamping ground is very limited. Supplies and coolies are

obtainable.

The road from Baramgata to PoshiAna leads up the bed of the stream,

which it crosses and recrosses twenty-flve times; the bridges are very

lightly put together, being made out of long pine trees ; they are decidedly

rickety, and timid animals are liable to become nervous when crossing

them, and to give a great deal of trouble. (MontgomerU’^Manifold.)

BARAMtJLA—Lat. 34® 13^ Long. 74® 23'. Elev.

A town situated at the mouth of the gorge by which the river Jhelum

leaves the valley of Kashmfr.

It is said to have been founded by Hushki, an Indo-Scytbian king, and

to have been formerly called Hushkipur. It has a picturesque aspect, a

damp, cold climate, a celebrity for rain and storms, and a great name for

earthquakes. In the summer of 1885 this town was completely ruined by

earthquake.

The insincere character of the inhabitants is supposed to have earned

for the place the name it bears ; the Muhammadans, however, usually call it

Waramul. Baramdla is the tahsfl station of the Kruhin pargana; it ex-

tends for about a mile along the right bank of the Jhelum, but has little

depth. The hilb by which it is almost surrounded are bare and without

beauty.

The Jhelum flows in a broad stream, about 160 yards wide. The still-

ness of its current is a striking contrast to the angry torrent it becomes a
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few miles lower downj where it ceases to be navigable, and does not again

become so until it reaches Oiu, in lat. 83^ 40', long. 73^ 50'. At the cast

end of the town it is crossed by a bridge in good repair ; having a span of

146 yards and a breadth of 16 feet, of similar construction to those

at Srinagar.

Baramula is distant 104 miles (ten marches) from Mari by the old road

vid Dana, and eleven marches by the new ; it is the easiest of all the routes

from Kashmir to the Panjab.

By land Baramula is distant about 81 miles from drinagar, but the

journey may be accomplished by water in about twenty hours ; the return

passage by the Nord canal route takes about six hours less.

Sopur is six hours^ journey by boat above Baramula.

A bad road connects Baramula with Abbotabad, distant 185 miles

;

(nine regular marches).

There are two roads between Baramula and Gulmarg, which is distant

about 15 miles; from Gulmarg, Su^an on the Bhimbar and Punch road

may be reached iu four marches.

The town of Baramdla contains about 850 houses, and the inhabitants

are said to number 8,000,^ a considerable proportion being Hindus,

of whom a number are Brahmins. The houses are mostly three or four

stories high, and are built chiefly of wood with pent* roofs; the roofs

are covered with birch bark, which is overlaid with earth, and which,

owing to the moisture of the climate, is usually coverd with grass and

flowers.

To the west of the town, on the right bank of the river, is the canton-

ment, a small enclosure with a windmill-like tower. Ou the same bank

of the river, at ihn north end of the bridge, are traces of some ruins form-

ing a quadrangle.

The foi^ was totally destroyed by the earthquake of 1885.

In addition to the water of the Jhelum, there are numerous wells in the

town, which, judging from the length of the leverpole, must be of unusual

depth ; there is, however, a great want of trees and shade. On the left

bank of the river, just east of the fort, is a large garden, enclosed by a

line of poplars, which forms a convenient spot for encamping.

Baramula is a customs post and a place of considerable trade ; coolies,

boats, and supplies are always obtainable. A telegraph wire connects it

with Srinagar and Domel. (Bates^^Barrow ^Aylmer
*)

iRAN-Iiat. 84® 26'. Long. 78® 61'. Elev.

A village in Lower Drawfir, situated above the right bank of the Kiehan

Ganga; it stretches for a considerable distance up the hillside and

along it.

It contains about forty houses, most of the inhabitante being pah4rf

zamfndars of the Kulgan caste ; there are also two Kashmiri weavers, a

* a,4 14 accordipg to the oenias of 1878.
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blacksmith^ and a carpenter. There is a mosque in the villagej and a mined

house which belonged to Sher Ahmad Khdn^ the late idja of Karoao.

There are a few mulberry and other fruit troes about the village; a good

deal of maJtai is also grown and some little rioe. A small clump of trees

on the path at the north end of the village affords a shady spot for

encamping. A good supply of water is obtainable from small rills which

flow down through deep channels to the north and south of the village.

This village was formerly oonnecied by a bridge with Mirpuri on the

left bank of the Kishan Qangai of which now only traces of the piers

remain.

bArAnI—
Crops which depend on the rainfall for their production.

BARD.AR OK BARDHAR PASS—
The name given by the Paddr people and the Dogris to the Umdsi La

(g.v.).

BAREREL—Lat. 83^ 9^ Long. 75^ 84'. Elev.

A small village containing six houses^ inhabited by Hindus of the Thakur

caste; it is situated above the right bank of the Chen&b, about 8 miles

west of Doda.

BARGAM—Lat. 84® 1'. Long. 74® 46'. Elev.

A village situated about 8 miles south-west of Srinagar ; it is the toslul

station of the Dansu pargana.

BARGtJ Tahsil—

The most westerly tahsil or ilaka of the Gilgit province, which is under

immediate Kashmir rule. It comprises the villages of Bargu B41a and

Fain, Sharot and Shikaidt. The population is about 500.

BARI—Lat. 34® 39'. Long 74® 1'. Elev.

This place contains but one house; it is situated on the mountain-side,

about 2 miles east of Karen, on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga. It

may be reached by a path from that village, and also from Monaiyan.

BARISEN PASS—Lat. 35® 39'. Long. 74® 14'. Elev. 14,000'. (?)

A. pass over the watershed between the Gilgit and Indus rivers, connecting

the Khinar or Talpin valley with the Sai valley in the Gilgit district. It

is practicable for unladen cnttlei but is closed by snow from December to

the middle of May. There is no vegetation on the pass. The Bariben

and Kinejut glens drain together into the Narnaishini, which is itself a
tributary of the Khinar valley. {AJitnad All Khdn.)

BARIOAH PASS—Lat. 35" 48'. Long. 50'. Elev.

The Barigdh pass is that over the watershed between the valley of Ddrdl
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and Kandbari. It lies aboat 9 miles south-west of the Choncbar pass,

which it resembles in many respects, but is at least 600 feet higher and

more difficult. It is very narrow and easily blocked. From the crest the

village of Yaktut in Ddr^l is about 7 miles distant. Hayward speaks of

this pass as the Kdli pass. (Ahmad AU Kkdn.)

BARISIL on BRITZ—Lat. 34^ 38^ Long. 76^ 10'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Dras river in Khurmang (BaltisUni)

It contains 26 houses.

BARMAS—Lat. 36® 64'. Long. 74® 21'. Elev. 6,215^

A small village on the crest of a plateau overlooking the Ollgit valley. It

only contains about a dozen houses, Lut tbe position is an important one,

as it completely commands Gilgit fort at a range of 1,300 yards.

{Barrow,)

BARRAL—Lat. 33® 28'. Long. 73® 55'. Elev.

A large village in Naoshera, containing about two hundred houses, situated

on the left bank of the Punch Toi river, about 6 miles south of Kotli,

on the direct road to Mirpur. The village lies on the top of a spur, and

extends down to the valley beneath.

There is a haolii fed by a good spring, on the roadside.

BARSALA—Lat. 34® 8'. Long. 73® 31'. Elev.

A stage on the Marl-Kashmir road; an excellent dak bungalow has been

built here VAdy by the maharaja. There is no camping ground, and, as a

stage, it is only suitable for persons using tbe dkk bungalow. (BarrowJ)

BARSHALA—Lat. 33® 9'. Long. 76® 49'. Elev.

A village lying on the right bank of the Chenab, on the path between

Doda and Kishtwdr, and about 4 ho^ to tbe south of Saigat, near which

place the river is crossed by a suspension bridge. Barshala is a small vil-

lage, but it appears to have many deper.dencies, and is widely encompassed

by rich fields of cultivation.

The poppy is extensively cultivated in this part of the country ; wild

olives and pomegranates are commen in the jungles, and sweet limes

and bitter oranges are procurable in the villages.

The Hindu shrine of Barshala Devi is of some reputation in the

country.
( Fiffite^Hervejf.)

BARTSO—Lat. 34® 13'. Long. 76® 11'. Elev.

A collection of hamlets said to contain twenty- five houses in the Kartze

division of the iiaka of Dras (Baltist&n). It lies along the Palumba Chu.

BAUWHIE—Lat. 34® 3^', .uong. 75® i3'. Elev.

A \ illiigb ill i.he TILmI valley, callcrl also Bar-ilb
;
it contains six bouses, and

IS sitiiutcd on he v4;l.t bank of ^he K»ahcin Ganga liver, almost opposite

the jnjiclioiA of i.l'C Raiiiaii s’rci'ri.
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From this village there is a path leading to Skardd^ by way of the

Shingo river.

BAS—Lat. 88® 19". Long. 75® Elev.

A village in the Peristdn valley, situated ou the steep side of the hill above

the right bank of the stream. It is shaded by fine trees, and contains

abont'eiz houses.

BASANT PACUMI—
A festival day, early in our year, on the 5th of the Hindu month of

Magh. It is held in honour of the coming of spring. Every one on that

day wears yellow, some dressing completely in that colour, others only

putting on a yellow pagri. It is the custom on this day for the mahardja's

servants to bring him a nazar—a present usually of money, in proportion

to the pay of the giver. {Drew.)

BASANTHA RIVER—
A stream which rises near Rdmkdt and, emerging from the hills to the

westward of Sfimba, enters British territory near Nanga. It has a widei

changing, shallow sandy bed, full of quicksands. There is generally water

in it. (Wingate,)

BASAOLl—Lat. 82® 80". Long. 75^51". Elev. 2,17u’.

A town of some importance, which gives its name to a district in the prov-

ince of Jamu. It is situated at the north-east corner of a long open

valley, between low ridges, lying on the high land about three quarters of

a mile from the right bank of the Ravf, to which the ground drops abruptly

in a series of steps or terraces.

It used to be the seat of one of the idjaships between which the low

bills were divided, before Jamu swallowed up so many petty States. The

town had already decayed but for the settlement in it of some busy Kash-

miris, who, by their trade of weaving, brought some prosperity.

During the melting of the snows, from alK>ut the middle of May to the

middle of August, the river is at its height, and is then about 200 yards

wide ; the current runs with such force that the only communication with

British territory on the opposite bank is carried on by maeake (inflated

skins) ; at other seasons of the year a ferry-boat plies, and during tie

winter months the river is fordable. The eumare who work the masakt

and the ferry arrangements generally are under the British authorities, the

boatmen living on the left bank of the river.

Basaoli is distant 99 miles from Amritsfir by way of Madhopfir, crossing

the Ravi by a ferry below the Thain fort.

Badrawdr is 65 miles due north, the road lying over the Chatardhar

pass. Jamd is said to be distant 80 koe to the westf by a good road which

is divided into three stages.
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The station of Dalhousie^ on the mountains to the north-easti may be
reached in two easy marches.

Basaoli is estimated to contain about IjSOO houses^ with a population

of about TjOOQ, vis. 9^
700 boosts ^Hindiis.

800 ‘Kashmiri Mobsmiiiidans*

100 „ • . • ‘

« • • Hill Mahawmsdans.
200 Shops in bazdr.

160 Shdl-bdfs.

60 Miscsllaneons trades.

The houses are well built of mud and dressed stone, with flat mud roofs

supported on beams of timber : a long street of shops runs through the

town from north-west to south-east, from which point it bends to the north

and extends to within a short distance of the palace ; in the by-streets are

numerous gardens.

There are three strong places in Basaoli, which are all situated towards

the north-east end of the town, eis., an old fort now used as a treasury, the

palace, and the fort of Devi Kala, built on the site of an old Hindd temple.

The old fort, which is situated close to the town, is perched on the top

of a limestone cone, which rises to a height of about 75 feet from the sur-

rounding plain ; it is a small masonry building, about 60 feet square, with

a bastion at each corner and a dry well in the middle of the enclosure. The
walls are cracked and rotten, and it has no armament, being used only as a
treasury.

The palace, which stands a little to the north, on the other side of a

large tank, is an old square building contained by very high walls, which

seem fast decaying. It is at present occupied as a residence by the widowed

ranf of Kalian Pal, rdja of Belaor,

The Devi Kala is a masonry building, seemingly in good repair. It

occupies the crest of the ridge which runs almost parallel to the town on the

north-east, at the distance of about half a mile, rising to a height of about

300 feet above the level of the town. The sid^ of the ridge are steep and

abrupt, and covered with scrub jungle ; the fort occupies the highest point

of the crest just before it drops down into the Ravf.

There is a path which leads up to the fort from the direction of the

palace, which must be very steep ; it could, however, be easily approached

from the north-west along the ridge.

The form of the work appears to bean irregular square, with demi-bas-

tions at intervals, and a large bastion at the south-east oomer, facing the

town and river ; the walls, which are loopholed, seem to be about 40 feet

high. The fort is said to be armed with three guns, with a garrison of

about fifty men, and to have a spring just outside the walls in addition to

the usual tank inside. This fort is also sometimes used as a prison.
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Bisaoli if well rapplied with waierj in addition to the near irioinity

of the Ba?!, there are in the town two large and other amall tanks, five

springs, and nnmerons wells ; of the tanks, the largest is that in front of

the palace ; it is fed by a stone-drain from the hills to the north, and holds

a supply of water in the driest season of the year.

There are a considerable number of shawls manufactured in Basaoli,

but they are inferior in workmanship and material to those made in Kash-

mir. The shdUbdfs, however, enjoy liberties and immunities which

are denied to the same class in the valley. The pathm is imported from

Kashmir, and is sold at Basaoli at the rate of RIO (British currency) a

wulii (equal to one and three-quarter seers), an advance of about 25

per cent.

;

this is adulterated with wahabthaiki paskm, which costs hero

abont B6 for the same weight.

The valley in which Basaoli stands is flat and highly cultivated ; it

stretches for about 6 miles to the south-west, and is dotted with numerous

trees and divided into fields by hedges of prickly pear.

Supplies are cheap and abundant.

BASOO—Lat. 34^ IV. Long. 77® 20^ Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Indus, 15 miles below Ldh, situated

in a hollow at the foot of the Basgo fAcay or plateau. Bellew says ;

^*This undulating plateau is the first bit of open ground we have seen since

crossing the Photo La. It is an arid waste, with hardly a blade of vege-

tation to vary the bare nakedness of the soil. From the plateau we

descended to the Basgo hollow ; it is a fertile and populous tract, and pic-

turesque in the clusters of its Buddhist monuments and neatly-built dwell-

ing houses amidst a general spread of fields and fruit-trees.^'

Owing to its sheltered situation Basgo is reckoned the warmest winter

residence in Laddk. It has a large shakran, or polo ground,, now rarely

used. The monastery is built on a towering rock.

Two routes from Kbalsi to L4h meet here. Cultivation on banks of

stream in the hollow. (Bdltw—Drew.) Said to contain a hundred and

fifty houses.

BASHA—Lat. Long. Elev.

An ilaka of the wazirat of Skardd. It consists of the valley formed by

the Bdsha branch of the Shigar.

In the bottom of the valley there is no flat—only the space occupied by

the fans which project from the side ravines; each of these fans is the

seat of a village, a small cultivated tract, with walnut trees scattered

abont it. Often rocky precipices rise from the river side, or else from close

behind the villages. Three thousand feet or so above the villages are the

pastnie grounds, whither the flocks and herds are driven for the summer
months ; on these there is often a collection of small stone huts for the shep-

herds to live in. It is only at such heights that any pasture can be got,
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And that still is scanty^ as it must be nourisbed by the moisture of the

soow. Higher up the valley the villages are rarer : a tract of many miles

is passed without one being met with^ till Arandu is reached, the highest

village in the valley. Above this is a glacier, miles broad, which fills

up the valley.

Besides the walnut, the orbele poplar also grows here, but the apricot

does not thrive ; and though pears and apples ripen, they are of an inferior

kind.

A road leads up this valley and across to Nagar and Hunza ; it is the

road always taken by the Baltfs and Nagar people, but it is in a very bad

state. (Drew^Oodwin-Amteii^Manifold*)

There is a rope bridge at Sesko. Arandu is connected with Nagar by

means of the Hispar pass, which, however, is seldom used.

The bottom of the valley communicates with the Turmik valley vid the

Oanto La, which is open for laden coolies in July.

Endeavours, so far unsuocessful, are being made to discover a pass at

the head of the Chogo Longma leading to Nagar. Shigar is the talisfl

station.

PaHieular$ of iho ilaka of Bdtka.

Vime of Tllltct or gfoop of
flllsges.

Bilk
of

riTir.

lIotllM. BobIm. Sheep.
Homed
cattle.

Benorke.

Tonr • U 1 8 642 185 8 esrpenften. 1 imith.

Bbtttron • • R Bd ... 112 86
HemAsiU R Bd 1 226 107
NiMolu.... R 122 40
DokoChibiri . • • K 80 1 152 80 8 eirpeoten.

Eroado . . . • K 80 806 104 1 enr^nter (a tniall fort, 6 or

6 men.)
Bifill .... L 86 162 1 carpenter.

Seiko . . . • L 80 1 162 88
Zll .... Ii 84 ... 140 48
Bun .... L 16 ... 106 40
Dogoro .... L 84 180 68 1 imiih, 1 moehl.

Demal .... L 6 41 88
Thuigo • . • • L 88 ... m 78 1 carpenter.

Total 880 6 8.229 887 SenrpenteraSsmItha 1 noebi.

{Sdja of Skigar—Aylmer.)

bAsha—
A river io BaltiiUn, riring in tlie Kero Lfingme, and forming tl^ weidern

bnnoh of the Shigar river. Length about 28 milee to its junction with
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the latter river. Liable to iuundatioDB, ifhich often do oonsiderable dam*

ige to the villages on its banks. These occur from two causes-*

(1) from the bursting glacier lakes

;

(2) from an unusual amount of rain which causes shwfa/' or land-

slips, in the ravines. (Godwin^Au9tin^

BASHO—Lai 85" 28'. Long. 75" 25'. Elev. about 9,500'.

A pargana in the ilaka of Skardu, BaltistXn, on the left bank of the river

Indus* It is at the re-entering angle made by a bend in the river-valley,

where, too, a ravine comes down to meet it. There is a small space en-

closed between rocky spurs ; the part that is cultivated is crowded with

frui^trees ; the speciality of the place is grapes, particularly a small black-

currant variety. {Drew.)

There are thirteen hamlets, of which the largest are Barsingo and

Matilo.

The parga^in possesses about a hundred and fifty houses. The usual

crops are grown. There is a polo-ground at the Guncho hamlet. A road

goes up this valley to the Banok La. {Jjflmer.)

BASIN—Lat. 35" 5o'. Long 74" IS'. Elev. 5,050'.

Two small hamlets on each side of the Kergah river at its month. They

really form part of Gilgit, as the cultivation of Basin Pifu is almost con-

tinuous with that of Oilgpt ; together they contain about twenty houses.

Basin Blla is inhabited by refugees from Yasin. (Barrow.)

BASMAN—Lat. 33" 54'. Long. 1 5" 33'. Elev.

A small village in the Maru Wardw^n valley, lying on the path some
little distance from the right bank of the river. It contains a rude masjid,

and some twenty houses built entirely of wood, with wooden pent-roofs,

two or three stories high.

A small mud fort, having six bastions, but in a very dilapidated state,

commands the little hamlet, and is situated on the slope of a hill which
towers far above, the summit of which is covered with snow. The eleva-

tion of the fort above the village is not 100 feet; it is commanded by
many of the surrounding heights. This fort is said to have been built by
order of the waafr Zorawir.

A foot-path lies over the mountains to Ooguldar, a village at the north-

east extremity of the Khourpara pargana; it is only practicable daring the
heightof summer.

A considerable stream flows into the Maru Wardw<n river just south
of Basman. Supplies cannot bo depended on. (//earsy.)*

BASTI—Lat. 82" 56'. Long. 75" 45'. Elev.

A small village, surrounded by some cultivation, situated above the right
bank of the Haldni stream, about 5 miles south of Badrawlr, on the road
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to Basaoli. It oontains six houses^ four being inhabited by Hindds and

two by Muhammadans.

The Haldni stream is crossed by a bridge about a mile above the

village.

BATA—Lat. 84® 84". Long, 78® 54". Elev.

A village in Lower Drawlr, situated above the right bank of the Kiehan

Oanga river. It contains four houses, a masjid, and the zKrat of Saiad

Lai Sh4h. There are a few fruit and other trees about the village, which

is supplied with water by a little stream flowing from a spring on the hill

above.

The bridge which usually crosses the Kishan Ganga on the path

between this village and Sharkdt, about 8 miles to the north-east, is now
in ruins.

BATAL—Lat. 83® 41". Long. 74® 1". Elev.

A village in Pdnoh, on the path to Kdtli, about 10 miles south-west of

Punch ; it stretches for a great distance along the left bank of the Pdnch
Tdi river.

The bouses, which are much scattered, number in all about one hundred,

all the inhabitants being Muhammadans, and for the most part zamindars;

there are two or three families of boatmen, who are employed in working

the neighbouring ferry below the village of Ser. ^

The rice-fields below this village are very extensive, and dry crops are

also cultivated on the upper slopes.

bAtal—
A caste of Muhammadans. It is one of those tribes whose members are

outcasts from the community ; they have to do the dirtiest work, part of

their trade being to remove and skin carcases and to cure leather. They are

divided into two classes : the higher class follow the Muhammadan rules

as to eating, but the lower class eat carrion. From among this class are

provided the musicians and dancing girls.

Probably the remnants of inhabitants earlier than the Aryans. {Drew,)

BATALKOT—Lat. 38® 60". Long. 74® 23". Elev.

This village lies about 21 miles north-east of Pdnch, near the mouth of

a narrow valley leading to the Nurpdr and Sang Saffd passes.

Iron is mined in the vicinity, and the inhabitants, comprising about

ten Muhammadan families, are engaged in its manufacture, and also in

agriculture. The iron here produced sells for 0 seers the rupee (British

currency).

BATAPtRA—Lat. 84® 10". Long. 74? 63". Elev.

A village lying a few miles north of Srinagar, the tabsfl station of the

Phak pargana.
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BATGtND—Lat. 57^ Long. 75^ 8^ Elev.

A large village in the Tr^l valley, lying at the northern foot of the Multrag

hill, the east spur of the Wastarwan mountain.

BATQTJND-Lat. 38® 38^ Long. 76® 18^ Elev.

A village situated on the slope of the mountains on the northern side of the

Shdhabdd valley. It lies on the direct path from Yernllg to the Bring

pargana.

BATIYAN—Lat. 84® 26'. Long. 73® 84'. Elev.

A village lying on the left bank of the Kishan Qanga river, about 6 miles

north-east of Mozafarabdd, on the path towards Titwal. It contains five

houses ; both rice and dry crops are grown in the fields, which are much
scatter^ ; a small stream flows down from the hills through the village.

BATMALU^Lat. 34® 4'. Long. 74® 60'. Elev.

This village, or suburb of Srinagar, is called Batamdl Sdhib by the Kash-

miris. It lies on the banks of the Dddh Oanga river, about half a mile west

of the Sher Oarbi, the intervening ground being a level plain ; to the north-

west stretches the wide expanse which is used as a parade ground, and to the

west and south-west the Bimman Nambal or morass. A substantial Jtada^

bridge spans the Dudh Gangs in the middle of the village, and there is

another similar bridge at the end of the avenue of poplars, about 600

yards to the north ; this latter is about 144 feet in length and 25 feet in

breadth.

There are some gardens and fruit-trees in the village, and much rice

cultivation near it.

An estimate of the population gives eighty houses inhabited by Muham-
madan zamiudars; twenty pandits, including two shopkeepers; one

hundred shdl-btfs ; seven shopkeepers, Muhammadans ; three washermen

;

two watchmen ; three messengers ; ten sweepers ; two blacksmiths ; a

carpenter; two cotton-cleansers ; four mdllas ; twelve pirz4das ; and fifteen

houses inhabited by sepoys and tlieir families.

The suburb also contains three mosques, and the shrine of Batmdla

Sihib.

BATOLI—Lat. 83® 8'. Long. 76® 40'. Elev.

A small village in Badrawdr, containing about six houses ; it is situated

on the right bank of the Bin Kad stream, about half a mile south of the

village of Kallain, the usual stage between Badrtvrdr and Doda.

BATPtJRA—Lat. 33® 58'. Long. 74® 87'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Sukndg river, at the foot of

the mountains north-east of the Tosha Maid4n. l^is village seems to be

identical with Kanyelhdma,- which contains one hundred ai^ sixty houses

inhabited by Muhammadan zamfndars, ten shdl-bdfs, seven pandits, two
bakers, and two banias.
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When the riyers ore in floods the Sukn£g is said to be navigable for

large boats as high up as Batpdra.

BATPtJRA—Lat. 84® Long. 74® 18^ Elev.

A small village situated at the foot of a spur from the range of hills oq
the north-east side of the Machipura pargana ; it lies on the road from

Sopdr to Shalurah, and is watered by a small stream, a branch of the

Dangerwari.

The village is surrounded with rice-lields, and contains tUe mdrat of

Bahdwadin Gang Baksh.

BATPtJRA—Lat. 33® 43'.
.

Long. 74® B2'. Elev.

A suburb of Shupion, called also Batgund ; it lies to the north-west of the

towU| on the right bank of the Rembidra^ and contains about fifteen houses

inhabited exclusively by Hindus. Many of the houses are substantial brick

buildings.

North-west of the village is a suitable spot for encamping, well shaded

by trees, and supplied with good water.

BATTERGAN—Lat. 34* 82'. Long. 74® 16'. Elev.

A village in the Utter pargana, where there is a numerous colony of

monkeys. It contains a ihinat and plenty of supplies are procurable,

tfcii/yosisrie.)

BATtJ—
A pargana of the Mirij division, lying on the right bank of the Rembidra

river, on the south-west side of the valley of Kashmir. Shiipion is the

tahsfl and zilla station.

BATO—Lat. 88® 47'. Long. 75® 87'. Elev.

A village containing five houses, situated on the right bank of the Maru
Wardwdn river, almost opposite the village of Wardwfin.

It lies on a small plateau above the left bank of the stream which flows

down from the Maigan pass ; there is a haAal bridge across this torrent

just below the vill^«

BAWAN- Lat. 88® 46'. Long. 75® 15'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Lidar river, containing a magnificent

spring; it is about miles from the ruins of Martund, situated under the

northern side of the karewd of Islamabid, from whence by the direct

road it is about 5 miles distent.

The spring, which is esteemed very sacred, gashes with impetuosity

from a horizontal fissure in the limestone rook at the foot of the hills

behind the village ; the water is received into tanks, which swarm with fish.

There is a fine grove of chundrs in the village. Supplies procurable.

BAWANJI— riV/s '^BfiNjf."
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BAYLI—Lat. 88® 10\ Long. 76® 8V. Elev.

A large village situated on the top of the hill north-west of Doda; it con-

tains about thirty hooses, two thirds of the population being Hindds.

BEAKAN—Lat. 88® Long. 75® 5 Blev.

A small village in the Basaoli dUtriot, containing six or seven houses, situ-

ated above the right bank of the Siowa river, near the junction of the Kad
stream, which is crossed by a wooden bridge. Below the village there is

a temporary bridge across the Siowa on the path to Sertal.

B^an lies to the west of the direct path between Basaoli and Bad-
lawdr, but cattle are required to take the road which passes through the

village.*

BBHAT—
A name of the chief river of Kashmfr. [Sei ** Jhxlum/^)

BEI NALA—
A hill torrent which flows southward about 8 miles to the cost of Bdjpur.

Water generally lies in the bed. {fFingaie.)

BEJA—Lat. 88® 57^ Long. 75® 48^ Elev.

A village lying south-east of Badrawdr, on the road to Chamba, by the

Pddri pass. The Neru river is bridged beneath it.

BELA-Lat 88* 49\ Long. 74® 8^. Elev.

A small village about 16 miles north-east of Punch, on the steep side of

the mountain on the left bank of the Dali Nar stream, which here flows

through a very narrow valley. Beb contains twelve hooses inhabited by

Gujars; there is a little dry cultivation and a few stunted walnut trees

about the village.

BELOH-Lat. 88® 8^. Long. 74® 88^ Elev.

A small hamlet consisting of three or four shepherds' huts, on the road

between Rajaori and Aliabdd Sar&i by the Nandan Sar pass, 19 miles from

R4jaor{ and 18 miles from Aliabdd Sardi. The mountains here are long,

smooth, and sloping, and in summer covered with magnificent pasturage.

No supplies procurable ; fuel must be brought from a point a mile distant;

water abundant. The Rupri vall^ may be reached from Beloh in a short

march by an eaqr road passing over the Darhal pass and by the Bhdg Sar.

(Allgood.)

BEM—
The only caste division of the Laddkfs. It consists of blacksmiths and

musicians, who are considered low : with none of them will the ordinary

Laddkfs intermarry. (Drew.)
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BEBARO-*Lat. b\ Long. 76» 39'. Elev.

A village in BadrawAfi inhabited by Hindiis and Mnhammadans, sitnated

above* the right bank of the Nerd river, which is crossed by a bridge

below the village, abont a mile to the nor^ of it. There is a haraddri

in the village, and seven houses which are much scattered, and surrounded

by cultivation.

BHACHCHA—Lat. 34^ 65'. Long. 76^ I 5'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Indus in Khurmang (Baltistan). It

contains thirty-six houses.

bhadarkAshi--
Another name fot Bhadarwah (which the Hindtfs sometimes give it),

derived. Drew thinks, from the sacredness of a shrine on the river-bank

opposite.

BHADARWAH—

«

BadbawIr."

BHALA—Ut 83® 4'. Long. 76® 40'. Elev.

A small Muhammadan village, containing eight houses, on the road from
BadrawAr to Doda. It stands on the left bank of a small stream, which
runs into the Bin Kad close to its junction with the Neru river. The Bin
Kad stream is bridged between this village and Kallain.

BHANIYAR—Lat. 34® 8'. Long. 74® 13'. Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Harpetkai stream, where it empties

itself into the Jhelum on the road between Dri and Napshera. Supplies

are scarce. From Bbaniyar, Srinagar may be reached by a path over the

Sallar pass in five stages.

East of the village, on the road about 8 miles from Naoshera, stands a
magnificent ruin, one of the best preserved specimens of ancient architec-

ture in Kashmir ;
it is a famous place of pilgrimage for Hindds, and is

much frequented. {Aligood^Grou>$e^)

BHAO— Ficfc “ Shummal 'Lunopa.”

BHARA—Lat. 88® 8'. Long. 76® 40'. Elev.

A village in BadrawAr, lying on the slope of the hill above the right bank

of the Bin Kad stream, about half a mile south-west of Kallain. It con-

tains sixteen houses inhabited by Hindiis. There is much cultivation

around this village and in the valley generally.
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BHATKOT—Lat 88® 57^ Long. 76® Blev.

A small village about midway between Eishmakan and Palgimj prettily

sitnated on the left bank of the Lidar. Some supplies proourable.

BHEDBI KA OALI—Lat. 84® 86'. Long. 78® 85®. Elev.

A pass over the mountain range beiwMU the valley of the Kishan Ganga
and K4gh&n ; it lies at the head of the Pakote valleyi and is traversed by
a fair path.

BHIMBAR-Lat 82® 68'. Long. 74® 8'. Elev.

A small town situated in the plainsj on the right bank of a stream of the

same name, which Hows into the Chendb near Wazirabdd.

Bhimbar is about 29 miles north of Oujrdtj 22 miles east of Jhelam,

and 50 miles north-west of Sialkdt.

The place is of some importance, as being the point of departure from

the plains for Kashmir ; it is distant about 160 miles from Srinagar, by

the Pir Fanjdl route.

The town, which is mostly built of stone, is surrounded on all except

the south side, by low hills, about 500 or 600 feet in height.

There is an old Mogul sardi in the middle of the town, and a brick

garhi or fort of no strength on the north ; the former building is used as

the ihdm and district officer's residence.

To the south of the town are two buildings for the reception of travel-

lers ; there is also a good encamping ground supplied with water from the

nadi. This stream is usually shallow and fordable, but is liable to freshets.

SuppKes procurable.

Bhimbar was anciently governed by an independent raja
; the last of

the line, Sultdn Khdn, opposed Raiijit Singh's designs upon Kashmir, and

is stated to have been blinded by rdja Guldb Singh.

The ruins of the palace of the old rdjas of Bhimbar may be traced near

the village on the left of the road towards Kashmir. A tonga runs when

required to Oujrdt. Ekkas are procurable.

BHIMBAR GALI—Lat. 33® 33'. Long. 74® 16'. Kiev.

A pass over the range of bills between RdjaoH and the Mendola district of

Flinch.

BHOT KOL—
A stream which rises at the foot of the Shot Kol or Lanwi La leading

iuto* Suru, and forms one of the headwaters of the Maru Wardwdn riv^r.

It flows in a north-westerly direction through a narrow valley ; the average

breadth of its channel is from 100 to 120 yards, and in some parts it is not

less than a quarter of a mile iu width, and occupies the entire valley.
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Huge blocks of snow strew the banks^aud the surrouading mountains are

sharp and rugged. The road into Sdru hy the Bhot Kol follows the
course of this stream. The glacier in which the stream rises is about 6
miles in length, with an average breadth of from three quarters to half a
mile, stretching out, however, in some places to a mile and a half. It is

much fissured in some parts of its course,* and the scenery on either side is

of the grandest description. This glacier is at an elevation of 13,500 feet,

while the mountains rise on either side from 18,000 to 20,000 feeU

{Hervef—BaUi.)

BHOT KOL PASS—Lat. 1'. Long. 75® 63^ Kiev, U,870^

Leads from the head of the Wardwdn valley into the Sdru district. It is

a glacier pass. The road is closed for about six months on account of the

snow. (Drew.)

BHCTGMUR^
The name of the mountain range on the east side of the Tidl valley ; the

direct path to the Dachinpara pargana and the Lidar valley lies over this

range.

BHCMJO oe BOMZO o eBHAUMAJO—
Lat. 33® 47^ Long. 75® 16'. Kiev.

These caves are situated on the left bank of the Lidar river, about a mile

north of the village of Bawan ; the largest is dedicated to Kaladeva. Tlie

cave-tomple stands at the far end of a natural but artificially enlarged

fissure in the limestone cliff. The entrance to the cayern, which is more

than 60 feet above the level of the river, is carved into an architectural

doorway, and a gloomy passage, 50 feet in length, leads from it to the door

of the temple.

BHtJP SINGH PARI—Lat. 35® 47'. Long. 74® 37'.
.

Elev. 4,330'.

A camping ground on the south bank of the Gilgit river, 14 miles east of

Minawar. It is devoid of shade and is a dreary jumble of rocks and sand.

Water from the river very muddy. It was near here that a Kashmir force

under Bhdp Singh was nearly annihilated in 1858. Hence the name.

(Barrets.)

BIIURTPtJRA—Lat. 33® 37'. Long 74® 56'. Elev.

A village in the Diosur pargana, lying about half a mile north-east of Euri.

BHUTNA—
A stream which rises in the glacier of the Umasi La or Bardhar pass and

flows into the Chendb at Gulabgarh. At its junction with the Chciiab it is

a large impetuous stream, and is here crossed by a good bridge. Zorawdr
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Singh crossed this bridge in 1834, with a force of 3,000 men, and took the
fort of Chatargarh, which used to stand on the right bank of the Bhutna in

the angle between it and the Chen4b. The river varies much in character

;

but for the most part it flows with great rapidity over a rocky channel, and
in one place forms a cataract of some size. More than once, and always
above the most rapid parts, it is tranquil, though still swift, and flows

between gravelly islands. Above Kundhel there are traces of a fall of

rock having dammed the river ; the stream here passes over the talus (the

cause of the damming) in a cataract, while immediately above the valley

opens, and the waters spread out almost into a lake. Farther up is another

instance of the same kind. Above Hamuri the stream is covered with snow
for the most part. [Thomwn—Dreto,)

BHUTNA—
A valley formed by the Bhutna sti^am in the district of P4dar. Com-
mencing from the lower portion, patches of cultivation occur on both sides,

and several hamlets of a few houses each ; some of the villages have walnut

trees flourishing, but their fruit does not ripen well here. At one part

there is an oak wood, which grows on both hillsides. Deodar bad grown

chiefly on the left bank above the oak, but it has all been cut down for

timber. Alder, horse-chestnut, and ash grow too. The hillsides are the

extremities of spurs from greater ricfges; they themselves show a fall

of some thousand feet, but they are connected with much more lofty

mountains, 18,0Cf0 to 20,000 feet high. Above Chisbot, 8,200 feet, is a

pine forest. Near Hamuri, 8,800 feet, the pine forest ceases, and the

valley opens and has a more stony look ; the masses of rock that have fallen

down from the cliffs above, or have been carried down in snowfalls, are

very conspicuous. Around Hamuri there is much cultivation, with irri-

gation. Beyond this village the valley is open and bare, but very rocky

and covered with large boulders. There is no wood except in the ravines,

where groves of poplar and walnut grow. The herbaceous vegetation

on the bank is very luxuriant. The highest village of any size in the

Bhutna valley is Machel (9,700 feet), 22 miles from the Chen4b.

Around it is some cultivation ; and on the mountain-sides are some stunted

deodars, but at 9,800 feet these altogether end. Sunjam, 11,000 feet,

is the highest inhabited place ; here they grow wheat, peas, buckwheat, and

the kind of barley called grim. Beyond this the valley is open, and

bounded on both sides by steep, rocky mountains, those on the right being

partially wooded with birch, on the other side quite bare. About 2

miles from Sunj4m is a level plain, nearly 2 miles in length, and at

least half a mile in width. Small groves of willow are scattered over this

plain.* The surface where free from snow is usually gradsy ; and near th^
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above OltfngthaDg. Bound it there are a good many poplari wUloWj and
apricot trees. (TAamson.)

BILLA.TA—Lat. 3d® 10'. Long. 73® 17'. Blev. 5,150'.

Variously spelt—Balota {nomtati), Bilaut (Drew), and Bilhata.

A small village on the Jamd-Srinagar route, 6 miles south of R&mbdn
on the Chendb. Bound the village are some very fine deodars. The hills

on all sides are richly cultivated, as Lit up as 6,000 feet, above which eleva-

tion fine forest commences.

Water scarce ; space for camping ground cramped. (TAomon.)

BIN KAD—
A stream which takes its rise on the slopes of the snowy mountains west

of Badrawdr, and, fiowiog in a northerly direction through a fertile valley,

empties itself into the Neru river by its left bank, in lat. 33® 4', long. 75®

40', below the village of Bhala.

This stream is usually fordable, but is bridged between the villages of

Kallain and Bhala, where the road from Badrawfir to Doda crosses it, and

also above Danda.

The villages lying on the right bank of the stream are almost entirely

inhabited hy Hiudds.

BIBEQATI—
A small stream, which, rising in the snowy mountains near the cave of

Amrndth, flows into the Panjtarni streams, the headwaters of the Sind

river. (Moorcroft,)

BIBOK LA—Lat. 34® 28'. Long. 75® 23'. Elev.

A pass connecting Drds with the village of Oujrind in Tilail. It is

said that ponies can go by this road in September, but arc stopped early

in the summer by the flooded state of the rivers, (djflmer.)

BIBU—
The name of a stream which flows into the Tawi ; it is crossed by the road

from Jamd to Kashmir, about 2 miles north of Krimchi, and at that point,

during the rains, the ford is about 60 yards wide, and waist-deep.

BIRWA—Lat. 34® 1'. Long. 74® 38'. Elev.

The tahsfl station of a pargana of the same name, which is included in the

Patan zilla of the Kamrdj division.

The pnrgana lies on the south-west side of the valley, west of Srinagar,

the village being situated at the foot of a table-land above the left bank of

the Sukndg river. Both the pargana and the village are called Birwa.

BISH LA—Lat. 34® 40'. Long. 73® 45'. Elev.

A pass over the watershed between the Kishaii Gangaand Kdghdn valleys,
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by wbicbi daring the summer months^ there is a praotieable path from the

tillage of Darralj on the right bank of the Kishan Gangai to Mandri in

Kighan.

BISIL—list. 86® bV. Long 76® 87'. Elor.

A village in Baltisttn on the left bank of the Bdsha river. There is a

hot spring here depositing a great quantity of sulphur, forming a crust

through which it bubbles to the surface. Vigne considers the tempera-

ture to be about 160®. The quantity of water is very considerable, and the

natives, aware of its purifying qualities, have erected a bath-house neat.

It contains 26 houses.

BITARH—
A river in Fdnch, which rises on the western slopes of the Panjfli range,

near the Nilkanta pass, and, flowing in a south-westerly direction, empties

itself into the Punch T6i by its right bank, in lat. 83® 46', long. 74® 7',

just south-west of the town of Punch.

The path from Pdnch toJParl crosses this river by a ford, the passage

being occasionally temporarily interrupted by floods
; the main road from

Pdoch to Kashmir, over the Pfr pass, follows npihehed cf the river

for about 10 miles, crossing and re-crossing the stream in numerous places.

During the latter part of its course the stream divides into separate

channels, flowing over small boulders, and drains a valley vrhioh is about

half a mile in width, bounded by well-wooded bills of m^erate elevation.

BO—Lat. 88® 65'. Long. 75® 4'. Elev.

A small village situated at the foot of the southern slopes ot the Wastar-

wan mountain, about a mile south-east of Awdntipdr, on the path to Tidl.

The traces of ruins extend from this village to Aw&utipdr, of which it

is considered to form a part. There are five houses in the villilge, also two

springs, and some chun&r and other shady trees about it.

BOBAL (Ddrd, Bona)—Lat. 34® 38'. Long. 75® 12'. Elev.

A camping ground in a valley of the same name, on the path between

Badagim, in Tilail, and the Shingo valley. It lies at the source of the

Grati Nar stream. There are no habitations in the valley, but fuel and

water are obtainable.

BOBERNAG—Lat 34® 29'. Long. 74® 17'. Elev.

A village in the Uttar pargana, lying high up in the Magabsanger gorge,

on the direct road from Hatmalu to Magbam. There is a fine spring in

the village, which is always running. (Jfonf^omene,)

BOOHDAN OB BIAODANG—Lat. 34® 48\ Long. 77® 5^ Elev. 9,800'.

[ approx.

The most westerly village in Nubra. It lies on the right bank of the
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Shyoki 200 feefc above that river. It is a halting-place on the road from

Lffli to Skardu*

The inhabitants are Muhammadans, being a colony from Khurmaug.

The village contains 20 houses. Supplies procurable in. small quantities.

Camping ground small.

Towards Ldh there is the choice of two routes

I. Up the Boghdan valley, over a pass 14,200 feet high and then

down the Waris and Butbar valleys to the camp of Khoro on

the right bank of the Shyok. Two inarches.

II. Up the right bank of the Shyok to Khoro camp. One march*

The road is certainly very bad in places, but not worse than

many other parts of the L^h-Skardii route. In winter it

is quite easy.

Dr. Thomson describes a summer camping place up the Boghdan

ravine, not Boghdan itself. {Aylmer.)

BOLOR— Fiiie ** Eabakorah Mountains.**

BOOGAN—Lat. 34^ 36*. Long. 73^ 58*. Elev.

A village in Lower Drawer, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga

river, almost opposite Lalla, with which it is connected by a gampa bridge.

There are nine houses in the village, inhabited by ^zamfndars, a carpenter

and a blacksmith. {Gageiteer.)

BOORPHRAR—Lat. 34® 15*. Long. 75® 6*. Elev.

A village in the Sind valley, situated on the right bank of the river, almost

opposite Sombal. It is watered Uy a stream which flows from the Kotw4l

mountain to the north-west ; it produces rice.

The village contains a masjid, and ten houses, inhabited by zamiodars,

including a carpenter and a potter. {Batee,)

BOR—Lat. 34® 42*. Long. 74® 1*. Elev.

A small hamlet in Upper Draw&r, situated on the left bank of the Kishan

Ganga, opposite Tali Loh4t.

During floods this village is cut ofE from all communication with the

right bank of the river ; but there is a path over the hills to the south

leading to Karen.

BORKAN-Lat. 83® 18*. Long. 75® 31*. Elev.

A village lying to the south of the Brari Bal pass, about 18 miles north

of Doda, on the path towards Kashmir. It is situated about 2 miles north

of Gay, on the top of the long spur which separates the two principal

headwaters of the Luddur Kad stream.

The village itself contains twelve families, ten being Hindds and two

Kashmiri Muhammadans; the hamlet of Bata, which lies just to the
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uorthi on tbe west face of the spar^ contains four houses inhabited by
Kashmiri Muhammadans.

Borkan is the last village met with on the path leading into Kashmir
by the Brari Bal pass.

BORROGAM— Ut. 84® 88'. Long. 75® 6'. Kiev.

The largest village in the Tilail valloy« is situated on the plateau above

the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river» near the confluence of the Grati

Nar stream.

It is the ih&na station of the valley^ and the thanddar who resides in

the village is vested with magisterial powers.

Borrogam contains a masjid, and sixteen houses which are clustered

together for the sake of warmth and protection, in the manner peculiar to

the Tilail valley. The inhabitants are all Muhammadan zemindars. There

is much cultivation around the village, but no shade ; the pleasantest situ-

ation for encamping is under the trees on the left bank of the Kishan

Ganga, which is crossed by a ktdal bridge with balustrades, having a span

of about 76 feet; the descent to the bank of the river is exceedingly

steep.

Gulturri, a village in the Shingo valley, may be reached in four marches

when the weather is favourable | Mushki, in Dr6s, is the same number of

marches to the east, by a good road said to be practicable for laden ponies.

BOBU—Lat. 38® 56'. Long. 74® 47'. Elev.

A small village lying at the foot of the spur about 5 miles north of Chrilr ;

a stream, a branch of the Sang Safid river, flows through the village ; there

is also a spring under a chuu4r tree.

BOSE—Lat. 38® 58'. Long. 75® 8'. Elev.

A village in the Wular pargana, lying about half a mile east of the path

between Sursu and Tr41.

It contains twenty-five houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars,

and two by pandits.

The Kumla N4g spring rises near the village, which is also well sup-

plied with water from the stream which flows betwceu it and the village of

Laria to the west.

BKAGAR—Lat. 35® 14' Long. 76®. 14'. Elev. 8,300', approx.

A village in Khap41u, (Kaltist&n), on the right bank of tbe Shyok, situated

at the junction of the Thalld Lfimba with that river. There is a great

deal of cultivation round Bragar, and immediately below it is a very

remarkable saline plain, grassy, and very swampy, and traversed by numer*

ons streamlets. It contains over a hundred houses. (Tkomoif^Jjlmer.)
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lower end very swampy. At its upper end are two low ridges of boulders,

evidently moraines; and on the other side of these lies another plain much
more barren and desolate-looking than the previous one. This plain is sur-

rounded on all sides by mountains, rooky and steep, the southern slopes of

which, to a height of about 1,000 feet, are covered with birch. The
upper part of the valley is closed by a glacier, over which lies the road to

Padam in Zansklir. {See aleo **Routb8'\)

—

{Thornton—Drew, in the

month of June.)

BIAPO—
A glacier in the MusUgh range running down into the Braldu valley to

the east of Aakorl^. It terminates at an elevation of 10,145 feet. Its

broad belt of ice and moraine, stretching right across the plain for more

than a mile and a half, completely hides the river (Braldu) which flows

beneath it, the terminal portion of tlie glacier abutting against the cliffs on

the opposite side of the valley. The Braldd is a tributary of the Shigar

river, and the whole of the valley drained by this latter may. be described as

one great area of ice-bound mountains, with long trains of ice debouch-

ing out into the drainage lines : the glacier of Biafo forming the striking

feature of this region. The average slope of this glacier is about 8*5® to

4®. Montgomery says it is 54 miles long in an almost perfectly straight

line. {Oodwin-Antten.)

BIAHO—
A river in BaltisUn, which rises in the Baltoro glacier at about lat, 85®

40', long. 76^ 10', and runs into the Braldu river. At Burdomal, about 4
miles from its junction with the Braldu, oommence some ugly slopes of

clay and stones, having deep gullies cut through them from the ravines

above. At times these are the lines of watercourses. The sides of these

gullies are very steep. After these slopes the river bed widens out to about

li mile, the Biaho flowing along in numerous channels, laige and thick

deposits of clay and angular rocks lying upon the mountain sides, with a

high face of cliff out clean through wherever a ravine above occurs. At
the foot of these cliffs are narrow belts of thorny scrub, with coarse grass.

The Biaho comes roaring out of an immense cavern in the ice-cliff at

the foot of the Baltoro glacier. {See aleo Boutbs ^^) {Godwin-Aueien.)

BIANO—Lat. 85® 48^ Long. 75® 40^ Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Braldii (Baltistdn). It contains 18

houses. There is a rope bridge here. {Aj^lmer.)

BIABUN—Lat. 83® 60'. Long. 74® 88'. Elev.

A small village in Pdnch, lying at the mouth of a narrow valley on the
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left bank of the Dali Nar stream, Dorfh-west of the N6rpdr and Sang
Safid passes, about 20 miles north-east of Punch by a fair path.

The village contains about twelve flat-roofed houses inhabited by Mo*
bammadan zamfndars. The cultivation is confined to dry crops.

bichlAri—
This river, which drains the Banib^l district, is formed by the junction of

the Mohu and Banihdl streams, which take their rise on the slopes of the

Pansil range, and unite below the village of Nachilana the BichMri at first

flows in a south-east direction, until it receives the combined waters of the

Pogal and Peristdn streams by its left bank, when it takes a more westerly

course through a narrow valley, and empties itself into the Cheuab, in lat«

33° 15', long. 75° 12', about 6 miles west of RImbdn.

The road from Jamu to Kashmir by the Banihal pass lies along the

banks of the Bichl&ri, which it crosses by bridges above Digdhol, below

Bdmsd, and again just above the village of Oangna.

BIEN—Lat. 36° 40'. Long. 75° 28'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Bjsha river (BaltisUn). It contaius 15

houses.

BIPLIAJ—Lat. 38° 37'. Long. 74° 23'. Elev.

A small village between Th4na Mandi and Sdran, about 3 miles north of

the Rattan Pir pass ; it is picturesquely situated on the side of the hill,

about 400 feet above the right bank of the Surau river.

Bifliaj is about 20 miles south-east of P6nch, (Inee.)

BIHU—
A pargana in the Mirdj division, lying on the right bank of the Jhelum^

south-east of Srinagar ,* the tahsfl station is at Pampiir.

BIJ.BEHARA OB WU-BBlRA-Lat. 83° 47.' Long. 76° 9.' Elev.

An ancient town of considerable importance, built on both banks of the

Jhelum between Islamabad and Srinagar, from which places it is distant

by road about 6 and 80 miles, respectively; by river the distances are

much greater. It lies about 9 miles by land above Awdntipdr, the

journey by boat occupying ten hours ; from Shupion it is said to be 9 ko4

distant by the direct path. Bij-Behdra is the tahsil station of the Sare-

mozebdla pargana.

The houses, which number altogether about four hundred, have a very

dilapidated appearance, are mostly built of sun-dried brick, in timber

frames, and have pent thatch roofs ; they are disposed in picturesque con-

fusion, and extend for a considerable distance along the left bank of the

river; but the town has very little depth, the high river banks quickly sub-
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Biding to the level of the surrounding rice-fields. The streets are narrow^

tortuous^ and hilly, and very dirty. There are numerous gardens in the

town, which are irrigated by wells, in which the water rises to a level of

about 80 feot from the surf^.
To the west of the town lies the Wahid Bdbfi Wudar, or tahlo-Iand, on

the edge of which grows a single tree, sacred to Mahadeo, and a place

of Hindu worship.

Near the middle of the town is a bridge across the Jhelum, which has

here an average depth of‘about 6 feet ; it is supported by three piers, aud

is 100 yards long and 17 feet broad.

In construction the bridge is exactly similar to those at Srinagar.

An inconsiderable portion of the town is built on the right bank of the

river, north of the bridge.

Bij-Behtoi is famons for the delicacy of its trellis-work, and for the

manufacture of blankets.

The following is an approximate list of the houses, according to the

trades and occupations of the inhabitants

80 Zamindars, Muhammadans. 5 Leather-workers

65 Shop-keepers. 7 Milk-eellers.

15 „ Hindus. 2 Cow-keepers.

8 Brahmins. 10 Fishermen*

20 Pandits. 7 Fish-sellers.

10 Goldsmiths, 8 Batchers.

5 Bakers. 2 Musicians.

5 Washermen. 2 Carpet-makers.

9 Cloth-weavers. 3 Blanket-makers.

5 Blacksmiths. 1 Saiad.

4 Carpenters. 12 Mdllas.

1 Toy-maker. 40 Pir Zadas.

2 Surgeons. 20 Fakirs.

3 Physicians.

There are ten mosques in the town ] in that close to the east end of the

bridge is preserved a slab, which was removed from the ruins in the B&d*

sh&hf B&gh; the inscription, which is in Persian, relates that "by the

grace of God, Dari Shukku, on the £2nd day of the Bimzin, in the year

of the Hijra 1060 (corresponding to A.D. 1650), in the reign of Shfih

Jah&Q Bddshfib^. Oh&zi, completed this building, which was erected under

the superiutendenco of Daroga Muhammad Zahid Abul Hasan, of Samar,

kand.'^ The site of the B&dsh&Li Bfigh lies on the right bank of the river,

to the south of the bridge j it is now a barley-field, the only traoes of the

royal garden l>eiDg the magnificent avenues of chundr trees, now past their
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prime, and Calling rapidly to deeay ; the remains of the water-oliannels and
two masonry resenroin odst, and the mins of a hofoidH w pavilion near

the bank of the river.

The garden was sopplied with water brought from the village of Nan-
gil, situated on the right bank of the Lidar, some miles to the south-east.

At the south end of the garden, a long briok baraddri has lately been

built

There are eight sttrats in Bij-Behdra; of these, the shrine of Bdbd

Nassib-dd-dih, Ohdsi, is the largest and most famous ; it is situated on the

left bank of the river, towards the north end of the town, near the Jama
Masjid.

On the left bank of the river, south of the town, shaded by some fine

chunfir trees, stands a new Hindd temple, built of white stone with gilt

ornaments on the top ; it is said to occupy the site of a very old temple,

which was founded by Hari Chandar Rdun, one of the ancient kings of

Kashmir.

The Mahaidja GhiUb Singh made, it is said, a vow to erect a temple

here, and placed a stone with his own hands to mark the spot ; but, dying

before he had time to accomplish his purpose, the late mahardja determined

to give effect to his father’s pious intentions ; the works were completed in

1871.

Near the temple, on the left bank of the river, is a diarmdla, and also

a long row of briok buildings, intended for the accommodation of travellers

of distinction.

Supplies are abundant ; the Jhelum furnishes the best water, as, from

the number of cemeteries in and about the town, that from the wells must
be of very doubtful purity.

Baron Hiigel states t^t Bij-Beblira was one of the ancient capitals of

Kashmir ; the name may perhaps be derived from Vijaya Para, the City of

Victoiy, or from Vijaya Bijiri, a king who is believ^ to have, reigned in

this neighbourhood about 67 B.C.

BILAUB—Lat. 88® 10^ Long. 76® 17’. Kiev.

A hainlet' scattered on the northern slopes of the Singipal mountain, about

8 miles from the left bank of the Chendb. It lies almost opposite to

Rimbdn, on the direct road from Jamd to Kashmir, and contains a small

enclosure for the accommodation of the mahardja when travelling. Sup-

plies me procurable, but water is scarce.

lie inhabitants are chiefly Hindfis of the Ghatrf caste. There are also

a few Muhammadan families living in the village.

BILBBOU-Lat. 84® 41'. Long. 70® 18'. Kiev.

A village in the Drds valley, on the right bank of the Lrds river, 6 miles
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There is a good kaial bridge over the river, just above the village of

tlrig^iDi south-east of Sof.

BRINGHIN—Lat. 33® 85^ Long. 75® Elev.

A village which, with Lannor, lying about a mile to the north-west, gives

its name to a small valley in the mountains between the Diosur and Shdha*

bdd parganas.

It contains about twenty houses, which present rather a dilapidated ap-

pearance, but are delightfully situated ou sloping turf shaded by beautiful

trees. The village is well supplied with water by a stream from the hills.

BRINGHIN-LANNOR—Lat. 33® 35^ Long. 76® 8'. Elev.

A small valley containing the villi^es of Bringhin and Lannor, beauti-

fully situated in the mountains between the Diosur and Shahabdd par-

ganas. The valley is well watered, and rice is extensively cnltivated ; the

locality seems particularly favourable to the growth of the vine. Vigne

mentions that wine was formerly made here in great quantities.

The Bringbin-Lannor valley may be reached by a good road from

the village of Krew, in the Sbahabdd pargana; the distance is about

4 miles, ike path lying by the Khdnd valley and the village of Rozlu.

B RINNAR—Lat. 33® 39'. Long. 76® 26\ Elev.

A small village situated on the ledge of the hill above the left bank of the

Nowbdg stream, almost opposite the village of that name.

The houses, of which there are four, and a masjid, are constructed of

timber, with pent shingle roofs.

BRiNT—Lat. 33® 41'. Long. 76® 14'. Elev.

A dirty village, surrounded by rice-fields, situated about 2 miles west of

Achibdl, with which place it is connected by a raised pathway.

There are numerous mulberry and other fruit-trees about the village;

silk-worms are mred in the place, but not to any great extent. The
inhabitants number thirty families of zamfndars, two barbers, two watch-

men, two dyers, two mullas, three shopkeepers, a carpenter, a potter, a
leather-worker, two cow-keepers, two milk-sellers, a tailor (a Peshdwari),

and a fakir, a native of Arabia. In the adjoining hamlet of Batpura,

which is considered a part of the same village, there are fifteen houses

inhabited by pandits, and two by Muhammadans.

BRIOUND—Lat. 32® 46'. Long. 76® 61'. Elev.

A small Hindd village in the Basaoli district, containing about four

houses; it is situated on the left bank of the Siowa, to the south of a spur

of the mountain which overhangs the stream.

BROKPAS—
A name given by the Baltfs to the Ddrd communities dwelling among
them in the country south-east of Haramosh. Biddulph gives the best
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account extant of these isolated fractions of the Dard race^ and the follow-

ing description is taken entirely from his '' Tribes of the Hindu Kush.'^

'^Dwellifig among the BaltiSi in small numbers in the Rondd and

Skardd districts^ and in a large proportion in Khurmang and Himbaps^*

are^ as is shown in the accompanying tablcj Shins, Yashkins, and Dums,

who speak Shina :

—

llQUO. Shia (Ron.) Ysshkb. DAm. Polil.

Kondii • None 1 per cent 12 per cent. 1*6 percent. 86*5 percent
Skardd a • 1* 6-6 .. 1-6 » A few houeee. 92
Khurmang • a II 23 „ 12 5 per cent. CO
Uimhapa • a a II 62 13 1 34

But it must be noted that the dialect of Slnna, spoken m Ronddt and

Skardu, is the Astori, while in the Khurmang and Himbaps districts that

of Chilas-Darel is in use. These people hold a position in the community

inferior to that of the Baltis, who call them Brokpas, 'highlanders/

from the circumstance of their cultivating the higher and less fertile

ground in the lateral valleys and on the mountain-sides, while the lower^

that is, the best- ground is in the hands of Baltis. Mr. Drew, overlook-

ing this fact, accounts for the name and their presence in Baltistan

by suggesting that they came over the passes from Nagar and settled

among the Baltis, but there are no Shins in Nagar, nor is the Shina

language spoken there. The account given of themselves by the Brekpas

is, no doubt, the true one. About the beginning or middle of the seven-

teenth century the Makpon^ ruler of Skardu was Ahmad Shdh, who had

four sons. The eldest of these succeeded him as prince of Skardu, and,

by the aid of his brothers,, subdued the country to the westward as fur as

Chitrdl. The three younger brothers were eventually established in*Khur-

mang, Eondu, and Astor, and founded the families which ruled in those

places with more or less independence till the conquest of the coimtry by

the Dogrds. Ths Brokpas say that in the course of the different warlike

expeditions of the four brothers, they were carried off from their own

countries, Astor and Childs, and forcibly settled in the places in which we

now find them. This is borne out, not only by the different dialects of

Shina spoken among them, bat by the fact that no Brokpas are to be

found iu Shignr and Khapdlu, the princes of which ^daces do net belong

to the Makpon family. Had they found their way into Baltistdn by the

• The dUtrict drniued bj the Shiogo rirer ie incladed in the Khormnng district, and ia*

chiefly inhabited by Brokpai. Himbaps is the name given by the Baltis to the Drfle .listriot.

which by the Brokpas is called Mumvt.

f The village of Doro is the only one iu the fiondd district in which the Qilgit dialect of

Shine is spoken.

Z Uakpon is the family name of the priucci of Rondd. Aator, and Khuripang.
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route suggested Ly Mr. Drew, Shigar is the district io which they would

now be most numerous.

Towards the Brokpas the Baltis occupy the same positiou of a superior

and privileged class, as the Shins occupy towards the Yasbkina elsewhere.

Notwithstanding their inferior position, the Brokpas maintain their caste

system among themselves. The distinctive term of * Shin ’ is rarely

used. The name by which the Shins of Baltistan prefer to call them-

selves is ' Rom,^ which must not cause them to be confused with the

Kono caste previously mentioned. They acknowledge themselves to be-

long to the Shin caste of Gilgit, Astor, 8cc,, but divide themselves into

four sub-castes—

1. Sharshing, ( 3. Doro,
2. Gabur,

I
4. Yudai,

who intermarry freely, and are in all respects equal amongst tliem-

selves. This probably represents a state of things which once existed in

tlie Shin countries further west. It is perhaps worth noting that the

term * Rom ^ is the one applied to themselves by our English gipsies ; it

would be curious if any connection could he traced between them and the

Shins.

The Roms refuse to intermarry with the Yashkins, who, in Kliurmang

and Himbaps, are also called Bruika, This i^ almost the same name
as that by which the Yasbkin caste still call themselvesi as already men-
tioned in Hunza and Nagar.

** Intermarriage between the Brokpas and Baltis, though practised, is not

common. The children are called according to the father’s race, hut the

two races live alongside each other with little intermixing. Nevertheless,

it is evident that the Baltis have at some time been strongly influenced by
Ddrd customs. It is not the intention to enter into any detailed account of

the Baltis, hut a brief acquaintance with them is suflicient to show that

they are far more deeply imbued with Ddrd customs than casual intermar-

riage with the present Brokpas would account for.

In the Indus valley, above Khurmang, Mr. Drew gives the names of

ten villages of Buddhist Dards. I have not had an o])portunicy of visiting

these villages, and most of the information 1 have concerning them is

gathered from Mr. Drew’s work and from Mr. Shaw’s papers. From the

specimens of their language given by Messrs. Drew and Shaw, it is evident

that they speak a dialect of Shina, which, howeveri differs so much from

that spoken by the Baltistdn Brokpas, that the latter are obliged to use the

Balti language in conversing with them.”
The following extracts from Mr. Shaw’s paper will show the chief points

of interest concerning them os compared with other Dard communities
** While isolated among strangers they have preserved themselves with a caste-like

feeling from amalgamating with them, and seem to have only recently and very super-

ficially accepted the religious beliefs of their neighbours. The greater part of the tribe
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is tbuf DomiDallj Baddhist, while two or three of their north-weitern villeges bordering

00 BaltieUn hare become Moealm&n/*

• •••••••
** Foremost among their tenets is the abhorrence of the cow. This is an essentially

Ddrd peculiarity, though not universal among them. Unlike Hindds, they consider that

animal’s touch contamination, and, though they are obliged to use bullocks in ploughing,

they scarcely handle them at all. Calves they seem to hold aloof from still more. They

use a forked stick to put them to, or remove them from, the mother. They will nut

drink cow’s milk (or touch any of its products in any form) ; and it is only recently

that they have overcome their repugnance to using shoes made of the skin of the animal

they so condemn. When asked whether their abstaining from drinking the milk and

eating the flesh of cows is due to reverence such as that of the Hindds, they say that

their feeling is quite the reverse. The cow is looked upon as bad, not good, and if one

of them drank its milk they would not admit him into their houses.
'* Thus although the Brokpas of Dah-Hanu are nominally Buddhists, yet their real

worship is that of local spirits or demons, like the Lha*mo (goddess) of Dah. Her
name is Shiring-mo. A certain family in the village supplies the hereditary officiating

priest.”

• •••••••
** In each bouse the fireplace oonsiafs of three upright stones, of which the one at the

back of the hearth is the largest, 18 inches or 2 feet in height On this stone they

place an offering for the X^ha-mo from every dish cooked there, before they eat of it.

They also place there the first-fruits of the harvest Such is their household worship.
** Besides this spirit«worship, which is their tribal religion, they have a superficial

coating of Buddhism. They say that three or four cycles,--tbat is, forty or fifty years

ago,**after a war between Shigar and Ladik, when their country was occupied by the

Laddk army, the lamas converted them. The head lama at the monastery of

Skirbichan, farther up the river, told me, however, that it was only some twelve or

fifteen years ago that the Brokpas were converted by lamas from his monastery, who
went on begging-tours amongst them. But this may have been a mere revival. At
any rate, there is a remarkable absence in the Dab-Hann country of those Buddhist

monuments which form such a conspicuous feature along the roads and in the villages of

Tibet.”

• •••••••
** Mr. Drew, who has given a most Interesting short account of these Brokpas in

his * Jamd and Kashmir,’ is, I think, mistaken in supposing that they have no caste as

the other Ddrds have. 1 have heard of at least three caste-like divisions, which we may
call those of priests, cultivators, and artisans.

** Reversing the custom of the Hindds in the matter of marriage, the lower caste

may take wives from the higher, but not eire vertd (esoept in the caae of the priests).

Probably, as a coosequenoe of this, a married daughter is never allowed to re-enter the

house of her parents, and may not touch anything bebnging to them. After three

generations of marriages with the higher caste, the progeny are admitted into it.

“ Polyandry is the rule in Dah-Hanu.”••#•••••
"It is not only in marriage that they keep themselves apart from their neighbours.

They will not eat with the Tibetfin Buddhists or Musalmins, or other outsiders, nor will

thqj allow these to come near their oooking-plaeee. The caste prejudice seems to

originate on the side of the Brokpa, for their neighbours often eat in their houses { only
wpunte dishes are given them, which are afterwards purified by burning juniper. No
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BRAKCHANO—Lat. 85® 24". Long. 75° 40°. Elev.

A pargaua iu the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistan). It cOntams 39 housee.

BRALDtJ—

A river in Baltistdn riring in the Punmah glacier on the MnsUgh range^

about lat. 35® 49'« long. 76® 2".

It 6ow8 into the Shigar river. At Dassu the river is very rapid.

Godwin-Austen Grossed it here on a skin raft and was washed for some
distance down the stream. Brooke crossed it by building a tempo-

rary bridge of trees. Beyond Binsepi Ound the river was again

crossed on a temporary bridge by Brooke^ who describes the hills round

Foljo as barren rocks with no trees. At Biaho there is a very shaky

rope bridge. At Pakorah is another good rope bridge. About here the

scenery is bold and grand^ and the river being somewhat confined, goes toss-

ing along among the huge blocks which strew its course. On the right bank

at one place, and within a mile of each other, are three hot springs ; their

temperature, 137®, 122®, 117® Fahr., all sulphurous; the water issues in

small quantities, yet enough to make a bath. At Chongo there is another

rope bridge, 276 feet in length
; it is very strongly made, but very slack,

and the descent at starting and ascent on the other side are by no means

easy ;
nine ropes form the footway, with nine on either hand to bold by;

the ropes are made of birch twigs. Here there is a fine spring of hot

water. Near Askorld the valley opens out. Here there is another rope

bridge, 270 feet in length. The Braldu is here a roaring boiling torrent

of an ocbre colour. The country is bare and rugged, the high points are

covered with snow and glaciers fill the ravines. Six miles from Askorld the^

river passes uuder the Biafo glacier, which covers it for IJ miles. Two
miles from this the river turns north at its junction with the Biaho stream

;

4 miles from this it is crossed by a rope bridge at Dumordo. Onwards from
this the river narrows to its source in the Punmah glacier. Many years ago
the Biafo glacier produced one of those cataclysms to which the Upper Indus
is subject The valley of the Braldu became wholly obstructed with ice, and
the whole of the broad expanse above of sandbanks and lines of stream

became converted into a deep lake, which extended several miles upwards.

Thus it continued for some time, and when the waters at last broke

through their icy barrier, the damage done was considerable. The greatest

flood chronicled occurred about two hundred years ago, when the village of

Spnnbd was quite destroyed. The grazing grounds of the villages on the

right bank of the Braldd lie up the Thla Brok and neighbouring ravines ;

those of Askorld are immediately above the village, whilst the villages

further down have to take their herds and yaks up the spur above the

camping spots of Tsok and Punmah.
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The villagers of these regions have but few personal wants^ and all are

obtainable in the valley. They dress entirely in puttd^ which they make

themselves. Their knowledge of the world is almost limited to their own
wild ravines ; and though many of them have crossed the Mustagh passj

few have been in the other direction beyond Skardd.

During the winter months the men go in search of ibex, which they

hunt with dogs. In several places there are small, stfongly-built huts, in

which the people place the venison, which freezes and keeps till they

return to the village below. (Oodwin-Auiten.)

BRALDtJ—
An ilaka of the wasirat of Skardd. It is drained by the Braldd river {q-v.),

the eastern branch of the Shigar. The upper portions of the valley and

its branches are occupied by enormous glaciers. The principal crop is

Jtanak j a littleJm and malta are produced ; walnuts grow well.

Up the Braldd valley lies the road to the MusUgh pass. The upper

portion communicates with Shigar vi<f the Skoro La, which becomes pass*

able in July.

The inhabitants are all Baltis.

The tahsfl station is Shigar.

Particulan of the ilaka of Braldi,

Nano of Tillage or groap of
Tillagfi.

Beak of
liTor.

Honea. SIwep.
Homed
eatUc.

Bemarka.

Biaso . • R 12 ••• 83 84 1 carpenter.

Rambdra . R 6 46 23 1 aitto.

Taedar . e R 10 • to 66 21 1 ditto.

Chongo • • R 9 ooe 62 16
ToDgwal • R 13 • •• 182 76
Surongo e R 10 ••• 102 85
AtkorlA • • R 18 ... 163 63
Steste • • L 17 106 43
Mongmn . L 9 • •• 40 16 1 smith.

Karpd • L 16 • •• 82 41
8ino e L 14 • •• 93 62
Hoto • L 18 106 36
Pokora . • L 17 114 53
Feljo • L 14 • ••

1

126 46
Goyongo • L 8 41 25

Total • ... 188 1,888 677 3 carpeniers, 1 smith.

{Rdja of Skiffar^JjflMor.)

BEAMA—Lat. 30'. Long. 76<’ 10'. Elev.

A cluster of snowy peaks, having an elevation of over 20,000 feet, situated

north-east of Kishtwdr, on the borders of Zanskdr.
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They form a oonspicuouB object in the landecepe of those entering

Kashmir by way of Doda or Kishtwar.

J3RANQSA BASER or SASEB POLU^
Lat. S6® 2' Long. 77° 50^ Elev. 15,240'.

A camping ground on the summer Karakoram route, at the north foot of

the Baser pass. It is a small collection of stone-wall enclosures to protect

the traveller and his cattle from the icy blasts that blow down from the

Baser pass, and looks down upon the broad bed of the Shyok. No supplies,

fuel, or grass here. The Shyok is forded opposite the camp.

{Belleio—TrcUet^)

Kots.—

T

bcro are two routes from Bnmgia Sasar to Daolat-Begnldl—

(1) Summer route, east «iA Bulak-l-Vurghal and Oipianir plain,

(S) Winter route, west vid Kumdan and Gaptban, up tbe Sbyok river.

BRANYEN—Lat 33° 60'. Long. 76° 36'. Elev.

A village lying on the right bank of the Maru Wardw&n river, about 2

miles south of Suedramman.

There are some trees and a little cultivation about the village, which

contains seven houses and a masjid.

BRAB—Lat. 88° 48'. Long. 76° 20'. Elev.

A village in the Khourpara pargana, north-east of Islamabad, situated on

the right bank of the Shahkul canal.

An ezcelleut path, crossing the Metsij hill, connects this village with

Oowrais in the KuthAr pargana.

3BABIANQAN—
The name of a stream, one of the headwaters of the river which flows in

many channels through the Trdl valley; it rises on the slopes of the lofty

range between tbe Lidar valley and the Wular pargana, and is crossed by

a iadal bridge just south of the village of Narastio.

BBABIANQAN—Lat. 83° 42'. Long. 76° 21'. Elev.

A large village in the Kuthdr pargana, lying cast of Achibdl, at the

mouth of the Halkan Oali, on the path to Nowbdg.

There are several springs in the village, the largest of which is esteemed

sdcred by Hindds. The village contains twenty-five houses inhabited by
pandits, and also five Muhammadan families.

BRABI BAL-Lat. 33° 23'. Long. 76° 29'. Elev.

A mountain pass which lies at the extreme south-east point of the valley

of Kashmir, and is crossed by the path from Doda. This route only

becomes practicable when the summer is well advanced, and it is closed

early in winter.

The distance from Borkau, the last village met with in Eisfatwdr, to

Choan, at the south-east end of the Shfihabdd valley, is about 18 miles,
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the aaoeat and descent both being steep ; there are no villages on the waj^

bnt wood and water are obtainable in places.

BRARINAMBAL-Lat Long. hV. Blev.

An expanse of water in SrinagaTj adjoining the Dal lake, traversed by a

branch of the Rainawari canal.

From the northern edge of this morass the canal, called the Mali Mir,

flows through the northern portion of the town ; on the western edge lies

the garden of Dilawar Khin.

BRIMBAR—Lat. 33^ 46^ Long. 75^ 23^ Elev.

A village in the Kutbir pargana, situated towards the east side of the

valley ; it is watered by a branch of the Arpat.

The houses, which are eight in number, are built of stone and wood,

and have pent roofs covered with either shingle or thatch. The inhabitant^

are Muhammadan zamindars.

bring—
A pargana in the Islamabad silla of the Mirij division ; the tahsfl station

is at the village of Hokra.

Bring is the name of the ornament or spire on the top of a masjid or

ziarat ; it seems, therefore, probable that this pargana owes its name to its

geographical position at the extreme end of Kashmfr.

The Bring pargana is a long and narrow valley, bounded by lofty hills

;

it lies north-west and south-east, parallel to the Sb6hab4d valley, which it

greatly resembles, but is neither so thickly populated, nor is the rice cul-

tivation so extensive, as the river by which it* is traversed spreads itself

over a considerable surface, and much of the land on the banks of its various

channels is stony and unfruitful ; willow pollards, however, abound on this

land, and afford large supplies of fodder for the cattle during the winter.

Great numbers of ponies graze in this valley, and silk-worms are reared

in the villages towards the north-west end. The iron mines near Sof are

the most extensive and profitable in Kashmfr.

BRING—
This river, one of the headwaters of the Jhelum, takes its rise at the foot

of the Bran Bal, at the south-east extremity of the vall^ of Kashmir, and,

as the Tansan stream, flows in a north-westerly direction to the village of

Wyl, up to which point it is usually fordable ; it is there joined by a more

considerable stream, which drains the Nowb&g valley, and bending further

to the west is augmented by the waters of the Kukar Ndg springs, near the

village of Hillar, uniting with the Arpat river just west of Islamabid*

During the winter months this river may 1^ forded without diSIculty,

but when the snows are melting, it is a vast and impetuous stream^ flowing

through wide channels bedded with stones and small boulders.
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Brokps will eat in the house or from the dishes of aTibet&n; nor will he eat fish or

birds, or (of course) cow's flesh. Formerlj, if they had been among the Tibetdns they

would purify themselves with the smoke of the * sbukpa ' before entering their houses

again."

• •••••«•
** So much for the (so-called) Buddhist Brokpas. But the villages of the same tribe

which lieeiposed to Muaalman influence down the Indus on the two roads leading north-

west and south-west respectively, have all been converted to Islam. Of the settlements on

the former road—that down the Indus—and in side valleys near it, the village of Ganok
is entirely inhabited by Mutalmdn Brokpas, while those of Dangel, Marul, Chulichan.

and Singkarmon are inhabited partly by Musalrodii (Shin) Brokpas and partly by Baltf

(TibeUin Musalmdn) of the same sert. Below this the population is entirely Balti. On
the other road— that across a low pass south-westward to Kargil—the villages of Tsirmo

and Lalung are also inhabited partly by Musalmdn Brokpas atid partly by Musalm&n
Tibetdns from the adjoining district of Purik. These MuRalmdn Brokpas on both roads

speak the Dah dialect and dress like the Dah people, and keep apart from the Musal-

mdn TibeUiis, both in matters of marriage and eating. But they have no caste inequal-

ities amongst them like their non-Muaalm&n kinsmen, and generally they do not object

to drinking milk, though at Tsirmo there seems to be a relic of the Brokpa prejudice

against the cow in the fact that their women do not touch that animal.

** The intensity of their feeling with regard to the cow and domestic fowl shows their

kinship with the Shins of Gilgit, and the fact that that feeling is one of aversion, and

nut of reverence, is sufficient to show that in the case of the latter it has not sprung into

esistenco since their conversion to the faith of Islam, but is an ancient tradition of the

race. The form of spirit-worship, the traces of which are preserved among them,

appears to be identical with that of which the traditions still linger in Gilgit, and the

reverence shown for the cedar and its purifying properties links the Dah-Hanu Ddrds still

closer to the Shina of Gilgit. Buddhism* having been recently introduced among them,

lias penetrated only akin-deep, and their practices in these matters are probably little

chsoged from their prc-Buddhistic state, proving what can otherwise only be a matter of

inference and conjecture, that the religion of the Gilgit Shins previous to the introduc-

tion of Islam was not Buddhism. The existence of a strict caste system among them,

mentioned by Mr. Shaw, is particularly noteworthy, though the reversal of the system

by which higher castes take wives from the lower without exchange is especiallj’ curious.

The maintenance of the custom of not eating with outsiders, even of their own religion,

is most remarkable, and shows the former prevalence among the Shins of some type of

Brahminism. Mr. Shaw speaks of them as Brokpas, but I did not hear that name
opplied to them, either by BalUs or by the Brokpas of Drtfs. I was told that they cull

themselves Ai*derkaro, and by the Baltfe they are named Kyango. The latter recognise

them to be of the same stock as the other Brokpas, though these do not acknowledge

them as kinsmen.
" Mr. Drew mentions a tradition existing among them that they came from the west*

ward, and suggests that they belong to an earlier immigration. I believe that we may
see in them ilio relics of the race which once occupied the whole Indus valley between

Ijdh and Gilgit, and to which the Baltis of the present day are indebted for their infu*

aion of Aryan bl(»od.'* {Dhfdutph.)
** Whenever the Dj^rds are in oontact with Daltfs or with Bhots, these other call them

(whether Muhammadan or Buddhist Otfrds) Brokpa or Blokpa, The word Brok or

Blok means in Tibetan a high pasture ground, and Brokpa or Blokpa must mean
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* highlander.' Presamably the D&rda first came in contraot with the Baltic by coming

over the passes and settling in the higher parts of the valleys." (Drew, p, 433,)

BROKPA—MAGJO-TANDAL—Lat. 85® 18\ Long. 75® 3^. Elev.

A pargana in the ilaka of Skardu (Baltistfin). It is said to contain

a hundred and twenty-nine houses.

BROR^i^t. 34“ 24'. Long. 73° 81'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Kishan Gaiiga riveri about 3

miles north of Mozafarabad, on the path towards Titwah

A stream flows down through the north end of the villagCi which lies on

a ledge at the foot of the bills. The inhabitants are Muhammadan zamin-

dars, and number four families ; there are also four mills in the village.

BUBAR—Lat. 86® Long. 73® 68^ Elev. 6,000".

A village fort in Punidli on the left bank of the Gilgit river, opposite

Gulmati, with which it is connected by a rope bridge. It is a large and

prosperous village, with many fruit-trees about it, and a considerable

amount of vine cultiyation. The fort is reckoned a strong ore. {Drew).

BtJDlL—Ut. 33® 80". Long. 74® 42". Elev. 14,120".

The Budil or Sedan pass crosses the Panedl range towards the south-west

corner to the valley of Kashmir, north of the province of Naosl.ora.

The distance between the village of Biidil and Sedau, a v.Dnge situated

about 6 miles south-west of Shupion, is 35 miles, the pass lying about

midway. The road is good, except the part near the summit, which is

very steep, the path crossing over snow, which never entirely melts.

The pass is open from May to the beginning of November, and is much
used. {Allgood—Montgomerie^

BtJDIL-Lat. 38® 28". Long. 74® 41". Elev.

A large village consisting of about fifty houses compactly built, lying in a

district of the same name on the southern slopes of the Pansfil raoge,.north

of Naoshera; it is connected with Gulabgarh to the east by a very fair

path, quite practicable for horses, and is distant 35 miles south of Sedau.

in the valley of Kashmir, the road lying over the Budil or Sedau pass. A
few hundred yards south of the village, which stands on the right hank of

the wa/a, is a small square^bastioned fort, in rather a bad condition There

are a few Muhammadan families residing iii the village, but the great

majority of the inhabitants of the neighbouring districts are Hindus; they

are described as a small, wretched-looking set, who appear to suffer much
from fever.

There is a good deal of rice cultivation about the village, and supplies

are picnt iful. (Allgood—Monigomerie,)
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BUDKOL—
This river« eallsd also the Bandiptira nala, takes its rise on the lofty moan-
tains between Haramuk and the Gdrais valley, and flowing in a westerly
and south-westerly directioni through the Khuihama pargana^ empties
itself into the Wular lake.

It is crossed by a bridge between Watp&ra and Bandipura, and inay

also be forded*

BUDURMUNU—Lat. 83® 34\ Long. 75® 16'. Kiev.

A small village containing six houses, situated on the south-west side of the

Shdhabad valley, about 3 miles north-west of Vern^g. About halt a
mile beyond the village there is a defile which leads up to the cave of

Munda ; the ascent is said to be rough and steep, and about li^ itoi long.

{Ince.)

BUGRA—Lat. 33® 67'. Long. 74® 45'. Elev.

A large village containing twenty-five houses^ situated about a mile north-

west of Drigam, on a stream from the Yecbara river.

BUILLUNDER (Ddrd, BxJLLtiB Dur«)—

L

at. 34® Si'. Long. 76® 9'. Elev.

\ village in the Tilail valley, situated on the right bank of the Kishan

Ganga river, on the path towards Drds. It contains a masjid and about

twelve houses.

BULACHI—Lat. 35® 43', Long. 74® 61'. Elev.

A village on a torrent of the same name, which joins the left bank of the

Indus. It consists of eight houses. Communication with it is very difficult,

but in winter a bridge is thrown acros;^ the Indus near this point. {Aylmer,)

BULAKCHI—Lat. 36® 15'. Long. 78® 5'. Elev. 11,600'.

A ramping ground on the right bank of the Karakash, 13 miles east of

Shdhdula. Grass and fuel procurable.

There are some jade quarries near here, at the base of the Euenlun

range. The excavations extend over several small knolls or spurs, and

are all superficial. These spurs are covered with a loose, gravelly detritus,

beneath which is concealed the rock in which the jade forms veins of very

varying thickness, colour, and quality. The quarries have been .^ibandoned

since the overthrow of the Chinese rule in Kashgdr in 1863. {BtlUvh^

Trotter,)

BULAK-I-MURGHAI ob MURGHI—Lat. 36® 6'. Long. 7r 51'.

Elev. 15;200'.

A halting-place between Brangsa Polu and Kizil Angus, on a stream which

flows from the' Dipsang plains into the Shyok river. Between Murgbai

and. Kizil Angus the road is very difficult, and crosses the stream repeatedly*
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Dr. StoHczkb died here on the 19th June 1874, on the return journey

of Sir D. Forsyth's mission from Yarkand, after having orossed the Kara*

koram pass and the bleak Dipsang plains*

The winter and summer routes from Ldb to Ydrkand unite here.

( Troiter^Bellew,)

BULDA—
A pargana in the Shdhir-i-kas zilla of the Mirdj division ; owing to its

limited extent and nearuesa to the dty, it possesses no tahsil station.

BOLI—Lat. 83^ 56'. Long. 8'. Elev.

A village lying in the middle of the valley^ rather more than a mile west

of Trdl. Rice is extensively cultivated in the surrounding district^ which

is low and swaropyi the village standing on high ground shaded by fine

trees. There are about ten houses^ surrounded by vegetable gardens^ which

are enclosed with mud walls.

BULLAN-Lat. 86® 19'. Long. 74® 58', Elev.

A village containing eleven houses, on the left bank of the Astor river,

a few miles above the fort. It is surrounded by a considerable amount of

cultivation, and is divided into several hamlets.

BUNDAR PASS—Lat 86® 6'. Long. 74® 20'. Elev. 15,000'.

A pass over the Kishan Gauga-Indus watershed connecting Bunar with

Sharidi. The path leading to it from the Sharidi side is quite unfitted

for laden animids. It is said to be open for six months. {Aylmer,)

BUNGLA BUL—Lat. 84® 43'. Long. 76®. Elev.

A store«hou8e and encamping ground, situated on the right bank of the

Biirzil stream, 10 miles north-east of the Gurais fort, on the road to

Skardu. Vigne remarked that opposite this place the stream had apparently

worn away the limestone rock to a depth of 150 feet.

BONJI or BAWANJI—Lat. 35® 88'. Long. 74® 40'. Elev. 4,031'.

A village on the left bank of the Indus, about 6 or 7 miles above the

junction with it of the Astor river. This was at one time a flourishing

settlement, and is said to have contained eight forts, but during the wars

at the beginning of the present century it was laid waste and became

entirely depopulated. In 1841 it contained only two hundred houses, and

it was then finally ruined by the disastrous flood of that year. The irrigation,

channels were destroyed, and their repair was beyond the means of the

poor inhabitants. The Kashmir government has, however, taken the

place in hand with a view to encouraging its resettlement, but, as at
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present it only contains the ipmains of a colony of convict horse-stealers

and a small garrison, the area under cultivation is naturally small. The

place is, however, of some importance, as it commands the ferry across the

Indus. There is a fort which was built by the Dogr&i, and is manned by
about seventy men, with about as many more in barracks outside.

It is an irregular square on the right bank of a deep ravine, and is very

strong on that side. A curtain divides the fort into two unequal parts.

The garrison live in hots, chiefly in the southern part, the other being

occupied by a large tank. There is a bastion at the north-eastcorner with

embrasures. The armament consists of a S-ineh brass gun and six s4sf-

haehat. The western face, with several round bastions, overlooks the

Indus. The fort is built of rubble and mud, and on the east and north-

east is so encroached on by a thick plantation of fruit-trees, chiefly inulben^

and apricot, as to be easily assaulted.

'I'he valley here is warm and dry. With irrigation two crops can be

raised. In winter snow seldom falls. The mountains round are lofty,

rooky, and tiare, which increases the summer heat. There is a fall of about

600 feet to the Indus, which has here, when in flood, a width of 800 yards.

The water flows with a swift current, and is very deep. The ferry is about

a mile above the fort, and just above where the Sal nala joins the Indus.

Three boats and one skin raft were in use, June 1st, 1888. The boats

were strongly built, propelled by paddles and capable of carrying twenty

men, or twenty maunds, or four horses, besides the crew. There are fifteen

boatmen, nearly all Kashmirfs, who declare they are forcibly sent from the

valley of Kashmir, have to remain for three years, and are not allowed to

Ramghat bridge. The passage in summer is often very difficult and pass

the sometimes dangerous.

In case of military operations in the Oilgit direction, a flying bridge

would be the best method of crossing the Indus here. The current is too

strong for any other form of bridge ; 800 yards of .wire rope would have to

be taken up.

Opposite Bdnjf and on the left bank of the Indus is a ravine bearing

the same name. At no great distance this ravine opens out, and there are

a considerable number of flat spots suitable for summer camps. {Major

Ward.) There is an intermediate telegraph station here between Gilgit

and Astor. {Biddulph—Drow—Tanaor—Bartow—Aplmer.)

BtjRAN—LaU 84" 10'. Long. 74® 87'. Kiev.

A village lying at the foot of the table-land just* east of Patan, near the

edge of the Pambarsar jmorass. It is surrounded with rice cultivation, and

includes three maballas, or districts : Um-Buran, containing twelve houses •

Ban-Bdran, ten houses; and M&llapiir-Biiran, eight houses. In fiscal

matters Um-Bdran is considered as part of Palhallan.
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BUBANAMBAL—Lat 84» 80^ L^t. 74*^ Elev.

A fillag^ lying in a mountain Talley west of the Uttar pargana ; it is

situated on the right bank of the Badkhol stream^ one of the headwaters

of the Kamil river.

This village has been inhabited by Kashmiris for the last sixty years

;

before that the inhabitants were from Bhntdn. {Montgomerie.)

BUBCHATHANG^Ut 84<’ 46'. Long. 7^^ 18'. Elev. 17,425'.

A halting-plaoe on the Changobenmo route, between Nisehu and Tso

Thang. No wood or grass procurable. Camp on small stream, which

flows from the south. Boad from Nisehu good, following the left bank of

the stream. {Jokneon.)

BUBJI LA-Lat. 85^ 85'. Long. 76^ 85'. Elev. 15,878'.

A pass in BaltisUn between Skardu and the Deosai plains. The ascent

from Skardd is very fatiguing, up a rough, stony dope. {See aUo
Boutss.")

BUBNAl—Lat 84® 87', Long. 75®. Ekv.
A small village at the west end of the Tilail valley, situated on the right

bank of the Kishan Ganga river, opposite the junction of the Lahan-i«

tlud stream. It contains a masjid, and six houses inhabited by Muham-
madan zamindars.

The road from Tilail to Gdrais passes up the bed of the Kushpat

stream, about half a mile to the north-east of the village ; but when the

water is low, an active, unladen man oan, it is said, reach the Gdrais

valley along the bank of the river, which here flows in a narrow channel,

hemmed in by precipitous pine-clad mountains.

BUBNI--
A stream which runs from the yeshad,.on the southern edge of the Shupion

wndar. {UinUgowterie)

BUBPHBAB—Lat. 84® 15'. Long. 75® 6'. Elev.

A village in the Sind valley, situated on the right bank of the river, almost

opposite Sombal. It is watered by a stream which flows down from the

Kotwal mountain to the north-west, and it produces rice. The village

contains a masjid, and ten houses inhabited by zamfndarsj including a

carpenter and a potter.

BUBT8I—Lat 85® 10'. Long. 78® 5'. Elev. 16,000'.

A halting-place on the Karakoram route to Tdrkand, between Bulak-i«

Murghai and Kizil Angus, on the Dipsang plain. {Drew.)

BUBT8I—Lat 86® 6'. Long. 70® 12'. Elev.

A halting-plaoe on Hayward's route by the Changobenmo valley, about 80

miles from Nisehu and 24 miles from Kizil Jilga, and north-west of Tso

Thang. {Drew.)
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BURU—Lat. 84® sy. Long. 76® 12'. Elev.

A village said to contain 20 houses in the Kartze division of the Drds ilaka

(Baltistdn),

It lies on the left bank of the Surd river, couple of miles above the

Kargu fort, {Aylmer.)

BtJRZIL—Lat. 84® 60'. Long. 76® 8' Eley. 10,740'.

A store-house and camping place, situated at the limit of tlie forest, on the

right bank of the stream at the northern extremity of the iiurais valley on

the road to Skardd ; it lies 26 miles north-east of Gurais fort, and 58

miles south-west of Skardd. Two defiles are continued from this spot •

that on the east leads to the table-land of Deosai ; the other, which is more

in a line with the ascent, leads over lofty mountains to Astor.

Vigne states that on approaching the Stakpi La, otherwise called Burzil

or the Birches, the limestone suddenly ceases, and is succeeded by a forma-

tion of granite.

These regions present as wild and grey a scene as any painter could

wish for, made up of a confusion of snowy summits and hoary precipices,

broadly relieved in one place by the deep rust colour of the ironstone rock,

the chaotic masses with which the whole valley is thickly covered, the

streams of the incipient Kishan Oanga dashing over and amongst them,

with the milk* white and delicate stems of the birch tree in full leaf trem-

bling amidst their descending violence.

BCRZIL—
A stream which drains the east end of the Gfirais valley ; it rises on the

southern slopes of the Dorikun pass, and flows almost due south until joined

by the Nagai stream from the east, when it bends to the south-west, and,

receiving the waters of the Gishal by its right bank, empties itself into the

Kishan Oanga river, in lat. 84® 88', long. 74® 66', below the village of

Achur, about 2 miles east of the Gdrais fort.

In the neighbourhood this stream is commonly known as the Sind ; the

main road to Gilgit lies along its right bank; it is usually fordable, except

for about three months in the year during the height of summer; it is

bridged near the Bdrzil store-house, by the Nidt bridge below the village of

Dddgay, and by the Kutubut bridge about 2 miles above the village of

Tsenidl ; there is frequently also a bridge at this latter vflla^, on the path

to the Tilail valley. In winter the stream freezes, and the inhabrtants of

the valley are then accustomed to use it asa road.

BtiRZIL—
A stream which takes its rise on the north slopes of the Bdjdidngan ridge

between Kashmir and Ofirais, and, flowing in a north-easterly direction,

empties itself into the Kishan Gan^ river, in lat. 84® 89', long. 74® 46',

below the village of Kanzalwan.
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The high-roed to Ourais, Aetor^ and Skardd lies along the bed of this

streaiDj which is crossed by a bridge jast south of Kanzalwan.

The stream appears to be locally better known as Zotkosn. The valley

is a narrow defilCf enclosed by mountains thousands of feet high ; and is

very subject to avalanches, which form snow-bridges all along the course

of the river. {Barrow.)

BUTWOE—Lat. 84® V. Long. 74® Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Jhetum, about 2 miles sohth-

east of Srinagar. It is said that in ancient times a canal communicating

with the city was cot from below this village to avoid the sinuosities of the

river.

BYICHA—Lat. 85® S8\ Long. 75® Elev.

A small pargana in the ilaka of Rondd (Baltistdn).

It lies along the right bank of the Indus, where that river flows north

and south. It includes the villages of Hamora, Tungus, and Oirbedas, and

has about 20 houses. {Ajftmer)
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c
CAYLEY'S PASS os CHANOLUNQ. YOKMA—

Lat 30'. Long. 79° 6'. Elev. 19,380'.

Is crossed on the eastern route from the Changchenmo valley to the Kara*

hash river^ between Gogra and Ntschn.

Dr. Henderson crossed this pass when proceeding with the first mis-

sion to Y&rkand in 1870. After leaving the hot springs, which are 8 miles

north of Gogra, he says : We now fonnd it difficult at times to keep to

the proper route, for the valleys all looked very similar to one another.

We were greatly assisted by small piles of stones erected at every quarter

of a mile or so by Dr. Cayley^s men, who had preceded us.

On July doth we start^ to cross a pass to Gnischo, 1 6 miles distant.

The thermometer was at 13^ F. The ascent was very gradual and easy,

except for 2 miles near the top.
** This pass, a new and easy one, having been discovered by Dr. Cayley,

we afterwards distinguished by the name of * Cayley^s pass.' It is to the

east of that taken by Messrs. Shaw and Hayward. There was no snow

on the pass itself, and very little on the hills near it
** Two roads branch ofE from this road towards Khoban ; the best of

these strikes to the north from Sumgal." {Hind^ion.)

CHACHATA—Lat. 33® 10'. Long. 76® 26'. Elev.

A village lying on the upper road and nearly midway, between Doda and

R4mb&n. U contains about fifteen houses, most of the inhabitants being

Hindus.

CHACK—Lat. 34® 36'. Long. 73® 57'. Elev.

A village in Lower Drawir, situated on the right bank of the Kishan

Qnnga river. It contains a masjid and eleven houses, seven of which are

inhabited by Kashmir! Muhammadans and four by Gdjars. This village

seems to be considered a part of Sharkdt, from which, however, it is sepa-

rated by a spur lying about a mile to the north*ea8t.

CHADARTASH or « TENT STONE
Lat. 86® 45'. Long. 78® 2'. Elev.

A camping ground on the Karakoram route north of the Karakoram pass,

situated between Kizil T4gh and Wahdb Jilga, on a tributary of the Yar-

kand river close to its source. No water or grass between this and Mdlik-

shdh. The river-bed is almost diy. (diav, June XU.)

CHAGRA—Lat. 84® 6'. Long. 78® 80'. Elev. 16,090'.

A halting-place, near the north end of the Pangong lake, on the Chang-

chenmo route, 106 miles from Ldh. There are one or two stone huts here.

Grass plentiful, and fish in the stream.
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There is a well-known grazing ground near Cbagra, and thousands of

eheep and shawl-wool goats are kept here all the year round.

Wild lavender bushes are veij plentiful. All cultivation ceases here.

{TrotUr—/ohmon,)

CHAHAL—Lat. 32^ 53^ Long. 76^ 3'. Kiev.

This village consists of a few scattered hutS| al)out 1| miles north of

Dansal, in the province of Jamd. It is surrounded by extensive culti-

tion.

CHAJOSH JILOA—Lat. 35^ 26^ Long. 78° O'. Elev. 16,963'.

An encamping ground, 160 miles north of Ldi, on the Karakoram route

to Khot&n, 23 miles from Mdlikshdh and 10 miles from Balti Brangsa.

No grass or fuel procurable. {JoAmon.)

CHAK—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 74° 13'. Elev.

A village in the Mandi district, lying near tht eastern extremity of the

Pdnch valley, about 7 miles from the town, on the path to Mandi, from

which it is distant about 5 miles. There are some shady trees in the

village, which contains twenty-five houses inhabited exclusively by Muham-
madans. Both rice and dry crops are grown.

CHAKARKOT—Lat. 36° 44'. Long. 74^ 86'. Elev. 5,050'.

A village of twenty houses in the Oilgit district on the right bank of the

Sai nala which is here crossed by a wooden bridge, 30 feet long.

The road to Oilgit leaves the valley just opposite Chakarkdt and crosses

the watershed. The houses here are all built of boulders. The place is

surrounded by a good deal of cultivation, and fruit-trees are numerous.

A small, but good, encamping ground. {Barrow,)

CHAKOTI—Lat. 34° 7'. Long. 78° 66'. Elev.

A small village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, between tTri and

Hatian, on the Mari route into Kashmir. There is a single-storied bun-

galow for the accommodation of travellers. A few supplies procurable

;

water abundant.

CUAKR—Lat 82° 59'. Long. 75° 44'. Kiev.

A village situated on the slopes of the mountain a little distance north-

west of Badrawdr. It consists of about twelve houses, and has a mixed

population of Muhammadans and Uindds.

CHAKB TALAO CAMP—Lat. 84° 2'. Long. Elev. 18,890'.

On the Changchenmo route, between Tankse and Lukung, a .amall shal-

low pond, sometimes dry in summer. Coarse grass on further side of it.

There is a oonsideiable amount of grass near, and large herds of burH are

found here in the ^ring. {TroUof—Ward,)
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CHALNA-^Lat 88® 6'. Long. 75® IV. Elev.

A very scattered villagOi inhabited by Hindiis o( the Chatri caste ; it lies

between Mir and Landra by the road from Jamd towards Kashmir.

CHALT—Lat. 86® 15^ Long. 74® ^V. Elev. 6,l80^

A fort in D&rdist£n on the right bank of the Hunza river, divided into

two parts by the deep ravine of the Chaprot stream. It stands in an open

sloping plain, bare of trees, and though water is ample, the ground is poor

and rocky. On the other side of the Chaprot stream is a low hill about-

600 feet high, which completely commands the fort. This fort is garrisoned

by 80 Kashmir sepoys. The place contains about 60 houses. Chalt,as well

as Chaprot, are hdd in jagir for Nagar by Bubar Kh6n, one of the Nagar

family. The Hunza r4ja is most anxious to get the plaoe into his pos-

session, as by so doing he would cut off Nagar from all oommunication

with Oilgit. This should never be permitted, and the place should always

be held by a Kashmir garrison. {Sorrow.)

CHAMKOT—Lat 34® 28'. Long. 78® 51'. Elev.

A village situated just above the junction of the Shamshabari and Kazi

N6g streams, at the western extremity of the Kamao valley, which here

opens out into a luxuriantly-cultivated plain. The village lies on the path

about midway between Titwal and the Kamao 'fort; it is shaded by

numerous trees, including some ebundrs, and produces both rice and dry

crops.

The upper portion of the village is occupied by eight families of zamin-

dars of the Bambd caste ; in the lower part there are nine families of zamfn-

dars, a barber, a mulla, and two Saiads.

CHAMMERIAN—Lat. 84® 26'. Long. 78® 8V. Elev.

A village containing three houses, situated on the left bank of the Kishau

Oanga river, about 5 miler north-east of Mozafarabad, on the path

towards Tftwal. A small stream rushes down the gorge in which the

village lies.

CHAMOOAH—Lat. 85® 51'. Long. 74® 35'. Elev. 5,000' approx.

A village of ten houses in the Oilgit district at the mouth of the Batakar

nala, and on the north bank of the Oilgit river. This place has been

recently brought under cultivation. {Barrow.)

chamfAs-
A division of the Tibetdn race, Chang»pa or Northerner, a term applied to

the Tartar shepherds of Changthang (northern plain). They lead a nomadic

life on the upland valleys, places which, being too elevated for cultivation,

are fit only for pastoral uses, the valley of the Indus above the
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villages, ibo other ploiiis or flat-b«^ttomed valleys of Bapsho, and a few
outlying places. They differ little from the Laddkis. Their different

occupation would be sure to produoe some changes ; or rather the settled

life led by the inhabitants of villages has changed them from what their

ancestors were, who lived a nomad life and are taow represented by the

Champds. For it is likely that the .course of events was this—that, of the

Tibetfins spreading north*westward, some reached a country where they

were able to settle in and to cultivate, while some remained in the higher

parts and kept to their pastoral ways. The difference in face is that the

Champ^s have rather a projecting chin, while the LaddUs have a reced-

ing one. They are a most hardy and a most cheerful set of people.

Living all their lives in a severely cold climate, and getting a scanty

subsistence, they still have the b^ of spirits. Their lives are spent in

tents ; they stay for a month or two at a time at one spot to grase their

flocks and herds, and then they move with them whither the advancing

season promises them better pasturage.

Dress.—The dress of the Ghampds is almost the same as that of the

Laddkfs, only that some of them wear the^ long wide ooat of sheep-skin

instead of wooUen cloth.

Marriage— As a rule, the Champds and Laddkis do not

intermarry. The religion of the two is the same, but it lies lightly on

the Champds. Their young men do not become lamas. {Drew.)

CHAMPtRA—Lat. 34® 29'. Long. 74® 10'. Elev.

A village in the Uttar pargana, situated on the high bank of the Kamil

river, just south-west of Shaldrah ; it contains five houses inhabited by

samindars. Between this village and Samatwari, on the left bank of the

river, there is a ford.

CHAMSHAN—Latr84® 40'. Long. 77® 38'. £Iev.

A village of five houses in Nubri,.on the left bank of the Nubrd river.

The village suffered from a flood in 1886. {Drew.)

CHANAOUND on PILISKIMBO—Lat. 34® 36'. Long. 76® 8'. Elev. 8,675*,

A village of eight houses on the right bank of the Drds river,on the route

from Srinagar to L3i. It is situat^ between Tashgam and Kargil, and is

127 miles from Ldh. Travellers going to Baltist&n either halt here or at

Krikitchn, on the opposite bank. The village stands on a high bank of

granite boulders. There is a little cultivation (wheat and barley). It is

called Filiskimbo by the Tartars. The journey from Tashgam to Kargil

is generally done in one march. {BeUew^Drew-^Aglmer^

CHANDA—Lat. 33® 1'. Long. 76® 42'. Elev.

A village in Badrawdr, containing about seven houses inhabited by lUj-
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piSU. It is situated above the left bank of the Nerd riverj aboat 7 miles

north-west of Badrawarj on the road towards Doda.

CHANDA—Lat. SB® ly. Long. 76® 88^ . Elev.

A pargana of the iluka of Skardu (Baltistdn). It is situated at a con*

siderable height above the Skard4 plaiOf and is said to contain a hundred
and fifty houses.

CHANDAK—Lat. 83® 46'. Long. 74® 18'. Elev.

A large village in the Haveli pargana^ at the eastern extremity of the

Pdnch valley, above the confluence of the Mandi and Suran rivers. It is

distant about 6 miles east of Punch, lying on the path nearly midway

between that town and Mandi, and is surrounded by extensive rice-terraces

which shelve down towards the river. The village contains about sixty

houses, of which fifty are inhabited by Muhammadans and the remainder

by Hindus.

CHANDAL—Lat. 8£® 46 '. Long. 75® 61'. Elev.

A village in the Basaoli district, situated on tb.e right bank of the Siowa

river, about 2 miles south of Loang.

CHANDANWAS—Lat 84® 6'. Long. 76® 27'. Elev. 1 0,500'.

An encamping ground (called Tanin), at the foot of the Astan Marg, at

the confluence of the Zoljpat and Lidar streams. It lies about 8 miles

north-east of Palgdm, on the road leading towards the cave of Amrndth,

and is a triangular-shaped grassy plain of considerable extent, shaded by
magnificent forest trees, with but little undergrowth ; there are no habita-

tions, but wood and water are abundant.

Amrn4th may be reached by two paths from this spot
;
one leads by the

Shisha N4g, the other lies over the Astan Marg. The latter is very

rough.

CHANDARGOND—Lat, 38® 64'. Long. 74® 47'. Elev.

A village in the Nagfim pargana, situated near the left bank of the Dudh

Ganga river, rather more than 8 miles north-west of Chrdr. It contains

five thatched houses.

CIIANDAR SAR—Lat. 34® 9'. Long. 76® 10'. Elev.

A email lake lying on the lofty mountains between the valley of Kashmfr

and the Sind river. Thb lake, which is circular in form, having a diameter

of about a quarter of a mile, is situated above the south-west eud of the

Jajimarg ; the stream which flows from it forms oue of the sources of the

Lidar river.

CIlANDARSiR—Lat. St® 8'. Long. 74® 31'. Elev.

A large village lying about 8 miles south of Palhallau and 6 miles

south-west of Patao, on the path towards Oulmarg ; it is situated in a little
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alley on the east side of a wuiat or table-land^ and on the left bank of a

stream which almost dries in the summer time; there is a small spring

in the village, and another on the hillside to the north-west.

There are some beautiful trees in the villagei which contains seventeen

houses inhabited by zamfndars, including some pfrzddas, a messenger, a

miller, and a tailor ; and also fifteen families of sepoys occupying ekaek

or rent-free lands in the neighbourhood.

There is much rice cultivation about the village, which also produces

dry crops.

CHANDARSiR-Lat. 34® 8^ Long. 74® 80^ Elev. 6,116'.

A wadsf or table-land, lying between Palhallan and Khipdr, by the path

leading towards Oulmarg ; it is also called the Mogalpur vmdar, from

a village of that name situated at the foot of its south-west slope ; but its

most common appellation seems to be the llaistlak wudar,

A great portion of the land is cultivated, and trees grow along its

southern side.

CHANDIMAR—Lat. 38® 88'. Long. 74® 28'. Elev.

A log-house village in the glen between Baramgala and Poshiana, on the

road between Bhimbar and Srinagar ; it lies on the right bank of the Cbitta

Pani, about a mile north of Baramgala. It contains about twenty-five

families, including four blacksmiths ; the encamping ground is very limited

;

some supplies and forage pocurable. (Vigne^AUgood.)

CHANDNIAN—Lat, 84® 18'. Long. 73® 67'. Elev.

A village in the Karnao valley, situated on the right bank of theKazi Nag
stream; it lies on the path from Titwal to Sopur by way of the Tutmari

Qali. Gingl, in the valley of the Jhelum, can, it is said, be reached by

two paths from this village.

CHANDRA BHAGA—
The Cbenab river bears this name in the upper part of its courae. (See

ChbnIb."}

CHANG—
A Ladikf drink. A light beer, made without hops ; it varies very much in

strength^ one kind of it being almost as strong as whiskey, while the weaker

kinds can be drunk freely like malt. (Manifold.)

CHANGAN-Lat. 34® 48'. Long. 74* 7'. Elev.

A village in Upper Drawer, situated on a low strip of flat cultivated land

on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, about 2 miles west of

Dddntfl.

A eonsiderable stream, which is orossed by a bridge, flows down through
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the eastern end of the village ; huge boulders lie scattered about its banks,

which are precipitous and rocky.

The population consists of ten families of Muhammadan zamindars, a

carpenter, a blacksmith, and a mulla; there is a masjid in the village, and

the zttrat of Saiad Sh^had ; also a mai&Jir^khdna for the accommodation of

travellers.

There are a few trees scattered about the place, and some water-mills,

which are turned by the stream.

CHANGAS OR CHINGAS—Lat. 82® 15'. Long. 74®18^ Elev.

A village between Naoshera and Rdjaori on the Bhimbar route to Srinagar.

The village is situated on a plateau on the right bank of the Tawi
river. A quarter of a mile distant is a bungalow, the best on the road. It

consists of four rooms 20 feet square, surrounded by an enclosed verandah,

9 feet wide, overlooking the river.

The old sar&i is close to the bungalow. There is very little encamping

ground, and supplies are very scanty. Water is p ocurable from a baol^. or

from the river beneath. The hillsides in the vicinity are covered with

underwood and firs, but on the opposite side of the river there is good

grazing ground.

In proof of the ophiolatry that prevailed in these hills, the ancient slabs

sculptured with figures of snakes have been adduced.

A most curious example of these stones exists at this village, where,

among a number of small lingams under a pfpal tree, is a rudely-carved

slab, representing a serpent with its long coils spreading over the whole

length of the stone, and a devotee with clasped hands standing below.

( Wakefield
—Bates,)

CHANG BURMA—Lat. 34® 43'. Long. 78® 85'. Elev.

A large valley in the Pangong lake district, which fiiids its exit at the

Ote. plain. {Godwin^Austen.)

CHANGCHENMO VALLEY—
A long valley, tributary to the Shyok, which extends nearly east and west

for more than 7i> miles as the crow flies. The height of its junction

with the Shyok must be about 12,000 feet ; at the middle of its length it

is 16,000 feet high, and from here it rises gradually, to a pass which marks

the boundaiy of the Rudok district. The bottom of the valley is a stony

tract, with the river flowing through it in many channels. On the north

side is a bold line of mountains, rocky in surface, and rising to a rugged

ridge, about 6,000 feet above the river.

Drew says :
** 1 have not followed the river below Pamzal, but believe

it in that part to be a rapid stream flowing between narrowing rocky

mountains (Major Wardi R»B., confirms this). Above Pamzal the valley is
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partly occupied by the wide giuvelly river bed, and partly by alluvial

terraces, all stony and bare. The hills that bound this vary much in

height and steepness; some are smooth-sided and comparatively low, others

both lofty and steep. A branch valley leads up to the north, to the

Lingzithang plateau. Above Oogra the vall^ divides into Kubiing, the

west branch, and Changlung, the DOrth*east branoh.^^ For hot springs of

Cbangchenmo valley, vide ** Kiam and Changluno/^

From Gogra there is a choice of three roads, all leading on to the Ling-

zitbang plain,

(1) By the Changlnng Pangtung pass.

(2) ,, „ Burma „
(3) By either the Changlung Burma or by the Changlung Yokma

pass (also called '^Cayley's pass^^).

The first is the western and best route ; the second joins it at Kizil Jil^^a

;

the third, or eastern route, besides being the longest, crosses both the

Lingzithang and Kuenlun plains.

It was taken by Mr. Johnson and Dr. Henderson. They left the

Cbangchenmo valley by the Lumkang and Cayley^s (or Changlung Yokma)

passes respectively. On the 18th July the river was forded without diffi-

culty between Pamzal and Oogra. Grass is plentiful 20 miles above the

latter. (Trotter
—Henderion^^okMon)

The Changchenmo valley is the great autumn grazing grounds for the

flocks from the Lukung, Pabraong, and Tanked districts ; occasionally great

loss is sustained by an unusually early fall of snow, for the grass, which

though nourishing, is at all times scanty, becomes quickly covered up and

the animals die of starvation before they can be brought over the Marsemik

into milder regions. (Manifold).

CHANG LA—Lat. Long. Elev.

A pass leading from the Indus valley on to the Chang plain. It is on the

borders of Laddk and Chinese Tibet, and lies north of the Gunskiel La.

CHANG LA OE SAKTI PASS—
Lat. 34® 4'9^. Long. 77® 66'. Elev. 17,690^

Is crossed four marches from Ldh on the Cliangchenmo route between

Zingral and Tsultak camps. Marching from the former camp, proceed

up the most northerly of the two valleys. An easy but stony ascent

of 2 miles to the top. Descent of 4 miles very gradual. The steepest

part of the ascent is from the village of Sakti for 3| miles to Zing«

ral. Though neither formidable in height nor steepness, this is a

difficult pass for laden animals on account of the badness of. the road,

which is a mere track winding through rocks and boulders. Yaks should

therefore be used. The pass is free from glaciers. Both in July and
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October very little enow was fonnd on it. There ie often very little

enow in Jane on thie Chang La. {ftoiUr^^oknmm^Uendenow^Wwrd^

CHANOLUNO on CHARLUNO on CHONOLUNO—
Lat. 35® 66" 43^ Long. 77® 88". Elev. 10,760".

A email village of one or two huts, with a few fielde around, aituated on

the left bank of the Nubr4, about 80 miles north of LA. It is the last

inhabited place passed on the summer Karakoram route from L^h to Y6r^

hand. There are some hot springs here. The temperature of the three

upper springs was 140® F., 17it® P., and 174® F., respectively ; that of the

three lower ones, 163® F., 169® F., and 170®.F. One of the upper springs

issued into a small pool, the pebbles in which were yellow with a coating of

sulphur. Tlioro was a bathing hut here, similar to those at the Panamikb

springs. ( Troiter-^Bellew.)

CHANOLUNO or CHENOLENO^Lat. Long. Elev.

A ravine in the Cliangchenmo valley, running up to the north-east from

Ocigra. ** Eight miles north of Oogra are souie hot springs ; one of them

was very curious. From the summit of what appeared to be a huge round*

ed boulder, about 8 feet high (composed of lime, and lying in the bed

of the stream), a jet of water, having a temperature cf about 150® F,, rose

to the height of a foot or more. This rook was in reality a large stalagmite,

formed of carbonate of lime. The spring, in addition to consuming lime,

is surcharged with carbonic acid gas, and effervesces like soda«watcr as it

escapes into the air. There are numerous other warm springs in the vici*

sity with a temperature of about 90® F. All the ground about is covered

with saline efflorescence.” {Uendenon,)

CHANGLUNG BURMA PASS—Lat. 84® 88". Long. 79® 8". EW. 19,280".

The route to this pass leaves the usual route frid the Pangtung pass, a few
miles north of Gogra. It lies between the Changtung, Pangtung, and
Changlung Yokma passes.

Ascent of pass from Shnmmul Lnngpa-^” Up valley about 81 miles

to fork, then up ravine to eastward. At half a mile take up ravine north by
west, i^p steepish ascent across the pass. Descend low hill into broad,

shallow valley, due east, down valley which bends to north, and camp
near black, jagged hill. No grass or fueL ‘March throughout good tor

ladeu animals."" {Trotter.

)

CHANGLUNG PANGTUNG PASS, oBCHUNGLANO PASS, onPANG*
TUNG PASS—Lat. 84® 86". Long. 78® 60". Elev. 18,910".

Is crossed in the most westerly of the routes leading from the Changclien*

mo valley to the Lingzithang plains. Ascent from Paogtung (l5i miles

from Oogra) steady, and not very steqp to the top of the pass. ”Tbe
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road then pauses over a high table-land for about a milei after which it

enters a ravinoj along which it passes for 9^ miles of execrable road^ crossing

the stream in numerous places, before reaching the camping ground of

Sumzangling ; this is the stiifest bit on the whole journey to Kashmir **

(TreUer.)

CHANGLUNG YOKMA PASS— r/ifs ^^Caylby^s Pass/^

CHANGTASH or CHONGTASH— Firfr Kumdan the Turki name,

signifying Willow Boulders// (H. SlraeAep)

CHANGTASH or GREAT STONE—
Lat. 35® 36' 56.*^ Long. Elev. 15,690'.

A camping ground on tho Changchenmo route, 23i miles from Kizil Jilga,

and 14 miles from Shorjilga camp, under a big rock near where the bed

of the Karakash is much narrowed by precipitous hills coming down near

the river*bank. No wood or grass. Kbushk Maidan would be a better

camping ground, distant 16^ miles from Kizil Jilga, where there is a little

grass, and where fuel is abundant.

This place is called Chungtas in the government map. There are hot

springs 6 miles below camp on right bank of the Karakash. (2'rofter,)

CHANOTHANG— FtWe "Reno” (changsnorth, tbangs plain).

The whole of Tibet is classified by the Tibetans into two portions,—the

Rcng " and ** Changthang."

The first signifies a deep valley, low and warm enough (or agricultural

ocenpotion, and generally a country containing such valleys.

Changthang literally means the "north plain," but in common an ele-

vated plain, or wide open valley, too high and cold for any but pastoral

uses.

Changthang is the prevailing character in the eastern parts of Ladak,

and Reng in the west.

The Changbas or Champas are the shepherds of the Changthang, while

the mhahitants of the Reog country are called 'Rengpa^ or lowlanders

[fl, Slraeheg,)

CUANGTHAN PLAINS—
III Rndok territory, they lie east of the Lingzithang plains, and are divided

from them by a range of hills. A good route from Rudok leads over these

plains into Khotdn. {Jdhnton.)

CHANOTE—Lat. 32® 69'. Long. 76® 46'. Elev.

A village situated on the slopes of the mountains a little distance north-

west of Badrawir.

It contains about twelve houses, inhabited by a mixed population of

Muhammadans and Ilindds. It is frequeutly called Cliakr-olianotc, from

the village which adioiiis it.
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CHANPlTRA—Lafc. 84® 28\ Long. 78® 62". Kiev.

A village lying on a gentle alope above the left bank of the Sbamsltabari

streanii at the western extremity of the Karnao valley ; it prodncea rice and

also some dry cropSi and is surrounded by a mass of cultivation, which

extends for a considerable distance along the hank of the river.

The village is divided into two divirions. Upper and Lower Chanpdra,

and contains altogether nineteen houses, inhabited by Muhammadan zaniln-

dars of the Budwal caste,

CHANTHAN—Lat. 83® 19". Long. 76® 24". Elev.

A village situated above the right bank of the stream, at the eastern ex-

tremity of the PerisUn valley.

The houses, which number about five, are built of timber, and have

flat roofs. All the inhabitants are Hindus.

CHAOMUK—Lat. 88® 18". Long. 73® 47". Elcv. 1,202".

A town situated on a plain on the right bank of the Punch T6i river, which

may be forded in the dry season, and is crossed by a ferry during the rains

;

it is distant 10 miles north-west of Mirpur, and 36 miles south-west of

Kotli, by way of Sensar. The prosperity of this place is said to be .on the

wane ; it is still, however, the centre of a considerable trade in country

produce between the neighbouring districts of the Panjiib and the surround-

ing hills. The following is an approximate enumeration of the inhabitants :

two hundred and fifty houses inhabited by Hindd zamfndars, fifty Hindu

shopkeepers, one hundred Muhammadan zamfndurs, twenty-five Muham-
madan shopkeepers, sixty of various trades and occupations ; there are also

six sepoys attached to the ihdna.

The town contains two masjids and the zfirat of the Pencil Pir, and

two Hindu temples; the red-brick dome of the larger forms a conspicuous

landmark ; there are likewise three gardens in the town.

CHAPROT—Lat. Long. Elev. 7,100", approx.

A district holding a semi-independent position between Gilgit and Hnnza.

It is situated north of the Naltar mountain and west of the Hunza river,

at the point where it makes its great bend to the south. The fort of

Uhapmt is situated on the right bank of the Chaprot nadi, about 3 miles

from its junction with the Hunza river* It is locally considered impreg-

nable, being situated at the fork between two precipitous l'avi^c^^ but it is

commanded on both sides at a distance of 600 or 600 yards. It is usually

garrisoned by a company of Kashmir troops. Besides Chaprot itself,

there are the hamlets of Barishk, Dds, and Ghalt in the Ohap ot glen.

From the head of the glen there is a difficult path into the Naltar valley.

It is very necessary that Chaprot should belong to Gilgit, as its posses-

sion secures Gilgit from the predatory attacks of the Kanjut is.
( Kddulpk.)
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CHARAK—Lat. 34° 24'. Long. 76° 32'. Sler.

A siimII Tillage onthenmte from Srinagar to L6h,ritaated at the weat end
of the Namjik Li^ between Molbekh and Kharbn, 84 milea from L4h.

{Cmnninfkttm.)

CHARASA—Imt. 34° 40'. Long. 77° 87'. EIot.

A village in Nubid on the right hank of the NnbrC river. It ia about the

moat oonapicoona place in the diatriot. At one time it waa alao the most
important, for here lived the hereditary mlera of Nuhrd who ruled under

the rdja of Laddk, The hooaea of Cbariwa are built on an isolated ateep-

faced rock, compoaed of hard porphyry, which atanda up away from the

mountain-aide ; it ia aome 200 yarda long and 160 {feet high. All tho

upper part of it ia covered with white buildings : the loftiest of them is

the monastery ; they were formerly defended by a wall-—of which parts

still remain—running along the rock at varying intervals, and flanked by

lowers. With the exception of the lamas, the people of the village live on

the rook in winter only ; for summer they have other dwellings scattered

about by their fields, but for warmth in winter they crowd to their old

fortress. Here the buildings are crowded so close together, the spiic^

occupied ia so completely roofed over—pathways and all—that when filled

with human beings and with cattle, it must incleed be warm I It ia said

to contain twenty- two families.

To reach Chariba one fords the Nubrd river, which here flows in numer-

ous channels. At the end of September 2i feet was the greatest depth

found in them. (Drew.)

CHAKAT—Lat. 83® 87'. Long. 76® 11'. Elev.

A small village lying in the plains to the north of the Khund valley, on the

path to Bun Dusur, about 6 miles west of Shdhabad. (luce,)

CHARCHAR PASS—Lat. 84® 48'. Long. 77® 9'. Elev. 10,300'.

Is crossed between Ghipchuck, at its north end, and Zangla, on one of the

routes from L6h to Padam. A very difficult pass. On account of snow,

only open in May and October, and even then sometimes impassable for

laden animals. From Ghipchuck tho best route is by the western ravine.

Descent on south side steep at the top, but otherwise easy. At the end

of May the northern face down to Ghipchuck is covered with suow, ofteu

deep. (//• Slraekep,)

CHAROALT—
A name given to two different passes or paths which enter the Rniklieot

valley from the south-east, one being 2| miles north-west of Ghukh, and

the other the same distance south-west ; both about 15,000'.

The path that enters by the northern pass comes from Liskomb, and

the other from Harcbo. Both are difficult, and only passable by man,
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The passes are d^uarded by tbe Astof people wheit tliere m diMurbancev

in Chilas and. the neighboaring valleys, (JJSmad Mi KXdH^\

CHAllKANG—Lat. 34® V. Long. 78^ 38^. Eflev, 1«,700^
A halting-place on the Changchenmo route, between Lukutig' and Gunle*.

The Mnrbemik pass is crossed between it and Quule;. It is. IIA miles

from L4h. {Drew,)

CHASHIVTA SHAHI—Lat 34® 5^ Long. 74® 56'. £lev.

A beautiful spring situated in a little valley about a mile from the south*'

eastern shore of the Dal lake* The water is much sought after*

CHATAR—Lat. 34® 12'. Long. 73® 32'. Elev.

A village situated on the left* bank of the Jlielum river, just south of the

junction of the Agar stream. It lies t ko$ north of Kohdla> on the new
road to Baramiila and the Kashmir valley.

CHATARDHAR—Lat. 32® 63'* Long; 76® 46'. Blew 10,100^

A pass over the mountain range which separates the district of Basaoli

from the valley of Badrawdr.

The summit of the pass is distant about 14 iiiiles south of *.Badrawfr and'

51 miles north of Basaoli; the path lying over a narroW'Tid^ between lofty*

mountains, the Sonbai to the east, and the Kaplaatb the west*

During the winter months the pass becomes impractibable for cattle

and ladeu coolies, but foot-passengers are accustomed to make the passage

at all seasons of the year.

Both the ascent and the descent are easy, that on the north side being

somewhat the steeper; but consequent on the many difBonIties to be met
with on the roi^ between Badrawar and Basaoli, cattle are rarely^ used on
the road, and it has very little traffic*

CHATARGARH—Lat. 33® 17'. Long. 70® 14'. Elev.

The remains of an old fort at the junction of the Bhntna stfenm with the

Chenab : founded by Cbatar Singh of Chamba about 1650:

Forty years ago, a hundred and forty housee existed here, nearly all en-

c1o8(*d within the walls of the square fort.

Id 1834, Zorawdr Singh, with a force of 8,000 men (after a delay of

two months, the bridge across the Cbenib having been destroyed), suc-

ceeded in capturing the place, which he set fire to and completely destroyed.

The present fort (OuUbgarh) was then built ; it is now under the tab-

afidar of Badrawfir. ( Drew.)

CllATERO~Lat. 33® 26'. Long. 75® 40'. Elev.

A village situated about 4 miles north-west of Mogal Maidda, on the road

leading towards the Marbal pass. It contains six or eight houses, which

are scattered on the right bank of the Kosher Khol stream; opposite the

junction of the Siuchnn KhoK (Allfoei*)
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CHATI— Vide and "Tsati."

CHATSABAL—Lat, S4® 6^ Long, 74® AV. Elev.

A suburb of Srinagar, Ijing ta tbe west of €be oitj, on the left banlc of

the Jhelum, There is a cnstom-honse situated on the river-bank, just

heyond the limits of the town, where duties are levied on all merchandise.

CHAUK t CHOEA—Lat. 83® V. Long. 74® 40'. Elev. 2,WO'.

A scattered village on the zoid from Akndr to fidjaorf. it is situated on

a broken plateau, at a dietanoe of 18i miles north-west from the former

place. Small portions of land are cultivated amid the surrounding rocky

area. (Drew.)

CHECHIAN-Lat. 33® 5'. Long. 73® 47'. Elev.

A small village in Naoehera, 9 miles south of Mirpur, on the road to the

Gatiala ferry. It is situat^ on a wide open plain, on the left hank of

the Jhelum. The inhabitants are Mnhammadans, and number fourteen

families.

CHEIYER-Lat. 33® 38'. Long. 76®* 46'. Elev.

A small village in the Mam Wardwdn valley^ situated on the right bank
of the river, a few miles south of Mnru, on the path tc Kishtwdr.

This village contains two Hindu families, almost the only Hindus
inhabiting the Maru Wardwin valley.

CREfWA—Lat. 34® 28'. Long. 73® 64', Elev.

A small Ottjar village in Lower Drawdr, containing four houses ; it is situ-

ated in a narrow valley, atTout 3 miles east of Ashkdt by a fair path, and
lies on a small stream which empties itself into the Kishan Oanga river by
its left bank.

CHELANG LABHO PASS—Lat. Long. Elev. 14,850'.

Between Zangla and Pangatse, on the routS from Kishtwdr to L4h, vid
Zansk^r. (Drew,)

CHENAB—
Asms.—

T

his river is formed of two principal feeders, the Chandra and
the^ Bbdga, whence it derives its Sanskrit name of Chaiidra-Bhdga, by
which it is usnally known in the upper part of its course.

Ptolemy calls it Sandabal, but Ute Greek historians of Alexander named
it the Akesines, because its proper name was one of ill omen. Forster
mentions the river under the name of the Chiunaun.

Vigne prefers ta derive its present appellation of Chendb from Chand-<b
or the water of the moon," rather than from Chin-£b, or " the water of
China," inasmuch as it does not flow from any part of the Chinese terri-

tories.
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>lhe Ohaiidra and the Bhdga rite on oppoaiie ndes of the Bara

Lacha pass, in north lat. 45^ east long. 77^ 28^ at an elevation of

16,500 feet above the sea; they effect a junction at I'andi.

General direction.—¥x<m Tandi the Cliendb pursues a north-westerly

direction to a point 5 miles north of Kishtwdr ; it then makes a bend 20

miles due south ; then sweeps suddenly round to the west, flowing in that

direction by a very tortuous course until a few miles north of Riasi, when
it adopts a south-westerly course to Aknur, at the foot, of the hills, a total

distance from Kishtwdr of about 150 miles.

From Akndr to Mithankdt the length is 570 miles in a south-south-

westerly' direction, and the whole length from its source to its junction with

the Indus is 950 miles.

Breadth,—Zxiei above the junction of the Wardwdn stream it is only 60

feet wide : at Kishtwdr it is 25 yards wide. At Aknur the stream divides

into many channels. At R4mban the river is as wide as the Butlej at

Rdmpur. At Riasf the Chenab is nhont 200 yards wide. At Khiderpur,

above Akndr, between 300 and 400 feet. Just below Aknur it spreads

out into a wide river, 1,500 to 2,000 feet broad.

Bepth.—At Khiderpur, above Aknur, it is from 8 to 10 feet deep in

the cold weather, and the river rises about 26 feet.

At Aknur a gauge is kept by tho British Forest Department. The

gauge register of the year 1884 showed the following to be the aver-

age height of the river, which may be relied on in each month in the

year

JuDiiMry • . 0-7 May . e . 6*0 September . • . 7*6

Febniftry . . 1-0 Jane . • • m October. .1st to 15th • . 2-6

March . 2*6 July . 00 .. 16th to 81st . 1-75

April • 3*6 August . xo-io Noromber . 1*6

Deoember • 0*0

At Aknur. the greatest height registered for the last two years is 1.74

feet. At the Kowra lime-kilns, about 3 miles above Akndr, the rise of

the floods appears to be about 42 feet.

Height of hanhej—\vL the upper part of its course the banku appear to

be high, steep, and in places precipitous.

Between llfasi and Akn&r (20 miles) the banks are in places low, or

diffs of no more than 100 to 200 feet in- height ; this is where the river

crosses one of the flat longitudinal valleys. After Akndr the river flows

through a level country.

Nature ofhanke.—Ai Pargwdl, where it enters Kashmir territory, it is

a rapid stream running through a deep rocky channel; both above and

below the place it flows between lofty ranges of mountoins, generally very
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rocky and precipitous, and often finely wooded. During its course through

Vadar the river is edged with cliffs, and as far as the junction of the

'U'lirdwan stream flows through a narrow channel in the rock, only 60 feet

wide, flowing smoothly and slowly, with doubtless a great depth of water.

Ac Kishtw^r, the left bunk is a plain, and on the right bank are lofty

rocky mountains; the river flows in a deep hollow many hundred feet

below the plain.

At Jangalwdr the rock is of tueb a kind as to affect the form of the

river channel ; some 4 miles above this place the river flows through a

narrow gorge formed by massive rocks of a silicious mica schist.

Above K&mb4n the mountains rise boldly on both sides out of the

valley; the stream flows in a narrow channel between them, often with a

great depth of water.

Above the falling in of the Ans river the banks are more accessible

;

the foot-paths that connect the villages, which at intervals occur along the

valley, sometimes go along near the waterside, and sometimes have to

leave it for a bit where rock-cliffs some hundreds of feet high hound it.

Just above Riasi the river flows in a verv sinuous course between steep#

inaccessible rocks.

At Aknur the river flows throrgh a plain with slight depressions, which

occur where one crosses the sandy or stony stream -beds.

tM o^rtssf.—From the Bara Lacha pass to Akndr the length of the

Chendb is 380 miles, and the whole fall is 15,500 feet, or 40*8 feet per

mile.

Between Kishtwir and Aknur there is a fall of 4,000 feet, or 26*6 feet

per mile.

Between Kowra and Khiderpdr there is a fall of nearly 12 feet in

8,000 feet in the aurface of the water in January.

During its passage through the mountains the stream is very rapid.

At Atholi, in June, when the sun was fast melting the snows, the velo-

city was 6 1 miles an hour.

ihfcierys.—Near Akndr the winter discharge of the Chendb has been

calculated at 4,750 cubic feet per second, the maximum discharge during

July and August being probably between 50,000 and 60,000 cubic feet.

A^asfyaftoii.«^From Aknur, where the level is 1,100 feet, down to the

sea, boats can traverse it, but above this the stream is so broken by rapids

as to be unnavigable.

Above fiiasi the gorge through which the river flows is impassable in

any other way than on a raft of two or three large logs lashed together,

and this is by no means a secure way of traversing it.

Tr\hvLiar%e%.—During its course through theKashmfr territories of Kisht-

war, Badrawdr, and Jamd, tbo Cbenib receives many aflluents, the prin-

cijMil of which, commencing from the east and following tbs right bank of
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the river betweca the Ghamba boundary and Ki»ht^ir, are the Ooniar

and Shendi streamsy and the Bhutna and Mara Wardw^n rivers. Between

Kishtwar and Aknur, the Golan Nar and Lidar Khol streams^ and the

BichUri and Ans rivers, no tributaries of importance join the Chenib on
its left bank east to Kishtwdr ; between Kishtwdr and Riasi it receives

the united. waters of the Karney Gad and Kar Gad, and the NerO, Baggi,

and Finkta rivers ; and between Riaai and the western boundary of Jamu,
the Tawi.

JRiper valley.~To the north of Rimbdn is a very distinct ridge con*

iinuing for 15 miles at an average height of 9,000 to 10,000 feet. From
this ridge a succession of spurs comes down to the river, separated by
valleys which are little more then a mile distant from one another; at

their mouths small tracts of land are terraced and often irrigated. The
spur sides are steep but seldom rocky ; the greater part of their surface is

CO '^red with herbage; some also is forest, but^ from the general south

aspect, not a great proportion ; it is only where side slopes give a more shady

outlook that thick forest can be found, but over a good part of the rest

trees and bushes are scattered. Besides the cultivation low down near the

river, patches of land havo been brought under tillage all the way up to

7,000 feet, after partial levelling and terracing. This is more common
than anywhere else on the flatter tops of the spurs just above their last fall

to the river, say at an elevation of 5,000 feet. Further back are higher

rocky mountains that reach some 2,000 feet above the forest limit ; over

a long depression in this range the Banihal road leads to Kashmir.

At Jangalwdr the level of the water is about S,000 feet. Above this

place the mountains that rise up from the river make a narrow steep-sided

valley : for a height of 4,000 or 5,000 feet above the stream the general

slope is 37^, and so, with the indentations of side valleys, it continues to

near Kishtwdr. Kishtwir is situated in a plain not perfectly level, but

undulating, everywhere cultivated, dotted with villages. This plain extends

along the bank of the Chendb for 4 miles and is 2 miles broad. On the

opposite side are rocky mountaios. As a rule, the mountains round

Kishtwdr are rooky below, and have wooded slopes above; the wood is oak

on the eastern hills and deodar and fir on the opposite ridge. Following

up the river towards Pidar we get at once among high rocky mountains.

The road takes a shorter way than the river. From Siri. 8,700 feet, a

magnificent set of peaks, called the Brama peaks, 20,000 to 21,000 feet

high, are seen ; the rocky ridges and precipitous spurs that run down from

the peaks are on a very great scale; at the lower edges, wherever a little

ledge has enabled the seed to lodge, deodars oiown the rocks. The river

washes the foot of the spurs at a level of 5,000 or 6,000 feet. In Pfidar

there are a number of villages occupying ground sloping to the river,
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backed by lofty, wooded, and snow-capped kills : the cultivated part is of

veiy small extent.

13elow Parg^wal the country is exceedingly mountainous. The mountains

to the north are capped with snow, and dip very abruptly to the river.

The north-west face of each is invariably precipitous. Many villages are

met with in the valley, and much cultivation, usually high up on the

mountain-sides. Poplars and apricots are commonly planted, but walnut is

the favourite fruit-tree. The south side, where not absolutely precipitous,

is covered with forest, most frequently of pine; and on tlio north side,

though the upper parts are often bare and grassy, or only covered with

brushwood, yet the banks of the river are usually well wooded, and all

ravines, which are deep and shady, are filled with a dense forest of deodar,

horse-chestnut, hazel, sycamore, and birch.

.

Near Alholi the valley widens out into an open sandy plain, watered by

a large tributary stream (the Bhutna) descending from the north.

Briilgci Below Doda the river is spanned by a suspension

{ehika) bridge, sind about 3 miles east of Rdmbdn, tho high- road from

Jamu to Kashmir crosses the Cheodb by an old wooden bridge, which

measures about 190 feet in length between the piers, which project about

45 feet ; the bridge is about 12 feet broad, and the roadway is planked and

protected by side rails. At Ramb4a an iron suspension bridge (220 feet

span) is under construction.

A road from Kishtwar to Kashmir crosses the river just above the

junction of the Wnidwdn stream, which flows in from the north, by a

suspension rope bridge {JhMa^ q.v.). Ponies cannot cross by this bridge,

but are swum across, aided by a rope held by aroau, who leads it across the

bridge. This is a dangerous business and often attended with loss. At
Atholi is a rope bridge.

At Pargwal the river is crossed at a considerable height above the

stream by a good and substantial wooden bridge (1884).

Between the villages of Kandni and Saigat, a few miles south of

Kishtw&r, there is a bridge; both these suspension bridges have

replaced wooden bridges which formerly existed.

In addition to those ennmerated, rope suspension bridges may also

probably be found near the village of Ashar, between Doda and Ramban,

and below R&mban at Dharm Kund, Kabhi, and Banasu.

Furies.—At the town of Akniir there is a ferry, and also at Pubbar and

Talwara below Uiasi. (Ponter—Cunningham^ Vigne—Herveg^^Allgood'-^

Mackay^Brew^Uughei* Report on proposed Shdhnahar Canal.)

CHER KALA oa SHER KALA—Lat. 6'. Long. 74P Elev. 5,670'

A village fort on the left bank of the Oilgit river, in Puni&l, of which it

is the chief place. It is tlie residence of Rija Akbar Khan, whose juris*'
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dictron extends from Gulpur to Dalmati and Bubar. The word chw
moans '' rock/’ and that is the correct name, but the Dogrds usually call it

Sher Kala. It is a picturesque place, and the strongest fort in Puiiial

;

all four sides arc lofty walls, with towers at the angles and on each face.

One face is on the river-bank. The water-supply for the fort is obtained

from the river itself. The fort is approached from the opposite side by a

rope bridge. The village consists of about 140 houses, which greatly

overcrowd the interior of the fort. The houses are mostly three-storied, the

basement being occupied by the cattle. The garrison consists of 105 Dogrd
sepoys. The people are, with few exceptions, of the Yashkin or Burish

stock, but the language is Shina, and the religion that of the Maulai sect.

Fruit-trees abound round Cher Kala, and there is a considerable amount of

cultivation. The river at the bridge is about IZO yards wide, between steep

cliffs, the bridge being about 50 feet above the river. The water-supply

from the river if generally muddy, but there is excellent water obtainable

from tiie Cher and its side channels, two of which flow close to the fort.

(Drew—Biddulph-^Muhammad Shdh-^Barrow.)

CHHORTEN or CHURTEN—
Monumental erections in Tibet; usually built near villages and monas-

teries. They are receptacles of the ashes of defunct lamas and lay Bud-
dhists of distinction, and are set around the village limits in the belief

that the souls of the departed still take an intemst in the scenes of their

earthly life, and protect the. precincts of their former habitations.

i^Bellew^)

chibhAl—
That part of the Outer Hill region lying between the Chen4b and Jhelum
rivers. (Drew.)

chibhAlIs—
A Muhammadan race. So called from the name of their country, Chibhal

(^.9.). The word Chibhdl probably comes from Chib, which is the name
of one of the Rajput tribes. The Chibhdlis, Muhammadans now, are in

fact of the same race as the Dogris, who have remained Hindd. Several

tribes of these Muhammadans have the same name as certain of the castes

in Dugar. These Muhammadanised Hindds keep to some of the old caste

rules; not, indeed, as to eating, for all Muhammadans will eat together,

but in the matter of intermarriage. They will either marry in their own
separate caste, or will take a wife from the one below them, and give their

daughters to the caste above them*

Besides Rdjpdts there are many Muhammadanised Jdts in Chibhdl ; the

J4t is the prevalent cultivating caste in the Panjdb, but it occurs but rare-

ly in Ddgan In the eastern part of Chibhdl are Muhammadan Thakars.

An important and high caste is one called Sudan A general

name for this and other high castes of Chibhal is Sdhd.
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The Chibhalis, on the whole^ resemble the althong^h the

Muhammadan way of cutting the moustache makes a difference that strikes

one at fii-st.

The Cliibhalis are stronger and more muscular than the others, and are

equally active.

In the extreme north-west of Chibhal, and beyond it as well, on the

borders of Kashmir, are two races somewhat different from the rest, but

still near enough to be classed under the same general name of Ghibh4If.

These are the Kakkas and the Bambas

Lower down the Jhelum river, west of KotH and of Mfrpdr, there is a

caste or tribe called Oakkars (^.e.) ; tliese, with other high castes, would

be classed as Sahu.

Going back to the eastern part of Chibhil, we are on the boundary line

of Muhammadans and Hindus. A hundred years ago, probably, the former

were encroaching, and the boundary was gradually coming eastward ; but

now, certainly, no such advance is being made. The Muhammadans on

the border were not, and are not, very strong in their faith ; they retain

many Hindu fashionsj and some even have an idol in their house. Till

quite- lately it was their custom to marry Hindd women of the same caste,

and these remained Hindd, and did not adopt Muhammadanism. This is

DO longer done. {Drew.)

CHiBRA—Lat. 83® 5': Long. 79® 10'. Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Indus, not far from the borders of

Lhasa territory. The valley here is about 3 miles broad. The plain at

Chibra is studded over with small ponds or lakes. One was 1,600 paces in

circumference. Round the margin of each was a broad bed of soda.

mngham^Moorcro/t.)

CIllBRA CAMP—Lat. 36® V 12^. Long. Elev. 16,480'.

A camping ground, 12 miles east of the Sugetdawan pass and 1 0 miles from

Aktdgh. Na grass or wood, and water very scanty. Elevation of Cbibra

bill, 17,910 feet. It is on the Karakoram route north of the pass. {Trot-

Ur-^oiniom,)

CHIKA (oe ‘*HAUL.ERID0E")—
A kind of bridge in use in some parts of the Chendb valley.

A smooth- rope of several strands is stretched across the river, and on

this tuns a wooden ring, from which hangs a loop in which one is

seated* The whole is pulled across by a rope from the far side. {Drew.)

CHIKAK-Lat. 34® 9.' Long. 73® 43.' Elev.

A eonetderable village in a district of the same name, which lies on the left

bank of the Jhelum, and forms part of the Mozafarabtd zilla.

it is situated between Maira and Hatti, on the old road from Marf

towards Kashmir.
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Tbe village etande on a low ridge between two small and richly culti-

vated vidleys ; on the north side of the path is a small fort^ and at the foot

of the hill beyond the village there is a bungalow for the aocommodatiou of

travellers. Supplies procurable.

CHIKTAN-Lat. S4P 80'. . Long. 76^ 34'. £lev.

Tbe name by which the collection of villages at the bottom of the Kanji

valley is known. It forms a part of the ilaka of Kargil (Baltistdn) and

is said to contain 800 houses^ the inhabitants of whioh are Muhammadans.

K^as Rasanpur and Hmao KTiAn live here. {JjfltMr,)

CHIL—
A considerable stream which takes its rise on the southern slopes of the

R^mratohan mountain! north of Basaolii and empties itself into the Ravi!

in lat. 88^ 38'! ^ above that town.

Its waters are clear and cold. The road between Badar and Badrawar

crosses this stream between the villages of Saman and Lar. There are

stepping-stones on the path! but no bridge! ^nd as the stream is subject to

freshets! tbe passage is sometimes interrupted.

CHILA—Lat. SS*" O'. Long. 76° 39'. Kiev.

A small villas in Badrawdr^ containing about six houses, situated high up

in the mountains at the head of the Bin Kad valley! above the right bank

of the stream.

CHILAS—Lat. 83° 44'. Long. 74° 5'. Elev.

A large village containing about one hundred houses! with a mixed

population of Hindds and Muhammadans ; it is situated on the slopes of

tbe hill, on the south side of the Flinch valley, above the left bank of the

Funch T6i river.

CHILINQ—Lat. Long. Elev.

A village on left bank of the Zanskdr river. General Strachey states that

gold is fodnd between it and the village of Pidmo higher up on tbe same

river. The gold is collected by Lahoulis, who come over in the suminor for

two or three months. Each gold-washer pays a tax of fil to the Dogrd
government for his year's license. In former days the river was also fre-

quented by fialtf gold-washers. (//• Sfrackey.)

CHILING CHU— rids “Zanskar River."

CHILUNG PASS—Lat. 3.3® 62'. Long. 76® 12'. Elov.

A difficult glacier pass between the dial riots of Sdru and Maru Wardwan
at the head of the Krish valley, (dy/wer.)
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CHIMCHAK—Lat. 34« 26^ Long. 78® 5'. Elev. IhiW.
A camping-ground on the winter route by the Karakoram pass to Ytfrkand,

five marches from on the right bank of the Shyok rivevj between Pakra

and Lama Kyent. (Drew.)

CHIMRE—
A kardari or eolleotorate of the province of Ladfik, The villages are—

>

Kharu, Egu^ Nagle, Sbara, Chimre, and Sakti. The lost two both contain

about a hundred and fifty houses. Cash revenue about fi4,000, besides

taxes in kind. (Aylmer.)

CHIMRAY OR CHIMRE—Lat. 83® bV. Long. 77® 51'. Elev. ll,89(r.

A village of about five hundred inhabitants, with a monastery. The second

march from Ldh on the Changchenmo route, between Tiksay and Zingral.

At 6 miles from Tiksay the Indus is fordable in September. There is

cultivation about the village, which is situated a little distance from the

right bank of the Indus. Camping ground bad. A rest-house and supply

dep6t. The monastery contains two hundred monks and nuns, and is sub-

or^nateto the Hemis monastery. The monks belong to the red-capped

sect of lamas. (Rad.ha Kiehan—TroiUr^Cayley.)

CHINENI—Lat. 83® 2^ Long. 75® 2(y. Elev.

A large and neat village in a district of the same name, lying about 57

miles north-east of Jamfi and 80 miles south-west of Asbari a village

on the left bank of the Chandra BhAga river, where it is crossed by n rope

bridge. Chineni is built on an eminence on the right bank of the Tawi,

and -is overlooked by the old palace of its legitimate r^jas. The mountains

to the north are covered with pine forest. Water and supplies abundant.

(Fortier-^Tigne^Montyomerie.)

CHINGRAM—Lat. 88® 29'. Long. 75® 89'. Elev.

A small village on the left bank of the Sinthon Khol stream ; it lies about

6 koe north of Mogal MaicUn by a very fair path, on the road between

Kishtwdr and Nowbdg by the Chingram pass. The village is prettily situ-

ated a;nd surrounded with mountains, which are thickly wooded with fir.

(Hervey)

CHINJIART—Lat. 84® 34'. Long. 73® 54\ Elev.

A village in Lower Drawdr; it lies on the flat top of a mountain with very

precipitous sides, situated above the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river,

just north of the confluence of the Jagran stream. It oontains a masjid

and twelve houses. The inhabitants are all Muhammadans.

CHIPCHUCK--Lat. 83® 45\ Long. 79® \V. Elev.

A camping ground at north end of the Charchar pass, on one of the routes

from L4h to Podam. Snow here at end of May* (H. Slraekey*)
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CHIRI OR SOWAR—rfWF'‘SowlE."

CHISHOT—Lafc. 33® 21'. Long. 76® 20'. Elev. 8,200'.

A village in tbe Bhutoa valley. ^honMon.)

CHI'TTA PANI—
A stream which rises on the western slopes of the Pans&l i*ange, nt the foot

of the pass of that name, north-west of Alfahdd Sardi ; after its junction

with the Ndricham stream near the village of Bifiiaj, in iat. 33® 37', long*

74® 24', the united waters form the Sdran river, which flows in a' north-

westerly direction towards Pduch.

The bed of this stream is very stony; after heavy rain it becomes an

impetuous torrent. Between Baramgala and Poshidna the road into

Kashmir by the Pir Panjdl route runs along the bed of the stream, which

here lies between lofty and precipitous mountains, and is crossed and re-

crosscd by twenty-five small and very rudely conB^racted bridges.

The Chota Oali pass can be crossed by a path leading up this valley;

it is not> however, good, and whenever this route is used, the more direct

road from Baramgala vid Hilloh is taken.

CHITTAR—Lat. 83® 45'. Long. 75® 23'. Elev.

A large village shaded by fine trees, lying in the middle of the Kuthdr

pargana, about 10 miles north-east of Achihdl. It contains a masjid and

twenty houses, of which two are inhabited by pandits, and the others by

Muhammadans of both the Shia and Sunf sects.

CHI'TTI NADI—
This stream, which is also known as the Bromsu river, takes its rise in the

Oogal Marg, on the northern slopes of the Panjdl range, at the foot of the

Gulahgarh pass ; it flows in a north-westerly direction through the Zoji-

marg, draining a grassy and wooded valley, which is enclosed by lofty

mountains ; it receives by its left bank, the waters of the Dontsu stream,

which flows from a small ndg or tarn on the slopes of the Brama Sakai

mountain, also tbe Chitta Pani or Churtfu stream, and numerous other

torrents, aud empties itself into the Yeshad river, in lat. 33® 37', long.

74® 49', just north of the village of Kangwattan.

CHITTlNQtJL-Lat. 34® 18'. Long. 74® 64'. jiilev.

A considerable village in tbe Lar pargana ; it lies in the valley to tlie north

of the Sind river, on the west of the path from Srinagar to the Wangat
ruins. Chittingul is about 18 miles norih of Srinagar by road. Supplies

are procurable, and water from a stream.

CHIULI—Lat. 33® 19'. Long. 75® 28'. Elev.

A hamlet situated towards the eastern extremity of the Peristdn valley,

above the left bank of tho stream; it lies on the path leading towards

the Hinjan Dbar pass and the Lidar Khol valley. The huts*, which are
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iCBtiered on the hilleidej are bniH of timber and have flat roots ; tiiey are five

in number^ and are inhabited by three Odjar families^ a potter^ and a thakur*
Just to the west of the village^ and below it| there it iadalht\ig%
aoroaa the stream; it may also be forded a little higher up^ where the

banks are low.

CHOAN^Ut. 28'. Long. 76^ 24^. Blev.

A village situated on the right bank of the 8dndran river» at the extre*

mity of the Shdhabdd pargana^ about 10 miles south-east of Yemdg; it is

the point of arrival and departure from the Kashmir valley by the Nand-
marg and Brari BaL

The village, though not large, extends for a considerable diataiioe; the

better description of houses, which are built of timber, with pent shingle

roofs, are situated on a shelf of the hill towards the north-west, and are

surrounded by fields and gardens enclosed with stone walls; the houses at

the other end of the village are single-storied log-huts. All the inhabitants

are Muhammadans, and number about ten families, including two of Q^'ars.

There is a customs post in this village, and a small revenue establishment

is maintained, except during the four winter months, when the passes are

entirely dos^. the duties collected seem to be very small, amounting, it is

stated, to under BlOO annually. Snow lies at Cboan for five mouths in the

year.

Iron ore is obtained in small quantities from mines in the immediate

vicinity, but all engaged in the trade live in the villages on the left bank

of the river. Mogdum Sahib's makin occupies a most picturesque position

in the village, looking down the valley ; below it. shaded by some fine wal-

nut trees, is the small aidrat of Mdsam Sh4h. close to which, on the grassy

bank of the river, is the usual encamping ground. Supplies are scarce.

CHOD&A— '' SADdBA."'

CHOGALr-Lat. 84^ 25'. Long. 74'’ 22'. Elev.

A considerable village in tiie Machipfira pargana. situated on the Pobru

river, about 18 miles north-west of Sopur. and the same distance south-

east of Shaldrah ; it forms the usual stage between these places. The village

b divided into three sections, that lying on the high, right bank of the river

is the oldest ; the other two divisions are situated on the left bank ; the

stream is usually fordable, and when the waters are high, there is com-

munication by boat with the Jhelum.

Chogal is inhabited by sixty families, and has a small garrison of eight

or ten sepoys. It also contains the ztfrat of Shaikh Ahmad, near wbicli

stands the masjid. a substantial double-storied brick building. There are

some fine chunir trees in the village, and a convenient space for encamping

on the left bank of the river. From the village of Biokmakam. which lies

just to the north-east, there is a good path over the mountains into th«-
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ITttar pargana. Supplies are obtainable. The highest peak in the range
of hills to the north is vailed Dewa Nil.

CHOI—Lat. 86® IS'. Long. 74® 60^ Elev.

A village in the Rupal valley. It is situated on an alluvial plateau^ and
about the year 1850 suffered from flood. (Drew^ p. 402.)

CHOKIAL—Lat. 84® 85^ Long. 75® 64^ Elev.

A village said to coniaiu 40 housesi situated on the left bank of the Dris

riveri in Dras (Baltistan). (dplmer.)

CHONCHAR PASS—Lat. 85® 60'. Long. 74® £'. Elev. 14,000'.

A pass over the watershed, Gilgit and Daril, important as being the only

practicable route for horses between those districts. The route lies up the

wild Kergah valley, which for nearly one.day^s march is totally destitute of

vegetation. It theu passes through a beautiful Kashmir-like tract with

greensward and forests of pine, dense willow-groves lining the stream.

Above this comes a grass country. At the head of the valley, where vegeta-

tion ceases, the rugged hillsTdee-and the path itself are- strewed with piles

of splintered rock. Ft6m the summit of the pass (14,000 feet) a rough

pathway leads down to the Khanbdri valley, which has to be crossed near

its head. The B4rigah pass has then to be crossed, after which there is a

long descent to Yahtut, the first village of Dar4I. It was at the bead of

the Kergah valley that in September 1866 a column of the Kashmir army,

returuing from an expeditiou against Dar4l, was overwhelmed by a sudden

and unseasonable snowstorm, in which a number of sepoys and coolies

perished. The Chouchar route is impassable from December to April.

Snow is met with till August, wh^^u it disappears altogether for a couple

of months. .Hayward gives the following route

Miles.

1. Jhiit ... 13 Pass villages of Naupdr and Basin. Enter the

Kergah valley. At Jhdt a few huts.

2. Mazar Majnun . . 13 Road up Kergah valley. Mazar Majndn ie merely

the tomb of a Saiad, No habitation.

3. Sakarbos or Takorbas 12 Chinp at head of valley, Sf miles from the kotal.

Here there is some open ground and a few

projecting rocks, large enough to afford shelter.

4. Kalijunji . . « 9 At 8 miles cross the Chonchar pass, and desceud

to Kalijdoji in the Khanbari valley.

5. Yahidt . . . 20 At 6 miles cross the KuH pass, then down the

B&righh valley to Dardl, a village on the left

bank of the Uardl stream. Grass, firewood, and

water are obtainable at each etage.

(Tanner^^Bapward-^AAmad AU Khdn.)

CHONQO—Lat. 85® 42'. Long. 75“ 46'. Elev.

A village in Baltistfin, in tbe Braldii valley, on the right hank of the river.

There ie a fine spring of hot water near this place (temperature 104® 5'),
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with a somewhat nopIeasaDt^ aulphiurons smelly but perfeotlj dear. The
water standi in a basin some 15 feet in diameter, and abont 81 feet deep,

on the top of a conical mound of limestone abont 80 feet high. The
monnd is a deposit formed by the water which flows oxer on ereiy side*

It contains 9 houses. (Godwin* Aylmer.)

CHONGRA—Lai. 85« 21'. Long. 14P 58'. Elex.

A village lying just above and to the west of the fort of Astor. It

contains abont 20 houses. Two smiths and two carpenters live here.

(Aylmer.)

CHONGTASH— rtds Ghanotash."

CHOBBAT—Lat. Xong. Elev.

The most easterly ilaka of the wazirai of Skardtf. '' It extends along the

Shyok river from Chulanka, on the frontier of Lad&k, to IMh (or Dad),

on the bonndaiy of Khapdlu, a distance of 44 miles."

The barrier by which Chorbat is separated from Nubrd is the i lost con-

tracted part of the Shyok valley, and the general ruggednCss by degreee

becomes less marked as that river is descended. The mountains, everywhere

steep, rocky, and inaoceseible, close in general to within a ouarter of a
mile of one another, and their projecting spurs, at short interval i, advance

quite to the centre of the valley, forming deep bays, either filled with sand,

or occasionally occupied by platforms of conglomerate, on the top of which,

where water is procurable, Acre is generally a village. The river washes

the foot of each rocky spur. In the upper part of the district, the villages

are few and very insignificant, but lowerdown several are of greater extent.

Sixa and Prahnu are the chief. All the villages are surrounded by
fine orcbards.of apricot trees. Walnut and mulberry trees are also common,

and at Turtuk are a few vines; these latter are, however, by no meauB

generally cultivated in the district. Willows are less frequent than in

Nnbrd, but there are plenty of poplars. The fields are everywhere terraced,

and water appears to be abundant.

Communieatione.—^ho LA road follows the left bank of the Shyok

from Lunkha Ur Finn, where it goes up the Chorbat stream over the

Chorbat La. It is very fair throughout and passable for baggage animals.

There is a path up the left bank as far as the Tibi valley, where there

is a way to the Indus valley viA the Dumkhar valley ; this road is open

in July.

From Piahnu a path follows the right bank all the way to Nubrfi.

(See Routes.) It is as bad as a road con be."

Khurmang can be reached from Kuwas by the Puriki La

In winter three bridges are made across the Shyok,—vis., at Rusting,

Siksa, and Turtfik.
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There is a pennanent bridge jaet.aboye Prahniu

CttffMi^F.->-ThiB is very severe. The Shyok is said to be frosen tor

three months. Over J8 inches of snow falls.

JtMoamr.—The crops are jao, tromba, kanak, cheni» and matta. They

do not appear very good. The inhabitants carry apricots and ghi into

Lad4k^ and bring back money, namdahs, and wool.

The mountains are nearly quite barren and mostly inaccessible. The
pasturage is poor.

Hum of Tillagt. Hooim. Q9 Horatd
Mttlf.

Sbtep
and
soeto.

Btmarke.

Doe-n • • 18
Kuiting . , so
M&rcha • . 80
PArtoj • 80
Kowm 30 1 smith.

Finn • • 80 1
Tamos . 20
Biza (ilaka station) • 60 18

i
3 smiths.

2 carpenters.

Sommer villagess— i g
Betok . . • M -

Gon • . s t
Kalaa • •

CO

Sogmos • e e
s 1Choar . • • a s

Tiari e « 8 ao

Prahno • e • ee s
1

Sommer villages -

Do . « 9

Thang • a

1 smith.Cholanka . • nTorto . • • 1 carpenter.

Sommer villages

Tjskshi . • •

Pakatang . e •WM
12 13 f

5 smiths.

X 3 carpenters.

Generally speaking, the people are wretchedly poor and nearly all diseased*

They are civil and obliging to travellers. {Tkomon—Aylmer^)

CHORBAT PASS or HANtJ PASS—
Lat. 84* 46'. Long. 76® 89*. Elev. 16,700'.

On the range between the Indus and Shyok rivers. It is crossed on the

summer route from Ldli to Skardu, between Ooma Hand and Pidn.

Viguc crossed this pass from the Chorbat side in the middle of July.
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''The ascent to the summit was as desolate and dreary as possible, but not

so difficult as many others. The dfia, or marmot, and the wild, ring-tailed

pigeon of the Himalayas were everywhere common. We crossed the snowy
ridge at a very early hour, by which arrangement we obtained a secure

footing for our horses. The descent was more troublesome, as the

snow was a little more softened, and we were constantly sinking up
to the middle." ( Vigne.)

^'The pass is the boundary of Baltistdn in this direction. The Balti

raiders used to come by it into Ladak in former days." There is a camp-

ing ground at the south foot above Hand. (Drew.)

CHOTA ALt—Lat. S'. Long. 74° 15'. Elev.

A small village in the upper part of the valley of the Hnrpetkoi stream

;

it lies about 10 miles south of Bhaniyar, on a foot-path leading directly to-

wards Srinagar. The village consists of six or eight shepherds' houses, sur-

rounded by a little indian-corn cultivation; cattle and sheep graze here in

summer, but in winter the place is deserted. A path lies over the moun-
tains from this village to ^nch. {Allgood.)

CHOUTRA—Lat. 83® V. Long. 74® 45'. Elev.

A village lying high up on the slopes of the mountain, a few miles north of

Poni, to the west of the road leading towards the Bddil pass. It consists

of a few houses. (Allgood.)

CHRAR—Lat. 83® 52'. Long. 74® 49'. Elev. 6,400'

A small town on the north-west side of the valley of Kashmir, lying about

8| miles west of R4md, on the road between Shupion and Srinagar, and 13

miles north-east of Shupion by the direct path. Chrdr is built'on one of

the many bare sandy ridges by which the Panjdl range subsides into the

level of the valley ; these ridges are' usually more or less flattened at the

top, but have steep and almost perpendicular sides, which are here

and there furrowed with rain-channels; owing to the scarcity of water

obtainable,, these ridges are seldom cultivated. The town is built

somewhat in the form of the letter X, and now contains about five hundred

houses ; the inhabitants state that about forty yeara ago there were more
than double this number, before the oceurrence of a conflagration, by which

the place was totally destroyed. But for its reputed sanctity, it would be

difficult to account for its prosperity, as the town owes nothing to its geo-

graphical situation. The houses are well built of burnt bricks, which are

made in the neighbourhood, and have shingle roofs, but mostly without the

usual additional covering of birch-bark and earth. The town is offensively

dirty, and ill-supplied with water from three tanks; better water may be

procured in the ravines at some little distance to the east. With the ezeep-

tion of the clump of trees about the zi4rat, and a few vegetable gardens in

the town and around it, there is little or no shade or cultivation about the
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place. The town is commanded by superior heights on the south, and in a
less degree by the ridges to the east and west, which run parallel to that on

which it stands. A very fine view, embracing almost the whole of the

valley of Kashmir, is obtainable from the survey station on the hill to the

north-east of the town.

Ghrdr is a kuaaha or market-place, and has an annual fair, which com-

mences in September and lasts for two months ; the fair is held on one day

in the week. The inhabitants are exclusively Muhammadans. The most

convenient spot for encamping is on the east side of the town ; but there is

almost an entire absence of shade, and water must be procured from the

ravine at some little distance. Supplies are abundant.

Chrdr contains the zidrat or shrine of Shdh-nur-dd-din (the light of the

faith) ; the great celebrity of this saint seems chiefly owing to his having

been a Kashmiri by birth. The tomb is of the usual form, but is perhaps

better proportioned and contains more elaborate carving than any other in

the valley ; it is said to have been built during the reign of the emperor

A' bar, and the adjoining mAsjid in the time of Ata Muhammad Khdn, the

Pathdn governor. The masjid consists of a large oblong building, with a

wing at either end
; it is built of hewn timber placed transversely, and

raised on a plinth of brick-work. It is a double-storied building, the centre

chambers measuring about 80 feet by 60, with an elevation of about

80 feet; the roof, which rises in tiers, is supported by four pillars of hewn

timber, each formed of the single trunk of a deodar tree. The interior is

quite plain; the massive wood-work is neither stained nor varnished, but

the windows are filled with trellis-work.

chrAt—
The name of a pargana in the Shupion zilla of the Mii4j division ; it lies

on the left bank of the Jhelum, to the south-east of Srinagar. The tahsfl

station is at Miiran.

CHUAR—Lat. 84® 66^ Long. 76® 46'. Kiev. 9,000', approx.

The principal summer village of .Sixa in Chorbat (Baltistdn). It stands

on the left bank of the Shyok amidst considerable cultivation, and is

divided into several hamlets, containing substantial houses. It has a well-

to-do appearance. To the east lies the Mian stream, which flows through

a narrow rocky gorge, crossed by a fair bridge, passable by baggage

animals. (Aj/lmer.)

CHUCtiLI—Lat. 82® 47'. Long. 76® 60'. Elev.

A village in the Basaoli district, containing about six houses, surrounded

with cultivation ; it is situated on the hillside above the right bank of the

stream about a mile north of Loang, on the path leading from Basaoli

• towards Bodrawdr, by the Chatardhar pass.
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CHUOAM—Lat 85^ 11'. Long. liP 49'. Elev. 8,860^.

A village of 18 or 16 honses on the left bank of the western bfanoh

of the Astor river. This is one of the nsual stages between Kamri and

Astor^ but there is very little room for encampingjand Rattu is a muok more

convenient stage. The valley is here very narrow and oonfinedi and in

summer the place is veiy hotj considering its elevation. There is a bridge

here. {Barraw^A^lmer.)

CHUJKOT—Lat 88<’ 68'. Long. 76^ 6'. Elev.

*A village situated on the right bank of the Jhdum« between Bij-Bebdra

and Awiotipdr; it contains a filature.

CHULANKA on CHULUNO—Lat. 84<’ 49'. Long. 76^ 68^ Elev.

9,600', approx.

The moat easterly village of Chorbat (Baliist4n). It lies on the right

bank of the Shyok, and is a halting-place on tlie route from L6h to

Skardd. It contains twenty-five houses, and is divided into two hamlets.

Here the Shyok vdley is about } mile broad, and there is some prickly jungle

in the river-bed near the village. The snrroundiiig hills are very barren.

The village is irrigated by the Chalun stream, which lies a short way to the

east. The camping ground is very small. (Ajflmer.)

CHUMATHANO—Lat. 88« 88'. Long. 78^ 86'. Elev. 18,600'.

A village on the right bank of the Indus, below the junction of the Puga
rivulet. Hot spring here. Temperature of water at exit 170°F. Sup-

plies procurable. It is in the kardari of Hemis. {H. Strachejf-^BejfnoUh—
Ajflmer.)

CHUMPAS, Ao.— Fide Populatioh."

CHUMUft-Lat. 88^ 40'. Long. 78« 88'. Elev. 14,600'.

A village in the Rnpshn district, on the left bank of the Para river, which
here turns south and eventually joins the Sutlej. {H, Sirack^.)

CHUMUBH—
A subdivision of the Ouge district of Nari-Khorsum. It lies south of

Hauld, and is under the jurisdiction of the governor of Oaro. (if. Siraeke^.)

CHUN—Lat. 84® IT. Long. 78® 87'. Elev.

A Giyar 'rlllage, containing eight huts ; it is situated above the left bank of

the Kishau Oanga river, aud lies just above the path from Mozafarabdd

towards Titwal.

OHUNOA—Lat. 83® 67'. Long. 77® 46'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Indus, between Marsalang and Ldh.

{Moarefoft.)

CHUNG JUNGLE—Lat. 84® 10'. Long. 78® 17'. Elev. 18,800'.

A camping ground, the seventh march from Ldh on the winter route, on the
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right bank of the Shyok river, betireen Lama Kyent and Dong>ay1ak, A
g^ paetnie ground here. It » close to the great bend in Sbyok.

(2>rsis.)

CHUN6TAS—Fhfe » Chahotash/'

CHUfilT—Lat 86° 14'. Long. 74° 49'. Blev.

A village in the Bnpal ttah, Astor. It contains about eighteen houses.

{J^lmer.)

CHUBEA—Lat. 85° 80'. Long. 76° 45'. Blev.

A large paigana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistdn). It lies on the left

bank of the Shigar river and contains three hnndr^ and twenty honses.

(Jylmer)

CHUB NAQS—Lat.8S°40'. Long. 76° 81'. Blev.

These tarns lie in a gali on the top of the range of lofty monntaiiM which

separates the valley of Kashmir from Mam Wardwdn ; they are situated

above the Nowbdg Nai to the north of the Margan pass. The path from

the village of Saog£m, in the Knthdr pargana, leading to Inshin, in the

Mara Wardwdn valley, passes by these lakes.

CHUSHOT—Fids “Shoshot."

CHUSHUL—Fids “ShOshal."

CHITTBUN—Lat. 86° 48'. Long. 76° 28'. Blev.

A village in Baltistfn on the right bank of the Bdsha branch of the Shigar

river. Famons for a hot spring (temp. 110° Fi) whieh gives the name to

the village, vis., "chd," water, and " tran," hot. The water is as clear as

crystal, and without any taste or smell. A neat little bnngalow hiM been

built for the use of visitors. The village oontaina seventeen honses.

(OodwiM-Jtuh»—Jftmer,)

COMPAS LA~Ftds " Duea KohfXs.^'
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D
DABIOARH—lot. 38* 24'. Long. 74” 7'. Eler.

A fort in the Naoehen district) situated on the top of the ridge to the

Dorth»east of the path between Naoshera and KotU. It bos a garrison of

twent7*fife men. (AUgood.)

DACHIN—
'A district which extends for a considerable distance along the right bonk of

the Jhelnm to the west of Baratndla. In the time of the emperor Akbar

it was constituted one of the pargaiias of Kashmir. The wheat grown in

this locality is of a very superior description. (Montgomms.)

DACHIN—
The name applied to the mountains on both sides of the defile to the

south of the Maru Wardw&n valley) through which the river flows in its

oourse towards Kishtwdr. The path which lies up this valley is extremely

difficult) and not practicable for ponies. (Vigne.)

DACHINPABA—
A pargana in. the Anatndg silla of tbeMir4j divisioni it lies on the right

bank of the Jhelnmi and is comprised in the district drained by the Lidar

river. The tahsfl station is atKanelwan ; a good road) ooromunicating with

the Trdl valleyi lies over the Bhdgmur mountains) the intervening ran^.

The paigana of Daohinpara is famous for its breed of ponies., A native

purchaser pays from B26 to B40 (British currency) for a good Kashmiri

horse. They have a curious custom in this pargana—in Mrtain places

they pile up a heap of brushwood) every person passing adding a piece

;

when it reaches a certain size) they say that it takes fire of itself) and is

destroy^* The heap is called ts^sr. (Mim^gamtrk^KmtlU^

lDACHKAT-I«t.8B”86'. Long. 74” 46'. Elev.

A Talley which joineUhe Actor riTet eloc to it. janotioii with the

la the mapof Aator and Oilgit it ia oalledbj ite local name the Mieikin.

In the loww part of it. oonree it ie pent up by dill of rock and clay

without a particle of TCgetationf and the heat in aammer ie extreme.-

About 1 milo up the tula open, out, and ia dothed with vegetation to n

oonaiderable extent* The elevation at the mouth of the atream ie about

4,20d feet. The name ia derived from a word need locally. In thie valley

t-hf*. are many ibex and markhor. {fiamw—MamfoU^Wari.)

DACHUNG om DONGLUNG—Lat. 88” 26'. Long. 78” 68'. Elev.

camping ground on the Spiti route to Changohenmo, between Nowi

camp and Shdebal, 21 mile. couth*eaet of the latter.

At 18 milce from Shdehal croee the Baku La, 15,266 feet. Bond
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good the whole way. No supplies procnrable. Water from stream. Fuel

and pasture plentiful. {MonigomerU^Rejfnoldi.)

DAGAB—Lat. 33^ 26^ Long. 73® 60'. Elev.

A village in Naoshera, containing about fifty houses, inhabited by Muham-
madan zamfndars ; it lies on the right, bank of the Pdnch T6i, between

Chaomuk and Kotli.

DAGLI—Lat. 33® 1'. Long. 75® 39'. Elev.

A large village in Badrawdr, said to contain about thirty houses almost

exclusively inhabited by Hindus ; it lies on the slopes of the mountain
above the right bank of the Bin Kad stream, towards the southern *end of

the valley.

DAH—Lat. 34® 37". Long. 76® 33'. Elev. 9,690'.

A village in Laddk on the frontiers of Baltisidn, on the right bank of the

Indus, below Hand-Yogma. There is a sort effort here which was built

to protect the inhabitants from the Baltf raiders. There is also a colony

of Buddhist Ddrds. (Drew.)

DAHN-I-MUBGHAI—Lat. iiong. . Elev. 14,400'.

A camping ground on the left bank of the Shyok river, between Sultdn-

Chuskun and Bulak-i-Murghai, on the winter route by the Karakoram
pass. (Montgomerie,)

DAIGWAR—Lat. 33* 49'. Long. 74® 8'. Elev.

A cluster of villages situated in the valley of the Bitarh, north of P&nch

;

the most considerable lies on the left bank of the river, about 4 miles

from Punch ; it contains about thirty huts, situated upon an open and
cultivated plain ; there are some fine trees near it. (Inee,)

DAINAM SAB—Lat. 33® 58'. Long. 74® 28'. Elev.

A mountain lake, lying to the south of the path, just east of the Tosha

Maiddn pass; it is situated at a great elevation, at the upper end of the

Tsenimarg. The rocky chain of the Panjfil range rises abruptly from

its western edge.

DAINkMABG oa DANIK MARAG—
The name of the mountain range in the Banihdl district which divides the

valley of the Mohu stream from that of the Banihal stream ; a path lies

over the range between the villages of Mohu and Deogol. (Montgomerie.)

DAlNYtJR—Lat. 36® 56'. Long. 74® 20'. Elev.

A village belonging to Gilgit on the left bank of the Gilgit river and at

the junction of the Hunaa river. At this place there is a wretched mud
fort witia halt a dozen towers, also a village containing about fifty houses.

A rope bridge crosses the Hunza river opposite the fort. (Barrow.)
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DAIRAMUN—Lat. 84^ b\ Long. 74? 44\ Elef.

A village in the Macbibdma pargana, aitoated just the west of Sybdgf
with which it is connected by a path lined with magnificent chundr trees;

it lies to the north of the road leadinsr to Makahdma. The village qontains

a maejid^ and twelve houses inhabited by zamfndarsi five pfrzddas^ a mdlla,

a watchman^ and a washerman. It pr^uoes both rice and dry crops.

DAKAR—Lat. 88® 82'. Long. 78® 68'. Kiev.

A village lying on the level bank of the Pdilph Tdi, just north of and

opposite the town of Kotli. It is inhabited by MuhammadanSi and con-

tains twenty-six houses.

DAKTNKOT—Lot. 84® 43'. Long. 74® 2'. Elev,

A village in Upper Drawdr, containing three houses^ situated on the slopes

of the mountain above the path and the right bank of the Kishan Ganga
riverj about 8 miles south-west of Dworian.

DAL-
A lake lying to the east of the city of Srinagar. {8e§ Srinaqar.")

DAL—Lat. 82® 64'. Long. 76® 2'. Elev.

A small village in Jamd on the southern slope of the ridge^ about 2 miles

north of Dansaljand some little distance west of the road towards Krimcbi.

It is inhabited principally by Brahmins.

DALI NAR—
This stream takes its rise on the slopes of the snowy Panjdl, between tbh

Tosha Maiddn and Sang Saffd passes ; it fiows for the most part in a south-

westerly direction through n narrow vaUey, and joins the Gagrin stream

just north of Mandi^ in lat. 88® 48'| long. 74® 18'. The direct path from

Pdnch to Kashmir lies along the banks of this stream^ which are generally

rocky and precipitous. It is not fordable, but is crossed by a narrow tadal

bridge between the villages of Rijpdr and Pilarfi.

DALWICH—Lat 83® 85'. Long. 75® 14'. Elev.

A small village surrounded with trees, situated in the centre of the Shdh-

abdd valley, about 5 miles north-west of Vemdg; it is watered by the

stream which flows from the Vetarittar springs.

DAMOT—Lat. 85® 41'. Long. 74® 89'. Elev. 6,250'.

A village of fourteen houses, in the Gilgit district, on the left bank of a tor-

rent which joins the Sai aaLr, about '8 miles from its mouth. It is sur-

rounded by a good deal of cultivation and thick groves of fruit-trees. The
houses are hovels of rubble and mud. Below Damot there is a good deal

of abandoned cultivation on the left bank of the Sai nala. From Damot a

ravine leads in a north-westerly direction for about 6 miles, where it is

jobed by the Boin stream on the left bank. The Boin is shortly joined

by the Heshiari. The Heshiari rises about 8 miles from the junction of
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the Boin and Dumool na/ai. A pathway from the source of the Boin

leads to Gor and thence to the Indus. {Barrow— JTard.)

DAMSAHIB—Lat. 33® Long. 7 6® 8'. Elev.

A small village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, a few miles north-

west of Bij Behdra.

DANA—Lat. 33® 26'. Long. 74® V. Elev.

A small village on the road between Bhimbar and Kotli ; it lies on the left

bank of the Ban stream^ about 8 miles south of Kotli. Fine fish may
be had from the stream ; but supplies can only be procured in small quanti-

ties with great diflSculty. Shade very scanty. {Allffood.)

DANDA—Lat. 38® 2'. Long. 75® 40'. Elev.

A village in Badrawdr^ lying a few miles south-west of Kallain^ on the

right bank of the Bin Kad streamj which is bridged beneath it.

DANDI—Lat 82® 59'. Long. 75® 44'. Elev.

A village in the Badrawdr valley, lying about 2 miles north-west of that

town ; it contains about twenty houses, which are for the most part

inhabited by Hindu zammdars.

DANDI—Lat. 32® 59'. Long 75® 47'. Elev.

A small village situated on the lower slopes of the mountains east of

BadrawAr. It is said to be inhabited exclusively by Hindus, who number
twenty families.

DANGA-Lat. 82® 51'. Long. 74® 57'. Elev.

A small village lying about 8 miles noi^h of Jamu, on the east side of the

path towards Riasf.

Between this village and Jam£ the road consists of stony watercourses

and great defiles. {Hervey,)

DANGERPOR—Lat. 34® 8'. Long. 74® 88'. Elev.

A village in the Bangil pargana, situated on a small rill about 3 miles

south-west of Patan, on the r^ towards Khipur.

The village lies on a high sloping bank just above the path ; it contains

the zfdrat of Saiad Muhammad Guznavi, and three houses inhabited by
zammdars, a watchman, and an oil-seller.

There are many fruit-trees in the village, and much rice cultivation

about it.

DANOERWARI—
This stream or small river takes its rise on the slopes of the mountains at

the south-west end of the Uttar pargana, and flows, in a parallel direction

to the Kamil river, to the neighbourhood of Shaldrah, where it bends to

the south and east, joining the Pohru river, in lat. 84® 26', long. 74® 19',

near the village of Wadpdra, just to the south of the range of hills divid-

mg the Machipdra and Uttar parganas.
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Durio^ its course it receives numerous streams, the most important

being the Idj nadi and the Surna %alaj both of which join it by its right

bank, the latter just above the junction of the Pohru.

The Dangerwari has nowhere any great depth, and may usually be

forded ; it is also bridged in various places.

DANNA—Lat. 34® 8^ Long. 73® 36'. Elev.

A small town in the district of Chikar, situated on the east side of the

Danna Dhak ridge, on the old rood from Mail towards Kashmir. It is

distant about 26 miles from Mari and 81 miles from Baramula. It over*

looks a deep and cultivated valley, at the bottom of which flows the Agar,

a considerable stream. There is a double*storied bungaloiF on the west

side of the town for the reception of travellers. Danna also boasts of a small

fort. [Allgood^Knighi—Ince^

DANNI—Lat. 34® 25'. Long. 78® 43'. Elev.

A village containing about six houses shaded by trees ; it is situated above

the left bank of the Kishan Ganga river, on the path between Panchgram

and Nosudda-Noseri.

DANSAL—Lat. 32® 52'. Long. 75® 2'. Elev.

A small town situated above the left bank of the Jhujjur or Chapar Kad
stream, about 16 miles north-east of Jamd, on the main road towards

Kashmir. The town, which contains about two hundred mud-built houses,

with flat roofs, is inhabited almost exclusively by Hindus, many of whom*
are Brahmins. It is supplied with water from wells and a tank, and also

from the stream which flows about half a mile to the north-west.

The inhabitants speak a patoii, which is common to the neighbouring

districts of Bias! and Poni. A commodious spot fox encamping lies to

the north-west of the village. There is a rest-house here.

DANSU—
The name of a pargana included in the Patan zilla of the Kamr4j division,

situated to the south-west of Srinagar ; its tahsil station is at Bargam.

DAOLAT.BEGULDl—Lat. SS* 22' 16'. Long. Elev. 16,880'.

''This camp, situated in the north-west corner of the Dipsang plain, marks

the junction of the winter and summer routes, which unite here, and cross

the Karakoram pass, 11 miles above the camp." The camp is on "a sin*

gularly desolate and bleak plateau, at this season (October^ bare of snowj

but set about by low ridges and mounds of loose shales, about 20,000 feet

high, on which last year's snow still lingers in thin patches. A very de-

structive wind is said to blow over this region at times."

According to some this place is on the boundary line between Kashmir

and Kashgiria, but on the best authority Shthdula is the frontier post.

In 1527 SulUn Saiad Kh5n, Gh4z{, of Kasbg4r, died here, on his return
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(rom an nnroccessful attempt to invade Tibet by the Saser pass. {BelUw
^Trotter.)

DAB—Lat. 32® 44^ Long. 76® 51'. Elcv.

A village in the Basaoli district, situated on the slopes of tbe mountains

above the right bank of the Siowa river.

The path for cattle from Basaoli, leading towards the Chatardhar pass,

lies through the village.

DARA—Lat. S3® 44/. Long. 74® V. Elev.

A village situated on the slopes rt tho hills south of Punch, above the left

bank of the Punch T6i river.

It contains about forty houses, all the inhabitants being Muhammadans.

DARDPTJRA—Lat. 33® 48^ Long. 73® 25^ Elev.

A small village situated on the right bank of tbe Arpat stream, at the

north-eastern extremity of the Kuthar pargnna. It contains three houses,

two of which are inhabited by Gujai's, a - the other by a family of

Kashmiris. Suedramman, in the Maru v7?ri;wan valley, can be reached

from this village by a foot-path lying over tho Hairibal-ki-gali.

DARDPORA—Lat. 34® 25". Long. 74® 25". Elev.

A village containing about eight houses, situated in a valley at the foot of

the mountains at the north-west extremity of the Zainagir pargana
; it lies

about 4 miles east of Chogal.

DARH-Lat. 34® 1". Long. 75® 7". Elev.

A village lying on the east side of ^the Trdl valley, towards its northern

extremity, at the mouth of the Lam Nai, about half a mile north-east of

Arphal. It contains a masjid, and twelve houses inhabited by zammdars,
a mulla, and a carpenter.

DARHAL—Lat. 33® 30". Long. 74® 2f9". Elev.

A large village lying in a district of the same name, at the foot of the west
slope of the Darhal passes leading over the Panj^l range into Kashmir ; it

is situated about 12 miles north-east of Rajaon, on the old Patan road

to Aliabad Sarai. Round Dartial village the mountain slopes are all clothed

with thick wood, in tbe lower part of deciduous trees, while above, the

forest suddenly changes to fir, which extends far up the slope till replaced

at the Inst by the birch. These mountains belong to the Rattan ridge.

In the higher part of the valley are some people called Maliks (;.o.).

DARHAL—
A group of passes over the Panj&l range.

DARPtJRA—Lat. 34®.31". Long. 74® 28". Elev.

A large village in the Lol4b valley, shaded by fine walnut trees, and sur-

rounded by a mass of rice cultivation ; it adjoins Lalpur on the north-west.

DARRAL—Lat. 34® 38". Long. 73® 63". Elev.

A village in Lower Drawfir, situat^ on the fiat strip of land at the foot of
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the mouDtains on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, just south of

the junction of the Jagran stream, which is crossed by a bridge a little

distance to the west of the village. The inhabitants number five families,

of whom three are Oujars and two Saiads, descendants of Rasdl Shdb,

whose zidrat adorns the village. A little rice is grown in the neighbour-

hood and dry crops, but neither supplies nor coolies are obtainable. The

most shady and convenient spot for encamping is on the river bank, about

half a mile south of the village.

Darral lies about 9 miles south-west of Lalla, and 10 miles north of

Bdran. Falla, in the Mozafarabdd distrioti ma> be reached by a track

crossing the intervening mountain ranges, and paths to the K&ghdn valley

lie up the course of the Jagran stream.

DlS—Lat. 85® 6'. Long. 75® Elev. 10,600'.

A village in the Astor valley on the Srinagar-Astor route vid the Dorikdn

pass. Vigne describes it as a miserable collection of flat-roofed mud and

stone-built houses. It contains about 10 houses, situated on an open

plain, a quarter of a mile wide. There is plenty of grass, fuel, and

water.

DASHKIN—Lat. 86® 88'. Long 74® 49'. Elev. 7,900'.

A village in the Astor valley, on the road to Oilgit, about 18 miles

below Astor and about a mile from the left bank of the river Astor.

The country round is excessively bare, rocky, and arid, but at Dashkin

the hill-slopes are irrigated by one or two fine streams, and a considerable

extent of terraced fields has been brought under cultivation. At Dashkin

there are sixteen families, a burj^ and four water-mills; the houses are all

built of mud and rubble. Considerable flocks of sheep are kept.

Th4 river flows about 800 feet below the fort, and is crossed by a rope

bridge; roads lead from the bridge into the Ditcbal and Sbaltar na/as,

and along the right bank of the Astor river as far as Rdmgh&t (very

dangerons even for foot-passengers). The Ditcbal valley communicates with

the ilaka of Bondd by a road passable for coolies.

The camping ground at Dashkin is very limited indeed.

There is a garrison of twelve men. (Manifold—Barrow^Aylmer^

DASONID—Lat. 85® 43'. Long. 76® 35'. Elev.

A par^ana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistdn). It is situated on the

right l»nk of the Braldd river, and -contains ninety-two houses. (Aylmer,)

DAStJT—Lat. 34®46\ Long. 74® 11'. Elev.

A village situated on a small stream which flows down from the hills on
the right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, about 6 miles south-west of

Sharidi ; it contains a mnsjid, and seven houses inhabited by zamindars.

Tlieroarc also three houses surrounded by some cultivation on the left bank
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of tlie riveri which is croased by a fragile tampa bridge. The Belde

of that part of the villag^ lying on the right bank extend for a considerable

distance to the south, joining those of Maodrkar.

DAWABEN—Lat. 84* Long. 74® V. Eler.

A place situated some miles to the west of Oingl, on the right hank of the

Jhelum. Baron Hiige), who mentions it under the name of Didnun, says

that the mins of a once important town ahd temple are visible for some

distance along the bank of the river ; but at present it cannot boast of so

much as one solitary inhabitant. Opposite to Didnun is a Buddhist temple,

still in good repair, and built in the same style as those of Kashmir. Its

situation is its best defence ; its name is Branguti'

•

DEBBINO—Lat. 83® Long. 77® 63'. Elev.

A camping ground on the route from Knlu to Ldh, between Bukchen and

Oya, south-east of the Tagalang, five marches (78 miles) from Ldh. No
supplies : fuel plentiful. Grass and water scarce. Bead from the Tsokar

good, though sandy in places.

This place is also a halting-place on the Spiti route to Ldh vid Tsomo-

rori lake, and on the route from Ldh to Oaro. {Seynolds-^Mont^amerie.)

DELOGA—Lat. 82® 42'. Long. 76® 60'. Kiev.

A village in the Basaoli district, situated on the side of the mountain on the

right bank of the Siowa, high above the bed of the river to the west of

Bani.

DEMO-CHU—Lat. Long. Elev.

A small valley at the foot of the Chang La, on the south-east side.

{Moorero/t.)

DEMUL—Lat. 86® 44'. Long. 76® 28'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Bdsha river (Baltistdn). It contains

six houses. {Aylmer.)

DEOBANI—Lat. 86® 67'. Long. 74® 41'. Elev. 20,164.

A mountain in Ddrdistdn, separating Haramosh on the east from the Bag-

rat valley of Gilgit on the west.

DEOGOL OR BANIHAL—Lat 88® 27'. Long. 76® 16'. Elev.

A village in the Banihdl valley, situated on the left bank of the stream.

A path from this village lies over the Dauikmarg range to the village

of Mohu, to the south of the Morn pass. There is a rest-house and

telegraph oflBce here.

DEOBU—Lat. 84® 9'. Long. 74® 41'. Elev. 6,870'.

A village lying at the foot of a wudar to the north of the road from Sri-

nagar to Patdn. It is divided into three mahallas or districts—Dewaspfira

Lahorepdr, and Yekompfir—and contains altogether fifteen houses, inhabited
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by samfndarsj ten ebdl-b^Fs^ awatohman^aDd a blacksmith
;
the inhabitAnts

all belongs to the Shfa sect of Muhammadans. The village contains the zUrat
of. Shonshi Babd, and there are said to be the ruins of a Hindu temple on
the table-land above it.

DEOSAl—
The Deosai or DeviPs Plains are situated on the north-east boundary of

Kashmir; they consist of about 680 square miles of gently undulating
ground, averaging between 11^,000 and 18,000 feet above the sea-level, and
surrounded on all sides by rugged mountains, running up to from 16,000
to 17,000 feet. These are serrated, but there are a few low depressions

in them; one, toward Skardd, over which (by the Burji La) comes
the road from Kashmir, is 16,700 feet; and on the western side are one or

two dips at an elevation of 14,000 feet. The face ofthe mountains is divided

into steep-faced hollows and projecting spurs. As these spurs stretch out and
diminish in altitude, we find, in eontinuation of the line of them, the widths
of plateau separate by valleys, which latter have originated in the
hollows of the mountain ridge. The drainage of the area, first, to some
extent, converges to the centre; then, the streams being united, the water
flows away through an opening in the hills at the south-east corner by a
stream called the Shigar river, which flows into the Drds river, and so to

the Indus.

The origin of these plains is probably this : Formerly—in some part of
the glacial period—the whole was one stony watery expanse, over which
flowed streams from the glaciers that then filled all the hollows of the
mountains, these streams bifurcating, rejoining, converging

; during this
time the stony, gravelly material that we see in the higher plateaux was
accumulated by Vue streams in their beds, the level of the whole area
becoming thus raised, while the continuation of the course of the combined

down to the Dras and the Indus river was itself being raised at the

same time : later, when the time came, probably on the change of climate,

when less frost made less waste of the mountains for the streams to be
denuders, instead of accumulators, of alluvium, then the valleys were cut
out, as continuations of the hollows of the mountains, and the intermediate
spreads of stony table-land were left, which towards the hills cooiiect with
the spurs, and away from them end off, where two of the valleys join,

{Drew^JBates.)

The formation is usually of granite gneiss, of which lofty barren hills

and peaks are seen rising in different parts of the plains. Amidst the
general destitution of verdure, there is still a great deal of morass on the
banks of the streams, which take their rise on these plains. In his enumera-
tion of the difficulties successfully surmounted by the survey party under
his superintendence. Major Mont^merie, R.B., states that on thege plains
there are no habitations for a distance of seven or eight march^es

*

and no
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village of any size for eleven or twelve marches; the only fit ewood to be

had is got by digging up the. juniper roota and from very thin^ stunted

willows^ while on the mountains above there was absolutely no fuel to be

had of any kind.

Major Montgomerie also mentions that the people of the country were

not very willing to enter the plains from the Kashmir side.

The road from Gurais to Skardfi passes over the Deosdi plains. It is

not, as a rule, passable until J une, on account of the high winds which

blow up fine snow. ( Ward,)

DEOSAR—Lat. 84^ 26'. Long. 74^ 2 L'. Elev.

A small lake situated at the foot of the hills at the south-ea^^tern end of the

Uttar pargana. It lies by the direct path from the village of Naltanas to

Chogal.

DERA KOMPAS camp—

L

at. 84^ 56^ Long. 78^ 45'. Elev. 17,890.

So called from having been used by a former survey cfllcer, or ** kompds-

wala.'' It is passed on the moat westerly of the routes leading from the

Changchenmo to the Karakash. No grass or wood ; a very little water

obtainable by digging. It lies 19 miles from Sumziingling. (Trotter,)

DERA KOMPAS pass ob COMPASS LA, or COMPASS.WALA'S
PASS—Lat. 84® 57'. Long. 78® 45' Elev. 18,160'.

Is crossed on the most westerly of the three routes from the Changchenmo
to the Karakash, close to the source of one of the headwat^^m of the Kara*

kash river. (IMter.)

DERPET—Lat. 83® 24'. Long. 75® 44'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the stream, about 4 miles east of

Mogal Miiiddn. From Mogal Maidin to Derpet, the road is unfit for

riding. After crossing a stream close to the village, a long and very steep

acclivity leads to the top of a hill, nearly 2,000 feet above Mogal Maidin.

A corresponding descent of a couple of miles follows, and Derpet is

reached. This can scarcely be called a village, as there is but one family

living here. It is nearly half a mile out of the way of the path leading
towards Kishtwdr and on the opposite side of the river Korai. 'nis

torrent is broad, deep, and rapid, and is crosse<l by a frail lasys or wooden
bridge. The path to Derr et is up a steep ascent after crossing the river,

(//ewy.)

DESKIT—Lat. 84® 33'. Long. 77® 36'. Kiev. 9,950'.

A village on the left bank of the Shyok, opposite its junction with the

Nubrd river. It is one of the largest villages in Nubrd, and contains

fifty-eight houses, forty-three of which pay taxes. Two smiths and two
carpenters live here. The resources of the village are said to be—twenty
horses,|fifty-three homed cattle, and over a thousand eheep and goats.

It occupies an important stntegical position. ( Sss Labab.")
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The cultivated lands of the Tillage lie on a sloping bank, rising rather

steeply out of the plaiu. Many apricot trees grow among the housesi

large enough to afford a shade under which a tent could be pitched.

Here much of the plain is encrusted with soda. (Tiosiroa—Jyfaief.)

DEWA—Lat. 38® 67'. Long. 75® 10'. Elev.

A village in the Wular pargana, situated about a mile north of Trdl, on

the path towards Arpbal; it is divided into two parts by the Mdndar
stream, which flows from N<gbal. At the south end of the village a
spring rises in a basin which is filled with fish ; there is another smaller

spring close to it. The village contains sixteen families of Muhammadan
lamindars, three Sikh zamindars, five pandits, three banioi, a watchman,

a cow-keeper, and a fakir; there are also two masjids, and the ztfrata of

Saiad Kurumdin and Khaja Latif, which are shaded by fine trees. Both
rice and dry crops are produced.

DEWAR—Lat. 34® 28'. Long. 74® 30'. Elev.

A large village lying to the south of Lalptfr, on the eastern side of the

LoUb valley.

It contains about sixty houses, including a bania's shop and a black-

smith. The village is surrounded with rice cultivation ; it is well shaded by
trees, and is supplied with waUr by a stream from the hills. Supplies

procurable.

DEWASPtJRA—Lat. 34® 27'. Long. 74® 17'. Eley.

A village situated about a mile south-east of Magham, just south of the

road from Sopdr towards Shaldrah ; it contains six houses inhabited by
aamindars, four by piraadas, a mdlla, and a watchman ; it is surrounded

by rice cultivation.

DHANNI—Lat. 84® 24'. Long. 73® 81'. Elev.

A scattered hamlet containing about ten bouses, situated on the flat top of

a spur some hundred feet above the left hank of the Kishau Oanga river.

It lies about 8 miles north-east of Mozafarabdd, on the path towards

Titwal.

At the east end of the village, the Bodi Nar, a small rill, dashes down
from the mountain-side, and irrigates the fields, which produce rioe and

also some dry crops. To the north of the village the path becomes very

bad.

DHARMSAL—Lat. 33® 8'. Long. 74® 27'. Elev.

A village in Naosbera, situated on the road between Foni and Rdjaorf | it

is distant about 22 miles west of Foni, and the same distance south-

east of Rfijaorf. Supplies are procurable. (Bugel^Vigne.)

DHARMSALA-Lat. 33® 8'. Long. 74® 28'. Elev.

A village on the road between Akndr and lUjaori. Its inhabitants are
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mottly Hiodtff and in grait part of the Thaknr CMte. The Theknre’

honeee are rituated usually hi^h np on the tops of the hills, are solidly built

of stone, and have something of the character of forts ; they even bear the

name of koV^ an old word for fort. (Jhew»)

DHARMSALA—Lat. SS^ 14\ Long. 74^ 5\ Elev.

A small village situated on the northern slope of a sandstone ridge on the

road between Bhimbar and KotlL The dkarmMa is a building 45 feet

long by 16 feet broad, with a room at each end measuring 15 feet by

9 feet; the* intermediate space is supported by pillars. Moderate supplies

may be procured, but are precarious. Dharmsdia lies about 12 its# north-

west of Samdnf tardi. (FigiUh^Allgood.)

DHABOT—Lat 33" 9^ Long. 75" 3r. Elev.

A village standing on the spur above the right bank of the Lidar Khol

stream, close to ite confluence with the Chandra Bhdga ; it contains about

ten houses.

DHIANOARH—Lat. Long. Elev.

A fort on the left bank of the river Cheiflib above Rfasf. It is situated on

a projecting rock, nearly surrounded by the deep waters of the river, and is

nam^ after Blya Dhian Singh. {Drew.)

dbIyAiu-
A caste of Dogrds. Commonly considered as of low castoi but in reality

not recognised as Uindtfs at all by the higher castes. Their occupatioii

is iron-smelting. {Drew.)

OIALAOAM (Pm* or Upper Dialagam)—Lat. 33" 41'. Long. 75" 13'. Elev.

A village lying about a mile north-west of Brint, by the road between

Islamabad and Verndg.

A rivulet flows through the village, which is surrounded by rice-fields

;

it contains fifteen families of zamindars, a mulls, a watchman, a cow-

keeper, and a pandit, who keeps a bania's shop.

DIALAGAM (Bun or lower Dialagam)—Lat. 33" 42'. Long. 75" 12'. Elev.

This village lies about 3 miles south of Islamabad, on the road towards

Vemdg, and about li mile north of Pet Dialagam. It contains a masjid,

a mdlla, and ten houses inhabited by zamindars ; there is also a government

silk factory in the village South-west of the village three mounds rise

out of the plain ; on the top of the largest of these hills there is a solitary

tree, near which a fakfr lives.

DIBLA SHERGOL oa DUBSA SERTKOL—Lat. 35^ 45'. uong. 78". Elev.

A camping ground on the Karakoram route, between Balti Brangsa and

Malikshdh (or Aktagh). It is sixteen miles from Malikshdh and 17 miles

from Balti Brangsa. A little grass here. It is at the junctiGn of two

tributaries of the Ydrkand river. (Jedasea—Mow.)
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DIDCF NIO—Lat. S8” 6»'. Long. 75” «8'. K.
This lake lies on the east side of the chain ot monntains between the

Khourpara pargana and the Mara Wardwdn valley; it lies soath-west of

Basman^ from which place it is said to be distant 7 koi, on the path

leading over the mountains to Kashmir.

DIGAB—Lat. 84^ 17'. Long, ir 52'. Kiev. 18,080'.

A village on the winter ronte from Ldh to Ydrkand, two marches from

Ldh between the Digar La and the Shyok river. Here is a colossal

figure of CkawAa carved here in a rock, and a considerable extent of cultU

vation. The Digar stream flows by through a ravine, down to the Shyok

from the Waris La pass. (TroUer^Bellew^
'

DIGAR LA OR LAZOUNG PASS—Lat. 84'’ 12'. Long. 77'’ 46.'

Elev. 17,930'.

" Is crossed between Digar and Ldh. Proceeding from Digar you go up a

rising moorland amongst granite boulders and across peat-beds and bogs

for 5 miles to Polu camp, on a spur where the ascent increases. Then up

a long stony slope, covered with snow-patches at end of June, and rise

suddenly to the crest of the pass. ^Eass throusrh a narrow gap, and drop

by a very steep and rongh path to the other side."

Pass somewhat difficult. Yaks are generally used. Dr. Thomson crossed

this pass on the 12th October from the Ldh side. The snow lay on the

north face thickly for 2 miles or more. {Troiier^Thomion.)

DIGDHOL—Lat. 88'’ lb'. Long. 75'’ 18'. Elev.

A village situated on the slopes of the mountains above the left bank of

the Bichlfiri river, alK)ut 7 miles north-west of Fdmbdn. The road lead-

ing towards the Banihdl pass lies below the village, and crosses the river

by a bridge about a mile to the north of it.

Nearly opposite the village, on the right bank of the stream, there is

a waterfall.

DILDAR—Lat. 84'’ 28'. Long. 78'’ 52'. Elev.

A village lying on the north side of the Eamao valley, about 8 miles

west of the fort, on the road from TYtwal towards Shalflrah. Some chundr,

walnut, and other trees shade the village, which produces rice and also dry
crops. It contains a masjid and the zfarat of Baba Abdulla, and eighteen

houses which are inhabited by a mixed population of Kashmiris and pahdrfs,

inclading two mdllas. There are also six houses lying at the foot of the

hill to the north-east; this hamlet is called Bdgh, and may be considered

to form part of Dildar.

DILLON-KA-GHAT—Lut. 84” 15'. Long. 74” 27'. Eler.

A clnster of bonwt sitnnted on the left bank of the Jhelum, between
8op6r and Bnrnmdla. The banka ot the river are low, and the .hi^nBel

nnnanally broad at tliia point.
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DINGLA-^IiRt. 83^ 45'. Long. 74^ 18'. Blev.

A fillage towards the eastern end of the Pdnoh valley^ about 3 miles

east of the towni on the path to Mandi.

It is surrounded with rioe-fields, and contains sixteen houses^ tweWe

being inhabited by Muhammadans and four by Hindis.

DINYER—Lat. 34^ 88'. Long. 78^ 58'. Elev.

A village in Lower Drawir^ situated on the right bank of the Kishan

Ganga river, about 8 miles north of Lalla. It lies on the right bank of

a stream which flows into the river below the village.

The inhabitants are zamfndars, and number five families; there is a

mill in the village, which is turned by the stream.

DIOSUiU-Lat. Long. Elev.

A pargana included in the AnatnXg zilla of the MirXj division ; it com«

prises the district lying on the right bank of the Veshad river, at the south-

west end of the valley of Kashmir. The tahsfl station is at Knlgdm.

Vigne remarks that this pargana, one of the largest in Kashmir, pro-

duced 100,000 kharwXrs (equal to 14,400,00016) of rice annually in the

time of Kupar B4m, the beat of the Sikh governors, but that when he

visited it the revenue had fallen to 85,000 kharwXrs.

DIPSANO PLAIN—-Elevation of eol. 18,480. General elevation 17,600\

Is crossed on the summer route by the Karakoram pass between Kisil

Angur and Daolat-Beguldf. Dr. Bellow calls it the '' veritable top of the

world.^'

** All sroond appeared mountain rangee, none of whioh are leas than 80j000 feet

high, whilst to tne wcet rose two lofty peaks of mnoh greater height; yet in the distance

they seemed below ns, for the land aronnd sloped away down on all sides. The Kara-

koram left behind ns appeared like a mere crest on the undulating surface of the oonntiy.

The plateau is about 8 miles across from north to south, and presents an undulating

surface, the soil of whioh is a spongy saline-charged mixture of clay and gravel. When
we orossed (June) there was very little snow lef^ and the path was strewed with the

hones and skeletone of dead cattle. The descent from the plateau is down, a steep gully

into a deep and toKuous chaam, whioh is overhung by high eliffs of red day and
conglomerate." (JM/ew.)

Kizil Angur in about 6 miles from the plateau.

No graae or fuel obtainable. The disagreeable effects of a rarified

atmosphere are felt in crossing this plain. Chlorate of potash was found

by Dr. Henderson to be a good remedy. {TroiUr.)

DIBLA—Lat. 85® V. Ung. 74® 68'. Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Kamri stream, Astor. It is divided

into two parts by the Dirla stream, which is crossed here by a fair

bridge. It altogether contains about eleven houses, and is situatsd on a
considerable plateau. {Jflmer.)
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DIT CHAL-Lat. 85* 80^ Long. 74« W. Bier.

A valley leading from the right,bank of the Aetor river. Between July

and December laden oooliee can oroae by this road into the Indna valley

which it joins near Sapser ; the watershed is crossed at a height of about

14^000 feet; much more snow appears to lie on the Indus side than on

the Astor side of the pass; there is a plentiful supply of fuel and water,

and a good many patches of tilled ground along the sides of the valley.

{Mahifold.)

diyAmir—
The name given by the DXrda to the Nanga Parbat mountain

(Drew,)

Also called Deo Mir. (Barrow,)

DO<-«Lat. 34* 55^ Long. 76* 60^ Elev. 9^00', approx.

A hamlet of a couple of houses in Chorbat (BaltistXn), on the right bank

of the Shyok, just above the junction of the Laonchon stream. It is the

best place fur camping between Piun and Chalunka on the L4h-Skardu

route. Supplies must be procured from Prahnu. (Aglmer.)

DOBWAN—Lat, 88* 57'. Long. 75* 9'. Elev.

A spring and three houses^ shaded by a clump of trees, situated in a hollow,

about % miles north of Tr£l,on the west side of the path leading towards

Arphal.

DODA—Lat. 83* 9'. Long. 75* 86'. Elev.

A town in the province of Kishtwdr, situated on a small plain above the

right bank of the Chandra Bbaga river; it lies at the foot, and partly on

the slope, of a grass-covered hill, bare of trees.

The town itself is surrounded by trees ; a few willows and poplars,

mingled among hundreds of fruit-trees, give it shade and beauty. D^a is

distant 2 1 miles north-west of BadrawXr, and 46 miles south-east of Verndg

by the B.*ari pass. About half a mile below the south end of the town,

the Chendb roars along in a swollen and turbulent flood. The sides of the

river are very rocky, and for some feet perpendicular; that on the right

bank is the most precipitous, there being only room for a hut and two
stunted trees on the bare ledge of rock above tbe bridge; on the left bank
the ground shelves, and there are a few huts and a ieeU shaded by trees.

The suspension bridge, which is of the ehika description, swings at a
high elevation above the torrent, here about 50 yards wide ; the transit of

passengers and baggage is a tedious, though not really a dangerons#

operation.

There is a regular establishment maintained to work the bridge, and a
small toll is levied on each passenger and package passed across.

During the months of June, July, and August, oonsequeaton the naelb-
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log of the snowe, the river rises oonsiderably ; the bridge has theo to be

moved to a higher positioD.

The ascent from the bed of the river to the plain and town is somewhat

steep, and occupies about twenty-five minutes, the path leading by the fort#

which is situat^ on the edge of the plain, about 600 yards to the south

of the town. It is a mud building about 200 feet square, having a

bastion at each corner ; there is no ditch ; the entrance is on the east

side amid soine trees. The fort is now used as a state prison, and in it is

confined Mir Hathu Singh, the half-brother of the late maharaja. This un-

fortunate prince entered into a conspiracy with certain superior officers of

the army to murder the rnahardja by sword or poison, shortly after his

accession. On the plot being discovered, bis confederates expiated their

contemplated crime by being blown from guns. At the advice of his pandits

and mulvis the clemency of the maharija spared the life of his relative, but

condemned him to close captivity for life ; his wife and family live ii^ the

town, but are permitted no communication with the royal prisoner. His

brother, Mir Touma, was also supposed to have been implicated in the con*

spiracy ; but as the fact was not clearly established, the maharaja contented

himself with banishing him to Punch,—*his cousin, Moti Singh, the rdja of

that province, having offered to become security for his good behaviour.

Most of the houses in the town are built of mud, in timber frames, and

double-storied ; the better sort have pent roofs, which, as in Kashmir, are

covered with a layer of birch-bark and earth. The iaraddrf, a long brick

building, occupies a most prominent position in the highest part of the

town; it has been assigned as a residence to the family of Mir Hathu
Singh. The bazar lies at the foot of the hill.

In the upper part of the town the streets are narrow and very steep, and

are frequently blocked up with huge boulders; a ravine runs along the

north-east side of the town, of which the banks are veiy precipitous.

There are said to be 239 houses in the place inhabited by Hiodds, and

322 by Mubammadans (including 205 families of shdl-bafs), making a

total of over five hundred houses. In the bazdr are to be found represent-

atives of all the usual trades and occupations, but the mort important in-

dustry, and that for which the place is noted, is the manufacture of shawls,

which are, however, inferior in quality and texture to those made in Kash-
mir. Chogas and patch-work carpets are also largely manufactured. All the

trade of Doda with Kashmir and Jamd is carried on by the Rimb&n and
Banihdl route, as the passage of the Chandra Bhdga and the difficulties

to be met with on the direct paths between Kashmir and Basaoli render

them impracticable for traders.

There are two mBajids in the town, and sundry Hindd temples ; also the

sttrat of Sharfarid Baghdddl, which is of some reputation in the neighbour-

hood. This saint, who died and was buried in Kishtwdr, is said to have
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come from BoglidXd three hundred years and to have lived for a long
time ill Doda.

Neither wells nor springs are found in the town, whieh is entirely

dependent for its water-supply on a stream which is said to flow down
from a village called Koti> lying on the mountain-side about 6 miles to the

north. Chowdrf Rasdl Khdn has the credit of having constructed the

channel by which the water is conveyed to the town.

The small plain of Doda is richly cullivatedi and is entirely encompassed

by high hills, bare of forest. The amount of rice grown in the district is,

however, insufficient for the wants of the inhabitants, and a considerable

quantity is yearly imported from Badraw&r.

The Sarkdrf fidgh, which lies to the south-west of the town close to the

fort, forms a convenient and pleasant encamping ground, affording a shady

retreat from the heat of the sun, which attains great power in this valley*

Doda and the surrounding district, to which it gives its name, had always

beep under the dominion of the rdjas of Kishtwdr, and fell with it under

that of Guldb Singh. Supplies are plentiful, and cattle and sheep abound,

but mules and iionies are very rarely met with iu the neighbourhood.

DODAR GALI—Lat. d5^40\ Long. 74° 10\ Elev. ]4,()00^

A pass between Gilgit and Dardl, from which the headwaters of the Dardl

valley descend. It is reached by the Singal valley. The road is narrow

and difficult, but in 1M66 it was used by one column of the Kashmir army

from Gilgit. It, however, only reached Dardl too late to co-openite with

the other column.

The Dodar Gali is al>out 14,000 feet high, and is practicable for un-

laden cattle. (Tanner—Ahmad Alt Khan.)

DODLA—Lat. 82° 85'. Long. 75° 62'. Elev.

A village in the Basaoli district, lying to the east of the direct path leading

towards Pud. Cuttle are obliged to make a detour through this village

between the Chfl stream and Jinrali.

DODWAGAN-Lat. 88° 30'. Long. 75° 22'. Elev.

A small village containiiig five houses, inhabited by zemindars, situated on

the right bank of the Sandran river, on the north side of the Shdhabfld

valley. The Bring pargana may be reached from this village by a path

over the mountains.

DOOOUO—Lat. 86° 4.V. Long. 75* 28'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Basba river (Baltistin). It contains

twenty-four houses. (Aylmer)

doobAs-*
A race occupying the country round Jamu. They are of the great Aryan

race that settk^d in, and has become the main population of, India; those
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of tbat race who lettled in the lower hills, and did not go into the region

where snow falls, acquired, in the long course of centnries, characters

that distinguish them from the inhabitants of the plains on the one

hand, and of the higher mountains on the other. The settlers in the hills

that edge the Panjdb, at all events those of them who have retained

their Hindu faith, bear the name of Dogrd, while the country they in*

habit is called Ddgar. The origin of the name is this. Near Jamd are

two holy lakes, 8ar>>in Sar and M4n Sar; from these the country round

was called iu Sanskrit Dvigaride$k^ or the country of the two hollows;

from this came Dugar, and from that DogrX.

The DogrXs are divided into castes in the same way, though with some
local variation, as are the Hindus of India generally ; these are partly the

remnants of race distinctions, and partly the outcome of occupations be-

come hereditary. The following list gives the names of some of the castes

in the order of their estimation among themselves

Brahman.

lUjptft, diTidMl into

KhfttrL

Thakar.

Jtft

/ Bania and Krir (small shopkespsn).

]
Ndi (barbers).

C Jidr (carriers).

Dhfjdr, Megh, and Ddm. (Draw.)

DOORl-
A division of the Aryan language. It differs considerably from Hindd*

stinf. If a native of Hinddetdn, who had never come farther north than

Ambdia, were to go where pure Dogri is spoken, he would not be able to

understand any but the shortest sentenoes, and by no means all of these.

The relationship of Fanjdbf to Hiiiddstdni is very similar, while there

is a difference between Oogrf and Panjdbf, which is not so great as

that between either of them and Hinddstdnf.

This Dogrf is spoken by the village people of the outer hills, and of the

strip of plain at their foot, from the Ravi to a little west of the Chendb.

It is spoken purest by those who have not come much into contact with

other races ; especially is it to be heard pure and unmixed from the months

of the women. In the towns, but especially in Jamd, one bears a mixture

of Dogrf, Panjdbf, and Hinddstdnf. Of the oflBcers of the mahardja^s court,

very few, if any, speak' pure Dogrf.

The written character is derived from the Devandgrf or Shdstrf.

{Drew.)

DOGRIPtJR—Lat. 88® 61'. Long. 76® 6^ Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, a few miles north-west

of the confluence of the Vssh'ad and Rembidra rivers.
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DOK—Lat. 88<’ 27'. Long. 76» 20'. Elev.

A village on the route from Srinagar to L8h, on the left bank of the

Waka riverj between Kargil and Mulbekh. {Cunningham^

DOKO CHIBIRE—Lat. 85® 47'. Long. 76* 27'. Elev.

A email pargana in the ilaka of Baeha (Baltistdu) on the right bank of

the Baeha river. It contaiue 80 houeee.

DOMEL—Lat. 84® 21'. Long. 78® 81'. Elev.

A village at the junction of the Jhelum with the Kishan Oanga, with a

firat-rate new dik bungalow. There ie also the bungalow of the road

engineer and a eteam workshop connected with the new cart«road. The

situation of Domdl is important, as it commands the road from Abbottabdd

as well as that from Mari. The Jhelum is bridged just above the work-

shops, and a new iron cantilever bridge, with masonry piers, connects

Mozafarabdd with the Marf-Srinagar road. There is also a telegraph

station at Domdl for Srinagar and intermediate stations. Domdl is a

favourite resort for anglers. {Barrow— Wingate.)

DONGAN—Lat. 82.® 45'. Long. 78® 86'. Elev. about 16,500'.

A camping ground on the Sp(t( route to Changcbenmo, between Narbu

Sumdo and the Lanak pass. It is to the south-east of the Tsomorori lake.

{Montgomerie.)

DONG-AYLAK—Lat. 84® 65'. Long. 78® 15'. Elev. 18,000'.

A camping ground on the winter route from Ldh to Ydrkand, eight

marches from Ldh, on the left bank of the Shyok. Strachey says that

Dong-aylak in Vurki means the wild yaks' summer pasture
.

ground."

{Montgomerie—H. Straeheg.)

}K)NG-LUNG— Fide " Dachuvo " and " Shinoluto."

fX)N ZHO—Lat. 84®. Long. 78® 25'. Elev. about 14,040'.

A camping ground (?) 1 mile from the north-west end of the Pangong

lake, and about lOU feet above its level. It is the watershed between

the affluents of the Pangong lake and those of the Shyok. {H. Straeheg.)

DOPATTA—Lat. 84® 13'. Long. 78® 41'. Elev.

A village and fort lying in a district of the same name, situated on the

right bank of the Jhelum, about 2 miles south-east of Haitian and 18

miles from Mozafarabdd. The rdjsbip of Dopatta, which, together with

Kathai, formed the district of Dowarbid, was left by Anatulla Kh£n to

his eldest son, Fateh Khdn, whose grandson, Ahmad Khdn, held the rdj at

the time of the Sikh invasion and fled at their approach ;
after living for

nearly seventeen years in voluntary exile, be returned to his rdj accompanied

by a strong party of followers, and took possession of the fort which Diwan
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KirpX R<m had oonstnioted, and diatribating the government storea of

ammunition aud grain which it contained among hia peoploi again decamp*

ed. The Sikh ruler gave the to hia brother, Naaur AK Khdo, who waa

aiicoeeded hy a aon, Ata Muhammad. It ia aaid that Ahmad Khdn even*

tually made hia peace with the Mahardja Ouldb Singh. Ata Muhammad
paid a'' nazardna^' of B 7,000, reaerviug B2,000 for hia own uae.

The diatrict extended for about 25 milea in length from the Kathai

frontier on the eaat, to the apur which divided it from Mozafarabdd on the

weat. Ita extreme breadth from the aummit of the range of hilla bordering

on the left bank of the Jhelum to the confinea of the Karnao rdja'a

dominiona on the north, waa about 18 Xot. It compriaed all the rich cul*

turable land on both banka of the river, beaidea which the rdja.exacted a

feudal tribute from the Koth ilaka, in the Knka country. (Lumdenr^
Allgood,)

DORA—Lat. Long. Elev. 18,800'.

A camping ground on the route from Ldli to Oaro, on right bank of the

Indua, 65 milea from Tashigong.

Thia ie where the Champda of Rnpahn apend the winter. Hardly any

anew falls here. Cloae by ia a email ahallow lake. It ia about three quariera

of a mile long and a furlong wide, of clear freah water. The boundary of

Chineae Tibet ia one or two daya* march beyond Dora. {Drew.)

DOROU— Fide " Duaou."

DORIKON—Lat. W 57'. Long. 10'. Elev. 18,500'.

A paaa leading from Bdrzil in the Kiahan Oanga valley to Aator. It

riaea from Bdrzil 2,000 feet in 5 or 6 milea. The actual paaa, or Mal^
ia not a defile, but a neck or depreaaiou in the rooky granite ridge, which

here forma the waterahed. After croaaing thia, the road liea down the

valley of the eaateru branch of the Aator river.

The paaa ia closed for about five montha by anew, but even then it ia,

under favourable circumatancea, poaaible for men without loads to force it*

It is nearly always passable for coolies except in a high wind. At other

times it is practicable for laden mules and ponies. This route ia now
not so much used as the shorter Kamri paaa (jf.v.).

This pass ia the one always taken during the winter montha from
Qfiraia to Aator; it ia extremely eaqr- On the Aator aide, after the heaviest

falls of snow, there are no difficulties, as the stream runs down a broad

and gradually sloping valley. On the Kashmir aide the ascent is steeper,

but the' pass ir seldom closed, for more than a fortnight at one time, for

men without loads. {Drew—8awari—Maw{foli—Barrow—Ward.)

DOTT*U—Lat. 85* 2'. Long. 76* 84V Elev. 8,700', approx.

The moat westerly village of Ghorbat (Baltiatdn). It ia situaM on the
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left Unk of the Shyok and is passed on the Lfli-Skiirdd road. Between
Don^u and Lonkha the rood is oarriel along the face of the cliff by a
wooden scaffolding. This marks the divisiou between Chorbat and Khapalu*

Don-u oontsins twelve houses.

DOWAL—Lat. 83^ 25'. Long. 56^ Eley.

A small village, oontaining sixteen houses, situated in a district of the same
name, lying to the south of the OoUbgarh, or Kdri, pass, on the path

between Riasf and Shupion.

DOWANI—Lat. 85® 15'. Long. 78® 18'. Elev. 8,800'| approx.

A village at the junction of the Thalld stream and the Shyok in Khapaln
(BaltisUn). It contains over a hundred houses. It is passed on the L6b-
Skardu road.

DRABBLE—Lat. 82® 45'. Long. 75® 41'. Elev.

A village in the Basaoli district, situated on the left bank of the Siowa,

just above the junction of the Bairo scream, about 4 miles north of Bani,

on the path towards Badrawdr.

The village consists of a few scattered houses surrounded by cultivation.

DRABOAMA—Lat. 83® 50'. Long. 74® 51'. Elev.

A once populous village, and the capital of the pargana of Shdkrd; it now
contains little more than one large house, built by some rich tnan in more

prosperous days; on account of its siie and elevat^ situation, on the right

bank of the Rdmchd stream, it is visible from a gr«>at distance. Close to

it is a place where two or three large stones, a few feet high, are standing,

like those of Stonehenge. Drabgama is about 9 miles north of Shupion, on
the west of the road to Srinagar, (rjyas.)

DRAOARl THAR—Lat Long. Elev. 7,000'.

A ridge, nearly 7,000 feet high, just west of the Chendb, north of the

village of Pauni. It rises suddenly and towers over the Outer Hills which

lie to the south of it.

It is sacred to a derta, whose name is Dragar. The south face 6f it is

a great escarpment ; it has a line of precipitous limestone cliffs, of which the

part vertical is about 1,000 feet, and far down beneath that a talus-slope

continues. The ridge is narrow, and the ground inclines quickly, but not

precipitously, down to the north. The neighbourhood around Dragarf

Thdr produces iron. (Brew.)

DRANO-Lat. 88® 57'. Long. 74® 85'. Elev.

A village in the Birwa pargana, situated on the edge of the forest at the

foot of the mountains to the east of the Tosha Maiddn ; the path lying

over that pass debouches into the valley of Kashmir at this village, which

lies about 81 miles south-west of Srinagar by way of MakiliAima.

Drang contains a masjid, and ten houses inhabited by aamlndarsi a slidlla,
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•nd A weayer ; there is also a small custom-house^ to whioh a munsliC and a

pandit are attached. There are many walnut trees in the village, which is

watered by a stream flowing from the hills. Both rice and dry crops are

produced.

DRANGA—Lat. 83® 1'. Long. 75® 48^ Elev.

A village lying a little above the path and the left bank of the Nerd riveff

about 6 miles north-west of Badrawlr. It contains about thirty houses, all

the inhabitants being Hindds, with the exception of one family of Muham*
madans. A very small stream, which flows down through the village,

turns some water-mills, which are situated by some fine shady trees on the

bank of the river.

The Nerd, which is hereabout 8 feet defep, with a moderate current, is

crossed by a substantial laAal bridge, about 70 feet in span and 4 feet

broad. By the side of the road there is a dharmMa ior travellers.

DRANG IARI—Lat. 84® Long. 74® 8\ Elev.

A Odjar settlement which is usually occupied during the summer months;

it lies in the forest near the right bank of, the Bangas stream, one of the

headwaters of the Kamil river, and is situated at the foot of the eastern

slope of the Nattishannar Oali, about 10 miles south-west of Shaldrah, on
the path leading into the Karnao valley. Supplies are not procurable, but
wood and water are to be had in abundance*

DEAR—Lat. 34® 89^ Long. 73® 86^ Elev.

This village, which lies about 18 miles north-east of Mozafarabdd, on the

north aide of the Kishan Qanga river, is situated on the right bank of the

Pakote stream sM-d-eis with the village of Mandal, whence it is frequently

called Handal-Drar. There is a bridge across the stream below the village.

In the village are a few trees and four houses inhabited by zamfndars of

the Kulgan caste, an oil-seller, and a blacksmith ; also five houses occupied

by the servants of R4ja Muhammad Zamdn Khan, who lives in a house
built of undressed stones, which lies just above the path. The rfja is

related to the titular nawdbs of Kdri and to the ex-r&ja of Karnao.
There are extensive rice-fields above the village, which are irrigated by
a channel from the Pakote stream ; some dry crops are also grown.

DRAS or HEMBAPS (Tibetdn), •.e.,"sn *w-fcd''—

Lat. 34® 86'. Long. 75® 49'. Elev.

Is the most westerly portion of the Purik district of the BaltisUn wizarat,

and lies along the valley of the Drds river. More snow falls here

than in any other part of Purik. This is owing ''to the great de.
pression in the Himalaya, at the head of the Dria river, which allows

the constantly humid vapours of Kashmir to pass to the north of the

mountains, where they bworae condensed by the cold, and are precipitated
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ia nin or mow, ooeoiding to tlw ommoo of tbo your." Tho diotriot

mtondo from tto Zoji Lo to Chdnignnd, oeor Korgil. A telogmph okrk
it kept hero to giro infomuitioB about tho Zoji La.

Tho iohabitanto are Shia Ifntalndnt profttiedly, bat in phyaiog*
Bomy reoemblo the Tartan, with whom they oonaort freely. Mooreroft eays

th^ an great thieree. The orope ealtirated an barley, wheat, and
bookwheat: the fint ripening in abont three montha, the aeoond in five

or aix, and the hut in abont two montha. The oattle an poniea, oowa, the

hybrid between the yak and oow, and aheep and goata. Tbe formen
thongh email, are hardy, aotire, and tolenbly well ahaped. A good five*

year old gelding ooeta B60 to 100. The neat oattle an entail and genemlly

blaok. The oattle of Drda wen in mneh better condition than thooe in

any other part of Laddk, owing to the abnndant anpply ofpramgo$ in aom>
mer, and ita hay in winter. The hoUaee an built of pebbleo, cemented
with eardi, with temoed roola. Eye diaeaaea an reiy common in tho

Talley. The eommnnicationa on aa lollowa

(1) Tbo Srinagar>Ldh^kardd roada after cnaaing the Zoji La mn
down the Dida ralley.

(2) Fran SnmtoDidaby theUmbaLa. Hqiaeeean go for aix montha.

(8) From Tilail (Onjrind) to Dida by the Birok La. Horaea can go in

September, bat in annamer the atreanu form a nriona obataele.

(4) A road laada to Skardd aid tho ICarpo La, tbe Shingo river, and tho

Deoaai plaina. Honea, it ia aaid, can go for nvenl montha in

aummer, bat tho road ia bod. (CranMydoM—i>rar->Be//Mr~
Jfeorer^/l^Jjhur.)

Pariiemlari of Drdo.

llMBB of FillMt. B Bomb. Botnod
mMIb.

Okiop. Bomorktf.

DiXa Yalmt.

IfAtaiaa
Pondrat • • • .

Goihan ....
Oondial (DriU fort)

Chokial ....
T&Pff&n a e e a

Kmo • • e •

Ckfnfgnnd e # a #

Canriad fonrud

1
1H

5
• ••

40
90
16

10
90
10

1 1 Mipenier.
1 nuitlip 10 Mpojt

IneludM fiblintd.

1 ctrpmttTf 1 Binitbp lOttpf^ie170 187 190 IASS

sot
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Partiaulan tf 2>r«A—oonlinaed.

VoMofTlIlMi. Hoosw. E«.. Hortttd
esttls.

BhMp. BMBBTkSs

Brooght forward 170 187 120 1,.S86

Viini AVD SuBu Valutb.
Qontoto • • s . 60 40 40 1 aniiUi.

Boitito • • • • S6 15 80
KirM Ear.... 16 8 20 1 Bmithe

Bangm • . s . 25 15 40
T4^ ....
Twins .... 20

20
18
10

80
15

Saako 40 40 60 1 amitb.

Umbo 15 5 80 100
Lang Eartod
Bnlbkoi .... 40 80 50 250

60 50 60 150 1 amitb; ineliidaa Tiiapcma
TambiB Ennor 40 25 50 100 and Good.
MainjiOaa. 80 15 80 60 1 amitb.

Bwa 20 11 15m
400m 470H

GbAITD TOTAt 670 410m 8,185

Th«M.toteb ate probably too low. (£oea{ kmbarJart.)

DBAs PASS-rtuA'^ZwiLA." Lat.84'17^ Longr. 76* S2'. Eler. 11,800.'

DBAs BIYEB—
A tributaiy of'tbe Indiu, formed by tbe united etrenme of the Drde, Waks,
Sum, and Bukiar riven. It riaea in the Zoji and baa a conna of
86 milea, running north^eaet.

“ All theee atreame unite near Kargil, below which th^ out the tr&na*

Himalayan range at the narrow gorge called the * Wclft Leap* and
join tbe Indue opposite Marol."

At the end of June, Dr. Henderaon says that tba river near its sonree

waa in many places bridged by enormous masses of snow. Near the

vBlage of Drds the river is not fordable, and is spanned at several points

by woodsn bridges.

The route from Srinagar to Ldh followa tbe donrae of this river as far

aa the junction of the Sum river. (Cbaasayiaai—iTeadirwa.)

DBAs YILLAOE—Lat. 84* 86'. Long. 76* 49'. Elev. 10,144'.

On tbe left bank of the Drds river, the second march after crossing the

Zoji La pass, on the route from Srinagar to L6b, 16 miles from Mata*
yaa, and the same distance from Tuhgam the next march.
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It If a colleotion of half a dozen bamleti diepened over the ineqoali-

tiee of a epaoione bnein in these close-set hillsi and is the capital of the Dris
district. In the centre of the basin is a small square fort with bastions

at each comer and over the entrance ; walls 20' high ; garrison at present,

one jemadar and ten sepoys ; the fort is commanded within | mile ; it is in a
fair state of repair. It has a garrison of fifty men, and adjoining it is a
i*tkiU or collestorate of the th2iiad2r of the district. It overlooks a garden

surrounded by poplar and willow plantations. Snow lies on the ground

for four to five months in the winter to the depth oi* a foot or more, and
sometimes, completely closes the route through this valley. A telegroph

line from here to Skardd, a single wire carried on poles without insulators.

The Skardu wire follows the Drds, Suru, and Indus rivers. There used

to be telegraphic communication between Drds and Srinagar, but the

snow on upper part of the Sind valley, and from there to Drds,

destroyed the line so frequently, that the darbdr gave it up. Telegrams

are now sent by band between Dris and Sonamarg in the Sind valley.
**

DBAWAR—Lat. £6'—M" 46". Lon,. 78® 80"—74® 80". Elev.

The district of Drawdr, or Drao, comprises that part of the valley of the

Kishan Oanga river lying between TCtwal and Sharidi. The village of

Karen divides it into Pet or Upper Drawdr, and Bun or Lower Drawdr.

Here and there a few Kashmfrfs are met with, but the bulk of the inhabit-

ants differ entirely from the natives of that valley, resembling in appear*

anoe and dress the inhabitants of Hazdra, from which distriot they would

seem to have originally migrated.

Some few of the inhabitants of Upper Drawdr are conversant with the

Ddrd dialect, but the Kaxhmfri and Pahdrf languages are those usually

spoken throughout the district The population appears to be as great as

the country is capable of supporting, as every available spot of ground is

brought into cultivation, which is noticeably not the case in Tilail and

Gdrais, where, however, the area of arable lands is more extensive.

In Upper Drawdr, where there is only one harvest annually, makai

(iodian-uom) gprows most luxuriantly, and may be said to be the only crop

raised, except on the occasion of an unusually rainy season, when a little

iroMa and pinpa is sown. Peas are not cultivate, as the sandy soil

which suits the makai so admirably does not favour them. In Lower

Drawdr rice is extensively cultivated, but it does not extend in a northerly

direction beyond the villoge of Kasur, opposite Karen. The harvest is

gathered towards the end of September, the iiidian-corn and rice ripening

at the same time. The alternation of crops is not practised in Drawdr, but

tlie value of manure is appreciated, the cattle being herded on the fields

directly the harvest is eompleted, and all the manure collected during the

winter carefully utilised, llie inhabitants are accustomed to reserve the
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rice for the erening meal, eating oom-cakea during the day; they prefer

rice, but consider that the variation ie conducive to hei^Ith* Most rain

falls in this district during the months of July and August, from which

period until the end of September fevers are said to be very prevalent in

the low^ part of the valley.

During the heat of summer the inhabitants are accustomed to retire

with their flocks .to the mountain pastures, returning to their villages for

the harvest; during this season travellers often experience great difficulty

in getting coolies, as only one or two men are left in each village for its

protection. In Upper Drawer the villages are nothing but. scattered bam*

lets, in which the flat-roofed huts are often built at a great distance from

each other, each family living on its own land for the couvenienee of til-

lage. Here and there the lamhardar^ or some individual possessing both

means and taste, has indulged in a timber-house with peut roof, but with

these few exceptions, all the houses in Draw&r are merely log-huts, with

flat mud roofs, such as the Gujars inhabit.

The reasons alleged for building such dark and uncomfortable dwellings

are, firstly, a scarcity of wood, a want which is not, however, apparent;

secondly, for the convenience of storing grain; and thirdly, for fear of

exciting the cupidity of the government by an unusual display of wealth.

Most probably the real cause is to be found iu local prejudice.

But little trade is carried on in Drawdr ; cotton cloths, prints, salt, and
trinkets are imported, and puttus, luis, ghi, goats, and sheep are exported,

but both imports and exports are of trifling value. Customs duties are

levied on traders importing goods by the passes from KdghXn ; each load

of salt, averaging two maunds, pays one rupee (British currency).

The district of Drawdr formed part of the possessions of tbe rdjas of Kar-

nao, and, until the time of Sher Ahmad, the last of the line, the inhabitants

seem to have held their lands rent-free, on the conditions of feudal service.

Rdja Sher Ahmad, being required by bis suzerain to furnish troops for

the expedition against Gilgit, was unable to raise the necessary contingent;

the inhabitants of Drawdr declining to serve, he punished their contumacy

by levying a land tax, which was at first limited to Bll (Hari Singhi) for

each dok (that is, ns much la*id as a maund weight of makai seed will

sow)
; this he subsequently increased to B14. After the fall of Rdja

Sher Ahnriad, successive ^’ jvernors of Mozafarabdd, in which zilla Drawdr
now lies, have increased the assessment, and it is now stated to be reckoned

on the crop at BSO (Kashmir currency) on each 400 kurhu, each kurhu con-

sisting of twelve pulah% or sheaves. The zamindars aver that this assessment

only leaves one quarter of the crop to the farmer, the rest falling to the

government, which latter portion has to be accounted for in coin.

The flocks and herds, however, seem to represent the principal wealth

of the population; and judging from the comfortable and well-to-do
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appearanoe of thepeople^ it might be eappoied that their taxes did not prem
with undue severity.

The roadj which follows the course of the Kishan Ganga, lies for the

most part on the right bank of the river ; it is stated to have been oonsu
derably improved some years ago by order of Colonel Oundd^ the then
zilladar of Mozafaralrid ; but it is rough and difficulty and may be said not
to be practicable for laden baggage animalsj and it is a noticeable faot

that only a few ponies and mules are to be found in Upper Drawdr.

DEAWEY—Lat. 83® SV. Long. 75® 84'. Elev.

A village at the mouth of the valley which opens into the Nowbdg Nai at

its south-west end; it is situated some little distance from the right bank of

the river, about a mile west of the village of Lardn. It contains amasjidi

and nine hooses inhabited by zamindars and a moohf.

DRAYNA—Lat 88® 4'. Long. 75® 48'. Elev.

A small village in Badrawdr, situated on the slopes of the mountain

above the right bank of the Nerd river, almost opposite to Kallain.

It contains eight houses, of which six are inhabited by Mrhammadans
and two by Hindus.

DEEDJA—Lat. 88® 59'. Long. 75® 45'. Elev.

A small village, containing five houses, situated on the right bank of the

Nerd, almost opposite Badmwdr. There is a bridge across the river below

the village.

DRIGAM—Lat. 38® 57'. Long. 74® 46'. Elev.

A village containing about fifty bouses, situated on the left bank of the

Yechara stream, which is crossed by a bridge, or it may be forded.

There are some splendid chundr trees and green turf by the path on the

west side of the village.

DRINGLA—Lat. 34® 83'. Long. 73® 60'. Elev.

A village in Kamao, lying on the left bank of the Kazi Ndg stream, about

a mile east of Titwal ; it is shaded by numerous walnut trees, and produces

much rice and some little com.

The inhabitants, who are all zamindars, number nine families, five being

Gdjars, three dhobis, and one Saiad. Druggur, a village lying ou the

opposite bank of the stream, contains seven houses inhabited by Gfdjars,

who are also zamindars.

DRINJA—Lat. 38® 48'. Long. 75® 51'. Elev.

A village in the Basaoli district, consisting of a few houses situated on the

side of the hill, above the right bank of the Siowa river, north-west of

Bani.

DROBMABG^Lat. 88® 37'. Long. 75® 29'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Brinnar stream ; it lies on the

path from Nowbdg to the Maru Wardwdn valley by the Hoksar pass.
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DROGJUN—Ut. 84^ 6% Long. 74^ b%\ Kiev.

A village rftoated at the eoath-westem extremity of the Dal lake; it forms
one of thezillaa of the city of Srinagar, and contains twenty-three maballaa
or districts. The continnation of the village in the direction of Gagrihal is

called finchwor; a large number of the inhabitants of this locality are.

potters. The bridge over the water*gate> at the head of the Tsont-kol canal,

on the west side of the village, is called the Oitha Kadal.

DROOMAL—Lat. 34® 29". Long. 74® 20". Elev.

A village lying towards the south-east end of the Uttar pargana. The
houses, which are much scattered, are built of dove-tailed timbers, and have
thatched roofs. There is plenty of grass about the place, and many shady
trees.

DROK OH BROK—Lat. 34^ 30^ Long, ir 50'. Elev.

A small village of 6 houses, situated high up the Huudar valley in Nubra
(Laddk). Above this the road to L6h from the Shyok vid the Thanglasco
pass is good, the valley being open and having a gentle gradient. Yaks
up to about 15 or 20 can be obtained here for crossing the pass. It is a
desolate-looking place with very little cultivation. It is the first stage

out from Uundar to L£h.

DRUDU—Lat. 33® 1". Long. 76® 42". Elev.

A small village, containing five houses, inhabited by Hindd zamindars ; it lies

on the left bank of the Neru river, about 0 miles north-yrest of Badrawdr,

on the road towards Doda.

DRONGLI—
The name of a stream which flows into the Suran river by its right bank,

in lat. 33® 46', long. 74® 10', near the village of KankOt, about 3 miles

east of Punch. It is fordable where it is crossed by the path from Fdocb

to Mandi.

DUBGAO—Lat. 34® 16". Long. 74® 28'. Elev.

A small village lying on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 4 miles

south-west of Sopiir. It contains a large timber dep6t, from whence most

of the wood used in boat-building throughout Kashmir is supplied ; it is

the property of the government, and there are three or four bungalows

in the fine grove of chundrs near the village, which are occupied by the

agents attached to the dep6t. Hops were successfully grown « here from

1879 to 1882.

The Pohru river runs into the Jhelum just above the village ; when the

waters are high, boats can ascend as far as the village of Awatkula; the

passage occupies about twenty hours. {Inee)

DtJBJI—Ltt.88*41'. Long. 74*48'. Bkr.
An enoanping ground on tho Pit Pnnjiil route, betrreen AUnbId Sardi and
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Hirp&n ; it lies on the left benk* of the Rembi£i», ahont 8 miles west

of HirpAra. There is no village or any shelter near it^ and neither coolies

or supplies are procurable, (/are.)

DODAR KAD--
A stream in the province of Jamdi which flows into the Tawi, in lat. 82^

49', long. 75^ 12^ a few miles south of Udampdr. It crosses the road from

Jamd towards Kashmir, about 6 miles north-east of Dansal ; during the

rainy season the ford is about 70 yards broad and waist-deep.

DtJDQAY—Lat. 84® 41'. Long. 74® 67^ Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Bdrzil stream towards the north-

east end of the Qurais valley ; it is said to contain only two houses.

The Niat bridge, so called from a neighbouring stream, crosses the

Bdrzil about half a mile below the village.

DODH ganoa-
This river, which takes its rise on the eastern slopes of the Panj£l range,

near the Choti Qali pass, is known at the commencement of its course as the

Sang Safid stream, and flows down in a north-easterly direction, debouching

on to the plain a few miles north of Chrdr ; it shortly afterwards turns due

north, and passing through the suburbs of Batmdluand Chatsabal, empties

itself into the Jhelum at the west end of Srinagar, Just below the Suffo

Kadal, the last of the seveu bridges.

During the latter part of its course, the high-road from Shnpion lies

along its right bank. In its passage through the suburb of Batm41u it is

crossed by two kadal bridges, and by a third, the Chatsa Kadal, about 50

yards above its junction with the Jhelum ; it is also bridged between the

villages of Boru and Kralwari north of Chiir, and probably in other places.

It has usually but little depth, and may, it is believed, generally be forded

without difficulty throughout its course ; the banks, however, are frequently

very steep. Dr. Elmslie calls this river the Chatsakol, or the white

stream," and states that it gets its name from the circumstance that it

takes its rise near a white stone called Chats Kanyi.

DCDNIAL—Lat. 84® 43'. Long. 74® 8'. Kiev.

A hamlet in Upper Drawdr, situat^ on the right bank of the Kishnn

Oanga river; it is distant about 12 miles south-west of Sharidi, by the

main path lying along the right bank of the river ;
.there is also a pathway

along the left bank, but it is described as being very rough and difficult.

The KishanGanga is crossed by a zampa suspension bridge to the south-

east of the village, and a path by which the valley of Kashmir may be

reached lies up the of the stream, which is called the Kashinfr-ka-

katta. The village contains a masjid, and ten to twenty houses inhabited by

zamfiidars ; there is also a iaa^dfit»khdna for the accommodation of native
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tniTellenj t]i*beiiiM an nwsh acattend, and aummiided by axtenaira

patofaM of enltiTation ; aome fielda Ua also on tho loft bank of tho rirar.

A little grain may be obtained in thia village, and aome oooliea collected

if dne notice ia given. Space for encamping ia very confined ; water may
be brought from the river below, or from a atream which fiowa acroaa the

path at aome little diatance to the weat of the village.

DtDSCHURNAO—Lat 33^ 56'. Lon^. 76^ 26\ Elev.

name given to two tarns lying on the lofty chains^of mountains which

divides the Dachinpara pargana from the Jdaru Wardwdn valley. (Moni*

pomerie.)

DUGBA—Lat. 33^ 38'. Long. 74^ Elev.

A small village of flat*roofed cottages^ prettily situated on the right bank
of the Ghitta Fanip between Baramgala and Poshiinap on the Fir Panj41

route into Kashmir.

DOIAN on DOIYAN—Lat. 86° 31'. Long. 74° 44'. Elev. 8,500'.

A email fortified hamlet in the Aetor valley on the old Hatu Fir road,

which it wae built to protect from Chilasi raids. The fortifications consist

only of four towers ^ mud rubble and timber, which ere connected by low

stone walls and are held by a garrison of fifty sepoys. There is good
water from a stream which irrigates the terraced fields around. Forage

and firewood afiundant on the hillsides above. The fort lies about 4,000

feet above the Astor river, the descent to which is very steep ; on account

of the great slope of the* hillside, there would be considerable difficulty in

finding camping grounds for troops. A supply of flour, atta, etc., is

always kept in the fort. On the high ground behind Odidn towards the

Hatu Fir, watch posts are established whenever there is any fear of raids

from Chilas or Oor, as the Gor men cross the river' on matai rafts opposite

the Bulda ssfs. There are two other hamlets belonging to Ddidn, each

1,000 feet below the one above. The new, or lower, Hatu Fir rood goes

through the middle hamlet of Ddidn. Horses can 1^ taken along it, but

they must be frequently unladen. In fact, iu its present state the lower

road is not fit for laden animals. Ddifin only oontains eight or ten honsM
(Ahvow—

J

faat/oM—AyfsMr.)

DULAl—lat. 84° 14'. Long. 78* 88'. Elev.

A stage on the Marf>Kashmfr road. An exoellent dfik bungalow. Ghmp*
ing ground restricted. (JSsrrsw.)

DCLIFORA-»Lat 84° 88'. Long. 74° IT. Elev.

A village lying at the edge of the foreet, abontfi miles sontb>eatt of Sha*

Mrah on tiie road towards Sopfir; it is the southernmost vilhge in the

Uttar po^gana, and is ritnated on the left bank of the Dangerwaii etiham,

which flows in a deep channel, but is shallow, and may he forded without
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diffieolty. The fillage oonteini a maejid and twelve hoaeeBj inhabited by

zamindan^ a mdlla, and a watchman. Bice cultivation abounda in the

viciuity.

D0MAL—Lat. SS*’ l8^ Lo^. 78^49.' Kiev.

A village in Nacaherm, lying a little diatance north of Mirpiir, on the road

towarda Chaomuk. There ia a well in this village by the aide of the path*

The inhabitanta are zamiudara, and number about thirty familiea.

DUMBA—Lat. 8V9V. Long. 78^ 56'. Elev.

A village aitnated towarda the eaateru extremity of the Kamao valley ; it

liea on the left bank of the Shamahabari atream, by which it ia divided

from the village of Haji Nar on the oppoaite bank. The atream can be

forded. The village ia ahaded by a clump of treea, and containa four

bouaea inhabited by SLaahmM zamfndara ; there are a few rioe-fielda about

the placej and much cultivation of dry crope.

DUMKHAB—Lat. 84* 8S^ Long. 76^ 60'. Elev.

A village in the Kardari of Skirbichan (Laddk)^ on the right bank of the

Indue. It ia aaid to contain about aizty honaea. {dj/lmer.)

D0MS^
A low caate of Dogrlai and the deacendanta of the earlier^ the pie-

Aryan, inhabitanta of the hilla. They are the acavengera of the towna and
villagea. There are a large number of them at Jamd, and they are acat*

tered alao over all the country, both of the Outer Hilla and the next higher

mountaina. They get a aeanty living by auch employmenta aa brick-

making and chai^l-baming, and by aweeping, and they are liable to be

called on at any time by the anthoritiea for work that no othera will put

their handa to. A reault of thia claaa of labour being done only by them

ia, that th^ are reckoned utterly unclean ; anything they touch ia polluted

;

no Hindu would dream of drinking water from a veaael which they had

carried. They are never allowed to come on the carpet on which othera

are aitting, etc., etc. The M^gha and D&ma have phyaioal characteriatica

which diatinguiah them from tlie other caatea. They are commonly darker

in colour ; while the othera of theae pafta have a moderately light-brown

complexion, theae nativea are apt to be aa dark aa the nativea of India

below Delhi. They are uaually email in limb and abort in atature

;

in face they are leaa bearded than the other caatea ; and their countenancea

are of a much lower type than thoae of the Dogrda generally. The maha-

raja haa done aomething for theae low caatea by engaging aome hundreda

of them aa aepoya, for the work of aapping and mining. Theae have

acquired aome oonaideration ; indeed, they have behaved themaelvea in time

of war ao aa to gain reapect, having shown themaelvea in courage to be

equal to the higher caate^ and in endurance to aurpaaa them. {Dmw.)
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There ie also a Dtrd caste (Dums) corresponding to the low castes

of India and Kashmir ; they are musicians, blacksmiths, and leather-workers,

and are found throughout the D£rd countries ; most numerous in Yasfn,

Nagar, and Chilas ; in the latter place they form one sixth of the popula-

tion.

A number of Dtfms are always in attendance on Mehtars, Bas, and

other D6rd chiefs, in order to play at dances, at the national game of ghal

or polo, and to welcome visitors of note. (The MuUa^Biddulpk^

DUNDAL—Lat. 84® 81'. Long. 76® 42'. Elev.

A village on the Dr&s river. (Thornton*i Gazetteer.)

DUNGA--
The ordinary passenger-boat of Kashmir ; also used for carrying miscellane-

ous merchandise, etc. (Fide Jhblum.)

DUNGLUNG—rWe « Shinolunq."

DUNGTHUL-Lat. 84® 86'. Long. 75® 1'. Elev.

A village in Tilail, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Gangs, at a

bend of the river looking up the valley ; it lies, towards the western extre-

mity of the valley, almost opposite to Purdna Tilail, and contains four

Jiouses and a masjid.

DUE—Lat 88® 56'. Long. 74® 48'. Elev.

A small village situated in the valley a few miles north-west of Chrdr, on

the path towards Kig.

DUBGU—Lat. 34* 6'. Long. 78® 11'. Elev. 18,500'.

A small village about 60 miles east of Ldh, and the fifth march from it to

Changchenmo, between Tsultak andTankse. ''We here entered a well-

cultivated valley, which we followed for two marches (27 miles) to the

Fangong lake. A large stream, fordable with difficulty at this season

(July nth), flows down the valley into the Shyok river. It swarms with

fish. Johnson calls this the Chushul river, the village being on its left

bank. The fish in the stream, he says, were chiefly trout (hill

barbel). There is a bridge across the stream. {Fide Luna Gnu Bivu/'}

(Johnitm^Hendenon.)

DUBGUKH VILLAGE and STREAM- Fafo " Dubgu."

DUBU oa Dt}B—Lat. 88® 34'. Long. 75® 16'. Elev.

The tahsfl station and chief place in the Sh4hab&d pargana, sometimes called

Bbihabdd. (See " ShIhabId.").

DUS—Lat 84®. Long. 76®. Elev.

A small village lying in a ravine of the Sonakrund wudar, about 4 miles

south-east of Pampdr, just to the south of the path towards Ladd ; the

afdrat of Saiad Jafir, surrounded by a belt of trees, enclosed by a mud wall,
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lies by the side of the road. The village eontaina a maajid, and twelve houses

inhabited by zamfiidars, a mdllaj a watehman. and a cow-keeper; it is

shaded by trees^ and produces only dry crops^ being dependent on wells for

its water-supply.

DOsU—

L

at. 3.y Long. 7^^ Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Brinhar stream^ at the foot of

the western slope of the Cliingram pass> between 3 and 4 miles south*

east of Nowlbdg. It is a small village lying at the foot of the higher range

and encompassed by other hills, so that a glimpse of the valley can be

obtained. There is plenty of wood in the neighbourhood, and the hills are

coveted with dense forests. A good deal of cultivation surrounds the;vil-

Isge and the country between these hills, and the next and lower ridge is

quite a valley. Hervey, who gives this description of the place, calls it

Ddosir.

DWOBIAN—Lat. 44'. Long. 74® 3'. Elev.

A village in Upper Drawdr, situated on the bank of the Kishan Ganga,

between Tali Lobit and Dddnial ; it stretches for a considerable distance

along the bank of the river, the sonth-west end being divided from the

eastern portion by a grassy spur ; the Kanderan stream flows down through

the east end of the village, and may be crossed by the trunk of a tree ; a

move considerable stream, which is not usually fordable, flows through the

west end, and is crossed by a good ia/fal bridge. A zawpa bridge spans

the Kishan Ganga just to the east of the village, and communicates with

some fields lying on the left bank. There is also a patch of cultivation on

the mountain-side at some little distance to the north-east called Akor,

but there are no habitations there.

Burrawai, in Kdgh4n, may be reached from this village by a path lying

op the bed of the stream to the north ; the journey is divided into three

stages.

Dworian contains a mazdfir-hhdna for the accommodation of travellers,

a masjid, and a few houses inhabited by zamfndars, a carpenter, and a

blacksmith. Cedars and holly grow in the vicinity of this village, and are

here first met with in descending the valley of the Kishan Ganga.

DWORIAN—Lat 84® Long. 71® 3^ Elev.

A pass over the watershed between the valley of the Kishan Ganga and

Kfighdn i it lies to the north of a village of the same name.
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E
EGU—Lat. 38" 64'. Long. 7r 65'. Elev.

A valley on the right bank of the Indus in the Chimr4 Kardafi^ It con-

tains a good many scattered hamlets^ said to amount to 70 houses. Also to

contain 10 horses^ ISO cattle^ and about 500 sheep. A smith and carpenter

live here. Opposite the mouth of the valley^ the Indus is crossed by a very

good bridge for Laddk. This bridge is in two parts, advantage having

been taken of a large rock iu the river. The spans are SO' and 63'. The
'piers are good, but the superstructure somewhat out of repair, (^y^sicf.)

EIDGAH—Lat 85* SI'. Long. 74® 64'. Elev.

A village of 16 houses, one mile to the south of the fort of Astor. Thera

is a good polo ground and A pleasant orchard suitable for a camp. The

ear«r4ja of Astor, Bah&ddr Kh4ii, lives here, (ify/zasr
.)

EISHMAKAN—Lat. 83« 6S'. Long. 76® 20'. Elev.

A considerable village in the Lidar valley, prettily situated on the sloping

side of the range of mountains some little distance above the left bank of

the river, about IS miles north-east of Islamab&d. The Bhahkdl canal,

which traverses the upper portion of the Khourpara pargana, flows beneath

the village. Above it, and visible from a distance of some miles, is the

zf^rat of Zyn-ud-dfn, one of the four principal disciples of Sh&h N6r«ud«dfn.

For about twelve years before his death he lived in a cave at a village near

Littar, in Dachinpara. He then, in imitation of the prophet Ali, told his

disciples not to follow him, said that bis end was approaching, and enjoined

them to place a tomb to his memory where his staff should be found. It

was discovered in a low and narrow cave at Eisbmakan, aud the tomb lies

in a nook at the extremity, distant only a few paces from the mouth. His

body, they would have the world believe, was never found at all. This

shrine is the object of deep veneration by the Muhammadans, who visit it

in great numbers from all parts of the valley.

EKEKKA-Lat. 33® 30'. Long. 78® 12'. Elev.

A small village on right bank of the Indus, nearly opposite Khera.

ELCHI DIWAN—W*"Yanoi DIwan."

ERIN--
A stream which rises on the western slopes of the Haramuk mountain and
flows through the end of the Khuihama pargana, emptying itself into Ae
Wular lake at its north-east end near the village of Lanka Gdnd.

At the lower end of the valley there is a considerable amount of rice*

cultivation. Mulberry trees abound, and formerly there was a silk manufac-

tory near the village of Brin. Theriveris a torrent, unfordable in summer,
except in places. Frail bridges cross it here and there, (/see—Jerrow.)
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FARKA--
A sabdivision of the Nabii dietriol^ it being the Nnbfd filley below Pane*
mikh (left bank). (Drew.)

FABBIABlDI—

*

A stream which is fed by the glaciers on the southern slopes of the Kdn
Ndn or Ser and Mer mountiuns on the confines of Sfirii; it fiows in a south-

westerly direction^ and empties itself into the Marn WaidwCn river, just

below Fetgdm, in lat. 38^ 4(K| long* 75^ 46.'

A path leading towards Sdrii and Zansk£r by the Chiling pass follows

the oourse of this stream.

FATEHPtB—Lat. 23* 10'. Lcmg. 7S> 47'. Elev.

A village in Naoshera, lying about 2 miles north of Mirpdr, to the west

of the road towards Chaomuk. There is a well in the village, and about

sixteen houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamfndars.

FATIPOB-Lat. 83* 26'. Long. 74« 21'. Slav.

A village in Naoehern, oontaining an old tardi; it is aitnated on the right

bank of the Tawf, about 2 milaa north of Bdjaorf. {Inee.)

FATOKSIB-Fiife "Fonoufa" and <• PniTAKaa."

FIBOZFOB—Lat 88* 67'. Long. 74'> 28'. Elev. 2,660' (?).

A pass over the Fanjfl range between Pdnch and Kaahmfr; it is aitnated

at the northern extremity of the Mandi vall^, and derives its name from

the village which lies at its foot on the Kashmir side. Though notadapted

for cattle, this is a very direct and mnch«freqnented route ; laden ooolies

accomplish the journey between Srinagar and Pdnch in six days.

During the wintermonths, from December until April, this pass is closed.

F1BOZP0B—Isit. 84* 8'. Long. 74'' 28'. Elev.

A village in the BangQ pargana, lying at the foot Of the mountains to the

e st of the Gulmarg; it is ritnated on the left bank of a shallow stream

? bich flows through a wide and stony bed.

This village is well shaded by trees, and oontains about twenty houses

inhabited by zamindats, including a watchman and two weavers; there is a

snudl customs establishment presided over by a pandit, and a few sepoys are

likewise located In the village to prevent unauthorised emigration.

FiroKpdr is distant about 20 miles west of Srinagar ; and the remain*

der of the jonm^ to Pdnch, by the footpath lying over the pass to the

sonth>weet of the village, is divided into four stages.

FiSHALTANG—Int. 84o 86'. Long. 74* 12'. Elev.

A mountain in the range forming the watershed between the north epd

of Kasbndrand the vidltyof the Kishan Oanga. {Montforntrit.)
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FOLIO—Ltt. S5<* 41'. Long. 75* 40'. Eler.

A village on tiw loft bank of the Bmldd river, (Baltistin). It oontaina

fonrteen honeee.

POTASH—Ut 8P> IV. Long. 78* 88'. Elev. 18,580'.

A oampiDg ground on the left bank of the Karakaah river, between

Gnlbaahem and Snmgnl, and 88 miles above Slidhddla.

Captain Trotter, in October 1878, from Potash trieda new route acroaa

the mountains south of the Karakash river, by taking which the Suget Pass

is avoided. He does not, however, think that this route is likely everto come
into general use, for although it is perhaps a hettes route than that between

Shihiddla and the Karakoram pass (nVt the Suget pass), yet it is muoh
longer. Should, however, the vid Kiail Jilga and Karataghoomeinto

frequent use, he believes the Potash route might be employed wi^ advan-

tage, as there is very little difference in length of road, and grass and fire-

wood are to he found in abundance all the way from Shihddia up the

Karakash river, and for 8 miles up the Fotadr ravine, after which there

is plenty of grass all the way to the pass, as well as any amount of burttf.

road has evidently been occasionally in use, as it is marked in places,

where it might easily be lost in the snow, by small stones placed in an
upright position here and there on large rocks. His guide said he bad only

once travelled by it when accompanying a caravan, on which occasion there

being a great deal of snow on the Suget pass, th^y had resort to this

alternative route to Ihe Karakoram. The Kiighiz constantly use it.

Dr. Cayley in August 1870 crossed this pass, leaving the Karakash at

Ghilbashem, and then turning south over tbe mountain range to the

Maliksbdh plain (Aktdgb).

“The pass pcoved to be both high aad dilBealt, and tbe prefeialile ronte to take

from SbdhddI* ia for tbrae marohaa along the ragnlar Karakoram roadovar tbe aeay

Sogat paaa to Xalikabdh." (ZVoTtar—Coplagr.)

FOTU LA on PHOTO LA—Lat. 84* 17'. Long. 76* 46'. Kiev. 18,446'.

Crossed on the ronte from Srinagar to Ldh, between Khaihn and Lamayam.

An 9UJ and gradual ascent to riie crest, where there is a conspienons

eUorten. View extensive from the summit. Lamayaro monastery visible.

^e descent is by a gentle slope for 8,000 feet down a valley, eompara-

tively open, to Lamayaru. {BeUew—Jhtw.)

FULTOKI—Lat. 84* 40'. Long. 76' 67. Blev.

A collection of hamlets on a branch of the Kuksar river in Khnrma^g

(Baltistfin). Contains twenty-one houses. {Aflwur.)

FUTTOKSlB on FATOKSIB, on PHUTAK8A—
Lat 84* 4'. Long. 76* 64'. Elev. 18,900'.

A lialting>plaoe and village, passed on the route from Kishtwdr to lAh

(pid Zandtdr), between Yelehnag and Hofata.
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It Her north'wast ot the Singe Ln and eoath«eHt of the Sinir La.

The Tallej here ie partiaUf enltivated, the fielda forming a nenow beh*

pamnel to the atream. It belonga to the Lamayaru Kardari of Laddk*

{Drew—Timw^
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OAZBmiiB or XASuufB AVD ladXk. OAB—QAD

Q
OABU—Ut M" SB'. Jjimg.WK'. E1«t.

A village in the Karaao valley, tlie ancient residence ot the r£jae of that

district. It is said now to contain about thirty houses, and to be distant

2 hi above Kanpara by a good path.

OADDt—
A hill race^Hindd. At the south-east end of the region of the middle

mountains (vide Aud PaoviNCE*^),where it borders on the Chambacountry,

is a race called Ghiddis (or Ouddees), who seem to have come, at some
time or other, from the Chamba hills. They are Hindds, and have the

same subdivisions of caste as the others, but they do not keep their caste

roles so strictly. They possess large flocks of sheep and herds of goats,

and they migrate with them to different altitudes according to the season.

When snow threateus on the higher pastures they descend, coming in winter

to the lower hills, and even to the edge of the plains. In spring they

turn their faces homeward, and, step by step, follow the returning verdure,

by June reaching the highest pastures and the hamlets, where some of the

family have taken care of their home.

In the upper valley of the Tawi live some Gaddis in communities of

their own, with their own headmen, in small villages separate from those

of the other hillmen. The relationship of these Gaddis to the other pah&ris

cannot be a very distant one. In physique they closely resemble the

pahdns. It is likely that whatever peculiarities they possess have been

acquired by specialisation ofoccupation through some centuries.

In dress they have one striking peculiarity in their hat, made of a

stiff cloth, which is of an indescribable form. As to the language of the

pahdris, many separate dialects are spoken, every 20 miles or so will

bring you within hearing of a new one. Places no farther apart than

Rlimb£n, Doda, Kishtw&r, P£dar, and Badrawar have their own speech,

which, though not incomprehensible to the people of tie neighbouring

place, still is very distinct from theirs. (Drew.)

GADENWAR—Lat. S4P 97'. Long. 73® 67'. Elev.

A pass over the range of mountains forming the watershed between the

north-west extremity of the valley of Kashmir and Lower Drawer.

From the pass there is a road along the ridge to Drawitch 8 tot, and
from there a path to K£gh&n in summer. {Montgomerie.)

GADITAR—Lat. 38® 53'. Long. 74® 28'. Elev.

A mountain lake lying in a valley on the east side of the Panjdl range,

above the Tosha Maiddn ; the path between Punch and Kashmir by the

Tosha Maiden pass lies to the south of the lake, and crosses the stream

which flows from it into the Sukn£g river.
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OADSAMMAN—Lat, W. Long. 75^ 26'. Sler.

A hamlet lying above the right bank of the Nowbdg atraamj aboat 2

miles nortb-eaat of the village of Nowbfig. The inhabitants number six

families of aamindars, seven Qdjars^ a shikdrf, and a lohir. There are

two masjids in the village.

OADSAR—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 76° 6'. Elev.

A small lake called also the Tern Sar; it lies near the head of a grassy

valley which bears its name, situated amid the lofty mountains between

the Sind valley and Tilail ; the Oadsar stream flows through the lake

joining the Lahan-i-thal, an affluent of the Kiahan Oanga, in lat. 34° 33',

long. 76® 2'.

The tarn, which is about a quarter of a mile long and something less

in breadth, is of oval shape, lying north-west and south-east; on the south

and south-west precipitous rooky mountains and huge glaciers overhang

its waters, which are of a deep-blue colour, flecked with floes of ice and

snow. To the north the banks are low and grassy, and strewn with grey

boulders. This lake lies above the limit of forest, but a few stunted

juniper bushes grow amid the surrounding rocks. One of the paths

between the Sind valley and Tilail passes down the valley above the north

end of the lake.

QADWAIN—Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 32'. Elev.

A village in the Bangil pargana, situated abou't 4 miles south-west of

Patan, on the path towards Khipur.. The village, which includes Sirrir,

lies mostly a little distance to the north of the road. It is shaded by
fruit and other trees, and watered by a little stream ; there is also a spring

of clear cold water by the side of the path.

The village contains a masjid, now in ruins, and six houses inhabited

by Muhammadan zamindars and ten pandits. There is a sacred tree

in the village called brimamole, an object of veneration to Hindus.-

OAQAI—
A stream which rises' in the range of mountains forming the nortiicrn

boundary of the Eishan Oanga valley ; the^rincipal streams of which it is

formed unite shortly before their junction with the Kishan Oanga, latitude

34° 44', longitude 74° 45', just above the village of Thaobut. The path lying

down the valley of the Eishan Oanga crosses the stream, which is about

60 feet broad and 2 feet deep, by a iadal bridge about half a mile above

the conflnence; as the current is rapid, flowing over boulders of consider-

able size, it is not fordable when in flood.

A path leading to Astor, frequently used, lies up the valley of this

stream. The direct path from Thaobut to Ofirais, by way of the Dudgay
stream, also follows its course for some little distance.
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OAOAI PASS—Lat. 34^ 63\ Long. 74* 46^^ Elev.

A pass between the Kiehan Oanga and the Aetor rivers. The road

from Thaobnt leads up to the Chota Oagai, crossing that stream

repeatedly. It is a mere track and very diflSonlt owing to some deep

fords. The last few hundred feet rise is steep. The ridge is narrow.

The surrounding mountains are about 1^000 feet higher than the pass.

On the Astor side the descent is very steep for 300 or 400 feet, and then

becomes very gentle as far as Baat, where the Kalapani or Eamri has to

be forded, and the Eamri route is joined. From the top of the pass hard-

ly a track exists. In April tho pass and approaches are easy for foot

passengers, as the streams are all frozen over. At present the pass is quite

unfit for baggage animals (1888). *

In the end of May there were 6 miles of snow to be crossed on the

south side of the pass, and 7 miles on the north.

The distance to Astor vid Oagat is, I think, about 7tor 8 miles shorter

than vid the Eamri pasc. (Aglmvr.)

GAGANQIR—Lat. 34® 18'. Long. 75® Elev. 7,400'.

A small village in the Sind valley, prettily situated on the right bank of

the river, about 10 miles west of the village of Sonamarg, and 9 miles

east of Gund-i-Sur-8ingh, on the road to Drds. It contains a custom-house

and establishment, and three houses inhabited by zamindars, two pandits,

and two sepoys. There is a convenient and shady place for ouoampiug

on the level bank of the river to the east of the village.

Between Gagangir and Sonamarg used to be the roughest part of the

whole route between India and Turkistdn; it is more fit for the passage

of wild goats than laden horses. During the winter this part of the road

is particularly bad. During 1887 this road has been much improved, and
is now quite passable, {fiamay—Manifold,)

GAGRIBAL—Lat. 34® V. Long. 74® 63'. Elev.

A pretty hamlet lying on the southern margin of the Dal, at the rooky

foot of the Takht-i-Sulim4n hill ; the water of that portion of the lake

adjacent to this village is very highly esteemed. A pleasant lane, shaded

by young poplar trees, festooned with vines, leads by the margin of the

lake to the suburb of Drogjun, which lies about a mile to the south-west.

QAGRIN—
This stream takes its rise on the slopes of the snowy Panj41, south-west

of the Firdzpur aud Zamir passes, the path to which lies along its coarse

;

it flows almost due south, and being joined by the Dali Nar stream just

above the village of Mandi, where there is a bridge, empties itself into the

Suran river, in lat. 83® 46', long. 74® 14', near the village of Chandak,

at tho eastern extremity of the Punch valley
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OAOBIN—Lat. 88® 64'« Long. 74® 20'. Elev.
A Tillage lying at the northern extremity of the Mandi valley, at the foot
of the Firdzpdr pass ; it is said to contain ten or twelve hoases, and lies

about midway between Piinchand the village of Firdzpdr (in the Kashmir
valley).

OAGRIN—Lat. 33® 48'. Long. 74® 53'. Elev.

A dirty village, surrounded by rice cultivation, situated about half a mile

to the south of Shupion.

OAINGE—Lat. 35® 87'. Long. 76® 4'. Elev.

A small pargana in the ilaka of l^ndu (Baltistan). It includes the vil-

lages of Oambakar and Gomakar, amounting to thirty houses. It is on
the left bank of the Indus, opposite the Tak valley. The inhabitants

are Brokpas.

GAJPAT—Lat. 88® 1 1'. Long. 75® 21'. Elev.

A small fort on the right bank of the Chenab abova Rdmbdn, crowning a
sugar-loaf hill, whose sides have a slope of 40® or 45®. (Drew,)

GAKKABS—
A tribe occuppng the country down the Jhelum, west of Kotlf and Mir-

pdr, of high caste. They were people who long maintained their independ-

ence in the hills, even against powerful enemies. Most numerous per-

haps on the right bank of the river, in ^e British territory, where are

remains of building^s—palaces and forts—of the time when they had their

own rdjas. The fort called Rdmkdt, on the left bank, is said to have

been built by one Toglu, a Oakkar. (Drew.)

OAKttCH—Lat. 86® 10'. Long. 78® 60'. Elev. 7.200'.

A village fort in Punidl on the right bank of the Oilgit river. It stands on

a knob of rock, about a mile from the river, and 700 feet above it. This

knob crops out of the stony plateau lying between the mountains and the

cliffs which hem in the river. There is a considerable amount of cultivation

about Oaktfch, and fruit-trees, especially the apricot, are abundant. The
poplar is also a common tree, it is a cold, windy place, where snow

lies for about three months: only one crop is raised here. The 700 or

800 inhabitants all live in the fort, for security against raids.

Gaktfch is four stages, about 40 miles, from Gilgit, with which place

it is connected by an execrable road.

The position is an important one, and might easily be made very strong

;

it overlooks the Asbkuman valley, and thus commands both routes from

Yasfn. The fort is a strong one, and contains a spring within its wall.

It is the residence of B4ja Aiiat Khdn, whose jurisdiction extends from

Bupar to Gurjdr, He receives a subsidy of B40 per mensem from the
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KadiiDfr darbXr. He ii married' to the foeter-iieter of Bija Akbar Khdo^

of Cher Kale.

OAIATI OALI—Lat. 84? IV. Long. IV. Elev.

A pan over the watershed between the Kiehan Oanga and K&nara or

NeiDsdkh rivers. The path between Kdri and BulakAt lies over this pan.

6AMBAH—Lat. 84^ 68^ Long. 76*^ 18'. Kiev.

A small village of fourteen houses on the left hank of the Indus in Khur-

mang (Baltistdn). (Ajflmer,)

OAMOT--Lat. 84® 67'. Long. 74^ 18'. Blev.

Xhe name given to part of the valley traversed by the Saingan or Kauka-

tori stream; it lies about 14 miles north of Sbaridi^ on "the path towards

Chads.

OANDARBAL—Lat. 84® 14'. Long. 74® 49'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Sind river, at the western extre-

mity of the valley. The village itself lies about a mile from the bank, but

there is a ghftt on the river, and near it a small but smooth and well-

shaded encamping ground. The village lies beneath a lateral spur from

tlie mountains, which is composed of excellent ^'kunkur," and upon which

the prangot plant graws abundantly. The Sind here becomes navigable,

and boats puss between Oanddrbal and Shddipdr, on the Jhelum, in about

four hours. Just below the ghit a small stream flows in by the left bank

of the river; across the mouth of this stream is one of the arches of a

ruined stone bridge, which was probably the largest in Kashmir ; it ap-

pears to have consisted of not less than twelve arches ; its length was about

120 yards, and it formerly spanned the Sind river, which now, however,

flows several yards to the west of it. {Mooreroft^Inee,)

OANESHBAL—Ut. 88® 69'. Long. 76® 21'. Elev.

A village lying on the right bank of the Lidar river, towards the northern

extremity of the valley; it consists of about a dozen bouses built of wood,

and situated so completely on the edge of the river as to overhang the

rapid waters which foam along only a few feet below. Just before reach-

ing Oaneshbal the strath narrows to a defile, but it there again opens upon

a triangular plain, about a mile in length and bounded on all sides by
beautiful slopes, covered with forests or carpeted with verdure, and rendered

grander in appearance by the aspect of the snowy peaks seen at the upper

end of it.

Ganeshbal, or the place of Gunysb or Ganesa, the only son of Siva and
Farbuti, owes its celebrity to a large fragment of rock that lies in the

torrent of the Lidar, and has been .worn by it into what none but a Hindu
would discover to bear the faintest resemblance to the head of an elephant,

with which Gunysh is always represented ; a trunk and a pair of ears and
eyes have been added by the painter's hand.
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OANQANI OR KANKANI-Lat. S4^ 88^ Long. 76^ ir. Blev.

A small Tillage of 4 houses on the left bank of the Dris river, in the

ilaka of Khormang. It is passed on the route from Srinagar to Skardd

{vid Drds), between Kirkitohu and Oltfogthang, (Drew.)

OANOABBAL NAO—Lat. 84^ 26^ Long. 74^ 6S\ Elev.

A lake situated on the north-east slopes of the Huramuk mouotaini at an

elevation of about 12,000 feet; it lies under the wildest and most lofty

peaks of the mountain, which tower to a height of about 1,000 feet above

its level. The lake is about miles long, and only 200 or 300 yards

wide ; its waters are not particularly clear, nor has it the appearance of

great depth.

On the 8th of the Hindrf month of Bhadra (20th August), there is a

great pilgrimage of Hindds to the Oangarbal.

It is about 35 miles north of Srinagar, and may be reached by a path

from the Wangat ruins. (Vigne,)

GANGNA—Lat. 33® 2^. Long. 75® 13'. Elev.

A hamlet situated on the left bank of the Bicbldri, about 1} miles north-

west of Rdmsd, on the road leading towards the Banih^il pass. A few

hundred yards above the village there is a bridge across the river, which

measures about 38 feet between the piers.

GANQRI—Ff* Kailas."

GANHOT—Lat. 38® 15'. Long. 75® 21'. Elev.

A village in the Rambdn district, said to contain six or seven houses,

inhabited by Hindds ; it lies on the path from Ramban towards the Hiii-

jan Dhar pass, between Kishtwar and the Peristan valley.

GA NIKI—Lat. 33® 1 O'. Long. 75® 31'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Lidar Khol stream
; it lies a few

miles weH of Doda, on the path towards Ramban, which crosses the stream

by a bridge below the village.

QANLES OR GINGLIS—Lat, 34® 12'. Long. 77® 40'. Elev. 13,500'.

A hamlet at the south base of the Khardong pass, 5 miles from Ldh. It

is the first stag^ towards Yarkand.

GANMARA—Lat. 34® 37'. Long. 74® 31'. Elev.

A mountain in the range forming the watershed between the north-east

end of the Lolab valley and the Kisban Oanga. On the range between Gan*
mara and the Kimsaran mountain to the south-east, there is apparently a
large quantity of iron ore, and it is probably owing to this that the rocks
are so much cut up by lightning. The compass is very variable. Water
is procurable all along at about 200 feet below the top of the ridge, but
towards night it Is scarce, owing to the snow not melting after sunset.
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An ezoelleut road runa along the ridge from the Ganmara survey pole,

leading from the Loldb and beginning at Kuligan. A little past that pole

the road is very bad for about a mile^ and it is with great difficulty^ and

often danger^ that a person can get along. The tops of all the high hills

are rocky and quite barren ; there does not even exist a blade of grass on

themi but below are beautiful little valleys^ full of cattloi mostly horses.

There are in some of these valleys small settlements of GdjarSi who
pass the summer months here^ and keep a large supply of milk and butter.

IMoniffOMsrie*)

OANSE TSO—Lat. Si” 68'. Long. 76” 17'. Elev. 10,000', approx.

A lake in Khurmang (Baltistdn). It is about 1^800 yards loDg, 600 wide,

and appears deep. The mountains on either side come down precipi-

tously to its edge. It is said never to be frozen over^ and tu maintain an

equal level in winter. The retaining ** bund ** has been formed by some

ancient landslip^ and is composed of some very large rocks. (Jylmer,)

GANSfi LA—Lat. 86* Long. 76* 19'. Elev. 16,500'p approx.

A pass over the Kailas range connecting Kbapalu and Khurmang^ in

BaltisUn. The approaches up both valleys are fairly easy, though rough,

but the last part near the top is extremely steep and difficult, and only

fitted for foot-passengers. On the 8rd July 1888, there was snow on

either side of the pass for about two miles. It is never used till July (see

Routes '*). (Jylmer,)

OANSKIEL PASS—Fi*" La Ganskibl."

GANOK—Lat. 84® 46', Long. 76® 22'. Elev.

A collection of hamlets containing sixteen houses in a small valley of the

same name in Khurmang (Baltistan). It lies on the right bank.of the

Indus, and is inhabited by Brokpas (g.v.). (Jylmer).

CANTO LA—Lat. 35® 41'. Long. 75® M'. Elev. 15,1 10'.

A pass connecting the Turmik and Basha valleys in Baltistan. It is said

to be open for laden coolies in July, but unldden me.n can pass earlier.

(Aylmer.)

GAPSHAN OR GYAPTHANG—Lat. 85® 17'. Long. 77® 48'. Elev. 15,150\

A camping ground on the winter Karakoram route. It is situated on the

right bank of the Shyok, close to the great Remo glacier, and is passed

between Kumdan and Daolat-Beguldi, distant 8 and 15 iniips re-

spectively.

Balti Pulu is 17 miles. The road from it follows the stream of that

nanfe to its junction with the Shyok. The latter in October was only
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8 feet wide, and frosen over. There is a einall etone hat here. Wood
and grate procorable in small qaantitiee. Dr. Bdlew remarks—

Weeampti imidst a erowd of koneb aai* and jiak oaroaiiMi and dLelttona in araij

atage of deeaj. A blighiing aonth wind twopt np tbe wide rifor-ohannel with great

foneb and a largo nnmber of onr paitj wore afheted bj the rarefied atmoephere.*’

JoAneofi.)

OABEPtTRA—Lat. £7'. Long. 74^ 16^ Elev.

A village in the Machipdra pargana, lying on the north side of a narrow

oalttvated valley, which is traversed by tiie path from Shaldmh towards

Sopdr. It is situated about a mile to tbe west of Magham.
All the inhabitants areaamfiidars. and number eight families, five being

Muhammadans and three pandits. Bice is extensively cultivated about the

village, which is well shaded by trees, and contains a masjid.

GABKON—Lat 84^ ^7^ Long. 78» 80^. Elev.

A villsge in Baltistdn on the border with Lsdfik, and on the right bank of

the Indus. It is most curious in its sitnation. It consists of very narrow

strips or ledges of flat, watered ground, between separate stages of a great

river*clift| so that on one side there is a precipitous fall of ground, while

on the other vertical cli& overhang the narrow fields, which, receiving

their radiated heat, quickly ripen their crops ; even at night the place does

not lose its heat. Water is led over the fields from a ravine which comes

from the high mountains. Apple-trees, apricots, mulberry, and vine are

cultivated, in company with the cereals, on the narrow space, and flourish

well with the combination of warmth and moisture. {Drew.)

It is said to contain twenty-five houses. It forms part of the ilaka of

Kargil. {Aflmer.)

GABOL—Ut. 88^ 81'. Long. 75<> £6'. Elev.

A small hamlet situated at the south-east extremity of the Bring pargana,

the last habitations visible on the Kashmir side of the path lying over the

Marbal pass. The vicinity of the village is beautifully wooded and a per-

fect garden of flowers. {Hervey.)

GABBEWBL—Lat. 88^ 86'. Long. 76^ £5'. Elev.

A small village situated at the south end of the Nowbdg Nai, above the

right bank of the river, almost opposite to the junction of the Brinnar

stream ; it contains six houses, four being inhabited by Gujars, and two by

Kashmiris. The path entering the Nowbdg valley lies through the village^

and crosses the river by a bridge below it.

GARSIB—Lat. 88® 47'. Long. 75® 10'. Elev.

A village in the Dachinpara pargana, situated on' the right bank of the

Jhelum, a few miles south-east of By«Beh4ra.

OABTA—Lat tV 49'. Long. 7 5® £8'. Elev. 8,800'.

A village in the Bfimnagar district, on the road between Rfimnagar and



OAtmiBE or KASaiffB AHD L4dXk. OAT—OaY

Bidniftr in tlm Tnwf rdlej. li is titnsied on tbs spur of a bill*

Tliomson dstoribes as a clatter of farm-bootei.

OAT-Lat. SF Long. 7b^ ST. Eler.

A tmatl villtige titoaied on tbe right bank of tbe CbenXb, about 1 i miles

east of Doda, on tbe road towards Kisbtwdr ; to tbe east of this village

a very violent mountain torrent empties itself into tbe ChenXb. {Herv^.)

GATA—Lat. Long. 75^ 44'. Elev.

A large village situated about 8 miles north of BadrawXr^ on the road

towards Doda. It lies some little distance from the left bank of the .Nerd

river, which at this spot flows in two channels. They are bridged below the

village. North of the village is a dkarmidla and the temple of Bas Dev,

and near it are two smaller temples ; they are surrounded by fine turf, and

shaded by large trees. Oats contains about thirty houses, ten of which

are occupied by shdl-bdfs ; the remainder of the inhabitants are Hindds, and

are mostly of high caste.

OATIALA FERRY—Lat. 38° 8'. Long. 78» 47' Elev.

This ferry is situated on a broad reach of the Jhelum river, between the viU

lages of Piawal and Pindi, in the Jhelum district. It is distant about 1

1

miles north of Jhelum, and the same distance south of Mirpdr by a good

road. The ferry-boat plies at all seasons of the year; there is usually

water communication with the town of Jhelum, 'but during the winter

months only small boats can be used, that part of the river nearest the ferry

being divided into numerous channeb and rapids. The passage to Jhelum

by river occupies rather more than three hours.
^
The boats and establish-

ment are maintained on the Jhelum side of the river ; on the other bank

there is only a small store-house.

OAVIS on QABIS—Lat. 84* 64*. Long. 78^ 15*. Elev.

A collection of small hamlets in Khurmang (Baltbtdn). It lies in a small

valley on the right bank of the Indus and .contains fourteen houses.

(4yfswf.)

GAY—Lat. 88® 17'. Long. 76® 81'. Elev.

A village prettily situated in an oval basin of the mountains through

which the eastemmcst branch of the Lidar Khol flows. It b situated on the

right bank of the stream, about 17* miles north-west of Doda, on the

path toward Kashmir by Brari Bal. It is also the point of departure for

the detour by the POrisUn route, should the former not be practicable.*

The hilb by which the village b surrounded are not lofty, and are wooded

on the east side, the slopes towards the west being hm : most of the

houses, of which there are sintsen in all, are built on the barik of the strMm,

close to the AsdoJ bridge by which it b crossed ; but some of them are

pushed high up tbaliillsidi. Above the village b a email Hindfl temple

dedkatsd to PiBavran^tlke tntaliMiy deity of the nsii^beuring mountain.,
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The encampiDg groondj which is shaded by fine walnut trees^ is on the

grassy bank of the river^ opposite the village. Both coolies and supplies

are procurable.

GEHUL TOBUKPA—Lat. 86® 17'. Long. 75® 89'. Elev.

A pargana on the Skardu plain (Baltistdn). It is said to contain a hundred

and forty-four houses. (Jylmer.)

GHANDOS-.Lat. 84® 67'. Long. 76® 16'. Elev.

A small village on the right bank of the Indus in Khurmang (Daltistin).

It lies about a mile north of the Khurmang fort. It is said to contain

thirty-seven houses. {Aylmer.)

GHARI OR GARHl—Lat. 34® 18'. Long. 73® 89'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of theJhelum; it lies 13 miles south-

east of Domeb and 10 miles north- c/est of Hattii on the new cart-road

from Mari towards Baramula.

The camping ground is very extensive and suitable for a large force.

Forage and firewood plentiful. Water from river. There is a new d&k

bungalow just opened (1888)| half a mile from the old one. A path leads

over the mountains to Chattarj 14 or 15 miles. It is a very bad one, and

only suitable for coolies. {Montgomerie—Barrow—Aylmer.)

OHUND—
A term applied in BaltisUn to land granted without any reservation

of revenuci in contradistinction to Yul {q.v.). {Vigne.)

GILGIT (PORT AND VILLAGE)—
Lat. 36® 66'. Long, 74® 23'. Elev. 4,890'.

The fort is a four-sided building with faces of about 100 yards, a cir-

cular bastion at each comer, two square projections on the north face, which

are, in fact, the comer bastions of the citadel, and a central bastion on each

of the other faces. In addition to the main work, there is a sort of low horn-

work on the west face for the accommodation of about half the garrison.

This work is about 90 yards long on each face. The entrance to the

fort is on the south face by the central bastion. Within the fort there is

a sort of keep, about 40 yards square, which contains the magazine and

supplies for six months—a square tower, overlooking the whole, forms one

comer of this keep. The north face of the fort is on the river-bank, which

is here a cliflf about 40 feet high ; the other three faces are surrounded by

a ditch, 3 or 4 feet deep, which can be. flooded on emergency. The

outer walls of the fort ore 28 feet high, and, where pierced by embrasures,

w., at the bastions, are 6 feet thick ;
elsewhere the parapet walls are 8|

feet thick. They are loopholed ail round* In 1885 the garrison consisted

oi 880 infantry and 8 gunners ;
more than half of the former are quartered
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in the born-work, the reitiainder have their barracks under the rampartst

The armament consists of—

-

d brass mountain guns.

1 „ gun of position.

8 iker^hachaa^

Besides the barracks for the garrison, there are quarters within the fort

for the governor and general. The fort is in very fair order, but as it is

commanded at a distance of 1,260 yards from the Barmas plateau, which is

320 feet above the fort level, it could not resist an enemy armed with rifled

artillery. The precipitous mountain wall, on the left bank of the riven

also completely overlooks it, and nflemen placed here would soon clear the

parapets of defenders. In 1871, the fort was partly destroyed by an earth-

quake, but has since been rebuilt. There is a telegraph station in the

fort, connecting it with Astor.

The village of Gilgit is on the right bank of the river, with the fort in

its midst. Here the cultivated ground is a flat plain of river alluvium, SO

or 40 feet above the water. The cultivation covers 2 square miles or so,

the irrigating water coming from the nearest side-stream. The houses, which

are fiat-topped, are scattered over the plain in twos and threes among
groups of fruit-trees, and there is no regular bazXr, or any large collection

of houses. There are, however, a few shops close to the fort which supply

the wants of the garrison. The only other buildings of note are the

bungalow built for Major Biddulpb, and a small hospital for the use of the

garrison.

The population of Gilgit (garrison not included) is probably .about

1,000, excluding the neighbouring hamlets of Kbomar, VutiXl, Barmas,

Naupur, and Basin, which together contain about four hundred more.

The cultivated ground belonging to Gilgit proper extends for about 24

miles along the river, and is from half a mile to a mile in width. The
irrigation channels are fed chiefly from the Kergah river. Principal

crops—wheat, rice, and barley |
cotton, too, is largely grown. Grapes,

apricots, and mulberries are the most common fruits.

The Soil is very good ; climate undoubtedly healthy. The air is very

dry, and there is little or no rain.

In winter the cold is never very great—snow seldom lies for more than

a few hours. In summer the beat is great, owing to the bare rocky moun-
tains on either side of the valley ; still it is very bearable compared with

the heat of Northern India; perhaps it may best be compared with Abbot-

abdd. (Barrow.)
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OILOlTTAHSlL-
Or ilftka, m the loc&l aathorities call it» is a sab-distriot of the Oilgit

province. Besides Oilgit proper it embraces the villages of Minawar,

Sakwarj Dainjur^ Vutial, Kbomar« Barmas, Naupdfi Basin* Baki Basin

P4fn, and HinzdI. The total population is about 2,000. (BaMi
Unlrdj.)

OILGIT (DISTRICT)—Lat. Long. Elev.

A district of Ddrdistdn, of which the chief fort and village are situated on

the right bank of the Oilgit river, 24 miles above the Indns. It com-

bines the advantages of a central position, a good climate, and a con-

siderable extent of fertile land. It appears from ancient times to have bef*n

the seat .of a succession of rulers, who, to a greater or less degree, exercised

authoritj over the surrounding valleys and States.

** The ancient name of the place was Sargin. Later, the name of Gilit was given to

it, and this has been changed to Oilgit by the Sikh and Dogrd conquerors
; bnt among the

inhabitants it is still known as Qilit or Sargin*Qilit. Its identity with the Gabalata of

ancient Sanskrit literatnre has been suggested. A few remains still exist of ancient stone

buildings, apparently of the same description as the Martund and Pdudraihan temples in

Kashmir. I'heir presence indicates that a considerable amount of wealth and scientilic

skill mnst once l^ve existed' in this remote valley, of which not even the tradition hss

survived.

** The settled population of the Gitgit district, which is very mixed, amounts to about

4,600 persons. The language spoken b 8hioa, though the Shins are numerically inferior

to the rest of the popnlaliou. The Gilgit pronunciation of Shina is supposed to be more

refined than the dialects spoken in neighbouring valleys, bnt of late it has received a large

infusion of Kashmiri, Do^ HinddsUol, and Panjdbl expressions. The former rulers had

the title of Bfi, and there is reason to suppose that they were at one time Hindds, but

for the last five centuries and a half they have been Muhammadans. The names of the

Hindd Bis have been lost, with the exception of the last of their number, Shiri Badntt

Tradition relatea that he was killed by a Muhammadan adventurer, who married his

daughter aud founded a new dynasty, since called Trakhanl, from a celebrated Bd named
Trakhan, who reigned about the commencement of the fourteenth century. The pre-

vioue rulers, of whom Shiri Badutt was the last, were called Shahreis. The present B4 of

Gilgit^ Alldid Khlu, belongs properly to the ruling family of Nagar, but was installed as

representative of the Trakhanl on account of his descent flrom that family through his

mother, on the failure for the aecond time of direct male heirs.

^ The population must have been at one time at least six or seven times as numerous

as it is at prssent. High on the mountain sides, up to an elevatiM of 10,000 feet,

wherever the presence of wathr and the contour of the hillside permit, the ground is

terraced and levelled, showing that it was once cnltivatsd ; bnt many generations have

passed sines its cultivation was abandoned. The period of greatest prosperity was prob-

ably under the Shin Bis, whose rule seems to have been peaceable and settled. The

whole population, from the Bl to his poorest subject, lived entirely by agricullure. Ac-

cording to tradition, Shiri Badntt*s rule extended over Chitrll, Tasin, Tangir, DurU,

Chills, Qor, Astor, Hunil, Nagar, and Haramosh, all of whieh were probably held by

tributary princes of the same fsmily. The first decline of proaperity was due apparently

to the introduction of Muhammadanism, by which the Shin kingdom was broken up into a

number of small independent States, which, from that data, eomamufod to make periodi*
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cal wan with one another; bat the final blow to the proeperitj of the oonntry wae ad*

minietmd hj the eatahliehmont of a warlike rnling race in Taein three oentnriea later.

A glance at the map will chow that Qilgit ia aitaated in the centre of the moet

monntainooa region of the Himalayae. Nowhere elae in the world, probably, ia there to

be found so great a number of deep ralleya and lofty moontaina in ao small a compaaa.

Within a radius of 66 miles from Oilgit the surrey maps show, amidst innumerable

emaller peaks, eleren raiying from 18,000 to 80,000 feet, aeren from 20,000 to 22,000

feet, six from 22,000 to 24,000 f^, and eight from- 24,000 to 26,600 feet ; while half of

the tract thus included still remains to be surreyed.

** From Gilgit, mountain roads radiate into all the sunpunding ralleys, and it is easy

to see how farourable is its position for the establishment of the bead-quarte'rs of a con*

federal^ of small States. The bfty mountains around it, though barren and rocky at

their bases, are covered with verdure higher up; and everywhere above ^,000 feet are

thick fine foreets, grassy glades, deep glens, and running streams^ of which a view of the

mountains from- below gives little promise. Here the wild goat (C. yh/eoaert) roams in

great numbers almost undisturbed, his chief foes being the snow ounce (JF*. uneia), and
the wild dpg (C. rutilam), of which packs are sometimes seen. In winter, when forced

down to lower ground by the snow, a few fall victims to village matchlocks ; but the
number thus slain is few, as the D4rds are not keen hunters. Above the forest, where
innumerable peaks tower up in their panoply of eternal snow and glacier, ibex (C. Mi»
riea) are found in great numbers. ~The solitudes which they share with the red bear

(If. and the snow cook (T» kimalayanus) are rarely disturbed by the hun-
ter's voice. On the lower and more barren hills, below the forest, are to be found
numerous flocks of the wild sheep. At an elevation of 11,000 feet wild onions grow in

great protusion."

The principal difficulty in coniinnnication in the country round Gilgit is

caused by the rivers, which in winter are shrunk to small dimensions, but
with the melting of the snows become impassable torrents, bringing down
tons of soil in their turbid waters. Many of the streams are rich in gold,

es|)ecia11y those flowing from the great Rakfpiish mountain. Gold-washing

is only practised in winter, and then only by the poorest of the population,

though, even with the rude apparatus employed, it is sometimes very remu-
nerative. The gold is of fair quality, the best being twenty carats. The
vegetable products are wheat, barley, maize, millet, buckwheat, pulse, rice

(ill Gilgit village only), rape, and cotton ; of fruits, mulberiy, peach, apricot,

grape, apple, quince, pear, pomegranate, anab or sarsbing, and melons.

Silk is fabricated, but in very small quantities.

The district of Gilgit may be said to be about 40 miles long, and that

part of it in which lies the fort is from 1 to 8 miles wide. It is

bounded on each side by steep rodry mountains.

The valley itself contains stony alluvial plateaux of various forms, its

level Yaries above the river. The greater part of this tract is arid and
barren, but, as usual, at the month of each ravine is a cultivated space.

The line of mountains on the south-west side of the valley is divided most
regularly by these ravines. On the north-east the mountains are of enor*

mous size. In front of each ravine on that side too is the widespread

alluvial fan with a portion of it watered and cultivated.
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matohlook. In thii waj about flOO or 700 men are actually employed in

ariona dutiee, anoh aa patrolling roada, guarding poeta^ and eon^eying

auppliea.

The condition cf the regular troopa in the Talley waa, during the first

year of occupation^ very bad, aiid aervice in Gilgit waa moat unpopular

amongat the Dogrd troopa. The arduoua nature of the aerrioe, the aepa-

ration from their familiea, and the nature of the climate all tended to thia

result. In those days the troops were entirely dependent on Kasbmfr for

supplies, and it took some time to make the Gilgitis understand that they

would get a ^r price for the surplua food raised by them. Now the

system is well established, and the garrison is fed from the produce of the

valley. The garnaons of Bdiij(, Aator, and other posts west of the Indus

are still almost entirely sustained on rice grown in Kashmir. The
carriage of this is a heavy tax on the Kashmir treasury, and altogether

the occupation of Gilgit costa about £7,000 per annum.

Colonel Tanner makes the following remarks regarding the vegetation

round about Gilgit:—

**Th6 peseil-oedar I hare foond eonttnaouBlj from H400 feet down to SfiOO feet.

At Moleha, AiOOO feet shore the tea, near Mindwar, I found one epeoimen with a girth

of CO loet. The JP|as> esoeha hat a more limited range, aa it grows only between

9,000 and 19/)00 feet The deodar does not grow in Qilgit The edible pine or o0iZ-

fosa grows in Aetor. It is also found round Chaprot, and thiok forests of it grow Just
below Oor, and add greatly to the pietureeqne appearance of that settlement Othsn^,
the slopes, which are too dry to support other regelation, would be brown and burnt up

like all the low ranges round Gilgit below 9,000 feet The ekUgota may be said to

extend from 7,000 feet to nearly 10,000. The birch is rery common throughout Gilgit

and grows as high up as 13,500 feet The upper limit of regetatiou round Gilgit is

pretty constant at 10,900 feet, where. In farourable situations, a few hardy Sowers and

coarse grass may be met with. Abore this the rocks are stained with lichens.

** Besides the trees abore mentioned, the tamarisk appears to thrire well in the barren

rallqrs of Gilgit up to O/KIO feet. There are no oaks in this region, and the wild olire

is rare, the slopes which elsewhere are oorered with these trees being here sprinkled with

that detestable plant, the wormwood, which rangee from 5A00 feet up to 11,000 feet

""In the*narrow regetation belt round Gilgit are many wild fruits. Wild straw-

berries abonnd, while wild raspberries and blaok currants are also found.*’ {Biddulpk

•~-Drm^€HrdluUm§^Famdii Mai^kml---2knn»r^JBarraw,)

GINGEBr-Lat. 84^ 18'. Long. 74^ 1'. Elev.

A ravine under the •oath-west side of tbe Tdtmari Gali, at the south-

eastern extremity of the Karuao valley. {Manigomerie,)

OINGL—Ut. 84» V. Long. 74^ V. Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 18 miles

westof Baramdla, on the road towards Moiafarabdd. It lies ouasmall,open

and well-cultivatri plain above the river, the valley of the Jhelum being

hem very narrow. The ridge to the north-west> contains iron in several

places.
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*Chandiiiaiif in the Kameo villej, maji it is said^ be reached by two

paths from this village.

Tliere is a baogalow for the reoeption of travellers situated near the

bank of the river j it is a doubld-storied buildingi oontaioing sim rooms^

with an open verandah along the front of it. Supplies are procurable.

The Jhelum from Ur( to this place is a perfect torrent^ especially herSj

where the f|dl is very great.

GlONGPt—Lat 86® 24'. Long. 76® W. Elev.

A pargana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistdii). It contains twenty-five

houses.

gishAt—
A torrent which flows into the Bdrzil stream, in latitude 34° 45 ,

longi-

tude 76® r. The road from Gdrais towards Skardu crosses ibis torrent

by a bridge between Bangla Bal And Mapanunabdd.

GNISCHU—Fids -'Nischu

OOAS—Lat. 83® 80'. Long. 76® 28'. Elev.

A village situated in a cleft in the mountains on the north side of the

SliAbabdd valley; it is known as Hir, or Upper Goes, to distinguish it

from Bun Goas, situated on the bank of the SAndran, near Rishpdra.

The Bring valley may be reached by a path lying through this village.

The upper village is inhabited by Gdjars, and contains four houses, the

lower by Ddms, who number three families.

GODHAI—Lat. 85® 11'. Long. 74® 59'. Elev. 9,100'.

A village on the right bank of the Astor river, which is here joined at

right angles by a rapid mountain torrent, and forms with it and the

surrounding mountain a barrier impassable by any native invader ; and, as

an additional defence, a small fort has been erected upon a huge fragment

of rock that has rolled to the water's edge and effectually commands the

wooden bridge which is thrown across the narrowest part of the channel.

When Sher Singh, a mahardja of the Panjab, was governor of Kashmir,

he and his invading Sikhs advanced thus far in the month of August,

expecting to reach Skardd without much opposition, but they found a

furious river in their front, and a matchlock behind every rock on the

opposite bunk. They attempted to gain their end. by diplomacy, but

Ahmad ShAh was too cunning for them, and managed to keep them in

play for a long time, well knowing what would be the consequence of their

delay. The cold weather suddenly commenced, the Sikhs, chilled to their

very hearts, commenced a. precipitate retreat, but a snow-storm overtook

them and hundreds of them were lost upon the plateau above Burzil. It

contains about six houses. On the other side of the river is the village of

Shikang (five houses). The Godhai valley, up which runs the road to Skardd,
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wid the Alompi La^ oontaioe the two small Tillages of Babind (6?e houses)
and Kharbd (two houses). {Figmt-^Aglmir.)

GOGACHIPATAR—Lai ir. Long. 76<’ ti\ Elev.

A tort, also called Gajput; it is situated on a conical hill on the right
hank of the Chandra Bhdga river^ between Bdmbdn and Doda.

GOGALMARG—Lat. SS^ 31'. Long. 74* 66'. Elev.

A few hnts inhabited by shepherds, situated on the slopM of the Paiydl
range, to the north of the GuUbgarh or Kdri pass, on the path between
Bfasf and Shupion, about 19 miles south of the latter place.

The marg is covered with rich and luxuriant grass, upon which, during
the summer months, large flocks of sheep are grazed. {All§iood.)

GOGISAR—Lat. 88® 52'. Long. 75® 28'. Elev.

A mountain lake lying on the east side of the watershed between
Kashmir and the Maru Wardwdn valley. {MoiUgomerit.)

GOQRA—Lat. 84® 21' 4", Long. 78® 67'. Elev. 15,670^

A camping ground in the Changchenmo valley, 121 mUes above Famzal.

The river is forded half-way between the latter and Kiam, after which the

road proceeds north-north-west up the Kugrang valley to Gogra. Fuel
plentiful. Grass scarce. A tardi has been built here. (TroUer^^Henirr^

$on—CajfUjf.)

GOGULDAB—Lat. 88® 51'. Long. 75® 24'. Elev.

A Gujar settlement which is inhabited during the summer ; it lies towards

the north-east extremity of the Khourpara pargana, on a path leading over

the mountains to Basman, in the Maru Wardwtn valley.

GOHAN—Lat. 84® IT. Long, 74® 25'. Elev.

A village in the Kruhin pargana, containing two or three houses; it is

situated on the slopes of the hills, about 3 miles south-east of Baramdla,

on the path towards Kountra and the Gulmarg.

GOHILPtJR—Lat. 34® 8'. Long. 74® 37'. Elev.

A village situated at the edge of the table-land to the south-east of

Patau ; it lies about a mile south of the road from Patau towards Srinagar.

There are extensive rice- fields below the village, which contains eight

houses, inhabited by zamindars, a watchman, a messenger, a blacksmitl

and two sbal-bafs.

GOHDN—Lat. 38® 84'. Long. 75® 24'. Elev.

A village in the Bring pargana, situated on the spur in the angle formed

by the confluence of the Nowbug and Tansan rivers, which are crossed by

a bridge a little distance to the north-west of the village. It lies on the

path from Islamabad towards Kishtwdr by the Marbal pass. {Herpey).
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GOJIPATRi—Lat. 85® 52'. Long. 74® 44'. Elev.

An encamping ground on the path between Srinagar and Baramgala, hj
the way of the Choti Gali pass. Oojipatri is situated close to the Nil

N4gi about 5 miles west of Chrdr and 20 miles south of Srinagar;

it has a famous z(4rat^ and there are besides a few houses scattered here and

there ; no supplies are procurable, but grass is plentiful, and green indian-

corn may be had in summer; wood and water are abundant. {AUgood^)

GOL—Lat. 85® 16'. Long. 75® 66'. Elev.

A group of hamlets in Baltistau on the left bank of the Indus, on the

Srihagar-Skardd route. The cultivation round Gol is on a high platform

of alluvium. The Indus is here very narrow and deep, and runs with an
extremely rapid current. It is said to contain a hundred and ninty houses.

{nomion^Aglmer.)

GOLPCR—Lat. S3 26'. Long. 78 54^ Elev.

A tillage in Naoshera, situated in a narrow valley on the west side of the

Troach fort; it lies about 10 miles south of Kotli, on the direct path
towards Mirpur. There are about eighteen houses in the village, which is

supplied with water by the Kowa torrent, which flows down through the

centre of the valley; in the summer the stream dries, but pools of water

collect in various places in its rocky bed.

GOMA HANtr— rirfe Han6.''

GOMA SKARDC—Lat. 85® 18% Long. 75® 86% Elev.

A pargana of the ibka of Skardu (Baltist^n), at the foot of the hills,

enclosing the Skardu plain to the south. It b said to contain a hundred

and twenty-six houses. {Aylmer,)

GON—Lat. 85® 18% Long. 76'* 8%
^
Elev. 7,992%

A village of about seventy-five houses in Kiris (Baltistftn). It lies on the

right bank of the Shyok and is passed between Kiris and Kuru. Between

06n and Kuru, during floods, the road is very difficult. {Aylmer,)

OONDALI—Lat. 88® 12'. Long. 74® 44'. Elev.

A small hamlet containing two or three houses, lying about 10 miles north

of Poni, on the path towards Kashmir by the Budil pass. {Al/good,)

OONG LA—ride**Kf6NO Oangla.^’

GONGTAI LA—rMs^'KoHGTA La"

GONH—Lat. 84® 80". Long. 78® 4% Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Sum river, about half-way between
Sanku and Kargil. It b situated in a close valley about 8 miles lor^
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and halfa mile wide, and ia intenaelj hot in enmmer. Goitre very prevalent.

(Moorerqfl.)

gonpA—
Is the word for a monastery in the Laddki language. {Drew.)

GONTSO—Let. 84" 14'. Long. 76* 8'. Elev.

A collection ofhamlets, said to contain 60 houses, in the Kartae division of

Drds (Baltistdn). It lies along the Palumhaohu. Among the inhabitants

is a Uacksmith. (dy/amr.)

GOBITHAL—Lat. 84° 11'. Long. 74° 5'. Elev.

A Odjar settlement, lying to the north of the Balsdori range, on the foot*

path between Oingl and the village of Chandnian, in the Kamao valley.

GOSHAN—Lat. 84° 28'. Long. 78° 48'. Elev.

A village said to contain forty houses, in Drds (Baltistdn). It lies about

one mile west of the Dr4s fort, on tiie Mneki stream. Among the

inhabitante is a carpenter. {Ajflmer.)

GOTALA—Lat. 88° 18'. Long. 76° 80'. Elev.

This place is situated on the right bank of Lidar Khol stream, which is

crossed by a rough bridge between it and Kai, below the path from Doda

towards Kuhmir ; it contains but one house.

GOWBAN—Lat. 88° 48'. Long. 76° 29'. Elev.

A village situated on an elevated table«land at the foot of the spur between

the two headwaters of the Nowbdg river, at the extreme north end of

the valley. It contains a maqid and six houses inhabited.by samlndars,

and is shaded by fine trees.

The villages in this neighbourhood are eonstruoted principally of wood,

with wood and mud-cement as the frail foundation. The peasantiy are

miserably indigent, and, except fowls, no supplies are procurable, (flerwy.)

GOWBAN—Lat. 88° 46'. Long. 75* 28'. Elev.

A hamlet lying at the foot of the hills on the west side of the Kuthdr par-

by the right hank of tlie Arpat ; it oontuns three houses inhabited

by Gdjars.

From tlus village an excellent road, leading towards the Khourpara

pf*gMia.j crosses the Metnj hill ;
neither the ascent nor descent are described

as being at all steep; it is used by horsemen and for laden animals.

The distanee to the village of Brar is about 6 koi, passing «n feats the

Gfijar village of Vaal (ten houses) and Papaharau (five honses), jnst before

«»o«i.{iig the Shdhk&l canal, which is crossed by a kaitd bridge near Brar

(wteen honses).
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GOYONQO—Lat. 35® 4r. Long. 76® 89'. Bkv.

A small village on the left bank of the Braldu river (Baltistdn). It ood-

tains five houses. (Ajfimer,)

ORATI NAR—
A stream which rises in the lofty mountains on the north side of the Tihii!

valley^ and empties itself into the Kishan Oang^ river^ in latitude 34^ 85'

longitude 75° d*, just above the village of Borrogam. A path leading

from Tilail to the Shingo valley and the Deosai plains follows the oonrs4

of this stream.

oratinOra—
A stream which rises on the southern slopes of the Panjtami mounUin
and flowing in a southerly direction through an elevated grassy valley

empties itself into the Shfsha Ndg, a mountain lake lying at the north-

east extremity of the Dachinpara pargana. {Monigomerie.)

GRIM—
A kind of barleyi grown at high altitudes, the grain of which beoomer

loosened from its husk like the grain of wheat. (Drew,)

GUOOEAN—Lat. S3® 50'. Long. 74° ZV. Elev.

This village lies above the right bank of the Dali Nar stream, on the path

from Pdnch to the. Tosha Maiddn pass, about 18 miles north-east of Pundi.

It contains twenty«six families, seven being Gilgars and the remainder

Kashmfri Muhammadans. The cultivation is confined to dry crops.

GtJjARS—
Descendants of the Aryan race. They spend half their life on the mountainf

and half at lower altitudes. Unlike the Oaddfs, the Gdjars have theii

homes below; they Are only summer visitors to the mountains.

Hey are a set of people who are found scattered at intervals over the

countries between Delhi and the Indus. In those parts which we deal with,

they have their homes in the plains outside the hills, here and thereamong
the lower hills, and in some Vdlleys among the higher mountains. Some-
times they occupy a village by themselves; sometimes they diare it with
others; but even in that case they remain a very distinct body. Though
holding some land, they do not depend on it chiefly for suh^nancs, for they

are amigrating, pastoral tribe, who seek for their herds pastures in various

parts, at different levels, a;nd live mostly by the produce of their cattle.

Their countenances cannot be called highly Aryan. The fbrehead is

narrow; they want the well*formed brow of the finer faces. The lowerpart

of fjhe face is narrow also ; but the nose has always something of theeurv

that is .often seen in Aryan nations. In figure they are tall and gaunt; in

motion slow and ungainly. They are rather surly in disposition, haviag
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that kind of independence which consists in liking to be left alone and to

have as little as possible to do with other races. ‘WheOj however^ one does

come in contact with them they are not bad to deal witL Those who live

down below and come up to the middle mountains for the* summer, dress

rather scantily ; they have loose short pajamas ; the upper part of the body is

often bare ; W there is a lui, or blanket, in reserve, which is commonly put

over the head and hangs down behind. Those who are settled farther

among the mountains (and these Gujars are found in Kashmir, if not beyond)

adopt a dress more like their neighbours, better suited for severe weather.

Wherever ( met the Gujars, I l^ve found them to be possessors of herds

of buffaloes, and to drive these as the spring and summer advances into the

higher mountain pastures. In the beginning of May, I met many about

Badrawar who had just arrived from below ; they had with them their

wives and families, spinning-wheels, churns, and other helps for getting

a living. Their gains are derived from the sale of gbi, the projiaration

of which occupies them continuously during their stay among those summer

pistures. They are generally in communication with traders of the town

iielow for its sale, having often, 1 think, received advances in anticipation

of the season^s yield.

** The language is not the same everywhere, but depends on the country

thoy are settled in —not that which they come to in their summer wander-

ings, but where their house, their winter home, is. Thus, there are Gujars

in Kashmir who speak Kaslimm, while those who come to the middle

ntouniaius speak a mixed dialect of Panjabi or Dogpri (j^.r.) and Pahari.

Tiicse have, however, some words peculiar^ to themselves. I heard the fol-

lowing half dozen words in the mouths of some Gujars from near Budii

Mother . . Jli. Son’s wife • . . Ban.

Sister • . Bebe and iihi. Husband’s sister • . Nand,

Son • . Gadard* To milk • . Melna,

Daughter • GadarL To be milked . . JUilna,

** As to religion, all I have met—all who live within these territories-' arc

Musalm&us.” {Brew,)

GtJJIARA—Lat. 33*^ \^. Long. 75® 23'. Elev.

A hamlet in the Peristan valley, ^tuated above the left bank of the stream ;

it is inhabited by a few Gujar families, occupying flat-roofed huts scattered

among the helds, which stretch for a considerable distance along the side

of the mountain.

QXTJRIND {Dard G€jrondo)—’Lat. 84® 32'. Long. 75® 17'. Elev.

A village situated near the source of the Kishan Ganga river, at the east

end of the Tilail valley ; it contains a masjid, and eight houses inhabited

by zamindars. Tlie path leading towards Dras crosses the Kishan Oanga

by bridge or ford below the village.
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GULAD BAGH—

a

camping ground. (Fide ^'Shushot.”)

GULABGARH—Lat. 83® 29'. Long. 74® 67'. Kiev. 12,530'.

The Gulabgarh, Kuri, or Dowal pass lies over the Panjal range at the

south end of the valley of Kashmir, and is crossed by the direct path

between Shupion and Rfasi
;
it is a welUfrequented road, and is practic*

able for ponies. Ou the Kashmir side the ascent is very gradual, with the

exception of a short steep pull up to the top of the ridge ; on the south

side the ascent is steeper, but not diillcult
; the natives say it is dangerous

when snow falls, and mention that in one year eighty persons were lost on

it.

At the top there is a plain called Nikan. There are many shepherds*

paths leading about the neighbouring hills, but the natives say that the

ridge is ^ot practicable, except at the pass. (Montgomerie,)

GULABGARH—Lat. 33® 26'. Long.74° 57'. Elev.

A small mud fort on the left bank of the Gulabgarh nala^ one of the

sources of the Ans river. It is situated in the district of Dowal, lying to

the south of the Panjal range. {Allgood^Montgomerie.)

GULABGARH-Lat. 33° 16'. Long. 76® 13'. Elev. 6,300'.

A small square fort in the Padar district, situated in the fork between the

confluence of the Bhutna and Chandra Bhaga rivers. It is a little toy-

looking affair, with round comer towers, built in the manner of the country,

of alternate courses of stone and* timber and plastered over; it is garri-

soned by ten or twelve men. Behind the fort lie the ruins of Chatargarh

(q,v.). (Drew,)

A rope suspension bridge, wbicb has replaced - the wooden bridge,

cross* 8 the latter river a few hundred yards above the fort. From this

place Ladiik may be reached by the Umasi La
(q^

v,).

The fort of Gulabgarh lies about 50 miles (five marches) east of

Kishtwar, but the path is impassable for many months in the winter.

Theie is a second path along the river-side which people sometimes travel

by at that season, but it is a difficult and dangerous one. (Allgood—

Mackay,)

G ULABPtTR—Lat. 35® 35*. Long. 75® 35'. Elev.

A large pargana in the ilaka of Sbigar (Baltisian), or. the right bank of

the Indus. It contains ivo hundred and fifty houses. (Aqlmer,)

GULBASHEM or GULBASHER—
Lat. 36° 17' 28". Long. Elev. 12,385'.

A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakash, 10 miles above

Bulakchi, between which and Gulbashem are some abandoned jade quarries.

Grass and fuel abundant, except for 2 miles above Gulbashem. Road
down valley good. Twelve miles above camp the river is much increased by
springs. T^ is a favourite Kirghiz camp.
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There is a zttrat or maz£r (f.e., tomb) of some saint here> on the top of
a low hill. The Karakash is forded with difficulty between this and Bulak-
chi, not only on account of the depth of the water and force of the current,

but from the existence of quicksands, which latter are common along the
whole course of the river (August 4th). {TroUef^HendetMon.)

OULLA SHEIKH-KI-GtND—Lat. 32'. Long. 76* 10'. Elev.

A hamlet in the Tilail valley, containing three houses, situated on the left

bank of the Kishan Ganga river.

OULMARG—Lat. 34° 5". Long. 74° 25'. Elev.
A mountain upland, situated on the slopes of the Pir Panj41 range, on the
south-west side of the valley of Kashmir. It lies about 13 miles due
south of Baramula and 24 miles west of Srinagar, and may be reached by
various roads from Srinagar, Patan, Sopur, and Baramula. There is also

a foot-path from the village of Naoshera, half-way between R4mpur and
Baramula in the Jhelum valley, and from Punch paths lie over the

Nflkanta and Firozpur passes, but they are not usually practicable for

laden cattle.

The commonest route to Gulmarg is from Srinagar by boat to Purdna

Chowni, below the city, and thence by road to MIgam, 12 miles, where

there is a rest-hut and good camping, ground# For the first 6 miles the

road to Baramiila is followed, and the path to Gulmarg is thus sometimes

missed. From Mdgam to Gulmarg, 12 miles, is a good path as far as

Mangalara, a little over 3 miles, and then over a very stony country, out

np by torrents, for 6 miles, after which a good path leads to the commence-
ment of the ascent, which, towards the top, becomes steep.. From Mdgam
to the Marg can be done in two hours on a good pony.

The rood from Sopdr is noticed under ** Bisi Mabishi." The path

f^om Baramiila joins into this road at Kontra, the uistanoe from Baramiila

to Kontra being about 11 miles.

To Palhallan, near Patan, the journey is made by boat, vtd Shddipur,

and occupies about 8 hours from Srinagar. From Palhallan^ Bdbd Marishi

is some 15 miles.

For the path from Naoshera, see under '' BAMpfia and '' Naoshiba.'^

The marg, which is shaped somewhat like the figure 8, is about

2 miles long, and varies in width from a tew hundred yards to more
than a mile. It lies chiefly north-west and south-east, and is enclosed on
all sides by hills densely wooded by deodar and pine, from which numerous
spurs in the form of grasqr knolls project far into the plain. The whole

surface of the down and the projecting knolls is clothed with flowen of

every hue, whence the place is supposed to take its name,gulmarg, the IkLl
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of flowers others, from certain mythological legends connected with the

locality, prefer to derive it from ^hul, a tumult, ghulmargi tho place of

the tumult.'^

The elevation of the marg is about 3,000 feet above the level of the valley

of Kashmir; the climate is cool, bracing, and salubrious, but the rainfall is

very considerable. The valley is intersected by a small stream which

receives numerous tributaries in its course towards the north-west, where it

escapes through a deep gorge.

The most eligible spots for the wooden huts in which visitors live are

along the ridge at the east end of the marg, from which, in addition to

the advantages of fresh, pure air, and sun, a magnificent view is obtain-

able of the valley of Kashmir, including the city of Srinagar ; next to these

sites those on the slopes at the south-east end of the marg are the most de-

sirable, being conveniently situated as regards the water-supply. Nedou^s

Hotel is built here. Timber abounds^ but its indiscriminate destruction by

visitors threatens to detract from the beauty of the place, and, unless

speedily checked, the damage will be irreparable. Milk and butter may
be procured from the cowherds in the valley, other supplies can be obtained

from the baz&r, where there are two shops for sale of stores and liquor*

Oulmarg is now the most popular summer resort for English visitors.

There is a church, dispensary, library, and post office, with a small race-

course and a polo-ground. Several excursions can be made. The nearest

is to the Killan Marg, above Oulmarg. Another is in the direction of

Naoshera. Longer ones ere up the Firozpur nala^ and some go to visit

snow bridges or the Tosha Mtidan.

Vigne describes Oulmarg as '^a lovely spot on the downs of the

Panjdl, flat, green, open, and perfumed with wild flowers ; the snowy peaks

sloping gently upwards from its extremities, and the valley itself extended

beneath it ; whilst the scenic disposition of its woods and glades, watered

by a stream that winds through its whole length from north-west to south-

east, is so highly picturesque, that little is wanting but a mansion and a

hol'd of deer to complete its resemblance to an English park.^^

At the end is a bank over the stream, on which it is said the Emperor

Jahdngir and his celebrated beg&m, Ndr Jahan, pitched their tents when
indulging in a picnic, and at the furthest extremity is a steep descent

through the jungle, by a path which joins the pass, named after the village

of Firozpur, which lies at its foot. The vast mountain of Nanga Porbat

is seen to great effect from the ascent to the Oulmarg.

QCLMATI—Lat. Stf* 8'. Long. T8“ 56'. Eley.

A pretty little village on the right hank of the Oilgit river. The place

aerms richly cultivated. Vinee and other fruit treea are plentiful. From
tiulinat’ there is a road up the Gdlmati ravine to t)aidl. (Barrow.)
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GOLPtR—Lat. 46'. Long. 74° 6'. Elev.

A village in Fdnch ; it lies in a valley above tbe right bank of the Punch

T6i, between the Tat stream and the Bitarh river, about 2 miles west of

the town. It is inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars, and contains

twenty houses. Both rice and dry crops are grown.

GOLUWANS—
Horse-keei^ers—descendants of the old and warlike tribe of the Chaks.

Now engaged in pastoral pursuits-Klrove-tending, etc.j on the ** margs of

Kashmir. (fTaieJteld.)

GtJMBAL—Lat. 34“ 24'. Long. 53*. EIct.

A village situated at the foot of the mountains on the southern side of the

Kamao valley, about a mile to the south-east of the fort. It is held in

jagir by Diwan Jowala Sahai. It contains a zidrat and a masjid, and

twelve houses inhabited by Kashmiri zamindars. There are many shady

trees aboui.the village, which produces both com and rice.

GUMBAR—
A tributary of the Drds river ; rises near the Zoji La and joins the Drds

river a little above Drds. It is fed by a glacier.

GUNAPtJRA—Lat. 34° 28'. Long. 74° 19'. Elev.

A village in the Uttar pargana, situated on the right bank of the Kamil
river; with ^he adjoining villages of Malpura and Krishpura it makes up
the land called Naggar. There was at one time a large town here, but for

some reason it has been divided into three villages. (Montgomerie,)

GUNBER—Lat. 33° 66'. Long. 75° 84'. Elev.

A small village in the Maru Wardwdn valley, situated .above the left bank

of the rivcA, between Basman and Suknis, just north of the junction of the

Gumbar stream. It is said to contain a masjid and about twelve

houses.

GCND—Lat. 34® 15'. Long. 75® 8.' Elev. 7,000'.

A village in Kashmir on the right bank of the Sind river. There is much
cultivated land about the village. The fruit-trees are principally walnut

apples, and apricots. Groves of poplar occur occasionally along the river

{Thomson,)

GONDARPtJR—Lat. 84® 8'. Long. 74® 30'. Elev.

A village containing two houses, situated just to the cast of Khipur, by

the path leading towards Patau.
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QtNDBAL—Lat. 3 Long. 75® 2'. Elev.

A village in the Bilm pargana^ containing three houses^ situated on the

Sonakrnnd wudar, about a mile south-west of Ladu.

GONDI—Lat. 33® 38'. Long 75® 22'. Elev.

A small village lying on the slopes of the mountain^ about % miles from

the right bank of the Suran river. The ckaoni or encamping gTouiid,

which lies on the left bank of the river, is situated about 2 miles west of

Bifliaj, on the road towards Punch. Between the village and the camping

ground the river is crossed hy a rough wooden bridge. (Herve^,)

GUNDIAL-r/*
GONDIHASHIBAT—Lat. 34® 7'. Long. 74® 44'. Elev.

A village situated at the edge of the Hokar Sar morass, about half a mile

south of the road from Srinagar towards Patsin. It is surrounded with rice

cultivation, and contains a masjid and twenty houses inhabited by zamfn-

dars ; among the Inhabitants is a pandit, who is the patwar! of the village.

GCND-T-SAR-SINGH—Lat. 34® 16'. Long. 75®9'. Elev.

A village in the Sind valley, which stands very prettily upon a rocky emi-

nence in the midst of the valley, above the right bank of the river, which is

crossed by a bridge below it. Its three-storied houses, ornamented with

fancy wood-work, after the fashion of Kaslinnr, remind the traveller of a

Swiss village, the want of chimneys only excepted. It is surrounded by
mountain-sides, pine fore-sts, and orchards ; amongst these were patches of

Cockscomb, buckwheat, and two kinds of millet. The village contains a
masjid and kamdm^ now in ruins, and the ziarats of Saiad Komaladin and
Shaikh Nasir Sahib, Bengali, and the Wyser S&hib Makan.

•A descendant of the old maliks of the place resides in the village ; there

are also twenty houses inhabited by zamindars, a blacksmith, a potter, a
mulla, dum, and harkara. There is also a bania and a government store-

house. A stream which flows down to the east of the village supplies it with

water.

Gund-i-Sar-Singh is distant about 39 miles north-east of Srinagar, and

is a postal station on the high-road to Dr4sand L^h.

Vigne remarks that Ghund is a Tibetdu woi-d (the equivMent of eiak)

used to distinguish new land held rent-free, in distinction from jraf, or cul-

tivated land returning a rent.

GUNDPCRA—Lat. 33® 47'. Long. 75® 8'. Elev.

A village situated about a mile south-west of Bij Beh£ra ; ita reveiiuea,

amounting to SdOO annually, are devoted to the maintenance of the tfriuld

temple in that town lately built by the maharija.

OUNLE—Lat. 84® 12'. Long. 78® 45'. Elev.

A camping ground on the Changchenroo route between Rimdi and Pam-
aal, north-east of the Marsemik La. {Montgomerie^
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OUNSAB NAO—Lat. 34° 27'. Long. 74° 29'. Elev.

A small lake situated at the south end of the Lolab valley. It is covered

with weeds, and has a mean depth of about 2^ feet. (Moufyomerte.)

OtTPAKAR—Lat. 34^ 5^ Long. 74^ 54' Elev.

A village situated at south-east corner of the Dal In^e, close to the gap

between the Baswan peak of the main range and the isolated spur of the

Takht-i*Sul{man. It lies on both sides of the path, and is divided into two

makallan, the upper being inhabited by Muhammadans of the Sbfa sect and

the lower by Suiiis. At the east end of the village there is an old ruined

iasnfsi, and the zfarat of Rishmail Sahib ; north-west of the village on high

dry ground is an open orchard containing some fine chunar trees; it is.

called the Mirza Raza-ka-B4gh. Between Gupaksr and Drogjun the path

lies along the edge of the lake, and is mostly raised, but in places it is liable

to be encroached upon by the waters of the lake when flooded.

Gt}B-Lat. 33® 46'. Long. 75® \0\ Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Jheluin, between Islamabid and

Bij-Behara, just below the junction of a branch of the Lidar.

OdRAIS—
A valley in the north of Kashmir. It stretches fiom a short way above

Gurais Fort to below Sirdari. The main road, leading from Kashmir into

the valley, crosses the Rajdi4ngan pass ; the distance from Bnndipura, at the

head of the Wular lake, to Kanzalwan, on the left bank of the Kishan

Gangs, being about miles, which is usually divided into three stages.

The entrance to the valley is exceedingly picturesque, as the river comes

dashing along through a rich meadow, partly covered with lindens, walnut,

and willow trees, while the mountains on either side present nothing but a

succession of most abrupt precipices, and alpine ledges, covered with fir trees.

It is nowhere above a mile in width, and is surrounded on every side by

lofty peaks, chiefly of mountain limestone, rising far above the limit of

forest which covers their lower slopes.

The south-east end of the valley is occupied by a superb peak of moun-

tain limestone, rising dearly 5,000 feet above it, and dividing the Tiluil

valley from that of Gurais; to the north of this mountain is an immense

mass of alluvium, which must once have choked up the eutranee to the

north-east end of the valley, and through which the Burzil stream appears

to have worn its way. This part of the valley, which lies north-east and

south-west, is very narrow at its lower end. It is bouuded by precipitous

mountains, which are somewhat scantily fringed with forest, the greater

part lying on the left bank of the stream.

The south portion of the valley about the fort is wide and level, and

offers a beautiful prospect, the mountains on the south side beiug clothed

with forest, while to the north they rise in precipitous masses of grey rocki
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with here and there a few pine trees. The ^enery in the west portion of

the valley between Kanzalwan and Sirdari is likewise very pleasing^ the

river winding amid dense forests of pine and cedar.

The elevation is between 7,000 and 8,200 feet.

The road from Srinagar crosses the Kishan Ganga at Kanzalwan by a

single span bridge about 6 feet wide. The river-bed is here about 70

yards broad. The road lies uniformly along the right bank of the river. It

is repaired annually by the maharajahs troops, preparatory to the despatch

of commissariat stores for the frontier garrisons, and is consequently a good

and, for the most part, level road, quite practicable for laden animals and

mountain artillery.

A regular postal establishment is maintained on this road, but the

intervals at which the mails are despatcfied are uncertain; during the summer
months the d&k-i*unners are stationed in pairs, at 2 Xios apart, but in

winter, parties of eight or ten men are located in stages of 5 kos

;

the

line is worked as high up as the village of Dudgay by Gurais men, and
beyond that point by Tilailis. These men are said to be paid at the rate

of R6 (Kashmir currency) per mensem. The path from Gurais to Tilail

crosses the Burzil stream by a bridge at, or above, the vilbige of Tseni^l

and ascends the mountain, the distance from the fort to the Tilail valley

being about 13 mHes. From Kanzalwan, in a westerly direction, the

path lies at first on the left bank of the Kishan Qanga, crossing the river by
the bridge between Bakthaor and Thaobut ; it then lies along the right bank
as far as Sirdari, after passing which village it becomes impracticable.

The inhabitants dress differently to the Kashmiris; they invariably wear
very loose puttu pajamas coming down as low as the calf, and a kamar-

band outside the choga or coat. They also wear the Dard cap in place of

a pagri. In the village of Gurais itself there is a mixture of Dards and
Kashmiris.

Their houses are built of unhewn timber, dovetailed at the comers, the

interstices being plastered with mud ; they are built as close as possible to

each other for the sake of warmth and communication, and are usually

disposed iu squares facing inwards, a small aperture serving the tri}de pur-

pose of door, window, and chimney. In some of the villages in the western

portion of the valley, they are beginning to build houses of a more com-
modious pattern, copied from those in Kashmir. There is a great want of

trees and shade about the villages, which is explained by the statement

that the heavy load of snow by which they are weighed down in winter

destroys them. The villages in the Gurais valley areWalpur (twenty-five

houses), Khandial (thirty houses), Murkot (forty houses), and Digar

(twenty-eight houses).

The climate of the Gurais valley is very rigorous, and the harvest scanty

And uncertain ; seasons of dearth, caused either by want of sun or rain, are
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not anfreqnenti but flocks and herds abound, and from their profits the

inhabitants are enabled to import grain in seasons of scarcity.

The only crops are millet, buckwheat, and peas ; and of these there is

but one harvest in the year. Besides willows, a few crab*apples and pears

are met with, and in the south and west portions of the valley walnut trees

of scant dimensions are found, but the fruit is said to be hard and small

;

in the west also strawberries are usually plentiful, and raspberries and wild

currants are not uncommon. The aromatic plant called burrhk is found

in great quantities on the slopes of the mountains on the north side of the

valley. It is of a whitish-green colour, very similar in appearance to the

ietwan or wormwood, but rather larger; its roots, which are large and

fibrous, are extensively used as fuel at elevations where wood is not

procurable. Bice will not ripenr Very good ponies can bo obtained

at Gurais. The valley affords splendid pasturage.

Gurais was originally governed by a nawab, tributary to the Gaor

Aman r£jas of Gilgit; the present naw4b, by name Malik Wafad^r, is the

eighth or ninth of his family^ who has borne the title in regular succession.

His father, Malik Dil awdr, having been invited to Srinagar by Shaikh

Ghuldm Maihidhin, the governor under the Sikh rule, was treacherously

thrown into prison, from which he managed to effect his escape after

a captivity of three years; he retired to the mountains north of the

Kisban Gaoga river, where he collected his followers, but the Sikh force

opposed to him being vastly superior in numbers, he thought it prudent

when the flood subsided, rendering the passage of the river feasible, to with-

draw to Gilgit, whore he was eventually treacherously murdered. His son,

the present nawab, was, at the time these events ocourred, a hostage in the

bands of Colonel Mia Singh, who had succeeded to the governorship of

Kashmir. On attaining man^s estate he took service under the maharaja,

and is now thanadar of the valley his forefathers ruled. Malik Wafaddr
' i an intelligent man of pleasing address ; he has a sou, Baktawar, a child

j£ about five years of age.

Gdrais is, most probably, the Urasa of the Raja Taringini.

During the winter months the road from Kanzalwan to Gurais is ex-

tremely difficult and dangerous for the first 4 miles, as the sides of the

mountain along the face of which the road is made are extremely steep, and
the snow lying at the slope of the ground makes the difficulty of cutting a

track through it very great. (FigHe^^Drew^Barrow*^Manifold.)

OCRAIS port—

L

at. 34“ 88'. Long. 74“ 58'. Elev. 7,800'.

The Odrais fort lies towards the east end of the southern portion of the

valley, occupying the crest of a email mound, which rises about 80 feet

from the level of the plain on the left bank of the Kisban Osngilt.

The mound which oommande the paecage of the bridge lies cast and
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vreBif and is divided by a depression ; the eastern portion^ which is un*

occupied^ is less elevated than the western^ on which the fort stands.

The fortj which is a square enciente with a bastion at each corner^ is

built of stone and cement, banded together with layers of timber at intervals

;

it is loopboled, and the bastions and parapet are roofed with shingles ; the

.elevation of the connecting walls is about 15 feet. There is no ditch

round the fort; the entrance, which is surrounded by a wooden pavilion,

being on the east side. The bastion at the north-east corner, overlooking

the bridge, is the largest and strongest.

It is now (1885) in a ruined condition and quite untenable. No arma-

ment. The garrison consists of |a few sepoys, who live in log-huts below

the fort on its eastern face ; there is excellent camping ground all around

the fort, the ground being very level.

The bridge is about 126 feet in span between the piers; the river is

also fordable for horsemen, except during the melting of the snows.

The fort contains a government store-house in charge of a pandit, from

which travellers may procure supplies.

A small stream, which flows down from the mountains on the south side

of the valley, supplies the garrison with water, or it may be obtained from

the Kishan Oanga, which flows beneath.

The village of Murkot lies about 300 yards to the east of the fort.

{Bates-^Barrow-^Maiii/oldJ)

GURIK(5T—Lat. 35® 17'. Long. 74® 53'. Elev. 7,800'.

One of the piincipal villages in the Astor valley. It lies about 7 miles

south of Astor on the left bank of the river. It consists of two or three

hamlets, which, with their fields, extend over more than a mile of ground.

The fort is a miserable burj of rubble and timber. The polo ground

affords facilities for camping. (Barrov,)

GtJRJtJ OR GT?RJtlR-Lat. 86® 10'. Long. 73® 64'. Elev. 6,400'.

A village fort in Puniil on the left bank of the Gilgit river, just below

Gakuch. It contains about a hundred houses. About a mile above it

there is a rope bridge by which Gdkdch may be reached. Above it to the

north is the high hill or mountain known by the same name.

There is a considerable strip of cultivation above Gdrju, stretching ae

far as the hamlet of Chilpi, 3 miles above Gurju. {Muhammad Sidh^^

Barrouf.)

GtRNAR—Lat. S3® 82'. Long. 75® 19'. Elev.

A small village in the Shdhabdd valley, containing four houses, situated

on the right bank of the Sdndran river, about 2 . miles south-east of

Verndg, and almost opposite to Naogam. '
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GtJRPtJR—Lat 33® 67'. Long. 75® r. Elev.

A village situated on tho left bank of the Jbelum^ between Awfotipur and
Pampur.

GORCkOT—

L

at. 34® 43'. Long. 74® 69'. Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Burzil stream^ towards the

north-east end of the Gurais valley ; it contains four houses
; the neigh-

bouring hamlets of Kamri and Thulli, which contain one and two houses

respectively, are considered to form part of the same village.

GUSANAJI TENG—Lat. 34® 13^ Long. 74® 22'. Elev.

A village in the Hamal pargana, where there are three sacred wells, or

springs, Rama Kond, Sita Kond, and Lachtnan Kond
; it is situated on the

slopes of the mountain just north of Baramulo. {Elmslie.)

GOTALGUND—Lat. 33® 33^ Long. 76® 17'. Elev.

A large village in the Shahabad valley, situated about .a mile west of

Vernag. About 200 yards beyond the village the famous Vetarittar

springs rise in some pools liy the side of the path.

GDTLIBAGH—Lat. 34® 16'. Long. 74® 52'. Elev.

A village situated near the left bank of the Sind river, at the western

extremity of the valley, about 16 miles north of Srinagar.

GUTRtJ—Lat. 34® 3'. Long. 75® 9'. Elev.

A hamlet prettily situated towards the south side of the Narastdn Nai,

about midway between the villages of Narastan and Sutura ; it is supplied

with water by a rill flowing from the mountains to the east. This village

has lately been deserted by its inhabitants, only two families remaining.

GWALI—Lat. 36® 10'. Long. 76® 8'. Elev.

A village in the ilaka of Kiris (Baltistan), lying on the left bank of the

Shyok, opposite Kuru. It contains about sixty houses. (Aylmer.)

GYA—Lat. 33® 40'. Long. 77® 45'. Elev. 13,600'.

A village on the left bank of the stream of that name. With the neigh-

bouring hamlets, it consists of some twenty-five bouses, with a proportionate-

ly wide area of cultivation. Only naked barley (grim) ripens here. Peas

are grown, but only for green food. It is one of the most elevated villages

in Ladak. There are some poplar trees here, a few of considerable size.

The Runs^ monastery crowns a rocky hill on the opposite bank of the

stream. The village is a halting-place on the route froro|Kala to L6h, and

lies north of the Tagalang pass. There is a rest-house here. Supplies

obtainable in small quantities. (ThomeonSrew,)

GYA STATION—Lat. Long. Elev. 22,309'.

A trigonometrical station in the Himalayas, west of the Parang La and

on the borders of Ladak and Spitf.
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GYA STREAM—
Rises near the Tagalang pass^ and flowing north enters the Indus at the

village of Upshi. The route from Kulu to L£h follows its course through-

out| and crosses it repeatedly. Of late years this portion of the road haa

been much improvedi especially between Gya and Miru. Below Miru the

road down to Upshi is seldom passable, as the four bridges are generally

washed away by the first flood, and the fords are dangerous. (Aylmer.)

GYANG—
An affluent of the Tsomorori lake. It enters it from the north-west after

a course of about 80 miles. (Fide also ** TsAKSHANa^\) (H, Strachey.)

GYEN—
A subdivision of the Nubr4 district, being the part of the Shyok valley

above the junction of the Nubr£, as far as habitation extends. (Drew.)

GYIK-Lat. 83° 83'. Long. 78° 12'. Kiev.

A small village on right bank of Indus, half-way between Upshi and junc-

tion of Puga rivulet.
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H
HADIPtJRA—Lat. 34® 18'. Long. 74® 26'. Elev.

A village in the Hamal pargana^ of which it is the tahsil station.

HADJIBAL—Lat. 33® 68'. Long. 75®. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, between Awdntipdr and
Pampur.

HAHAGAM—Lat. 34® 24'. Long. 74® 14'. Elev.

A small village in the Machipura pargana^ distant one day's march from

Chogal. (Fi^ne).

HAIREWANYEN^Lat. 33® 58'. Long. 74® 41'. Elev.

A small village in the Dansu pargana^ inhabited by Fathans in the military

service of the maharaja^ who pay neither rent nor taxes.

HAIRIBAL KI GALI-Lat. 33® 50'. Long. 75® 28'. Elev.

A pass lying over the mountain range between the northern extremity of

the Kuthar pargana and the Maru Wardwdu valley. It is crossed by a foot-

path| which is but little used^ beings as its name implies^ very steep, hair

signifying in the Kashmiri language a ladder.

HAIRMUTTU-Lat, 33® 4i'. Long. 75® 27'. Elev.

A village situated at the foot of the mountains on the west side of the

Nowbug valley, above the right bank of the stream, about a mile north of

Banmattu. It contains a masjid and six houses inhabited by zamindars,

and is shaded by some very fine trees.

HAJAN—Lat. 3t® 18'. Long. 74® 40'. Elev.

A large village in the Saremozapain pargana, situated on the left bank of

the Jhelum. The ruins above the village indicate that it was once a place of

importance. Just above it there are some shady trees with suitable ground

for encamping. From Hajan a boat occupies about twelve Lours in reaching

Srinagar, and eight on the return journey.

Dr. Elmslie says that the sheep of this village and district are the finest

in the valley, or perhaps anywhere on the Himalayas. In fat and flavour

they vie with the Southdown sheep. {Ince—Eimdie.)

HAjInAR—

L

at, 34® 24'. Long. 73® 56'. Elev.

A village situated on a branch of the Sliamshabari stream, at the north-east

end of the Karnao valley, opposite Dumba.

It lies about 10 miles east of Titwal, on the road towards Shalurah, near

the foot of the Nattishannar and Kukwa Gali passes, leading into Kashmir.

There are a tew willow aud other trees about the village, which produces
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both rice and corn. It contains six houses inhabited by Kashmiri zamindars*

Coolies and some supplies are obtainable.

HAjI PIR—Lat. S2P 58'. Long. 74® 7'. Elev. 8,500'.

A pass lying over the range o£ mountains between Punch and the valley

of the Jhclum. The southern face of the mountain is bare of trees, but on

the north the path lies through dense forests; the summit of the ridge is

covered with grass, and is tolerably level for about a quarter of a mile.

The ascent of the pass from the south is about 3 miles, and is tolerably

smooth, but rather steep in places ; the descent on the other side is atiout

half a mile longer, becoming rougher and steeper as it proceeds, and in some
parts is a mere passage between the hard rocks. Tiiere is a stone but on

the top, which is occupied in summer by a fakir. About a mile on the

north side of the summit, and 20 yards from the right of the road, there

is a spring, and near it there are some ruins of an old temple. The Haji

Pir pass if open all the year round. {luce,)

HAKLITRI—Lat. 83® 59'. Long. 74® 40'. Elev.

A village in the Dansu pargana, situated on the direct path between Srinagar

and Drang, leading towards the Tosha Maidan pass.

HAL OR HALC—Lat, 33® 29'. Long. 75® 22'. Elev.

A village situated in the Sbahabad valley, some little distance from the left

bank of the Sandran river. It contains eight houses inhabited by zainin-

dars, and is separated from the village of Ingrawara, lying just to the south*
east, by a mountain torrent.

HALAKWAR—Lat. 33® 46'. Long. 75® 23'. Elev.

A village containing five bouses shaded by fine trees, situated on a table-

land at the mouth of a valley opening into the east side of the Kutha
pargana. The inhabitants are all Muhammadans of the Shia sect. There
is said to be a path from this village over the mountains by the Chur Nag
lakes, leading into the Maru Wardwau valley.

H A LAMOL—Lat. 33* 50'. Long. 75* 6'. Elev.

A village in the Sareinozebala pargana, situated amid trees on the right

bank of the Jhelum, between Bij Behara and Awdntipur.

HALAN—Lat. 33® 28'. Long. 75® 18'. Elev.

A pass over the Panjal range, between the Shahabad valley and Banihal.

The path leaves the Sbdbabad valley by the village of Saogund,.and follow*

ing the course of the Halaii stream crosses the pass, joining the Banihal

route near the village of that name. This paks is described as being steep

and rough, and is not much used, except by shepherds.
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HALAN—Lat. S3® 19^ Long. 76® 2V. Elev.

A village in the Periston valley, containing three houses; it lies due west of

the village of Sihibal, along the right bank of a torrent, which flowing f.'om

the mountains on the north, empties itself into the Peristdn stream.

HALKAN OALI—Lat. Long. Elev.

A pathway lying over the range of mountains between the Kuth6r
pargana and the Nowbug Nai* The distance between the villages of

Slidngas and Nowbug by this road is said to be 6 ios, passing en route

Watrns, Brariangan, and Hdlan.

HALMATHAN—Lai 84® 45'. Long. 74® 43'. Elev.

A village in the Gurais valley, situated on the right bank of the Kishan
Oanga river, about 3 miles north-west of Thaobut. The greater part of

it is built on the left bank of a considerable stream which flows into the

Kishan Ganga ; there are one or two bouses on the right bank of the

stream, which is crossed by a bridge ; there is another smaller bridge a little

higher up. The inhabitants comprise eight families of zammdars, a

mulla, a shepherd, and a butcher ; there is a masjid in the village, and

a mill.

When the crops are in the ground, the choice of a site for encamping

is very limited ; there is a narrow space available in the bed of the stream

at the north end of the village.

HALONI—
A stream which takes its rise in the Kund Kaplas tarns, and from the

drainage on the north side of the Cbatardhar mountain, flows in a
northerly direction, and after a course of about 13 miles, empties itself

into the Neru river, at the village of Monda, lat. 33® 57', long. 75® 46',

a few miles above Badraw4r.

The path over the Chatardhar pass lies by the banks of this stream for

a considerable distance ;; it is an impetuous torrent of cold, clear water, and

is bridged above the village of Basti, at Nalti, and at Monda, just above

its confluence with the Neni. There are also the ruins of a bridge at the

village of Sartangal, where the stream, which is not fordable, may still be

crossed by foot-passengers by a series of planks and trunks of trees.

The name of this stream signifies ^'rejoicing" and is supposed to be

descriptive of the feelings of those who reach its banks after braving the

dangers of the pass down which it flows.

HALWAOAN—Lat. 88® 30'. Long. 75® 15'. Elev.

A village in the Banihfil district, situated on the left bank of the Bichldri

river, just above the junction of the waters of the Pogal and Peristdn

streams. It is compost of detached hamlets, {foreter.)
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HAMAL^
A pftrgftna in the KamHij difieion ; it was severed from Uttar and oonsti*

toted a separate pargana during the Sikh occupation of Kashmir. The
tahsfl station is at Hadipdra. It is a well-watered district, very rich in its

produce of rice, and, when surveyed between the years 1856 and 1860| was
estimated to contain forty-two villages and three hundred and sixty-eight

houses. It is the one of the few places where the natives endeavour to use

carts. These are, however, pushed by men and not drawn. (Ifoafyo-

wsrie— Ward,)

HAMtTRI—Lat. 8S® 24'. Long. 76® 21'. Elev. 8,800 .

A small village in PAdar, on the right bank of the Bhutna stream. About
1857 a rush of snow down the two ravines, a little below the villago, one

on eadi side of the main valley, advanced the talusei so‘much that these

completely dammed up the river; the vraters of it rose to the level of the

village as it was then situated, and came over some of the fields ; the people

left their houses from fear of inundation, but soon the waters out for

themselves a small channel, and the level of them was lowered some 80

feet, but still remained 60 feet higher than at first. From the dam down-
wards was formed a great and violent cascade, but above, there was formed

a lake, where the water was quite calm and^flowed very slowly. For a
year or two the village remained undisturbed ; .then misfortune came in

another form. It was a very snowy year. From the side of the valley

opposite to that on which the village stood, came down an avalanche, and

this was able, from the bottom of the valley being so filled up, to xesoh

across to the village. It was night time, and all the people were at rest,

the headman managed to dig his way out and call aid from other villages.

In about twenty hours all were dug odt alive. Not long after this event an

earthquake brought down a great mass of rock from the cliff which over-

looks the place. This destroyed some fields and knocked in one or two

houses. In consequence, of these misfortunes 4he villagers built another

villsge a little higher up. {Drew,)

HANADKU— Kanh River'' and Hbsxu."

HANDUMONOUR—Lat. Long. Elev.

A mountain valley in Gu^ ais, situated on the right bank of the Bdrol

stream, noilh-east of the lidjdiangan pass.

HANDTTARA—Lat. 84® 24'. Long. 74® 19'. Bl«v.

A village in the Machipdra paigana, of which it is the tahsd station

HANORAT—Lat. 84® 42'. Long. 74® 69'.

Situated on the right bank of the Bdrail stream, in the north-east portion

of the G&rais valley; there is said to be no villa^ here—merely a govern*

ment store-house.
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BANOULOOND—Lat. SS» Loog. 76^ 20^ Bat.
A fillAge in the Bring perganAj situated on the path from Sot towards

Vemdg.

HANJIK—Lat. S4P 5^ Long. 74^ 47'. Elev.

A Tillage lying at the toot of a wudar about 2 miles east of Sybiig, on

the road towards Srinagar. It contains eight housesj and is situated to the

south of the path, at the edge of a morass.

HANJIP(7B—Lat. 8a® 87'. Long. 74® 68'. Eler.

A considerable village in the Diosurpargana^ containing about forty houses

;

it is prettily situated on high ground at the mouth of the Kolnarawa

valley, overlooking the Veshad river and the vale of Kashmir. There is a

path ^m the village leading to the GuULbgarh pass.

HANLfi—
A sub-division of the Hemis Katdaru It occupies the south-eastern

extremity of Ladak/^ (ff. SiraeAq^.)

HANLfi—Lat. 82® 47'. Long. 79® 4'. Elev. 14,276'.

A village in the Hanld district, on the left bank of the Hanld river.

There is a fine monastery tiere,
** built on the summit of a steep hill which

rises abruptly out of the plain." Most of the wealth of the place, coo-

sbting of flocks and herds, belongs to the lamas. The Hanld plain is about

6 or 8 miles in diameter. Several streams, very tortuous and sluggish,

wind over its surface. These were frequently 8 feet or m^i*e in depth,

and contained multitudes of small fish, a species of carp. The surface of the

plain was very saline, and, where not swampy, covered with coarse

grasses. It was very uneven, being covered with knolls. * In some parts

there were extensive patches of dama (Tibetan furze).

The streams all converge to a point at the north-east end of the plain,

and, uniting into one, continue their course down an open valley in a

northerly direction towards the Indus. It can scarcely be doubted that

it (the plain) has at one time been a lake, which has gradually silted up.

(
Thomson—Manifold.)

HANLfi RIVER—
** The waters of the lake (Hanle Tso) find an outlet into the long and

level plain of Mangkang, through which the Hanlj rivulet winds from

side to side for a distance of 30 miles.

** The road from Hanl£ to the Indus follows the left bank of the stream,

in the vicinity of which sAline efflorescence occurred everywhere in great

quantities. The banks of tiie stream were bordered by a belt of green

herbage, more or less broad. The road leaves the Hanl£ river a few miles

before it joins the Indus. In this latter {Mirt of its course it is said to

flow through a rocky, narrow ravine.”
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** CuDningbam calls the above described swampy plain the Hanld Tso (or

lake), and thinks it must be the largest sheet of fresh water in Laddk.
** The extent of open water is not great, but the whole extent of swamp

is between 8 and 4 miles in length. It is principally supplied by a
rivulet called the Kongra Chu, which drains the lofty range of mountains

to the east of Tsomorori lake as far south as the Lanak pass/^

There are two routes from Hanld to the Indus. The western follows

the left bank of the Hanld river, the eastern proceeds north vid Mankang
and Tara.

Elevation at junction with Indus, 13,900. {CunningkaM^TiomiOiu)

HAN8DAHUTUB—Lat. 83^ W. Long. 75» 10'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Bring river, just above its junc-

tion with the Arpat, near Islamalrid. {Monigamerie.)

HANSWEIK—Lat. 34^ 8'. Long. 74^ 88'. Elev.

A large village situated on both banks of a considerable stream, which ui

crossed by a good bridge; it lies about 2 miles south-east of Fatan, on

the road towards Srinagar.

That part of the village situated on the right bank of the stream is

called Petpdra ; it contains the zttrat of Saiad Mobarak, and twenty houses

inhabited by shil-bdfs, thirty zamindars, including a bania, a carpenter,

leather-worker, a mdlla, ddin, and six pandits, with which latter ex-

ception, all the inhabitants^are Muhammadans. The division on the left

bank of the stream, which is shaded by some fine chundr trees, is called

Bunpura ; it contains a masjid, forty families of zamindars and twenty

shal-bdfs ; all the inhabitants of this part of the village are Muhammadans

of the Shfa sect. Bice is extensively cultivated around the village.

HANTI—
A stream in Ourais, which flows through a narrow valley between the

Oeshart and Naosher ranges, which lie respectively east and west of

its bed ; they are very steep, but mostly covered with grass and forest.

The stream, which flows in a northerly direction, may, it is stated, be

traced down its course to ^ts confluence with the Kishan Oanga river

on the left bonk, in lat 34® 46', long. 74® 41', nearly opposite the

village of Sirdari, at the western extremity of the Giirais valley.

HANir GOMA AND YOGMA—Lat. 34® 35'. Long. 76® 50'. Elev.

Two villnges on the Hand stream. Hand Goma is a halting-plnoe on

the route from Ldh to Skardd vid Chorbat, 17 miles from Skirbichan, and 10

miles from the foot of the Hand or Chorbat pass. Both villages arc in

the kardari of Skirbichan. (Drtw—Aglmvr

IlANlT PASS— Titfs ''CiiOHBAT Pass."
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HANir STREAM—
RiiM near the Hmi6 pus. " It is m impetuons torrent, that in some
pieces rolls along the large atones in ita bed with a noiae reaembling the

report of distant cannon, and afterwarda leapa into the deep and more
tranquil stream of the Indus in a cascade of some magnitude and beauty.”

{Figne.)

HARAMOSH—Lat.{55ot!* W-
The most westerly of the ilakas of the wazirat of Skardu. It lies along

the right bank of the Indus, near the great bend of that river. The moun-

tains which rise steeply from the Indus are very lofty and ragged, consist-

ing of spurs from the great peaks of Deobani and Haramosh. The lower

slopes are barren, but the heads of the valleys* contain birch and pine trees,

besides good jpasiurage.

The heat in summer is very great owing to the narrowness of the Indus

valley, which is throughout a mere gorge.

Basil is the Haka station, where there is a guard of nine sepoys to protect

the suspension bridge.

CommnnieaHom.—^An eatremely difficult foot-path leads along the

right bank of the Indus and connects Haramosh with Oilgit and the Rondu

ilaka. Towards the latter, it is absolutely impassable for baggage animals,

and very tedious and dangerous for foot-passengers. A difficult foot-path

leads up the left bank from Bdnjf to opposite Basil, crossing by a twig-

rope suspension bridge, which is very long aud bad. Above Basil there is

no road on the left bank.

The inhabitants are principally Yashkfus and speak the Gilgitf dialect

of BMna.

Besides Yashkins there are about 8 per cent, of Shins and the same

number uf Dums.

Betonreen,

NAmtofTillAfe. ROOMt.
Horntd
MiUt.

Sheep end
fotie.

Reiiuurht.

5 6 800 On Imit itrsani.

asHii .... 5 80 100 „ BmiI 88

Hsnsttal or 4 15 80 „ HsnttU 18

KslUm .... 8 80 800 „ KaltM 88

IhiNa ..... 15 eo 400 „ Ddoh 88

Boeba 18 80 SOO
•I It 88

Total •B 141 1,780
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HARAMUK—Lat. 84^ 24'. Long. 74^ 67'. Elev. 18,908'.

A celebrated mountaia on the north-east side of the valley of Kashmir,

lying almost due north of Srinagar; it may be approached by a path from

the Sind valley. There is also a good road from the Khnihama district,

running along the side of the opposite range, and erossing 4he Erin valley

due west of Haramuk ; the stream where the road crosses is not fordable,

but in the summer time there is usually a badly-constructed bridge, barely

safe for foot-passengers ; but lower down, after passing the village of Samba,

it is practicable, and is frequently bridged. It is about three marches for

luden coolies, but a man walking may reach easily in two days. Haramuk
and the surrounding high hills are seldom visible in the day-time, and it

is only an hour before sunset and very . early in the morning that they

can usually be seen. On the east and west sides, the mountain is one con-

tinued white glacien

The name of this mountain signifies all mouths or faces, and is so called

either from the square-sided, riok-shnped figure of its summit, or from its

being visible from all sides by reason of its isolated situation and superior

height

Vigne remarks, with reference to its geological formation, that besides

the basaltio amygdaloid so common in Kashmir, he found granite, but not

in iitu* The immense accidental blocks of granite in the Baramfila pass

would seem, from their relative position and the eource of the river,

to have passed over Haramuk, and been transported to their present place

by the agency of the deluge. In the hollows above this massive mountain

are several tarns, which probably occupy the sites of former gluoieis.

(Figne^Journal of ih% Royal AHafie Soeiely^Drew.)

HARCHO—Lat. %V. Long. 74® 60'. Elev. 7,70^.

A village on the left bank of the Astor river, about 8 miles below Astor.

It contains with Liskomb about twenty houses, and is the jaytr of the rdja

of Astor. The Harcho torrent, though only 2 or 8 feet deep, is almost

impassable for animals in summer; it is crossed by a bridge about 20

feet long. {Barrow,)

HARDAS—Lat. 84® 40'. Long. 76®. 10'. Elev.

A village of fourteen houses on the left bank of the Drds river, in the ilaka

of K hurroang, about 1 0 miles above Oltfngthang. It is passed on the route

from Srinagar to Skardd, pid the Drds valley. There is an artifieial aque-

duct, of 8 miles in length, near this village.

HABttAMU—Lat88^a5'. Lonft71^2l'. Bev.
A small village in the Bring paigana situated near the oslebiatod springs of

the Kul \r Ndg. (/act.)

.
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HAtoOSAIr-Lat 84^ W. Lcmg. 78^ IV. Ele?.
A Tillage aitoated on a branoh of tbo Oltiiigthang atieam, on the left

bank of the OhU riveri in Khurmang (Baltietdn). It eontaina twenty*
three houaea. {Aylmer.)

HABIBAL—
A cataract formed by the river Veahaii. It ia called Arabnl by Vigne, who
aaya Ara ia the torrent^ and Hari Bnl would aignify the place of Huri, or

Yiabnuo

HARI PARBAT—Fide ** SuxkQhMJ*

HARITRAT—Lat. 84» 9'. Long. 74^ 40'. Elev.

A hamlet in the Poruapiir pargana^ containing two honaea inhabited by
zamfndara, and a bania'a ahop, ahaded by a chundr tree. It ia aituated on
the left bank of the Sukndg^ where the road from Srinagar to Patan croaaea

it by a good kadal bridge. The atream^ which ia not uaually fordable^ ia

about 100 feet broad with high banka. The buttreaaea at either end

of the bridge are of atonCi for which a neighbouring rpin haa aupplied

the materials. The ruin^ of which only the plinth now remains^ ia aituated

on the right bank of the river, close to the west of the path ; it would

appear to have been a Hiiidd temple of aimilar deaign to other existing

remains. The Haritrat bridge lies about 4 miles east of Patani and

1% miles north-west of Srinagar ; from the right bank of the stream

a path lies over the table-Iania in a north-easterly dirmtionj towards

Shddipur on the Jhelum.

HARKARTAND—Lat. 83^ 21'. Long. 75^ 17'. Elev.

A fort in the Banihal district, situated ou a ridge above the left bank of

the BichUri river, east of Rdmsu ; it is said to have a garrison of ten sepoys.

The path from the Sh4hab4d valley by the Rahmdr pass ia said to join

the Banihdl route below this fort.

HARNAG—Lat. 33^ 45'. Long. 75*^ 10'. Elev.

A village situated on the left banh of the Jhelum, just above 4he Kanabal

bridge to the west of Islamabdd.

HAROO—Lat. 33^ 14'. Long 75^ 10'. Elev.

A castle in the Bdtal district, aitoated on the right bank of the Chandra

Bbdga, a few miles below the junction of the Bichidri. It ia placed in a

ravine on the banks of the Cbaug stream, just before it joins the Chendb, by

which means it commands the path. Its appearance, being built chiefly of

wood, and its situation, are different from any other in the country ; and in

the latter res|)ect it reminds the traveller rather of a torreted residence by

the aide of a trout stream in England. On ascending the hill opposite to
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it» the ehannal ot tiie Chendb ii mod approaching from Doda^ in a straight

line of IB or SO miba in length, forming a fine view. {Vigne.)

HABONO BIVEB—ri&’^LuNOOHO.^
HABONa LA-*Lat. 60'. Long. S5'. Elev.

A pass south-east ot Tankse, on left bank of Harong river. (Tibetan for

snow-fed or ** snow-desoended.^^

HARPATNAB-Lat. SS^’ 60'. Long. 76° SS'. Elev.

A village sitaated at the north-east end of the Khonrpara pargana. Its

proper name would seem to be Haput 1^6g, or the bear^i ipring. It lies at

the extremity of a strath covered with the wildest jangle. The pluca is

remarkable for its copper mines, which formerly gave employment to num*

bers of workmen. When Vigne visited the mines, the principal one ex*

tended into the quartxoze rock, for not more than 26 yards; the interior

was much coloured by nitrate of copper.

Daring the summer, Basman, in the Maru Waidwdn valley, may be

reached by a foot-path from this village.

HABPETKAI—
A mountain torrent, which takes its rise on the slopes of the watershed

between Pfinoh and the valley of the Jhelum; it flows in a northerly direc-

tion, and empties itself into the Jhelum, in lat. S4° 8', long. 74° 18', between

Naoshera and tTri. The road along the valley,of the Jhelum is carried

across the Harpetkai by a bridge, at a spot where the torrent has carved

for itself a deep passage through the solid rook.

HABPO—
A valley in Bondu (BaltisUln), which is drained by a stream called Oanohu,

which joins the left bank of the Indus just below the fort of Hondo. It

contains the following villages and hamlets

VUbfw.
1

noil. Hohm. Bontd

Rsrpo Oabor .

Hsr^Gotr .

• .

. .

• •

. •H 18 100 800. Biaus.

Vilssdk Ulbu
Brass
Cliabsr

• . .

. .

• .

. .

. .

. .B 10 900 Do.

ThonB • • . . . .Hi 80 80 800 Brakp...

480 108 800 1.600

The inhabitants are very poor indeed. The road to the Harpu La runs op

this valley. {Jglm^r.)
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HARPO PASS—Lat. 85^ SV. Long. 75^ 9^ Elev. 16,786*.

A paas leading from the Parasbing valley (A^tor) to the Harpo valley

(Ronda). It is said to open in July. It does not seem much used.

(Jifflmer.)

HARRAN—Lat. i4P 4i. Long. 74^^ 45'. Elev.

A village containing two houses, situated on the edge of tlie Hokar 8£r

morass, to the east of Syhug.

HARRIDANA—Lat. 84® 28'. Long. 74® 10'. Elev.

A hamlet in the Uttar pargana. The traveller Forster, who spent the

night here on the 13th June 1788, on his way to Mozafnrabdd, says it was

then situated 8 miles within the boundary of the province of Kashmir.

HARRIKAN GALI—Lat. 3:3® 41'. Long. 75® 25'.
.
Elev.

One of the three pathways from the village of Shdiigas, which lie over the

range between the Kuthdr pargana and the Nowbug Nai. It is the best

of all the roads leading into the Nowbug valley ; the slopes, both in ascend-

ing and descending, are very gradual, generally not more than 4 or 5 in 100

feet. (Monigomerie^)

HARWIN—Lat. 34® 24'. Long. 74® 28'. Elev.

A village in the Zainagir pargana, situated at the foot of the range which

divides that pargana from the Loldb vnlley^* it is distant about 9 miles

north of Sopur, and 8 miles south of Lalpiir, on a good path which

crosses the range of hills to the north of the village, which are of no great

elevation. There are about twenty houses in the village, the inhabitants

being both zamindars and miners. Ore is found in the mountain-side

at Yimbarzolwon, about 2 ko$ distant from Harwin ; but all the hills about

are said to have more or less iron. The mines are only worked during the

summer months, and the outturn is very small and of inferior quality,

amounting, it is stated, to only three kkarwdri (4321b) annually, of

which the government takes two thirds, at the rate of R16 for each

kkarwdr, the remainder being disposed of locally, at the rate of five seera

for the rupee (Kashmir currency).

HASHUPI—Lat 35® 31'. Long, 75® 43'. Elev.

A pargana in the ilaka of Shigar (Ualtistan), on the left bank of the

Sliigar. It contains 66 houses. {Aglmer*)

HASORA—
The Dogrd name for Astor

HATIAN on HATTI—Lat. 34® 10'. Long. 73® 47'. Elev,

A very small village situated on the mountain-side far above and overlook-

ing the left bank of the Jhelum. It lies about 54 miles west of Baru-

mdla, on the road leading towards Mar(, where the old and neiv roads
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separate. Below the village on the bank of the river there is a bungalow

for the accommodation of travellers^ and a well-shaded spot for encamping,

situated on the banks of a mountain torrent, which here flows into the

Jhelum. Coolies and supplies are procurable. (Allgood-^Iuee.)

HATMALC—Lat. 34® 29'. Long. 74® 18'. Elev.

A village situated on the south side of Uttar pargana. Many of the

inhabitants of Warpdia, a village lying to the south-east, migrated to this

place some years ago. {Montgomerie.)

HA'TTI—Lat. 32® 65^ Long. 75® 6'. Elev.

This village, with which is included Ohari, lies about 7 miles north-

east of Dansal, near the point where the roads from Jamu to Kashmir and
Udampur separate. These villages, which contain about twenty mud-built

houses, are surrounded with cultivation, rice being first here met with on

the road towards Kashmir. By the path on the south-west side of the

village, there are two old towers, one of brick and the other masonry

;

both are loopholed.

HA'TTIAN—Lat. 34® 14'. Long. 73® 40'.
^

Elev.

A village in the district of Dopatta, situated on *the right bank of the

Jhelum, about 17 miles south-east of Mozafarab4d, on the road between
that place and Baramdla.

At Hsittian the banks of the Jhelum are low, and near the village a rope

bridge crosses the river; the fort of Shekara Rala stands on a mountain
on the other side. Baron Hiigel states that Hattian is the most norther-

ly point in this direction to which the Hindus are known to have migrated

after their subjection to Muhammadan power; when he visited it, there

were fifteen families settled in the place. Tliere is an old bungalow for

the accommodation of travellers, and supplies are procurable in moderate

quantities. (IlUgel—Inee.)

HATU PiB—Lat. 86® 33'. Long. 74® W. Elev. 10,254'.

A great spur from Nanga Parbat which juts out northwards, and forms a
sort of prompntory between the Indus and Astor rivers. The horse-road

from Astor to Rdmgbdt has to cross this spur, and this probably is the worst

part of the whole road to Gilgit. From the Astor river to the highest

point which the road reaches is an ascent of quite 6,000 feet, and the

lig-zag road is very steep and rough, the whole hill-side being a mass

of rock and shale. The descent to Bdmghtt takes laden mules about three

hours, although the distance from the top is only about 5 miles. In

summer nothing could be more trying than the ascent of this bill, as

there is neither shade nor water en route. As may be supixised, from the

summit a very flue view of the Indus valley ia obtained. A new road has

Iwen made which runs along the lower slopes of the hill, but this is seldom

in a fit state for use, u landslips frequently destroy it. The road shown
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in the map of ^'Oilgit and Astor,*^ 1882^ is the now nuely-nsed ‘'new

road/' It is oertainly muoh less trying than the old road. The following

acoonnt of it is descriptive of the road as it was in 1886 after having been

placed in temporary repair

**011 letTing R&mghft thsr# is a steep ssoent for about 8,000' in two miles by the

old road. It then turns ofiE to the left. It is rery rooky, with considerable ups and downs

;

at one plaoe there it a dip of at least 9gOOQf, At about 6 miles from Uimghdt the top of

the aeoent is naohed, and the road is now fairly lerel for about a mile along the rooky kill-

side. At 7 miles reach the middle hamlet of Udidn. Horses oau be taken by this road,

but must be led for at least a couple of miles.'* (IfeiVatr—Barrow.)

HAYL—
A small stream which takes its rise on the mountain range to the north*

west of the Kund Kaplas tarns^ and flowing in a northerly and north-east-

erly directionj passes through the town of Badrawdr, and empties itself

into the Nerd riverj in lat. 68^ 59\ long. 76^ 45'^ below the village of

KotU.

HEMA81LI—Lat. 86° 48'. Long. 88'. Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Bdsha river (BaltisUn). It contains

twenty-five houses. (Jjflmef.)

HEM-BAPS- rifs DrXs."

HEMIS—
A iardart or collectorate of the province of Ladak. It now includes

the small districts of Gva and Bond. Among the villages are—Hernia,
Skio-Markha (beyond the Indus watershed), Masho, Stakna, Oya, Shang,

Tiri, Upshi, Chamathang and Nima-Mud—the largest being Masho, con-

taining about a hundred houses. The cash revenue is about fi6>000. Most

of the lands are held by the monastery, which is only nominally taxed, and a

considerable portion even of that is remitted by the State. Hanid belongs

to this kardart, and its monastery is subordinate to that of Hemis. (Radka

KUken^Aulmr.)

HEMIS os HEMIS OONPA—Ut. S6° 5S'. Loo^. 77« W. Eisr.

*'Ih. lugMt Mid wesltbiert monMteiy in Lnddk. It i. on th.lrft liMik

of the Indiu, 18 mik. above Lth, eitnated at the top of a ringnlarly

wild and Mlitaiy glen. The vinr from helowthe monastery i. wonderfully

piotnresqne. The white wallu, with their dark square, of window and door,

and thick red line, of coping, from which project here and there pole,

topped with the bndiy y^o tail, spread over the elifb tier above tibr,

and with great mames of bare rook protruding amongrt them, appear

iwlated in the very crowd of their aMemblage. The bnOding. eover a
erasidetable surface^ and form a nnall town. It is mid to etmtain «g|it

hnndied monks and nans (^sMsis). Waair BadhaKishsngivwthenamber
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of monks and nans as four hnndred (1888) {Aglmer). Snow lies here for

nearly three months every year/^ {BeUew.)

HEMI8 SHDKPA—Lat 84® 19'. Long. 76® 8'. Elev.

^Named after a grove of a hundred or two large ikukjta, or pencil-cedar

trees, which here grow about on a stony mound. The girth of several of

these trees is 6 or 7 feet, and some that -have irregular trunks measure

10 feet or more ; they taper quickly upwards, reaching to a height of about

49 feet. It is a holy grove protected by the gods, and disease and mis-

fortune are said to overtake those who commit sacrilege against it. There

are the remains of a fort or tower here, which were built by the Sopko in-

vaders of Lad4k towards the end of the seventeenth century.'* Hemis
Sbukpa lies between Timisgam and Khalsi, some miles from the right

bank of the Indus. {Drew^ffenderton.)

HEMIYA—Lat. 88® 89'. Long. 78® 6'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Indus, between Upshi and Puga rivulet.

Supplies procurable. There is sometimes a wooden bridge here, rickety

and not si^e for laden animals, which is generally washed away in July,

HENGO—Lat. 85* 86'. Long. 75® 24'. Elev.

A village lying in |the hills to the south of the village of Rondu. It

oonsists of twenty-two houses. Its inhabitants are Brokpas. {Aj^lmer.)

HESKU HENISKOT oa HANADKU—
Lat. 84® 16'. Long. 76® 45'. Elev.

A small village of sixteen houses on the right bank of the Kanji river. It

is passed on the route from Kashmir to L€h, between the Namyik La and
Fotu La. The river is crossed 1 mile below by a spar bridge. The stream is

generally fordable just below the village. {Bellew—Cunningkam—Aylmer.y

HIDRABlD—Lat 84®. Long. 74® 7'. Elev.

A very small village situated to the north of the H£ji Pfr on the road

between Ori and Punch ; it lies about half-way up the steep side of a
eery lofty range of mountains, which forms one side of a deep and narrow

valley traversed by the Sh4h-ka-kata torrent. There are two bungalows

for the use of travellers close to the village. Supplies of food and coolies

are very piecarious. (l^iyse—

HILBU—Lat. 85® 89'* Long. 74® 59'. Elev.

A small pargana in the ilaka of Rondu (Baltistdn). It includes the

villages of Hilbu, Silbu and Sapssr. It lies on the left bank of the Indus

and posssssss thirty houses. The inhabitants are Brokpas. Below Sapssr
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the ro«d down the left baok of the It tue etopi. A path leads high up the

moontains to the lovely village of Bulacti.

HILLAR-Lat. 33® 3V. Long. 76® 14'. Elev.

A large village situated on the south-west side of the Shdhahdd valley^ on
the stream flowing from the Vetarittar springs; it is said to contain about

one hundred inhabitants.

hindO rAj—
A name which may conveniently be applied to the great watershed separat-

ing Oilgit, Yasin, and ChitrdI on the norths from KohistXn and Shindka to

the south. This range runs from the very bank of the Indus^ opposite

Bunji^ right away to the Kunar valley. To the east its peaks are about

15^0Q0 feet high, but in the west they rise to 20,000 feet. The perpetual

snow line is at about 16,000 feet. The range is a very importont geo-

graphical feature, for it separates the rainless tracts of Gilgit and Yasin

from the well-watered regions on the south. To the north vegetation is

limited to a narrow belt, the general altitude of which may be stated to be

from 0,500 feet to 12,500 feet; while to the south the forests are magni-

ficent. As a rule, the slopes on both sides are easy and down-like. Brolly
speaking, also, their range may be regarded as the dividing line between

Sunis and Shias, the people to the north being almost entirely Shfas. Iho

name Hindu Raj is not one generally known, and may not be altogether

correct, but it supplies a want. The passes over this range are Dodargali,

Chonchat, Kinejat, Bariben, etc. {Tanner^Aylmer,)

HINDOTAK DlWAN PASS ou HINDO TAGH—
Ut. 36® 25'. Long. 78® 50'. Elev. 17,000'.

A pass leading over the Kuenlun mountain into Khotdn. The road to it

leaves the Karakoraixi route at Suget, and lies for two marches up ihjf

Karakash river. Robert Schlagentweit crossed this pass from a camping

ground called Sumgal, on the Karakash river. lie estimated its height to

be 17,379 feet. At the top there is a much-crevassed and extremely steep

glacier. The road by this pass can only be used by foot-passengers.

{Joknson—TroUer.)

HINGPtjRA—Lat. 33® 27'. Long. 76® 24'. Elev.

A village situated at the extreme south-east end of the Shdhabdd valley ; it

extends for some distance on both sides of the Sdndran river, which is

crossed by a kadal bridge, or it may be forded. It is inhabited exclusively

by Oiijars, who occupy flat-roofed log-huts. The path by the Nand Marg
pass lies through the village.

HINJO LA—Lat. 34® 9'. Long. 77^ 5'. Elev. 13,618'.

A pass between the Wanla and Sumdah valleys in the kardati of Lamayuru

(Laddk). Ward ^ys it is open by 15th May. (Aylmer.)
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HINZAL—Lai 85^ 58'. Long. 74* 14' 30^ Elev. 5,160'.

A small ham!et on the left bank of the Oilgit river, about 8 miles above

that place. It only contains al)Out oi^bt or ten houses, but it is usually

made the first stage out of Gilgit. (Barrow,)

HIRANAOAR—
A village of about three hundred houses with a small baz4r, settled by R<ja

Hira Singh about A.D. 1841. He removed the inhabitants from the old

site (about one mile distant next the fort of Jas-mirgarh when he repaired

that fort) and endeavoured to attract traders and make a town at the

new site of Hiranagar. The village is, however, now in a very depressed

condition. There are some good wells. It is chiefly occupi^ by Brah-

mans and Mias, and used to be the head-quarters of the Jas-mirgarh

tahsil. The tahsfldar now lives in Jasruta. Tlie neighbourhood swarms
with nilgai and deer.

—

(Wingate,)

HIRPORA—Lat. 33® 41'. Long. 7 1® 46'. Elev.

A small and scattered village lying about 7 miles south-west of Shupion

on the road towards the Pir Panjdl pass.

It is prettily situated on the right bank of the Rembi^ra, in the middle

of the valley, which is here about half a mile wide. There is a village on

the other side of the river almost opposite to it, which bears the same name.

An old Mogul eardi offers scanty accommodation for travellers, but there

is level ground availiible for encamping. The neighbourhood of the village

is well cultivated. Some supplies are procurable, and water from the

stream. Coolies for crossing the Pir Panj41 should be engaged at Shupion,

to go through to Baramula. (Hugel—Allgood—Ince—Aylmer,)

HISPAR PASS-rWe^NusHixLA."

HIWAR—Lat. 33® 30'. Long. 75® 22'. Elev.

A village situated in a gorge of the mountains on the north side of the

Shdhabdd valley, above the right bank of the S&ndran river, which is

crossed by a rough bridge below it. It is inhabited by six families of

zamfndars and two Sainds. The Bring valley may be reached by a path

from this village.

HOFATA OR HONUPATTA-Lat. 34® 10'. Long. 76® 55'. Elev. 12,400.'

A village in the Wanla valley, north of the Sirsa La, on the route from

Kishtwdr to Ldh vid ZanskAr. Cultivation consists of only a narrow strip

along the bank of the stream. Lucerne plentiful. Some poplars and

willows and large juniper trees. (Thomeon)

HOKAR8AR—Lat. 84® 6'. Long. 74® 45'. Elev.

A weedy and extensive morass in the centre of the valley of Kashmfr to
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the west of Srinagar ; it ia separated longitudinally from the Jhelnm by a
dam, but oommnnicates with it by means of canals and flood*gates.

Vigne remarks that were it not for the dams which confine the rirer in

many places, the lower surface of the valley would be entirely covered in

flood-time. A banded pathway is carried across the morass between the

Hanjik wudar and the village of Sybdg.

HOKBA—Lat. 83^ 39'. Long. IS*. Elev.

A village situated at the north-weet end of the Bring parganai of which it

is the tahsil eiation.

HOKSAB-Lat. 33® 39'. Long. 76® 33'. Elev. 13,316.

A pass lying over the range of mountains between the Nowbdg Nai and
Maru Wardwdn valley.

HOLNA OB HULIN—Lat. S3® 27'. Long. 76® 14^. Elev.

A village consisting of three or four houses, situated on the right bank of

the Banihdl stream, just opposite the village of Banihal, and a few hundred

yards distant from it.

HOLNAB OB HULAR—Lat. Long. Elev. 14,637^

A pass between the Kel Dara and the Samgan valley. It is easy and

practicable for laden cattle. It is said to remain open for sizl months.

{Abmad Alt Kidn^^A^Inter.)

HONZAL—Lat. 33® 34'. Long. 75® 49'. Elov.

A village situated at the northern end of the Dachin valley, on the right

bank of the Maru Wardwdn river ; it is said to contain five or six houses

inhabited by Hindus.

HOPBU—Lat. 33® 53'. Long. 74® 47'. Elev.

A considerable village of thatched houses, situnted rather more than a mile

north-west of Chr4r. It is surrounded with some cultivation.

HOTO—Lat. 85® 21'. Long. 76® 88'. Elev.

A pargaua in the ilaka of Skardu (Baltiatdn) on the left bank of the

Indus, at the extreme western end of the Skardu plain. It suffers consi-

derably from the encroachment of the Indus. It contains about sixty

houses. [Aylmer^

HOTO—Lat. 36® 42'. Long. 75® 42'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Braldii river (BaltisUn). It contains

eighteen houses. (Aylmer,)

HUNDAR-Lat. 84® 35'. Long. 76® 82'. Elev. 10,800', approx.

A village on the left bank of the Shyok, about 7 miles Mow its junction

with the Nubrd river. It is a baiting-place on the route from the Nubrd
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valley to SkEtd& tid tbe valley of tihe Sbyok. The river is here divided

into several channels. Ono branch of it> crossed by Dr. Thomson in Octo-

ber (£2nd), WES not less than 800 feet wide at the ford above Hnndar.
It is one of the most populous village in Nubrd. Very fine orchards

of apricot trees here* Opposite Hundar the valley is about £ miles wide.

The Hundar stream is crossed by a substantial bridge. The village

containa sixty housesi forty of which pay taxes. The inhabitants are said

to possess seven horses^ sixty-four horned cattle^ and five hundred and fifty

goats and sheep. A road from here leads up the Hundar stream. It then

divides; one branch goes to Uh vid the Thanglasgo pass, the other

communicates with the Snimo and Likir valleys. The camping ground
is in an orchard. Supplies procurable. [TAomon^Jy/mer.)

HUNZA—
Hunza district lies chiefly to the north of the river of the same name,
which also divides the districts of Hunza and Nagar. It is bounded on
the north by the Barbar range, very lofty and snow-clad peaks as high as

26,000 feet ; on the west by the Budalas spur, about 1 5,000 feet high ; and
on the east by the Shimshdl hills, about 22,000 feet, with perpetual snow.

In the same latitude, but east and west of Hunza fort, are the villages

of Attabad and Mdyun, which form the limit of the Hunza district on
the north of the river. From Attabfid.northwards to the Kilik pass the

oountry is called Ouj41, and on the left bank of the river from the Kilik

pass southwards it is known as Skimshdl. Gujdl and Shimshdl are under
Hunza.

Gujdl consists of sixteen villoges, Hunza sixteen, and Shimshdl two.

There was no way of getting an idea about population, save in a few cases,

which will be found in the list attached.

Hunza is about 8,OOU feet above sea-level, the villages on the north-
west rise gradually to alH>ut 1,000 feet higher, while those on the west
descend gradually as muchdower.

The Hunza district can muster about 5,000 fighting-men, fairly reli-

able in any emergency, armed with matchlocks, swords, and shields. In
the fort are kept three guns and eleven sAer-daeAas—most deadly, if you
come close enough I A good supply of ammunition is always kept, and sul-

phur is very largely manufactured from some blackish, hard mud, which is

put into large cauldrons of iron, together with a certain quantity of butter,

and heated till tlie latter seems to draw out all the sulphur, which is care-
fully collected and made to settle in wooden pots. To 5 seers of mud a
seer of butter is used, and between 2 and 3 seers of sulphur are extracted.

Saltpetre is also obtained from a similar source. Gunpowder is manufao*
tured, but lead is procured from Kashmir.

The present chief, Mfr Safdar All Khdn, ascended the yoddi after de-
stroying his own father, into whom he put twelve bullets I He is well liked

‘ by his ryots when compared with his father, who was a bad man. The
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chief considers himself a subject of China, and keeps up communica-

tion with Russia. When I was there, a man named Saiad Hasan, dis-

guised as a trader, came to the chief with four horses and a great variety

of saddles and trappings, which were really a nazar from the Badakhshdii

country. He came via Wakhiin,and was the bearer of an important letter

for Mir Safdar All Khdn.. The latter made himself unnecessarily disagree-

able, and on his conduct Captain A. Durand has most likely reported.

The men of Hunza are Muhammadans, Mughli Skias by caste, and are

perpetually fighting, on the score of religion, with the Nagar people, who
are Shiai. They permit the use of wine, are untruthful, and generally un-

trustworthy.

Taxei.--lt is ordered that any one digging for gold in winter and

summer has to give 4 mdihat for the seaso*: ; and any man getting

married has to pay 8 mdthai ; and when the chiefs daughter is mairied,

he gets 3 rupees from every family. In summer every possessor of a

cow or a bullock has to supply a seer and a half of butter to His Highness.

Every family delivers yearly 2 keekuki (equivalent to 23 seers) of corn,

and those who cultivate grass (as there is none in the country) have to

give a goat or sheep per family. Fines are imposed on all offenders in the

form of cattle or gold.

In addition to the foregoing revenue, some good land is reserved,

cultivated by ryots, and the produce in full made over to the chief.

On each of the streams that flow down the southern slope of the

Barbar range into the Hunza river, there is a village owing to convenience

of water-supply, and these are built of wood and atone in the style of forts,

but not sufficiently substantial to resist cannon. The habitations withiu

the walls are closely grouped, and each is usually occupied by one family,

or in some cases by two.

Approximately, the population of Hunza is ten thousand.

Canals are brought down from all the streams, at the head of which are

glaciers, the country is consequently well watered and famines are never

experienced.

No rain-crops are cultivated. Usually there is only one crop in the

year, sown about April and r<>aped in October or November. Wheat,

barley, ekim, kangni, iurumba^ and peas are the chief grains. The inhabit-

ants do not send out any of the produce to other places, hence have always

plenty.

The fields are enclosed by walls constructed of stones, and being usu-

ally in terraces on the hill-slopes, it is difficult to get from one to the other.

The country is very rich in fruit
:
grapes, apricots, peaches, mulherries,

apples, pears, and walnuts are produced largely, and of very excellent

quality. Oil is extracted from apricot kernelji and from walnuts.
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Panj4b( salt is imported from Kashmir, but salt and sugar are luxuries

indulged in only by the rich.

The people prize English goods immensely, and are visited by Ydrkand

and Badakhshdn traders, who supply them with piece-goods, sugar, and

tea.

A coarse tobacco is grown to a slight extent, llie market rates are

not very variable :

—

Wheat • .23 aeers (2 keehuht or 16 kai) for 1 rapee.

Butter • • • li ft (1 maliask) for 1 mpee.

Gold • • .1 iullu or 8 sufeAde from BIO to B12.

CaUle.—Shee^ are abundant, of a small breed with short tails, whose

wool b used for puUn. The goats are large, with very soft silky wool, or

hair immedbtely next to the skin under the ordinary lank stiff hair. The
former b used for making paskmina.

The cows and bullocks~are of a very sturdy breed, with thick legs and

very short tails. They are usually black in colour, and not very unlike a

buffalo in general appearance. These, as also animab of the canine species,

have the silky material above mentioned, but it is not used.

The horses are of the Ydrkand breed, with long hair, mane and tail

;

and with hard hoofs, which never require shoeing.

£4m {MdrkAor) and Maidrs (in Kashmir called tel) (ibex) are to be

found, but in such precipitous and almost inaccessible places as to be be-

yond the reach of any ordinary sportsman. Pa$kmina b made from tlieir

hair. Orial are also obtainabb in comparatively easy ground.

jRtW«.*-Towards the end of March the snow begins to melt, and the

Hunza river swells, and b quite impassable for about six months (till Octo-

ber) for men and animals. No boats or bridges exist, but in very emer-

gent cases, and when bound on a long journey^ men contrive to swim

across assisted by their horses, to whose sides and their own they attach

inflated goat-skin bags. Ordinarily men, women, and children cross over

on nara$ (ropes slung across from bank to bank attached to pilhrs of

stone). It requires a great deal of nerve to cross by thb means, as one

has very little footing on the three ropes knotted together, and has to hold

on to side ropes. This, together with the oscillation, when the centre is

reached, produces a feeling of sickness, which b only relieved when the

bank b safely reached.

The Hunza river rises at the Kilik pass and flows for 125 miles to its

junction with the Gilgit river. There are two naroi over the Hunza river,

from the Hunza to the Nagar bank ; one near the village of Pisan (Nagar),

and the other miles south of Hunza fort. There b also a third, 6 miles

north of Nagar, over the Nagar river, at a point where the banks are flOO

feet high. All the small streams are bridged during the warm months,

owing to the strength of the current, but during the winter proper both

S6» «
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the smaller and the larger ones can be crossed at any point with a little

care. The general width of the Hunza river in the summer months is dUO

feet and the depth 6 feet. The current is always very rapid, over a rocky

bed. In the winter months it subsides to a width of 100 feet and a

depth of^rom 2 to 3 feet.

A small quantity of gold is found in this river, a single man earning

as much as two rupees daily. The gold is obtained by sifting and wasli*

ing the sand and tlien adding mercury, to which the particles of gold

adhere.

Parser.—North-west of Hunza fort, at the hendof the Miichichul, is the

pass of the same name, at an approximate height of 18,000 feet; which,

after the road is crossed, goes on to Ishkamau. Nothing more is known of

this puss, as none of the party visited it. The Muchichul stream joins th(3

Hunza river at HasanXbad. N orth-east of H unza fort is the village of Pasu,

at the junction of the Shimshal with the Hunza; and at the head of the

former is the Shimshal pass, approximate elevation 17,000 feet. Nothing

has been seen of this total, hut, from enquiries made, there is every reason

to believe that it is fairly easy and leads to Yarkand. At the head of tiie

Hunza river is the Kilik pass, election about 10,000 feet, on the road

from Hunza to WakhXn. This is one of the two chief routes between

Kashmir and BadakbshXn, and iu consequence much used.

From Hunza to Chalt vid Mdyun and Budalas, a distance of

54 miles, the road keeps to the right bank of the Hunza river, and is very

rough for eque.strians, who in some places have to dismount and lead their

cattle. In four days light luggage can be carried from Hun^u to Chalt by

coolies. From Hunza to Pasu, a distance of about 30 miles (locally 15

tos), the road passes over very rough ground, and at that point it bifur-

cates. One branch, crossing the Hunza, ascends the ShimshAl pass, a

distance of about 80 miles (locally 40 tos). This is, from enquiry, only used

by foot-passengers, no cattle being able to traverse it owing to its being

in the bed of a stream, wrhich is frozen in winter and full of water in sum

mer. The other branch from Pasu goes along the right bank of the

Hunza river and up the Kilik total to a distance of 60 miles (locally 30

ioj) from Pasu.

The latter is used almost throughout the year, chieflj|r by traders from

Yarkand and Badakhshfin, who are in no way taxed by the Hunza people.

jOftcfajes.—Cholera is unknown. Fever, with or without agne, is pre-

valent during the warm months, but it is of a mild form and very seldom

fatal. About 40 per cent, of the inhabitants suffer from goitre. Weak
eyes are also frequent, and are said to be caused by the smoke of an oily

plant used for illumination. The universal and only remedies are branding

and bleeding.

8now to a depth of 9 feet covers the whole country in the vicinity of
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Hiinzili and lower down, from December to February, and on the higher

ground it lies to a depth of 18 feet from November to March. During

this season the people remain in their houses night and day, having pre-

viously laid in a supply of flour (the mills being blocked), dried meat

(sheep grow thin and die from the effects of the cold), wood and water.

The cattle, too, are housed, a sufllciency of fodder being stored beforehand.

June, July and August are the only mild months; at other times there is

perpetual wind and cold.

In every villa^-e there is a wazir^ a Trangfa {mukaddam) and a Charhu

{koticdl)^ all paid servants of the rdja. The Wazirs of Hiinza, by name

D4du, and of Gujdl, Sarbang Mahammad, are immediately under the rdja.

(Ahmad Alt Khan, 1889.)

IIUPAB—Lat. 36® 16*. Long. 73® U*. Elev. 6,448'.

A spot which marks the extreme north-western limit of the mahardja of

Kashmiris dominions, and the boundary between Punidl and Yasin. It lies

011 the right bank of the Gilgit river. It is aconveuient intermediate stage

between Oakuch and Roshan, but the camping ground is narrow and con-

fined.

Here the Punidi rdja keeps a small guard, whose business it is to light a

signal- fire on the approach of an enemy. To hold the position would

require a couple, of hundred men.

Hupar, being enclosed by high, steep rocky hills, is intensely hot

in summer. Good water from a stream which comes from the south.

Up this stream, 2,000 or 3,000 feet above Hupar, there are traces of a large

settlement in times gone by. Just short of Hujiar, on the Gakuch
side, there is a very difficult pari which might easily be defended by a

couple of hundred men against any number.

There are two roods past it, one of which only can be traversed by horses.

The Yasinis have a guard at a place called Shedods, out he opposite l«ank.

Fide article H(}fab ParI.'^ (B^itrow—Drew.)

11 U PAR PARl—Lat. 36® 16*. Long. 73® 45'. Elev.

A rocky spur on the right bank of the GiJgit river, between Gakuch and

Roshan, and about a mile short of Hupar (^.e.). This is one of the most

difficult places on the whole road between Gilgit and Chitral. At 7} miles

from Gakuch the road bif creates ; the lower path is fit only for men on

foot, and is, in places, very dangerous ; clefts in the face of the rock have

to be crossed by clambering up notched beams placed obliquely from

wall to wall. This path winds along the cliffs at varying heights from

the river-level to 500 feet above it. The other path is just practioable for

laden ponies, but is very steep and rocky. It rises a good thousand feet

above the river and goes over a shoulder of the cliff. (Bartow.)

UUSMfl—
A river in Baltistdn running into the Shyok river from the north above
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KhapRlu* Hie valley presents a very varied oharacter of scenery^ from

villages sarrounded with stately trees and luxuriant vegetation up to

regions of desolation, of lofty snow-clad peaks and vast glaciers. The
river above the village of Hush4 consists of three branches ending in

glaciers, llie main stream issues from a cavern at foot of a very large

glacier. {Godwin*Ausfen.)

HUSHfi—Lat. 85^ 27'. Long. 76^ 25'. Elev.

A village in 13altist£n on the left bank of the river of the same name.

HOSINGAM OB HUSIKOI—Lat 84° 82'. Long. 75° 10'. Elev.

A village in the Tilail valley, situated on the riglit bank of the Kishan

Ganga river, which is bridged beneath it. It is said to contain five houses

iiibabited by Muhammadan zamindars.

HUTHWOR—Lat. 88° 68'. Long. 74° 59*. Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, between Awantipdr and

Pampur.

HUZAKHAR-Lat 85° 15'. Long. 79° 20'. Elev. 16,684'.

A halting-place on the Changchenmo route (eastern variation), situated

15 miles north of Tsothang and 16 miles south of Mapothang (or

'Tlmldat). Camp about 20 yards to the east of a small lake, which is

difficult to find, from its being in a deep hollow in a plain. Water of lake

brackish, but a small spring of fresh water flows out of the high bank into

it. The whole ooontiy, with the exception of that to the west,

where the hills rise to a greater height, has the appearance of having been

the bed of veiy large lakes of various levels, and seems to be subject at the

present time to inundation in the months of April and May, during which

period the snow melts on the hilb.^* {Joknson^)
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IBKOT—Lat. 34® W'. Long. 73® SO'. Blev.

A village in the Kariiao district, situated on the left bank of the Kazf Hig
stream, on a sloping spur which drops perpendicularly to the water^s edge.

!t is separated by a deep ravine from the village of BadarkAt, lying to the

south. There are a few trees in the village, whicii contatns twenty houses

inhabited by zamindars. The cultivation about is mostly confined to

dry crops.

IDJ—
A stream which takes its rise in the forests on the slope of the hills at the

south-west end of the Uttnr pargana, and, flowing parallel to the Kamil,

joins that river in lat, 34° 31', long. 74° 16'; just above the confluence of

the Lolab stream. {Montgomerie.)

ILLIGAM—Lat. 34® 29'. Long. 74® 11'. Elev.

A village in the Ramhdl pargana, situated rather more than a mile south-

east of Shulurah, on the road towards Sopur. It is divided into three

mahallas, that to the north being known as Shaikhpdra, in the middle

Batpura, and to the south Magrip&ra.

In Shaikhpdra there is a masjid, the zi4rat of Saiad Eararo, and four

houses inhabited by zamfndars. In Batpura there is also a masjid, and twelve

houses inhabited by zamfndars. In this mahalla is situated the thdna,

tahsfl, and the zfdrat of Jumal Mutbu, with its clump of chun^r trees*

close to which the Muthd Ndg, a clear cold spring, rises in a small basin

shaded by some fine poplar trees; a sloping grassy bank by the side of

the spring offers a pleasant site for encamping. In the Magripdra

mahalla there are two masjids, and four families of zamfndarSi two mdllas,

and a duel.

A small stream which flows through the village is crossed by a bridge.

There are a variety of fruit and other trees about tbe placej and extensive

rice-fields surround it.

Illigam, with fifteen other villages in the same district, is held in jagfr

by Sard&r Amar Singh, the brother of the mahardja. Coolies and supplies

are procurable.

IMBEBSILWAB—Lat. 84® 24^. Long. 74® 27'. Elev.

A village situated on the slopes of the mountains, on the north side of the

Zainagir pargana. There is a direct road from this village to Tikpdra, in

the LoUb valley, which after the least rain becomes impassable for la^n
ponies, though tte villagers state that they can and do go by it. (ifoaf-

gomerieA
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IMBRA—Lat. 82^ 69'. Lon|^. Iffl ]0'. Eler.

A village in Jnmu, situated about 2 miles north of Krimchi, bjr the path

leading towards Rdmbdn. It lies above the left bank of the Biru Kad
stream.

INDUS RIVER—
According to the latest information the source of the Indus lies to the

north-west of the Holy Lakes of Manasa Rowara and Rowan Rud| in the

south-western slopes of the Kailas mountain (22,000 feet), in north lat.SI'

20^ and east long. 80^ SO', at an estimated height of 17,000 feet. Near its

source it bears the name of Sin Kliutab, or " lion^s mouth.'' It first takes a

north-westerly direction to Tashigong, about 120 miles from the place of

its reputed source. From its source to Garo, the Indus was followed by

Moorcroft in 1812. Within 8 or 10 miles of its source it was 240 feet

broad and 2| feet deep in July, and at Ouro, about 50 miles from its

source, it was a clear, broad, rapid, hut not deep, river. There is, how-

ever, another branch, Siiigd Chu, of the Indus which rises in Singi 'fot

in Nnri Khorsum, on the northern slopes of the Kailas, and running north

for 100 miles then turns west under the mountain of Aling Kangd, 23,000

feet above the sen, an<l, after a course of about 60 miles, joins the Oartok

river at Tashigong, having itself received a consideruble feeder called the

Lung Chu, about 20 miles above that junction. The elevation of the

eountry througli which these streams flow varies from 16,000 to 18,000 feet.

The united stream now bears tbs name of the northern confluent

Singd Chu ( r Indus.

Below Tashigong the first point at which the rhrer has been visited is at

Demchok, H,000 feet above the sea, by H. Stracbey, which is the boundary

between Chinese territory and the district of Hanld in Laddk^ It here leaves

the table-land through which it has previously flowed and enters the deep

gorges between the Himalayas and the Kailas. (Strachey followed it

from here.) At the junction of the Hanld river, about 00 miles below

Tashigong, which was the first point at which Thomson visited it, it had

an elevation of 13,800 feet; it was a muddy, torpid stream, without any

apparent current, about 4 feet deep and 20 or 25 feet wide. Thomson

soys of its probable eourse above this p>int:—

** It would appear to hart a voekj and merged channel. Snch at leaet was Iho

detcriptioii given to us by our guide*, and as the mountains on the south-west appeared tu

close in very abruptly within a very eh«»rt diiitanoe of the junction of the Hanld, wo

could not doubt that the open and level plain which we found on this portion of the river's

course was of limited eitent, snd quite an esceptionai feature m tbo oharaoter of the

country through which the Indue flows.

From the great elevation and abrupt elope of the range which runs parallel to the

Hanld river on the east, there can be no doubt that the spurs which it sends down on its

north-east slope towards the Indus mint be bold and rocky ; and though the hills on the

left Itank of the llanld river an much leas elevated, yet they riee as they advance to the

eastward."
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From this point Thomson followed it to the junction of the Puga
rivulet from the south. The river varies much in width, being seldom less

than 26 yards, and sometimes as much as 80 yards, the stream very gentle,

not exc^ing 2 miles an hour, except in a few rapids, and it was in

most places fordable. It then gradually assumes a more northerly course,

the mountains on either side approach much more closely than formerly, and

those ou the right continue extremely lofty; the river now flows more

rapidly, but is often wider and more shallow, one rapid being not less than

150 yards in width.

Banks of alluvial clay are here interposed between the mountains and

the river, forming cliffs which atUiu not unfrequently an elevation of 50

feet as at Ranak, about 260 miles from its source, and a few miles above

the junction of the Puga rivulet. Cunningham measured it in September

1847* It was here 240 feet broad, mean depth of 1*7916 feet, and

an extreme depth of only 3 feet. The greatest surface velocity was

8*658 feet per second, or 2t miles per hour, and its inean surface velocity

was 2*727 feet per second or nearly 1 mile and 7 furlongs per hour.

From this data the discharge of the Indus would only be 774 cubic feet

per second. The stream at this point was quite clear between grassy

banks, half sand and halt mud. Below this the character of the stream

becomes quite changed, the waters rushing impetuously down a narrow

channel full of huge bbulders and enormous rocks.

Drew gives a description of this portion of the river from near the

junction of the Hanld stream where the river takes a sudden bend to the

south-west. He says

^ We find oarielves in a level plain, of an avera^ width of 8 miles, which stretches

far to the south-east ; near whers flows the river is a thin growth of grass which makes

the plain by far the most important pasture-ground in Rupshu.”

The mountains which bound the valley on both sides rise to 19,000

and 20,000 feet,—that is to say, they are about 6,000 feet above the

flat. On the north-east the crest of the ridge is about 8 miles distant.

Below the junction of the Hanld stream the river takes the north-westerly

direction, and widens ''into a plain some 4 miles across, siindy at the

outer portions, but covered about with pasture where the river flows

through it. There are some small isolated roeks here projecting up the

plain.'*

• • • Here " there are two or three small villages which are the

highest in the Indus valley • • • • On the left bank is Nidar in

a ravine that comes down from the south; it has three houses only.

On the right bank are Ninio of twelve bouses, and Mad of ten. Nimo is

about 14,000 feet above the sea ; it shows a tract of bright green at the

edge of a great stony expanse . • • • The village of Mad is in the

next ravine to the east." From here "the Indus was flowing by in

a geatlestrsam with asp^ that seemed betweeo 1} and 2| miles an hour.
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Hie alla?ial flat it flowed through, widened to a breadth of perhaps three

quarters of a mile, thus being oonfinei either by the spurs of the hills or by

higher alluvial deposits, such as the sides of branch streams/' • • • To the

narrow defile or gorge called Rongi which confines the river south of Upshi,

the valley is again open. The Indus flows in a wide, smooth stream, between

banks of alluvial gravel with a depth that makes it just fordable; the hills

rise in some parts smooth, and with a gentle slope, in others bold and steep,

on both sides reaching, within a few miles, to a height of 5,000 feet above

the river. The river flows in a north-westerly direction as far as the vil-

lage of Upshi at the mouth of the Gya ravine, in a narrow valley called

Rong, where the river flows between rocks, along which it is diflicult to

find a practicable path ;
still there are also villages in the side valleys

and a small population finds just enough of cultivable land to get a subsist*

enoe from. At Upshi, where Thomson again joined the Indus, the width

varied from 80 and 40 to 100 feet, and it was flowing swiftly over

large boulders, and quite unfordable. Platforms of alluvium almost

level-topped, and often attaining a thickness of 100 feet, are here interposed

between the river and the mountains, which, still composed of highly*

inclined strata of conglomerate and its associated rocks, advanced in a suc-

cession of spurs to the centre of the valley. Just above Marsalang the

Indus is crossed by a wooden bridge, and from this place the direction

of the valley becomes more westerly, and the mountains on both sides

recede considerably from the river, leaving an open space of 5 or 6 miles

in width. Drew says :

—

“Before reaching L^h, the principal village in the river bank is Ghushot, where the

alluvial flat ia half a mile wi le and several miles long ; this is, therefore, the largest culti-

vated tract in Lsdflk. The village has over 200 honses, not concentrated into a village,

but ecattered over the plain, tingle or in twos and threes, at intervals, of a hundred

yards or ao."

The valley remains fairly open till the village of Pitak, near Ldh, is

reached, when it becomes narrow, nnd the river flows in places, where the

road cannot follow it, in narrow inaccessible gorges.

From Ranak to PiUk, the dUUnco is 180 miles, and tbs direction

generally north-west. The fall of the river is 3,800 feet, or 84*fl feet

per mile. Above Ranak the Indus is generally fordable, but from thenoe

to Lfih it can, as a rule, in summer only, be crossed by bridges. The bed of

the Indus at Pitak has an elevation of about 10,600 feet. The river is

here a tranquil but somewhat rapid stream, divided into several branches

by gravelly islands generally swampy and oovered with scrub*

Holding its course still north-west, it is joined about 16 miles below

Lfib, near the village of Nimo, by the Zanskflr river flowing in a direction

from south to north. The valley, where the two rivers unite, is very rocky

and precipitous, and bends a long way to the south*

The Zanskfir is here a very rapid, turbid stream, and Thomson thinks it
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contributes oonsiderably more tliRu half the amount of water to the main
Ftream below.

About 30 miles below this point, at Khalsi, the Indus is about 10,000

feet hiffh, and is joined by the Wanla torrent. The valley is generally

very barren, with rugged mountains on both sides, but there is a large

strip of cultivated land watered from a side stream on the plateau on which
the village is sitnatedi and which is 250 feet above the river bed. The river

is here crossed by a wooden bridge, and is only about 50 feet wide. The
small size of the river, after a course of nearly 400 miles, can only be

accounted for by the excessive aridity of the elevated tract through which
it flows.

** Betides the villages which are teen along the Indos valley there are 8evi«ral in the

tide valleya which join from both right and left. At the month of these valleys one
sees but a narrow* opening ; from this they often stretch np for miles, and contain cnltl-

rated land and small hamlets.'* (Drew.)

Every here and there are seen along the river-bank Small patches of

cultivated land with a proportionate number of habitations. These white

houses contrasting with the bare surrounding country make each little

village a charming sight.^^

Achirathang is a neat and pretty village on a plateau of river alluvium,

200 feet above the water ; below this village the valley narrows consider-

ably, aud is subject to chances of being dammed np by failing rocks and
debris.

Below Achfnathang the Hand stream flows in from the north by a
narrow defile. Below its junction ** the bottom of the Indus valley is a
narrow rock-bound gorge. The river flows in it with an eddied but not

uneven surface ; its depth must be great to allow the body of water to pass

along such a narrow channel, for the width is in one place 65 feet and
in another but 46 feet. The walls of this gorge are nearly vertical #

above them rise other steep but more broken cliffs ; above these the granite

retires, but there are greater heights behind. All this is granitic rock.

Over this rocky ground the path is a diflSeult one ; a laden horse cannot

go along it; and with difficulty can an unladen pony be led. It is the

same on both sides of the river. This difficulty of the road isolates

the villages of this part of the valley, cuts them off greatly from inter-

course, and it prevents the traffic between Ladtk and Baltistdn from

taking this route, which at first one would think to be its natural one.

The level of the river is about 9,000 feet, but even at this height the valley

in summer time is hot.^'

Having flowed between 70 and 80 miles below Khalsi in a north-

westerly direction, it receives from the south the river of Dr£s, which

has a discharge of not less than 500 cubic feet. The valley here is more
open, the mountains, without any diminution of elevation, receding

considerably from the river. It now takes a turn to the north as far as

* Similiir remiirk SMds by tbs 11611a isfaidiDg latsial vlltogs la lbs ladui KobbtSa.
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the village of KarUksho, where it becomea confined within eteep and pre*

oipitouB cliffs^ and continoea ao aa far aa Tolti, or indeed to Kiria.

''The path ia along the river, aometimea in a piece of aandy alluvium,

aometimea over the gi^t rugged blocks of a talus, and sometimes on the

face of a cliffj washed at the base by the river, the road being carried on

precarious-looking tknbered galleries fixed into small projections of the

rocks. The scenery is always of stonj expanse and rugged rocks; only at

every few miles a pretty village at the opening of a ravine pleases one by

its thick crops and the foliage of its fruit-trees, which here, as we descend

the valley, more and more flourish/'

The village of Kiria is 40 niilea below that of Marol, and is the point

where the Shyok joins the Indus. The Shyok valley seems nearly parallel

to, and at levels corresponding with, the Indus valley, and has much the

same general character. At their junction the Shyok is considerably

wider and more rapid than the Indus, being 150 yards wide, while the

Indus is but 80 yards. The Indus, however, is much deeper, so that

neither river so decidedly preponderates over the other os to enable their

relative sizes to be determined at a glance. Probably the discharge of the

two is nearly equal.

The direction of the united streams, which are now known by the name
of Ab5 SCu, becomes nearly due north, and it flows for many miles through

a narrow ravine to the plain of Skardu, about 30 miles below Kiris.

Skardu is the chief place of Baltist&n, and here the Sliigar valley joins the

united streams of the Indus and the Shyok. At the meeting of the waters

the valley widens considerably. There is seen between the mountains and

the river a curving crescent-shaped plain 30 miles in length, and varying

from 1 to 5 miles in width. In the widest part are two isolnt^ hills about

1,000 feet in height. Between these flows the Indus, and immediately

below the Indus receives the waters of the Sbigar and becomes a river of

great volume and speed.

The Indus here was measured by Thomson, who found it 630 feet brood,

with a mean depth of 7*11 feet and an extreme depth of 9f feet. The

mean surface velocity was 3*138 feet per second, or about miles per

hour, llie greatest surface velocity was 3*586 feet per second, or rather

moie than 1} miles per hour.

From these data, the discharge may be calculated at 4,525 cubic feet

per second in the winter. Of this amount, about 3,000 cubic feet are prob-

ably supplied by the Shyok river, and the remaining 3,500 cubic feet by

the Indus proper.

The Dris probably supplies 500 cubic feet of this, and the Zanskdr river

1,000 cubic feet, leaving 1,000 cubic feet for the Indus proper above the

junction of the last-named river.

The river Indus here traverses the open valley of Skardd in an

extremely winding course. At one time it washes the base of the cliffs
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which ierminate the projecting mountain iipura^ at another it flows between

high banks of alluvial conglomerate or of flue clay. Not unfrequently

these clay cliflfs recede to a considerable distance from the river, in which

case the intervening space is generally sandy. A small branch of the

stream, at times little more than a chain of pools, often runs close to the

cliffs, indicating a former channel of the river; and when this is the case

the low ground between the two channels is often swampy and grassy*

The hei of the Indus at this point of its course is very little inclined, the

stream flowing in general very gently over a sandy bed, its surface quite

smooth and tranquil, occasionally only a little rippled in turning round a
projecting rocky spur where its bottom is gravelly, and the inclination

perhaps a little greater. Opposite Skardii the Indus, even in the depth

of winter, is a noble stream, often more than 500 feet wide and 9 or 10

feet deep in the centre.

About 1 mile beyond Kamar, which is the last village on the north

side, and to the west of the Skardu plain, the valley of the Indus contracts

very suddenly, the mountains closing upon the river, and at the point

where it passes from the open plain into the narrow ravine the inclination

of its bed seems to increase and the rapidity of its flow to become much
greater. This result is quite in accordance with what has been observed

in the Nubrd plain. Indeed, narrow valleys are'so generally steeply slop-

ing, and wide valleys so generally nearly level, that it can scarcely be

doubted that the inclination of the surface is in some way connected with

the width or amount of excavation of tlie valley.

For a mile or two beyond the end of the Sknrdd plain, the monntains

are suflicicntly far apart to allow of the interposition of a narrow platform

of conglomerate. Soon, however, even this disappears, and thenceforwanl

for nearly 50 miles from Skardu the Indus runs through a narrow ravine

of a very uniform character. The mountains on both sides of the river

are extremely steep, and almost uniformly rocky and precipitous. At
tiistant intervals a small platform of alluvium is interposed between the

eliffs and the river, but much more frequently precipices directly overhang

the stream or steep bare rocks, only not absolutely precipitous.

About 40 miles down the river from Skardu is the village of Rondo
or Mandi which has an elevation of 6,700 feet. The river flows past

acme 500 feet below the level of the village between perpendicular

rocks of massive gneiss. In a narrow part it is spanneq by a rope

bridge made of birch twigs, which is 370 feet long in the carve with

a fall in it of some 80 feet, the lowest part being about 50 feet above

the stream. The approach to the bridge is over slippery rocks ; the path to

it is so narrow and diflScult that one’s steps Have to be aided in places by
ladders. For a long distance the river flows in a narrow gorge, the

vertical rocks tiiut form it being over 600 feet high.

The elevation of the river liens Would indicate a fall of about 1,000
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feet since leaving Skardd^ or^ as the river flows very tranquilly till it leaves

the Skardd plaioi from the village of Kamara, a distance by the road of 29

miles^ but not more than 20 miles along the course of the river. This is

equivalent to a fall of about 50 feet per mile which, for a stream discharg-

ing so large a volume of water, is very considerable indeed, but not more
than is indicated by the general turbulent course of the river. Just below

Rondu, the Indus is crossed by a good twig suspension bridge, at the

village of Shuot. The valley continues to narrow and the mountains to

become more precipitous. From the village of Sapser, a short way below

the junction of the Tak valley, to Sasil in Haramosb, the Indus valley

is without any village. The river rushes wildly through a gloomy gorge

whose sides consist of precipitous mountains coming down to the very edge

of the torrent, in a few places the water, although rapid, is unbroken and

can be crossed on skin rafts, but these breaks are few and alwavs end in a

roaring cataract.

The road, which follorrs the right bank, is constantly forced high up

the mountain-side (at the Shitigos Pir for over 5,000 feet) only to re-descend

at the next side valley. It is with great difficulty that even a lightly-laden

coolie can pass along this road. The left bank is absolutely impassible.

The heat in this gorge is very great in summer at Sasil, where the river

makes its great bend to the south ; it is crossed by an extremely shaky

twig suspension bridge, which none but the local men will cross.

Below Sasil there are aiew small hamlets on and above the right bank*

but there are none on the left, which is a waterless tract of country. The

road on the left bank is very bad, but that on the right is said to be better.

Just above the junction of the great Oilgit river, the stony, barren plain

of Bunji is reached, which lies along the left bank for a dozen miles.

At the Sai ferry the width of the Indus in flood is quite 300 yards*

and it flows at the rate of 6 or 7 miles an hour. The passage is diffi-

cult and sometimes dangerous. For particulars vid$ ** BdNjf.*' (Jy/mef.)

Vigne, who viewed the Indus from about 10 miles below this con-

fluence, describes it there as a vast torrent, rushing through a valley 6

or 7 miles wide, and holding a south-westerly course which might be

traced downwards for at least .40 miles.

We now come to a portion of the Indus which, until quite lately, has

been unexplored. In 1870, however, the Mdlla, an explorer of the Sur-

vey Department, opened up this country, and since then in Biddulph's

Tribes of theHindd Kiish,^^ published in 1 880, this portion of the Indus vidley

is described. Here the great river traverses a distance of some 220 miles,

descending from a height of about 5,000 feet to that of 1,200 above the

level of the sea at Atak.

Its way winds tortuously through great mountain ranges, where peaks

are rarely less than 15,000 feet in height and culmihate in the Nanga
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Parbati the well-known mountain, whose height, 26,020 feet, is only ex-

ceeded by very few of the great peaks of the Himalayas.

The river in many places is hemmed in so closely by these great ranges

that its valley is but a deep-cut narrow gorge, and, as a rule, there is more
open space in the lateral valleys nestling between the spurs of the sur-

rounding ranges, than in the principal valley itself. This region up to the

borders of British territory, has never been brought into subjection by any
of the surrounding powers. Each community elects its own ruler and has

little intercourse with its neighbours and with the outer world ; it only

communicates through the medium of a few individuals who have the pri-

vilege of travelling over the country as traders.

Biddulph describes this portion of the Indus valley, e?lled usually the
'' Indus-Kohiatdn," as follows :

—

** In no other part of the world, probably, is there to bo found snch a large nnjiber

cf lofty mountains within so confined a space. This immense mass of mountain is

intersected by numerons deep rallejs, and theee, owing to some pecnllar geographical for-

mation which I hare not remarked in other parts of the Himalayas, are generally narrower

at their mouths than higher up. It is not unusual to see among them ralleys of from
10 to 90 miles in length, supporting a population varying from 600 to 6,000 souls,

with an embouchure so narrow that it is difiicult to find a pathway beside the torrent,

which issues between overhanging rocks'. In addition to this, the enormous rush of

water during the summer months from numerous and patensive glaciers and snow-fields

impedes communication. • • • .

Several valleys esist into and out of which cattle and horses can only pass during two
months of the year, and in which the continual falling of hnge masses of rock from the

steep mountain-sides under the action of frost, snow, and sun frequently sweeps away
the narrow and frail pathways. The roads are of the rudest kind, and necessity has

made the inhabitants intrepid cragsmen. « . • •

** Communication is maintained over the rivers at certain points by hanging bridges

of plaited birch twigs —a means of crossing which tries the steadiest nerves.*'

From Bunjf to the village of Oor the road runs along the right bank

of the Indus.

Oor is Si miles from the river, from which the road is steep and diHS-

ciilt. The road meets the river at the village of Darang. About 15

miles below Darang the Paro stream flows in from the north, and 2i miles

further is another small rivulet called the Qies.

The river here flows in a westerly direction, and at the village of Tnlpfn,

where a small stream of the same name flows into the Indns from the

north, is a ferry wliich is used by people proceeding to Bdojf from
Chilas. {Vide Oaaetteer of the Eastern Hindd Kdsh.)

Bespe^ing the further oourae of the river, information will be found in

the report (Simla, 1886) oompiled in the I. B., Q. M. G.'s Dept.

INOIMA—Lat. 84^ 26'. Long. 74^ S'. Elev.

A range of bills forming the northm boandary of the Bangas maiddn, at

the south-west end of the Uttar pargana.
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1 NGRAWARA—Lat. 33® 28'. Long. 76® 23'. Elev.

A small village containing three housesi situated at the foot of the hills on

the south-west side of the Shdhabfid valley^ above the left bank of the

Saudran river. It lies just south of Rishpdra.

INKOTor ingot—

L

at. 34® 68'. Long. 76® 12'. Elev.

A village of niue houses in a small valley on the left bank of the Indus in

Khurmang (Baltistdn). (Jylmir).

INSHIN—Lat. 83® 49'. Long. 76® 87'. Elev. 8,143^

One of the principal villages in the Maru Wardwin valley, situated above

the left bank of the river, at the foot of the Char Sar mountain, opposite

the junction of the Ghilan torrent. It is distant four marches, east of

Islamabad, by way of the Nowbug valley, and about 84 miles, or seven

marches, north of Kishtwar. A ):adal bridge, which is now iu rather a

shaky condition, crosses the Maru Wardwdn river below the village

;

it measures about 60 feet in span between the piers.

Ibere is a masjid in the village, the ziarat of Baba Ddud Guni, and about

ten houses. A torrent which flows past the north side turns two or three

mills. There are a few stunted trees about the place, and the cultivation

extends down the valley, joining the fields about Wardwdn.

The three villages Inshin, Wardw4n, and Bata, on the right bank of

the river, are included in the sam<i reveuue assessment. Supplies cannot be

depended upon.

ISHEM—Lat. 34® 6'. Long. 74®. Elev.

A small village situated on the road on the left bank of the Jbelum, about

midway between tJri and Cba.- oti. (AUffOod,)

ISHKAMPtJRA—Lat. 34" 27'. Long. 74® 16'. Elev.

A village in the Machipura pargana, situated on one of the paths leading

from the direction of Sopur towards Shalurah.

ISKANDARPtJR—Iiat. 34® 2'. Long. 74® 37'. Elev.

A village in the Birwa pargana, situated on the slope of the spur to the

west of the path between Makahamo and Drang.

It is said to contain a masjid, the ziarat of B£ba TOj Din, and thirty

houses inhabited by zamindars, a blacksmith, bania, potter, Icather-worker,

and a mulla.

ISLAMABAD—Lat. Sa® 44'. Long. 76“ 12'. Kiev.

The largest town in the valley of Kashmir, the city of Srinagar excepted,

called Anat N4g hy the H iudiis. It is now but a shadow of its former self,

containing less than 1,500 houses: many of them are ornamented with

moat elegant trellia and lattice work. Vigne remarks that their preaent

ruined and neglected appearance is placed in wretched contrast with their

once gay and happy condition, and speaks volumes upon the light and

joyous prosperity that has long fled the oonntry.

Islamabdd is situated about « mile from the right bank of the Jbelum,
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near the confluence of the Arpat, Brings and Sdndran streams, a^d just

above the junction of the Lidar it lies under the western side of an ele-

vated wudaT or table-land, upon the edge of which there is a conical bill

overlooking the town. This hill, which rises to the height of 5,896 feet

(about 850 feet above the level of the town), is composed of a thin strata of

fine grey mountain limestone, having a quantity of shingly conglomerate,

the remains of a beach, adhering to the slope that fronts the town; it

commands an exquisite view of the plain and the mountains at the south

end of the valley. From its foot flows the holy fountain of Anat Ndg.

There ore other springs in the immediate neighbourhood ; one of them,

the SuKk Nag, is strongly impregnated with sulphur. Among the fifteen

masjids in the town, is one built to the memory of Rishi Main, a saiut 1o

whose prayers in particular the defeat of Akbar's first attempt to take

Kashmir was attributed. There is also a Hindu temple, and a small pleasure-

garden called the Sarkdri Bagh, which contains the thana, tahsil, and other

government offices, and which is usually occupied by the maharaja and his

family when visiting the town.

Ishimabdil is a kusaba or market town, and possesses a well-supplied

basutr ns well as post and telegraph offices. The Hindus are said to number
*4250 families, out of a total of 1,450; among the inhabitants are numerous

traders and artisans. Shawl-weaving is the principal branch of industry,

employing, it is said, about half the population. Handsome saddle-cloths

and rugs of various patterns are also largely manufactured, and a govern-

incut filature was tried but failed.

The navigation of the Jhelum commences at Kanabal, about a mile

from Islamabad, where the river flows with a gentle current; the pnssage

by boat to the capital occupies about eighteen hours, the distance by
road being 35 miles. The A rpat is crossed by a good bridge on the

south side of the town ; it is also usually fordable.

On the west side of the enclosure surrounding the Anat Nag spring,

which contains some magnificent chunar trees, there is a large double-storied

brick building for the reception of travellers ; there arc also other smaller

pavilions by the side of the tank into which the spring flows.

The following table of distances from Islamabad to places in its vicinity

18 exti acted from Incogs Guide to Kashmir ;

—

From To Distanco in milci.

Ihliiiaahtfd Kanabal a
Ruins of Martuud

.

«• Bawdn
•

1

Caves of Rlidmjd #

M
1

•
1

Aohibdl
it S

1

Vernl^
M • . a 9 Nowbog
•» • • a a 8aog4m
»• • • a a KakarNdg.
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ISMAlL DE DOBI—LbL 84° 80'. Lon^. 78° 88'. Elev. 18,043'.

A mountain in the forming the watershed between the western end

of the Uttar pargana and Lower Drawdr.

That part of the range lying between this mountain and Bdranambal

to the north-east is called Lumlalut. The rocks along the ridge consist

chiefly of slates and schists ; the latter apparently contains much silica, with

occasionally layers of sandstone. They are generally much contorted, and

dip at a high angle iu a southerly direction, the general strike varying a

point north or south, of east and west. In one or two places the rocks

seemed to be inverted, as they di|>|>ed northerly at a high angle, and with

the same strike. The schists are intersected* with large veins of quartz*

{Uantgometie.)

ISMAILPUR—Lat. 82^ 88'. Long. 75^. Kiev.

A miserable village situated in the plains, on the ]mih between Samba and

Jamu, about 9 miles south-east of the latter place. It possesses a tank

overshadowed by a large fig-tree. 'There is little or no cultivation in the

neighbourhood. (UUgeL)

ISPl—Lat. 85® I'. Long. 74® 53'. Elev.

A small village on the left bank uf the Kamri stream. It contains eight

bouses. It is situated on a plateau and is watered by a small fordable

stream. (Aglmer.)
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J
JAGERPOR-^Lat. 34<> Long. 14P IV. Eley.

A village situated on the right bank of the Pohru river^ towards the south-

east end of the Uttar parg^na. In the mahardja's records it is noted as

oonsisting.of three small viUages, Jagerpdr, Pir-ka-MaloMiy and Massa-

bowan* {Montgomerie.)

JAORAN—
A river which takes its rise on the south side of the watershed between

K4ghdn and the valley of the Kishan Qanga; it flows in a southerly and
south-easterly direction, joining the Kishan Ganga in lat. 84^ 88', long.

78^ 54' near Darral, at which spot it is not fordable, but is cross^ by a

iadal bridge a short distance above the village. The K£gb4n valley may
be reached by paths lying up the course of this stream.

JAHAMA—Lat. 84^ 16'. Long. 14P 26'. Elev.

A village situated in a grove of willow trees on the left bank of the Jhelum,

between Sop&r and Baramdla.

JAJlMARG~Lat. 84^ 10'. Long. 75^ 10'. Elev.

An elevated grassy valley situated amid the lofty mountains between the

Jhelum and Sind rivers. It lies mostly above the limit of forest^ and is

covered with snow until the summer is far advanced. It is traversed by

the stream which escapes from the Chandar Bar, and forms one of the head-

waters of the Lidar.

There are no regular paths leading to this marg, but it may be reached

by shepherds* tracks from the Trdl and Lidar vallqri»and with considerable

diflbmity from the village of Sdrphrar, on the left bank of the Sind river.

JALABr-Lat. 32^ 42'. Long. 52^ Elev.

A village in the Basaoli district, containing four houses inhabited by Hin-

dds ; it lies about a mile south of Bani, on the slopes of the mountains above

the left bank of the Siowa.

JAMAGAN—Lat. 84^ 87'. Long. 74<’ 10'. Elev.

An encamping ground in the valley on the north side of the Sftalwdo pass,

on the path leading from the Uttar pargana to the village of Dddnidl, on
the right bank of the Kishan Ganga. There are no habitatioiis, but wood
and water are procurable.

JAMALPUR—Lat. 88^ 80'. Long. 78^ 55 Elev.

A village containing about twenty houses surrounded by eom-fiebls, situated

above the left bank of the Pdnch T6i river, at the south end of the Kotl
valley, about 2 miles from that town.

One of the provincee eomposing the Kuhmfr State. Besides Jam& proper,
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it inoludes the provinoes or wiz^rats of Baltistdo (or Skardd) and Laddk^

and is administered by a chief officer styled Hakim-i-XIa/^

Jamu proper is bounded on the north by the Panjdl range, on the south

by the Panj&bi on the east by the hill State of Chambai and on the west

by the Panjdb and the Pdnch.

The Sikhs took quiet possession of the state of Jamd^ its capital apd

.

govemmenti A.D. 1809j on the death of Rdja Jey Singh, the last of the

rightful Rdjput princes.

Civil DioiVum#.—The province is divided into seven districts,

Jamu, Jasrota, Mindwar, Naoshera, Riasi, Udampur, RXmnagar.

Towns.—Besides Jamu there are no towns ofany great size, and there are

only one or two others which can be said to be flourishing. In the lower

hills the principal towns commencing from the east are Basaoli, Jas*

rota, Rdmnagar, Bhadarpur^ Chineni, Udanipur, Riasi—-these are east of

the Chendb ;
on the opposite side are Aknur, Mindwar, Naoshera, Bhim-

bar, Mirpur, Rajaori, Kotli, and Chaomuk. In the higher mountains, the

northward, the chief towns are Kishtwar, Doda and Padam in Zanskdr.^

Natural features.—On leaving the British territory of the Panjdb, and

entering the Jamu province, no immediate physical change is seen ; for

the last portion of the great plain, a strip which varies in width from

3 or 4 miles up to 20, makes part of the Jamu province. Wo are still

then on the wonderful wide plain of India, where the eye tires in

contemplating the unvaried level. As in the Panjab, the trees here also

are small and scant of foliage, either scattered singly or grouped round

wells. Dull enough is the aspect of this plain when the crops are ofE and

the ground is a bare caked surface of dried mud, when, the boUweather

haze, hiding the distant view, makes the dusty ground. shade off into a

dusty air. But at other times of the year, as in March, when spring is

well advanced, when the trees are in bloom, and the wheat over large

undivided spaces is coming into ear, the prospect is bright and agreeable.

At such a season the air is clear, and one sees the snowy mountains from

afar. As we approach, the unwhitened ranges of the outer hills come

more and more distinctly into view
;
getting nearer still, we see that a suc-

cession of comparatively low ridges, some rugged and broken by ravines,

some regular and forest covered, intervene between the plain and the high

mountains. It is these which constitute the region of the outer hills.

The natives have a special name for this tract ; they call it kandi, which

may be translated edging and they contrast it with the next higher

one, to which they give the name paUdr, a word that simply means

mountain, but by dwellers in the outer hills it is used for the next

neighbouring mountains, those below the highest. The separation of these

two tracts, the outer hills and what we shall call the middle mountains, is

* Zaosklr now belongs to tbo Udampdr dietrict.
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a national one^ founded on physical differenoee both geological and super-

ficial.

The southern boundary of the outer hill region—that is to say^ the foot

of the hills—is called by those who use the Persian idiom damin-ukok, or

skirt of the mountains it is a sharply-defined boundary ; it can be

clearly traced on the map^ changing its direction not snddenlyi bat with a

few large and sweeping carves. The northern or inner boundary of the

same region is less defined ;
in some parts a line of mountains from 8,000 to

10,000 feet high ends it off ; in others, tracts having the characteristics

of the outer hills penetrate in between the mountains ; in others, these

characteristics gradually shade off, so that one cannot point out exactly

where they may be said to end. The length occupied by these outer

hills, within the territory we are speaking off, is on an average 150

miles, from the Ravi on the east to the Jhelum on the west ; it is some-

what less than that along the foot, and somewhat more along their mountain

boundary. Eastward and westward, beyond these two rivers, respectively, in

the British terntory, they continue on with the same feature and character.

Indeed, we are here concerned with a part of a chain of hills of enormous

length, that, with wonderful uniformity, edges the Himalajra along their

course of more than 1,200 miles. This is in some parts called the Siwalik

chain. The width of this outer hill region in our part varies from 14

to 36 miles ; the greater extension is on the north and north-west, where

there is both this increased width*of hills that may, without doubt, be
classed within it, and also a graduation of these into the higher mountain
region.

Their elevation above the sea-level ranges from 1,000 feet up to 5,000

;

their outer base, where they rise from the plain, is about at the former
level, and some points of the more inward ridges reach the latter, but the
more usual altitudes are from 2,500 to 3,500 feet for the ridges, and from
1,800 to 2,400 feet for the intermediate longitudinal valley.

In trying to give a detailed account of this area, I shall first say a few
words on the characteristics of the plain country that lies in front of the

hills, and then, dividing the outer hill region into two parts, eastern and
western, describe them in succession, taking first that which lies between
the Ravi and the Chendb valleys.

THN PLAIN IN FBONT OP THE HILLS.

Although in the Panjfib generally the humidity is greater the nearer
one is to the mountains, yet the last of the plain, that part which ad-
joins the outermost hills, is a drier tract than what is further away from
them. I fiud two causes for this : one is, that the soil is porous, being of a
lighter loam, and liable to have beds of pebbles in it; the other is, that
ravines, which (originating in the hills) often cut across to depths of 100
feet and more, cause a contplete natural deep drainage, and leave the sorfaee
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•omewhat arid. The level of thie extreme part of the plaine may be oount-

ed at from 1,100 to 1,200 feet above the eea. Ae one travenes it in a

direction parallel to the hills, one crosses the namexons gnlliea or ravines

(nullah or nala is the much used Indian word), which are of varying import*

anoe, according as they drain a smaller or a larger area. Many of these

are dry in ordinary times, but show by their pebbly bed that water

sometimes flows along them with force ; these rise on the outer slope

of the first ridge. Then, there are some which are never wholly dry •

they usually have a small stream of water meandering over a wide, low,

levd flat, Mow the general level of the plain
;
these rise further back in

the mountains, in the second or third ridge ; they drain a larger area, and

are subject to sudden falls of rain. Such water-courses will in certain seasons

be filled for a time by a wide and swift river, discoloured with red mud in

suspension, carrying down in this way, as well as by dragging sand along

the bottom, large quantities of material from tbe bills to the lower grounds

and to the sea.

Tliese ravines are from a few hundred yards to a mile wide; they are

bounded by a sudden bank, often cut into a river-cliff of a hundred feet in

height that shows to view the sandy and loamy strata. Their flat bottom

is mostly sandy; it is sometimes covered in part with the long turfy jungle

grass, called in these parts Uar.
The plateaux between these ravines, though, as before said, somewhat

dry, have in great part been brought under cultivation ; here, as the crops

depend entirely on the rain, their yield varies much with tbe years.

Tbe 70-mile strip from the Bavf to the Cbendb is crossed by two
large streams that deserve separate mention. These are tbe Ujh, that

debouches by Jasrota, and the Tawf, that comes out of the bills by Jamfi.

They are both rivers of perpetual flow and considerable, though much vary-

ing, volume. Tbe Chendb, which is a great river of large volume, debouches

into the plain country by the town of Akndr, where it divides into many
channels which fertilise the tract called Bijwdt.

Leaving the river and examining tbe country on the west of it, we find

that it generally corresponds with what we saw in the eastern part between

the river Ravi and tbe Chendb.

All along to Bhimbar, past the villages of Mindwar and Barndlf, lies

the strip of drier plain. It is a plain with slight depressions, which occur

where one crosses tbe sandy or stony stream-beds. Most of these stream,

lieds are quite dry for the greater part of the year, but there is one that

holds a continuously flowing river. This stream is the Mindwar Tawf, so

called to distinguish it from its sister of Jamd.

As one approaches Bhimbar, there appear on the south, in the British

territory, the Khdridn hills* Between these hills and our outermost range

there still runs a narrow strip of plain, which for 12 miles west of Bhim-
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bar it of that eharaoter just desoribed, of ravineo and low flat plateaux alter-

nating. Beyond this^ extending to the Jhelnm, is a space of oomplelely flat

alluvial ground, little above the level of the river.

IA8TXRN DlVlSlOir Of THS OUTBR HILL8.

Recalling that this division is to include those which lie between the

Ravi and the Chendb, we will examine first the very outermost range.

The outermost hills of ull belong to a ridge that, along the 70 miles

between these two great rivers, has the same characters. It rises from

the plain with a regular and gentle slope of about 3°, that so continues

till a height of some 2,000 feet above the sea is reached ; this slope is in-

dented with many drainage valleys, not cut steep, but making undulations

of the ground transverse to the run of the ridge. The surface of the hills

is stony ; rounded pebbles cover nearly the whole of it, for the strata be-

neath are composed partly of pebble-beds. Still it bears vegetation;

the hills are indeed clothed with forest. The slope continues up to acrest»

Beyond, there is a sudden fall along the whole line of it, an escarpment

formed of sandstone clifEs of some hundreds of feet of vertical height

below which again the ground acquires a lesser slope.

This is the first range of hills ; the gentle slope faces the plains, the

cliff slope abruptly ends it off on the inner side ; the whole surface from

the plains to the cliff edge is an expanse of forest ; but beyond the crest the

ground is too steep to bear it. The run of the range is interrupted by the

valleys that lead out through it from the inner country ; these are not wide,

but in some parts they are near enough together to cut the range into por-

tions of short lengths that make almost isolated hills.

Next, within the outermost range, oomes a tract of very irregular

broken country. It is a country of ridges and sloping plateaux, out through

by very small but steep ravines. The foundation of its character is the

changing degree and frequently high angle of the dip of the soft sandstone

rook. So varying is the form that it is difficult to conceive any general

idea of it in the mind, but when the eye gets used to the hills, it perceives

that many of them are of one type; on one side is along slopes on the

other a stmp escarpment, ihe former slope coinciding frith the dip of the

beds. Since this dip is often 10^ or 15% there arise jutting plateaus of

rock of a corresponding inclination, which end in vertical cliffs of the mas-

sive mndstone. From, probably, lateral changes in the characters of the

beds, each ridge or sloping plateau continues but a short distance; as one

dies away or disappears, others rise into prominence, parallel may be, but

not in the same line.

At another part the plateau and scarpment form is obliterated from the

dip of the beds, reaching to such a high angle as 45® maybe; instead there

are equal-sided valleys bounded by jagged ridges; these ridges run at right
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Eoglai to ibe strike of the beds ; but not pErallel with it, as did those of the

other form ; the serrations of these jagged ridges are formed hy the projec-

tion of the harder rocks, whioh also oontiniie all down the hillside making

projecting ribs.

A great part of the surface of these hills is of the bare grey sandstone

rock, uncovered with soil, but in some places grass and bushes have got a

footing upon it, and here and there is cultivated space enough to support

a family or two or a little hamlet, but of necessity it is a tract very

thinly peopled and difficult of access* To go over this ground is not easy

;

the paths from hamlet to hamlet are but tracks marked by the passage of

feet over the sandstone, or sometimes down steps cut into it : from the in-

accessibility of the cliffs, and the steepness of the ravines, the ways are

tediously roundabout and they are tiresome from the frequent rise and

full.

This irregular combination of ridges, which sometimes trend north-west

and south-east (with the strike), and sometimes run across that direction

(at right angles to the strike), continues, as one goes on, to a distance of

10 or 12 miles from the outer skirt of the hills : then we come to a wide

longitudinal valley, such as is called in the more eastern Himalaya a din.

The height of the more important of these ridges is commonly as much

as 2,500 feet above the sea, and in the eastern parts they rise even to 4,000

feet. There is always a fall of several hundred feet to the valley or din ;

this is not in one step, but more by the ridges becoming lower in succession.

Dansal, a laige village in the middle of this ddn, is some 1,800 feet above

the sea.

The flat valley varies in width from 1 to 4 miles; it is itself cut

through by ravines; close by Dansal, a branch of thcTawi flows along in a

•teep-clifted ravine at a level of some 200 feet below the flat of the main

valley ; the Tawi itself flows in a similar ravine, and at that low level

winds across the dun.*- This longitudinal valley continues from some miles

north-west of Dansal to Basaoli on the south-east, with the exception that,

about midway, near lUmkdt, it becomes narrowed up and indefinite. East

of that place it again widens, and thence on to Basaoli the space may be

described as a plain or a vale, being low ground, bounded by the ridges

north and south of it, itself cut across by the valleys of many torrents

that come from the northern mountains. The width of these cross valleys

is sometimes a mile, and sometimes only 100 or 200 yards : the sides are

rooks, 100 or 200 feet high, nt the summit of which is the flat of the ddu.

The inner or northern boundaiy of this Dansal and Basaoli dun consists,

in the eastern part, of the spurs of a considerable range of mountains which

belong to our next tract, and which here end off the region of the outer

hills ; but from about opposite Rdmkdt, for 26 or 80 miles to the north-

west, intervenes another range of hills and another valley, which make a

space that may be classed with what we have been describing. The range
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goei by the name, along a part of its length at all events, of Karif Thdr.
It has a steep face, an escarpment, to the south-west, for here the beds
are dipping to the north-east Near Rdmkdt its height is 5,000 feet, and
where it curves round and joins on to the higher mountains, in the direc-

tion of Dansal, its general height is 8,600 or 8,000 feet. This range,
too, is traversed by the Tawi in a gorge ; one of the main roads to Kashmir
crosses it near Dansal by*a very steep ascent; a few miles north-west of
that it dies away. Nowhere is it a simple ridge ; when one has crossed

the main line and descended, other smaller rocky ridges have to be passed.

When quite clear of this Kar5i Th£r, we come into the succeeding val-

ley, which is another dun, on which the town of Udampdr stands. It is a
space some 16 miles long and 6 miles wide

; being a flat cut through broad
valleys, which lie at a level of about 150 feet below it; so much has been
cut away by these and by their smaller branch ravines that the extent of
the higher flat is not greater than that of the bottom, so that the whole
space may be described, perhaps with equal truth, either as a flat much cut

down into wide hollows, or as a low vale with wide flat-topped hills jutting
into it from the mountains.

This dun narrows up on the north-west towards the lofty hill called

Devf Th5r ; it is bounded along its north-eastern side by spurs from the

mountainous country, on the south-east it is enclosed by the curving
round of Kar&f Thir, and the junction of that with the same range of

mountairs, which here definitely brings to an end this outer tract of

hills.

wasTiEN Division or thk outbs hills.

The Chen5b, which debouches into the plain country near Aknur,
before doing so passes for a distance of 20 miles, from Riasi to Aknur,
through the outer hill region. Along this twenty miles, its banks are in

places low, or, may be, cliffs of no more than 100 to 200 feet in

height. This is where the river cuts across one of the "flat, longitudinal

valleys. In other parts, opposite the ridges, the river is bounded by high,

irregular rocks.

Away from the Chendb we see that the plain country, which we fol-

lowed in its extent to the Jhelum river, is l^unded on the north by hills

of the same character as those on the Jamii side of the Chenib. Especi-

ally for the first 20 miles west from that river do the ranges correspond

fairly closely with those enumerated on the eastern side. But it should

here be noticed that the run of the hills has changed ; an examination of

the map will show that east of Jamd the hills trend in a direction varying

from west-north-west to north-west, while past that place the run becomes

more northerly, and of the outermost range is due north ; at the Chenib
river the other change occurs

;
just beyond it the ridges have a direction

of some 20^ south of west, which they hold for many miles, till, gradually
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ciirfiDg TOQiid^ the inner ones nt all efente regain their north-wiiterly
direction* FVom the firet enmmit of tlie high mountainei a ridge nearly

7.000 feet high, called Dragarf Thir, behind Pauni, a view can be obtained,
which ahowe all the onier hill region—the parallel ridgee, the interretiing

date, the curving of the ranges as their direction follows the changing
strike of the rocks which constitute them, plainly as in a map ; for a
length of a hundred miles each separate ridge can be traced from this com-
manding spot.

To return to the part behind Akndr. The outermost range is of pebbly,
jungle-covered hills sloping easily to the plains, but showing a steep fall in-

wards; this escarpment is one of perhaps 800 feet; it is succeeded at its

foot by a plateau much cut through by ravines,—so much so, that the eye
does not at once distinguish that the summits are indeed so far flat and so

much at one level, as to justify the name of table-land ; its level must be
quite 2,000 feet alx»ve the sea ; a good portion of it is bare rock, the rest

is covered with brushwood and has scattered pine trees ; only liere and
there are bits of tilled land, by which a small population is supported ; the
ravines cot through it to a depth of some hundreds of feet, making steep

difii of sandstone rock*

Farther to the north, the rock rises up from this plateau for a great
many miles, with a slope of from lU^ to 20^, coinciding with the dip
of the beds, regularly for 1,000 or 1,200 feet, till a level of more than 8,000
imt above the sea is reached ; thus a bold, narrow ridge is formed which con*
tiiines regularly for many miles with but small indentations : the surface is

in great part rocky, but still bears many trees of the long-leafed pine* The
ridge is sharp and narrow : the farther slope is yet steeper than that rocky
one : it is an escarpment properly and geologically so called and a really fine

instance of one ; for 20 miles without a break it continues with a of

1.000 feet of vertical height, at a slope of, in some parts, 45^, in some rather

less, everywhere marked by variations according to the alternate outcrop

of beds of sandstone and of clay. The name of this ridge is KdU Tbdr or

Block Range (f.e.)* As we look from thesummit of this towards the inte-

rior, we can learn about the character of the ground iu the remainder of the

breadth of the outer hilb*

We see firet that at the foot of this escarpment stretches a flat valley

1 or 2 miles wide ; this is one of the ddos, and probably it corresponds

with that of Dansal, on the other side of the Chenib. This valley, though

it may be called in a general way, and as compared with the ridges that

bound it, a flat, is broken by lines of sandstone rock that project up ; still

a good part of it is cultivated iu terraced fields; again, it is cut into, for

the greater part of its length, by a great gully, narrow, 200 feet deep,

that carries off the drainage to the Chendb river ;
farther west, however#

the direction of the drainage alters and the streams flow into the Miniwar

Tawi.
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Still lookinu^ from our eacarpmeiit-summit, wa see that beyond the fall^
lie nnmerouelow lines of hills, an alternation of nairow ridges and hollows,

whose surface is mostly covered with brushwood ; these occupy some mil^
•of width ; behind them rise the bolder slopes of the higher mountains in

rich dark cokurs, intermingled brown and green, backed by the distant

snowy peaks.

West of the Mindwar Tawf, the ridges« plateaus, and hollows do not
continue to correspond with those we hare traced out ; new ridges appear
in the line of the valleys ; others disappear, others coalesce. In fact, a new
series of ranges has arisen, generally resembling those we have been

looking at, but not individually representing them. By Bhimbar what
may be the continuation of Kill Tbir approaches nearer to the plains.

Beyond, from the neighbourhood of that place and of Naoshera north-

westward, extend several bold lines of hill, parallel ridges, with narrow hol-

lows between them, themselves broken by lines of rock. These ranges are

commonly 8,000 feet high
;
parts of them rise several hundred feet above

that, and so continue for a good distance; the highest point marked by the

Oreat Trigonometrical Survey is as much as 4,391 feet.

While from the neighbourhood of Bhimbar such bills as these run with

a regular direction to the north-west as far as our boundary, the Jhelum,

there exists more directly to the west of it a wide spread of lower hills

which, no doubt, are geologically the equivalents of our 6rst ontermost range,

which had lately, as we came west, become almost combined with the others,

but now again has separated from them, and composes this broad tract, of

which some detail most be given. From the plain, by the left bank of the

Jhelum, bare hills rise on the north somewhat quickly, to a not lofty ridge, of

which the highest point is about 800 feet above the flat ; the top of the

rise is the steepest part; it is an escarpment facing south, .composed

of beds of clay, sand, and pebbles. From the main ridge, which runs east

and west, there jut out to the sooth very narrow spurs, quite sha^ ridges,

separated by gullies ; on the north of it the ground slopes with an incline at

Srst of 4^ or 6^, aiid afterwards with a much lower one, down to the town

of Mirpdr, the dip of the beds about coinciding with this slope. Near the

top, all the soil is of pebbles ; lower down, the sloping plateau is sandy

loam ; this too is cut through by steep-sided ravines. Then, in one direc-

tion, this broken ground abuts against the more marked ridges of sand-

stone hills before mentioned, and in the other falls gradually to the valley

of the Punch river.

The variation of this tract from the general run and character of the

hills near is due to some bendings of the strata in a direction different

from that of the main distnrbanoes.

North of Cliaomuk, there is first a partial repetition of the charaoters

of the ground at Mirpdr ; there is comparatively low ground^ and a line of
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pebble bills. Here the dip is south, Chaomuk being in a qrnoliDal, or

perhaps a basin. Then a few miles further north we come into irregula)

ground, made by low parallel ridges of sandstone : line succeeds line, gra-

dually rising in height, and so we find ourselves again among the marked
ridges, the continuation of those before pointed out as extending to Ae
north-west.

The lower hills lately passed had such trees as those of the Jamd jun-

gle, the acacias and others, with the undergrowth brenkar shrub ; on

the higher ridges is forest of long-leafed pine.

So varied in form is all this ground, that it is difficult to do more

towards its description than this, without going into such detail as could

hardly be follow^. Suffice it to say that, up to a line running north-

west through Kotli, we find those characters which have more tlian once

been described ; there are ridges composed of sandstone rock sometimes

gently sloping on one side and steep on the other, sometimes steep on
both and sharp ; some of these ridges continue for a distance, others

quickly change or combine; between them are hollows, sometimes narrow,

sometimes wider fiats, lines of rock spring up, so to say, in the line of the

valleys, and, increasing as one follows them, become in turn important

hills
;
gullies or ravines that at this present time effect the drainage of the

ground, the latest made set of hollows, now cross the lines of rock, now
run parallel to them, at times but little below the general surface, at

others cutting below at to a depth of a hundred or two feet.

As we approach the Jhelum*, we find more sudden falls of the streams

and steeper slopes of the hills, the comparatively low level of that line of

drainage having induced a greater denuding power in the streams near.

All this makes a country curiously varying in its detail and almost

bewildering, until the eye gets somewhat accustomed to. its characters,

r*nd enables thelnind to refer them to the causes that originated them-^
causes which cannot here be dilated on, but,in a few words, may be spoken

of as sub-aerial denudation, acting on strata that have a generally persist-

ent strike, but an even varying dip : strata of different hardnesses, and in

respect of that quality subject to local changes.

Region of the Middle Jlfcas^atst.—The phrase Middle Mountains is one

that has been adopted for convenience, to denote both a certain tract and

a certain character of mountain.

The Middle Mountains are those which* occur between the outer

hills and the high ranges. They begin (reckoning from the plains) along

a line that starts from a point 8 or 10 miles north of Basaoli, and runs

just north of the towns of lUmnagar, Rfasf, and Bdjaoii ; thence its course

is less definable, but it takes a general north-westerly direction towards

Mozafarab&d. The northern boundary of the tract is made by the two

lofty mountain ranges (or the two divisions of one mountain range, wbioh-

ever they may be considered), one of which, coming from the south-east,
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enda oS at Kiahtitdri while the second is the Panjdl range that overlooks

Kashmfr.

The width of the tract between these two boundaries is as much as

40 miles on the east ; from that it gradually lessens to 10 miles near Rdjaorf

;

towards the north-west it again spreads^ and then, as before said, has less

definite hounds.

This space is occupied by a mass of mountains, cut into by ravines^ or

divided by more important, but still narrow, valleys, with hardly one wide

flat space, whether plateau or valley bottom. Its elevation is in general

between 4,000 and 12,000 feet; some few valleys reach below> and some

peaks rise above those limits.

The form of the mountains bears a great contrast to that of the outer

hills. These were shown to be ridges more or less parallel, separated by
flat valleys, sometimes narrow^ sometimes wide, with the main lines of

drainage cutting across,—that is, through the ridges. On the other hand,

the Middle Mountains are ridges of varying irregular direction, that

branch again and again, like the twigs of a tree ; the chief ridges are at

the same time the more important watersheds.

Looking from a geological point of view, we may say that there is not

the same correspondence between the direction of the ridges and the strike

of the beds as there is among the outer hills.

The elevation of these mountains is suflScient to give a completely tern*

pernte character to the vegetation.

Middle Mountains of the weel^—Vfeat of the meridian of Jamu, these

mountains have not such a wide area, nor one whose boundary with the

outer hills is so well defined as is the case on the east.

Just west of the Chendb, behind Paunf, a ridge, which corresponds to the

one we traced as far as that river from the .east, rises suddenly and towers

above the outer hills which lie to the south of it. This is called the

Dragarl Thdr (^ v.).

Looking to the north from the summit we get a general view of this

mountain tract, which shows it to have the same characters as that around

Rimhdn and Badrawir. We see a number of ridges, some parallel for a

short distance, some branching, spreading out in innumerable spurs in

every direction. The lower parts are dotted with chil-trees and with

patches of cultivation. The higher ranges bear thick forests of the other

pine. These mountains are in the tract called Bddil, which is drained by

the Ans river. Beyond appears the snowy P^njdi, the southern boundary

of Kashmfr, which at this part is' a complete ridge nowhere broken by a gap,

only jsgged by rooky peaks standing op out of the snow mass. By
August and September all the snow melts avray, eseept a few beds that

have collected to a ihid^ness by snowslips.
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The vegetation of the onter hills is for the most pert of

the drjf tropiosl oheiaoten The verv outermost ridge is covered with more

er less dense forest of small-leaved acaoias {J. arabica and A. modetia,

c^ed by the people kikar and pkuld4^ respeotively)| with some of the isr

tfM (ZjfMppkui JuJuba) intermingledi aipl an undergrowth of the shrub

bfsaXer. This forest, which on the hills occupies a dry pebbly soil, some*

times spreads down ou to the loamy ground of the plains
;
probably in

former times itgrew over a larger area of the plain, and has since been gra-

dually cleared. The greatest space of flat grouud now occupied by it

is close below Jamu, the forest having there been preserved by command.
Further within the hills there is not such a growth as to make a forest

;

it is rather a straggling, bushy scrub, partly of the same trees io a shrubby

fonn> with euphorbia {E. ropUana or ffntaponm) which grows to a large

size, and occasionally mango, pipal, bany&n, bambu, and palm {Phmnia $pU
pesirii).

.
The streams that flow in the narrow ravines among the sandstone

hiUs have their edges adorned with oleander bushes.

The long-leafed pine (Pium longifoUa^ whose native names are ekil and

eilr), a tree whose needle foliage is of a light, bright-green colour, is usually

first found as one goes inwards, on the north slope of the outermost ridge.

It has been found there at a height of 1,400 feet, but only in a stnnted

form. On the broken plateaus and dry hill-sides of 2,000 feet elevation,

one finds fair-cized trees of it scattered about at 8,000 and 4,000 feet

;

in favourable spots one finds whole woods of it, but even these are not so

thick and close as the Pinur ejteeUa which cover the higher hills. The
highest range of Pi%%9 iongi/olia seems to be 5,500 feet> or it may be a
little more.

The elevation of the Middle Mountains is sufficient to give a completely

temperate character to the vegecatioo. Forests of Himalayan oak, of pine,

spruce, silver fir, and deodar occupy a great part of the mountain slopes;

the rest, the more suuny parts where forest trees do not flourish, is, except

where rocks jut out, well covered with herbage, with plants and flowers

that resemble those of Central or Southern Europe.

Cultivation.—The plateaus between the ravines in the plain at the foot

of the hills, though, as before said, somewhat dry, have in great part been

brought under cultivation : as the crops here depend entirely upon rain their

yield varies much with the years.

From both the l/jh and the Tawf small irrigation canals are led, so that

in certain restricted spaces the cultivation is of a more productive charac-

ter. Below Aknur the CbenXb fertilises a tract called BijwXt, another of

these places to which irrigation gives exceptional fertility.

Of cultivated plants, we have in the lower hilb nearly the same kind as

in the Panjdb, and over the whole area the same snooession of two crops

in the year. The winter crop, chiefly wheat and barley, is sown in

Decembn (sometimes earlier, and sometimes even later) and ripens in April;
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the eammer crop of maizoi millet^ and rice is sown in June and ripens in

September or October.

At one or two places (as at Sjilsdf, near lUjaori) rice is raised by rain-

moisture alone, but most generally it depends on irrigation. Plantain and
augarcanei though not largely cultivated, grow fairly well. lu the Middle
Mountains cultivation has been carried to almost every place where it is

practicable. Wherever, within the altitude that limits the growth of crops,

the slope of the giound has allowed of it, the land has been terraced, and
narrow little fields have been made, these settlements sometimes being of

eztent enough to support a village, sometimes sustaining but one or two
families.

Here, as in the outer hills, the tillage does not depend on irrigation,

but on rain ; these mountains indeed get the best of the monsoon or rainy

season ; it is seldom that they suffer from drought, more often they suffer

from an excess of downfall. Still the rainfall is not enough for the growth

of rice ; for this irrigation is wanted, but only in a few places can it be

obtained ; hence that crop is comparatively rare.

It is only on the very lowest parta of this region of the Middle Moun-
tains that two crops can be got from the same land. The times of growth

of the two kinds of crop—of wheat or barley on the one hand, and of

maiae; rice, or millet on the other—in most parte overlap each other to an

extent which varies with the height above the sea. Hence the wheat does

not ripen till it is too late to sow maize or millet. But some land being

reserved for the first kind of crop and some for the other, they have, in a
sense, two harvests.

Climate.—For climate in the outer hill region the year may be divided,

as in the plains of India, into three seasons ; here they thns extend :—
The hot weather, from April to June.

The rain, from July to September.

The cold weather, from October to March.

Taking the more inhabited portion of the tract, of which the altitude may
be from l,fi00. to 2,000 feet, we find that in May and June they ex-

perience a severe heat; the rocky surface of the ground becomes int^sely

heated, and gives rise to hot winds, which blow sometimes with regularity,

sometimes in gusts. At night the temperature falls to a greater extent than

it does at the same season in the plains of the Panjib ; for the rocky suiv

face loses its heat again, and the irregularities of form produce currents

whieh tend to mix ihe heated air with the cooler upper strata. The rains

banning first among the higher mountains, sjpread down to the outer

ranges in the latter half of June, and, though often breaking off, seldom

cesse for the season without affbrding moisture enough for the bringing

on of the summer crops.

The rains ending in September, the country is left dry for a time; its

uneven form prevents the soil from retaining much moisture ; by the drying
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of the oountry, and the decline of the aun'c power^ cold weather ie intro-

duced. This is a delightful season—a pleasant bright sun and a cool bracing

air make it refreshing and invigorating after the dry heat of the first

part of the summer and the warm moisture of the latter months. This

bright cold weather is^ however^ varied by rainy days, which bring rather

a raw cold ; showers may be expected about the 20tb December, or be-

tween that date and Christmas time ; and on the higher ridges, at S,OOQ

and 4,000 feet, snow falls, melting almost as soon as it falls. It is this

winter rain which enables the peasant to proceed with the sowings for the

.spring crop, and on the occasional recurrence of such showers during the

next three months he depends for that harvest which the increasing warmth

of the months of March and April is sure to bring on well if the rain has^

been fairly plentiful.

The only part of the year that is at all unhealthy is the latter half of

the rain : the natives date the beginning of it from the flowering of the rice

;

it may be said to extend through part of August, September, and part of

October ; and during that time intermittent fever much prevails. The type

of fever is somewhat worse than what abounds at the same season in the

Panjlib : it is more of a jungle fever, regular in its times, and less easily

got rid of. In some years fever is exceedingly prevalent over the whole of

the tract.

In the Middle Mountains snow falls over all the tract. In the lower

parts it just falls aud melts; but in most it stays for months, and in some

as loug as five months.

The following are the statistics extracted and translated

from the Administration Report of Jamu and Kashmir for the year 1873

Hindds .

Men.

. 223,122
. 174;87l

WOIMD.

214,162

Total.

437.274
MuhammadADi 163,273 337.544
Suodrj Caites . 43.742 42,615 86,257

Total . 441,135 419,940 861.076

The plain at the foot of the hills, being for the most part capable of

cultivation and in great part already cultivated, is thickly peopled ; every-

where populous villages are to be found, but when we are once on the hills

themselves, we meet with villages rarely, and these but small
; scattered

hamlets and scattered houses denote how scarce is land that can be made fit

for tilliug.

Jlaces, iriSes, The outer hill tract is divided between two races—

the Dogrds and the Chibhdlis. A coincident line of division crossing the

same country separates the Hindus and Muhammadans. In truth, it is chiefly

the fact of the people in the western halt having become Muhammadan
that causes a difference in the population, for the two divisions are of one

origin not far removed. Before the introduction of the new faith, they were

doubtless in part identical ; but now the religions and social separation has
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caosed differences—national differences—to spring up, which justify the

distinction here made. A description of these divisions will be found under

the headings Dogrd, Rdjput^ Chibh&K^ Sko., in the alphabetical part of this

work. In the region of the Middle Mountains the pahirfs (^.e.) extend only

as far west as Budil^ in the valley of the Ans. At the south-east end of

this region, where it borders on the Cbamba country, there is a race called

Gaddis (f.v,).

the plain at the foot of the hills the villages are clomps

of low, flat-roofed mud huts, not inviting in look, yet commodious for the

people with their kind of life. Near the grassy jungle tracts the villages

are composed of pretty thatch-roofed houses.

In the duns of the outer hills a village is a collection of low huts, with

flat tops, mud-walled, mud-floored, and mud-roofed. The floor and walls

are neatly smeared with a mixture of cowdung and straw. The roofs are

timbered either with wood of one of the acacias or with pine. They are

supported by one or more pillars, which are capped with a cross piece some

feet in length, often ornamented with carving that makes a wide capital

beneath the beam.

There is no light in the rooms but what may come in at the opened

door, or through the chinks of it when closed, such a complete shutting

out of air being equally useful in the very hot and in the cold weather.

The substance of the hut is a very bad conductor of heat, and this character

tends to keep the interior of an equable temperature.

In front of the cottage is a level, smooth space, nicely kept, where the

people of the house spend nearly half their time, and where their cooking

utensils are arranged. The whole cottage is, as a rule, neatly kept and
carefully swept ; those of the higher castes, especially Brahmins and Bdjpdts,

considering their appliances, are admirable in this respect. The larger vil-

lages and the towns have what is called a bazdr, a double row of shops,

each of which consists of much such a but, with its floor raised 2 or 3

feet above the street, and with a wider doorway, and in front of it a veran-

dah, where the customer may come and sit with the shopkeeper to transact

business. (Drew,)

JAMtJ—Lat. 82® 44\ Long. 74® 65\ Elev. 1,200'.

The^oapital of the province of that name, and the residence of the ruler

of Kashmir ; it is situated on the right bank of the Tawi river, about
27 miles north-east of the British cantonment and city of Sialkdt. It is

also the head-quarters of the government of the Jamu districts.

All the countries that compose the Jamd and Kashmir territories are

governed from it The position of Jamu, with relation to tbe whole ex-

tent of the dominions, is not one that would have been selected for a
capital. Its distance from Kashmir, the most populous of them, and its

•till greater distance from the northern and eastern portions, renders it
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inconvenient^ and« for the inhabitants of those farther countries, almost
inaccessible. The addjtions to the original principality of JamA having
been made to it in every direction but that of the Panj^b, the capital has

at last been left almost at the edge of its large dependenciec.

The town is built upon the summit of the first wooded sloping ridge

that rises from the plains of the Panjfib, at the place where it is divided

by a narrow ravine, which allows an eiit to the Tawf river on its way to

its junction with the Chen4b. The town lies npon the right bank of the

ravine, at an elevation of about 160 feet above the bed of the river ; and
the white buildings of the place and of the numerous temples, with their

gilded domes, are seen glistening in the sun from a great distance in

the plains.

The road from Jamu to Srinagar crosses the Banih^l pass, the dfttance

being about 163 miles, divided into eleven marches; the lari|^8 miles

between Islamabad and the capital may be accomplished by wa^^
There is a regular postal establishment of runners in operation along

this route, the time occupied in the transmission of letters l^tween Jamfi

and Srinagar being about forty-eight hours; emergent despatches are

forwarded by pony express, which covers the distance in tweiity-six hours ;

the line is extended from Jamfi to Sialkdt : a telegraph wire now connects

Jamfi with SialkAt and also with Srinagar ; expresses therefore are seldom

necessary. {Wingate.)

The Tawf is usually about 100 yards wide, and is fordable when

the waters are not in flood, but during the rains it is subject to

freshets, when the river rises very suddenly, and is trans/ormed into a

mighty torrent, about 300 yards in breadth, at the ferry which is situated

just below the Bao Fort and the city. A bridge of boats connects the

town with the SialkAt road. In heavy floods it is more or less carried

away and at such times boats are unable to cross, the only communication

being carried on by means of maeake or inflated skins, which the natives

use with great dexterity, conveying travellers across in perfect safety on

a bed lashed to two large buffalo or nUgkai skins. To avoid the bridge

toll, foot-passengers still prefer to wade when possible. (Wingate.)

To reach the town after crossing the Tawf river, we have to pass through

a copse, beyond which we find ourselves at the principal gate, placed at the

top of a short but steep ascent. The bullock-carts, that up to this point

have been the great means of goods traffic, are left here, and their contents

are brought into the city, mostly on men’s backs. A diversion has now
been made to the right, op which it is possible to take carts, and a good

carriage-road is now under constroctioo, up to the palace. (Wingate.)

At the gate are stationed a guard, writers whose business it is to report

arrivals, and custom-house messengers. After passing this entrance, in

doing which we come on to a plateau, we advance on more level ground
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along a wide street or bazir, which gives the promise of a corafortably-built

town ; but a little farther^ and one becomes lost in a maze of narrow streets

and lanes of low single-storied houses and little narrow shops. The way is

crowded and business brisk, and most of the people have a well-to-do

look. A mile or so of this, on a gradual rise, brings us to the centre of

interest of the place, an open, irregular square, called the mandf, or public

place. The mandi is the spot where all the business of government is

done ; it is entirely surrounded by government buildings. On three sides

are public offices, built with considerable taste; their lower stories have a

line of amhes that suit the native practice of doing business half out of

doors. The farther side of the square has a nearly similar building, where

the niahaiaju holds his ordinary daily darbdr or court. Behind this is seen

the more lofty pile of the inner palace. The area of Jnrftu is about a

square mile. The town is bounded on two sides by the cliff or steep slope

that overhangs the river-bed.

The houses in the city are built principally of round stones and mud ;

they are single-stoned, and have flat roofs ; some, however, in the upi>er

portion of the town are of brick, and have been built by the court people

or by the richer merchants of the place. Then at one edge of the town,

in a picturesque situation overlooking the river-valley, is the house used

by the Resident, and near it are a dak bungalow and a few other houses.

The convex-curved spires of the Hindu temples are conspicuous objects ;
the

principal one, in the lower part of the town, is a plain but fine, well-

proportioned building; and in the same quadrangle with it is a smaller

gilt-domed temple, built in memory of Maharaja Gulab Singh. New
temples arise; of late years several have been built : one of these has been

erected by the chief minister. As one approaches Jamu through the

plain, its tall spire and gilt pinnacles catch the eye from afar, the most re-

markable building being the '' Ajaib Ghur or " Hall of wonders," built

for the use of His Royal Highness the Prince of 'Wales.

To the west of the town is the parade ground, an open grassy plain, on

the north of which, surrounded by a high wall, is situated the magazine

and military stores.

The garrison of Jamtf musters about two thousand strong ; with the

exception of about two hundred artillery aud cavalry, it is composed entirely

of iufantry.

To the west of the parade ground and. town, on the edge of the jungle

nod ravine, is another strip of wall with bastions at intervals
;
quarters for

a regiment of infantry are built along its inner side ; this wall apparently

would offer little resistance to artillery.

Near the palace are workshops with iron foundry and other appliances.

Jamu is not well supplied with water, except during the rainy season,

when the numerous tanks and pools fill; atother times the inhabitants hnve
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recourse to the river, and to two wells in a ravine close to its bank, one of

which is appropriated to the Muhammadans and the other to the Hindds j

the quality of the water in these wells is said to be bad.

Ad annual fair has lately been established at Jamd; it commences on

the 26th November, and His Highness the Mahardja encourages trade by
offering prizes for the best goods exhibited. During the continuance of

the fair the customs duties are likewise reduced to half the ordinary rates.

Jamu now contains the State mint, which has been removed from

Srinagar. The stamping is effected by machinery driven by steam-power •

with this exception all the other processes are dependent on hand labour.

From an inspection of the coins struck, it is evident that the dies used are

not identical a the difference probably arises from each die being separately

cut by hand, instead of being moulded from that first made.

On tlie east aide of the town, overlooking the river and via-a-vii to the

Bao fort, there is a large house built by the late maharaja for the accom
jnodation of his European guests. It has recently been set aside as a

dwelling place for the Resident, who has to occasionally stay at Jamu ; it

contains two reception-rooms and four bed-rooms; in the sami enclosure are

two small houses, which visitors are permitted to occupy. There is also

a fairly good dak bungalow for ordinary travellers. On the left bank of

the Tawi, near the ferry, there is a brick sar^i sheltering about one

hundred and fifty persons. From this sarai a path leads through the

jungles to the north, towards the Bao Fort; the stony bed of a torrent

has to be crossed, and the path leads up the steep bank to the village

of Bao, which lies to the east of the fort; it consists of about fifty

mud-built houses with flat roofs, and contains one or two banias'

shops. About the village there are patches of cultivation surrounded

with walls made of piled stones. The village stands on somewhat higher

ground than the fort, separated from it by an open space of about

150 yards. The fort is situated at the extremity of the ridge about l50

feet above the level of the river; it is an oblong, the north and south

faces measuring about 150 yards, and the east and west about 100 yards

;

on the north and west it overhangs the steep banks of the river, which are

covered with jungle; on the east and south sides it is protected by a

ditch about 35 feet broad and 20 feet deep, by the edge of which there

is a wall of boulders about 5 feet high ; the entrance is on the south

side, where the ditch is crossed by a temporary bridge. The fort is built

of dressed stone, and the walls, which are about 85 feet high, are

pierced for musketry, but would not appear to be substantial enough to bear

artillery ;
there is a flanking tower at each corner and in the middle of

each face, except on the east side. The garrison is said to be supplied

with waU'r iVoni wells within the fort. About ll)0 yards from the south

Side, un the edge of the glacis, there is a stone building used os a store-
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house for g;nun. As has been remarked, the village, which would afford

secure cover to ao attacking force, lies on rather higher ground than the
fort; but it is nut otherwise commanded by any heights at a nearer die*

tauce than about a mile. The fort is connected with the town by a tele-
graph wire.

The town of Jamu was at the zenith of its prosperity about the year

1775, in the reigu of Ranjit Dehu, the eighty-first in a long line of Kajput

princes who trace their descent from Dalip, the younger of the Bdgju heroes

who migrated to Jamu from the hereditary estates of the family near

Oudh, about the year 527 B.C. Shortly before Raja Ranjitr Debugs

death, the town of Jamu is stated to have increased to about 3^ miles

in circumference, with a population of about 150,01)0 souls. It was then

considered an opulent, flourishing, and promising place, having for its

residents numerous wealthy men from the Panjab. The building of the

))resent palace of Jamu was commenced in this reign. The Bhow section

of the reigning family established itself on the opposite bank of the river,

and carried on a long and bloody war with its neighbours and kinsmen,

the Jamwalls. The fort of Bao was commenced by Gulab Dehu in the

bogioning of Drupe Dehu’s reign, and ultimately finished by Raja Ranjit

Dehu, who not only pacified his inimical brethren, but ultimately reduced

them to a state of submission.

Jamu, though it is a good deal resorted to for trade and other business,

is not usually liked by natives as a place to live in. Water is either obtain-

able from the tanks, and this is not really fit for drinking, or has to be

fetched from the river below. Fuel is dear from the strict preservation of

the forest. {llUgel^Vigne ^Smgth^Herveg—GirdleHone^Drew,)

JANQALWAR—Lat. 33° 9'. Long. 75° 34'. Elev. 4,100'.

A village on the left bank of the Chenab, on the Jamu-Kishtwdr route.

JANOTA—Lat. 33° 7'. Long. 75° 35'. Elev.

A village in Badrawdr, containin^siateeu houses, which are scattered on the

slopes of the mountain above the left bank of the Chandra Bhagii river,

opposite Doda. The inhabitants are Hindus of the Thakur class.

JARAL—
A caste of Hindu Rdjputs. The designation is also used by the Muham-
madans (Cbibhdlis). (Dff jo,)

JARVA TSO—Lat. 35° 27'. Long. 75° 30'. Elev.

.A small lake near the village of Katsura in Bsltistan, in the Indus valley.

It is some three quarters of a mile long and 300 or 400 yards broad. To
this lake there is no inlet of water, except a little waste from the irrigation

and on one side a spring: there is also no visible outlet ;
its waters fall io

winter and rise in summer, but to no great extent. That part of a moraine
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Erhich booDds the lake towarda the mountain-side is a greati steep bank
made np of masses of rock, of gneissj or of schist, piled up to a heig^ht

of 850 or 400 feet ; the pieces of rock composing it are large. The water

of the lake is beautifully clear. {Drew,)

J.tSMIRGARH—Lat. Long. Elev.

A fort cf the Jasrota zilla, sitated between the Tarns and Bey nalae.

It is an old site, but was chiefly built by Raja Lai Deo (between A.O.

1814 and 1830), and put into thorough repair and strengthened" by Raj4

Hira Sin^h. At the same time the village was removed to h new site

about a mile distant, called Hiranagar. The fort is a large square building,

with broken ground in the vicinity, and only slightly higher than the

neighbouring hillocks. It has one large gateway facing south, and within,

the sjwce is empty, except for a row of dwelling-huts and store-rooms under

the rampart all round, except on the east side. The place is falling out of

repair. Two small brass cannon are kept. At the north-east corner is a

very deep and fine well, built throughout of brick and said to have a good

supply of water. The fort is built of brick. It is occupied by a guard of

about fifteen men. {H'ingate,)

JASROTA-—Latto Long. Elev.

A district in the Jamu province, lying immediately west of the Ravi^

and between the plains of the Panjab and the R^mnagar district. In the

census of 1873 it was computed to have a population of 73,*^54, composed

of 58,279 Hindus, 10,243 Muhammadans, and 4,832 of various castes.

The district comprises the tahsils of Jasmirgarh, *Kathua, and Basaoli.

(Drew.)

JASROTA—Lat. 32® 29'. Long. 75'' 28^ Elev.

The head-quarters of the district of the same name, lying to the south of

the province of Jamu. It is built on a hill, on the right bank of .the Wuj
stream, an affluent of the Ravf. The situation of Jasrota is much more

romantic than the place itself. The hill on which the rajahs house is situ,

ated is ornamented with four small towers ; a huge irregular arch leads to

the paltry baz4r and to the rajahs residence. Not far from the place is a

chalybeate spring, having a disagreeable taste of iron. Hiigel states

that at 7 a.m. its temperature was 80®, while that of the air was only 56®.

(Hiigel.)

jAt—
A caste. There are many Muhamroadanised J4ts in Chibhffl ; the J4t is

the prevailing cultivating caste in the Paujdb, but it occurs but rarely in

Dugar. (Drew,)

JAT GALI—Lat. 38° 12'. Long. 75° 22'. Elev.

A village said to contain four houses inhabited by Hindus ; it is situaved

0 koe to the south-east of Kambdii, on the road towards Doda.
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JATTI—Lat. 83"^ 9'. Long. 75® 32'. Elev.

A village in Kiahtwdr^ lying above the left bank of the LidarKhoI stream

«

close to its junction with the Chandra Bh^a. It contains three honses

inhabited by Hindus, and is surrounded by cultivation.

JAUBYOR—Lat. 83® 55'. Long. 75® 3'. Elev.

A hamlet lying on the ri^ht bank of the Jhelum, about three-quarters of

a mile west of Aw£ntipur, of which place it may be considered to form a
part. One of the celebrated temple ruins is situated close to it.

JENKER-Lat. 39® 33'. Long. 75® 49'. Elev.

A considerable village in the Basaoli district, situated on the crest of the

hill a few miles north of that town, to the west of the path leading towards

Badrawar. It is inhabited exclusively by Hindus.

This village is held in jagir by Jawala Sahai.

JETTI—Lat 34® 18'. Long. 74® 4'. Elev.

The name of the ravin? on the east side of the Tutmari Oali, between the

Hamal pargana and Karnao valley; the stream which flows through it

forms the source of the Marwar river. (Monigomerie,)

JEZAN-^Lat. 33^ 10'. Long. 75° 83'. Elev.

A village consisting of four houses surrounded by a patch of cultivation

;

it lies a few miles west of Doda, below the path leading towards Bagu.

JHELUM—
The Jhelum river takes its name from the town of Jhelum, in the PanjAbi

beneath which it flows. In Kashmir it is called Behatt a contraction of the

Sanscrit Vitasta, which the Greeks slightly altered to Hydaspes.

The Jhelum drains the whole valley of Kashmir, and the reputed sources

of its principal feeders are all esteemed holy. The river may be considered

to be formed near the village of Kanabal, just north-west of Islamab4d|

where its headwaters, the Arpat from the north-east, and tlie Bring and

S&udran from the south-east, unite. Two or three miles north of Islamabad

the Jhelum receives the Lidar, which rises in the snows north of the Sblaha

Nag, and which contributes a volume of water scarcely inferior to that of

the Jhelum.

A few miles north of Bij Beh4ra it receives the united waters of the

Veshad and Rembidra rivers, both of which flow down from the Panjdl

mountains, the former stream rising in the holy fount of Koosa Ndg and

the latter in the Nandan Sar and Bhdg Sar.

At Srinagar it receives the Dddh Oanga stream, which also titles in the

Panjal range. Below the city of Srinagar, at the village of Sh^ipur, it

is joined on the right bank by the Sind, which is the largest of ^1 its tri*

butaries in the valley. Besides these it is fed by numerous smaller streeme

and mountain torrents, and its waters communicate with those of the Dal
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Anchar^ and Manas Bal lakes. From its junction with the Sind river the

Jhelum continues its north-westerly coarse to the Wular lakci which it

leaves above the town of Sopur^ and then flows on in a south-westerly

direction to Baramula, receiving midway the waters of the Pohru river^ the

drainage of the north end of the Kashmir valley.

The whole length of the Jhelum from its source to Baramula is 150 miles.

Here it leaves the Kashmir valley by a narrow gorge, and after a course

of 190 miles more through the hills it reaches the plains near Jhelum.

The whole mountain course of the Jhelum from beyond Vern£g to

Mangla is 380 miles, and its fall is about 8,000 feet, or 21 per mile.

From the hills to its junction with the Chenab, between Jhung and Uch,

its general direction is south-westerly, and its length about 240 miles. Its

whole length from its source to its confluence with the Chenab is therefore

about 620 miles.

From Baramula to Mozafarabid the Jhelum, which is here called simply

the Dariya, pursues a westerly course for 80 miles.

The total fall between these places is 2,800 feet, or 35 feet per mile,

and the character of the river entirely changes from a placid and sluggish

stream to a roaring torrent.

At Mozafarabdd the Kishan Ganga (a large river from the snowy

mountains to the north) falls into the Jhelum. Its water is always cool

and good for drinking. (Plowden,)

Below Mozafarabdd, the Jhelum sweeps suddenly round to the south, and,

after receiving at Rora the Kunara or Nainsuk river, contiiiues the same

course to the town of Jhelum, a distance of 140 miles. The road between

Srinagar and Mart crosses it by an iron bridge suspended between masonry

piers, near the village of Kohdia, where there is likewise a ferry. The fall

in this part of the river is 1,400 feet, or 10 feet per mile.

Breadth,—k% Islamabad the breadth of the stream is 120 feet, with

a maximum depth of 12 feet 3 inches.

In its course through the city of Srinagar, the channel of the river is

narrowed to 250 and even to 200 feet, with a varying depth of from 6 to

12 feet.

Rsai#.—In the Mindwar district the Jhelum flows often between steep,

rocky banks, several hundred feet high ;
anon it reaches a spot where a ravine

coming down makes its margin accessible ;
again for a time more gradual

slopes, or smaller cliffs that edge some plateau, form its banks ; still again it

comes between high cliffs, and in deep curves finds its way round loftier

promontories, such nearly-isolated spots being often crowned with a fort, ns

where RdmkAt and Mangla stand ; then, at last, it debouches into the plain*

where it is bounded by low banks, and finds room to spread out and divide,

to form islands with its ever-varying channels, and otherwise disport itself

as a river delighted to have escaped from the mountains that restrained it.
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In the Kashmir valley the immediate banks of the stream are level and
unvaried; their height above the water may be 15 feet when the river is

low, as in winter; but on the snow melting the river rises, and if at that
^

time there is two or three days' rain, the additional volume of water is

enough to make the river overflow. Against this the bank is all along

artificially raised a few feet, but a heavy and continuous fall of rain will

make the river overtop that bank as well, and produce a flood over all the

flat, which may cause considerable damage to the crops over an area of

many square miles. At Kora the banks overhang the river in high verti-

cal precipices and are at least 150 yards apart.

At Tbaudali the ground forms a low, flat, semicircular reach, but little

raised above the channel of the river, whilst the opposite (right) bank
shelves precipitously to the water's edge.

Namgation ,—From Islamabad to Baramula the river is navigable

throughout its entire course, about 60 miles, except in seasons of unusual

drought; and its waters teem with flsb. The fall is only 400 feet in 120

miles, or 3*33 feet per mile, and the average rate of the current is about

1 i miles per hour, or even less.

The river is much used for navigation ; it is the great highway of Kash-

mir. The goods that come from India by the Jamu road, over the Banibal

pass, are brought by land carriage—by coolies, ponies, or bullocks, as it may
be, as far as Kanabal ; thence boats take them to Siinagar. The boats float

down the stream at the rate of 1 i to 2 miles an hour.

Below Baramula the river is not navigable till it reaches the plain.

Volume .—The stream is in places very sluggish, and the surface of the

water covered with the green slime common to stagnant pools. In December,

Moorcroft found the river 210 feet broad, with a mean depth of 9 feet

and a velocity of 2,400 feet per hour, or of 0'6666 feet per second, which

gives a discharge of 1,150 cubic feet per second. At Surabal, below the

junction of the Sind river, the average depth of the water is about 14

feet. On the 16th December, Trebeck found the depth of water from one

to three fathoms. Assuiping 12 feet as the average depth in Decem-

ber, and the rate of the current at 2,400 feet per hour (the same as at

Srinagar), the winter discharge of the united streams of the Jhelum and

Siud rivers will be 2,480 cubic feet.

At Baramula the discharge is probably not more, as the waters of the

Pohru river may be supposed to supply the great loss by evaporation on the

Wular lake.

The total discharge of the Jhelum below Mozafarabdd has been calcu-

lated to be 3,500 cubic feet per second.

The discharge of the Jhelum, as it enters the plains, has been estimated

at 4,000 cubic feet.

Fa//ejr.—By the banks of the river a flat plain lies, extending along the

north-eastern side of the Kashmir valley from IslumaUkl north-westward
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for more tliao 50 miIeS| with a width varying^ from 2 or 3 to 16 miles.

The levels are 5,400 feet at Kanabal and Islamabad, 5,235 feet at Srina-

gar, and 5,1 80L feet at the furthest point by the shore of the Wular lake;

these show a fall of 165 feet in the first 30 miles, and 55 feet only in the

next 24 miles
;
to the eye it is a complete level, but it does, in truth, slope iu

the general direction of the river, which flows to an extent corresponding to

the fall of the river. The flat is just like the alluvial flats that make the

meadow-lands by the side of our English streams ; its surface has been

formed, as theirs has been, by deposition 6f sediment on the water over-

flowing at flood-time ; here, however, it has not been kept in meadow, but

has to a great extent been brought under the plough. The plain is nar-

rowest 10 or 12 miles below Islamabad; about Srinagar and beyond it is

wide. In this last part great portions of the flat are a marsh covered with

water in spring and summer, and left dry in winter. Other portions are

more permanently covered and make weedy lakes; at the north-west ex-

tremity of the 50 miles of length there is a large expanse of water called

the AVular hike, some 10 miles by 6 in extent.

A few miles above Srinagar, on the left bank, is a; low marsh called

ShaluD, fed by mountain streams. Another tract of water is the Dal lake.

Farther down on the left bank, the streams fall into marshy expanses that

are not permanently covered with w:;ter. These marshes are separated l»y an

artificial bank from the river, but certain channels themselves banked for

some distances allow of communication between. Small villages are seen

on little pieces of ground, slightly above the level of the marsh, whose in-

habitants get their living as much from the water as from the land round.

In winter a great deal of the land l)ecoiiies dry and affords some pasture.

The river continues on, embanke<l. Various portions of grounds of the low

marsh level have been recovered by embanking. Deposition of silt is also

occurring, and tending to raise what is still subject to inundation, and to

carry the channel of the river farther and farther out into the Wular lake,

with which these marshes communicate. A mile or two belf»w the Wular
lake is the town of Sopur. The river goes on, winding through a flat

country like that above Srinagar, and at ab«>ut 18 miles from the lake the

stream reaches Bararoula, where the gorge begins and the character of the

river immediately changes.

From Baramula to Mozafarabid, a distance of 80 miles, the valley is

narrow and confined by the spurs of two mountain ranges. On the north

ia the Kaj Nag. On the south is a ridge which starts from the Panjib

range at Gulmarg and continues for some 60 miles, along a great part of

which its height is from 9,000 to 12,000 feet; it extends, narrowing, to the

sharp bend of the river at Mozafarabdd. There is a road along each side

of the valley. The first 25 miles of the gorge is through extremely

floe scenery, of wooded mountain-slopes, broken by cliff-surfaces, that rite to

great heights above the path. Some of the forest is of deoilar, of which
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miicii has been felled to be sent down the stream to Jhelum, for use in the

Panjdb, Villages are met with at intervals; after Baranmia the houses are

no longer of the fashion of Kashmir, but are flat-roofed. People of the

Kashmia roice extend about oue day^s march down the valley, aud after

them one comes to the tribes called Kakk& and Bumba. The villages are

upon alluvial plateaus, at a considerable height above the river : on these

plateaus, too, is a great deal of rice cultivation.

The temperature of the valley below Baramula is much higher than in

the Kashmir valley, from the hills running up at so steep an angle on both

sides. Up the lateral streams are some rich aud fertile valleys, with small

scattered villages in them. The chief wealth of the inhabitants are their

buffaloes. The pasturage in the adjoining hills being very rich, they make
large quantities of butter and ghi.

At Koliala the stream flows in a deep and narrow passage. Between
Mozafarabad aud Kohala the heat is insupportable,—full as the little

hollows are with rice cultivation, and shut in on all sides by mountains.

Dr. Bellew, marching from Kohala to Mozafarabad, tlius describes the

valley ;

—

** From Koh&la to Chikar our route lay through the narrow winding pass of the river

Jhelum, over an uninterrupted talut strip, cut at intervals by deep ravines, through which

pour tlie torrent feeders of the main stream below. On its shelving slopes are terraced

flatn of rice and maize cultivation, and the homesteads of its peasantry surrounded by their

orchards and hedges. Between these occupied plots, the general surface of the unevefi

tract is set with a more or less abuudant brushwood jungle. Above this rlver^bank tract

the hills slope away to lofty peaks, presenting, in infinite variety of surface, a vast

extent of uniformly verdant pasture, which (broken by neither rock nor forest) spreads up
their sides to the highest summits. At Cbikar we left this tame scene, and passed on to a

wooded region, the pine aud cedar forests of which vie iii magnificence with the majestic

heights they clothe."

BrUges ,—There are two iron bridges, vts., at Domel a new cantilever

bridge, at Koh41a a auspensiou bridge.

The following kd'tdl bridges exist i—

Number. Names. Lcniftb ia
yards.

Bresdth In
tout.

Number of
• Average depib

piers.
; * e"

*“

1 Kanabal. • • 66 12 1

2 Bij Behdra • • 100 17 3 6
3 Pampdr , 132 14 4 Ok
4 f Amiri Kadal a 134 20 6 \
6 Huhba Kadal • 97 24 3
6 IFatoh 88 17 3
7

l;
[ Zaina • 96 24 3 1 16

8 1 Haili 9 82 17 3
\

0
io

Naya
^ Suita

•

•

•
.

75
110

18
19

3

11 Snmbal • • 112 16 4^ 16
12 Sopdr • m 214 16 3 28
13 Baraudla • 146 16 6 24

{Ince.^ 40d
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Above iJri the Jheliim has once been spanned by a stone bridge thrown
across a very narrow .part from cliff to cliff ; but to judge from the lowness
of the remaitiing portions of the abutments, the bridge must have been
swept away by the very first extraordinary rise of the river. Opposite iJri

the river is now crossed by a suspension bridge of leather ropes. Above
llattian there is a second suspension bridge, of twisted leather ropes, 258^
feet in length ; and a third near Mozafarahad, just above the junction of
the Kishan Ganga. There is a nara bridge at Rora.

The Jbelum is liable to fiood on the melting of the snows, and
if heavy aJtjd continuous rain comes at the same time, the river overflows

its banks and destroys many square miles of crops. The flooding extends
down to Srinagar: the water, however, does not enter its streets, for the whole
space occupied by the city is made ground, being raised some feet above tbe
natural level by the atlificial accumulations of centuries. The cnvironsi

how’cver, suffer from tlie flood ; the part where the English visitors dwell

is sometimes covered, the bank constructed to defend it may give way or be
overtopped. Drew has known 6 feet of water above the plain behind the

visitors' houses.

V deicr'iptionn of bridges,—Nara^a kind of rope-bridge. A single

cord stretched across from bank to bank, and secured on either side to

some projecting rock or fiimly-sct tree. The cord is furnished with a
loop cradle, which is slung on to it by a forked piece of wood. This last

forms the upper part of the cradle, which, when once adjusted, is irremov-

able from the cord, though it slides freely backwards and forwards on it by
shaking the cord. Dr. Bellew describes the passage of a man by one of

these bridges

-

**
Ife cautiously stepped do^n to the edge of the rock, pulled the cradle to him,

seated himself in the loop, the sides of its single cord passing' betireeu his flank

ftisd arm on each side, and pushing ofT from the bank, at once shot half-way across; and
n ‘r commenced the exciting pait of the passage. In the outset the cradle with its

f .;ht slid down the slope of the cord with rapidity and case ; but midway was brought
t stand-still in the sag produced by its weight. Tbe man rested a moment to allo^'

vibration of the cord to cease, and tlien commenced to finish his transit. This ho
di< by seizing the cord with both hands, and propelling himself forward by a sudden jerk

of the legs, grabbing it a foot or two in advance ; and so on by a repetition of this process

he worked his way up the slope to the other bank. The cord is nothing but a close,

thick, and strong twist of a long climbing plant mixed with the straight twigs of a
species of indigofera; but the cradle and shore fastenings are of raw hide in addition."

These bridges are only used where the banks are very steep and the
stretch across not very wide. They require repair every year, but are very
strong and capable of crossing horses aud sheep, which are, for the purpose,

slung in the cradle as usual, and let gently down one slope by paying out
a rope attached to it, and hauled up the other by a similar arrange-

ment.

The j/tula bridge consists cf three ropes stretched across the stream, at

a central height of H or 1 0 feet, between two buttress piers, built up of loose
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boulJers and brushwood faggots^ at the ends of the current. Each pier

slopes as a causeway on the land side, and drops as a wall towards the water,

whilst in its substance are imbedded several strong upright posts as sup-

ports for the bridge ropes. These ropes are disposed across from side to

side in the form of a triangle, so that a cross section would mark the points

of a capital V, thus,—two parallel ropes forming the upper plane and a

central one the lower plane. This disposition is maintained throughout the

stretch by large V-shaped prongs of wood, which, at intervals of 4 or

5 yards, are secured in position above and below by thongs of raw hide,

and furtlier strengthened above by a cording which is passed across be-

tween the two upper points where they are Bxed to those ropes.

When, with a bridge of large span, there is a high wind, traffic is some-

times stop}>ed. Drew says the greatest span of a bridge of this sort that

he knew is about 300 feet. Four-footed beasts cannot cross these bridges.

Such a bridge as this is renewed every three years.

The kadal bridge.—These bridges are all made of deodar wood, upon

the same plan, and are constructed in the following manner : A triangular

space, with its apex streamwards, is formed in the bed of the river by strong

stakes, which are well driven down, and covered with planks on the outside^

to a height of about 8 feet ; this space is then filled with heavy stones,

and forms the foundation of the pier. Each pier consists of alternate layers

of deodar trunks. The trunks are placed about a foot apart, and each suc-

ceeding layer is broader than the previous one, and laid at right angles to

it. The trunks are fastened together at their ends by strong wooden pegs.

The piers are united by long and very stout deodar trunks, which stretch

across from one to another, and which are laid about 2 feet apart. The
platform consists of rough planks or slender poles, which are closely laid

across the trunks which connect the piers, and fastened at each end by
wooden pegs. In some cases over the platform there is a coating of grass

and earth, and a railing on each side, but often there is neither.

This kind of bridge is very strong aud durable, despite its ricket}' con-

struction.

The timber, being cedar, is very durable, and accidents rarely occur,

owing to the elasticity of the construction, and the outlet afforded to

sudden floods thi*ongh the many passages in the substance of the piers.

Dr. Bellew witnessed the behaviour of these bridges in the inundation of

1 869, and though they were nearly swamped by the flood, none of them

gave way.

The ehindz, which is commonly used on the Indus and other rivers

of the Panjiili, is merely an inflated hide either of the ox or goat. Each

skin is inflated by blowing through a wooden vent fixed in one of the fore-

legs of the hide, and closed by a wooden plug of the same material. The

little float thus formed is then held on the side of the stream till the rider,

striding across it, passes each leg through a loop, of strapping hanging
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like a stirrup-leather on each side^ and holding each vent plug in either

hand, lays his chest upon the hide and plunges out into the current, pad-

dling with arms and legs as in the act of swimming. Much dexterity and
skill are required in the proper management of these wonderful little floats

to prevent a sudden capsize.

JHtJLA—
A description of bridge. (See ** JuBLUM^^)

J HUNO—Lat. 88® Long. 78® 48\ Elev.

A la'-q^ village in Naoshera, situated about a mile north of Mirpur, by the

path leading towards Chaomuk. There are about eighty houses in this

village, which is a very green spot in the arid plain ; it contains, it is said,

as many ns thirty-two wells, which never dry.

JING—Lat. 84® Long. 73® 41'. Elev.

A village situated on the top of the spur many hundred feet above the

right bank of the Kishan Ganga river, near the junction of the Orshi

stream. It lies above the path between Bahigran and Mandal.

JINGHANO—Lat. 32® 53'. Long. 75® 18'. Elev.

A neat village in the province of Jamu, situated near the left bank of the

Tawi, at the south-east end of the plain which extends from the Chenib at

Rfasf. There is a castle built on the steep bank of a ravine above the

village, (riyae.)

JINRALI—Lat. 32® 86'. Long. 75® 51'. Elev.

A village in the Basaoli district, situated about 12 miles north of

that town, on the road tonrards Badrawar. The houses, which are much
scattered; are surrounded by cultivation. There is a baoli of clear cool

water, shaded by trees, on the side of the path.

JIOR—
A Dogra caste. They are the carriers, called kah&rs in the plains, whose

occupations are the carriage of loads on the shoulder, including the palan-

kin, and the management of flfiur-mills worked by water. {Drew.)

JULAHS—
Weavers, who form a large proportion of the Muhammadans of Jamd, so

much so, that one ward of the town is called the weavers' quarter." In

all probability they are descendants of the older Hindu inhabitants of the

country who have, at different times, been converted to Muhammadanism.
(Drew.)

JURA-Lat. 34® 30'. Long. 73® 52'. Elev.

A village in Lower Drawar, situated on the right bank of the Kishan

Ganga, between Durral and Bdran. The fields extend for a considerable

distance along the river-bank. There are a few fruit and other trees

about the village, which contains twenty bouses; among the inhabitants
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are a carpenter and a blacksmith. A stream flou’s down through the north

end of the villagei irrigating the rice-fieldB.

JURNIAL—Lat. 34® 35'. Long. 75* 3'. Elev.

A village in the Tilail valley^ situated at the edge of the forest on the slopes

of the mountain above the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, which is

crossed by a rope suspension bridge, about midway between this village

and Mazakoi, which lies above it on the same side of the river.

Jurnial contains a masjid, and eight houses inhabited by zamindars, a
mulla, and a shepherd. The hill-sides above the village are extensively

cultivated, and below it, to the north-west, a grassy plaiu extends along

the river-bank.

JUTIAL—Lat. 85® 54'. Long. 74® 23'. Kiev. 5,300'.

A small hamlet in the Gilgit valley, 2 miles east of the Gilgit fort.

It only contains about sixteen houses, out it overlooks the whole of

Gilgit and would be a good site for cantoning troops. It gets its water

from the Khomar nala. There are several water-mills at Jutiill.

(Barrow.)

JUTIPOR—Lat. 33® 41'. Long. 74® 50'. Elev.

'J'he place where the successful action was fought on the 5th July 1819,

which gave Kashmir to the Sikhs; it is distant about 1 koa from Shu-

pion, and is probably identical with the Chotipura of the map, lat. 33® 41',

Jong. 74® 50'.
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K
KABHI—Lat. 33" lO*. Long. 74° 59'. Elev.

A village situated ou the right bank of the Chenab^ some miles north-east

of Riasi. At this place, where the river is deep, tranquil, rather rapid, and

about 200 yards wide, there is a rope bridge. Horses may be driven into

the stream and crossed in safety. {F'igne,)

KABUTAR KHANA—Lat. 34° 20', Long. 78° 18'. Elev.

A camping ground on the winter route to Yarkand by the Karakoram pass

on the left bank of the Shyok, between Chang Jungle and Dong-ay lak^

and just above the junction of the Changchenmo river.

KACHGUL—
A stream which forms the principal source of the Ramchu river. It rises

on the slopes of the Panjal range, on the cast side of the Choti Gali and

Chitta Pani passes ; the road leading towards those passes lies along the

bhnk of the stream. (Allgood,)

KACHl PiR—Lat. 35° 33'. Long. 76° 22'. Elev.

A pass on the Skardu-Rondu road via the left bank of the Indus. The

ascent is steep on both sides, especially on the Rondu side, the road being

very bad. The rond lies over a spur from the Suliman peak, the patli by

the Indus being nearly iinp.nssab]e. The pass opens in the beginning of

April, when there is r<'.uch snow, and it is said to be dangerous owing to

the steepness of the side slopes. On the 19th June 18h8, there was still a

little snow on the pass. (Aylmer,)

KACHIL—Lat. 34° 46'. Long. 7i° 18'. Elev. 10,800', approx.

A pass on the road from Sharidi in the Kishan Ganga valley to Kruras

and the Lolab. It lies at the head of the small stream which joins the

Kishan Ganga at Sharidi. It is constantly used by laden animals, but is

very difficult, for both ascent and descent are very steep. The Kachil

valley is only inhabited during the summer months by a few Gujars.

There is a pleasant camping place in it on this route. (Aglmer,)

KACHNAMBAL-Lat. 34° 17'. Long. 74" 55'. Elev.

A village in the Lar pargana, situated on the right bank of the Kanknai

stream, at the western end of the Sind valley.

KAD-
The name of a stream which rises on the mountains at the north-west cod

of the Ba^^aoli district, and flows in a .south-easterly direction, joining the

iiliuwa in lat. 32'’ 41', long. 75' 5l', below the village of Ueakan. Just
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above the junctioD, it ia crossed by a bridge on the path between Basaoli

and Budrawdr.

KADATj—
A description of bridge. (See ** J helum.*^ )

KAFI DARA—Lat. Long. Elev. 18,500'.

A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakash river, three marches

east of Gulbashem. {M(/ntgomerie,)

KAG—Lat. 34®. Long. 74® 34'. Elev.

A village in the Birwa pargana, very prettily situated on the sloping

ground at the foot of lofty pine-clad hills, due east of the Lai Khan-ki-

Garhi. It commands a fine view of the Kashmir valley and the Wular
lake in the distance.

Vigne states that this village is probably the ancient Khagi mentioned

in the annals of Kashmir as containing a spring from which the old Hindu
kings used sometimes to send for the water they drank. The spring, which

is now called the Guuj Nag, lies about a quarter of a mile to the south of

the village
;
it is enclosed by a tank of rough stones, and the water, which

is pure and cold, has a curious effect, bubbling up in numerous places

through the sandy bottom. The natives assert that in winter the water

becomes warm, and Vigne refers to a warm spring in the neighbourhood.

From the traces of carving on many of the stones lying about, it would

appear probable that this was anciently the site of a Hindu temple. The
materials for building a temple were, it is said, collected some years ago by
tahsildar diwan Nursing Dial, and now lie in a heap near the spring, but

on being transferred to another district he relinquished his intention.

kAgAnI—
A kind of edifice common in Ladak, generally placed at the entrance to

villages and houses, the way leading beneath. Constructed of brick,

plastered over, and painted. [Drew,)

kahAr—
A Dogia caste ; carriers. (See JfC'R.^'

)

KAHNPCR—Lat. 33® 48'. Long. 75® 3'. Elev.

A village in Kashmir, 12 miles south of Srinagar, on the Jamu-Srinng^r

route.

KAHOTA—Lat. 34® 25'. Long. 74® 29'. Elev.

A mountain in the range which divides the Zainagir pargana from the

Lolab valley. Between it and the Sharibal peak to the north-west there

is a grazing ground fur 500 or OUO sheep for six mouths ; but more than

that number go there annually for a shorter period. (Montgomerie.)
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£AH0TA—Lat. 33* 53\ Long. 74^ 9'. Elev.

A pmall village about 10 miles north of Punchy on the path towards the

Haji Pir. It contains about forty huts, and is situated at the foot of

the range of hills which bound a rich plateau about 200 feet above the

right bank of the Bitarh.

There is a bungalow for travellers in the open fields below the village*

Coolies and supplies are procurable. (Vigne^Ince,)

KAILA—Lai. 33® V. Long. 75® 38'. Elev.

A small village in Badraw4r, containing four houses inhabited by Hindus

;

it is surrounded with cultivation, and lies high above the right bank of the

Neru, about 3 miles from its junction with the Chandra Bhaga.

KAILAS—(Ice Mountain) or Osngri range of mountains, runs through the

midst of Western Tibet, along the right bank of the Indus, to the junction

of the Shyuk.

The general direction is from south-east to north*west. The average

height of the passes over it is 17,000 feel, so the geneinl elevation of the

range may be estimated at not less than 20,000 feet. The snow line is at

about 19,000 feet on the southern and 18,500 on the northern face.

Cunningham calls this the Kailas range, after the Kailas peak (Kailas Par-

bat, 22,000 feet]
,
which is situated northof the Manasa Rowara and Rakas Tal

lakes, and says that the range extends in one unbroken line from the source

of the Indus to the junction of the Shyok.^' Drew denies that this is ope

unbroken chain of mountains, and what he calls the Uh Range,'' extends

from the junction of the Hanl4 stream north-west to the junction of the

Shyok, a distance of 220 miles. The geological structure of this

range is chiefly clay, slate, gneiss, and granite. Near Wh it is wholly of

granite, of a very coarse texture.'^ The principal passes are Tsaka La,

Tliato La, Chang La, Waris La, Oigar La, Kh4dung La, Thaglasgd La, and

Chdrbat La. (Cunningham.)

KAILGAN ROCKS—Lat, 33® 61'. Long. 75° 59'. Elev.

These rocks lie in the valley of the Farriabidi stream, about 3fl miles

north-east of Maru, on the path leading from that village towards Suru

and Zanskar by the Chiling pass. Wood and water are found in the

vicinity. (RobinBon.)

KAINDIZAL-Lat. 33® 69'. Long, 74® 68'. Elev.

A village conUining a ruined masjid, situated on the left bank of the Jhe-

lum, a few miles south of Pampur.

KAlNSPtJR—Lat. ZV 14'. Long. 74® 27'. Elev.

A considerable village situated a little distance from the left bank of the

Jbelum, a few miles north-east of Baramula; in^ordinary parlance the

name is shortened to Kanikpur, and on the spot itself to Kanpur.

There appear to be satis^tory grounds for concluding that this village
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marki* the site oE one oE the most ancient oE the numerous capitals of

Kashmir, founded by Kanishka, one of the two great Indo-Scythian princes

and brothers. (Growse.)

KAINU—Lat. 88® 46'. Long. 74* 16'. Elev.

A small Tillage in Punch, on the left bank of the Mandi stream, about

7 miles north-east of Pdnch.

KitJIPtJRA—Lat. 34® ft5'. Long. 74® 39'. Elev.

A village in the Khuiliama pargana, situated on the northern shore of the

Wular lake on the path between Bandipura and Sopdr. (Inee.)

KAJNAO (Survey station)—Lat. 84® 13'. Long. 74® 14'. Elev. 12,125'.

The name of the range of mountains between the south-west end of the’

Hamal pargana and the valley of the Jhelum. The whole of the range

between the Kdjnag survey station and Rangas, lat. 84® 17', long. 74® 6',

elev. 18,496', goes by the name of Kajnag. The ridges running from

the range to the river Jliehim are covered with fine grass, and the number

of Gdjara that take their cattle up during the summer months is very con-

siderable, there being hardly a ravine without a family or two inhabiting it.

The ridge is often of sufficient width to allow Indian•corn and wheat to

be sown on it. The western slopes are invariably bare, while the eastern

are always clothed with forest.

On the K4jn4g range in July (1866?) were about 18,000 sheep from

the paiganas of Machipura and Hamal, and about 800 ponies, chieOy

mares with their foals or in foal. The sheep are kept solely for their wool,

from which the Kashmirfs make their strong and warm blankets and other

woollen cloths.

The axis of the Kdjndgis of granite, with schistose and slaty rocks on

the spurs running from it; toward its western end it becomes exceedingly

precipitous and rocky, so that it is nearly impossible to proceed for any
distance upon the ridge itself, and frequent detonrs of 8 or 8 miles have
to be made when passing from peak to peak.

The cold on these ridges at the early time of year is very great, and a
high wind constantly blows from the northward. The southern slopes of

the range are of quite a different character to the northern ; for, with the

exception of the eastern sides of the spurs, which are alone covered with
forests, the whole is quite bare, or covert only with coarse grass. Some-
what lower this is mainljr of the kind called spear-grass. On all level spots

where the plough can be*used excellent wheat is grown, and is considered

to be the best in the Jhelum vallqr* The villsges are mostly situated in
the bottom of ravines which run down into the river Jhelum ( y.e.). The
Kdjndg range has a mean altitude of from 18,000 to 18,000 feet above
the sea. It gets gradually higher from Baramdla towards the centra, but
afterwards comes to a level of about 10,000 feet. (
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KAKANI—Lat. 33" 33'. Long. 73® 57'. EIot.

A village containing abodt fifteen houses, situated on the right bank of

the Punch T6i, a few miles north of Kotli.

KAKJUNG—Lat. Long. Elev

A pastoral valley lying along the banks of the Indus between Nima
Mud and Chibra, frequented by Knpshu shepherds from December to

February, {IL Strachey—Moorero/L)

KAKKAS—
A hill race peopling the banks of the Jhelum between Gingl and

Mozafnrabad, and the lower part of the Ki^han (^anga valley, chiefly

ju the left bank of the Jhelum. Allied to the Bambas

KALAI—Lat. 33" 4i'. Long. 74" 1 2'. Elev.

A village in the Haveli pargana of Pduch, lying on tlie slopes of the hill

above the left bank of the Suran river. It contains about twenty houses,

inhabited by Muhammadan zamfndars, and produces only dry crops.

KALA PANI—
A torrent which joins the Kumri Dara, about 6 miles north of the kotal.

At the junction there is a very good encamping ground ; forage and fire-

wood plentiful. The stream, which is about 20 feet broad, is /ougbly

bridged. The inhabitants appear to apply the name Kala Pani to the whole

valley of the Kamri Dara. {Barrow]

XALEGRAN—Lat. 34" 25'. Long. 73" 45'. Elev.

A village which extends for a long distance up a gorge on ihe we^t side of

the spur of the Tung mountain, which juts down to the right bank of the

Kishan Ganga. The principal houses are built in a cluster on the north side

of the narrow valley, w'hieh is traversed by a torrent flowing down from the

Chow Gali pass. The village contains a masjid and a ziarat, and about

twenty houses inhabited by zamfndars of the Rati caste, including a car-

penter, a blacksmith, a leather-worker, and a mulla
;
there are also three

Emilies of Salads and three Gujars. .The lambardar, On AH Shah, is also

lambardar of two or three neighbouring villages. Kalegran forms part

of the jagir of Raja Wall Muhammad Khan, son-in-law of Raja Sher

Ahmad Khan, of Karnao,

The village lies high above the Kishan Ganga and at some distance

from it, but its rice-lands extend down to the banks of the river, and

may be considered a separate village containing three houses, known as

Kundi. Baran, in Lower Drawer, may be reached by a path lying over the

Chow Gali pass ;
that following the course of the Kishan Ganga U de-

scribed as being very difficult.

tCALHAR—Lat 33" 8b'. Long. 73" 59'. Elev.

A Muhammadan village in Punch, containing about sixteen houses; it is

situated on the right bank of the Punch T6i river.
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KALIPORA—Lat. 34® 27\ Long. 74® 1 V. Elev.

A small village, oontaiaing four houses inhabited by aamindars, situated at

the edge of the forest, about 4 miles south-east of Shalurah, to the west

of the path between that place and Sopur.

KALIPtJRA—Lat. 34® 1'. Long. 74® 36'. Elev.

A small village in the Birwa pargaua, containing four houses inhabited by

zamindars. It is situated on the sloping side of a ravine, to the west of the

path between Makahaina and Diang.

KALI THAR or BLACK RANGE—
A name given to this ridge on account of the dark hue which it pre*

seuts in some states of the atmosphere when seen from a distance.

The road from Jamu to Rajaori passes this village to the north-west

of Akndr. Ascending from the Chen4b valley, an elevated plateau, much
intersected with ravines, is reached: elevation quite 2,000 feet above

the sea. From this plateau the rock rises up steeply for many milesf

attaining a level of more than 3,000 feet above the sea, and forming a bold,

narrow ridge. The farther slo{)e i^ steeper, presenting an escarpment

properly and geologically so-called—areally fine instance; for 20 miles

it continues without a break, having a face of 1,000 feet of vertical height,

at a slope in some parts of 45®, in some rather less, everywhere marked by

variations, according to the alternate outcrop of beds of sandstone and of

clay. (Brew,)

KALLAIN—Lat. 33® 3', Long. 76® 4^. Elev.

A village in Badrawar, situated on the olopesof the spur between the Nerii

river and Bin Kad stream. It lies about 11 miles north-west of Bad-
rawar, and is the usual stage between that town and Doda. There are

a great many fruit-trees about the village, and extensive cultivation, the

fields being unusually large. There is a small government garden in the

village an<l a haraddri for the accommodation of travellers.

Supplies are procurable, but water is scarce, as the Bin Kad, the nearest

stream, Hows at a considerable distance below the village, and the only

source in the village is a pool in which rain-water is collected. The usual

encamping ground is near this pool.

The village contains n'oout twenty houses, inhabited by zamindarg, who
are almost exclusively Hindus.

KALLAN—Lat. 33® 8'. Long. 75® 33'. Elev.

A village in Badrawdr, situated above the left bank of the Chandra Bbdga,
a little to the west of Doda. There is a deep ravine on the east side of the
village, through the bottom of which a stream flows into the river; There
are both Hindus and Muhammadans among the inhabitants, who number
sixteen families. It is stated that recruits for the mahardja^s army are

frequently oollected and drilled in this villaga.
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KALLI KUND—
A mall moontain-lake in the hOb to the weat ot Badraw4r*

KALTUBA—Lat. 84^ 24'. Long, 74^ 22\ Eler.

A village situated on the right bank ot the Pohni riTer. Colonel Beja

Singkattempted to build an aqueduct over the river at this plaoe^ to convey

water into the Zainagir pargana. {MonigomitU^

KAMAKDORI {Ddrd KASSKaTuai).

KAMAKDORI PASS—Lak 85^ 8^ Long. 74« 16'. Elev. 18,750^ appi^x-

A pass over the Kishan Oanga-Indus watershed and connecting Chilas

with Sharidi. The road from Sharidi to the pass leads up the Samgan
stream and is 28 miles long. It is at present unfitted tor baggage

animals, bnt could easily be improved. The pass is over a narrow stony

ridge with remains of old stone breastworks on it. For 600 or 700 feet on

either side the descent is very steep. There is, even in Angnst, a little

snow on the Chilas side. The head of the valley on the Chilas'side much
resembles that of the Samgan. Within a mile of the top on either side

good pasturage is to be obtained. Wood in moderate quantities is found

within 2 miles of the pass.

By following the ridge to the south-west for li mile another pass

(14,000' ?) is reached leading into the top of the Gamot valley. The top

is fiat and easy, but there is a steep ascent from the head of the Samgan
stream, where there is a lake rather under i mile long by i mile broad.

Between the head of the Gamot valley and Chilas territory, the hills

appear rounded and easy, and there must be some good passes.

This pass is said to be open for six months. {Aylmer.)

KAMABA on KOMAKA—Lat 85^ 26^ Long. 76^ 84^ Elev.

A large pargana in the ilaka of Skstdd (BaltisUm), the last village on

the north side of the Sksrdu plain; to the north conglomerate and clay-

beds rise in steep banks. The fields rise in terraces one behind another, on

a steeply-sloping platform. It is said to contain 800 houses, and is the

first march on the Skardd«Gilgit road. {Tkomean^^AylfMf.)

KAMBAI—Lat. 88« 18'. Long. 74^ 4'. Elev.

A village.and fort in a district of the same name in the province of Nso-

sheia; they lie to the west of the road between Bbimbar and Kotli, a few

miles south-west ot Dharmsdls. Yigne states that though finely situated

on a rock, the oonntiy round the fort seems too much confined. {Vigne^

Mlgcod.)

KAMBO on 8KAMBU—Lat. S4<’ 27^ Long. 19^ 14'. Elev.

A iflsall village of ten houses on the left bank of the Purik river (Wakha-

ohu). There is an artificial aqueduct here, about 1 mile in length.

{(hmnwgktiii^Ajflmer.)

KAMIL-
This river is fonned of three stieams—the Beugis, jbhe Bangwsri, and .the
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Bad Kholf or Bdranambal—whioh rise on the monntun slopes at the north-

west end of the fsllej of Kashmir, and unite near Dranpari ; the rirer

then flows in a north-easterly direction through the Uttar pargaua,

joining the LoUb or Lahwal stream near the village of Mogalp&r, and
forming the Pohm river. Above the village of Biri the lacustrine deposit

reaches tbe height of about 800 feet above tbe river, resting on the

primeval rock through which the Kamil flows, and which in some places is

cut down to the depth of 80 or 40 feet.

The Bangas stream is bridged beneath Drangiari, and the Kamil
between the villages of Znnabeshi and Riri, also opposite the fort and
village of Shaldrah, where the river flows in two channels, just west of

which, under the village of Champflra, there is a ford.

The Kamil as it crosses the Shaldrah plain is very rapid, and daring

the melting of the snows is quite impassable. {Monigomerie—Godwin^

Ausiem,)

KAMMAR—Lat. 88^ 29^. Long. 16^ 2V. Blev.

A village in the ShXhabdd valley, lying near the left bank of the Sdndran

river, about 8 miles north-west of Choan. It contains about eight

houses inhabited by zamindars and three families of pirzddfs, who occupy

a brick building on the mound, in the middle of the village. Below it is

the ziXrat of the Kadam Rasul, now a mass of rains, beneath which tbe

precious relic is said to be buried.

kamrAj—
The name of one of the two great divisions of the Kashmir valley, compris-

ing the north-western portion. It is divided into two zillas and eighteen

parganas
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Dr. Elmsiie states that it has been oonjeotared that Kamrdj, or Kamrls^
M it is sometimes called, is derived from Kama Bij, the territory of Kama,
the god of love.

It is chiefly karew4 land, cut into by various streams which unite with

the drainage of the Lolab and Uttar streams to form the Pohru river.

KAMRI—Lat.W 48'. Long. 74^58'. Elev. 18,160'.

A pass between the Bilrzil valley of Giirais and the Astor valley on the

Kashmir-Gilgit road.

After crossing the watershed, the route follows the western branch of

the Astor river through Ratlii and Chugdm. This route is practicable for

laden animals, and is shorter, and on the whole easier, than that by the

Dorikun pass {q.v.), but it is closed by snow for nearly six months, «.e.,

a few weeks longer than the other route. Unladen men can, however,

generally cross the Dorikun pass during the winter, while the Kamri is

closed to all. The Kamri was crossed on May 15th, 1886, by unladen men
for the first time that year.

In 1885 the pass was closed by snow till July, but the snowfall was

abnormal. From Baogla in the Burzil valley, there is a steep ascent of

over 8,000 feet to the first ridge, the hilbside being bare of trees, but

clothed with luxuriant herbage. The road then winds in and out, np and

down, across the spurs from the Gatumi or Ootamara mountain to the

crest of the Kamri ridge, which is a welUmnrked depression in the ranges.

One third of a mile from the crest the road descends by a zig-zag do%vn

a steep ravine to tbe Kamri Dara. The pass is not a difficult one when

clear of snow, but when the snow is lying it certainly is very diflBcult

indeed. It is 61 miles from Gurais to Gurik&t of Astor.

In the Gilgit-Astor mnp this pass is given a second name, sjs., Rdj-

deangan, which is incorrect. At all events, Kamri is the only name one

hears. (Bartow-^Manifuld.)

KAMRI DARA—
A branch valley of the Astor valley of Kashmir, which may be consider*

ed the main western branch of the Astor valley. Including its side valleys

it contains about eighteen villages, with a total estimated population of

about nine hundred souls, all Ddrds, speaking the Shina dialect Both

Sunis and Shias are represented. Tbe Sunis shave their heads, while the

Bhias wear their hair long. The men delight in polo and sport. Their

arms comprise swords and matchlocks, and bows and arrows. There is

no fruit in the vall^, except the mulberry. Wheat and vegetables only

are grown. The cold is extreme in winter, and from December to March
the people are confined to their houses. Wood and water are plentifni.

Above Rattn tbe valley, generally speaking, is fairly open (half to one

mile), with plenty of good forage, but below it becomes confined between

steep, rocky, ranges of hills. The principal village in the valley is Cha«
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and the chief tributaries are the Kala Pani^ the Lyonhudar^ the

Mir Malik, and Rupal nalaa^

The name Kamri Dara seems to be locally unknown, and the inhabitants

generally speak of the main river as the Kala Pani. The latter, however

v

at its junction is certainly the lesser stream of the two. The Kamri

river is fordable in summer with great difficulty below the junction of tho

Raat stream, down which comes the Gagai route. It is crossed by bridges

at the following places : once near Tsin between Shankarghar and

Chugam, once at Chugam, and twice between Chugam and Gnrikdt.

The principal crops are jao, kanak, cheni, tromba, and mdtta. Taxes

are paid in kind and appear to be heavy. Generally speaking, the road

down the valley is good.

The gorge between Chugam and Gurikdt would be a splendid place

to resist any force advancing from the Bunji direction.

Renoufces.

V4ilAir«i. Housoi. HorPCK.
Horrttd Sheep and

ffoate.
Remnrke,

Mir Malik valley 15 26 50 m
Rupal valley • •10 (?) 40 (?) 120
Sakinal . t 3 3 20 200
Sbankargbar 0 • 4 a 15 100
Ispi and Gomai s 9 H 55 600
Dirla . • • . 11 8 48 860
Phartsni . •

.I
2 3 20 100

Phakarkot . . • 0 .
1

7 5 30 soo
Tain « • 3 6 300
Oorial • • • 1 5 10 200
lUtto . • e s 8 10 35 300
MHintai • • 8 15 80 800 1 amitb.

Chugam 12 40 400

129 157 m 4,960

(Ahmad AU Khdn—Barrow—Aylmer^

KANABAL—Lat. 88® 44'. Long. 75® IV. Elev.

A village situated on both banks of the Jhelum, about a mile west oi

Islamabad. It is distant by land about 4 miles above Bij-Bebdra, but

the journey by boat occupies about three hours and a half; large boats do

not usually ascend beyond it on account of the shallowness of the water.

There is a reit-ho«i8e.

Dr. Inoe gives the following particulars regarding the wooden bridge

which crosses the Jhelum at this village: length 66 yards, breadth 18

feet, average depth of water beneath 4t feet. It is supported by a tingle

wooden pier and masonry abutments. (HUyol^Vigno^Ineo.)
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KANAOUND-Lat Long. 75« 7'. Elsf.

A ooDsiderable village lying about a mile north-east of Arphal, on ibe east

side of the upper extremity of the Tr4l valley, where it b^mes very nar*

row. The si4rat of Bakir Shaikh Sihib and tlie maajid are most pictur-

esquely situated on a wooded spur just to the east of the village. The
population numbers about twenty families of zarofndars.

KANAL—Lat. SS^ 1 0'. Long. Elev.

A village in Kishtw^r, situated about 6 miles north-west of Doda, above

the path leading towards Bagu and the Brari Bal. It contains about six

houses inhabited by Hindus.

KANABI RANGE of mouiituius^Separates Zanskdr from Lad4k. {Bel-

ief.)

KANDABAL—Lat. 84^ 15'. Long. 74<’ 44. Elev.

A large village which lies on the east shore of the Manas Bal lake, at the

foot of the Aha Tung mountain. It contains a great many lime-kilns^

from whence the city of Srinagar is mostly supplied. The limestone is

procured from the adjoining hills, and the wood for burning it is conveyed

from the forests in the Sind valley. Hugnl, who calls these the only lime*

pits in ELashmir, thus describes them : the kilns are 8 feet in diameter,

and it takes sixteen days' labour, and requires 2,000 logs of stout wood, tc

heat them thoroughly. The wood, which is from a species of the fir called

kair, is brought from a distance of 12 koi.

There were, at the time of his visit, twenty men employed in the kilns

under the superintendence of three sepoys. A kharwfir (144 lbs) of burnt

lime then sold on an average for one rupee. Kandabal has no lands, and

is simply a settlement within the limits of the Angura valley. {HUgel—
Ince—WingaU.)

KANDA LA—Lat. 84® 8'. Long. 77® 27'. Elev. 16,240'.

A pass over the Kanari range, leading from Phi, opposite L4h, to Skio.

At the end of June, a deep bed of snow lay on the left of the pass. On
the top was the usual votive pile of stones, decorated with rags and bits

of cloth. {Mooreroji.)

kandbAbi or khanbAri pass—
Lat. 85® 52'. Long. 78® 55'. Elev. 14,700' (?).

A pass across the Indus-Oilgit watershed, about 6 miles to the west of the

Chonehar pass. It connects the valley of Kandbfiri with that of

Shatochao, which drains into the Siugal valley, Oilgit district. It is

about 700 feet higher than the Chonehar and more difficult. It is only used

in summer by the herdsmen and their cattle. (Ahmad JU KhSm.)
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KAND HAMZA—Lat. W. Long. 76^ W. £Ut.
A Tillage and small vallej on the right bank of the Indus in Khurmang
(Baltistdn). It contains thirteen houses.

KANDI—Lat. 24'. Long. 7^^ 52^ Elev.

A village in the Rarnao valley^ situated about 2 miles west of the fort.

It lies ou the path from Titwal towards the Kashmir valley. The village#

which is well shaded^ contains in its upper and lower divisions ten families

of pirz4dXs, ten zamindars of the Bambd caste^ a mulla, a kazf, a black-

smith, and a carpenter.

Just east of the village there are three masjids, and close to the path
is the zfarat of Nizdm-d-dm Aulia; all these buildings, which are of the

Kashmiri style of architecture, show traces of fine wood-carving.

KANDI—
A stream which rises at the south-east end of the Kolnarawa valley, to

the south of the Diosur pargana. It takes a north-westerly course through

the strath and, after effecting a junction with the Buzu stream fromi the

south, empties itself into the Vesbad, at the mouth of the valley, near the

village of Hanjipur, lat. 38'’ 37', long. 74'’ 68'. {Vigne,)

KANDNI—Lat. 33'^ 13'. Long. 75'’ 61'. Elev.

A village in Kishtwdr, situated about 9 miles south of the town of that

name, above the road leading towards Doda. On the path beneath the

village an immense projecting rock gives shelter from sun or rain, which

has been increased by surrounding the spot with great branches of trees.

Consequent on its position, about a mile north of the suspension bridge

over the Chandra Bbdga, and the convenience of the water-supply from a
hill torrent which rushes down close by, travellers frequently seek the

protection of this rock. (JTiffvsy.)

KANDPtlR—Lat. 83® 48'. Long. 76® 10'. Elev.

A village situated on the edge of the Karalu Puthra table-laud, about

two miles north-east of Bij-Beh&ra. It contains about twelve houses and

produces corn.

KANDRIK LA— Purik La.'*

KANELWAN—Lat 83® 48'. Long. 76® 12'. Elev.

A village in the Dachinpara pargana, of which it is the tahsfl station.

KANETTA—Lat. 83® 45'. Long. 74® 12'. Elev.

A village in Punch, inthe Haveli pargana, situated above the left bank of

the Suran river. The village, which is inhabited by Muhammadans, ia

divided into two separate parts, and contains in all about fifty houseo.

KANOAM NAO—Lat. 88® 87'. Long. 76® 21'. Elev.

A spring, situated about three quarters of a mile north-east of Sof, on the

direct path leading into the Nowbdg vallej. It rises in a natural pool in
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a pretty frassy dell, shaded by trees. The pool, which is about 25 feet in

diameter, contains some small Bsh. The water of this sprin^^, though

very clear and bright, and pleasing both to sight and taste, is not esteemed

by the natives. It does not appear to be impregnated by iron or any other

mineral substance.

KANGAN—Lat. 34'^ 16\ Long. 74® B«'. Elev.

One of the largest villages in the Sind valley, situated on the right bank

of the river. It is said to contain 15 houses. It contains a large building,

which is used as a mosque.

The land in the neighbourhood is fruitful and well cultivated. There

is a well-shaded spot suitable for encamping, and supplies and water are

procurable. (Mooreroft—Jylmer.)

KANGRI—
A small earthen pot about 6 inches across, enclosed in basket-work; it

contains live charcoal. The Kashmiris hold this beneath their great gowns
against their bodies, and the heat from it, especially when they are seated

on the floor, dlfEiises itself beneath their clothing, and makes up for the

scantiness and looseness of it. {J)t€u>»)

FANGWATTAN—Lat. 33® 36'. Long. 74® 49'. Elev.

A few Gdjars' huts, situated in a beautiful gUde amid the mountains, on

the right bank of the Veshaii river, about a mile south of the junction of

the Cbitti Nadi. At this spot the river is bridged by a single pine tree

about 95 feet in length, thrown across the stream ; it may also be forded.

KANT PASS—Lat. 35® 38'. Long. 74® 40'. Elev.

A pass in Dlrdistin connecting Gor with the Sai valley at Damot. It is

not much used, except for taking cattle to the Gandai valley, and is alto-

gether closed for four months by snow. {Ahmad Ali Khan.)

I ANJI—
A river in Bnitistin, rising in about latitude 34® 10' and longitude 76®

36', and flowing into the Indus some 5 miles above D4h. It is also

called the Ssngcluma river. The portion of the valley in which Kharbu is

situated is wide, skirted by gently sloping hills, which at some distance on
the left bank rise into high mountains, but on the right only attain a
moderate elevation. Alluvium occurs, indurated into a hard conglomerate.

Kanji valley forms a part of the ilaka of Kargil.

CcMMtf The Leh-Srinagar road passes for some distance down
this valley, entering by the Fotu La and leaving by the Namika La. From
it a branch road leads to Kanji and then into 8iird by the Vigne La or

Kanji La. It is said to be very bad.

Another branch road leads down the valley to the Indus. This is said

to be very fair.
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Partieular$ of retourcei.

VilUge or
pergana.

Honiei. Hories. Donkeys. Vaks. ZboB. Cows. Sheep
and goats.

Bomarka.

Kanji .

Kharbu
(P) 15 (?)8 "‘40

(P)10 (?) 3o0 BnddhifltnCl smith).
52 24 2 12 15 30 Bnddhiais.

Henitkot 16 5 15 6 7 150 Ditto.
Tikri .

Ohiktan .

25 12 20 8 8 200 Mnhammadans.
(?)900 (P)40 (?) 100 s ... (?)50 (?)700 ! Muhammadans, Bi-

jas Knesanp^
Hasan Kh4n.

Total .
^ 406 84 175 13 26 80 1,700

Autl)ority.—( lambardan.) {ThovMon^Aylmer.)

KANJI—Lat. 84.® 14*. Long. 40'. Elev.

A Binall village on the left bank of the Kauji river^ situated about half-way

between the Kanji and Fotu passes. Contains about fifteen houses.

KANJI PASS OR KUNGI LA or VIGNE LA—
Lat. 84® 7'. Long. 76® 34'. Elev.

A pass situated close to the sources of the Kanji and Wakha streams.

KANKATORI—
This river^ which is more frequently called the Sargan or the Sarsuti, takes

its rise on the range of mountains forming the watershed between the

valley of the Kishan Qanga and Chilas, It flows in a southerly directioni

and empties itself into the Kishan Ganga, iat. 34® 48'^ long. 74® 14'^

almost opposite the village of Sharidi. It is crossed by a kadal bridge just

above the junetioo, and a path towards Chilas lies up its course.

KANRNAI—
A stream which rises on the eastern slopes of the Haramuk mountain, and
£owing through the Lar pargpina, empties itself iuto the Sind river, lat.

84® 16', long. 74® 66', near the village of Kajipnra. (/nee.)

KANKOT—Lat. 88® 46*. Long. 74® lO*. Elev.

A large village lying on the right bank of the Drungli stream, close to its

jnnotioD with the Sdran river; it is situated above the path, about 3
miles east of Pdnch.

KANNA TSETTBPtJRA—Lat. 38® 59'. Long. 74® 36'. Elev.

A small village, containing four bouses inhabited by zamfndars, situated on
the slope of the spur about 2 miles north of Drang, in the Birwa
pargana.

KANORA—Lat. 88® 21'. Long. 78® 60'. Elev.

A village in Naoshera, between Mirpdr and Kotli, about % miles from
the left bank of the P&noh T6i It contaans thirty houses, the inhabitants

being Muhammadans, and one Hindi shopkeeper.
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KANPOlk—Ut. M” 12'. Loi.^. 74" 22'. Eler.

A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, opposite Baramdla.
{AUgood.)

KAN8AR BAL-Lat. 88? 87'. Long. 74" 68'. Elev.

A village containing seven or eight houses, situated near the mouth of the

Kolnatawa valley, about a mile south-east of Hanjipdr.

KANSIBA—Lat. 82" 58'. Long. 75" 47'. Elev.

A small village situated on the slopee of the mountains a few miles south-

east of Badrawar, It oontains six houses inhabited by Hiud&s of the
lowest easts.

KANTAR NlG—Late 33^ 68'. Long. 14P 24'. Elev.

A email lake lying on the Panjfl rangOy to the north of the Firozpdr pase.

It ie said to be distant 6 koi from the Oolmarg by a good path.

KANUNOR KILANG on KILUNG—
Lat. 32* 50'. Long. 77® 31'. Elev.

A camping ground at the foot of the Bara Lacha pass (north-east of it).

It ie the first camping ground in Lad&k territoryp on the route from Kulu

to L4hy and lies 164 miles south of L4h. There is a bridge here over the

Yunam river. A rest-house and supply dep6t are much wanted. (Drem
—Ctfjf/iy.)

KANTAGtND—Lat. 34®. Long. 74® 37^ Elev.

A village in the Birwa pargana, situated on the right bank of the Snkn4g

river, which here flows in numerous channels through a wide stony bed.

The streams are fordable, and may also be crossed by a series of kdnal

bridges.

The village contains about twelve houses, of which seven are inhabited

by zamfndars and five by fakirs.

KANZALWAN (Ddrd Kinzalwab)—

Lat. 34® 39'. Long. 74® 45'. Elev. 7,400'.

A village in the Gurais valley, situated at the end of a steep wooded spur

on the left bank of tbe Kishan G'anga. It is distant about 415 milea

north of Bandipura, and is the third stage on the high-road from Kashmir

towards Skardu. Astor may likewise be reached from this village by a path

lying op the valley of the Qagai stream ; it is described as being a good

road, but is not now used;

Kanzalwan oontains about seven houses inhabited by Muhammadan

zamindars ; it is supplied with water by three small springs. Most of the

cultivation lies on the banks of the Bdrzil or Bdzi Bdk stream, which flows

into the Kishan Oanga some 300 or 400 feet below the west side of the

village.
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Tlie miial enoamping ground is Bitoated below the villagei near a long

low of stables, at the south end of the bridge which crosses the Kishan

Oanga. This bridge can be crossed by pack animals if led over singly*

The camping ground is large enough for a regiment ; snow, however,

lies on the ground till the middle of April. (Batei^Barrow—ManifithL)

KAORMANO—Lat. 34^ 26. Long. 73^ 42'. Elev.

A village in the Lachiat district, on the left bank of the Kishnn Oanga ; it

lies on the slopes of the mountains 2 or 8 miles south of the path between

Panzgram and Nosudda-Noseri.

Including the divisions called Shadera, Bandi, and Mojni, there are

said to be eighteen houses in all in the village.

KAPASHNA—Lat. 85^ 18'. Long. 75^ 39'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Indus close to Skardu : there is a ferry

here. [Oodwin^Justen,)

KAPLAS—Lat. 33® 62'. Long. 76® 43'. Elev. 14,211'.

A lofty mountain in the range between Badrawdr and the Basaoli district •

it lies on the west flank of the Chatardhar pass.

As its sides are very precipitous, less snow remains upon it than on

neighbouring peaks of inferior elevation. On the north side of the moun-

tain lie the Kdiid Kaplas, a cluster of tarns. Sera Jatika, Kalka, Kalikdnd

N6g, are some of the names given to the smaller pools.

Hindus make pilgrimages to these lakes in the month of August, for the

purpose of bathing in the waters, which are esteemed sacred. The path by
which they are approached lies up the course of the Haldni stream, from

the direction of Badrawdr, and is described as being very rough and

difficult.

KAPRAN—Lat. 28'. Long. 76® 24'. Elev.

A village situated towards tlie south-east extremity of the Shdhabdd valley,

above the left bank of the Sdndraa. It consists of a few scattered huts

inhabited principally by blacksmiths. Iron is mined in the neighhourhood.

KARA! THAR—
A range of hills stretching from about opposite B4mk6t for 26 or SO miles

north-west. The ridge has a steep face, an escarpment, to the south-west,

for here the beds are dipping to the north-east. Near RdmkSt its height

is 6,000 feet ; there it curves round and joins on to the higher mountains ;

in the direction of Dansal 3,600 or 8,000 feet is the common height.

This range is traversed by the Tawf in a gorge ; one the main roads

to Kashmir crosses it near Dansal by a very steej|> ascent; a few miles

north-westof that it diei away. Nowhere is it a simple ridge ; when pne

has oroswd the main line and descended, other smaller rocky ridges have

to be passed. {Drew.)
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KARAKASU-.
A riper which rises in the northern slope of the Karakoram chain in

about lat. S4f* 45', long. 78^ 45', and at an elevation of about 1 7,000 feet.

From its source the river, after rounding the Kompas La spur, flowe

north for 32 miles to Kizil Jilga (16,360'), between which and the

pass an immense ice*bed extends for 2 or 3 miles right across the ravine

(which is about a quarter of a mile broad). From Kizil Jilga to Chang*
tash (15,590') the river flows north-west for 23^ miles, and is at this point

joined by a tributary from the north-west. At Changtash it takes a

bend to the north-east and continues in this direction as tar as Sora<

Near Sorait is joined by the eastern or shorter brntich, which rises in the

southern face of the Kucniun mountains. From Sora the river flows nearly

due west for 70 miles to Shahfdula (11,780'), at which point it takes a

bend to the north-east and keeps this direction till it reaches Khotdu
(or Ilchi).

The bed of the river has a fall of about 27 feet per mile from its source

to Shahidula, where it pierces the Kuenlun range, and flows at the rate of

200 yards a minute, or nearly 4i miles an hour, as observed at a point 220

miles below its source. The vegetation found above the banks in its upper

course is scanty, and is principally confined to low brush wo kI, with patclies

of coarse grass. IVhore it skirts the base of the steeper mountain of the

Karatagh and the Kilian mountains, the course of the river is more con-

fined. At as high an elevation as 15,8U0 to lfi,000 feet, grass and the

hurtai plant grow, and below an elevation of 12,000 feet, vegetation,

with bushes and trees, occur along the downward course. The bed of the river

consists chiefly of gravel and conglomeraU*, while an a!!iivium and lino sand

is developed in many parts of its course. Nc.arly the whole volume of its

waiters is utilised for irrigation throughout the province of Khotau. The

stream is frozen during the winter months.

Ad eastern brjncli of this river joins the main stream at Sora; it has

its source in the Kuenlun mountaius. The eastern Karakash, at its

nearest point to the Lingzithang plains, flows in a valley between the north-

west corner of these plains and the foot of the great range of the Kuenlun ;

here it is 15,000 feet above the sea, 1,000 feet below the level of the plain ;

and the valley has a width of a few hundred yards
; it slopes down to the

west-north-west corner at a slope of about 3®. Ou the north it is bounded

immediately by the main Kueoluti range; on the south by spurs from n

more southerly, nearly parallel line of mountains. These southern mouo-

iains are of slate and shale, and the same rock extends some way up the slope

of the Kuenlun opposite; but at this part the ridge itself of the Kuenlun,

and further east the whole height of the slope, are of granite. Down the

valley rocky spur after spur, from both sides, comes forward, until the

curving of the nortbern range shuts in the view.
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Grass and fael (the hurtni or wild lavender plant) are procurable at

almost every camp in the Karakash valley. Its natural vegetation re-

sembles that of the Nubr& valley^ but it is uncultivated and uninhabited,

except by the Kirghiz camps in the pasture season. Between Sh^hidula

and Bulakchi the stream is a considerable one, but fordable at most parts,

on a pebbly bottom, at this season (October ISth)." Hendei-son describes

the country in the Karakash valley from the junction of the main and
eastern branches down to Shdhidula. ** On either side rugged peaks of

granite rose to more than 20,000 feet. The main valley was about a mile

wide, and there was quite a forest of myricaria bushes and plenty of gooil

grass. At the next camp the valley varies from 1 to 2 miles in width,

and the river flows over shingle, in a great number of streams. Here and
there the ground is covered with saline efilorescence, and there are numer-
ous springs, some of which are warm, along the foot of the ranges which

rise abruptly and sometimes precipitously on either side. The lower peaks

appeared to be composed of gueiss and slate.’^

There are small fish in the shallow side-springs and pools, but none

were seen in the main stream.

On July Slst, at 1 p.m., the thermometer was at 66® F., under an
awning. At night it fell to 25® F., but there was hardly any ice on the

water. Even in September the river was never completely frozen, although

the thermometer was every night nearly at zero, and during the day was

never above freezing point in the shade.

The main stream in August was about 60 or 40 yards wide, aud fordable

pretty easily early in the day. Velocity of current from 3 to 3 J miles per

hour. Lower down fording was more difficult, even at 10 a.m. at the

widest Bat in the middle of September it .had fallen so much as

to be easily fordable everywhere. Patches of tamarisk jungle aiv met
with at ir.iervals. One of the commonest plants was a wild onion, which,

when cooked, is good eating.

Near Bulakchi there are quicksands, aud fording is difficult work.

Quicksands are common along the whole course of the river. At Sh&hi-

dula the Karakash is joined by the Kirghiz Jungle and Suget streams,

which rise at the Kirghiz and Suget passes respeptively. {Bellew—Hen»
flerson—Hayward—7. R, G. S,, Vol, XL.)

Hayward gives the following account of the course of the southern

branch

** At Kizil-Jilga there is plenty of grass and fuel. The valley of the Karakash river

above this place is Hanked by anow ranges, that to the west being the main chain of the

Karakoram, which here forms the watershed between the Shyok and Karakash rivers.

From KiziUJilga the valley runs north-west, and is wide and open, and the road excel-

lent. At Khdshk Maiddn, 17 miles below Kizil-Jilga, the valley is wide, and there is plenty

of good wood for fuel, and grass. Immediately below Khushk Maiddn the Karakash

increases in volume, being apparently fed by some internal springs in the valley. Some
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dktMioo aboT6 Uiia plm» towarda KuiUilga, tha water had entiralj difappeaiad, laar-
iog tha bed of the rirer qoite drj. The itream below Khdibk Maidin waa atillow on ita aarfaoe (NoTember), and we fonnd the oroating of it aomewhat diffionlt A
thick abeet of ice havii.g formed on either aide, neoaaaitated a atraigbt dtop from tha
edge of tbia into the centre of the atream. At 8 milea below here a large rallej effecU
a junction from the westward, and immediatelj b^ond the riw winda ronnd to the
north, and ateepapnn running down from the rangea on either aide, forma a narrow gorge
for 3 milea. Arriring at aome hot apringa in thia defile we encamped behind them.
Sis milea bejond the hot apringa, the rirer anddenlj tnma to the north^aat, and from
^a band reaembled a froaen lake for 3 milea, of about half a mile in width. The
jonrnej waa here orer the ice, ainee the steeper aides of the mountains, and the rocky
ground, rendered a road along the bank more difficult than one orer the frozen rirer.
Haying marched unUl dusk, we encamped in a ravine on the right bank of the river, at
the foot of a moraine, which has carried immense quantities of rook and dihru into the
valley from below a glacier. The whole of the country passed through in the day’s march
waa wild and rugged in the extreme. Deep ravines between precipitous heights were
aeen from where the Karakash, forcing its way between abrupt spurs on either side,
rushed on over its rock*bed to the bend, where it emerges into the more open valley, and
waa now held arrested in its froxen expanse. Prom a lime and slate formation near the
hot springs, the mountains lower down the valley change to strata of grey and yellow
^sandstone, while rocks of grey and dark granite, with fragments of felspar, lie inters^rsed
upon the beds of conglomerate, which fill the valley and extend from the foot of the
mountain to the water’s edge. A mile below our camp at Zinchin, immense moraines
have fallen from the high rangea and blocked up the valley, causing the river to form
the lake alluded to. The river has worn its way through these, and for some distance
flows on through narrow gorges much confined. The scenery was still very rugged and
beautiful. High mountains, surmounted by snow and glacier, towered above the valley
on either end, their sides terminating abruptly in steep heights and precipices, while
every ravine running into the main valley was filled with moraine of dihru and granite
boulders*

** The rivui from here winds round more to the eastward. Granite was still the'pre-

vatling formation of the mountains. The next day, November lltb, we made a march
of 17 miles further down the valley, which widens as the elevation decreases and the
mountains are less steep and precipitous. The breadth of the valley had hero incroaeed
to upwards of a mile, and the river flowed in eeveral streams over its more open bed. A
snow peak (19,616 feeij overlooks the valley, where we encamped that night at Mnl^n.
The valley here is 1A458 feet above the sea. The cold, toob was not nearly so great.

Near here some fresh springs issuing from the ground add to the volume of water in
the river; and the temperature of these was sensibly above that of tbe stream. Some
13 miles below Hulgoon the river turns suddenly to the north-west and runs throngh
the valley of Sariki to Shdhiddla.

**We were now under the Kneninn range, eome high peaks in which rose imme-
diately to the nortb-eastb and coming in at this bend in a valley from the south-east,

in which runs the eastern branch of the Karakash river. From this point the Karakash
runs with a general curve bearing west-north-weet to Shdhfddla, acme 76 miles dis-

tant. and skirting tbe southern base of the Kneninn, which rises in a high, rugged
range to the north. Grass and ftiel are met with everywhere in abundance^ and game is

plentiful all down the valley. Near Ak-kdm, a wide valley known to the Kirghii as

Kara Jilga, joins from the eastward. The Karakash valley is here upwards of a mile and
a half in breadth, and is bounded on the north by the steep rocky heights of the spurs
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from tho Koeulun. The ipurt of the AkU^h ranj^e to the eoathward are more even and

leee abrupt, while their slopee are covered with accumulations of drifted sand. The lower

etratnm of this range ie aand and nrgillacuoue rocks, large beds of ooitglumerate occur all

down the valley. From Giilbashern, a very easy pass was said to lead across the Aktdgh
range to Mdlikshdh, on the Karakoram route; and aiiotlier piss, difficult for laden

animals, but still practicable, crossed the Kuenlun range near the junction of the

KaraJilga valley above Ak-kuin, from where a road loads down the valley of theKhotdn
river to Ilcbi (Kbot&n), tho capital of that province. In the ravinee above Oulba^llem are

situated the jade quarries formerly worked by tho Chinese. Tbero are other jade qnar*

riee eituatad lower ^wn the Karakasb valley towards Khotdn.

**The valley of the Karakash at Gulbasliem is 12,645 feet above eea-level. Ten'milee

further down is an encamptneni called Biilakchi, below which the Siiget valley effects a

junction from tho south. Some 2 initea beloar this junction the Karakash river turns

to the north, and piercing the rauin c‘>iain of the Kuenlun, again assuinee an easterly

onuree, until nearly the meriditiii of Khotdu, when it divergee to the northward, and

enters the plains of Turkist/ln.

**On October SUt, when Rhaw first visited the eastern branch near Brangsa, it wae

sq^/fwasn. Rowing through a little round valley; enclosed to the north by a large old

niormfne. To the north-east are high snow mountains and glaciers; the oourse ofthe

stream comes down very stHoply from them. The Karakash has here a broad vallejt

quite flat and half a mile wide. The dry and shingly bed of what ie aometimes a stream

oocupiee the centre, with low terraces on either aide, the barren monntaine rising north

and south of the valley, which itself runs westward. The sterile toil did not even

supply the lavender plant for fuel. The stream was dry ; the three great requieltee fora

traveller's encamping ground— fuel, grass, and water—were all absent. Further down the

main branch joined in from the left or south side of thf valley and filled the hitherto

dry bed of tho main valley. Next dar we found a little grass on the banks of a warm
spring on the right nod some brushwood. The stif*ain here rune free between banks of

ice. It is a few iuches deep^and 5 or 6 yards wide. Plenty of wood, ae the eamo
brushwood jungle estenda down here. Hovomhor Tbennomqfer up to 4(P F. at

ten o'clock in the day. At daybreak it was 0* F. hovemher Fiuf.'—Marched down the

Karakash stream, which now flows freely between ice-borders. It is fed by numerone

warm springs, hence its freedom from ice. Two miles from last night's camp we oroesed

a amall plain dotted over with little craters, each 4 or 6 yards across, and 2 or t

feet deep in the centre ; de|K>sits of saltpetre in these. The valley ia wide and flat,

and the viata ia onlj- broken at intervals by great sloping tongues of ddhrir issuing from

the mouths of ravines (generally from the north side), and running nearly acroM the

valley. More or lees grnss all along to-day s march and plenty of brushwood. On the north

ids granite rocks now rise directly out of the valley, Tlie granite ie crumbling and dis-

integrated like that of Laddk. Aotwfnher Frcf.—At a comer on the south aide there ie a

piece of path with a bit of wall ’’Uilt up to support it, and yesterday we pasted a group

of stone hate ; all eigne that .he roed was ones in use. (This valley wae formerly fre

quented by the Chinese who outained jade from hence.) Aovomhor dfA.—At daybreak*

thmnometer 1* F. Pitched camp in the evening in a floe grassy meadow which

ocenpiee the whole width of the valley for ceveipl miles down. November 5M.—A tue-

ceeclon of five meadow pUina full of salt craleie, larger than the former on^ eome 6
or 7 yards across. In this valley, wherever there ie grass, there ie also a ealine efllor-

eseenoe on the soil. November 6th,—Great part of to-day'e maieh has been barren, but

our eamp is near a lot of grass. Near this camp are come jade qnarriet, now abandon^.

At fllidhlddla there is a email trout-elream fringed with low biuJiee, while all around riee

tbc barren, rooky iiioitulaitis." ( Skuic,)
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OdMrvaiiom made by Mr. Hayward in 1968 in the Karakaeh Vallay.

KARAKORAM BRANOSA—Fu/p Balti-BbanobI/'

KARAKORAM MOUNTAINS or black grayer^ mountaiDs, also called

MUSTAGH (t.p.» mountaiiiB^'), and called the Bolor monntrins by

the people uf Balti or Bolor. They form the natural boundary to the north

of the districts of Oilgitj Hunza-Nagarj BaltisUni and Lad&k, and extend

from the source of the Oilgit riper to that of the main branch of the

Karakash, their general direction being from north-west to south-east^

f.p.^ about parallel with the Kailas range and the Himalayas. The high-

est peaks are found north of BaltbULoj near the Mustdgh pass^ in the

midst of immense glaciers. These peaks are JL2, and Onsher-

brum, 26,378 feet. The average height of the range is over 20^000 feet.

The lofty peaks above mentioned and those at the headwaters of the Nubrd

and Sbyok are covered with perpetual snow, but in the neighbourhood of

the Karakoram pass, and to the east of it, little or no snow lies on the

range during summer, and not in any quantity in winter. The range in

this portion forms the true watershed between the affluents of the Tarim

on the north and the Indus on the south. It is quite barreUi the black

gravel and shale of which it is composed being unfavourable to vegetation

of any kind, no lichens being even found. There is also very little animal

life; a few ravens are occasionally seen. {Cunninyham^ThameonJ}

Tliis range extends from the meridian of 74^ east with a general direction

from west-north-west to east-south-east to near the source of the river

Indus. It intersects the Hindd-Kusb range at the head of the Oilgit

valley at a point known as the ** PushUi-Khar.'^ Of its prolongation east*
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watd, nottibg it ftiy-defioitelj knoifa. toott tleiMed Jiunaiitt oomu

r

in that portion of the ditin Ijing betwaMi the Karakoram past and tbo

head of Oilgitj where tome ptakt attain the heightof 25/>00 or 26^000 feet

abofe the lefel of the tea. The orett of the range hat a mean eleration of

20^000 to 21,000 feet above tea-level, and the mott lofty tummit it found

near the Muttdgh patt, where a peak nea& the 77" meridian of eatt

longitude ritea to the ttopendout height of 28,278 feet. The chain to

the north it here penetrated by long tranaverte valleyt, while the aouthern

face in the watershed of the liidnt pretenta tieeper declivities, and it

more rugged than the northern slope. (Hayward— 8., ZL., 186.)

Hayward says:—
** The valleys that travene the mouataiDS between the crest of the chain and the

longitudinal vslley of the Tdrkand river appear, to narrow into ravines towards the head

of the range, and are filled with glaciers ; and the whole surface of the ground to the

north of the chain is probably more elevated in its average altitude than the mountain

system, embracing the sonthem slopes of the range in the watershed of the Indna^

The Karakoram here (the sonrce of t^ Ykrkand river) loses the great altitude to which

it attains in that portion of the range lying between the MusUgh pass and the sonvoe of

the Tfirkand river ; and from here eastward to beyond the Karakoram pass is mneh
broken, presenting features assimilating to the eiest of an irregular and detached range

bordering a high table«land ; while higher summits oconr in the more elevated spur

which, branching from the chain near the head of the Ydrktod river, forms the water*

shed between the Shyok and its tributary, the Kubid river. The main range eontinuss

eastward beyond the Karakoram pass to where a remarkable double peak ooeurs in the

chain ; and at this point throws out a somewhat irregular spur, named the Karatdgh,

towards the Kuenlun, which forms the eastern crest of the high oentrsl plateau of Aktdgh.

At this double peak the Karakoram range, alter running with a general direction of east*

south-east from the Fusht-i-Khar, a distance of 320 miles, suddenly turns to the south,

and again rising into a lolly chain of snowy peaks considerably above 81,000 feet in

height, forms the watershed between the Shyok and Karakssh rivers, until, in the

parallel of 34* 13' north, it trends again to the eastward, and runs along the beads of

Changchenmo : and here consUtutes the southern crest of the elevated table-land

known as the Lingsithang plains and the Aksai Chin ; and continues eastward to the
north of the Pangong lake and Rudok."

'Whether regarding the Karakoram as a separate chain, or as a pro-

longation of the Himalaya to the northward, it forms a distinct watershed

between the Indus and the river qrstems of Tartary or Eastern Turkistdn.

The height the passes .each ia very considerable. The two principal

ones over the more central portion of the chain are the Mustdgh and tha

Karakoram, the latter reaching an elevation of 18,817 feet ^i^hove the sea.

The third pass, that of Ghanglung, crosses the range more to the aonth*
east, at au elevation of 18,839 feet above the sea, and is remarkably easy.

The chief didScuIty connected with the passage across this range ie

caused by the distress of laden animals owing to the rarefaction of the
atmosphere at such high elevations, and the general sterility of the snr*

rounding country. {Hogward^. R. 0. XL.)
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KABAKOBAM PASS—Loi. S5^ 80^. Long. ir bV. Bkr. 18,550^.

It trotted on both the winttr end tammer routet from LA tp TdrliEnd,

beiEg tboEt 190 roilet north of LA by At tnmmer^ tod 818 miltt by At
winter ronte. It liet htU-wny between the temping groundt of Deolet-

Btguldi end Haiti-Breugee. Fn-Hitni the Chinett pilgrim, trotted it in

A.D. 309.

Dr. Bellew detoribet the rite to At ptttfrom Deolat-Begnldi (18,88(0

at being gentle, except at the patt iuielf, where it it todden and tteep,

bot Aort both in the ttoent and detoent. At the foot of the patt (on the

Daoltt-Begnldi side) it a taddle-thaped waterthed aorott the valley, which

dividet two iributariet of the Shyok. The elevation of Ae pete affected

our men and cattle teverely. Several of Ae former tumbled off Aeir

poniet from the giddinett produced, and come fainted. Two of onr bag-

gage poniet died on Ae patt, and two othen toon after retching camp. On
the oAer tide of the patt we went down a loote, thingly drainage golly,

aimilar to that on the tooA.*'

Dr. Thornton callt the top of the pact a ronnded ridge connecting

two hilit which rote tomewhat abruptly to the height of perhapt 1,000 feet

above me. They were quite wiAoot snow, nor wat there any on the pact

itcelf, though laige patohea lay on a thouUer of the hill to the right

(going north—August 19th).'^ Vegetation wat entirely wanting^. At
ridge wat acattered over with shingle, chiefly a brittle blaok-clay 'date.

The road is marked with skeletons of horses ; the rarity of Ae atmo-

sphere and Ae absence of grass for many days' journey causing a great

mortality among beasts of burden." {Brllew—Ernderrim^Skaw.)

KABAKOBAM ROUTE—riife "Bourse."

KABAKOBAM STREAM—
A tributary of Ae Idrkand river, rises norA of Ae Karakoram past.

KlRASU—Lat. 86° 16'. Long. 79° 8'.
'

Eler.

A OMopiog ground on Hayward'o route Changebenmo to Ydrkand,

rituided at the south foot of the Kisil paae, 10 miles north of Bartdi and

14i miles oath*east of Kisil Jilgs. {Drtw.)

KARATlGH—Lat. 86° 18'. Long. 79° 16'. Elev. 16,890'.

A camping ground on Ae Changebenmo route, 9 miles west of Shorjilgai

and 881 miles tooth-east of Mdlikthdh (or Aktdgh). The lake is situated

in a large flat and open plain at Ae bottom (west) of the Karatdgh pass.

It wat frozen over in September and October. Water obtained by making

a hole in Ae ice. Plenty of inriiif but no grate visible. Plain covered

wiA several inches of snow.

Lake about half a mile across ; water sweet. {Troiter^Hendinon.)
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KABATAOH pass and mountain range--
Lat. 86® 4i' 64^ Long, 78® Elev. 17,710'.

Leads over a range of mdantains that extends from the Karakoram pass

north-east to the great bend in the Karakash river near camp Sora, where

it joins the range that runs parallel with left bank of the Karakash from

Sora down to Sh&h(ddla. The Karatagh pass is crossed between Shorjilga

and the KaratAgh lake. From Shorjilga the road is bad, leading np a

ravine; snow and ice nearly the whole way (October). Descent short,

but sharp. {Trotter.)

KARATAGH plains—

L

at. Long. Elev.

Extend from the pass of that name north-west to the source of the Yir-

kand river towards Kuliksha. {Trotter.)

KABATAOH RANGE— fli/e
** KaratXgh Pass.''

karAwAl dIwan or outpost hill—
Lat. 84® 85'. Long. 77® 85'. Elev. about 14,55(y.

A ridge to the south-west of the Saser pass, just above Changlung. Dr.

Bellew describes the ascent from Changlung—
** Our path led by a steep* xiR-zaa up the face of a hiah range of granite hills. At

the top of the steep there is a small ledge of flat land, and then another rise to the crest

of the pass. Bejond the ledge the rise is more gradual np to the Kardwdl Dfsran, or
* outpost hill.* It is the first Turk! name tre have met. and but an empty memorial of

the Ydrkand invasion by Sultdn Saiad. The Bhots call this place Hlasgya. Around the

stage hots at the top of the pass, 1 found skeletons and bones of horses and yaks in

every stage of decay, and amongst them some human bones. From the crest of the

ridge the path led across a steep slope of loose shifting gravel down to a deep and rooky

bottlder-b^, through which rolled noisily a tributary of the NubrA river. We crossed it

by a rickety spur bridge, the last met with on this route.*' {Bellew,)

KAREN—Lst. 84® 40'. Long. 78® 59'. Elev.

One of the largest villages in the Drawdr district ; it is situated on the left

bank of the kishan Ganga river, and forms the division between Upper and

Lower DrawAr.

There are two islands in the bed of the river opposite the south end of

the village ; and just below these islands there are the remains of a kadwt

bridge, whioli was erected seven years ago, and lately carried away ; it will^

it is said, be rebuilt ; in the mean time a rope bridge is suspended between

the abutments. At either end of the bridge there is a sexagonal masoniy

tower, with loopholed walls and a sloping shingle roof covered with earth.

That on the left bank of the river has Imn nearly destroyed by fire, bat ie

to be rebuilt. The garrieon of these forts ie nid to number about twenty
men. A oonsiderable stream flows down into the Kishan Ganga through the

> **Thtctt0lMt Ml of aiMBt oath# whole it«Mf to Tirkaad. bdof s Not of bon thin MOOliot taoltnfUi
ofibomSBlloi.**

—

•
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ooiheDdof therillago; thir tomnt teems to posMM no distinctive name
bqrond that of the KashmfNka-kotta ; the road leading towards the Kashmir

vallej by the Pathra Oali lying along its banks.

Boogan, a yillage lying to the south-west of Karen^ mayi it is taid| be

leeched by a path lying along the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, bat it

is described as being very rough ; there is also a path over the mountains

to the north, to the village of Bar, opposite Tali Lohdt. Karen contains

a masjid and a masdjSr^Udna, Md about twenty-five houses inhabited by

aamindars, including a barber and a carpenter. There is a customs estab-

lishment maintained in the village during the summer months, but duties

are, it is said, only levied on the goods of traders.

A strict watch is maintained at the bridge to prevent unauthorised emi-

gration. Rice is grown around the village, but this cultivation does not

extend farther up the valley of the Kishan Ganga. There are a few fields

on the right bank of the river opposite the village, at the edge of a narrow,

gras^ plain, which is strewn with vast rocks.

KAREWA—
Is the Kashmfrf word for plateaus of allnvial or lacustrine deposit. Their

soil is for the most part a loam or loamy clay. They are divided from each
other, sometimes cut into strips, so to say, by ravines of from 100 to 300 feet

in depth ; occasionally they are surrounded altogether by lower ground, but

more generally they connect on to some of the mountains that bound the

valley.

Karewds are of two kinds, sis,, those which, on their summits, make a
table-land, flat, or nearly so, and those which slope up continuously, but
with an increasing slope, to the mountains.

Over the surface of the karewds water has sometimes been brought for

irrigation, and then a fertile tract is the result ; but more commonly their

cultivation depends on rain alone, and in that case the yield is precarious.

Looking at the composition of these karewds, we find them to be made
up of beds, horizontal or nearly horizontal, of clay and sand. The follow-

ing is a characteristic section ; it was measured at Piru, a mile east of Is-

lamabdd, in one of its flat-topped karewds

Vwt
Bather eoane drab or brown sand, with some small pebbles • • 20

Fine soft brown sand .•••••.. 8
Hard, very fine-grained, sand 15
Bine, sandy elay • • 5
Fine, ooft sand .6
Goaiee sand, like the nppennoet bed *2

For farther remarks see under head '' KashmI

KABGAH—
One of the princi(nil feeders of the Gilgit river on its south side, entering

that river bkween the two hsmiets of Basfn. The valley is sb far import-
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ant tliat up it lios the onlj practicable roate for horses betipeen Gilgit and

Dar^l. The pass at its head is knoipn as the Chonohar. It is also the

principal source of Oilgit^s wood supply. There are no villages in the

valleyi but at Jdt there is a small Oujar settlement. Below Jiit the

valley is totally destitute of trees, a rock-strewn ravine, often bound by
perpendicular cliffs, several hundred feet high, above which again tower

the steep mountain slopes characteristic of these regions. Above Jut,

according to Hayward, it is a beautiful Kashmfr-like tract, with green

sward and forests of pine, dense willow-groves lining the stream. Above

this comes a grass country. At the head of the valley, where vegetation

ceases, the rugged hill-sides and the path itself are strewn with piles of

splintered rock. From the summit of the pass (14,000') a rough pathway

leads down to the Khanbdri valley, which has to be crossed near its head.

The Barigdh pass then to be crossed, after which there is a long descent to

Taktdt, the first village of Dardl. It was at the head of the Kargdh

valley that in September 1866 a column of the Kashmfr army, returning

from an expedition against DardI, was overwhelmed by a sudden and un-

seasonable snowstorm, in which a number of sepoys and coolies perished.

The Chonchar route is impassable from December to April. Snow is met

with till August, when it disappears altogether for a couple of months.

The river is fordable in winter. {Tanner^Hafward--^Ahmad AU
Barrow.)

KARGIA—
A tributary of the Zanskdr river. It rises in a glacier close to and north-

west of the Bara Lacha pass, and falls into the Zanskar river some distance

above Padam, opposite the village of Chrdr.

KABGIA, OR KHARGYA, or KURGEEA—
Lat. 88® 4'. Long. 77® 17'. Elev. 18,670'.

A village on the left bank of the Kargia stream, in the Zauskdr district.

Supplies and fuel procurable. Large fiooks of sheep and '^aks grase about

here. The Bara Lacha pass lies to the south-east.

KARGIL—Lat. Long. Elev.

An ilaka of the wasirat of Skardd. It consists of the valleys of the

Kanji (;.v.) and Wakha (f.e.) streams, of the Sdrd valley below Eargil

and of the Indus vall^ (left bank) between the Kanji {q.v.) and Dris (^.e.)

rivers.

Its inhabitants are partially Muhammadans and partially Buddhists.

fkMsiaamftoae.—The L4h-Srinagar road passes through this ilaka

and is very good. The roads to Sdrd and along the Indus are indilBsrenti

The head-quarters of the district are St Kaigtl, where the thanddar livSs.

The bridge opposite Kargil itself is of oonsiderable importance, as the

flfird river b quite unfordable in snmmer. (Aqlmor.)
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Pariicularjt of Rt%oureu.

Villo(r<* or
dintriot.

Houaoa. Horses. Yak.. Cow. ' Sheep
i Zhos.

{

Donkeys. Bomarks.

^ng Vailey MM S4
j

1.700
j
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i

S3 4 SinithM,
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1
1
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i

4.1 : !!.

1 Smith.
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2.’» i t\ 10 i 1.5

Silma 40
i

7 lo 44) 10 :

SanM’h
Darchik . *

“
1

no
1

n 1

1

10 Drok|ias.

tiarkhou 25
;

... no 10 10 Do.

i
rai Hi

:

i :i,404» . \Vi 203 7 Smiths,
1 1 4*nriicnt(‘r.

Authority.—Xoc/K itimitanidtn, {A^lm»:T.)

KARGIL—Lat. 84® \W. Lon^. 76" 11'. Elov. 8,787^

A coDsidemble village, and the capital of the Kjirgil district. It is pic-

turesquely situated at the junction of the Suru and Pashkyum (or Wakhn)
rivers. Tliere is a fort here, commanding the roatl at the junction of the

rivers. It stands about 250 yards above the bridge, on the left bank. It

is of the usual style, namely, a square with corner bastions. The

walls are 25 feet high .ind loopholed in two tUTS. The garrison is one

native officer and fifteen sepoys. It Is coinmarded from the colleciorate

above. {Aflmer,)

The collectorate is at the top of the village, and comprises some neat

and commodious buildings. There is a polo ground here. From Kargil

the road crosses the river in front of tlic fort by three or font log bridges,

which arc connected by a line of embankment, and ri.<*ing out of tlic hollow

for t or 5 miles, leads across a high undulating tract of gravel, which

occupies the angle Ijetwccn the two rivers, and then descends into the Pas-

kyum valley. The successive reacheson either shore are occupied by flour-

ishing little hamlets ; these are surrounded by their corn-fields and planta-

tions of willow and poplar, and present a pleasing picture of prosperity

amidst the bare rocks around. There is less snow here in winter than at

DrM, and a greater for^ of sun and warmth in summer to help on vegeta-

tion. Wheat and barley flourish. Fruit-trees are scarce. Tliere is a post

oflke here. {Beliew^^Jhew^A^imer,)

K ARlM—Lat. 85® V. Long. 75® 5^ Elev. 1 0,500^

A village in the Upper Asior valley on the right bank of the eastern branch

of the Astor river. Here the snow lies on the fields for seven months ; this

IS the longest on any cultivated ground. A miserable collection of flat-

roofeil mud and stone-built bouses.'' (I>rew,)
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RARlMPORA-Lat. 34^ V. Long. 74^ 29’. EIof.

There is said to be but one bouse in this village, which lies just to the south-

east of Khipdr, by the<path between Patan and the Oulmarg.

KARKARPtJR—Lat. 33® 57'. Long. 74® 58'. Elev.

A small village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum,between Awdntipdr

and Pampur. The Rdmchu river Sows into the Jheluro just below it, and

behind it there are some Sne shady trees,and also two old temples and ceme-

teries. These ruins are so deeply buried in the ground, that without an ex-

cavation it is impossible to ascertain their character or antiquity. The name
of this village may possibly be a corruption of Khagendrapura. If so, this

would be the oldest historical site in Kashmir, as King Khageiidra Sourish-

ed in the Sfth century before Christ. Vigne, who remarks that these ruins

are scarcely worth visiting after Martund, adds, the geologist, however,

would be better repaid than the antiquarian, by observing the long ridges

of limestone strata on which the table-laud above the village is supported,

jutting out peri^endicularly to a height of 30 or 40 feet in some places,

close to the river, and on the north side, and which is consequently nearly

the lowest limestone in the valley, and probably the only locality whore it

appears in the open plain.’'

From Karkarpur there is a good road to Pampdr, and also to the ruins

at Pa Yech. {Figne^Growie.)

KARKPET on KARKFE—Lat. 33® 46'. Long. 78® 4'. Elev. about 14,000'.

A small village of three houses on the western shore of the Pangong lake,

between Mang and Takang.

A few. crops grown here ; naked (grim) barley and peas. Mang is 11

miles distant. (Drew.)

KARNAO—Lat. 34® 1 4' and 34® 26'. Long. 73® 50' and 74®. Kiev.

A district lying north-west of Kashmir, on the south side of the Kisbaii

Ganga; it comprises the valleys of the KaziNdg and Shamshabari streams,

which unite about 3 miles east of Titwal, where they flow into the

Kishan Oanga river.

These valleys are very fruitful and extensively cultivated ; the grassy

mountains by which they are surrounded are, for the most part, bare of

f«>rest, and of inconsiderable elevation, except on the esst and south sides.

The northern portion of the valley is traversed by the road between

Shaldrah and the village of Titwal, on the left bank of the Kishan Oanga

;

the path lies through the Nattishannar Guli during the summer months, and

by the Kukwa Gali in winter.

This portion of the valley may also be reached by shepherds' paths from

the left tenk of the Kishan Ganga. The direct road from Sopur to the

Kishan Oanga lies through the southern portion of the valley, crossing'ihe

Tdtmari Oali, and joining the northern route near the village of Short,
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hortly before reaching TYtwal. There are also mountain paths oommuni-
cating with the districts on the north side of the Jhelum.

The tributary rdjas of Kamao, who resided in the village of OabrSi in

the middle of the valleyi seem to have been of some importance, and are

stated to have ruled over a considerable district, comprising the whole of

the Kishan Oanga valley as far north as Sharidi, and the tract lying on the

banks of the Jhelum, as far as the confluence of the Kishan Ganga, and

their authority seems to have eatended into Kamrdj.

. Rdja Sher Ahmad, who is said to have been the seventh of his family

who succeeded to the title of sdja or nawdb of Karnao, was the son of

Wja Munsdr Khdn ; he rebelled against the maharlija in 1867, and collect-

ing his retainers on the north side of the Kishan Oanga, severed communi-

cation with the left bank; after awhile his followers, mistrusting the teme-

rity of their leader, deserted him ; in this extremity the rdja claimed the

protection of the Ahkun of Swdt, which was refused ; he then applied to

the British Government with a like result, and, as a last resource, threw

himself on the mercy of the mahardja, who spared his life, assigning a small

jagfr in the Kashmir valley for the maintenance of the r£ja and his family.

The misunderstanding and eventual rebellion of Sher Ahmad is stated to

have thus arisen. The mahardja sent to cut timber near the village of

Bdran, on the right bank of the Kishan Oanga, and the wood was appro-

priated by Rija Sher Ahmad for a house he was erecting ; the mabardja's

servants having expostulated in vain, reported the matter to their master,

who sent certain officers to make an investigation ; these were maltreated

by Sher Ahmad, who especially wreaked his vengeance on the news-writer

;

the mahardja then moved troops in the direction of Karnao, when the rija

raised the standard of revolt. The Karnao valley is now included in the

jurisdiction of the zilladar of Mozafarab«].

KARNAO—Lat. 84® 24". Long. 78® 64". Elev.

A fort situated in the middle of the northern portion of the Karnao valley,

where it is something less than a mile in width. It lies on the bare plain

jnst south of the village of Tangdar. The walls, which are loopholed, are

about 30 feet high, built of stone connected with bands of timber, and

are doable at the west end. At each comer there is a bastion tower.

A rill from the Shamshabari stream flows through the fort. The gar«

risen is said to number one hundred sepoys, besides fltty who are aooom-

modated in a line of huts on the north md» of the fort. It is said that this

fort was first built during the Sikh occupancy of Kashmir, and Jodb Singh

was appointed killadar. Sher Ahmad, rija of Karnao, forged an order

directing him to return to Kashmir with his garrison, and the rose succeed-

ing, the rija attacked Jodh Singh and hb imps as thqr were leaving the

vallqr ; he also burned the fort.

At a later date ill-feeling arose between the rdjs, who lived at Qabia,

and his younger brother, Mozdln Khin, who held tte valley of the Sham*
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shabirf in nnd resided in the vilhge of Tangdar ; the latter appealed

to the maharijsi who caused the fort of Karnao to be rebuilt and garri*

soned. Previous to this^ the Karnao rdjas^ though tributary to Kashmir,

had been left in undisturbed possession of their estates.

KARNEY GAD—
A stream which drains the Bhdmjd district between Badraw£r and

Kishlwdr. It unites with the Kar Gad from the south, and en^pties itself

into the Chandra Bhiga, lat. 38° 9', long. 75° ST* Its waters are of a deep-

green colour, contrasting with the muddy hues of the Chendb. The road

between KishtwXr and Badrawdr crosses this stream by a good, broad,

wooden bridge. [Henej/.)

KAROLI—Lat. 84° Long. 78° 86^ Eiev.

Somewhat important town, containing several well-built houses; it is

favourably situated on an elevated plain on the left bank of the Jhelum,

about 9 miles south-east of Mozafarabid. Below it the river forms a

sudden bend, and a pretty island starts from its waters. Hiigel states that

the whole aspect of the place greatly reminded him of an Italian village.

KAROTI—Lat. 88® Long. 75® 81". Elev.

A tillage in KishtwXr, containing seven houses, situated on the left bank of

the Lidar Khol, about a mile north of Bagu. There is a bridge across the.

river beneath the village, from which there is a path leading over the

mountains to B&mbdn.

KARPtJR—Lat 88® 89". Long. 75® 29". Elev.

A village about 8 miles west of Nowbdg, on the path to ShXngas, by the

Harrikan Gali. All the houses in this village are almost entirely construct-

ed of wood, though two and three stories high. Clumps of poplar trees

are found near, and pines grow in dense forests on the hills skirting the

path from Nowbug.

The path from Karpdr to Shdngas is first an ascent, followed by a long

wooded and rather steep descent into the KuthXr pargans. {Hervejf.)

KARPtTBA—Lat. 88® 46". Long. 75® 28". Elev.

This place, which contains but one house and the zfXrat of Saiad Abdulla,

is situated just to the south-east of the village of Brimbar, on the left bank

of the Arpat, in the Kuthfir pargana. It is surrounded by rice cultivation.

KARSAR on KARSHA—Lat. *88® 82". Long. 76® 58". Elev.

A town in the Zanskdr district, nearly <qpposite Thonde, and a few miles

below the junction of the Zanskdr river, with a tributary from the north.

*'It is the largest town in Zanskdr, and lies in a ravine at a considerable

dbtance from the river, and, from the steepness of the slope on which it is
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built, praents imtbor an imposing appearance. The level traot between

the town and river was covert with cultivation/' (Thomwn.)

KARTAKSHA'-&r '' Khuemano/'

KARTZE—Lat, Long. Elev.

A small district lying between the districts of Kargil and Sdrd, partly in

a valley tribetary to that of the Siiru river, and running into it from the

east, and partly in the Surd valley down as far as Burn. It nominally forms

a part of the ilaka of Dras but seems to be administered almost

independently. {Aylmer.)

KARTZE—Lat. 23'. Long. 76® 19^ Elev.

A village of twenty houses in Kaigil (Baltistdn). It lies in the Phukar

valley, which joins the Wakha valley at Shergol. Its inhabitants are

Muhammadans. {Aylmer.)

KARTZE OR LANG KURTZE—
Lat. 34® 16^ Long. 76® 3'. Elev. 1 0,000', approx.

Situated on the right bank of the Sun! river, at its junction with the

Pulumba Chu livulet, and opposite Sankii. It is the chief village in the

Kartae district. Goitre is very common here. Contains about forty

houses. (Mowrerofi^Cunningham—Aylmr)

KARZOK OR KORZO—Lat. 32® 58'. Long. 78® 15'. Elev. 14,900'.

Is situated at the north-west end of the Tsomorori lake, and is a halting-

place on the route from Spit! to Ldb. There is a monastery here contain-

ing about thirty-Ove lamas, a house belonging to the chief man of the

district, and eight or ten hovels, which are inhabited by the old and sick,

who are left here when the camps and flocks move down to winter in the

Indns valley. The summer camp is 2 or 3 miles distant, up the side

valley, down which flows the Karzok stream. Naked barley is grown here

to a small extent. It does not always ripen. During the summer months

immense flocks of sheep and goats graze on the surrounding hills j these

migrate in winter to the Hanld valley. (Drew^Manifuld,)

KASHMAL—Lat. 35® 36'. Long. 75* 23'. Elev.

A small pargana in the ilaka of Rondu (Bultistdn), situated a mile to the

west of ^ndu village, on a plateau above the left bank of the Indus.

It has thirty houses and includes the villages of Harboat, Hardos, and

Kabhmal. {Aylmer.)

KASHMAL—Lat. 35® 35'. Long. 75® 38'. Elev.

A pargana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistan). It eontains eighty-lwo

houses. (Aylmer.)
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KASHMIR—
Od« of the two provinces into which the territories of His Highness the

Maharaja of Kashmir and Jamu are divided. Besides the valley of

Kashmir^ it includes Drawer, Oiirais, Tilail, Astor, aud (lilgit. It is

administered by a chief officer styled Hakim-i*ala^ who generally resides

at Srinagar. {Plowdeu—Aylmer»)

KASHMIR VALLEY—
Kashmir is a plain embedded in the midst of mountains^ lying in an

ovaUshape^ north-west and south-east between 3S° 5' and 34° V north

latitude and 74° and 75° 10' east longitude^ elevated 5^200 feet above the

level of the sea, drained by the river Jhelum, the Hydaspes of the Greeks^

which^ after traversing the valley, breaks through an opening at the north-

west extremity, and pursues a tortuous course to the plains of the Panjdb.

The country of Kashmir has justly a reputation for something distinctive

if not unique in its character. Its position and form are such that there

is no parallel to it in the whole of the Himalaya. The position with

regard to the great mass of mountains and to the plains of India is this •

the long diameter of the oval, lying north-west and south-east is parallel

with the general run of the chief ranges in this north-western portion of the

Himalayas ; the distance of the valley from the plains of the Panjib varies

from 50 to 75 miles,—that is to say, there is a mass of mountains of that

width interposed between the two plains.

For administrative purposes, the valley is divided into the following

lillas and tahsils, though these divisions are rather too frequently subject

to alteration. Besides the sillas of the valley, the zilla of Mozafarabid,

which includes the whole vale of the Jhelum from Barainula downwards,

is reckoned as belonging to the Kashmir governorship.
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£iii o/ZWaa and TakMs in ika Kathmtr TMey in 1887 (S. /9«0-«ontd.

Vo. ZIIU. No. TAatL VUlagtt
Baomoib
ChUkl
rapMi.

Baasarka,

s
(

KaarlJ or Wulor Lako

^

1

s
s
4
6
6
7
B

Uttar lffaeli]p4r» .

Hainal ZaloAftr .

Kholhina . . . .

M4hAl SoogAra (Wolar Lake)
Krohan BaramAla
Blroh UagAm .

Palan
Chakla Drofmala.

148
181
60
61
lOS
160
110
10

9Km
1.00.667
78.181
87.867

1.06.081

68.680
1.06.886
88,066

(and 41,076 khar-
wAra.)

786 6.40.464 (or nail por >11-

laa«.)
(and 48,076 khar*
win.)

4 inootnif or lUnulb4d <

1

1
5
4
6
6
7

AnantaAg or lalamabAd
SAhibabAd ....
Harkora Briof .

8rl Baabhiaiofhpura .

Khorpara Martood
DaehmMra . . . .

Krtaa BaabirpAra •

81
U
68
63
01
61
1

1.07.661
08.611
87.804
01.483
01.813

1,08,440
11,144

401 6.80.866 (or R1.480 por «!!•

AB9TBACT.

Vo. ZilU. No. of
TahaSa.

No. of
Villagaa.

RerODoa.
Cbllkl npi^.

Bemarka.

1 Sbahr Khla or Sriaaaar 7 676 8.64.078
1 Harlpnr or Shupion .... 6 OSJ 8.88.181
3 VainrtU or Wolar Lake.... 8 788 6.40.464 (aotl 46^076 kbarwAra.)
4 AnaDtoAg or lalamabad 7 401 8J0.866

mm 6.487 86.78.088

Afortfoportllla . . . •m 681 6,48.017
Arerage per Uhall .... 80 61.800
Arerage per Tillage .... Hi 1.034

{fringe.)

The size of the coantrj may be measured in two ways—one reckoning

from summit to summit of the mountains that bound it> the other counting

only the ?alley,—that isj the nearly flat part that lies between them. Takings

then, the hinge of mountains, we And that the length of tho irregular

oval which the line of their summits form is 116 miles long, and

that the width varies from 40 to 75 miles, the area within this rooky

fence being about 3,900 miles. The part which is comparatively low

and flat—that which may be called the vale—is about 84 miles long,

from north-west to south-east, and in width it varies from 20 to 25

miles : it has an area of 1,800 to 1,900 miles. In level, what has been

counted in with the valley varies from 6,000 to 7,000 feet above the

sea down to 5,200 feet. The lowest portion is along the north-eastern

side; the average of the whole valley may be taken as about 5,000 feet

above the level of the plain of the Panjdb, or near 6,000 feet above the sea.
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Tko moantain ridgOi or rather the combiDation of ridges which surroand

Ksehsitrf varies much ia height. The loftiest points are on the north-

eastern sidej where some peaks rise to olose on 18^000 feet. Where the

mountains carve round the north-west side of the valley, 12,000 and 13,000

feet are the average heights. On the south-west side, the great range called

the Panjdl, whose summit ridge is commonly 14,000 to 15,000 feet high,

for a length of some 80 miles, separates Kashmir from the Panj4b-

On the south-east a continuation of that range at a somewhat less elevation

curving round, unites with the range on the north-east. It is near the

southernmost part of the oval that the lowest portion of the mountains

ocoura ; for a few miles the ridge is somewhat under 10,000 feet.

By the ring thus almost completed the valley is enclosed. ' The one gap

left is the gorge by which the drainage of the valley and of the inside slopes

of the mountains escapes to the sea. Towards the north-west end of the

Kashmir valley, the waters, having collected into one great stream, flow out

by a ravine, or an extremely narrow valley, flowing in it a long way before

reaching the open plains.

Looking more closely into the form of the ground, we And it naturally

divided into two parts—the plain of the alluvium of the river and the

plateaus or platforms of older alluvial or lacustrine deposits ; these may
be spoken of separately and in some detail.

plain of the river alluvium .—-The streams which drain the south-

eastern end of the barrier of mountains, flowing from many directions,

unite near the town of Islamabad, and form a river which from that spot

onwards, through the length of valley till the gorge before mentioned is

reached, is navigable. This river is called the Jhelum.

It is by the banks of this river that the flat plain exists, extending along

the north-eastern side of the valley from Islamabad north-westwards

for more than 5U miles, with a width varying from 2 or 3 to 15

miles. [A description will be found under the heading Jhelum in the

alphabetical portion of this work.]

The plateaus or Karewls^ and their dividing ravines occupy

a width of from 8 to 16 miles along the south-western side of the Kashmir
valley for a length of about 50 miles, from near Shupion to the river-flat

between Sopdr and Baramula. Beyond Sopur, again, the north-western

side of the valley is mostly karewd ground. Lastly, on the north-east side

of the valley across the river, on its right bank, are spaces of karewd

;

in some cases they are in recesses made by retiring hills, in others they
project out from spurs.

For an example of the flat-topped karewa we may go to the town of

Pampur. The space included between the river and the semi-circle of

mountains to the north and east, which space constitutes the pargana or

' For a daicriptioa of karawfa, laa undor that hmd in the alphabetical portion of this work.
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hundred of Vfhf, is almost entirely ktrewd; it is a flat table-land,

about 150 feet above the level of the Jhelum, and its alluvial plain

ends towards the river in a bluff, partly worn down by the weather

to a slope. Ihe table-land is (Ait through by narrow valleys ; these contain,

and have been made by, the streams that carry away the drainage of the halt

ring of mountains ; at Pampur but a small area, and that of not very high
ground, is thus drained ; the streams, therefore, are small, and the ravines

they have out not wide. The surface of the karewd is dry and quite bare

of trees : its position is not such as to make it receive a great rainfall •

also there must be a natural deep drainage of Ha soil to the side valleys

and tlie end cliff, so the moisture quickly leavet ;
still it will bear some crops;

Some miles south of this, on the other side of the river flat, is the karewd

of Fa Yech : this is in the form of a triangle, whose base is 6 miles and
perpendicular 4 miles ; it is an isolated plateau entirely surrounded by low

land, having the alluvial flat on one aide, and on the other the broad valleys

of streams that drain the Panjdl. Behind Islamah&d is another good

specimen of the flat-topped karowd. There a hill of limestone, separated

by some miles from the mountains, rises immediately behind the town, to a

height of a few hundred feet. The space between that hill au(l the

mountain spur that connects it with the great ridges, an area of some 6

square miles, is a nearly level table-land, about 5,800 feet above the sea, S50

feet higher than the stream valleys on each side. This space is extremely

arid : with diflicuity can anything grow on it. Works liave been begun for

bringing water from higher up the northern valley, along the hill-side,

to afford irrigation to the ground, which with that aid would be sure to

bear crops.

We now come to the sloping karewds. Probably all the karewds that

occur along the south-west side of the valley belong to this class. By
Shupion there is a large tract of ground, slopiug to the north-east from a

height of 7,000 Feet down nearly to 5,5u0 feet. This may be called a korewd,

though its surface is not so regular as most, and its slope seems, to be radial

like that of a very flat coue : more accurately perhaps it might be called

an alluvial fan on a large scale. Water-courses are led over it from the

hill streams, and they produce such fertility, that the tract is crowded with

villages. From Shupion, if we were to go, first in a northerly direotion,

and then in a north-westerly, to Sopdr, edging the hills, we should alter-

nately cross karewds and low valleys. The karewds start from spurs of

the mountains, and extend out north-eastward, sloping slightly in that

direction ;
the slope of itrem is greater near the bills, and less away from

them until tlie outer parts get like the flat-topped karewds ; the level of

them may betaken at 6,500 feet, or rather more at their beginning, and

they decline to about 5,400 feet. The dividing valleys are somewhat

narrow, steep-aided ravines, with just a little width of green land at the

bottom, watered by the streamlet; other valleys, where a great amount of
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dimioage Lm collected and rornied a lai^ etreanif are wide or become al-

most like plains ; these^ by the stream-bed, are apt to be pebbly : they, too,

gradually slope towards the east.

Over the surface of the karewda water has sometimes been brought for

irrigation, and then a fertile tract is the result; but more commonly the

cultivation on them is dependent on rain alone, and in that case the yield

is precarious* The Panjdl ridge supplies by its various streams an enor-

mous amount of water, some of which is utilised ; but to bring water over

the higher plateaus is difficult ;
as a rule, they are |left to the chance of

rain, and only the intervening valleys or lower parts of the karewt are ted

by streams.

The north-west end of the valley is called Kamrdj (q.v.)*

£adet.-—In his description of the lakes of Kashmir, Vigne explains

that the word dal is applied to a lake in the plains. 8ar is the term for a
morass ; and nig (literally ** a serpent is used as a name for the moun-
tain lakes or fountains, whose depth and clearness entitle them to be

considered as fitting abodes of some one of the innumerable divinities of

the Hindd pantheon. (For an account of the various lakes see page 11.)

/ftoers.—'Of the rivers, the Jhelum alone is navigable from the neigh-

bourhood of Islamabad to Baramdia, a distance of about 60 miles*

foafs.—The boats used in Kashmir are of various kinds, stt., the

bahats, ddnga, shikdra, khdeh, tsdtawar, and larindo ; of these, only the

three first are commonly met with* They are all constructed of deodar

wood, and are mostly built at Srinagar ; but ' some few at Sopdr, Baramdia,

and at Naid Kbai, a village in the morass which extends between Patan and
the Wular lake*

The boats on the Kashmir lakes and rivers have no sails. The cost

of these boats at Srinagar is said to be, for bahats fi500 to fiSOO, for

ddngas B150 to tt200, and shikdeas B50 to BlOO, British currency; the

two former descriptions are said to last only about seventeen years, and
the latter about eight years ; this seems hardly probable, having regard to

the durable quality of the wood of which they are made.

The government levies a tax on ail new boats, and also on all sales of
second-hand boats* In the rime of Akbar the number of registered boats

exceeded, it is said, 8,900* (For description of boats see pages 12 and 18.)

BrtWyst.*-The Jhclum is spanned by thirteen bridges in its course

through the valley of Kashmir ; they are of peculiar construction and are

called kadahi a description of them will be found elsewhere. Smaller

bridges of a single span, known elsewhere in the hills as scaya#, are

met with in Kashmir, where they are likewise called iadaU

;

they are

usually formed in the following manner : on either side of the stream

abuiuicnis of rubble masonry, laced with cross-beams of timber, are built
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up, and into these are inserted stout poles, one over the other, in succes-

sively projecting tiers, the interstices between the latter being filled up
with cross-beams. The projecting poles increase in size as they approach

the upper platform, and have a slight incline upwards, their shore ends

being firmly braced into the stonework. Between the uppermost row of

timbers, two or three long and very strong connecting trees are placed, and

scantlings are laid over them for the pathway ; sometimes a railing is

added for greater security. These bridges are frequently of considerable

span, and, if well built, last from thirty to forty years.

Next in importance come the rope suspension bridges, which are often

of- great length; of these there are two descriptions, called respectively

ehika and jh4la^ and the latter, when the ropes are made of withes, seems

frequently to be called tampa, from a Kashmiri word signifying move or

yield.^^

The chika bridge consists simply of six or eight stout ropes close

together, stretched between rude piers on either bank of the torrent ; on

these a ring timber, formed of a section of a tree about 2 feet long and a

foot in diameter, slides, and is hauled backwards and forwards by a rope

attached to it and connected with the suspension ropes at intervals of about

twenty feet by stout cane rings ; to the slide a loop of ropes is secured

through which the legs of the traveller are inserted, and he clasps his hands

in front of him round the ropes to retain himself in a sitting position
;

it

looks dangerous, but is, in practice, a perfectly safe, though todicus, opera-

tion ; baggage is carried across in the same manner, each package being

lashed to the loop and hauled across separately, and in like manner sheep

and goats and sometimes cows are conveyed across rivers and torrents. A
jhila bridge is formed of a stout rope of five or six distinct strands

stretched between piers and securely fastened on either side of the river

;

this forms the footway, and about S feet above it on either side is a guy-

rope, which is grasped by the passenger to enable him to retain his footing

on the bridge ; these guy^ropes are kept in their places by being attached

at intervals to the ends of forked branches like the merry-thought of a

chicken.

Some of these bridges swing a good deal with the weight of the traveller,

and are trying to the nerves of those unaccustomed to them. The ropes of

which they are constructed are made either of hemp, or willow or biroh twigs,

and are renewed annually, or as often as occasion may require.

Two other descriptions of bridges met with in Kashmir remain to be

mentioned : the iangari, which is formed of two side timbers placed a little

way apart and covered with brushwood kept in its place by large stones,

and the kdnal bridge, which ia simply the trunk of a tree or a plank thrown

across a stream ; they are necessarily of limited dimensions, and are only

practicable for foot-passengers.
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Canah.^Srinagar is intersected by a labyrinth of canals, which, when
properly tkken care of and filled with runiiing water, no doubt contribute

to the salubrity and cleanliness of the city.

To avoid the necessity of crossing the dangerous Wular lake, through

which flows the main stream of the Jhelum, the N£ru canal was cou«

structed in very early times to connect Sopdr with Srinagar.

Irrigation channels are numerous ; of these the ShXhkuI canal in the

Khourpara pargana, and the Naindiand Ninnar canals, near Islamabad, are

among the most important.

The pansXls or mountain ranges which inclose Kashmir
appear, with little exception, to be of igneous origin and basaltic, their

usual formation being a beautiful amygdaloidal trap. Yigne found rocks

of this character on the summit of almost all the passes, except that of

Drks, which is three days^ journey beyond the limits of the valley, and on

the crest of which slate occurs. In the north-west, in the vicinity of

Baramula, the bare cliffs of schistoze rock rise perpendicularly to the height

of from 500 to 1,000 feet.

There are several basaltic eminences of small elevation scattered over

the bottom of the valley. Such a physical conformation cannot fail to

suggest the notion that this singular region was once the crater of a vast

volcano, and such was the first impression of Vigne on viewing, from a

commanding eminence, the valley in its whole extent.

" There are/' he observes, many elevated points of view from which

this extraordinary hollow gave me at first sight an idea of its having been

originally formed by the falling in of an exhausted volcanic region. It

seems, however, at one time, to have formed the bottom of the ocean, as

there are in many places great beds of limestone, containing organic remains,

principally marine."

Gypsum occurs in the north-west of this region. Primary formations

appear of very rare occurrence ; erratic blocks of granite are scattered over

the slopes of the Haramuk mountain on the north-east, and in the Baramula

pass, but this formation has nowhere been observed in Mu. Veins of

quartz, however, so usually accompanying schistoze formation, have been

observed of large dimension}*.

The subterraneous dist -irbance, of the past activity of which the results

have been just briefly traced, continues to the present time. In June 1824

the city of Srinagar was shaken by an earthquake which destroyed about

twelve hundred houses and one thousaud peraons. The earth in several

places opened and discharged fcetid warm water from the clefts, and masses

of rock rolled from the mountains amidst repeated explosions. For about

two months every day from one hundred to two hundred shocks were felt,

each accompanied by an explosion. Deleterious gases appear to have

exuded on that occasion, as the cholera then broke out and caused dread-
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fal morUlity. Abal Fud, dMoribing ike ccraiitqr aWt two oootariei

bsfoiOi montioni the bequeoi^ of earthqualEet. In hu liiiM the hontM

wore fnuned of timber ae n precaution againet deetmotion by the iboekei

and the eame precantion ie atill obaenred.

The earthqnakea ot 1885 are quite the woret on reeord, n great part of

Srinagar being deatroyed^ while many towna, anchaa Baramdia, Sopir, 4eo.,

were bft almoat a heap ot mine. The diaaatrona effeeta ot thia earthquake

waa confined to Kaalimfr, but it waa felt aa tar aaAator, although no damage
waa done there.

Some yeara ago, at Sohoyum, near the north-weetern extremity of the

ealley, the ground became ao hot that the aand waa tueed, andappeanincea

•earned to indicate that a Tolcanic eruption waa about to take place.

Mporcroft obaervea:~

** IndioatioM of foloaaio aetioa an not anfieqoents hot apringa are namerooa; at

partkalar aMaona the gieoad at wioaa plaaaa ia aaaaiblj bottar than the atmoapbare

and aaribqaakoa ara ofeommon oeconianoa.**

Vigne anppoeea that the great caloareoua depoaita bare been imiaed to

their preeent poaition from the bed ot the ocean by the upheaving of vol-

canic mMaee from beneath. Pebbly conglomerate aandatone, and clay in

many plaoea eztenaively overapread the mountain alopea.

Vigne oonaidera theappearancelwhich thekarewda preeent atrong proof

of the truth ot the tradition that (he whole valley waa once occnpitfd by a

lake. The flat aurfacea of the wudaii, whoae cliffa are from 150 to 200 feet

above the loweat part ot the valley, are attributable to their having for

agea remained at the bottom ofa atill lake, periuqpa at leaat 500 feet above

ita preaent level, at the bottom of that valley. Some who have viewed

the aoenery of the valley conaider that they ^ve found corroboration of

the tradition that it waa once occupied by a lake in a aucceaaion of hori-

zontal atagea'obaervable on the aidm of the mbuntaina, and which appa.

rently have been beachea formed auooeeaively by the watera of the lake in

the oourae of aubeidenoe.

The aoil of the loweat p^ of the valley appeara to have been depoaited

from a aalt lake, aa the water obtained from welladug there iabraokiah, and
none perfectly fresh can be had, eioept from the river, which ia of course

supplied principally from the anowa and rains falling on the mountains.

The great opening at the north-western extremity called by the Kaahmfria

Baamagdl, by which at preaent* the aggregate waters of Kashmir escape to

the lower eountry, baa probably been coeval with the original upheaving

of this repon, as, though an ea^quake might have caused a fissure suffi-

ciently large to drain the supposed lake, it is more difficult to suppoee such an
event to have removed the enormous mass of matter requisite for filling up
the space of the present valley of Baram&la. Such ia the view taken by
Vigne, who oonaidera the Baramdia opening* to have been from tho first
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filled with fobmarine shingle and a soft oonglomeiate, through which the

Jhelnm has worked its wajj assisted in some degree by openings resulting

from earthquakes.

f^ So far/^ observes Bennell, am I from doubting the tradition respect-

ing the existence of the lake that covered Kashmir, that appearances alone

would serve to convince me, without either the tradition or the history."

This lake, according to Kashmirian tradition, bore the name of Satisaras,

or the lake of the chaste woman," as it was considered peculiarly to belong

to Uma, the wife of Mahadev, one of whose names is Sati, in the character

of a chaste woman. Baron Von Hiigel, however, is quite incredulous re-

specting the existence of the lake. He observes, there is not in the valley

the slightest appearance of its having been drained."

We will now consider the mountains which surround the valley of

Kashmir, looking first at the great chain on the north-east, and afterwards

we shall see how branches from this come round and close the vallqr, com-

mencing from the great mass, of which a part is called Nanga Parbat

or Dygamar; we then find ridges and spurs, many points of which are over

20,000 feet in height. The highest point of the whole mass (the one

which bears the name) is 26,269 feet above the sea ; this is not quite on the

watershed between the Indus and the Jhelum, but is a part of a branch

which divides the Astor and Chilas rivers, both of which flow into the Indus

at no great distance from one another.

It rises from a lofty ridge that for 10 miles is over 22,000 feet in

height; the faces of this ridge, on the east and south, make an enormous

cliff of from 6,000 to 10,000 feet, on the greater part of which snow
remains clinging, but it is in part of rocky precipices and from the highest

point great buttresses radiate. Large glaciers take their origin from the

mountain. General Cunningham says he has seen the peak from Bfimnagar

in the Pai\jdb, which is distant 205 miles.

The southern part of the Nanga Parbat ridge becomes the watershed

between the Indus and Jhelnm basins. At this part it is 20,000 feet high.

The ridge extends in a south-easterly direction for 60 or 60 miles, at an

altitude of about 14,000 feet. There are several gaps on the rid^ that

are passable. Two much-traversed roads that join the Kishan Gangs and
Astor rivers go over passes of 18,200 and 13,500 feet; while further east

passes lead from the former river valley into the basin of the IMr river.

After a length of nearly 60 miles the mountains become rather higher*

there are pefdm of from 17,000 up to 17,400 feet high. But the ridge is

broken, and a not difficult pass occurs, which directly ccnneets the Tilail

valley with Dr4s. A few miles south of this gap occurs the branching of the

mountain mass that goes to make the northern boundary ofBlashmfr ; this we
will return to, and now only note the spot from which that ridge separates.

Again, a tsw miles further on, still on the south-east, we come to where
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there is a gap in the mountains, which is the lowest passage between the

Indus on one side and the Chendb and Jhelum basin on the other, along the

whole length of 300 miles from the eastern sources of the Chendb to the

head of the Kdi^hdu tributary of the Jhelum. This pass is called the Zoji

hi by the Tibetans and the Laddkis ; by the other it is commonly called the

Dris pass.

Contiuning along the main chain, we find the summits get higher and

higher
:
peaks of 18,000 feet, and some, as we go on, that approach 20,000

occur, and the general level of the summits is not much below them.

Long spurs, too, or branch ridges, that jut out are very lofty. Ten miles

east-south-east from the pass, a distinct ridge branches off in a direction

somewhat west of south, which the one that curving round forms the

eastern and southern boundary of Kashmir and connects on with the

Eanj&l range ; this too we shall revisit. Then, in some miles more (26

or 27 miles direct from the last pass), we come to an opening, which,

though not so low as the other, yet, considering the loftiness of the moun-
tains it passes between, is a considerable depression. This is the Bhot Kol
pass ; it leads from the head of the Wardwdn valley into the Surd district.

From the Drds pass hither the peaks have been of a height to form

glaciers. There is a glacier in every hollow of the ridge. Many of the

branch ridg^ also hold them in their recesses. These glaciers are usually

not large—2 or 3 miles long is common; and they do not generally

extend very low
;
one, however, named the Mechu Hoi glacier, has its foot at

10,850 feet above the sea; this is close on the valley of the Drds pass.

Looking from near the Bhot Kol pass to the north-east at one view, a

number of these small glaciers can be seen, embedded in the hollows of Ae
mountains, whose narrow rock-ridges curve round and enclose them.

From the last-named pass eastward the range continues at a great

height; points on it are nearly 20,000 feet in height. Lastly, distant

from the pass 12 or 14 miles, there arise two enormous mountains, each

of them a few hundred feet over 23,000. These are called the Nun and

Knn, or, together, Nun Kun. They are peaks that are conspicuous from

afar off, standing, as they do, a clear 3,000 feet above their neighbours.

Their aspect varies much as one looks at them from different sides ; from

Rdru we get a side view, which seems to show that they are projecting

portions of a rugged escarpment. {Drew^)

MoufU^int on ike nortkom toaiidarjr.—One way of looking at the

mountains that make the oval barrier of Kashmir, is to consider them

as divided into a northern and southern part by the Sind river that flows

from near the Drds pass into the vale, and the Jhelum river as it flows, out

from Baramdia to Mozafarahdd. The line of these two is roughly east

and west ; it divides the vale and its mountain-ring into somewhat unequal

parts, of which the southern is the greater.
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We before marked the spot \rhere the northern mountaine branch from

the watershed range, near the Zoji La or Drds pass. This mass of

mountains extends, without any break through it, for over 100 miles

from east to west, with a breadth varying from 12 to 24 miles. On its

south side lie successively the Sind valley, the northern part of the vale,

and the Jhelum valley ; on its northern side is the Kishan Ganga valley in

its whole length. At its beginning the mass is rocky and precipitous in its

central ridge, and lofty enough to form small glaciers. Farther west, the

glaciers cease and the range branches and spreads. Again, one peak in it,

called Haramuk, reaches to the snow-line. This is a massive mountain,

which, from its rising above the general level of the ridges, is conspicuous

from a great part of Kashmir $ in the hollows about it are several tarns,

which probably occupy the sites of former glaciers. Most of the branch

ridges from this mountain, and some of those farther east, which form the

northern boundary of the Sind valley, have a steep cliff foi; their upper por-

tion, with a more gradual slope below, which is clothed with either forest

or grass. West of the meridian of Haramuk, the ridge keeps to a fairly

regular height of 12,000 or ld,000 feet for a long distance, until, indeed,

it turns round southwards. Between Bandipdr and Ourais it is often a
narrow ridge, with a slope down on each side of 35^ or 40°, running along

pretty level, somewhat above the limit of forest ; rocks project along the

summits, but make no great cliffs; innumerable spurn jut out north and
south, some of which lead down to the valleys, with a moderate, though
seldom regular, slope ; others end off with a steep fall of some thousands of

feet. After the range has turned south, it gets somewhat higher, rising

to over 14,000 feet, then there is a depression, and beyond that it is con-

nected with the Kdj N4g range, which runs in a general way east and west

from Baramdla to Mozafarabdd, forming the northern bank of the valley of

the Jhelum, after that river leaves the vale.

Mountain% on the -We must return to where, on the main chain,

the ridge branched off that makes the eastern or south-eastern part of our

mountain boundary. This spot, as before stated, is 10 miles east-south-

east from the Drds pass. The mountain that here branches off to the south
has at first the form of a high ridge with a very steep slope on the

eastern side. In this neighbourhood there is a peak on it (called Kohenhar)
of 17,000 feet; but the height soon diminishes, and thon, for a long
distance, the ridge continues in an almost southerly direction at a little

over 14,000 feet, with some passes through it (which connect Kashmir
with the Wardw4n valley) between 11,000 and 12,000 feet. The Margan
(11,600 feet) is the chief of these.

Between this ridge we have been tracing down from the north, and the
line of the Sind valley is a great triangular space (having the edge of the
valley for the base) which is occupied by a branching mass of mountains
that has its source or junction with our ridge a little above Kohenhar.
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The moBt coDspicooue mountain of all on these branchea is Gnashbrari,

n peak 17,800 fe^, from which radiate many spurs, and between them
hollows filled with small glaciers. Connected on the north-west is a bold

peaked ridge, with glaciers in the hollows of it on the north side. From
here, for 80 miles westward, a ridge continues that forms the southern

side of the Sind valley, rocky heights of 18,000 and 14,000 feet whose lower

slopes to the north are thickly covered with forest. The end of this forms

the line of the hill behind the Shalimdr garden, while dividing spurs from

other branches form successively the half circles that enclose the Dal and

the parganas of Vflu and Trahal, each ending in a bold hill, 3,000 or 4,000

feet high above the flat.

'From the Morgan pass the north and south ridge continues at near the

same height, and with no greater break in it; it then curves round ; as it

nears Baiiilial there is a depression for some miles to the level of about

9,500 feet ; beyond this to the west, we may count that the Panjdl range

has begun.

First it has an east and west direction for 80 miles, then it turns to

the north-west, and continues for some 40 miles more; after which it dies

off towards the valley of the Jhelum river. In the first part several conspicu-

ous peaks occur : they are called Brahma Sakai ; they are steep, rocky,

thoroughly-pyramidal mountains that rise up from out of the range to

a height of 15,000 feet. At the foot of them is a lake more than 2
miles long and three quarters of a mile broad : near are two passes, 18,250

and 14,120 feet in height.

Near where the bend takes place two passes from the Darhalv alley

(near B&joori) lead over the range; also it is near this that the Rattan ridge

branches off from the Panj&l range. Here an irregular serrated ridge, or

a chain of massive, rocky peaks, encloses in its turns, and with the aid of

branches, amphitheatres, most of which are occupied by tarns. One of

these is the Sam Sar. A few miles along, between the central ridge and the

valley that leads down to Baramgala, is a plateau of which the substance is

moraine matter of the former glaciers. In little hollows of this, also, are

some lakes—Nfl-Sar and Nandar Sar, the latter close to a pass through

the mountains. Beyond, and indeed all around, are amphitheatres enclosed

by the arms of the mountains. The map shows that numbers of these

hold tarns, and wherever the tarns occur, there are found signs distinct

euQugh of the old glaciers. Further on the pass of the Fir FEnjdl, the

mountains near it are not quite so lofty as those we have left, ^yond
we get to ground as high as any in the ridge, especially there is an isolated

peak called Tata-kdti, 15,524 feet. Again we see by the map that there

are tarns in the hollows of the mountains.

Beyond this there ore some high passes which lead very directly

between Ffinch end Srinagar : then behind Oulmarg we find a summit ol
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12>600 feetj which is nearly the last of the range. Towards Kashmir the

hill-sides—the slopes of the spars—are in great part covered with dark pine

forest; these spurs ultimately become elongated into long, low-wooded

slopes, and these graduate into the sloping karewis.

From the last-mentioned summit spurs radiate and descend, at last

suddenly, in bold slopes and steep-cliffs, for some thousands of feet, to the

narrow part of the Jhelum valley.

Civnaie.—The climate of Kashmir is temperate, being neither too hot

nor too cold. In mid-summer the thermometer sometimes ranges up to 90°

in the shade, and in winter it descends several degrees below freezing*

point. The mean temperature of the year is nearly 57°, or rather lower

than the temperature of Rome. Kashmir is less hot throughput the year,

and during winter only two degrees colder than Southern France.

In latitude Kashmir about corresponds with the following places : In

Asia—Pcsh&wa'r, Baghdad, and Damascus; in Africa—Fez in Morocco; in

America—South Carolina ; but the elevation above the sea gives it a far

more temperate climate than any of them enjoy.

Upon the tops of the surrounding mountains the climate is extremely

rigorous, while in the valley it is temperate, and intermediate between that

of England and the plains of India. The seasons, as in England, are all

well marked, and occur about the same time as they do there. Of the

higher portions of the valley, the climate from the beginning of May to the

end of October is mild and very salubrious, and is almost as invigorating

to the European constitution as that of England.

The following table shows the average temperature at Srinagar for two
years daring the principal months in which visitors occupy the valley

Average temperature at Srinagar during the eeaeons ot 1864 and 1865.

Nooir.

Xonthi, XomlDg.
In ihade. In mil.

ETO&ing.

From 16th June . • . • • • 66*80 y6*80 ... 66*12

July -

.

. • 69^ 80*36 107*73 72*14

August . • • . . • 69*82 8427 101*16 73*72

September .... • . • 69*29 78*40 102*07 63*92

To 24th October . • . . • 43*12 68-72 94*64 62*60
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The following abstract of meteorological observations is extracted from

Major Cunningham^s Ladik and surrounding countries >

TaxmAtvu. Extuvii.

Month. Dintriei.

Min. Mu. Mean. Mtn.^ Mu.

May • Kashmir 63*14 64*3 67-4 48* 70-

There are no periodical rains as in Hindustdn ; and although the annual

rainfall upon the mountains must be very greet, yet in the valley itself the

quantity does not probably exceed 18 or 20 inches during the year.

About the end of March and beginning of Aprib there are frequent and

sudden storms in the valley, accompanied with hail and raifa, and spring

showers are frequent during the latter month, and also that of May.

Moorcroft remarks that the end of March and beginning of April are

distinguished by the popular term of 'dirty spring' or ' mud season/ and

these appellations in regard to the mire of the surface and the rapid suc-

cession of gusts of wind and hail with short gleams of sunshine are well

deserved." During the April which Moorcroft passed in Kaslimiri there

were only three days of sunshine, and in the following May scarcely a day

passed without a shower. This, however, is unusual. May and June being

the best months.

In the months of June and September also heavy rain is not unfrequent,

and there are occasional showers in July and August.

The hottest months in the valley are July and August, and the temper-

ature in the shade at noon varies from 90^ to 95^, or even 98° at Srinagar

(29th July 1865) ; the air is occasionally close and oppressive, especially for

a day or two before rain, which is often accompanied with thunder and

lightning. These months are not healthy, and visitors usually spend these

months at a cooler altitude. At this season the mosquitoes make camping

in the valley almost unendurable. ( WingaU.)

Thunder-storms are frequent daring the summer months, but they are

usually not severe ; dust-storms are exceedingly rare. Earthquakes are tol.

erably frequent during the summer months, but the shocks are usually

very slight ;
sometimes, however, they are very severe, and create great

alarm
;
people forsake their houses and remain in the open air for hours or

even days until the danger is over. Kashmir has this great advantage re-

specting climate, that any depression of temperature can be obtained by. a

journey of a few hours in ascent of the mountains. Night frosts set in as

early as the middle of November, and by the end of that month the trees

are stripped of their leaves and all animal vegetation is cut off, a thick haim
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overBpxeads the whole valley^ and the lakes and riYers send up clouds of

vapour. Every movement of men or beasts raises great quantities of dust,

and the haze becomes so great that even at midday and under a cloudless

sky no object can be seen at a mile's distance. This murky state of the

air extends for about 200 feet above the level of the valley, and those who
ascend beyond that height, see the snowy mountains of a dazzling

whiteness, and the sun shining clearly in a cloudless sky, while the low

country lies hidden in dim obscurity. The first fall of snow restores the

clearness of the air. This fall upon the mountains usually occurs about the

beginning of November, but it is slight and soon melted by the sun •

the heavy fall begins about the middle of December, and the snow lies to

the average depth of 2 feet until the middle of April,

The eoldest months are December and January, when the average morn-
ing temperature in the valley is a little below freezing-point; ice invariably

covers the surface of the lakes to a considerable distance from the banks, and
about once in seven or eight years the Jhelum itself is said to be frozen

over at Srinagar.

The air of Kashmir is in general remarkable for stillness. Moorcroft,

after a prolonged residence in the very arid climate of middle Tibet, on en-

tering Kashmir found reason, from the contrast, to complain of the humidity

of the atmosphere, and considered it more favourable to vegetable than to

animal life. Hiigel, on the contrary, considers the air dry, and supports

his opinion by reference to the facts that mosses and lichens are rare, and
that a decayed tree is not to be found throughout the valley. This dry-

ness of the air he attributes to the lightness of the soil, whicli quickly ab-

sorbs the rain and melted snow, though the volume of water derived from
these sources is sometimes so considerable as to cause the Jhelum to rise

30 feet.

Drew writes :

—

•• As to moisture, the oountiy is iutermediaiehetweeu that which is delayed by periodi-

cal raius, and that which is arid from want of them. The monsoon, which, coming from
the south-west, breaks with force on that side of the Panjdl hills, is almost completely

intercepted by them, and prevented from reaching the interior of Kashmir. In July and
August one sees the storm-clouds collected round the summits of those mountains, and
knows that they indicate that the season of rain has commenced in the tract beyond.

Now and then the water-bearing clouds force their way across, and precipitate their

moisture on the slopes of the Kashmir side ; for this reason the karewd oountiy to the

south-west, especially the higher part of it, receives a greater rainfall than the river

alluvium flat on the south-east. The mountuns beyond, again, those that divide Kashmir
from Lad&k, receive a good deal of rain.’*

May be some moisture passes over the Panjal range without precipita*

tion and becomes condensed on^reaching the yet higher range beyond ; or it

may be that moisture,, evaporated from the valley itself, gets carried away
and deposited on contact with the mountains on the north and east. Certain

it is that while clouds collect, and storms rage and rain falls on the two ranges
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of moiiiiti|iu% jet the ooDtre of tbe Talley and the edge of the north-eaetem
hills/^wbere^ for instance, Srinagar, and Awdntipdr and lalamabtfd stand,—
axe oomparatively free from rain. Bat occasionally the rain-clouds spr^
OTcr tbe whole area and give a supply of moisture enough to bring on those

crops which4<^nd on rfin, and to bring down the temperature of the air.

According to the Panj&b Administration Report for 1878-70—
** the xsMfkU of tbs soantiy is said to hs 18 inebes, bat is probably less. Of ibis

6 inebea only bonedt tbe erops ; tbe rest hdling daring tbe winter moutbs when no
agrieultniai work is done. More important than tbe rain is tbe snow wbicb falls from
Kovember to March, and on wbicb tbe rice crop depends for its irrigation. Heavy rains

fall in March and April, and withont them tbe spring crop, which consists of barley and
wheat, eannot be other than poor. Some heavy showers are nsnally hoped for in July to

benefit tbe indian-oom and rice, and showers fall again in September and October. Tbe
vall^ is 'completely removed beyond tbe effects of tbe Indian monsoon, and the rain

always comes from the west.**

The following meteorological observations and description of the climate

of Kashmir are taken from the writings of the well-known traveller

Schlageinweit

Srinagar in Kaihmir.

North Lai 84* 4' 6.* East Long. 74* 48' 6.* Kiev. 6,146'.

i85d.—Jfeon qfihe montki.

Jsnnary a a • a 40 July a a . a 78
February a • a a 46 August . a • . a 71
March . a a a a 60 September a a a 68
April • a a a a 66 October a • a .67
M^ •. a a a a 60 November a a a a 64
Jnbe a a a a a 70 December a a a 48

Mean of the ceasonc and of the pear.

Dm. to Tob. Uor. to Uty. t. A.,. 8.,!. t. Kot. Tour.

48*8 66'8 71-8 68-0 66*8

For comparison in reference to sanitary purposes, some words and

figures may be added about southern Europe and the African coast of the

Meditexranean. As I cannot enter here into all the varieties of climate, I

have selected three stations only, differing in latitude and longitude, to

shofir the temperature.

SouthetH Europe and Eorikern Coati of Africa.

OlOOBAPBICAL CkM)BI>ZiriTBS.

V. Lst. E. Long.

. . . 43®36' S’fifi'

. . . 41*64' 18*26'

. 86* 47' 8* 3^
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Mean of$h§ mamikM, ieaiont, and year.

atoalptlUir. Bona. aisiMi. MonlprtUw. Bmie. Alflin.

Jaanaiy a 48-1 45-0 58-9 Jnly a 78-4 76-9 75-8
Febmsiy • 44-8 47-8 54-7 Aognat . • 77-0 75-7 75-4
Maieh . • 48-9 51-6 56-1 September a 70-8 70-0 78*8
April • 57-4 579 59<> Oetober . a 61-9 64-9 78-6
May • 64-4 65-8 66-0 Korember a 50-5 58-4 61-9
Jane a 78-6 71-8 71-6 Oeoember a 46-9 47-8 55-4

• 44-8 46-7 54-0 Jane to Aog. • 76-0 74-8 74-1

Maroh to May 56-9 58-8 60-4 Sept, to Nov. a 60-9 68-8 67-9

Year 59-5 60*5 64-1

Nice and Mentone (the latter reoently favonred so much by medical

advisers, as being the less rongh of the two), Madeira, as mild and moist,

Pan in France, Palermo in Sicily, might be added as the stations most

frequented in winter.

The charms of the spring of Kashmir have become widely spread

already by Indian poetry ; suminer, even up to the middle of June, is still

fresh all night, the mornings being as low as 60^ to 63^ F.; the mean of the

day is 70^ to 75^ F. ; only about six weeks of July and August, a period

sufficient for the maturation of delicious fruit and most precious crops,

have an average temperature equal to that of the southern parts of France*

Thunder-storms in summer are not utifrequent, though their force is broken

by the surrounding chains and peaks ; they are of longer duration than

those in Europe, but weak when compared with what are seen in the

tropical regions ; and the rains, with interruptions of five to six days, are

equally refreshing and beneficial to the crops.

''The sun is powerful here, as was to be expected in latitudes from 88^

to 85^ ; and in the days of interruption of the summer rains and thunder-

storms it is felt the more. Houses, tents not the least, rocks, as well as

the surface of the ground, then get thoroughly warmed through, and from
the middle of the day even trees allow one to feel it, their shade being

frequently little protection.

" Then the temperature of the free air, determined by a thermometer in

peripheric motion, swung under a double-clad umbrella, was generally found

to be 8^ to F, cooler than a thermometer put up in the shade of the tree,

where it was heated by the very temperature of the tree exposed to the full

power of the sun. In the morning, till about 10 o^clock, the same localities

under trees are still cooler, the temperature being still under the influence

of the night and early morning hours. In the tropics, under those Indian

fig trees, covering quite n little territory with ramifications supported by
their vertical branches, I had found analogous differences greater still. In
Europe, the imtion of the sun is neither powerful nor generally uninter-

rupted enough to predace such variations so regularly ; but in the hot July
of this summer, 1865, I liad occasion to observe it also under large {)ear
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and nut trees round the Jagersburg, in Franconia, more frequently by
their being ^ too cool' in the morning than their being overheated in the

afternoon."

Dr. A. Neve, F.R.C.S.E., of the Kashmir Medical Mission, gives the

following table in his Tourist's Guide" :

—

Approximate Table of Temperature at Srinagar,

Mean. Eitremca in shade.

January to February 16th • 35* Ftthr. 18*—40*

February 16th to March 16th 40* 16®—60*

March 16th to April 16th .
48* 30®—«)•

April 15th to May 16th • 65° „ 86*—70®
May 16th to June 15th 65* „ 40®—80’
June I5th to August 16th . 75* „ 60®—90®
August 16th to September 16th • 70-

.,
45®-80®

September 16th to October 16th • • •
60" 40®—70®

October 16th to November 16th . • • 55" „ 36®-eo°
November 15th to December Slat

.

• • 45* 25®-45®

The very hottest month excepted, nevertheless, a European may pass in

Kashmir a whole day en rouie^ the air itself being refieshing enough as

long as not perfectly calm, and under a good hat (sola topi) the head is

sufficiently secured.

In the beginning of July, a sudden rise of the rivers occasionally limits

the excursions ; it coincides with the final and rapid disappearing of snow

from the neighbouring heights on the north.

In autumn, and throughout the winter too, heights like those of the

environs of Srinagar—a beautiful level ground, surrounded by moderate

ridges—have d climate quite suitable to Europeans. The accumulation

of cold air is remarkably reduced in the greater part of Kashmir by the

valleys being mostly wide and open. Also large lake-basins are frequent;

but only a few of them have any water in them, and this is very shallow.

Such open valleys, being more exposed to the action of ihc sun than the

bottoms of narrow valleys, have a peculiar power in cutting off the currents

of air descending from the higher regions of snow and h/f/, and breaking

their local effect.

Natives, however, unprotected in draughty huts, and without any sub-

stitute for a fire-place, except a basin filled with charcoal in their rooms,

occasionally suffer from cold, but not enough to induce them to erect better

habitations, notwithstanding their technical abilities in many branches of

architecture and manufacture.

Drew writes

•• In coming down from Ladtfk ono year, I marched through Kashmir and over the

BanihiCl pass in January. Snow covered the vale, and whitened everything on the plain,

except the trees round the villages ; at Siinagar its depth was 6 iuches, at Islaiuabdd it
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was something more, and at Sh&bab&d there was a foot and a half of snow on the gijund.

On the Banihdl ridge it was so thick, one oonld not measura it. The pass co.'d not be
crossed by horses, and for men it was very laborious. Towards the end of February in

general the snow disappears from the vale, and spring comes on with a burst.**

Moorcroft intimates that the climate is unwholesome, and
Vig^ne states that though nothing can be more delicious than the air of the

valley, yet in many places it is affected by a miasma from stagnant water.

Yet Jacquemont expresses his surprise at the extremely rare occurrence of

intermittents amidst so many causes which elsewhere invariably produce

them ; and Hiigel styles the climate of Kashmir one of the best and
healthiest in the world.

The remarkable fecundity among the Kashmirians may, perhaps, be

regarded as evidence of the salubrity of the climate.

Malaria, as might be supposed from the profuseness of vegetation and the

humidity of the climate, is very prevalent throughout the valley, and fevers

and affections of the bowels are common, but the other diseases peculiar to

India are seldom observed.

SmalUpox has left fearful traces.

The late Dr. Elmslie, the medical missionary, who devoted six years of

his life to the welfare of the poor of Srinagar, lamenting the want of proper

schools where a scientific medical education may be obtained, remarks that

every other year an epidemic, either of small-pox or cholera, carries off

thousands who, if vaccination were encouraged by the government and

sanitary measures enforced thro^hout the valley, but especially in the

capital, might, humanly speaking, be saved from sudden death.

The most terrible visitation of the latter disease followed the memo i able

earthquake which commenced on the 26th June 1828, and continued for

more than two months.

In the account of the survey operations in 1857 it is mentioned that

cholera stuck to the valley, strange to say, throughout the winter, when

the snow was up to a man^s neck.

In Kashmir the practice of medicine is usually a hereditary profession,

but any one is at liberty to adopt it. The son succeeds the father iu his

practice. The medical knowledge possessed has been derived from a scanty

acquaintance with the Greek system of medicine, or of a few nostrums that

are handed down from sire to son. The natives of the valley have consi-

derable confidence in these hakims, considenng how little knowledge and
practical skill the latter possess, and it is surprising what influence they

get over even wealthy and sensible men. There is a class of men and

women who earn their living by applying leeches ; another class does the

same by bleeding, which is about the only knowledge of surgery they possess,

and a very popular treatment for almost every disease,—so much so, that it

was reported that in the epidemic of 1872 His Highness the maharaja sent

orders to Kashmir that the hakims were not to bleed for cholera as they

had been in the habit of doing.
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The agricultural claasea are acquainted with the medical properties of

many plants which they turn to account in the cure of disease among
themselves. The women generally profess to know a great many eflSca-

cioos remedies which they very readily communicate to their neighbours.

On account of t‘*ie poverty of the people they eat unripe vegetables and
fruit, and so induce much disease. During the epidemics of cholera the

Kashmfrfs suffer much from this habit and from drinking impure water.

The inhabitants of Kashmir are not ignorant of the curative effects of
mineral waters, of which there are several springs in the valley. They are

accustomed to apply a ligature between the heart and* a wound inflicted by
a snake, because they say that by so doing they prevent the poison from

going to the heart. The ligature generally employed is a long strip of

cotton cloth.

The inhabitants of a great many villages in Kashmir suffer from goitre.

The idea prevalent in the valley as to its cause is that the water drunk by

those afflicted has produced it. The waters of Kashmir are largely im-

pregnated with lime. Where procurable, burnt seaweed {gilla pathar) is

used as a cure for this disease, and for twenty-one days the patient is for-

bidden salt, and is dieted on bread, ghf, and black-pepper.

During the rice season the peasants suffer from an eruption caused by
continual immersion in water; the ankles an^ wrists are attacked, the

hands and feet, being mostly in the mud, escape : klielam tel, oil extracted

tma the pine mixed with ghf, is applied to the sores. The oil is thus ex-

tracted : chips of chfl wood are placed in an earthen vessel, which is closed

with clay and placed over a slow Are for twelve hours ; the oil drips through

a hole in the cover into a vessel placed to receive it.

In rheumatism the oil extracted from kunjad {SnamuH orieniah) is

used as a liniment with which to rub the body.

In addition to the diseases which have been mentioned, phthisis, ele-

phantiasis, syphilis, and scrofula are common, but other affections of the

skin and calculus of the bladder are comparatively rare.

Dr. A. Neve, Surgeon to the Kashmir Mission Hospital, writes

*'AmoDg the Kashmfrtii, malarial fever, liver complaints, Ac-, are rare. The diseases

are essentially those of a temperate climate. Lung complaints are common during the

winter owing to the do6cient clothing ; but consumption is rare, as also is dysentery.'* *

With regard to cholera, so far as can be gathered, it appears to have

visited the valley in the years enumerated below

A.D.

»

n
9t

1 828 (after eartliquuke).

1842 or 1843.

1867.

1872.

1879 (after I'aniiuiq.

1883.
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iZdnz/f.—The barrier of hills which encompasses Kashmir is pierced at

numerous points by roads or, more properly, paths : north and east towards
the Upper Indus, Ladak, and Yarkand ; south-east towards the native state

of Chaml)a and the Britisli district of Lahoul ; south to Jamu where the

Hiudu ruler of Kashmir holds his court on the densely-wooded hills that
skirt the Himalaya, south-west across the Pir Fanj41 raug^e and along the

vestiges of the once imperial road to Bhimbur and Lahore ; west by the

banks of the Jheliim to the British district of Hazara or the hill station of

Mari.

Of these none are fit for wheeled traffic, though the last-named is now
being constructed iis a cart-road.

Except the road between Jamu and Sialkot, and the road now construct,

ingfroni Kohala to Bnramula,there is not a made road of any description in

either Kashmir or Jamu. The roads are good fair-weather tracks within

the valley and the various passes, and routes up side-valleys are mostly

decent paths practicable for ponies. These paths and the numerous wooden

bridges are kept open and in some sort of repair by the villagers. There

is not a wheel of any description off the Jamii-Sialkot road. Even the

road to Kathua has not been made, though carts do occasionally get

along it. ( Wingate^

Population .—In 1835 the population of the valley of Kashmir was

calculated not to exceed 1100,000 persons, to which number it had, in

twenty years, been reduced from 800,000 by oppression and the awfu]

dispensations of earthquake, pestilence, and famine.

Major Montgomerie, in his notes ou the survey operations in Kashmir,

records that

** in the coantry, generally, the number of inhabitants in each house, including eveiy

living soul, ranges from ^n to thirty ; in twenty-three different villages, in whieh speeial

enquiries were made, the average was found to be eighteen. It is said that every woman
has, at an average, ten to fourteen children, and the proportion of men to women is as

three to one ; bat the former are expended very rapidly, and almost invariably beeome

prematurely old, which may be chiefly attribut d to their spending at least a quarter of

their esistence in an amphibious state, up to their knees in water in the rice khets."

The following estima^ of the population is extracted from the note-

book of the late Dr. Elvislie, a gifted and accurate observer, who wae

medical missionary in Si ' lagar for six years

-

** Population of the valley of Kashmir, excluding the larroundina oonntries and the

inhabitants oi the monntains, 402,700.

**This number is oomposod oi—

Mmalmdns (

Hindds •

Sunis .

Bhias .

812,700
16,000
76.000

Total population of Kashmir • 402,700
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Srinagar.

Hindd. 2^000

ToUl popnlAtion of Stiaagor • 127idOO

Population rf Kaokmitg taeluding Srimagaf.

-as
Hindd* 80,000

Total . 878,800

DisTRiBtmoii at Fopolrtiom

—

SAatBl-wtoHrt,

—{is; *5S5
Hiadds • • • • . • • •' • . 8J63

Total 0 29,430

Tax^payero {yxtluding ohawUutavtro and euttivatofo gfiko ml)

—‘“{Is; ‘as
Hiadds 000900 ****

Total 0^54776

Clerks in ike employ of Hie IIigkneee*e government,

Hinddf 5,572
Hosslm&DS

Total 0 . 5,572

Jagirdare {hndholdere),

:::::::: I
Hindd* M

Total 48

f Mnldtim patka (^onaiita).

Hnaolmdn*
^ SoS ,* I I I

.’

! ! ! ^
Hindd* rjWO

Total . rina"

The popaUtion of K.Mhiii(rwu raokoned before the fiimine of 1877«79

at abont half a million, of whom all but 75,000 pandita were of the Mu-
hammadan oreed. No aoeurate oenaua waa ever taken, and at the present

time it is impoanUe to sap what the nomber of snrriTotB may be, since the
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method followed in distributing food leads necessarily to the falsification of
returns. Some idea^ however^ of the depopulation of the country may be
formed from the following authoritative description :

—

XmopeMi who oarefullj examined the oitj ihiatwmmer (1879) with a view to
gaeeeing ite popnlation ever put the people at over 6D/XX) eoule* but nothing can be
exaetly known. A nnmber ol the chief valleje to the north were entkelj deeerted^

whole villagee lay in ruins ; some euhurhe of the oitj were tenantless ; the dtj itself half
destn^ed ; the grareyards were filled to overflowing ; the river had been full of eorpeee

thrown into it. It is not likely that more than two fifths of the people of the valley

now arvive."

Monsieur Bigez, a French shawUmerchant, has informed the writer of

this note that, whereas in former times there were from 80,000 to 40,000

weavers in Srinagar, now only 4,000 remain, and that orders from France

for shawls cannot be executed for want of hands. It may be that the famine

has fallen with most severity on the weaving dess.

The population of the valley is now reckoned at from 800,000 to

400,000, and of this number the city probably accounts for 100,009.

(Wimgate)

Ssces.—-Vigne states that the Muhammadans predominate in the city of

Srinagar in the proportion of three to one, and nine to one in the villages.

There are about Weuty difPerent tribesor dans among theMubammadana
in Kashnifr. Of these, the Chak, who were the warriora of Kashmir, and so

bravely resisted the invasion of Akbar, are the oldest and most distin*

guished. Next, the Maliks, who were called Singhs, or lions > the Bandeh,.

and others; and there are others agmn whose names are those of some
animals, such as the monkey, bear, and jackal tribe, and there ie one rr

joicing in the name of Shaitan (Satan).

The Bishis, who seem to be peculiar to Kashmir, do not marry, and
in that particular resemble Ear<^an monks more, probably, than any
other of the Muhammadan asoeties.

The Sunfs, or orthodox Muhammadans, far outnumber the Shfa^ or

Bfifizi (heretics) as they are opprobriously^ termed : of the latter, who are

the followers of Alf, there are said to be only 1,000 houses, numbering
about five or six thousand souls. They are found chiefly at Zadibal, about

% to9. to the north of Srinagar, at Nandapfir and Hasanabfid, near to the

city lake. Though so few in number, the men of this sect form the most
active, industrious, and well-toJo portion of the Muhammadan oommunity.
The finest papier-maohd workers and shawl-makers in Srinagar are Sbias,

and some of the wealthiest men in the city belong to that sect.

A deadly feud has ever existed between these two great divisions of the

Muhammadans.

In the times of theF^thfinsthe ShCiA were not allowed ioenaetthe feast

of the Muhamim. In the time of Abdulla Kli4a,who made himself ind^«

pendent of his master at iKibol, they attsmptsd to celebrate it but wsm
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attacked and plundered, and tbeir houses burnt ; someone hundred and fifty

of them (for there were very few in the city) were collected, their uosee

pierced, and one string parsed through them all, and, thus linked together,

they were made to pei-ambulate the bazars. Again, in the time of the gov-

ernor Bama Singh, the Shias attempted to celebrate theMuharram, but the

enraged Sunis fell upon them, killed fifteen of them, and plundered their

property ; and the Persian merchants, uf whom there were two or three

hundred, retreated from Kashmir and have never since resided there.

On both these occasions, as in 1872, the dominant party averred that

the attacks were made in retaliation for dreadful atrocities committed by
the Shias, but vn the absence of direct proof it can scarcely be credited that

the small and well-to-do section of the Shfas would wantonly arouse the

slumbering animosities of their powerful and vindictive neighbours.

That time has by no means weakened the vengeful feelings of the

stronger sect and the bigotry of the weaker, the occurrences of September

1872 amply testify. The disturbances then raged for more than a week,

and for some time defied the efforts of the governor, who called in the aid

of the troops; whole districts were reduced to smouldering heaps of ruins,

and business was for some time entirely suspended, a great portion of the

city being deserted. The Shias fled in every direction, some seeking safety

on the adjacent mountains, while others remained in the city in secret lurk-

ing places. Many of the women and children of the Shias found an

asylum from the hands of their infuriated co-religionists in the houses of

the Hindu portion of the community. When order was at length restored,

the ringleaders of the riot were seized and imprisoned, besides hundreds or

thousands, it is said, of the poorer inhabitants. The apprehensions appear

to have been made in the most indiscriminate fashion,

Vigne states that the Hindus of Kashmir are divided into very numer-

ous different tribes or families, such as Pandits, Rasdun, Kol, Kabuta (a

dove), &c., but these are all arranged uiider the two great divisions of the

Hindus, the Malamasis and Baruhmosis. Dr. Elmslie divides them into

(1) the Brahman Hindus, whose only work is to perform the Hindd wor-

ship—in short, they are exclusively priestly, and number about five hundred

houses; (2) the Jdtis Hindus, who study the stars for the purpose of

predicting future events—they number from one hundred to one hundred

and fifty houses; (3) the Karkun Hindds, who are writers, merchants, and

farmers, but never soldiers. Relatively this is a very numerous class.

The Kashmiri paudits all wear the Brahminical thread, consisting of

several fine cords. It passes from the left shoulder down to the right side.

Commenting on the fact that frequently forms a portion of

Muhammadan names. Dr. Elmslie states that it is probably derived from

the word hata or batah, which signifies a ' pandit,' who is always a Hindu

of course. Probably, when this word bat is used by a person, it points to

the fact that originally his family was Hindu; for we know from history
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thmt, when the Mahamnndane conquered the valley of Kashmir in the
fourteenth century, they compelled many of the inhabitants, who at that

time were Hindus, to become Muhammadans/'
A person whose father is a Kashmiri but whose mother is not, in called

These hybrids between the Kashmfris and the surroundiD|p native

races are pretty numerous in Lad4k, Kashgdr, Ydrkand, and other neigh-

bouring cities and states.

Here and there colonies of Path^ns and Sikhs have settled in the vall^
of Kashmir ; as might be expect^, the latter are the most numerous.

In the pargana of Maohipura, at the north-west end of the valley, there

have settled colonies of people from the west of Peshawar, and these have
married with the Kashmiris. The class produced are called Machipdria

;

they are divided into Machipdrias proper and Khaibaris ; the former sprang

from an earlier colonisation ; the latter date from the acquirement of Kashmir
by the Diirdni dynasty.

Yigne appears to have been much struck with the beauty of the Watul
tribe. He says : They are, I believe, gipsies, and have all the manners and
appearance of gipsies. They live in tents, or rather small huts of thatch,

which are easily rebuilt when occasion requires it, and by reason of their

indiscriminate use of any food, they have no caste, and are looked upon by
Musalmdns and Hindds with the greatest contempt. Many of their beauti-*

ful children are sold and sent as slaves to the Panjdb, and I believe that

many of the prettiest of the nde^ or dancing-girls are born of Watnl
parents." Dr. Elmslie says that the Watul is most degraded, and performs

the most menial offices ; the tribe is divided into four classes.

The farmers are nearly all Muhammadans, and in Kashmir the Jtdwilf

or burner of dead bodies (Hindus) is always a Musalmdn.

The shawl-weavers (Khdndawdo), of whom Dr. Elmslie says there arc

23,013 in the valley of Kashmir, are Muhammadans, and are the most
miserable portion of the population, both physically and morally. Crowded
together in small and badly-ventilated workshops,^ earning a mere pittance,

and insufficiently nourished, they suffer from chest affection, rheumatism,

and scrofula. When a woman wishes her neighbour ill, she says " May you
get a shawl-maker for a husband I".

The Oiijar, Gopan^r, or cow-herds, are not Kashmiris, and are not a
very numerous tribe. They are said to have come originally from Oujrdt

in the Panjdb. In the spring time they collect large herds of cattle belong,

ing to others, and drive them away to the mountain valleys to graze. They
take their wives and families with them and live in log-huts in the woods
and in recesses at the foot of the Panjil range.

ThePoiW,.PoAfo, Ckaupin^ or shepherd, watches the flocks and herds of

other people^ upon: the remote, mountain pasture*lands* He recaivea^ his

oharge^ a^nt the month of May and then repairs tO the monntaiiis, spends

ing the* Bummer* there with; hit. fomily and dbgp uutih the advent of UtS’
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frinteriwm dime Urn 4omu into tiie fnllqr. Ho moiooi a tnnilmoney
foymont oron ollnw—oe ot tiee for the enio of each ohoep or goot dvriaiy

flieoea«m,i^ lie milk ohn; oiidliokioqturedtooooooBtfi>reoeboonoliy

mflwfcet^pnJnbiiiigiabedl^ for thoownert eotiitM^ bottho Cadb-
niiiC oiMphoid w not moio Imoeot tkui tho veot of Ue eouatajmen^ and
magr oulanafciioddoroateii by UBjOnd tlio loao nfomed to depm-
datione of nild beoOte. Dorbig tbo long winter the :diq[diefd

rondo in Oo nilfaige^ nnd one amtly omployod in tbo aMmnfMtnfo of
blnukoto.

Thfo GtMUE or Qafoird&i tnkee care of boroee, and fanfro^pently the
credit of itoafing*iliein ; ho leado a Jtle eimibir to flio efaophordj and reodieoa

oighttrdk (aboitt96 lb) ofTicefortbooaie of aborio dnrmgllbo gnxing
eaeon, Thom gnlowdne are said tobe the desoendante of ^e old warlika

tribe of the Chak, who were the warrton of Kaehmfr and eo bravely reaieted

the invasion of Akhar. They were afterwards remarkable only for theiir

predatory habite. They rarely intermarried with any other oaete, and

resided in the jangle« changing their place of abode whenever the chances

of detection rendered it neoessary to be on the move. In the time of the

Ibthdnci it wae dangerone to travel alone. The Chak wonld leave a few

of their number in ohaige of their harems while the rest sallied forth on a
marauding expedition. A person going from the city of Islamabdd wae
in danger of being robbed on the ekirte of the Wastarwan monntaine

:

Shahjf Margf or the King’s Hill, on the way from the city to’Sbnpion $

the vicinity of 8hdh Ndr«u^(n, Haritrat, on the way to Bsramdla ; and

the .jungle near the village of Ifunor, at the debouchure of the Drfs road

and the Sind river, were places particularly infested by the gulnbdn. The

long defile leading-from Dachinpara to Giind-i-Sur-Sing on the Sind wae

moeh need by them, when they wished to avoid observation in passing

from one end of the valley to the other. A long heavy olub, with iron

ringa around it, was their principal weapon. The Sikh governor, Kupor

Bdm, put two or three of them to death ; but their entire suppression was

one of the few meaenree that Sher Singh, mahardja of the Panjdb, conld

daim any credit for during hie tyrannical vioeroyalty in Kashmir.

The open and daring outrages of the gulubdn were much complained

of, and having one day received intelligenoe that a party of them bad

aseembled near the plain of Damndur, only a few miles from the city, he

sent thither a large force, killed some seven or eight of them on the spot,

and afterwards banged seventeen of them at one time from the Amfr’a

bridge.

The governor, Mttn Singh, also sent an oflBoer and a party after them,

who kilM and hanged several, and so terrified the remainder that tliqf

have never made any head since. Disowning the name of goinbln tb^
get a Uvelibood as labourers, or by tending horses.

The Ihm may be called a kindred 'tribe j they claim a descent from
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tlie ponditff irhom tnulitioii hat repieaentod m beings of ffUnt strength

and stature. They seem to be identical with the Damaras of the Bdja
Taringinij wherein it is related that King Lalataditya lost his life in an
expedition against this 8erce and intractable race. They were also the

murderers of King Chacra Verma. Vigne states that the Diims, the

informers, policemen, and night-watchmen of the villages, belong to this

family.

Natural qualiiiei and appeardnee.^^T\ie inhabitants of Kashmir are

physically a fine race; the men are tall, strong, and well-built; their com-
plexion is usually olive, but sometimes fair and ruddy, especially tliat of the

Hindus ; their features are regular and well developed, and those of the

Muhammadans have a decided Jewish caste resembling the Pathdns.

Mooreroft remarks that the inhabitants of the city are rather slight^

but amongst the peasantry, both Hindd and Muhammadan, are to be found

figures of robust and muscular make, such as might have served for models

of the Farnesan Hercules. As porters they excel, carrying heavy loads

without fatigue over the steepest mountain paths.

Drew says the Kashmiri people are doubtless physically the finest of all

the races that inhabit the Kashmir state, and I have not much hesitation in

saying that in size and feature they are the finest races on the whole con-

tinent of India. Their physique, their character, and their language are so

marked as to produce a nationality different from all around, as distinct

from their neighbours as their country is geographically separated.'^

Much controversy has been expended on the attractions of the women;
while Vigne and Hiigel bear testimony to their beauty, Jaoquemont

declares that the female race is remarkably ugly— I have never seen any-

where such hideous witches as in Kashmir.^' Judged in comparison with

those of the surrounding countries, the women of Kashmir, especially the

panditdnls, the wives of the pandits, must, nodoubt, bedescribkiasbMnti-

ful. They are remarkably prolific, a fact which has been ascribed to a diet

in which fish and m^l are common ingredients. The staple food of the

inhabitants is vegetable; rice, turnips, cabbages and radishes, lettuces,

spinach, and other common vegetables are in extensive use, boil ad intoasort

of soup with a little salt ; the leaves of the dandelion, dock, plantain, and
mallow are eaten, and the catkins of the walnut are also employed as food^

seasoned with a little salt, mustard, and walnut oil. The root of the lotus

plants when boiled and fiavoured, is also eaten ; it is called nudroo, is of a
pale-straw colour, cylindrical, and about 10 inches long and an inch and a
half in diameter, and is considered highly nutritious. The nnghira or

water-nut is ground to fiour and made into bread, which forms the princi-

pal article of diet of those who live on the margins of the great lakes. Hap-
pily for the poverty-stricken inhabitants, nature is usually very bountiful

ik Kashmir, and food is cheap and abundant. Those who can afford it sat

me ffeah of sheep and goats.
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IVtfM.—The dress of both men and women is very similar ; it consists of

a long garment called ^^phttan** in shape not very unlike a nightgown with

very wide sleeves. It is made of either cotton or wool according to the season •

Pheran is manifestly a contraction of the Persian word pdir&han/^ gar-

ment, and tradition says it was introduced by the Emperor Akbar^ who made

the Kashmiris doff their more martial habiliments in order to subdue their

then warlike spirit. It is sometimes of red or blue colour. The Sleeves of

the women's pheran are wider than those of the men's, and the skirts are

longer, descending nearly to the ankles. When it is manufactured of

wool, it is called I6ch when of cotton,

The men wear in addition a pair of very loose drawers, and their head

dress is a pagri or turban, all of white colour, which the Hindus smooth

over the right temple and the Muhammadans ou the loft.

The women wear a skull-cap with a band of red cloth on the front of

it ; the panditanis call the long narrow piece of red woollen cloth which

they bind round their heads ** Mrpech.**

The ordinary veil worn by the Kashmiri female is railed it

consists of. a long piece of cotton cloth thrown over the head and allowed

to hang down the back
; its use is coiiBned to the Musalm&n women ; the

panditanis or Hindu females wear a spotted veil, called ** iikipuU,^* With
the exception of the higher classes, the women do not affect to conceal

their features. A long piece of cotton stuff called Inngi** is worn round

the waist over the pheran. A pauditani never goes abroad without this

girdle. In the winter, and when it rains heavily, the women wear the
** kkraB** which are shoes or clogs made of wood with thongs of straw

called del** On marriage days, with other finery, they wear shoes of

horse's or mule's skin, which, for such great occasions, are adorned with

silk-work. The men on the mountains wear grass shoes, called ** pulahor ;**

when procurable, rice-straw is from ita elasticity preferred for the con-

struction of these shoes, but bark is frequently used.

The Hindus wear marks or sectarial decorations on the forehead. Saf-

fron is the colouring ingredient in the mixture with which the mark is

painted.

The Muhammadans generally wear charms or amulets {idwizd̂ ; these

consist of the names of God, the name of Muhammad, the names of Musal*

m&n saints, or verses from the Kor4n. The paper on which these are

written is usually sewed into a piece of cloth, generally of a red colour,

and then tied round the arm or attached to the wearer's dress.

The women are generally profusely ornamented with elegant earrings,

nose-rinf^, anklets, and bracelets. Their mode of dressing the hair is

peculiar ; i.t is drawn to the back of tbe head and finely braided ; the braids

are then gathered together, and being mixed with coarse woollen thread,

they are worked into a very long plait, which is terminated by a thick
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tassel {ffandapan) wliich reaches down to the loins. This peculiar atrange-

nient of the hair is called wdnhopan!*

Any one who may be bound for a long march will put on leggings of a
peculiar sort| a bandage about 6 inches wide and 4i yards long, wound
round from the ankle up to just below the knee, and then fastened by an
equally long string attached to the upper eud, which is lightly wound
many times round the leg. This, which is called patdwa, is a much-cherished
article of dress, and without doubt is very good for mountain work. For
their feet they have either the common shoes used in India or else grass

shoes made of rice-straw ; the straw is first twisted into a rope, and then
interwoven to make a sole which is fastened on sandal-wise.

CAaracter,-^The Kashmiri has been called the ^‘Neapolitan of the

East/^ lively, ingenious, witty, and good-humoured
; they have for ages been

oppressed and insulted, and are much addicted to the never-failing vices of

slaves, lying and trickery ; the truth, even for their advantage, is avoided

by them, and they are inordinately -devoted to amusement and pleasum.

Moorcroft, engaged against them in a course of commercial rivalry, has

shown them no mercy in delineating their moral qualities. Hiigel likewise

describes them as venal, dishonest, and dreadfully addicted to sexual immo-
rality, only recording in their favour a remarkable aversion to shedding

blood.

They are a bye-word among Asiatics, and in every bazar the verses are

known and repeated, which assign to them a capacity for getting others

into trouble, and which place them in unenviable juxtaposition with the

Afghan and the Kambd, as among the three vilest races on earth. The well-

known verses have been freely translated : If ever there should become a
scarcity of men, beware of having anything to do with any of the following

three races : one the Afghdn, the other the Kamb6, the third the Kashmir!

of vile descent. From the Afghan you have to expect malice, from the

Kambd intrigue, whilst you will never experience aught but sorrow and
anxiety from the Kashmiri. To which a witty Kashmiri replied :

“ the

fourth, that race that falsely says that vile is the Kashmiri.'^

Another verse says that ** when the Kashmiri will be weighed and hi

virtues will be found wanting, he will whine out a prayer to God to change

the scales while these proverbs are in every mouth :
“ Many fowls'in a

house will deBle it, and many Kashmiris in a country will spoil it “ If you
meet a snake do not put it to death, but do not spare a Kashmiri ‘‘ Do not

admit a Kashmiri to your friendship, or you will hang a hatchet over your

doorway/' To his other vices must be added that of ingratitude. Kaye, in

his description of the rising at Ludhifina in 1857, records that the great

colony of Kashmiri shawl-weavers, who, sheltered and protected as they never

could have been elsewhere, followed their peaceful calling unmolest^, and

held their gains in the most perfect security, rose against us with a vehe-

mence proportioned to the benefits they had received, and were among the
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formost in ^ plaDderinir the government eloresi in pillaging the premises of

the American Mission^ in horning the ohurbhes andbaildingS|in destroying

the printing^resses, and in pointing out tht> residences of government offl*

cials, or known well-wishers of government^ as objects of vengeance for the

mutinous troops/'

The abject condition of the Kashmirfs has been well described by the

French naturalist^ Victor Jacquemont, who visited the valley in 1883^ and
was^ therefore^ spared the pain of assisting as a spectator at the latest phase

of national degradation.

**The AfghAnfy" he wrote, "having during the laat century despoiled the Mognie of

their conquest, and the Sikhs having eipelled the Afghans in this oentnry, a general

pillage has ensued upon each conquest; and, in the interrals of peace, anarchy and

oppression have done their utmost against labour and industry, so that the country is

now completely ruined, and the poor Kashmiris appear to have thrown the handle after

the hatchet and to have become the most indolent of mankind. If one must fast, better

to do so nith folded arms than bending beneath the weight of toiL In Kashmir, there ia

hardly any better chance of a meal for the man who works, weaves, or plies the oar,

than for him who, in despair, slumbers all dl>yi>eneath the shade of the plane tree. A
few stupid and brutal Sikhs, with swords at their sides or pistols in their belts, drive

along like a flock of sheep these people, whosenumbers and ingenuity are marred by their

cowardice."

Let Dogrie be sohetituted for Sikhs, and the picture will be recognised at

the present time.

Drew, who had seen a great deal of them, says

" In character the Kaehmfrfe have many failings and fanlta, bnt they aleo have qnali-

tisa which caueee one to be interested in end to like them. They are false-tongned, ready

with a lie, and given to various forms of deceit. This character ie more pronounoed with

them than with most of the races of India. • . . They have inde^ a wide r^nta-

tion for being fainthearted and cowardly ; still 1 must admit that I have met with Kash«

uiirie who as against physical dangers bore themselves well. In intellect they are

a iperior to their neighbonre; they are oertidnly keener than Panjdbfe, and in perception

; nd eleamese of mind and ingenuity far outvie their masters^ the Dogrts."

The Kashmiris, though poor, are very chariteble; in their villagea any

one who may have become incapacitated from old age or sickness, and who
has no near relations to look after him, is supported by the community.

In the cities, especially in Srinagar, food and money are given to all of

the poor who may come to ask for them, from the houses of those who are

tderably well off, on the 11th of every month, as well as on all their sacred

days, and especially on the occasion of the Id and throughout the Ramsdn.
fRiose who have best considered the character of the Kashmfri have been

inclined to attribute his manifold failing^ rather to his political oonditfen

and sarroundiogs than to any inherent viciousness of nature; and it eaii-

not be doubted that a people peasessed of such intellectual powers, descend-

ants of a warlike race, thongh now the greatest cowards in Asia, whom
oenturies of the worst oppression have not sucoeeded in utterly bru^ising,

must be capable of a moral regeneration.
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hoofM ihroughont the Ktehinfr imXky are nearly all

bttflt after the aame pattern. Firat there ia a groiind-floor in which are

two eliainbei:ii^ with the amall hall of the bouse. The second floor contains

three roomsi and the floor under the roof nsaallj consists of one ion|> chain*

her, which is used as a loft for storing firewood, kitchen stuff, and lumber

;

here the houaelidd spend the summer months. That part of the bouse

oeoupied by the feaaales is called kine are often housed iu the

Kfound-floor,

The wood of srhich bouses are Imilt are deodar (Himalayan eedar), ht^wr
^ptne or fir), end mengal (Himalayan epruee). The woods of the poplar and
fltnwarensedby the poor, but they are far from being durable, and the

latter ia aoaroe, aa no one is allowed to fell a plane tree without the permis-

ehm of thegoreroment. The materials of which the houses are built are

atones for a foundation, wood for the framework, bricks and mortar to fill

up the divisions of the framework, and earth and the liber of the birch

tree, called tqfpaiAar, for the roof, which is slanting. There are two kinde

of bricks manufactured in Kashmir, the baked and the unbaked. The
unbaked, which are most freqpiently used, are made of earth and dried in

the sun. The baked are made of clay and burned , in a furnace. The
snaharija retains the monopoly of making bricks. The baked brick is

oadled *^paei the unbaked brick is named om ifr**

At times, instead of the fine inner bark of the boj patbar {Betula

iariarka or birch), a tree which grows abundantly on the mountains of

Kaihmfr, a reed called Uhai^ is used for roofing. Roofs of this description

may be noticed on the houses in Srinagar, Sopdr, and the a^acent villages,

beoause they are near to the Dal, Wular, and Anchar lakes, where the

grows abundantly.

In some villages the houses are thatched with straw, and in Bararadia,

Shnpion, and Tsrdr the roofs are made simply of thick boards of wood,
nsiled fimily, on account of the very strong winds to which those places

are exposed. In some of the bouses there are fire-places, but generally
they are built without. Fires are used only for cooking purposes, and the

smoke finds its way, out by the doors and windows. Wood is generally

burned; sometimes cow-dung, baked into cakes with straw, is used as fuel.

In Srinagar and the other large tovms the houses are frequently built

two or three stories high, and are usually lighted by windows {paejara\

formed of trelHs-work which takes the place of glass. Some of ^is work
is very beautiful. When the weather becomes cold and rainy, paper of

different colours is pasted over the inside of the trellis»work. Here and
there, in the houses of the rieh, small windows may be seen filled with glass.

The glass is imported from the Fanjdb, and mica also is used.for the same
purpose.

In some parts of the valley, especially in the forests near the foot of the

^mountains, (he houses are built simply of undressed logs or timbers, laid
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longitudinally and dove-tailed^at the corneni, tfae interstices being plasteretl

with mud cement. The Qdjars invariably inhabit log^huts with flat mud
roofs, and throughout the valley o. the Kishan Oanga the dwellings, with

few exceptions, which are all of moden. construction, are built on a similar

plan.

The cottages are not clumped and crowded as in the villages of the

PanjAb and of Dugar, but are commonly detached. Near the village grow,

unenclosed, numerous fruit-trees, apple, cherry, mulberry and walnut, which

form a wood or grove round the dwellings, and hide them from view.

Looking from a commanding height we see the vale all studded with such

village groves.

Customs .—Polygamy does not appear to he very common among the

Hindus of the valley of Kashmir, and among the Muhammadans the prac*

tice is confined to the wealthier classes, who are generally found in the

town ; but few of the agricultural population have the means to indulge in

a plurality of wives.

As a protection against the cold in winter, the Kashmiris almost invari-

ably carry a kangrV* or portable brazier. The kangri, which somewhat

resembles the Italian icaldinOf consists generally of two parts, an earthen*

ware vessel (kandal) about 6 inches in diameter, into which is put a small

quantity of lighted charcoal, and an encasement and handle of wicker-

work. Sometimes, however, it is destitute of the wicker-work, and then

it is called manan. As the dress of the Kashmiri is of a loose fashion^

the kangri can be placed in immediate contact with the skin of the

abdomen anJ thighs, where in many cases cancer is in process of time

generated. It has been surmised that the Kashmiris learned the use of

the kangri from the Italians in the retinue of the Mogul emperors, who
were in the habit of visiting Kashmir.

The Kashmiris, rich and poor, are passionately fond of tea, of which two

kinds find their way into the ibarkets of Kashmir. These are called »urati

and iabz. The surati is like English tea, and reaches Kashmir from Laddk

and the Panjab. The sabz tea, on the other hand, is the famous brick tea,

which finds its way into the country through Lad^k. There are various

wa3*8 of preparing tea in Kashmir. Mogul chii b made by adding to each

tola of tea a masha of phul (soda) ; this is then put into a degohi or vessel,

with between a quarter and half a seer of cold water; after boiling until

the leaves are thoroughly moistened, a cup of water is added for each of the

company, and it is again boiled for about half an hour with the addition of

about a masha of salt for each partaker; the vessel is then taken off the

fire, and the liquor strained through a cloth and beaten up with a stick to

give it a dark colour; in the meantime half a seer of fresh milk has been

boiled down until three chitaks remain; this is poured on the tea, which is

again placed on the fire and boiled forabout ten minutes, a chitak ofBatter

being added when the preparation is at its hottest. If tha tea is to ba coh-
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•amed in tha bunilj circle^ it is served out with a wooden ladle into each of

the cups, but if intended for company, it is poured out of thedegchi into the

tea-pot {iamnuiwdi). The Russian tea-um or samovar is a common article

of household furniture in Kashmir ; the shape is said to have been imitated

from a Russian model brought by some travelling merchant years ago

from the north.

Tea* prepared in the manner above described is drunk by the opulent

classes after dinner; they also sometimes indulge in sweet tea in tlie early

morning: it is simply prepared in the ordinary fashion in the tea-pot : with

the early cup of tra a sweet biscuit called kulchi^* is eaten.

Another mode of preparing tea is called ihiri chat. The tea is placed

in the tea-pot with a little soda and water and boiled for half an hour.

Milk, salt, and butter are then added, after which it is boiled for another half

Lour, when it is ready for drinking. The plml or salt used in the infusion

of tea is found in the Nubra valley of Ladak; it contains the carbonate

and the sulphate of soda, and a little of the chloride of sodium.

The Kashmiris are not great smokers, though both tobacco {tamoe) and

snuff {nait) are in general use. Most of the snuff consumed in Kashmir is

imported from Peshawar; that manufactured in the valley, though much
cheaper, is greatly inferior.

Some of the customs of the country are of obscure origin and meaning,

but Vigne remarks that they have one which closely resembles what we
call making an April-fool. When the new snow falls, one person will try

to deceive another into holding a little in his hand, and accordingly he wilj

present it to him (making some remark by way of a blind at the same lime^

concealed in a piece of cloth, on a stick, or an apple, folded in the leaves

of a book, or wrapped up in a letter, &o» If the person inadvertently*

takes .what is thus presented to him, the other has a right to show him

the snow he has thus received, and to rub it in his face, or to pelt him

with it, accompanied with the remark in Kashmfri
,

** New snow is inno-

oenV'and to demand also a forfeit of an entertainment or a naeh or' dance,

or some other boon, of the perfon he has deceived. The most extreme

caution is, of course, used by every one upon that day.

In some parts of the valley it is customary to deck the graves of

departed relatives and friends with flowers on some given day in June.

The iris is planted in all graveyards.

Jai or glory to mercy, is the mode of salutation which a

Kashmiri pays to the mahardja when he addresses him. This term is used

in Jamu as well.

Hindus salute each other with ''rams,*' ''rama;^^ a Kashmiri Hinddof
rank says sibib-saldmat a Muhammadan stranger salutes a visiting

Hinddwith ^^daolat ziydda^^(may your wealth increase), and the answer

will be ** umar-daraz (may your age be long).
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Th« idipon of Kathinfr hM been fraqnentij cbongoiL In
the remotest ages it was that of the nagat or snakoigods.

Buddhism was introduced by Asoka, B.G. 260; castes were adopted by
Jaloka, his succsmr ; tberoake^worship was followed by the re-establish*
meat of Buddhism under the Tartar princes; and the Brahminical or
Hindd religion was introduced by Abhimanyd, B.C. 78, and snake-worship
was subsequently revived under Oonerda III.

The Kashmiris say that the country was converted to the doctrines of
Muhammad seven hundred years ago, which would bring us to a period long
antecedent to that of Shams-Min, who is considered to have been the 6ist
Muhammaoca king.

The native Brahmins in Kashmir informed HOgel that snbseqnently
to the establishment of Muhammadanism, the number of their caste was by
oppression reduced to eleven, and that it was reemited hy the settlement
of four hundred Brahminical families from the dark*complexioned natives of
the Dekin.

There are now several aeets of Hindis, amongst whom are the pandits,
who are nearly all connected with the government in some official capacity.
The proportion of Hindis to .Muhammadans is very small, although they
are the governing class; in Srinagar it does not amount to one in seven,
while in the country, as has been remarked, it is less. The Muham.
madans are almost entirely Sunia, the number of Shlas, at the pre.
sent time, being exceedingly small. There are also a few of- the mystic
Muhammadan sectarians called Sifis. The Cbaks are an old and dis»
tinguished sect of Muhammadans, who, judging from their tombs, were
probably numerous and very wealthy in former times. The teachers of
either faith, millas and pandits, are extremely ignorant, and possess little

influence.

All classes are remarkably superstitious; they visit in pilgrimage
numerous places of reputed sanctity, and they firmly believe in the
enoe of various supernatural beings, resembling in character the fairies,
satyrs, and similar phantoms which haunt the imagination of the credolons
in other counirios.

ioayaaye.—The language of Kashmir is peculiar to the province, and
differs considerably in different parts of the valley ; it is a prakrit of the
pare and original Sanskrit. Vigne states that he was told on good anthorily
that out of one hundred Kashmiri words twenty-five will he found to bo
Sanskrit, or a prakrit, forty Persian, fifteen Hindfistdni, and ten will be
Arabic, and some few Tibetdn Turki.

He further remarks that there is an uncouth rustioify about the Kash*
mirian pronunciation which is almost sufficient to bebny the language as
a patoit, even to a person who did not understand it. Forster thought it

resembled in sound the Mahratta tongue, though with more hanhness,
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which probably induced the inhabitanta to compose their songs in Persian^

or adopt those of the Persian poets. ** Tet/^ he adds,^* despite the unplea-

sant tone of thdr speech, there is scarcely a person in the country, from

youth to old age, who has not a taste for mnsic.^'

It is a disputed point whether Kdshur, as the Kashmfrf dialect is called^

was ever a written language. Dr. Elmslie says that in ancient times it

was written in ths Shdrada character, a brother form of the Devan&gri, and
in this view he is supported by Dr. Leitner. The former authority states

that the following story is related in Kashmir as to the introduction of the

Shdrada Achhar alphabet into the valley. There lived about 2,000 years

ago, in the city of Ujjain, in the province of the same name, a person whose
name was Bikramdjft or Vikramadat, whose brother was king in that

city and province. This brother's wife was a woman of bad character.

She wished Bikram^jit to cohabit with her, and because he* stoutly and
persistently refused, she fabricated a story against him, and prevailed

upon her husband to expel his own brother from his territories. Bikramd.
jit, thus driven from house and home and accompanied by a few compani-
ons, began his travels. The exiles at last reached Kashmir. One of the

little company was called Shdrada Nandan, who taught the inhabitants

of Kashmir how to write the letters which have ever since been called

after him.

To this Dr. Elmslie adds—*' There is a remarkable similarity between

the Sanskrit and the ancient Kashmiri letters. The books written in the

ancient character and language are unintelligible to the Hindds of the valley,

except to a very few of the sacerdotal class among them. It is said that

Thund Sambhota, in the first half of the seventh century of our era, intro-

duced the Kashmiri characters into Tibet. These characters remain un-

changed to this day.

On the other hand, Babd Nilambara Mukerji, M.A«,B.L., who has de-

voted much attention to the subject, and is in every way well qualified to

give an opinion, asserts that the vernacular dialect of Kashmir was never

written in the Shdrada character, which is, be maintains, incapable of re-

presenting the peculiar vocal sounds of the language ; moreover, the works

in the valley written in the Shdrada characters are pure Sanskrit works,

and Kashmiris ignorant of Sanskrit are unable to read the Sharada

character.

Modem Kashmiri is generally rendered by Persian letters, to which

vaiying, as well as arbitrary, sounds are attached, a circumstance which

makes it impossible to pronounce the words correctly unless one has heard

them.

The grammar of the Kashmiri language is as peculiar as its orthoepy. It

is highly inflectional, and ofPers not only forms of reduplication, but also

makes changes within the root. Kashmiri literature, though not extensive,

is far from Mng uninteresting. Some time ago, Dr. Leitner published the
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text and a translation of a poem called The Patience of Saints and the

poems of Muhammad tiami, of Oanii a contemporary of Jami, of Shiraz and
Hasan, who wrote in Persian^—Wahdh, who wrote Kashmiri Ghaza1s|—and

Aziz, a religious poet,—are well worth translation.

There are also several histories, innuineruble songs, and many pretty

legends. Muhammadanism, which stamps out everything that is even re-

motely connected with "any infidelity," especially" idolatry," has not

quite succeeded iu destroying the highly imaginative mind of the natives of

Kashmir; and even wliere they draw on Muhammadan sources for inspir-

ation, their treatment of the subject is generally original.

The shawl-weavers possess a language of their own, which, although

essentially Kishur, differs materially from modern Kashmiri, in which cor*>

rupt Persian words so greatly prevail. Tliis trade dialect is furnished with

an alphabet of the colours, signs, directions, &c., used iu the shawl-craft.

The inhabitants of Tilail and Ourais, and the upper portion of the

valley of the Kishan Oanga generally, are acquainted with the Ddrd dialect,

which is commonly spoken in those districts. From Panjabi and from
Dogn it is so, different as to be quite incomprehensible to those nations,

also it is difficult to learn. The officials of the maharija^s government,

who have much to do with Kashmir, seldom master its language
; if they do

so at all,’with rare exception, it is so far ns to understand and not to speak it.

The Kashmiris, on the other hand, are good linguists : nearly all the men
and a good proportion of the women know either Panjdbi or Hiuddstdoi,

or more likely speak a mixture of both.

Kaihwir canal,—This is an old ciinal that used to lake out of the Ravi

near Bazantpur, but now takes out above Lakhampur, nearly opposite the

village of Dhanna. It is intended to irrigate the lands north of the village

of Kathua, but is in bad repair and of little use. (Wingate^

KASHMIR J1LGA--Lat. 36® 14" 64^ Long. 77® 47". Kiev. 14,1150'.

A camping ground on the banks of the Yarkand river, situated 11 miles

below Khafelung, on the winter (or Kargia) route to Ydrkand. (TroUer^

KASHMIR PROVINCE—
This province includes, besides the valley of Kashmir, the valleys of Tilaib

the Kishan Ganga, and the Jhelnni. It is bounded on the south by the

rfljaship of Punch and the Jamu province; on the east by the Jamu
province and the governorship of Baltistin ; on the north by Asior and

Chilas, and on the west by K4gh5n and Hazdin.

KASHT GHAR—Lat. 83® 9". Long. 75® SO". Elev.

A village situated on the spur some little distance from the rigk Lank of

the Chandra Bhdga, between that river and the Lidar Khol stream.

There was in former times a fort at this place; it now contains atout

fifteen houses, with a mixed population of Hindds and Muhammadans. The
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Lidar Khot in bridged beneath the village on the path leading to Dbdn,

which lies about 7 miles to the east.

' KASIRUS—
The local name for the Kashmfrfs who settled in Oilgit about 1760 A.D.
They now form the largest section of the population in Gilgit itself^ but,

being weavers and carpenters^ are regarded with some contempt by Shins

and Yashkfns alike. They are a most thriving and energetic class, and

besides being artisans, are also tillers of the soil. Their distinctive castes

are—Mir, Shaikh, Paiar, Lai, Sundr (goldsmiths), Dar Rawat, But, and
Tatchon (carpenters). They intermarry amongst themselves, except the

Tatchon, who are considered below the rest, and they occasionally give

their daughters to the Yashkms and Shins. (Biddulph.)

KATAI DAWAN PASS—Lat. db"* 40^ Long. 79® 30^ Elev. 17,600^

Is crossed on the most easterly of the routes leading from the Cbangchenino

valley to Ydrkand. It lies 8 miles north of Yangpa, and leads down to

the eastern branch of the Karakasb river. Both ascent and descent easy.

(Johmon.)

KATHAI—Lat. 84® 9^ Long. 78® 68^• Elev.

A small village on the right bank of the Jhelum, in a district of the same

name; it lies on the road between Mozafarabdd and Baramula, and is

situated high above the river iu the middle of a wide and opeu pla-

teau. There is a fort about a mile south-east of the village, and on the

west a double-storied bungalow, containing five rooms for the use of travel*

lers. The fort is a simple square enclosure with mud walls
; the houses

in the village are likewise constructed of mud and wood.

Hiigel estimates Kathai to be. 2,800 feet lower than the valley of Kash-

mfr, and remarks that the vegetation iu the neighbourhood begins to

assume a more tropical character.

The district of Kathai was in former times governed by a rdja, whose

family now reside in the village of Palpura, in Kamr6j, as pensioners of

the mahai-^ja. The rdj formed a portion of what was called the Lowarbid

district, under Anatulla Kbdn, a descendant of the old reigning family of

Mozafarabdd ; he left his possessions equally divided between his two sons,

giving Dopatta to his elder son, Fateh Khdn, find Kathai to his younger.

Wall Khdn. Zulfikdr Kh4n, grandson of Wali Khdn, was in possession of

this rdj when Diwan Kirpd R4m entered the district as governor on the

part of the Lahore government ; he fled at the approach of the Sikhs, but

being overtaken by snow on the high range behind Kathai, when attemn^-

ing to oross over into Karnao, was frozen to death with about one hundred

followers. His brother, Zabardast KhAn, who remained at Kathai to wel*

oome the dfwan, succeeded him in the c4j, paying an annual " nazardna'^

of B7|000^ which left him about B2,5U0.
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This r£j extended from the gate of Baramdla on the east to a hill

called the Kahdandi Tibba on the west, a distance of 65 or 70 miles,

and was about 12 miles wide from the Jhelum on the south to the Karnao
and Baugas boundary on the north; though it comprised a considerable

extent of superficial area, it contained very little arable land, and the greater

portion of the revenue was derived from the flocks and herds.

Vignt—Lnmden^Allgood.)

KATHIRA—Lai. Long. £lev.

Head-quarters of a tahsil of the Jasrota zillah. The town is divided into

three sections, known as Bajwdl, TejwdI, and Majli, each with its lands

distinct. There is a dilapidated fort to the east of the town. A nala,

an affluent of the Bojd stream, passes through the west side of the town.

There is an excellent camping ground in a mango grove with ilpring

water to the south-west of the town. {Wingate.)

KATHtTA^Lat. Long. Elev.

A tahsfl of Jasrota zillah, lying on the right bank of the Ravi river, and

between it and the tJjh river. On the north lies the Basaoli tahsfl

and on the south the Gurdaspur zillah of the Punj&b. The southern side

is very fertile. The chief crop is rice, and the water-supply is everywhere

good, being conveyed by numerous channels from the river-courses. North

of the town of Kathda, the ground rises slightly, and water is scarce, and

the country is largely munjk grass and dhdk bush jungle, till the lower

hills are reached. Nilgai and pig are very numerous, and owing to its fertility

the tashil used to be called ** Little Kashmir,^^ but cultivatiou has become

less and the revenue has greatly declined in recent years owing to over-

assessment and bad administration. ( Wingate.)

KATPANA—Lat 35® 19'. Long. 76® 39'. Elev.

A pargana in the ilaka of Skardd (Baltistdn). Three miles north-west

of Skardu fort. It contains only thirty houses. {Agttner.) *

KATStJRA—Lat. 85® 26'. Long. 75® 80'. Elev.

A pargana in the ilaka of Skardu (Baltistdn), on the left bank of the Indus,

on the road between Skardu and Rondfi, at the western end of the Skardd

basin, and at the mouth of a ravine whose foaming stream drains a great

space of mountain country on the south. For cultivation there is plenty of

water, but ground fit for it is scarce, the loose blocks of stone so much fill

up the space : wherever water-courses run, there fruit-trees flourish exceed-

ingly well ; the fields are all shaded with them. There are apricot and

walnut trees in abundance, and mulberry trees that bear a very fine fruit.

This cultivated part is on ground that has been made by the stream ; but

at the mouth of the ravine, on both sides, is an enormous amount of glacier

dArie ; on the right or south-east side is a long moraine heap, reaching

from close to the mountains down to the river ; on the left bank of the

Kutsurn stream is another moraine heap, that also begins from the moun-
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tftin flopes ; this is an enormous accumulation! the surface is all of large

blocks ; it stretches wide as well as long ; a great hollow in it is occupied

by a lake! which the people there call the Janrd Tso^^ There is

also a small lake 150 yards by 300 yards! called Lutso! on the right bank of

the torrent; near it there is room for camping. Supplies procurable.

,
The Shigarthang is quite unfordable in summer! but is crossed by a

fair bridge.

Katsura containsabout 120 houses. There Js a polo ground. (ZVcis---

Jylmir.)

From Katsura there are routes into Astor. {Fide ^^Bouras.'^

KATTA—Lat. 84® 2«^ Long. 78® 48'. Elev.

A village in Lower Drawdr! situated on the mountain-side to the east of

Simari! on the right bank of the Kishim Ganga. It lies in a narrow valley

at the junction of two small streams. The fields, and houses! ®f which

latter there are about twenty! stretch for a considerable distance up the hill-

sides. Most of the inhabitants are zamindars of the Chutwdl caste ; there

is also one Kashmir family and a few Oiijars. The path from BAran

towards the Chowgali pass lies through the upper part of the village! near

a single chundr tree! beneath which there is a small q>ring»

KAURPARA—Lat. 84® 2^. Long. 78® 68^ Elev.

A village lying on the left bank of the Shamshabari streami on the south

side of the Kamao valley! about half a mile south-west of the fort. It con-

tains some millsj and about twenty houses inhabited by Kashmir zamindafs,

and produces both rice and com.

KAWAWINE-Lat. 88® 60'. Long. 76® 6'. Elev.

A village in the Saremozebala pargana! situated on the left bank of the

Jhelum! at the confluence of a sa/a.

JCAY LA OR SKI-LA—Lat. 84®. Long. 77® 68'. Elev. 17,900' or 18,266'.

Is crossed between Zingral and Tankse, on the Changchenmc route from

L4h to Y4rkaud. The road s«d the Chang La is usually taken, being easier,

though 6 miles longer,than by the Kay La.

This pass, though free from glaciers, is a very diflScult one. Yaks,

should be employed to carry goods across as th^ cross with ease.

{Trotter.)

KAY LOMBA RIVER—
Has its source on the east of the Kay La and joins the Durgn stream

at Tankse. It is fringed with grass and bushes for a considerable

distance up, and at a height of 16,800 feet flows out of a lake about 400
to 600 yards long, of a very deep, clear water. It owes its origin to a large

landslip from the left side of the ravine. From the lake to the pass the

scenery was as wild as wild could be.'' {Godwin^Aueten.)
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KAZl NAG—
The name of the stream which drains the southern portion of the

Karnao valley ; it is joined by the Shamshabari in a deep ravine between

the villages of Ghamkdt and ChittarkAt, and empties itself into the Kishan

Oangaat Titwal^ lat 84^ long. 78^ At Titwal, where the stream

Is about 50 feet broad and not fordabloi it is crossed by two Itadal bridges,

and by another about 2 miles higher up, near the village of Shdrt.

KECflAMA—Lat. 10^ Long. 74P 20^ Elev.

A village situated near the left bank of the Jhelum, about 5 miles south-

west of Baramdla, on the south of the road from Marf. To the east of this

village the valley of the Jhelum opens out into a broad, oval, find cultivated

plain, surround^ by low and well-wooded hills, (/see.)

KEHFtTBA—Lat. 88® 60^. Long. 76® V. Elev.

A village in the Saremosebala pargana, situated on the righb bank of the

Jhelum, just west of Murhdma.

KEIOHAM-*Lat. 34® 28'. Long. 74® 22'. Elev.

A village situated at the south-east end of the Uttar pargana. A path

from this village towards the Loldb valley meets those from Kundi to

Sogam and Sandigam j they are good roads and quite passable for laden

ponies. The march is about five hours' easy walking. {Montgomerie,)

KEL DABA«-
A valley in Kashmir territory which drains from the Barai pass on the

watershed separating the Kel Dara from the Bunar valley, to the Kishan

Gangs river 12 miles above Skardu. Till about 1870 this valley was un-

inhabited. It was then occupied by pabdris from K4gh4n, and now con-

tains a population of about six hundred souls in two scattered villages.

Besides cultivating indian-corn, the people keep large numbers of very fine

goats and buffaloes. Grass, wood, and water arc abundant, but there is no

fruit whatever. The valley is not subject to very grea( cold. Grime is

nnoommon, and the people are peaceable, although the men do carry both

sword and matchlock. (Ahmad JU Khdn,)

KBLUNGHEH—
A sect or family of Muhammad^s who came from Purik (Sdrii). The

Kelunchehs are heretics, from either the Sum or Shia*persuasion, following

the doctrines of a Saiad, who came from Kashmir in the time of Rafir

Khdn, and wrote a book containing his own idea of the faith. In common
with the Shias, he does not respect the first three Galiphs, but venerates

the memory of Ayesha (or Eve), the daughter of Abubakr ; and Hafza^

daughter of Osman, who were both wives of the Prophet, and who, as such,

he affirms are worthy of honour also. In these and some other respects he

differs from the Shf^. (fyne.)

KEMlS-riWe^HsMis."
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KENIPATEB—
A valley on the northern elopes of the Amm^th mountain, to the west of

the Zoji La. It ie drained by a stream, which takes its rise from a

glacier at the south end of the valley, and forms one of the sources of the

Sind river. {Moorcro/i,)

KEPCHUNQ-Lat. 35® 18^ Long. 75® 4^. Elev.

A pargana in the ilarka of Skardu (Baltist^n). It lies to the east of Skardtt

on the main road from Skardu to Srinagar. It is said to contain 112

bouses. {Aylmer,)

KI^PSANG-Lat. 34® Long. 71^ ^V. Elev. 17,200'.*

Lies north of the Kepsang pass and esst of Lumkang, at the head of

the Ghangchenmo valley, and close to the boundary between Lad&k and

Chinese Tibet. Captain fiasevi, R.E., died here on the 17tb July 1871.

KEPSANG PASS or NO PASS—Lat. 34® 10'. Long. 79® 36'. Elev.

Is situated at the head of the Ghangchenmo valley, close to the source of a

stream which flowing west from here joins the Ghangchenmo river at Kiam.

The pass is on the boundary line between Lad4k and Chinese Tibet.

{Johneon,)

KEPSANG PEAK on KIEPSANG—Lat. Long. Elev. 20,035'.

A trigonometrical station lying just east of the Gong La (or Kiang Gang
La) and on the frontier line of Kashmir and Rudok territory. Major

Godwin*Austen went up to the summit of it in August 1863, on his way
from Pal, at the east end of the Pangong Lake to the Changchenmo

valley.

"I took the line of a imvine which led up to the ridge east of the Kepsang staiTi

the ascent was most fatiguing over the loose angular dShrie that filled the steep bed of

the ravine, whose waters were frozen into waterfalls of ioe. On reaehmg the ridge,

there was a long pull up to the pole, but the view recompensed all the labour to legs and

longs ; the ascent was 8JNX) feet, the peak being 20,036, while the camp below was about

16,800. Bleak wastes of hill and wide dry drainage-coursee met the eye to the north*

east, backed by some high mountains, whose loftier peaks were covered with snow and
threw down some glaciers. To the south the great tribotaiy of the Pangong, the Mipsl

valley, could be followed for many miles; high, ragged, angular mountains bounded it

on every side. It was very cold, and I could scarcely do my work or hold my penoiL*'

(GcdistJi-iliMf.li.)

KEPTUNG KIPTUNQ LA-Lat 34® 9' 3(r. Long. 78® 2V. Blev.l7,642^

A pass in'Laddk, between Chagra on the road from Lfih to Changohenmo
and the Eoh Lumba. From Chagra there is rather a steep ascent ta
the graaing spot called Buozi ; from this a high, broad plateau extends to

the pass : the line of watershed being so broad that is diflBoult to assign

its exact position.

* * Godwto-Aesten stiraetss the height to be 18J66 feel.
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KESAB^-Lat 83^ 26^ Long. 78° 80'. Elev.

A small village on the right hank of the Indus, a little below GhuiDathang«

(ibgraoMf.)

KHAKELUNO on KUFELONO—
Lat. Se** 8' S4\ Long. 77° 66'. Elev. 14,810'.

A camping ground on the left bank of the Y4rkand river, at the junction

of a stream from the south-west. It is passed on the winter route [vU

Kargia) to Ydrkand, 80 miles from Aktdgh (or Mdlikshdh) and 11 miles

from Kashmir Jilga. Camp in a patch ofjungle which eztrads several miles

up and down the valley. (Trotter,)

KHAIBABlS—
A class living in the pargana of Machipdra at the north-west end of the

Kashmir valley. Colonies of people from the west of Peshdwar settled

in this part of the country and intermarried with the Kashmiris. The class

produced are divided into two classes—Maohipurias proper, and Khaibaris

;

the latter date from the time of the acquirement of Kashmir by the

Durdni dynasty. (Drew,)

KHAL8I, OR KULSI, on KULLUCH KULATZE—
Lat. 34° 19'. Long. 76° 67'. Elev. 10,180'.

A village of about thirty houses on the right hank of the Indus, about 50
miles below L6h. It is a halting-place on the routes from Srinagar and
Skardd {vid Chorbat) to Ldh, the two routes meeting here. The Srinagar

road crosses the Indus by a good wooden bridge a mile or more below the

village. The river here flows impetuously between steep rocks, the channel

being only 60 feet wide below and 60 feet above. The bridge was built by
the Dogrd invaders, and is 77 feet long and 8 feet broad, with a stout

railing on each side. Height above water (15th October) 45 feet.

The bridge is commanded by asmall fort built on its northera and higher

bank by Diwan Hira Singh, the first governor of Laddk appointed by the

mahaidja. The garrison consists of nine men. Ike village ie on a plateau

about 860 feet above the river. There is a long strip of cultivated land

watered from a side stream : crops and fruit-trees grow on it well, and even

luxuriantly, and walnuts and apricots ripen.

The bridge is ocouionally carried away during heavy reins as was the

ease in August 1888. All .traflBc had then to go vid SIgirbichan, except

where merchants passed over their goods by a suspended rope bridge,

swimming the pack animals across the river. (Bellew^Drew-^tMnHinffkam

—Manifold.)

KHAMBA—
A race of the country of Kham, far to the east of Lhisa. By
what road they first came from their own country is not known, but
now they reach the districts of Zanskdr and Rupshu, from the side of

India. They are of Tibetfn race, and their language, though different

from that of the Champds, still can be understood by them. The Khambas
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are profesBional beggarsi of a very vagrant diapoaition ; they wander about

Bome parts of Tndia in the cold months^ and make their way up to Ladfik

in the summer^ aubaisting by begging. The Khambas, toOj give themselves

a religions air. But in their ways they are more like gipsies than devotees.

They have their wives and children with them^ and these all come round

in succession to beg^ as if independent of each other. They live in the

amallest of tents ; these are only just high enough for one to seat oneself

on the floor beneath them. The tents and their other traps are carried on

the backs of a few of the load-carrying goats which they always possess.

The maharXja'a authorities have tried to persuade some of these Kbambas
to take to agriculture, and a bit of land has been given for this object by

the Pangong lake. In 1870 only one family had settled there. {Drew.)

KHANAPtJR—Lat. 83® 68^ Long. 74® 80'. Elev.

A village in the Birwa pargana, situated about, a mile north-east of Drang,

on the road towards Srinagar ; it contains a masjid, and nine houses in-

habited by zamfndars, including a carpenter and a mulla. There are also

three government store-houses in the village, which are not now used.

KHANAPTJRA—Lat. 84® W'. Long. 74® 18'- Elev.

A small village in the Machipdra pargana, containing five houses surround*

ed by rice cultivation ; it lies about 8 miles south-east of Magham, by the

road between Sopflr and Sbaldrah.

KHANDIAL-Lat. 84® 88'. Long. 74® 5^^ Elev.

A village lying at the foot of the mountains on the south side of the

Ourais valley, about 1 i miles west of the fort.

There is a shady spot for encamping on the east side of the village, near

the zidrat of B4b4 Darvcsh, on the bank of the Gugai stream, which is

said to flow from a pool on the Kisser mountain to the south ; its waters

are bright and clear, and very cold ; the stream is crossed by a bridge, and

may also be forded.

The village, which is somewhat scattered, lies a little distance from the

left bank of this torrent ; it contains a masjid, and about sixteen houses in-

habited by zamfndars, including the kotw61, a m&lla, and a shepherd.

There is also a small spring in the village and two mills.

KHANPOE SARAI—Lat. 88® 60'. Long. 74® 68'. Elev.

A veiy small village situated on a high and comparatively barren plateau,

about 5 miles north of BXmfl, on the road towards Srinagar. Some large

chunXr trees shade the sarXi, which is old and out of repair, but contains

two or three rooms available for travellers. The only supplies, howeveri

obtainable are milk and wood. There is space for encamping round about

the sardi. ( Figne^Hugel—Allgood-^Inee.)

KHAPALU—
Oae of theilarkas composing the wazirat of Skardd. It lies on both banks

of the Shyok from long. 70® 8' to 70® 88^ and includes all the country
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draining^ into that portion of the Shyok. The ThalM and Saltoro (with its

branches) are the principal valleys, the former having a certain reputation

for fertility*

Communieation9,—l!h%T^ is some attempt to keep these in repair. The
principal road ia that described in the " Routes which follows the right

bank of the Shyok from Kunia to opposite Kbdpilu. The passage of the

river is made in zaks or skin-rafts, horses being swum across. The road

goes nearly straight from Khapalu village to Lunkha and is very good*

An alternative road goes to Lunkha vid Surmu.
There are paths up the Hushe and Saltoro rivers. At the head of the

Saltoro there is said to be a pass leading to Ydrkand, now closed for maiiy

years. ( Fide Ali Bransa.^O

Khdpdlu is connected with Shigar by the Thalia pass The. Kailas

range is crossed at the heads of the Bara and Gans^ valleys*

The Shyok is navigable for skin-rafts between Abadon and a point

some miles below Khapalu. These rafts or zaks are about 7 feet square

and carry six or seven men inclusive ; about four are obtainable near the

village of Khdpalu.

Cultivation^ &c.—The usual Baltist&n crops are grown ; apricots and
mulberries in great quantities. The mountains are very barren and espe-

cially rugged to the north of the Saltoro valley. Some valleys contain

pasturage, but it does not appear very good. Sheep and g^ats are not

plentiful ; very few cattle are seen. The average is about four or five

sheep to each household and two yaks or cows to every three houses. Fpel

is very scarce. There is a lot of abandoned cultivation.

Owing to opposition by the wazir of Skardu, a detailed

list could not be obtained. The following is derived from native inform-

ation corrected generally by personal observation

VillAfft or porfooiioh.
Nointer

of
toaeeo.

Sheep end
Roate.

Yoke and
eowe.

Horaea.

P

lleiiiarke.

Braghar ....
Kirko ....
Dowuii ....
ThalM taIIoj •

Barr ....
Kbapala • , . .

BnrBiQ • • • •

Tacbung ....
Malhila . . . )

Tallla . . . j
Brti^
Saliog ....
Tagot Kharpak .

•altoro • . . S
and >

Hathd viilloys . j

Total

ISO
180
180
860
160
460
860
60

850

180
60
60

300

10,0J0 1,600

ThflM eatimatM art, I ibiuk,

BODewbattooamall. Bo«
dba Kiahtn Kol, Ral Ba-
badnr, who waa goromor
of Skardd, atatoa that the
number of boniM ia 8,000.

8.800 10.000 1,600 P
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The r&ja^s name is Hatim Kban^ a fine-looking man
of about 40. He is the most infiuential of the r^jas of Baltist^n.

The Shyok ^'—Throughout Kh4pdlu this river flows in many chan-

nels and is a fine river. It is very turbid. Its bed is over 1 mile broad.

Owing to its sandy nature dust-storms are frequent. Oold-wasking is

carried on. {Ajflmer.)

KHAPALU—Lat. 86.^8'. Long. 75^25'. Elev. 8j400'i approximate.

This village^ or rather collection of villagesi occupies a semi-circular

piece of sloping ground at the mouth of the Gansd torrent. The circum-

ference is formed by spurs from the main Kailas range^ while tbe river

Shyok forms the diameter.

It is the principal place in the ilarka of Kh4p41u (Baltistdn) and is the

residence of the raja and other officials.

The old fortj which was situated on a rocky knoll (almost inaccessible)

jutting out from the mountains to tbe souths was destroyed, it is said, by
order of the Kashmir Darbar. The merest ruin remains.

The ground is dotted over with about a dozen hamlets averaging forty

houses each. It is well planted with fruit-trees, principally mulberries and

apricots, and the cultivation occuptM the ground between the various ham-
lets.

There is a good polo ground 200 x 50 yards at the highest part of the

place, near which stands the raja's house. Other camping ground is not

easily found. Supplies plentiful. Opposite Kh&p&lu the Shyok is crossed

on zaks or skin-rafts.

The cultivated plain of Batisgwar (about li square miles) lies 1,000

feet higher to the south-east. The cultivation belongs to the inhabitants

of Kh4p51u. It has been much neglected lately. Kh4p61u is a stage on

the L4h-Skardd road.

KHAR— (in Tibetfn) fort. {Drew.)

KHAR—
A long tufty jungle-grass growing in the beds of ravines, Ac. (Drew^

KHARBU, KHARBO, on KARBU—
Lat. 84"' 20'. Long. 76® 37'. Elev. 11,890'.

A village on the left bank of the Kungi river, and lying between the Nam-
yik La and Fotn La. It is a halting-place on the route from Srinagar

to L4h. The Baltis, under Ahmad Kh&n, were defeated here with great

Joss by the Bhots in A.D. 1625.

'^This is an apparently recenUy-built village, at the base of a precipi-

tons cliff, on the summit of which are tbe ruins of a fornmr village," and

of a large fort. The village with surrounding hamlets contains 52 ^oses.

There is a large but dirty koti for travellers. Supplies are procurable.

{Bettew^Hendefion^Jj/lmr.)
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KHARBU.—Lat. 34® 83^ Long. 76® S'. Elev.
A small village of 15 houses on the right bank of the Drds river. It is

passed on the route from Srinagar to L^h between Tashgam and Knrgil.

There is a police station here. The route from Srinagar to Skardd (vicf

Drds) also passes this village, which is 11 miles from Mardas and 5 miles
from Tashgam and is. situated '' high up a steep, lateral valley, with scattered

groves of juniper on the sides of the hills above the cultivation." On the

lith December snow fell heavily to a depth of 15 inehes. {Bellew^
Thornton,)

KHARDONG—Lat. 84® 20'. Long. 77® 45' Elev. 13,500'.

A village lying to the north of the pass of that name, 27 miles from

Ldh, on the summer route to Yarkand. It is Htuated on an alluvial

plateau, an^ is bounded on one side by cliffs scverjl hundred feet high. The
onward path leads down to the stream at the fo^^t of these cliffs and so on

to the Shyok valley. The stream flows between high banks of gravel and
conglomerate. Its course is thickly set with a brushwood of royricaria,

tamarisk, ro.se, and buckthorn, and is crossed three or tour times on little

rustic bridges. {Bellew—Drew,)

KHARDONG PASS, also called LRH PASS and LAOCHE LA—
Lat. 84® 20'. Long. 77® 42'. Elev. 17,900'.

On the range of mountains lying between the Indus and Shyok valleys. Is

crossed from a camping ground 7 miles north of Ldb on the summer

route to Yarkand, and is very difficult for ponies. Yaks are used in carrying

goods across. Dr. Thomson crossed it from the Ldhside on the 20th July.

The pass is usually open from I5tb July to 15tb December.

^'The morning was intensely frosty. The path lay close to the stream#

ascending somewhat rapidly. The last part of the ascent was extremely

steep, among immense, angular, granite boulders, with here and there a little

snow in the crevices. From the summit the view to the south was very

extensive, embracing a great extent of snowy mountains with numerous

lofty peaks, as well as a part of the Indus valley, and the town of Ldh. To

the north it was much more limited, as hills close at hand completely ex-

eluded all distant view, except directly in front where one snowy peak could

be seen a long way off, evidently beyond the Shyok. On the north side of

the pass snow commenced at the very top, and continued for at least 1,200

feet of perpendicular height. The descent for this distance was extremely

steep, over a soow-bed, which appeared to cover an iocipieot glacier. About

1,200 feet below the top, I came to a small oval-shaped lake, completely

frozen over. Beyond this the descent became more gdntle and was partially

free of snow." {Thornton— Trotter,)

KiAEIDRAMAN—Lat 88®52'. Long. 74®. Elev.

This village is said to be distant 9 hot north-west of Pdnoh ; it is situated

in the Tat district, and lies on one of the routes between Pdnch and Marf.
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KHABNAK ob KHABNA—Lat 88^ Long. 77^ ^0^ EIcf.

A small village situated in the upper Khamak valleyi close to the Yar La.

KHABNAK BIVEB-*
A tributary of the ZansUr river, which rises near the Yar La, and

flowing north-west, joins the Zanskdr river a little above Skew (Skio)

Oenerd Strachey, at the end of May, found the breadth of the river

between Eharnak Sumdo and Tillut Sumdo to vary from 5 to 15 yards,

and its depth from li to feet, the current very rapid. He had to ford

it seven times, and wade across twice in 8 miles* In June it becomes quite

unfordable. {H. Strachey.)

KHABNAK SUMDO ob KHABNAK—
Lat. 84® Long. 77® 28'. Elev. 14,17(f.

A camping ground situated at a little distance from the right bank of the

Khamak river, at the foot of the Biberang La.

KHABOI TALAO—

«

Tsokar "

KHABTSAR or KARSAR—Lat. 84® 29'. Long. 77® 46'. Elev. 10,480'.

A village 89 miles north of L4h, and close to the left bank of the Shyok.

It is passed on the summer route from Ldh to Ydrkand, between Khar-

dongand Taghar. It ^Mies in a deep ravine, excavated out of the clay

formation by a considerable stream, on both sides of which for nearly a mile

there is a belt of cultivation. Owing to the sheltered situation from the great

height of the clay cliffs on both sides, the crops were exceedingly luxuriant,

and fruit-trees were plentiful.'^ A road leads from here to Deskit, at the

junction of the Nubrd and Shyok. (Thomon.)

KHABU OR KHUBBO—Lat. 88® 66'. Long. 77® 49'. Elev.

A small village at the entrance of the Chimrd valley, passed on the Chang-
chenmo route. (Beynolde.)

KHATBI—
A caste inferior to the Brahmans and Bdjp&ts. They are the class of

traders, and also commonly munshfs* They are generally less good-looking

than the Rdjpiits, and are less inured to physical hardships, but they are

much keener, and are men of better judgment and greater power of mind.

From their being thus better fitted for responsible posts, and from their

wielding the power of the pen, they have come to supplant the Rdjpfits

or Mfdns in place and power. {Drew.)

KHAZANABAIr-Lsi 88" 89^. Long. 74" 50'. Eler.

A ole.ring and a fei. hnta ritoated on the right bank of the Yeshai, abont

S milea aonth-eaat of Sedad. The Veshad here flom in a wide c^nnel,

which ia oroaeed parti, b, atepping-etonee and fording, and by a bridge

abont 66 foot long over the main atream.
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KHERE OR KYARE--Lat. ^9^ Lon^. 78^ 13^ Elef.

A vilhge on the left bank of the Indus, below the junction of the Puga
rivulet.

KHIPUR—Lat. 34® 8^ Long. 74® 99'. Elev.

This village, which lies partly in the Bangil pargana and partly in Krnhin,

is divided into the upper ana lower village, Petpura and Bunpdra. It lies

on the east side of a low sloping spur, al^ut 7 miles south-west of Patan

and Palhallan, on the path towards the Gulmarg. There is a tan-yard in the

village and two masjids, and about eighteen families of zamindars, a carpen-

ter, blacksmith, oilman, leather-worker, and two sweepers, and also two

pandits, who are the patwaris. A grassy meadow below the village, shaded

by a line of poplars and other trees, offers a convenient situation for en-

camping. Water is obtainable from a channel which is said to be brought

from a spring in the neighbouring village of Mogalpura. To the east of the

village there is the stony bed of a torrent, which dries in summer, its water

probably being abstracted early in its course for irrigation purposes.

Some tobacco and other dry crops are grown in this village, and rice is

also cultivated on the slopes to the east.

KHOJASEBI—Lat. 34® 46'. Long. 74® 11'. Elev.

A villag'e in Upper Drawer, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga,

a few miles south-west of Sharidi ; it contains three houses inhabited by

zamfndars, who also cultivate the fields on the site marked Doga, where

there are no habitations.

KHOMAR—Lat. 36® 54'. Long. 74® 93' 30^ Elev. 6,000'.

A village contiguous to Gilgit, from which it is only separated by a sandy

strip a few hundred yards wide. It consists of two small hamlets, and

probably does not contain more than twenty or thirty houses. It gets its

water from the Khomar nala, and possesses several water-mills. (Barrow.)

KHORDA—Lat. 33® W. Long. 75® 99'. Elev.

One of a cluster of villages situated high up above the right bank of the

Lidar Kbol stream, on the south-east slopes of a spur from the Lohar N4g
mountain; it contains ten houses inhabit^ by Hindds.

KHORKUN—Lat. 35® l^. Long. 76® 49'. Elev.

A village in Baltistdn, on the left bank of the Kondus stream, a tribu-

tary of the Saltoro. Close to it is a perpendiculai precipice, part of which

appears to be coloured by an oxide of iron. On the opposite bank is a hot

spring, which, at an elevation of 9,000 feet above the sea, has a temperature

of 185® P.

KHORO OB KURU—-Lat. 34® 40'. Long. 77® 80'. Elev. about 10,300'.

A camping ground at the mouth of the Butbar stream on the right bank
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of the Shyoki which here enters a narrow gorge^ and in its bed are two
remarkable detached hills. (Aylmer.)

KHORP^BA—Lat.W 66^ Long. 74f* 4,V. Elev.

A small Tillage in the Dansu pargana, containing three houses surrounded

by rioe cultiyation ; it lies about half a mile south-east of Pajipura.

KHOTAN—Lat. 87* 10^ Long, 79® 87'. Elev.

A province in the Chinese Empire lying to the north of tbe Eastern Kuenlun
range, which here forms the boundary of Ladak.

KHOUBPARA—
A pargana in the Anatndg zilla of tbe Mirjj division

; it comprises the

district north-east of Islamabid, on the left bank of the Lidar river.

The tahsfl station is at Sir. Copper is found an the mountains at the

north-east end of the pargana, and the mines at Harpat were former-

ly worked. From Goguldar, a shepherds' settlement near Harpat Nig, a
footpath lies over the mountains, by which the Mam Wardwin valley may
be reached during certain seasons ; and an excellent road, lying over the

Metsij hill, communicates with the Euthir pargana.

KHUHI—
A small pargana in the Kamrij division. The tahsd business is transacted

at Sopdr.

KHUIHAMA—
A pargana in tbe Kamrij division ; it is a large plain, bounded on the three

aides towards the north by the Kashmir ridge of hills, and on tbe south by
the Wular lake. It is a very fertile district, its chief produce being rice.

Fmit-trees also abound.

When surveyed between the years 1856 and 1860, this paigana contain-

ed 6fty-ninc villages and six hundred and two houses. The tahsfl station

is at Bandipura. It now (1888) contains about fifteen hundred houses.

(Montyomerie^Aylmer.)

KHUJAGTJND—Lat. 33® 69.' Long. 74® 86'. Elev.

A village situated on the top of the spur above the left bank of the

Sukndg river, to the west of the road between Makah&ma and Drang. It

is inhabited by two families of zamfndars, a shiUbaf, and a cowherd.

KHTlND—Lat. 88® 86'. Long. 76® 10'. Elev.

The name of a lovely strath situated at the south end of the Kashmir

valley, between the Diosur and Sh4hab4d parganas. It is separated from

the plains of Kashmir by a wooded ridge of hills, and the craggy peaks and

precipices of Kolnarawa rise directly behind it.

1%e Khdnd valley is oval in shape, about 8 miles long and 2 miles

broad, and contains Fundiy villages; tbe lower and east sides are hilly, but

the upper portion is all well cultivated, and fruit-trees everywhere abound.
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The elimate :3 aaid to be the coolest in Kadimfrimd in the hot weather the

valley is much resorted to on this account* The streams which irrigate

the Khund valley are augmented by a spring which rises in the forest at

its upper end. This spring is said to become dry about the 1st September,

and to remain so for six months ; it is probably therefore fed by the snows

on the Pnnjal range. Vigne, m his description of the Khdnd valley, men-

tions that the poh tree, which furnishes a very hard description of wood,

grows here plentifully, and that he also saw specimens of a poisonous wood

called arhola^ which, when green, blisters the hand that holds it. This tree

droops its branches like a weeping ash. ( Ftyae—iiiee.)

KHUMDAN—ri* « Shtox Riveb."

KHURMANG, KARTAKHSHA, ob ANTHOKAR—
An ilaka in the wazirat of Skardu. A large but thinly-populated dis-

trict. It occupies the valley of the Indus from the borders of Lad&k to

the village of Pari on the right bank, and stretches from the sources of the

Shingo to Tolti on the left bank of the Indus.

According to Biddulph the inhabitants consist of the following races:—-

Bone. Shins (Bom). Ttehkfn. Diim. Bsltf.

Rone. 28 per cent. 12 per cent 5 per cent. 60 per cent

When Baltist&n was conquered by the Dogras, Khurmang was given as a

jagir to raja AH Shere Khan, father of the present r4ja, whose name is

Jafar AH Khan, a roan of 60 years of age. He has one son named Emam
AH Khan (20 years old), and two brothers, Hasan Ali Khan and Aga AH
Khan.

The communications are as follow

(1) The main Srinagar.Skardu road, along the left bank of the Indus.

It is hardly passable for baggage animals.

(2) The Skardu-Ldh road along the right back of the Indus. This is

very bad indeed.

(3) Several paths over the Kailas range to Khapilii and Chorbat. All

bad.

(4) Several indifferent paths to the Deosai plains. A rope bridge

crosses the Indus just below the fort of Khurmang.

There appears to be far more wood in Khurmang than there is north

of the Kailas range.
.
(Aj/tmer.)
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Jieioureei,

K. Horaoa Lon*
kejs.

Homed
cattle.

Sheep
and
goats.

7 oes JO 140
3 ... 60 140
4 ... 15 68

a ... 7 30

1 40 116
2 ... 25 80
1 ... 12 35

... ... ...

* 6 ... 15 60
2 ...

... ... 15 35

... ... 87

... ... 49 80
1 ... 15 60

... 12 360

... 6 2 50
... 3 25

... ... 7 30

... ... 22 87
3 12 40

... 6 12

... ... 15

... 4 17

... ... 9 25

... ... 6 24
4 10

... 10 60

... 2 10
7 40 206
6 ... 25 sot
2 ... 12 120
2 20 140
8 60
4 300
6 H||H 80
1 60
8 HjjHBSI 400
6 9 20G
.. 9 30
3 5 44

12 40 300
... 2 20
7 15 809

12 2CK)

... 19

... 11 112

... 9 410

... 10
3 15 ICO
15 ... 10 440

140 17 823 9,m

Namt of TlUafo or diTldon.

Wrl .

Obandoi
Thang.
Sikalma )
Shoghan >
Uronkot
Kandrik
Rainboka
Byama
Krabathaiig
Onbio .

Dihbala
Sinkarina
Kand Haam
Marol Bala
Ganok
Oatuboh
Oarh Oark
Kharpata
Inkot •

Oanibah
Baiiduku
Bhachcba
Oidkidubala
QIdki •

Sharitang
Targofa
Tarakti
Manahang
Olding
Hargotol
ManiuaUng
Mamua
Kankaui
Bariail

Harwaa
Kirkitchu
Kirkit

Kakml
Dringtang
Tbaniia
Fultoki
Knyul
Shigar
Kharboab
Kunial
llunial

Fraiidzahat

Jankmalang
Shwaraii
Koltri.

Total

Whore sito-

i

I
•s

M
I

I

I

J

Left
bank of

i

Diia.

I

130
37
23

6

27
12
9
40
10
14
12
10
13
8
16
8

2
3
9
14
2

36
3
6
6

35
15
2
30
23
6
16
4
26
14
4
16
9
2
3

21

1

11

7
9
6
8
4
4
14

Bemarko.

Site of fort.

Residence of the
rdja.

Brokpas.
firokpas.

Brbkpaa.

Brokpas.

wn
Lat. 34® 67^ Loqg. 76® 16'.

A collection of hamlets on the right bank i
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BaltisUn. It is the residence of rXja Jafar Ali Khan who holds this dis-

trict as a jagir from the Kashmir Darbar. It consists of the two villages

of Bjama and Krabathang.

The old palace or forti an intricate building made of stones and wooden

frameSi is perched on an isolated rock overlooking the river. It has been

abandoned^ and the rXja now lives in a house at the foot of the rock.

There is a small (olo ground. Just below the village the Indus is

crossed by a shaky rope bridge which is said to be carried away occasion-

ally. The bridge is guarded by a small square fort without bastions on the

left bank.

The valley of the Indus is veiy narrow, the mountains rising nearly

from the water^s ed(^.‘«

Thomson says tnat the inhabitants are remarkable for their zeal as

Shia Mahummadans.
Supplies procurable; good water in abundance; camping ground limit-

ed. {Aylmer^)

KHtJSHK MAIDAN oe KHtlSH MAIDAN—
Lat. 85® 27^ Long.78® 50^ Elev. 15,690^

A camping ground in the Karakash valley (Changchenmo route), 17 miles

north-west of Kizil Jilga. At 5 miles from the latter, the water disap-

pears in the ground. None to be found for 11 miles, where there are

numerous springs. Camps on south side of valley. Fuel abundant,

grass scarce. Road excellent all the way. Chungtas (7 miles north-west)

is sometimes used as a halting-place instead of Khushk Maiddn, but there

is no fuel or grass there.

Snow fell here on the 24th September to a depth of several inches, and

concealed all the grass. [Trotter—Bendereon,)

KIAM—Ut. 34® 17'. Long. 79® 2^ Elev. 16,400'.

A camping ground in the Changchenmo valley, situated on the left bank

of a, stream running down west from the Kepsang or No pass into tlie

Changchenmo river, about 2 miles above their junction. It lies 1 1 miles

east of Pamzal, the road from which lies over flat ground, covered with

sand and boulders, up the left bank of tbe river. At 9 miles from Pamzal

it crosses and then recrosses the river. The fording in summer is difficult,

the water being cold, deep, and rapid. Tbe morning is tbe best time for

fording, when the water subsides partially. There are some celebrated hot

springs here which are visited by the Tartars of the Pangong district and

of No and Budok. The water, which in August had a temperature of

179^, has an offensive smell and taste, being impregnated with soda and

sulphur. It is said to be beneficial in cases of rheumatism, &o. The

ground about the spring is covered with soda to a depth of about 2 inches.

The valley between this and Pamzal is wide and open, and has a wild

appearance. A general want of vegetation, except near Kiam, where grass
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is plentiful, and h%rtii (lavender btfahes) are to be seen on tlie bill-side

soath of the springs. Antelope and kiang are plentiful ; also a few hares

and marmots. (Joku$on—Godwiu-AuUe%,)

KIANG CHU OR KYANG TSO—
Lat. 88® 16'. Long. 77® 65^ Elev. 15,000'.

A camping ground in the middle of the Bupshu plateau, H miles south

of Rukchen. No supplies procurable. Water from small stream (in

summer often scarce). Fuel plentiful, grass in patches. Hoad from Ruk-

chen good, over plain. (Rejfnoldi,)

RUNG MAIDAN^Lat. Long. Elev. 12,900'.

A camping ground in the Karakash valley, 18 miles above Gulbashem.

Grass and fuel procurable. {Montgomerie^

KIANG PLAIN—Lai. Long. Elev.

Lies between Sumgal and the Tagalang pass. It is about 85 miles long

and 2 miles wide, forming a valley bounded by low mountains, with slop*

ing sides and flat summits. In summer there is often no water on this

plain, and travellers from Kulu to Ldh branch off to the west from Sumgal
up the Zara valley. {Moorcrofl—Cunningham)

KIOMUNG, OR KINMUNG, or KINMA—
Lat. 88® 18'. Long. 78® 20'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Indus, a little below Chumatliang, and
nearly opposite Kesnr. Indus was fordable here in November. Water
breast high. {Hegnolde)

KILAH SHAY—
A stream which rises in the lofty mountains on the north side of the Tilail

valley, and flows into the Kitihan Qanga, in lat. 84® 87', long. 75® 1'. The
path lying up the Tilail valley crosses tliis stream just above tlie junction

;

it may also be forded. There are said to be two villages on its banks, Sadi

Kila Shay, containing two houses, described as lying 2 koe from the

mouth of the valley, and Ispeh Kila Shay, containing a masjid and six

houses, about 2 koi further on.

KILLAN—Lat. Long. Elev.

A small meadow 1,000 feet above Gulmarg, which, although somewhat
wider and longer, is not nearly so pretty. It is about 2j[ miles or eo

from Gulmarg and can be reached by several paths leading through the

fine dense forest upon its south-western side; it is the retreat of the

guluwdns or horse-keepers, who tend their herds of cattle u|K>n these

mountain-downs. {Wakefield) % i
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KIMSARAN—Lat. 84^ 88'. hong. 84r. Elev.

A mountain in tbe range lying to tbe east of the LoI£b valley ; between it

and Oanmara to tbe north-west, tbe range ie apparently highly impreg-

nated with iron ore. {JUant^omerii.)

KINARI—Lat. 84^ 41'. Long. 78^ 59'. Elev. *

A village in Upper DrawAr^ containing two houe^, situated above tbe right

bank of the Kishan Oanga, about miles south-west of Tali LohAt.

The Bab&n-ka-Katta, a considerable stream which flows into the Kishan

Gangai just to the south of the village, is crossed by a bridge below.

KINDAR—Lat. 84® 11'. Long. 78® 47'. Elev.

A very small village situated on the side of a ravine on the right bank of

the Jhelum, about 28 miles south-east of Mozafarab5d ; it lies about a

mile north of the road to Baramdla.

There is a double-storied travellers' bungalow on the path, about 50

feet above the river. {HUffel^Allgood^Inee.)

KINDORA—Lat. 88® 26'. Long. 74® 57'. Elev.

This is said to be a large village containing about twenty-five houses;

it is situated in the Dowal district, on the south side of the pass near the

OolAbgarh fort.

KINEJUT PASS—Lat. 85® 80'. Long. Elev. 14,000'.

A pass over the watershed between the Oilgit and Indus rivers, connect-

ing the Khinar or Talpin valley with Paiot in the Sai valley, Gilgit dis-

trict. It is barely practicable for unladen cattle, but is not passable before

the middle of May. Even then there is a difficulty in getting coolies.

Tbe Kinejut valley is comparatively open. Two or three miles below the

pass it joins the Baribenglen, and these together drain into the Narmiisbini,

which is itself a tributary of the Khinar valley. {Jkmad dli KAAn—
Ward.)

KIRGHIZ CAMP—Lat. 36® 22' 9". Long. 77® 56'. Elev.

Near Kirghiz Jungle. A long stretch of brushwood passed in the valley

between Kukat Agbzi and Kashmir Jilga. It is a favourite summer re-

sort of the Kiighiz. (Trotter—B$Uew*)

KIRGHIZ JUNGLE—Lat. 86® 25' 44®. Long. 77® 86'. Elev. 18,620'.

A camping ground on the right bank of the YArkand river, passed on the

winter (or Kugiar) route to YArkand. At 8 miles from Kukat Aghzi,

a read leads vid this camp and the Kirghiz pass to ShAhdAla (two days'

march). (Trotter.)

KIRGHIZ PASS—Lat. 86® 26'. Long. 77® 86'. Elev. 17,092'

Is erossed between Kiighiz Jungle and SliAhdAla. It is at times infested
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bj tbe KftDjati robbon. Jobnfon gim its defttioB 16,790 lait; An
May poM. {Jokmon.)

KIRIS—
An iUka in the wezinit of 8k4rdd (Beltiat^n), aitneted along the oourae of

the Shyoki jnst aboye ita jnnotion with the Indoa* It ia about 16 milea

in length and 10 milea in mean breadth. Ita area ia not more than 160

aquare milea and the mean height of ita yillagea above the aea ia about

8|000 feet. Before the Sikh conqneet tbe chief wpe Kuram Ali Khdn,

who claimed deaoent from Biwan-cho, one of the Oyalpoa of Khapalu.

The inhabitanta who are all Baltia ahow great ingenuity in conatructing

terracea for their cropa, the earth having often to brought from a long

way off. They are wretchedly poor, and atate that for half the year they

auffer greatly from want of food.

The plough ia often pulled by manual labour, and it ia a common aight,

to aee a bullock and a man pulling the same plough.

Apricots and mulberries grow in great quantities. The hills are quite

barren. A good many poplars. The Leh-Skardu road runs along tbe

right bank of the Shyok and ia generally good.

A pass leads into the Thalld valley.

From peroonal oboorvaiion. {Aflmer.)
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KIRIS—Lftt. 85^ IV. Lon^. 7V 1\ EIct. 8,000^ approzinuit^.

A oolleotion of hamlets in Kiris Baltistfaj on the right bank of the Shyok,

joet above its junction with the Indus. It is on a nearly level plateau

of large size. Round Kiris there is a very extensive deposit of lacustrine

clay^ very fine, and horizoutally stratified. It contains almut three hundred

houses. {Ajflmer-~^Thomion»)

KIRKIT—Lat. SV 87^ Long. 78^ 6^ Elev.

A village on a torrent of the same name,'which fiows into the Diis river,

left bank, in Khurmang (Baltistdn). It contains sixteen houses just above

Kirkitohu. [Aylmer.)

KIRKITCHU, OR KIRITCHU, or KARKITCHU—
Lat. dV 46^ Long. 76* 6'. Elev.

A village of mix houses on the left bank of the Drds river, 10 miles above
Gangang in Khurmang (Baltistdn). It is a halting-place on the routes

from Srinagar to Ldh, and Srinagar to Skardd eid Drds) the two routes

branching off here. Travellers either halt here or at Chanagund, on the
opposite bank. The red currant grows wild about here in great abundance.

[Mantgomerie^Uenderion)

KIRKO—Lat. 85° 15'. Long. 76° 17'. Elev. 8,800', approximate.
A collection of hamlets east of the junction of the Thalld stream with the
Shyok in Khdpdlu (Baltistdn). It contains above 100 houses. (Aylmer.)

KISHAN OANQA—
The Kisban Oanga, or the river of Krishna, takes its rise at the eastern
extremity of the Tilail valley, and flowing in a western direction, is soon
joined by the Rdmau Sind from the south, and after effecting ajunction
with ^e Burzil, a stream of equal dimensions, it bends in a north-westerly
direction through the Ourais valley and the Drawdr district, and rounding
the northern boundary of Kashmir, turns to the south-west, emptying
itself into the Jhelum, lat. 8V 21', long. 78° 81', just below the town of
Mozafarabdd. Cunningham estimates the whole length of the Kishan
Oanga at 180 miles, and its probable discharge at 1,0U0 cubic feet.

With the exception of the ferry at Mozafarabdd, it is nowhere navi-
gable. Major Montgomerie, in his account of the survey operations in
Kashmir, describes the valley of the Kisban Ganga as being throughout
very pr^ipitous, and for the greater part little better than a chasm in the
mountains; he adds *'it is indeed almost impossible for even the best pe-
destrians^ without loads to follow the river from Titwal to Gdrais, and any
one wishing to do so would prefer going actually along the northern ridge
of the Kashmir valley."

In some parts of its course the river scenery is very wild and beauti-
ful.

There is a tract beginning a few miles below Kanzalwan, where the
alley is so narrow and the bill-sides so steep, that although the climate is
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fftTOonMe^ no onltmtion exiits^ and tbore nra no inkioUtonts; indoed it

ii almost inaccessible.

The principal tributaries of the Kishan Ganga are the lUman Sind

which has been mentioned as joining it from the south side o( the Tilai

valley ; the Bdrzil stream^ 'wbioh flows through the north-east portion of

the Odrais valley; the Mutsil, a considerable stream which drains the

mountainous tract to the north ef the Kashmir valley ; the Kel dara^ which
drains a similar district on the right bank of the Kishan OangUi south of

Chilas and Astor, and flows in nearly opposite the Matsil. The natives

describe the Kel river as running into the Kishan Oanga at right angles,

with such force and volume as to arrest its coum, causing a large whirl*

pool just above the junction. At the north end of the Drawdr district,

the Kishan Oanga is joined on the right bank, nearly opposite to Sharidi,

by the Kankatori or Samgan, and in the middle of the same district, also

on the right bank, by the Jagran river, receiving the united waters of the

Shamshabari and Kazi Ndg streams, the drainage of the Karnao valley,

by its left bank at the village ofTftwal. Besides the tributaries above enn«

merated, the Kishan Ganga receives contributions from innumeiable streams

and torrents.

The force of the current, always very great, varies considerably in

places ; on reaching the valley in which Moaafarabdd stands, a few miles

above its junction with the Jhelum, it moderates perceptibly. Its waters

are throughout of a murky hue, and carry with them much ^tritus, owing
to the friable nature of the mountains amid which they Bow.

A thermometer immersed in the stream at the village of Tronidl, on
the Burzil branch (22nd July), registered to 52^ in the air; at Tftwal,

above the junction of the stream from the Karnao valley (21st August),
66^ to 78^; and at Mozafarabdd (16th August), 60^ to 89^ in the air ; and
at the junction (17th August), 61^ to 89^ in the air; the same thermo-

meter immersed in the Jhelum rising to 78^ At the point of junction,

the Jhelum, which has the swifter current, flows in. almost. right angles to

the course of the Kishan Ganga; the right bank of the united rivers is

much the higher.

Throughout the upper part of its course, as far as the Gdrais fort, the

river is said to be completely frozen over during the winter ; to the west
of the fort ice forms in still places, but of no great strength or thickness.

From about the beginning of September to the end of April the Kishan
Ganga is stated to be fordable at favourable places at and above Gtfrais

fort, and as far down the valley as the village of Sirddri
; below the village

and fort of Sharidi it is reported never to be fordable.

Ill its course through the Tilail valley the Kishan Ganga is crossed by
wooden bridges below the villages of Giijrind, Husingam, and Badagam,
and between the villages of Mazakoi and Jurnial, the bridge at Badagam is

about 76 feet m span ; there is likewise a wooden brid;|^ over the river
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below the Ofiimis fort, wbidi meeenree about 125 feet between the abut-

meirts; m mile er two further down, near the village of Wanpdra, there

ia another bridge ef similar desoription, bat rather lees span . Below the vil-

lage of Kanaalwan it is erossed bj the main road leading towards Skardd.

The river when at its height dows in two channels, which are both bridged,

that over the main stream, which lies on the right bank, measuring about

110 feet xn length, and 4>tfect in breadth at the narrowest part between

the balustrades. The next bridge crosses the stream between Bakthaor

and Thaobut, and is about 125 feet long; the river baa also been

bridged at the village of Bakthaor, but no traces of this bridge now exist,

and that which crossed the river at the village of Satti to the west of Thaobut

was so frequently carried away, that all attempts to reconstruct it have been

abandoned. A long interval then ensues without any bridges, but their

want is not felt, as the mountainous tracts lying between the Gurais valley

and Sharidi are almost entirely uninhabited. At Sburidi, where the path

from Kashmir towards Chilas crosses the Kishau Ganga, the only means

of communication is by a rope suspension bridge of the tampa description,

except in winter, when the river is crossed at a narrow point above the vil-

lage by a series of planks and trunks of trees ; these, however, only afford

transit to foot-passengers, cattle having to beswum across the stream, which

is described as being a hazardous operation, owing to the force of the

current and the number of rucks in the channel.

At Dasut there is a fragile Bampa bridge, and another just east of the

village of Dudoial.

The wooden bridge which crossed the river just below tlie two islands

opposite the village of Karen has lately been carried away ; it is said that

this bridge will be rebuilt; in the meantime a suspension bridge supplies its

place. Between Bugsn and Lalla there is a ro|ie suspension bridge, and

the remains of similar bridges may be traced between Sbarkot and Bata,

and between Mirpur and Darau.

Besides these, temporary kdnal bridges, made of planks and trunks of

trees, are, it is said, pushed across the stream at various places during the

winter months when the river falls.

At Titwal a substantial wooden bridge is thrown across the narrow

Toeky chasm through which the river flows. No other bridges are met with

until reaching MozafarabXd, just above which town there is a rope suspen-

sion bridge ; the traveller can also cross the river in the ferry boat, which

is said to ply all the year round, except for a short period in the depth of

winter, when the stream falls too low for the boat to make the passage in

safety. Below the town and above the junction of the Jlielum the natives

are acenstomed to swim the stream with the aid of mamfs, or inflated skins.

The high-road from the Koshmir valley to Skardii lies along the upper

portion of the valley of the Kishan Oanga, from the villsge of Kanzalwan

to near the source of Ihe Burzil stream. The avalanches that fall in winter
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and the huge rocks carried down hj them, would soon render this road im-

passable, but for the labours of the mahardja^s troops, by whom it is an-

nually repaired before the despatch of stores for the support of the frontier

garrisons. In a north-westerly direction a path lies by the banks of the

river as far as the village of Sirddri, a little beyond which place it entirely

ceases. The coarse of the river between Sirddri and Sharidi can only he

followed at certain seasons of the year, when the waters are low ; even then

it has been but seldom accomplished, and is a matter of no little difficulty

and danger. Between Sharidi and Mozafarabdd the river may be traced

throughout its entire course : the path, which is only practicable for foot-'

passengers, is very rough, and but little used.

Vigne states that the Kishan Oanga contains a great many fish, but the

inhabitants of the valley would seem to be unable to catch them, as they

form no part of their diet ; he further adds that he was cautioned not to

eat the roe of the fish, it being considered poisonous, and that one of his

servants, disregarding the warning, became alarmingly ill.

KISHTWAR—Lat. 83® 10^ and 38® 25^ Long. 76® and 76® W.
The name of a division of the Udampur district lying .on the east side of

the mahardjVs dominions. It is bounded on the north by Kashmir and the

Mara Wardwdn valley, on the south by Badrawdr, on the east by the Chan-

dra Bh6ga river, and on the west by the districts of R6mb6n and Banihdl.

It isa very mountainous district, and is bisected by the Chandra Bhdga,

which on being joined by the Maru Wardw£n river flows almost due south

through the middle of the prjvince.

The present condition of Kishtwdr is not that of the tiroes of its right-

ful r&ja, who claimed, in con non with the maliks of Sh^Iiabdd in Kashmir,

a descent from Nurshivan, king of Persia, and whose grandfather was the

first Muhammadan r&ja of the country.

The Mogul emperors were kindly disposed towanls the r^jas of Kisht-

w<r, and gave them jagfrs or grants of land in Kashmir, which they pos-

sessed till the time of the Sikhs.

Abdulla Kh&n, who, as governor of the valley, made himself independ-

ent of his master, Timdr Shdh, the Amir of Kibul, took Badrawdr and
gave it to the rdja of Kishtwdr. The frontier of the latter province was

at one time extended to that of Laddk, by the possession of Maru Wardwin
and Sdru. After being taken possession of by Ouldb Singh of Jamd, the

oppression and rapacity of the Sikhs reduced the revenue to a paltry amount
of a few thousand rupees per annum ; in A.D. 1860 it was said not to

exceed 3,000 Hari Singhi rupees.

T])ie people of Kishtwdr are a fine-made race in general, especially the

Hindd portion, and are morally much superior to the Kashmiris, being

more straightforward and cheerful. The language of Kishtwdr is not that

of Kashmir, but is said to resemble the dialect spoken on the liillii in the

neighbourhood of Simla^
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The Muhammadan population rather exceeds the number of the Hindds.

The villages are so small as scarcely to be worthy the name, but the people

generally live two or three families together, and the number in some
houses is very considerable, amounting to fifteen or seventeen including

childVen ; seven, however, may be taken as a fair average. The coarse puttd,

or woollen cloth, worn by the people is made by themselves. The dress of

the men consists of a loose jacket and long loose trousers tightened in at

the ankle, with a skull-cap, and sometimes a blanket wound round the loins

;

a pair of grass shoes completes the costume.

The women wear a long broad piece of puttii round the body and coming

over the shoulders, and fastened by two curious long brass pins, with a chain

connecting them. .Most of them wear a sort of skull-cap, and some of them

trousers.

Parts of Kishtwdr have been compared to a perfec orchard, in which

luscious wild fruits abound. Apples, pears, peaches, and pomegranates load

the trees, and some of the poorer classes are said to subsist almost entirely

upon fruit during the time it is in season.

A good deal of Lad£k merchandise finds its way into Kishtwdr, princi-

pally tea, felt, and pashm. Salt is also largely imported, but mostly from

the Panjkb.

Flocks of goats and sheep are taken from Kishtw£r in the month of

November and early in December to the pastures near Jamd, where they

remain about five months, a tax of one per cent, being levied on the way.

Leopards, bears,jackals, foxes, porcupines, eagles, vultures, falcons, kites,

hawks, and it is said hures, are found in the mountains of Kishtw6r. The

wild goat, called the tehr at Simla and Mussoorie, is common upon the

mountains, where it is known by the name of the krds. The musk-deer is

called the rouz ; the gural or chamois is called the pijur. The hanglu, or

stag of Kashmir, is also said to he common on the western bank of the

Chen&b, and between that river and the Panjal. The scream* of the pea-

fowl is occasionally to be beard. The mon&l is called nil or ''the blue

the hen is called the haum. A pheasant, which from description may be

supposed to be the argus of the Himalaya, is here called the hulal, and its

hen is called munk. The kalej pheasant is called the buklar. The jungle

fowl and the red leg are common. The Chendb is said to contain but one

kind of fish, probably the common Himalaya trout. Vigne was told that

three kinds of snakes were met with in Kishtwdr, one of which is the cobra

;

that it is smaller than that of the plains, but its bite equally to be dreaded.

The cure i$ attempted, as is usual in these countries, by manter or incanta-

tion. by drawing a circle of water round the wound, and the repetition of

certain words.

The climate of Kishtw&r is something like that of Badrawdr, but is

somewhat warmer and must have a less fall of rain and snow. Snow

falls during four months, but it does not stay continually on the ground

;
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it may do so tor twenty days at a time. On the slope towards the river,

1,000 to 1,600 feet below, it stays bat a few days.

Drew gives the following account of its history

** KiahtwAr was gOTerned by Tdjpdt ftjas. whO| in early times, probably ruled iiid»-‘

pendeotly of all others.
** The first whose name I can hear of is rdja Bhagw&n Singh, who must hare lived

two hundred years or more ago, as he was seven generations baok from the one who was
ruler fifty years ago. The name of rAja Bhagwdn Singh was preserved from the oblivion
that has overtaken his ancestors solely hy his having bad the hardihood to make war on
the king of Delhi of the time. It was in the direotion of Kashmir— then ruled from
Dellii^that ooourred the collision between these two powers so disproportioned in force.

Tradition says that there was some fighting, but that the hQa ultimately surrendered, and
then the king of Delhi kindly bestowed two wasfrs npon him, to advise him to see that
he committed no such errara as the last. The names of these two were Jidn Fdl and
Kahn Pdl ; they were Khatris of Delhi. It is a curious thing that descendants of these
men are np to this day in KishtwAr. The positions of these two wazirs must have been
just like that of a British resident at a native court in India now ; but in that their

office became hereditary, and that their families for generations supplied advisers to the
ruler, the parallel does not hold. After BhagwAn,eame in regular auccesaion, rAja Maha
Bingh (or perhapa MAn Singh) and rAja Jy Singh, of whom nothing is recorded.

** Then came (I am told he was son to the last named) rAja Qirat Singh. This one
left his old faith and became a Muhammadan, being converted 1^ the miracles of one
Baiad 8hAh«Farid«od-diii. Girat Singh was also a disciple of the emperor Aurangieh,
who gave him the new name and title of rAja Saiadat TAr KhAii.

'* This conversion seems to have been followed by that of a oertain number, but by no
meana the majority, of the KishtwAr people. Of Muhammadanised KishtwArls, as dia*

tinguished from Kashmiris, who being Muhammadans came in and settled, there aiu
some both in the town and in the villages. No doubt, many of the servants of the lAja
turned Muhammadan with him. We must remember that at that time the faith had
the prestige of being the one held by the rulers of India. After this first Muhammadan
rAja (where change of religion determined the faith of all succeeding rAjas), came rAja
Amlak Singh, who received from the king of Delhi the style of rAja Sa'adatmand KhAn.
Then came the lAjn Mihr Singh, who received from the same source the title of rAja
Ba'idmand KhAn. Neat came r^a Sujan Bingh ; then rAja Inaytnlla Singh ; lastly, r^a
Muhammad Tej Singh, also called Saifnlla KhAn.

RAja Tej Singh was the last independent KishtwAr! ruler. Down to this time
the decendants of the two waalrs sent from Delhi were serving the family. But rl^a

Tm Singh made his chief adviser and gave the title of wasir to one Lakpat, a ThAk, who
till then had been a small landholder. This man quarrelled with his master, fled fitom

KishtwAr, and came to rAja QulAb Singh at Jamd and showed him how easily KishtwAr
could be annexed by him. QolAb Singh brought a force to Doda, and there he was met
by the riQa, who, without fighting, gave himself up. He went to Lahore to Baqjit
Bingh's court. Tej Singh had two aona^ JamAl Singh and ZorawAr Singh. Cunning-
ham says that the representative of the family (whether one of these two, or a further
descendant, I do not know) was converted to Christianity by an American missionary at
LndhiAna.

** KishtwAr has ever since belonged to Jamd. Waalr Lakpat held high office under
rAja GulAh Singh, and did him good service i he was kilied at Munshi BAgh, eloae to
Srinagar, in the fight between QnlAb Singh's troops and Shaikh lmaro-dd*dln's, in the
year 1846. His son was Waalr ZurAord, who was a confidential minister of the maha-
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r(ja*i. The desoradAoti of the two wufrt ffom Delhi long nmaiiiod in powe? in Kiehi-

w4r. They were in feet herediUry miniitem. They eo far left the mlee of th«iir oeete

HI to intermarry with with the Thaknra.** (JDfiw—

KISHTWAR—Lat 83® 19'. Long. 75® 48'. Eler. 6,460'.

The principal town in the province of the same name ; is called Kartawdr
by the Klashmfris. It is sitnated near the left bank of the Chandra Bhdga,

on a plain which is about % miles in width and 6 miles in length, and lies

about 74 miles south-east of Islamabdd by the Marbal pass, and 46 miles

north of Badraw&r. It is distant eleven marches, 1294 miles, from the

town of Jamd, and 84 miles or 7 marches from Inshin, in the Maru
Wardwdn valley, and 186 miles or 20 marches from Kulang in Lahoul, by

the road which follows the course of the Chandra Bhdg^. The soil of the

plain upon which Kishtwdr is situated rests upon a substratum of gneiss.

The mountains which tower on every side are coated with oaks and

hollies, whilst their summits are covered with snow and fir trees, and justify,

by their influence on the climate, the assertions contained in the follow-

ing translation of a hill distich, by which their neighbours, the Kashmms,
have endeavoured to ridicule the poverty of the place : Kislitwdr is the

causeway of distress, where people are hungry by day and cold by night;

whoever comes there, when he goes away is as meagre as the flag-staff of

afaWr."

Several streams oome tumbling down to the river from a very great

elevation ; one in particular opposite the town has a shooting fall of many
hundred feet, which, when swelled by the melting of the snows, must be

a cascade of no ordinary magnitude. Villages are scattered over the plain,

and are usually surrounded by hedgeless fields, raised in plateaus, and irri*

gated by the little streams that flow over it from the eastward, and wheat,

barley, and rioe are cultivated upon them. A little saffron is also grown

which is said to be of superior quality to that of Kashmir ; and apples,

pears, peaches, apricots, and quinces are fine and tolerably abundant.

' In the immediate vicinity of the town, water for irrigation purposes is

aearoe, but wheat of a superior quality, iiidian-com, a little rice, barley,

trumba, and other of the wmner grains are grown.

That the town of Kishtwdr was formerly much larger than it is at pre-

sent, the remains of stone fountains, one below the other down the ravine

below the town, testify. It now consists of about 200 small houses, or

rather cottages, not roofed like those of Kashmir, but flat-topped, and of

one storey generally, and composed of wood, loose stones, and a plaster of

mud. Fruit-trees are planted amongst them. The principal strwt is

occupied by the bazdr, and contains fifteen or twenty looms for weaving

shawls of inferior quality. Coarse woollen blankets are also manufactured,

but there is a complete absence of life of the busy cheerfulness one sees in
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•omebtzto. The people seem to haTo been bronglit to a low stage of poverty

from bavingi in former years, been given over to the Wazir family, wbidi

still holds much influence here. Two Urge houses built after the fashion

of the bouses of the richer people in Kashmir, which belong to that family,

are exceptions to the general state of decay.

The Muhammadan population of Kishtw&r rather exceeds the number

of Hindus who are of the Thakur, Krar, and other castes. The favourite

xi&rat or shrine of the former stands about a quarter of a mile from the

town on the north.

Blit the glory of the Hindis is a small black image of stone, about a

mile and a half from the town, and known as the goddess with eight arms

;

two only are visible, as she is cloself muffled up in clothes.

The house of the old rdjas is surrounded by a mud fort erected on

a sort of eminence commanding the town. After the Sikhs took possession

of Kishtwdr, it was used as a prison, and the building in the Shalimar, a

favourite garden of the old raj^, situated in a cool and well-shaded ravine

on the eastward of the town, was razed to the ground, and all pains taken

to remove any objects that were likely to cherish the recollection of the

former dynasty. The fort is oblong, with comer towers and other projecting

buildings, and has a garrison of some thirty men. It is said to contain two

guns. On the greensward before the town is theehangham or polo ground,

and the stone pillars which formed the goals are still standing. To the

present day the villagers assemble iti the months of December and January,

and play a game with bent sticks and a leather ball, exactly resembling

hockey.

Cholera has been known to be prevalent in Kishtwdr os late in the season

as the early part of November. ITsfvsy—

KITHRI TENO—Ijat. 33^ 48^ Long. 75'’ 9^ Elev.

A hamlet lying on the right bank of the Jhelum just north of Bij-Bebdra.

KIUNO GANG LA oa GONG LA—
Lat. 84® lb\ Long, 79® 10^ Elev. 17,359".

Is on the boundaries of Laddk and Budok, in the mountains south of the

Changchenmo valley. The route from Budok to Kiam leads over this pass,

which is situated south-east of Kiam and close to the Kepsang peak (which
lies east)

. (Oodwin-Juiten.)

KIZIL ANGUS OR KIZIL LANGUB—
Lat. 85®16'. Long. 78® Hev. 16,700".

A camping ground on the summer route by the Karakoram pass, south of

the Dipsang plain, which is crossed between it and Daolat-Beguldi (30

miles). The road from Murghi follows up the course of a tributary of the
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Sbyok, and ia very diflSeoU, and erosaei the itream repeatedly* There k
also a risk from stone avalanches. Beyond camp (on the ri§^t bank) the

road continues up the stream for 6 miles to the Dipsang plateau. No fucil

or forage procuraUe. {Bellew^TroHer.)

KIZIL JILGA—Lat. 86® %V Long. 78® 56" Blev. 16,860'.

A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakash river. Two routes

from the Changchenmo vallej meet here, sijr., that by the Changluifg

Pangtungand that by the Changlung- Burma pass. The passage of the

river is difficult a little above the camp. It here flows between two huge red

rocks, the camping ground being under the southern one* Fuel {burtii),

grass, and water within reach of camp down the river. (Drcihr.)

KlZlL PASS oa KIZIL DIWAN-^

Lot. 36® 16'. Long. 70® 18'. Elev. 17,200'.

Leads from the Lingaithang plain down to the valley of t.he Karakash, and

u erossed between Sumna and Kizil Jilga on the route leading over the

Changlung^Burma pass from the Changchenmo valley.

** The pass u hardly perceptible." No grass, but a little water and ftiel

can be found. {Tfoiier^Cajileg.)

KIZIL TAOH—Lat. 86® 40'. Long. 77® 67'. Elev.

A camping ground on the right bank of the Y4rkand river. It is passed

between Balti-Brangsa and Wah4b Jilga on the Karakoram route. It is

6 miles from Cliadartasb. A little grass here in river*bed. (Shaw.)

KNARUNG-Lat. 34® 1' Long. 77® 22' Elev.

A spring, about 2 miles north-east of Skiu, ''said to have .medicinal pro-

perties, and of considerable repute among the natives. The water was
scarcely tepid, and of a mawkieh taste. Along the sides of the spring

were incrustations of soda." (Maorerojt.)

KOFWARA—Lat. 84® 32'. Long. 74® J 8'. Elev.

A village situated in a glen on the right bank of the LoUb stream, at the

western end of the valley. It contains about twenty houses, which are much
scattered. The most convenient spot for encamping ia in a grassy dell in

the centre of the village, shaded by trees, and surrounded with low hills

on all sides hut the east, which looks up the valley of the stream,

KOHALA—Lat. S4° 7.' Long. 7S* 82'. Elev.

A village situated on both banks of the Jlielum, 21 miles north-east of

Mart, on the high road leading into Kashmir ;
it is distant about 29 miles

from Hatian by the old road, and 46 miles by the new.
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Id the ndghbonrbood thie village ieoommoDlj called Fatan, or the Paaa.

The Jhelnin, which hew forma the boandarj between British territory and

Kashmir, is a deep and taind stream, about 76 yards wide, and its banks

are steep and rooky. It is crossed by an iron suspension bridge. His

Highness the late mahar6ja of Kashmir contribnted through the Panjkb

government B4ft,000 towards its cost. There is also a feriy, but the

passage occupies about half an hour. There are various paths lying over

the mountains between Kohdla and P&nch ; they are described as being

practicable for cattle. Cn the British side of the river is a very good dkk
bangalow.

KOHALINO—Lat. 34 Long. 74® 36'. Elev.

A village in the Kruhin pargana, containing about sixteen houses, situated

on the slopes of the hill above the left bank of the Ningil stream.

KOIIIL—Lat. 88® 53'. Long. 74® 5y. Elev.

A small village in the valley of Kashmir, about 5 miles south-west of

Awdntipdr, and a mile north-east of Pa Yech. On its southern side, about

100 yards beyond a fine spring which issues from the foot of the plateau,

there is a small, roofless, and half-buried ruined temple, resembling that in

the Manas Bal lake, (/see.)

KOHIYAMA. See Khlmhama.^*

KOHLUMBA—Lat. Long. Elev.

A valley in Laddk lying between lat. 84® 4' and 34® 14', in long.

78® 37.' It is surrounded by lofty mountains, which rise very abruptly and

send down a row of glaciers that end in moraines upon the plain of Koh

Lumba. The sides of these mountains are rugged and steep, and topped

with perpetual snow. Oodwin-Austen says that at the time of his visit

(the end of August) the increasing cold had driven the shepherds with their

flocks and herds from the higher grounds, and he found,some families at

Mondol, from which there is a path to Muglib. Towards the Pangong

lake (into which the stream flows) it ends in a gorge, opening out towards

the lake, into a considerable broad expanse of open ground, on which are

scattered some small hamlets containing three or four families each, vie,,

Pabraong, Yurgo, Tublang, and last of all, where the stream debouches into

the plain of Pangong itself, is Lukung. A path leads from Tsarap Tso

(between Muglib and Taktil) to the Kobltimba, and also a track from

Pbobrang. (
Uodwin^ineUn— Ward,)

KOINABAL-Lat. 84® I'. Long. 7f 59'. Elev.

A village situated about 3 miles east of Pampdr ; it lies amid the rice-

fields, on the direct path from that town towards Shdr.
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KOIRBTA—Ltt. 88® Long. 74® 4\ EIoy.

A village in the province of Naoshera, aitnated on the left bank of the

Ban stream ; it lies in a well-cultivated and undulating plain^ 4 or 6
miles broad, snrroonded by hills. A short distance to the sooth-east, en the

high bank of the river, there are two barad^ris well shaded by mulberry

trees. Supplies can be procured, bnt are precarious.

Koireta is distant about 24 ibs north-west of Bhimbar, and 9 ko9

south-east of Eocli, and lies oh the road between those places. {Tigne

^Allgood.)

KOKGtTND-Lat. 83® 32\ Long. 75» 18^ Elev.

A village in the Sh4hab4d vall^, situated about half a mile south-east of

Yemdg, of which place it is considered to form a part. It consists of a

few double-storied wooden houses shaded by trees.

KOL—Lat. 88" 86'. Long. 76* 2'. Elev.

A large village in the Kol Narawa valley. The houses, which are built

principally of wood, are double-storied, and have pent and thatched roofs*

Wowul Kol, a smaller village, lies about a qnarter of a mile to the north.

KOLAHOI—Lat. 34® 13'. Long. 75® 20'. Elev. 11,000', approximate*

The name of the vaUey at the northernmost source of the Lidar. It derives

this appellation from a stone, which has a natural hollow, where a fakir

used to reside. This stone is still an object of veneration to a few people.

A glacier, from which the river issues, closes thi valley. [MMgomirii^
WingaU,)

KOLANG MOLANO—
The name given to the northern slopes of the Kolang and Molang peaks,

in Upper Drawar, situated respectively in lat. 34® 41 and 34® 30', long.

74® 4', on the south side of the Kishan Ganga river.

KOLHAMA—Lat. 34® 4'. Long. 74® 31'. Elev.

A small village in the Bangil pargana, situated a few miles east of Firozpdr,

on the south side of the torrent.

KOLLUB—Lat. 33® 55'. Long. 75® 18'. Elev.

A village in the Dachinpara pargana, situated above the right bank of the

Lidar, on the road from Bij Behdra towards Oaneshbal. {Heneg,)

KOL NARAWA—
A beautiful strath opening out of the Diosur pargana, at the south-west-

ern extremity of the Kashmir valley. It is between 9 and 10 miles in

length, by about to 2 miles in breadth. In locking up to it from

the plain, the large village of Hanjipur stands conspicuously in front

;
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before it are nameroiie rioe»fieUs in plateaus, and behind it is an ad-

mirable disposition of peeks and wood-crowned heights, bounded on ^1
sides by the snowy Panjdl range.

It contains five or six villages inhabited exclusively by Muhammadans,

and in the recesses under the mountains are the log-houses of the principal

herdsmen in Kashmir. The waters of the Buzu and Karudi streams, which

drain this valley, are highly esteemed. These streams flow into the Yeshau

river, and the valley is passed on the march from Vernag to Shupion.

{Winfate^Figne.)

KOMERIB—
A stream which rises in the mountuns on the north side of the Siwuldar

pass, south-trat .of Badrawdr, and empties itself into the Neru river in lat.

Sd% long. tV 45', below the village of Udrdna, where it is crossed by a

bridge on the road between Badrawdr aud Doda.

KOMFAS LA— Fide '^Dibxa Koxpas/'

KONQRA CHU—
The principal affluent of the Hanld Tso. It flows into the lake from the

west, from the mountains east of the Tsomorari lake. {CunningHam,)

KONOTA LA, oa KONBA LA, on GONGTA LA, or MANBAB PASS—
Lat. 88^ 45'. Long. 7S<^ 40'. Elev. about 1 6,500'.

Lies 4| miles west of Shdshal, south of the Pangong lake, and is

crossed from here on the route to L4h vtd the Lung Chn (or Lung
Burma) valley. Trebeok crossed this pass (the Manbar he calls it) on the

2nd Decen^ber, west, and joined the Cbangluiig valley above Gogra.

Fuel plentiful
;
grass scarce ; water from stream. {J)few—Ii^oU€r,)

KON NAG—Lat. 84® 1'. Long. 75® 42'. Elev.

An elevated encamping ground on the Bhot Khol stream, in the narrow

valley which leads from Maru Wardwin into Sdru by the Bhot Khol or

Lanwi La. The outline of the surrounding mountains is sharp and
rugged ; some are of granite formation and others exhibit clay strata.

A few stunted birches are the only trees to be seen, except here and

there an abortive pencil cedar. Grass is abundant on the small plains and
the slopes of the less rugged heights. A few bushes of tamarisk grow on
the banks of the river, and the wild flowers are very abundant.

From near this place the path to Sdrii by the Kwaj Kdr pass branches

off. (2/sfv#/.)

KONSA NAG—Lat. 88* 81'. Long. 74® 50'. Elev.

A mountain lake lying between the bamltio peaks of the Panjdl range at

the south-west extremity of the valley of Kashmir.

The position of this far-famed lake is the same as that of the valley

;
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north-west and south-easi^ its length is apparently about 2 miles^ and
its greatest breadth something under a mile and a half; at the east end

the banks slope gently downward to the water's edge, leaving a gulf be-

tween them through which another part of the Panjil is visible, and which

also in summer time affords a channel by which the melted snow can pass

into the lake. There is verdure on this and the western bank .or dam,
which is steeper. On the north and south sides the bare rock rises very

abruptly from the water at an angle of about forty degrees with its level,

and with an inclination towards the east. The peaks on the east side,

which are not more than 1,400 feet above the level of the water, are re-

. markably pointed ; the sides are bare and 8cari)ed, and, to all appearance, the

valley of the lake has been formed by the forcible separation of the moun-

tain top. Judging from the angle at which the slopes enter the lake, the

bottom must originally have been about 200 feet in depth below the present

level of the water, though the depth may have been slightly decreased

by the soil and detritus brought into it by the malting of the snow, which,

when in full action, makes a difference of 4 feet in the level of this great

mountain reservoir. The surface of the water js dark and dulI*lookii»g,

and has in many places the appearance of great depth ; its temperature

(17th August) was 57* to 64* in the air. The fresh and unworn aspect of

the eastern side forbids the idea that this extraordinary place has ever been

the crater of a volcano, which the more irregular and heaped-up appear-

ance of the western bank, combined with the knowledge that it is not a very

compact mass (a knowledge derived from the fact of the waters of the

lake having found their way through it), might otherwise have tended to

encourage. But it is evident that the vacuity has been formed by the

sinking of the lower end of the tabular rocks ou the eastern bank, and that

the northern bank, or dam, remains more rounded in consequence of its not

having been suOdcieutly a sharer in the force which has upraised the other.

The formation is a beautiful amygdaloid, containing spots of quartz iu

a dull, dark, purple-coloured matrix. This formation, which is very com-

mon in Kashmir, the natives call the ehiturJleyu, or the deri/'s %malUpot^

supposing it to be a disease in the rock caused by the evil eye. The stream

which desceuds from the lake is the incipient Veshad; iU full strong tor-

rent is seen gushing out from the foot of the last and lofty eminence that

forms the dam on the western end of the lake, whose waters thus find an

exit not over but through the rocky barrier with which it is surrounded.

The Kousa N4g is not held in the same estimatiou as the Oanga Bal on

the opposite side of the valley. The real old Hindu name, aud that of the

moun^ns surrounding it, is Kysur; and it is also called by them Vishnu

paudh (the foot of Vishnu), who is reported to have created the lake by

stamping with his foot.

This noble mountain tarn is not of course without its legends.

At the western end the trap-rock descends to the water in h sucoessiou
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of steps or benches. Tradition and superstition have made out that the

highest seat was the throne of a r4ja, who used to preside in this part of

the mountains ; beneath him sat the wazir^ then the sarddrs or nobles on

the rock below them. Hindus occasionally pay the lake a visit for the pur*

poses of ablution^ when they invariably make offerings to the waters^ be-

lieving that a deyu or demon has its abode in the flood.

The pass over the edg^ near the Konsa N4g has long been known by

the name or the Fathi Pans&l^ or the Ridge of Victory, The name was

not given on account of any recent event. (Vigne.)

KORWINI—Lat. 83® 4.V. Long. 75® 8'. Kiev.

A small village on the right bank of the Veshauj about 4 miles west of

Islamabidi where there is said to be very good Ashing. (Inee.)

KORZO GOMPA— ** Karzok.”

KDSPtJRA—Lat. 83® 43^ Long. 74® Elev.

A small dirty village situated about a mile south of Shupion ; it is watered

by a stream from the Rembi4ra,

EOT—Lat. 32® 87^ Lo^. 75® 62^ Elev.

A village in the Basaoli district^ consisting of a few houses scattered on the

slopes of the mountain north of Pud. A rill of water flows down through

the villagOi which is surrounded by some cultivation.

KOTA JILGA-Lat. 34® 26^ Long. 78® 53 . Elev. 16,730^

A camping ground in the Kubrang valley, 8 miles above Gogra. Road
up stream, impassable for laden ponies ;

grass, water, and wood at camp.

{Trottef-^Wafil.)

KOTANG—Lat. 86® 23', Long. 76® 49'. Elev.

A pargana in the ilarka of Shigar (Baltist4n). It consists of two parts,

VIA., Kotangpoian and Kotangbala. It contains forty-six houses.

KOTHAIR—Lat. 83® 40'. Long. 75® 1 8\ Elev.

A village situated in the mountains a few miles south-east of Achibal. It

contains a Hindu ruin, consisting of a square building and an old tank, in

no respect differing from the usual appearance of other old ruins in Kash-

mir.

Two miles distant from Kothair are some iron mines. The ore from
these mines is brought to the village to be smelted as there is no water

near the mines. It is broken into small fragments by the children, and
mixed with earth and coarsely powdered limestone. These materials are

piled up into a furnace about 2 feet high, with intervening beds of

oharcoalj and two hand-bellows are used to create a blast ; the smelting lasts

about twelve hours, and the produce of a furnace is only a few seers. The
heat is not sufficient to make the iron run ; and it remains at tbe^bottom of

the fnrniice a viscous mass, full of scoriae, and very brittle when told, with

a tufaceous aspect. The slag is black glass, compact, and much less
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scoriaceoBs than is onstomary. The iron is heated and beaten with hammers
to refine it. It is shorty probably from bad manufaotare.

Two or three men and ohildren^ and some women, all of one family,

worhing^ as miners, carriers, and smelters, turn out about two maunds of

iron from one furnace in tbe month. There are only three furnaces at

Kothair, giving^ a supply of six maunds of iron per mensem.
*

The turnout given of the smelting at Kothair is not to be regarded

as an indication of the richness of the mines. Mr. Verchefe believes that

the miners only work the ore to pay their taxes to the mahariga^s govern-

ment, and that their most usual occupation is to grow a little rice or indian*

corn. ** I have no doubt," he adds, " that a large quantity of iron could

be obtained by increasing the mines, and adopting better furnaces with a

blast worked by water-power, wind-mill, or horse-power." (Fiyse— Fsr-
cA^rd,)

KOTIL—Lat. 33® 18^ Long. 73® 48^ Elev.

A village situated to the north-east of Chaomuk, on the high land about a

mile from the left bank of the Punch T6i river ; it contains about twenty

houses, inhabited by Muhammadan zamfndars of the Jat caste.

KOTLI—Lat. 33® 3 Long. 73® 57'. Elev.

An open town situated about 100 feet above the left bank of the Pdnoh
T6i river ; it gives its name to a district of Naoshera. The town lies

at the northern extremity of an oval plain or basin, which is enclosed by

low jungle-covered hills. It is distant about 30 miles south of Punch, to

. which place there are two roads, one following the bank of the Punch T6i,

the other crossing the Nandheri and Sona Qalis ; both are somewhat rough

and stony, and trying for cattle. Mirpur is distant about 40 miles south

by the direct path, which is very rough, that by Sensar being preferable ; the

journey by both of these roads is usually divided into three stages. Nao-

shera is distant the same number of marches to the south-eAst, and the road

is stated to be good and practicable for cattle, as is also that to Bhimbar,

which lies four marches to the south-east.

There are about two hundred and eighty-four houses in Kotli, some few

being of brick, but most are single-storied buildings made of mud and

boulders, with fiat roofs, and have a very dilapidated appearance. There is

a tahsil and kotwAli in the town. The baradAri, which is situated at the

edge of the bluff above the river just north of the town, is a capacious brick

building, but is very dirty and in bad repair ; it is used as a government office.

There are two Hindu temples and a shiwala or dharmsAla ; also two mas-

jids, one of which is in ruins. Below the town on the banks of the river

is a fakir's makAn and some gardens; also numerous water-mills, which are

fed by channels constructed along the edge of the stream. The Punch

T6i is crossed by two ferries, one just above and the other below the town ;

though broad, the river is not very deep, and may be forded during the

' wiuter months. The following is a list of the trades and occupations of
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the inhabitantij who are said to number about eight hundred men, of whom
fix hundred are Hindds

Shop#, Hindd

H MabuBmadin •••••••. 0
Ffhdrf lamladan, Mahunmadiiii of the Ifnkrel eaete • . • 00
Goldimitlifa Hindtfi 14
Hone-keepera • 10

Ojers 0
Butohera 1

Gardenera • • 1

Leaiher-workera .•••••*•• 8
Sweepera ..•••••••• 3
Chokldaia

Pottera 11

Cfrpentera 1

Blacksmitha •••••8
Millera ••••••10
Maaioiana . • • • 4

There is a well, and also fear tanks in the town, which contain feiy dirty

water; good water may, however, be obtained from the river at no great

distance. Supplies are abundant. The climate of Kotli, which is very hot,

is tempered by a cool breeze, which blows down through the narrow valley

of the Punch T6i river. The surroun.ding plain is flat and highly cultU

vated ; it is almost bare of trees, and there is but little shade in the town.

KOTLI—Lat. 32? 59'. Long. 76*^ 45'. Elev.

A large village about 1 mile north of Badrawdr; it is situated on the

Hayl stream above the left bank of the Nerd, which is crossed by a bridge

below the village. Kotli is the point of separation of the roads from
Badrawar to Kishtwdr and Doda. It is inhabited by both Hindus and
Muhammadans; there is one shdl-bdf, the remainder being zamfndars.

Abi Chand, a descendant of the ancient rdjas of Badrawdr, resides in the

village.

KOTLI-Lat. 84° 10'. Long. 73° 44'. Elev.

A small village situated a little above the left bank of the Jhelum, about
00 miles west of Baramula, between Chikar and Hatian. (/ace.)

KOUNDI—Lat. 84° 23'. Long. 78° 61'. Elev.

A village in Karnao, situated at a considerable elevation above the right

bank of the Kazi N4g stream and the village of Schdrt. It is divided into

two parts, Koundi OujaronwaK and Koundi Syudonwali ; the former con«
taining eight families of Odjars, a mulla, and two weavers ; thf latter a
masjid and five families of Saiads, a mulla, and two zamlndars of the Man-
nam caste.

KOUN NAG—Lat. 34° 8'. Lon?. 75° 31'. Eler.

A small lak. lying to the north-west of the Saohkaoh moantain, eloee to

the pus between the Asian Maig and Panjtarni valleys. (MonitomtrU.)
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XOUNTBA—Lai 84^ 8'. Long. 74° Eleir,

There are two Tillages of this nijmej sitoated oo the west side of alow spar

about the right bauk of the Ningil stream. The lower village is known as

Bun or Cbota Kountra^ the upper as Pei or Burra Kouutra. The road

from the Onlmarg to Sopdr^ and also that to Baramulai passes through

these villages^ to which places it is the usual stage^ being distant about 5

miles from Oulmarg, and 18 miles and 8 miles from Sopdr and Baramdia

respectively.

There are plenty of walnut and other diady trees about these villages^

and many eligible spots for encamping, the most invitiug being situated

about midway between the two ; a channel from the Ningil stream fur-

nishes an abundant supply of water. There is also extensive cultivation,

both of rice and dry crops. Supplies and coolies obtainable.

Pet Kountra contains fifteen houses inhabited by Muhammadan zemin-

dars, a mdlla, a watchman, carpenter, blacksmith, a cow-keeper, and a

banians and general sh^^ In Bun Kountra there is a masjid, and ten

houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamitidars,a pandit, who is the patwdri

of the village, a mdlli^ and a watchman. The houses are built of dove-

tailed timbers plastered with mud, and have thatched roofs.

KQWBA—Lat. 82° 87^ Long. 76° B2^ Elev.

A small vflhge in the Basaoli district, situated about a mile north-east of

Fdd ; it contains about six houses built on the slopes of a conical hill,

which is topped with fir trees. Below the hill to the north the ground is

terraced and extensively cultivated.

KOWSA—Lat. 84° O'. Long. 74° 42'. Elev.

This village, which is the chief place in the Poruspur pargana, is situated

on the left of the Suknlg river.

KBALNEW—Lat. 88° 68'. Long. 74° 89'. Elev.

A village in the Dansu pargana, containing about twelve houses.

KRALPtTBA—Lat. 84° O'. Long. 74° 61'. Elev.

A considerable village situated on the right bank of the Dudh Gaiiga river,

about 4 miles south of Srinagar, on the road towards Shiipioo. It is the

tahsil station of the Yech pargana.

KRALWABI—Lat. 83° 66'. Long. 74° 47'. Elev.

A large village in the NagAm pargana, containing about forty houses,

situated on the left bank of the Dudh Ganga river, about 5 miles north
of ChrAr.

The inhabitants say that in the time of the maharAja OulAb Singh,
some European built a house in this village, in which he lived. The Dddh
Ganga is crossed below the village by a well-made bridge about 25 feet

long and 8 feet broad, and the stream, which is usually about a foot
deep, may also be forded.
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KRAR—
A caste of Dogr^s. They inclade the lower class of traders of differeot

kinds—small shopkeepers^ &o. {Drew,)

KREW—Lat. 34® V. Long. 75® V. Wev.
A large village In the Vihew parganai situated about 5 miles east of Fkm-
p6r. At the entrance of the villagei on the north-west side> there is a

stone covered with some curious carvings^ and similar stones adorn the small

lank at east end of the village^ in which the Naga Nek spring rises.

Besides this^ there are two other springs^ the Hir Nig and the Rishi Nig,
tlie waters from which form a stream which flows through the village.

On the west side of the village, shaded by magnificent chunir trees, is

he zfirat of Saiad Kasim.

The following is an approximate list of the inhabitants : Seventy

families of Muhammadan zamindars, forty shll-bifs and a rafiga, two

Muhammadan banias, sixteen pandits, two Hindu banias, a dum, two baken

»

two milk-sellers, two cowherds, two blacksmiths, two carpenters, two

washermen, four potters, four leather-workers, two harkaras.

There are also among the inhabitants two krimkusb . The usual encamp-

ing ground is on the open space on the north side of the Naga Nek spring,

near a double-storied brick building intended for the reception of govern-

ment oflioials.

The Harut Sarar fair is held at the Jawala-ji-maklu, on the spur of

the Zala Parbat hill above the north-west end of the village. On this hill

is a stone which the Hindiis go and worship on the 14th of June, present-

ing money, gold, silver, clothes, and eatables.

Krew, being abundantly supplied with water, is surrounded by rice cul-

tivation, and the fruit and other fine trees by whiclT it is shaded give the

village a very pretty appearance.

K RIMCHI OR KIRAMCHI—Lat. 32® 58'. Long. 75® 9'. Elev. 2,500'.

A small town in the province of Jamd, containing about four hundred inha-

bitants ; it lies about 30 miles nortb-east of Jamii, on the road towanls

Kashmir, by the Banihll pass. . On the south side of the town then is

a fort situated on the flat top of an isolated hill, which rises to a height

of about 200 feet above the level of the surrounding plain. The fort is

in a very ruinous condition, but contains an enclosure with the necessary

accommodation for the mahairfja and his family when travelling. The town

lies between this hill and the ridge to the north. Supplies are procurable,

and water «rom a laoli, or from a branch of the Biru Rad stream, which

flows on the east side of the town. Coolies are obtained with much diffi-

culty, a large proportion of the inhabitants being Brahmins.

This and the tract of country round it used to be under a rija or a

Miln of the Fhthell tribe of RIjpdts, who was tributary to Jamfl, peying

it yearly R2,000 and giving the services of some ten horsemen. About
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the year 1884^ OidCb Singhi having made up hi's mind to poBseea the place,

refused the tribute, and sent a foroe to besiege the tort ; after some time

they took it, and the country was annexed. (Drew.)

KBIBI—Lat. 84^ 10^ Loi^. SV. Elev.

A large village situated on a sloping table-land in the Kruhin pargana. It

is said to contain a masjid, and the zttrat of Saiad Haji Murad Sahib,

Bnkhtri, and twenty^five himilies of zamindars, five pirzddas, a dum, a car-

penter, a blacksmith, a bania, a cow-keeper, and a mdlla. These are many

trees about the village.

KBISHPtTBA—Lat. 84° 29^ Long. 74° IV. Elev.

A village in the Uttar pargana, which, with Ounapdraand Malpdra, make

up the land called Nagar. There has been at one time a large town here

which from some reason has been separated into three villages. (Jloa^

fomerie.)

KBITI—Lat. 87^ Long. 75° Elev.

A village situated in the middle of the Nowbug Nai, on the path lying up

the valley, about three miles south ofNowbug. It contains ten houses inha*

bited by zamindars.

KBOBAS—Lat. 34° 86^ Long. 74° %V. Elev. 6,900^ approx.

A village which lies to the north of the Loldb valley, but it is included in

the Uttar pargana. It is situated in the Sch&rt valley, on the path leading

towards Sharidi in Upper Drawdr. That part of the village lying on the

right bank of the stream is called Lishtedl.

The population numbers twenty-five families of zamindars, including a

mdlla, a blacksmith, a barber, and a shepherd. There is a thdna in the

village, and the zidrat of Saiad Habibula; that of Bdbd Oafdr Sahib is

situated on a hill to the east. The village also contains a spring called

the Bar Kat Ndg. Bice is extensively cultivated and a little com, and

there is an abundanoe of fruit-trees about the place.

T'le inhabitants state that this village was founded by two brothers,Kulu
and Buchn, after whom it was called, and that the name has sinee been

conrupted to that now in use. It forma part of the jagfr which was bestowed

at the desire of the British Government on Khwdja Shdh Niazdlla, Naksh-
bandi, in recognition of the services rendered by him to Mr. William

Mooreroft. This family has done good service to the British Government.

Mohammad Shdh, the elder son of Khwdja Shdh, died at Lahore. Ahmad
Sh4h, the younger, died in Ydrkand, whither he had proceeded to discover

the particulars of Adolphe Schlagentweit’s murder. Khwdja Gaf&r 8h4h,

one of the same family, was also engaged on a mission to Ydrkand.

KBOWA—Lat. 88° 26^ Long. 76° 14^ Elev.

A small village lying in a well-wooded little valley some distance above the
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right bank of the Banihd stream, about 1 mile west of that village.

The houses axe built of mud with fiat roofs ; the village is supplied with

water by a stream from the hills.

KRUD-Lat. 88® 48\ Long. 76® 21'. Elev.

A village situated on the south side of the Kuth£r pargana, about 6 miles

north-east of Achibdl. The houses, which are somewhat scattered, number
about thirty-five ; there is also a masjid in the village aud the zidrat of

Ydsaf ShiL Five of the inhabitants are pandits, and the rest Muham-
madans.

KRUHIN—
A pargana in Kanirdj ; it comprises the district lying on the left bank of

the Jhelum, south-west of the Wular lake, but the tsLhsfl station is at

Baramula. This pargana lies partly in and partly out of the valley, the one

part (Narwao) being separated from the other by a very low spur, yet the

whole is considered to l^Ioug to Kashmir.

KUARDO—Lat. 36® 22'. Long. 75® 40'. Elev.

A pargana in the ilaka of 8kardu Baltistdn, about 6 miles from Skardii

on the right bank of the River Indus. It lies along a ravine, bounded on

the west by a high bill of alluvial deposit, and on the north and east by

spurs from the peak of Mashkulla. In spite of a somewhat scanty supply

of water for irrigation purposes, without which nothing will grow in these

regions, the village of Kuardo is beautifully wooded and green ; fields

rise in terraces for a distance of about 2 miles along the valley. Tl e

houses are scattered about them, surrounded, by fruit-trees, apricot, muU
lierry, walnut, and apple ; willows are common. The vines are planted at

the foot of the trees, and hang in festoons from the branches ; they bear

largely. The field cultivation consists of wheat, cockscomb, #ri»si6a,,barley.

Excellent gourds, melons, cucumbers, turnips, Ac., are grown in the

gardens. The wrater fiows in artificial channels through the fields, and the

supply being small, is economised by being collected into some large tanks

with sides built of boulders and earth, from which a certain quantity is

allowed to each zamfndar. The houses, in sets of about eight or ten, are

built in two stories; the ground-fioor walls are of the rounded stones

from the ravines, with mud, or of sun-burnt bricks of large size, out out

of the hard lacustrine clay. This lower story is usually about 6 feet

high, and is either used in the winter as a residence, or serves for the

cattle, sheep, andg oats. The walls of the upper story are made of strong

vrioker-work, often double, and well plastered with mud. The upper story

does not cover the whole of the lower; but a portion is left with a flat

roof, where the owners usually sit and where they clean their grain. In
the better kind of houses the upper story is of wood. The ascent to

these houses is by a ladder from the outside, so that the inmates in a
measure are seonre. The crops are often stored up, as smaU rioks, oii the
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roofss u well as the grass for the oattle, where it is close at hand duriog the

winteri when the ground is wholly covered with snow. The women clean

the graiDi and, with the exception of ploughing, do as much work as the

men, even carrying heavier loads. When cattle are scarce, it is not un-

usual to see a couple of men harnessed to a plough. The fields are kept

exceedingly clean and are well manured.

During the apricot season the large rocks aud roofs of the houses are

covered with the fruit, and in two or three clear days become sufficiently

dry to be peeked in skins. The village is backed by very high masses of

conglomerate and clay, forming very irregular, often precipitous, banks,

resting on the ancient rocks behind. From Skardu these rocks are very

couspicuons. It is said to contain 809 bouses. {Godwin»Au$ten^^Tkom$on—

Aylmer.)

KUCHMALLA—Lat. 88® 68'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.

A village situated about 3 miles north of Tral, on the path towards

Arphal. It contains a masjid and about twenty houses inhabit by zamfn-

dara, including a mulla, chowdrf, dum, and two banias. There is much rice

cultivation about the village.

KUEMLTJN MOUNTAINS—
The eastern range stretches from the bend in the Karakash river at Sh4h«

dula in an eastoly direction for a distance of about 100 miles from the

sources of the eastern branch of the Karakash, and is then said to termi-

nate on an extensive plain communicating with the Cbangthang plain.

Johnson was told that by skirting the eastern extremity of this range,

wheeled conveyances might easily be taken from Elchi to the Cbangchenmo
valley over the Changthang plain. [Fide " Routes.")

He ascended three peaks of this range-—E. 67 (lat. 85® 58' 38'^, loiig.

70® 28' 82®, height 21,767'). E. 58 (21,973'), and E. 61.

The eastern range forms the southern boundary of Khot&n, and is crossed

by two passes, the Yangi or Elchi Diwan, crossed in 1865 by Johnson, and

the Hindutak Diwan, crossed by Robert Sohlagentweit in 1857. Both

passes are very difficult, and the latter can only be used by foot-passengers.

Dr. Henderson says that (in July) the range was tipped with snow^

and the valleys filled with glaciers ; some of the higher peaks rise to over

24,000 feet, and about 6,000 feet above the valley of the Karakash river

which flows along their southern base. The higher peaks are all granite,

and the lower spurs are composed of gneiss and slate. There is a general

absence of vegetation.

According to Hayward, the Karakash at Sbdddla forma the division

between the eastern and western Kuenlun. The latter range is crossed
by several passes on the routes leading into Ydrkand, vie., the Yangi Dfwan
pass (by the winter route) the Suget Diwan on the summer route over
a spur of this range, and further north by either the Kilik, Kilian, or Sanjn
passes. {Joinion^Trotler^Hendersou.)
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KUBNLUN PLAINS—
Lie between the Kuenlun (eastern) and the Lokhznng^ ranges

; the latter

separate them from the Lingzithang plains. From Thalclat the ground

slopes gently down for 200 feet to the level of the plains. To the south-

east their boundary is not se«tn, but lofty snowy peaks are visible in the

distance. The plains are 16^000 feet above the level of the sea, or 1^000

feet lower than the Lingzithang plateau. The surface is very uneven^ and

is sometimes of a hard clayi and sometimes of a softer mixture, half sand

and half clay. At thelower levels, small, shallow saline lakes are met with

iiere and there.

The drainage does not communicate with the Karakash river, there

being an intervening barrier like the Lingzithang. These plains are deso-

late, barren, and uninhabited. {Drew,)

KUORANO—
A valley running into the Changchenmo valley from the north-north-west,

and joining the Changlung valley above Gogra. Fuel plentiful
;
grass

scarce; water from stream. (Brew-^TroUer,)

KUKAR NAG—Lat. 83" 36'. Long. 75" 20’. Elev.

lliese splendid springs are situate at the foot of the hills on the south side

of the Bring valley, about 3 miles south-east of Sagam. The water

gashes out most copiously in six or seven places from the limestone rock at

the foot of a long range of verdant hills, at
’’

f ^.s a stream equal to that

ofYern&gin volume, and far superior in th»* ; ality of its water, which

is considered among the fhest in Kashmir. Ihe stream, which flows from

the spring, is about 12 feet wide, and forms a junction with the Bring

river. (Fi^Ne.)

KUKAT AGHZI—" The mouth of the blue horse'*—

Lat. 86"* 18*. Long. 77® 20*. Elev. about 12,870*.

A camping ground on the lianks of the Ydrkand river, 12 miles above

Kulanuldi on the winter (or Kugiar) route to Ydrkand. Two miles above

camp are the ruins of an outpost fort at the mouth of a glen, which leads

over a ridge to the east to Sh^dula (two days* journey). On the road from

Kulanuldi the river is crossed girth-deep several times on a shingly and

sandy bottom. Channel wide, with high hills on either side. Camp in

tamarisk jungle. (B$lUw^Trotier,)

KUKSAR OR KAKSAL—Lat. 34® 35*. Long. 73® 4*. Elev.

A village in Khurmang (Baltistln) situated on the left bank of the Drds

river, at the junction of its tributary the Kuksar. It contains nine houses,

(ify/msf.)

KUKSAR RIVER or SHINGO—
A tributary of the Dr&s river, rises near thp plateau of Deosai, and flow-

ing east joins the Drib river, just below tlie village of Kuksar. Its waters
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are very clear, whilat tboee of the DrXs rifer are turbid. The falley

belongs to the ilaka of Khurmaug. The inhabitants are mostly Brokpas

and number about 100 families. (Cunningham^Bellew^A^lmer.)

KUKURUS—Lat. 84® 87^ Long. 74® I V. Elev.

A village in the Maohipdra pargana, containing the z(6rat of Babd Putta

Sahib. A road branches off from this place to the village of Wysa.
{Mimt-gomerie.)

KtJLAN—Lat. 84® 16'. Long. 75® 11'. Elev.

A village in the Sind valley, situated on the right bank of the river ; it is

shaded by fine trees, and watered by a stream from the hills. Besides a

inasjid and a brick hamdm^ it contains the zfdrat of Baboda Sahib, and
two houses inhabited by pfrzddas, and eleven families of zamindars.

Rice is grown in the neighbourhood, but this cultivation does not eztend
higher up the valley. There are some government magazines in the village

for storing salt and sulphur imported from Laddk.

The Nichinai valley, in the mountain range, to the north-east of the
village, may, it is said, be reached by a path lying through the Chor Oali.

Kt3LANOAM—Lat. 34® 84'. Long. 74® fl'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Pohm river, about a mile west
of Chogal, just south of the path between Sopur and Sbaldrab.

Including Arampdra, this village contains about twenty-two houses
inhabited by zamindars.

KtJLANI—Lat. 33® 46'. Long. 74® 14'. Elev.

Is situated on the left bank of the Mandi river, just above its junction
with the Sdran, about 8 miles east of Punch. It is a small village con-
taining about seven houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamfndars.

KULANULDI—'' Tlie wild horse died

Lat. 36® 18'. Long. 77® 10' Elev. 18,210'.

A camping ground on the banks of the Ydrkand river, on the Kugiar route
to Ydrkand, 74 miles below AkUgh, between which the river is crossed
eighteen times. This portion of the route was at one time very nnsafe,
being infested by robbers (Kanjuti). Camp in tamarisk jangle. River
channel half mile wide.

Eight miles below camp is the Yangi Diwan pass, the road to which is

very difiScult, passing through a narrow, tortuous, and deep gorge, which
is blocked till June by a glacier that melts away in the next month*
\Trotier—Bellem.)

KULOAM—Lat. 83® 89'. Long. 75® 4'. Elev.
A small town, the tahsS station of the Diosur pargana; it is very picture
esquely situated on the southern side of a table-land overlooking the left
bank of the Veshafi, whose bed is here spread out and divided into several
channels. It contains two old attrats ; the large one is that of Husfa
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SiiDoarii and the smaller that of 8hAi Hamaddn. Between Kuigdm and
Bhopion to the north-westi there is a small canal out from the Yeshad for

irrigation purposes.

The place was once famous for its manufacture of wooden toys, and
would appear to have been a rendezvous for merchants and others proceed-

ing tc the Panj4b by the Goldbgarh pass. Cl'>6e to Kulgdm there is a
heroniy upon two huge ohundr trees. Supplies are procurable.

Jscs.)

KOUOAN—L»t. 84* 88'. Long. 74* 88'. Elev.

A village situated to the north of the Loldb valley. An excellent road>

which runs along the ridge of mountains to the norths commences at this

village. (Mtmtgomerie.)

KULLI—Lat. 33® 66'. Long. 76® 9'. Elev.

A village in the Wullar pargana, containing a beautiful spring shaded by
four splendid chnndr trees. This spring is known in the neigh^urhood as

Shai Hamddn^s springi a fable rehitiDg that when this saint reached the

village, his horse was thirsty, whereupon he ordered him to strike his foot

to the earth, which doing, this spring gushed forth.

Kulli lies a little more than a mile south of Trdl, by the path towards

Sursd, on the Jhelum. There is one Hindd family in the village ; the rest

of the inhabitants, numbering about thirty families, are Muhammadans.

KULSI— KhIlsi.''

KTJMBRIAL—Lat. 34® 33'. Long. 74® % I'. Elev.

A village in the Loldb valley, situated on the right bank of the Schdrt

stream, just above its junction with the Lahwal. It contains about twelve

houses.

KUMDAN—Lat. 35® 8' 1". Long. Elev. 16,990'.

A camping ground on the Shyok river, situated 9 miles below Oapshan, and
10 miles above Brangsa Baser. It ison the winter route from the latter to

Daolat«Beguldi. Between Brangsa Baser and Oapshan some immense

glaciers are passed. Bellew gives an account of them
** We desoendod to the bed of the Shyok, and following np its stream for two hours

eame to a glader lying right athwart the valley, whioh rans in a north-west direction.

We hers entered a narrow lane between vertical walls of white marble rocks on one aide

and bottle-green glacier on the other, and for one honr went up its stream, crossing

from side to aide, till we finally emerged upon the valley beyond, and then, going on for

a mile or eo, we oamped on a raised beach of shingle under a sheer wall of white marble

and in full sight of another great glacier only a few hundred yards ahe^. This seeMd

glader is seen winding down a long valley of which it fills the hollow like a solid rive

and at its to[^ many miles away to the west, rises a very remarkable peak. The ad-

vance of this glacier obliquely aeroas the vi^y, by rioeing its passage, produced that

inundation of the Indus in 1843 which proved eo destructive along its course down to

tak. Tbeolher glacier, left behind ns, eiosaes thevalley at right angles, a»d must

have stmek the oppoeite aide with great force, for I notioed that the roob were omahed
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and powdered la lome pwi^ and bad musec of the glaeier still' adhering to them, prob-

ably arer since their separation from the main body, by the passaKS forced through by
the pent Hnp waters. It was the projection aeiosa the valley of this glacier which pro*

dnc^ that inundation of thelndos in 1869 which destroyed the Maoshera cantonment
' by a reilax of the waters of the Kdbnl river at Atak." (Stllne.)

KXJNDI—Lot. Sio 28.' Long. 74° 23'. £ler.

A Tillage situated near the Rnttansar at the south-east end of the

Uttar pargana. Two roads lead from this village to the villages of

Sogam and Sandigam, in the Loldb valley
; both are good paths, and quite

passable for laden ponies. The march is about five hours' easy walking.
{Mo»tgomtrie.)

KUNDI—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 73* 36'. Elev.

A village situated on the flat top of the spur above the right bank of the

Kishan Oanga, about 2 miles west of Mandal. It is held in jagfr by the

inhabitants, numbering seven families of pirzddas.

Bice is extensively cultivated about the village, and a 'little cotton.

Below it, on either side of the pathway, there is a bdgh or orchard.

RUNDI—Lat. 33° 48'* Long. 74° 18'. Elev.

A large village situated about 14 miles north-east of Punch, at the point

between the confluence of the Gagrin and Dali Nar streams. It is inhabited

by Muhammadans, and contains about eighty houses. Dry crops only

are cultivated.

KUNGI LA—Fi* " Kahji Pass oe ViNoa La."

KUNIS—Lat. 35° 12'. Long. 76° 11'. Elev.

A village in Kiris (Baltistdn) on the right bank of the river Shyok which
is here at its narrowest. With the village of Harikan above it, it contains

seventy-five houses. Camping ground small ; few supplies. (Aylmer.)

KtlNUS—Lat. 34° 23' Long. 74° 34'. Elev.

A village surrounded by fruit-trees and grape vines, situated in a nook
about a quarter of a mile from the western edge of the Wular lake, about
S miles south of Alsd, and four honrs' journey by boat from Bandipdra.

From this village, Lalpdr, in the Loldb valley, may be reached by a
path leading over the hills; it is about 6 ko$ distant, (/see.)

KtRI—Lat 34° 26'. Long. 78* 84'. Elev.

A small town situated on the right bank of the Kishan Oanga river
about 9 miles north-east of Mozafsrabdd. Tt stands on a wide plateau!
which slopes gradually from the foot of the mounUins, dropping preoipi-

tously into the bed of the river.

A considerable stream flows into the Kishan Oanga, through a narrow
gorge below the east side of thisplatean; it is bridged, bnt would doubt*
leas be fordable when the waters are low.

The town, which stretches for a considerable distance east and west, is

said to have decreased in size of late years. The houses an snbsUntially
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builtj and some are shaded by trees, among whioh are wild figs^ peaches,

and vines. The population now numbers about one hundred and fifty families,

of whom fifty are Hindfis and the rest Muhammadans. Among the re*

sidents are numerous shopkeepers and artisans.

The town contains a masjid, and the ztfrats of P(r Muhammad AU
Shdh and Sultdn Toda Shdh, near which latter there are three springs of

cimr water, and an orchard which contains a small place suitable for

encamping. Firoz Dbfii Kh&n, the titular rfija of Kuri, and his son

Sultan Muhammad Khdii, an intelligent youth of about 22 years of

age, reside in the town : the rdja is related to Ahmad Khdn, the ew r£ja

of Karnao, but took no part in his cousin's rebellion. This family* which
claims to have ruled the surrounding district for twenty generations, still

holds it in jagir, paying, it is said, chilki B7,000 annually as a nazaraua to

the mahaiija.

Raja Firoz Dhm Khdn's three nephews have estates in the neighbour-

hood j Waif Muhammad Kbdn and Fathi Muhammad Khdn reside at the

village of Persucha, and Muhammad Zamdn Khdu at Drar. Rdja Firoz

DIun Khan's power seems to be merely nominal, as a thanaddr and fifteen

sepoys in the mahardja's service are stationed at Kuri, to protect the in-

terests of the Hindus, and in all important affairs the mahardja's represent-

ative has to be consulted.

Various paths lie over the passes north of the town, leading into the

Kaghdn valley* Supplies are abundant and coolies procurable.

KORI—Lat. 38^ 86'. Long. 74® 56'. Elev.

A village in the Diosur pargana, situated at the foot of the slopes from the

Panjal range, about 10 miles south-east of Shupion. It is the point of

departure from Kashmir of the road lying over the GoUbgarh pass, which

was constructed by Ouldb Singh, and is described as being a well-

frequented route, and practicable for ponies.

Kuri has once been a village of great beauty, surrounded by orchards

and walnut trees; but it is now much dilapidated, containing about sevent}

houses ; of these, one is a substantial brick building, the rest being built ol

boulder masonry and timber in the usual fashion.

KURIGAN—Lat. 84*» 47'. Long. 74® 12'. Elev.

A scattered hamlet, situated on the right bank of the Kishan Gangs, about

2 miles west of Sharidi. It contains altogether about tweiity-five houses

inhabited by zamindars, including a blacksmith, carpenter, potter, barber,

and a dum. A considerable stream flows down through the village and

fields ; it is crossed at two places by small iadal bridges, and works one

or two mills. There is much cultivation about the place.

At the entrance of the village, on the east side, is the sfdrmt of Saiad

Hubbfb; it also contains a masjid and a naidjir-kkdna for travellers.
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Bmwai» in the Kighin valley, may, it iaaaid, be i^hed from thia place in

three marches by a path lying over the Batti Oali.

KUBPS—Lat. 35^ 40'. Long. 76® Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Braidd river (BaltieUo). It contains

sixteen houses. There is a rope brid^ here.

KUBPITO—Lat. 86® 16'. Long! 75® 4'. Elev.

A small villaire at the entrance to the Burjf La from the Skardd side.

{Oodwin^Ausien.)

KUBBOLE-^Lat. 83® 18'. Long. 76® 18'. Elev.

A small village situated on the right bank of the Chandra Bhiga, abon^

a quarter of a mile west of the Bdmbdn bridge.

A stream flows down through the village ; it is crossed by a bridge.

KUBU—Lat. 85° 11'. Long. 76° Elev.

A village in the ilaka of Kiris (BaltisULn) on the right bank of the

Shyok. It contains about sixty houses. It is watered by a stream from

the mountains. Camping ground small ; a very few supplies procurable.

It forms a stage on the L4h«Skardii road. (Aylmer.)

KUBU— Fids "Khoro."

KUBUS—Lat.34®4'. Long. 74® 62'. Elev.

A small village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum,afew miles south*

east of Srinagar.

KUSHPUBA—Lat. 84® 6'. Long. 74® 46'. Elev.

A village situated rather more than 4 miles west of Srinagar, near the

foot of the Hanjik wudar or table-land.

There is a bania's shop and about twenty houses in all in the village,

which is divided into two mabalias or districts, Banpdra and Petpuras.

The former contains the ztfrat of Ubbun Shdh.

KUSTINQ—Lat. 34® 68'. Long. 76° 32'. Elev. 8,800', approx.

A village of about 80 houses ou the left bank of the Shyok in Chorbat

(BaltisUn). It is passed on the L^h-Skardd routes. In winter a bridge

is thrown across the river at this point. {Aylmer.)

KUT—Lat. 83® 81'. Long. 75® 2 1'. Elev.

A village in the Shahabid valley, situated on the right bank of the S4n*

dran river, which is bridged between it and the opposite village of Tarn-

man. It contains about eight houses inhabited by zamfndars. During
the winter months the S&ndran disappears at this point. Tha Bring val-

ley may be reached from this village by a path through the defile which
passes the Sundbrar spring.

KUTAKLIK—Lat. Long. Elev. 18,600'.

A camping ground on the winter route by the Karakoram pass, situated at

the junction of the Shyok, and a tributary that flows into it from the north
from the Dipsang plateau. It is ten marches from L6h. {Drew.)
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KUTHAB-
A pargana ia the Anatiitg zilla of the Mir<j division, comprising the val-

ley of the Arpat river ; the tahsfl station is at Achibdl or S4hibab4d. The
best silk in Kashmir is produced in this pargana, and iron is found in the

mountains on the south side. From the upper end of the valley, foot-paths

lie over the mountains into the Main Wa^w^n. A good road over the

Metsij hill communicates with the Khourpara pargana on the north-west,

and there are various paths over the range to th.^ south-east, leading into

the Nowbdg valley.

KUTUS—Lat. 84“ 28'. Long. 74® 40'. Elev.

A considerable village in the Khuihama pargana, containing a tbdna, situ-

ated about % miles west of Bandipdra, on the noriaern shore of the Wular
lake.

KUWAS^Lat. 86* 1'. Long. 76® 85'. Elev. 8,750' approx.

A village of about thirty houses on the left bank of the Shyok in Chorbat

(Baltisidn). To the north-west is the Kuwas stream up which a road

leads to Khurroang vid the Kandrik pass {q.v,). {Aylmer]

K17ZUZ—Lat. 83® 63'. Long. 76® 37'. Elev.

A small village containing three houses, situated in a narrow valley, which

opens into the Maru Wardw4n at the village of Afith. It lies above the

right bank of the Kiizuz stream, which flows into the Maru Wardw4n
river.

KWAJ KtJR PANSAL—Lat. 34® 4'. Long. 75® 48'. Elev.

A pass over the range lying between the north-eastern extremity of the

Maru Wardwdn valley and Surd.

KYAMGO TRAGOAR—
The name given to the main stream of the Cbangchenmo above Eiam.

It is broad, and a great thickness of alluvial deposits ia exposed on its

sides. Godwin-Austen says that
**

it was an alluvial plain in its transition

state before the river had cut its way down to the solid rocks. Its former

levels were beautifully shown in a series of steps and terraces, of which as

many as five could be counted. At the point where we descended from the

alluvial terrace into the bed of the Kyamgo Traggar, there was a small

rim of water, but this disappeared about half a mile on, where the valley

narrowed considerably, and the hills rose on either hand in high cliffs of

sandstone, forming a regular gorge. We walked up the soft gravelly bed

of the river for about 4 miles ; it then narrowed considerably and took a

bend to the east-south-east, and at 8 miles further on divided into two

large branches : we followed that having nearly a due east course. From
the mountain spurs having approached so close to the broad bed of the

Kyamigo Traggar, the absence of water, and it having also taken a bend,

we had been led to imagine that its course here ended, but this was n'^t
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the case; for ahead of us was an enormous broad gravel-covered valley

stretching away to the foot of the mountain, at least 18 miles further

to the eastward. This open valley had a most peculiar aspect, but partook

in its gravelly bed a good deal of the nature of those valleys I had seen be*

tween Pal and the Kiung Gang La ; its elevation was about 16,400 feet, and

its breadth, in widest parts, about 2 miles; the ridge of bills bounding it

to the north lay about 4 or 6 miles off, but were only 3,000 feet above it

and the spurs came down with a very gradual fall towards the valley. On
the south a very low ridge of about 500 feet, in places not more than SOO,

separated this valley plain from another broad one of a like character, the

ravines of which ran up into the hills in wide beds, from 200 to 300 yards

in breadth. Several broad lateral drainage plains also formed a junction

with the one we were in, from the northern hills that run parallel with it,

Directly ahead a low, broad pass was visible, the mountains rising to the

south of it in snowy peaks 21,000 feet high. Plenty of the woody-rooted

wild lavender grew around, but grass was very scanty, only in two or three

spots was there found barely sufficient for the yaks. Water was also very

scarce. The mirage on the flat gravelly plain had at tiihes the appearance

of beautiful blue still lakes. The summit of ihe pass (17,960 feet) was

quite 1,500 feet above the level of the valley, but the ascent gradual.^'

(Oodwin^Auiten.— J. R. O. S. 1867.)

KYANG CHU—Pi* Kuna Chu."

KYANQ-MAIDAN— Pi* Kiano MaidXn.

KYaNG-TSO—Pi* " Kiano-Chu/'

KYARE—Pi* " Khbrb."

KYOONGYUM or KYtJNGYAM—Lat. 33®40'. Long. 78®8\ Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Indus, opposite Tin, and below the

junction of the Puga rivulet

KYUN—
Two small lakes lying to the east of the Tsomorari lake, and separated

from it by a range of mountains. The north lake is fresh water, the south

brackish. (Drew,)

KYONG-
A tributary of the Indus, that rises in the mountains east of the Tsomo-

rari lake, near the Nidar pass, and flowing north enters the Indus at

Nidar village. Half-way between the niuis and Nidar the stream forms a

small lake. (CunuiftfJhm,)

KYUNG-DUM or KYANG-DOM.—
Lat. 32^ 45^ Long. 78^ 15'. Elev. 14,900'.

Camping ground at the south end of the Tsomorari lake. It is passed on

the route from Spiti to L6b, 11 miles from Narbu Suindo and 13 miles
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•oath of Kanok. In July this place is infested wilh sneh swarms of

andflies as to make it quite impossible to lemain in camp even for a day.

{Dnw—‘Mangold.)

KYUNGSB LA-riir*'NioABP488.'^
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L
LACHALANG PASS ok LANGA LUCHA—

Lat. 86° 6'. Lonsr. 77° 48'. Eler. 16,680'.

Is crossed oq the route from Kulu to L6h, between Sumdo and Somgal

(or Sumkiel), and lies about 40 miles north-east of the Bara Laeha pass.

There is another route aii the Pankpo La and along the Tsomorori lake

to Fuga^ and so on to Lfii ; but this rente is not recommended.

Dr. Cayley says that scarcely any snow lies on the Laobalang after

16th June, and that it never offers any difficulties. The northern slope is

steep, but there is now (1870) a fairly good road, which only requires

repairs to render it quite easy. (CayUy—Cwningkam,)

Two roads lead acrou the Lachalang, the old and the new ; with regard

to the latter, Mr. Elias, in 1878, reported that the amount of snow on the

road was so great that he had not been able to go over the whole of it

on foot. The chief objections to it were that it was longer, that the sig-zags

were steep and inconvenient, and that the snow lay nnmelted much longer

than on the old road.

Mr. Jenkyns also says that *^the travellers avoid the neir route on

account of its length and adhere to the old road. The shortest road in so

inhospitable a country is preferred.^'

The reason for this route to L4h being originally selected by traders, is

due to the exorbitant transit duties formerly levied by the Kashmir Darbdr

;

since these have been partially abolished, the trade returns show greatly in

favour of the Mari-SrUiagar-L6h route, which now possesses the advantages

of-
(1) railway to Rawal Pindi

;

(2) good road to Baramula

;

(3) easy road, well supplied to li6h

;

(4) thirty-five miles shorter than route vid Lachalang

;

(6) no high passes, while the Kulu road passes over four high ones.*

(Maniold-^Ram$ay.)
Feet.

* Botang 13.000

Bara Lacba .... 16,060

Lachalang . • • • 16,630

Tagalaog .... 18,042

LACHRAT—
The name of the district lying on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga

river, between Titwal and Mozafarabdd. (Batei.)

lADAK—
A province of the Kashmir State lying beetween the Himalayas and the

Kuenluu mountains, and between BaltisUn and Chinese Tibet.
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Name,—lMd&f in Tibet^o is the most common name of th®

conntrjT. It is also called Mar^ul, or low or red land, and Kkn-ekun^pa, or

snow land. The name Tibet is entirely onknown to the people.

jBoMJidsriM.—On the north it is divided by the Karakoram and Knenlun
ranges from Ydrkand and Khot4n. To the east and south-east are the
Chinese districts of Rndok and ChnmnrtL To the sontk lie the British

districts of Lahoul and Spiti and the Zanskdr country, now included in

the Kashmir district of Udampnr. To the west lie Surd, Drds, Khurmang,
and Chorbat, ilakas of the Skardu Wazirat. (Cmnnimpkam ' Ajflmer.)

The Karakoram or Mustdgh range forms the northern boundary as far

east as the Karakoram pass. Eastward of the pass, however, to past the

meridian of 80°, the boundary line is uncertain. The country lying be-

tween this portion of the Karakoram range and the western Knenlun on
the north is a blank, uninhabited region, and may be looked upon as neu-

tral territory. The boundary line from the eastern Ruenlun, down south

to the head of the Cliangchenmo valley, is also undefined. Elsewhere the

boundaries of LadAk are well marked. (Drew.)

I'Le most striking feature in the physical aspect of the country is the

parallelism of its mountain ranges, which stretch throughout it from south-

east to north west. This general direction of the mountain chains deter-

mines the courses of the rivers, as well as the boundaries of the natural

divisions of the country. The principal valley in LadAk is that which fol-

lows the course of the Indus from south-east to north-west through the

greater part of the country. Into it a number of smaller valleys open,

forming basins for the tributaries of the Indus, the chief of which are the

Shyok on the north and ZanskAr on the south. The principal tributaries

of the Shyok are the NubrA, Changchenmo, and Lung Chn rivers. Those

of ZanskAr are the Sumgal, Tsnrap, and SArchu. The only other important

tributary of the Indus is the Bris river, which is formed by the united

streams of the Wakha, Suru, DrAs, and Kuksar rivers.

The principal mountain ranges are the western Himalaya, the Kailas,

the Karakoram or MustAgh range, and the eastern and western Kuenlun.

These are described under their respective headings in the Gazetteer. All

sheets of water in LadAk are known by the general name of Ts^,

With a single exception, all the lakes are land-locked, and, consequent,

ly, more or less salt. The principal are the Fangong lake, the Pangoor

Tso, the Tsomorari lake, and the Tsokur. Theie are besides som ^ exten-

sive salt lakes scattered about the Lingzi-tuiig plains. LadAk is one of the

most elevated regions of the earth, and very barren. The lowest valley

has an elevation of about 9,000 feet. The climate is most singular

burning heat by day being succeeded by piercing cold at night, and every,

thing is parched by the extreme dryness of the air. The rainfall is small and
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irregolari but the snow is sometimes very heavy {nide laAik Meteorological

Observatoiy returns). The climate iS| however^ favourable to animal Ufe,

Jhaae.—-On the plains op to 17«000 feet^ wild asses (kysng), aBtelope,

wild yak, ibesi and several kinds of wild sheep are fonndi and the hill-slopes

upto 19|000 feet abound with marmots and alpine hares. Immense flocks of

domestic goats and sheep are pastured in the elevated plateau of Bopshu.

^e other domestic animals are the yak cow and zho (a cross between

tiie male yak and common cow). The average property of an average

household of five persons is^ ten sheep and goats« 1 beast of burden

(yak» donkey, or horse), and 1 oow or zho. The proportion of sheep,

goats, and yaks is.much higher in the upper portions of the valleys.

The number of beasts fit for transport purposes is as follows

Ponies about 600, donkeys rather more, yaks about 1,000, and a large

number of sheep and goats. For the description of these bmsts of burden

see the Introduction.

Cultivation is chiefly carried on on the alluvial plateaus, along the river-

banks. The principal crops are barley, of two or three species, wheat, and

a little buckwheat. Fruit-trees, poplars, and willows are only to be found

in the deep river-beds, in dieltered nooks watered by side streams, and tim-

ber is very scarce. Lucerne {eidnpo) is eztensively cultivated. The manu-

factures are rude and unimportant. The principiJ is woollen cloth, adapted

for home consumption, and, from cheapness of labour and material, sold

at a very low prioe. There is considerable transit trade, Laddk being

naturally the great thoroughfare between Chinese Tibet and Yfirkand on

the one hand and the Panjdb and Kashmfr on the other. (For details, vide

Trade Reports.)

ZVode.—Ever since the customs duty on trade goods between India and

Yfirkand was abolished by the Kashmir State in accordance with the treaty

of 1870, a large trade him sprung up between these two countries. The

highest yearly return of this trade was 18 lakhs worth of goods to and from

Ydrkand and India respectively. The principal articles of trade to Ydrkand

are English piece-goods, Indian tea, indigo, sugar, fee. ; and.those of import

are principally charas, silk, silver, and gold. {Ajlmer^^Radha Kiehen.)

Winde.^'Etom observations made by Oeneral Cunningham, his brother,

and other travellers, it would appear that the prevailing wind at night is

from the north-east, and during the day from the south-west. Theday breeze

in summer always begins to blow before mid-day, and continues rising and

veering towards the west, with frequent and strong guests, until 8 or 4 v.H.,

when it reaches its greatest force. Towards sunset it changes to west*
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Dorth-west, and gradually lessens^ till at 9 p.ii . it is only a gentle breeze

from the north-west. At midnight there is a slight north wind^ which
becomes fainter and fainter towards the mornings and then freshens into

a north-east breeze.

Bain and raotr.-—The rainfall is very slight. In the more elevated

districts of Rupshu, Nubriij and Lad&k proper, it rains, or rather drizzles,

at intervals during the monsoon season, and occasionally there is a down-

poar lasting for twelve hours, when all the rivers rise into flood very

rapidly. Snow falls oftener, and sometimes very heavily.

The snowfall in the Dr4s district is considerable, and the Zoji*lA pass,

leading from it into Kashmir, is closed by it usually for five months from

the end of November. A greater depth of snow also falls in Zanshir than

in Central Lad^k. In spring it causes great avalanches. The extreme

height of the snow-line is 20,000 feet on exposed southern slopes. On
northern slopes it does not rise above 16,000 to 17,000 feet*

Temperature.—^The climate is characterised by great extremes of heat

and cold, and by excessive dryness. In Rupshu the thermometer fiills as

low as 9° F. in September. The minimum temperature of the month is

23*6^, and the mean temperature 42*93^ The mean annual temperature

of the Indus valley is 37 ‘5°.

Table of annual mean temperatur.

Oiitrlota. Height.; AnnoAl tenpeimlwt.

Rapsha 16,634 fwt. 287^

KubrB 18.763 „ 33W

la^^k *.*••• 11,600 „ 37-(W

Mean IWW „ 34-9r

Baity range of famperature.

Olitriete. Height Dellylmti. Bitreme nngf

•

Bnpsha • * i5jm 4048* er-oor

Udik e e 11,600 8S-0(r »7F

By tfie above table it will be seen that the difference between the tern-

perarare of day and night increases with the elevation.
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The excessive dryness of the climate is due chiefly to ele-

vatioDj by which the air is so rarified as to be incapable of bolding much

moisture in suspension. It is also partly due to the great radiation of

heat from the bare soil, by which any moisture is rapidly evaporated.

The dryness of the climate increases with the height. The temperature

of the dew point is so very low that the disposition of dew is quite un-

known in the more elevated parts. {Cunningham.)

Table of moiilure.

MoitTPM.

Month.

1

Dittriot. Halfht.
Dry. Wot. l>eprciiion.

Dow point,

j

doproMion.

September Ruephu 16.634 67-6* 40‘5 27* 18-8' 81-0®

n Lsd&k 11.600 66-7* 42*9 2igo 24*8’ 88-6*

Thunder and lightning,—^The comparative absence of thunder aud
lightning is most remarkable^ and appears to be dependent on the excess-

ive dryness of the climate. During twenty-three mouths General

Strachey only twice heard a very faint roll of thunderi accompanied by
clouds and a few drops of rain.

Earthquakes also are of rare occurrencci and never

severe. {H. Siracheg.)

Coinage,—In Laddk one meets with the coinage as well as the merchan-

dise of all the surrounding countries. The only native coin is the silver jao
orJO, which is worth really annas but is mode to pass for { rupee*

^e Chinese eileer ingot, called gambu by the Yarknndfs^ dottat or

iamikma (horses’ hoofs) by the Tibetans, and kurus (i,e., hoofs) by the
natives of India. They consist of lumps of pure silver, often hent like

a horse-shoe, aud are imported from Y&rkand, to which country they are

brought ffrom Kathay, or Northern China. A silver ingot weighs about

166} tolas, and therefore is valued at the same number of rupees. Six of

them are worth about B1,000. In Dr. Cayley’s trade report a silver ingot

is valued at B170. {Cunningham^IL Straeheg.)

Government.—Former Government.—The government was formerly a
mild despotism, under a ruler who bore the title of ggalpo or king.”

The Prime Minister.—The conduct of affairs was generally entrusted

to the minister, or kahlon. His power was apparently absolute, but
was really curbed by the wide-spread authority of the monastic establish-

ments and by the partial independence of the petty ggalpos and district

kahlone. His office was almost hereditary, i.e,, it was restricted to a
member of one of the families of the principal district kahlons. Many of
the nobility were petty chiefs of valleys which had once been independent
There vienu ggalpo in Nubr^, Gya, Zanskir, Pashkyum, be.
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tfavemw^eni OJteen.— deputy kahlon was called the hahlo% rigien

wmokahlon : the other officers were the lonpoi, or governors of towns#

and ikarpom, or commanders of forts. In Ldh| also, there were the

maipon or commaodei^in-chief, the ekagtot or treasurer, the skogam^

ekagiot or head collector of taxes, skakspon or chief justice, the kkrimpom
or magistrates, kaka^tadii or master of the horse, and the ekagn^gopa

or kotwdl.

In/erior Offieen.—The inferior officers were the mipom or gcpas, the

headmen of the villages, and the ikogumpa, or provincial collectors of taxes

and customs.

Selaiioui wUk gurrounding The relations with the surrounding

States were chiefly confined to political relations with Baltistdn and Rudok,

commercial ties with Yarkand and Kashmir, and to religious connection

with Llidsa. The difficulties of the passage of the Karakoram mountains

prevented the Chinese governors of Ydrkand and Khoidn from attempting

the conquest of Laddk, and the poverty of the country offered no temptation

to the Muhammadan rulers of Kashmir. The relations with these States

were therefore friendly. With Baltistdn, however, there existed a continual

state of border plundering.

Adminutration of JuBtice.—^The administration of justice was formerly

patriarchal. An assembly of five or seven elders was called by the district

gyalpo or kahlon, or by the village gopa, to decide cases. More form wa^

observed at the capital, Ldh. The complainant laid his case before the lonpo*

or mayor, who reported it to the kahlon. The shakspon, chief justice, was

then directed to assemble a regular court of five or seven members, accord-

ing to the importance of the case.

PunUkmentin^^Voo punishments were stripes, fines, and imprisonment *

in extreme cases, banishment or death. Death was seldom awarded, and
still more rarely carried out. Criminals were either crucified or thrown into

the Indus bound hand and foot, and weighted with stones. Banishment, or

rather ignominious expulsion from society, preceded by stripes and branding

was the usual punishment for murder. For child*murder a woman was

sentenced to the loss of one baud in addition to the above expulsion.

Preoent Oovernment.—Tho laws of Lnddk still continue in force under

the Kashmir rule, with the single exception of death for the slaughter of

kine. Ladik is now governed by a wazir who is the chief officer of the

state for the purposes of civil, criminal, and revenue administration.

There are also two Commissioners appointed by^the Supreme Government

of India and the Kashmir State respectively, styled the British and

Kashmir Joint Commissioners. The latter is usually the wazir of Laddk

at the same timet The Joint Commissioners control trade routes within

specified limits and matters connected therewith. L6h is the head*

quarters of government. (Aglmer.)
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JKf/Pfy.—The earlier hietory of the country is mixed up with the nanal

fablea, which endeavour to trace their origin to divine interposition and to

dates considerably earlier than the creation of man. It will therefore snflke

if we give short notices of facts which are known to have oconrred. The
first is the invasion of Ladfikby the Baltis in the beginning of the seven*

teenth century. AU Mir^ the chief of Skardu, taking advantage of a state of

anarchy in the country, marched upon Uh with a large force, and burnt all

the temples and monaeteriee, together with their valuable libraries. About

16&5 there was a second Baltf invasion. The Baltf troops were, however,

signally defeated by the LadfLkfs, under Oyalpo Siunge Namgyal, at Kharbu.

The gyalpo after this addedithe district of Rudok to his kingdom. . About

1670 the Ladfikfe invaded Khapalu, a dependency of Baltistdn. The Baltis,

though assisted by the Muhammadan governor of Kashmir, were defeated

at Sarird (locality unknown). Shortly after the success, the Lsddkfs were

called upon to meet an alarming invasion of Sokpos, a Mogul tribe. Being

defeated in several actions, they called for the aid of the governor of Kash-

mfr, who despatched a large force without delay. This force crossed the

Indus at Rhalsi by two wooden bridges, and at Thanskya completely defeat-

ed the Sokpoe, and drove them out of the country.

From this time the gyalpos ot Ladlk began to pay tribute to the gov-

ernors of Kashmir.

In 1834 Quldb Singh of Jnmu, having consolidated his power in the

newly-acquired province of Kishtwar, sent a large force from this valley to

invade Ladak. It was commanded by Wazir Zorawdr Singh. The follow-

ing account of the invasion and conquest of La<hik is gpven by Basti Rdra,

th^uadar of Ldh, who was one of the principal officers of the expedition,

The force entered Ladak by the Bhotkol pass, at the head of the Sdrfi valley.

It was here opposed by the Ladakis under Maiigul, who were, however,

driven from their position. The Dogras halted eight days at Sdru. The
troops were prohibited from cutting the corn, iihich was then ripe. This

politic conduct was rewarded by the immediate submission of the district

zamindars. Zorawtr Singh now built a fort at Suru, which he occupied for

a month. After this he advanced into the P^shkyum district and was opposed

by the Lad4k(a at. the bridge of Pasbkyum. The Dogrde were again vic-

torious. The Laddkfe by a skilful manoeuvre effected their retreat across

the bridge, which they then destroyed. The Dogri force, however, crossed

the river on maaaks without oppoeition. Pasbkyum was now abandoned,

and the chief of the place fled to the fort of Sod, where, with the district

zamfndars, he determined to bold out. The Degree after a ten days' siege

took the fort by assault, and the gyalpo and about six hundred Laddkfe

were taken prisoners.

A whole month was now wasted in fruitless negotiations with the

district zamfndars. Akabut Muhammad Kh4ii, Gyalpo of Laddk, mean-
while advanced with a force of 22,000 to Mulbekh. He eent envoys to
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!SorawXr Sing^h proposing that the DogrXs should send confidential agents

to treat with the LadXki chiefs. These were accordingly sent^ and were
treacherously seized by the LadXkis. In the meanwhile, the kahlon (prime

minister), marching by a circuitous route, attacked the DogrXs in rear, and
took many prisoners. ZorawXr Singh now retreated to the fort of Lang
Karchu (Kartze), where he remained unmolested four months. He was then

opposed by a large Ladtki force under the kahlon, but sallying out of the

fort, defeated it. One thousand two hundred Laddkis were taken prisoners,

and about four hundred were overwhelmed by the fall of a snow-bed.

Among the prisoners were the kahlon and the master of the horse. After

this victory the DogrXs again advanced upon Pashkyum, and thence vid

Shergol to Mulbekh. Halting here fifteen days, they proceeded by
Kharbu to Lamayaru, and were there met by an envoy from the gyalpo, suing

for peace. Zorawar Singh now advanced upon Leh, where he remained

four months. It was finally arranged that the Gyalpo should pay B50,000
for the expenses of the war, and a yearly tribute of tt20,000. After

arranging these terras Zorawdr Singh fell back upon Lamayaru, but hear-

ing that the chief of Sod had retaken his fort, he advanced on that place

by forced marches. The Ladakis retreated, and were surprised and defeated

by the Dogras at Suru. The zamtndars again tendered their submission to

ZorawXr Singh, who then marched into ZanskXr. The chief of this district

agreed to pay a tax of Bd-8 for every house. About this time there was
an insurrection at Uh, instigated by MiXn Singh, the Sikh governor of

Kashmir. Zorawdr Singh at once advanced to quell it, and was met by
the gyalpo at Shushot. The balance of the tribute, B 1 3,000, was now
demanded from the LadXkis, and besides this the additional expenses of the

army. The government of the country was bestowed upon the kahlon of

Banka, and the gyalpo was allowed as a jagir the large village of Tok,

opposite L^h. Zorawlr Singh having now despatched a force of 15,000 men
to Padam, the capital of ZanskXr, and taken that place, returned to Jamfi.

The maharXja was much displeased with him for making over the govern-

ment of Laddk to the kahloo of Banka. A year after, news arrived that

the new king had revolted, and that the Dogr4 garrisons were beleagnred

in the different forts. Zoraw4r Singh at once started o6P with 8,000

infantry, and in two months arrived in the district of Padam, but, owing

to the swollen state of the river, could do nothing for two months more.

He then advanced through Zansk&r to Ldh.

The new gyalpo fled at his approach, but was seized in Spftf and

brought back a prisoner to Uli.

The former gyalpo, Akabut, was now reinstated, and Zorawar Singh

again returned to Janiu. After a year, about 1889, be re-entered Ladfik

with 6,000 men for the purpose of seizing the kahlons of Banka and Basgo,

who were plotting against the gyalpo. They had been treating with Ahmad
ShAh of BaltistAn, whom they wished to help in a general rising against
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the DogrrX^ Zoraw^r Siogh seized upoa this as a pretext for invading

Baltistko. This he did in 1840^ and leaving a garrison at Skardd, brought

Ahmad Shdh and his favourite son prisoners into Laddk. In May 1841,

Zoraw^r Singh invaded Rudok territory^ and plundered the monasteries of

Hanid and Tashigong. Both Rudok and Garo submitted without opposi-

tion. On the 7th November, news was heard of the approach of Chinese

troops from Lhdsa. Two detachments of Dogrds were surrounded and

taken prisoners. Zorawdr Singh, with a small force, now g^ve battle to

10,000 Chinese. He was killed and his troops thrown into disorder.

About 700 were taken prisoners, besides which mamy died from the

extreme cold of this bleak, elevated region, and from frost-bite. Amongst

the prisoners were Ahmad Shdh of Baltistdn and his son, and the kahlon

of Basgo. During the winter the Chinese reoccupied the whole of the

Garo territory, and in the spring of 1842 invaded Laddk and besieged the

new fort at L6h. They were, however, defeated by the DogiXs, and fell

back upon Rudok, where they took up a strong position, lliis was turned

by the Dogrib, and the LhXsan wazir was allowed to retire on the single

condition that the old boundary line between LadXk and Chinese territory

should be re-established.

In 1846 a slight disturbance in Zanskir was promptly repressed by

Basti Ram. Since then the whole conntry has been quiet. The neigh-

bouring district of Gilgit has been added to the mahXraja's dominions,

which now extend from the sources of the Shyok almost to the head of the

Gilgit river. (Cunningham.)

Hot tprings are numerous. The principal are those at Puga, Shdshal,

Kiam, Gogra, Pannmikh, and Changlang. A description of each will be

found in the Gazetteer.

There was formerly no regular army in Laddk. Every family

was obliged to furnish one ready-armed soldier at the call of government.

The kahlons, lonpos, and gobas also furnished from ten to four men each.

In 1834, 22,000 armed peasants collected to oppose Zorawlr Singh. A
larger number could not well have been assembled, as the number of

bouses was not more than 24,000. On a call to arms the soldiers were

told off for the cavalry or infantry, by simply selecting all those who had

horses, or rather poniesj for the former branch. Their arms were swords,

matchlocks, and hows and arrows. The maJkpon, or commander-in-chief,

was either a member of the royal family, or one of the provincial kahlons.

The soldiers were oblig^ to find their own food. Each man was, therefore,

generally attended by another male member of his family, who carried the

joint provisions. The forts of eastern LadXk were nearly all castellated

monasteries, the defence of which was entrusted to the monks, assisted by

the neighbouring peasantry. They were generally pkrehed on high rooks,
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and quite destitute of water. In western Laddk there were several

castles belonging to petty chiefs, such as Pashkyum and Sod, which were

better calculated for defence. The best means of defence, however, con-

sisted in the general inaccessibility of the country during one half ' of the

year, when the passes were closed by snow, and to the power of breaking

down the bridges over the Indus and other unfordable streams during the

summer. Under the maharaja of Kashmir, the country is held by a few

garrisons of tolerably well appointed infantry, who are quartered in the

different forts erected by Zorawdr Singh and his successors, such as those

at Ldh, and the bridge-head at Kabi. They are all built on the same

plan, and in similar situations, on the banks of streams. The total

number of Dogrd troops in the country is about 250. There is also

a force of militia police recruited from Bhots. About one hundred of these

are kept in L£h, and a few in the chief villages. {Cunningham-^Mani*

fold.)

Pauage q/ rtWr.—-The rivers are generally crossed by fording. Gal

is the Tibet&n term for a ford. In summer, the morning is the best time

for fording, for later in the day the waters are much increased by the

melting snows (according to the distance of the fort from the glacier

sources of the stream).

Perry (yrfiif^a).->"The common people are usually ferried over on a
single inflated skin, .but great men are usually taken over on a raft,

formed by placing a bed on two inflated skins. The Shyok, opposite

Satti, is crossed by boat in summer.

-There are two kinds of bridges met with in Laddk—

-

(1) The ehing^tam, or wooden bridge, made usually of large beams
of poplars. Good specimens are to be seen at Leh and Kalsi.

(2) The chng-zam, or Buspension bridge, is common on the Indus
and Shyok, above their junction. It is formed of two stout ropes of

twisted birch twigs, about the thickness of a manb arm. The ropes are

suspended about 5 feet apart at the ends, but are drawn nearer together

in the middle by the weight of the side ropes and roadway. The side ropes

are also of birch twig, and in them is laid the roadway. The latter consist

of three ropes (of the same size as the suspension ropes) laid side by side.

In the best bridges the side ropes are connected by a close wattling of

wicker-work from end to end, to prevent passengers, as well as sheep and
goats, from slipping through. The ekug*eam is a very cheap and easy

mode of bridging a stream, and is, when new and well constructed, quite

safe. The passage of old bridges is, however, often both difficult and dan-
gerous. In them the suspension ropes form a great curve; the sides are

frequently unwattled and completely open, aud the roadway sometimes

reduced to a single rope. (Cunningham.)
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According to the Administration Report of the Jamu and Kashmfr

territories for the year 1879 the population ^vas as follows

Mm. Woinso. ToUi.

Hindflo . . • a • 107 ... 107

Httbaromndano • s a • . 216 45 260

Buddhists s 8 • . 10,784 9,470 20,264

Total . 11.106 9.515 20.621 (2W.)«

It is very unequally distributed. In parts of Rupshu there is only

about one person to every 8 square miles. Lad&k proper is the most^

populous district^ there being about seventeen persons to the square mile.

The Ladakis have a strongly-marked Tartarian or Mongolian conn*

tenance» and are stoutly built. They are short and squat, with

broad, flat, ugly faces, high cheek-bones, large mouth, and narrow

forehead. Nose broad and flat, with wide nostrils and little or no

bridge. Eyes small, narrow, oblique, and nearly always black. Ears

large and prominent, with] particularly long lobes. Hair black, coarse,

and thick. It is usually cut quite close in front and at the sides,

being collected at the~back into a plait or pigtail. Moustaches are

nearly always worn, but they are small, and the beard is very scant*

The average height of a man is about 5 feet % inches, that of a woman
*4 feet 9 inches. They are cheerful, willing, and good-tempered, very

ready for a laugh, and not quarrelsome, unless excited by chanff (a sort of

beer). They also are outwardly honest and truthful, and though slow,

not muddle-headed. (Cunningham— Drew.)

The great mass of the people are of one race or caste. They

intermarry and eat together, and are eligible as members of tlie national

priesthood. But in the northern provinces there is a numerous class called

5em, or low, which includes all the dancing women and their attendant

musicians, also all smiths and carpenters, and, in fact, handicraftsmen of

every kind. The old aristocracy and the monks are nearly all of the agri-

cultural class. (Cunningham^If. Stfaeheg,)

The Argons are half-castes, the ofEspring of the conneztion which Mu-
hammadan traders and others form with the women of the country.

Before a MuhaaimadaD can marry a Laddkf she most become a Muham-
madan in name. The offsprings are frequently Muhammadans, but their

language ia Boti or Tibetdn. {Ram$ag)

Four races inhabit Lad&k, eta., the Champds, Ladtkfs, Baltic, and

Drokpas. The three first belong to the Tibetan race.

The Champi%^ Chang-ps (Northerners), lead a nomadic life on the upland

valleys of Rupehu in Changthong. They are a hardy, cheerful set of people

and spend their lives in tents. As a role, they do not intermarry with the

* The total popoUtion nmy now bo tokoo nt nbont 21,000 to 22,000 of rofnlting from tbo

MttUment oarvogr of 1884-86. (^Sly
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Ladakis. Their religion is the same^ but their young men do not become
laman. There are not more than one hundred families of Champ&i in the

country.

The Khamba are wandering, professional beggars from the country east

of Lbdsa. They come in summer to Ladak, living in small tents.

Small colonies are found in the lower Shyok valley, also at

Shushot, opposite L4h. There is a Balti quarter in the town of Uh.
Drokpa9,—A few are found in villages along the Indus.

DreiB ,—The men wear a thick, warm woollen cloak. It is usually of a

dirty white, for they only wash once a year, and never wash their clothes.

Coarse woollen or felt leggings are worn, secured by a garter wound spiral-

ly round from the ankle upwards. The head dress is either a quilted skull-

cap, or a sheepskin |cap with the wool inside, and a large flap behind to

protect the neck and ears. The old-fashioned bonnet (tipi) is still a good
deal worn. The end overhangs on one side of the head. The boots are of

felt, with soles of sheep or goat skin, and are usually ornamented in front

with small bits of coloured cloth. (Cunningham.)

The Bhot is fond of ornament, and decorates his bonnet with branches

of flowers. He wears rings of gold or silver wire strung with beads of red

coral or green turquoise in his ears, and carries a big boss of amber or agate
suspended as a necklet charm on kis breast. From his belt hang the

several indispensable items of his travelling equipment. His single-bladed

knife hangs on one side, with a flint case ekahmuk; and a pouch-bag, for

tea, tobacco, and odds and ends, with his bright iron pipe, hangs on the

other. Suspended obliquely across bis back, and like a quiver in shape, is

bis tea-cfaum.

Women’s drees,—The women wear a black woollen jacket with a large

striped woollen petticoat of many colours, generally blue and red, reaching

below the mid-leg. Over all a sheepskin is worn, with the wool inside,

secured in front by a large iron or brass needle. The poorer classes wear

the outside of the skin plain, but those in better circumstances cover it

with coarse woollen baize, either red, blue, green, or yellow, with a broad

border, always of a different colour. Their heads are always bare, the hair

being arranged in a border of narrow plaits, which hang round the head,

like a long fringe. From the forehead, over the division of the hair,, they

all wear a long narrow band of cloth studded with coarse, many-flawed

turquoises, which hangs down behind as low as the waist. It is usually

finished off with a tassel of wool, or a bunch of cowries. The ears are

covered by semi-circular woollen lappets, fastened to the hair, and edged

with fur, generally of the otter skin, the inside being woollen and the

outside brocade. All classes wear besides a profusion of necklaces of cor-

nelian, turquoise, or amber, and they have also massive ornaments of silver

and britfs, studded with turquoises. The complexion is improved by a
process called shogolo. This consists of smearing the cheeks and forehead
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with the juice and seede the ripe berry of the belladonna plant. Maeb
pains are bestowed in arranging the bright yellow seeds effectively^ and
the result is that the face appears sprinkled with grains of gold^ and
sparkles with a rich brightness. (Cunningham^Bellew.)

Jbcd.-—That of the common people usually consists of "sattu,^

thick barley-cakej or of barley-mealj with a broth of turnips, to which are

added a few peas and a seasoning of salt and pepper. Meat is seldom

tasted by the poorer classes. Tea is drunk two or three times a day by the

upper classes. It is made in a strong decoction with soda, and seasoned

with salt and churned butler, lliree meals are taken during the course of

the day, viz., at sunrise, mid-day, and sunset.

All classes are exceedingly fond of spirituous liquors. The
principal is ehang, a sort of beer. This is made from fermented barley

and wheat flour, and has a most disagreeable sour smell. It is sometimes

distilled, and a clear spirit is obtained, something like whiskey, but of a

villanous flavour. The people are allowed to drink eAang, but all the spirits

are prescribed by law. (Cunningham—Drew.)

Social cuaiomz ,—^The most remarkable is the system of polyandry which

is strictly confined to brothers. The eldest brother marries a wife and she,

de /ado, becomes one wife of all of his brothers. Strangs to say, this

custom does not lead to domestic trouble. This system prevails, of course,

only among the poorer classes. The rich, as in all eastern countries, gener-

ally have two or three wives each. This system of polyandry is chiefly

due to the advantage which, in cnser of extreme poverty, brothers gain by

being enabled to live together, and jointly till the small property which

they may have inherited. (Cunningham—Bellew^ Mani/old.)

The children always take the name, and obey as head of the family, the

eldest brother, who is called the big father,^' the younger brothers being

spoken of as **
little father.

” Polyandry is the principal check on the

increase of the population, and is well adapted to this poor country, which

could not produce suflicient food for a large population.

Another curious custom is, that the father and mother of a grown-up

family retire from active life as soon as their son has married and had

a child. They give up their house and land to their son, and go into a

small house near at hand, taking only one or two cattle, and retaining just

enough land to support themselves. After this is done they have no claim

on the sou, who becomes legal owner of the family property. (Drev,)

The people are very sociable, and every event is made the pretext for a

feast, the principal occasions being births, marriages, and deaths. Huge
bowls of chang form the chief attraction,and merry drinking songs are sung,

often accompanied by a fiddle or drum. The funeral feast varies according

to the rank of the deceased. For a rich man a large party of lamas assem-

bles, and read prayers daily till the body is burned, he., fifteen or twenty

days after date of decease. While the body is in the house a piece of cloth is
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fixed over the door#ay, as a sig^Q of moarniag^* The lamat are regaled with

food and tea daily. When the body has been burned, they are presented

with the clothes and cooking vessels of the deceased. The ashes of a

gyalpo, or kahlon, or other great man, are carefully collected and made

into an image of the deceased.

A " chortan^' or pyramid is erected on the spot for the reception of an

um, which contains the figure, and also rolls of prayers, beads, wheat, bar-

ley, rice, and pieces of the holy or pencil cedar, and of sandal-wood.

In the lofty districts of Rupshu, where no wood is procurable, the Mies of

the dead are always exposed on hills to be eaten by vultures and wild dogs.

{CunningHam,)

Jmwiementi.—Voh is the chief game of all classes.

Buildings,—The finest buildings in the country are the monasteries, or

gonpai. These are always perched on heights, more or less lofty, and have

generally a very picturesque and imposing appearar ce.

The outer walls are formed by the dwellings of the monks. The interior,

if large, is divided by other buildings into several open courts. One room,

more spacious and lofty than the rest, is set apart as a temple. The outer

walls are whitewashed, and the battlements ornamented with broad bands of

red, and surmounted with numerous small flags, and with poles tipped with

yaks^ tails.

The principal monasteries are those of Lamayaru, Hemis Shukpa,

Hemis, and HanIA
Houses.—The houses are all very much alike, and usually consist of two

stories. The foundations and lower parts are stone, and the upper

walls are built of large sun-dried bricks. In the better houses some of the

rooms are of considerable size, 25 feet long by 18 feet broad; but they are

always very low, never exceeding 8 feet. The roof is supported by

wooden pillars. It is formed of poplar spars, laid about IJ feet apart.

The beams are covered with small pieces of poplar branches. The whole

is then covered with a layer of leaves and a thick coat of well-beaten

clay.

The floors are generally of earth, but the better sort are paved with

small slit pebbles. The principal room has generally a balcony, facing

either south or west. The doors are mere rough planks joined together by

wooden tendons. Purdahs are also used. There are no windows, but one

or two loopholes admit a little light, and form the only exit for the

srr.okc, there being no chimneys. The houses of the poorer classes are

generally of two stories, the lower story being for the cattle. The roofs

are coarsely made, and the rooms are small, and very low, sometimes under

6 feet in height. A flight of earthen steps leads to the upper story

{CunninghamJ)

postal arrangements.—There is a regular postal line between L4h and

Srinagar, the former occupying seven days in summer. The post office at Lib
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is a British ods^ and superintended by ihe British Joint CommissLoner*

(iSsmtajr—i^y^sMf.)

Time.—^^o modes are used—

(1) The cycle ci twelve years, for common computations, such aa

a man's age, or the date of any recent event.

(2) The cytle of sixty years, borrowed from India, which is used

both in writing and in accounts.

In the cycle of twelve years, each year is named after a particular

animal, such as—
(1) Byi-k, the mouse-year.

(7) Ta-lo, the horse-year.

(12) Phog-lo, the bog-year.

The cycle of sixty years is much more elaborate. The first cycle is counted

from A.D. 102fi. The Hindds have a distinct name for each year of the

cycle, but the Tibetans have adopted the Chinese nomenclature, which is

formed by coupling the names of the twelve animals of the other <^cle with

the names of the five elements, considered as both male and female alter,

nately. The first element, male and female, is coupled with the first two
animals, next with the 11th and 12th animals, and so on ; by which the

change of names is preserved throughout the whole series. The 14th cycle

began in 1806, the 16th in 1866 ; so IH76, the present year, is the lOth

year of the 16th cycle. {Cunmie^kam^)

J2s/«yioa.—-The religion is a modified form of Indian Buddhism, and was

introduced into Laddk during the reign of Asoka, upwards of 2,000 years

ago. In A.D. 899 it was formally abolished, but was finally restored in

A.D. 971, and has since continued to be the dominant religion of Tibet.

It is contained iii a volnminous work called the Kah-gywr^ or ''Transla*

tion of Precepts," because it is a version of the precepts of Sakya made from

the Indian language. Sakya Muni, the founder of the Buddhist faith, is

usually called Chom^dan-dae by the lamas, but Sakga Ikuhla^ or the
" mighty sakya," by the people. There are several sects of lamas, or

monks. The most ancient is the ngiampa. To it belong most of the

lamas in Laddk and Nari. They all wear red dresses. It was founded in

the middle of the eighth century. In the fourteenth century the great sect of

gilulpa was founded. Its founder built the temple of gahldan, and was

the first great abbot {kkdepo) who occupied the gahldan chair, which has

been filled by a succession of abbots to this day. The gdlnkpa sect wear

yellow dresses. It is now thh most numerous in Tibet, and both the Dalar

lama of Lhdsa and the Tashi lama of Tashi-Lhun-po belong to it. Besides

these two great lamas of the yellow sect there is a third great lama in

Bhutitn, called the Dharma rfija. He is head of the dukpa sect, who wear

red dresses.

All who have taken vows of celibacy are called by the collective name of

gedun^ the clergy. A monk is styled toma, a nun ijmu, Uamu, or aai.
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Most of the lamas in the country wear a red coat with sleeves and long

skirt, secured by a red girdle. They generally have their heads shaved,

or the hair cropped short, and go about bareheaded. The higher lamas,

however, wear semi-circular red caps.

The ritualistic instruments are three in number. The bell, the sceptre

or thunderbolt, and the prayer-cylinder. The bell is used during the per-

formance of daily service. The sceptre is called the sera^pun^dse. It is

said to have flown away from India and to have alighted at Sera in Tibet.

An annual festival has been established in its honour. The prayer-cylinder,

the mani ekAo$-k/ior, or the precious religious wheel, is a very ingenious

instrument. The body of it is a metal cylinder about 8 inches in

height, and from 2 to ill inches in diameter. The axis is prolonged to

form a handle. The cylinder is filled with rolls of printed prayers and
charms, which revolve as the instrument is turned round. Every lama
carries a chho^-hhor^ which he keeps perpetually turning by a gentle motion

of the hand, assisted by a cubical piece of iron fastened by a chain to the

outside. Some of them have the sacred sentence Aum / Mani padme Ann /

engraved on the outside.

Cylinders about 1 foot in height are placed in rows round the temples

and are turned by the votaries before entering. Still larger ones are some^

times seen near villages turned by water.

Religious The principal are as follows The ganpa^ or

monastery. This word signifies a solitary place,^^ because monasteriest

according to the directions of Sakya Muni, are always built far from the

bustle of towns and villages. A general description of a monastery is

given under the heading ** huilding%^** Convents are only separate monas-

teries walled off from the rest of the buildings.

Lhd kkang^ God^s house,'^ or temple. These consist of single rooms^

square and unadorned outside, aud filled with images and pictures. The
images are generally about half life size, made of unburnt clay and
painted.

Ldbrang^ a lama's house. Where no monasteries exist, the lamas live

in separate houses^ called labrang.

CkorUn^ an offering receptacle." A dedicatory pyramid erected in

honour of Sakya Thubba or jf some of the holy Buddhas. It consists of a

square basemeut, surmou ced by four steps, on which stands the dome, or

principal part Cf the edifice, which in shape is an inverted truncated cone.

The dome is surmounted by a lofty pinnacle, crowned by a sacred crescent-

shaped emblem. These buildings vary from 16 to 30 feet in height, and
are carefully constructed of brick, plastered over and painted.

Kagani is a large- chor-ten with a roadway leading under it. It is

placed at the entrance to villages and houses. (Drew,)

RungteUf a bone-holder," is a pyramid erected either over the corpse

of a lama, or over the /ashes of a king or person of consequence. The ashes
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are placed in an nrn together with numerous relioe. Vide **Ifnnerai eenma*
at##. (Cunninglam^

Maniy a dyke, or pile of stones. These are long and thickly built-up

walls, covered with thousands of flat stones bearing the holy inscription

Aum ! Mani padme hun !** This, according to Klaproth, signifies, Oh I

the jewel in the lotus. Amen I
** General Cunningham translates it, O

lotus-bearer kum/** Occasionally it is seen on the side of hills, the letters

being formed of stones fixed in the earth, and of so vast a size as to be

visible at a considerable distance. The maniy or sacred walls, are from 4
to 5 feet high, and from 6 to 42 feet broad, varying in length from
10 and 20 feet to nearly half a mile. Very large ones are met with

near L£h. They are also seen near villages and by the roadside. The
path invariably divides and goea on. both sides of the wall, so that the pas*

senger may always keep it on his right. The inscribed slabs covering these

walls are votive offerings from all classes of the people. They are bought
from the lamas and deposited on the mani for the attainment of some par-

ticular object, such as the birth of a son, or a good harvest. (Csaatsy-

kam—Dreio.)

Cairns are met with at the summit of almost every mountain pass.

They are crowned with the horns of wild sheep, ibex, &c., placed here as

votive offerings by shepherds. {Drew.)

Teka^kkangy an image-room, containing images and medallions* The

images are sometimes of metal and sometimes of clay, gaud^y painted.

The room is also furnished with numerous instruments of worship, with

lamps, bags of grain, and bowls of butter, the latter sustaining a wick

which constantly burns. It is hung with banners, and the walls are often

adorned with paintings. The lamas periodicaHy assemble here to worship.

The people occasionally pass in and bow, but no women (so Mr. Drew
understood), not even the nuns, enter the image-room.. The service is per-

formed at sunrise, noon, and sun^t. It consists of the recitation or chant-

ing of portions of their scriptures, accompanied by music. The musical

instruments used are large sliding trumpets about 6 feet long, large drumsf

and large brazen cymbals. During the service incense is kept burning,

and offerings of fruit, grain, and even meat are made to the figures of

Sakya Thubba, &c. {Cunningham-^Drew^

The lamas are jovial and good-natured. They will willingly conduct

Europeans over their monasteries, and even into the sacred image-rooms.

The superior of a monastery is always appointed from Lhdsa, but the rest

are recruited in the country. With nuns the monastic life is apparently

optional, and is only adopted by the friendless and homeless* A woman
merely shaves her head and goes to a monastery and becomes a nun ; if she

wants to go away she lets her hair grow, pays a small fine to the lamas

aud goes away. {Beliew.)

The monasteries hold large lands and they receive support from the
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people. Many of them have libfariee. The books are merely long narrow

sheets^ collected between two boards. The characters are beautifully

formed.

Prts/fsy.—-Printing has long been known and practised in Tibet^ but
only by engraved stereotype wooden blocks and not by moveable types.

New works are rarely undertaken^ but the printing of the standard religions

works is still carried on with the same old blocks that were,in use upwards

of a hundred years ago. For the ordinary prayer roUs^ a thin brownish

paper is used, but a much finer paper is used for books. {Cunningham.)

Math dance hg /amos.—-Dr. Bellew gives a description of a curious mask
dance which he witnessed at the monastery of Hemis : At length we were
conducted to a court in which a company of lamas entertained us with a
pantomime performance^ the subject of which none of us understood. It was
a very grotesque spectacle in imitation^ we were told, of Chinese devil-dances.

The designs on the rich silken robes of the monks were evidently from the

celestial empire. Most of the masks represented the heads of wild animals,

and there were some of ogres and demons. The performance consisted of a
wild sort of dance round a flagstaff in the centre of the court of the prin-

cipal temple. The musicians commenced some very lively and discordant

music, and the dancers at once set in motion, began to caper and whirl, and
fling their limbs about, the whole circle the while keeping its form and
revolving round the centre pole.'^

Mooreroft observes that these dramatic representations usually form
pari of the ceremonials at religions festivals.

Revenue.—Formerly the chief sources of thC revenue were

—

(I) A tax on dwellings.

(II) A duty' on merchandise.

The poorer classes, being unable to pay either in money or kind, were
obliged to pay by bodily service as labourers. The duties were partly taken

in money and partly in kind. The tax on houses was regulated according

to their size, from B7 for a large to Bl-lH for a small house. Under the

gyalpo^s rule there were 18,000 houses paying in all &36,000. The
monasteries and crown villages were exempt from this tax.

The following was the gross revenue under the gyalpo^s rule

B
Hoase tax 30,000

Customs 18,000
Tax on brokers . . . ’ • • • • . • 6,700
Presents from government offioen .••••• 6,000

Amount alienated for support of monasteries • • • » 8,000

Amount derived fiom crown villages . • • • • AOOO

Total revenue, • 70,7(X)
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Tho ralAiy of the kihloiij or prime minister^ oonrieted of half the

amoniit derived from the ouetomti and half of that derived from the taxon
brokera, t.e.«

The gyalpo'e income wae abont &49,000. But hie actual income waa
nearly double this amount, for he waa chief trader in hia own dominiona •

and aa all hia traffic paaaed duty free throughout Laddk, he alwaya realiaed

between B40,000 and fi50,0U0 a year. Hia average income from all aonroee

thua amounted to one lakh of rupeea (£10,000).

The varioua chargea defrayed by the State were few in number and

email in amount, aa all the principal public officera had (he privilege of

trading duty free. The aalariea of the paid officera amount^ in all

abont fif0,000 per annum.

The militaiy chargea were aa each family waa obliged to furniahone

Boldier, whenever called upon to do ao, and to feed him during hia term of

aervice. (Vide ** Militaiy reioureei,

Bevenue under Kaehmit Under the preaent mahardja, the reve-

nue in 1887 amounted to abont 1154,000 a year, of which B42,000 waa

obtained from the caah aaaeaament on land. The balance waa made up
by land revenue, payment in kind, by the aale of borax, aaltpetre, atampa,

fto. The chief officer ie the waz(r, who ia alao Kaahmir Joint Commia-

aioner under the treaty of 1870. {Bameay.)

WeiglU and aiean»re«.«—The weighta of Laddk are the hatti and mau

(or mauiid)—

1 batti ss 8 Indian aeera, or 82 ohitaka.

8 batti =s 1 man of 16 aeera.

The only other Laddki meaaure with which I am acquainted ia the

ikdl^ It ia the univeraal meaaure for all kinda of heavy produce,* but

more eapecially for grain. It ia of two kinda

(I) The deh-khdl or weight khdl.

(8) The ekor^kkdl or meaaure kbdl.

^'The common khdl, whether by weight or meaaure, ia the well-known

quantity of a aheep'a load {luiMdi), which ia equal to 8 battia or a

maund of aixteen aeera. Thia ia naually named khdl^ but when larger

meaaurea are mentioned, the prefix ia alwaya uaed, such aa—
Ta»kkdl (a horae-load) = 4 maunda^ or 64 aeera.

TalMdl (a ydk-load) « ditto.'' {Cunningkam.)

The following weighta and meaaurea are taken from General Stracbey'e

reporta

Lineal ataatarat.—The amalleat in common uae ia the eor or earmo,

1 aor ss a finger'a breadth (the Indian angul).

6 aor as 1 Upa, or hand'a breadth.

2 lakpa ss l| bito, or abort apan with the fore and little finger.

12 aor ss tokimg, or fnll apan with the thumb.
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1 1 to as skangBDg'j or short cubit from elbovr to wrist.

2 to s 1 tugangj or long onbit with the hand extended.

(llie long cubitj or tu, averages about English 16 inches.)

4 tu a= 1 domgangf or fathom.

500 dom 1 gyangtak^ or mile (LOGO yards?)

8 gyangtak 1 paktsat^ or league. (No actual computations

are ever made by the mile and league, journeys being

reckoned by the day.)

Nyiama= a day's journey.

Phct as I day's journey. It is also called tsai-lam,or '' breakfast half-

way."

Smaller distances are reckoned thus

•

Miktong as qresigbt, or as far as one can see a man distinctly.

Dagang =s bowshot.

Corn meoearM.—For corn and salt the Tibetans have a measure of ca-

pacity. Those generally used are the hro {oulgo de), the ie, and the koL

20 de always as 1 kal.

From 2 to 6 de as 1 je.

There are several varieties of hro and thU^ differing in size, name, and

use. The principal are—
Pogbre as ration measure (the smallest).

Punbie aa interest measure.

Ongbre as harvest measure, the largest of all, and used for agricul-

tural purposes.

The measures are roughly made of wood| with a separate bottom, and
sometimes bound with iron hoops.

Approwimate Engliik equivalonto.

1 khil sss about f of a bushel.

1 bre as about pints.

1 bo (na) B about 8 quarts.

WeigUo, Trog.—A skarma (t.si, otar) b the grain or minim.

24 skarma b 1 kagang.

4 ka B 1 shogang,

10 sho B 1 shangang.

60 shang b 1 shilka or dotmt, or Chinese ingot (silver).

The last of these, the shilka, is the standard, and weighs about 166}
Indian tolas.

Bngluh oqnivaknU.

1 ikanna b 6 grains.

1 ka B 16 grains.

1 sho B 1 dradim.
1 diang B 1} on.
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Avoirdupois—

4 shang or pore « 1 nyagang or nega {is., mark on ateelyaid).

20 nega = 1 kal.

10 to 15 kal = a man's load.

The nega ss^ of a Chinese ingots or alK>iit )]&
The kal = 716 avoirdupois.

The Tibetans do all their weighing with steelyards, (iff. Siraeiep.)

JSouleSi—In Tibetan every road is called lam»

Lam-ehktu is a highroad.

Opa^lam, a passable road.

The principal road is from Kasbmir vid Ldh to Tirkand. ^e only

others of any importance, and used by traders, are the roads from L£h to

Lhdsa vid Oaro, and to the Panjab, vid Rupshu, Lahoul, and Kulu.

The following roads have been osed^by the different ini^ers of Laddk

(1) The route from Skardd to L5h,leading op the Indus valley,

by All Sher of Baltistdn, about 1600.

(2) The Rudok road from the east, by tlie Sokpos in 1680.

(S) The route from Kishtwfir to Ldh, rid the Suru valley, used

by Zorawdr Singh in 1884.

Besides the above, there are many less frequented and more difficult

roads, used chiefly by the people of the country in passing from their own
districts into the next, such as*—

(1) The road op the Shyok.

(2) The roads leading into Zanskar. These by-paths are called

Lam^tkaUf or Lam^doppo, iittle roa^" (CIsaaiay-

kam,)

LADAK proper—

L

at. Long. Elev.

The central and most populous district of Laddk, from which it is

sometimes called Mangyul, or the district of many people. It stretches

along the Indus in a north-west direction from Rupshu to the frontier of

Baltistdn, a length of 120 miles, with an average breadth of 88 milea

Its area is about 4,000 square mile^ and th^e mean elevation of the

inhabited portions, as deduced from observations along the Indus, 11,500

feet (10,500?).

It is bounded on the north by the ICailas range, on the east by the

Indus, south by Zanskdr, and west by Pnrik and Sdrii. {Cunningkam.)

LADO LALDI—Lat. 88^ 0^. Long.79’16^ Elev.

A range of mountains crossed by the road from Jamd towards Kashmir

between Landra fort and the village of Bilaur.

This name signifies, in the bill language, the bride and bridegromn ; the

vange is said to be so called from the sad fate that befell a newly-wedded

pair of lovers, who perished on the summit. The ascent on the south side

ia somewhat steep and stony, that on the north being much more graduaL
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Theie is a ^Ak hut close to the summit, near which water is procur-

able. (Bate.)

LADBIAN—lat S3P lO*. Long. 75^ Elev.

A small Tillage in Kishtwar, containing two houses inhabited by Hindus

;

it is situated a few. miles north-west of Doda, below the path leading

op the Lidar Khol valley.

LADR(T—Lat. 84^. Long. 75^ 2'. Elev.

A village ^in the Vihew pargana, situated on the table-land at the foot

of the mountains, about 5 miles east of Pampur. It may also be reached

from the village of Lalitpur, on the right bank of the Jhelum, by an ex-

cellent road over the table-land ; following the base of the mounUins, the

distance is about 3 miles. There is likewise a good path which crosses

the range to the east, communicating with the village of Pastuni in the

TrAl valley.

The population of Ladru consists of about thirty families of zamindars, a

mdlla, hurkara, blacksmith, carpenter, and two cowherds. There are many
fruit-trees about the village, and much cultivation of both com and rice.

Rather more than a mile north-east of the village, in a gorge on the

slope of the Wastarwan mountain, there is a patch of cultivation and a
clump of 6ne trees, watered by a small rill which flows from the Dfldar

Nig. This spot was granted in jagir three genefations ago to Jfwan

Ofisain, a KashmM pandit; it is now held by Nund Oopi, his descendant.

LA OANSKIEL OB OANSKIEL-LA—
Lat. 33^ 8.' Long. 79^ 15'. Elev.

A low; pass, on the road from Lih to Oartok, about 14 miles south of

Chibra. Indus near here is fordable in summer. In winter it is

crossed on the ice. The pass is on the bprders of Ladik and Chinese

Tibet. (Ifoorer^.)

LAGMAB—Lat. 33^ 17'. Long. 75^ 31'. Elev.

A village in Kishtwir, situated on the top of the spur which runs down

through the north end of the Lidar Khol valley, between the headwaters

of that stream. It contains four houses, which are* built of stone and

timber, and have flat roofs. The inhabitants are Hindds.
*

This village is the point of separation of the roads leading from Ooda

into Kashmir, by the Brari Bal and the Peristfn valley.

LAHAN-1-THAL~
A stream which rises in the lofty mountains on the south side of the

Tflail Yalky; it flows in a north-westerly direction, and empties itself into

the Kidian Oanga, lat. 84^ 87', long. 75® O', opposite the village of

Bumaf.
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The sides of the valley in some places are quite perpendicular. Tlicre

seems to be no si^n of a g1acier-l»ed like that in Tilail, but walls of green

slate and limestone rocks. The valley i» very narrow^ only room for the

stream at the bottom : the sides are very steep. The southern side of the

nala is half as high again as the northern.

LAHAN TOUR—Lat. 33® 43'. Long. 74® 54'. Elev. 7,049'.

A hill which rises about 350 feet above the. level of the plain, about a

mile and a half south-east of Shupion. The hill is composed of amygda-

loid trap, and is surrounded by a sort of natural glacis ; it is bare of trees,

except a few on the top, and one or two here and there on the sides. A
most extensive view of the valley of Kashmir, is obtained from its summit.

LAHOUL—
A district lying south of Zanskir and south-west of Rupshu, separated

from them by the Bara Lacha range. It formerly belonged to Ladak,

but is now attached to British India. The route from Kulu to Leh
passes through Lahoul, and enters Ladak by the Bara‘Lacha pass.

LAH SHAHPtJR—Lat. 34® 15'. Long. 74® 48'. Elev.

A village in the Lar pargana, picturesquely situated at the foot of

the Sofapur mountain, on the right bank of the Sind river, at the western

extremity of that valley. (Vigne.)

[jAHWAL—
Tlie name applied to the drainage of the Lolab valley ; this stream

unites with the Kamil, lat. 34® 31', long. 74® 18', near the village of

Mogalpur, and forms the Pohru river.

LiAKHIMPtJR—
A local division in the eastern portion of the district of Jesrota. Before

the treaty of Lahore this division belonged to Oulab Singh, but according

to the terms of that treaty it clearly belonged to the British Government.

It was, however, made over to Gul^b Singh. {Crawford.)

jAKHIMPUR—

U

t. 32^ 23'. Long. 75^ 38^ Elev.

A village in the district of the same name on the right bank of the river

Ravi. There is a tbdna here situated in a small rectangular fort* (Win>^

gaU.)

LAKUNO OR LUKUNG—ri/s"LtJKONO."

LAKZUNG—ride ** Lokuzunq.'^

LALAD-Lat. 34^ 16'. Long. 30'. Elev.

A village situated near the mouth of a wide valley between two table-lands

about 2 miles south of Sopur, just to the west of the path leading toward

Gulmarg.
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The village, which is shaded by a fine clomp of chonir and other trees,

contains a masjid, and fifteen houses inhabited by zamindars, a mulla, a

dum, and two pandits.

It produces rice and a little cotton, and other dry crops, Amrgad, which

lies at the edge of the morass, just to the north-east of Lalad, on the path

from Sopur towards Gulmarg, was founds about three years ago. It con*

tains about twenty houses, and is surrounded with rice cultivation.

LAL GHULAM—Lat. 33^40'. Long. 74° 4r. Elev.

A tower situated on the eastern slope of the Pir Panjal pass, about 2 miles

from Aliabad Sar4i, where the defile is extremely narrow. The name is

also given to the portion of the road between Alfabdd Sarai and the tower,

w'.iero there is a causeway built upon the steep and rugged face of the

mountain. This causeway was built by order of Shdh Jahfin.

It was owing to the treachery of tlie two chief men of Shupion, who
had been sent forward to this tower to watch the movements of tlie enemy,

that the Sikh army was enabled to penetrate the valley of Kashmir at

Shupion, A.D. 1819. [Vigne—HugeL)

LAL KHAN KI GARHI—Lat. 34° Long. 74° 32'. Elev.

A spur which juts out into the^south-west side of the valley of Kashmir

to the west'of Kag. It is said to derive its name fr<»m a fort, which was
built upon its summit by Lai Kh£n, wherein he defended himself after his

defeat by Az4d Khdn, the Pathdu governor of Kashmir, about A.D. 1783.

LAL KHOL—
The name of an old canal in the Zainagir pargana, concerning which the

following history is related. It is said to derive its name from Lala Ueyna,

an opulent and benevolent resident in the pargana, by whom it was con-

structed. On its completion, rice cultivation was successfully introduced

into this arid district ; but after its designer’s death, the canal was permit-

ted to fall into disrepair, and the cultivation failed. King Bddsbah caused

the channel to be repaired, and connected it with the Pohru river, and once

more rice was successfully cultivated. After this king's death, succeeding

rulers permitted the canal to remain uncared for until the year 1917, Sam-

vat (A.D. I860), when the Wazir Pand again repaired it, and one crop,

which yielded 700 kharwdrs of rice, was produced. Scarcely, however,were

the works completed, when the embankment unfortunately broke, and the

waters escaped. Consequent on the expense which had attended the

repairs, amounting to Chilki R30,000, no farther attempts have been

made to utilise the canal, and but very little water is found in its

channel.

Kice cultivation in the Zainagir pargana is now confined to a few fields

surrounding the villages of Tnjjar and Shows.

LALLA—Lat. 34° 36’. Long. 78° 58’. Elev.

A village in Lower Drawdr, situat^ on a flat-topped spur, above the right
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bonk of the Kishan Oanga^ Though it contains but five houses and a
masjidi the village covers a considerable extent of ground. It is supplied

with water by a stream from the hills. There are a few shady trees about
the placei and one or two eligible spots for encamping. Wild dgs and vines

are found in the neighbourhood.

Below the village there is a rope suspension bridge across the Kishan
Oanga, communicating with the village of Boogan, which lies almost op-

posite. Both rice and corn are cultivated.

LALOB—Lat. 83^ 16'. Long. 7b^ SO'. Elev.

A village in Kishtwdr^ situated on the top of a spur, above the right bank
of the Lidar Khol stream.

It contains seven houses, three of which are inhabited by Hindus and

four by Oujars. There are some fine trees about the village, and consider-

able cultivation. A shepherd's path from this village joins that between

Borkan and Rambdn.

LALFOR—Lat. 34^ 30'. Long. 74^ £8'. Elev.

The chief place, tahsfl, and tbdna station of the LoUb pargana, is situated

in a very fruitful district towards the south-east end of that valley. The
houses, which are much scattered, number about sixty, a large proportion of

the inhabitants being Hindis. There are also a few sepoys located in the

place. A stream flows through the village, furitiahing an abundant supply

of water. From Lalpdr to Mogalpur, near the junction of the Lahwal and

Kamil rivers, is considered two marches, though on an emergency it may
be made in one. There is likewise an excellent path to Alsu, near the

margin of the Wular laker the distance is about 9 miles; other paths

cross the same range of hills to the south of Ldipur. Good encamping

ground ; supplies abundant. (Montgomerie^djflmer.)

LALU—Lat. 34® 35'. Long. 76® 22'. Elev.

A village said to contain 25 houses in Kargil (Baltistdn). It lies at the

head of a small valley which joins the left side of the Indus valley in

lat 34® 39' and long. 76® 24'.

I^e inhabitants are Muhammadans. {Aj/lmer,)

LAM~
A mountain valley which opens into the north-east end of the Wdllar par^

gana. It is drained by a shallow stream, which flows into the Arphal

stream, near the village of Fastuni. The village of Lam is situated at the

western end of the valley.

LAMA OtTBtT—Lat. 33*. Long. 71® 86'. Elev.

The first march from Liogti (at the junction of the Tunam and Tsarap

streams), up the latter river vid the Fankpo La. Road tolerably good and

easy, but beyond this difBenlt. (Csv^.)
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LAMA KYBNT, U, MONK^S VILLAGE-*
Lat. 84^ 15'. Long. 78^ 12\ Elev. 12,200'.

A halting-place on the right bank of the Shjokj aix marches from Lfli

by the winter Karakoram route. Travellers either halt here or at Shyok
on the opposite bank. (Ursw—/f. S/raeief.)

LAMAYURU—
A kardari or oollectorate of the provinces of Ladak. It consists of. the

following villages—Lamalyuru, Wanla, Phntaksa, Yelchting, and Lingsbit,

the largest being Lamaynni which, including surrounding hamlets, contaius

100 houses.

This is a high lying district. There is only a single, ipmewliat

inferior crop.

Phutaksha and Yelehung are separated from Lamayuru and Wanla by
the Shingela what is only opened for four or five months in the year.

Cash revenue about B2,200 besides taxes in kind.

This district is very impassable. [Aylmer.)

LAMAYARU oe LAMAYUBtr—
Lat. 84'' 20'. Long. 76° 50'. Elev. ll,520^

A halting-plaoe, situated half-way between Kharbnand Nuria, on the route

from Srinagar to lift, and below the crest of the Fotu La which lies west

of it. The rest-house lies under two steep eliffs, on whose summit is

perched a large monastery. It contains twenty monks [lama) and eight

nuns [ekom%) .
** Their superior is always appointed from Lhdsa, but the rest

are recruited in the country." There is some cultivation here, a narrow strip

lying for some length abo?e the sloping valley bottom. When Moorcroft

visited Laddk, there were said to be about 500 monks and nous attached

to this monastery. They do not all reside together, but are dispersed

amongst the people. A road goes from here toZanskdr,—Fhdam, the capital,

being eleven marches or 106 miles south. [Bellew—Moererqft—Drew,)

Cowley Lambert says : This place was certainly the most curious I

had yet seen. It is built among sand and gravel rocks, the tops of which

are everywhere surrjounded by little gods' houses. . The inhabitants' houses

are built below these."

In 1888 the place with a few outlying houses was said to contain 40

houses, 10 ponies, 55 homed cattle, and 1,000 sheep and goats. (Aylmer.)

LAMSA—Lat 84" 56'. Long. 77° 85'. Elev.

A crest crossed between the Baser pass and the Kardwil Dfwan at 8

miles froniTutiyaluk and 3 miles above Cbanglung. Asoentfromthe latter

very steep. (TrotUr.)

LANAK PASS—Lat 82° 48'. Long. 78° 40'. Elev. 18,100'.

Lies 15 miles east of the southern end of the Tsomorari lake, and is
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crossed on the route from Spiti to Changcbenmo wiA Hanid. It is in the

range forming the watershed between the tribntariea of the Indus and
the Sutlej. Dr. Thomson crossed it on the ISth September^ from a camping
ground (Dongan?) 6 miles from its western base and situated on the left

bank of a stream flowing down from the pass. ** From our encampment
the mountains appeared easy of access and rounded in outline, and we com*
menced the ascent by a nearly level walk across the gravelly plain. At an
elevation of over 16,000 feet the vegetation was quite alpine. After a

mile we left the ravine (through which the stream flowed) and ascended to

the open gently sloping ground on its left. The surface was, as usual, dry

and gravelly. We continued nearly parallel with the ravine, and crossed

it again a little further on. It was not dry, and its steep, stony banks were

covered with bushes of dama^ Still gradually ascending, we crossed the

ravine a third time, where its bed was upwards of 17,000 feet. Leaving

it, the ascent became steeper as we advanced. A rounded ridge lay on the

right, and we rose nearer and nearer to its crest. The top of the pass was
nearly level for several hundred yards, and covered with boulders, princi-

pally granite. The.ontline of the mountains was generally rounded, and

they rose gradually in both directions above the pass. View on all sides

extensive, but country barren. No villages or trees to be seen. Lake
Tsomorari also not visible. No snow on the pass (September), but a steep

mountain, half a mile to the right, was still covered with snow to at least

500 feet Mow the level of the pass. The descent was at first gentle, but

very soon became steep to the lx)ttom of a valley in which a small stream

was running.^^ Cunningham gives 18,740 as the elevation of the pass.

{Tiamsou.)

LANDBA—Lat. 38® 8'. Long 14'. Blev.

A much-scattered village in the province of Jamd, situated about 47 miles

north-east of Jamu, on the road towards Rdmbdn. It contains a fort

of no great strength, built on the top of a spur, which juts out over a

torrent which flows down through the village. The fort is an oblong

structure, about 85 feet long by 80 feet broad, built of stones strength-

ened by bands of timber, and roofed with mud on a layer of brushwood.

A( each corner, except the south-east, it has a bastion. The walls, which

are loopholed, are highest on the west side, where they have an elevation

of about 20 feet; on the north they are about 15 feet high. The east

side overhangs the stream, and is inaccessible. The fort is commanded

from a distance of about 800 yards to the east, and partially ao at about

60 yards to the north. The garrison is said to number eighteen sepoys;

just outside the walls, near the banks of the torrenti there ia a baoii

of clear cold water.

LAN6A-LACHA—Ts^s ^ Lachauno.

LANOBUT hhr^ride ^^Biiuxako La.'*
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LANOKABESHt--Lat. 84^ 89'. Long. 74^^ 10'. Elev.

A imall Tillage in the Uttar pargana, containing four houses inhabited by

aamfndars. It lies about half a mile south of Shaldrah, to the west of the

path leading from that place towards Sopur. The village contains a few

trees, and is surrounded by rice cultivation, which is irrigated by a small

•tream.

LANO-KAKTZE oe LANG KABCHU—Fkfe '^Kartzb.’^

LANGEPOBA—Lat. 84® 19'. Long. 73® 34'. Elev.

A small village containing a customs post, situated on the right bank of

the Jhelum, about 8 miles south-east of Mozafarabid, on the road

towards Baramula. {Allgood.)

LANKA—Lat. 84® 88'. Long. 74® 40'. Elev. 5,187^

The Lanka island, or Zaina Lunk, lies on the south-eastern side of the

Wnlar lake, near where the Jhelum enters it. This islet, which is the only

one in the lake, is the subject of several traditions. According to one of

these, the Wular once extended to the vicinity of Sumbal, and the extent,

therefore, to be traversed, exposed the boats to sudden gales of wind, and

occasioned frequent loss of lives. To prevent such accidents. King Zein-

dl-abdfn (who reigned in A.D. 1488, and was the eighth and most renown*

ed of the bUshdhs or Muhammadan rulers of Kashmir) determined to form

a half-way landing-place, and accordingly had ordered an immense pile of

stone and rubbish, derived from the Hindu temples, which had been demo-

lished, to be thrown into the water, and thus formed the substratum of the

island, to which, in ridicule of Hindu tradition, he gave the name of Lanka.

Another story is, that the capital of Kashmir formerly occupied the site

now covered by the lake, but that it suddenly sank, and was submerged

by some great convulsion of nature. Zein-dl-abdin, it is added, caused the

lake to be explored for some relics of the catastrophe, and the buildings

now on Lanka were constructed, by his orders, of fragments recovered from

the water.

The island is quadrangular in shape, covering about two acres; its

longer sides, north and south, are about 95 yards long, and its shorter,

which are east and west, about 75 yards ; it is covered with trees, chiefly

mulberries, many of which are entwined by grape vines.

Some years ago the islaud was inhabited, but a fakir now lives there in

dismal solitude. The surface of the water around is covered so thickly

with the lotus and singhdra plants, that the island can only be reached in

a small light boat.

A beautiful and" extensive view may be had from the Lanka island

;

but in the later months of summer, mosquitoes swarm in this portion of

the lake. {Moorerofl^ Vigno^Inee^-^rowoe.)

LANKA LA— Tide '^Maesbmik La.''
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LANKA PAMBAY—Lot. 8S» 87'. Long. 75^ 5'. Kiev.

A ?ilkge situated at tbe east end of the Dioeur pargana ; it contains a few
huts surrounded by some cultivation^ and lies on tbe path leading towards

the Briughin—Lannor valley.

LANKA ROCK on PEAK—Lat. 32^ 57'. Long. 77^ 43'. Elev. about IQ.OOO'.

A boundary mark between Lahoul and Lad£k« near Lingti, from which

place to tbe summit is^a steep, rough climb of over 4,000 feet. It is a most

conspicuous object, and visible from almost every side. (Caj^ley,)

LANNOR—Lat. 33® 36'. Long. 75® 7'. Elev.

This village is situated on tbe west side of the Bringhin-Lannor valley, a

beautiful strath amid the mountains between the Diosur pargana and the

Sb4habdd valley. It contains ten or twelve wooden houses, which are in

a rather ruinous condition, besides two new brick buildings. There is an
abundant supply of water from a small stream which flows down from the

hills.

LAOCHE LA—Fide ** Kuaedono Pass.
**

LAPCHUK—
** The Lspchuk or oommereial embsMy from Lsd4k to LhiCss it believed to be of very

old standing, and before tbe Dogid conquest it was probably tbe means of transmitting

tribute as well as of keeping up trade, but nowadays it baa no politioal signifioance

It was established on its present footing in A.D. 1842, when a treaty between Laddk
and Lhdsa was made which determined the existing north-east frontier of Ladik and
began the peaceful relations between the two States wbioh have subsisted ever since.

The arrangement is that every three years a kafila should leave Laddk for Lhdaa, con-

sisting of 270 horse or yak loads of goods, and conducted by a representative of the
mahardja ohoeen by the governor of LadAk. For jnet that number of loads is carriage

provided by the LbAsa authoiitiee from Qarh to LbAsa on the outward journey, and from
to the fiiat vUlagea or onoampmenta in LadAk on the return journey. The maha-

ri(ja'a representative is always taken from a LadAk (Tibetan) family of eminence, ae no
other person, not even a DogrA of high rank from tbe maharAja's own court, would be

welcomed, probably indeed would not be received into the grand lama'e capital. The
poet of leader of the lapcbuk, though held only for one tarn, is much valued, as it

generally enriehes the family, between whom and tbe maharAja's government the pro-

fits of the trade are divided. The goods sent from LadAk are dried apricots, which
eonstitute the most bulky part of the consignment, currants, safiron, kottzohin, and
textile fabrics from Enropeanand Indian looms ; on the return the chief go )dsare shawls

wool, and tea. Complimentary letters signed by the governor of LadAk are sent to the

grand lama and his mioisten, and to the heads of oertain of the monaeteries, and with

each of them goes a small present, tbe nature of wbioh is laid down and does not vary.

The embasey, which ie absent nearly a year, brings hack corresponding letters and
gifts. Tbe leader transicte his bueiuees with the ministers, hut pays ceremonial visits to

tbe grand lama. It appears that he ie always well treated, and that the arrangements

for hie journey are carefnlly made. Besides this triennial embassy, of whieb tbe last set

ont from TitdAk in 1871, and the return compliments by LhAsa, there is a yearly kafila

from LhAia, consisting also of 270 loadf, for which carriage ie found by the mahai‘A«a*e

government within bis border, tbe reason for this additional party being that as only

about a quarter of the whole route lies in the maharAja's terriloriee, and ae the cost of
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carriage fnlla heavier in proportion on the Tibetan governraent, the latter looks to re-

imburse itself a more frequent venture. The same formalities are observed on either

side in regard to this^ab to the triennial embassy.'* (Oirdlettone.)
** ihit in addition to the presents/* writes Mr. Elias, ** taken by the

lapchuk from Laddk, he is also provided with the following, wliich be pays to the

treasurer of Lhdsa :

—

Co.*8 R
10 bags gold dust, value B8 each • . . .80
1 1 seers pf Huifron 60

5 pieces native cloth, each of a separate colour, value

about B1 each 6

Totik . 135

** Tbe&o three items are known as aahtal^ or ground tas, and a receipt is given for them
by the tieasurer, which the lapehuk brings back to the wazir of LadAk.

** It is difficult to estimate piecisely how. far the aahtal paid or presented to the

treoBurer of LhAsa is regarded by the Tibetan authorities as nazar or tribute ; but by the

government of Kashmir it is certainly looked upon in the light of a present of ceremony
only, and as a return for the provisions, with which the agent and his party are

'supplied during a part of their sta}* in LhAsa. Further, the last of my informants on
this subject (the man who acted as lapehuk to LbAsa in 1877-78) says that no mention

is made of tbs Min Sar jagir, either in presenting the aahtal to the treasurer or the

presents to any of the other authorities. The treasurer is a servant of the native gov-

ernment, and is appointed by the Deva Jung, or great lama, not by the Chinese ofBcials,

and hit', receipt seta forth that the aahtal has been paid into the Deva Jung's treasury.

'*The facts (1) of the tieasurer giving a formal receipt, while the other recipients

of presents give none, (2) that he sends no retnm present, and (3) that the word
aahtal mcaus literally * land tax.' would be reasons in favour of regarding the present or

payment m.ide to the LhAsa treasurer as tribute paid by the maharaja’s government to

Chiiiese Tibet. But against this must be placed the following considerations : (!) that

so far as those best acquainted with the contents of the agreement of 1842 are aware, no

mention is made of tribute in return for the Min Sar jagir ; (2) that aahtal of similar

value, Ac., was given by the lapehuks for many years before the agreement was made;
ond (3) that in those (third) years when no lapehuk goes to LhAsa, no aahtal is paid by
the mahad^a's government, though the revenue of the jsgir b collected as usual.

'* The distinction between proseote of ceremony or friendship on the one hand, and

tribute as a sign of dependence or vassalage on the other, is frequently very loosely drawn

by Asiatics, and the names of their taxes, duties, Ac., do not always designate accurate-

ly the purpose for which they arc levied. Thus, as far as 1 am able to judge from such

enquiries as I have made, 1 am inclined to think that neither the presents nor the aahtal

sent by the mahar&ja's government to the LhAsa authorities can rightly be regarded as

tribute (or nazar) either fo* the Miu Sar jagir or for any other consideration ; and fur-

ther, that the Min Sar jagir is viewed^by the LhAsa authorities as a local matter con-

ceruing the Gartok province only, and hniirely separate from the agreement regarding

the lapehuk.*^

Mr. Henvey, the officer on special duty, however^ remarked
** Whatever the Kashmlrle may think of the aahtal and presents, I have no doubt

that the Chinese regard them ae tribnte.".

The Minsar village belonged to the raji of LadAk, who was conquered by
the DogrAs, who tlius became owners of Minsar. But the rajA of LndAk
probably paid tribute to LhAsa for this viUagSj and dow the DogrAs have
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to send a triennial mission of LadikiSi just as we have to send a Burmese

envoy to Pekin, (ifaiasay.)

LAR^
A par^na in the Patan eilla of the Kamrdj division ; it comprises the

western portion of the Sind valley. The tahbil station is at Arats.

LAR—Lat. 82® 85'. Long. 75® 61'. Kiev.

A small village in the Basaoli district^ situated on the top of the spur

above the left bank of the Chil streami about 9 miles north of Baaaoii.

There is a good deal of cultivation about the place.

LARCH—Lat. 84® 21'. Long. 74 16'. Elev.

A village situated near the left bank of the Mawar river^ on the path

leading from Sopur towards the Karuao valley by the Tutmari Gali.

LARDO—Lat. 84.® 14' Long. 77® 11'. Elev.

A small village of three or four houses on the left bank of the Indus in the

Rardari of Saspul (Lad4k). Just above here the Indus is crossed by a

shaky bridge. A road leads from Lardo to the Zunskar valley via the

Spangling pass^ which Ward says is not open before June 16th. (Aylmer.)

LARIA—Lat. 38® 64'. Long. 76® 8'. Elev.

A village in the Tr41 valley^ situated at the north-eastern extremity of

Awdutipdr wudari or table-land, on the path from Siirsu towards Trdl. It

contains a masjid, and twenty houses inhabited by zamindars, a mullai a

dum, and a pandit There is much rice cultivation about the village.

LARIKP(TBr-Lat. 88® 64'. Long. 76® 8'. Elev.

A village and ghftt situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, a few miles

south-west of Awdntipdr.

LARtJN—Lot. 33® 38'. Long. 76® 25'. Elev.

A large village in the Nowbdg valley, situated on the left bank of the

river, rather more than a mile south of Nbvfbug ; it contains two masjids

and fifteen houses disposed in three clusters. There is a considerable

amount of rice cultivation about the village.

LASHIPUTHAB--Lat. 84® 19'. Lmig. 76 19'. Elev.

A hamlet situated on the left bank of the Nicbinai stream, near its ooii«

flnenoe with the Sind, about a mile north-west of the Sonamarg; it con*

tains three houses, surrounded by a little cultivation.

LASIR MOU PASS-rkfe^^THAVOLASGo Pass.^

liATAPt^R—Lat* 88® 68'. Long. 75®. Elev.

A village situated at the foot of the Sonakrund tabMand, on the right

bank of the Jholum, a few miles south-salt of Pampdr ; it contains a masjid,
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and about fifteen housea inhabited by zamfndare. Saffron is extensively

cultivated on the plateau between this village and Pampur.

This village is the representative of the ancient Lalitpurai founded by
King Lalitaditya (A.D. 693 to 729).

There is nothing actually on the spot, beyond its name, to indicate its

history ; but at the neighbouring village of Ladu, which lies about 3

miles north-east by a good, broad, level*path, there are ruins of two temples.

(Orowte.)

LATCHIPURA—Lat. 84® 1 1'. Long. 74° V. Elev.

A village in the Dachin district, situated in the valley some miles north

of Oingl. There is said to be a path from this village into the Karnao
valley.

LATHtJ PASS—Lat. 85® 34^ Long. 74® 88^ Kiev.

A much-used pass between Gor and the Sai valley. It is used by both

men and cattle, but is closed by suow from December to March. It issues

from the mountains at Damdt in the S4i valley. It may be reckoned

as two days^ journey from Gor to Damdt. Water and firewood are pro-

curable en route, but there is no wood below Sulat or above the cave of

Boto Banidl. North of the Lathd pass and to the left of the streifm are

three big caves. One is called Dobai Harii, the other Boto Banidl, the

third Naro Banidl. Dobai Hardi is close to left bank of the Lathd stream,

at about 50 or 60 feet above the foot of mountain. It can shelter 200

goat^, and is so used iu summer. Boto Banidl is situated about 1 mile

north of Dobai Hardi, and about 800 feet west of Lathu stream, and nearly

100 above the foot of mountain. Shelter for 150 goats. Naro Banial lies

less than half a mile north of Boto Banidl, about 80(/ above the base of

the mountain : it is the largest of the three caves, accommodating 1,000

goats. The path to each of these caves asoends from the stream, and that

to Naro Banial is rather difficult : there is no access from any other side,

the hills being steep and precipitous. (AAmad Alt KAdu,)

LAZGUN PASS—Ptde '*Dioab La.''

L£H^*Lat. Lonf. Kiev*

A kardari or collectorate « the province of Ladak. It contains ten villages,

the principal ones being Ldh, Phiang, Pitak, and Sobu. Stok, the large

village opposite Ldh, belongs to this kardari, but forms the jagfr of the

heir of the ex gyalpo of Ladak.

The total revenue ia over 6,000 rupees in cash, besides considerable

taxes in kind.

The mean height is about 1 1,000'. Tliere is only a single'crop of wheat,

barley, peas, and beans. The number of fruit trees (apricots and apples)

is very limited. Vegetables grow well if properly looked after, (j/lmer.)
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LfiH—Lat. 84® lO'. Long, ir 87^ Blef. 11,688^

The capital town of Laddk; is situated about 8 miles from the right

bank of the Xnidus^ at the apex of a triangular-shaped valley that rises gra-

dually as it recedes from the river. The town lies about 1,000 feet above

the river, and occupies the slope, aud surrounds the base of a low spur

on the east side of the valley, while the centre and west side are occupied

by extensive tracts of cultivation. The fields rise in terraces and are

watered by little rills drawn from a stream which flows down the centre of

the valley. The streets are disposed without any order, and form a most

intricate labyrinth, and the houses are built contiguously. A good bazdr

has, however, been built by the DogrXs. '^Entering from the direction

of Kashmir, we pass through a small gateway and find ourselves in a long

wide, and straight bazfir, the houses being regularly built and uniformly

whitewashed. The most conspicuous building is the royal palace of

the former gyalpo, a fine-looking building, 250 feet in length and

several stories in height. The outer walls have a considerable slope, as their

thickness] diminishes rapidly with their increase of height* The upper

stories are furnished with long, open balconies, and the walls are pierced

with a considerable number ox windows. The beams of the roof are

supported on carved wooden pillars, and covered with planks painted in

various patterns on the outside. The building is substantial and pluin.^*

Outside the town are several plantations of willow and poplar trees,

which make good camping grounds. Small hamlets are scattered over the

cultivated portion of the valley, and about a mile south-west of the town is

a fort built by the Dogrd conquerors on the banks of the L6h rivulet.

The fort consists of a main wall about 25 feet high, square in trace, with

bastions at the corners and in the centre of the sides. From outside to

outside this is about 800 feet. The barrack-rooms and Stores are built

against this main wall inside in two stories.

The walls are loopholed and small guns can be placed in the bastions.

In the centre of the inner court is a low building.

There is an outer locpholed wall 12 or 15 feet from the main wall, and
outside this again is a dry ditch with masonry escarp and counterscarp. It

could be flooded fairly easily.

These walls are built of sun-dried bricks aud are musket-proof.

The armament consists of six short old guns, about 2^ inches bore.

There are no sher-bacbos to be seen. The garrison consists of twenty
artilley-meo, a company of regulars and some irregulars.

The place is often used as a prison.

It is somewhat out of repair.

It would be difficult to assault, but could offer no resistance against a
field-gun.

It is commanded within a mile by the hills to the west.

The accompanying sketch is only approximate. (Jjlmer.)
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Johnson and Ney Elias reckon the population of hOi at about 2,600 in

winter, aUd 8,000 to 3,500 in summer. It consists of Ladlkis, Kashmiri
and Turki merchants (most of the latter are only settled here a short time,

returning to Yarkand after having disposed of their goods). There is also

a hybrid class called ArgoM^ mostly of Kashmiri and Ladaki parentage.

Wasir Rodha Kishen said that in 1888 the number of houses was 400

:

the number of shops in the hazdr was 180, of which fifty remained open all

the year round ; the remainder were open daring the months of July#

August, and September.

The foreign commerce of Lad&k is principally one of transit with

the town of L6h for a sole mart or entrepftt. The different lines of traffic from
Ydrkand, Chinese Tibet, Kashmir, and the Panjdb, meet here. Prior to

1888 traders were much oppressed by the exactions heavy duties levied

by the Laddk officials. For the purpose of developing Central Asian
trade, 'a commercial treaty was concluded in 1870 between the Govern,

ment of India and the Mahaidja of Kashmir. Since then a Joint Com-
missioner is appointed annually by each government, vested with certain

powers. They remain in Laddk during the trading season, and look after

the interests of the traders from different countries, and settle disputes, &e.

The population of Ldh varies greatly, as daring the trading season there

is a great influx of merchants from the Panjdb, Kashmir, and Kashgdria,

the traders from the south generally exchanging their goods with the men
from the north, so that, as a rule, the same trader does not go right through

from the Panjdb to Yarkand. The traders arrive about July and most have
left by November. The late Mr. Dalgleish, however, left with a

caravan of goods for Yarkand in December 1882, and made a successful

journey across, but the dangers of so late a start from Ldh are considerable*

As a rule, the traders do not keep their ponies or mules in Leh, but send

them down to Shushot on the Indus, where there is very good grazing

during the summer months.

Very good lucerne grass is grown at Leh and neighbouring villages,

and is in great demand for ponies. There is a travellers^ bangalow next to

the British Joint Commissioner's house. {Aylmer^ManifoldJ)
Four roads lead from LeU to Y4rkand across the Karakoram range,

for the Changchenmo rout«;S can, in an extended sense, be regarded as

branches of the main line of traffic ; indeed, it sometimes happens that a por«

tion of a caravan, consisting of mules, parts company with the main body

consisting of ponies, at Aktagh, near Shihidula, and proceeds to Laddk

vid Changchenmo, while the latter comes down the main route ; the

Karakoram may be therefore considered to be crossed by—
(a) The road leading from L£h across the Khardong pass, up the val-

ley of the Nubrd river, and thence across

^ Kwakonwn paaae* to

Shihid^Ia.*
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LBH eiartroE or KAaBuft ahd lasIk.

• nil It the winter Mate for eoeh time
et tho DIger pete ie opea. There it elto e
rood firom Di^r to the Nobii Telley* end
thit it the taioner ronte for rath time e«
the Khtrdong It eloted.

t ThIt ie the winter route when the Dl-
ger pett it eloted. It ie along tliia roate
that Mr. Shaw adrocated the oonetrnction
of en all4he-year«roand ruad.

(B) The road leading from UIi
aoroas the Digar pass into the vallej of

the Shyok river, and thence across the

Karakoram pass to 8h£hiddla.*

(e) The road leading from Ldh up
the valley of the Indus, and thence

aoross the Changla pass and to Shyok
villiige and up the Shyok valley to the

Karakoram pass and 8h£liidula«t

(d) The road leading from Ldh up the valley of the Indus, and thence

t TU. i. th. dd CI.M«b«nn>. nmto.
“«*» ®1*“8**

I Thit it the wettern Chengclienmo rente and over the Changchenmo and Lingzi-
diieoMred oj Dr. Chyley.

ihang plains of Aktigh and Sh£hiddla»t

or from the Lingzithang plain down to the valley of the Karakash river to

ShShiddU.}
According to Mr. Shaw the direct route over the Karakoram vid Kubrk

was much more difficult than the branch ronte through Changchemmo vid

the Karakash river and Karatagh pass to Wahdb Jilga. He wrote
"Beyond the Indut there are two tett ofrotdt to Ydrktnd* which may be olatted

under the headt of tho Karakoram line and Changchenmo line. When I had the honour,
in 1869, of snbmitttng to Hia Exoellenoy the Viceroy a memorandnm on the rontea, the
oompailaon lay between the old or Karakoram ronte and that vid Changchenmo aeroaa
the high plateaux of Lingsithang and the Soda plain. Now, however, a new and more
eligible route has been pointed out by Dr. Cayley and followed by Mr. Forsyth’s return*
ing party from Tdrkand. If the first-explored Changchenmo road was preferable to the
old Karakoram one, there can be no doubt that the line taken by Dr. Gkyley and Hr.

For^th is distinctly superior

The superiority of the latter ronte ....
may be thus summed up. Instead of four high
paasesll (two of them eevered with glaciers
and three minor, though difiiciilt ones, we have
four passes altogether,^ which are on a par with
the easiest of those by the old route, and on
none of which are snow or ice to be found in
thesummer. Instead of the difficult and danger.

boatcanhensed),tNiwehaveno water higherthan the knee to cmss. Instead of fo«r and a
•• te the nmmsr mats the Shyok is crossed half days from grass to grass the

piB» sadmm sc^ at Borth^ of has first one camp without graaa, and
after an interval of four days one or poaaibly
two more ... on which ooca*
•ioM iloM thw. i. a .baiiM oftba hoiMi goio,
an entire day witfrontgraaing •.••••
Th. diAtmiea in point of rongbnoM and lobori*
ontnen betnoen tb. two lonfa, cnnnot bo os>
PKModby noontiutof nnml^n ....
It mnat, moreovo-, be ranunMnd tint tho oM
route pwiee through goiReeifbwe it Udifllonlt^
M^argUder pueatwhei4 itie impoaeibla,
to keep the road in order. While the course of
the other is chiefly over plains or through wide
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sr Chanels, 17,

, 17.900 ft.; Dlgar, 17.810 ft.;

ft.

t%.

ISaWOfL

L 17.0000.
». 18,400. ft.

Chasflsng. 10,910 ft.

14) Ksrstagb, 17.710 ft
Ths hslirhts gim art Uksa froai tbs ** IsdOk

tbs Bsssr psas. at tbs fornisr pises s Ibrry-
bost hss MSB in oMfor alonftlms. Ittbs
Isttsr pIsM s fsRj-bost wss started by Mr. Dias
In IM or 1888. Both boats an now in uso.
Tho bostoMB arspaid oot ofths Joint Cominis-
alOBsis* fond. Tbs SsasrbostBisB grt SOS par
ssason. ths SatU bostoisB RSO per shwon. Thi
forry-buats do not esrry bsnags sofanala t tbsM
hsTO to swiiD, bat svsB daring tho ttno tbs
Shyok Is in MOd. ste.. Joly and Angnst tbsf
art vwy ssldom drowned in ths attempt i they
are sraShsd away and land lowsr down ths

la tbs winter ths Shyok is frosen oesr. Mr.
Shaw's rsrasrk most bars been applied to tho
•rintsff roots daring ths flrst and last moath It
Is opon. when ths leo hM not formed or has
broken. Then lbs Shyok hss to bs forrisiV fro*

.
qasnlly, sad ibis Is at places rory dangerous.
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Villaget While firmljr belieriiiR ia the saperiority of the improTel

Changehenmo line over the’ old route, one mnat admit that traffic is the only final and
decisire teat in comparing two roads«. With eqaal artificial advantages the best of the

rootes will certainly, in the end, be picked out by those who habitually use them
lint we are far from having reached that stage yet. Not a single native caravan has

yet traversed the latest line vid Changehenmo • • • • There has not yet been time

for them to do so • • • » Thus the only Changehenmo route as yet practically

known to merchants is that which the neglect of certain Kashmir officials strewed with

the dead bodies of some 200 horses during Mr. Forsyth's upward march • • • • But
even setting aside this terrible and unnecessary mortality, the state of all the new routes

up to the present season has been this. Each merchant and caravan has had to discover

the route afresh, partly assisted, it is true, by hearsay descriptions, and partly by half-

obliterated traces of predecessors. In those wind-swept regions of shifting sand or of

gravel, there are no marks to direct the traveller, who mnat feel his way along, nearly at

random. Even if he succeed in taking the right line, it is odds but he misses the right

camping grounds near the grassy aide-valley or hill-slope, which affords the only chance

of grazing for his cattle for the nezt 20 miles • • • • Let ns compare this with

the ease of the well-known old route by the Karakoram, where custom has made the

traders at home in every yard of the way. Each blade of grass within grazing distance

contributes to the support of the animals. Gamping grounds are so arranged as to make
the most of the few advantages of the road. It is obvious that until the traders' know,
ledge of the new route in some measure comes up to their knowledge of the old, the

former will not have a fair chance. For thia purpose both road and camping grounds
must either be distinguished by unmistakeable and permanent marks (a difficult thing

in such a country), or else each party must be accompanied by men thoroughly acquaint-

ed with the route • • • • Again, another

* The two CMM differ, and It Is doobthil whether
ueh a tirnlBc would apring up ou the Changehenmo
route.
In the ease of the Karakoram route we hare the

Baser pass cloae to the low*lyfng and fertile raller
of NubrS. and thera are rlllagcit and eiiltirated lande
w mllee beyond Ldh end within ZS milea of tho Beeer
pass.
On the Changehenmo line, villagee and cultiratton

cease a few milea abore Tankae, which la 66 mllaa
from L^h. There la a amall patch of cultlratlon at
Lukung on the Pangong lake, but for practleal pur-
poeee tba country boyond Tankae may be eald to be
uninhabited, aare bv a few Tartar ahopherda, who
wander about from plaee to plooe grating their oattlo.
t Village ou aonth elde of Pangoiig lake, shout

IS or 16 miles flrom Lukung eamplng ground.

Commissioners must take their piscc in

t The proTlelon of snppllea slong s regnlarljr fbt-
quenied road in a mere matter «>f time and monej.
but the nnliit for oonaidemtioii K oould anppllee bo
ftirnlahed along the Changehenmo route at prieas
which traders could afford to pay, i.e., without ro-
aolTlng not to ooma again by that road f lam in-
clined to think thar could not, at any rata at plaoaa
mora distant than Qogm.

point on whieb the artificial advsntagec are

not eqnal is the assistance afforded to the

caravans by tbc country people. The men
of NubrA reap an annual harvest by sending

their yaks, with provisions, across the Sascr

pass to meet the traders • •
•

' • On the

new route this mutually advantageous traffic

has not yet sprung up,* and the losses incur-

red by the villagers whose cattle were em-
ployed • • . • 1870 will not encourage

them to begin. Again, till such time aa tlio

Tankae and Pangong f people find out the

advantage of doing it themselves, the Joint

providing capplies in the Changehenmo
valley.) • • • . In short, it seems that we
have the choice between an inferior but

frequented road, and a superior but un-

developed and (at pieaent) unfrequented

road. If the Joint Commissioners are eon-

fined to the former, the trade loeec the

prospective advantages promised by the adoption of a better line. If the latter is

exclusively chosen, their juriadietion would, at least for some years, be confined to an
empty tract, while the trade would be flowing unprotected through a parallel channeL
One horn of the dilemma is entirely avoided, and the other partially, by fixing on a line

i The to a of Leh is, I pretnae, ttfemd to.
which, while taking in the whole of the

better route, also inclndes the terminiiB,§

or a most important point of the old and nanal road. At the same time, it would proh.

ably be wise to reserve liberty of changing on to the other road if at a future time H
be found that the great test oi tniffio withholds its sanetion from the new route.'*
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The Kardoortm route if| howerer, preferred by most ireders. It

bee the great advantage of shortness from Ldh to Shdhiddla vid the

Khardong-Saser passes, being 240 miles; while nd Changdienmo the

distance is 816 miles, and where grain has to be carried tor the teed of

animals thi is of the utmost consideration. The only people who really use

the Chang^henmo route are the Pianjib mule-men, who do not feed their

animals on gram, but let them subsist on such grass as they can pick up;
the mass of trade is, however, carried on ponies^ and thqr being fed on gram,
distance becomes of primary consideration. On this route traders are

obliged to hire yaks to carry their loads over the Khardong (glacier)

* In the middle of tnmmer, when the Biger

iMger ineteed of oid Kherdong, hut the''Digor
ie ver7 eteep on the Ldh ide«iiiid,«e e matter
of fMt, traden alwaja nrefer, if poetihle, to go
hg Khaidong to hive jaki for the two I

between LAh and Khudoog Tillage.

pass.* These yaks are hired at Ldh
and discharged at Khardong village,

and the hire paid is B2 per yak.

From Khardong to Changlung (or

Nubri) the road is fairly ea^ ; the

next two marches, oi#., to Totyalak
ever the Changlung pass (also called Kardwal Diwan), and to the Shyok
river, over the Saser pass, are long, hard marches. Laden horses can

tnaSMWglMia U'not vwy Afleolt for do pwaOTer thi. ItMd.f bat, ..
^**** .**??** ****** “** *‘*T^ *“* *• » nik, tndm widi to qion th«r
*** ******

bone. a. far as ponibie, ao (bat

tb^ nay be better able to endore (be fatigues of the onward joarm^
from the Shyok to Sh&hiddla. For thie leaeon yake are hired at Ptnamikb,
one match on th^Ldh aide of Changlnng, whidi ie a wery email village^

wheta yaks are not obtainable.

For the jonniey from Paoamikh to the Shyok the hire is Bt per yak.

It may, therefore, be oonridered that in gmngby the ennmMr.mad, B6 per
horse-load is expended on yak hire between Ldh and tha Mnrghi aafo.

'When coming firom Tdrkand to Ldh the case is different, for Vo yaks
remain for hire at the Mnighi tuJa, and traders are therefoie oUig^ to

make their horem oarty their loads over ths Ssssr pass; bnt oo arrival at
Khardong village, they bite yaks at BS each to carry their goods to Ldh.
Thns ths total expenditure on yak hire for the donble jonmey to and from
Tdrkand vU the Saser route is B8 per horse-load. (ffcMMjr.)

LSHPASS~^<*Khaiix»o Pam.**
For details of trade, vide Trade Beporte. (OsraMy4mi~2b>ffr*^,bg.)

LSHINDAJAB->Lat. 88° 66'. Long. 76° 10'. Kiev.

A saaall village inhabited by Odjars, eitnatod on ibe mountains on the
west side of tbo Daobinpnrn purgaas, on tbo Bbdgmnr pntb Isndinginto tiie

Ttdl valley.

LELAM—Lat. 84* 80'. Long. 78° 89'. Qev.
A village situated on tbe monntnin-eide^ above the right of ths
KUmn Qang^ almost oppoeito Karen, It eontaans five Than
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are also two houses surrounded by fields on the path below the Tillage

;

this hamlet is called Kaser, and is the highest point where rice cultivation

is met with in the valley of the Kishan Oanga.

LEPTRA—
A valley, the southern prolongation of the basin of the Tsomorari lake.

{Vide ^'PiasA Rivaa.” (//. n

LERI—Lat. 83® 37'. Long. 73® 69'. Ele/.

A village in the Kotli district, lying about 9 miles north of that town

on the road to P&nch. It possesses a very fine spring, which rises in a haoli

by the side of the path, from which a considerable rivulet is formed^

There are about twenty-five houses in the village, the inhabitants being all

Muhammadans. Dry crops, including a little cotton, are grown.

LIDAR—
The Lidar, or the Yellow'- river, is formed by two mountain torrents

which, flowing from the north and north-east, unite near the village of

Pa1g£m, lat. 34®, long. 75® %V, The eastern stream trickles from the snow

on the southern slopes of the Panjtami mountains, and, as the Oratinpfira,

flows into the Shfsha N4g, which is connected with another small lake called

the Zamti Ndg, fed by a glacier; from this latter lake the peculiar white

colouring matter of the Lidar seems to be derived . Leaving the

Shfsha N4g the stream flows in a westerly direction, joining the northern

branch, which rises on . the northern slopes of the Owashbrari, or Kolaho,

mountain, and is joined by a stream flowing from the Tar Sar and Chanda

Sar. After the junction of these torrents, just south of the village

of Pa1g4m, the river flows on a rapid and unnavigable stream in a south-

westerly direction, separating the parganas of Dachinpara on the right

bank from Kaurpara on the left. In its passage through the lower part of

the valley, the river separates into numerous channels, and on gaining the

vicinity of Islamabad, its rapidity ceases with the rockiness of its bed,

and at the places of junction with the Jhelum, just north of that town, its

dull and muddy streams are scarcely less than that of the Jhelum itself.

(Vigne—Menigomerie^^Inee.)

LIDAR—
This valley opens into the south-east end of the Kashmfi valley, givbg
passage to a river of the same name. It extends in a northerly direction

from near Islamabad to Palgam, a distance of about miles, and
includes the pargpanas of Dachinpara and Kaurpara. At Palgdm the valley

divides into two defiles, which stretch obliquely : one towards the north-west,

pointing towards the Sind valley, which may, it ie said, he reached by a
footpath following the course of the Lidarwat stream ; the other towards
the north-east, leading up to the Shfsha Ndg, and Qie sacred cave of

Ammdth.
At its lower end the valley is 8 or 4 miles wide, hut at its upper
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end only a few hundred yards ; it is bounded on both sides by mountain^

which are increasingly loftyi especially in its upper halfi and, when the

altitude admits of it, they are covered with dense fi/iiit. Cultivation does

not extend beyond 9 miles north of Paigdm. There is a road along the

valley, which follows the left bank of the river as far as Palgam, and

then takes the eastern defile towards the Shislia Niig and the Ammdth
cave. This path is practicable for ponies, and is yearly traversed by

pilgrims of both sexes, some of whom are very decrepit.

It is possible, though a matter of some difficulty, to reach the Sind

valley from the Amrnath cave, by following the course of the Panjtami

stream, but only in the early sprinsr when the snow-bridges are firm.

Jacquemont states that he found copper ore in the Lidar valley-

(
Vigne~^C%nningkam-^Manigomerie—Inee,)

LIDAR KHOL—
The torrents which form this stream take their rise on the slopes of the

mountains bounding the south-eastern extremity of the Kashmir valleyi

uniting near the village of Lagmar.. -The stream then flows in a southerly

direction through a narrow valley, emptying itself into the Chandra

Bh£ga, lat. 83^ 9', long. 75^ 32", a few miles west of Doda. The Lidar

Khol is not fordable south of Lagmai*; the road from Doda to lUmblin

crosses it by a hatlal bridge at the village of Ganiki, and there are similar

bridges at the Villages of Karoti, Manzami, beneath Lagmar and Borkan,

and at Oay, on the eastern branch ; there is also a rough bridge of the

tangeri description between the villages of Kai and Ootak. The district

drained by the stream is called the Siraz valley ; it is principally inhabited

by Hindus, and is said to form part of the lUmbdn pargana.

LIDARMONT—Lat. 38® 45". Long. 75® 11". Elev.

A village and gh4t situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 8
miles north-west of Islamabad, just above the junction of the southernmost
branch of the Lidar.

LIDARWAT—Lat 84® 10". Long. 75® 17". Elev. 9,600", approx.

The name given to that portion of the valley of the Lidar river which is

situated near its source, at the junction of the stream which flows from the
Tar Sar and Chanda Sar. The valley here opens out and is in places

densely wooded. Above is the valley of Kolahoi, and to the west there are

routes to the Sind valley, and also to Trabdl and Pdmpdr, {Wingate.)

LIKAR—Lot. 84® 18". Long. 77® 16". Elev.

A village of seventy or eighty houses in the kardari of Saspul (Laddk).

It is situated on a torrent of the same name, which joins the Indus just

above the village of Saspul. There is a monastery here built three hundred
years ago, which contains one hundred monks and nuns, and belongs to

the yellow-capped sect of lamas {Jglmer.)
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LIKCHE^Lat. 83° 44\ Long. IT 58'. Elev.

A small village on the right bank of the Indus, a few miles above Upslii,

and about 40 miles above L4h. The road from here to Leh for the first

4 mil^a is not practicable for laden animals. It crosses two lofty spurs

by a succession of stone steps rudely put together. Four miles above the

villagei the Indus is crossed by a rickety wooden bridge, which is gener-

ally washed away in summer, (i^eyao/ds

—

Ajflmer.)

LILAHAR—Lat. 33° 57'. Long. 74° 59'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, between Awantipurand

Pampur.

LILAM--Lat. 34° 88'. Long. 74° 10'. Elev.

A village situated at the north end of the Machipura pargana. The
founder of this most flourishing village was SirfrXz KhXn, a native of

Yiisafzdi, who was in the service of Shaikh GhulXm Din, and first settled

in Lilam in A.D. 1846, when the whole of the neighbourhood was a
jungle. {Montgomerie.)

LIMBAR—Lat. 34° 10^ Long. 74° 13'. Elev.

A village in the Dachin district, situated on the slopes of the mountains

above the right bank of the Jhelum. There is a footpath from

this village leading over the hills into the Karnao valley.

LIMSORA—Lat. 33° 9'. Long. 74° 59'. Elev.

A village in the Riasi district, situated some miles north-east of that

town ;
it lies in the jungle near the left bank of the Chenab, which is

crossed by a rope bridge to the north of the village, below Kubhi.

[Vigne.)

LINGTI OR SARCHU—Lat. 55'. Long. 77<’ 38'. Eler.

A camping ground at the junction of the Yunam and Lingti streams.

It is pass^ on the route from Kuin to L5h, and lies about 1 1 miles

north-east of the Bara Lacha pass, on the boundary between Lahoul and
Laddk. No rest-house or supplies of any sort.

The Phalang Danda, another boundary mark near here, is called

Lingti by the people of Kulu. {Vide ** Phalang Danda.'')

LINOTI PLAINS—
Lie above Lingti, and though presenting a fine level expanse of grass, with
abundance of fuel {dama or Tibetdn furze), have no surface water, and
cannot be irrigated, so that in this dry climate cultivation would be
impossible. (Chy/ey.)

LINGTI STREAM—
Rises near the Bara Lacha pass, and following south-east joins the Yunam
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river a little below the Phalang Danda, and close to the Lingti (or Sarchu)

camping gronnd.

The junction is on the borders of JLad^k and LabouL (CayUf.)

LINOZITHANG PLAIN on AKSAI CHIN—General Elev. 17,300^

A barren, elevated, and uninhabited region, lying between the range that

runs pandlel with the Changchenmo valley on the north and the Lokh-

sung range. Portions of it are crossed by the three routes leading from

the Changchenmo to the Karakash valley. {Vide Routxs.^0

Near the Nischn camp the plateau has an elevation of 18,630 feet.

The plains are undulating, the hills being low, and with such easy slopes

that a horse may be galloped over them anjrwhere. [Johnaan) It bears

traces of having been the bed of a large lake, and at present contains

two salt lakes, which in July covered areas of about 16 and 60 square

miles respectively, and are probabljr much larger in April and May on the

melting of the snows.

The burtsi or wild lavender (Artemiaia) is the only vegetation, and

that is not found abundantly. It is used both for fuel and fodder. The
only animal usually seen here is the Tibetan antelope, though the wild yak

may also be found in places. Mirages are frequently visible.

A high wind begins to blow almost daily at 10 a.m. from the west

or south-west. It increases to a hurricane towards the afternoon, then

gradually subsides, and by midnight the air is again still. Travellers have

not nnfrequently been killed by this wind, which at times is so cold as to

destroy vitality in a very short time. In addition to this, both men and
cattle suffer very much from the rarity of the air. Drew says that the

plain extends north and south for 16 or more miles, and that the dis*

tanoe from west to east must be 50 or 60 miles. On the south, are the

low sloping hills lying north of the Changchenmo valley, on the west are

bolder hills and even snowy peaks ; in these there is a gap leading dbwn
to,' the Shyok river. The Lokhsung range is the northern boundary.

T^ begins on the west with two peaks between 31,000 and 31,000, and
cbntinnes at from 18,000 to 19,000 feet, a range of irregular hills, steep,

rocky, and peaked. To the east-south-east the plain at first seems bonnd*

less, but again from some points summits of mountains become visible,

wlikh probably belong to an enclosing ridge." On the 13th September

the plain was white with snow.

^'The soil is all day, covered with fiinly stones and rough agates. " Not
a vestige of grass.

LIBROW—Lat. 3S<’ W. Long. 75^ 1'. Blev.

A small village situated near the right bank of the •Vediad, about S
miles west of Kulg5m. {Ince.)

LISI—LatS3» JP. Long. 26«Sr. Blev.

A hamlet in Kishtwdr, containing but two huts inhabited by Hindds. It
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18 situated on the hill-Bidei above the left bank of the Lidar Khol| close to

Bagu.

LISSC—Lat. 38" W. Long. 75" 36'. Elev.

A village situated in a small, well-wooded valley, which opens into the east

side of the Nowbug Nai, a little north of the village of Nowbug. It con-

tains two houses, and is watered by a torrent from the hills.

LITTAE—33" 49^. Long. 75" 8^ Elev.

A village situated in the Showra pargana, of which it is the tshsil station.

It lies to the north of the Zainapur wudar, on the left bank of the

Bembidia.

LOANO—Lat. 33" 46^ Long. 75" 60'. Elev.

A village in the Basaoli district, situated above the right bank of the

Siowa river, about midway between Bani and Sertal Marg, the encamping

ground at the foot of the southern slopes of the Chatardhar pass. The
village, which lies under the mountains at some distance from the river,

contains about thirteen houses inhabited by a mixed population of Hindus and

Muhammadans. There are some trees about the village, and plenty of

space for encamping ; supplies are procurable, and water is obtained from a

atrenm. The village contains two small Hindu temples shaded by a stunted

chundr tree ; one is dedicated to the Biota Basku, and the other and larger

to Sib Babd Adam, the father of mankind.

LOCHAN oa LOTSAM—Lat. 34" 37'. Long. 77" 18'. Elev.

A village of six houses situated on the right bank of the Pashkyum river

(or Wakba-chu), and passed between Kargil and Shergol on the route from

Srinagar to L6h. The river here scoops its way through a narrow passage in

the serpentine rocks. Path near village narrow and difficult. {Bellew.)

LOHXT—Lat. S4<’ iV. Long. 74°. Eler.

There are two villages of this name in Upper Drawer, Hairi or Upper

Loh4t, and Bani Tali or Lower Lobdt. They are both situated on the left

bank of a considerable torrent, which flows into the Kishan Qanga river.

The lower village lies on the right bank of the river, just nortli of the oonfln*

ence of this torrent, on the path leading op the valley. The upper village

is said to he distant about 4 iot from the lower, and contains a maqid
and twdve houses inhabited b, samfndars, a mfllla, .blacksmith, and .
carpenter. In Tali Lohit there are only two houses, surrounded by a long

strip of cultivation on the river-bank. The encamping ground lies on the

right bank of the torrent, near a mill j the space is confined, but pleasantly

shaded by trees; some eaves in the rocks forming the bank of the Kiahan

Oanga would afford a oonsideTable amount of shelter. The torrent which

flows by these villages is called the Buasok stream; it is not fordable, but is

erossodbyaWalbridge atTaliLobfit. There is said to be another bodge
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at the upper village^ and a third at the hlannar Dok or pastarage, aiill

higher up the valley.

A path leading into the Kjghdn vall^ by the Jotari paas, liea up the

course of this stream^ by which it is said the village of Bumwai may be

reached iu four marches^ at such times as the pass is practicable.

I/)KHZUNO OB LAK-ZANG, <.e.,THa EAGLE'S NEST”—
Lat. 85® 1'. Long. 79® 81'. Elev. 17,200'.

A camping ground on the most easterly of the routes leading from the

Changchenmo valley to the Karakasb. On a solitary rock about 200 feet

high Dr. Henderson saw the remains of an enormous nest, '' probably of

some raptorial bird, for the ground underneath was covered with fragments

of bone, Ac., &c.” A little water, fuel, and grass here. Thermometer fell

at night to 7® F. on the :!5th July. The camp is situated in a valley in

the Lokhzung range. Montgomerie gives 16,400 as the elevation of the

camp, trigonometrical survey gives 16,340. (JBeaifefma—Zh'ear.)

LOKHZUNG RANGE—Lat. . Long. Elev.

Runs from west-north-west to east-south-east and divides the Lingzithang

plains on the south from the Kuenlun on the north. Its length is 60

miles, its width from 15 to 20 miles. It is a region of vocky hills, with

flat, dry, stony, valleys between them—not one continuous range, but a

series of parallel ranges, which are broken through by valleys leading from

the southernmost edge of the hill tract to the north-east. The breaks in

the different ranges are not opposite each other, but in echelon, so that

each valley zig-zags, and ultimately leads out on to the Kuenlun plains.

The highest peak is on the west, 21,000 feet, the average height of the

range being from 18,000 to 19,000 feet. The path traverses the range

from Tso Thang (salt lake) to Thaldat, where there is another salt lake,

a two days' march. (Prew.)

LOLAB—Lat Long. Elev.

A pargana comprising a beautiful and very fertile valley, situated on
the north-east side of Kashmir; the tahsfl station is at Lalpur. The valley

is oval in shape, and its surface is elevated and undulating ; it stretches

about 16 miles north-west and south-east, varying in breadth from a few
hundred yards to about 8 miles. It is traversed by a considerable stream

called the Lahwal, and is intersected in all directions by its numerous tri«

bntaries, which flow down from the surrounding hills, which are clothed

by dense forests of deodar. North of the Sharibal mountain the valley is

thickly covered with jungle, and has little cultivation. On the north side

the wudar or table-land is very strongly marked, and in two places it ez«

tends across the valley, the rood passing through a narrow defile. This

table-land is covered with a thick pine forest, and a few Gdjar families are

its only inhabitants. There are extensive tracts of pasture ground in the
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valley under the hills and along^ the sides of the spnrs^ and large numbers

of ponies are grazed in the district. The Loldb valley contains about

thirty villages, which are mostly situated in the midst of groves of chundr,

walnut, apple, cherry, alieka^ and peach trees.

There are eleven small lakes in the district, having an average depth of

8 or 3 1 feet. They are covered with weeds, and afford great shelter to

waterfowl.

Yigue, in his description of the Lolab valley, observes that there is in

the middle a large flat and circular space, a valley within the valley, the

snuggest and most retired-looking region imaginable. This part of Lol6b

is about 5^ miles in diameter, and a morass, that appears to have been

formerly a lake, occupies the centre ; the sides are verdant, and more or

less covered with jungle.

He noticed a curious fact connected with the natural history of this

part of the country, which would go far to provo that tliis singular punch-

bowl is the most sheltered district in Kaslinifr. As evening drew nigh it

was astonishing to observe the number of birds of the corvus genus who
came to pass the night on its plain ; ravens, crows, and jackdaws were seen

in almost every direction, excepting the north, whither they do not repair,

the country being comparatively barren. They appeared in the air above

the mountain-tops, all moving towards Lolab as a centre, and then sudden-

ly, as they came in sight of their resting-place, darted downwards with

surprising velocity, crossing each other in tiieir zig-zag, irregular flight, as

if they had been influenced by terror, or the fury of a driving hurricane.

As they neared the ground, they gradually slackened their speed, circled

over its surface for a moment, and then alighted in such countless numbers,

that the ground in some places was literally blackened with them.

{Vigne^^Montgomerie^

LOLPtJR—Lat. 34° 6'. Long. 74° 35^ Elev.

A village in the Bangil pargana, of which it is the tahsil station. It lies

]0 miles west of Srinagar, and 8 miles north-east of the village of

Firozpur, and forms the usual stage between these places, on the route by
the Firozpur pass.

LONDINO OB LUNODUNQ—Lat. 35° 45'. Long. 79° 25'. Elev.

A camping ground on the mof t westerly route from Changchenmo valley

to the Karakash, 17 miles north of Patsalung. Nearly 10 miles of the

road between the two camps is covered to a depth of many feet with

sulphate of magnesia. It caused a glare which was most painful to the

eyes, and itritated the face and bands. On the surface of the plain the

salt had eflioresced and become an impalpable powder, which rose in clouds

as the horses waded through it, sometimes up to the knees. Underneath it

was hard and crystalline, and crackled under the horses' feet. At inter-

vals there were lakes of strong brine. Fortunately we got over this plain
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before the wind roee, for later in the day elonde of salt were raieed by the

breeze^ and we saw^ remaina of a former oararan which had probably

been destroyed in this way." Camp at end of salt plain in a ralley^ where

there is a little grass^ and water is obtained by^ digging. Karakash valley

10 miles north of camp. {Hendenon^)

LONG KONOMA—Lat. Long. Elev.

A camping ground in the Lang Chn valley« between the Kongta La

and Long Barma.

LONG KONGMA RIVEB—rjie " Lvkg Cbu."

LONG PABlfA— VuU " Lung Burma."

LOS—Lat. 85^ 2S\ Long. 74^ 55\ Elev.

A village at the junction of the Farashind and Astor rivers.

With the neighbouring villages of Popul^ Dachiand Hapak^it oontains

thirty houses. {Aylmer.)

LOT8UM—

"

Locham."

LOWER—Lat. 83^ 82'. Long. 75^ 25'. Elev.

A small village situated towards the upper extremity of the Bring

valley, on the right bank of the Tansau stream.

^e rood leading towards Kishtwar, by the Marbal pass, becomes hilly

and difficult for riding immediately after leaving the village. In the

neighbourhood of Lower the cultivation is luxuriant and the hills beauti*

fully wooded. {Herrey.)

LTTDAR MARG—Lat. 88^ 48'. Long. W 88'. Elev.

A collection of shepherds' huts, situated on the slopes of the Panjdl

range, to the east of the Sang Safid pass ; it lies close to the pathways

leading from the Kashmir valley, by the Choti Gali pass. The marg
forms a convenient place for encamping, for which it offers every advan-

tage, being open, grassy, and watered by the Sang Safid stream. Forage

and fuel abound, but no supplies are procurable. {Alfyood.)

LtJDURA—Lat. S4M6'. Long. 74® 26'. Elev.

A large village, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, at a bend of

the river between Sopur and Baramula. This village stands on high

ground, and is shaded by fine trees.

LUGHJUNG— Fttfe " Ltakjumg."

LITILPITRA Oft LALPtR-Lst 84” r. Long. 74” 87'. EIw.

A Tillage in the Birw. pargme; it lie. on the pnth abont midwaj
between Makahlnm and Ihrnng, and i. ritnnted on the wert ride of the

rioj^gepnr.

In the centre of the Tillage, annonnded by a brick wall, is the sttrat

of Sftiad Mohammad Sahib, and near it a well>boilt filature. There is a
naqid in the Tillage, and twenty-fiTS honses inhabited aamhidafB,
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a m&lla^ oarpenteri blacksmith, a potter, and a cowherd. There are many
fruit-trees about the place, and much rice cultivation.

LUJYEN—Lat. 84® Long. 74® 65^ Elev»

A small village lying on the left bank of the Jhelum, about 4 miles

south-east of Srinagar. It is famous for its manufacture of the coarse

matting, which is used for the awningpi of boats and other purposes.

LUKKING—Lat. Long. Elev.

A halting-place at north base of the Shinkul pass. No supplies, coolies^

or fuel obtainable.

LUKUNG OR LAKUNG—Lat. 34® 0" 6^ Tiong. 78® Elev. 14,180".

A camping ground on the Changchenmo route, situated 8 miles north

of the western end of the Pangong lake. A few huts here, and a small

patch of cultivation. Also a stream which flows into the lake. (Trotter,)

LUKUNG STREAM—riifs'^WATA."

LUMKANQ—Lat 84® 20". Long. 79® 18". Elev. 17,501".

A camping ground in the Changchenmo valley, 18 miles north-east

of Kiam, and 4 miles south of the Lumkang pass. Road from Kiam
crosses the stream immediately north of the hot springs, and then over a low

spur at 8 miles, from whence it runs up the Lumkang ravine, ^hioh

joins the one from the Kepsang pass 8 miles above Kiam. A little

grass and burtsi here. Tibetan antelope very numerous. (JoJinson.)

Lumkang pass—Lat 84® so". Long. 79® 10". Elev. 19,600".

Top of pass 8 miles north of Lumkang camp. Road lies up gradual

ascent, and then descends gently down the ravine to Nischu. No snow

(end of July). (JoAnton,)

LUNDPUR—Lat. 88® 54f. Long. 76® 3". Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, a few miles south of

Awantipur.

LUNG BURMA or LONG PARMA—Lat Long. Elev.

A good camping ground in the Long Chu valley, 81 miles from Shdsha

and 84 miles from Tankse. At 4i miles from Shushal cross the Konkta
La. Road stony ; fuel and grass plentifuL (Trotter^

LUNG CHU RIVER, oa LONG KONGMA, or LONG YUKMA—
Rises near the Kongta La, and flowing north-west through the Lung
Chu valley enters the Shyok just above the village of Shyok. In December

Trebeck found the valley thinly covered with snow, and the rivulet running

along its south-western edge was frozen, but skirted by grass, in which

two hundred yaks were pasturing. Large droves of yaks and sheep were

seen here pasturing in the side valleys, or moving down to the Indus

valley for the winter. Just above Tankse the Lung Chu is sometimes caUed
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the Haropij river» Below Tankee it is joined by the Dargn stream from

the west. {TroU0r^Moorerqfi.)

LUNGNI—
The name of a streahi which drains a narrow valley in the lofty mountains

forming the boundary between the Dachinpara pargana and Mam Ward-
wdn. It flows into the Lidar^ lat. 88^ 58^ long. 76^ 21^ between the vil-

lages of Bhatkflt and Mundia. A good pathway leads from Ledros in the

Iddar valley to Jooknis in the Wardwdu valley through the Lungni.

{Ward.)

LUN6TUNG—Lat. Long. Elev.

A halting-plaoe on the left bank of the Zanskir river, 166 miles from Leh
and above Padam. No supplies ; fuel very scanty.

LUNKHA oa LANKAR-Lat. 84^ Long. 78^ 88'. Elev.

A camping ground on the Changchenmo route, one stage from Panglung,

on the south side of the Marsemik or Lankar La. There is a saidt

here. Steep but not difficult ascent to top of pass. A little water. Trotter

says there is only an uninhabited stone hut here. {Troiter^^Cayl^]^.)

LUNKHA—Lat. 85^ 5'. Long. IdP 82'. Elev. 8,650', approx.

The most easterly village of Khapalu (Baltistdn), situated on the left bank

of the Shyok. It contains five houses. Camping ground very confined. It

is passed on the L6h-Skard6 road. Two roads lead from it to Surmu,—
namely, thelKhapalu road, which goes over the foot-hills and which is good

;

and the river road, which goes down the left bank of the Shyok, and is very

difficult and quite impassble for baggage animals. {Jflmer.)

LUa—Lat 88® 56'. Long. 76® 20'. Elev.

A village in the Dachinpara pargana, situated on the right bank of the

Lidar. It lies on the path from Bij Behdra towards Ganeshbal, at the point

where the valley narrows very rapidly at the entrance to the wooded hills

which intervene between the valley of Kashmir and the snowcapped

mountains in the immediate vicinity. {Hervef.)

LURAO—Lat. 88® 59'. Long. 76® 8'. Elev.

A considerable village in the Wullar pargana, situated on one of the main

branches of the Arphal stream, about 4 miles north of Trdl. Tlie stream,

which is about 25 feet wide, with a depth of Ik or 2 feet, flows with a

moderate current ; it is crossed by a bridge made of slabs of stone.

The village contains a masjid, the atfrat of Saiad Muhammad Sahib,

Bukhdri, and about sixteen houses inhabited by zamfndars, a mdlla, a dum,

a cowherd, and a carpenter. Corn is cultivated about the village, and also a

little rice.

LURGAM—Lat. 38® 68'. Long. 75® 8'. Elev.

A considerable village in the Wdllar pargana, situated rather more than
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8 miles north i»f on the path towards Arphal. It contains a th^na,

and 18 the residence of the iiaib thanadar. The population numbers twenty-

five families of zamindars^ two baiiiasi a dumi mdllai mochl^ cowlierdi a

carpenter, and a potter.

Ll/TAB—Lat. Long, 73° 53\ Elov.

A village situated on the north side of the Karnao valley, just to the west

of tlie fort.

LYAKJUNG OR LUOHJUNG—Lat. 84° 85'. Long. 77° 40'. Elev.

A village of eleven houses on the left bank of the Nubra river, situated

close to its junction with the Shyok. It is passed on the summer route by
the Karakoram between Sntti and Pananiikh. The Shyok is visible for 10

miles below the juuct ion, flowing through a wide gravelly plain as far as

the large village of Hundar. {Tkom$on,)

LYONUUDAR—
A tributary of the Kamri Dara, or Knla Pani, as it is generally called,

joining it from the south-east, about 14 miles north of the Kamri pass.

The valley watered by it is uninhabited, but capable of cultivation. There

is a path up this valley to the Dorikiin route. It is said to be two stages,

and to open in June. {Barrow^^J^lmer*)
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M
MACHAI PEAK—Lat. 84® 25'. Long. 78® SCT. Bley. 19,630'.

South of the Omba La.

MACHALU—Lat. 36® 16'. Long, 76® 28'. Bley. 8,600', approx.

A collection of villages in Baltistan at the junction of the Saltoro river

with the Hiish4 stream, on the right bank of the latter. Thomson calls the

combined stream the Machalu river. With the neighbouring village of

Tallis it contains over two hundred houses. {Aj/lmer,)

MACHEL-Lat. 38® 25'. Long. 76® 23'. Blev. 0,700'.

The highest village of any size in the Bhutna valley. At this village the

Bhots predominate, though there are a few families of Hindus. The
Bhots seem to have been long settled in the upper part pf the valley.

Machel is 22 miles north-east of Atholi. {Drew.)

machihAma—
A pargana in the Patan zilla of the Kamrdj division; it comprises a
district lying to the south-west of Srinagar. The tahsfl station is nt

Sybug.

MACHIPI7RA—
A pargana in the Kamraj division of Kashmir; the tahsfl station is at

Handwara.

This was not one of the original pprganas formed by Diwan Todamul,
but was separated from LoUb, and constituted a pargana during the Sikh
occupancy of Kashmir. It is a very well watered and well wooded district,

and contained, when surveyed between the years 1866 and 1860, seventy-five

villages, with seven hundred and sixteen houses.

A great portion of this area is well cultivated, rice being the staple pro-

duce, and barley in places. The table^lands, where clear of forest, are

principally used as grazing grounds. {Montgomerie.)

MACHIPI7RIA—
A class of people living in Machipura, produced by the intermarriage of

colonists from the west of Peshawar with the Kashmiris. They are divided

into two classes, Machipurias proper and Khaibaris; the former sprang from
an earlier colonisation. {Drew.)

MAD—Lat. 33® 12'. Long. 78® 46'. Blev. 14,000'.

&e"NiMa Mad."

MAGABSANGAR—Lat. 34® 29'. Long. 74® 17'. Blev. 7,074'.

The name of the most considerable hill lying towards the north end of the

ridge between the Machipura and Uttar parganas. {Montgomerie.)

MAGHAM—Lat. 34® 27'. Long. 74® 17'. Blev.

A large village situated on the left bank of the Dftngerwari stream,*at the
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foot of tho range of hills dividing the Machipiiia and Uttar parganas ; it

lies about 8 miles south-east of Shalurah^ on the road towards Sop&r.

In the middle of the village there is a large expanse of green turf, shaded

by some fine old trees, which is suitable for an encampment. The village

contains a spring, and there are about twenty-five houses inhabited by
Muhammadan zamfndars, including a potter, carpenter, blacksmith, mochf,

and a bania, and also one pandit.

The zidrat of Siddik S^ni is picturesquely situated on the crest of the

spur, just north of the village.

MAHIYE, OR MAIYA, or MYA—
Lat. 38® 20^ Long. 78® 60^ Elev. 13,800'.

A camping ground on the right bank of the Indus, opposite the junc-

tion of the Puga rivulet, and 1% miles below Nima Mad. It is passed

on tho route from h&x to Oaro. A route also branches off from here north

to Shushal, over the Thato La. The Indus valley opens out to a width

of about three quarters of a mile, the river flowing by in a gentle stream,

with a velocity of about miles per hour. Below here the river flows

through a narrow defile or gorge called Bong. No shelter at the

camping ground, and no wood or grass. A little pasture on the opposite

bank. Cattle must swim across the stream.

Mahiye is a deserted hamlet. (Re^noids^^Drew.)

MAINAOAM—Lat. 34^ 9^ Long. 74® 1^8'. Elev.

A large village containing about forty houses, situated above the right bank
of the Ningil stream, about 3 miles north of Kountra, on the path

towards Sopur. There is much rice cultivation about the village, and a few

corn-fields.

With the exception of the patwari, who is a pandit, all the inhabitants

are Muhammadan zamindars, including a mulla, dum, mochf, a carpenter,

a blacksmith, and a potter.

MAINJIGON—Lat. 34® 30'. Long. 76® 10'. Elev.

A village said to contain thirty houses in the Kartz6 division of the Drds

ilaka (Baltistan). It lies on the left bank of the Sum river, a few

miles above Kargil fort. Among the inhabitants there is a blacksmith.

{dylmer.)

M AINSTI—Lat. 35® 10'. Long. 74® 50'. Elev.

A small village situated on the left bank of Uie Kamri stream (Astor).

It stands high above the river and contains eight houses. (Jjflmer.)

MAIRA—Lat. 38®4'. Long. 73® 47'. Elev.

This village, which is known as Dedar Baksh-ka-Maira, is sitimted on a cliur

0^ island in the Jhelum, which is crossed by the road from Mirpdr to the

(jatiala ferry. It lies about 10 miles south of Mirpur. The inhabitants are

Muhammadan zamindars.
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MAITWAN—Lat. 88* W. Long. 75* Elev.

A small Tillage containing six houses, situated on the right bank of the

Earriabddi stream, about 14 miles north-east of Mara or Petgam. The
traveller cannot depend upon obtaining either coolies or supplies at this

village. This is the last village up the valley, and has an able-bodied

population of about ten men only. {£o6into»^JFari.)

HAKAHAHA—Lat. 83* 4^ Long. 74* 88^ Elev.

A village on the Maohihdma pargana, situated about 1 1 miles west of

Srinagar, on the road leading towards the Tosha Maiddn pass. It is divided

into two mahallas or districts, Bun Makahdma and Pet Makahdma, and

is consequently sometimes called Hardu ('*both'^ Makdidma.
In Bun Makah&ma, which lies to the east, there is a masjid .and the

ztfrat of Beshi Sahib, and fifteen honses inhabited by zamfndars, a mfilla,

and a dum. In Pet Makahdma, situated on the right bank of the Suknag

to the west, there are fifty families of zamindars, five didl-bdfs, four pandits,

two banias, two mfillas, a carpenter, potter, blacksmith, and a baker. There

is also a government store-house for grain in this part of the village, and

the residence of the zilla officer. Makahdma is the head-quarters of a body

of about three hundred sepoys, of whom thirty or forty are located in the

village, and the remainder in the surrounding district. There is much rice

cultivation about, and both coolies and supplies are obtainable.

IIAKAM—Lat. 84* 8^ Long. 74* 87^ Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Ningil stream, opposite Bun
Kountra ; it contains the zidrat of Fista Rishi Bibd Sahib, and eight or

ten houses. Ramzdn, the zilladar of the Kruhin pargana, resides in this

village.

MAKAM—Lat. 84* 18^ Long. 74* 80^ Elev.

A village in the Kruhin pargana, situated about 4 miles south of Sopur

;

it lies at the foot of a table-land just west of the path leading towards

Kountra. It contains a masjid, and eight families of zamindars, a mulla, a

ddm, a carpenter, and a potter.

The z&Lrat of Water Baba Sahib is situated at the edge of the wadar,

just above the village.

Fruit-trees abound in the village, and there is murii rice cultivation

about it.

MAKAM—Lat. 84* 85^ Long. 73* 57^ Elev.

The ziirat of B4b4 Abdulla, a masjid, and a house, are all clustered to-

gether on the top of a small hill, some little distance from the right bank

of the Kishan Oanga, about 8 miles south-west of Lalla, in Lower

Drawdr.

There are a few fniit-tri^s in the place, and a solitary chundr, the first

that is met with by the traveller descending the valley of the Kishan

Uanga.
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The revenues from the surrounding fields are devoted to the support of

the masjid and shrine.

MAKRI—Lat. 84° 2^. Long. 78° 8^. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga^ about 2 miles

north-east of Mozafarabdd, on the path towards Tftwal ; it lies on the right

bank of a torrent, and contains a masjid, and ten houses inhabited hj zamin-

dars and a Saiad.

There are some rice-fields about the village, and com is also cultivated

MALAN—Lat. 88-1 7^ Long. 76° 29'. Elev.

A village in Sir£z, a district of Kishtwar; it lies on the hill-side between

the middle and westernmost branches of the Lidar Khol stream, on the

path from Doda towards the Hinjan Dhar pass into the Perist&n valley.

The village is surrounded by cultivation, and contains five houses in-

habited by Hindus. By the side of the path, just north of the village,

there is a baoli of cold, clear water, shaded by cedar trees.

M ALIGAM—Lat. 83° 22'. Long. 75° 21'. Elev.

A village in the fianihal district, situated on the steep hill-side some dis •

tance above the right bank of the Sanderi or Pogal stream
; it contains

eight families of Muhammadans, of whom three are Gujars.

This village lies near the foot of the Nandmarg pass leading into

Kashmir. The most convenient encamping ground is about 2 miles to the

east of the village, at the Gdjar settlement of Basu or Borson, near tho

commencement of the ascent; at this spot fuel and water are procurable,

but supplies and coolies must be obtained from the village, or from Peris-

ton.

mAlik—
A people who live in the higher part of the Darhal valley and other parts

of Kashmir. It is a Muhammadan title given by Akbar. The mdliks were

appointed by that king to the charge of the passes that led into Kashmir.

Villages were granted to them to be held by the tenure of this service;

they were to defend these passes and appear in the field, when required, with

from a hundred to five hundred men ; the charge became hereditary, and
these maliks of Darhal, as well as those on the other frontiers of Kashmir,

doubtless represent the original ofllccrs of Akbar. Those at Darhal, though
in some respects resembling the rest of the Chibhdlis, still have something

distinctive in their appearance ; for instance, their beards are long and
waving. They give th<ur daughters in marriage to the Jarals of their neigh-

bourhood. (Drew.)

MALIKSERI—Lat. 84“ 4«'. Long. 74“ 11'. Elev.

A scattered hamlet in Upper Drawfir, situated on the right bank of the

Kishan Oanga. There arc one or two timber-built houses in the village
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with peat roofs ; the rest are flat-roofed hats. The iubabitants comprise

six fumilieB of zamfndars, a mulk, and a carpenter,

A small stream from the hills flows down through the village.

MlLlKSHiH \ Ist camp-Lat. 85« 60^ 3^ Long. Elev. 15,960^

oa AKTAOH J 9nd ,, Lat. 0' ir. Long, 3^20^£lev. 15,330'.

A camping ground about 30 miles north of the Karakoram pass, and on

the right bank of a tributary of the Ydrkand river. The Karakoram route

meets that from the Cbangchenmo valley (aid KaratXgh pass) at this camp.

There are also two routes from here to Ydrkand—

1.—The winter or Kargia route, which follows the course of the Yirkand

river north-west.

9.—The summer route by the Suget pass north.

The former was, a few years ago, infested by Kanjuti robbers between

this and Kulanuldi.

Between this and Uic Suget pass lies an elevated and stony plateau, per-

fectly desert.

No wood or grass here. Water also not obtainable from the end of

October to the end of April, owing to the stream being thickly frozen

over. (Troiter^^JoAmoH^Bellew.)

MALINOAH—Lat. 34^ 39'. Long. 75^ 19'. Elev.

This village, which is called also Malikoi (koi meaning " ground " in the

Dird language), is situated on the Malin Nar stream, on the right bank

of the Kishan Oanga, towards the eastern end of the Tflail valley. It

contains a masjid, and seven houses inhabited by zamindars.

MALOR—Lat. 33^ 8'. Long. 75^ 31'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Chandra Bb&ga, almoet opposite

the junction of the Lidar Khol. There are about twelve houses in the

village, the inhabitants being principally Hindus.

MALOTI—Lat. 33^ S'. Long. 73^ 40'. Elev.

A considerable village in BadrawXr, situated above the left bank of the

Bin Kad stream, about 8 miles south-west of Kallain ; it contains about

twenty-four houses; most of the inhabitants are Muhammadans.

MALFI7RA—Lat. 34^ 99'. Long. 74^ 18'. Elev.

A village situated on tlie south-east side of the Uttar pargana. This

village, with its neighbours, Gunapdra and Krishp&ra, mi^ up the land

called Nagar. At one time there was a large town here, which, for some
reason, has been divided into three villages. {Moni^merie.)

MALP(7RA--Lat. 34® 8'. Long. 74® 40'. Elev.

A village in the Pord^pdr pargana, situated at the edge of the morass

near the left bank of the SuknXg; it contains eight families of zamindars,

tvm sh41-b4f^ and a ddm.
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MALPDRA—Lat. Long. 74® 86'. Elev.

A village in the Birwa pargana, situated on a sloping spur about a mile

east of K&g ; it is inhabited by seven families of zamindars and a pirzdda-

MALSHABAGH—Lat. 84® 13'. Long. 74® 50'. Elev.

A village situated at the south-west extremity of the range of mountains

forming the southern boundary of the Sind valley^ about 7 miles north

of Srinagar, on the Dras road. Below the village the remains of a beach

may be traced in masses,of shingle on the side of the hill. {Ince.)

MALWAS—Lat. 38® 9'. Long. 76® 38'. Elev.

A village situated on the mountain-side, above the right bank of the

Chandra Bhdga, about 3 miles west of Doda; it contains eight houses

inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars.

MAMUS—Lat. 34® 38'. Long. 76® 10'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Dras river in Khurmang (Baltistan).

With Mamusthang it contains twenty-one houses. (Aylmer,)

MANAS BAL—Lat 34 15'. Long. 74® 44'. Elev.

A lake in the valley of Kashmir situated about 12 miles north-west of

Srinagar, in the same direction ns the Wular lake
; it lies on the north side

of the Jhelum, with which it is connected by a canal which opens into the

river, at a small village about a quarter of a mile below Sumb41. This

canal is about a mile long from its mouth to its junction with the lake

;

it is about 20 yards wide, and varies in depth according to the height

of the river. About 100 yards from the Jhelum it is crossed by an old

stone bridge of a single arch, which is 13 feet wide and very convex.

The Manas Bal lake is oblong in shape, and its direction is almost

east and west. Its length is 2 miles, and breadth seventenths of a mile*

It is the deepest of all the lakes in Kashmir, being in some parts

upwards of 40 feet. In Hindu legends it is represented as unfathomable,

and it is related that one holy man spent several years in making a line

long enough to reach the bottom, but at length, despairing of success, he

threw himself into the lake and never rose again. The wuter, which is

clear, soft, and of a deep-green colour, is chiefly derived from internal

springy ;
when the water is low, many of these may be seen around the

margin of the lake, and some of them are like miniature fountains ejecting

small columns of sand. Water-plants abound iii the shallower parts,

particularly die white and red lotus, which begin to flower early in July,

and some of them are exceedingly fine, the leaves being 24 inches in

diameter, and some of the petioles 12 feet long. The view from the

entrance of the lake is ver}' beaiitifnl. On the north there is an elevated

table-laud composed chiefly of and below it, and near the edge of

the water, is the small village of Manat bal. Above and beyond are the

ruins of the fiddshdh Bagh, consisting of an old palace which was never
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finishedi and a garden built by the Emperor Jahangir for hia wife, the

lovely Ndrmahdl; beyond these again is the small village of Bagwanpdr,

whence supplies may be obtained. On the south there is a low range of

hills extending from the lofty mountains on the north-east; the conical

peak called the Aha Tung is 6,290 feet high, and is visible from many
distant parts of the valley.

Beyond, it, at the foot of the range and upon the margin of the lake,

is the large village of Kandabal, which contains a great many lime-kilns.

To the east there is a range of very high mountains, which are mostly

bare and rugged ; at the foot of them, and beyond Kandabal, there is a

fine cataract formed by the stream called Amrawati, fallirig over the

white and steep limestone cliff into the lake below. A few feet from this

fall, and standing in the water, there is a small Hindu ruin, whose four

sides are each about feet wide; it has a pyramidal roof, which is

about 12 feet above the bed of the lake, and there is an opening at

the south side, which has the usual trefoil archway. A bank of fossil lime,

stone commences near it, and is continued along the foot of the mountains

towards the Wular lake, and above it the limestone strata, which rest against

the boundary mountain, are raised and twisted into every variety of curve.

At the east end of the lake there is a fine grove of chundrs, and other

eligible spots for encamping ; behind the grove tliere is a stream of very

cold water, which is conveyed from the Sind river, and near it is an orchard

belonging to a fakir, which produces most excellent fruit. {Moorero/i-^

Figne'^Mvntgomerie^IIerpey^lHee.)

MANAWAS^Lat. 38^ 1 3^ Long. 75^ 30'. Elev.

A small village in Sirdz, a district of Kishtwdr, lying above the right bank

of the Lidar Khol stream ; it contains three houses inhabited by Hindus.

MANCHATTAR—Lat. 34® 36\ Long. 73® 58'. Elev.

A village in Lower Drawdr, situated on a flat strip of land on the left bank

of the Kishan Ganga, just above an island in the bed of the river; it con-

tains two families of pirzdflas and one of Gujars. Up the valley of the

Raowta stream, which flows into the Kishan Ganga, on the north side of

the village, there is said to be a masjid and a ziarat, and a shepherds' path

leading into Kashmir.

MAND—Lat. 82® 54'. Long. 75® 3'. Elev.

A small village in Jamu ; it lies just west of the road between Dansal and
Krimchi. It contains about twenty mud -built houses, and is surnmnded
with cultivation.

MANDAL-Lat. 34® 27'. Long. 73® 37'. Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 12

mibs north-east of Mozafarabdd; it is situated on the left bank of the

Pakote stream opposite the village of Draw, on which account it is frequent-

ly called Mandal-Draw. A kadal bridge crosses the narrow rocky bed of
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the Btream between the two villages. The population of Mandal comprise

six families of Muhammadan zamindars of the Serari clan^ four Kashmiris#

a carpenter^ a washerman^ and a weaver. There is abundance of space for

encamping on the terraced fields which descend from the village to the

level of the stream.

The village of Bhdnja^ in K4gh4n» may^ it is said) be reached from Mandal
in two stages, by a path lying up the valley of the Pakote stream.

MANDAL—Lat. 33® n\ Long. 75® 31'. Elev.

A small village in Kishtwar, containing three houses, situated on the left

bank of the Lidur Khol stream, just north-west of Bagu.

MANDAL—Lat. 31® 26'. Long. 73® 35'. Elev.

There is only one house in this place, which lies above the left bank of the

Kishan Gnnga, about a mile north-east of Nuraserai, on the path between

Mozafarabad aud 'Iitwal.

MANDARLTK—Lat. 34® 50'. Long. 78® 5'. Elev. 13,300'.

A camping ground on the winter route by the Karakoram, situated on the

right bank of the Shyok^ nine marches from L£h. {Drew,)

MANDI—Lat. 33® 48'. Long. 71® 18'. Elev.

A very considerable village or small town in a narrow valley enclosed by
steep and grassy hills of no great elevation, situated in the district of the

same name, just south of the confluence of the Gagrin and Dali Nar streams,

about 12 miles north-east of Punch by a good and level path. The village

stands for the most part on a level strip of ground on the left bank oF the

river, which is crossed by a kadal bridge at its southern extremity ; on the

right bank is situated a summer residence of the raja of Punch, the thdna,

and other government buildings. There are some few trees about the place,

but no cultivation, the inhabitants being entirely engaged in the trade

between Punch and Kashmir, principally in gin, puttus, and blankets,

which are exchangell for prints, salt, and other commodities. There is here

a custom-house aud establishment, and a garrison of fifteen sepoys.

There arc about eighty houses in all in the village, including fifteen shops

iu the baz&r, one of which is kept by a Hindu. Among the inhabitants are

two butchers, a dyer, a leather-worker, and a potter. Wib^ one or two

exceptions, the inhabitants belong exclusively to the Shfa sect of Muham-
madans. Coolies may be obtained here, and supplies are plentiful ; in addi-

tion to the waters of the river there is a spring in the village called the

Hyl baoli. Space being somewhat confined, and shade deficient, travellers

frequently make their camp at the neighbouring village of ltdjpur,* about a

mile further up the river.

MANDIPITRA—Lat. 83’ 34'. Long. 75® 15'. Elev.

A large village situated on high ground in the centre of the Shahabad
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valley* above the left bank of the Sindran river opposite Dur or Shihab£d

froin which it is separated by the hroad bed of the stream.

MANDRKAR—Lat. S4<’ 45'. Long. 7f 11'. Elev.

A small village in Upper Drawer* containing three housesi situated amidst
beautiful scenery on therisrbt bank of the Kishan Ganga ; it lies on the left

bank of .n small stream, which is crossed by a hadal bridge.

The ^Ids of this village join those of Dasut to the north-east.

MANECHUN SUMDO—Lat. 32° 40'. Long. 78° 20'. Elev.

In the Pankpo valley west of Tsomorari lake. General Straohey In June 1846

passed two large permanent siiow-flelds here, in places 4 or 5 feet thick.

They were 3 or 4 miles apart at an elevation of about 16,000. 'fhe

valley bottom was a mile wide, and exposed to the sun all day, and 2,000

feet below the snow-line on the neighbouring mountains. (A Straekey.)

MANQ OR MAN—Lat. 33° 00'. Long. 78° SO'. Elev. 13.9-tO'.

A small village of six houses on the western shore of the Pangong lake. It

is a halting-place on the route from Spiti to Changchenmo {via Pangong
lake). A small sti-eam enters the lake here. It has its source in a glacier

in the mountains west of the lake. Pasture and fuel plentiful. A little

barley is grown here. {Dnw^GodwiH»Auiten,)

MANGAL DEV—Lat. 33° 6'. Long. 74° 20'. Elev.

A small fort near Naoshera, on the summit of a rocky precipitous bill most

difficult of access—one of the small forts which are numerous in the low

hills oil both sides of the Cbendb, erections of the period when each little

tract had its own ruler, and each ruler had to defend himself against his

neighbour. {Drew.)

MANGANPtRA—Lat. 34° 25'. Long. 74° 38'. Elev.

A small village in the Khuilmma pargana, situated on the northern shore of

the Wular lake ; it li,es ou the road from Bandapur to Sopur. {Inee.)

MANGANWAR—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 74° 25' Elev. 8,728'.

A peak in the range between the north-west end, of the Zainagir pargana

and the Lolab valley. There is grazing ground on the surrounding hills

for five or six hundred sheep for six months, but more than that number

go there annually for a shorter period. {Montgomerie,) «

HANGAR—Lat. 32° 44'. Long. 75° 52' Elev.

A small village in the Bosaoli district, situated on the slopes of the mountain

to the north of Aso, above the left bank of the Siowa river.

MANGIL—Lat. 33° 51'. Long. 75° 35'. Elev.

A village lying at the mouth of a little valley opening into the Maru
Wardwan, about 3 miles north of Inshin; it is situated on the right

bank of a torrent of the same name, which is crossed by a kadal bridge*
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The hoQses, five in number^ are roughly built of timber^ and have pent

shingle roofs. The road to Inshin lies along the left bank of the ^ Mara
Wardw^n river ; it is quite level, but wet and sloppy when the snows are

melting. A path follows the course of the Mangil stream leading into the

Zajnai valley ; it is described as being rough and steep, but preferable to

that from Afith by the Kdzuz stream.

Sangam, a pasturage in the Zajnai valley, is said to be distant 6 ko9

from Mangil by this path.

MANGKANG— Fkfe "Monkako.”

MANGLA—Lat. 83^ 8'. Long. 73» 36'. Elev.

A small fort on the left bank of the river Jhelum in the Mindwar district, of

the same class as Mangal Dev (j.s.)*

MANGNAR-Lat. 83° 45'. Long. 74° V. Elev.

A village in the Haveli pargana, near Punch ; it is situated on the slopes of

the hill above the left bank of the Suran river, nearly opposite the junction

of the Bitarh. There are about forty houses in the village, with a mixed

population of Hindus and Muhammadans. Both rice and dry crops are

produced.

MANi—
Long and thickly built-up stone* heaps or walls, covered with thousands of

flat stones bearing a holy inscription. Generally found at villages in

Laddk; also often found constructed on road^sides. The passer-by always

keeps the Mani on bis right hand, the path dividing, and going on both

sides of the structure. {Drew.) {See " Ladak—

MANJOTAH—Lat. 34° 85'. Long. 73° 44'. Elev.

A village situated some distance above the right bank of the Kishan Gangs,

on the path between Kalegran and Balagran ; it lies in a narrow valley

which is draineil by a small stream. The houses, some thirty in number,

are scattered throughout this valley. The inhabitants are Gujars.

MANKAM—Lot. 33° 10'. Long. 75° 38'. Elev.

A village in Kishtwdr, containing seven houses inhabited by Hindus; it lies

about 6 miles north-west of Doda, on the path leading up the valley of

the Lidar Khol, towards the Brari Bal.

MANKOT—Lat. 83° 88'. Long. 74° 6'. Elev.

A village and fort in the province of Pdnch, situated on the right bank of

the Mandal stream, on the direct path between Punch and Kotli.

mAnkot-
Ths original name of BdmkAt (^.v*)*
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MANSAR—Lat. ZV* 42'. Long. 75'' 11'. Elev.

A small blit yery pretty lake in 'he province of Jarnii^ situated about

17 miles east of the city ; it lies amid lofv bills, and is about a mile

in length, and not quite half a mile in width ; it is said to be very deep.

Tliis lake is considered a very holy place, and Hindus come from afar to pay

their vows and perform their ablutions in its waters. There is a village of

the same name a little to the north-west. Mansor is probably an abbrevia-

tion of Maiidsa, the mind-born, and Sarovara,or Sara, a lake, i.e., the lake

produced by the mind or will of Brahma the creator. {Vigne.)

MAl^ZAMI—Lat. 83® 16'. Long 75® 81'. Elev.

A village in Kishtw^r, situated above the left bank of the Lidar Khol,

about 7 miles north of Bangu, on the path towards the Brari Bal ; it is

supplied with water from one or two streams which flow down from

the mountains. The iuh^bitaiits number five families of Qujars, three

Kashmiris, and a Hindii. The houses are scattered among the fields, which

extend for a considerable distance.

A small temple dedicated to Piparran, the tutelary deity of the neigh-

bouring mountain, occupies, a prominent position just above the path.

Below the village the Lidar Khol is crossed by a kadal bridge.

MAPANtJNABAD—Lat. 84® 46'. Long. 75® 4'. Elev.

A government store-house and dftk post situated on the right\bsnk of the Bdr-

zil stream, about 19 miles north-east of the Gurais f’oH on the high

road towards Skardd. It is said that foot-passengers and coolies lightly

laden can reach the Shingo valley from this place by way of the Nagui

stream, but no regular road exists. This place is said to deiive its name

from Raja Mapanun of Skardu, who planted a village here, which has

entirely disappeared.

MAPOTHANG—Fi* " Toaldat."

MARAPI—Lat. 35® 24'. Long. 75® 49'. Elev.

A pargana of the ilarka of Shigar (Baltistan.) It contains £xty-three

bouses.— (ily/arer.)

MARBAL—Lat. 33® 30'. Long. 75® 82'. Elev. 11,550'.

A pass between the south-eastern extremity of the Kashmir valley, and the

province of Kishtwdr; it is open for about the same time as the Pir Piinjal

poss, and is practicable for horses; but the last 2 miles on either side are

rather steep and difflcult. The summit of the pass is about 84 miles

south-east of Islamabad, and 40 miles north-west of the town of Kisht-

w4r.

When Sh&h Sbdjab, ex Amfr of K4bul, was a fugitive at the court of RIja

Tej Singh, of Kishtwdr, be, with the assistance of the rdja, collected 8,090

or 4,000 men and attempted the invasion of Kashmir ; the raja forced the

Marbal pass, and penetrated as far as the Tansan bridge, where he attacked
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the advanced force of the Kashmir army^ obtaining some success ; but not-

withstanding thiS| on hearing that Az(m Kh^n, the Pathdn governor, was
pushing towards him at the head of his troops, Shdh Shuj&h abandoned

the enterprise, and beat a hasty retreat, alleging, as the reason for his

retrograde movement, a fall of snow on the mountains, (rfyae—iTeroey.)

MARCHA—Lat. 85^ O'. Long. 76^ 85^ Elev. 8,800', approx.

A village of about twenty houses, on the right bank of the Shyok in

Chorbat (Haltistdn). {Ajflmer.)

MARCHALONG— rtV/tf '^Maesalanq"

MARG-—A Kashmin word signifying a high level plain or open valley.

MARQAN—Lat. 88® 44'. Long. 75® Elev. 11,600'.

The Margaii or Ikpatran pass lies at the northern extremity of the Nowbdg
strath, and is crossed by a path leading into the Maru Wardwdu valley.

The summit is situated about 10 miles north-east of Nowbug, and a like

distance south-west of Inshin, in Maru Wardwan. The pass, when free from

snow, may be traversed on horseback for the whole distonce, excepting in a

few difficult places.

The first part of the ascent from Nowbug is through an alpine forest,

above which it finally rises
;
on the summit the path lies on a fiat of 8 or

8 miles in length, and three-quarters of a mile in width, covered with

grass, but above the limit of forest, and bounded on each side by mountaiin

peaks regularly disposed, and rising many hundred feet above it. A view

of the noblest description is obtained from the commencement of the de>

scent on either side. The lesser hills and spurs from the Panjal are seen as

mole-hills on the plains of Kashmir; the villages are scarcely distinguish,

able, and the valley itself, from no point of view, appears more deeply sunk

ill the surrounding mountains ; and the Panjdl range, 50 miles distant,

circling from one side of the horizon to the other, is nowhere seen to ries

around with more grand and mural effect. On the east side, towards Tibet,

the prospect is entirely of mountain-tops, rising like the waves of a vast

ocean without a single object that presents the idea of a level spot of

ground.

The two very remarkable peaks of Kfin Ndn, or Ser and Mer, rise very

conspicuously above the others in the distance ; they appear to have been ori-

ginally one and afterwards divided. One is covered with snow ; the other

is dark, being so steep and scarped that the snow will not lie upon it. On
the other side of the row of peaks that bound the north side of the ascent of

the pass, there is a fine tank about 100 yards square, fed by a spring

from which a stream descends towards the Bring river.

Yigne calls this pass Na-bdg-nyh, from the valley lying on its south

side, (r/yae—Zfv/WF/.)
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MAROUND—Lat. 15'. Long. 74^ 58'. Elev.

A small village in the Lar pargana, lying to the north of the path above

the right bank of the Sind river. {Allgaod.)

MARI NAO-—Lat. 34^ 39'. Long. 74^ 15'. Elev. of Surv^ Station 11,888'.

The name of a point in the ridge to the north-west of the LoUb valley.

There is a path along the ridge from the direction of the Schirt valley ;

thatpart lying to the east of the Mari N4g is fair; to the west it becomes

very bad on account of the slate rocks. {Montgomme.)

MARKHA—Lat. 33® 60'. Long. 77® 25'. Elev.

A village ou the right bank of the river of that name, 10 miles above Skew.

It is passed on the route from Padam to L4h {vid the Kiberang pass).

It belongs to the kardari of Hemis, Lad4k. (Mooreroft^Aglmer,)

MARKKA RIVER or SKEW—
A tributary of theZanskar; rises near the Ril)erang pass, and flowing north-

west joins the Zansk^r river at Skew. (Moorcro/L)

MARKIM—Lat. 33® 50'. Long. 76® 60'. Elev. 12,100'.

A village in the Zanskar district, lying about 12 miles east of the

Bard-ar (or Umasi La) pass, and between it and Padam. It is passed on

the route from Kishtwir to L£h vid Zansk&r, and is situated ou the right

bank of a tributary of the Zauskar river. A fine grassy plain here.

{TAomion.) ^

MARKUNJA—Lat. 35® 25'. Long. 75® 49'. Elev.

A pargana in the ilaka of Shigar (Baltistan). It forms part of what is

generally known as the village of Sbignr. It contains sizty-three houses,

and is the residence of the Shigar raja and his family. Chota Markunja

beyond it contains forty-one houses more. {Aglmer.)

MAROL—Lat. 34® 45'. Long. 76® 17'. Elev.

A small village of eight houses, situated on the right bank of the Indus in

Kburmang (Baltislan). It is inhabited by Brokpas (^.v.) {Aglmer.)

MARPO LA—Lat. 34® 31'. Long. 75® 44'. Elev.

A pass between Dras and the Shiiigo valley. A road leads vid the Mirpo La>

the Shiugo valley, and the Deosai plains to Skardii. It is said ponies

can do the journey in summer, but with difficulty, owing to the flooded

condition of the rivers. (Aglmer.)

marsalang" or marchalong—
Lat. 33® 5U.' Long. 77® 45'. Elev. 12,200'.

A village on the left bank of the Indus, 22 miles above Leh. A rest-

house and supply dep6t here. Camping ground and travellers' house at

Atta Bagb, near Atta. The routes from Leh to Kulu and Oaro pass through

this place, the Indus being crossed by bridges at Shushot and Marshalang.
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There is also a temporary wooden bridge^ 34 paces long, here, over which

a road leads to Chimrd, where the Changchenmo route is joined. Some
very substantiaUlooking houses in the village. Extensive cultivation

on an alluvial platform on both sides of a deep ravine, through which a
stream flows from the west into the Indus. The latter in September was

a rapid stream, varying from 40 to 100 feet in width.

Considerable plantations of poplar abd willow about the village. It

contains about twenty houses. Roads lead up the left bank of the Indus to

Upshi, and up the Shang valley and over a pass to 6yd. (Moorctofi^

Cayley—Thomeon—Aylmer,)

MAR SAR—Lat. 34^ O'. Long. 75» 9'. Elev.

A lake situated on the south side of the range of lofty mountains forming

the watershed between Kashmir and the Sind valley. This sheet of water

is about a mile long, by half or three quarters of a mile broad, shaped like

the segment of a circle, the chord resting at the base of the spur to the

south. It is covered with a coating of congealed snow until very late in

the season. On the south-west side the mountains tower in perpendicular

shelves of rock from the water's edge ; to the north they are rocky, but

less precipitous, and to the north-west rounded and of inferior elevation.

This lake is the source of the Arrah river, which flows from its south*

east corner, an inconsiderable stream, but soon increases in volume.

There are two paths from the Trdl valley leading to the Mar Sar lake,

one by the village of Narastdn, the other by Zostdn ; the former is to be

preferred. There is also said to be a good path from the lake to the

Duchinpara pargana by way of Lidarwat.

MARSEMIK LA oa LANKAB LA—
Lat. 34* 10'. Long. 78* 40'. Elev. 1_8,420'.

Is crossed between Chagra and Bimdi, on the Changchenmo route, and lies

about 14 miles east of the western end of the Pangong lake. The
ascent for 5^ miles to Lankar is very slight, then steeper, but not

diflBcult to the top of the pass. Gradual descent down valley turning

due north, which at 3^ miles joins a valley from west at Rimdi.

This pass, though very high, is by no means difficult in summer. It

is free from glaciers, and generally clear of snow daring the summer and

early autumn. Some neighbouring peaks, 500 to 1,000 feet higher than the

pass, were covered with snow on the 15th July. Kiang, napoo, ovie ammon,

and perhaps wild yak, to be found on the bills about here. {Troiter^^

Thomeon,)

MARTUND—Lat. 33® 45'. Lonjr. 75® 18'. Elev. 5,817'.

The ruins of ,the Hindu temple of Martund, or, as it is commonly c.*illed,

the Pandu*KorU| or the house of the Pandus and Korus, the Cyclops of

the East, are situated on the highest part of n harewa^ where it commences

to rise to its junction with the mountains about 3 miles east of Islam-
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nbXd. Occupying undoubtedly the finest position in Kashmfri this noble ruin

is the most striking :n size and situation of all the existing remains of

Kashmir 'grandeur. The temple itself is not new more than 40 feet in

height, but its solid walls and bold outlines, towering over the fiuted pillars

of the surrounding colonnade, give it a most imposing appearance. Tliere

are no petty confused details, but all are distinct and massive, and roost

admirably suited to the general character of the building. Many vain

speculations have been hazarded regarding the date of the erection of this

temple, and the worship to which it was appropriated. It is usually called

the house of the Pandus ** by the Brahmins, and by the people Mur-

tund^^ or the sun, to which the temple was dedicated. The true date of the

erection of this temple, the wonder of Kashmir, is a disputed point of

chronology; but the period of its foundation can be determined within

the limits of one century, or between A.D. 970 and 500.

MARU OR PETGAM—Lat. 33® 40\ Long. 76® 46^ Elev.

This village is situated towai^ds the south end of the Maru Wardwan
valley, in a comparatively open country; it is composed of a few log-huts

inhabited by peasants, who gain a living by farming and tending cattle.

Maru contain^ a custom-house. From this village there is a path to

Suru and Zanskar, through the defile to the eastward, which is traversed

by the FarriabXdi stream.

Vigne was informed that by following this road he would arrive at a

hot sulphureous spring on the second day's journey. {Vigne.)

MARU wardwan—
The name of a long and narrow valley lying to the south-east of Kash-

mir, from which it is separated by a lofty range of mountains ; its direction

is nearly north and south, its length being about 40 miles, and its.averago

breadth not more than a quarter of a mile; that part lying between Maru
and WardwXu being merely a narrow defile, whose sides are very steep

and covered with a jungle, chiefly of fir trees. It is bounded by high

and rugged mountains, which almost entirely exclude the sun from its

lower portions.

The river which intersects it is a considerable stream which swells to a

mighty torrent daring the melting of the snows. It rises at the northern

extremity of the valley, on the borders of Sfird, and flows south until it

joins the Chandra Bh£ga just above Kishtwir, receiving in its course

several tributaries from the numerous minor valleys which open on each

side of it.

The upper portion of the valley is called WardwXn, and the lower Maru,

The village of Iimhin, in* the middle of the valley, is distant about 84

miles north of Kishtwdr ; and thence to Sdrd, by the Bbot Khol pass^

is about 76 miles, or five marches. There are various paths commooicatiog

between the Maru Wardwdn valley and Kaahmfr ; the principal are those
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lying over the Margen and Hokear paeees; by the former Islamabldb
distant 67 miles from lushioi and by the latter 61 miles from Mara er

Petgam.

The Mani Wardwdn vall^ oontains several thinly-populated villagse;

the houseet nrhioh are double-storied, are roughly built of timber, and
have pent roofs. It forms a portion of the Udampur district.

Very little difference is observable in the dress and appearance of the in-

habitants of thb valley and of those of Kashmfr, but they seem to share

some of the prejudices of the Tibetdiis, as Vigne relates that he was told

that after a death among the inhabitants of the Maru Wardwdn valley,

none of the deeeased^s relatives will touch milk until the arrival of a parti*

cular day. All the natives of the valley are, with scarcely an excqitioni

Muhammadans. The olimate is very rigorous, and rain or snow falls

thronghout the greater part of the year; the stony fields produce but one

harvest in the twelve months, and that is limiM to a scanty crop of

irumda and grikmak, and for five months of the year the inhabitants are

absolute prisoners to their houses, the snow lying 10 and 16 feet deep,

entirely blocking op the lower stories of the habitations. Pollard treas^

which elsewhere furnish abundant supplies of fodder for the cattle during

the winter months, are very scarce, and such trees as dog^ware small and
stunted. Despite these disadvantages a considerable number of ponies are

bred in the valley, and taken to Sdrfi, where they find ready sale or barter.

A good pony, between three and five years old, fetches, it is said, abont Bt0
(British currency). The vendor prefers to be paid in cash, but has fre-

quently to be contented with tea ; in this case he receives a ddmd (a weight

equal to three seers) of tea, which is valued at B17 ; on this he is required

to pay an import duty of Bfi at the customs post at Sdknis, at the porth

end of the valley. If fortunate, he disposes of his tea to an itinerant

merchant in the valley, otherwise he must continue his journ^ to Islama-

bad or Srinagar before he can sell it for the B60 it is supposed to be

worth in Kashnifr; in either case, when the labour and risk are considered,

it is apparent that the transaction brings little or no profit.

The geological formation of the Maru Wardwdn valley is gneiss, mica

slate, and a silicious grit.

The Maru Wardwdn valley is mentioned by Abul FazI in the Ayfn*
Akbberi as the Murwar Dhun.

MABWAB—
A river which rises on the east side of the T&tmari Oali, on the range of

bills lying between the Karnao valley and Kasbrofr; it fiows in an easterly

direction through the parganas of Hamal aod Machipdra, joining the

Pohru, lat. 64^ long. 74^ 66', about 8 miles north-west of Sopdi^

Balaogdud is the ordinary point to which large boats can ascend the streiim

;

bnt when the river is ftdl, or after much rain, they go as far as Pohni.

(IfosfyesierM.)
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MASHERBRUM—Lat 85^ dO'. Long. 76" 88'. Ebr. 85,687^

A moantaiQ in BaltisUiD. It alto gives name to a glacier which runsdown
from it to the Huahj river.

MASHO OB MATHO—Lat. V. Long. 77^ iV. Elev.

A village said to contain one hnndred bonseSf in the kaidari of Hemis
(Ladft). It lies near the top of a sloping alluvial fan 8 miles to the left

of the left bank of the Indus, just above Sbushot. Part of the village

foms a jagfr belonging to the familj of the ee^gyalpo of Laddk. {RadAa

KUken^Aylmtt.)

MASPtRA—Lat. d3<» 46'. Long. 74" 49'. Elev.

A village situated in a valley amid the hills, about 5 miles north-west

of Shupion, on the path towards Chrdr.

MASSABOWAN—Lat. 34^ 27'. Long. liP 19'. Elev.

A small village situated at the south-east end of the Uttar pargana. In the

mahardja^s records it is noted as forming part of Jagerpur, which adjoins

it. {MonigomerU.)

MATATAN on MA'TEN—Lat. 34" 25'. Long. 75" 85^ Ele /. 10,700^.

The first village on whe Laddk side of the 2Soji La, 16 miles from Bal-

tal and 15 miles from Drds. It is situated on the right bank of the Oum«
bar, a tributary ofthe Drds river, and at the base of a very steep mountain,

which rises in precipices several thousand feet above the village . The camp-

ing ground is 2 miles above, and opposite the village. No trees here

but a good deal of cultivation, chiefly barley. Wild rhubarb and onions

found near here, both very good eating. There is a very miserable rest-

house here, and water and supplies can generally be obtained in small

quantity. {Bellew^Drew-^JokHion^Banuaf.)

MATELLI—Lat. 33" 36'. Long. 73" 59'. Elev.

.

A village in the Kotli district, situated above the left bank of the Pdnoh

T6i, about A miles north of Kotli, just above the path to Pdneh. It

contains about twenty-five houses, and is inhabited by Muhammadans.

MATSIL—Lat. 34" 40'. Long. 74" 29'. Elev.

A village lying in the mountainous district between the north end of the

Kashmir valley and the Kishan Ganga; it is situated in a narrow valley at

the confluence of the Dddi stream, which flows from the east, with the

Poshwarru from the south-east. The united waters form the Matsil, a
considerable stream which empties itself into the Kishan Oanga, lat. 34" M',
long. 74" 27'. As it approaches the Kishan Oanga, the banks of this stream

are said to become very precipitous and cannot be traversed. The village

of Matsil was founded some years ago by the present lambardar, who mi-
grated from the village of Saiti in Gdrais. The popnlation now numbers
eight families of Muhammadan samfndars, four fakirs, two plraddas, a

shepherd, and a barber. Mostof the houses are built in a line on the right
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bank of the Dddi stream, which is shallow and fordable, and is also crossed

by a hadal bridge. To the sooth of the village, the mountaios are clothed

with Imst; those to the north are covered with grass, with here and there

a few ^e trees. In the valley to the sooth of the village there is a some-

what spacioos marg or plain watered by the Poshwarro stream. '

The village lies in the midst of an extensive grazing country, which

during summer is visited by large numbers of Odjim and shepherds. The
lofty ranges of mountains are intersected by numerous well-watered valleys

affording pasture to herds of cattle, while upon the hill-tops the shepherds

find ample grazing grounds for their flocks of sheep. The summer popula-

tion of this district comes mostly from the Loldb valley, to which there is

an excellent path by the village of Kroras, which lies ou the Schdrt stream,

about 16 miles south-west of Matsil. There is said to be a more direct

path to a village called Korhama, but it is describedt as being very rough*

Matsil, in the Ddrd language, means ''a fish,^’ and the name is said to

have been given to the district on account of the abundance of fish that

used to be found in its streams before the valleys became so much frequented.

In bye-gone times the Matsil district suffered from frequent incursions

of the Childsfs, for which reason its rich pasturages were but little visited

;

it now forms part of Gurais. Neither coolies nor supplies can be depended

upon. The most part of such little cultivation as does exist lies to the east

of the village, above the right bank of Dudi stream. When the oroM are

in the ground, it is difficult to find a vacant space for encamping; a inrrow

strip of ground by the bank of the Dudi stream is the most eligible situa*

tion.

MATTAN—
A pargana in the Anatndg zilla of the Mirdj division ; it comprises the

district lying to the north and east of Islamabdd. The tahsil station is at

the village of Mattan or Bawan.

MAZADI—
A small clear stream, which, flowing from the south-west, joins the Nakpo-
chu (blaokwater) above Sankho. It was forded with difficulty on the 80th
June by Moororoft. (Jfsorcrq/1^.)

MAZAKOI—Lat. 34^ 34'. Long. 75° 3'. Elev.

A village in the Tflail valley, containing four houses, situated on a bluff

above the left bank of the Kishan Oanga. There is a rope suspension
bridge across the river between Mazakoi and the village of Jumial, to the
north-west.

MAZENO PASS—Lai. Long. Blev. 18,600', approx.

A pass between Astor and Bunar (ChiUs), at the head of the Rupal valley*

It is said that it opens in June, but on emergency can be mossed in May.
It is quite impassable for pom'es, and diflhmlt for men on foot, steps having
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to bo eot in the ice in order to aeoend. In former timea it was need by

ChiUaf raidere.

the now uninhabited Tillage of Rupdl, at the foot of NangaFArbat,

the route £rat liea otct an ice-field, about 2 milea long. LeaTing thia the

tmok liea aometimea over and aometimea on one aide of a glacier tor about

12 milea, when the aummit of the Maaeno paaa ia reached. Toaho, another

paaa, liea 2 milea to the weat, and theae two rontea to Bundr join a few

milea down the Diamixai valley, which leada into the Bdiiar valley. Being

very diflBcult, the Maaeno paia ia but little need. {Ttnner^AAmad Ali

KkAi^Aftlmr.)

MECHl.HOl—Lat. W 25'. Long. 7r S5'. Elev. UfiW.
A poatal hut near the SSoji La under a glacier known aa the Mcchi-hoi

glacier. (Burr.)

IIEOH—
A low caate of Dogrda, deaoendanta of the earlier pre-Aryan inhabit-

ante of the hilla who became enalaved on the occupation of the country by

the Hindda. They are the aoarengera of the towna and villagea. Of Ddma
and Megha there ace a large numl^r in Jamu, and they are acattered alao

over all the country inhabited by the Dogrda. They are employed in the

aame way aa the Ddma
The Megha hold a poaition, aa regarda the Ddma, aomewhat like that

of the Brahmina among the Mindda; they are not only counted by them

aa higher, but are looked up to with aome apecial reapect. (Drew.)

MBIBA—Lat. S'. Long. 7S^ S9'. Elev.

A amall village in the Chikar diatriet, lying 18 milea north-eaat of the

Kohdla bridge, on the old road from Mari towarda Baramdia; it ia prettily

aituated on rising groundsurrounded by cultivated fields, which are arranged

in terraces.

There ia a travellers' bungalow in the village, and supplies are procur-

able. (AUgood—KnigU^^Inee.)

MENDI—Another name for Bondd in Baltiaidn.

MENDOLA on MUNDOL—Lat. 88'’ 41'. Long. 74". Elev.

A village in Punch, which gives its name to a pargana ; it ia situated

on the right bank of the Pdnch T6i river, about IS milea south-west of

Pdnch. It has a mixed population of Hindda and Muhammadans, inhabit*

ing about one hundred houses, which are acattered for a long distance by

the bank of the river. Towarda the southern end of the village the river is

oroaaed by a ferry.

The interesting- ruin of a Hindd temple, situated on thebank of the river,

nearly opposite the ferry, ia called in the neighbourhood Dehra ; it ia of

similar construction to the ruined temples in the valley of Kashmfr.

MENDOLA—Lat. 83" 48'. Long. 74!^ 1'. Elev.

A vtllsge in Pdnch, in the Haveli pargana, situated on the slopes of the
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bin above tha left bonk of the PfinebTfi. It Oumbere about thirty kooeei

inhabited by Mnhamnu^n aamlndare.

MBRA—lat. 84^ SO'* Long. 7d<’ 83^ Ekv.
A village situated on the right bank of the Jhelom, afewmilee eonth-east

of Mozafarabddj on tberoadtoBaramula; it is remarkable only for its hnge
cypress trees and its acacias. (IlUgeL)

MERABAOH—Lat.W hV. Long. 75<’ 8'. Elev.

An extensive garden with a Hindd temple and a hapU^ situated about %

miles south-west of Krimchi^ by the side of the path towards Dausal.

MERAOt7ND—Lat. 84^ 8^ Long. 74^ 48^ Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Sukndg, to the south of the road

between Srinagar and Patan. The stream may be forded when the waters

are low. The Muragdnd contains a masjid and twenty-five houses ; all the

inhabitants are Muhammadans of the Sbia sect. Rice is extensively culti-

vated about the village.

MERARA—Lat. 33^ V. Long. 75<’ 4^^ Elev.

Merdra is considered to form part of Ronda, situated on the hill-side

above it; it lies on the right bank of the Nern riyer, about 3 miles north-

west of Badrawdr. There are ten houses in the two villageS| of which

Merdra contains but one ; all the inhabitants are Hmdds.

METMU—Lat. 33® 44^ Long. 75® 23^ Elev.

A small village in the Kuthdr pargana, containing three houses inha-

bited by zemindars ; it is situated on the streams flowing from the Sao-

gam valley.

METSIJ—Lat. 33® 4r. Long. 75® 33^ Elev.

A hill iu the ran^ between the Kuthdr and Kaurpara parganas ; it is

crossed by an excellent road between the villages of Oowran and Brar

which is practicable for horsemen and laden cattle ; neither the ascent nor

descent is described as being at all steep. From Oowran the path lies by
the Odjar village of Ydl and Papabaran ; it then crosses the Shdhkdl
canal by a idnal bridge to the village of Brar ; the whole distance is said

to be 6 do«.

MIAN-
All Dogrds belonging to the family of the mahardja are called "Mfdns.*'

They follow no trade^ nor will they turn their hands to agriculture.

For a Midn to turn his hand to the plough would be a disgrace.

Most of them have a bit of land, either free, or nearly free, of land

tax, which they get others to cultivate on terms of a division of the

produce. Their dwellinga are generally isolated, either at the edge of, or

within, the lorest or waste ; they are so placed for the sake of hunting,

which is their natniml and ftvonrite pursuit. But their profession, that to

which they all look for a livelihood, is, as th^ say, service;*' by Aia they
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meiii th« Mrvioe of their ehieC or of iome other ni1er» either military

eeriioe, or for attendance not involffing menial labonr^ or anything thatcan

be called labour. They make good aoldiere : they are faithtnl to the

maeter who employe thera« and they have a tendency to be brave. The
word ia their favonrite weapon^ and they are handy in the nee of it,

while thoee of them who have had the practice of eport are good ehote with

a matchlock. In the art of leading, the Mttna fail. They have eeldom

thoee qualities which are neoeesary for the making of a good superior

officer. Warmth of temper, quickneee of action, and absence of tact

rather than steadftwtneee and power of combination and of conciliation,

are thmr characteristics. At the present time some few families of Miane

begin to take to the plough, but not many, for the old system is recog-

nised by the mabaiAja, and so far encouraged by him that, other things

being equal, a Midn is most likely to get advancement in the government

service. Till of late years it was an almost universal custom amongst the

Mfdtis to destroy every female infant born to them. Not until the Bri-

tish oconpation of the Punjab did female infanticide begin to cease. A
necessary sequence was that the men of that caste had to take a wife from

some other caste. Thus arose the custom of Midns intermarrying with

the castes below them, generelly with working Rdjputs and Thakurs. A
result of this must be that Midn blood is kept less pure, and their race less

isolated, than is the case with the castes below. It is probable that the

MUns, as a race, have derived advantage from ibis bringing in of fresh

blood. When the girl is brought home to the house of the Mtfn as a bride

bride may be from six to eight years old—she never again enters her

former home; this regulation of the Mttni was evidently made in order

that os little intercourse as possible should be kept up with the family

with whom they hod been obliged, so to say, to become connected.
, ( Drew.)

MINAWAIU.
A district of the Jomd province, skirting the plains and lying between

the Chen^b and Jhelum rivers. Its chief towns are MinXwar, Bhimbar, and

Mirpdr. It has a population of 1 93,004, of whom 82,298 are Uindds,

102,890 Mubammtdans, and 7,810 belong to various other casts. {Drew.)

MlNiWABu—Lat. 82« 47\ Long. 74^ 28^ Elev.

A town in the district of the same name, lying about 14 mile from

the right bank of the Taw( river. Thia Tawi river ia the one

which flows through Rdjaorf and Naosbera.)

MINAWAB—Lat. 85^ 4S\ Long. 14P 80^ Elev. 6,050'.

A prosperous village of thirty bouses at the eastern end of the Oilgit

plain, and about 8 miles from that plaoe. It stands on the left bank

of a stream, which flows north to the Gilgit river a mile or so distant.

Fruit-trees abundant. Abundant spaoe for encamping and good water

(Rarraw.)
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MINGRAM—Lat. SiP IV. Long. 73* 89'. Elev.

A large village situated in a valley some distance above the right bank ot

the Kishan Oauga^ about a mile east of Palla.

The village extends for a considerable distance along the path| and is

well supplied with water from a stream ; the principal houses are clustered

in a line on the east side of the valley. Both rice and corn are cultivated,

and there are many shady trees about the place ; at the Mingram-ka-takia,

by the banks of the stream at the north end of the villagOi there is a grove

of fruit-trees^ and a single chuiidr.

Mingram contains a masjid, and about forty-two houses, which are

mostly inhabited by Muhammadan zamfiidars of the Serari clan ; there are

also six families of weavers, a potter, and two oil-sellers.

MIB—Lat. 33° Long. 75° 10'. Elev.

A village in the Jamu district, which forms the stage between Krim-

chi and Landra, on the high-road between Jamd and Kashmir ; it consists

of a few houses, which are widely scattered on the hill-side. Good water is

procurable from a small torrent, but it is doubtful whether either coolies or

supplies are to be obtained without previous arrangement. There is a
small enclosure by the side of the path for the accommodation of the maha-

rdja and his family when travelling.

MIE—Lat. 83° 64'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.

A village situated about 9 miles south of Trdl, on the path towards

Sdrsd ; it is divided into Bun Mir and Pet Mir, and contains in ito upper

and lower divisions about sixteen houses.

The zttrat of Khwija Abdul Rahfm, on the high land to the east of the

village, forms a conspicuous object in the landscape.

mibAj or mibAz—
The name of one of the tiro great diriaione of Kashmir ; it comprises thrM
rillas, which are partitioned into twentf-five parganss, pu. :

—

FirfMM, TihSl lUttmi «r ebkf plnot.

ZUla Anaind^.
1. Anatnlff .....
8. Bhdhibad ..... Islsmabtd.

Darn or Ddr.
8. BlOSUr a e . a . a e Knlgdm.
4. Bring ...... Hokra.
6. KnthAr...... AehibdI.

8. Mattaa • . . e . . Msttaa.
7. Khoorpsfa Sir.

8. Bscbinpara . . • . Kanslwaa.
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Patfiiia. Tahai ttitloB WcbtorplMt.

Zilla SI.JMM.

ft B.M .... • a Sbnpion.
10. ttapertamun . 0 e • • Bbapion (not in the psrgsns, bat tbs

tabafl atatioo).

11. Ardwia 0 • • Mobanpdra.
12. Bhowm • m • • Littar.

12. Zsiaptfr . . . Safanagar.

14 Sbalird . e e • AribaL
1C. ChrCt . a m a Mtfran.

16. Saremozcbsla . . . 0 a BQ Bebdra.

Zilia AlaltVt-Xldt.

17. WtflUr .... e a TrtD.

12. Biba • • a Pampdr.
10. Yreb e e e a Kralpdra.

Ml MigCm . • e • a Kuaba Nagdm.
21. Pbak . • • • a BaUpdra.
SI Pod Khist . • a Kbda Sbabir.

22. Attan e a Bagwdnpdra.
24 Baida . . • a a )Tbeae are vary small parganas and have

f no tabafl statioDai bsiog eloaa to Bii*

) nagar.26. Arviy . . . a a

It baa been conjectured that Mirdj is derived from Maya Rdj, the

territory of Maya or Lakahmi, the mother of Kama^ the god of love, and

the wife of Vishnu. {Mmilie,)

MIBAK—Lat. SS^ W. Long. 78^ SO'. Elev. about 1 4.000'.

A straggling village on the western shore of th^ Pangong lake, 7 miles

from Mang and 3 miles from Karkpet. Wood abutidant and good graa-

ing. {Drew—Seynoldi.)

MIBEO—Lai. 33^ 65'. Long. 75^ 34'. Elev.

A village in tbs Mara Wardwdn valley, situated on the left bank'of the

river, about 2 miles north of Basman. It is said to contain about twenty

houses ; among the inhabitants are a mulla and a blacksmith. This village

is now noted for the very excellent potatoes it produces, which are sold at

the rate of six seers for a rupee. They are said to have been introduced

two or three years ago, a traveller making the villagers a present of two or

three, and instructing them in their cultivation.

MIBKANIA—Lat. 34^ 25'. Long. 73^ 32'. Elev.

There is only one house in this place, situated in a narrow gorge drained by

a small torrent, about 4 miles north-east of Mozofarab^, on the path

towards Tftwal.
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MIR MALIK DARA--Lat. Long, Kiev,

A valley in Aetor to the west of the Kamri Dara« into which it drains at

Rattd. It contains two villages, namely, Mir Malik (about ten or twelve

houses) and Batwashi (three or fonr honses). The population is not over

n hundred souls. The inhabitants are J^rds of the Beta stock, and practi-

cally identical with those of the Kamri I^ra (^-v.). Tip this valley there is a

good deal of pine wood and cultivation; at its head there are two passes

leading into the Kel valley ; that through the Sakmal ravine is much the

easier.

In this valley there are said to be twenty-eight houses, fifty head of

cattle and six hundred sheep and goats. {Jkmad AU Khdt^Barrim!^
Ifard^Aylmer.)

MlRPA TSO—Lat. 83^ 80'. Long. 78^ 85'. Elev.

A camping ground 11 miles soutii of Shdshal, on the wMtem route from

that place to Nima Mad (on the Indus), and at the foot of the Shdshal pass*

'fhere is a fresh -water lake here, a short distance from which fuel is to be

found. No provisions ; four days' supply should be taken in at Shdshal.

Two miles south of the lake, ktween it and Yahle, the Thato-La (or

Nurpa) is crossed. The water of the lake is undrinkable. There is a good

spring on the western side. {Aiynoldi^Maurie^.)

MIllPOR—Lat 83° II'. Long. 78^ 49'. Elev. 1,286'.

A town of eonsiderahle importance inNaoshera; it lies on the left bank
of a broad watercourse in an arid plain, which is everywhere inter-

sected with deep ravines and water-channels. As there are numerous wells

in the town itself and in the immediate vicinity, the green fields and trees

by which they are surrounded form a pleasing contrast to the parched

appearance of the neighbourhood.

Mfrpdr is distant about 28 miles north of the cantonment of Jhelum,

10 miles south of Ghaomuk, and about 89 miles south of Kotli by the

direct path, and 46 miles by way of Sensar; the latter part of the direct

route is very rough and unfit for laden cattle.

The town stretches from east to west, occupying the high ground

between the bed of the stream which flows by the north and a smaller

watercourse which lies along its south face ; both these channels are usually

dry, except during the rainy season. The streets are comparatively wide

;

those, however, leading down to the bed of the stream to the north are very

steep, some being paved with stone steps. The houses are well built, and,

with few exceptions, are of brick, plastered.

There is a tahsfl and a kotwdlf, also abaraddrf. Tliis latter building is

situated just outside the town to the east, and has a tabk and some few
trees near it; it is usually occupied as a government office, but may be

made use of by travellers on application to the proper authorities. To the

south of the town is a fort; it does not appear to be of any strength, and
is now appropriated as a debtors' prison.

There are numerous Hindd temples in the town, of which the most
famous is called the Roganat Sami ; it was built by order of the mahardja,
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and 18 situated on the bank of the river-bed to the north of the towni
there are also ten masjids and five sfdrata. There are said to be fi|000 Hindds

in Mirpur^ ioolading a few Sikhs^ who have a temple near the baraddri^

and 600 Muhammadansi including 200 Kasbmfrb. In the Hindd portion

of the town tliere are three hundred shops, twenty-five goldsmiths, twelve

washermen, twelve barbers, twelve potters, ten carpenters, two blacksmiths,

a mahdjan, and a Brahmin. In the Muhammadan portion, ten goldsmiths,

ten carpenters, thirteen blacksmiths, thirty coolies and twenty-five horse and

cattle-keepers, twelve washermen, ten dyers, ten butchers, fifteen sweepers,

twenty-five potters, thirty-five chokidars, one tinman, and six musicians.

Among the principal inhabitants is Sarddr Uttar Singh, a pensioner of the

British government. The town is supplied with water from five tanks and

thirty wells; there is also a small spring colled the Bugutwala baoli.

Though not noted for its manufactures, Mirpur carries on a considerable

trade between the Panjdb and neighbouring hills. From its elevation and

position the climate must assimilate to that of the Panjdb.

The surrounding country is bare and sparsely cultivated, the ground

doping up gradually to both north and south ; on the north side of the

town, on the other bank of the watercourse, are numerous wells surround-

ed* by gardens and fields, whose cultivation gives employment to some two

hundred gardeners, who are stated to live for the most part in Mirpur.

MIRPtJR—Lat. 84° 27'. Long. 52'. Elev.

A village in the valley of the Kishan Ganga ; it is situated on the left

bank of the river, almost opposite to, but a little north of, Bdran, and is sepa-

rated from the village of Pumi to the south by a small stream called the

Narbaji ; a path leading across the mountains to the Karnao fort lies up

the bed of this stream. Below the village are the remains of a bridge

across the Kishan Ganga, which haS been carried away. A few* pine trees

are scattered about; both rice and dry crops are grown, the fields being

disposed in two ledges above the river-bank. There are about twenty

houses in the village, including a Gdjar,a blacksmith, three of the Bolloch

caste, and fifteen of the Kuki caste of Haaira descent There is a masjid

in the village, and the takia of Kalandar Shdh.

M RU—Lat. 33° 45'. Long. 77° 45'. Elev.

A village of seven, or eight houses on the left ^nk of the Gya rivulet,

passed between Gya and Upshi, on the route from Kulu to Ldh. The
valley here is well cultivated. Camp in a plantation of poplars.

Below here the Oya ravine is very narrow, and the stream is crossed

four times on small wooden bridges of roagh planks. The road has been

much improved of late years.

After heavy rain the stream gets rapidly in flood and the bridges are

often carried away, and the road rendered impassable till the water sub*

sides. The fords are deep and dangerous after rain, or when much snow is

melting.
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During ihe Bummnr months flio main road from L^h to Oya goes by
the Shang **

valley^ and then over the high ridge dividing the Shang

from the Oya ravine. (Manifold—Tkomoon^OayUy—Jylmet.)

MISHWAR—Lat. SS*’ 46'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev.

A small Tillage lying in a little Talley amid low hills on the north side of

the path between Shupion and Chrdr. There is much cultivation about the

village.

MOaAL MAIDAN—Lat. SS° 42'. Long. 75° 42’. Elev.

A small village situated about 16 miles north-west of Kisbtwdr on the

road towards Kashmir by the Marbal pass. It consists of a few houses

lying on a plain less than 100 yards long, above the left bank of the

stream. The neighbourhood of this village is sparsely populated and

cultivated, and few supplies are procurable. (Allgifiod—Hervey,)

MOQALPDR-Lat. 34° 8'. Long. 74° 29'. Elev.

A village in the Bangil pargana, situated in a little valley on the south-

east side of the Hair'Jak wudar, or tahle-land, on the left bank of the bed

of a torrent which dries in summer. There are two divisions in the village^

which contains altogether eight houses inhabited by zamindars ; there is

also a masjid and the zi4rat of Saiad Kamal Sahib. The village is supplied

with water from a spring. Dry crops are cultivated on the table-land

above the village, and rice in the plains below.

MOQALPtJE—Lat. 34° 3r. Long. 74° I T. Elev.

This village, which is sometimes called Dragmula, is situated in the Uttar

pargana, just south of the junction of the Kamil and Lahwal rivers. The
distance from Mogalpur to Ldlpur, in the Lolab valley, is two marcheSj

though on an emergency it may be made in one. (Montgomerie*)

MOHU OR MOWA—Lat. 33° 29'. Long. 75° V. Elev. 10,790^

The name of a pass over the Panjdl range, between the south end of the

valley of Kashmir and the Banihdl district. It is used only by coolies^

as the Banihdl pass being s6 dose and easier, all laden ponies go by that

route; but ponies can, and in a few instances do, traverse this pass.

There is a road which branches off from the village of Mohu, on the south

side of the pass ; it crosses the Danik Marg range, and, passing through

the village of Krowa, joins the Banih41 road a little above the village of

Deogol. (Montgomerie.)

MOHUNPUR—Lat. 84° 8'. Long. 74° 81'. Elev.

A village in the Bangil pargana, situated on the right bank of the bed of

a stream which almost dries in summer. It includes B4b4 Khipdra, which

lies dose to it, and contains the attrats of Saiad Hashim and Abdul Hasan,

a masjid, and about eleven houses inhabited by aamlndars. There is a
small garden in the village, and much rice cultivation around it.
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MOHUNPORA—Lat. 8S<’ 4P. Longr. 78<» 1'. Eler*

A Fillage in the Ardwin pafgane^ of which it is the tahefl itation.

MOLA1--
A Muhammadan sect amongst the Ddrds, eorrespoudiog tstj nearly with

thei Ndr Baksh (;.e.) in Baltistdn.

The name most have its origin from the Arabic Jfcafti, God ; they thus

oalfing themselves the Oodly/^ In matters of prayer and fating they

follow the Suni ways« but In creed are Shias, and^ like them tbo^ will drink

wine. (Dfgm.)

HONAITAN—Lat. 88\ Long. r. Elev.

This village is said to contain about seven houses. It is situated in the

Drawdr district, a few milesr south-east of Karen, on the path towards the

Kashmir valley.

MONDA—Lat. 82° 67'. Long. 76° 46'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Nerd river, at the confluence

of the Haldni stream, a few miles south of Badrawdr. It contains six-

teen houses, of which twelve are inhabited by Hiuddsand four by Muham-
madans. The village stands on high ground ; below it the Haldni stream is

crossed by a hadal bridge. From the neighbourhood of this village a

channel conveys water into the town of Badrawdr.

MONDOL—Lat. 83° 9'. Long. 76° 32'. Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Chandra Bhdga, just west

of the junction of the Lidar Khol. It contains about ten houses inhabited

by Hindus.

MONORAN—Lat. 85° 40'. Long. 75° 58'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Braldu river (Baltistdu). It contains nine

houses, {Ajflmer.)

MONKANO OB MANGKANO, oa CHIBRA MANQKANO—
Lat. 88° 55'. Long. 79° 8'. Elev.

A camping ground, 19 miles north of Haold, at some distance from the

right bank of the Haiild river. It is also called Chibra Mangkang*

The Indus is about 20 miles north from here. (Montgamerii,)

MONKANO oa MANKANO—Lat. 85^ 53'. Long. 79^ 5'. Elev.

A camping ground on the left bank of the Hanld river, about half-way

between Hanld and the Indus. (Cnnuingkam.)

MONKANO PLAIN—
Extends from Hanld north-west for alK>nt SO miles along the course of

the Hanld river. It is covered pretty thickly with dame or Tibetan furze,

.which grows here to the unusual height of 8 and even 6 feet. On
the west is a low range of hills, on the east a very lofty range separating

the Hanld valley from the Indus. {Cunningkam-^TAomon.)
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MONTIGT^ND—Lat. 84^ Lonsr. 75* U\ Blev.

A imall Tillage in the Shihabid Talleyi lying in a hollow shaded by

olumps of trees. It is situated abont 2 miles west of Dur or Shdhabdd.

MORADPOB—Lat. 83^ t0\ Long. 74^ 22'. Elev.

A village in the province of Naoshera, on the right bank of the Tawf,

about 5 miles south of RdjaorC. It was one of the resting-places on the

ancient road by which the emperors of Delhi went from Lahore to Kashmir,

and under the Mogul rule was a place of some note, but the sarXi is now
a very unpicturesque ruin; its narrow rooms are converted into stables,

and a fine clump of trees is all that remains of the garden. {Hugel.)

MOBECHU oa MOBTSO—Lat. 88^ 16'. Long. 77^ 60'. Elev.

A camping ground in the Riang plain, passed between Sumkiel and Buk-
chen, on the rente from Kulu to Ldh. A small pond of fresh but bad water

here, but in summer it often dries np. Owing to this scarcity of water on

the Kiang plain, the route by the Zara valley is jften taken instead. (C7«a-

nwgAam.)

MOBSE KHOL—
The name of a stream which flows into the Mam Wardw£n river, lat,

84^ 1', long. 75^ 48', near the north-east extremity of the valley. The
path from Mara WardwXn to Surd by the Kwaj Kdr Pansdl lies np the bed

of this stream.

MOZAPABABXD—Lat. S4P 22'. Long. 78<^ 81'. Elev. 2,470'.

An important town, lying abont 42 miles north-east of Abl)ottab£d, and

114 miles north-west of Srinagar, by way of Baramdla; Kashmir may also

be reached by paths traversing the Karnao valley. The town is situated

in an open valley at the end of the range of mountains forming the water-

shed between the Kishan Oanga and Jhelum, on the left bank of the

former river, and about Ik miles north of their junction.

The mountains, which are almost bare of trm, descend into the river

in a succession of sloping plateaus ; thetown stands on the second of these

slopes, about 200 feet above the level of the riVer, towards the southern

end of a tongue of land formed by a lap of the stream.

At Mozafarabdd the waters of the Kbhan Qanga have lost something

of the murky hue peculiar to them, but they Ere still far from clear.

The river is about 60 yards wide ; the banks are steep and rocky, and

strewn with large boulders. The current is very swift, but the natives are

accustomed to cross on nuuaii at the bend of the river to the south of the

town.

There was formerly, at the horrowest point, a wooden bridge, which

was tom away in a moment by a heavy flood which occurred in A.D. 1828,

while Half Singh, Nalwa, was endeavonringtoget possession of the town

for Banjit Singh. This bridge was a subject of much interest in the war

of 1808, between Muktydr-dd-Daula and Abdulla Khdn. It has not
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been rebuilt, bat its place is supplied by a rope suspension bridge of the
jkula kind, which is situated to the north of the town, about half a mile
above the fort. At this spoti where the water is smooth and the current

comparatively moderate, a ferry*boat plies, except during the months of
January and February, when the boatmen state that the river falls so low
that the passage is interrupted*

Baron Hiigel mentions a second ferry as crossing the river below the

town, exactly opposite the kal'a., where the country is rather flat, b'^t adde
that it is seldom used.

At the ferry and bridge a small toll is levied ; the charge varies from an
anna downward, according to the presumed means of the traveller.

A new bridge (suspension) has been erected about a mile below the town.

It is practicable for laden animals.

Mozafarabdd contains a thdna and is the head-quarters of the zillab of

the same name. The residence of the hakim or governor is situated on

the south side of the town, which extends in a noi*ther1y direction, and

consists for the most part of a long street of shops. It is now in tele*

graphic communication with Srinagar vid Domel.

The houses are nearly all single-storied buildings, and have flat roofs,

most of the streets are paved with smooth round stones. But little atten-

tion is paid to sanitation, though the supply of water is plentiful and good#

as, not to mention the cold but somewhat discoloured waters of the Kishan

Oanga, clear streams flow down from the hills on both the north and south

sides of the town, and on the banks of the latter stream below the town

there are a cluster of springs, besides one which rises by the edge of the

river just under the baraddri. This building, which is double-storied, con*

taining five rooms, is pleasantly situated in a small enclosure, about a

quarter of a mile below the west side of the town, a few feet above the

Kishan Gang^.

To the north of the town the ground rises, hiding the fort, which is

situated at the north-west end of the grassy plain embraced in the bend of

the river. The fort is commanded from this rise at a distance of some-

thing less than half a mile. The ridge is covered with trees and scrub

jangle, and is partly occupied by gardens and partly /by old graveyards;

from the ridge the plain sinks down towards the fort, a glacis reversed,

having its superior slope away from the walls. The fort is situated at the

edge of the river, the walls overhanging the banks; it is an oblong mason-

ry structure lying north and east, of considerable dimensions, measuring

between 300 and 400 yards in length by about 150 in breadth, and having

bastions at intervals along the walls ; the main entrance is at the south-east

corner. The whole building is kept in excellent repair, and is said to be

well supplied with artillery stores and provisions.

The garrison of the keep consists of about one hundred men; it furnishes
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a gntoA of twenty-five men at the reeidenoe of the governor on the south

side of the town.

Behind the fortj under the south wall> is the cantonment, a large

square walled enclosure shaded by some trees ; it is usually occupied by two
regiments.

Besides the slope to the south, which has been mentioned as being of
superior elevation, the fort is commanded by the plateau at a distance of

about half a mile to the east, and the right bank of the Kishan Ganga
being the higher, it is likewise commanded from the north and west at

short ranges of about 600 yards. On the north-east side of the fort on
the right bank of the river, there is a large clump of trees which shades

the shrine of Pir Haibut.

As access to the fort is not permitted, the dimensions and ranges which

have been mentioned are merely rough approximations.

The sardi, built by AU Marddn Khdn by comnand of Shdh Jahdn, lies

About a mile south-west of the town, on the right bank of the Kishan

Ganga, some 500 yards from the water’s edge, and rather more than that

distance from the confluence. of the Jhelum. The entrance faces the

west.

The sardi is a large, square, walled enclosure, with a bastion tower at each

corner, and is of similar pattern to those met with on the Pfr Panjdl routes.

It is not now inhabited, or apparently used, lying some distance from the

present high-road, but it seems to occupy a better defensive position than

the fort, being not so immediately commanded.

The road to Mari takes the direction of the confluence of the Jhelum and

Kishan Ganga rivers, which is situated about mile to the south of

the town ; the first part of the way is rough and stony ; it then passes

the temple of Jaldldbdd, which commands the road, occupying the summit

of a flat-topped mound l^tween the pathway and the Kishan Ganga. The

temple is a small modern building, enclosed by a square wall of undressed

stones, about 15 feet high ; the entrance faces the roadway.

The path then lies through a small stream to the banks of the Jhelum,

which is crossed by an iron cantilever bridge and by a rope suspension bridge

some little distance above the junction of Kishan Ganga. There is said

also to be frequently a ferry-boat at this point, which plies at favourable

seasons when the current moderates.

The Kishan Ganga flows into the Jhelum almost at right angles below

the village of Domel. There is a small wooden temple and a fakir’s house

at the point of land between the two rivers, to which the shore slopes gently

down. The current of the Jhelum is swifter than that of the Kishan

Ganga, and its waters are much warmer. The right bank of the united

rivers is the higher. There is good fishing at Domel, and an excellent dfik

bungalow.
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The population of Moiafanib4d numberi about l^ltOO familietj the propor-

tion of Mi:^emmadaua to Hindib being ae eeven to fire. Among theMnham«
madan eeotion are about ft50 Kaahmfrf familiee, ehopkeepera and weavers,

200 Odjarsi and 40 Saiads, who are Turks of Bukhira ; the remainder

are of various trades and oooupatione. Of the Hindds, about 800 are shop-

keepers, and the rest mostly zumiiidars and general triulers. The princi|ial

merchants and banker^ are Habib Khoja and Chet Singh* Pfr Lakadin,

the chief of the Saiads, holds a jagfr from the government, of ten or

twelve villages.

Mozafarab£d contains the zttrats of Saiad M(ra Sahib and Pir SuUdn,
and five masjids ; there are also three Hindu temples, which are supported

by the government. There is a considerable trade between this place and
the Panjdb ; the exports are chi^y pnttd, ghf and cattle, for which
British goods and salt are imported, and also grain, whenever the local

supplies fall short of requirements.

The following are the usual basdr rates per British rupee, which is the

only currency in circulation at Mozafarabdd

Atis, ksnak

„ niakai . •

Ardiwa
Bice, aoooidiug to qaality

Meat
Fowls •

Fuel • .

Ghf . . •

Salt . . .

Milk .

Oil • . •

Bailor .

Sugar •

M inferior qualify

• 16 Mors.

. . SO
• . 85

. 8,10,18 ^

. . 10 M
4, 6f 8, aerording to rise.

8 maunde 80 seere.

• • 8 „
• • 4 ,,

• • 18 •»

• 8 „
. 8 „
• It i»

• • 4 „

A little corn b grown in the neighbourhood of MoxafaraMd, but most of

the arable land is devoted to rice cultivation. A few vegetables may be

obtained, and a little fruit, of which the peaches ate of g<^ quality.

The climate of MozafaraUid during the summer months is very hot,

and in the months of August and September fevers are prevalent ; the in-

habitants, however, enjoy a remarkable immunity from flies and mosquitoes.

In winter the snow does not lie.

The authority of the governor of Mozafarabdd extends over the valley of

the Kishan Oanga, and as far as the Pdnch bonndary and Baramdia, includ-

ing the districts of Kamoo and Cbikar.

Mozafambad offers a rich field for the researches of the geologist ; moun-

tains of tMiary formation rise up to the limit of perpetual snow, and on

them are piled in wonndrous masses broken and dismembered heaps of stones.

In many places whole mountains look as if they had been riven trough aind
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throogb^ tnd the tpecUtor beholds the vast clefts, 1,000 or 0,000 feet

in depth, os fresh as it the violeot oonynlsioD of Natore bad taken place

only yesterday. A little lime is manufMtored in the neighbonibood from

stones taken from the beds of the streams.

Ifoaaraiabld is the modern name of the ancient Hindd Sbikri, and waa

given to it| according to the Brahmins, two hundred years ago by the

Muhamma^ns.
It was formerly a rdj, which comprised the whole extent of territory

between Baramdia on the east and the boundary et the Kuhdri ilaka

on the west ; but on the death of SulUn Ahbat Kbdn, it was divided between

bis two sons (the second son being blind). Mirsa Kbdn, the eldest,

received the present Hoxafarabdd district as his portion, and transmitted it

to his only son, Hasan Ulla KhXn, whose eldest son, Zabsrdast Kh£n, dying

without issue, left the r£j to his brother, MosaSar Khin, who resigned in

favour of his eldest son, Hasan Khin, who had a son named Abdulla Khdn.

The ilaka was about 40 miles long from the range on the east to the

little village of Mir Jam£l*d-d(n, which formerly was claimed by both the

Mosafarabid and Kathuri rijas and lei to many fights between the two

parties; the village, however, was at last given by common consent in

iknrmartk to a fakfr, and formed the boundary between the two states.

The breadth of the was about 30 miles from the Dfiab Tibba on

the south to the Kamso bindery on the north. It was considered the most

productive of the Bambd states, as it contained a considerable area of fertile

land, which produced chiefly rice, and yielded first-rate pasture for cattle.

^e town of Mozafarabdd was oompletdy demolished during the war

with the Sikhs, who burnt all the houses belonging to the Muhammadans

;

these in their rage vented their spleen on their Hindd neighbours as soon as

the troops moved, and completed the destruction so wantonly begun. The
town, however, was afterwards in a great measure restored,and the Sikh gov-

ernor regularly colonised it, chiefly with Sikhs and Hindds. After this the

Mosafarabdd rijapaida natarima of B7,000 to the Lahore government,

and the district is said to have yielded nearly the same amount to the rdja.

The Lahore soldiery were aocusi^ of having committed every sort of atro*

mty . on the inhabitants and their property during the Sikh oocnpancy of

the district, and their violent conduct left an indelible feeling of mingled

hatred, distrust, and thirst for revenge. (r/pss---ifaye^2«aMdrap—
Win§^,)

MODAPOB—Ut. 44'. Long. W 1'. Blev.

A village which lies on the road about 7 miles west of Pdnch, near the

point where the paths to Purral and Kotli separate. It contains about

twenty houses inhabited by Muhammadan aamfndars, a fakir's makin and

garden, and the Kamal Posh sfdrat.

It is well supplied with good water from a spring, and from a stream

which flows down from the hills just east of the villag^ This is a favourite
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fishing station in the season, the Punch T6i river flowing just below the

village through numerous pools and rapids.

MUDGUND—Lat. 33^ 46'. Long. 75^ 23'. Elev.

A village in the Kuth4r pargana, situated on the right bank of the Arpat,

about a mile south of Gowran ; it contains three houses inhabited by
Kashmiris.

MUGLIB—Lat. 34** 5'. Long. 78° \b\ Elev.

A small village about 12 miles north-west of the western end of the

Pangong lake, and passed on the Changehenmo route between Taukse and

Lukiing. No cultivation here, but good pasturage. General Strachey

says that white marble is found near here. Gypsum is found between

Muglib and the Pangong lake. This is the last village met with between

Leh and lirkaud. Provisions should be takeu in at Tankse. (Trotter^

llendtrson.)

MULBEKH OR MOULBI—Lat. 34^ 23'. Long. 76° 25'. Elev.

A monastery and village situated on the right bunk of the Piiskhyuin river

(or Wakha-chu)| and passed between Shergol and Kharbu on the route

from Srinagar to Leh. It is 4 miles from Shergol, and ij perched on a

cliff about 200 feet high. A little beyond Mulbekh a large figure

called Ckamha is passed, cut in the rock on the road-side. The village

contains thirty houses. (Bellew—Hend€r$on-~^A^lmerJ)

MULLING or MALING—Lat, 33° 15'. Long. 77° 15'. Elev.

A village in the Zanskar or Maling district, on the right bank of the

Zaiiskar river, and 182 miles from Leh. Supplies and fuel procurable.

MtJNDA—Lat 83® 33'. Long. 75® 16'. Elev.

A cave situated on the side of the Panjal range to the south of the Shah-

abad valley. It may be reached through a defile from the neighbourhood

of the village of Baddarmun. Moorcroft thus describes his visit to this

cave

** Cootinaing to ascend the kills, we managed, althongh the ground was rough and

hroken, to ride to within 400 feet of the top. There we alighted, snd crossing a thick

bed of snow, came to the entrance of the cave of Mdnda. The opening was only high

enough to admit a man on his bands and knees, and a stream flowed from it suflScient

to turn a mill. Taking torches with ns, we crawled into it, and nt about 5 yards came

to a part sufficiently lofty to allow ns to stand. Our attempt to advance was, however,

frustrated by the bottom being entirely filled with water more than mid-deep, the depth

of which, :i8 ascertained by a stick, increased as it receded. As far as we could discern,

the passage continued for above 20 yards, with a height of from 6 to 8 feet. How much

farther it penetrated the mountain, we could not ascertain, but it seemed likely that

it was nothing more than a natoral drain lor the waters of the mountain. These had

now aceumnlated in larger quantity than usual, ns the mouth of the cave had been

blocked up with snow. It had been partially cleared away for our visit by order of the

milik, but the quantity was too considerable to bo wholly renioied. unless after some

daye* iabour.**
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llORAN-^Lat. 83° W. Long. 74° 54^ Elev.

A village in the Chr4t pargaua, of which it ia the tahsfl station.

MUROHI OE MUROHAl~Fui^ Bolak-i-Mueghai "

MURGU NALA—A valley on the winter road from L£h to Ydrkand, midway
between LA and Daolat Beguldi.

MURUAMA—Lat. 88° 5(r. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.

A large village shaded by fine trees^ situated on the right bank of the

Jhelum« just above the confiuenoe of the Veshau and Rembidra rivers. It

lies about 8 miles north-west of Bij Behdra^ and is about seven hours'

journey by boat above Awdntipdr. At this village there is g ferry.

(iferNy—/aes.)

MURKOT—Lat. 84° 88'. Long. 74°. 54'. Elev.

A vilbge in the Qurais valleyi lying a little distanoe from the left, bank of

the Kishan Oanga^ about 800 yards east of the fort and bridge. It con-

tains a masjid and about twenty timber-built housesi and is supplied

with water by a rill which flows from the Burai spring, on the slopes of

tha mountains to the south.

The usual encamping ground is on the plain on the west side of the

village, between it and the fort ; but there is no shade. Coolies ‘and sup-

plies are obtainable under the orders of the nawdb, who resides in the fort.

JIUSHNAI—Lat. 84° 81'. Long. 78° 58'. Elev.

This place consists merely of a cattle-shed, surrounded by a *few fields,

situated on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga, in Lower Drawdr.

MUSTAOH pass—

L

at. 85° 49'. Long. 76° 16.' Elev. 19,000', approx.

There are two passes bearing this name on the route leading from Baltis-

tdn to Ydrkand, both leading into the same valley on the northern ride of

the Great Mustdgh or Karakoram range, which forms the main axis of the

Himalayas. The two passes are about 18 miles apart.

Godwin-Austen^ writing in 1860, says

**Msnj yesn sgo^ the main traflio lay up the Baitoro glarier.andioriiedoffiipalaleial

ravine id the left, and eo over the Mnetdgh paee. eoae 18 miles to the east of the psse

now in nee. Thie former psee beosme impiaotieable owing to the great inofsaee of enow
and ice. and Ahmad Shah oideivd a aearoh to be made for tome other way over, when
the present peaeage wae fised upon.'*

The now pass now, however, haa become impracticable on aocoant of

the accumulation of ice on a glacier (^posite the camping ground of Skin-

mang. But it is quite possible that in a few years this may again become

praotioable, as in these parts the glaciers alter very rapidly.

The old Mustdgh pass can be crossed with the aid of long ropes, and

axes to hew steps down the icorslopes. But it is extremely and

no one would use it except in a case of absolute uecesrity.
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An aeeoant of tlie punge of this poM will be found in tho Roynl

Oeotogieol Somjr Fneeedingo of 1888. {QoiwM’duntn — To»ng-

AmSmA)

MUSTAOH RAMOB AMD PASS on " ioe moantein”~fido Karakobav."

MomnAim.
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N
NACHIANI—LBt.S4<^29'. Lon;. 74<* 84'. Elev.

The nuiM of aumntuu in the range at the north>wett end of the Khnu
hama paigana. On the hilk between Nachidni and the Panchijidni moBn>
tain, lat. 84° 88', long. 74° 87', then is some esoeedingljr fine pastnnge,

and in the months of July, August, and September, some four to fire

thousand or mora head of cattle an brought up from the Loldb and other

adjacent ralkgrs to feed, bat on aeeonntof thesoareity of water on this range

of hills th^ rapidly extend their feeding gronnd farther north, as fur as

Hant, when there is plenty of water, and easterly as far as the Haiarnnk.

Usually these hills an corered with snow^aad the pastnrage is not in order

till at earliest the middle of June. (Montfomerie.)

MACHILAMA—Lat 88° 88'. Long. 76° 18'. Eler.

A small village situated about 8| milea north of Bdmad, on the road leading

towards the Banibdl pass. It lies on the left bank of the Mohn stream just

above the jnnetion of the Banihdl.

NABRUNO on NIRA—Lat 88° 60*. Long. 78° 66'. Elev. 1 nSSiT.

A village in the Zanskfir district n little distanoe from the right tok of

the Zanskfir river, and lying on the route from Fndam to L6h between

Fdnoh and Telehang, and at the north base of the Naernng Ln. Bx>
tensive onltivated luds here, and juniper trees common in the neighbont*

hood. A stream runs by the village. Abrupt and stony descent to river,

which here flows through a narrow socl^ diannel, and is siemsJ by a

wooden bridge, without hand-rails, sbont 40 fscit long and nearly 50 test

above the water (8ad July). (Tiomtom.)

NABRUNO LA on NIRA PASS, on TAKTI PASS, on PANCBR
PASS-LBt.SS°46'. Long.7«°66'. Elev. 18,000'.

Is crossed between PdnA and Naernng, on the rente Item Psdam to LA.
From the Pdnch md$ tbs aseant m^ he made up either Ae right or left

braoehof nnvine. The fonner is the longer bnt easier road, the toad np
the ravine on the left being steep. The top the ridge is reanded. The
mountains on the rightand left ate about 1,500 fset higher than the pass,

A good dsal of vagotation on Ae top, and snow in huge patohes on its

northern taee (July 1st). Extensive view to norA of a range of moontoins

tipped wiA snow. Jlmnt to Nasrung viUime abrupt and stony.

(Tlsmisn.)

NA6AI—
The narat of nstsian whiA takas its rise on As skpsa of the lofty mono-
tains farming As norih<east boundary of the Gdrais valley, and joins As
BdrsQ, ht. 34° 47', long. 75° 8'.

no vnlliy of-As Sbinge river may, it is said, bo rsashod by a paA Cal«

loiring tbs eoniM of Ais stream.



NAO OAZBttBlll' OT XASHUfft AHD LAhlt.

NAGAM—Lai. Long. EI^x.

A pargana in the SUhiNi-Khaa AlU of tlie MMj division ; it oomprises a
district lying to the sonth of Srinagar. The tahsfl station is at Kasha
Nagdm*

NAOAM—Lat. 8S^ M\ Long. 74^ 50^. Elev.

A village lying a short distance from the right bank of the Dddh Ganga,

about 11 miles sonth of Srinagar, on the road towards Chiir. It is the

tahsfl station of the Nagdm pargana and a markeUplaoe, and is osnally

called Kasha Nagdm. There is a good encamping ground above the village,

and sapplies and forage are procarable. A root called mautg used in the

almond-coloored dye, is said to be found in the neighbourhood of thisjril-

lage, and at Fampdr. Most of it, however, comes from Laddk, where itis

called Uoi.

NAOAB—
An independent Ddrd state, lying north of the Bdkdpdsh mountain and
sonth of the Hunzd river. Thongh considerably smaller than Hanzd, it

has a larger population owing to greater amount of cultivable ground,

it being sitnat^ so as to get the full benefit of the summer sun and being

fertilised by the numerous streams from the great Rdkdpush mountain.

The population is about 10,000 souls. They are less warlike than the

Kanjutis, and leas addicted to raiding, while slavery is unknown. The
people are Shfas and belong to the Yashkiu or B&rishki stock. The ruler,

as in Hunsd, is known as the Thum, and the family as Moghlotai from an

ancestor named Hoghlot. Two sons of this family live in Kashmir terri-

tory, where they hold jagirs.

The country is famous for its apricots, which are exported in large quan*

tities to the Panjdb. The Nagar streams are said to be rich in gold. Nearly

opposite Hunzd the Maisil or Hfipar river, a considerable stream, joins the

main river from the south-east. The fort of Nagar and the Thum’s house

are on the left bank of tliis stream, about 8 miles from the Junction,

at an elevation of 8,0u0 feet above the sea. This valley forms the eastern

boundary of Nagar. That part of Nagar which faces Hunad is divided

into four districts, each with its fort, ets., Sbaiar, Askurdas, Chitorkdn,

end Swaiar. The river between Hnnxd and Nagar flows betseen parpen.

*'ieoIar cliffs, 800 feet high and 600 feet apart at the top, which can

only be sealed in a few places and are earefully guarded. There is a twig

bridge opposite the fort of Hidrabfid; at the head of the Matsil valley is

the diflknlt and dangerous road over the Hispar pass (f.e.) into the Shigar

vall^. When Kashmir authority was temporarily expelled from Oilgit be-

tween 1858 and 1860, communication with Ncgar was maintained by this

toad. In the prosperous timesot the Shin rule, the Mssw of Nagar acknoif-

ledged the Eds of Oilgit as their feudal superiors, and traditaon relates that

the villages of Nilt, Oulmit, Toll, and Pusant, which now belong to Na^,
were given as dowries to diffent Mmw, who married dai^htera of the Trak#
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ImnA At the time ol the Sikh oooapetion oi Oilgit M very cloee oonneo*

ti<m esieted between the mkre of the two eUtee of Gilgit end Niger.

Between Hansi and Nagar a great rivaliy^ which has frequently re-

anlted in open hoetilityi ,haa idwaya ezietedi bnt they ere generally

ready to combine againat an external foe. ^oogh poeaeasing a com*

mon origioi the people of Nagar are diatingnial^ for timidity and

incapacity for war^ and no inatance ia recorded of their being vietorioua

over their rivala of Hunzd^ at whoae handa they have anffered many die-

aatrona defeata. Since 1868 Nagar haa been tribntarj to Kaahmfr, to

which it mnkea an annual payment of twenty-one tolaa of gold and two

baaketa of apricota.

The levenue of NagaTf Mr. Oirdleatone atatea» ia derived from the

Khdn'a ahare of grain^ native cloth, oil, goaia, and gold dnat. It ia eati-

mated at B7|000 per annam. The language ia BurMJti, or aa

Mr. Drew calla it, and according to him the people are called Khajanu

The villagea in Nagar lie very doae to each other, and for 20 milca are

almoat continnona. (Biddulpk-^OirdleitoM^Drem.)

NAOAB—
The Nagar diatrict lieaon the oppoaite aide to Hnnzd of the Hnnal river.

It ia bounded on the north by thia river ; on the aouth by the BIkapaahi,

or Shaltar anow range, the peaka of which reach aa high aa 25,500 feet;

on the eaat by the Hiapar glacier ; and on the weat by the Chaprot anow

range, with an altitude of about 19,000 feet. There are twenty-eight

permanent villagea in the Nagar diatrict, of the aame conatmction aa thoae

of Hunzt, but on the ootakirta of which people returning in and for the

warm montha build temporary huta. In Nagar itaelf there are 1,000

houaea, with one or two familiea in each, and in the other portion of the

diatrict 2,500 more ; in all 3,500, and, roughly eatimated, 15,000 inhabitanta.

Jafar Ali Khan ia the rtja of the diatrict, an aged man of acme 70 yeara,

with ten grown-up aona, one of whom, Uzar Khan, whoia alwaya with hia

father, ia the heir-apparent. The othera have been given jagfra. Jafar

Ali Khan owna aome territory in Oilgit, which ia looked after by one of

hia aona. Alidad Khan. On the banka of the Hunzd river are fonr villagea

of the Nagar diatrict, already included in the twenty-eight, Chaprot^ Chalt,

Budalaa and Bar, ruled by another of the ten aona, lakandar by name, un-

der the ordera of the Oilgit man. At Chaprot and Chidt 200 Oilgit aepoya

are atationed, who are rationed by the Nagar people at one aeer of grain per

aoldier, without payment. In time of neceaaity Nagar can prince 6,000

fighting men, but with no regular training; and one cannon and two tilar-

loekar are kept in the fort, which may reaiat email arm^ but notartilleiy.

The uaual matchlock, aword and ahield are xmi.
Sulphur ia produced, narticalarly towarda the village of Kaan and the

Barpn glacier.
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NAG amnm ov KAMiift Am laoIe.

b tiam of peoM thtn io gfoat Amity unmtftlMpeopk of NAgAr.wlio

AM b^py And obedient to osiAtiBg oidon« And in timo of bAttle they tgbt

in A b^y« baaft moio at hoaw with owoi^ tbaa gnni. Theyam Mabam*
madans of the Shla Met, and by profeMion enltitatore. Tbeir lanfuge ia

diffamt to that of Oiigit, but raaMnbka that of Hnnad. UnKke the

people of Hunad they do not believe in their women having fteah air and

admiring the baantiM of natnra, bnt keep them in pnrdtM. In ea^ vil-

lage there ia a mst/id, and one or two mtitm un» (penitentiariea) where

they do penanea for ten daya, beginning with the new moon of the

tmm aaaaon ; and during thia tinm, which ia one of mourning, no IKppancy

of any kind ia permitted, particularly marrying and giving in marriage.

Volok of a kindfOnhorMbadc, ia a great pHtime on all gala daya^ ao much
ao that a plot «t gronnd, wdl looked after, ia kept for thia pnrpooe only.

The taxeo aio not unlike thoM impoocd ia Hanad, bnt much more Ioni-

an^ and joatioe ia ahown. The rdjareeeivead,OOOaMnuda of grain, 1,000
goata,aadabonttwoaeeraof goldannnally from the lyota. FVnitaadgraia

eropa are aimilar to them of Hunad, aave in Hdpar (conaiating of five vil-

lagm) and Hiapar; where, ow^og to their great elevation, very little io

prodneed.

The total eatent of cultivated land in Nagar doea noteaoeed lOOaqnaro

milea. Owing to diflicnity ia croMing tlie Hunad river and the abaenoe of

oo>operation on the part of the Magar people, no tradera from the north

viait here. Kaahmir and Nagar eachange mutually.

The •cattle roaemble them of Hunad, and numbar aomo 20,000 oowa
and bnlloeka, 100,000 goata and abmp, and abont 800 horaea.

There io one blackamith in the diatrict.

Jlteere.—The Nagarriver takM ita rim at the Hiapar glacier, and joina

the Hunad at Snmair village : from here to the lower end of the glacior ia

a diatanoe of 25 milea, and the glacier eontinuea up the valley for another

30 milea. From April to October the river ia impaaaabie, being from 150
to850 fMt broad, 5 or 0 iMt deep, and very rapid. In winter the breadth

and depth are reduced to a third. The b^ ia very rocky, and gold ia ob-

tained from it Only one eere (rope bridge) ia carried over thia river, and
thia hae been deaoriled in the report on Hunad. On the Ifitb Angnat
1889, the rope of the neru at Budalaa broke, and five pmaona, four of whom
wereolBeem of the Kaahmir force (a eowMeden and three ieaifdkra), felt

intotha torrent Thofifth,aMpoy, wu picked np badly bmiaed, bnt living;

but the four former ware never aeen again.

The atreanw that flow down from the Bdkapaahi or Shaltar range, and
join the Hnnad river at nearly right angleob have very ateep banka, which
are bridged, and the road haa to paae over and through mnd and etWM
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gttemyt, wbioh natkca it impoMtblo to ciom olwwhen. Tbaw gatewajrt

an hwkad ia tian of any diaturbaooe, asd tbit plan ia alw ad<^tod in tho

Hnnid diatriet over tbe atreama that flow down tba aonth ride cd tbe Bar-

bar range into tbe Honai river.

/Vweea.—No road eziata over Uie Rdkapaabi or Sbaltar anow range, but

to the aoatfa*eaat of Nagar then ia the Hiapar paaa, about 17,000 teat in

altitude, aeroaa which no cattle of any kind, with or without loada, ean be

taken. The pan ia rimply a footpath leading into Skardd and uaed only

in the montha of June, July, and Augnat.

ileod*.—From Nagar e»J Odlmati to Chalt, S8 mika, by a good road

along the left bank of tbe Hunad river, whioh ia eroaaed by a aena. It ia

a m^ rood, with wooden bridgaa over tbe aaeall atreama which hotacmen

can eroaa without diaaMunting. In three daya light luggage can be eon-

v^ed by oooliea from Nagar to Chalt

Another road leoda from Nagar to tbe Hiapar paaa eiJ Hdparaad Rarii

hill,48 arilea. Thia road ia good to Htfpar, 6 mika t bntfrom theneetoihe

Baah Phari lake cqueatriana have literally to dkmonnt and piek their way,

I have acen thia road aa ftr aa Hi^aur village, and have the balance from

native information. Fkom Hdpar, Hiapar village can be reached eitherby

the direct road, 87 milca, or ahmg the Nagar river, 8ft milec} both waya

being equally ^flkuH.

From Nagar to Hunai, 10 mike, the peopk eroaa the Nagarriverby a

•enr, aaoend a ft,000«faat pam called Oanag between the Nagarud Hnnad
rivera^ tbe lattw of which k eroaaed by another nare, and on to Hunad.

1 heard that there ia acme awt of a track from the village of -Hiapar

over the glacier of the aame naam that kada to Tdrkaad, but 1 cannot

vourii for thu infrnrmatien bring eoneot

The hriii^t of Nagar ia 7,800 feet, of Hdpar 8,900 foet, and of Hiapar

village 10,000 feet^ approaimately. The anow-fril k rimilar to that about

Hunad.

Fruit ripena ia the montha of July and Augnak

(JimdJK£»A,1889.)

NAOAT—S4«S'. LoBg.74«5l'. Bkv.
Tbe naaw of a nambal or moram lying to the Bontb^eaot of Srinagar. Ita

water oommuakatea with the Jhelnm throMh the Kachgnl uala, whidi
flowa in almoat oppcaite tho Shaikh Bd|^ Ao highroad from the oapi^
towarda Fdmpur paaaea tfik awraae.

NAOBANI—Lot. SS 18'. Long. 74*80'. Bkv.

A atage 7| milae north-weat from Jamd, on tho Akndr road.

NXOBABaN—

I

mt. 84P 7'. Long. 78* 7.' Bkv.

Tho naam of a gtaaay vallqy ritnatad aaaid tho kflgr mpontrina lykg bo-

tween tho valley of tho Sind river and KaAmfr. ^ path from tho vilbgo
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NAO—NAI GAnmn op usBiifi in> ladIk.

<A Zoitin toiraidi the Mu 8u lake tnmmet the eaat aide o( this nller,
enering the Amh etnam. which is aometimes bridged.

NAOOAft—Let 84P W, Long. 78® 69', Bier.

A oonrideiable rillage in Upper Drawdr, aitnated on the stopu of the hill

high above theleft bank of the Babdn.ka*katta atnam. It issaid to eon.
tain a inai{jid,and abont twent]r>fivehonMs inhabited by sainlnda»,indad<
ing a blaokamith, a oatpaoter, and a potter. The Edghdn valley may be
teaohed from this villa^ by a path lying np the oonne of the stream.

NAGB^Lat. 88® 9'. Long. 76® 88'. Blev.

A antall village containing rix honsea inhabited by HindA samfndsrsi it ia

sitaated above the right bonk of the Chandra Bhdga, at the edge of the
onltivated platean below the town of Doda, abont 800 yards east thfi

fort

NAGBOTA—Lat 89° 48'. Long. 74® 67'. Elev.

A village in the ptovinoe of Jamd, lying a littie more than 6 »!%
iiorth<eMt of that town, on the higfa«road towards Kashmir.

The village, which contains a Hindd temple, about twenty mnd bnts
and three or fou baniaa* shops, ia bnilton a little rise surrounded by moist,

swain^ ground. On the north side of the village there is a low ridge,

oOeting a suitable place for encamping. Water is obtained from welb, a
stream, and a tank; the two latter sources of supply fail during the dry
aaaaon.

cute of Dogids ; bubers.

NAIDGAH—Let. 84® 4'. Long. 74® 42'. Elev.

A hamlet in the Haebihdma pargans, consisting of two houses ritnated on a

small stream, abont 2 miles west of Sybdg, on the south ride of the road

fromSrinagu.

HAID KHAI-Lat. 84® 16'. Long. 74® 87'. Elev.

A village ritnated in the unwau on the north ride of the Notd canal litis
oiw of the centres of the boat«bnilding trade.

MAIHARAI-
The nanm of a very small pargana in the Kamrij division of Kuhmfr. The
ahafl bnriness is transact^ at Shaldtah, which, however, lies outside the

linuts of the pargana.

MAIL-
A eonriderabk stream which floup through a narrow valley and empties

itirif into the Fdnch T6i by its left bank, just north of KoUi, lat. 88® 82/
long. 78*67'. Itisfordable, and iserossed by the path from KoUi to Pdneb,

which follows the bank of the Fdnch T6i ; ^tl^ the Nandheri and Sona

Galis lUa np the vaOei of the Mail stream for sonm miles.

MAIMDI-
The naam of tbe eastern portiai of a canal which leavas the Veshad rivn

nsu Tdrani, and irrigatss tim sonthem portioa of the Sarenosebalapargana.
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flowing into the Veshau agaiDi kt. 88^ 49'^ long. 76° 1\ jast above its

junction with the RembUlra. The western branch of this canal is cdled

Ninnar. (Mmigomerie)

i^AKKA—Lat. 84° 88'. Long. 78®68 Elev.

A small hamlet in Lower Draw^r^ mtuated in the valley of the Rngworian-

ka-katta stream, to the west of the path which follows the course of the

Kishan Oanga.

NAKPO-CHU oa " Black Water
A tributary of the SdHi river.

.
It is formed by the Mazadi and Omba

streams. Flowing east it joins the Sdrd river at Sankho. Its waters are

very muddy, and discolour those of the Sdrd for some distance along its left

bank. Moorcroft forded it with some difficulty on the 80th June a little

below the village of Omba. It here rushed with great foroe through a
broad stony bed. (Moorefqft.)

NAKPOGODINO PASS or LANAK PASS—
Lat. 82° 45\ Long. 76° 45'. Elev. 18,000'.

Lies north of tbeTsomorari lake, and is crossed between it and the head of

the Puga rivulet. Trebeck eross^ it from the north on the 14th June, and

snys that all his party suffered much inconvenience from difficulty in

breathing. The descent to the south side was comparatively eaqr.

(Treheeh)

NALTAR—
A glen draining to the Honz6 river between Oilgit and Chaprot. In it

are the two small hamlets of Naltar and Bichgari. North of it rises the

Naltar mountain, 19,880 feet high. {Biddttipk^TrigimoMetrieal Surweg.)

NALTI—Lat. 88° 57'. Long. 75° 45'. Elev.

A village in Badrawdr, consisting of a cluster of houses situated on a knoll

on the left bank of the Haluni stream, between 4 and 5 miles south of

the town of Badrawdr, by the path leading towards the Chatardhar pass.

Tliere is a Hindu temple in the village, and the fields extend a long way
down the hilUside. The inhabitants are all Hindds, numbering six

families of Thakurs, and six Sipis, or Megs* Below t^ village a sub*

stantial bridge crosses the Haliini stream.

NAMBALNAR—Lat. 84^ 6'. Long. 74° 88'. Elev.

A hamlet situated in a green and narrow glen, which is traversed by asmaU
stream ; it lies about 8 miles south of Kountra, on the path leading towaids

Bapomrishi. It contains the zttrat of Gafur Rishi, and abont sixteen

houses inhabited by zamfndars. There is a little com cultivation abont the

village, and some wild fruit-trees.

NAMIKA LA—Lat 34° 88'. Long. 76° 85'. Elev. 18,000'.

Is crossed between Shergol and Khiwbu, on the route from Srinagar to

Ldh. The ascent from the west is very gradual, and is 5 miles long. A
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spring of fresh water about half-way up. An easy descent down to the

Kanji river and Kharbn.

Doctors Bellow and Henderson estimate the deration to be 11(900 and
12,000 feet respeetively. (Drew—HrsderMs.)

NAMTSE on NIMCUU—I^t. 30° iO'. Long. 77° O'. Eler. 13,050*.

In the ZansUr district It is a baiting-place on the route from Padam to

Ldh, and lies between Zangla and PbngatM, south of tbe Chdang Labho
pass. (Drew.)

NANDAN BAR—Imt 83° 34'. Long. 74° 34'. Eler.

The nanm of the moat northeriy of aelnster of saountain tarns lying oa|the

north side of the Fanjdl range, between tbe Darhal and Bddil passes, aiwut

8 miles south of Aliabdd Sarii. The old Mogul highway into Kashmir

skirted the western shore of the laksi, whidr is 1 mile long and half a mile

wide.

A small stream called the Ladi flows from it joining the RembUia below

Aliabid Sard!. In 1814 the Mahardja Banjit Singh sent forward 10,000

Bikhaby way ofNandan Bar. ThenAbdnsor A^hdns in Kashmirwenr^y
to receive them, and encamped on the Pinjdta plain, near Shnpion. A shower

of tain rendered the Sikh muskets almost useless, and Ranjit's troops wen
consequently defeated ; the Plathdn general was, however, killed in the action.

At tbe same time Banjit, who had attempted to carry tbe Tosha Maiddn

pass, wasdefeated by Muhammad A^m Khdn, the then govemorof Kash.

mir, in person.

Hire years previous to the first Sikh expedition, the oeUbrated Fatdi

Khln,the waxir of Sbdh Ztmui of Kdbnl, poMsdtbe Phnjdlby tbe Nandan
Bar road with 10,000 men supplied him by Mahaidja Banjit Singh*

NANDHEBI OALI—Lat 88* 88'. Long. 74* 5'. Elev.

A pass in the nnge of hills lying to the north-east of Kotli; it is crossed by

the direct path between Kotli and Fflnch, which is describe as being very

nagh and but little used.

MANDMABO—Lai 88° 23'. Long. 75° 24*. Elev.

A pass which crosses tbe Phnjdl range at tbe south-east extremity of^
BUhabdd vaUsy.

The northern slope of the monntun is elotbed with forest to the limit of

vegetation, but the south side is for the most part rocky and precipitous.

The path which crosses thw pass is known as the Peristdn route, and

though steep and difficult, is u^ when tlmt Iqr the Bran Bal is

impraoticabls.

The Nandmarg passisnsaally open from the beginning id May until the

end of October, but mnch snow is met irith on tbe rend until very late in

Iho season.
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The top of the put is distant about a miles from Basil or Borson^ a
Gdjar settlement in the Fogal valley, which is the usual stage, and about

8 miles from Choan in the Shihabid pargana.

The upright stone at the summit is said to mark the spot where a

fakir, Nandd, who has bequeathed his name to the pass, existed for many
years.

NANOA—Lat. Long. Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Basantba river with a small baair,

situated on the border in the Bamgarh subdivision of the Sdmba tahsfl.

(Wia^aie.)

NANOA PABBAT oa DEO MIB—
Lat. 86^ 14'. Long. 74^ 88'. Elev. 86,080'.

The great mountain peak which separates Astor from Chilas. The Dard
races call it Deo Mir, or the* mountain of the gods. Nanga Parbat is,

however, the name by which it is generally known in Kashmir and

Ydghistfn.

It towers majestically above the surrounding mountains, and forms a

landmark visible for miles. qf tlw BaUtm Hindi Kiih,)

NANMARO-^Lat.W 84'. Long. 75^ Elev.

A beautiful mountain down or marg, situated on the eastern slopes of the

Panjil range, about 18 miles south*east of Shupion. The verdant slopes

of theNsnmarg rise and rest against the ridge of the Panjdl, and on the north

it is bounded by an edging of rising ground that prevents the great valley

from being seen from it. The view from the eminence on the westward

side is one of singular grandeur and beauty, the eye being carried along an

elevated vista formed tetwcen the Psnjdl and the hills that immediately

bound the valley itself ; and a beautiful succession of ridges*and valleys,

down-lands, and forest sceneiy, resembling that of one vast natural park, is

continued op to the precipitous sides of the snowy mountains resting on the

Tosha Maiddn for an extent of about 86 milea (Fi^ue.)

NAODAL—Lat. 88^ 55'. Long. 75^ 7'. Elev.

A village in the Wdllar pargana, lying in the midst of low rice-lands about

8 miles south•west of Trdl, on the path towards Awdntipdr. It contains

a maqid, and about six houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamfndars, and

a pandit.

There is a small spring in the village, which is shaded by fine trees, and

on the west side a considerable stream, which is crossed by a iadal bridge,

or it may be forded without difficulfy.

NAOOAM—Lat. 83^ 48. Long. W 18'. Elev.

A.darge village in the Kuthdr pargana, situated about 8 miles east of

Achib&l.
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It is surrounded by rice cultivation^ and contains three small springs

near which lie some old carved stones and lingams.

The population numbers twenty*two families of Muhammadan zamin-

dars, ten pirzddas, two mullos, eight pandits^ two ddms^ a blacksmith, and

a cow-keeper, and five families engaged in silk production.

The filature, which has been erected by the government in this

village^.isa very large building, but is manifestly unsafe.

NAOQAM—Lat. 34° 12'. Long. 74° 88'. Elev.

This village stands in the middle of the morass, a few miles north-east of

Patan, just south of the Noni canal. It consists of about eleven houses

shaded by a few trees.

NAOPtJR—Lat. 34° 13'. Long. 74°8(y. Elev.

A large village lying in a narrow valley between two just south of

the road from Baromdla towards Srinagar, and distant about 6 miles south

of Sopdr.

A small stream flows through the village, which is surrounded by exten-

sive cultivation of both rice and corn.

It contains two masjids and two zfdrats
; that of Nasir Sahib is situated

in a fine clump of trees. The population numbers about 150 families, includ.

ing two pandits, three mullas, two dyers, two carpenters, two blacksmiths,

two ddms, two mochfs, and a sweeper.

This village, with fifteen others in the neighbourhood, is held in jagir

by Diwan Kirpd Rdm.

NAOPtJRA—Lat. 34° 26'. Long. 74° 41'. Elev.

A small village in the Khuihaina pargnna, situated a few minutes’ walk to

the west of fiandipdra, on the road towards Sopur, which is about 16

miles distant, (/see.)

NAOSHER—Lat. 34° 40'. Long. 74° Sr. Elev.

The name of the part of that lofty range of mountains which lies north and

south between the. eastern end of the Matsil valley and the source of the

Hanti stream. It is crossed by the track line between Bakthaor, on the

Kisban Ganga, and the village of Matsil. The sides of the mountains,

though very steep, are mostly covered with grass and forest, and afford

pasturage to flocks of sheep ; the top of the ridge is narrow and rocky.

NAOSHERA, one of the districts of the province of Jarnd.

NAOSHERA—Lot. 33° 10'. Long. 74° 18'. Elev.

A town in the province of that name, situated on high ground on the north

side of a fertile valley, about 300 feet above the right bank of the Tawf

river. It lies on the Pir Panjdl route into Kashmir, and is distant 27

miles north of Bhimbar, and 122 miles south-west of Srinagar. The houses

are built of stone. There is a fine old Mogul sardi in the middle of the

town, which is now the residence of the governor of the district. Below
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the town there are eeyeml water-mills on the river, which early in the season

is fordable in many places for foot-passengers.

There is a bungalow for travellers situated about a mile south of the

town in a large orchard called the Baoli B4gh or Reservoir Oarden/^

from a deep stone well in the centre of it, also a large old sardi with inner

court.

Supplies and forage are procurable, water and fuel are everywhere

abundanti and there is a good encamping ground.

It is the administrative head-quarters of a district. [Alt^ood^Kni^it^
Inee-^JDrew.)

NAOSHEBA—Lat. 84° 9'. Long. 74^ 16'. Elev.

A small village situated on the left bank nf the Jhelum, about 8 miles

south-west of Baramdia on the Mari road. There is a ferry across the river,

which is guarded by two small mud fiurts on either bank.

In an enclosure on the river-bank are two small bungalows for the

accommodation of travellers ; there is likewise ar open space for encamp-

ing. Supplies are procurable, and water from the Jhelum, or from

stream which flows down through the village.

Oulmarg may be reached from this village by a footpath passing up
the gorge to the south-east ; the distance is about 16 miles ; the road,

which is at 6rst very steep, lies through beautiful scenery. The usual halting-

place is about sis miles from Naoshera, and this breaks the journey about

half-way between Bampur and Oulmarg. {All^ooi^Inee^WingaU^

NAR—Lat. 83® 16'. Long. 74® 44'. Blev.

A village in the province of Naoshera, situated about 18 miles north of

Foni, on the roadJeading into Kashmir by the Bddil pass. It consists of

a few scattered houses. A stream flows down the valley below the village,

and the hill-sides are covered with a dense brushwood.

The neighbourhood of this hamlet forms a convenient encamping,

ground ; but there is only a little com cultivation about the place, and no

supplies can be depended upon. (Allpood»)

nab—

L

at. 85® 21'. Long. 75® 64'. Elev. 7,800', appiox.

A pargana in BaltisUn on the right bank of the Indus. The ravine, in

which the Indus flows, is here at ite narrowest. The cultivatedland of the

main villages extends for more than 2 miles on the surface of an alluvial

plateau, several hundred feet above the bottom of the valley. It consists

of the three villages of Cbardo, Ganstrot, and Cohro, and contains two
hundred houses. (Tionuon/^Aylmer.)

NARArC—L.t. 82° 86'. Long. 76° 62' Blev.

A village in the Ba«u)li district, lying a little to the sonth-east of Jinrali,

abont 11 miles north of the town of BasaoK. It consists of a few honses

surrounded by some fields.
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NABASTAN-^Lat. 84^ 8'. Long. 75« 9'. EIot.

A yShge aituated on the north aide of a email vallej, which opena into the

north-east end of theWdliar paigana, at the village ofSntdra. It ia distant

about 4 miles north-east of Aiphal, and lies at the month of the gorge

whioh is traversed by the path leading towards the Mar Bar lake.

The village stands on high ground, which produces rice and other dry

crops. The Brariangan stream flows just south of the village ; it is crossed

by a itnal bridge, and may also be forded. A torrent from the Saraibno

range to the north rolls down the gorge throngli the village.

The population consists of four families of Muhammadan sarofndars

occupying bouses with pent roofs, and nine families of Oi^jars inhabiting

their usual flat-roofed huts.

The booses are much scattered, the samfndars living in the upper part

of the village near the temple. Tliis is one of the most interesting mins

in Kashmir. Its situation is very picturesque, looking down the narrow

valley, while behind it the ground slopes up towards the lofty mountains

of the Brariangan range.

MARBU SUMDO—Ut. 82^ 40'. Long. 78° 25^ Kiev. 15,S00^

A camping ground 11 miles south of the TM>morari lake, on the routes

from Spitl to L£lt| 9$d the Parang La. It is on the banks of the Phra

river and at the head of the Leptra valley, and lies on the borders ofLad^k

and Spftl. {Montgomrie.)

NABOAB--Lat. 88^ 2'. Long. 75*’ Kiev.

A village in Jamd, situated on the south side of the range, about 5 miles

north of Krirochi, on the high-road towards Kashmir. There is much rice

cultivation about the village.

NABFOR**Lal^* 88*’ 46'. Long. 74° 51'. Elev.

A village situated towards the northern extremity of the Supersumun par-

gana, at the mouth of a little valley which is traversed by the path between

Sbupion and Chr4r.

It contains about six houses, and is watered by a small stream. The

sldrat of the three Saiads Pidshdh, Pbatra, and Asbraf, is situated by the

side of the path.

NABSAR—Lat. 83° 47'. Long. 76° 24'. Elev.

A village situated on the right bank bf the Arpat, towards the north end

of the Kuthir pargana ; it contains a masjid, and five timber-built houses

having pent roofs, which are inhabited by five brothers.

NABtf—Lat. 88° 85'. Long. 75° 20'. Elev,

A village situated in a little valley on the south side of the Bring pargana.

It is the point of departure of the path leading over the range into the

Sbihabdd valley. There are two routes, one by the village of Zamilgam, the

otherby Batg&nd; both are excellent paths, and almost equally direct. The

Joumqr to Vemdg oconpies a little more than an hour.
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NA8HILA--Lat S8M0'. LoBf.75«S8^ Blef.

A tiiian Tillage in the province of KiebtwXr, eitneted about 5 miles

north-west of Dodsi on the path towards Bagn. It ooi^tains two families

of Mnhainmadans and one 61 Hindds.

NASlM BAGH— See ** Suxiosn."

NATIAN-Lat. 84^ 85^ Long. 78^ 50^ Elev.

A village ritnated at the north-esst extremity of the Ksmao valley^ con-

taining ten bonses and a mixed population of Kashmiris and Odjars.

The corn-fields extend up to the edge of the foiesti at the foot of the

western slope of the Nattuhannar Gali.

The paths from Titwal towards the Kashmir valleyt both that crossing

the Nattishannar Qsli, and by the Knkwa Osli, which is the winter rontet

lie tbiongh this villsge.

There are nomerons fine walnut trees scattered about the fields.

NATIPTTRA—Lat.84^2r. Long.74<’26^ - Kiev.

A villsge in the Zainagir pargaasj situated on the left bank of the Pohro,

abont 8 miles north-west of Sopiir» by the road leading towards Shaldiah

and the Loldb valley. It contains a masjid, and ten houses inhabited by
samiudars. Some fine trees shade the village.

NATSU—Lat. 84^ 1\ Long. 74^ W. Elev.

A villsge in the Birwa parganhi containing four houses inhabited by samfn-

darss it is situated by the side of a ravine in the sloping spur on the west

aide of path, between Makabdma and Drang.

NATTANAS—Lat. 84<’ 27^ Long. 74^ 20'. Elev.

A village containing about twenty houses, situated near the leftbank of *Ae

Kamil, at the south-east end of the Uttar pargana. A path lies over the

range of bills to the south, leading to the village of Chogal on the Pohru

river.

NATTISHANNAR GALT—Lat. *84^ 2t'. Long. 74^ Elev.

The name of the pass which is crossed by the best road lying between the

Uttar pargana and the Karnao valley. It is called in the Kashmiri lan-

guage Nastichau, or the cut-nose.

This pass is quite practicable for laden ponies, and is oi^en for nine

months in the year ; during the winter season a detour most be made by
the Knkwa Gali, lying more to the north.

The summit of the pass is distant about 4 miles east of the village pi

Hdji Nar, and 16 miles south-west of Shaldrah fort, the Drangiari Sot

forming the restingwplaoe midway.
. ;

'

Tlie top of the pass is a narrow grihisy saddle lying between the lofty

rocky mountains of the Siiamshabari range to the eouth and the Nattishan-

nar mountains of mndi inferior elevation to the north.
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NAUOAM—LBt. 85^ W. Long. 74^ 57'. Elev. 9,800^

A village on the right bank of the Astor river, jnit above its jnnotion with

the Kamri. It is on the road from Srinagar to Aetor vid the Ooriknn

pass. With the neighbouring villages of Pakon^ Mainkial, and Goltari,

it oontaius some 83 houses. (Aylmer.)

NAUNAOAR [Survey Station)—^Lat. 88^ 58'. Long. 75^ Elev.

The name of one of the largest wudars or table-lands in Kashmfr. It lies

near the middle of the valley, on the west side of the Jhelum, between

Aw4ntipur and Bij Beh4ra, and is about 6 miles in length by

miles in extreme breadth rising from 200 to 260 feet above the plain.

Cunningham states that he searched in vain for shells in this mass of lacus-

trine deposit, as he crossed over the tarewS to Pa Yeoh, but was more

foiiunate at Awdntipdr, where he obtained numerous specimens of Cfyelae

fivieola in the horizontal strata of clay and sand at different heights up to

nearly 200 feet above the present level of the river, and about 80 feet

below the level of the lake l^neath which/ it is presumed, the valley of

Kashmir was submerged. [Cunninykam,)

NAUPUR—Lat. 85^ 66'. Long. 74^ 19'. Elev. 6,400'.

A small village on a plateau about 9 miles west of Oilgit fort and 600

above it. Its fields are watered by channels from the Sbukv. or Nanpdr
stream, on the left bank of which about a mile south of the village is a

large rock*cut figure of Buddha. This figures is about 10' hi^h and over

80' above the ground. There are all sorts of legends in connection with

this figure. All round Naupur on the plateau and on the hiil-sides are

ruins of ancient villages and traces of much former cultivation. It is said

Naupdr or Amsar, as it was then called, was as big a place as Oilgit. It

now contains less than twenty houses. {Biddutpk-^Barron,)

NAWASHAHR ox RANBHIRPURA—Lat. Long. Kiev.

A new town with a baz&r, built byMahardja Ranbhir Singh, about half-

way betwe- a Jamd and Sialkdt. It is the head-quarters of the zillah

of Shahr Khas, or the Jamd zillah, and had a post office and a telegraph

office. The mahardja sometimes gives pig-sticking parties in the neigh-

bourhood. {Wingate,)

NAWOAT—Lat. 33® 45'. Long. 74® 8'. Elev.

A village on the north side of the Punch valley, about 6 miles west of the

town ; it is situated on the slopes of the hill some little distance from the

right bank of the Punch T6i river, the road to Pdnch passing through the

fields below it.

There are about twenty-five houses in the village, a fifth of the inhabit-

ants being Hindiis.

NEKI—Lat. 33® 26'. Long. 78® 68'.
f Elev.

A village lying on the direct path between Mirpdr and Kotli. It is situated

on the south side and close to the top of a steq;» ridge, which is covered
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with fir t(MK; on th« north of the ridg«,dow to UM viDiga^ iswlMli,
in whioh cmm n nnait qwing oi cool clear water.

Ndu oentaim ta honeea; the inhabitante are MnhammnihB nmfn&we.

NEBlL->
The name el a strenn ha thelKbul wUA fiowe into the

Ganga tho haah, kk. Srur. long 7S” 4\
Tbia atreaaa k bcUgad at the village of Near^ joat above ita jaaotien

with the Kiabatt Ganga, where Ae rood towaida Drie ereaaaa it j it ia alao

nanaOj ftidable.

NERTJ—
Oniia river rwe on the range of aaonntaina forming the boundary hetwean

the UU atate of Chamba and Badrawdr ; it flowa ina nor(h*weater)j 'diiea>

tiott towards the town of Badrawdr, before leaehing whieh pkeeitia joiaed

by the Haldni atreani, whirii fiowe from the KiindK^»Iaa]akea and reeeivee

the drainage from the Cbatardhar pasa; it ia joined daring ita eonrae by
nnmerona other afflnenta^ the priaeipal of which ia the Bin Kad atream,

whieh fiowe in below the village of Bhola, abont IS milea north>woat of

Badrawdr.

The eonrae of the Kerd ia uniformly in a aorth'Weaterlj direethm ; it

empriea ilaelf into rite Chandra Bbdga, Irit. 89^ 8', long! 76° 86', afanoet

oppoaite the town of Doda. The banka are for the moat part rooky and

preeipitouf, but the atream ia of no great depth, and the oorrent moderate*

^e Nerd ia bridged below the village of Bqa, near ita aonroe, and by
the Dredja and Haripdr bridgea at the town of Badrawir, at Kotli and

Sirole Bdgh, below Qata, at Dranga, to the north of Berdrd, ttnd bdow
Sowand, near where it emptiea itaelf into the Chandra Bhdga. The rune
of a bridge exiat at Niota, and at Bare it ia apartned by a beam thrown

acroaa the bed of the atream.

It ia alao fordable at numerona plaeee throughout ita ooorae.

NEUB—Laf. 84° 8SV Iiong. 75°4'. ‘ Elev.

A village in the Tilail valley, rituated on the right bank of the Kiahan

Oanga, at the jonetion of the Neril atream.

It containa a mined maqid, and aeven familiea of zamfndara and two

barbera; there are alao aome fioor*miUa. Most of the houses stand on

the high bank on the east side .of the stream ; some few are built on the

right bank, in the bed of the atream, which is crossed by a bridge, and

may likewise nanally be forded.

The Bhoway caMade ikUa into the Kiahan Oanga opposite this village.

Ml OB NIB, on ONI—Lat 88° 85'. Long. 76° filT. Ekv.
A small village on the right bank of the Indus, 14 miles below Chuma.
thang, the road from whieh is very rough, at times ascending and deaeendo

ing by B sucoearimi of stone steps over preeipitona roeka, whieh descend to
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tlMWAtH^adg*. TlienHeg«dd«fald»hM«»workai1ijpeo^fHim6kwd4.
wd putoM piMitifali

mASShV^Ui. Sfto M'. Long. 76” t7'. Eter.

A villag* OD tl» right butk ot the BultA rim (BattMtda). It

twwty'oix hoiMM. {Jftmtr.)

MICHINAI—Ut 84” 10'. Long. 76” ir. Bor.
Tht BUM of a giaMj rallqr lying on the north aido of tho Stnd iimr« in

tfu ndghbonth^ of the Sonamaig.

It M dntnod hj a atmaa of tha aama namOf and ia timreiaad hy a path

loading to TOail.

MlDAK^Lat. 88” 10'. Long. 78” 40*. Skr.
A madl rilbga of thru hoaoM on tha kft hank of the Indw, at tha jano-

iioB of tha Kynng rirar, floira through the Midw lanna, (Ihuii.)

MIDAR PASS on KTUM08B.IiA~Ut. 88” 1'. Long. 78” 87'. Bor.
At tha head of tha Kynng raUey* in tha nHwntana that lia aaot of tha

Hmnoiari lake, (lhair.)

MIGHBMPtTRA—Lat.SS*84'. Long. 76” 9'. Bar.
A laiga rillago oontaiaing about twenty honan aitoatod on tha oonth>iraat

aide ^ tha Khdnd rall^. on tha atioam wbieh irrigatn tha raUay.

NIOUL-L^ 88” 16'. Long. 78” 49'. Bar.

A rillaga'iB Maoahera, lying jnot to tha aaat of tha road batwun Mirpdr

and Ghaounk; it oontaiuabont thirty honauinhabited by llnhammadana,
and ia aupplied with water tram a tank.

NIBALIoLat. 86” 77'. Long. 76” 46'. Bar.

A rary anall pargana in tho ilaka ot Shigar (Baltiatdn), bn tha right

bank ot the mar. It oontaine twanty^two bonaao. (Jfkur,)

MIKBRAN on MEKERAU—Lat. 84” 46'. Lotsg. 74” 44'. Eler.

A rillagaof thru honau begirt with tfou, aitoatod on the right bank ot the

Kiaban Oanga^ toararda tha waatarn axtrauity of Odrnia.

Tha inbabitanta of tha nrighhonring village of Halnuthan onltivata

aoma of the fielda with whieb it ia anrionndad.

MILDHAR—Let 86” 49'. Long. 74” 84'. Bar. ll.MO'.

A apor tnm the aontbarn wataiahad tha Gilgit river, which upaiatea

that rirar from the 8ai vallay. It ia creiaed hy the Gilgit road.

Tha aaeent from tiia Sai lida ia eaty,aBd only ahant aeonplaot hnndrad

foot. Tha top ot the apnr ia a level daiL, w plain, about If milu in

width ; the daaeant on the Gilgit aide ia at lout 800', and vary atup and

lad^. Tha old tud croaan the apnr higher np and invdvu an aaeant and

daauut ot at leaat 7,000'. It ia now never ua^. (Graaf—Rarraw.)
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MlLKAMTA—Lit. 8S« W. Long. 74* 21'. Elev.

A paw over the Phnjll range, between the Sidrdn.dietriot to the north of

P&neh and the vallej of Kuhnfr.
Thia ia aaid to be the ahorteat rente between P&neh and tlie northern

parta of Kaaharfr, but ia not practioable for laden animala, and ie cloaed

during the aia winter montha.

NXLNAO~TAt.8S0 51'. Long. 74o 44'. Elev.

An oval aheet of water, abont lUO yaida long and 20 yarda wide, lying

in a deep hollow on the alopea of the hilla, on the aouth aido of the

Kaahmfr Vall^, about 4 nilea weat of Cb^. The water la denveil

from apringa, and the place ia eonaidcred very holy by the Hiudda.

(Fiyae.)

NlLPURA—Int. 84« 27'. Long. 74f> 17'. Elev.

A village aitaated on the left bank of the Dangerwari atream, abonta mile

aoath>eaet of Magham, on the road between Sopdr and Shaldrah.

Rioe eoltivation abuunda in the naghbonrhood of tiiia village, which

eontaina a maajid, and three houaea inhabited by umfndare, a m&lla, and

a dhobf. The Nil N4g, a apriiig «f clear water, riaea in the village.

NlL SAR—Lat 83<> 82'. Long. 74** 88'. Elov.

A email lake in the Pknjdl range, formed by glacial action. It ia a

mile long and half a mile wide. {Drtw.)

NIMA MUD on NTAMA~Lat. 88*’ 16'. (Long 78° 45'. Elev. 14,000'.

Two villagee of twelve and ten houaea reapectively, in the Katd^ of

Hernia on the right bank of the.Indna, which ia forded here. Water cheaW

da^ Current almoat imperceptible (in autumn). Two rontca lead from

here to Shdahal, and md Fangong lake join the Cbangdienmo route at

Lukung. The route to Hanld liaa aouth, acroao the Indua vid Nowi camp.

Naked bariqr ripana here. Peaa and eimifo (lucerne) do not flonriaL

A few large willow treaa near village. Fnel and paature plentifnl. Very
little anowfall. (AyaoUlt—Hrww.)

NIMO—r«fa''8Knio.'*

NINOIL—
A atream whoeeaonroeelie on the mountaina whndi encompaaa the Gulmaig

}

it dowa in a north<eaateriy direction, tiirongh a narrow v^ley in the Krahin
pargana, and faehargea ita watera into the Wular lake,' lat. 84° IT*,

long. 74° 88', north«cnat of Sopdr.

It ia a ahallow atream with a moderate current, and ia probably fardable

throughoot ita eomee; it ialikewiae bridged above the village of Shrdkowdr

and at other pkeea.

NINNAR-
The name of the weetem branch of a eanal which leavee the Veahad rivet

near Tdraan, and iirigatea the aouthem portion of the Sarenwaebala par.
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gaiM, floiriiig into the Yeehad egeb, let. 41^, long. 76* T, joft

ebove its jnnetioa with the Bembifo. The eastern bnudi of this oenel is

called Ifaindi. {Mtn^omtru.)

inOTA-I«t. 83* V. Long. 76* 41'. Elet.

A village in Badiawlr, sitnated on tiie left bank of tbe Neid river, about

7 ndles nortb>west of that town, on tbe road towards Ooda. It eon-*

.tains about twenty bouses inbabited by Hindds. Below the village are the

mins of a bridge wbioh eroaaed the Nerd.

NULA—

«

NAnnHO.'*

N^OT—Let 88* 11'. liong. 76* 80'. Elev.

A small village in Sirdi, a disiriot of Kishtwdr, sitnated near the top of a
spur above the right bank of the Lidar Khol stream, almoet opposite Bagu.

It is inbabited by fonr Hindd families.

NISCHU on ONISCHU, U, "Two Streams"—
Lat. 84* 80'. Long. 79* 10*. Elev. 18,680^.

A eampiog ground at the southern edge of the Lingsitbang plain, and at

the foot of the mountains north of tbs Changohenmo valley. Two passed

lead down to Niaehn from, these mountains, the road by eaoh being good

for laden animals. Fran here there are two routes to the Karakash. The
vrestem route fid the Kisil pass, the eastern vid Thaldat and the Soda

plain. Burtsf is found in very small quantities, but no grass. Water
from stream. Theoamp is at the junotionof "Two Streams" (TVfefoa,

Qnisdin). Henoe its name. (TVoffsr—Eesddrws.)

NISHAT B&GH—F*dd"SBnrAaAt-0drdM«."

NOBANDI SOBANDI—
AglaoierintheMnstdghrangetotbewestof theroad over theMustdgh
pam. It is over 14 miles in length, and 1| miles in breadth. {Ocdwi»-

ifasfea.)

NOBOK LA—Lat. 84P W. Long. 78* 6'. Elev.

Between Dnign and Taghar, over the Kailas or Lfli range.

NOHAN—Lat 88* 88'. Long. 74* 66'. Elev.

A email village in the Ardvnn patgana, sitnated within a few yards of

tiie leftbankof the Yesbad, about nine miles sonfh'Sast of Shupioa by the
direet path ; there are soma trees near the village suitable for enoamping,

but snnplim are not very abundant (Jaee.)

NOMAL—Lat 86* 6'. Long. 74* 60'. Elev. 6,600'.

A largo village nn the left bank of the Hnnal river in Oilgit tenitoiy.

It eontains ah^ 80 bouses, with fields extending for 6 or 8 miles. There

Is also a small mud for^ whioh is oocupied by a detachment of KaAmfr
troops. Opposite this fort is a twig bridge across tbe Hunsd river,

fdom Nomal there ir a bad footpath across the bills to Baigd, on the
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3ilgit rirer ; Nomtl was formerly a much larger' place, but has been de-

rastaied by the river. Kamdl Khin, one of the Nagar family, resides

at Nomal as a hostage and jXgirdXr of the Kashmfr Government. (Bar-

row.)

NOMAL—
A tahsQ or ilXka of the provinoe of Oilgit ; it lies chiefly up the Hans4
river valley. (Jy/mer.)

NO FASS«-Ffdo ** Kspsaro Pass.''

NORtJ—
The Nord canal leaves the left bank of the Jhelnm immediately below

Shidipdri lat. 84^ 11% long. 74^ 48'; the channel is about 86 yards

wide, and varies in depth aocording to the state of the river; there is a

block of masonry in the middle of it, which is apparently the remains of

an old bridge.

The canal at first runs in a north-westerly direction, and after a few

miles divides into two branches, the smaller of which turns south towards

Patan, while the other continues straight on, and finally enters the southern

portion of the Wular lake near Sopdr.

When the water is high enough, this is the route always sdected by
the boatmen when passing between Srinagar and Baramdla, eo that they

may avoid going through the Wular, where, in the early part of the season,

storms are very frequent, and often as sudden and violent as they are dan-

gerous ; it is also the shorter route.

NOSEBI—Lat. 84^ £4'. Long. 78^ 45'. Elev.

A village in the Lachrdt district, situated near the left bank of the

Kisban Oanga, It is divided on its west side by a considerable stream of

clear water from the village of Nosudda, which lies on the"opposite bank.

These villages form the stage midway between Titwal and Panchgram

on the road towards Mozafarabdd, and their names are usually coupled.

Noseri contains the zfarat of Sultdn Darya, and is inhabited by eight

families of zamindars of the Moshubba clan, two Gdjars, and a barber-

There is much rice cultivation about the place, and a few walnut and other

shady trees.

The most convenient place for encamping is above the path towards the

south end of the village.

NOSUDDA—Lat. 84^ 24'. Long. 78° 46'. Elev.

A village in the Laohr4t district, situated on the left bank of a stream,

pis i pis to Noseri. These villages form the stage midwaybetween Pknoh-

gram and Titwal, on the Mozi£urab4d road, and their names are usually

coupled. Nosudda contains eight houses inhabited by zamfndars.

NOWANA—Lat. 88^ 49'. Long. 76^ 8'. Elev.

A village situated immediately below the junction of the Bembidra and
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IIm Yeibad rifm. It liai on both bnnkg of the itimm, and there are the
pillare for a bridge aeroee the river on each eide. {MimtgowmU.)

NOWBOO~Lat. 8S® 89'. Long. 78® *5^ Elev.
Thie village liee almoet in the centre of the valley of the eame natte^ on
the elopee above the right bank of the etream. It ie eurroundtdby aeon*
eidemble amount of enliivation. and ie eapplied with water from two email
epriuge on the weet eide^ the Zuri Ndg and the Nund Kiehnr Ndg. There
aieltwo maejide in the viUi«e and the ridrat of Shdh Abdnl Maj(d» which
the villagere believe to have been ereeted two hniidred yean ago on the
death of the eaint who ie eaid to have dome from Baghddd*

The hooeee« ahont twenty-two in nambepy are eomewhat eeattered

;

they are bnilt of timber^ and have pent ebingle roofe.

The neoal encamping ground ia on the elope above the weet eide of the

village ; there ie ample apace, but a want of ebade.

There ia a good path through the Balkan Oali, leading to Shdngae, in

the Kuthdr pargana; it paeeee the viliagee of Hallau and Brariaiigdan,

and the dietanoe ie eaid to be 6 doe.

Here a email valley ie bounded by elopee of low hille that are long

epnra from the high range behind, bille that riae only 1,000 to 1,500 feet

well covered with graea and wood, (he elopee not very eteep, the hille

.

rounded ; theee epun branching make an ever*changing ecene of nook,

knoll, and dell. In the lower parte the valley bottom ie cultivated in rioe*

fielde which alternate with oichard-ehaded village tracte.

VOYIVOQ NAI—
A long and narrow valley lying to the eouth-eaet of Kaehmfr; ite gene-

ral direction ia nearly north and couth. At the entrauce to the valley

from the Briog pargana it ia very narrow, being not more than a qnarter

of a mile broad, but near Garrewel it widena oonaiderably, and from that

village aa &r nortbralmoat aa Oowran it baa an average breadth of over

• a mile, with a total length of about 8 milea. Numeroue minor valleye

open into its east and weet eidee.

The pine-elad monntaiiis with which it ie enoompaased are not of great

elevation, except at the north end.

The snrfaee of the valley is undulating ; towards the aonth it ie Imre

and atony, but other ^portioiie are well cultivated, and the profusion of

greet and treee givee it a beautiful park-like appearance. It ie eaid to

one of the beet grazing grounds in the country, and to enjoy a delight-

ful climate. It contains uumeious villages, with an exolueively Muham-
madan population. The stream with which it ia traversed takes ita riae

on the lofty mountains at the north end of the vall^, and is joined at the

eoniheni end by a torrent of almoet equal magnitude, which draina the

mountainaon the cast aide; the united waters flow through a narrow

defile into the Bring river, of which they form the principal eonree.
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Tha fluin load from Euhmfr to the ICaHi Wardw4n valley liee

through the Nowbdg Nai, croeeiDg the Margin peas at its northern ex*

tremity ; another road liee over the Hokar Bar pass to the east ; and there

are three paths oommouicating with the Kutliir pargana, r#f.| by the

Kachwan Harrikan and Balkan €hdis.

NOWGAM-^Lat. 8S^ Sr. Long. 75^ 18^ Elev.

A flourishing village in tbe Shdhabid valley, situated above the left bank
of Sdndrao, about 8 miles south-east of Vemdg.

It lies upon high| dry ground, and is surrounded by cultivation, but has

comparatively few rice-fields about it. There are about fifteen double-

storied houses in the village, which is shaded by some splendid trees, and
supplied with water by a small stream from tlie hills.

NOWI—Lat. 84® 1*'. Long. 78® 60^ Kiev. 13,900^

A camping ground on the right bank of the Indus, which is fordable

here. Water waist-deep. Hanid is 42 miles south etdTuia and Monkang
Shttshal, 37 miles north, vid Tsaka La. (Montgmeru.)

NUBRA, 1.1.,
** Western^'—

** Tbe north-western district of Ladik ; it consists of the valley of the

Nubrd river and of a portion of the valley of the Shyok river. It is the

largest district in the country, being about 128 miles in length by 72

miles in breadth, with an area of 9,200 square miles—nearly all composed

of barren roountaina* It is bounded on the north by the Karakoram moun-
tains, on the south by the Kailas range, which divides the Indus from the

Shyok ; it extends from the frontier of Baltistdu to the source of the

Shyok. The mean elevation of the inhabited parts of the district is 12,703

feet.

Throughout Nubid, the villsges, with scarcely an exception, occupy

the surface of the low platforms of alluvium which fill up the funnel-shaped

terminations of the ravines. These alluvial platforms, owing to the

copious supply of water, are always well cultivated. Most villages have

a few fruit trees as well as a go^ many pe|>)ars and willows (the only

timber). The lower part of the Nubrd valley is particularly fertile,

and on the east side tbe cultivation extends from Tint as far as Panamikh,

in the lielt varying from 100 feet to nearly a mile in width. Some of the

villagea are large. Many of the houaes are very substantially built. The

sacred maud walls are numerous, and of great length and size.

The principal crop gniwn in the Nubrd valley is naked barley, called

yrtm oraes, which is much in demand by caravans journeying from Ldh

to Ydrkand ; as is also the or lucerne, which is grown in hedged*

^bout plots, and let out, at so much a besd, for cattle to graze in. Aeaed,

and edeae are also grown. Tte lower parts produce a double

crop. Jungles of low budies are also found in Nubrd.
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Tlie copiooa water-tiilpply of the dietriot no doubt depmda on the great

eleyation of the farronnding mountainif which rise eve^where^ if not

aboTe^ yet almoet to the level of perpetual snow; so that at the head of

each little stream there is either a glaoier or snow*hed, which does not melt

entirely till the end of autamn^ affording therefore a nearly perennial sup*

ply of water.

The following are* the snbdivisionsi aoooiding to Mr. PreW| of the

Nubrd district

Otsd,
I

Tbnrks, I Terms.
Bhsms, i Fsfks, sad

|

The climate of Nubrd is much the same as that of Central Laddk,

except that the snowfall is slightly less. The principal villages are Hundar

and Deskit on the south side, and Taghar and Panamik on the north side of

the Shyok.

Khardong village, Tangjar, and Digar are included in the Kardari.

The cash revenue, besides taxes in kind, is about 80,000.

{Cunningham—Bellew—AVjr BUaib^Tkomon—Jglmer.)

MUBBA biyer—
A oonridenble stnam and » tribntuy of tbe Shyok. It riies in the

Saieher Gheinri glaoier, on tbe eontbem alopee of the Karakoram or Mns*
tdgb range, and flowing eonth^east joinathe Shyok oppoeite Dedcitt at an

elevation of 9,950 feet .bore tbe oMulevel. It ie about 100 milea in

length. Tbe Lower Nnbrd valley is very similar, in general eharabter, to

that of the Sbyok abont Hnndar and Deskit. Tbe same wide, gravelly

espaase oceupies its centre, fotmmg a plain of 1 or 2 miles in width,

throngh wbioh the river rans in many branches. A great partof tUs gra*

velly plain, particularly on the left bank, is covered by a dense bmsbwood of

ki/jtopia and MyrrearM, which extends tor 4 or 6 miles, and is naoally

impervious, except in certain beaten tracts. Numbers of bates are to be

found in it. The ouudmnm depth of the river oppoeite Cbartba wu
feet in September. In November, Johnson found it froaen over and

crossed it near its junction with tlm Shyok. The stream was abont

20 yards wide^ The sumuMr mute Iqr tbe Karakoram follows the left

bank of theriveras far as Changlung (10,700 feet). On the banks aielof^

snow-capped nmnntain^ containing nnmerons glaciera, (GsaatapAiaM—

fietHoa.)

NUNAK--
The portion of the Zsnskdr vall^ between Fadam and the junction of

the Kaigia stream. In qiring, avtdanobes are very common in this vallqr,

(Dfuw.)

NUN-KUN PEAKS—Lat. M**. Long 76^ 10'. Elsv. 28.447'.

In the Weetem Himalayas, abont 14 miles east of the Bhot Kol pass.

These two peaks are con^MononS from afar, and are 8,000 feet higher than

tbe snrronnding' mountains. {Drew.)
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MUNUB—Lat. 84^ 15\ Long. 74P bV. Elev.

A large Tillage aarroanded with frait-treea, pictureaqaely situated at some

little difianoe from the left bank of the Sind riveri near its entranoe into

the valley of Kashmir.

It lies in the midst of a well-onltivated distrioti about 18 miles north

of Siinagarj on the Drds road.

Supplies are plentiful. {Figiii^dllgood.)

NtBASEBAl—Lat. 34^ Long. 78^ 84^ Elev.

A village situated high up above the left bank of the Kishan Oanga^

almost opposite the town of Kdri. It lies on the slopes of a spur which

descends into the river very precipitously on the west side of the village.

To the south there is a narrow gorge which is traversed by a torrent. The

path towards Mozafarabddj which lies about B miles to the south-west

by a rough and stony roadi crosses this stream.

The village contains the zfdrat of Hasani Shdh and about sixteen houses.

Among the inhabitants aie two Saiads^ two moohfs, two carpentersi a

potter, and a blacksmith. The thdnaddr^s authority extends from the

village of Makri, in the neighbourhood of Mozafarabdd, to Noseri-Nosudda,

the next stage on the path towards Tftwal.

A little corn and rice are grown in the village, but the main portion of

the latter cultivation lies far below the east side, on the bank of the

Kishan Oanga. There are a few shady trees about the place, and the most

convenient spot for encamping is by the masjid near the centre of the

village. A rill which flows through the village furnishes an abundant

supply of water, and there is also a spring. Supplies and coolies are

obtainable.

irt^B BAKSH--
A Muhammadan sect or division of the Baltis, differing from the ordinary

Sbia in their mode or order of prayer. The Ndr Baksh follow one who
stands in front, which, apparently, the other Sbias do not ; but in the

greater matters of difference between the Sunis and Sbfas, the Mdr Baksh

are with the latter. (Drew.)

NtlB OALI—Lat. 84^ 81'. Long. 8B'. Elev.

A pass over the watershed between the valley of the Kishan Oanga and

Hazdra. It lies north-west of the small town of Kdri, and is crossed by a

path leading to the village of Bala Kdt in Kdghdn.

VVBIik^Fidt

NURPA PASS-r«s "Thato La.'^

MOBPTTR—Lat. 88» 48'. Long. 74*’ 80'. Elev. 18,610'.

A pass over the Panjdl range, between the district of Loran to the east of

Pdndi and the valley of Kashmir. The path crossing this pass is called

Fhawan. (Manigrntrk.)
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NVS—Lat.34^25'. Long. 74^ 41’. Elev.

A tmall villago*and gh£t Mtoatod on the northern ahore of the Wolar lake,

about 1| mile to the aonth of Bandipdia. Boate may uahally be obtained

at this village.

NtTSHIK LA oa HI8PAR PASS—Lai. V. Long. 75<’ 15^ Elev.

A pa^ leading from the Shigar vall<^ into Nagar. The path leads np a

gradually sloping ice*bed, with scareely a single crevasse, steep cliffs en*

closing it on both sides. The view from this point is superb to the east,

along the glacier, which is visible for IB miles. On the nortfaT extends

one great elevated ice*plain, with the peaks bounding the great Nobandi

Sohandi glacier. The breadth of the main glacier is more than i milea

According to the natives the glacier terminates two days' journey distant

at Hispar in Nagar. Tlie descent from the pass to the level ice below is

about 8,000 feet, atid difficult aa well as dangerous, being down steep

slopes of ice and rock. {OodwiMmAttsifM.)

NYAMA—/7* Nima Mud.'"



OAUnSB Of KMBIlI* AXD tMtkK. OOL-^BO

o
OOIX>K-l«t. 8ft* 40*. Long. 78* ICT. Elev.

A OMBpiiig giowd 00 Hajrwtrd'a roaio, tid ChangdMunio. It it litBatod

00 the right book of o tribotaiy of tho Vftrkaud rivw, which, ririog aeor
tho Komtigh pow^ flowi aorth*wagt and joioa tho oiaio atnam a litUe

above Wahdh Jilga. Tho ngohrroatoiafromKafatdghiako, pit Tamla,
toMdIilnhdh. (Drem.)

OK.TI oa UKTl->Iiat. 88* aO*. Loog. T8* ftl7. Elev. 11,870'.

A small aqiian fort with fear mood haatiooo, ritoatcd oo tho loft bank of
tha Zaaakdr rivor, 8 mOoa below PadaaB,oB tbo hvol toogoe of load Ijiog
botwooa tbo Zaoukdr rivor aad a otacaa which, flowiag from tho woot,
joiaa it a littlo below tho fort. (EioaMos.)

OLTlNOTHANGk-Lat. 84* 80'. Lo^g. 70* W. Elov.

A vOIago io Kkarmatig (Baltift4ti) oa tho Joft bart of the Dctfe rirerg a
little above ito jooction with the ladatg aad at the jimctioa of a ooa*
•ideimble tributary from the west. It ie a hattin^-plaee oa the route
from Srinagar to Skardd, wiS Drie. The Yilhge oeo^dee m gentle eli^g
at the bottom of which ie a email plain coveied wkh huge bouldere.

Three or four inchee of enow Ml here on the iMth Deeember. It eon*

taini thirty houeee« (74eaiioa*-JylMefo)

onBA oa UMBA—Imt. 25'. Long. 76^ W. Ebro
A email village in the Kharte6 diatriet, eitnaled on the right beak of the
Omba rivnletg edfc tie junction with the Nakpo.Chog and lying at the eaet
baee of the Omba La. Preeyot cultivated here. Said to eontma fifteen

houaec. {Moorarafl^Jylmefn)

OMBA LA—Lat, Long. 75® 56^ Ebr.
A ateep and difficult paea in the mountain range aeparating the vaUeya of
theDrfUand Sdrd rivera. Apath leadi over it from Sankbo to Drfe. The
aacent from the tillage of Omba ie very laborioue ; the deeoent abrupt^

but not very difficult, paaeing oooaaionally over firm beda of anow. It ia

aaid that poniea can be taken over for lia montba in the year. Numbera of
marmots teen on both sides of the paaik At waatem baaa the rhubarb
plant is to be found (July let). [Jflmir-^Moorero/t.)

OMBA RIVULET—
Biset nMr the Omba La and flowing aouth joint the Nakpo*Cbu river

at the village of Omba. lie waters art teiy muddy. {Moarcn^)

OBOBOTZEn-Lat. 84® 17'. Long. 78® 80'. Bier. 1^600".

A camping grouod on the left bank of the Changohenmo river, some
dietance below Famxal. It ie only used by ehepherde. Oenenl Strichey,

in the middle of September, had great difficulty in fording the river just

below the eamp. It wae here 60 yards wide, 8 feet deep, and flowing
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n^idly ov«r a verj «t«iy bottom. Thera are hot epringa in the nweat

bed. (J7. SiracA^.y

OBOROTZE LA^Lat. 34^ 14'. Long. 27% EIon. 18,050'.

"la need only by ehepheida when taking floeke to graae in the lower

oounee of the Chaagcdienmo iiTer.*' {Ood»in»Auii€n.)

OTE—
A email plain in Ladik^ aepaiating the weetern and eastern portions of the

Pangong lake. It is about 6 miles in length by 8 n^iles broad^ and
-forme^eendof a Tory large rarine which rnas back into the snowy moon-
tains of Changehenmo. The silt^ ?rbieb in former times has been carried

down from the above area» has formed the plain of Ote^ the broad barrier to

whatwould otherwise be acontinnoiis long leaeh of wa^. Arise of 12 feet

in the lake wonld cover the greater part of the plain. Snow is said never

to lie very long at Ote» thoogh the lake freeses all over very thick. Cham*
pds Noh and Budok spend their winter on the plain of Ote. (&edsrta-

Assfra.)
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P
PADAM—Lat. SS^ 28'. Long. 66'. Bier. 11,878'.

A yillage on the left benk of the Zanek6r river, 5 miles above its junction

with a tributary from the west, and at the south-east angle of a plain lying

between the two rivers. It was formerly the capital of Zanskdr, but
is now in mins. It is still, however, owing to its central position, con-

sidered the chief place of the district. There is a smikll Kashmiri garrison

in the fort of Okti, 2 miles to the north. Two routes lead from here

to L6h, the one most used being vid 2iangla, Yelchung, and Lamayam.
Being surrounded by high mountains, which intercept all moisture, there

is veiy little vegetation, and no trees are to be seen. The i^ain to the

north-west is, however, partially cultivated. The river is crossed, opposite

the village, by rather an insecure rope bridge, high above, the stream,

which at the end of June was deep, rapid, and mt ddy.

The Lad^kis were defeated here in 1235 by one of Zordwar Singh’s

generals. {Tkamon•^Cunningham,)

pAdab—
Consists of the valley of Chendb from a little below Siri np to the bound-
ary of PangC, which belongs to Chamba, a length of 30 miles with, in

addition, the valley of the Bhutna up to its source, and subsidiary ravines

of both the Chendb and the Bhutna river. Pddar is surrounded—we might
almost say enclosed—by mountains bearing perpetual snow ; these give rise

to glaciers, which end off at too high a level for them to project into the

main valley. Most of the mountains in sight from below are either the

rooky or the forest-covered lower slopes. The cultivated part is of very

small extent; there is the collection of villages in the 4 miles below

Atholi, where is the widest opening in the whole tract ; and there are some
small villages at interv^ up the two valleys. All these together have

four hundred bouses. *Atholi is the chief place of Pddar. The Ghendb
comes from the dilreotion of Phngi, through a rook-bound gorge in a narrow

deep stream widening out as it sweeps along below Atholi. It is here

spanned by a rope bridge.

The climate of Pddar is severe. Vrom its elevation, and the oonsiderb

able moisture of its air, there is a great fall of snow in winter. It is said

that snow gets to be 3 feet deep and stays four or five months. This

and a want of sun make it difficult for crops to ripen. The sunshine is

intercepted, not only by the elonds that the mountains attract, but also by
the mountains themselves, which shut in the valley so closely. At
Atholi the average angular elevation of the visible horizon is 18^. This

,

want of sunshine affects the fruits, which do not ripen well.

Deodar forests are situated in sndi positions as make it practicable to

fell the trees for timber for use in the Ihnjib.
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While ia PMari Dmr beard aoooanta of a?alAnehea that have oocarred

there. They come from the range on the aonth. The eummits of this are

at a level of 15*000 and 16,000 feet : from that height down to the Fddar
valley is a fall of 0»C0C or 10,000 feet in 6 miles. The valleje'that drain

great spaces of these snow«covered monntains narrow at last to a gorge

jnst before debouching into the main vallej of Fidar. It is in years when
unosnally heavy snow has fallen on the mountains that avalanches occur,

generally between the middle of December and the middle of Febmaiy*

The people are in great part Thaknrs, with a few Mahammabns.
Besides, there are two or three hamlets towards the head of the Bhutna

valley, eleven houses in all, oocnpisd by Shots or Buddhists from Zanskdr,

onihe farther side of the great range.

Tlie people of Ptdar seem to be good deel given to eerpent^worship;

they do not, however, separata it from their obmvanea of the rites of the

Siadd religion.

The esrliesl known state of Ffdar was a period that ended more tlian two
hundred years ago ; then the chiefmen, or the rulers, or themling caste, were

Bdnaa. Rdna is an old Hindd word for a mler who (in these parts at all

erunts) is leesin power than a idja. The Rdnas of Pddar were Rfjpdts;

oseiy village, or two or three villages, had ita rdna, an independent ruler,

who need to malm wirngaiost his neighbonr, the neat-door lina. Thenaie
descendants of these sdnss to this day in Fldar; tliey have taken to

ouMvation and tfll the bit of land that has been preserved to them ; but

th^ still keep their caste dbtinct; they will many the daughters of

Thakttii^ but will not gras theirs to them in marriage. That etate of

thingi was broken in npoa iof Rdja Chatar Singh, of Chamba, who was,

eight generations back finun Udja Sti Singh, rnler in 1869;. the time

of the change may, thereftRV about A.D^ 1650. Chatar Singh

first conquered Fangf; from there he advanced with some two bundfcd

mentoPidar,and aoneziiig it^ ibnnded the fort and town named after biniy

Chatargarh (y.c-), whose rains are still to be traced opposite to Atholi.

From Chatar Siogh'S time onwuids, Fddar remained noder the rdjas of

Chamba for five or six generationa.

,A late episode of that time, told hf the Pfdar people to Mr. Drew, was

tliat,*ab«mt the year 1820 or 1885 A«D., they made up an expedition

against Zanskdr, and brought that country (whioh waa held by a Bhot

fdja under Laddk) to be so far tributary that every ymr S1,000«

besides mask-bags end other things, were sent by the ruler of Zanskdr as

nagar to the rdja of Chamba. A strange feature of this business is, that

it was carried out by one Ratanfi, a Thaknr, and not by orders from

Chamba.

The event that led to the next ohangu in Pldar was the invasioD of

Laddk by the Jamfi troops under Zotdwar Singh, Kattris, a leader in tlie

aerviet of Maliatdja Onldb Singh in 1885. At the end of the first year of
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the war io LadXkj ZorXwar Singh sent Wazfr Lakpat {vidf ** KibutwXr"}

from ZanskXr to PXdar, in order to open a new road from Jamd to LadXk.

Cunningham's account says there was some little hglitiiig. Lakpat passed

oil, leaving only a thanadar and a few men in Pddar, having done no

harm to the place. After Lakpat had left, the enterprising Ratand above

mentioned stirred up the people, who seized the Dogrds and sent them

prisoners to Chamba.

The raja of Chamba disavowed the act to OuUb Singh and, releasing

the prisoners, sent them to Jamd. But this did not avert the consequences.

On the opening of the season Zordwar himself came with a force of about

3,000 men, but he was unable to get at Chatargarh, for the bridge across

the Cliendb had been destroyed. He was then kept at bay for two months

;

during this time he had established a battery on the edge of the plateau^

on the left bank, where it overlooks Chatargarh.

At last, with the help of some peasants, the Dogrds got a rope

across a few miles lower -down, and crossing over by means of this,

they came up the right bank of the Chendb : then, getting across the

Bbutna river by a bridge that had not been destroyed, they advanced on

Ciiatargai’h, took it by storm, and set fire to, and completely destroyed, the

town, so that nothing but a heap of stones were left. Zordwar Singh

hanged several people, and mutilated several.

By these means, and by the building of the present fort, the Jamu rule

became established in Padar, which has remained quiet ever since; it is now

under the tahsildar of Badrawdr. {Drew,)

PADRI—Lat. 82^ 55'. Long. 76® 50'. Elev.

A pass over the range lying between Badrawdr and the hill states of

Chamba, about 8 miles south-east of the town of Badrawdr, which is

crossed by the high-road to Chamba. The pass is ascended from Badra-

wdr by a long and steep acclivity, which lies for the most part along the

valley of the Neru stream ; the road is very tolerable, but almost too steep

for riding, and after rain it becomes very slippery. The hills on every

side are covered with grass or densely wooded. The descent of the pass oh

the Chamba side is steep and bad, and far more tedious than the other side,

being alternately steep descents and bad ascents ; several rapids have like-

wise to be crossed. This pass is said to be closed daring winter. {Hervejf,)

PADU—Lat. 83° 33'. Long. 75° 36'. Elev.

A place of note a few miles from Baldwar ; of note, because it was also the

seat of a separate rule, whose rdjas were of one caste (a subdivision of the

Bdjputs called Pal) with those of Kuln, Badrawdr, and Balawar or Basoli ;

the four, being so allied, were often at war with each other. 'The last five

rdjiis of Padu were

Pur Napal. Avtdr Singh (in the time of Ranjit
Prithi Pal. Singh).

Jy Singh. Umad Singh. {Drew.)
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pahArI—
A division of the Aryan nee, inhabiting the moantainons distriete of Jamfi

and Kashmir.

The great migority are Hinddsj and are a strong hardy race, of good

powerful frame; they have straight foreheads, good brow, and noses

markedly hooked, specially amongst the older men. Their black hair is

allowed to grow to their shoulders; they have thiokidi beards and mont-

taches, but the beard does not grow long.

The men all dress in a light-gr^ thick woollen cloth (puttd) which

is made in almost every house. In some parts they wear a short coat, in

others a long one, full, bitched up by a kamarband or a sort of woollen rope

wound many times round. Their pajamas are loose down to the knee, but

below that fit close. The cap is of different shapes—sometimes a sknll-cap,

more often one with side flaps. Lastly, a lui or blanket, of the same cloth,

worn in many ways according to the occasion, enables them to withstand all

the severe weather tbejLace exposed to.

The women havea long gown of the same homespun stuff, and, like the

men, wear a komurband. In some parts the gown is of nearly black cloth

instead of grey. Sometimes they wear a low, round, red cap. The caste

that among the pahdris prevails in numbers far over the others is the Tha-

kor. . The Thakurs, ind^, have nearly all the land in proprietorship ; they

cultivate for the most part their own land ; they are the peaarntry of the

mountains, as the J4ts are of the Panjdb plain. {Drew.)

PAILOAM—Lat. 84^ V. Long. Kiev. 8,600'.

A considerable village most romantically situated at the north end of

the Lidar valley, between the junction of the streams ' which flow through

the two defiles at the head of the valley. Above the village is an orchard,

the usual camping ground.

The inhabitants say that it formerly bad as many as one hundred and

fifty or two hundred houses ; at present there are about thirty.

Cultivation does not extend op the valley much beyond the village of

Pailgtm. Supplies are procurable, but not in large quantities.

The path leading to the cave of Amrnith and the Shlaha Nig lies up

the defile to the east, keeping to the right bank. Preslang, between 4

and 5 miles up, is the last village met with. The next stage is at Tanin,

or Chandanwas, 10,600', a rough but practicable road for ponies. There

is a good camping ground, with fine trees. Shfsha Nig is reached after

a climb of 1,600 feet. The next camping ground is at Panj-i-Tarni, about

1,2000 feet, reached across an nej pass 14,000 feet in height. From Pknj-i*

Tarni, the caves of Amarnith, 13,600', are visited. The path from here

to Baltal, in the Siqd vallqr# can only be attempted in early spiing, when

the snow bridges are strong enough to bear.

ftom Pailgim another Jbeautiful route is up the western branch to
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Ani« 91600^, and thence to Iddnrwnt. Heie the bbUcj opens ont nod it

well wooded. Thenoe the valley of Kolaboii about 11,00(/, may be visited

or the Sind valley may be reaehed. {WingaU.)

The village of Sdknie^ in the Mara Wardwin valley, may be reaehed

from Phiigdm in two marohee. The path lies aerois the mountains, and

the half-way place is Souaur. {Vigne—Ina—UMgamerie.)

PAISAN—Lat. 33^ 44/ Long. 76° %V. Elev.

A small village situated on the right bank of the Arpat river; it oontaios

a marjid and the zttiat of B4b4 Subbdr Dhin, and six houses inhabited by

zamindars.

PAJAHOI—Lat.34°V. Long.U^W. Elev.

The name ^iven to a portion of the Mara Wardwdn situated on the banks

of the stream towards the north-east extremity of the valley
; it forms the

second stage on the road towards Sdrd, from the village of S&knis. There

are no habitations in the place, but there is said to be a large rock capable

of sheltering forty persons.

PAKAPtJBA—Lat. 88^ 49^ Long. 74^ 48^ Elev.

A compact village lying about 4 miles south of Chrdr ; it occupies a

strong natural position on the top of a steep narrow ridge between two

streams. There are about twenty-five houses in tbe village, most of the

inhabitants being zamindars; among them are many rishis, and two shop-

keepers. This village contains the zUrat of Saiad Muhammad All Ohizi,

which is surrounded by a garden enclosed with a wall. There are three

tanks in the village for the supply of water when the stream (ails during

winter. The most convenient and shady spot for encamping is on tbe north

side. An annual fair is held here towards the end of August, which lasts

for four or five days ; as many as 8,000 people are said to attend'it.

PAKORA—Lat. Long. Elev.

A village in Braidd on the left bank of the Broidd river, containing

seventeen houses. The soeneiy about this spot is vrild and grand. The

river here is very confined.

PAKOTE—
A stream which takes its rise on the slopes of tbe range forming the water-

shed between Kighdn and the valley of the Kisban Oanga ; it flows in a

southerly direction through a narrow valley, dischargingits waters into the

Kishan Oanga, lat. 84* 97', long. 78^ 87', between the villages of Mandal
and Drawdr.

The Kdghdn valley may be reached by apath lying up the course of this

stream ; it is said to be a fair path, and practicable for cattle, but is little

used, and is closed for about four months in winter.

PAKRA—Lat. 84® 19'. Long. 78® O'. Kiev. 11,000'.

A camping ground on the right bank of theShyok. The fourth march from

Ldh by the winter route, vid the Karakoram pass.
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pXli”“
A sabdivirion of the Hindd B^jpdte which also exiate emoog the Muhem-
madane. The Hgae of Rlgaorf were Mohammadanued Bijpdta. The euly
onee were of the tribe of Rdjpfite called jxff, that caste to which belonged

the Hindd rijas of Bal4war« Pedo, and other placea on the east of Jam&«

(Draw.)

PAL—Lat. as" 45'. Long. 79<* 38'. Elev.

A oamping ground in Laddk on the northern shore of the Fhngong lake*

It is on a broadg dull-green plain. (Oodwin^AuiUnM)

PALAPT7BA—Lat. 84® liong. 74® 14'. Blev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Dangerwari streanii about 6 miles

south-east of Shalurah on the road towards Sopdr. It lies on the north

side of a narrow valley, which is filled with rice cultivation. There are

about six houses in the village, and a maijid which is situated under the

shade of the trees by the side of the path. Palapdra, and the neighbour-

ing village of Pahildm', are held in jagfr by the family of Haibut Khau^

the late r4ja of Kathai, a district lying on the right bank of the Jhelum

about midway between Baramdla and Mozafarabid. This family occupies

three houses in the village.

PALASTA—
The ancient name of the river which flows* into the Jhelum, lat. S3® 12',

long. 78® 42'. (&e «PdNOH T6i.")

PALHALLAN—Lat. 34® 11'. Long. 74® 36'. Elev.

A large village situated at the foot of the table-land on the south-west side

of the valley ofKashmir, at the edge of an extensive morass, w hich stretches

towards the Jheluin and the Wular lake. It contains four maballas

or districts, vif., Baopdr to the north, Taintripdr to the south-east,

Knttapdr to the south-west, and Yidpdr to the west. These divisions aro

quite distinot from each other, and are, for the most part, surrounded by

low mud walls, and shaded by masses of trees.

The total population comprises sixty-six families of samindars, fifteen

singers and dancers, two Hindd banias, three mfillas, five dums, two car-

penters, a blacksmith, five cowherds, an oil-presser, a washerman, a potter,

three tailors, twamocbis, two butchers, and two pfrzidas.

The table-land, beneath which the village is situated, is dry and scored

with ravines ; two old cedars, which grow at its edge, form a conspicuous

land-mark. Bice is extensively cultivated on the low lands around the

village.

There are said to be two springs in Palhallan ;
that called Suddurbul

is situated at the entrance to the village on the south side, and is shaded by

some splendid chundr and other trees.

The usual encamping ground is on the north side of the Baopdr maballa
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near the end of the canals bat the neighbourhood of the Saddurbul epring

possesses many advantages.

From May until August, when the waters are in flood, both large and

small boats ply through the caimls between Falhallan and Srinagar and

Sopdr.

The branch leading towards Sopur is called Powasur, and that towards

Srinagar, Shadinor ; the journey to Shddipdr, on the Jhelum, occupies about

four and a half hours.

From Falhallan to the Oulmarg there is an excelleut road ; th^ distance

is about 12 miles.

PAL JUNG—Lat. 83® 45'. Long. 79® 84'. EIcv.

A camping ground in Lad4k,on the north shore of the Pangong lake*

Here a broad nala bed comes down to the lake, and aloug, low promontory

runs from the hills on the north out into it. (Oodwin^Ausien,)

PALLA—Lat. 84® 27'. Long. 78® 38'. Elev.

A large village in the Mozafarablid district, situated in a narrow valley

above the right bank of the Kishan Oanga.

The main portion of the village is built in a cluster on the hill-side

above the road, and consists ofabout thirty houses inhabited by zamindars of

the pureAal and tuitur castes, including two weavers, two mochfs, a black*

smith, a carpenter, and a mdlla.

A part of the village lies below the path ; this hamlet is called Kurshun,

and contains ten houses.

There is a good deal of rice cultivation about this place, which is irri-

gated by a stream which flows down through the valley^

PALPtJRA—Lat. 34® 74'. Long. 74® 4S'. Elev.

A small hamlet situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, about 4 miles

north-west of Srinagar. This place is supposed tube the Phalapdra of the

Chronicles, founded by Lalitaditya in the eighth century. {Moorcro/t.)

PAMBAR8AR—Lat. 84® 10'. Long. 74® 87'. Elev.

The name of the morass lying to the east of Patan, between the table-land

and the bed of the Sukndg river.

PAMPtjR—Lat. 84® 1'. Long. 74® 68'. Elev.

A large town, the tahsfl station of the Bihu pargana, situated on the right

bank of the Jhelum, about 8 miles south-east of Srinagar; the passage

by boat, however, oooupies between six and seven hours. It is built in two
strips which lie parallel to each other, and are divided towards the north

by a morass, and on the south by a low hill ; the town is further sub-

divided into three wards, eir., Sumbal, which stretohes from the Oail B<gh
on the sout! side of the town as far as the bridge; Drangabal, whioh com-
prises the centre portion from the bridge to the Shoka B4b4^ki-sfirat

;
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And NoinibRl, ihe noithera portion^ beAwmi the maharCjA’s reridenoe tad

thd Nand B4grh. The Jhelam flowe along the weetem half and bj the

north end of the 'eaetern division; there are also nitmeioiia wells in the

town.

The houses are much dilapidated, and the general appearance of the

town gives evidence of decay.

There are a few red brick buildings, bnt most of the honiws are

constructed of sun-dried brick and timber. • The streets are level and

nnpaved.

Dr. Blmslie estimates the population of Phmpdr at 10,000, which

would seem to be considerably in excess of the actual number of inhabitants,

judged by the following list of families, which, though au approximation,

is believed to be tolerably accurate

160 Zamlndais.

80 Panditf, inclading patwaila kardan, and hopktspsn.

16 UcaiM, Mobammadans.

40 Shdl-btfa.

8 Baldgaa.

5 CSloth-aallais.

8 Bsftohars.

8 Djars.

7 Ddsia.

i BhMkamitha.

6 Bakan.

5 Moobla.

1 Baiad.

6 Plnrfdaa.

eMdllaa.

8 Hsrkaraa attaehad to tba silladar.

e Taikm.
10 Fiibaraian.

4 Waabarmaa.

8 WaaVsisb

8 Cow>baida.

8 Milk^nais.

8 Sbapbaida

8 Patters.

10 daaeaadaiita of the lata K4dav Abdul Amir.

Total 886

The town contains a jama masjid and four other mujids. Among
the attrats or shrines, those of Shoka Bdbd, Shai Hamaddn, Saiad Safid^

Saiad Niamnt Ulla, and Nand Sibib are the most tamed ; the trellis-

work in front of the first mentioned is well worthy of notice.

The maharija’s residence ont he bank of the river at the north end of

the town is an ugly, but oapaoioua, red brick building.

Below the town, on the banks of the Jhelam, is the Mend BIgh, the

garden or grove of a fiunous fakir; it contains some q^lendid trees, and
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fonns a oonremeat enoamping^ ground. Beneath a ebundr tree, between it

and the town^ there is a lingam and some ancient carved atones^ and at the

aouth-weat comer of the upper towoi near the Shai Hamad£n-ka-MakXn,

there are remaina of a Hindd temple ; the foundationa of other auch buildinga

may poaaibly be traced on the hill juat aouth of it. The raiaed wall of the

eemeteiy in front of the ahrine of Shoka Bdbd aeema to be built of the

ruina of one of the ancient templea.

Dr. Ince givea the following particulara regarding the log bridge which

oroaaea the Jhelum at Fkmptir : length 132 yarda, breadth 14 feet, number
of piera four ; average depth of water beneath 6i feet. General Cunningham^

however, atatea that the bridge ia 825 feet long.

The town ia aurrounded by an open down without treea, which oom-

manda a beautiful and extenaive view of the valley of Kaahmfr. The table-

land to the louth ia called the Sona Krnnd (golden basket) Wudar; it ia

almoat entirely devoted to the cultivation of aaffron, for which the town ia

bunoua. A root called mase^, uaed to produce the almond-coloured dye, ia

aaid to be found at Pampdr ; but moat of it ia imported from LadXk, where

it ia called

Pampur ia auppoaed to be a corruption of Padmapdra, the town built

during the reign of Vrihaapati (A.D. 804 to 816), by the King'a uncle

Padma. At the aame time a ahrine waa dedicated to MahXdeva under the

title of PadmaawXmi, of which there now remain only two fluted pillaia

from the colonnade and the baaement of the central edifice.

Dr. Elmalie, on the other hand, atatea that the townia aaid to have been

built by the ancient king PXdamadat, after whom it waa originally called

PXdamapdr. The name haa alao been derived from Padma, a " lotua,^^ and

pdr a city.**

Pampur waa the acene of a great battle in the reign of Chacra Verma,

A.D. 966.

Vigne obaervea that the long ridgea of limeatone atrata in the neigh-

bourhood of Pampdr are very remarkablei jutting out perj^ndioularly

to a height of 30 or 40 feet in aome plaoea, doae to the river, and on the

north aide, and which ia conaequently nearly the loweat limeatone in the

vallqr# End probably the only place where it appeara in the open plain.

PAMZAL OR PAMCHALAN—Lat. 34^ 17*. Long. 78<’ 50*. Elev. 14,700.*

A camping ground on the left bank of the Changohenmo. river, at the

junction of a atream from the Maraemik La. It ia a halting-place on

the Changchenmo route. Graaa and fuel plentiful. Harea'to he found in

tamariak jungle. There ia a aarii here; Kiam 12 milea np valley. At

half-way ford river, and follow path north to Gogra, 12| milea from

Pamsal. (Trotier^Jctnaon.)

PANAMIKH-.Lat 34^ 47* 10^ Long. 77^ 33*. Elev. 10,840*.

A village on the left bank of the MubrX river, and a halting-place on the

iummer route from L4h by the Karakoram. It ia aaid to contain aiR
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houses. Bliley and luoerne eitsnsiyely cultivated herOj and both are in

much demand by merchants travelling between Ldh and Ydrkand. No
supplies obtainable between this and Tdrkand. One mile below the village

are some hot springs. Temperature at exit of two springs 155^ F. and
167^ F. The water is conducted into two tanks enclosed by walls. These

baths are much resorted to by travellers from Ydrkand and by the natives^

and are said to be eflScaoious in tbe cure of rheumatism and syphilis.

{Trotier—Bellew.)

PANBUK OR TSOKAR.CHUNSB—
Lat ^0^ Long. 78^ 12.' Elev. 14,900'.

A small fresh-water lake about 1 square mile in area, lying south-east

of the Tsokar, and connected with it by a small stream. It u a favourite

resort of tbe kyang or wild ass. {Dnw.)

PANCH, PANQACHE, or PANGATSE-*
Lat. 83^ 40'. Long. 76^ 53'. Elev.

A village in the Zanskdr district, and a halting-place on the route from

Pidam to Ldh. It lice at the south base of the Naerung La (or Nira

pass). No supplies procurable. {Drew.)

PANCHGRAM—Lat. 34^ 25'. Long. 78^ 39'. Elev.

A village in tbe Lachrat district, situated midway on the path between

Mozsfarabdd and Tftwal.

The houses, which number twelve in the lower portion of the village,

and eighteen in the upper, are much scattered. The rivulet, which flows

down through tbe village from two ravines, dries in summer ; when this

occurs, water is obtained from the branch of the stream which flows below

tbe west side of the village. When the rice crops are in the ground, tbe

space available for encamping is very limited ; the most convenient spot is

near some houses in the centre of the village. Coolies and supplies are

obtainable.

PANCHIPORA-Lat. 34<’ 38'. Long. 74^ 27'. Elev.

The name of a mountain in the range bounding the south-west side of the

Matsil valley.

On the hills between this mountain and Nachidni on the north-west

side of the Khuihama pargaca, there is some exceedingly fine pasturage.

{Manfgemerie.)

PANCH PASeU-Fi^««NASBUNa La.''

PANDITS—
**Ths pandits are all of tha Brshmin caste and descendants of the ancient Hindds.of

the vallej who refused to embrace Isllm. They are a cunniaR and avaricious tribe.

They fill almost every civil oflice of State, from the Governor of Srinagar down to the

clerks in attendance on the collectors of revenne. Their pride and cowardice nnfit them
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for military employ. Pampered by the Hindd raler, they play a tyrannical part In the

adminiitration of the Talley ; and they reap the fraits their religiona aiipexiority in

freedom from the pangs of famine, for it is a noteworthy fact that while thousands of

Mahammadans hare died and are still dying of hunger, no pandit is to be met with who
shows signs of starvation or even of pressing want. If attempts be made to control the

pandits, check their peculations, and introduce some equality between them and the

Muhammadans, they repair to the governor, and, with threats of cutting their

throats before him or abandoning the country with their gods, they bring him to

their feet in submission ; for they are holy Brahmins, and he is a devout Hindd.'*

The above are Mr. Henvey'e remarks. Mr. Girdleetone says

** The pandits, who are socially, though not nnmerically, in the ascendant, have,

like the Muhammadans, a Jewish type of face and are of good height, but they are less

sturdy and less given to bodily artion than the others. They pay much regard to the

outward observances of religion, but are not cumbered with so many formalities as

the Indian Brahmins. They rise very early for the performance of their ceremonial

ablutions, are careful about the caste mark on their forehead and the peculiar high fold

of the turban, which ii their chief distinctive mark in dress, consider it- proper to fiwt

once a fortnight, and are strict in adopting a son in default of bodily issue. In their

leisure moments many devote themselves to astrology, the influence of which is seen in

their daily life, for no Hindd in Kashmir will undertake anything of importance

without having first coniiulted the stare. They consider bearing of arms a breach Cf

religion ; in spirit they are unwarlike ; they have no political aspirations, are of a saving

disposition, lovers of their country, attached to thmr homes and lands.—>so much so, that

to sell or eichange house or land is deemed a wrong act. In offleial life they are cring-

ing to their superiors, imperious to those below them, and not above accepting the

smallest bribe,—nay, in many cases, enforcing the payment of douceurs to which

they have no right."

Girdleetone, remarking on the estrangement which exists between pan.

dits who have been domiciled in British India and their brethren in

Kashmfr, states that it is not so long since a service akin to that performed

over the dead was performed over snoh Kashmiri pandits as were about to

emigrate ; for indeed their relatives looked upon snoh persons as dead

thenceforward to them. The way was so long and difficult, and the means

of correspondence so uncertain, that they never expected to have tidings of

the absentees, much less to welcome them back into the home circle. In

time, the latter fell away from the customs of their house and embraced

those of the people amongst whom they had settled. Thus it bos come to

pass that whilst the Kashmiri pandits domiciled in India have accepted the

severe ritual of the Indian Brahmins in matters of food and drink, their

brethren in Kashmir, whom they characterise as intolerant and ignorant,

do not object to meat, will take water from a Muhammadan, eat with their

clothes on, and have no repugnance to cooking and taking their meals on

boat'd a boat. (Henvey— OirdleHont,)

FANDRAS OR PRAN^Lat. W. Long. 25\ Kiev.

A village of eleven houses on the left bank of the Drfls river, and passed on

the route from Srinagar to Ldh at about (I miles from Matoyan. The river

is crossed by a bridge half a mile below the village, and at this portion of

its course flows rapidly through a narrow furrowed channel. On the Iflth

April Dr. Thomson crossed it above the village on a snow bridge, at least
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40 feet thiokj and covering the river for more than 100 yards. A good
deal of prangift heroi and a little cultivation. {BelUm^Tkoman.)

PANDRATHAN—Lat. 84'' 4'. Long. 74® 66'. Elev.

Asmall village aituated on the right hank of the Jhelnm, about 8 miles

by road above Srinagar
; by water the jonrney oocnpies nearly two and a

half hours.

It is divided into two mahallaa or districts, the upper beiug inhabited

by Muhammadans of the Suiii sect, and the lower by Shias.

The place is remarkable for a very old and interesting 'Hindd temple,

standing in the middle of a tank, about 60 yards from the river.bank,

surrounded by a grove of willows and chunirs. The tank is about 40

yards square, and in ordinary seasons 4 feet deep ; it is filled with reeds

growing in a bed of soft mud ; the water is derived from small springs

on its northern side.

PANDTIGHAK—Lat. 34® 8'. Long. 74® 66'. Elev.

A village situated at the extremity of the spur, on the right bank of the

Jhelum, about 5 miles south-east of Srinagar.

The abutments and two piers of a stone bridge are here visible, which,

according to an inscription on a loose slab lying on the right bank, was built

by Jahdngfr. (Cunningkam^Inee.)

PANQ-Lat. 38® 81'. Long. 78® 67'. Elev.

A village in Naoshera, consisting of a few houses, situated on the slope of

the hill, about half a mile east of Kotli.

PANOACHE or PANOATSE— ''Panch."

PANGLUNG—Lat. 84® 16'. Long. 78® 46'. Elev.

A camping ground and sardi on the banks of the stream flowing from the

Harsemik La into the Changcheiimo river. It is a short stage from

Pamzal and one march from Lnnkha,at thesonth base of the Marsemik La.

(Cagleg.)

PANGONG LAKE, or TSOMONANGLARI, s.s., ''the lake of the great

hollow "-Elev. 18,986'.

The largest lake in Laddk, extending from lat. 84® and long. 78® 8(K

sonth-east, to lat. 88® 40', and thence east to Noh in lon^. 79® 60'.

Only the lower lake (the Pangong Tso proper) lies in Laddk, the middle

(Tso Nyak) and upper lakes being in Rndok territory. The lower lake is

40 miles long, with an average breadth of about 8 miles, the maximum
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depth at its north-west end bang l4d feet. Tbe toUowmg are the eonnd-

ings taken by Captains Trotter and Biddolph at the north-west end :

—

** Stuting from tlie tandj shore it the west end of the lak^ we mtde for the island,

lying shoot 8 miles ofE, and sitnate nearly equidistant from two sides of the lahoe

(ilT.A—The horixontal dbtanoes are only roughly eetimated*)

At 100 yards from shore .

H 850

.. A60

ts 1.000 M #f •#•••*•
This being the maiimnm depth between the shore and the island.

At 400 yards from island

e* 850 ff P0 ••e.eee

JhpOL

55 feet

03 ..

113 H
ISO H

60
ss

From this point a shelving^ sandy bottom stretched np to the island

which consisted of a mass of rocks^ about 160 yards in length and con-
siderably less in breadth. It was composed mostly of eaieareous tufa,
and in no place rose to more than 4 feet above the surface of the lake.

It is submerged during heavy storms.

Soundingi between ieland and north ekoreof lake.

Dtpth.

800 yards from island 107 feet

1 mils from main shore • . . • s 186 M
UOyudt n n • • » • . 142 .1

100 « n II • ..... 114 fp

60 ,. MU* ***** 05 ..

ao „ II w • . * * . . 00 g.» » If II • * . • * 50 ^
10 II N • ***** 18 pf

Although the water was beautifully deary we looked in vain for fishy

andy with the exception of a species of bugi^ of which myriads were swim«
ming abouty we failed to see any animal or signs of life of any description.

The water was decidedly brmckisby with a temperature of 55” F. (September);
its coloury a very pure blue where deepy and green where shallow. The
banks of the lake showed evident signs of the water having formerly stood
at a mudi higher level than it does at presenty and there can be little doubt
but that the valley along which the road passes from Tankse up the l^ke
waSy at no very distant periody its main outlet ; for although there is nowa
low passy about 8 miles from the head of the lakey yet it is not much
more than 100 feet above the present level of the watery and is of recent
formation.

t

“Th. dMiMtorof tli. MBtrtniiif liMiki b for ih. mort p«t rw; otMp ud neky,
Mumly baring. footpothdonstlM tote’s .dg., AIltength.wath-wsstrtd6.how-
wisr,thM.b.drtorslirtringhMik,soBMtiinw.BiUswids.MtdnswwhsMth. a»A.h.l

siMMn ntes th. bhs. thss. b s brsl wtsnt ofgtooid gaits 10 nibs in mm.
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'* In ihe eastern part, on both sides, high mountains bound the lake, whose bold spurs

jnt ont in suoeession, and at last, meeting, close in the view. These hills are composed of

bare rook and loose stones, and no vegetation is to be seen. There are similar barren

mountaias on the north-east side, but though from 18,000 to 10,500 feet high, there was

very little snow on them in J uly.

** To the south-west a high range runs parallel to the lake, some of the peaks on which

are 21,500 feet This range terminates in a peak, 20,003 feet, east-south-easi of Tankso,

and is covered with perpetual snow. Its upper ravines contain glaciers from which little

streams flow down and finally lose themselves in the silt and sand on the edge cf the

lake. Only the larger ones find an exit into the lake, such as the Mang and Shdsha

stream.

" The Lukung stream enters the lake at its north-west end, but there are no affluents

whatever on the northern shore. The lake has no effluence, and shows signs of gradual

subsidence. The waters of the western end are much more salt than those of the eastern

end near Ot. In the stream connecting the Pangong Tso with the Tso Nyak the water

become# drinkable, and rich grass is found on the banks. Wild geese are plentiful here,

and in the Tso Nyak there are fish, a species of tench. The Pangong lake is said to be

frosen over for three months in the winter and can be crossed on the ice. Along the

western shore are a few small villages, whose inhabitants cultivate naked barley and peas

to a small extent. On the northern shore there are no houses, but the tent-dwellers

(Champdsh chiefly from Chinese territory, frequent certain spots in small numbers.

** The road from Shdshal to Ldh skirts the western edge of the lake, and strikes the

Ghangchenmo route at Lukung at its north-west end.” (Trotter^Drtw-^Strackejf-^

PANGOOR TSO or TSORUL, i.c., Bitter Lake Elev. Id,400'.

la situated about 5 miles south of the Pangong lake, its eastern extremity

being in Rudok territory. It is about 10 miles in length, and some-

what less than 2 miles in breadth. Its waters are extremely bitter. General

Strachey found fresh-water shells on its shores ; so at one time it must have

been a fresh-water lake. It has only one affluent, about 12 miles long,

entering its east end, and no effluence, though the basin is quite open

towards the Shushal valley. {Cunningkam^H, Slraekeg.)

PANGPOK—ride " Pankfo.”

PANGTUNG—Lat. 33'. Long. 78® 60'. Elev. 17,250'.

A camping ground at the south base of the Changlung Pangtung pass,

7i miles above Kota Jilga camp. The camping ground was covered with

snow (lieginning of October). Grass and an inferior fuel said to be

plentiful. (Trotter,)

PANGTUNG LA— Fids "Chanqluno Panotukq Pass."

panjAl-
A range of mountains in Kashmir which commences near the Baiiibdl pass.

The range has an east and west direction for 30 miles, then it tnrns

north-north-east, and continues for some 40 miles more, after which it

dies off towards the valley of the Jheium.
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PANJTAR-
The name of a stream which rises on the eastern slopes of the Ingima

ridge, and forms one of the sources of the Tala river, a tributary ot the

Pohru. {Mcntgomerie,)

PANJ-I-TARNI— Elev. 12,000^, approx.

The name of the collection of streams which drain the mountain valley

near the Amrn&th cave ; they take their rise in the Koun N&g, lat.

long. 75^ 32^ and in the glaciers lying between theLidar and Sind valleys.

These streams are at first fordable, and flow in separate channels through

a grassy valley ' between the snowy mountains ; but, near the foot of

Amrn4th| they concentrate into an impetuous and impassable torrent, which

forces its way through a narrow defile communicating with the Sind valley,

and being joined by a tributary from the south-west, it effects a junction

with the head-waters of the Sind river at Baltal, at the eastern extremity

of the valley. Throughout its course through this gorge the torrent is gene-

rally roofed with snow, and when this covering is complete, a passage

between the Lidar and Sind valleys is easily effected ; but late in the

season, when the snowy bridge has in places melted, it is a matter of great

difficulty to reach Baltal from the Panj-i-tarni valley. People who visit

the caves usually camp in this valley. {Wingate.)

PANKPO OR PANOPOK—
A tributary of the Pirse river. Rises to the east of the Pankpo La.

General Strachey met with soqie extensive snow-beds in the Pankpo valley.

{11. Siraeheg.)

PANKPO LA, OR PONGHA PASS, or PONGPO PASS—
Lat. 82® 42'. Long. 77® bl\ Elev. nearly 17,500'.

Lies about half-way between the Bara Lacha pass and the southern end of

the Tsomorari lake, on the borders of Lnd4k and Spiti. There is a route

from the Bara Lacha up the Tsarap valley across this pass to the Tsomorari

lake, and thence to Puga, but it is only used late in autumn by traders with

wool, borax, &c., carried on sheep and goats, which easily clamber along the

rough stony slope. In August this road is impassable from the size and
force of the Tsarap river, which has to be crossed several times. Tiie best

route is vid the Lachalang xiass and Rukchen.

“ The oieent of the pate is not diffioalt. It Is, however, not safely open till late in

July, on account of some steep slopes of snow under overhanging precipices, from which
water drops continually on to the si<ow below, and freezes into a steep incline of smooth
hard ice, on which laden horses can never safely pass. The descent on the Lad&k side is

veiy gentle and easy, as is the whole road on to Tsomorari and Pnga.’* (Cayfey.)

The track lies mostly on the right bank of the torrent, and in places

some hundreds of feet above it.

PANZGRAM—Lat. 84® 29'. Long. 76° 7'. Elev.

A large village in the Uttar pargana, lying at the foot of the plateaus
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about 2 miles west of Shaldrah. It is shaded by some magniBoeot trees,

and contains a masjid and bammim and the atfrat of Ded Maji,

The population comprises forty &milies of zamfndars, two mdllas, two
ddms, a mochf, a carpenter, and a blacksmith.

Com is cultivated on the table-land above the village, and rice on the

plain below it.

PANZUT—Lat. 88® 87^ Long. 76® 18^ Blev.

A village situated at* tbe north-west end of the Sbdhabdd pargana.

Near it is a spring which is very deep, and has rocks and weeds visible at

the bottom; and there is a tradition of a boatman, an ezperieucod swim*

mer, having dived into it, mud never having risen again. Close to it

is another spring ; and near it, in the open plain, is an accidental mass of

shingly conglomerate, 5 or 6 feet thick, which appears to have been

rolled there by some extraordinary force, rathe# than to be tbe remnant of

a larger bed deposited on the spot, as no formation of the kind is known
to exist within a considerable distance of it. A canal formed for the pur-

pose of irrigation conveys the waters of the Panant spring over the

Bihdma wndar to a junction with the Sdndran river. (VigM.)

PAPAHARAN—Lat. 83® 48*. Long. 75® 19^. Elev.

A village in the Kanrpara pargana, said to oontain three families of Kash-

miris and a pandit. It lies on the Sbdhkdl canal, at the north end of the

path leading into the Knthdr pargana by the Metsij Oali.

PARA RIVER OR RUPSHU—
A tributary of the Sutlej. Rises in the glaciers on the northern slopes

of the Parang La (in SpitQ, and flowing north-east for 25 miles enters

Laddk territory at Narbu Sumdo camp. Thence its course is due east

for another 25 miles to Chnmnr. From this point it turns to the south-

east through the Tso 'Tso district, and then flowing south-west joins

the Spiti river on the borders of Tso Tso and Hangrang. Its whole

length is 130 miles, and its fall about 7,500 feet, or 57*7 feet per

mile. The most important and most popnlons part of its course lies

through tlie Chinese district of Tso Tso. Near Narbu Sumdo it flows.in

several channels through a broad expanse of gravel. The largest stream,

on the 12th September, was about 25 feet wide and 2^ feet deep, with a

moderately rapid current. (Ounningkam—Tkowwm.)

PARAN—Lat. 82® 66'. Long. 75® 7'. Blev.

There are two Brahmin villages of this name in the province of Jamd,

situated close to one another, about 3 miles south-west of Krimchi, on the

road towards Jamd.

ARANO LA—Lat. 82® 25'. Long. 78® IV. Blev. 18,800'.

In Spiti, south-west of tlie Tsomarari lake.

On the Sim1a-L5h route; this is a diflBcult pass, and cannot be
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tnivened by honef ; it it only open for a few months in the summer.

(Zbvw.)

PABANU—Lst. 88® V. Long. 75® 88\ Blev.

A small village in the province of Badraw5rj situated on the left hank of

the Nerd, about 16 miles north-west of the town of Badrawdr, on the road

towards Doda. It ooutains about seven houses, and a mixed population

of Hindds and Muhammadans.
The poppy is extensively cultivated in the neighbourhood of this

village.

PARDBI—Lat. 84® 85'. Long. 75® 56'.
^ .

Elev.

A village in Lower Drawdr, situated on the left bank of the Kishan
Oanga, opposite Chak. It stands on the sloping bank of the river, and is

surrounded with rioe cultivation, which is irrigated by a small stream.

The village contains a masjid and twelve houses, nine of which are

inhabited by Pahdrfs and three by Kashmiris.

The large house by the river's edge used to be the residence of Yar All

Kh£n, a son-in-law of Rdja Sher Ahmad, of Karnao.

PARGWAL—Lat. 88® 6'. Long. 76® 86'. Elev. 8,500'.

A village on the right bank of the Chendb.

FARI—Lat. 85® 8'. Long. 76® 18'. jJIev.

A collection of hamlets on the right bank of the Indus in Khnrmang
(Baltistdn). It is the lowest village in that ilarka and nearly onposite
Tolti.

It contains about one hundred and thirty houses. {Aylmer)

FARI—Lat. 85® 47'. Long. 74® 87'. Elev. 4,880'.

A camping ground on the south bank of the Gilgit river, and 14 miles
in a south-easterly direction from Mindwar. It is devoid of shade and is

a dreary jumble of rooks and sand. The water from the river is very
muddy. (Rsrrew.)

PABIMPtRA—Lat. 84® 6'. Long. 74® 48'. Elev.
A village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, just no^-east of
Srinagar, on the road towards Patan and Baramdla. It contains a masjid
and fifteen families of zamindars, a fakir, and. a dum.

^ '

The city custom-house is situated to the east of the village, on the bank
of the river.

PARINDA—(Lit. a flier.)

The name given to a class of fast boat used in Kashmir, constructed with
a small platform amidships under an awning, used by persons of conse-
quence. (Drew.)
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PARISHING OR PARASHINO—Lat. 85° 28'. Long. 76° 0' Eler.

A Binall valley of Astor joining the Astor river just beloir the fort. Up
it go the paths to Rondn vUi the Trongu and Harpo passes.

It contains the following villages

Thioght

Popul
J

Lot
(

Dtehi
(

Utpak ]

Muiki a

Khangrul

Riirokar

ShepeopoUak

Qatamsar

Hooaea

a 0

• 80

a 4
a 7

4
. 8

a 6

Total a 64

{Aj/lmer.)

PARKOTA—
An ilarka of the Wazirat of Skardd. It occupies the Indus valley just

above the junction of the Shyoka

The main road from Srinagar to Skardu goes through this ilarka.

There are also tracks leading to the Deosai plain and direct to Skardd.

The ilarka probably contains about six hundred houses. {,d^lmer.)

PARKtJTA—Lat. 35® 8'. Long. 76® V. Elev.

A large village in Baltistan, on the left bank of the Indus, and 300 or

400 feet above it, occupying both slopes of a ravine out in the thick

mass of alluvium by a large stream from the south. The alluvium

is scarped towards the Indus, and is covered with a mass of buildings,

formerly the residence of the rdja of Parkuta, a branch of the same

family who ruled at Skardd, and dependent on them while that State

remained independent ; he was removed by the Sikhs. There is exten-

sive cultivation round the village and many fine fruit-trees. Vines are

plentiful, climbing over the poplars.

The raja of Parkuta used to govern a tract extending from Sarmik,

10 miles above the confluence of the Shyok and Indus, to Ooltari near the

junction of the DrAs river, thus including bothTolti and part of Khnrmang.
Its length was about 43 miles. The mean height of its villages above the

sea is about 7,800 feet. Ohul4m Sbdhg a brother of Ahmad Shdh of

Skardu, the last rdja of Parkdta, claimed to be the eleventh in descent
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from the Makpon Bokka. The followiog is the genealogy, with the

probable dates of accession

Parkuta is celebrated for its saddles, which are very neatly tipped and

finished off with the horn of the kangln or Kashmirian stag.

There is a way from near Parkuta which leads up to the plains of

Deosai. (
Vigne—Cunningham^Tkomion.)

PARL—
One of the seven districts into which the territories of the rdja of Pdoch

are divided. It contains five parganas—Pari, Palaogi, Pulandri, Mangura,

and Barul. Its revenue is {145,000.

Pari consists of an extensive plateau. {PandU UanphiL)

PARL—Lat. 8:i° 50\ Long. 73® 61'. Elev.

A town in the territories of the rdja of Punch. There is a fort here with

a garrison of twelve men with one gun.

PARMANDAL—Lat. 33® 42'. Long. 75® 6^ Elev.

A place oE pilgrimage, two marches from Jamd, which the Hindds visit for

the purpose of obtaining a moral cleansing by bathing in its wateie. It is

situated in a nook, far up one of the ravines that drain down to the plain.

Drew describes a visit

>

*' The whole pliM was afire with people who had come to bathe and to wonhip

;

hoothi and itafis, ee for a fair, had been pat up ; the piotureeque baildinge hooked cloie

by landatone rocko, and the orowde of cheerful pilgrimi^ made a gay and pretty eoenew

It » only for a short time after rain that a stream Sows over the sands, now they had

to dig 8 or 8 feet to reach the water. The atoning power of such a ceremony is eon*

sideied in these parts to be second only to that of a visit to Hurdwar on the Ganges.'*

P&BOL—liftt. Long. EWv.

A Urge village on the Baj& river, and the name of a aubdiviaion of the

Kalhua tahail. {WingaU.)
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PAKSACHA^Lat 84^ 26'. Long. 34'. Kiev.

A village in the MozafaraUd district, which extends for a considemble

distance along the hill-side, above the right bank of the Kisban Gangs,

about 2 miles north-east of Kuri.

The inhabitants number eighteen families of zamindara, and also four

Saiads, who live in the lower part of the village, which is called Harnah,

and is quite separated from the upper part ; it lies on the path by the

bank of the Kisban Oanga, and is surrounded with rice cultivation.

Bdjas Fateh Muhammad Kh4n and Wall Muhammad Khan, who are

related to the rdjas, nawdbs of Kuri, reside in this village, occupying with

their retainers, it is said, twelve houses.

PARTAL-Lat. 83° 27'. Long. 74° 66'. Elev.

The name given to the slopes on the south side of the Cjoli'bgarh pass,

about 2 1 miles north of the fort.

It is a resort for shepherds, and forms a convenient encamping ground.

(MonfyoMerie.)

PARTOK—Lat. 84° 67'. Long. 76° 37'. Elev. «,850', approx.

A village of 6fteen to twenty houses on the right bank of the Shyok in

Chorbat (fialtisULn). (Jjflmer,)

PARCNOLI—Lat. 82'' 82'. Long. 76° 53'. Elev.

A villoge about 4 ioi north-east of Basaoli, in the province of Jamd. It

consists of about twenty houses, situated on the high lands a little distance

from the right bank of the Bavf.

PASHKYUM—Lat. 84° 80'. Long. 76° 15'. Elev. 8,600'.

A large village on the right bank of the Wakha river and pas^ at 5 miles

from Kargil on the route from Srinagar to Ldb. The cultivation is chiefly

wheat, barley, and lucerne. The watercourses leading from the river are

lined with willows and some tall poplar trees. Nearly 1,000 feet above the

village, on the edge of a cliff, are the ruins of the ft>rt of Sod, which was
taken by the Dogrds in 1885. The polo ground aflbrds plenty of room
for a camp. • Supplies procurable; water abundant. The Wakha river is

here fordable.

The village contains seventy houses.

The present rdja's name is Baganpnr Khdn. {Beltew^Afoorero/t-^
Jftlmer.)

PASHKYUM BIVER-ri* « Wakha-Cbu."

PASTCNI—Lat. 88° 59'. Long. 76° 7'. Elev.

A large village in the Wdllar pargana, situated on the west side of the
valley. It oonUins two masjids and the zttrat of BisLi Sdhib; there is

also 4 filature in the village.
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The inhabitAnta number iwentj-iive families of zamindarsi a mfilla,

a moohf^ a dumj a blaoksmith, and a carpenter.

The stream which flows down through the Talley is bridged between

this village and Wahgarh.

A road leading to the village of Luddu and Pampdr lies over the

northern spur of the Wastarwan mountain ; it is described as being good

and practicable for cattle^ but, as it is very little shorter than the level path

by AwXntipdr, it is but little used.

PATA—Lat. 83® 35^ Long. 76® 34^ Elev. 7,500^ .

A village in the R&mnagar district on the road from Rdmnagar to Bad-

rawdr. It is of considerable size, with extensive wheat cultivation

{TAamton.)

PATAN—Lat. 84® 10'. Long. 7iP 86'. Elev.

A large village lying at the foot of the table-land on the* south side of the

valley of Kashmir, by the edge of the Pambarsar morass. It is distant

about 17 miles north-west of Srinagar, and 14 miles south-east of Bara-

mula, and lies on the high-road between those towns.

Early in summer, when the waters are in flood, there is likewise water

communication with theie places through the canals which traverse the

extensive morass extending to the bank of the Jhelum and the Wular lake.

There is ample space for encamping at the toot of the wudar, on the west

side of the village, under the shade of some magnificent chunkr trees, and

in the neighbourhood of two small springs.

The population of Patan now numbers about forty families of zamfndars,

three mullas, four horse-dealers, three oow-keepers, four banias, a pandit,

who is the patwarf, and a krirokush (rearer of silkworms). There is a

large government stable in the village.

The hamlet of Oasipdra, situated in a shady dell at the foot of the

table-land on the north side of the village, is exclusively inhabited by a

few families of pfrzddas.

When the valley of Kashmir was partitioned into pargauas in the time

of the emperor Akbar, the village of Putan was forgotten. On dfwan

Todamul discovering the mistake, he ordered it to be constitned the 84th

pargana by itself, to be called the Patan pargana; it now forms a zilla in

tho Knmrkj division of the valley. The ancient name of this place was
Sankarpdra ; it is supposed to have acquired its present appellation of Patan,

or the pass, either from being the centre of the thoroughfare which con-

nects the two ends of the valley, or as standing at the head of a small canal

which led straight into the upper stream of the Jhelum.

It is now only during a very few weeks in the year, when the rivers*

are flooded by the sudden melting of the snow, that this passage is navi,

gable, and no doubt the uncertainty of communication was the cause that
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oontribated roost to the rapid sbandonroent of Sankara Varmma's fonoda*

Uon, for it is recorded in the Rija Tarangini that Sankara Varmma, who
succeeded Avanti Varmroa and reigned from A.D. 88S to 901, in conjunc-

tion with his queen, Sugandhd, dedicated to Mahddeva, under the titles of

Sankara Gauresa and Siigandhesyara, two temples at bis new capital of

Sankara-pura. This town is identified with the modern Patan, where, beside

the highway on the south-east side of the village, two stately temples are

still standing. Each is a simple cella; but in the larger one, the projec-

tion of the closed porches at the sides is so considerable that they form

deep niches, or rather shallow chambers, in each of which was once a lingam.

In both the architecture is of the same character at* at Martund, and of

equal ezcellence. Here and there the carving is as shai:i> and fresh as if

executed yesterday, but there are many ominous cracks in the walls, and

if the forest trees which have taken root in these crevices are allowed to

remain and spread, the destruction of both buildings is imminent.

By the wayside to the north of the village near the hamlet of Gasi-

pura are two very curious stone pillars which the natives call Ourmat, and

believe to have been mortals who for their misdeeds suffered a fate similar

to that which befell Lot^s wife. These pillars are, however, nothing more

than the miniature models of temples which occur here and there throughout

the country ; but they possess this peculiarity, that they are not hollowed out

in the interior, the place of the open doorway being occupied by a sculptured

panel.

A few letters also remain of an old inscription which Vigne copied and

sent to Calcutta, but they were found to Im illegible, although bearing

some resemblance to Sanskrit. {FigMe-^Grom0,)

PATGAMPtJR—Lat. 88® 56^ Long. 75® Rlev.

A small village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, just above Awdnti-

pdr.

From this village Pd Yech may be reached by an excellent path cross-

ing the Nonagar wudar ; the distanoe is about 5 miles.

PATHIAL^A tribe of Bdjpiits. (Drew,)

PATiKA—Lat. 84® 88'. Long. 78® 86'. Elev.

A scattered hamlet in the Mozafarabdd district, containing five houses,

situated some little distance from the left bank of the Kishnn Oanga,

about 8 miles east of Ndraserai, on the road towards Panchgram.

There are a few trees about the place, with rice and corn cultivation,

and also a little cotton.

PATPTIRA-Ut. 85® 88'. Long. 74® 54', Elev.

A village just north of Che Astor fort* It contains ab^jut eight house.

(Jglmer.)
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PATSALUNO—Lat. 85^ S5\ Long. 79^ 20'. Elev. 16,800'.

A camping ground on the Changchenmo route (eastern yariation). It is

passed on the western route from Thaldat to the Knrakash valley, and lies

in a branch of the Kuenlun plains. To the north-east is a salt lake, and

between it and Lending camp a soda plain is crossed. A little grass here.

Water to be had by digging. (Drew^Hnnderam.)

PAYANG—
A stream which joins the right bank of the Indus some 9 miles below Len.

Up it lies a very fair path to the Shyok vid Thanglasgo pass. The lower^

portion of the valley near the LXh*Srinagar road is a stony barren plain.

Then comes a fertile part of the valley, reaching from the conspicuous

monastery of Gouon to abo?e the village of Payang. This is dotted over

with houserand well cultivated. Above this are good pastures, on which

many hoiees are grazed daring the summer months.

The whole valley contains under fifty families. Where the main Sri-

nagar rond crosses the valley, there is a good building (of the usual form)

for travellers.

There are said to be shout fifty horned catlle and six hundred sheep and

goats in this valley. (Aylmer,)

Vk YECH OR PA YBR—L«t. 88“ 62'. Long. 76“. Elev.

A small village in the Shirdt pargana, situated on the banks of a stream

at the foot of the west side and towards the southern extremity of the

elevated table-land called the Nonagar wtidar or karewd; it lies about

11 miles south of Fdmpur by a good road, and about the same distance

north-east of Shupion, but is most easily reached by a path from the vil-

lage of Patgram, which lies on the left bank oF the Jhelum, just above

Awdntipdr. This road passes by the village of Molakpura, and crosses

the Nonagar wudar, the distance being between 4 and 5 miles.

There is a masjid in the village and about ten houses inhabited by

Muhammadan zamfndars.

The Mrat of Shaikh Bairzid Shimndgi is situated on the side of the

wudar above the village. On the south side of this village, situated in a

small green space near the bank of the stream, surrounded by a few walnut

and willow trees, is an ancient temple which in intrinsic beauty and ele-

gance of outline is superior to all the existing remains in Kashmir of simi-

lar dimensions. Its excellent preservation may probably be explained by

its retired situation at the foot of the high table-land which separates it

by an inter%.»l of 6 or 6 miles from the batik of the Jhelum, and by the

marvellous solidity of its construction. {VigM^Orawie.)

PAZILPtRA—Lat. 84^ 28'. Long. 74^ 18'. Elev.

A village situated at the north end of the Macbipdra pargana, which

with Kralpdra, Dur Mohummi^ and Materghdma, form a small district

called Materghdma. {Mo^igomeri$)
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PAZILPtrBA—Lak 8S» 47^ Long. 76» V. EW.
A Tillage aituated on the left bank of the Jhelnihj just above the town of

Bij Behdra.

On the bank is a small zMrat shaded by a clump of fine trees, the village

itself lying a little distance from the river.

PELIASA OR BELLIASA—
A district of Kathai, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum river

between Baramdla and Mozaftfrabdd.

PENDKU^Lat. 88® V. Long. 75® 48^ Elev.

A village in Badrawdr, situated on the slopes of the mountain above the

right bank of the Nerd river, which is bridged at a spot between it and

Dranga ; it contains twenty houses inhabited by Hindus.

PENSILA—Lat. 83® 50^ Long. 76® £6^ Elev. 14,440'.

A pass between the districts of Surd and Zanksir. It seems but little

used. (Aj^lmer.)

PERISTAN—
The name of a narrow valley lying at the south-east end of the Banilidl

district. Its general direction is east and west; the range of mountains

on the south side is of considerable elevation, and the slopes are covered

with forest; on the north the hills are not so high, and are bare and stony.

This valley contains no large villages, but there are numerous hamlets,

and a considerable amount of cultivation.

The Feristdn stream, which drains it, takes its rise on the slopes of the

lofty mountains at the north-east end of the valley, and flowing in a

westerly direction, unites with the Sunderi or Pogal stream*, above its

junction with the Bichldri.

The banks are for the most part precipitous, especially on the north

side.

It is bridged just west of tbe village of Chiuli, and is fordable a little

distaace above it, and also, it is believed, in other places. The path from

Kishtwdr to Kashmir, by the Nandmarg pass, crosses the Peristdn valley.

It is used early in the season before the Brari Bal route becomes practi- .

cable.

PERISTAN—Lat. 83® 1^. Long. 76® Elev.

A small village in a valley of the same name, forming part of tbe Banihdl

district; it is situated on tbe top of a spur above the west side ofthe village

ofHdlan.

The inhabitants number two families 6i Hindu zamfndars and a Muham-
madan blaeksmith.

Peristdn lies on the road from Kisbtwdr to Kubmfr by the Nandmarg
pass.
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drains. The valley is, generally speaking, very narrow, the hills on each

side sloping and well covered with deodar and oak. Ashrath or Amrath

is the only village in the valley. {Barrow.)

PET DUSAR—Lat. 88° 38'. Long. 75° 8'. Elev.

A village in the Diosur pargana, prettily situated in the midst of fine

chun^r trees at the foot of the low bills which slope down from the Panj&l

range, at the southern extremity of the valley of Kashmir. {luce.)

PHAJIPtJRA—Lat. 33° 57' Long. 74° 41'. Elev.

A village in the Dansu pargana, situated on the path between Chrir and

Zainagam; it contains five houses, and is surrounded with rice cultivation.

PHAK^
The name of a pargana in the Shahir-i-Khas zilla of the Mir/ij division

;

it comprises the district lying at the foot of the mountains to the north of

Srinagar. The talisll station is at Batapura.

PHAKARKOT—Lot 36° 4'. Long. 74° 54'. Kiev.

A small village on the left bank of the Kamri stream. It conlains seven

houses. It possesses very little cultivation. {Jjflmer.)

PFIALAKA—Lat. 84° 48'. Long. 73° 54'. Elev.

A village in Lower Drawer, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Oanga
river ; it contains a masjid and the zi&rat of Saiad Sahib, and twenty>six

houses inhabited by Muhammadans of the Jaggan caste, and also one

or two Kasbmfii families; among the inhabitants are a blacksmith and a

carpenter.

PHALANG DANDA or LLNGTI—Lat. 8i° 50'. Long. 77° 35'. Elev.

A boundary mark on the borders of Lahoul and Lnddk; situated noith-

east of the Bara Lacha pass and just above Lingti (or Sarchu) camp. It

is called Lingti by the Lahoulfs, and is a high, square, insulated rock rising

out of the Lingti plain. {Caylejf^Moorero/i.)

PHAL(JT—
A small village east of the tTjh river and the name of a subdivision of

the Kathua tahsd. {Wingate),

PHAROL—Lat. 34" 18'. Long. 76° 4'. Elev.

A village in the Surd district, on the banks of the Surd river, between

Kartze and Sankho.
** It is enclosed by lofty mountains. Those on the south were thickly

covered with snow. In the day the sun was distressingly hot (46th June),

whilst at night warm covering was indispensable. Goitre very common.'^

{Moorerojt,)

PHI-^Lat. 84° 10'. Long. 77° 48'. Elev.

A small village on the right bank of the Indus, situated below the jane

lion of the Payang stream. {Mooreroft,)
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PHILIANA—Lit. 88® 81'. Long. 74® 28'. Eler.
A villago in the province of Neoehem, eitnated on the hiH.eide above the

right bank of the Tavrf, about 8 milea aonth of Rdjaori, on the road
towarde Naoehera.

PHIN£—Lat. 36® 20'. Long. 74® 58'. Elev.
A village of twelve honaea on the right bank of the Aator river, juat
above the fort.

PHOBRANG OR POBGUNO—Lat. 8t® 4'. Long. 78® 80'. Elev. 14,600'.

A amall village paaaed on the Chaiigchenmo route, 6 milea above Luknng,
between the latter and Chugta. It conaista of one or two houaee, occupied
in aummer for the cake of the cnltivatiou of aome naked barley, and
deaerted in winter for Lnknng itaelf. No inhabited plauea are met with
between tbia and Yarkand territory. (Drew—Cagle),)

PHOBWAN—Lat. 83® 10'. Long. 75® 88'. Elev.

There ia only one honae in thia placa, which ia inhabited by a Muham>
madan lamfndar, who ia alao a blackamitb; it ia aituated on the hill-aide

about 8 milea north>weat of Doda.

PHOTO LA—rirfa« PoTO La.”

PHU OR PHUQUL-Lat. 84® 80'. Long. 76® 18'. Elev.

A amall village of fifteen honaea on the left bank of the atream of that
name, eitnated a few milea aonth of Shergol.

PHUOUL—
A tributary of the Wakha river; riaca in the monntaina aonth of Shergo
and joina the 'Wakha river at that place. (CHnniugiam.)

PHUBSOOK~'lAt. 88® 40'. Long. 78® 48'. Elev. 18,986'.

A bay on the western shores of the Pangong lake, and on the boundary
between Ladik and Chinese territory. It forms a circular little lake in
itself. A narrow strait only connects it with the water outside. It was
evidently of great depth iu places where the hills came down in clifib upon
it, and a line-of>battle ship might have floated and sailed in and out
of it. (Oodwin-Aiuten.)

PHUTAK8A— Fids " PwTtoKsiR.”

PHYANO—Fids " PHAtAKO."

PIAS—Lat 88® 20'. Long. 76° 1'. Elev.

An insignificant village in the province of Kishtwdr, consisting of six or
eight poor honaea ; it lies just above the left bank of the Chandra Bhdga,
about 81 miles east of Kishtwfir, on the rood towards Lahonl.

‘

Neither eoolies nor supplies are procurable. (dUgood.)

PIDMO—Lat 88® 60'. Long.. 76® 61'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Zanskfir river, a little below Zangla.
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Oold is found in the river-bed between this and Chiling. {Fide Ceil-

ing.”) (/f. Strachej/.)

PILARtr—Lat. 32® 82". Long. 76® 54". Elev.

A small village containing four houses on a cultivated strip of land on the

right bank of the Ravi, opposite Sandar (in Chamba territory).

The river is hei'O fordable throughout the ycar^ except when the snows

are melting.

PILISKIMBO— rtVfe ” Chanagund.”

PIND—Lat. 38® 17". Long. 78® 48". Elev.

This place is situated above the east side of the path between. Chaomuk
and 'Mirpur. It is said to be divided into twelve mahallas or districts, aud
to contain a large population.

PINJ tJRA—Lat. 88® 44". Long. 74® 6*". Elev.

A village situated about 2 miles north-east of Shupion. In A.D. 1814
an action was fought on the Pinjura plain between the Sikhs and Pathans,

in which the former were defeated ; the Pathan general, however, was
among the slain. ( Vigne.)

PIPARRAN—Lat. 83® 1 7". Long. 76® 88". Elev. 1 8,374".

The name of a conspicuous and lofty mountain in Kishtwar, lying to the

north of Doda and to the west of the town of Kishtwdr. Its summit is

round and sloping, and for the greater part of the year covered with snow.

PiR—
A word generally used in Kashmir, &c., for a pass. {Drew.)

PIRAN—Lat. 34® 11". Long. 74® 17". Elev.

A small village situated on the right bank of the Jhidum, about 8
miles south-west of Baramula by a good road. {Allgood,)

PiR KA MAKAN—Lat. 34® 27". Long. 74® 19". Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Kamil river, at the south-east

extremity of the Uttar pargatia. In the maharaja's records it is entemd
as forming part of the neighbouring village of Jagerpur. {Montgomerie,)

PiR PANJAL—Lat. 38® 38". Long. 74® 84". Elev. 11,400".

A pass lying over the Panj4l range, which is Crossed by the old Mogul
road between Poshiana and AHabdd Sardi. Europeans, however, frequently

use the name to denote the whole chain of mountains enclosing the valley

of Kashmir on the south-west side.

The highest peaks in this part of the range exceed 16,000 feet, and their

summits are generally covered with snow.

The geological f(»rmation of the range is chiefly of amygdaloid trap; in

the south, south-east, and south-west, however, the surface in some places

is composed of limestone containing marine fossils, and Vigne noticed
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belemnitea and small shells. Baron Hii^el says clay and mica schist are

found on the west side of the Pir Panjdl up to its summit^ and single

pieces of hornblende are lying about.

Captain Montgomerie^ U.E., when conducting the survey operations,

remarked that on the Pir Panj&l peaks the electricity was so troublesome,

even when there was no storm, that it was found necessary to carry a

portable lightning-conductor for the protection of the theodolite.

The summit of the Pir Panjdl pass, which has an elevation of 11,400

feet, is distant about 6 miles east of Poshidna and 6 miles south-west

of AHabdd Sardi.

The summit is reached from the western side by a steep, narrow,

boulder-strewn path, cut in zig-zag form out of the mountain-side. The
path is fairly good, but in places decidedly rough, over large rocks and loose

stones. Progress upwards is necessarily slow, but with ordinary expedi-

tion the top of the pass can be reached in something under four hours from

leaving Poshidua. In ascending, one passes successively through the dif-

ferent stages of mountain vegetation. On nearing the summit, the pines,

iirs and shrubs vanish, and nothing is found but stunted grass, rocks, and

fallen stones. From the summit of the pass, which is comparatively level,

with lofty walls oF mountain masses on either side, is a gradual and

easy descent over a grass-covered plateau, like a mountain meadow, hem-

med in by walls of rock, a glen 6 miles long by half a mile in width,

which brings one to Alfabdd Sardi. On the top of the pass there are

two stone huts, called Chedikana and Rdsikund, built in the time of the

Moguls as refuges for travellers during storms, and a ruined octagonal stone

tower, loop holed on all sides, crowns the summit.

Near this tower are some huts, one of which is occupied by a fakfr

during the summer mouths ; and hard by is the grave of a Muhammadan
fakfr, named Pfr Panjdl, from whom the pass takes its name.

The Pfr Panjdl pass is cloced for about three and a half months, and opens

tor foot-passengers about the middle of April, and if the weather be fine,

for horses about a month later. (Montgomerie— Wakefield—Batee.)

PIBSE RIVER OR PIRSA—
Rises in the mountains west of the Tsomorari lake.

" This intermittent nfflnent, wbick joine the eonth end of the lake (Teomorari), after a

eonrse of 40 or 60 miles in two branches from the westward, is the same with the

Pangpok (Fankpo) branch of the Rnpshn (or Para) river, which sends half its water into

the like, and half to join tho Parang branch of the river at Narbu Snmdo, sometimes both

at once, and eometimee alternately in different yeere ; an inetanee of diatomoais which, if

intignifieant from fhe amallneec of its scale, is remarkable as the only onp that I have

ever seen or heard of in all West Nari or tba Indian Himalaya."

The mountains round are from 8,000 to 6,000 feet above the valley.

More than 80 miles down, this valley (which had narrowed) opens into a

wider one, running north and south, which is that of which part is occupied

by Tsomorari. At the debouchment there is a wide, rather sloping plain

;
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the fan made by Pirea stream; this is bounded at a distance of 3

or 4 miles from the mouth of the gorg^Oi by the low ridge^ of smooth

rounded form and brown earthy surface^ which there makes tlie eastern side

of the larger valley. (Straehey—Drew,)

PITAK—Lat. 84® 10'. Long. 77® 36'. Elev. about 10.700'.

A village on the right bank of the Indus. 5 miles south-west of L4h.

There is an isolated rock here a few hundred feet high, on which all the

older buildings are situated. The monastery is on the summit at one end
and there is a fortification of two towers connected by a double wall that

must have helped to make the rock a strong position." The cultivation

here is irrigated from the Indus. The road from Srinagar to Ldh passes to

the north of the village. General Strachey remarks that the Indus is ford-

able here at all seasons, being subdivided into two streams, which in the

middle of May I found each 100 yards wide, and at the utmost knee-deep

or U feet.” Slraekejf.)

PIUN—Lat. 84® 66'. Long. 76® 88'. Elev. 8,900', approx.

A village of twenty houses in Chorbat (Baltistdn). It is situated on the left

bank of the Shyok at the junction of the Chorbat stream. It is a stage

on the Ldh-Skardd routes. Supplies can be obtained here for the journey

over the Chorbat La. Camping ground very limited. The Chorbat stream

is quite unfordable in summer. It is crossed at this village by a good

bridge.

This place is marked Paxfain on the map. {AjfInter*)

POAT LA—Lat. 33® 17'. Long. 76® 60'. Elev. 18,762'.

Is crossed between Zansk^r and Cbamba. and lies south of Padam.

POBGUNG— FfVfe « Phobrano.”

PODALLA—Lat. 34® 66'. Long. 74® 6'. Elev.

The name of the spur which tends in an easterly direction from the Ingima
ridge, at the south-west end of the Uttar pargana. {Mont^omerte*)

POGAL—Lat. 33® 20'. Long. 76® £0'. Elev.

The name of a valley lying towards the south-east end of the Banihti dis-

trict ; it is drained by the Sunderi or Pogal stream, which takes its rise oa
the southern slopes of the Nandmarg mountain, and flows in a south-
westerly direction to a junction with the PerisUn stream, a tributary of the
BichUri river.

POHRU-
This river, which is mentioned by Moorcion; as the Lalakoal. is a collection

of nearly all the streams which drain the north end of the valley of
Kashmfr.

It is formed by the junction of the Kamil with the Lahwal, or Lolib
stream near the village of Mogalpdr. from whence it flows in a southerly
direction, finding its way through a gap scarcely 800 yards wide in the
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range of hills between the Uttar and Machipdra parganas; it then takes

a more easterly course^ and empties itself into the Jhelum^ lat. !I4^ 16^,

long. 14^ 28', immediately above the village of Dubgao, about 3 miles

south-west of Sopur. Its principal tributaries flow in by the right bank,

and comprise the Dangerwari and Tala streams and the Marwar river.

The Pohru is about 75 yards wide at its mouth, and varies in depth

according to the season. In the early part of the year it is a fine river,

and navigable for the larger description of passenger boats as far as

Awatkula, a village situated on its left bank, about twenty hours' journey

by boat from Duhgao. About half-way from Dubgao the river becomes

narrow and rapid by passing for about 200 or 300 yards between rocks, where

its bed is very rough with large boulders, and the stream is so strong that

it is usually necessary to obtain assistance from the adjoining villages to pull

the boats through the rapids. There are several villages and groves along

the hanks of the river, and the scenery, especially in the latter half of

the journey, is very pretty. About 4 or 5 miles below Awatkula, the

river turns to the east, and after passing through the gap in the low

range of hills, it becomes narrower, but deep, slow and smooth, and its

banks, which are high and sloping, are covered with various kinds of

shrubs and trees. (Moorcroft^ VigM^Inee.)

POHRUPET—Ut. 34® 24'. Long. 74® 23'. Elev.

A large village shaded by trees, situated on the right bank of the Pohru

river, about 3 miles south-east of Chogal. It is said to contain about one

hundred houses.

POLAKONKA PASS—Lat. 33® IS'. Long. 7&® 25'. Elev. 16,300'.

Leads from the head of the Puga rivulet down to the salt lake of Tsoknr

on the Bupshu plateau. Both ascent and descent very gradual. Boad
becomes heavy 5 miles before reaching the camping ground on the banks

of the fresh-water lake which lies south-east of the Tsokar. The crest of

the pass is nearly level and grassy for about a mile. It is a very deep de»

pression in the axis of the chain which runs parallel to the left bank of

the Indus. The hills to the right and left are bold and rugged. Height

of pass, according to Reynolds, 16,682' } Dr. Thomson, 1 6,600'.

•^nomon.)

POLONG KARPO—Ut. Ung. Elev. 14,600'.

A camping ground on the left bank of the Karakash river, 21 miles

lielow Tak Marpo, and above Sdrd camp. It is passed on one of the varia*

lions of the Cbangchenmo route, leaving the western route at Chungtas.

A huge rock here in the bed of the valley on the left bank. Camping
ground good. Grass plentiful. Five miles below camp the river takes

a sudden bend to the north-west. {TroUer.)

PONI—Ut. 33® 6'. Long. 74® 44'. Elev.

A large village in Naoshera, situated in a wide and fertile valley at the

foot of a sandstone ridge about 15 miles north of Akndr. This valley
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lies nortb and south, and is not many hundred feet above the level of the

Panjdb. Supplies of all sorts are plentiful. {Allgood.)

rOPCHI—Ut. 84® 40^ Long. 77® 85'. Elev.

A village in the Nubrd district, on the left bank of the Nubrd river. It is

passed on the summer route by the Karakoram, about balf*way between

Taghar and Pauamikh,

PORtJSPtTR—
The name of a pargana in the Patan zilla of the Kamrdj division of

Kashmir. It comprises a swampy district situated near the centre of the

yalley north-west of Srinagar. Kowsa is the chief place in the pargana.

POSHIANA—Lat. 33® 88'. Long. 74® 38'. Elev. 8,850', approx.

A village situated about 80 miles north-east of Rdjaorf, on the west side

of the Pir Panj41 pass : it lies on the side of a narrow glen high above the

right bank of the Chitta Pdni stream. It contains about fifty flat-roofed

cottages built uf wood and plaster, arranged in terraces, the roofs resting

against the bank, by which means they are in some measure protected from

the effects of snow-storms. The village lies considerably beneath the

limit of forest, but there are very few trees near it. The green slope on the

side of which it is built, and whose summit is 700 or 800 feet above it,

affords a pasturage for sheep and goats; but the extent of cultivation

is nearly confined to turnips ; and Posbidna owes its existence entirely to

its situation on the highway to Kashmir, on which, or out he plains, it

is dependent for supplies of grain.

There is an old and ruined sardi a little above the left of the rond, and

within a few hundred yards of the village. Poshiana is deserted by its in-

habitants during the winter months, when it is enveloped in snow. This

village does not afford much accommodation for the traveller, it being usual

to pitch tents on the flat roofis of the houses. Some space might perhaps

be found above the west side of the village. There are a couple of houses

that could be used by travellers in cases of necessity. In summer supplies

are procurable, and rich grass is plentiful, but water is somewhat scarce.

From Poshidna two paths lead over the Panjdl range into Kashmir, ei#.,

the high-road which crosses the Pir Panjdl pass, and a footpath by the

Chitta Paid pass ; this latter route is impracticable for laden animids.

A tax (called zar-i-markab) of B5 a pony is levied at Poshidna.

There are about 500 ponies used for carrying loads here.

POSHKAR—Lat. 34® V. Long. 74® 88'. Elev. 8,837'.

A wooded hill situated on the western edge of the valley of Kashmir,

between Firozpur and Kdg. Vigne oalls this the highest of ail the isolated

hills within the valley.

The path usually taken between Kdg and Firozpdr passes round the
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north side of this hill> but there is said to be a shorter but rougher way
through the glen to the south.

POSHKAR—Lat. 84^ V. Long. 74^ 38'. Elev.

A village situated at the foot of the hill of the same name on its east side

;

it lies OQ the path between K4g and Firozpdr. There are about ten houses

in the village inhabited by zamlndars, among whom are somepfrzildas and

weavers.

POTA—Lat. 88® Long. 78® 48^ Elev.

There is only one house in this place^ which is on the left bank of the

Punch T6i rireri about 7 miles north of Cbaomuk.

POTI—Lat. 88® 7'. Long. 78® 48'. Elev.

A village in Naoshera^ lying on the slopes of the ridge, about 7 miles

south of Mirpur, to the west of the road to the Qatiala fenry. It contains

about eighty iiouscsi and is held in jagir by K&ja Sultan Kh4n.

POTSHAI—Lat. 84.® 25'. Long. 74® 88'. Elev.

A small village in the Khuiharoa pargana, situated near the northern shore

of the Wular lake^ about 8 miles west of fiandipura^ on the road towards

Sopur.

POWEN—Lat, 84® 33'. Long. 76® 10'. Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Surd river, opposite Kargil
;
river^bank

from here down to junction with the Drds river lined with cultivation and

orchards. {Bellew,)

PRAHNU—Lat. 34® 56'. Long. 76® 47'. Elev. 9,100', appro*.

A village in the district of Chorbat in Bsiltistan on the right bank of the

Sbyok. It is irrigated by a torrent of the same name. Coiisiderwble ciil-

tivaiion. Here. there is a deposit of nlluvium to depth of 600 or 700 feet

behind some isolated rocks. The inhabitants of the two small hamlets of

Do and Thang winter here. There are about fifty houses. A mile above

the village is the only permanent bridge over the Shy It is 125 feet

long by 5 feet broad. It is very shaky and bends considerably. Here

tiieShyok valley is very narrow. Supplies procurable. {Thom9on^Aylmer.)

P17D—Lat. 82® 86'. Long. 75® 51'. Elev.

A village in the Basaoli district, situated about 18 miles north of that

town on the road towards Badmwdr.

The village, which contains about twenty-five houses, is situated on ele-

vated ground at the foot of the higher range of hills. Supplies are pro-

curable with diiBcutty, and in the dry season water bos to be brought from

some distance.

The road to Basaoli is somewhat rough aud diflicuU for cattle.
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There is said to be a path from F&d, leading directly towards Dalhousioj

which crosses the Ravi at Salo.

PUGA CAMP AND STREAM—Lat. 78® 2y. Long.33®16^ Elev. 16,200'.

On the right bank of the Puga rivulet (or Kulung-Chu) ; is situated about

half-way between the Polakonka pass and the Indus, opposite Mabiye. It

is a halting-place on the route from the Tsomorari lake to L6h. The route

from L6h to Hanle and Gardok also passes through it. There are sulphur

mines and borax-fields here. The former are worked by the Kashmir govern-

ment, and the latter by the poorer traders from Kulu and Lahoul. Hot
springy occur in the bed of the rivulet for a length of about two miles, and

its banks are quite white with saline matter that is being continually pre-

cipitated. Tlie springs vary in temperature from 8U® to 148® F., the hottest

containing chloride of soda and sulphuretted hydrogen in solution, and those

of low temperature chloride and Ixirate of soda, both in solution. The Puga

stream rises at the foot of the Polakonka pass, und flowing east, joins the

Indus opposite Mahiye. The ravine through which it flows is in parts

thickly covered with myricaria hushes. Some of them are about 16 feet

high, with stout, erect trunks about 6 inches in diameter. (Cuunifigham

—TXomsom—

PULAK—Lat. 33® 20'. Long. 73® 48'. Elev.

A large village situated near the left bank of the Pdnch T6i river, about

12 miles north-west of Mirpdr, on the direct path towards Kotil. The
village, which is divided into four mahallas, is situated in a narrow valley

at the foot of the hills, which is bisected by a low spur.

The inhabitants are all Muhammadans, and number about sixty families

of zamfndars, including a blacksmith, a carpenter, and a potter.

Provisions are procurable ; the main supply of water is drawn from a

brackish well, but excellent water may be obtained from the river, which

flows at some little distance to the west. There is said also to be u baoli

of pure waterin tbc village.

PU LARA—Lat. 33® 49'. Long. 74® 20'. Elev.

This village is situated on both banks of the Dali Nar stream, which is

here crossed by a narrow bridge ; it lies about fifteen miles north-east

of Punch, on the path leading towards the Tosha Mniddn, Nurpur, and

Sang Sai'id passes. The village contains about eighteen houses in all, in-

habited by Muhammadan Kashmm zamfudars.

Some little rice is grown in the village, but this cultivation does not

extend further up the valley.

PULUMBA CHU—
A tributary of the Surd river. Rises in the mountain range that lies

between the valleys of. the Suru and Wekha rivers, and flowing west,

enters the Suru river at Kartze. {MaorernJI,)
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PUNCH-Lat. Long Elev.

The territory of Punch, which is held by R&ja Moti Singh ^ a cousin of

Maharaja Ranhir Sini:h, was wrested by the Dogrd brothers under

Maharaja lianjit Singh, from Kdja Mir Baz Khdn, Gdjar, its hereditary

ruler, about forty years ago. It formed part of the possessions of Rdja Dhian

Singh, which descended to his sons, Jowahir Singh and Moti Singh. The

intrigues of Jowahir Singh against his uncle and cousin at length led to

his banishment to the Punjab, on a cash pension of one lakh per annum,

and to the absorption of his patrimonial estate in the Jamd territory,

Moti Singh gained the good graces of Gul&b Singh by submission, and

received from him the grant of Punch on conditions of hdelity and al-

legiance.

In its general aspect the district is throughout very mountainous, the

ranges to the north and east being of considerable elevation.

The valley of the Punch Tdi or Palasta river, in which ia situated the

capital, is of considerable extent, with an average width of about one mile

;

it ia enclosed by low and beautifully wooded hills, and produces abundant

crops of rice. The climate of the lower valleys ia somewhat humid, and ia

said at times to be malarious ; that of the upper slopes and mountains is

cool and healthy.

The following is a report on Punch made to the Panjdb Government

by Pandit Manphul in the year 1863

Piinch is bounded as follows : On the north by the high mountain chain, an offshoot

o( the Pir Paiijil range, whirh divides it from the Khukkha country, Uri, Chikar

and Danna ; on the east by the Fir Panjdl range ; on the eouth by the pargauas of

BAjaori Jbupal, and Kotli, under Jamd ; on the west by the river Jhelum.

The principal line of the hhimbar and Bijoori route from the Paujdb to Kashmir

passes through the aouth-«ast corner of Pdoch.

* Midu Kishor Singh, Dogri.

Bdia Dhian 8ingh, Piime
Minister of Mahardja

Kanjit Singh,

Mahardja GulAb Singh.

Mahiiiija Ranhir Singh.

Bdja Jowahir Singh, died

in 18(i0 at Amhdla,

^ Singh.Rdja Mutl Singh,

after having lived

in eiiU two years.

Mahardja Raja
ParUb Singh , Ram Siugh.

Ruler of Jaind and Kashmir.

BiijfAja

Amar Singh,
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It b difidtd into mtwi dUcrloto t—
1. HaukU, oontaining thru ptrgtniA. Hml(» Muidi, and TAt. B

The eeTennee of this dlitiicti oonrieting of land tai ,graaiDg taiee

(** anr-i-chopaa ** and ** •hakhahoomaree,")and lioenie tax

peiliewarao/*) amount annnallj to Co.'e rnpeee • 47,000

The town of Pdnob, the capital of the principality, ia aitnated in a

email feri Talley, cn the bank of the ricer Pfr Paigdl, in pargana

HaTell. Ita popnlation ia eatimated at 8,000 aonla. The honaea

aie generally kncha. The rdja livea in the fort, which ia built

of atone and anrrounded by a triple row of walla.

8. Maindmr, containing two parganaa, Maindnr and Solirin, in a email

Talley watered by the Pfr Paojdl riTer. Amount of leTenoe • 47,00^

8. Purawa-Tkukiala, containing two parganaa, Pnrawa and Thnkila.

BcTenue • • il/XX>

4. Boffhan, containing two parganaa, Bagban and Salian • 46,000

The Baghan Talley, watered by a hRl stream, is one of the moat fertile

tiacta in the territory.

5. Pori, oontaining Ato parganaa. Pari, Pnlungf, Ptflandrf, Mangora,

and Barnl. BoTenue 46,000

Pari consists of an extensiTe plateau.

6* Punjiurat containing fiTO large Tillages, Punjsurm, Buhramgula,

Chundeemnrh, Dogree, and Posbana. BeTenne • • 1,360

7. Skdroon, a hilly tract, held in jagfr by B4ja Surundax Khdn, O^ar, *

a hereditary chief. Valued at ..•••• 10,000

Total Company's B • 817,360

Add other itema of revenue—

1, * Znkat" (onstoms duties) farmed to SardAr Hara Singb, a khatri of

Mouia WaU, in pargana Pind Dadan KhAn, Zilla Jhelam, Prime

Minister of the rAja, for •••••• • 80,983

8. Stamped paper rsTenue, farmed to ditto for 8,000

8. ** Phoolsehra,” or tax on marriage from Muhammadans, farmed to

ditto for • 8^)00

4. Monopoly of the sale of the **cbikri " wood growing in the par*

ganas of Sohrin and Sudroon, fhrmed to ditto for . 1,000

6.

Monopoly of the sale of ** ohob-i-koot ’*
(dueklandia voracosia) grow-

ing in the pargana of Mandi only, fhrmed to ditto for • 1,000

6. Monopoly of the sale of iron prooured from the mines in pargana

Mandi, Sohrin and Thukiala, the only iron mines worked out

in the territory, farmed to ditto for 1,0C0

7. Furoee," or ftnee leried in the Judicial and BoTenue departmenta,

eetimatedat • 60^000

Total Bevenue, Go.'s B 307,333

Kbalsa paid into the rdja'a treasury. 897,333

Jggir held by RiQa Surundai KhAn 10,000
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The hud rerenne ia eollected in eub, nt leremie mtea Axed on knd
Mod««(CollMtloii. LuABotmim. with refeienoe to the qnxlit/ of eoil; for

inetenoe:—

•

^Par nuumtM^ > Co.‘tB

land Haraua datamlnad bj tha qnaaUti 1 n Taokaf f Vbon S U 0
ofaaadaown. 1 „ Anu, * ) To S 4 0

V » Taeh, 18 Co.’o nipooa.

The Ant getbering of the cotton crop helonge to governnwnt, which

Mils it to zamfndan and othen, at Bve enn less than the onnent price per

rupee. Cotton grows ohieB/ in pargana Maindnr.

The following additional taxes are collected in kind

^
8 M«n^ for oaeli rapso of land tovouM.

8 Mon and 1| aeor ditto.

{

LoUlp grama in porgaiuw HsTolf and Mrindnr.
Tho ^Tornnont sn|>pltoo tbo aoad, and takM f
of tbo prodnoo.

per boffikb two seant par eow, one soar.

•• AnArdAna” (pomegranate seed), which grows in pargana Habdur

only, from five to ten amn per hooae or family.

Woollen doth, '* puttA,” one yard per mpee of land revenne.

jVm'f—Apricot " khfibanf, zardaloo ;
** pean, '* bntung," and *' nak,"

as much as may be required by goremment.

The “zurchopan,” or graxing tax, is levied from sbq>berds at Co.'s

B15-10 per 100 head of sheep. Tho parganas of Punjsans, Sobrin, Mand

Sudroon, and Bagban, contain the latgeet number of sheep.

The *<Bbakb-shoomatee" is collected on buffaloes and cows from the

owners, who are mostly 0^'an, a wdl-known pastoral tribe, the ancient in.

babitonU of Punch, at the rate of one rupee and eight annas or 1|

rupees per buffalo, and twdve annas per cow.

A tax (called the xur.i.markAb ") of five rupms per pony is levied at

Poshiaua, a large village of some commercial importance, in pargana Punj-

sarae, on the Kashmir road. There are about 500 ponies used for carry,

ing loads in this village.

The " b4j.i.pesbewuran " is a tax on trades. The banies ^provision.

Mllera) of Maudi, a trading place in pargana Haveli, pay at one mpee {ler

shop. Those of PAnch are exempt from the payment of this duty. All

other traders, artizans, carpenters, ironsmiths, weavers, barbers, leather,

makers, toilers, silk-twiners, dyers, soap-makers, corn-grinders, Ac., pay at

the »te of two ropees per shop or bouse.

CostoB* sad Tr»de. The " xukxt " consists of transit and

town duties.

J» fraiit—

Wheat
IndiAQ oorn

Kice

Tttrmerio

SiigarcAoe

GbM

• A »c«r i» < qiml to 1| icen of Euglith ftauUftrde
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oftramU dmi$ kffied om cerMn ariich$ o/mipart Mui impart.

Imports into Pfinoh from the Jnmd and Brituh territories^ for Pdnch
or Kashmir :****

Xoglish potton pises goods

Go.'bB

12 8

Coarse sonntiy dotb, soiton and wsoUsn 7 8 0
standard.

ditto.

Bogarcandj . • • • • 15 0 0 ditto.

Soger ...... 12 8 0 ditto.

Coarts ioger ..... 8 8 a dittos

Molasses 5 0 0 ditto.

Salt 5 0 0 diUo.
If taksB la lamps on 0] lamp witboat

Kiriaaa (spices, msdkiaal drags, As.) 18 8 0

isfsrsDSs to oiss^

and wrigbt.

psrmaand of Eng-

Tobasso 7 8 0
lisb standard,

ditto.

Cotton 5 0 0 ditto.

Imported from Kashmir

Kasbmfr bUmbsts (l«4 psr pises . 0 8 0
Pattd, psr pises of ten yards 0 8 0
Apples (psr baadrsd) 10 0

Exports from Pdnch

Pdneb blankets, per pises ... 8 annas or 6 annas.

Qbf . . . r . . • 8 18 0 psrmaand ofEog-

Buffalo, female, psr bead 8 18 0
lisb standard.

» 14 0
iVble.—Export of sows and oaen stiietlj probibitsd.

Lsatbsr, psr ponj-load 18 0

The duties are eolleoted by the men of the contraetor, Saiddr Kara
Singhj at the different oustoms posts or chokfs, of which there are seven-

teen* on the frontier, and five in the interior of the ooontry.

The following are the principal commercial lines tbroogh Pdoch

•

The principal road from the Fknjdb to Kaehmfr b) Bhimbar,

R^aori, Pdnch, and the Pfr Panjdl pass; Baramgala (next stage from

Tbdna in Rdjaorl) and Poshidna are the only two stages in Pdncb on this

line.

* 7 OD tbs river Jhsloai.

6 on tbs Kssbmir border.

4 on tbs Jamd border.

17
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ftul.—From Thfoa oe th« aboTO line to Kaslimfr by Ffinob, the H^ji

Fir and Baramdla paeeei, vif.—

MUtt.

From Thine to

In Pinch territory.

rBohrin, 16 Croce the Rotten PCr epnr et the

Dooner peee.

Pinch, 14

Kehite, 9
AKebid, 8

^Ori, 17 Crow the HdQi Pfr pew. Hidrebid

8erii« e belting-pleoe, e short die*

tenoe beyond the pus. Cri is in

the Khnkkbe hills, thenoe to Bire-

mile end Srinsger ss in Route XI,

Appendix XXIV to Tnde Report.

Tbii road ie open all the year round, and passable for laden ponies

throughout from the Fknjib to Kashmir, though the above poriiou within

Punch territory is more rugged and difficult than the Mozafarabid line#

the only other road from the Fanjib to Kashmir which is not closed in

winter.

The Kashmir traders use this road in winter.

dfd.—From the Find Dadan Kliin salt mines and Rawal Pindi, by

Kahuta, through Pinch to Kashmir :

—

From Pind Dadsn Kbdn in cilia Jhe-

lum to Kahdta, in cilia Rawal Pindi,

by Chnkowal .... about 60 hot.

From Rawal Pindi to Kahdta, a tahsil

station 12 „
"i

From Kahdta to the ferry on the

Jhelnm river • • • 16 „ Cross over into Pduch
territory.

f Palandri . 6 •t

Dana • 4 It

In Pdneb Polungi 7 11

territoiy. Pdneh 16 •1

Mandi • • 8 11

( Bultdnputhri 9 II

Tosha Maidin . 6 „ A halting.plsce and a
cboki in an exten-

sive plateau, over the

pass in the PfrPanjdl
range, in Kashmir
territory*

Patan e 6 „ In the valley of Kash-

mir.

Srinagar

.
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This 18 a more diiBcolt bat shorter than either of the two above roads

within Pdncb territory. It is passable for laden ponies, and by it the

Pdnch traders, and Bdja Moti Singh, who is the largest trader in salt in

Pdnch, in particular, send their goods to Kashmir.

Open for six months^from May or June to October and November-
only.

4th .—From Mari to Pdnch

From Mari to Ruhtt • • 4 Aot.

Ferry oo the Jhelum called Taeen • 6 „ Croea the rirer into Pdnch
territory. Taeen ia a Tillage

on the left bank of the river in

Pdnch. Th ia ferry ia alao called

**Dulkot/' from the name of

the fort in Taeen.

Pari. . . 16 H Road billy and difficnltj

pasiiuble for laden ponies.

Dooa Randi
Pdueh

• . 8
. 8

**

^
Road in a valley.

This road is used by the Punch traders, who bring large quantities of

ghi, blankets, fto., to Mari. The portion from Rubdt to Pari is the most

difficult. It is, however, passable throughout for laden ponies and mules.

There are numerous passes leading directly from Pdnch into the

Kashmir valley, of these the Nilkanta, Firozpdr, Zamir, Tosha Maiddn, and

Sang Safid are most used.

The monopolising system of trade on the part of government and itg

officials is carried on in Punch to a much greater extent than in the Jamu
and Kashmir territories. The trade in Find Dadan Khan rock salt and the

Pdnch ghi, the only articles capable of an extensive speculation, is chiefly

in the htinds of Sarddr Uara Singh, the prime minister of Rdja Moti Singh,

and the contractor of customs, stamps, &c., on his own account, as well as

that of his master. The purchase and sale of the other valuable produc-

tions of the country, vts., the iron, the ^*chikri (a superior kiod of wood
used in making combs in the Panjdb, particularly at Amritsar) and the

root of the wood chob-i-koot {Avcklandia voraeoita) are alao monopolised

by Hara Singb. Both these woods grow indigenous.

About 20,000 maunds of salt, worth more than Co.'e S60,000 at the

Find Dadan Khdn mines, is believed to be thus annually import^ by Hara
Singh, for sale in Pdnoh and Kashmir ; and the annual quantity of ghi ex-

ported to the Panj4b is estimated at 8,000 maunds. Most of the ghi con-

sumed in Mari and Rawal Findi comes from Pdnch. The price paid by
Hara Singh in Pdnoh is about R7 permaund (equal to maunda English

standard), and that obtained in the Panjdb from S14 to 17 per EngliehP

mauud.
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CMt EdaUiikmenii and froopt, Mnd ik$if eUimutid co$i pw annum.

Prioeipol OSem

Gd.'iB

Mtfo 0«Ub SiBgb. Chki MiUtwf
offMf njsoo

Billii, SnlMidar 1,000

8aid4rHm8iBgli.MiiiiaUr . . IflOO All ihfN offieen u wtll

M iht tahtfldm bIhi bold

farm! of ?Ulagoa*

Hoad Vnofliia and Offinala in tbo

8nddirt)fioi . . . • 8,100

6,000

f Co/aB 06.*iB

Fif0 Diatriot Oflotn r—
Tabafldara •

Taliafl Batabliahmanta •

Nino Thdoadara •

• 000

. 200— UOO
• 800 Hio tbdnadara aro

dara.

poliea

200 flapojB nndar Iho Tbdna-

dan,atCa*aBioaeh. • 800
—— 1,800 Iho aopoya in tbdnaa am

armad with matehlooka,

•woida and abiolda.

A mfiaMnt of Mnirj. eonaiat-

inf of dOOaopoja and oflfeara ••• 16,000 Tbo ragioMnl ia aaatonad

alPdaoh.

Total arttnatad eoat of (5?il and

Militarj Batabliabmant • 26j000

Tha regimaDt ia properly drilled and diaeipliDed* Their olothiog oon«

•igto of a tad elotti tarbao, red woollen coot, blue woollen paptaloone with

red atripe. The aepoya are aimed with ikurmar (flint gnna) and aword, and

are recmited chiefly from the Jamd hilla* There are abont 50 HinddaUnfa

in the legimeut. The pay of the aepoy ia Co.*a B5, of which B2 are

monthly deducted for lationa, and 8 annaa for clothing.

The rationa coat little or nothing to the rdja, being anpplied from the

grain and glii collected from the samindara, aa ahown under the head of

land lefenne collectiona.

In 1882 the whole force in the^r^Va territoriea waa 1|000 meni moatly

Dogria and ChibbAlia.
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llr. Hanvey* in bin lepoti of 1882, given tba following deUile of ihe

forta

of Wilirtl. I ffiiMof Fort. Oontooa. Go

This is tbs teftlna of Bi^s Moil
Singh. The gaanls are andcr
Devi Din. There is a msga-
sine here.

This was bailt bj BfQa Jowahir
Singh.

The dietriet oSeara, called tabaildara, diapoea of all revenue, civil, and

criminal caaaa, nferring only heinona Crimea,
Law tad dwtiea ^ murder, Unc-killing, fee., for otdera

to the Sndder Adalnt at P&nch, prenided over by the lAja Umadf.

Mfdn OnUb Singh, of Saeba, a relation of the rdja, ia eommander-in.

chief of bia troopa, and alao chief jndioial fanctionany.

fiilln, Snbadar, a Thaknr of Jamd, aaaiata the Iftfn in both the civil

and military dapaitmenta.

Hara Singh, a khatrf of Monaa Waif, pargana Pind Dadan Khdn, ailla

Jhelum, ia the chief adviaar and ooadjntor of the rdja in all nwttem of

finance and trade. He poeaeaaea great inflnenoe over the t^a.

The rija devotee moat of hia time to aporting, leaving mneh of hia work
to be done by Mtfn Oulfib Singh or Ham Singh.

There ia no code or written law. All deciniona am regnlated by preoa-

denta, will, or judgment of the preaiding officer.
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No raoQid of oMeo, ozoepting thoie of mnrderj kino^illiDgi fce.|iB pio-

pBvedj oitlier in the MotoieQ or Sadder Coarte.

All orimee end offenoeti oriminel end reFeniie« ere pnnieheble bj fbet

which ie oeoellj leeorted tO| imprieonmentt withoat eny limited term, being

ewerded on defenlt. Cepital puniehment ie never inflicted. Imprieon-

ment ie eommateble to fine even in eeee of murder.

In ceeee of theft end cettle-eteeling, in which etolen property ie reco-

Tered, both pertiee ere generally fined ; the money pei^ by the plaintiff, et

the rate of one fourth of the value of the recovered property, ie celled

ehekurdne^' (thenke).

Meet of the criminal oflbnoee ere token up by the local euthoritiee

themeelvee, on being reported by the police, even if there be no complaint

mode by either party, for the ei^e of fine, which ie impoeed on both pertiee

in one form or another.

Any marriage effected amongst Musalmdns without marriage deed

being endorsed on the usual stamp paper, is punishable by fine, oe fol-

lows
Co.*tB

Fin# IsTuble fram tbs kill . • • . • 96

M from tbs wiinsttM • .95
M from tbs kosbsiid • • . .95
„ from tbs psrents or rsistifst of tbs brids • 95

„ from tbs fillses Ismberdar • .25

The value of stamped paper prescribed for merrioge deed is B7 for the

marriage of a widow, and B9 for the marringe of a virgin.

All petitions presented to the Sudder Adalut are endorsed on stamped

paper of two annoe value. No written petitions are taken in a mofussil

court, all proceedings being conducted vivd voce, Oovernmeut takes one

fourth share of all sums decreed in civil suits.

Tlie administratiou of Rija Motf Singh is complained of as being very'*

oppressive, and the taxation as exceedingly heavy.

On the other hand, Sir O. St. John bos recently referred in a demi*

official letter of the dth August 188S to the success of (the mahardja^s

cousin) Motf Singh of Pdnch in governing that little dependent State.^'

Besides the usual bi^ar (pressed labour), the agricultural classes have to

•apply higdrie every harvest at the rate of one man to every two houses, to

collect gross for the rdja's stables and fuel for his kitchen, os well os for

sale to a contractor, to whom the monopoly of the sale of fuel in the town

of Ffinch is given.

Driven by poverty and the demands of the tax-gatherer, thousands of

the oamfndars* (agriculturists) of Pdnch annually eome to Marf, Abbotta-

• Bmbmiiis.

MutalmdM C/a««t.^8ooddoon, Mutia, DImwikI, Rami, Snttee, Janjaa, DooomI, HatamI, Os.
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Ud, and Bawal Pindi, where they labour hard as coolies for the season, and

save as much of their wages as they possibly can to pay into the Hija^s

treasury.

PUNCH—Lat. 33* 45'. Long. 74® 9'. Elev. 3,300'.

The principal town in the dominions of the r4ja Moti Singh is situated on

sloping ground towards the northern side of a long open valley ; it lies

above the right bank of the Punch T6i, in the angle formed by the junc-

tion of the Bitarh, about a mile distant from either river.

Both the Bitarh and Punch T6i are unbridged
;
the former is fordable

throughout the year, except on the occasion of floods ; the latter during the

winter months only ; for the remainder of the year a ferry-boat plies. Punch
lies about half-way between Bhiinbar and Srinagar, on the high-road by
the Suran valley and H4ji Pir pass, being distant about 86 miles from
the former town and 88 from the latter ; by the direct routes to Srinagar

crossing theFirozpur or Tosha Maidau passes it is considerably less.

Kotli is distant about 29 miles, and may be reached by two roads,

v/f., that following the bank of the Punch Tui, or crossing the Sona and
Nandheri Oalis, by way of M4nkot.

The general shape of the town is oblong, its greatest length being from
east to west; it is not surrounded by either wall or ditch. The streets are

narrow, that in the middle of the town, which is the principal thorough-

fare, being lined with shops on either side.

There are about 750 houses in the town, which arc generally single-

storied, with flat mud roofs. On the open space east of the town, and
between it and the sepoys' lines, there is a darbar hall, a substantial brick

building ; it stands on the southern side of the road ; to the north is another

large ediflee, the magazine, containing ammunition and military stores

;

there is also a sarai. The p.ison, which is near the cantonment, is said to

accommodate about 200 prisoners, 80 being criminals, and the rest

debtois. There is u government garden in the lower portion of the town,

and near it two madrasas or colleges for Hindus; there is also one for Mu-
hammadans. There are two masjids and two ziarats, viz,, that of Saiad

Gafur and the Ali Pir-ki-Takia.

Though not noted for any manufacture, the trade of Punch, as might

be expected from its position, is very considerable, and it is inhabited by a

variety of races, Hindus predominating. Hari R4m is the principal banker.

The following is an approximate list of the dwellings and occupations

of the inhabitants

Shops, Muhammadan . . . • 80 in bazdr.

,1 Hindd ..... 90 ,,

Goldsmiths, Hindda • • . .12
Foreign merohauU and traders • • 40 from tbs Paiyab, Stc,

Carpenters • ... 10
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BiMhMitto 9
MmU» •
IMIbna 1

MOkn 40
Mahton 4
HoikabiM...... <0 han»-hMpNn< gownmant rmpl^f.

Kubmirfi n4 of all India aad OMopaiiona.

Bidria (aooUaa) tf
Kabira (baann) 10

Hill aanlodan . • *60
BhhM 10 KaabnlfIk

Mdllaa 4
Baiada t
Pbadita • • • • • It ia gafiianaat anploj.

BMudfla 8

729

Tke namber ol poiim« feOaj miilabla for tramport mait be ?erj greats

aa it ia atated that forty maonda (probaldj "kaeba^* maanda of 16f aeora

aadi) of grain are daily espandad in thair kaap ; tkay aia tha pioparty of

govammantj and are amployad in aanyiag grain, ke. Bioa of aorta, makai

(tnaiae), kannak, jao (barlay), dall of tha mdn, aoaah, and ninaa&r raria*

tiaa, and a litCla aotton, aia prodncad in tha naighboi^ood, and aoM in

the bazdr at tha following rataa for Britiah anrranay, tha local aaar waight

baing ona fifth haariar than tha LodUna or Britiah aaar

Kamiak

•

• •

Atia (floor) • • •

Iflida (flat floor) • • •

Bietb ba—atti, bait tort « • •

BktfCaauaon • •

Afdawa (aroaliad barlaj) • • •

Makai aita • •

Dali, nailikl • % • •

nifliB • • •

w aoaadr • • •

8alt • • • • • •

GbI • • • • • •

OU . . . . • •

14 to la^ aaondlag to aoilitj.

It to 18 „ »
8
10

It

84
88 to 88

14

18

18

d|

8

H
Fdnoh ia wall anppliad with watar, which ia brongbt by ohannala from

tha naighbonring atraama ; thara ia idao a amall apring naar tha Hindd
tampla to tha north of tha town.

Tha olimata ia hot during tha anmmar montha, and at oartain aaaaona

faTcra ara piaralant. Tha ground ia tha rieinity of tha town ia for the

BBoat part la?al, aloping down giadoallj towaida tha ri?ar, and it ia almoat
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•Otinljr bue of Ikm ; below the town nre a MooeMion of rice>fieIdB, and

the wndar or table>landa on the north and north-weet prodnee dij oropa.

The fort etandaon a mound, abont 800 jaida distant from the sontli>

weat oomer of the town, and is on its weot side divided bj a dullow

ravine at the diatanoe of abont 860 jards from a table^Iand of equal eleva«

tion with the mound on which it is built; at the bottom of this ravine

a rill of water flows.

In shape the fort ia almoat a square, having a lower redoubt on its east

side ; at eaeb oomer there is a bastion tower and one in the middle of eaoh

face. The walls, wbieh ate of maaoniy, are abont 86 fleet high, and

apparently of aonnd and aolid oonstraotion. The entrance gateway is on
the aouth.

The fort is surrounded by a dry ditobon its nortiiside ; on the west the

mound rises very abroptly, and on this side the defences are highest and
strongeet.

The garrison eoneists of 800 men, part being in, and the remainder

around, the fort ; the rest of the sepoys are located in lines on the east

side of the town, the total number in Pdnch being, it is said, 600.

Ibe rdja Motf Singh, with bis son Bnideo Singh, lives in the fort, and
the household is said to number 800, besides 160 in attendance on the

wakfr, M(a Onldb Singh, the rdja's uncle.

There is a bnngalcw for travellers some little distance from the left

banh of the Bitarh river, about a mile north-west of the town at the foot

of t^ tableJand; it is bdlt on a level piece of greensward, and has a flew

trees near it. It is a substantial brick building, with a flat roof, and con.

tains four rooms. (Batss.)

PUNCH TOI on PALASTA—
This river rises on the western slopes of the Panjfl range, and, as the Sdmt
takes a westeriy and north-westerly course to the western extremity of the
Pdnch valley, where it is joined on its right bank by a considerable stream
from the direction of Mandi, its course through the Pdnch valley is nearly

due west, receiving in its passage the waters cf the Bitarh river by ihi

right bank, just weat of the town of Pdnch. On leaving the Pdnch valley,

at which point it ia joined by the Swan stream from the north-west, it

turns to the south, and flowing continuously in that direction empties itself

into the Jhelnm near Tangrot, lat. 88° 18', long. 78° 48'.

It drains a large area of mountain country, oulleoting a number of

etreams rising in the lofty Panjil range : indeed, it combines all these which

spring from that part of the range north or north-west of the brandling

off of the Battan ridge.
.
It drains also a considerable area occupied by the

mountains of intermediate height^ and no small space of the lower hiUa.
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The Pdoch Tdi ii not bridged at any place throughout ita coutbo. In

ita paaaage through the Pdooh valley, and aa far aa the junction of the

Mendola river, ita stream ia broad and comparatively ahallow, with, in moat

places, a moderate current. From the confluence of the Mendola, up to

within a few miles north of Chaomuk, the banka are generally steep and

rocky, and the current impetuous ; there is. however, a ferry beneath Kotli,

at which place the river may be forded during the winter months, when
the waters are low. There are also ferries at Pdnch, between the villagea

of Ser and Bdtal, near Mendola, and at Chaomuk. (Pa/a#-—i^raw.)

PUNIAL OB payAl—
A district in Ddrdistin at the upper end of the Oilgit valley, between it and

Yasin. This stretches for some U miles up to the Ynsin frontier. Of
old an appanage of Gilgit, Puiiidl became in later times a bone of conten-

tion between the rulers of Yasfn and Gilgit, who each possessed it in turn

for a time, till it finally came into the possession of Kashmir in I860. Sdmd*

lik, whose name will be found in the genealogy of the Gilgit rdjas, is said

to have given Puni41 as a dowry with his daughter to a prince of ChitrdL

At a later date it became an independent republic for a time, till a certain

8h6t, a native of Dirdl, made himself Thum of Punitl, but was shortly

afterwards slain by Sh&h Pershan, of the Kbushwaktd family of Yasfn, who
established bis son Bdrdsb as a ruler. The present rija of Punidi, Akbar

Khdn, is a descendant of Bdrdsb, his father having been re*establislied and

confirmed in his possession by the Kashmir government in return for

services rendered in the wars which finally established the Dogrd rule on the

right bank of the Indus. Kashmir troops garrison PunidI, and grave cases

are under the jurisdiction of the Gilgit officials, but no revenue is paid

either to Kashmir or to Akbar Khan, who receives in lieu a fixed subsidy

from the mahardja, in consideration of which he is bound to maintain a

certain number of men to guard the frontier posts in time of peace, and to

render military service in war. But for this arrangement Kasbrofr would
hardly have been able to make good its footing west of the Indus, and its

success in this matter may be said to be entirely owing to the father of

Akbar Khin. Great enmity exists between the people of Punidl and those

of Yasin and Cbitrdl.

The principal place in PunUl is Cher, which has been corrupted into Sher
by the Dogras. The people are, with few exceptions, Yashkfn or Bdrish,

but the language spoken is Shfna. In religion they are mostly Maulais,

a few Snnfs and Shfas only being found amongst thsm. PunUl ^ntains
about ft,000 inhabitants

; the men are remarkable for their athletic figures.

The soil, where cultivable at all, is fertile and yields two harvests in the
year, but between the different patches of cultivation long stretches ofsandy
plain intervene, while at cerUin places the rocks close in on the river,

which, for more than half the year, is an impassable torrent, so that the
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pMSAge call be easily held by a few against superior numbers. In unsettled

times guards are posted at these places to give the alarm by beacon firiw.

The actual boundaries of Pnnifl are, on the Oilgit side, the stony and
aandy plain between Sharot and Oulpur ; and on the Yasfn side^ a place

called Hdparj about 8 miles above Ghikdch, which is inoonsequence the

extreme north-western point of the mahar&ja's dominions. Within this

tract are nine villages and two or three outlying patches of cultivated

ground. The villages vary in altitude from 5,500 to nearly 7,000 feet, and
from Cher Kala, the principal village westwards, they are fortified, or rather

fort and village are synonymous terms. The following are the names of

the villages in PunUl on the right bank, commencing from the east

:

Oulpur, Singal, Gulmati, Oakdch, Aish. On the left bank, commencing
from the west, are Ouranjdr, Babar, Jap6k, and Cher Kala.

A characteristic of this part of the valley is that often, after a few

miles, one comes to a place where the space is narrowed for a short distance

by projecting spurs, so that the passage between these spurs and the river

is extremely difficult, and at each of them an army might be stopped by a

very few' resolute men. These places are locally called darhand. ^ere are,

however, usually two roads by which they can be passed, a very difficult

one, fit only for agile foot-passengers, along the cliff, and a bridle-path,

crossing the spurs, 1,000 feet or more above the river. Again, in winter

they may be sometimes turned by twice fording the river, which is then

very low. Up as far as Oakdch, however, there is now a good made road,

which was laid out by Major Biddulph whilst on special doty at Oilgit.

{Biddulph—Dtew—Barrow.)

PUNMAH—
A glacier in the Mustdgh range in BaltisUn, at an elevation of over 10,000'.

It forms one of the sources of the Braldd river. It terminates in an enor-

mous chaotic expanse of the lines of moraine not being distinguish-

able from one another for some miles up, where th^ run on till they

terminate in a few narrow bands of dirty ice. Except for a few black

slopes of ice, one could hardly believe a glacier to be there, so completely

is its lower poTtion concealed beneath the materials it has brought

down. This glacier is on the advance, together with all its detrituiT. The

road to the Mustagha goes over this glacier. {Qodwin^Auoka^Aglmef.)

PUBANA CHOWNI—
A little village, marked by poplar trees, on left bank of the Jhelum,

about a mile below Srinagar, the usual starting-place for Gulmarg. There

is good shade, but it is a dirty campbg ground. A road leads by the back

of the town across the racecourse to the AmfrfkadaL Another path

follows the Jbslum to SliAdipur. {Wingate.)
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PUBANA TILAIL-Ut 34® 8^. Long. 76® V. Blar.

The name of a village in the Tilail vallajj iitnatad at the foot of a spur on

the right bank of the Kishan Oaog% and above a oonaiderable etream called

the Satani, which flows just beneath ite north side.

The village contains a maejid^ and nine houses inhabited by aamfndars.

The cnltivation attached to this village lies to the sonih*eastf on the

other side of the spur. The Satani stream is crossed by a bridgej^and may

also be forded*

PUBIK on PUBIO—Lat. Long. Slev.

A district of the BaltisUn Waatrat oonsisting of the valleys between this

Zoji La and Potu La. Its principal villages are Mnlbekhi Pashkyum*

Kargil and Drib. This dbtriet is famous for its breed of sheep. They

are small, but good eating and cost B1 each ; in Ldh Bg each. The L6h»

Skardfl r^ mns down ihb walley, entering by the Nawiki la. It crosses

the river frequently, but b veiy good.

Pariiculafi qfPnrii.

VSIaftwPSqnnaiae itoMaa. Hwiii. moai
ktya.

laBMika.

Wahl (0) . 40 SO • as 16 100 IS 16 Insith.
Malbtkh (0) • SO SO • SS 16 80 8 10 1 do.
aiMvgoi (0) 10 6 sss 4 40 S 1 At.
Kwtit <M) . SO 10 ... 8 so 6
8Api(0) . . . mm IS 6 80 1
PhS(O) . bImm9 9 40 4
Darkit (M) Bl1W 6 100 4
LotaviD (M

)

KllImg 6 160
70 mm so 800

1 1 do.» 1 csrptstar.
Skarnba (M) 10 tlH 16 100 6
Tataa-kaiit (M) 80 so 1 SO too 10 16
Yvkaltak (M) . 00 so .•« SO 100 10
Tonicl (M) 40 16 ••• 16 60 set IM
acbawal (M) xe 6 ••• 10 40 IW
Fttvoa (91) . so 10 ... 10 40 ...

Tons 488 8S7 1 198 Is4t0 78I
O qMUii half BoSdhlila, half VabaaBaSiiMi,
U M Mahammadane.

(Amhoritjr^local lMmbardar$)—{pmUnghamm^Aflnur.)

PURIKl LA OB KAMDRIK LA—
Lb(. 84«68'. Long. 76** Sr. BUt. l/OO*, appras.

A pM. orer th. Kailn nog*, eoBnMting KhunDmg wHb Kawai
(ChoibBt) in Btltisiin. The nj^roMbe. np both vallojr* an fairly eaayt

Imt tb. laat 600 or 600 feet aeeont is very steep, espeoially on the Cborbet

side, when it is setuslly prcoipitons. On the 6tb July 1888 then was
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•now for two miles on eitber side of the top. It opens in the beginning of

Joly* and is only passable for foot-possengers. (See Bouris."} {Aylmer,)

PUBIK BIVEB— Ffd*# ** Wakhb-Cru.'^

PUBNI—Lat. S6^ Long. W 62^ Eley.

A Tillage in Lower Drawdrj situated oh the left bank of the Kishan

GaiigSj opposite Drawdr ; it oontains a maqidj and ten houses inhabited by

Muhammadan zamfndars, including a carpenter.

There are a few fine trees scattered about the Tillage, and a considerable

amount of cultiTation of both rice and com.

The Narbi^i stream separates it from the Tillage of Mirptfr, which lies

at a lower lerel to the north ; there b said to be a path following the course

of this stream, and crossing the range of mountains to the south-east, by

which the Kamao fort may be reached.
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Q
QUAIL—Lat. 34f> Otf. hong. HP 87'. Bier.

A emell rillage in the Khuihamn petgnni^ eitunted about two milea eaet of

Alatf.
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B
RAOABITG—Lat. 84° 4'. Long. 74° 40'. Elev.

A village situated on the north-west side of the table-land at the foot of

the Bdb£ Handf-u-Din hill^ to the south-east of the road between Makahdma
and Srinagar. It contains seven houses inhabited by zamindvrs, is sur.

rounded with rice cultivation, and is said to possess a small spring.

BADANAO—Lat. 34^ 29'. Long. 74^ 28'. Elev.

A village in the LoUb valley, near Lalpur. It almost meets Shralgdnd,

the two villages occupying a long narrow strip of land, with fields on both

sides. (Montgomerie,)

RADANI—Lat. 33® 22'. Long. 73® 60'. Elev.

A large village in Naoshera, situated about midway on the road l>etwcen

Mirpur and Kotli
; it is divided into four mahallas or districts, and contains

about ninety houses
; among the inhabitants are a carpepter, blacksmith, cot-

ton-cleaner, chokidar, two leather-workers, two sweepers, and two mullas.

There are three masjids in the village, and the zidrat of Nur Shdh. All

the inhabitants are Muhammadans. Bajra, kanak, jao, makai, and some

cotton are grown.

BAHM17R—Lat. 88® 25'. Long. 75® 21'. Elev.

The name of a pass lying over the Panjdl range, between the Shahabdd

valley and the district of Banihdl. On the Kashmir side the ascent com-

mences near the village of Kishpura, and the path is said to join that by

the Banibdl route below the fort of Harkartand, near the village of Ramsu.

It is only used by shepherds, but is described as being shorter and less

steep than that which crosses the Nandmarg pass.

IIAIN—Lat. 82® 81'. Long. 75® 51'. Elev.

A village in the Basnoli district, consisting of about twenty houses, which

are scattered amid the fields. It lies about two miles north of Baeaoli, on

the road towards Badrawir.

BAINAWARI—
The name of the canal which traverses the northern portion of the city of

Srinagar. (See “ Srinagar,")

EAJAORi oe BAMPITR—Lat. 38° 88'. Long. 74° 81*. Elev. 8,094'.

A large and partly walled town in the province of Naobhera, very pictur-

esquely situated on the side of a low range of jungle-covered hills about

150 feet above the right hank of the Tawi river, which is usually of

DO great depth, and contains but little water, excepting when its flood

is swollen by rains and the melting of the snows on the Rattan Pir,

whence it flows ; it .then becomes impassable, there being no bridge. At
present (1888) there are nine solid maaonry piers, just opposite the dik

bangalow^ and stretching across the river. The bridge was abandoned
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after the piers had been made. They appear to be in very good order.

The bed of the river consists of small rooks and ronnded stones. The most

favourable places for fording are just south of the town, or about a mile

north of it. Opposite the town on the left bank of the riveri the valley

opens out into a wide and extensive plain, which is ff>r the most part

riehly cultivated with rice. This town is the largest met with on the Pfr

Panj&l route into Kashmir, and is distant about 66 miles north of Bhim-

bar, and 94 miles south-west of Srinagar.

The houses are substantially built, chiefly of dressed stone, and many
have two stories. Rdjaori contains several places worth visiting, as the

bazdr ; the nllumnoie^ or royal cemetery, which is situated at the back of

the town, and contains about twenty tombs of the old chiefs of R6jaorf ; the

dmkhii and the maidfit^khdnaf both sardis, and standing near the middle

of the town ;
the royal palace, which is a most imposing range of buildings

at its lower end, and the temple adjoining it. There is also a tine old mandi^

or market-place, near tiie palace, now in ruins, having: been destroyed by

fire when the town was taken by Ranjit Singh’s army. On an elevated

hill north-east of the town there is a fort which commands the valley, which

is said to have been over ten years building.

The halting-place of the Mogul emperor seems to have been the garden

on the left bank of the stream. This is a large oblong space, enclosed by a

thick wall, and Mversed by two stone waterways at right angles to each

other. In former times there was a bridge leading across from the gar-

den ; though the stream is usually fordablo at certain places, it is at times

rendered quite impassable by floods. At ^e comer are some hamtims, or

hot-bath houses.

At certain seasons of the year Rtijaorf has an evil reputation for fever.

Snow-storms are frequent in January, and the snow often lies two whole

days on the ground.

The bungalow or pavilion for travellers is situated on the left bank of

the river, immediately opposite the town, in an enclosed garden about

eighty yards square, down the middle of which there is a canal, enfaced with

stone and containing a few fountains, llie pavilion is open in the centre,

and is divided into two small apartments overlooking the river. Thele

is also another and smaller building at the opposite end of the garden

near the entrance. The main bungalow is in good order.

In addition to the highway by the Pfr Panj6l pass, the valley of Kath-

mfr may be approached from lUjaorf by paths over the Darhal passes ; there

arc also two roads leading to Pdncb, vts., by the Sifran river, and by the

Bhimbar Oali; the former is described as bemg much the easier, and is

usually preferred by traders.

Vignc states that he discovered a coal-bed of inferior quality near the

hot spring of Tatapdui, about one day^s march to the eastward of Rtijnorf.
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The riyai of R4jeorf were MohammftdeDieed Bijpiite. The early onee

were of the tribe of R^jpiits called Fil, that caste to which belooged the

Hindd rdjas of BaMwar and other places east of Jamd. The Miiham*
madan PdlotBdjaorf were ancceeded by Wija8(al8o Mabammadana) who be-

longed to the JardI tribe of Bdjpdts ; this was leyen or eight generations

back ; theee rulers also have passed away^ but there is in the neighbourhood

both Uindds and Muhammadans of these two castes.

The Rdjaori rule extended north and south 20 or 25 milesj and
about 80 miles from east to west; its northern boundary was ihe

Rattan ridge : to the south the country of the Bhimbar rdja. The
revenue is said to have been only BIO^OGO^ but, although the money
income of the country was so sinalb the rdjas have left some marks of

their rule : there is what was once a large fine house» their zesidenccj in the

town of Kdjaori : of part of this^ the roof has fallen in^ but the river front

is preserved and is used for offices. When all of these territories that had

not before been acquired by Ouldb Singh were transferred to him by the

treaty of 1846, there came an end to the Rdjaorf rule; the rdja ultimately

submitted without resistance, and was pensioned. He is now dead, but his

son stiil receives something from the British Government, which he enjoys

at Waairabad. Rdjaorf has one conspicuous building rais^ by its last, the

present, rulers. A large temple, elevated on a rock by the river, shows to

all that Hindd power has again spread thus far west. As another sign of

this, the Dogr^ have changed the name of the place to Rdmpdr, thus

designating it after one of their gods. This new name has displaced the

old in official dealings, but not in the mouths of the people generally.

(Hugel—Vi^m—nerve^—Knighi^Jllgood^Inee—Dfew.—Aylmr^

RAJDlANGAN—See (" Txaqbal ".

)

RAJOHAR—Lat. 88^ 12'. Long. 75^ 28'. Elev.

A small village lying on the northernmost of the two roads between Rdm-

bdn and Doda, distant eight ko$ east of RdmUin, and twelve koi north-

west of Doda. A few supplies and coolies are procurable. (Herveg.)

RAJILIA—Lat. 88® 18'. Long. 74® 24'. Elev.

A wretched hovel in the jungle, situated by the sidq of the path between

Dbarmsdl and Rdjaori, in the province of Nooshera. (Vigne.)

RAJPUB-
A village of about one hundred and fifty houses, about 6 miles to the west

of Jasmirgarh. It is a stage on the road from Jamii to Elathda, and there

is a camping ground, with a semi, a well, and a few trees. A temple

recently built makes the halting-place conspicuous. The village belongs

* to the Jasmirgarh tehsil of the Jasrota lila, and is chiefly inhabited by

Brahmans. ( IKingtUB.)
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RAJP1?R—Lat. 38® 48', Long. 74® 18'. Eley.

This yillage is pleasantly situated about 14 mileB north-east of Pdncb,

on the left bank of the Dali Nar^ close to its junction with the Oagnn
fliream.

The ground on which the village stands is smooth-and slopingi lying at

the foot of steep hills in considerable elevation. This village is inhabited

exclusively by Hindds, numbering about" twenty faniilies. The houses

are of superior description to those of the surrounding villages, and there are

lome poplars and many shady trees about it, which are very rare in the

neighbourhood. Both rice and dry crops are here cultivated. Supplied

procurable.

rAJRAMDA—

L

at. 84® 88'. Long. 74® 8'. Elev.

The name of a peak in the main range of mountains lying between the

north-west end of Kashmir and the valley of the Kishan Gapga.

The rooks along this ridge consists chiefly of slates and schists, the lat-

ter apparently containing much silica, with occasional layers of sandstone.

They are generally much contorted, and dip at a high angle in a southerly

dir^tiou, the general strike varying a point north or south of east and

west. In one or two places the rooks seemed to be inverted as they dipped

northerly at a high angle and with the same strike. The schists were in-

tersected with large veins of quartz. (JlloiUffomerie.)

RAKAPUSHI OR DOMANI—Lat. 86® 8'. Long. 74® 88'. Elev. 85,550'.

A great mountain which lies about 80 miles north-east of Gilgit. The

view of this mountain from Hdnza is one of the most magnificent it is

possible to imagine. Dorodni, or perhaps Deomdni, is the local name for

the mountain. {Barrow)

RALMANG RUHNA or RULMA—Lat. 88® 80'. Long. 87® 55'. Elev,

A monasteryi passed 4 miles south-east of the Tsaka La on the eastern

route from Shdshal to Nima Hud. A stream flows by here to the Indus

distant 4 milesln a south-east direction. {Seynoidi—Moorcr0)

bAman—
The name of a considerable stream, which forms one of the chief sources of

the Kishan Ganga ; it rises amidst the lofty mountains on the south side

of the Tflail valley, and flows in a northerly direction, joining the Kishan

Ganga in its course through the Tflail valley, lat. 84® 88', long. 75® 13'.

It is usually bridged beneath the village of Anaikot, just above its junction

with the Kishan Ganga. The Sind valley may, it is said, be reached by a
path following the course of the stream, but it is described as being rough

and steep, and only practicable late in the season, when the floods caused by

the melting of the snows have subsided.

rAMBAK—

T

iat. 84® 5'. Long. 77® 80'. Elev.

A village situated at the east base of the Kanda La and west pf Shdshot.
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RAMBAN-Lftt. 88® 14'. Long. 76° 17', El«v. 2,685'.

A village in a district of the same name, Ijing on the right bank of the

Chenab river at the foot of the Batoli Pass hill.

It forms the stage between Batoti and R^msd, on the high-road between

Jamd and Kashmfr, and is distant about 15 miles north of Batoti, and
] 7 miles south-east of B&msd. The villige with its fields and orchards is

situated a little above the river bank, the inhabitants are mostly Hindds,

with one or two Muhammadan families. Below the village on the bank of

the river there is a small Hindu temple. The baraddii, a substantial double-

storied brick building, is situated on the west side of the village, and near it

there is space and shade for euoampiiig. Supplies are plentiful, and
water is procurable from a haoli^ or from the river, which is icy cold.

The Chenab river is spanned by a very unsiife suspension bridge. A
new iron suspension bridge is now being erected opposite the town.

There are two roads between Rdmbdn and Doda, an upper and a lower

;

the upper, though longer, is said to be much the easier. There is a path

leading to the village of Borkan, on the south side of the Brari Bal pass

;

the distance is stated to be 16 koi^ divided into three stages.

lifimb^n was formerly called Nasban, which the maharaja altered to its

present designation ; but the original name seems to have been most appro-

priate, as lying at a low level and being much confined, it is a hot and dis-

agreeable locality. It is tbe last place where sugarcane is seen.

Above lUmbin the mountains rise boldly on both sides of the river with

sometimes a rocky, sometimes a grassy, slope ; the stream fiows in a narrow

channel between them, often with a great depth of water.

(Drew—BaUe—Rameajf.)

RAMBIRPTJR—Lat. 84® W Long. 77® 45'. Elev. ll,600^ approx.

A village passed on the Changchenmo route at 22 miles south-east

from Ldli, between Tiksay and Chimray. A mile or so south of R4mb(r-

pur, an excellent position might be taken up against an enemy advancing

from that direction. It consists of a series of low hills, somewhat in

echelon, stretching across the valley from the bank of the Indus, with a

level plain in front, affording very little cover.

(
Eendereon^Aylmef— Wingate.)

KAMBOKA—
A stream which joins the right rank of the Indus, just below t^ Khar-

mang fort. It contains a good many very small hamlets composing the

villages of Kandrik (twelve houses), Kaml>oka (nine houses), and (Tronkot

(twenty-seven houses). Its lower portion is often unferdable in summer,

but is crossed by several bridges. Up it there is a fairly good path, which

divides at Kandrik, one branch going over the Kandrik pass to Knwas,

and the other going over a pass called Chorbat to the Chorbat valley.
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There ie e ooneidenible tmoEiit of jangle in the botiom of lome of the

brnneh vnlleje. (ijfiMr.)

BiMBTT—Let. 84^ 6'. Long.74^26^ Bley.

A eeattered hamletf oontnining eight or ten honeefj situated at the edge of

the forest, jast below the shrine of B£b£ Eaiydm-d-dfii. It lies at the head

61 the villey, about 5 miles south of the village of KountrSi by the

path leading towards the Oulmarg.

RiLMCHt--
A river in Kashmfr, which rises on the eastern slopes of the Panjdl range,

just north of the Pfr Panj4l pass ; it is at first known as the Kachgul, but

after debouching into the plain through a rich and narrow valley between

two wndan^ about 4 miles south-eaet of Chrdr, it is called the lUmchd.
It falls into the Jhclam just below the village of Karkarpdr, lat. 88^ 67^
long. 74^ 58\

RAHOABH—^Lat Long. Elev.

A small mud fort 8 to 8 miles west of the Basantha river. It used to

be the head-quarters of a subdivision of the same name, but the subdivi-

sion is now included in the Sdmba Tehsil, and the fort is only occupied by a

police thdna.

KiMOH

A

t—

L

at. 86<’ 86'. Long. 74^ 48'. Elev. 4,850/

The place at which the Srinagar-Qilgit road crosses the Astor river. It

lies about a mile east of the junction of the Astor and the Indus. There

are two rope bridges here, also a single span wooden bridge practicable for

ponies; on the cliffs above, on either side, and about 800 feet above

the river, are two towers of rabble and timber, which are garrisoned by

twenty-five Kashmfrf se|K>ys under a subadar. There is-also a dik-runner

station at this point, Rimghdt is, perhaps, better known locally as Sbaitdn

Mira (>.s., devil's bridge) , The river dashes through the rock-bound gorge

with frightful velocity, and the place from its confined situation between

bare stony hills is very hot. {Barrow.)

rAmhAl—
The name of a pargana in the Kamrij division of Kashmir; it oomprises a

district of very limited extent, lying on the right bank of the Kamil,

opposite Shaldrah. The tahsfl business is transacted in Shaldrab.

RAMKOT—Lat. 38^ 88'. Long. 76^ 88'. Elev.

A town in the Jasrota district of Jamd, where used to live a family of feudal

power, whose lords were the Jamd rdjas. Its original name was Mdnkot,

and the family of Mttns who held it are called Minkotia Mfdns. There is

a large . fort which has been handed over to the son-in-law of the late

mahardja for a dweiling«place. {Brow.)

RAMMAQAR—-One of the districts of the Provinoe of Jamd.
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BAMNAOAR—Lat. 82^ 48'. Long. 76« 21'. Elev. 2,700.'

A town in the province of Jamti, situated on a maiddn o^ open space on

the left bank of the B4mnagar Kad, about 14 miles from its junction

with the Tawf, and about SO miles east of Jamu. It is built among
numerous and regular sandstone ranges, whose formation appears to have

been the necessary consequence of the upraising of the higher mountains,

rather than the result of force acting directly upon themselves. A telegraph

wire connects Rdmnagar with Udampur.

Between the Tawf and BAmnagar in particular, they dip usually at an

angle of about forty-five degrees, with a steep abutment on the north at

regular intervals, and with so uniform a direction, as from a certain point

of view to resemble the retiring crests of a heavy ocean-swell.

The square-built and turreted castle stands on one side of the fiat, and

opposite to it, a few hundred yards distant, is the palace. It is a pictur-

esque and baronial-looking edifice, its appearance being by no means heavy,

although it is chiefiy composed of blank walls and square towers of uneqiml

height and size.

RAmnagar fell into the hands of the Sikhs about the same time that

GulAb Singh became master of Jamd. The oldrAja fled to Snbathd,near

Simla, and died there, much regretted by his subjects. Suchet Singh, bro-

ther of GulAb Singh, was made rAjaof BAmnagar by Hanjit Singh. When
Vigne visited the town, a large bazAr and several streets were being built.

When Suchet Singh first became rAja, he found its prosperity to be some-

what on the wane; he wisely continued the work of its re-establishmentby

the formation of new and comfortable places of al^e ; and hoping, more-

over, to render them attractive, and to increase the population as much as

possible, he made RAmnagar a city of refuge for runaways who bad been

guilty of no greater crimes than murder or slight political offences.

There are a good many Kashmfris settled in RAmnagar; some of them

are occupied with shawl-work, executing orders from Ndrpurand AmritsAr

;

and some in making coarse woollen cloih, ' {Vigne-^Drew*)

RAMPITR—Lat. 84® 82'. Long. 78® 64'. Elev.

A village in Lower DrawAr, lying above the left bank of the Kishan Oanga
rather to the south of Darhal, which is on the opposite bank.

It contains a masjid, and about twenty houses, which are much scattered.

The inhabitants are all Muhammadan zamfndars, and include a mdlla and

a carpenter.

A stream flows down from the hills on the south side of the village

:

most of the fields lie on its right bank, and produce rice and a little corn.

Batapdra and Mnshnai are the names of pasturages belonging to this villa^,

which lie further to the south, on the bank of the Kishan Oanga; and at a

place called Unshungi, opposite Bata, on the north side of the village, there

are likewise some cattle-sheds, and also some rice-fields.
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lUmpdr was originally called Chittan^ but the indelicacy of this latter

appellation is said to have induced Colonel Beja Singhs when zilladar of

Mozafarb6d| to change its name to that which it now bears.

RAMPCR—
The name given by the Dogris to R^jaori (q. «.).

RlMPlTB—Lat. 84® 12'. Long. 74^ Elev.

A stage on the Mari-Kashmir road between tTri and Buramula. There

is a dftk bungalow here. Small, but good, encamping ground. Firewood

and supplies plentiful. It is a favourite lialting-plaoe. Oulmarg can bo

reached from this vid Naoshera, a distance of 22 miles, with a steep ascent

on leaving Naoshera, and afterwards a good path through pine forests and

meadows. (
JFmgate—Barrow.)

RAMBATCHAN—Lat. 82® 40'. Long. 75® 49'. Elev.

The name of a mountain in the Basaoli district, situated on the west side of

the Banjil Oali, which, is crossed by the road between Basaoli and

Badraw4r.

BAMU—Lat. 88® 62^ Long. 74® 63'. Elev.

A considerable village prettily situated a little distance from the left bank

of the R4mchd river, about 10 miles north of Shiipion,on the west side of

the road to Srinagar. It lies under a low range of hills, from the top of

which an extensive view of the valley may be obtained. The country on the

east side of the road is highly cultivated with rice crops. The encamping
ground is somewhat confined, but ample space is to be found on the wadar

beyond. Water and supplies are procurable.

Cunningham, in his speculations regarding the desiccation of Kash-

mir remarks that the karewd above R4mii forms a bank about 100

feet in height, in horizontal strata of different kinds. The uppermost

20 feet are composed of stiff alluvial soil, the next 20 feet of rolled

stones and loose earth, and the lowermost 60 of indurated blue clay. The
last must have been deposited by the lake in its state of quiescence, but

the middle stratum could only have been formed by the first grand rush of

waters on some sudden hurst of the rocky barrier below Tattamuls, and the

uppermost would have been deposited by the subsiding waters os they

reached the newly formed level. (Cf»/isiay4aai— /ace.)

RAMTJLA—Lat. 33® 20'. Long, 75® 23'. Elev.

A small hamlet surrounded by a patch of cultivation,—situated high up in

the mountains, on the north side of the Peristdn valley. It is inhabited by
two Hindu families.

RANA—An old Hindu word for a ruler, less in power than a rdjs. (Drew.)

RangA—Lat. 35® 20; Long. 75® 37'. Elev.

A parganu in the ilnrka of Skardu (Baltistfin), on the Skardd plain, 5
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miles north-west of the fort. The inhabitants are of Kashmiri extraction.

There are sixty houses. {Ajftmer)

.

BANG KULU—Lat. 83^ 34'. Long. 74^ 53^ Eley.

A spot situated on the right bank of the Chitti Nadi or Bromsuh stroam^ at

the north-west end of the Zojimarg ; it is usually occupied by a shepherds^

encampment during thn summer months.

A description of red clay which is found in the neighbourhood is used by

potters to color earthenware vessels.

RANG MARO—Lat. 34° Long. 75° 45^ Elev.

A small grassy plain situated on the banks of the Bhot Khol stream^

the chief source of the Maru Wardwan river ; it is traversed by the path

between Maru Wardwdu and Surd. The encamping ground on the Rang
Marg is called Kaintali and affords wood and water.

RANGWABI—
The name of the stream which forms the principal source of the Kamil

river ; it rises in a narrow valley to the north-west of tlie Uttar pargana,

'and unites with the Bad Khol^ lat. 84° 27\ long. 74°

RARA—Lat. 84° 17^ Long. 78° 81'. Elev.

A village situated above the left bank of the Jbelam^ opposite the junction

of the iCdnnra or Nainsuk river. It lies on the new road from Mari

towards Kashmir^ and is distant about 17 miles from the Koh5la bridge.

The Jhelum is crossed by a bridge of tbe description called ^'nara."

(Mohtgomerie—Bellew.

)

RATSON—Lat. 84° 4'. Long. 74° 38'. Elev.

A large village situated near the right bank of the Siiknig river, on

rising ground in the' valley formed between the slope of the spur and the

north-west end of the Babd Han&f-u-diu hill. It is surrounded by rice

cultivation, and contains masjid, and about thirty houses inhabited by

zamindars.

RATTAN PIR—Lat. 38° 83'. Long. 74° 27'. Elev. 8,200'.

A pass on the road from Rijaori to Srinagar over the Rattan ridge. It is a

good steep pull to reach the summit from the south, the path being very

rough and uneven in places. There is hardly any depression in the ridge at

the summit. On some of tbe slopes the mountain is thickly covered with

forest of much variety and beauty. From the summit one looks northward

and north-eastward on the Panjdl range. The descent is slightly rough and

difficult. From the summit of the pass towards Baramgala there is a descent

of 1,700' in a distance of 2 miles.

The great mass of tbe Rattan Pir, or outer Himalaya, is composed of

rusty-coloured schistose strata, unfossiliferous. The dip of the rocks is

80° 50' in a north-east direction. There are a few houses at the top of the

pass, {firm— WaJkefitld^Godwiu^Au^ten^Aflmer.)
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RATTAN SAE-Lat. 84® 27^ Lon^r. 74® ZV. Elev.

A small lake lying in the plain at the foot of the hillsi at the south-east

end of the Uttar pargnna. The ''jewel lake^^ may be reached from the

direction of Sopdr by a path which crosses the range north of the village

of Bickmakan. ( Fiffne.)

BATTI GALI—Lat. 34® 65'. Long. 74® 4'. Elev.

A pass over the watershed between the northern extremity of K4gh4n and
the valley of the Kishan Qanga. It lies to the north of the village of

Dworian^ in Upper Drawdr. The path crossing this pass is said to be pre-

ferable to that by the Dworian pass, situated a few miles to the west.

BATTBA—Lat. 84® 27'. Long. 78® 89'. Elev.

A hamlet in the Lachrat district, situated about 5 miles east of Nuraserai,

just below the path towards Panchgram.

RATTU—85® 9'. Long. 74® 50'. Elev. 8,600'.

A village in Astor, consisting of eight houses, just below the junction of the

Mir Malik and Kamri Darns. In the angle between these two rivers, there

are several square miles of open undulating pasture land, where a large

force might be encamped. Near Battu the M(r Malik is unfordable in

summer, but there is a fair bridge. (Barroto—Jylmer.)

EAVl—
This river forms the boundary between the province of Jamd and the hill

State of Chamba and British territories, long. 75® 88', and 76® 8'.

In the bills it is generally called Rawd or Bawati, which is only a

spoken form of the Sanskrit Trdvati, from which the Greeks made

Hydraotes. The Ravf is formed of three principal branches, the Bavf pro-

per, the holy Budil, and the Ndi, which make a triple junction below

Wulas, in the district of Chamba.

The whole length of the Ravi, from its source to its confluence with the

Chendb, is 680 miles, and its minimum discharge is 2,700 cubic feet.

The Ravf is fordable throughout the winter season, but the bed is full

of quicksands.

At Basaoli there is a ferry, but when the river is at its height during

the melting of the snows, the stream is nearly 200 yards wide, and the

current runs with such force that the boat cannot be used ; at such times the

only communication with British territories is carried on by means of

maiaki. The ferry at Thain fort, 12 miles below Basaoli, is, it is

Sieved, always practicable, and there is also a regular ferry-boat between

Katlida and Pathdnkot, when the river is in flood. In the cold season the

bed below Madhopdr is quite dry, the water being there diverted into the

Bari-Doab canal. The head-works of this canal are at Madliopdr, and

works extend up the bed of the river to between Dhannn (Jamd) and

Shahpdr (British). {Ounnin^Aam— Wingate.)
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RAWATPtrR—Lat. 88<» 59'. Long. 141^ 86'. Elev.

A village in the Birwa pargana^ situated amid trees at the foot of the spur

on the left hank of the Sukodg river, about 8 miles south of Makahdma,

on the road towards Drang and the Tosh^ Maid&u pass.

It contains a masjid and the zidrat of Sdiad Sdbib, and seven houses in-

habited by zamindarsi a shal-bdf, and a mulla. The Sukndg is fordable be-

tween Rawatpur and the village of Sel, which lies near the opposite bank.

EAZVIN-Lat. Z4P 6'. Long. 41'. Elev.

A village in the Machihdma pargana, containing seven houses inhabited by

zamfudars, situated at the foot of the table-land to the north of the Bdbd

Handf-u-dm hill. It is distant about 0 miles west of Srinagar, and lies

just south of the road towards Makahdma. There are three remarkably

fine ohundr trees by the side of the path.

REHQUJ -Let. 88° 83'. Long. 78° 68'. Elev.

A small village of eight houses in the Kotli district, situated on the right

bank of the Punch T6i, just below the path, about 6 miles north of Kotli

on the road to Punch. The inhabitants are all Muhammadans ; only dry

crops are produced. (Bales.)

REMBARU—Lat. 85° 44'. Long. 75° 48'. Elev.

A ^very small village on the right bank of the Braldu river (Baltistdn).

It contains six iiouses. (Jylmer).

rembiXra—
The name of the river which rises on the eastern slope of the Pfr Panjdl

mountain and flows in an easterly direction towards the valley of Kash-

mir ; it is joined from the south by the Ladi stream, which takes its rise in

the Nandan Sar, and a few miles further on by the Rupri, which rises

in the Bhag Sar ; between Hirpdra and Shupion the Rembidra bends

towards the north, and skirting the table-lands at the south-west end of

the valley unites with the Veshad at the village of Nowana, lat. 88° 49',

long. 75° 7', just before its junction with the Jhelam between Awdntipur

and Bij Behdra.

The Rembidra has a stony bed, and may generally be forded through

out its course through the plain ; it is crossed by three wooden bridges

above Hirpdra. {Fi^ne—I%ee.)

remit glacier—
Is situated north-west of Gapshan.
** From Gaptban we marobod to Daolat Begnldi, 16 miles. The route goes up tbs

Sbjok a little way. As we tamed away from tbe main 8ti*«am. wo left behind as a
magnifioent panorama of glaoief scenery. Away to tbe left, about 6 miles off. tbe Sbyok
is lost in tbe vaet field ofglaciers from whieb it isenes. These come down in three main
lines from the north-west, west, and eontb-weet, and nnite in one great mass, wbiob fills

the wide plain into whieb the river-bed here expands. They appear like rivers set solid

in a coating of pnrest white, and elope down for twelve or thirteen milee from tbe foot of

tbe lofty snow-peaks wbenoe they start; and where they meet they prseent a vast sea wbiob

appeals ss if suddenly frozen solid in the tnmnltnons foam of its dashing waves ; for
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here the glacier ia thrown intoa oonfnaion of billowy projections formed by the crashing

ef the ice under the lateral pressure of the solid streams meeting from opposite direotions.'*

(Beffew.)

RERU—Lat.—85® Long. 77® V. Ele7.

A Tillage on the left bank of the Zaiiskdr river, a short stage above

Padam.

REWIL—Lat. 84® 16^ Long. 76* 10^ Elev.

A considerable village in the Sind valley, situated on the right bank of the

river, about 8 miles to the east of Gdnd-i-sur-Singh.

The population numbers about sixteen families of Muhammadan zamin-

dars, a mdlla, dum, cowherd, and a miller.

There is a red brick inasjid in the village, and the zUrat of the three

Saiads, Bakir, Jafir, and Kasim. Rice cultivation abounds.

The most convenient spot for encamping is on the north-east side of

the village, near the banks of the Kuthori Pathri, a fine stream which flows

down from the hills.

REZAN—Lat. 34® 16^ Long. 75® 18'. Elev.

A small village in the Sind valley, situated on the left bank of the

river. It contains three or four houses, which are shaded by fine trees and

surrounded by a little com cultivation. There is usually a bridge over the

river below the village, but it is frequently carried away. The hamlet and

garden of Ginpdr is situated amid the trees about half a mile to the west

of Rezan ; it contains two houses.

RIALl—Lat. 84® 29'. Long. 78® 62'. Elev.

A village in Lower Drawar, situated on the hill-side, at some distance

above the path which follows the right bank of the Kishan Oanga.

Some of the rice^fields belonging to the village extend down to the path

on the north side of Bandi. No part of the village now lies on the left

bank of the river.

RIAN—Lat. 83® 40'. Long. 75® 26'. Elev.

A village in the Nowbug Nai, situated above the left bank of the river

about 2 miles north-east of the village of Nowbug.

It is inhabited by three families of zamindars and three Gdjars, and is

watered by a stream from the hills.

RIASI—One of the districts of the Province of Jamd.

RiASi—Lat. 83® 6'. Long. 74® 52'. Elev.

A town in the Province of Jamd, situated a little distance from the left

bank of the Chendb, about 30 miles north of Jamd. The situation of

Rfasi has added prosperity to the town and importance to the castle.

There is nothing remarkable in the place itself, which may contain some

two or three hundred houses. It is built on a flat at the foot qf the mean-

tains, and separated by some uneven country from t! ^ plain. The castle
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does not appear to stand upon more than two or three acres of ground. It is

one of the stronger, perhaps the strongest and best constructed^ in the

countij. Its general outline is a square, built upon a conical and rocky hill

to the south of the town, which it commands. Its walls are of stone

and very lofty. The rock in some places has been scarped up to their foot,

and the four towers at the angles’ as well as most of the interior buildings,

which are visible from without, are covered with what are intended to be

bomb-proof roofs. Vigne was informed that water was kept in two large

tanks within the walls. A deep and broad ravine separates the castle-hill

from a range of sandstone heights, on which an enemy^s cannou could be

placed, and which rise to a level with the castle at a distance of about a

mile from it on the southward. The fortress is the state treasury, and it

is connected with Jamu by a telegraph wire vid Udampur. There is a green

plain about a quarter of a mile square below the fort, and opposite the

mnhal or palace, which is a large and rather fine building. Supplies are

plentiful.

The direct roid from Riasi to Kashmir lies over the GoUbgarh or

Kiiri pass, which is well frequented and practicable for ponies. {Viyne—
Herrejf,)

RIBERANGLA or LANGBUT LA—
Lat. 77® 25'. Long. 83® 10'. Elev. 16,100'.

An easy pass crossed between Markha and Kharuak Sumdo, on one of

the routes from Ijfih to Padam. It is only open during May and October

At other times, on account of snow, and the swollen state of the several

streams, the route is impassable. {H, Strachey,)

RIEN—Lat. 33® 31'. Long. 76® 19'. Elev.

A village in the Sh£hab4d valley, containing eight houses, situated on the

right bank of the S^ndran river.

It is said that a path from this village leads over the range into

the Bring pargana.

Ill KINWAS—Lat. 33® 67'. Long. 76® 34'. Elev.

A small village in the Maru Wardw£n valley, containing about half a

dozen houses, situated on the left bank of the river, about 4 miles north

of Basman. (Herveji.)

RIMDI—Lat. 34® 12'. Long. 78® 46'. ’^lev. 17,600.'

A camping ground at the north-east base of the Marsemik La, which

is crossed at 7 miles from Chagro, on the Chnngchenmo route from

L£h to Ydrkand. The camp is at the junction of two streams, one of

which flows north from the Marsemik pass, and the other comes in from

the west; from some high snowy peaks. Fuel scarce. Water and grass

plentiful. The grazing ground is occasionally visited by shepherds from

the Piftigoug district. Kyang, sh£|>o, baral, and the wild yak are to be

found on the surrounding hills. {Trotter—Johmon*)
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RINODUM--Lat. 34° 6^ ' Long.W 26*. Slav.

A monastery on the right bank of the Surfi river, south-east of the

Kungi La.*

BINQMANDU—Lat. 33° 29*. Long. 75° 24*. Eley.

A village situated in the mountains forming the northern boundary of

the Sbdh'abdd valley.

It is inhabited by five families of. Giijars and four blacksmiths. A little

iron is mined in the neighbourhood, but it is said to be of inferior quality.

-BIRI—Lat. 34° 29*. Long. 74° 3*. Elev.

A village in the Uttar pargana, containing five houses, situated at the foot

of the slope on the left bank of the Kamil, about 6 miles west of

Shalurah. The fields, which are mostly ofcorn and other dry crops, extend

for nearly 2 miles along the bank of the river, and are interspersed with

numerous patches of scrub jungle and wild fruit trees. A stream flows

into the Kamil through the western end of the village. There is a bridge

over the Kamil between this village and Zfinarishi, a little higher up ; near

this spot the lacustrine deposit reaches the height of about 300 feet

above the river, resting on the primeval rook through which it flows,

and which in some places is cut down to the depth of 30 or 40 feet

{Mcnt^omerie.^

RISHIS—
A sect who seem to be peculiar to Kashmir ; they do not marry, and in

that particular resemble European monks more probably than any other

of the Muhammadan ascetics. Hie Kashmiris aflSrm that the founder of

the sect was a fakir named Khoja Awys, who lived at Kurnn, a village of

Yemen in Arabia, in the time of the Prophet; and they add that Muham-
mad would never march- there, saying that the odour of Ood came up from

Yemen, because the holy Khoja Awys lived there with his i^other whom
he took care of. The Rishis do not eat meat, and originally were wan-

derers in the jangle, living upon wild herbs, particularly one called wopnl^

Aak. Tlie lands and convent which belong to them were given to them

originally by the Mogul emperors, since which time it is said that no real

Bishi has existed in Kashmir. Akbar, when attempting to take Kashmfr

was three times defeated, it is said, by the Cbak kings, in consequence of

the prayers of the Rishis. Abul Fazl says that in the time of Akbar

the most respectable people of this country are the Rishis, who, though

they do not suffer themselves to be fettered with traditions, are doubtless

true worshippers of God. They revile not any other sect, and ask nothing

of any one. They plant the roads with fhiit trees, to furnish the traveller

with refreshmeni They abstain from flesh, and have no interoourie with

the other sex.*^ He adds, " there are nearly two thousand ot this sect in

Kashmfr "

This cnce-impertant class of Muhammadana aii2 alWPt. pf vaaok of
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their infloenoe and importaneej and the few that are to be met with appear

to be aimply gnardians of the tombs of some former canonised saints of

their order. {Baiei^Wate/iU.)

RISHNAQAB—Lat. 83*^ S9^ Long. 74^ 68\ Elev.

A small village surrounded by some fine chunir trees^ situated on a

table-land on the left bank of the Veshau^ about 6 miles south of 8hu-

pion. {Inee.)

BISHPtTB-Lat. fia*’ 6^^ Long. 76^ 4^ Elev.

A village in the Saremozebala pargana^ situated on the left bank of the

Jhelam^ abreast of the Salakoun island.

BISHPtTRA—Lat. 83^ 2V. Long. 75<’ S8'. Elev.

A small village in the Shdhabdd valleyi oeoupieci by two families, it lies

on the left bank of the S&ndran river, just north of Ingrawara.

The ascent of the Rabmur pass commences nerr this village.

RISHPtJRA—Lat. 88® 48\ Long. 76® 24^ Elev.

A hamlet inhabited by a family of zemindars lying on the path at the

foot of the mountains on the west side of the Kuthdr pargana. Above it,

shaded by some fine trees, is a ztfrat, in which are preserved the hair and

nails of Nfir Din Sahib of Chrdr. . Passers-by are solicited to give alms at

this shrine.

ROM—
A caste of the^Dfirds. See ** Sh(n and ** BrokpI.^'

BONDU-L.*.
74® 46'.

76® 26'.

Elev.

One of the ilarkas of the wazirat of Skardfi, comprising the narrow pi^ of

the Indus valley from near the western end of the Skardii plain to the

ilarka of Haramosh. The name means the district of defile,'' and is

descriptive'of the bed of the Indus, which is throughout Bondu a deep

rocky gorge. The mean height of villages is about 6,200 feet.

On the north it is separated from the great Chogo Longma glacier by
impassable mountains, and on the south from Astor by a lofty range
passable in many places.

According to Biddulph the inhabitants are divided as follows

Shfak. Yathkon. Dto. Baltf,

1 peroent. 18 peroent 1*6 peroent 86*5 peroent

The usual BaltistAn crops aie grown. Fhiit, especially apricot^ vine,

mulberry, and walunt, abounds. The pasturage at the beads of the ^leys
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is good. In the Talleys^ willows, two kinds of poplars, and a few plane
trees are also found. On the higher ridges juniper and biroh grow. The
Pinui $xceliUi is met with in several places on the south side of the
valley.

The mountains ^;ontain much granite, which is in great mass just oppo-
site Mendi.

The ilarka station is Mendi (^.s.).

f7osisiaaics^foii#«-*-To Astor (1) a road from Hilbu over the DitchiCI pass.

(2) „ Talubruk over the Talubruk

pass.

(3) ,, Harpo over the Harpo pass

To Basha, a road from the Turmik valley by the (lantola.

To Skardu, by the right bank, passable for baggage animals.

by the left bank, not passable for baggage animals.

To Haramosh by the right bunk*

To Hilbu by the left bank.

From Tak to Turmik vid the Takla.

There are rope bridges at Mendi and Shuot.

Kbndu is a rdjasbip dependent on Skardu. Formerly the r&ja of Rondu
was tributary to the rdja of Skardu, now he is only a pensioner, and Rondu
is governed by a Thanadar under the orders of the Wazir of Skardu.

The following is the geneology of the chiefs with probable dates of

succession :

—

All Sher
Ahmad Khdn
Ali SUh
Daolat Sher .

Aaaddlla Khdn .

Muhammad Ali Khdn
Murad Khdn
Abhas Bdg •

Alf Khdn •

Husdn Khdn

Nama. Frobablo data.

1590
1620
1660
1680
1710
1740
1770
1800
1830
1860

Abdulla (present rdja) over 60 years old ...
Muhammad Ali Kh4n (eldest son, 10 years old, 3 other sons)

Militaryfeaturei.—^There is a fort at Mopa in the I'dk valley, garri-

soned generally by one company.

There is a defensible government grain-store at Mendi with a garrison

of ten men.

Between Sbitrun and the TAk valley there is an old fort called

Kustaba, well placed at a very bad part of the rood. Here an iuvafling

force could easily be resisted.
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Bondu is of importanooi os throiijj^h it lies the only' winter road from

Skardd to Gilgit. (Cunningkam’^Tkomion—Drew^Aglmer.)

Seiourcei.

Villaf* or Pcrgnoiiftli. Hottici. Horaei. 11 Sheep ud
ffOOtO.

Bemirkf.

Shitrun Malupar . 3 1 20 11^9
Tdk . . . 110 216 1,700 Baltfi.

Gninatf • . • • SO 100 300 Brokpas.
Hiibu . • • so 100 300 Ditto.

Tdlo . 19 60 aoo Baltbi.

Talabrok • 40 ^1 100 400 Brokpas.
Harpo . • 400 18 100 600 Baltfs.

Vilsmik • • • e 60 10 200 600 Ditta

Thorsd • . • • 30 8 600 Qrokpas.

Shuot . • • 40 ttt 260 BsUCi.

Kosbioal 30 2 100 160 Ditto.

H enffo . . 22 • to 200 Brokpas.

Mendt with Gda and Skuio 40 10 <0 300
Tiriko . . • 20 160 Daltli.

Lilting . . • e 20 3 100 800 Ditto.

Twar . • • 100 163 300 7U0 Ditto.

Bjicha • . • • 20 6 60 200 Ditto.

Turtnik • • . • 210 40 1,000 8,000 Ditto.

1,224 161 2,746 9,950

RONDtJ OR MENDI—Lat. 35® 86^ Long. 76° 24^ Elev. 6,700'.

A village which is the head-quarters of the district of Roudu in BaltistXn,

on the left bank of the river Indus. It is a strangely-situated place, occupy-

ing little shelves, as it were, on the rocks. The Hengo ravine that comes

down from the southern mountains is here narrowed up to a deep gully of

30 feet in width, with vertical rocky sides
;
along these cliffs the water,

taken from higher up the ravine, is led in wooden troughs, supported in

one way or another as the people have been able to manage ; on coming

clear of the gully it is distributed in little channels throughout the village,

of which the whole area is but small.

On a separate, narrow, nearly isolated plateau is the raja's old house,

which i'j called the fort. It is a curious building made of layers of stone

and wood, with corner pillars and doorways of a peculiar construction.

Square slabs of wood, a few inches thick, are placed upright in pairs, one

pair being surmounted by another at right angles, and so on alternately.

The Rdja now inhabits a house at the end of the polo-ground.

The best camping place is on or at one end of the polo-ground (250

yards by 60 yards).

Under the Thanadar tliere is a muushi, and attached to the rdja are a

wazir and another muushi.
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There are four bauias. Inferior supplies procurable. Water abundant.

There is a government defensible grain-store.

The garrison generally consists of ten men.

The river flows some hundreds of feet below the village^ between per-

pendicular rocks of gneiss ; in a narrow part it is spanned by a rope bridge

made of birch twigs, which is 370 feet long in the curve, with a fall in

it of some 80 feet. The approach to the bridge is over slippery

rocks; the path to it is so narrow and difficult that one^s steps have to be

aided in many places by ladders. {TAomton-^DrsW'^(Aylmer.)

RONQ—Lat. 84* 30/ Long. 77® 45." Elev.

A narrow defile crossed between Khardong village and the Shyok river,

on the summer route from Leh by the Karakoram pass. The torrent

flowing down it is crossed several times. ITrotier.)

RONG—
The Indus valley between Upshi and Mahiye. It is much narrowed in

this portion, and the river flows between rocks, along which it is difficult

to find a practicable path. {Drew.)

RONO—
The most honoured caste among the Ddrds. They rank next to the ruling

family in every country in which they are found. The wazfrs are generally

chosen from among them. They exist in small numbers in Nagar, Gilgit,

Puni4l, and Yasin,*—that is to say, from 2 to 6 per cent, of the population

in these districts belonging to the Ronu caste. In Chitr^l, however, there

are said to be about three hundred families. In Nagar and Yasm they call

themselves Hara and Haraio, and in Chitr&l they call themselves Zandrd.

Some exist in Wakhan, Shighndn, and Sar-i-Kul, where they are called

Khaibar-khatar. They claim descent from an Arab family who once ruled

in Masiuj, but this is a mere tradition. In appearance they are generally

taller than the other inhabitants of the country, with rather high cheek-bones

and oval faces. They are able to give their daughters in marriage to the

ruling families and to Saiads, and rulers of Dkrd States give their illegiti-

mate daughters to Bonus. (Biddulph.)

ROZLU—Lat. 33® 35'. Long. 75® 11'. Elev.

The name of a village situated on the west side of the Khund valley, ^bout

7 miles west of Dur or Shdhabdd.

Vigno states that at the village of Rozlu there is a spring whose waters

rise when the snows are melting, and the communication from beneath is

so rapid as to disturb the mud and sediment at the bottom of the pond,

which is 12^ or 14 yards across. Logs of %Tood that were lying quietly

fastened down by the mud below, are now forced upwards to the surface,

and being brought into contact by the eddies and whirlpools in which thev
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arc floatings are sometimes driven agaiast each other, and so furionsly^ that

the spectacle has given rise to the idea in the minds of the natives that the

logs are animated, and moving under the influence of the devu and spirits

of the place. From the top of the ridge above the village a view may be

obtained of another small valley called Bringhin-Lannor. {Vigm,)

RUDOK—
A subdivision of the Chinese district of Nari Khorsam. It comprises the

country immediately to the east of the 'Ladak districts of Tankse and

Rupshu, and includes the eastern portion of the Pangung lake. {Cun-

ningham.)

RUKCHEN—Lat. 77° 55\ Long. 33° Elev. 15,000'.

A camping ground on the route from Knlu to Leh, situated at the north

end of the Kiang plain, and west of the Tsokar lake. There is generally

an encampment of shepherds here. {Drew—Moorcro/t.)

RULANGCHU—eiie “ Puqa Stream."

RUMCHU-Lat. 88° 55'. Long. 77° W. Elev.

A small village on the left bank of the Gya rivulet, sitnatcd a little above

Gya. Barley cultivated here. ( Mootcrofl.)

RUPAL—
A considerable torrent coming down from the glaciers of Nanga Parbat

and joining the Kamri Dara between Chugdm and Gurikot. In summer
the lower portion is unfordable, Just above its junction with the Kamri
Dara it is spanned by a very fair bridge, 00 feet long by 4^ feet wide.

This valley contains the following villages

Tashiua (fifteen houses) ; Churit (eighteen houses) ; Zaipura (seven

houses) ; Chdi (six houses).

Routes lead up the Rupal valley to the Tosho (j^'.v.) and Mazeno {q.t.)

passes. {Aglmer,)

RUPRI—Lat. 33° 30'. Long. 74° 38'. Elev. 13,5?0'.

The name of a pass over the Panjal range, at the south-west corner of

Kashmir. It is only used by shepherds, who drive their flocks over the

pass to the grazing grounds on the noHhern side.

The summit may probably be reached in two marches from Budil, but

the path is said to te very difficult for laden coolies. The pass on the

northern side is sloping and easy, and may be traversed by laden ponies

;

the path follows the course of the Rupri stream for some distance, and

then crosses the range to the west.

The Rupri pasturage is situated on the north side of the pass, iat.

33° 33', long. 74° 39'; there are several scattered shepherds' huts on the

spot, which offers every advantage for encamping but fuel, which is^scarce.

{Allgood.)
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RUPSHU OE RUKCHU—
The Bonih-^tem district of Ltddk, end one of the loftiest inhabited

regions in the world. It is bounded on the north by Lad&k properi on the

east by the Tibetan districts of Chumnrti and Rodok| on the south by
Lshout^x.Spfti, and the Tibetan district of Tso Tso, and on the west by
Zanskdr. Its length from the Tagalang pass to the head of the Hanld

riFer is 90 tnilesi and its mean breadth about miles, which give

an area of 5,600 square miles. The valleys have a mean elevation of

1 5,000 feet. The climate is necessarily severe, and at the same time very dry.

In summer the sun at mid-day is very powerful, but in the afternoon a biting

wind generally springs up.

The snow limit is about 20,000 feet. Mountains above this height

originate glaciers. The surface of the hills is chiefly disintegrated rock,

and that of the valleys earth or gravel. Vegretatioii is extremely scant,

the only herbage for the flocks being found by the streams and a little on

the hill-sides. There are a few houses and a monastery at Karzok, where

also there is a little cultivation, the crop of which is often doubtful.

The inhabitants pay a revenue of R500 in cash and no taxes in kind.

The people depend on their flocks for a living. The population is not

over fivehundr^, and, with the exception of the Karzok villagers, consists

wholly of ehampdi, nomadic Tibetan shepherds. Their tents are of a

black hair*cloth, there being about one hundred in the whole district, one

per family. These are divided into two camps, which separate in summer,

but re-unite in winter. The sheep and goats are very numerous, and there

are also about five hundred head of yak.

They are all, with the exception of the shawl-goat, used in carrying

loads. Borax and salt are taken from Pnga and the salt-lake district into

Kulu and Lahoul, and also into Gar in Chinese Tibet, and exchanged for

grain, ftc. All the farinaceous food consumed in the country is imported

chiefly from Kulu and Lahoul.

There are two kinds of goat, the larger kind used in carrying loads,

and the shawl-goat. The latter are the most numerous. The pa$hm taken

from them is sent on to be picked at L5h, and thence exported to Kash-

mir.

Fuel here is the dung of cattle and wild asses, also furze, of which

there is a fair quantity ; water is sometimes to be had in any quantity,

sometimes it is scarce.

Two of the valleys of Rupshu are the Tsomorari and the Paiigpo-

lumba; they are separated from one another by the ridge of the Korsok

Tso, composed of granitoid rocks of gneiss and sehist From a military

point of view, the principal features of this tract of country are-—

Scarcity of supplies.

Occasional scarcity of water.

Dilfleulty of going over the passes owing to their great elevation.
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Communioitioiif otherwise good and pasnblo hj laden baggage

animals*

Accessibility of the moimtaios« which makes the taming o( any posi-

tion generally a matter of great ease. {Oodwin^AuUen—CunntMffkam

OirdUtione^Man^old^Ajflmir,)

BUPSHU RIVER—F«e"PABA Rivbe."

BUSSU—Lat. 84^ 6'. Long. 74» 41'. Eler.

A small village in the Machihdma pargana, lying to the north of the road

between Srinagar and Makahima.
It contains sis honsesi inhabited by zamindars^ and is surrounded by

rice-fields.
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s
8ABABA rASS—Ut. 93° 23'. Long. 78° 3'. lileT. 17;!i7'.

Between Tsokar lake and the Indue. (Reynolda.)

SABOR—Lat 33® 36'. Long. 73® 59'. Elev.

A village in the Kotli districti about 7 miles north of that town, on the

road to Punch. It contains only five liousesi and is included in the same

assessment with the neighbouring village of Matelli. The village lies

above the road ; by the path is a spring, yielding a small supply of water.

SABU—Lat. 34® b'. Long. 77® 41^ Elev. 14,000'.

The first march from L^ (about 6 miles) on the Digar pass route to

Yarkhand. The village lies east of Leh, situated in a small valley south-

west of the Digar La and consists of several small hamlets. The fields are

laid out in terraces sloping down towards the Indus. Crops flourishing, aud

a few trees. (Mooteroft—Montgomerie.)

SACHKACH—Lat. 34® 7'. Long. 75® 3it'. Elev. 15,031'.

The name of a lofty mountain situated at the north-eastern extremity of the

Lidar valley. The pilgrims on tlicir way to the sacred cave of Ainrnatli go
by a pass to the north-east of this mountain, returning by the pass to the

north-west. (Montgomerie,)

SADPtJRA'—Lat. 84® 20'. Long. 73® 50'. Elev.

A village in Lower Drawar, situated on the side of the mountain south-

west of Baran, above the right bank of the Kishan Oanga.

It is inhabited by six families of Gujars and Paharis, and produces a

little corn.

SADtTRA OR CHODRA—Lat. 33® 57'. Long. 74® 50.' Elev.

A large mined village situated on the right bank of the Dudh Oanga river,

some miles south of Srinagar.

The inhabitants of the valley of Kashmir believe this village to have

been the birth-place of Nur Jabaii Begam, the renowned consort of the

Emperor Jahangir. They assert that she was the daughter of the mulik of

Chodra, and some ruins in the neighbourhood of the village are pointed out

as those of a house that once belonged to her. (Vigne.)

SAFANAOAR—Lat. 33® 48'. Long. 75® 4'. Elev.

A village in the Zainpur pargaoa, of which it is the tahsil station ;
it is

situated near the north-east end of the plateau, and is sometimes made the

half-way halting-place between Shupion and Islamabad. Vigne describes

it as a miserable hamlet standing in the middle of the plain, and embosomed

in an almost treeless ravine. He saw fish caught by the hand in a stream

that runs through it, so narrow that a good hunter would clear it in some

places.

The village was then the property of Khoja Muhammad Shah Sahib, one

of the principal Muhammadans in Kashmir.
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SAFAPt^R—Lat. 84» 16^ Long. 74° 43\ Elev.

A small village situated on the north bank of the Manas Bal lakoj where

the Emperor Akbar had a garden. {Mooreroft,)

SAFAPtJR-^Lat. 84° 17'. Long. 74° 45'. Elev. 10,809'.

The name of a mountain situated between the end of the Sind valley and

the Wular lake, at the extremity of the range which trends in a south-

westerly direction from Hammuk,
The variation of the compass of the survey station at the summit of this

hill appeared to be about 7i°v/e8t, altering towards evening to 5° 80' west.

{Montgomerie.)

SAHIBABAD— AoEiBiu**

SAHtJ—
A general name for the Suddnand other high castes amongst the Chibhdlis.

(Ihete.)

SAI—Lat. 86° 45'. Long. 74° 30'. Elev.

A valley in the Gilgit province which drains to the Indus at the fort of

Sai. The Sai or Barbunai nadi rises in the mountains due south of Gilgit

fort. It flows in an easterly direction as far as the.Nildhar hill ; where it

turns south, and flows for about 18 miles in a narrow and fertile valley

to the Indus.

It is hemmed in by rocky arid hills, but in places opens out and forms

fertile, cultivated tracts of ground, each such tract bding occupied by a

village. The villages are collections of hovels, built of boulders and mud,with

flat roofs, and surrounded by groves of apricot and mulberry. Figs and

vine are also plentiful
;
not more than eighty or one hundred houses in the

whole valley.

Between the Nildhar hill and Sai are the following small villages and

hamlets : Jag6t, Shimrdt, Sabil, Cbakarkot, Sbaot, Jaglot, Damot, Mauot,

Darot. Tlie road to Gilgit lies up this valley as far as Chakarkot, and then

crosses the watershed. It is fairly good. The old road by Jagdt and the

Nildhar hill is no longer .used. It forms one of the iUkas of Gilgit

district. (Barrom—Jy/mer.)

SAI—Lat. 35° 40'. Long. 74° 40'. Elev. 4,680'.

A fort on the right bank of the Indus opposite Bdnji, and about 6 or 6

miles below the junction of the Gilgit and Indus rivers. It stands at the

mouth of a narrow but fertile valley, up which runs the road to Gilgit*

There is a ferry across the Indus at Sai. (See " Bdun)" Sai fort is situ-

ated in a desolate, sandy plain, about 800 feet above the Indus, and

commanding the ferry.

Its garrison consists of about fifty irregulars. On the opposite bank is

an isolated tower, with a garrison of twelve men. The men are all armed
with matchlocks, badly clothed, and nearly starved. The fort is almost

in mins. When the Sai river is low, a very sharp look-out has to be

kept. (BarroHf^BifUutpi-^Jjilmer.)
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SAICHAR GHAINRI— Elev. 11,700', lower end.

A lurge glacier at the source of the Nubr4 river.

General Strachey, in the beginning of October, found the river issuing

from it full formed, being 50 yards wide with an extreme depth of 1 i

feet and very rapid. The glacier entirely occupied the head of the

alley, rendering it impassable. Its breadth at its lower end was about three

quarters of a mile, and its length was such that after ascending perhaps 2

miles he was unable to see the head of either of the two branches into

which it is divided, 4 or 5 miles above the lower end. The thickness

of the ice seemed at least 200 feet. Wild juniper trees grow all about

the hill-sides along its lower part. It is remarkable,for the extreme

flatness of its level, and for the absence of moraine. The upper part is

much crevossed. (Zf. SiraeAey.)

SAIDABAD SARAI—Lat. 33^ 5'. Long. 74^ 12'. Elev.

A very small village situated on the bank of the Bhimbar Nadi, about

15 miles north-east of Bhimbar and 12 miles south-west of Nao-
shera, on the road leading towards Kashmir by the Pir Panjal pass. It lies

in the centre of a richly-cultivated plain, which is only a few miles broad,

and surrounded by low and tiiickly-woodcd hills; the Samini Sardi, a very

fine old building, in a fair state of preservation, is situated about a quarter

of a mile to the north-east. Just beyond the village, and near the ruins

of a very dilapidated aardi, there is a travellers* bungalow, a good stone build-

ing, raised about 3 feet above the ground.

The aardi, near the village of Samdni, is the finest example of all

the royal sardis. It has three divisions. The great court is entered by the

chief gateway. On all sides of the quadrangle are small arched or vaulted

rooms, and in the middle of the south side is a set of three larger rooms

OB^a higher level. These are now unroofed. From these a small passage

leads into a corresponding set of rooms which, with a terrace in front of

them, look on the second courtyard. This quadrangle has no cells round it

:

the wall is plastered smooth inside. A third courtyard, not communicating

with the other, has along 'Cach side of it a row of double cells. The sardi is

massively built, and the vaulting has stood well. The third court is still

used by travellers, but the two larger ones are empty, and the ground has

been brought under the plough.

There is ample space for encamping. Forage is plentiful, and water from

both well and stream ; but supplies aro scarce.

The road to Kotli branches off from the Bhimbar and Pir Panjdl route,

just before reaching Saidabad Sardi. {Allffood^I/tee—Drew.)

SAIOAT—Lat. 33® 12'. Long. 76® 61'. Elev.

Saigat, or the Leopard's Leap," is situated on the right bank of the

Chandra Bhsga, where the road between Doda and Kislitwdr crosses the

river by a suspension bridge.
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KUhtwir is 7 miles distant in a straight line, but the path is a very

severe one, and preserves an average elevation of 1,000 or 1,500 feet

above the river; the town consequently cannot be reached in one day

from the bridge.

When Vigne travelled between Doda and Kishtwar, there was at this

place a permanent bridge which he thus describes :
** A lever bridge of the

boldest conformatiou, and remarkably well built, has been thrown across

the rocky chasm which forms the bed of the Chenab at this place. The

river, about 70 yards in width, appears to have worn its way through

two perpendicular walls of gneiss for a depth of about 60 feet, and the

bridge is supported on fourteen levers projecting on either side, the upper-

most of the tier stretching out to a quarter of the whole distance. The whole

is of deodar, and the centre is composed of two huge timbers, whose ends

rest upon the levers, which are merely retained in their places by an im-

mense weight of broken rock. It bent considerably*' under the weight of

a few baggage carriers.

It was constructed in 1836 by order of Oul£b Singh of Jamu, three

hundred men being employed upon it, and the produce of their efforts twice

went to * immortal smash Mn the torrent ; but I think the present bridge

will long remain to attest the skill and perseverance of its architect.''

(Fiyse.)

SAIMPtla—Lat. 84® V. Long. 74® 56'. Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, between Pampur and

Srinagar. Saffron cultivation extends from the neighbourhood of this

village os far as Tatapur.

SAtR-
A Hindd festival, celebrated at Jamd, &c.; it is held in the autumn and

lasts for several days. {Drew,)

SAIBA—Lat. 33? 88'. Long. 74® 1'. Elev.

A village in the rdjaship of Punch on the left bank of the Pdnch river.

The tank-water here is very bad, but better is obtainable at a short distance.

{Saward.)

SAJUN—Lat 83® 19'. Long. 79® 6'. Elev. 29,021'.

A lofty peak and trigonometrical station in the Kailas range, situated east

of the Tsaka La and south of the Pangoor Tso, on the boundary of

Ladak and Rudok territory. {Drew,)

SAKALA. Tsaka La."

SAKALU—Lat. 83® 48^ Long. 74® 17'. Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the river, on the path between

Punch and Mandi, about 11 miles north-east of the former place and

1 mile south-west of the latter.
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The houses/ about twenty in number, are scattered through the rice-

fields ; this village is inhabited exclusively by Muhammadans.

SAKMAL—Lat. 86® 0^ Long. 74® 63^ Elev.

A small valley and village (three or four houses) in the Kamri valley,

Astor. Up this valley a path leads to the Kishan Oanga vid the Fulwein

valley. Ihe pass is said to be difficult and steep, (jlylmer,)

SAKTI-Lat. 34® 5'. Long. 77® 60'. Elev. 13,500^

A large village at head of the Chimray valley passed on the Changchenmo

route, about miles above Chimray. It contains one hundred and fifty,

houses. It is situated at the junction of two streams ; up the western one a

road leads over the Waris pass to the village of Tainyar (Taydr) and thence

to Nubra, The road to Zingral camp (3} miles) leads up the stream which

runs down south-west from the Cbangla pass. The Chimray valley from

Sakti to the Indus is well cultivated in a succession of terraces. Ascent

between Sakti and Zingral very steep, being the best part of the ascent to

the Changla pass.

On the 3 1st October, on commencing the ascent of the Changla, snow

was met with at a mile and a half above the village. {Moorcro/t^

Johnsou^Ajflmer.)

SALAMBAD—Lat. 34® 10'. Long. 74® 10'. Elev.

A village in the Dachin district, situated above the right bank of the

Jhelum, a few miles north-east of Oingl.

A great deal of tobacco is grown about this village. (Montgomerie.)

SALAR—Lat. 33° 10'. Long. 74® Bl'. Elev.

A fort in Riasi district, in Jamu, on the left bank of the Chendb. It contains

one hundred and five men and twenty-five guns, and is very strong : all the

treasure of Guldb Singh was buried here. (Drew^IIervey.)

SALISKOT OR CKALISKOT—Lat. 84® 25'. Long. 76® 6'. Elev.

A village said to contain sixty houses in the Kartze division of the Dras

ilarka (Bultistan). It lies on the left bank of the Sum river, some 20 miles

above Kargil fort. The villages of Trispona and Gond are included in it.

Among the inhabitants there is a blacksmith. (Aylmer)

SALKALLA—Lat. 34® 34'. Long. 73® 56'. Elev.

A village in Lower DrawAr, situated on the left bank of the Kishan Oanga

almost opposite Sharkot.

It is suri ounded by a long stretch of rice cultivation by the bank of ihe

river. The inhabitants number sixteen families of Muhammadan zamiudars,

a carpenter, and a mulla. Habi-biila, the present lamharder, is said to be a

nephew of Sher Ahmad, em raja of Karimo. There is a masjid iu the

village and the shrine of the Char Yar, or four companions of Muhammad.

SALTORO—
A river in BaltisULn, rising in about lat. 35® 10', long. 77®, find joining
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ilie Husbe river (which joins the Shyok opposite to Khapalu) after aGOurse

of about 37 miles. It is joined by a considerable stream from the north

—

the Kondus river. After the junction with the Hurh^ it is sometimes

called the Machalu river, from a village on the left bank. There is hardly

any record of an exploration along its upper portion, but Godwin Austen

calls it a large river, and Vigne says the valley contains several

villages. Thomson says it is probably as large as the Nubra river. Near

its junction with the Shyok it runs through a very open and wide

gravelly plain, whose appearance is very similar to that of Nubr^. The
river here divides into numerous branches, which separate to a considerable

distance from one another, and ramify very irregularly. (Thornton--- Vigne—
Godwin^Aueten,)

SAMAN—Lat. 32* 38'. Long. 75*" 62'. Elev.

A village situated on the top of the ridge above the right bank of the Chif

stream, about 5 miles north of Basaoli, on the .road towards Badrawar.

Tlie houses are much scattered ; the most northerly section of the

village is called Jasrota. The inhabitants are mostly Hindus, and are all

engaged in the cultivation of the soil.

SAMXmI—

L

at. 83° Long. 74° 10'. Elev.

A village in the Naoshera district, in Jamii. There is an old temple here

much ruined, but still showing traces of fluted columns and trefoil arches : it

is of the same architecture as the temples of BAbar. At the time it was

built the people of these parts were doubtless still Hindu
;
perhaps, indeed,

it dates from a time earlier than the beginning even of Muhammadanism.

{Drew,)

SAMATWARI—Lat. S4P 29'. Long. 74° 9'. Elev.

A villogo in the Uttar pargana, situated above the left bank of the Kamil,

about a mile west of the Shalurah fort. It contains a few trees, and is

surrounded by extensive rice-flclds.

The inhabitants number thirteen families of Muhammadan zamindars

and five pandits. The river is fordable between this village and Champdra,

lying on the opposite bank.

SAMBA—Lat. 32° 34'. Long. 76° 11'. Elev.

A small town in the Province of Jamd, situated on the left bank of the

Basantha river, about 20 miles south-east of Jamu, and two marches

(about 24 miles) north-west of Jasrota. Half a mile from the town

is a palace which belonged to Suchet Singh, Gulab Singh's brother.

The deobasa tree grows on the mountains not far from Samba ; the bark,

which is used by the Indian women to redden their gums, is collected and

carried into Persia and Multan, whore it obtains a ready sale. Samba is

the head-quai-tcrs of the tehsfl of the same name, of the zilla Sherkh&i.

The tehsil now includes the subdivision of Ramgarli. iUugel—Wingate^
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SAMOAN—
A stream which joins the right bank of the Kishan Osnga^ nearly opposite

Sharidi. Its source is a lake about half a mile long hy one-fourth mile broad,

lying just beneath the Kamakdori pass. Lat. 35^ 3^ long. 74^ 15', elev.

13,000 feet, approx. The first 5 miles the valley is open; grasqr slopes;

no trees. Below this it contracts ; the side slopes are generally very steep

and well covered with pine forest and jungle. Its tributaries are—the
Bundar, up which goes the road to Buner vid the Bundar pass ; the

Oamot ; the Nur. In summer below its junction with the Bundar it is

unfordable, but is bridged every or 3 miles. The road up the valley is

very bad in places, and quite unfitted for baggage animals. The bridges

are good.

^e following passes lead into the Sarogan valley

Kamakdori (^.e.)—From Chilas.

Hular or Holnar (;.e.)—From Khel Dara> and in connection with the

Barai pass.

Bundar (^.e.)—To Buner.

It contains the following villages, which are much scattered

Garnet (three houses) ; Bagru (three houses) ; Samgan (five houses)

;

Surgond ( twenty houses) ; Mitawaliseri (two houses).

There are said to be 200 bead of cattle and 2,000 sheep and goats.

Ghi is exported. The crops are makbai (a good quantity) and chena (a

little).

The inhabitants come from Haznra. They seem on good terms with

the Chilasis, whose flocks are allowed to feed in the valley. {Aylmer,)

SAMLA—Lat. 34® 26.' tong. 74® 46.' Elev.

A village in the Khuihama pargana, situated on the right bank of the

Erin stream. Below this village the stream is practicable, and is frequently

bridged. {Maniyomerie.)

8ANACHA-Lat. 84® 39.' Long. 76® 20.' Elev.

A village in Baltistdn, on the left bank of the Indus, which here flows in a

narrow, rock-bound gorge. With the village of Darchik it contains

twenty-five houses. It belongs to the iUka of Kargil, and is inhabited by

Brokpas. {Drew—Aylmer.)

SANAPIND—Lat. 34® 42'. Long. 74® 28'. Elev. 10,600', approx.

A pass on the road from the village and fort of Sharidi in the Kishan Oaugn
valley to Kroras and the Lolab. It lies at the head of the Kachil valley.

It is a very easy pass, neither ascent or descent are steep, and the path is

very fair. Water and fuel abound.

It is quite passable for laden animals. {Aylmer,)

SANDAR—Lat. 32® S3.' Long. 75® 54.' Elev.

A village in the district of Jamd, on a table-land opposite Sandai (in

Chamba territory), about 5 ioe north-east of Basaoli. It consiste of about
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foHy houies/ scattered over a well-cultivated plain, with shade and water

;

the inhabitants are Jdt Hindtfs, and are all zamfndars. The sides of the table-

land, which are very precipitous, rise 200 or 300 feet from the bed

of the river, and are covered with jungle. The river is fordable, except

when the snows are melting, and there is an excellent road from

Sandar to Dalhousie and to Chamba.

SANDIOAM—Lat. 34.^ 28/ Long. 74^ 26.' Elev.

A village situated on the south-west side of the Loldb valley. There is a

path from this village over the mountains to Kondi, in the Uttar pargana,

from which there is a branch to Keigham ; they are both good roads and

quite passable for laden ponies. The journey is about five hours' easy

walking. {MonigomerU.)

SANDOK—Lat. 34® 32/ Long. 73® 53.' Elev.

A hamlet in Lower Drawdr, situated on the slopes of the mountains above

the right bank of the Kishan Ganga, about 2 miles south of Darhal.

It is inhabited by three families of Saiads and one of Gdjars. There

are a few shady trees about the place, and among them a ohundr.

sAndran—
This river, which is one of the sources of the Jhelum, rises on the mountains

in the neighbourhood ofthe Nandmarg pass, at the south-eastern extremity

of Kashmir, and flows in a north-westerly direction through the Shdhabdd

valley, forming a junction with the united waters of the Bring and Arpat

rivers at the village of Harnog, lat. 33® 44', long. 75® 10', just west of

the town of Islamabad.

During the melting of the snows it is a vast torrent, but the natives say

that in winter its channel completely dries from between the villages of

Kiit and Tamman as far as the confluence of the stream which flows from

the Verndg spring ; it is likewise further augmented by the waters of the

Vettarittar Ndg.

The bed of the river is generally very broad, it consequently has not

much depth, and may usually be forded ; it is also crossed by numerous

temporary bridges.

SANGA—
A kind of bridge. Fide ** Sind Rxvbr."

SANGAM—Lat. 83® 60.' Long. 75® 7/ Elev.

The name of a gh4t and ferry situated on the right bank of the Jhelum,

opposite the village of Khodawain and the confluence of the SaddaHij

nala^ through which the combined waters of the Veshau and Rembi&ra

river joins the Jhelum.

An extensive traffic is carried on at this ghdt. {Jlontgmerie.)

SANGAM-^Lat. 30® 61'. Long. 75® 47'. Elev.

The name of a small plain and pasturage situated at the north-west cud of

the Zagnai valley.
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It is said to be distant six kos from the village of Mangil^ on the cast

side of the Mara Wardwan valley ; the path follows the course of the Mangil
stream.

SANGO-SAR-^Lat. 36° 20^ Long. 74° 50'. Elev. 10,500', approx.

About 5 miles above Astor, on the right hand,side of a glacier, is the

Sangosar lake, half a mile long by a quarter broad. A mile and a half

below this there* is a splendid camping ground in the open glades of a

deodar forest, where a large force might easily hut itself. Water and fire-

wood are abundant. There is also a little forage. The road up to it is

fairly good for laden animals. {Barrow.)

SANGOT—Lat. 33° 10'. Long. 73° 48'. Elev.

A large village in Naoshera, about 2 miles south of Mirpdr, on the road

to the Gatiala ferry ; it contains about seventy houses in all, distributed

into thirteen mahallas or districte; there are three masjids in the village.

Only dry crops are grown in the neighbourhood, there being a scarcity of

water.

SANGRA-Lat. 34° 1 3'. Long. 76° 2'. Elev.

A village said to contain twenty-five houses in the Kartze division of the

Dr4s ilarka (Baltistdn). It lies on the right bank of|the Suru river. {Jylmer.)

SANGRI GALI—Lat. 84° 33'. Long. 73° 30'. Elev.

The name of a pass over the range of mountains forming the watershed

between the Kanora and Kishan Ganga rivers.

It lies almost due north of the small town of Kuri, and is crossed by a

path from that place leading towards the village of Gdnul.

SANG SAFlD-
The name of the stream which forms the source of the Dudb Ganga river.

It rises on the Panj&l range to the north of the Chitta Fani pass, and

flows through thick forests and undulating grassy downs, debouching into

the plains of Kashmir through a deep ravine to the south of Chrdr. {Vigne^

Allgood.)

SANGTHA—Lat. 33° 20'. Long. 77° 40'. Elev.

A camping ground on the left bank of the Zara river, a little above its

junction with the Samgal river.

SANI—Lat. 33° 35'. Long. 77°. Elev. 11,660'.

A village in the Zanskdr district, passed on the route from Kishtwdr

vtd Umasi La to Ldh. It lies to the east of Markim, on the right bank of a

tributary of the Zanskar river. Cultivation and posture on river bank.

A rope bridge leads across to Tungring village on tho opposite bank.

{Drew.)

SANKU OR SANKHO—Lat. 34° 20'. Long. 76°. Elev.

A village in the Khartze district, on the left bank of tho Suru river, at its
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junction with the Nakpo-Chu. It is a halting-place on the ronte from

Kishtair to Leh (vid Kargil), and lies 18 miles below Suru. The

mountains surrounding it were at the end of June tipped with snow. Culti-

vation here. Supplies and sheep procurable. It is said to contain forty

bouses. (Moorcrqft^Aylmer*)

SANSAR—Lat. 33® 31'. Long. 73® 47'. Elev.

A village iu the Naosbera district on the Jhelam-Srinagar route. Water

plentiful.

SAOGAm- Lat. 33® 37'. Long. 75® 10'. Elev.

A large village containing some good houses^ but in a most ruipous condi-

tion. It is situated on the left bank of the streami which flows down from

the Bringhin-Lannor valley, and is distant about 10 miles south of 'Islam-

abad^ and 4} miles north of the Khund valley.

The elevated land on the east of it is the karewd of Byhama, on the

summit of which is a canal formed for the purpose of irrigation.

SAOGAM—Lat. 33® 44'. Long. 75® 25'. Elev.

The name of a village situated in a beautiful, well-watered, and well-

wooded glen, which opens into the east side of the Kuthar pargana. It

contains a masjid and fifteen houses, twelve of which are inhabited by
Kashmiri zamindars and three by Oujars. Rice is cultivated about the

village, and supplies and coolies may be procured.

Saogdm lies on the path leading towards the Maru Wardwdn valley by

the Chur Nag.

SAOGUND—Lat.'33® 31'. Long. 75® 19'. Elev.

A village lying to the south of the Shahab&d valley, on the right bank of

the Hal.nn stream, which is crossed by a rough bridge.

It is inhabited by nine families of zamindars and a Saiad.

SARAIBtJN—Lat. 34® 6'. Long. 75® 10'. Elev.

The name of the lofty range of mountains situated at the north-eastern

extremity of the Tral valley, above the village of Narastdn.

SARAI SHAH JI MARG—Lat. 33® 49'. Long. 74® 52'. Elev.

An old sarai, situated on the high road between Sbupion and Srinagar,

being the first of the two that intervene between those places. It was pro-

bably built by Akbar. At no great distance is a place where two or

three large stones, a few feet high, arc standing like those of Stonehenge.

(Vinne.)

SARANA—Lat. 33®. Long. 75® 44'. Elev.

A village in Badrawar, situated about 3 miles north-west of that town,

above the path leading towards Dodn.

It is inhabited by a mixed population of Hindu and Muhammadan
zamindars, including one blacksmith.

SARCHU CAMP— r/rf# ‘'LurGTi."
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SARCHU OR SERCHU RIVER, Yellow River"—
A tributary of the ZanekXr river. Rises north of the Bara-Lacha pass, and
flowing^ due north through the Lingti plains, joins the Lingti and Yunam
streams at Sarchu (or Lingti) camp. The upper part of its course is in

Lahoul territory. There is a wooden bridge near the camping ground.

{Ounningkam—Cayley.)

SAREMOZEBALA—
The name of a pargana in the Shupion zilla of the Miidj division of

Kashmir. It comprises that portion of the valley which is traversed by
the Jhelam below Bij BehXra, which is the tahsil station.

This pargana was formed by Diwan Todamul subsequent to his original

distribution of the valley into thirty-three parganas.

SAREMOZAPAlN—
The name of a pargana which is included in the Patan zilla of the Kamrdj
division of Kashmir; it comprises that portion of the valley which is

traversed by the Jhelum before it enters the Wular lake.

The tahsil station is at Sombal. This pargana was formed by Diwan
Todamul subsequent to his original distribution of the valley into thirty*

'three parganas.

SAR.I-HAUZ-I-KHOJA FATEH or 8ARTANG—
Lat 85®. Long. 77® 85'. Elcv. 15,500'.

A camping ground on the summer route by the Karakoram, passed half-

way between Tutiyalak and Braugsa Baser, and at the foot of the Baser

pass. (Bellew.)

SAROlN BAR—Lat. 8£® 46'. Long. 75® 6'. Elev. 1,885'.

A small lake in Jamu ; it is passed on the way from Jamu to Rdmnagar.

It may be said to cover a kind of platform, from which, on two sides, the

ground falls rather steeply, while on tlie other sides are low hills. The lake

is about half a mile long by a quarter of a mile broad. Its depth does not

appear to be great ; its margins for a considerable distance being very

shallow, and producing an abaudauce of reeds and water plants. Mango
trees aud palms adorn its banks, while the sandstone hills round are partly

clothed with brushwood and shaded, though lightly, with the bright loose

foliage of the long-leafed pine. {Vreta—TAomeon.)

BARSANGAR—Lat. 34® 55'. Long. 15'. Elev. 18,860'.

A pass between the valley of the Shingo river and the plains of Deosai,

on the Srinagar-Skardu route. There is a short, steep ascent from the

Shingo valley to the summit. On the far side of the pass, after a descent

of only a few feet, one comes on a lake occupying the base of the defile.

The lake is half or three quarters of a mile long and a quarter wide, evi-

dently of glacial formation. It is closed in by an old moraine. Immediately

beyond, at a lower level by some 1 50 feet, is a second lake of about the same

dimensions. This also is dammed by a moraine. (Drew.)
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SABTANOAL-Lat. 82^ 67^ Long. 7b^4,6\ Elev.

A village situated at the southern extremity of the Badrawdr valley^ about

2 miles south of that town.

It lies on a flat sloping spur above the right bank of the Haluni stream,

and is surrounded by extensive cultivation. Below the vilUge are the

remains of a stone bridge, which is said to have fallen about twelve years

ago and has not been replaced ; foot-passengers can still cross the stream

by a series of planks and trunks of trees, but cattle must he sent round by

the Monda bridge, which lies about half a mile to the north-east. The
population numbers ten families, of whom four are Muhammadan black*

smiths and six low-caste Hindus. At this village the roads from BadrawAr

towards Chamba by the Padri pass, and towards Basaoli by the Chatardbar

pass, separate.

SASAWAR—Lat. Long. 7S^ 49\ Elev.

A village in Naoshera, situated on the high ground, some distance from the

left bank of the Punch Tdi river, a few miles east of Chaomuk.

It contains thirteen houses inhabited by zammdars.

BASER PASS OR SARSIL—Lat. 77" 40^ Long. 85^ Elev. 17,820^

On the mountain ridge between the NubrA and Shyok rivers. 1$ crossed

on the summer route by the Karakoram, between Sartang camp (above

described) and Brangsa Baser, and is *'a very ditfioult pass.^’ Yaks should

be used. The pass is not used during the winter months, as neither fuel

nor grass is obtainable, and a fall of snow might prevent a traveller

from going either forward or backward, and he would thus stand a good

chance of being buried in the snow, or frozen to death. From Sartang

onwards the path winds amidst sharp rocks and moraine banks under the

shadow of an impending glacier, and then passing into a narrow groove

between the wall of a vast glacier on one side and the sharp gneiss rocks

strewing the base of the hill on the other, slopes down to a spot where the

glacier presents a huge split, which is occupied by a small pool thickly

frozen over (October 8th). This spot appears to be the watershed of the

defile, for the end of the glacier, which here for 8 miles fills its hollow

slopes away from either side of the split. Beyond this the path rises on the

top of the glacier itself, and for three miles or so leads over its surface,

the passage in this part is always hazardous, owing to the fissures and
crevasses in the ice being more or less covered with snow. Beyond the

glacier descend^ the bank of a moraine and pass beyond the snow on to the

firm slope of the hill, which leads down the gully to Brangsa Baser. The
path is easily discoverable, being strewn over its whole length with the

skeletons of beasts of burden. fre^fer.)

BASER POLU— Fide Brangsa Sasbr.*'

SASlL—Lat. 35" 5 r. Long. 74" 47^ Elev.

The ilarka station of the Haramosh district It is situated on the right
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bank of the Indua. It containa fire or six fkmiliae, beridea a nmnshf and
garriaoD of one barildar and right aepoysi who live in a donble-atoried,

reotangular, loopholed blockhonaot overlooking the twig rope anapeasion

bridge which apana the river here. Tbia bridge ia not well looked after, and
ia generally daugeroua. Camping ground amall. A few aupplieB. {Ajflmer,)

SASPUL—
A kardari or collectorate of the Province of Laddk. It containa the following

villages : Saapul, Saspochd, Likar, Alchi, and TaruchA

(yaah revenue exceeds Bft,0U0 a year, besides taxes in kind. In some
parts a double crop ia produced ; the second, however,, consisting only of

inferior grain. Alchi, Saapul and Likar each containa about Seventy or

eighty houaea. {Aylmer.)

SASPUL-Lat. 84® lb\ Long. 77® IV. Elev.

A large village on the right bank of the Indus, about 80 miles below L£h.

It is passed on the route from Kashmir to Ldh between Snurla and Basgo,

on the lower road which leads from Snurla along the right bank of the Indus.

At the end of June the river here was about 100 yards wide and unford-

able. The village is celebrated for its apricots. There ia a rest-house, also

about seventy villagers^ houses ; supplies are procurable, water plentiful, and

there is a fair camping ground. A mile and a half below Saspnl, the Indus

is crossed by a shaky bridge. {Drew—Meorerojt—Ramay^-^Aylmer.)

SATAN!—
The name of a stream which rises in the mountains on the north side of the

Tilail valley, and flows into the Kishan Gangs, lat. 84®. 86^, long. 76®

The path leading towards DiAs crosses it by a bridge at the village of

Purina IHlail, just above its junction with the Kishan Ganga; it is also

fordable.

SATHRA—Lat. 88® 46'. Long. 74® 16'. Elev.

Tbia village is situated on the riope of the bill just above the path from

Punch to Mandi, about 8 miles from the former place.

It contains fifteen houses, half of the inhabitants being Hindus and

half Muhammadans.
Rice and dry crops are both grown in this village, and a very fine variety

of pear ; the lusciousness of the fruit is said to be produced by irrigating

the young trees with milk I

SATI OR TOATI—Lat. 84® 30'. Long. 77® 48'. Elev. 10,600'.

A village in the Nubrd district, situated on the right bank of the Shyok,

about 1 1 miles above the junction of the Nubrd river. It is passed on the

summer route by the Karakoram between Khardong and Tint.

In Slimmer the Shyok near here is crossed in Iniats, and is a large and

rapid river. Baggage animals are made to swim across. In winter it is

fordable, but at the beginning of October the water was up to the saddle-flaps.

There are two routes from here to Ldh

(1) Across Shyok and viV Khardong pass.
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(S) Up rifer bank aome way^ then aoioaa the Shyok to Digar vfllage

and over Digar La to LA. Thia ia the easier of the two

routea^ bnt itia longer and ia not need when the Kbar*

dong paaa ia open. (TroiUrSellew—BamMajf,)

SATKHOL-
The name of a stream which rises in seven ravines in the Dddhi slopes on

the north side of Satkoji, a mountmn in the Shamshabari range ; it joins

the Bangas streanii one of the sonrees of the Kamil, lat S4^ long.

74® %\ {Montgomirie.)

SATPARA—Ut. 35® 15^ Long. 76®43^ Elev.

A pargdna in the ilarka of Skardu (Baltistin). It incindes the Sdtpdr

valley, and contains seventy-one houses. (Jfy/sisf.)

SATPOR— Lat. 85® 6'. Long. i5® 85^ Elev. 18,000', approx.

In Baltistdo, a defile by which the route from Deosai passes into the val*

ley of Skardd on its south side. At the sonthern entrance of the pass ia

a lake nearly 8 miles long and about a mile wide, and on the eastern

aide of thia the path runs along the base of a steep mountain, so that

an invading force would be exposed to certain loss by rocks rolled down
the declivity. The elevation of the pass is probably about 18,00Q feet.

(Vigne.)

SATPtJR TSO—Lat. 85® 14*. Long. 75® 48'. Elev.

A lake in Baltistdn. It occupies the entire width of the Satpdr paas^

being 1} miles in length and nearly a mile in width. A little island,

covered with willows, rises from the water near the embouchure of

the stream that flows from it, by the damming up of which, in fact,

the lake appears to have been formed. {Vigne*)

SATTl—Lat.84®45'. Long. 74® 44'. Elev.

A hamlet in Odrais, situated on the right bank of the Kidian Oanga
about half a mile north-west of Thaobut. It contains a masjid, zidrat,

and seven bouses.

The inhabitants of the neighbouring village of I'haobut assist in the

cultivation of the arable lands around this hamlet, which are rather, eiten*

sive. The Rishan Ganga used to be bridged at this spot, but the bridge

having been repeatedly carried away by the floods, it has not been replaced.

BATURA- Lat. 34® 8'. Long. 76^ 7'. Elev.

A large village lying towards the northern extremity of the Wdllar pargdna,

at the junction of the Narastdn Nai, about two miles north of Arphal. At
the entrance to the vMlage on the south side is the zi&rat of Saiad Mnbam-
mad Bukhdrf, a building of unusual size, which exhibits some fine sped-

mens of carved wood-work ; it is surrounded by a wall and shaded by forest

trees. The population numbers thirty families of zamfudars, a ddm, a

blacksmith, a carpenter, two cowherds, and a krim-kush (rearer of silk-

worms).
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Thif village ooveie a confiderable extent of ground^ as the honsei aie

nndi aeatteied. Being situated near the junction of &e streams which

flow through the Trdl valley^ it is well supplied with water.

8BDAU—Lat. 40\ Longi ,74^ 50^ Elev.

A village very pleasantly situated at the foot of the Panjfl range^ where

the mountains swell in downs into the plain about 5 miles south-west of

Shupion. It lies at the foot of the ascent of the Biidil or Sedan pass^ at

a distance of about 65 miles from the village of Bddil.

The road is good^ with the exception of the part near the summiti and

IS practicable for ponies.

A comparatively large amount of traflSo passes through SedaU| for the

reason that the duties levied on this route are less than on either the Fir

Panj£l or Banihdl roads.

The customs establishment at Sedan consists of four pandits. There

are about twenty houses in the village, double-storied buildings of sun-dried

bricks and timber, with pent shingle roofs, which are overlaid with birch-

bark and a layer of earth. An orchard affords ample and convenient space

for encamping, but the small stream which runs through the village fur-

nishes a somewhat scanty supply of water; the Veshad river flows about a

mile to the south-east.

Sedan possesses a cool climate, and offers a splendid view of the hills

looking up the valley of the Yeshafl river; the mountains in the back-

ground are covered with extensive pine forests.

In a line between Sedan and Hirpflra is the hill of Noubadan, or Nu-
nubdhun, upon which Kasyapa, or Kashuf, is said to have passed a

thousand years in religious austerities, by which the favour of Mahadev

was secured, so that he gave orders for the desiccation of the valley.

{Vigne^-^Montgomerie,)

BEBPOB—Lat. 84^ Long. 74^ 40'. Elev.

A village in the Machihdma pargana, lying to the north-east of Makahdma,

near the right bank of the Sukndg. It is summnded by rice cultivation,

and contains a masjid, and ten houses inhabited by zamindars.

8EL—Lat. 83^ 59'. Long. 74<’ 86'. Elev.

A village in the Birwa pargana, situated in a clump of trees on the right

bank of the Sukn&g, about 8 miles north of Makahdma, on the road

towards Drang and the Tosha Maidfu pass.

It contains a masjid and the zttrat of Saiad Muhammad Ohdzf, and

about twenty houses inhabited by zamfndars. Them is much rice culti-

vation about the village. The channel of the Suknlg is broad, but the

stream is fordable, having no depth.

8BM1TAN—Lat. 83^ 49'. Long. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Jhekmi on the west side of the
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K£t wudar, below the town of Bij Beh£m. Just above the village the

lemains of a stone bridge are visible on both banks of the river.

SBNIBUTTI—Lat. IV. Long. 76^ ZV. Elev.

A village in Peristdn, situated in a gorge in the mountains on the north

side of the valley, just east of the village of Hdan, from which it ia

divided by a small torrent. It contains a temple, and six houses inhabited

by Hindds.

This village lies on the path from Kishtwdr towards Kashmir by the

Nandmarg pass, and some supplies and coolies may be obtained.

There is no convenient encamping ground about the village, but a place

may be found in the bed of the torrent between it and Hdlan ; the space,

however, is confined, and wants shade.

SENKLI—lit. 83^ IV. Long. 75^ W. Elev.

A village in Kisbtwdr, situated on the top of a spur above the right bank

of the Lidar Khol stream. It contains eight houses inhabited by Hindds,

and is said to lie on the ^th between Borkan and Rdmbdn.

SEOJI LA—Fids "Zow La."

SEB—Lat. 33" 4iV. Long. 73" 59'. Elev.

A village in Pdticb, situated on the high right bank of the Pdnch T6i, in

the angle formed by the junction of the Swan stream.

There are about fifty houses in the village ; the inhabitants are pahdri

Muhammadans.
The river, which is here very deep, is crossed by a ferry just east of the

village; this ferry is known as the Ser or Batal ferry.

8EBAP OB TSABAP RlVEB~r«de also " LInoti" and **Zah8xXr" Bivers.

One of the tributaries of the Zanskdr river. It has its source near the

Pankpo La. A good bridlge was built across it in 1869, below the

Lingti plains. A route leads up this river from Lingti (or Sarchu) pid the

Pankpo La and Tsomorari lake to Puga. In summer the river is much
swollen, and the route is closed. It joins the Yunam river at Lingti.

{Cunnin^kam^Cajflsf,)

SEBAB—Lat. 33" 87'. Long. 74" Elev.

A large village, kotwdlf and bazdr, on the southern boundary of the

territories of the rdja of Pdnch. It is situated on a high spur, at some

little distance from the left bank of the Pdnch T6i river, on the road

between Pdnch and Kotli, being about 16 miles south-west of the

former, and 18 miles north of the latter, and is the usual and most con*

venient stage between the two towns.

The following is a list of the inhabitants and trades

Mahammsdans (hillmsn) fiShonsae.

Kaahmiiis 5 ,•
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Iq the bazir are forty ehope kept by Hindiis^ but of these a Tery small

tinmber are iDbabited^ the owners of the others being either oocupied in

caltirating ibeir delds, or engaged in trade elsewhere.

Besides shopkeepers, a carpenter, barberi leather-worker, potter, and
a mdlla live in the village. There is also a masjid and two dkarmdl(u..

Serar is badly supplied with water, there being only a tank in the village

whieh is filled during the rains and dries in seasons of drought ; water for

drinking purposes must be brought from the river, which fiows at some

distance below the village.

There is a small baraddfi for travellers at the north end of the bazdr

well shaded by trees ; but the building is now in a very ruinous condition

Coolies and supplies procurable.

SERCHU RlYER^rids «<Sahchu.''

SERI—Lat. 83° Long. 76° 6^ Elev.

A place lying some distance above the left bank of the Chandra BhXga,

about 86 miles east of Kisbiwdr, on the path towards Lahoul.

When Captain Allgood passed along this road in 1858, he found at

Seri merely a few deserted houses and an open space for encamping,

[Allgwid.)

SERI—Lat. 38° 3^ Long. 76° Elev.

A village situated about 9 miles north*west of Badrawdr, on the road

towards Doda. It lies on both banks of the Nerd, whiqh is bridged by the

trunk of a tree thrown across the stream.

The most direct path.fortfoot-passengers towards Doda is said to be that

by the right bank of the river.

There are about twenty houses in all in the village, surrounded by
extensive cultivation. The inhabitants are Hindd zamlndars.

SERI-Lat. 88° W. Long. 76° Elev.

A small hamlet surrounded by a patch of cultivation, situated on the right

bank of the Chandra Bhdga river, about 9 smiles west of BXmbXn, on

the high road towards Kashmir.

8EBIL—Lat. 88° Long. 76° 16^ Elev.

A considerable village in the Banihfil district prettily situated about 9
miles north of the village of Banihil, on the road leading towards Kashmir,

Some of the houses are double-storied, and have pent rooh.

There are many fruit trees about the place, and an abundant supply of

water from a little stream which flows through the village.

8EBKOT—Lat. 84° 88^ Long. 74° 9^. Elev.

A village situated towards the north-west end of the Lollb valley. There

is a very fair road from this village, which crosses we ridge and descends

the Kachil, a valley leading to the Kishan Gaaga river. It is apparently

only used by Gdjars. {Moni/mme.)
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SBRTAL—Lat. 32^ 4r. Long. 76^ 5r. Elev.

A Fillage in the Basaoli diatriot, situated on the left bank of the Siowa

river above the junction of the Kad stream. It lies about 8 miles north

of Pdd, on the road between Basaoli and Badrawir. The Siowa is crossed

by a temporary bridge below the village,

SBRU—Lat. 82® 43'. Long. 76® 62'. Elev.

A village in the Basaoli district^ consisting of a cluster of houses situated

on the hilUsidei above the left bank of the Siowa river^ north-east of Bani.

8ESKO—Lat. 35® 49'. Long. 76® 29'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Basha river (Bui listen). It contains

twenty houses. There is a rope bridge here. (Jjflmer.)

SEVAL DHAR—Lat. 32® 66'. Long. 75® 42'. Elev.

A ridge crossed on the road between R4mnagar and Badrawdr. The pass

is 10,900 feet in height, and is closed by snow for three mouths from the

middle of December. Well on in the season it is practicable for laden

ponies, which, however, have to come up a valley by a somewhat different

road to the usual one. From the summit Badraw4r can be seen, the de-

scent to which is at first steep, and then a more gradual slope along a spur

leading through a forest. {Drew.)

SHADERA—Lat. 34® 7'. Long. 74® 1'. Elev.

A very small village, situated on a plateau above the right bank of the

Jhelum, about 31 miles south-west of Baramdla. There is a double-storied

bungalow for travellers, situated ou the road near a xfdrat, which is a pretty

pecimen of Kashmir wood-work.

Some supplies are procurable from the village, which lies about half a

mile above the path. {Allgood^Inee.)

SHADI—Lat. 33® 26'. Long. 77® 16'. Elev.

A village in the 2janskar district, east of Padam, on the left bank of a tribu-

tary of the Zanskfir river, which flows down south from the Charclutf La^

SHADIPtJR—Lat. 34® 11'. Long. 74® 48'. Elev.

A small village on the left bank of the Jhelum, about 12 miles north-

west of Srinagar, situated just opposite the oonfluence of the Sind river, and

immediately above the spot where the Nord canal leaves the Jhelum. The

journey from Shddipdr to Srinagar by water occupies about six hours, and

the return passage about four hours.

There is a solitary ohunir in the bed of the Jhelum, just below the

junction of the Sind, which, tradition says, never grows ; it is enclosed in

a mass of solid masonry, which rests upon a broad and stony foundation,

near the right bank of the river. It is a Hindd place of worship and de-

dicated to Mahadeo, and its top is reached by seven stone steps, which are

placed at the lower end of the mass.
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In 1865 the truuk of the chnnir was about eleven feet in circnm-

ference, and surrounded by an earthen platform, which was pierced

by several small branches of the tree. Upon the west side of this platform

there was a large lingam,

Sh^dipur is referred to by Ahnl Fazl as the city of Shdhabildipdr, the

ancient Phalapur. There is a good camping ground reserved for the maha*
rija. ( Vigne-^IiUgel—Ince^Aglmtr.)

rhAhabAd—
The name of a pargana in the Anat Ndg zilla of the Mir4j division. It

comprises a long and narrow valley lying at the south-eastern extremity of

Kashmir, which is drained by the Sandran river. Rice is extensively culti-

vated throughout the valley.

The mountains by which it is enclosed are generally bare of trees, espe-

cially on the north side, and near the village of Hiwur they present a very

curious appearance, the vertical strata of mountain limestone being strangely

contorted.

A little iron is mined in the neighbourhood of Choan, towards the south,

east extremity of the valley ; but the miners are all said to live on the south

side of the river, for the sake of fuel.

The tahsil station is at Shahabdd, or, as it is now more generally cidledi

Duru or Dur.

BHAUABAD or DtJR—Lat, 88'. Long. 75® 17'. Elev.

The imperial town, once the abode of the king, was the largest place at the

south-east end of the valley of Kashmir ; it is now merely a village contain-

ing a few good houses and some fine trees, and the palace of the Moguls is

scarcely worth a remark. Its environs are overgrown with nettles and

wild hemp. It lies snugly under the south side of a range of bluish-grey

mountain limestone, which has apparently been deposited* in regular strata#

each of 2 or 8 feet in thickness, and being in some places bare of the long

grass which usually covers them; they are to be seen lying contorted and

twisted in every direction by the force that originally upraised them.

The orchards of Sliahabdd still produce the best apples at the southern

end of the valley, and the wheat that is grown there is considered to be the

finest in Kashmir. Vigne states that he was Credibly informed that veins

of iron and copper existed in the neighbourhood of Shihablid, which were

worked in the time of the Pathdns.

Sh£hab4d was originally the residence of the most powerful of Akbai's

mfliks, whose authority extended over the whole of the surrounding

country, be being particularly charged with the military protection of

the road to Hinddst£n by the Banih&l pass. The family, in common with

the old rdjas of Kishtw^r, claimed a descent from Murshivan of Persia.

According to Vigne, the original name of this place was Wer. Niir Jahiin

Begam, after the palace was built, call^ it Shfliabid ; it is now almost

universally known as Dura or Dur.
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8li£habM lies on the ri^ht bank of the Sandran, about 12 miles

BOiiih-enst of Islamabad ; two or three rapid streams have to be forded on
the road, which, after heavy rain, are sometimes impassable for a few hours.

The road to Yernd^, which is about 3 miles to the south*east, crosses the

Sdndran by two bridges ; the river may also be forded.

Supplies are plentiful, and among the inhabitants is a ndtband or black-

smith . {Moorcro/t—Fipne—Hervey—Allgood^

SHAHIDOLA KHOJA—Lat. 36® 24' ST". Long. 78° O'. Elev. 11,780'.

A camping ground on the left bank of the Karakash river, at the junction

of the streams flowing down from the Kirghiz and Suget passes. It lies on

the frontiers of Laddk and Ydrkand territory, and is passed on the summer
route from Ldh by the Karakoram pass, aud is also a haltiug-place on the

Changchenmo route.

Distance from L4h by summer Karakoram route, 241 miles, or sixteen marches.

M II II M Changchenmo route (western) 312} miles, or twenty-four marohes*

There are three routes from here to Yarkand, rtz., by the Kilik, Kilian, and

Sanju passes. The latter is the most frequented route, Ydrkand being by
it 202} miles, or twelve marches. The Kilik route is closed to tradersj

though it is said to be the shortest and easiest of the three.

A road also branches off here to the west up the ravine and over

the Kirghiz pass to Kirghiz jungle, where the Kugiar (or winter) route is

joined. This route is very easy, and can be traversed by laden camels. It

is, however, not much used, being infested by robbers. The Karakash at

Shdliidula takes a bend to the north-east and flows towards Khotan, wind-

ing through the Kuenlun range. The Sdnju route follows its course for

about 20 miles, and occasionally crosses it. The passage in summer is very

difficult.

There is a sacred shrine here on the summit of a bluff. It is a mere pile

of stones, surmounted by horns of wild sheep, &c. On the boulder beach

under this bluff, is a small stone fort. It was erected by the Kashmir

government as a precautionary measure during the disturbances in Eastern

Turkistdn (which resulted in the accession of the late Amir of Kashgdr),

and wae occupied by a small Dogrd detachment for two years. This detach-

ment has since been withdrawn, and the place is now generally recognised

as belonging to the Kashgdr ruler. The fort has now no garrison.

The Kirghiz on this frontier are reckoned at three hundred tents spread

in different camps. They own a few camels and horses, but their principal

wealth consists in their yaks (called hotan by them), which they employ in

transporting caravans over the Sdnju, Kilian, and Yangi-dawan passes.

Fuel and grass pipntifnl about Shdbiddla. {BMw^TroiUr^Qhmon^
SamiQf.)

SHAHGUND—Lat. 18'. Long. 74^ ^7^ Elev.

A village situated on the low lands at the southern edge of the Wular lake.
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shAh.ka-kata—
The iieme of a Btieam which riees on the Dorthem slopee of the B£ji Hr
mountain. It is a brawling and rapid torrent^ formed bj the jnnotion of

two streams which unite a few hundred yards abo?e the Tillsge of Hidra-

bdd| whence they may be seen rushing down their respective gorges..

The Shdh-ka-kata flows nearly doe north through a very deep and narrow
alley, which is traversed by the road from P&nch ; it empties itself into the

Jhelnm, lat 84^ 6^ long 74^ 6^ close to tTrf. The Mari and Baramdia

road is carried across the two branches of this stream by bridges formed of

long trunks of deodar stretched from bank to bank, with rough planks or

poles of the same wood laid across them, and fastened at each end to form
the platform. {AUfood^Ina,)

SHAH KOT—Lat. 89'. Long. 74P 41'. Elev.

An old and dilapidated fort, situated on the eastern slopes of theHr Panj41
pass, about 4 miles east of Aliabdd Sardi. It lies on the right bank of the

Bembidra, and occupies the extremity of the ridge between itand the Bupri

valley, (/ace.)

SHAHKOTL—
The name of the canal which irrigates the eastern portion of the Khourpara

pargana.

siiAhnahab—
The name of the canal which was constructed from opposite Akndr on the

Chendb to near Jamd, but which is a total Liilure. (iJeydst' Separi^
Wingate.)

SHAKARUDlN—Lat.. 84^ M'. Long. 14P 85'. Elev.

A hill on the western side of the 'Wnlar lake in Kashmir. The afdrat or

shrine of Bdbd Sbakarudfu stands on the summit, some 800 feet above

the water. (WalUfiM^

SHALIN*-Lat. 88<’ W. Long. 76^ 80'. Elev.

One of a cluster of villages situated above the right bank of the Lidar

Khol stream, on the slopes of a spur running from the Lobar Ndg mountain.

It contains about six houses inhabited by Hindds.

BHALKOT—Lat. 88<’ 10'. Long. 81'. Elev.

A village in Kishtwdr, containing tour houses, inhabitant by Hindus, situ*

ated a few miles of west Doda, above the left bank of the Lidar Khol

etream.

SHAL0N—Lat. V. Long. 74^ 57'. Elev.

A low marsh fed by mountain streams, a few miles above Srinagar, on the

left bank of tbe Jhelnm. This connects with the river by a channel which

is kept closed by a door that opens riverways \ the object of the door is

to prevent the river flood from spreading to the marsh and covering the

low ground at its edge ; it has happened that on tbe receding of the water
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a teoond flood was caused in it bj the water of the marsh (which rose later)

flowing out by the door that opened into the riven {Drew,)

SHALtTN^Lat V. Long. 74« 66'. Elev.

A village in a district of the same name^ situated on the left bank of^tha

Jhelum, between Pampdr and Srinagar.

There is a large government stable in this village, which likewise con-

tains the steam plough imported by the late mahariga, but which, for . some

reason or other, is not used.

8HALT7RAH—Lat. 84^ £9'. Long. 74<» 1 O'. Elev.

A village and fort situated on the left bank of the Slamfl river, alnmt

£6 mites north-west of Sopdr, on the road leading towards the Kamao
valley and Mozafarabdd by the Nattishannar Qali.

It is thetahsfl station of the Uttar pargana, within which it lies, and the

tahsfl business of the neighbouring small parganas of BdmhdlandNaihara

is likewise transacted in this village.

The inhabitants comprise the thdnadar and kardar, and nine families of

lamindars, a fakir, a harkdra, a cow-keeper, and three pandits who are

general shopkeepers.

lire Kamil flows on the south side of the village in two branches, t^ich

are crossed by kadal bridges ; there is also a ford under the vill^ of

Champura, about half a mile to the west.

The fort is situated on a flat plain, about 860 yards from the bank of

the river ; it is surrounded by open fields, and there is a grove of trees

on the north-east side. It is a well built structure, of the usual square

form, with a bastion tower at each comer. The lower portion of the walls,

which are about £5 feet high, is constructed of undres^ stone, the upper

portion being of sun-dried bricks. Both walls and bastions are loop*

holed, and roofed with birch-bark covered with a layer of earth. The
entrance is at the south-east comer; dose to the gateway there is a
masjid.

The fort has no ditch, and the gmison is said to be dependent on a stream

from the Kamil, which -is carried under the walls, for its water-supply

;

there is likewise a small spring near the entrance. The fort is said to con-

tain a magaaine, and to be garrisoned by five hundred men.

This fort was built about twelve years ago on the site of the old fortress,

which was sacked and burnt by ^ja Sher Ahmad, of Kamao, in his

attadr on Shaldrah, and is said to be inferior in strength to the building it

replaced, for it is asserted that, viewed from the inside, the defences appear

much less formidable than an inspection of the outside would warrant one

in supposing.

SHALt^BAH^
The plain in which the village of Shaldrah is situated. It is about 6,800

fleet above the sea, and is crossed by the Kmnil river. This plain is wdl
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onltirated in its lower levele, ihe principal erop being riee, which ie

planted out in Jnne and harreeted in the end of September. The whole

plain ia studded with innumerable small Tillages and snbstantiaUj bnOt

log'bnts with pent roofs, which giee, at a distance, quite an English appeal*

ance to the country: these are snrronnded with walnut trees of large

growth, from the fruit of which ml is eztiacted, and with orchards of

apples and pear trees. The white-heart cherries, here called gUi, are no-

where so fine as in the Utter pargana of Kashmir. The otW common

trees are the poplar, plane, and elm. Many thousands of acres were for-

merly under* cultivation in this district even on the upper terraces of the

allarial deposit, but the old.irrigation canals haie long since broken away,

and the people being at present too poor to repair them, these lands are

fiut becoming as dense a jungle as those which have never beep turned by

a plough.

The Sbaldrah plain is m.ioh higher thon the rest of the vqlley, and the

UVa which once coveted it must have been separated from the lain which

filled the great valley, by the ridge running away from the peak of

Manganwar and Margabsunger. The lacustrine deposits are of great

thickness. {Qoimn-A*tten.)

SHAMA—Lat. Long. Elev.

A subdivision of the Nuhrfi district, being the Shyok valley below the

junction of the Nubrfi as &r us the boundary of Baltistdn. {Dr«w.)

8HAMSHABARI—Sarwgr Station^—

Lat. 34® 31'. Long. 78® bV. Elev, 14,351'.

The name of the lofty range of rocky mountains forming the boundary of

the valley on its east side, between the Nattisbannar and T&tmari

Oalis.

The Shamshahari stream drains the northern portion of the valley, and

unites with the Kfizi Nig below the village of Chamkdt.

8HANG—Lat. 83® 68'. Long. 77® 48'. Elev.

A valley and village in the Kardari of Hemis (Ladik). The stream flow-

ing through this valley joins the Indus at Marsalang. A road leads np

thk stream to Oya, and is the one generally employed in summer in going

to Knln, when the bridges on the Oya stream are carried away.

This road ia extremely steep, going over a pass called the Oetaeohnk.

{Afhur.)

8HANO OB OETSECHUK PASS—
Lat. 88® 60*. Long. 77® 47'. Elev. 16,000', approx.

A pass on the Lih-Simla road. It is used during floods, when the Oya

river below Mim is impassible. By this road Marsalang to Oya is about

38 The ascent on the Marsalang side is terribly ste^ for over

1,500 feet near the summit. Laden ponies ascend with great difflcolty.

The descent on the Oya side is fiurly easy.
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Transport is always engaged from Marsalang to Gya and the journey
done in one day. (Aylmer*)

SHANGAS—Lat. 83^ 4d\ Long. 75^ €0^ Elev.

A large village in the Kothdr pargana^ shaded by some fine walnut and
oHundr treea^ situated about 4 miles east of AchibdI.

There are about one hundred and twenty-five houses in the village^

which contains six masjids and the zi&rats of Muhammad Sbdh^ Firoz

8h4b| and Kasim Shdh ; there is likewise a filature^ and a government
store-house for the supply of travellers and sportsmen in the Mara
Wardwdn valley and the neighbouring mountains.

Shdngas is said to have been formerly celebrated for the nnmber and
beauty of its dancing girlsj and there are now thirty families of jugglers

among the inhabitants. A fine stream of pure cold water flows through

the village^ which likewise contains a spring called the Date Ndg.
There are three roads leading from Shdugas into the Nowbug Nai^ vid

the Kachwanj Harikan^ and Halkan Galls.

A thdnadar and kardar reside in the villagei and both coolies and sup-

plies may be obtained. (Inee.)

8HANKABGHAR oa MARMAI—
Lat. 85“ r. Long. 74® 53'. Elev. 9,600'.

A miserable hamlet in the Kamri or Kdla Pdni valley of Astor, standing

in a fine open plain which forms a first rate encamping ground. Forage

and water abundant. A stage on the Srinagar-Astor road. It is di/Boult

to obtain coolies here. {Barrow—Aylmer.)

SHANPtJRA—Lat. 83* 48'. Long. 75® 26'. Elev.

A small village lying near the mouth of the Bud Nai valley, which opens

into the Kuthir pargana at its north-eastern extremity. It lies above the

right bank of the Timmeran stream, and is inhabited by three families of

Kashmiris and one of Gdjars. A small spring rises in the village.

SHAR-Lat. 84® 1'. Long. 75* 8'. Elev.

A village in the Bihu pargana, situated about 6 miles east of Pampfir ; the

most direct road lies through the vice-fields by the village of Koinabal, but

that by Wian and Krew is very little longer, and a much better path.

The miners live in the western portion of the village, and number ten

families ; the eastern division is inhabited by twelve families ofMuhammadan
zamindars, a mulla, a dum, a pandit, and a Sikh sepoy. Bice and dry

crops, including flax, are cultivated around this portion of the village, which

contains a masjid, and is known as Sh&r Shali.

The iron-works^at Shdr are neither so profitable nor extensive as those at

8of, in the Bring pargana, nor is the quality of the iron so highly esteemed.

The mine lies about 8 too from the village, on the side of the Gunsagund

mountain j the road leading to it is described as being very rough. The

geologioal formation of this mountain is exactly similar in appearance to
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that At Sof, io which the mines me situated. The entrance to the pit

is described as shelving downwards^ and from it numerous adits radiate

to a maximum distance of 800 jards. Oallery framfs are not naed^ and

the rock being more homogenous, the mine is considered much safer

than those at Sof
; props and supports for the root are seldom required,and

accidents from fire-damp, or asphyxia, seem to be unknown. The miners

use a torch of pine strips called a l%$ki to light them at their work ; this

is not from choice, as they suffer much inconvenience from the smoke, but

because their poverty does not permit them to use the ' diwaf or oil-light,

as is the custom in the Sof mines, where the miners, in addition to the pro-

fits from the iron-works, add to their means by agricultum. The ore is

carried by the miners to the village in bags or sacks made of goat-skins.

Smelting is* carried on at intervals throughout the year, whenever a sufll-

oient quantity of ore has been collected. The form of furnace is similar to

that used at Sof, but the process employed is somewhat different. The

bellows are furnished with a nozzle of mud and straw; these are rapidly

consumed by the heat of the furnace, and have to be renewed no less than

thirty-two times in the twenty-four hours during which the furnace is

kept heated and smelting is in process. In this period, from two to four

kbarwfirs (288 to 6761b) of ore are operated on, and the outturn is from

four to six triks (48 to 72Ib).

Previous to being smelted the ore is pounded fine as at Sof, but no flux

is used, probably for the reason that the ochre is not found in this neigh-

bourhood, wbioh may perhaps, in some degree, account for the inferior

quality of the iron. The charcoal used in the furnaces is prepared in the

immediate vicinity of the village, on the north-west slopes of the Wastar*

wan mountain.

The outturn of the Sb&r mine in 1871 is said to have been, thirty-three

kharwfirs (4,752 Ib). There is no contractor, as at Sof, but a pandit

superintend the industry in the interests of the government, which

appropriates the whole of the produce, paying the miner thirteen chilkf

rupees for each kharwdr. The miner does not, however, receive this sum
in cash, but in kind at the rate of a kharwdr of rice for two chilkis,

which, if be requires money, be sells for one and a half cbilkis, the price it

commands in the open market.

All the iron is sent to Srinagar by way of Pampdr, the government

very rarely permitting its sale on the spot
; if so disposed of, the price

charged is said to be a rupee (chilkf) for three and three quarter seers.

8HABOOL— Suebgol.'^

SHABIBAL—Ut. 34^ SO'. Long. 74^ 28'. Elev.

The name of a mountain situated towards the north end of the range lying

between the Uttar pargana and the Lolkb valley. There is a grazing

ground on the top of the ridge between Sharibal and the Kabfita peak to
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the oath«eut» for fije hnndred or nx handred sheep, for sis months ; hot
more than that nomber go there annually for a shorter period. That
part of the LoUb vallej which lies to the north of the Sharibal monntain
is thickly covered with jnngfe, and has little coltivation. (dfoafyowerM.)

8HABIDI—Lat. 34** 48'. Long. 74* 14'. Elev.

A village ofsome importance, situated on the leftbank of the TCi«hM Oaaga»
at the northern extremity of Upper Drawdr.

Sharidi lies on the direct road from Kashmfr to Chilas ; the p«tb CTOsses

the Kishan Oanga by a som/m bridge, and follows the course of the
Samg^an stream ; it is said to be four stages to the village of Neat, in
Chilas. The suspension bridge crosses the Kishan Ganga to the north-
east of the village and fort, at a spot where, during the melting of the
snows, the stream is nearly 100 yards wide. 'When the waters subside
a temporary idiui bridge is usually thrown acrcss the river at a narrow
part some hundred yaide above the suspension bridge ; but it is only
practicable for foot-passengers, and cattle have at all timee to be crossed

by swimmintTf which is said to be a very haiardons operation, on
of the strength of the current and the number of roeks in the bed of the
riveri

In the direction of Mozafarabdd the liiaio path follows the right bank
of the Kishan Ganga; it is fairly good for foot-passengers, bnt is diflhmlt

for cattle.

Being very little used, it is not r^larly repaired ; bnt Colonel Gnndn,
late zilladar of Mozafarubdd, is said to have greatly improved the track
some five yearsago.

There is also a pathway by the leftbank of tlie river, leading to the sns-
pension bridge above DfidnidI, bnt it is described as being very rough. To
theeastward of Sharidi, in thedireotion of Gfireis, there is no path beyond
Keldfira, the river flowing through a narrow chasm in the mountains; the
passage, however, has, on rare occasions, bton successfully accomplished,
but is both tedious and dangerous, and only passable when the river is
at its lowest. Sharidi consists of about a do»n flat-roofed huts, scattered
amid the corn-fields. The village lands are bisected by the Madmatti or
Katsil-ka-katta stream, bnt the most part Ke on the left bank.

The best encaminng ground is situated near the afiSrat of Saiad Jnmdl
above the right bank of the stream, at some little distance from the bed ol
the river and the suspension bridge. It is shaded by some walnuts, which
are almost the only trees in the village.

The fort is a s<qnare mud-built enclosure, with a bastion tower at each
comer; it overhangs the left bsnk of the Madmatti stream, at a distance
of about 200 yards from the course of the Kishan Ganga. The garrison
is said to consist of two jemadars and aixty sepoys, with two zambflraks,
or small field-picees.
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The fort is commanded from the east^ at the distance of about 400

jrards^ by the ruins of an ancient Hindii temple. This temple, which con-

sists of the usual cella surrounded by a walled enclosure, stands at the foot

of a spur which rises Above the right bank of the Madmatti stream, and

slopes up gradually for some distance until it culminates in the precipitous

pine-clad mountain which is traversed by the direct path leading towards

Kashmir. The temple is approached by a staircase about 9 feet wide, of

steep stone steps, some sixty-three in number, having on either side a massive

balustrade, which is now falling to ruin. The entrance was through a

double porchway at the south-west corner of the enclosure. A portion of

the north side is still standing, and shows that the archway on the inside

was of the trefoil, or Arian order, with a plain, square doorway in the middle.

SHARKOT—Lat. 84® 34\ Long. 78® 56'. Elev.

A village in Lower Drawer, situated on the right bank of the Kishan

Oanga. It lies in a gorge which is traversed by a torrent known as the

Mia Sahib-ka-katta.

Opposite the village on the left bank of the Kishan Ganga is a remark-

able perpendicular cliff, which is called Jti, from its supposed resemblance

to a woman's mirror-ring.

Sharkot contains a masjid, and about twenty houses inhabited by zamin-

dars, including three lambardars, a mochf, a mdlla, a carpenter, and a black-

smith. A little corn is grown, but most of the valley is devoted to rice

cultivation, the upper portion being irrigated by means of a wooden aque-

duct, which taps the stream at a higher level.

SHARTALLA—Lat. 83® 18'. Long. 75® 7'. Elev.

A village in the Bdtal district, lying on the right bank of the Chandra

Bh4ga; it is situated on the path between Riasf and the Banibdl pass.

The limestone strata at this place attr.ict attention by their being raised

up perpendicularly ; and there is also a safe bridge over *a very narrow

but fearful chasm, or fissure, 100 feet in depth perpendicularly, in

which a torrent is heard, but scarcely seen, on its way to join the Chandra

Bhaga. [Vigne,)

SHAT GARI—Lat. 84® 18'. Long. 75® 80'. Elev, 8,506'.

A village of eight or ten houses in the Sind valley in Kashmir. Its name
is said to signify the seven hills." {Bellew,)

SHAY—Lat. 84®. 5'. Long. 77® 45'. Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Indus, passed on the Changchenmo

route at 7 miles above Ldh. Road heavy for first few miles out of Ldh,

owing to sandy nature of soil. There is a monastery here, also an old

palace of the local Gyalpos, and in one of the private chapels is a copper-

gilt image of Buddha, 30 feet high. The village contains about one

hundred and forty houses (if. Siraeheg^Aglmer.)^

BHAYOK-*rkb " Shyok."
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SHENKARGABQ ob PANZAL HT7LLA—
Lat 84' 10'.

' Long. 74^ ]5'. Elev.

The name of a small fort on the right bank of the Jhelumi opposite Neo*

shera. It lies about 10 miles south-west of Baramiilai on the road towards

Mozafarabdd, (HugeL)

SHEOSAB—Lat. 84^ 59'. Long. 75^ 17'. Ele'v.

A lake in the hills which form the southern boundary of the Deosai

plains ; it is a nearly circular sheet of water^ of a diameter of more than

a mile, and seems to be a rock basin. {Drew.)

SHERA OR SHABA—Lat. 20'. Long. 76” 15'. Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Indus, 87 miles above Leh, passed

on the route to Nima Mud, via the Indus valley. Grass and fuel

plentif il. A few supplies procurable. It belongs to the Chimr4 Kardari.

{Eeynolde^AyImer,)

8HERGOL OR SHAROOL—Lat. 34^ 24'. Long. 76^ 22'. Elev. 10,290'.

A village of ten houses ou-the left bank of the Wakha river, at the juno*

tion of the Phugul stream. The valley opens out here, and there is con.

siderable cultivation. It is a halting-place on the route from Srinagar

to L4h, between Kargil and Kharbu. There is a small monastery here,

also a rest-house. {Drew^Rendenon—Aylmer.)

SHERRIT—Lat. 84” 10'. Long. 78”. 62'. Elev.

A small village situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, about midway

between Hatian and Chakoti. Supplies are not procurable. {Allgood.)

shewA—Lat. 88” 8'. Long. 76” 38'. Elev.

A large village in Badrawdr, containing about twenty-five houses, inhabited

by a mixed population of Hindus and Muhammadans, situated above the

right bank of the Neru stream, on the flat top of the spur which slopes

down towards the Chandra Bhdga.

The broad face of the spur on which the village stands is almost en-

tirely cultivated.

8HIGAR—
Formerly was a small ohiefship in the wazirat of Skardu (Baltistdn), con-

fined to the valley of the Shigar river. Its length from >south-ea8t to

Dorth-west is 72 miles, and its breadth 86 miles. Its area is 2,592

square miles. It used to possess a gyalpo of its own, but he was generally

subject to the chiefs of Baltistfn. The following genealogy was obtained

from Salfmdn Khan, the last chief of Shigar. It is curious for two reasons

:

firsts because the title of Hum, or king, borne by the earlier princes, proves

that the family must be connected with the Ddrdsof Hdnaa-Nagar, whose

chiefs bear the same title at present ; second, because the approximate date
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obtaiDed for tlie first chiers Ecoession, ogreet vei^ nearly with that of

Soltin Yagu, of Kbapalu. It is probable^ therefore, that the Khapalu and

Shigar families both owe their rise to some oominon CAase, perhaps connect*

ed with the extension of the Muhammadan religion

NnmlMr. Name. Probable date.

1 Ain&ch4h •

.

1440
2 ChAh.tbam a 1466
3 Chama-ihnm . a • a 1470
4 Yaksir-Gao-tham • a a 1485
5 Kbomulgo-thum • a a a 1600
6 Gobtflgo-tbum • • a a 1616
7 Khin . a • a a 1630
8 MakbAa 1646
9 R4m . a 1660
10 Rabinfim a a 1676
11 Daolat 8b4b • • m a 1690
13 Haripal Manbak • a . . 1606
13 Amuurot . • a a a a 1620
14 Gh4zi Mir • • a a 1636

16 All Mir a a 1660

16 Ama Cban D6 • • a a a a 1666

17 Ghir-Z6 • a a a 1680
18 Haidar Kbln

.

• • a a a e 1696

19 Hasan Kb4n . • • a a a 1710
20 ImAm Koli Khin e a a 1726

21 Koli Khdn .
•

e • a a a 1740

22 Axim Kb4n « • m • • a a 1766
23 AM Khdn • • • • a a a J770

24 Hnidn Kh4n . • • a a 1786

26 Mubammad Khdn 1800
26 Kuli Kb&n . a 1816

27 Solimdn Khdn e 1880

The present raja’s name is Ali Mordan Kh£n, son of Abaa Kh6n, and

grandson of Suiiiman Kh£n, mentioned in the abofe table. The raja’a

brother’s name is Azam Kh^n. He ia always extremely civil to

Europeans.

Ali Murdan Khfin’s age ia said to bei 87.

Roads lead up both banks of the Shigar, that on

the left bank being very good aa far as Alchuri, and that on the right

bank being very bad in summer. Shigar communicates direct with Braldu

in summer by the Skoro La and with the Thallfi valley in Khapalu by the

Thalia La open for about the same time.

The crops are jao, kanak; matta, tromba, and chena. Fruit grows in

abundance, especially apricots and mulberries.

About 45 tons of surplus grain are yearly exported from Shigar.

A piece of ground that is sown with lOOIb of gram pays a tax of 84.
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The OD^ miliUrj poet is the fort at Shigar (q^v.).

For a deeoriptioD of the valley, eee ** Shigar'^ (river).

Paftiemlar% ofthe Ilafka of

Hmm of villMO or ffroop ol Buk
Ponieo. Hornod

CotUo.oiUovM. of ehoopw Oonkoj. Bomorko.
floor.

KoUng Polan L 16 so 16

H Bele . L 30 1 130 56 ... 1 MAcbL
Bnkchiing L 30 2 106 30 ...

Qiong]^
Uoropi •

L
L

26
63

1
1

75
150

16
76 *3

1 Mdohi. 1 mith.
Totkorkomd L 60 6 14R 25 4
Totkorkslsn L 106 8 322 106 4 8 Buiw. 16 Sbil-taAi, 4

carpenten, 10 boatmen.
1 smith.

This is one of the villages

generally known as Shigor.

Merkaiija . • L 63 2 136 46 11 11 Shdl-bafs. 3 baaiss, 24
smiths.

This is one of the vil-

lages generally know aa

Shigan It is the real-

deuce of the fija.

ChoU Mtrkanja • • L 41 2 106 46
Cknrke • f. 320 8 625 207
Hathapi . • L 66 8 246 82 1 amitb. 1 hania.

Alohuri • L 66 2 270 126 ... 8 potters.

Xadnnol t 83 216 105 *•* 1 smith.

Deaooid Brml. 92 ^RB 8u8 163 ,,,

dok
GiUbpar • U. 260 mm 162 .*•

Waihpor B. 86 ^MB 2f5 103 ...

Bando • R. 20 120 86
N!haU R. 22B 72 20 ...

—
Total 1.428 36 3,481 1,466 27 8 mdchis, 7 banias. 7

1
•miths, 26 shAl-bdfa. 4
carpenters. 3 pottarsb 10
boatmen.

i ....

(Authority—-24# Rajd of Skijfar,) {Cunningham—Aylmer^

SHIGAR—Lat. 35^ 25^ Long. 7&^48\ Elev. 7,500', approx.

A collection of hamlets and fort in Baltietdn on the left bank of the Shigar

river. The village is a long tract of cultivated land eituated where the

ground elopes up gently to the base of the mountains. Here grow rich crops

of wheat, barley, millet, and other grains, while all around each corn-field,

their roots watered by the same channels that are provided for the irrigation,

is a most luxuriant crop of apricot trees, which hear fruit of greater perfeo-

tion than is met with in any other part of BaltistAu.- The old fort is close

to the mountains, where a large stream makes its exit from tliem.

It is DOW a complete wreok, little or nothing remaining of it.
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The new fort is rituaied m few hundred yards below the bridge on the

right bank of the stream, which rnns through the fillat^e. It is in a fery

bad state of repair, but will be repaired shortly (1888). It consisto of a

high two-storied square bastioned building with an outer loopholed wall,

devoid of flank defence ;
eighty tons of grain are said to be stored here for

export. The garrison consists of twenty-six men.

There is a very fine polo ground, 800 yards by 50 yards. Any other

camping ground is scarce.

A quarter of a mile north of the polo ground is the Bomaharal stream,

unfordable in summer, but crossed by a good bridge.

The rdja of Shigar lives here, and it is also the head-quarters of the

three ilarkas of Braldu, Basha, and Shigar.

The village consists of the two hamlets of Tutkorkalan and Markunja.

Supplies procurable. Water excellent. {Vigne—Aylmer-^Drew—
Tkomion^

SHIOAR RIVER—
A river in Baltistdn formed by the confluence of the B4sha and Braldfl

rivers ; and flowing into the Indus from the north, opposite Skardu. It has

a length of about 24 miles from the confluence. It is not fordable iu

summer. The river flows through a wide, gravelly channel in many branches,

and low, grassy, swampy tracts skirt the stream. Fifty feet above these are

platforms of alluvium, which extend along the left bank of the river un-

interruptedly for 5 or 6 miles, and vary in width fr6m a quarter of a mile to

a mile or more. They are almost entirely covered with arable land, formed

into terraces, which rise gradually one above another, and a succession of

small villages are scattered among the fields. Numerous little streams

descend from.the mountain, and irrigation canals ramify in every direction.

In summer the discharge of the Shigar river, which descends from the

snowy masses of the MusUgh range, must be immense, as prodigious glaciers

descend very low among the valleys of its different branches.

The valley is some 8 miles in width. Along both sides are steep

rocky mountains ; the immediate peaks are 7,000 feet or so above the

valley; more lofty ones stand behind. The valley itself, at a general

level of 8,000 feet above the sea, is occupied partly by the sandy and stony

bed in which the river-channels are made, and partly by side alluvial

deposits sloping down to that flat. On both sides cultivation occurs

opposite each ravine mouth, for then the waters of the side stream can be
brought^ irrigate the land.

At varying intervals, for 20 or 25 miles up, are. villages, of which

the largest is Shigar. Towards the upper part of this length, on the

right bank, which is the least sunny, apricot and mulberry trees become
fewer, and in their stead walnut trees flourish. In the central flat are sandy

tracts covered with a prickly shrub. Vigne observes that in Tibet, Persia,

and Afghdnistdn, as there is rarely a village without a stream, so there is

not often a stream without a village on some port of it. Wells in such
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places are comparatively little known, because the surface is often of hard

rock. The spring finds its way into a ravine ; a narrow strip of cultivation

commences in its deepest recesses, increasing gradually in width as it

descends, the waters are soon multiplied for the purposes of irrigation, and
the verdure follows them down into the valley, in one broad delta, or fan-

shaped mass of cultivation. All the villages of Shigar would be included

in this description, and between lie miles of desertl and, covered with

fragments of gneiss rock.

At the top of the Shigar valley the river is 100 yards in width, and
has to be crossed on rafts. These rafts are about seven feet square, of a

light wooden framework, under which are fastened inflated sheep-sktus*

The rafts are then propelled and steered by a man at each corner, and
using as an oar a stick having no blade to it, all attempts at feathering

being ineffectual and dangerous. The baggage and passengers are closely

crowded in the centre, and the raft, when loose, is whirled along with great

rapidity by the stream. The raft has to be carried on men^s shoulders

some three or four hundred yards up the stream, in order to reach the

same starting-place again. It is a passage of some diflScuIty, and in

summer time it is impossible to get horses over, so that for months there

is no way of communication for them between the right and left^banke.

The river flows with great velocity and raises waves some feet in height.

(
Vigno^^Thomon-^Drew.)

SHIGAR—Lat 84® 42^ Long. 76® 48'. Elev.

A collection of villages amounting to eleven houses on the Shigar river in

Khurmang (Baltistdn).

The inhabitants are Brokpas.

The Shigar is the principal tributary of the Kuksar river, and drains all

the Deosai plains. At Shigar it is joined by the Kharbosh stream from the

north, up which lies a village also called Kharbosh, containing seven

houses. {Aglmer).

8HIGARl—Lat. 85® 1 7'. Long. 76® 36'. Eley.

A village in BaltiaUn in the Skardd plain. It is situated on an immense,

unstrati fled, accumulation of earth and angular dibru^ which jute out into

the plain, the work of olden glaciers. {Oodwin^Autten,)

SHIGARTHANG-rLat. 86® 19'. Long. 76® 26'. Elev. 10,200'.

A small pargana and village in Balf istdn on the road from Skardu to Astor by

the Alnmpi La. The village is a wild, dreary-looking place, at the junction

of three atreama—the Dora Lnmba from the direction of the Burji La, the

Mdnda Lnmba from the south, and the Alnmpi Lnmba. Close to the

village are two substantial guard-towers, built at the time when the

various r£jaa of BaltistAn were at war with each other.

Being at the junction of four valleys, it gets every wind that blowa, and

in winter is a drsadCnlly cold pbrn. The sha^ o£ the district are
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feiiiArk»b1j fine. The onnUint nioHy-fonrIioaeee nod the pillage

forty-five. {Godmn^Antien^Jjflm^.)

8H1KAA/L—Lat. 84^ 45*. Long.W W. Hler.

The name of a paw over the watershed between Kfghdn and the vaOey of

the Ktshan Ganga. It lies near the aonroe of the lagran stream.

This pass is said only to be practicable for fonr months in the year, and

is bot little frequented.

BH1LWAT-—Lat. Long. Elev.

A small village on the left bank of the Jhelnm, opposite a little island,

about 1} miles below Shfdipur, with some fine chunfir trees, and good

camping ground. A path leads to Sbddipnr on the one side and to Sambal

on the other. There is a government stable here and a grass rakk in the

vicinity. It used to be a large village. {Wingate.)

SHlN-
A caste, or branch, of the D4rd race ; next to the Ronos they are the class

held in the highest consideration among the Ddrds. They form the

majority of the population iu Gor, Childs, Tdngir, the Indus valley below

.

SsziD, and the Gilgit or Ghizar valley above Punidl. Drew gives the

following account of the Shins

**We now come to the Shins. In some isolated plsoes they make the nugority, or

Sfon constitute the whole, of the eommnnitj.

Thera is* a pecnliarity of manners most strange and onrions attaehing to some
of the Ddrds. It belongs speoiallj, perhaps even solely, to this Shin caste. Attention

to the point is desirable, as it may, by oomparison with onstoras that may be found in

other raese, enable na some day to traee out the origin of the tribe. The thing is this

:

they hold the cow in abhorrence; they look on it in mooh the tame way that the

oidinaiy Muhammadan regards a pig. They will not drink eow*e milk, nor do iheyent or

make hotter from it. Nor even will they burn oowdnng—the foel that is ao oommonly
naed in the Hast. Some cattle they are obliged to keep for plonghing, but they have at
little as pocaible to do with them ; when the oow oalvea they will pnt the oalf to the
ndder by pushing it with a forked stick and will not touch it with their hands.

" A greater, more astonishing oootrast hetwsen-tbeir way of looking at a cow, and
Iho oonsideration which the Hiodds give to the animal, it would be impoeeible to con-
ceive.

** Id come pWs T have found other enstoma aeeompanying this ; for instanesb at
Dashkiu, 13 miles below Actor, where the people are Shin, they will not eat fowls, nor
tondi them ; in this they approaoh the Hindds. Here, too, I was told that they have an
ohjsotion to cultivating tobacco and rad pepper : whether theee laet peculiarities attseh
to tho Shin generally, I cannot say.

1 think that these restrioting customs are already dying out, tad that tb^ oiist
noatly where there is a geographically isriated eommnnity of Shin witbent tho dhtr
casteo."

Biddulph says—
Shine give their daughters to Bonos and Saiadi, hat cannot marry iboirdaughtsn

larelam. In the same way they mairy Taehkdn women, hnt do not give their dan^tora
to Yaahkdna. In the lower part of the Indue valley they ^ve thrir denghtmi to Nfmohii.
The ooDseqnenoe of all this intermarriage b that they an far Ibm a being a pan
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riM. In ipit» of tliii, they look open Uiemielvai ts « laperior not, and a 8b{n coniidera

it a diigrioe to curry a load. The Shins of BaltisUn, howerer, do not arrogate to them-
aelres any superiority. These Shfue are called Brokpas (q.v.) by the Balt's."

The Indus valley, below Gor, is called ShinkXri, or Shinaka, from the

SUns. (Drew^Biddulph,)

SHINOLUNG OR DUNGLUNG-
Lnt. Long 78°50. Elev. 17,030'.

A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakash river, passed on the

western variation of the Chaiigchenmo route, 14} miles above Kizi) Jilga

and 18 below Dehra KompXs. Road from latter good, but sbmy. Burtsi

abundant. {Trotter.)

8HINGO RIVER—
A tributary of the Euksar river in Khurmank (Baltistdn). It contains

the following small villages

Kunial 9 houses.

Bunial 5 ,,

Frandsahat 8 „
Jankmalang 4 „
Shwaran 4 „

Koltri 14 M

Difficult roads connect this valley with Drds and the Deosai plains.

The inhabitants are Brokpas. [Aj/lmer.)

8BINQOS PiR—Lat. 35® 41/. Long. 74® 5^. Elev,

A pass on the road from Rondd to Gilgit, between the Bnrongdo valley and

the camp of Shingos. Owing to the precipitous nature of th^ cliffs, t he road

on the right bank is forced to cross a high spur, from Hkramosh moun-

tain. The ascent, though tedious, is not very difficult. Water is very

scarce at the top of the spur. (Aplmer.)

8HINLDAT—Lat. Long. Elev.

A halting-place, 83 miles from L4h.. A few ruined huts here.

SHlSIIA NAG—Lat. 84® 5'. Long. 75® 33'. Elev. 12,5< O', approx.

A small lake, situated at the north-eastern extremity of Daciiinpara, in a

long valley or marg far above the region of forest, enclosed by lofty snow-

clad mountains. It lies chiefly in a punch-bowl formed by the nearly

perpendicular precipices of a limestone ridge, whose strata up to the sum-

miU are as much twisted and distort^ as those of the hills about Shajiabad,

rising from the plain of Kashmir, and with which they wero most probably

once upon a level, having been formed, to all appearance, during the same

periods of time.

The Shfsha Nig is about a mile long and half a mile broad ; it is connect-

ed with a small lake called the Zamti Nig, which is fed by an enormous

glacier situated uhder three remarkable peaks, and from this latter lake the

peculiar colouring matter of the Lidar river seems to be derived.
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A jclaoier Btream, called Oratinpdra^ flows into the north-east corner of

the Shfsha Na^, and op this stream the road to Ammdthliee.

This lake is held in great reverence, and is annnallj visited hy the

pilgrims on their way to the Amrndth cave, who perform their ablutions in

its sacred waters. It is covered with ice till June.

Ihere are no habitations near, nor is wood procurable, except juniper#

but the grassy valley affords ample space for encamping. (Fiyn$^MonU
yomerie— WingaU,)

SHITANG RIVER—r#dk" KANJiRivsR.*^

SHOKARDiN ZIARAT

—

Vide ** Shakabudin.^*

SHOPARI—Lat. 83® 68'. Long. 74® 48'. Elev.

A village in the Nngam pargana, situated about 8 miles north-west of

Chrdr. It consists of a cluster of about seven houses, and is connected with

the hamlet of Naopura, lying about half a mile to the south, by a grove of

pollard willows.

SHOR JILGA—Lat. 86® 41' Long. 78® 85'. Elev. 16,490*.

A camping ground on the wectem Changchenmo route, about 8 miles sasi

of the Karat^gh pass, on the right bank of the stream, which flowing from

the pass joins the Karakash at Changtash camp. The road from the latter is

bad for 2 or 8 miles, owing to the number of times the frozen stream has

to be crossed and recrossed. It then passes over a tolerably level plain op

to a gorge, at the mouth of which is Shorjilga. No water here in Ootobsr«

and no grass or fuel. Fuel is, however, plentiful 4 miles below the

camp. (TroUet^Cayley.)

8HOWRA—
The name of one of the eight pnrganas in the Shupion zilla ofthe Mirfj

division of Kashmir. It comprises the low lands lying between the Naos
nagar and Zainapur wudars, on the west side of the Jhelum.

The tahsil station is at the village of Litter.

8HRAKOWAR—Lat. 84® 12'. Long. 74® 29'. Elev.

A village in the Kruhin pargana, situated on the left bank of the Ningi,

stream, on the west side of a narrow ridge, about 8 miles south of 8opir

on the road towards Kountra and the Oulmarg. It contains a maajid

and two zttrats, of which that of Saiad Muhammad Rdmi. is the larger

;

also some water-mills. The inhabitants number eight families of Mu*
hammadan zamfndars, eight grass-cutters in the employment of the

government, and a Sikh sepoy.

The village is surrounded by rice cultivation. The most eonvenisnt

place for encamping is in the orchard on the west side.

The Ningil stream is fordable, being very shallow; it is also usually

bridged just south of the village.
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SHRALQ(JND-Lat, 34® 29\ Long. 74® 28'. Elev.

A village in the LoMb valleji near Lalpur. It almost meets Rndauag, the

two villages occupying a long narrow strip of land, with fields on both

sides. (Montgtmerie.)

SHUA—Lat. 33® 10'. Long. 75® 32'. Elev.

A small village in Kishtwfir, situated on the hill-side, about 6 miles north-

west of Doda, on the road towards the Brari Bal. It contains only

three houses, inhabited by two families of Hindus and one of Muham-
madans ; but there is extensive cultivation, and many shady trees about the

place.

The neighbouring hamlet of Shnngera, situated on the spur midway
between Shiia and Badjaran, is inhabited by three Hindu families.

SHUKRU—
The name of one of the eight parganas. in the Shupion zilla of the Mirdj

division of Kashmir. It comprises a district lying a few miles to the

north of Shupion.

SHULlPtJRA-^Lat. 33® 59'. Long. 74® 44'. Elev.

A village in the Dansu pargana. It lies on the direct road from Srinagar

towards Drang and the Tosha Maiddn pass.

8HUMMA1 LUNGPA oh BHAO—
Lat. 34® 25'. Long. 78® 65'. Elev. 1 7,020'.

A camping ground 12 miles above Gogra, in the Cbanglang valley. Water
*and fuel plentiful, grass very scarce. (Bifidulph,)

8HtTNGALPtjR—Lat. 33® 68'. Long. 74® 35'. Elev.

A large village situated at the foot of the forest-clad bills on the west

side of the Bangil pargana. It contains a masjid and about thirty houses*

8nUOT—Lat. 35® 36'. Long. 75® 12'. Elev.

A small pargana of the ilarka of Rondu (Baltistdn.) It lies 3 miles to

the west of Rondu village on the left bank of the Indus. It includes the

villages of Shuot and Hamora, and has forty houses. Opposite here the

Indus is crossed by a very good twig suspension bridge. {dglmer»)

8HUPION—Lat. 83® 44'. Long. 74® 63'. Elev.

A town ofsome magnitude on the south-west side of the valley of Kashmfr.

It is situated on the right bank of the Rembidra, a wide but shallow

stream, and lies about 29 miles south of Srinagar, on the high-road which

crosses the P(r Panjdl pass.

It is likewise the point of departure for the roads lying over the Budil

and GoUbgarh passes ; Dowal, on the south side of the latter, is distant

three marches, about 81 miles south-east of Shupion^ Islamab^ lies about

£0 miles duo east, and is nsually reached in two marches.
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Shnpion ^ives its ssme to one of the three zillas in the llirCj .divirion

of Kashmir, uod is the tahsfl station of the Bat6 pargana, within which it

is situated it was oalltsd Shdhrah, or the king's highway, in the time of

the Moguls. Dr. Elmslie estimates the population at 6,000, which would
seem tjo be rather under than over the mark, as there are said to be

betwecfh, 2,000 and 8,000 houses, including about 100 shops in the bazdr.

The inhabitants are almost without exception Muhammadans, the small

Hindu community occupying the suburb of Batpiira, on the north side

of the town.

Shupiou is a Ituiaha, or market-place, and contains a smaK garrison

;

it still forms the chief depdt for those products of Kashmir which are

destined for the Panj&b, and was once a place of very great importance

and the residence of a sid/ti, or sub-governor. It is now, comparatively

speaking, a miserable place, bearing the impress of haring once been a

thriving town. Its dwellings, now chiefly in ruins, are but the remains of

what were once houses of two or three or four stories in height, with gable-

ends and sloping roofs of wood. Large sheets of birch-bark, which is

nearly impervious to moisture, are laid over the rafters, and over these is

spread a mixture of earth, which is often planted with flowers. The widls

are built of brick, burnt or sun-dried, and secured in a frame-work of wood,

as a prevention against the effects of an earthquake.

The booses are usually separate, with small gardens between them

;

orchards of standard fruit-trees are frequently attached to them, and in

their proper seasons, mulberries, apples, pears, peaches, apricots, and roses

are to be had in abundance.

The hill of Shupion, or Lahan Tour, rises from the plain about li mile

from the town. It is composed of trap, and is about S5Q feet above the

level of the plain, and is conspicuous from almost every part of the

valley, and the more so on account of the clomp of fir trees on its

summit. A fine view of the valley, hardly broken throughout its whole

length of 90 miles; may be obtained from the top.

There is much rice cultivation in the vicinity of Shupion, and the

country is everywhere intersected by irrigation channels. A short distance

to the south-west of the town, on the road to Hirpfira, stands a xery

picturesque mosque, which, as the pattern is common throughout the

valley, may here be described. It partakes of the aspect and architecture

of - the pagoda of China ; but the slope of the roof is straight, instead of

being concave. Its basement, 10 to 20 yards square, is of stone or wood,

raised a few feet from the ground, and on which are ranged 8 or 10 pillars

deeply grooved, and having tbeir bases and capitals enveloped in fantasti-

cally shaped leavet.

The Saraoenic arches and cornices are elaborately carved, and •bearing

pendulous ornaments in the Chinese fashion. The interior building is also

four-sided, and is generally a beautiful qpedmen. of wood-work. The win-

dows and doors are Saraoenio, with rich lattice-worked panels instead of
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glAtf. The tool, or roofe—for there are two or three-—may be pronoonoed

Toaean, risiog one above tbe other, each being less than the one below it

;

and the top is surmoanted by a much smaller cluster of little pillars, over

which is another little Tuscan roof, a conical spire, and a brazen orna-

ment, like an inverted basin oO the shaft of a weathercock.

Ample space may be found for encamping. Supplies of all kinds are

nsnally abundant. {Vigne—Allgood^Montgomerie—Jglmer.)

SHUSHaL on CHUSHUL—Lat. 83° 35'. Long. 78° 43'. Elev. 14,2U0^

A large village of about sixty houses with a government store-house, situ-

ated on the left bank of the Shushal stream, and about 10 miles south of

the Pangong lake. Between it and the lake is a hot spring, which is said

to possess medicinal properties. The temperature is 96* F., and the water
.

has neither taste nor smell.

There are two routes from here to Nima Mud on the Indus—

(1) The eastern one, eastern Shdsbal valley and Tsaka La.

(2) The western route, vid the Shdshal and Thato (or Nurpa)
passes.

The eastern is the better route of the two.

A route also leads from here along the Pangong lake and vid Tankse

to Ldh, striking the Changchenmo route at Lukung.

There is another route to Tankse and Ldh, vid the Kongta La and

Long Chu valley.

Close to Shiishal is the narrowest part of the Pangong lake, which is

easily crossed here on mnak rafts ; this is the shortest road to the Chang-

chenmo valley. A road also leads from here across Changthang to Polu

and Khotdn ; this was the route traversed by Pandit A. K.

The frontier near Shdshal is very carefully watched by men from Ruddk,

who are jealous of Europeans entering their territory. {Manifold.)

SHtJSHAL PASS—Lat. 33* 80'. Long. 78° 40'. Elev. 16,954\

Is crossed on the western route from Shushal to Nima Mud, 1 mile north

of the Mirpa Tso (lake). Ascent on north side steep. {Begnoldo.)

SHUSHAL RIVER—
Rises near the Tsaka La, and flowing north enters the lake near Tak-
aug camp, with a course of about 30 miles. Before entering the lake it

flows through a plain some 10 square miles in extent, dotted over in the

vicinity of the stream with a few low bushes, and over the rest grows a
scanty coarse grass in tufts. On the 22nd July, Major Godwin-Austen
fonnd a good deal of water in the river. In spring it is an insigniflcant

stream. Fuel plentiful. {Oodwin^Juiten—H. Strachey.)

8HU8HOT—
A kardari or oollootoimte of the Piovinoe of Ledik. It consiete of the

lower, adddU, end upper Shnehot, end » smell villege celled Bdmpnr.
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. The whole nay be looked opon as one villagej extending over eeveral nilee

along the left bank of the Indotj which lervea to irrigate this kardari by

ineana of well-made oanala.

The cropa are poor owing to bad aoil. A ringle crop only ia obtained.

There are no frait-treeai and poplar and willow are aoaroe. There are about

four hundred housea. The majority of the people are Shia Muhammadana,
imported from Purik and fialtiaiAn, about time the local gyalpo built

the L^h palace. Cash revenue about fiS^OOO^ beaidea taxea in kind.

8HUSHOT OR CHUSHOT—Lat. 84® 5'. Long. 77® 85'. Elev. 10,500".

A large scattered village of over two hundred houses, situated on the left

bank of the Indus, opposite to, and 10 miles from, L5h. The river is crossed

by a good wooden bridge, a double one. The smaller has a apan of 30 feet

aud the larger of 80 feet. Roth are strongly made of poplar spars laid touch-

ing each other. On each sid ) of the roadway, which is 8 feet wide, are stout

railings. Height of bridge above stream on the 8nd October, 16 feet.

Extensive cultivation here, and some poplars and small willows. Emit
trees do not flourish. There is a colony of Baltis in the village, and also

some arghuns or half-breeds.

The population of this village is partly Buddhist, but mostly Mubam*
madan. After leaving this village scarcely a Muhammadan is to be found

towards the east ; this is strongly marked by the fact that fowls are never

seen after leaving Shushot when moving eastward. During the trading

season Shushot is the main graxiiig ground for the ponies and mules of

Panjdb and Ydrknndf traders. Gulab Bagh is the halting-place. There is

a rest-house. (CaaaiayAam—Hfsw— ifyfswf.)

SHtJTBtJ—Lat. S3® 38\ Long. 76® 25'. Elev.

A small hamlet, containing two houses, situated on the west side of the

NowbdgNai, at the mouth of the little valley leading to the Harikan Oali,

which is traversed by the path to Shdngas, in the Kuthdr pargana.

There is also a path through the hills from this village to Sof, in the

Bring valley.

SHtJTZ—Lat. 84® 8'. Long. 74® 82'. Elev.

A village in the Bangil pargana, situated in a clump of trees on the south

side of the path betwiwn Patan and Khipur, about a mile to the east ofthe

Chandarsfr hill.
,

It contains two masjidsand the zfdratof PirShuk Sahib,

also about twenty houses inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars, including

two blacksmiths, two pfrzddas, two ddms, and a mdlla. The patwdrf is a

pandit.

There is said to be a small spring in the village.

8HUWA—Lat. 84® 22'. Long. 74® SO". Elev.

A village situated in a little vallqr at the foot of the mountains, on the

north side of the Zainagfir pargana, of which it is the tahafl station. With
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the exception of Tajar^ it is the only place in.the pargana where rice is

grown.

8HYOK OB SHAYOK—Lat. 78° 12'. Long. 34* 13^ Elev. about 12,200'.

A village on the left bank of the Sbyok river, the sixth inarch from L4h by
the winter Karakoram route. Travellers either halt here or at Lama Kyeut,

on the opposite bank. It is the last village passed on this route, and is

situated a little below the great bend which the river takes to the north-

west. It is 30 miles above Agham. [Prew—H. Sfrachey.)

8HYOK OR SHAYOK RIVER, or KHUMDAN RIVER—
The principal mountain tributaiy of the Indus. It rises in the Karakoram

mountains, south-east of the Karakoram pass. From its source to near

Oapshan camp it makes a bold sweep of 60 miles to the west and south.

Thence for 50 miles to Mandarlik it takes a south-easterly course. From
Mandarlik it flows due south for 50 miles more to Sh3*ok village. Total

length to this point, 170 miles. Fall 6,000 feet, or 35*3 feet per mile. It

is joined by the Changchtmmo river from the east a little above the great

bend to the north-west and below the bend, by the Lung-Chu river from the

south-east. From Shyok to Hundar the course is west-north-west and the

distance about 80 miles. Near Hundar it receives the Nubrd river from the

north-west, and from here continues west-north-west to its confluence with

the Indus at Kiris (in &altist4n), a distance of 150 miles.

The distance from Shyok to junction with the Indus is 230 miles. Fall

4,500 feet, or 19*6 feet per mile. Total length of river 400 miles. Total

fall of river 10,500 feet, or 26*4 feet pec mile.

Its general character is exactly the reverse of the Indus. Its upper

course is turbulent, down a narrow glen, but its middle course is either

broad and rapid, or divided into numerous channels in an open valley. In

such places where the waters are much scattered it is fordable, but not

without difficulty iu summer. In winter the passage is easy, and even in

the lower part of its course the stream is frequently frozen over and crossed

oil the ice. The winter route from L4h to Yarkand follows the course of the

river as far as DaolaUBeguldi, crossing and recrossing it repeatedly. Near
Kumdan and Oapshan camps the large glaciers of Kumdan and Remu
are met with. The summer route crosses the river opposite Satti, travel-

lers and merchandise passing over by boats, and baggage animals being

made to swim. In winter the river :s fordable at this point. The sum-

mer route again orosses it at Brangsa Baser, the ford being at this season

rather a diflSoult one.
' One of the routes from L4h to Skardd follows the course of the Shyok

from the confluence of the Nubrd to its junotiou with the Indus, but the

route usually taken is Indus valley and Chorbat La, striking the Shyok
river at Pain in Chorbat.

A proposition for the construotion of a good road along the Shyok valley
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betwieii L<fa ind Ydrhmd has been rejeoied on acoonnt of the expense.

{lUmiay^Citnnm^iam^Iiroiier^Tkowu^.)

8IKSA—Let S4P 55'. Lonff. 75^ W. Else. MV, approx.

The principal rillage of Chorbat (Baltistdn) on the leit bank of the Shyok.

It is the winter retreat of the inlmbitaatsof the villages of Kalan, SogmoSf

Chnar, and SiarL It contains about sixty houses. The Chorbat officials live

here. When the Shyok is low, a biMge is made opposite here. Camping

ground limited. There is a smidl polo-ground* (Aylmer^

8ILIKSB—Lat. 84^ 84'. Long. IV 11'. Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the S&rd river, just below the jnno>

lion of the Wakha stream, in Kar^l (Baltistfn). Together with some

hamlets to the north, it contains thirty -five houses, the inhabitants .of

which are Muhammadans. (A§lm$f.)

BILMU om SIMUL-Lai 84<’ 88'. Long. IV 84'. Elev.

A village said to contain forty honses in Kargil (BaltisUn). It lies a diort

way op a small valley on the left bank of the Indus. Its inhabitants are

Muhammadans. (dy/sMf.)

81ND-
The name of along and narrow valley opeJng into themorth side of

Kashmir, a few miles "north-west of the city of Srinagar. It lies between

long. IV 50' and 76^ SC/, and extends from the village of Oanddrbal, in

the Lar pargana, which oomprisM the whole of the lower portion of the

valley, to the Zoji-La on the east, adistance of about 5ft miles ; its breadth

varies from a few hundred yards to about a mile and a half. It owes its

name to the river Sind, which rises in the mountains at the eastern extrem-

ity, and near the cave of Ammdth. To those who by inclination or neces-

sity are chained to the high-roads, the upper part of the Sind valley, above

the village of Oagangir, gives the best idea obtainable of the grandeur of

the mountain scenery of Kashmir. On either side are lofty mountains,

whose tops are usually covered with snow, whose sides, more or less precipi-

tous, are clothed with large forests of pine, and whose feet are lined with

walnut, chestnut, sycainoie, and many other kinds of trm. (Dr. Henderson

measured some elms near Kangan, and found the three largest 29 feet in

girth, at 4 feet from the ground.) On the north bank the sides of

tbe mountains are but grassy slopes, and higher up are- rocks, precipitous

olifls, and ravines ; the southern outlook not being favourable tor vegetation.

Several smaller valleys open into it, which am traversed by streams run-

ning down to mingle with the waters of the Sind. Numerous small villages

are scattered near the banks of the river, and are surrounded by patches

of cultivated land : in other parts the ground is carpeted with rich grass,

or shaded by- wild fruit-trees, as peaches, apricots, apples, pears, grapes, and

plums.
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For the first three marches above the village of Oanddrbah situated where

the valley widens to debouch into the open vale, there is a good deal of culti-

vation—chiefly rice ; but above Ound the crops are poor and late, and for the

next two, to Sonamarg and Baltal, cultivation almost ceases, with the excep-

tion of an occasional fleld of buckwheat and amaranth. These last two
constitute an important item of the winter diet of the peasants here. The
amaranth seed is consumed in the form of porridge boiled with milk, and is

considered a warm and nourishing food. The other is roasted and ground

to flour, and then baked in thick cakes with walnut and apricot oil, which

in this country are in common use for domestic and culinary purposes. The
crops grown are in part hdtdni^—that is, depending on rain,—and in part

irrigated ; the irrigation-cuts are drawn chiefly from the siderstreams. To-

wards the head of the valley it is not excess of cold at any time, but absence

of son, from the prevalence of rain-clouds as harvest time comes near,

that limits the growth of the various kinds pf crops.

Above Kangan the valley bottom, a mile or two wide, is occupied

by plateaus, slopes, and low level flats, which alternate one with the other.

Tbiese spaces are in part river alluvium, and in part belong to the alluvial

fans of the side-streams, often where one or more have coalesced. Of the

plateaus and the fan-slopes, the whole surface is covered with verdure, and

it is chiefly upon them that occurs the cultivated ground.

The mountains rise steep behind the terraces and the fans. On the left

bank, for 10 miles without a break, there is a great slope, extending up
for thoumds of feet, covered with dark forests of silver fir, spruce, and

PinM9 exctUa^ with some deodar. For 5,000 or 6,000 feet up, this forest

continues along the whole length of 15 miles ; in some parts it reaches to

the very summit of the ridge, in others the mountain rises above the tree

limit, and there is then a belt of green pasture above the forest, and
above that rocky peaks and beds of melting snow. Beyond Gagangir, a

great rocky ridge towering some 10,000 feet above the river on the north

side approaches its opposite neighbour on the south, and the valley of the

river becomes a narrow gorge; this continues for a few miles, and then the

valley opens agpiin at the plain called Sonamarg. This is the worst part

of the road between Srinagar and L^h. From this place to Baltal, the valley

is immediately bounded by low hills a few thousand feet high ; on the north

side they are covered only with grass ; on the south they are varied with

tracts of forest. In some places the fir wood spreads down to the part

traversed by the road ; when Baltal is reached the plain is again bare, but

some of the lower hill-slopes are covered with birch-wood and firs. The road

to Baltal is fairly level.

In the lower part of the valley the peasantry appear to be well off, and
their farmsteads well stocked with kine, ponies, sheep, and goats. In most
of the villages the bee is hived. Thousands of sheep,' catttlc, and ponies

are taken up the valley aiuiually for grazing.
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The olimtte of this valley is considered the healthiest in Kaslimfr^ and
it is a favourite resort for the upper classes of native society during the

malarious months of July and August ; its fruits also, especially the

grapes, are very highly est^med.

At the eastern end of the valley, above the village of Gdnd-i-sur Singh,

supplies and coolies can be obtained to a limited extent, and with much
difficulty, as the villages are small and poor. It is best to take baggage

ponies and keep them.

The Sind valley is traversed by the Laddk road, which is practicable for

horses, and forma the great highway between Kashmir and Central Asia

;

it lies along the foot or sides of the mountains, usually close to the river.

The telegraph wire to Ldh is laid along this valley, and an intermediate

station is usually maintained at Sonamarg. The post also travels this

way.

During the winter the climate of the Sind valley is rigorous, and snow

falls to a great depth. {BaUi^Belkw—Drew— Wingate.)

SIND—
This river is formed by two streams, which nnite at Baltal towards the

eastern extremity of the valley of the same name.

The northern and smaller of these streams rises on the slope of the Zoji

La, and flows through a deep gorge in b south*westerly direction towards

Baltal, where it is joined by the drainage of the lofty mountains and glaciers

forming the northern boundary of the Dachinpara district. The united

waters form an impetuous torrent, which flows over a rocky bed in a westerly

direction through the Sind valley, and down which large quantities of

timber from the adjacent forests are floated to Oandarbal. It receives in

its course numerous tributaries from the adjoining mountains, the principal

being the Kanknai, which joins the Sind near the village of Kajipura, in the

Lar pargana. On reaching the Kashmir valley the river bends towards the

south-west, and empties itself into the Jhelom at Shddipiir, lat. 11^

long. 74^ 43', a few miles above the Manas BAl. The Sind river is about

100 yards wide at its mouth, and varies in depth from 3 to 18 feet; it is

navigable from Shddipdr to Oandarbal, the journey occupying about

ten hours ; during the summer mouths there is a shorter way vid the

Anohar lake.

Below Sonamarg it flows through a rocky narrow gorge for a few

miles and then the valley opens out ; at Oagahgir it flows at the very foot

of the wooded mountain-slope of the left bank, and on the right there is

but a narrow strip between the stream and the opposing hills. Between

Kdlan and Oagangir the river flows through low land, frequently dividing

so as to form islands of alluvioin on which grow groups of fir-trees.

The road crosses the river at several points. The bridges are all alike,

and consist merely of two or three long fir tranks stretched across

between buttress piers of loose bouUeis built upon either edge of the
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tomn^ and laid above with cross pieces of rough split logs. They are

only safe to cross on foot, owing to the unsteady motion ot the poles being

apt to make a horse restive. Laden cattle, too, should only cross one at

a time.

During the winter, which is very severe in this locality, the river is said

to be entirely frozen above the village of Gagangir, to the west of which

place it then becomes fordable.

Below Gund^rbal the river abounds with fish, but owing to the very low

tempfirature of the water, they do not take readily, except during the

height of summer. ( Figne •--Inee^Betlew^HeideTSon^Drew.)

SiNGAL—Lat 36° 7^ Long. 78° 67'. Elev. 6.200'.

A village and fort in PunlfLI, on the right bank of the Gilgit river, at its

junction with the Siiigal stream, up which is the route to the Dodargali

pass leading into Darel. There is a considerable amount of cultivation at

Singal, and fruit trees are numerous. The fort is of no strength. (Barrow.)

SINGA LA OR SLNGHE-LA—
Lat. 35° 58'. Long. 76° 53'. Elev. 16,600'.

A pass over tlie western water-shed of the Zanskir river* It is crossed

between the villages of Yeichung and Futtoksir, on the route from Kishtwdr

to Ldh. The ascent commences at once from Yeichung over dry, rounded

hills, and to the left of a deep ravine. After about 1,000 feet the ascent is

more gradual, and continues over similar ground to 1 5,000 feet. The road is

now for some distance nearly level, winding round a deep bay or hollow in

the mountains, with high hills on the left, and the deep ravine etill on the

right. Several small streams are crossed. After completing the circuit of

the bay, the ascent re-commences, but is not"at all rapid till within a few

hundred yards of the top, when a short, steep pull occurs. Vegetation

very scanty during latter part of the ascent, and none at all on the top of

the pass. On the diri July several large patches of snow occurred on the

south side* On the north side a snow bed commenced at the veiy crest,

down which the descent was veiy steep for a few hundred yards. The
road now follows the course of a wide arid valley, descending very gently.

This valley gradually narrows, and on the right, high precipitons rooks

overhang the stream. The road crossing to the left bank of the. stream

after a time turns abruptly to the left, ahd crosses a low ridge. From
this ridge it descends 1,000 feet to the village of Futtoksir. {TAomton.}

SINGB-CHU, SINGB-KHA-BUB—rWs « Indus River.”

SlNGPtlR—Lat. 34* 9'. Long. 74* 40'. Elev.

A village in the Bangil pargana, situated near the left bank of the Sukndg
river, about 4 miles east of Patan, by the road towards Srinagar.

The inhabitants comprise 15 families of Muhammadan zamfndars, a ddm,
mdlla, moobf, a cowherd, and a carpenter, and one pandit, who is the

patwirf. Rice is extensively cnltivat^ abont the village.
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SlNOPOlU-LAt. 33^ 28'. Long. 75* 3r. Eler.

A small villaga ooDsisting of seven or eight scattered honses, situated abore

the left bank of the Kashir Bhol stream, on the Kishtwdr side of the

Marbal pass. It lies about 32 miles north-west of the town of Kishtwdr,

and 42 miles south-east of Islamabad.

Travellers cannot de^ieiid upon obtaining supplies at this hamlet.

[Htfvey—All^d^

SINKARMU—Lat. 34^ 50'. Long. 78’ 16'. Elev.

A small village containing 10 houses on the right bank of the Indus, in

Khurmang (Baltistdu.)

SINO—Lat. 35’ 41'. Long. 75’ 50'. Blev.

A village on the left bank of the Braldd river (Baltistdn). It contains

14 housee. (Jj/lnmr.)

SINZI—Lat. 33* 32'. Long. 75* 25^ Elev.

A small village situated on the right bank of the Tansan stream, near the

southern extremity of the Bring valley* It lies about 25 miles south-

east of Islamabad, on the road towards Kishtwdr, by the Marhal pass.

Owing to its proximity to the neighbouring hamlet of Lower, the two

villages are frequently called Lower Sinzi. A few supplies and coolies

obtainable. ( ifacia/.)

8IOWA—
The name of the river formed of the drainage of the whole of the

northern portion of the Basaoli district, which flows into the Bavi, lat. 32’

37', long. 75’68'. It is a deep and impetuous stream of cold clear water,

and is not usually fordable in the, lower part of its course. The road be-

tween Basaoli and Badrawdr follows the northernmost branch, crossing the

stream by a rough bridge below the village of Sertal, where there are

likewise said to be fords. There is a good bridge at Bani, and a fort just

below it. A thermometer immersed in the stream below Sertal (19th May)
registered 55’ to 85’ in the air.

SlB—Lab. 3y 47'. Long. 76’ 17'. Elev.

A large village in the Kaurpara pargaiia, of which it is the tahsil station.

It is surrounded by fine trees, and lies a little distance from the left bank

of the Lidar, about 7 miles north-east of Islamabad, on the road towards

Eishmakan. (Jscs.)

SiB—Lat. 33’ 58'. Long. 75’ 7'. Elev.

A village in the Wdllar pargaua, situated at the foot of the spur on the

north-side of the Wastarwan mountain. It contains a masjid, and six

houses inhabited by zamfndars.

8lB_Lat. 34* 16'. Long. 74’ 29'. Elev.

A large village in the Krubin pargana, situated on high ground near the left

bank of the Jhelam, a few miles south-west of Sopdr. It is divided into
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threediTiiioiii^Biideontain«apopnkttoiirf47 familietof MahamniBdAii

samfndarf, d pandits, 2 rndllas, 8 ddma, 2 mochts, a cowherd, a blacksmith,

and a carpenter. Both com and rice are caltirated in the neighbourhood.

SIRAI—Lat. 4\ Long. 74® 80". Elev.

A Tillage in the Bangil pargana, containing abont ten houses ; it is situ*

ated in the bed of the stream about 8 miles north-east of Firozpdr.

SIRAZ—
The name of the district lying on the west side of the province of Kisht-

wir. It is drained by the Lidar Kbol stream, and is traversed by the path

leading from Doda towards the Brari Bal.

SIRDARI—Lat. 84® 46". Long. 74® 41'. Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Kishan Oanga, towards the

western extremity of Gurais.

The houses having once been carried away by the river when in flood,

are now built on a bluff above the right bank of a small stream, which is

crossed by a bridge just below the village. The inhabitants number seven

families of Muhammadan zemindars, a rodlla, a ddm, and a shepherd.

When the crops are in the ground, the space available for encamping is

very limited. Tlie road, which has followed the course of the Kishan

Oanga, ends at Sirdiri, that part of the valley lyidg between 8ird4ri and

Sharidi in Upper Drawdr being impassable, and almost entirely unin-

habited.

slut—Lat. 83® 19^ Long. 76® 5'. Elev. 8,700'.

A small village on the borders between Kisbtwlr and P4dar, on the left

bank of the Chendb. It was formerly a summer grazing place, and is the

halting-place at the end of the 8rd march on the Kishtw4r-P4dar route.

{Drew,)

8 1 RIGBAN BAGH—Lat. 34® 12'. Long. 74® 48'. Elev.

A garden situated about three quarters of a mile from the right bank of

the Jhelam, just north of the junction of the Sind.

Baron Hiigel describes it as a large pleasure-ground laid out in the

Indian style, ornamented with large beds of flowers, and numerous pavilions

adorned with all that caprice could desire, or money purchase.

Though never completed, the garden is now falling to ruin; it was

made by Surij Bthri, who was summoned to Kashmir by Moti R4m, the

first viceroy under Ranjit Singh, to superintend the new partition of the

valley into parganas. It probably marks the site of the once famous city

of Parihasapur, of the marvels of which the native legends speak so

highly.

This war ' uilt by the great conqueror lAlitaditya, who reigned from

A.D. 714 to 750 ; it was'adomed with many fine temples and monuments

;

among others, with a pillar cut out of one stone, 24 yards high, at the top

of which stood the image of Garuda, half man, half eagle. Sikandar Budh
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Shikan probably dosirojed bat aereral fragments were eeen in 17ft7 by

Muhammad Azfm. Immenee -images of gold^ silveri and other metals also

adorned the interior, bat all traces of this splendour have disappeared.

{met.)

SIROLE BAGH—Lat. S3^ Long. 73* 46^ Elev.

A government garden and village, situated on the right bank of the Nerd

river, about 2 miles north-west of Badrawdr.

The inhabitants are chiefly Hindus, and number 16 families. The

Wazirs Buddunjd and Nowrung, who were in the service of the Mahardja

of Kashmir, and are now bis pensioners, reside in this village.

The Nerd is bridged below Sirole Bdgb.

SIBPATI—Lat. 32* 42^ Long. 75^ 61'. Elev.

A village in the district of Basaoli, situated on the slopes of the mountains

about 2 miles south-east of Baiii.. It contains five or six houses inhabited

by Hindds, and is surrounded with cultivation.

SIRSIR LA PASS on SARSAR PASS—
Lat 34^ 8'. Long. 76° 52'. Elev. 16,372'.

Is crossed between Futtoksir and Hobta on the route from Kishtwdr to

Ldh, vid ZanskdCi After leaving the cultivation at Futtoksir the road

leads up a barren stony valley^ following the course of a small stream,

almost to its source. The ascent from this point to the top is steep.

Dama (Tibetdn furze) plentiful. The descent is rapid down a deep stony

valley, generally at some height above the stream, to the village of Hofata.

{Thomion—Drew,)

SITALWAN OR PUTIKAN PASS—
Lat. 34° 36'. Long. 74° 13'. Elev. 9,500', approx.

A pass connecting Aora in the Uttar pargana with Dudnial in Upper
Drawdr.

On the Kashmir side, the last 1,500 feet of the ascent is very steep

indeed, and must be nearly impassable in wet weather for ponies. The descent

on the Orawar side is steep for a short way, and then becomes easy, but

much blocked with fallen trees, and frequently crossing the stream.

This road may be at present considered impassable for laden animals.

From the top of the puss, roads run along the top of the ridge, which
is very sharp, in both directions. Putikan seems to be the Gujar's name for

the pass. {Ajflmer,)

SIOL—Lat. 34° 20'. Long. 74° 28'. Elev.

A village in the 2Sainagir pargana, situated near the left bank of the

Pohru river, about 5 miles north-west of Sopur, by the side of the road

leading towards the LoUb valley and Shalurah. The river is usually

lerdable at this point, but when in flood, a ferry boat plies.

Just to the north of the village there is a deep nala, which is bridged.

Siul contains a masjid, and about 25 houses inhabited by zamindars.
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Some fine trees shade the village and the ziarat of Bab4 Sahib, which lies

by the side of the path.

SKARDU—
One of the ilarkas of the wazirat of Skardu. Itooonpies the whole of the

Sknrdu plain (q-v,) and the slipes and valleys of the neighbouring mountaiog.

The inhabitants are as follows :

—

Shio (AitprI Dlaleet. YMhkim. Dim. Belt!. XMhmfr.

6‘6 per cent. 1*6 per cent. A few fftiniliei.

|

The remainder. One or two vilagee.

{Biddulpk,)

There are roads on both banks of the Indus, and they are, generally

speaking, good and passable by baggage animals (except on the left hank'

between Basho and Katsura). The two roads from Katsura to Astor, vid

the Banukla and the Alumpila, are said not to be passable for laden animals.

Two roads lead direct from Skardu to the Deosai plains, viz,, vid the

Satpdr defile and the Burjfla.

The Indus is crossed by boats just above and below Skardu. 1 only

saw* one boat at each ferry, they are strongly made and can carry about 80
men at a trip.

The climate is said to resemble that of the Kashmir valley.

ParlicularB of iko Uarka of Skardti.

Perfeoe. louaee. Sheep. Roreei. RMABSe.

Ool . . . 190 604 4 122 Left bank of Indne.

Wuldiog . 116 260 16 108 ... Ditto.

Nerh 607 8 108 .... Biubt buk of Ind...

Shinri MiM 106 880 8 90 Left bank of Indue.

Oehol Tobakp. . 144 272 4 74 Ditto.

Chlnd. 186 my¥M 10 ... * Ditto.

Sbisfrthang 94 260 8 111 .M ... Ditto.

Kepohong 119 206 8 94 ... ... Ditto.

Tnrgn 80 184 ... msM Ditto.

MtpAra fl 204 6 96 ... Ditto.

Komdra 803 676 8 104 ... ... Right benk of Indne.

Kiiardo 468 8 881 ... Ditto.

Tenrri Bragardo . 118 863 ... 98 tae Ditto.

Shigari Biri 117 806 8 116 ... ... Left bank of Indne.

Qomaeharda . 186 8 98 Ditto.

Brohpemag^ Tdndil 189 460 8 188 eea DittOf

Tlng& 230 8 81 Ditto.

RaMbo 160 610 14 811 ess
1

Ditto.

Katsarah . 190 416 10 160 see ... Ditto.

Hoto 60 806 1 80 eee Ititto.

Binga • 60 8 180 ees ... Ditto.

Kdtpdni . 102 1 60 tee ... Ditto.

Ttondoe 80 80 ... 68 ... ... Ditto.

Total 9.896 |7W 91 8,688 ... ...

(Authority— XTasir of Skardd) [Aplmtf.)
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SKARDtJ—Lnt 1 8'. Long. 75* Elev. 7,440'.

The principal place in Battiatin. The name ia written Skar-mDo «r

Skar-mamDo, and ia ao pronounced by tlie people. lakardo ia a ooek-

peyism of the Knhmfria,.. for no MaaalmAn can pronounce tlie double
eouaonanta in a.

The name Skardd meana eitber the ^'endoaed place*' or, more pro-

bably, the " atany place.^

Vigne atatea that the Bhotia of LacUk call it Si^r-khoad (properly

8kar.h God) which ia only a variety of the Lama; for Skar-kod meana
•imply the ** atany building.*^ {CumnhpkamJ)

The Dogrd aoldiera alwaya call the place Kardd, but the true name, aa

written by the TibeUna, ia Skardd.

Skardu ia aituated on the left bank of tbe river Indna ; it ooonpiea

a nearly level plain of fine alluvial clay elevated 160 feet above the

river, and extending from one of two iaolated rocka, which overhanga the

Indua towarda the mountaina on the aonth aide of the valley. Tbia rook

riaea to a height of 1,000 feet above the river. The neighbonrbood of the

rock of Skardd waa doubtleaa aelected aa tbe aite of the principal town'of

the kingdom of Baltiatdn from the advantagea it afforded aa a place of

defence.

The place marked on the map aa ' Skardd ' ia piactioally coincident with

Wulding iq-v), one of the parganaa forming the ilarka of Skardd {q.p.)

The name ^Skardd^ aeemaonly to be applied to the ilarka by the

inhabitants, the Kila "J[>eing generally uaed to diatinguiah the honaea

and offioea near the fort.

Many of the honaea are well built, of nnbnmt bricka in a frame-

work of wood, being often of two stories. Latticed windows, covered

with paper or small plates of mica, are also common. The roofii are all

flat and covered with mud, beaten hard.

Formerly, the palace of tbe rdjaa of Skardd stood at the edge of the

plateau where the rock rises from it ; now the ruins only remain, little more

than the fouiidutions and some vaulted chambers. The palace was dis-

mantled on the taking of Skardd by the Maharfja Guldb Singh's troopa.

It is approached by a steep zig-zag path, traversed by gateways and wooden

defences, several of which are also disposed in such parts of the aides of

the rock aa require to be strengthened. Skardd ia the residence of the

Wazir of BaltisUn.

The population in the immediate neighbourhood of the rook ia not

•0 extensive aa that of some of the more remote villagea in the valley.

Exclusive of the garrison and officials, it probably does not exoe^

900. It ia said to include 9 ahnwl merohanta, 10 ahdl-blfa, 7 Fan-

diU, 13 shop-keepers, 9 smiths, 9 carpenters, 10 boatmen^ fcc., fco. There

ia a small bazir at Skardd; the shop-keepers beittg all or nearly all
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Kashmirb who have fettled ; others of the same nation are occupied in

weaviojr pashmina, for which the pashm is brought from Ladft.

To the right and left of the rocky hill, on which Skardd stands,

two small streams have excavated for themselves out of the soft clay,

deep and wide ravines, which are covered with coarse gravel, and are

faced by more or less steep banks of clay or sand. The surface of the

platform on which all the cultivated ground lies is watered by means of

artificial canals, brought from a distance of nearly % miles, from the

point where the streams issue from the hills. An aqueduct or canal extends

in a direct line from the palace towards the mountains, a distance of

at least a mile. It is a massive work, consisting of two walls, raised

perhaps 15 feet above the level of the plain, and built of very large blocks of

hewn stone. The intervening space is filled with earth. At present a small

conduit, a foot or so wide, briugs all the water that is required for the use

of the inhabitants of Skardu, but a very large quantity might be conveyed

along the aqueduct, and the work is so strong and substantial that very

little repair would be required to restore it to its original condition. The
lacustrine clay formation occurs in great quantity throughout the valley

of Skardd, and is nowhere seen in greater perfection than in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the town, where the cliffs facing the Indus, and

those along the little lateral streams which descend from the south, exhibit

an abundance of the sections of these beds. The height of the cliffs is very

variable : but it is seldom less than 80 feet, and to the east of tha town is

as much as 100 feet. In many places, near the rock of Skardu, the beds

are very irregular, undulating a good deal, and at times exhibiting very

remarkable flexures.

** Tele^apiJ^-^The telegraph is now opened to Drds, whence messages

for Srinagar have to be sent over the Zogi La as far as Sonamarg by coolies.

It is said to work well.

There is a line much out of repair as far as Tak, and between Tak and

Bunji the old posts of the disused line only remain.

** FoHal arrasyssisalf.''—The dAk comes from Srinagar vid Zogi La and

Drds. In summer it is very regular, but in winter, for three months, it is

very uncertain, sometimes Uking nearly a month. The CiM and Military

Oatette of the 14th June reached me on the fl5th June 1888. There is no

regular post to Astor and Bondu.

FartiJieaiioHt, The forts are three in number—-

I.—The new. fort is situated about half-way up the south-east spur of

the detached hill " Nauslio,'' which is inaccessible except in a few places.

It is approached by a aig-aag path frdm the south. The main body of the

fort is at one level, but the keep is 80 or 40 feet higher. It was begun a

few years ago, and is not* yet (1888) finished. The main walls are 4 feet

thidr, and vary in height from 16 to 86 feet. They consist of stone rubble
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in bad mortar, airengtheDed by laywa of aquared timbera. The trace is as

shown in Fig. I. There are ooverad oaaematee behind the walla with a

parapet on top (Figs. 2 and 3). These casemates have loopholes through

the front walla. The loopholes are high vertical slits, large inside and

narrow ontside. The flanks at the west end consist of separate loopholed

rooms, rising one above the other and provided with doore.

There is an eiit door from the keep. The main entrance is to the sooth,

and consists of a strong pair of wooden doors. A tank is being excavated

to contain water.

There is no doobt that ^'Naosho^^ is accessible, especially from the

north-east. The accessible^' nullah (Fig. I) is well commanded. The
fort is commanded from the point marked * (Fig. 6), and from the

detached hill of Broksho, which could be made accessible. Broksho is

nnder 2 miles away, while point * is only i mile. Kiflemen could also

climb the crags directly above the fort. A couple of small works well

placed would render Nauaho inaccessible.

The wall of the fort would not stand long against mountain guns ; but

if properly provisioned, the fort could hold out a long time against infantry

only.

At present (1888), there are no guns or garrison, and work has been

stopped. The retention of the old wooden building inside is decidedly

foolish.

II.—There are two other forts (Fig. 6)—
The square one is comparatively new, 80 by 60, with bastions at the

comers, along the inside of the walls are sheds for the troops and govern--

ment stores, while there is a low square building in the centre, llie

armament conA^te of three small field pieces, about 2-inch bore, and a few

eher-bachae.

The other fort is very ancient and is situated on a mound about 40

feet high. It is falling into ruins. The neighbouring mound is some-

what higher than the mound on which it stands. Neither of these torts

could show any resistance if attacked.

The usual garrison of Skaidu is said to consist of two regiments and

20 or 30 artillery men. Probably 1,000 men all told. There ia said to be

a lot of gram always stored in Skardfi. Probable amount is nnder 10,000

mannds (katoha).

There ore a good many places round where a force might be encamped.

Water and supplies are plentiful. Fuel is rather scarce.

Arc/syica/ Msporfafic#.—SkprdS should form the "reserve" point for

the whole Oilgit frontier for thk following reasons

(c) If properly fortified it could be rendered impregnable.

(3) The approaches are such that an advancing force! could easily be

resisted, while its commanding position on the flank of any force
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advancing on Srinagar from the L4h or Gilgit side, render it a

source of great danger to the enemy.

(c) It is situated in the most fertile portion of Baltist&n, the only

locality north of the great Himalayan range which can produce

a crop in excess of the requirements of the civil population.

(/f) Communications with Gilgit and L^h are always open, and the

Zogi La which connects it with Srinagar is easier in winter than

any of the other main Himalayan passes.

(s) The climate is good, neither heat nor cold being excessive.

(f) It commands the group of difficult passes leading from the north

into the Shigar valley, which, although of little importance now
may at any time become easier.

It may be urged against reason (b) that the road down the Indus is

supremely bad. This is true, but I think the difficulties of making a new
road passable for baggage animals are not great, and wonld mainly con-

sist in blasting at some 115 rocky projecting capes. The road would fol-

low the right bank all the way. • An efficient ferry service or a flying

bridge would have to be provided at Skardu. The same remarks apply

ger. ‘orally to the road towards L^h. {Vigne—Drew—Thomion—Aglmer,)

SKARDt? PLAIN--
A plain formed at the meeting of the rivers Shigar and Indus. At this

meeting of the waters, the valley (which in the course of the Indus both

above and below is extremely narrow), is widened. There is left between

the mountains a curving, crescent-shaped plain, in length 20 miles, in width

varying from 1 mile to 5. In the widest part are two isolated hills

about 1,000 feet in height ; between these flow the Indus. By far the most

part of the Skardu plain is uncultivated ; it is a waste of sand and stones

;

there is a space in flood-time covered by the waters ; then over some square

miles sand is blown, making it hopeless for cultivation ; last are the stony

tracts belonging to the alluvial fans of streams that flow down from the

southern range of mountains. Cultivation, however, is limited more by
the supply of water than by the barrenness of the soil, for where irri-

gation can be applied, very hopeless-looking ground will yield crops. The
water of the large rivers is seldom available, but the side streams, coming
from a high level, can be led over the alluvial plateaus ; these, then, make
real oases, though of small area, surrounded by the yellow sands

; plentiful

crops come up, and innumerable fruit trees flourish in them. The abundance
of fruit in this country makes up in a great measure for the scarceness

of the pasture, and the consequent small amount of live-stock that can

be rear^. One here seldom sees a large flock of goats and sheep. By
the sale of dried fruit in place of the produce of flocks and herds, the

luxuries from outside are purchased, or the cash necessaiy for taxes

acquired.
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BoimdiDg the valley ou the aouth and aoQih*weBt» is a grand line,

or broken wall of moantaina, riring into high*peak^ rook maaaea.

This crescent of hills extends from one narrow gorge, whence iaaaes

the river into the plain, to the other lower gorge, where the valley

is again closed to view. On the north side the mountains are more
broken. One line comes from the north-west, and ends in a great rocky

mass just opposite Skardu. Then comics the valley of the Shigar river,

and, at its further side, aome low, broken hills, backed by spurs from very

lofty mountains. The mountains are of bare rock; here and there only^

on the upper slopes, is a little grass—a patch of thin pasture^ In all parts

they are steep ; in great part they are precipitous. These mountains rise to

a height of 10,000 feet above the plain. Skardd itself is out on the plain.

Ever subject to the great cataclysms of the Indus and its tributaries,

more especially from the side of Nubr& and Shigar, with their facial

sources, the plain of Skardd has undergone great changes even within the

memory of man. The waters from many sources wash in here, and spread

themselves over the plain, and any obstruction in the narrow gorge towards

Rondu retains them. This happened in 1841, when a great flood from the

Nubrd river did irreparable damage. (Drew.)

SKEW OR SKICJ—Lat. 84®. Long. 77® ^0\ Elev. 11,180',

A village on the right bank of the Zanskdr river, at the junction of the

Markha stream and at the south-west base of the Kanda La. It is passed

on one of the routes from Padam to Ldh, between Markha and Rambak.

It belongs to the kardari of Uemis (Laddk). {JUoorero/i—Jjlmer,)

SKIRBUCHAN—
A kardari or collectorate of the province of Laddk. It contains the fol*

lowing villages

Khalsi, Skinding, Dumkhar, Skirbuohan, Takinaohik, Hanngoma, Hanu
Yogma, and Dah.

The cash revenue is about B8,000, besides taxes in kind. This is the

warmest part of Laddk ; fruit trees abound, especially walnuts, apricots,

and some mulberry trees. (Ajflmer.)

SKIRBUCHAN—Lat. 84® Long. 76® 48'. Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Indus, 16 miles below Khalsi. It is a

halting-place on the route from Ldh to Skardd vid Cborbat. A wide

expanse of cultivation here on the river banks. It is said to contain 100

bouses. (Drew—4fAssr.)

SKOBOLA—Lat 85® 84'. Long. 75® 58'. Elev.

A pass connecting the Shigar valley with Askorld in the Braldd valley.

The ascent from the Shigar side is said to be veiy stiff. This pass opens

in the beginning of July for foot passengers. {Aj^lmer.)
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8MTMO OB NIMO—
A Icardari or oolleetorRte of the province of Lad&k. It contains three

illagetj namelji Siiimo or Nimo (1£0 houses), Basgo (150 houses), and

Naj (80 bouses). The cash revenue is about B8,000 a year, besides taxes

in kind. Average height about 10,000 feet. Crops, fruit trees, and vege-

tables are better than near L6h. (jjfimer^Eodka Kuhen)

SNIMO OB NIMO—Lit. 84^ 18'. Long. 77® 20'. Elev,

A village on the .right bank of the Indus, 18 miles below LIh, and opposite

the junction of the Zanskdr river. It is passed on the route from Srinagar

to L(6h, 14 miles above Saspul. There is an open cultivated plain here,

several hundred feet above the level of the river. Snimo is very hot in

summer, whilst in winter the cold is so severe that the river may be crossed

on the ice. There is a rest-house. (Bellew—Henderi0U’~-^Ajflmef.)

SNUELA OB NURLA—Lat. 84® 16'. Long. 77® 1'. Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Indns, about 45 miles below L4h, and

5 above the bridge at Klialsi. It is a halting-place on the route from

Srinagar to L4h. There are two roads to the latter

—

(1) The v)pper tag&r^id Hemis Shukpa. (The route is never used

and the road is not kept in repair.)

(2) The lower road up right bank of the Indus and past Saspul.

They unite at Saspul.

- The cultivation here is extensive on a gravelly soil, and owing to its

sheltered position, fruit trees grow well ; also poplars, willows, and the

iernng or The Indus here flows through a narrow rocky chan*

nel, but the road along its right bank is good. In January it was

frosen over, and Mr. Drew was able to ride up for a mile or two towards

Ldh on the ice. There is a rest-house ; the village consists of 20 houses.

(Dreis

—

Belleuf—Aglmer.)

SOD oB SOTH—Pid# ** Pashktum.''

SOF—Lat. 88® 87'. Long. 75® 21'. Elev.

A village situated on the north side of the Bring pargana, at the mouth of

a little valley, which is traversed by paths leading into the Nowbdg Nai

and to the Kuthdr pargana. It contains some shady trees; among them
a very fine ohunlr, measuring more than 26 feet in girth at 6 feet above

the ground.

The village of Sof is famous for its iron-works. Vigne was informed

that veins of lead, oopper, silver, and even gold were known to exist in the

long graes-oovered hills in the neighbourhood; but the iron alone is

worked.

The lead is found in veiy small quantities in an oxide. Copper, he

vras told, was found in five or six places, and silver with it, but the veins

have not been worked since the time of Abdulla Khdn, governor of Kash«

mfr, who made himself independent of his master, Timdr Shdh, of UbuL
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The Emperor Jah£ng(r granted these mines to a private individual,

but in the time of the Pathdnli they had devolved upon the Amfr.

The rock in whicli the ore is found appears to be of limestone. The
mines, which are not sunk vertically, but run horizontally into the side of

the hill, are situated on the bare slope of a grassy mountain, from which

the rock crops up in places. They lie to the west of the village, the nearest

at a distance of about a mile and a half, and extend in a line up the hill-

side ot intervals of not more than three or four yards apart ; there is

nothing to mark their position but a small heap of rubbish at the mouth.

To enter the mine first reached, it was necessary to let oneself down
perpendicularly about 8 feet, and bending under a rook, a further descent

of 10 or 15 feet was made by muddy steps beneath a ceiling of smooth
rock ; the mine then shelved down gradually into the hill side; here and

there were perpendicular drops of a few feet, where steps were made with

branches of trees. The total length of the gallery may be supposed to

have been about 50 yards; the width of the passage was never more than

8 feet, the height being about as much, but in places the roof was so low

as to necessitate dragging oneself along on haftds and knees ; at the ex-

treme end the movements of tifnbiner were facilitated by a hole dug for

his legs. Gallery (ramea are not used, but at intervals the sides of the

roof were supported by rough branches of trees.

Accidents in the mines are exceedingly rare, but now and then occur,

either from the roofs falling in or from asphyxia. Explosions from fire-

damp are unknown, which is probably owing to the very limited extent ot

the mines, which are never carried far from the surface, but radiate in

several directions from one entrance.

The miners use an ordinary diwa, that is, a wick placed in a saucer of

oil to light them at their work. The tools employed are few and simple,

consisting of two hammers, one with a blunt and heavy head, the other

pointed and lighter; there is also an axe required for clearing away the

surface jungle and cutting wood for charcoal, and a small double-headed

flat hammer, which is used for pounding the ore.

Three men are employed in each mine or gallery ; the first mines, the

second eollecte the ore in baskets, which the third conveys to the mouth
of the pit. An old man, called the ustid or master, selects the spot

where new mines are to be commenced on the old ones becoming exhaust^.

The present holder of the office is said to be nearly 100 years old.

The mokuddum distributes to each man his claim or allotment } some

claims have been worked 30 years by the same family.

The day^s yield is carried home by the miners on their backs in stout

wicker baskets, and is stored in a shed attacked to the house.

The charcoal used in the furnace is either prepared and carried by the

miners themselves, or they employ coolies to bring it from the forest. The

mining season commences in June, and continues until the falls of snow in
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November put a stop to the operations. The four winter months are

devoted to smelting the ore which has been collected during the summer

and autumn ; in the springi mining pursuits are suspended, and the in-

habitants of the village devote themselves to agriculture, preparing for the

rice crop, upon which equally with their other gains, their subsistence

depends.

The operation of smelting the ore is thus performed. In the rough

timber shed in which the iron has been storedi together with supplies of

charcoal, is a furnace in the shape of a small chimney, about 3 feet high

and 18 inches in diameter at the top, widening towards the base; in addi-

tion to the opening in front of the bottom of the furnace to*^permit of the

escape of the fused metal, there is an air-passage at each side, in which a

pair of bellows is worked.

The ore having been reduced to the consistency of fine gravel, is mixed

with a flux formed of an equal part of a gamboge-coloured ochre, which

is found in profusion in the surrounding hills at no great distance from

Sof. Should iron of superior quality be required, the proportion of the.

flux mixed with the ore is inci-eased from equal parts to one and a half to

one. The ore and furnace being prepared, the process is continued as fol-

lows : three baskets full of charcoal are first emptied into the furnace, and
then two seers of the ore and flux ; over this again are placed charcoal and
ore in alternate layers of 6 seers each, until the furnace is full. The fire

is then lighted and maintained for 34 hours, the furnace being replenished

with a tr4k (6 seers) of charcoal and of the prepared ore alternately.

When fused, the clean iron, on escaping from the furnace, sinks to the

bottom, and the refuse remaining on the top is raked off. The outturn

is about 13 tr4ks or 73 seers of clean iron.

The mokuddum has a contract with the government, whereby he en-

gages to supply 800 kharwars of iron (11,630 lb) annually, three-quarters

of this amount be calculates on obtaining from the Sof mines, and the

remainder from Kothair and Pushru, in the Kuthar pargana. Should there

be any surplus, the amount, if considerable, is put by to meet next year's

engagment ; if otherwise, he tries to dispose of it on the spot.

The nominal price paid by the government is 3135 (chilki) per

kharwdr; but the contractor atates that out of this sum only ill4 i-each his

hands, the rest being swallowed up in fees and dues. From the balance

which remains to him, tbe miners are paid by two annual disbursements.

In the beginning of spring, ponies are sent to transport the iron which

has been prepared during the winter, to the boats which convey it to

Srinagar, where it is either used for State purposes, or sold at tbe rate of

4 seers for a chilki rupee.

Tbe iron-works at Sof are the most extensive in Kashmir, and the

quality of the ore raised at this place and in the neighbouring mines in the

Kuth4r pargana is said to be superior to that found in aoy other part of

the valley.
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SOGAM—liEt. 34^ 80^ Ijong. 74« 85% Mev.
A oontiderable village beantifollj eitiiatad on the eouthern elopes of the

LoUib valley, about 8 miles west of Lalpdr.

Moorcroft states that the houses are mostly oonstraoted of small trees,

coarsely dove-tailed together, and ooated with rough plaster inside. A flat

planking is laid over the top, restingon the walls, and above that a sloping

roof, open at the ends, the space being either filled with dry grass or

serving to give shelter to the poultry. The interior is divided by partitioDs

of plastered wicker-work into three or four small, dark, and dirty apart*

ments;he further adds that the inhabitants were almost in a savage state

;

the men were in general tall and robust, the women haggard and ill-look-

ing.

This village was at one time the capital of Nthe pargana ; even now the

houses are very far apart, covering more ground than L41p(ir. [Moor*

erofi—Montgomerie.)

SOL—Lat. 83« 13% Long 76^ Itf. Elev.

A village of some size, situated on the right bank of the Chandra

Bh4ga river, between Goldbgarh and Ashdari, on the road from Kishtwdr

to Lahoul. Beneath the village there is some cultivation.

Supplies and coolies are procurable. (Allgood-^Maekag.)

SOMBAL-Lat. 84^ 14% Long. 76^ 7% Elev.

A small dirty village in the Sind valley, containing a masjid and five

houses, surrounded with rice fields; it is situated on the left bank of the

river.

SOMBRUN—Lat. 88® 48% Long. 75® 18% Elev.

A small village in the Kuthdr pargana, situated about 2 miles east, of

Achib&l ; it contains a masjid, and about six houses inhabited by zamCndars.

There is a spring which rises near the shrine of Saiad Niz6m-u-din

Bagbdddi, a saint who is supposed to have died here more than 400 years

ago.

The village is shaded by some fine poplar trees.

SONA GALI—Lat. 33® 48% Long. 74® 7^ Elev.

The name of a pass in the range of hills lying to the south of Punch,

which is crossed by the direct path between Punch and Kotli. This road

is described as being rough and steep, and very little used.

SONAMARG-Lat. 34® 18% Long. 76® 81% Elev. 8,600%

A small village in the Sind valley, situated on the right bank of the

river, at a distance of 58 miles north-east of Srinagar. There are thirteen

houses in the village, and seven at Shitghar. A small church was erected

here, but it was burnt down in 1880. In winter this region is deeply

covered with snow, and then the few houses are deserted by their tenants

excepting such ns are retained here by the governor for the purpose of
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keeping open communication with the country beyond, as this is the last

inhabited spot in the Sind valley. It is with difficulty kept inhabited, for

the cloudiness and slioweiy character of the climate, combined with the

altitude, make the growth of all crops precarious; nothing but buck-

wheat (tromha) and barley (krim) will grow. In consideration of the

difficulty of deriving a livelihood from the soil, the maharXja has released

the inhabitants from the payment of ordinary taxes and dues, merely

continuing the obligation to carry the post to the first village on the DrXs

side, for which service the villagers get a money payment. Indeed, the

village has only been occupied the last 1 5 years, after a period of desertion

extending over half a century. From all forced labor, and from the

necessity of providing supplies, which would mean starvation for them-

selves, they are free, though they are ready to sell for good prices.

The Sonamnrg, a beautiful undulating grassy plain, lies to the west,

stretching for a^ut 8 miles along the left bank of the river. The marg,

which is triangular in shape, with the apex towards the east, is carpeted with

a great variety of wild flowers and encompassed by lofty monntains, which

are nsually robed in snow, a magnificent grey peak of limestone at the

north-east end rising far above the other mountains in its vicinity.

With a good road
.
Sonamarg would become a popular resort. The

scenery is magnificent, and it is one of the healthiest spots in Kashmir,

enjoying a pure, bracing mountain air. There is s post office, and usually

a telegraph clerk.

The wooded spur of the Doum Ndg separates the marg on the south

side from the pretty little, valley of Tajwas, which is drained by an icy

torrent, and has some fine glaciers above its southern side.

Several small springs bubble up in different places in the meadow.

The pleasantest spots for encamping are at the foot of the spur on the

south side, or in the fringe of forest which bounds its western extremity.

Supplies and coolies are obtained with very great difficulty, owing to the

sparseness of the population. Coolies and ponies can be obtained from
Gund or Gagangir.

The air is always fresh and cool.

13th July . Tlier. 6 0 a.m. 55®; 6 0 p.m. 65®.

Uth „ . „ 5-80A.M. 56®; 7-30 p.m. 65®.

The Drds road traverses the plain crossing to the right bank of the river

by a bridge at its easteru extreroity,^ above the village of Sonamarg.

The Tilail valley may be reached by a footpath from the west end of

the marg ; the distance is five marches; there is also said to be a path from
the IbrXhlm Khdn Ohari, near the village of Sonamarg, which crosses the

range by the Niligrar and Nilioai valleys, joining the road betwera Tilail

and DrXs. The Zojila (11,800) can easily be visited in one day from
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SonaiDarg. {Bat$9^Iknf^Oirit$$ton$^Bell$w—Cmhjf^L^mi§r^
WingaU.)

SONAMULA—Lat. 84« 28'. Long. 74^ 12'. Elev.

A amali village ooniaining four houaea inhabited bjr aamfndara^ aitoaied

at the edge of the foreati about 8 milaa aonth-eaatof Shalfiiah to the weat of

the road leading towaida Sopdr.

SONAsA R NAO—Lat. 84^ 4'. Long. W 81'. Elev.

A email lake aitnatad amid the mountains at the north-eaatem aztremitj of

Dachinparaj about 2 miles south •west of the Slifsha Nig. It lies midwaj
between Palgdm and the village of Suknis, in the Maru Wardwdu valley,

the path traversing its western bank. {Itiontgomerie.)

80NBAI-Lat.82<^68'. Long. 75^ 49'. Elev. 12,418^

The name of a lofty mountain in* the range forming the boundary

between the province of fiadrawdr and the hill state of Chamba ; it lies

between the Ghatardhar and PIdri passes, and its summit is usually oovered

with snow.

The natives have a legend that in bfgone ages a stream flowed from

this mountain, in which gold was found, but that another mountain fell on

the top of it, and though the source may still be traced, it yields no gold.

80NQU~LatW 81'. . Long. 19'. Elev.

A small village in. the Sbahabid valley, situated on the stream which

flows from the Vetaritlar springs, about 8 miles north-west of Verudg.

SOPOR—Lat. 84* 17'. Long. 74* 8i'. Elev.

A laige town built upon both banks of the Jhelam, a few miles below

the spot where it leaves the Wular lake.

It is the ancient Surpdta founded in the reign of Avanti Varmma by

his minister Sura, on the site of the still more ancient Kdmbuva.

It is connected with Srinagar by the Nard canal, which was constructed

in very early times to avoid the necessity of crossing the dangerous Wular

lake through which the main stream of the Jhelam flows, and when the

river is high enough, boats go to Shddipur by this canal.

The journey by boat from Sopdr to Srinagar occupies about 14 bours^

and to Barnrn^ about 8i hours, Ae return passage taking nearly twice as

long.

The Ksmao vallqr may be reached from Sopdr by a path through the

Tdtmari Gali, or by way of Shaldrah and the Nattishannar Oali, which is

the route usually adopted.* The distance by land from Sopdr to Bandipdra

is about 16 miles, and the road is mostly smooth and level, following the

northern shores of the Wular lake.

There is likewise an ezoellent road to the Ghilmarg, which lies on the

slopes of the mountains about 17 miles to the south-west; it is considered

two stages.
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Sopiir eoniaint about 1,600 houBM in all, and a large bazir; among the

population are a few abdUbdra and numeroua artizana and tradera. With

the ezoeption of 80 familiea of paiidita and other gOTemmetit aervanta^

the inhabitanta are all Muhamm^ana. The houaea are much dilapidated,

and theatreeta narrow and crooked.

8op6r ia the head-qnartera of the Kamraj or Wular lake zillah, and

likewiae containa a thina ; the reaidence of the thdnadar ia in the fort.

That portion of the town lying on the left bank of the river ia built on the

narrow atrip of high ground by the water^a edge, and ia aurrounded by a

moraaa. There ia a telegraph office.

The two portiona of the town are united by a bridge, 108 yarda long, with

three intermediate piera and 17 feet wide. Dr. Ince atatea that the average

depth of water beneath ia 88 feet. The entrance of the bridge ontheaoutb

aide ia through a large brick building, the upper atorieaof which are occupied

aa government officea; the remaina of the ^rt ia at th6 other end.

Below the bridge, on the right bank, there ia a Hindu temple, with a

large lingam outaide it, and nearly oppoaite on the other aide of the river

there ia a pretty moaque with gilded apirea.

Sopdr containa a cuatom-houae ; and there are numeroua and eztenaive

government granariea, eapecially on the right bank of the river.

The haraddrt ia aituated about half a mile north-eaat of the town, in the

auburb of Chinkipdr, on the right bank of the river ; and to the aouth-weajt

of the eame aide of the town, there ia a government garden called Hari Singh

Bdgh, which containa a well ; but tbe water ia aaid to be bad.

In 1 885 the fort waa deatroyed by an earthquake. Sopur ia a bmouar

fiahing place. {BaUi^Jonei—fFingaieJ)

SOBA--Lat. 1' Long. Elev. 14,000^

A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakaah, in the broad

valley at the foot of the eaatem Kuenlun range, and below the great bend

the Karakaah makea to the north-weat. It ia a halting-place on the eaatern

Changohenmo route. Camping ground good. Fuel and graaa abundant.

Ground covered with natural aalt pana.

A road leads from here north-eaat croaaing tbe Kuenlun by the Yangi
or Elchi Dfwan paaa to Khotdn, distant 160 miles, or eleven marches.

{Trolier.)

SORTUNO^Lat. 84® 8'. * Long. 74» 68'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of tbe Jheium, a few miles south-east

of Srinagar. There are some fine obundr trees by the edge of the stream,

shading tbe shrine of Zair M4j-i«Hdod.

SOWAND—Lat. 88® 8'. Long. 76® 87'. Elev.

A small village in Badrawdr, containing about sis houses, aituated on
the right hank of the Chandra Bhiga, just above tbe junction of the Nerfi ;

it lies near the foot of the spur in the angle formed between the two
atreama. The Nerd ia bridged below the village.
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SOWAR OB CHIRI—Lat. 84^ Long. 78^ 85'. Elev.

A campiDg'^ound oa the Changchenmo rontOi 18 miles from Tanks
and 15 from Chagra, and about 5 miles west of the Pangong lake. Road
from Tankse good. Slight ascent up a ravine the whole way. Muglib
passed at 7 miles. Camp on banks of a small fresh-water lake. Grass and
fuel plentiful. No houses here. The mountains on either side abound with

wild goats (snapo). (Johnson.)

SOWLEH—Lat. Long. Elev.

A small village 178 miles from Supplies procurable in the neigh,

bourhood. Fuel rather scarce.

SPANMIK-Lat. 38° 65'. Long. 78<’ 38'. Elev. about 14,000.

A small village of one or two houses, on the western shore of the Pangong
lake. It lies half way between Lukuug and Mang. Grass and fuel

plentiful. (Drew—Rej/noldi.)

SPANPUK—Lat 34°37'. Long. 77° 30'. Elev.

A village of 15 houses on the left bank of the Shyok, in Nubra (Lad&k).

It is passed on the L^h-Skardu (vid the Shyok) route. It is said to possess

a couple of houses, a dozen horned cattle, and a hundred sheop and goats

(Aylmer.)

SPITI—Lat. Long. Elev.

Formerly a district of Laddk, but now attached to British India; lies

south of Rupshu, and the Tsomorari lake. A route leads fiom it into

Laddk vid the Parang-La, striking Laddk territory at Narbu Sumdo
camp.

SRINAGAR—Lat. 84° 5'. Long. 74° 50'. Elev. 5,250'.

The capital of Kashmir, is situated on the river Jhelam, about midway

from either end of the valley, to the west of a spur which juts down from

the chain of mountains forming its northern boundary.

Srinagar is the ancient and present name of the city. On account of

being a Hindd name, it was disused during the time the Muhammadans

were rulers, and for some hundreds of years the city was called by the same

name as the country, that i8,*V Kashmir.'' Accordingly, we find that Bernier

in Aurangzeb's time, and Forster, who travelled in this country in 1788, use

the name of Kashmir, and not Srinagar. But when the Sikhs conquered

Kashmir they restored the old Hipdd name, and Srinagar, the town has

since been generally called, though in the mouths of some Muhammadans

it is still Kashmir; its present appellation is generally supposed to signify

the town of Siirya, or the sun," or it may be derived from Sri, or Shri, a

title of Lakshmi, the wife of Vishnu, and goddess of prosperity, and

means the ' fortunate city.'
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Tbe town is Voilt on a strip of dry ground^ whioh atretehea north and

aonth^ and is intersected by the Jhelum; on the other sides it is environed

by shallow lakes and swamps.

The banks of the river are low, and the ground on which the city

stands is level. The Jhelum makes a long bend through the town, and it is

likewise intersected by numerous canals and water-coorses.

The Hari Parbat hill, which is crowned with a fort, dominates the city

from its north-east corner, and it is likewise commanded from the south-

east at a distance of about 2 miles by a rocky eminence called the Takht-i-

Sulfmdn.

The town extends for about 3 miles along both sides of the Jhelum,

being little more than a mile across at its broadest point; the greater

portion is situated on the right bank of the river.

The following table shows the number of marches and the estimated dis-

tance in miles from Srinagar to some of the principal places

To
Number

of

murehM.

Estlmited
ditunee
lumllM.

NaMAEBI.

1. Baramtfla • • 8 81 Bt road
;
joamej bj boat oooapiM about

14 hours.

3. Bhimbar IS 160 Bj the Pir Panjdl pass.

8. Islamah&d • • 2 86 By road ; journey by boat oecupiee about
28 hours.

4. Jared . . • 11 163 By the Banihdl pan.
5* Jhelam • 16 192 By Pdneh.
6. Kiohtwdr a • 109 By the Marbal pass.

7. Ldh . e a 254 By the Drts road.

8. Mozafarabdd a 114 By the right bank of the Jhelum.
9. Mari • 12 186 By old road ; by new road, 13 marohee.

10. Shupion •

11. Sialket

o 2 29
• a 18 196 By the Fir Panjdl pass.

By Knlu, Chamba, and* Badrawdr.12. Simla . a 39 471
13. Simla • 9 31 .362 By Eangra and Chamba.
14. Skatdd 11 160 By Dsosai.

16. Skardd 19 240 By the Drde road.

16. Sopdr • • • 2 80 By road ; jonrney by boat occupies about

10 hours.

The town of Srinagar has been likened to an eastern Venice, the

place being intersected with canals in every direction, and tba houses

built out of the water.

They are chiefly constructed of nnburnt brick-work, built up in frames

of wood ; the walls seldom exceed a single brick in thickness, so that, but

for the wooden frame-work, these habitations would not be very safe ; they

are generally two or three stories high, and are mostly in a neglected and

ruinous condition with broken doors or no doors at all, with shattered

lattices, windows stopped up with boards, paper, or rags, walls out of the

perpen^cular, and pitched roofs threatening to fall.
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The roob are formed of layers of birch-bark covered with a coating of

earth, in which seeds dropped by birds, wafted by the wind, have vegeta*

ted, and they are constantly overran with grass and flowers.

The houses of the better class are commonly detached and surroonded

by a wall and gardens, which latter often communicate with a canal.

The condition of the gardens is no better than that of the buildings,

and the whole presenb a striking picture of wretdiedness and decay

.

The general character of the city of Srinagar is that of a confused mass

of ill-favored buildings, forming a complicated labyrinth of narrow and

dirty lanes badly paved, and having a small gutter in the centre full of

filth, banked op on each side by a border of mire.

There are several market places and basdrs in the city : that called tbe

Mahardj Qunj has lately been constructed ; it is a large quadrangle situated

near the xight bank of the river, above the Haili Kadal, or fifth bridge,

and contains the shops of the jewellers, silversmiths, and other tradesmen

with whom European visitors usually deal.

The poplar avenues form a remarkable feature in the environs of Sri-

nagar ; that known par aacelUnee as the poplar avenue is on the right

bank of the Jhelum, between the south-east corner of the city near the

Amfrf Kadal and the canal at the foot of the Takht-i-Snlimdn hill. It was

planted by the Sikhs, and is rather more than a mile long. Dr. Inee gives

its average width as 56 feet, and states that it contains in all 1,714 trees,

of which 1,699 are poplars and 15 chundrs.

There is another celebrated avenue on the left bank of the Jhelam, from

near the west-end of the Am(r( Kadal to the village of Wahtor on the road

to Shupion ; it is about 7 miles long and 12 yardp wide, lined with trees on

both sides all the way ; these are chiefly poplars, and most of them were

planted by the Wazir Pantf in the year 1864.

An avenue of poplar trees likewise connects the open space to tbe

south of the Sher Oarhi with the bridge which crosses the Dddh Oanga
below the suburb of Batmdiu. There are numerous gardens on the out-

skirts of the city, more especially on the banks of the Jhelum. Dildwar

Khdn Bdgh, which was laid out originally by a Pathdn of that name, is on

the Mar canal, near the Brarinambal, in the northern portion of the

town ; it contains two small summer houses, which used to be appropriated

to European visitors ; here Baron Hiigel, Dr. Henderson, and Mr. Vigne

lived daring their stay in Srinagar in the winter of 1885.

Opposite tbe Sher Oarhi, on tbe right bank of the river, is a small

square enclosure, containing three or four fine chundr trees, called the Ba-

sant Bdgh ; it is approached from the river by a broad flight of limestone

steps, the materials of which are said to have been brought from Hasan-

abdd, one of the three mosques of hewn and polished sti>ne which were

-erected at Srinagar in the time of the emperors. An inscription on tbe

takktpoah at the top of the flight of the steps records that tbe gbdt
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and garden were made by order of Colonel Mttn Singh^ the humane Gov-

ernor of ICaehmfr, A. D. 1885.

In the time of the Pathdnsi the city of Srinagar was divided into

sixteen zillas or parishes, each being under the care and management of

a Jtotwdl and other officials; these have now been reduced to twelve,

each zilla being again sub-divided into a number of mahallasor districts.

To each zilla there is a Mtlladar and a kotw£1 or police officer, and in

like manner the affairs of each mahalla are administered through a maballa-

dir.

The zilladar has but little real authority, his chief duty being to keep

a strict watch over all bad characters, and to report any unusual occur-

rence to the kotw&l and the city judge.

The following is a list of the zillas

-

1. Drogjun includes 28 mahallas, and comprises that part of the city

west of the Takht-i-Sal(m4n and south of the Tsont i-Kol canal.

2. AuLBHMoa includes 8 mahallas, on the right bank of the Jhelum

north of the Tsont-i«>Kol canal.

3. Kuntah includes 16 mahallas, north-east of Brarinambal, and the

Mar canal.

4. Raihawae includes 15 mahallas, west of the Dal and south-east of

the Hari Parbat.

5. Nawiitbr includes 21 mahallas between the Mar canal and the Hari

Parbat.

6. Sanoih DabwXza includes 18 mahallas north and north-west of Hari

Parbat.

7. Zaina Kadal includes fourteen mahalhis in the middle of the town,

on both sides of the Jhelum.

8. Buldimur includes 27 mahallas on the right bank of the Jhelum,

at the north-west end of the town.

9. Chutsabol includes 10 mahallas on the left bank of the Jhelum, at

the south-west end of the town.

10. Tashwun includes 9 mahallas on the left bank of the Jhelum.

11. Nubsinoud includes 5 mahallas by the Kut-i-Kol canal, north

of the Sher Garhi.

12. Shbb Gud includes four mahallas in the vicinity of the palace.

Moorcrott, who visited Srinagar in 1828, estimated the population

at 240,000; the judicious and cautious Elphinstone, in the early part

of the present century, at '^from 150,000 to 200,000.^^ By Baron
Hiig^l the population of Srinagar was subsequently computed not to

exeifd 40,000. Vigne, as well as Cunningham, estimated it at 80,000—
a diminution which the former attributed to the oppressive character of

the Sikh role, to which the valley had then been* subject for sixteen years,

aggravated by the successive calamities of earthquake, pestilence, and famine.

According to the Administration Report for 1873, compiled by ordewof

the mahardja, the population is 132,081, of whom 39,737 are Hindds,
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92,766 En MubEmnuidEiu, sod 178 are put down a$ belonging to other

caetes. >

This givee evidence of an increasing population, when compared with

:the reeutto of the previous census taken in 1866, whi<di wero'as follows

Nomber of tillM or difitions of the dtj • . . 12
Ditto * mehallM or eab-difieione « 277
Ditto bonM 20,804

Di^ ehope • • * • 1,027

PopefafioH.

Md>tminsdans
{

• 44,866
48,414

Hindda^
Men
Women .

. 13,292

. 11,666

87,770

24,867

112,627

The popnletioo now (1889) doM not probably ezoeed 100/)0Qs (ITiepol#.)

Srinagar is the rendezvous of travelling merchants from all aidesg

who are attracted thither by the shawls and other articles made from

paahm.^^ Besides these, KdbuUs take away rosaries, tooth-sticks (miswak),

and snuff boxes, and pen trays of the so-called pafiier^maehi ware, which is

more commonly painted wood. If their purchases are large, they pay by
drafts, if not, in tomdns, which they carry with them. The Turkistdiiis bring

tea, Chinese earthenware, musk, shawl*wool, felt, silver, ingots, horses, and

the produce of trans-Himalayan looms ; the Hinddstdiiis, piece-goods,

chintzes, brocades ; the inhabitants of Baltistdn, dried fruits, woollen

mantles, and gold, in exchange for which their chief demand is rice,

iron, and cotton stnffa A few articles of Russian manufacture, such as

guns, cooking vessels, and tca-ums, are imported^tbrough Badakhsban.

The people are ingenious, industrious, and persevering, and display

much taste as silversmiths, and in the production of papier^machi articles;

but the more importai^t manufactures of paper, leather, fire-arms, and otto

of roses, for which tlm place was formerly much celebrated, have in great

measure died out.

The river Jhelum makes one long bend through the city, and in its

passage has been narrowed to a width of little more than 80 yards; an

immovable barrier is thereby opposed to expansion, and its stream is conse-

quently more rapid and deeper than in any other part of the valley; its

depth is ever varying, but the average during the season of floods is about

18 feet, and it rushes under the bridges with considerable forea The

embankment formerly extended from the first to the last bridge, and some

portions of it are still perfect, but in places it has been entirely washed

away or otherwise removed ; it was chiefly composed of long regular blocks

of limestone, many of whi^ were of very large dimensions, and among
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them may be seen many blocks of carved BtonCi evidently portions of

ancient Hibdd temples, rains of which are scattered all over the valley.

Along the banks of the river there are also numerous remains of stone

gh&ts or landing-stairs. After continued heavy rains, aided by the melting

of the snows on the surroundiog mountains—floods are not nucommon—
the waters rise very rapidly, and occasionally cause much damage.

The river is not fordable, but boats of all sizes, up to 800 and 1,000

mannds burthen, ply np and down it; the smaller description are pro-

pelled with paddles and the larger by poles.

The clusters of bathing-boxes moored along the margin of the stream,

and which are met with in almost all the villages and towns throughout

the valley, are a noteworthy feature in the scene.

The bridges which cross the Jhelum in its passage through the city

of Srinagar are all of the same material and picturesque form of con-

struction; they are traditionally ascribed to the period of independent

Muhammadan rule, t.e., from A. D. 13fl6 to 1687.

Their construction may be thus described. Piles are first driven to

make a foundation, undressed deodar logs of about 25 feet in length and

2 1 or 3 feet in girth are laid about 2 feet apart, in a horizontal position,

layer on layer, each alternate layer being at right angles with that above

and beneath it, and this way the piers are raised to the height of 25 or 30

feet. They are about 90 feet apart, and are spanned by long undressed

timbers of the same wood, placed side by side ; above, a little earth is laid

on to make a roadway, or a double row of small timbers closely packed is

laid transversely across the bridge, sloping from the middle towards either

edge.

The piers are usually protected on their upper sides from the violence

of floods by abutments formed of stones and piles, which present sharp

angles to the current.

The deodar piles in many of the bridges have remained uninjured by the

water for several centuries.

The following list of the bridges at Srinagar, with their dimensions, is

extracted from Dr. Ince's Guide Book

Lenftli.

Yards.

134
97
88
96
83
75
no

BMsSth. Nambcr
of pien.

Aoortfo doptb
of woUr.

Feet.

20
24
17
24
17
18
19

Feet

> 18
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Tho Amfrf Kadal was oonetnicted by Amir Kbdn^ the governor of

Kaehmir, in the time of ^milir 8h4h^ of K4bul, and was lebnilt by MUn
Singbf after having been carried away by a flood.

The Hubba Kadal, as well ae the fourth, or Zeina Kadal bridge, until

very lately eupported a line of shope on both sideSk

The Zeina Kadal commemorates the tolerant reign of the good king

Zein-ul-abdfn, in whose lifetime it was first constructed.

From a stone slab in the ztfrat of Sh4h Naimntulla, immediately

below the Soffa Kadal, it would appear that this bridge was built by Saif

Kh4n in A. D. 1604.

There are also numerous small bridges over the canals in various parts

of the city ; the positions of many of them will be found recorded in the

following descriptions of the canals.

While the Jhelum forms the main artery of communication through

the city of 'Srinagar, it is supplemented by a net*work of canals, vts., the

Kuth-i-kol on the left bank, and the Tsont-i-kol, the Mar, and the

Rainawari, with their branches, on the right bank.

The Kuth-i-kol leaves the left bank of the Jhelum just north of and

below the walla of the Sher Qarhi (where there is a pucka bridge of

three spans), and flowing beneath theTainki bridge, a kadal of two spans,

passes the Ool4b B4gh to the west, the bank on this side being retained

by a wall.

At the north end of this garden some masses of masonry in the channel

indicate the remains of the Ded Kadal.

A branch or loop to the west embraces the Dfwdn Kirpd B4m garden,

and just above the zfdrat of Saiad Mansur the canal bifurcates. The western

branch, known as the Sonah-kol, is the smaller and shidlower ; it skirts

the town in a north-westerly direction^ flowing under a bridge close to the

Saiad Mansdr zfdrat, and, passing on the left bank the Colonel Beja Singh

B4gh, at the north end of which a road is carried across the canal by

a ricketty Unal bridge, it then passes under the Deresb Kadal, and even-

tually empties itself into the Dudh Ganga river just above the Chutsa

Kadal bridge, which crosses that stream about 50 yards from its junction

with the Jhelum. Returning to the main branch of the Kutbai-kol

canal, it passes under the Kunyah Kadal in the vicinity of the Dfwdn Kirpd

R4m B4gh, and flowing beneath the Haj-rat-rin Sum bridge passes the

garden-house of Mirza Maihidhin on the right bank, just below which a

shallow branch makes a loop to the north, passing under the Sali Onlwan,

an old masonry arob.

The main branch, which has hitherto taken a northerly direetion, now

turns to the west, passing under the Bozager Kadal ; the banks of the

canal are now high and supported by a stone embankment, which is in »a

dilapidated condition ; it then passes the Milik S4hib zffimt on the right
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bank ; on the left the ground ia open and laid out in vegetable gardens

;

the canal then flows under the Watal Kadal, about 70 yards beyond which

it empties itself into the Jhelum, just above the Snffa Kadal, the last

bridge. . The Kuth*i«kol canal is only navigable for about four months

(April to July), when the Jhelum is in flood ; for the rest of the year it

consists for the most part of a succession of dirty puddles of stagnant

water. When full, this canal is traversed by boats of the largest descrip-

tion.

That portion of the town lying on the right bank of the Jhelum is in-

tersected by a labyrinth of water channels^ whose only communications

with the river is by the way of the Dal lake and the Tsont-i-kol canab

apropSi to which Baron Hiigel remarks that when living in the Dilawdr

Rhdn Bdgh on the Mar canalj it took an hour and a half by water to

reach the Shdh Hamaddn mosque on the bank of the Jhelum^ the distance

by land being only a few hundred yards.

The Tsont-i-kolj or apple-tree canal, leaves the right bank of the Jhe-

lum opposite the Sher Obari, just below the Basant Bdgh ; at its lower

end it is about 80 yards widcj and varies in depth from 8 to 16 feetj ac-

cording to the height of the river.

At the upper end its waters communicate with the Dal lake through

flood-gates, which remain open when the current sets from the lake towards

the river. During inundations of the Jhelum the flood-gates are closed on
the first rush of water towards the lake, which is thus prevented from over-

flowing the lower part of the city* The Oao Kadal crosses the canal near

the Sher Ohari end, and It is embanked on both sides and lined with mag-
nificent trees ; the water is very clear, and numerous fish play amongst
the long reeds that wave upon its edges ; its surface is often covered with

numbers of tame ducks and geese, which are the property of the mahardja.

One of the Pathdn governors bad it in contemplation to unite the trees on
either bank by a kind of suspended trellis-work, and then to have planted

vines whose fruit and branches would have been thus supported over the

midst of the stream ; but his recall prevented him from carrying his inten-

tions into effect. The length of the canal from the Jhelum to the Drog-
jun or water-gate at the entrance of the Dal lake is about 1^ mile, and the

time occupied in traversing it in a smi^l boat is a little more than half an

hour.

A branch of the Tsontn-kol canal leads from the water-gate in a south-

erly direction between the foot of the Takht-i-SuUmin and the end of the

poplar avenue, and communicates with the Jhelum ; its mouth is closed by
an embankment,^ver which, however, the river rises in seasons of high

floods; this branch is known as the Sonawar . canal ; it frequently dries,

and ia crossed by a kadal bridge at the end of the poplar avenue.

The Bainawar canal, or rather the net-work of water channels which

fringes the western side of the Dal lake, is sometimes known by other names,
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such as the Kraliyari Dal Kotw£I, from the localities through which it

passes. The general direction of the canal from the water-gate at the

south-west corner of the Dal is due north, passing thronirh the Rainawar and

suburbs lying at the foot of the Hari Parbat. Vigne describes this cansll

as sometimes shaded by a stately chundr, sometimes bounded by a wall,

sometimes by a meadow sloping imperceptibly to the water's edge, its

surface covered with closely-growing lotus- leaves, through which the boats

make their way with difficulty.

Moorcroft says that the Rainawar canal receives at its comroencement-h-

where it is called also the water of Khaja-yar-bal—a small supply from the

northward. The contents of the canal by which it is brought are fur-

‘

nished by the Sind near the village of Kanja
;
passing over a platform it

skirts the base of the hills past Ganddrbal, and sends off a main branch

into the city to fulfil one of the chief objects of its construction, the pro-

vision of a supply of water to the Jama Masjid, to which it was led in as

direct a line as the surface permitted. It is called the LakhC canal, having

cost a lakh of rupees, and was the work of Zein-ul-abdlu ; it was last

repaired by Aurangzeb.

Another branch of the canal goes off to the Tebbal, on the east of the

lake, and the rest of its water passes towards the foot of the old wall of

Nagar, at the base of the Hari Parbat, where it forms a broad ditch, and

then continuing its course on the north-east unites with the Rainawar.

In its course this canal is crossed by sundry bridges, of which the Naid

Yar, a masonry bridge of three elegant arches, is the roost noteworthy, as

from the east end of this bridge commences the Chudur Sut, the artificial

causeway which has been carried across the Dal.

The Mar or snake canal may be held to flow from Naopura Kadal on

the south-west margin of the Dal; it passes successively the Mirza

Muhammad Ali Bdgh on the right bank, the Mirza Raza Bdgh on the left

bank, and the Ded-b4b4-ka-masjid on the right bank, just beyond which

the main channel turns to the north-west, the Shehilting branch flowing

on in a westerly direction through the Brarinambal.

The Dilawdr Khdii Bdgli, which in early times was appropriated as

the residence of the European visitors to Srinagar, lies just off the main

branch to the west, skirting which the canal enters the town and flows

under the Nyid Kadal ; the canal, which is now narrow, with high banks

supported by masonry walls, then flows under the Bhdri Kadal, just above

which, on the left bank, is a ghdt and market for the sale of fruit and
vegetables, the produce of the numerous gardens on the Dal.

The canal then passes under the Sraf Kadal, which supports a row of

shops, the office of the dcroga of the dagsbdli being on the left bank, just

below it; it then flows beneath the Kadi Kadal, on the left of wliielibndge

is the Mir Ndzak Sflhib atfrat 'Between these two bridges the retaining
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walls of the canal hare been largely supplied with stones from ruined

Hindu temples; these relics abound
.

particularly on the right bank^ on

which bank is the Kamangbarpdraj a Shfa quarter of the city inhabited

by the wealthiest of that sect.

The canal then flows beneath the Raza Ver Kadali passing through the

Batsmahal ; the residence of Mirza Abdul Karim on the left bank being

cminected with his garden on the right bank by a rustic wooden bridge

clothed with vines ; it then passes the ^drat of Saiad Sorkhdbi on the

left bank ; a branch of the canal flows from the right bank at a lower

level, beneath a narrow bridge called the Kan Kadal.

The main channel passes under the Khwador bridge, which takes its

name from a colony of crows inhabiting sdme chundrs on the bank of the

stream, and passes through the Bulbul Lanka, a quarter of the city which

is almost entirely inhabited by pandits ; the banks of the canal are now
low, and the town becomes more open, there being a broad pathway by the

right bank ; the canal then passes under a wooden bridge, the Oao Kadal,

which is crossed by a row of dwellings ; it then flows beneath the Duma
Kadal, a wooden bridge, which apparently has replaced a more ancient

masonry arch, it being supported by stone piers.

From the right bank, a narrow branch at a lower level flows beneath

the Pucha Kadal, a small wooden bridge, soon after which the main branch

divides, flowing beneath two small arches known as the Sekkidifar bridges,

and the canal soon after ceases to be navigable, except when the waters

are at their height.

The northern and narrower branch flows by the Idgah through the

Atsan morass to the Anchar lake, and again issuing from it proceeds in a

curved direction towards the Jhelum, which it joins near the debouch of

the Sind.

The larger branch continues in a westerly direction to the Ndr Bdgh,
soon after passing which it is lost in a swamp.

With the e^eption of the Oao and Dflma Kadals, all the bridges which
cross the M4r canal are single pointed masonry arches, and apparently very

ancient.

During the four winter months, from November to February, the

water fails, but for eight months of the year the Nali M£r is navigable,

and is the most serviceable of all the canals, for, although not kept in very

good order, it has water sufilcient to admit of boats of considerable burthen,

and grain is brought by this means into the heart of the city : in its course

it traverses that part of the town in which are situated the best houses in

Srinagar occupied by merchants and bankers. Vigne describes the Mdr
canal as perhaps the most curious place in the city

:

** Its narrowness—for it does not ezoeed 80 feet in width— its walls of massive etone,

its heavy sinale-aioh bridges and landing pleoes of the same material^ the gloomy
passages leading down upon it, betoken the greatest antiquity, whilst the i lofty and
many-storied honscs that rise directly from the watersp supported only by thin trunks of
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dtodar, fawn nadj to fall dowo apon tho boatt with OTOiy guit of wind. It cannot hut
romtnd tho traYoller of one of the old canals in Venice, and although far inferior in

architectural beantj, it is, perhaps, not without pretensions to equal tingularity.’*

The public buildings in the city of Srinagar are but few, and none

of them are entitled to notice for either their architectural or antiquarian

merits. The Jama Masjid, or great mosque, is situated on the north

side of the town, a short distance from the right bank of the Jhelum,

between the bend of the river and the Hari Parbat hill. It is a very

large square and saracenio building, with an open square or pateo in

the centre, and a wooden steeple at each angle. The foundations are of

stone, but the roof of the surrounding cloister, or interior, is supported by

two rows of pillars, three hundred and ninety-two in all, on plain'stone

bases, each pillar being formed of a single deodar tree, about 80 feet in

height, and the bases, it is said, were once part of a flight of steps leading

to the top of the Takht-i-SuI{m£n, though this may be doubted on account

of their shape. A large gothic arch opens from the pateo to the principal

altar, over which the roof is much higher than elsewhere. The length of

a side of the square in the interior is 126 yards, the width 21 yards. The

gloomy silence and general aspect of the place are cathedral-like and im-

posing ; over the gate is an inscription in Persian, from which we learn

that the mosque was built by the Emperor Shlih Jah£n. The floor is

paved throughout with bricks, which are placed edgeways ; nearly opposite

to the entrance to this mosque there is a raised stone platform covered

with graves, and duse to it a small ruined enclosure, the remains of a stone

temple.

A little further on there is a very large, deep, and square tank or re-

servoir, having a long and broad flight of steps leading down to the water.

Outside the western wall of this mosque there are several Chak tombs,

amongst which there is a small miniature temple* with four sides, each of

which is about 12 inches wide and 18 inches high, and is supported upon

a fluted stone column, 2^ feet high and 8 feet 8 inches in circumference.

The Sh&h Hamad&n masjid is situated on the right bank of the Jhelum,

just below the Fathi Kadal, or third bridge. The shrine is constructed

chiefly of the wood of the de<dar pine, and is equipped with a pyramidal

steeple of timber capped with brass, the prototype of every mosque in

Kashmir.

The AH Masjid is situated at the north end of the Idgah, an open,

flat green or common on the bank of the Mdr canal, close to the right

bank of the Jhelum. The mosque is a filne old building, half concealed by

some of the largest ebunirs in Kashmir. The interior is about 64 yards

long and 22 wide ; the roof is flat, and supported by four rows of poly-

gm^ wooden pillars, each pillar resting upon a plain, triangular stone

pedestal, about 18 inches high. Upon the floor, near t^ western " wall,

there is a stone slab, 8 feet long and 15 inches high,' bearing an Arabic
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inscriptioD, which states that this Al( Masjid was built in the time of

Sultin Hasan Badshdh^ by ELaai Hosti, Son&r, about A. D. 1471.

On the southern side of the Kohi Maran, or Hari Parbat hilb is a fine

old ruin of a beautiful mosque built by Akhdn Mdlla Shah, the tutor or

spiritual guide of the Emperor Jahdngir, who founded seyeral other edifices

in Kashmir. Baron Hiigel says that it deserves notice on account of the

finely-wrought black marble and stone lavished upon it. The gates are

made of one single stone, and polished like a mirror ; but the wanton love

of destruction has torn some out of their places, and others lie perishing

on the earth. To the west of this ruin is the shrine of Shdh Hamzah or

Makadam Sahib, a large wooden-roofed building of great sanctity among
the Muhammadans.

The No Masjid, or Fkthar Masjid, is one of the three mosques that

were erected at Srinagar in the time of the emperors. It is situated on

the left bank of the river, nearly opposite the Sh&h Hamaddn, and is per-

haps the most massive and substantial building in the city. It was founded

in the reign of Jah4ngfr by his famous queen, Nur Jah&n (the light of the

world), the Nur Mahdl (the light of the palace) of Lalla Rookh. It

consists of three aisles, about 180 feet long, divided by piers of the simp-

lest possible design. Beyond a little shallow panelling on the walls,

and the foliations of the Saracenic arches, there is a total absence of decor-

ation. In consequence of a prejudice against the sex of the founder, it

has always been appropriated to secular purposes, and is now used as a

bam. Adjoining the fine old ghit leading to this mosque, there is a burial

ground, where three or four massive fluted limestone columns are lying

about, and near them is an old zidrat, called the Haji Amedi Kh£ri.

The Thagi B4bi-ki-Ziarat is situated on the left bank of the river,

immediately above the junction of the Kut-i-Kol canal ; it is said to be

worthy of a visit, being composed of white marble, beautifully inlaid with

black. The very elegant fretwork in the window is made of composition

that might be taken for stone.

The Bulbul Lankar is a small and decayed wooden building on the

right bank of the Jhelum, about 200 yards below the Haili Kadal, the fifth

bridge ; it is said to be the first mosque erected in Kashmir, and to contain

the ashes of a fakir named Bulbul Sh&h, by whom, according to tradition,

Muhammadanism was first introduced into the country. Trees are growing

through the roof of the building, which is now in a very ruinous and
neglected state.

Immediately below the Haili Kadal, on the right bank of the river, is

the Raintun Sh4h-ki-Masjid, an old stone building ; on the western wall

is a stone bearing a peculiar inscription in the Nagri character, supposed

to be Buddhist. The Wysi Sahib-ki-Z{4rat is just below this building.

Tlie Mongri Masjid, in the northern portion of the town, on the canal

south-east of the Dilawdr Kh4n Bdgh, is worthy of notice, being in better

preservation than any other building of the kind.
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The European quarter has a g^od deal altered of late yeara, and Tarioua

permanent residences have been built. In the centre stands the new
Residency with two imposing gateways. Behind it^ near the Sonawar

canal, is the house of the Residency Surgeon. Below the Residency are

the clerks' offices, the post office, and other buildings; and along the

river bank a few of the bachelors* quarters are still available. Above the

Hesideiicy stands the Settlement bungalow, and beyond that and includ*

ing all the Munshi Bagh, are the diminutive buildings known as married

quarters, which are now supplied with glass windows and doors, are

partially furnished, and for which a rent is now charged to cover expenses.

In the Munshi Bagh are the houses of the Engineer*in-Chief of the

C. M. S. Mission, and of Mon. Bijex, the carpet-manufacturer. There

are also a small dispensary attached to the Residency, and a public library

and reading room, a useful but unsightly building. Behind the Resi-

dency is the polo-groundj and towards the city end the lawn tennis

courts. There are many beautiful building sites on the shore of the

Dal lake and towards Pandrathan, but hitherto the European community

have been as strictly relegated to one quarter as the Jews of the German
Judengasse." As residents and visitors increase, this confinement,

unless very stringent sanitary measures are adopted, is soon likely to rob

Srinagar of its reputation as a health resort. {Wingate,)

The most convenient encamping grounds are those of the Chunfir B^gh

on the left bank of the Tsont-i-Kol canal ; under the trees around the Hari

Singh B4gh, near the poplar avenua at the back of the lower range of bun-

galows ; and in the Munshi B£gh, behind the upper range. The island in

the Jhelum near the Agent's residence, about midway between the upper

and lower range of bungalows, is thickly shaded with trees, and affords a

certain amount of accommodation. The R6m Munshi B4gh, a large orchard

on the right bank of the Jhelum, is a very quiet spot for encamping, but

possesses the disadvantage of lying a mile and a half above the upper range

of bungalows.

On the opposite side of the stream, and a little lower down, is a large

building erected by the late Mahardja Ranbir Singh, a few years ago, for

the purpose of dinners, balls, &c.

There is also a summer house available for visitors in the Chaoni,

a garden on the left bank of the Jhelum, about a mile below the city.

The British cemetery is a strip of ground at the south corner of the

Shaikh B4gh, a large garden on the right bank of the Jhelum, below the

lower range of bungalows, and a few hundred yards above the Amiri Kadal,

the first bridge ; it was consecrated by the Bishop of Calcutta in May* 1866,

and then contained 14 graves, which have since been increased to 21

(1872), and to 44 (1888).

In the middle of the Shaikh Bagh is the residence ofthe Chaplain, who

performs Divine Service in the upper story twice every Sunday.
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There it a British Besident at the Court of His Highness the Mahar&ja

of Jami and Kashmir, also a Residency Surgeon, who is also Civil

Surgeon ; a chaplain is sent up every summer.

The British Besident usually resides in Srinagar for the greater part of

the season, removing to Oulmarg (with the chaplain and medical officer)

during the hot months of July and August, which are usually malarious and

unhealthy in the lower parts of the valley ; indeed, it may be doubted whe-

ther Srinagar can lay claim to possess a salubrious climate, as fevers and

affections of the digestive organs are rife throughout the summer.

There is a native agent deputed by the mahardja to attend to the

varied wants of European visitors.

A glacier in a ravine in the mountains behind the Shalimdr gardens

furnishes a supply of ice during the earlier part of the summer.

Srinagar is most open to attack from the south by the line of the Dudh
Oanga and high road from Shupion ; it is not defended by wall or ditch,

and the only strong places are the forts of theSher Garhi and Hari Parbat.

The Sher Oarhi, which is situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, at

the south end of the town, contains the maharaja’s palace, and is the city

residence of the mahardja of Kashmir. As a fortress, it does not possess

any great strength, the outer walls being old and dilapidated ; and from the

amount of pine timber and other inflammable substances, of which the

interior buildings are constructed, it could not long withstand artillery fire.

One or two batteries of field artillery are accommodated in the gun-sheds

within the fort, but apparently there are no guns mounted on the walls.

The fort is a rectangular enclosure, about 400 yards long and 200 yards

wide, lying due north and south on tbe river bank, just below the Amiri
Kadal, the first bridge. The southern face is separate from the baz£r and
suburb at the end of the bridge by a raised causeway and narrow glacis,

about 160 yards long. At the north end flows the Kuth-v Kol canal, and
the houses on its left bank approach close to the walls ; on the west side

the ground is for the most part open, a raised road and avenue of poplar

trees leading to the bridge crossing the Dudh Oanga and to the parade

ground ; on the east side the Jhelum flows beneath.

On the three land sides, north, south and west, the walls, which are

throughout of stone and loop-holed, are double, forming a covered way ; on

the river front they are surmounted by numerous buildings and dwellings,

the residences and offices of government officials, which project over the

water : both inner and outer walls are connected by bastion towers at close

intervals; the out?r wall on the land sides is probably about 10 feet high,

and is in a somewhat ruinous condition. On the west side it is protected

by a wet ditch about 30 feet in width and of proportionate depth ; this

ditch overlaps and protects the north-west and south-west comers, and
part of the north and south fronts. At present the ditch is nearly filled

up with rubbish. On the river face the wall is about 22 feet high.
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Round the inner side of the outer wall is a row of new barracks, and a

covered way about 80 feet wide separates the outer and the inner wall.

The main entrance is from the causeway at the south-east corner; the road

turning to the west enters the inner enclosure in the middle of the south

face, and leads through a long baair ; the houses are of brick, and the

road, which is roughly paved, is about 30 feet wide ; on either side of this

baz£r are scattered dwellings, and the garrison store-houses, 8bo. From the

baz^r the path lies through a quadrangle called the Am Kbfa, which

contains the government offices ; to the east of the Am Kh&s, with which it

communicates on the river front, is another and smaller enclosure, the

Rang-i-Msha1, containing the hall of audience, reception chambers, and

the office of the governor ; it is approached by a gh&t and stair-case from

the river. South of the Rang-i-Mabtl, and leading from it, is a small

enclosure, the toshakhdiia or store-rooms for shawls and other valuable

government property. The whole of the north end of the fort is occupied

by the royal residence and private dwellings, having on the river front the

royal temple called the Mahar£j-ka-Mandar, a very ugly structure, the roof

of which is covered with thin plates of metal said to be gold. Passing

through theAm Kbds the rood emerges from the inner fort, and passes by

the covered way along the west front, turning round the north front, in the

middle of which is situated the main exit through the outer wall.

The Sher Oarhi was, it is said, built by Amfr Kb£n Jabdn; it was

called Narsing-ghar by the Sikhs. It was greatly damaged by the earth-

quake of 1885 : a new battery is being built at the north-east corner, and

a bi-idge is being constructed at the Kath-i-kol canal, just where it leaves

the Jhelum.

The hill and fortress of the Hari Parbat occupies a most dominant

position on the northern outskirts of the city. It seems obvious that it

derives its name from the Hindu god Huri or Vishnu, of whom there is a

rock-cut sculpture on one side of the slope. The hill, which is called also

Kohi-Mardn, lies between the Dal and Anchar lakes, and rises about 250

feet above the level of the plain ; it is of trap formation, and though now
almost bare of vegetation, ii mentioned by Forster as being covered with

gardens and orchards. The hill is surrounded by a stone wall, a portion

of which has fallen into ruins ; it was built by Akbar and endo^ the

royal city of Nagar Nagar ; its length is about 8 miles ; it is 28 feet high

and IS thick, and is strengthened at intervals of about 60 yards by

bastions which are about 84 feet high, and loop-hooled like the upper part

i>f the wall. At present there are but three gateways, the Kdti Darw5za

on the south-east, the Baohi on the west, and the Sanghfn on the north-

west.

The fori, which occupies the summit of the hill, may be reached by two

roads, one beginning at the north side of the hill, and which is broad, of

an easy gradient, and fit for horses, the other commencing at the foot of
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tha toulh faoei which is steep and rugged. The fort, which is boilt ofsIom,

eonsists of two wings placed at an obtuse angle to each other, foUowiii^ the

outline of the crest, and also of a separate square building with a bastioa

at each end, situated just below the western wing. The walls are of stoiio^

about 30 feet in height and 3 feet in thickness. The south lace onlj in

pierced for musketry.

Barracks for a small garrison are built inside against the main waHs ; eo

their roof is a thick coating of earth, which is intended to affcid ebdtsr

to the soldiers firing through the loop*holes, but at present the woot m
very rotten. The armament (1888) consists of—

8ii 4* 8.B.. M.L., brass guns (heavy).

8ixS* M . H (light).

Forty Sher^baebas.

Inside there are three masonry tanks. They measure about SO' x 80' x8^
TIte space within is very limited, and the garrison would suffer wmy
severely from shelling. The fort lias no ditch. Tliere is one gateway on

the east side. The north side is weak, hut is protected by the pvoKimily

of the lake. On the east side marshy ground extends to within 400 jaida

of the base of the hill on which the fort is built. On the west side there

are thinly scattered suburbs and small walled enclosures ; there’ is also

marshy land, but at a greater distance than on the east side. It appease

to be the weakest side ; and the fort was atticked in this place when the

country was wrested from Shaikh Iin4m-d-Din. The southern or city sido

of the i'ort is most easily approached, and on that account it is made strongar.

The town extends nearly to the base of the hill.

There is a powder magazine in an old masjid called Okdl Maud just

at the foot of the hill.

The Hari Parbat is naturally a strong position, as it is protected mors or
less on every side by marshy lands and lakes ; but the fortifications ow it

could make no great resistance to an attacking force fnraishtd with

artillery.

The inhabitants of Srinagar obtain their aupplies of drinking wilsr
almost exclusively from the river and canals, or from the lakes ; that from
the Gogribal, at the south-east corner of the Dal, beieg consideied the

best. There are a few wells in the city in gardens, and attached to the

masjids and iammams; but well water ia only used for purposee of itrig^

tion and ablution.

The water of the Jhelum must necessarily be very foul, being ebaiged
withT the impurities, net only of the capital, but also of the biwne nad
villages situated on its banks ; it is, however, highly esteemed by those who
use it.

There are but few springs in the neighbourhood of Srinagar, and, with

the exception of the Chashma Shdhi, they yield only a scanty and nncerUiii
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supply of water. The Cboahma Sb^hi is situated at the south end of a

small garden and pleasure-house on the slopes of the mountain about a mile

from the south-east margin of the Dal ; its waters are very pure and most

abundant. There is also a small spring in the village of Thid, below the

Kutlun or Pari Mabab a short distance to the west of Chashma Shahi.

A spring known as the Drogjun Poker is situated under some chundr

trees near the garden of a at the south-west foot of the Talht-i-

Sttlim^Di east of the Sonawar branch of the Tsoiit-i-KhoI canal ; in seasons

of drought this spring sometimes dries. Close to the AI( Masjid| on the

Idgab, is a small tank which is fed by aspring; and in the suburb of

Naoshera, north of the city, are two springs, the Vetsar Nag and Wante-

bowuD, both of which are appropriated by the Hiudus.

The rocky eminence called the Takht-i-Suliman (Throne of Solomon)

is situated rather more than a mile south-east of the town, between the

right bank of the Jhelum and the Dal lake, of which the traveller Forster

calls it one of the portals ; in this fancy he is followed by Moore. It forma

the end of a spur from the Zebunwan mountain, but is separated from the

main range by a very deep gully. The hill rises to the height of 6,240

feet, 1,000 feet above the level of the surrounding plain, and overlooks the

town of Srinagar, which spreads away to the foot of the opposite but lower

eminence of the Hari Parbut, in contradistinction to which it is sometimes

called by the Hindus Sir-i-Shur, or Shiva's head. It is also known by the

name Sankara Chdr, or Shankartitairi, or it may have been so named from

Sankara and Cbacra, two kings wbo reigned in Kashmir, A.D. 1^54-6.

The Takbt-i-Siiliman is commanded by the adjacent hills at a distance

of about 2 miles, but the hills do nut command much, and none but the

smallest guns could be taken up them.

The Takht-i-Sulfnian may be ascended by two roads; the easier is that

upon the west side, which commences behind the village of Drogjun, a few

hundred yards from the sluice gate. This path was made by GuUb Singh

a short time before bis death, and is composed of wide stone steps extend-

ing nearly all the w«ay up ; the ascent occupies rather more than half an

hour, and is practicable for ponies. The other road is on the east side of

the bill, and is ver}' rough, although not very steep; it is only fit for walk-

ing. The view from the top is exceedingly fine, embracing nearly the

whole length and breadth of the valley.

The present city of Srinagar was built by King Pravarasena II in the

beginning of the sixth century of the Christian era, but at the time of

the visit of the famous Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang, A.D. 631,

and indeed nearly three centuries later, the ancient capital of the same

name was also standing on the spot now known as Pandrathan. From
the year A.D. 960 the site of the capital was fixed permanently at the

preeent town of Srinagar.

The city of Srinagar may be said to be surrounded with lakes
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and morasBes^ but only those to the north approach the actual limits of

the city.

On the souths close to the left bank of the Jhelum, with which it com-
municates by a canal, tlie Vetnar stretches for some miles parallel with

the belt of dry land which is traversed by the high road to Shnpion
; near

tf» it is the Nagat Nainbal, and to the west of the road on the left bank of

the Dudh Qangra lies the head of the Bimman, one of the series oP morasses

tying between the slopes on the south-west side of the valley and the

Jhcliim, which extend the entire distance to the Wular lake.

East and north-east of the town, on the right bank of the Jhelum, is

t be Dal or city lake. Dal signifies in the Kashmiri language '*a lake/*

and it is also a Tibetan word meaning **
stiil.** It is said to have been at

one time an extensive plain called Vitalamarg, and to have been converted

into a lake by a Hindd r&ja. This lake is a source of large revenue to the

government, who let it to the highest bidder. It was let in 1869 for

80,000 chilkis a year. The farmers of it are said to make out of it 40,000

chilki rupees annually.

It extends from 5 to 6 miles from north to south, and is 2 to 3 miles

from east to west at its broadest point. The mountains rise abruptly along

its eastern edge.

The average depth of tliis lake is not more than 7 to 10 feet, though

in one place it reaches 26 feet ; the water being very clear, the bottom,

covered with weeds, is almost constantly visible. On its surface ibe lotus

{uilumhhm speciosnm), with its noble pink and white flower, ds very com-

mon, and in tact the leav<^s are so numerous that in some places they form

a verdant carpet, over which the waterhens, and others of the same genus,

securely run without risk of being immersed.

That extraordinary plant, the ** anueslejfa there called the

juwur— is also cominou in some parts of the lake. Its broad round leaf

lies on the water like that of the lotus, its upper surface being iu uo way

remarkable, whilst below it is covered with numerous hard, sharp, and

liooked spicula, the use of which, no doubt, will some day be ascertained.

The other plants on the lake are a white lily, another called ///, and the

siiigara (from risya, horn), or horned water-nut, and a numerous variety of

retds and rushes : of one kind is constructed the frame-sieve used by the

paper-makers; with another the roofs of the boats are matted; and the

flower of another, which resembles cotton in texture, is mixed up with tlie

mortar that is plastered on the side of a bath, in order to prevent its being

too much softened by the steam*

The Dal lake is included in what is known as the Mir Behri Tahsil.

This compriseB 13 villages, mp.-—

Bschwtfre.
\

NsTspurA.
Gdi>fc4r.

I
Darabdgb.

Zitlier. I Chatina Sakai.
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SsUiel.
I
HaM Hmllitr.

8iiiiil(rp«rA.
I

NandpiinL
Naopam. I Ntfrb^h.
Um. I

Bom fillagot are entirely waterj and oftn the liooeee are built on artifieiel

Uanda; othera are partly on land; and a Cew haft no oonneetion with the

lako. There are three kinds of land

:

(a) Mdk, or floating strips, made by a raft of reeds, upon wbidi earth

and weeds are placed tillitis strongenongh to bear a man's wmght. Tho
strip is reckoned at one or two P4mu^ a pimi being nsually about ftOO

feet long by 6 feet broad. The strips are anchored by four stoat poles

drieen into the bed of the lake at the fonr comers. They can be iowii by
boats to a new sitnation, and are bought and sold for a few annas. Upon
these strips little heaps are annually made of manure, lake*mnd, and water

weeds, and in these heaps are planted eegetables, melons, fco. These little

heaps are prepared in the beginning of wahiU at intervals of one pace,

and the prodoee lasts for five months. In winter nothing is grown.

(t) Aral.—This is land artificially* made either along the edges of the

lake or in the lake by planting willow or poplar saplings in small sqoares,

and then gradnally filling np the space so enclos^ with earth and lake-

weed till the level rises 5 or 0 feet above the water. Sometimes stakes are

driven in all round instead of planting trees. This is an expensive be-

ginning, but once made, the soil is extraordinarily rich and mostly requires

no irrigation. The debris of the Rddk cultivation is annually thrown on
* the Ikm land, which thereby gets all the mannre heaps, &o. The Ridk

strips are liable to be destroyed by floods, while ikm land, once raised

high enough, is sr«fe. On Dem plots, tolmcco, vegetables, roakki, potatoes,

tomatoes, and indeed any garden produce grows luxuriantly. Prnit-tiees

areoften planted on the edges. The ground bears crops all the year round,

except for about two months in winter.

(c) Tliis is natural land, and if on the edge of the lake, is sdiM
and valuable, and nearly as good as Dem’ and grows all crops. If on the

hill-side, it is poor land, unless irrigated, when it will produce rice,

vines or fruit-trees.

The water of the lake is carefully divided among the villages, a
portion being reserved for water-ways and for the state. Within each
village the water is divided among the atdmh or villagers, and each
knows his own share. Besides being available for ooveriiig with
Bidk enitivstion, the water producce the pUehi reeds, which are the float-

ing bate of the Rddh, besidec for thatching, &c. It produces in parte

or waier-nnts, nddru or roots of lotus, eaten as a vegetable, atfe*

pUr and ImmtModa. Also grass, ndri, and floating leaves, iord, with ex-
cellent fodder fer horses end cows. (ITigpe/e.)

Daring the autumn and winter tho lake ie covered with innnmermUe
wild fowl, but the grebes, moor bent, end bald-coots art conetantly to be
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fcood there ; Dameroof beroni mey be distioguished at their favourite

fiahing atationf, and the common king-fisher is seen at every corner of the

lak^ breasting the snii for an instant and then dropping into the water like

a falling emerald. Many of the ducks are destroyed by eagles, who take np
their residence in the neighbouring mountains for the purpose of preying

upon them.

The Arrah stream, which is the largest feeder of the lake, flows into it at

its northern extremity in a deep dark channel, which is known as the Tel-

bal, or river of oil. It also contains numerous springe. At the southern

extremity of the lake is the Drogjun sluice-gate, through which it commu-
nicates with the Jhelum by the Tsont-i-Kol canal. This gate, as well as

the embankment, which is continued from it towards the city, was, it is

said, originally built by Pravarasena, A. D. 59.

The ruins of the old* flood-gate are still to be seen. The present one

was constructed by the Path^ns, and obviously in a better situation, as one

side of it is formed of solid trap rock.

A short distance from the Drogjun is a pillar in the canal, by which the

height of the water is ascertained. When the surface of the lake, as is

usually the case, is higher than that of the river, the flood-gates remain

opeo, and when the river becomes full, they close themselves, so as to pre-

vent the lake from being overflowed, and its waters from spreading them-

selves over the adjoining country.

There is a bridge over the flood-gates, and a pathway along the causeway

leading from it.
*

The Dal is divided into several distinct parts : Gagribal, the first and

bast division to the south-east, is separated from the Biid Dal by a narrow

tongue of land. The Bud Dal, or large lake, on the east side, contains the

little’ island of the Soua Lank. Towards the north end of the lake is

Astawhol, the largest sheet of water, in the middle of which is the Rupa
Lank, or Island of Chundrs, and north of it the Tel Bal morass. South of

Astawhol is the Dal Kotwal division, and to the west of the Dal Kotwdl

the Soderkon or Suderbal, while the habitations and gardens surrounded by

sedge and weeds in the middle and at the lower end of the lake are known

by the Hindu appellation of the Dudder Pok Kar.

The lake is crossed by a narrow path runuing along a raised causeway

sailed the Sfittu or Sut-i-Chodri, said to have been constructed by a

wealthy Hindd pandit. This causeway starts from near the end of the Naid

Ydr bridge in Krali}'dr, and crossing the lake in a north-easterly direction

terminates on the sonth side of the village of Ishiburi, close to the north end

of the Niahdt Bdgh. It is about 3} miles long, and its average width u
IZ feet ; there are nine bridges along its course, of which two are of atone

and seven of wood. It is said to be in bad repair, and only fit for pedes,

triana.

‘intering Oagribal at the sonth-eaat end, and making a circuit of the

lake from oast to west, the Suk Suffa Bdgb, a gtrdeii containing two brick
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bung^alows belonging to n pandit, ie teen near the village of Zft Hair^ and

at the slope of the spur to the east of the village^ at a distance of abont a

mile from the margin of the lake, is the Kutlun or Pari Mahti, which may
be reached by a footpath from Zft Hair, which passes the (josain B£gh,

containing a small spring called the Dewi Chashma ; the ascent occupies

about twenty-five minutes. From Tbid, a village lying at the north end

of the spur, there is a better path fit for ponies, by which the ascent may
be made'In rather less time. The Kutlun is a collection of ruined terrace

that were originally constructed by order* of Akbun Mulla Sh£h, the tutor

of the Emperor Jahiiiigir, for the purposes of a collegiate institution^ A
series of aiched recesses arc let into the the facades ot tlie terraces, and

vaulted passages traverse the walls. It must have been a very large build-

ing, but is now milled and forsaken, except by a few pigeons, or when used

as a sheep-pen. From its elevation on the mountain bank it commands &

fine view of tlte lake and surrounding country. A small stream flows at.

the foot of the spur on the side of the Fari Mahal, and in the gorge is the

famous spring of the Chashma Shahi, which is contained in a small pleasure-

garden situated about a mile from the south-eastern margin of the lake.

Shaikh Ghulam Maihidhfu,, the chief munslit of Nao Nihal Sing, is credited

with liaving first built a summer-house at the Chashma Shahi ; the present

building was erected by the maharaja. The grounds are arranged on the

same jdan as the Shalim&r and Ni.«hat Bagh
;
there arc three terraces, a

centra) canal, tnnk.«, wntcrfalls, and fountains, which are all supplied from

the spring, which is situated at the southern end of the garden, and is justly

esteemed for its coolness and great purity. A wooden pavilion or baradin

cccnpics the lower end of the middle storey ; it is n double-storied building

with a verandah, which is enclosed by beautiful lattice-work. The canal

passes under the basement story, and falls to the lower terrace in a fine

cascade. The village of Thid, which lies to the north of the Kutlun spur,

at some little distance from the margin of tie lake, is shaded by fine trees,

and contains a small spring, which rises in a basin. North-west of the

village of Tl.fd, at the end of the promontory which juts out into the lake,

dividing Gagribal from the Bud Dal, is a amal! village called Haiathel, hid

iu a clump of poplar trees; it is the place where dues are levied on all the

produce of the lake.

The Sona Lank or Golden Island, is situated in the middle of the Bui
Dal. It is an artificial mass of masonry, originally built by one of the

Mogul emperors, in imitation, it is said, of the island which waa formed

in the Wulnr lake by Zein-dl-abdfn. It is about 40 yards square, and

its sides are green, and slope gently down to the edge of the water«r The

centre is occupied by the foundations and part of the walls of an old

square building, which, until lately, was used as the jail ; it waa a very

secure place for this purpose, escape by swimming being impossible, owing

to the reeds and other plants growing in the bed of the lake. The ruins
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are half concealed- by malberry trees and blackberry bushesi and the gfound
is completely undermined by a colony of rats.

Bryn is the name of the pretty village situated on the margin of the

lake, at the north-east end of the Bud Dal ; it belongs to the family of Khajas
Muhammad Sbdh Nakshbdndi^ to f»hose hospitalities the earlier European
visitors to the valley of Kashmir were so much indebted. Vig^e records

that in the year 1835 there were two chundrs at the village of Bryn, 170
years old ; one was 5 yards 1 foot 10 inches, and the other 6 yards 2 feet

10 inches, in circumference. -From this village there is a footpath over the

mountains to the town of Patnpdr ; the journey occupies a day.

The Nishat Bagh, or garden of bliss, is a fine old pleasure-garden, situated

on the south-east side of Astawhol : it is generally supposed to have been

tnude by the Emperor Jahdiigir after hia first visit to Kashmir, The fine

p< plars growing all round it, and the red and white pavilion at the edge

of its lower terrace, render it very conspicuous at a great distance. It is

about 600 yards long and 350 yards wide, and is surrounded by a stone

and brick wall, which on the front side is 13 feet high. The garden ig

arranged in teu terraces, the upper three of which are much higher than

the others, being from 16 to 18 feet one above the other. There is a
line of tanka along the centre of the whole garden, which are connected

by a shallow channel. The tanks and canal are lined with polished stone#

and contain numerous fountains, and on each side of the canal there is a

grassy path about 18 feet wide# and the avenue is so contrived as to appear

much larger than it really is. The water is derived from the Arrah stream •

it enters the upper end of the garden, and flows down the successive terraces

in cascades, formed by incliued walls of masonry, which are covered with

stone slabs, and beautifully Beallo|icd to vary tbe appearance of the water.

Some of these cascades are very flue, being from 12 to 18 feet high.

There are two principal pavilions, one at the lower and the other at the

upper end of the gardeu. The chunars are very numerous and very fine,

and the garden produces a great quantity of the finest quinces. Ishiburi or

Ishabar is the name of the village situated to the north of the Nisli&t

B5gh, near the end of the causeway which crosses the lake. Near it is a

spring called Oufta Gangn, where a Hiudtf festival is held in the mouth of

April.

The Ru(ia Lank or Silver Island, called also the Char Chundr, is

situated in the middle of the Astawhol division of the lake. It was like-

wise constructed by the Mogul emperors, and is a mass of masonry about

50 yards square, rising about 3 feet above the water s there was originally

achon4r tree at each corner# hence its name, * the Four Chun5r but only

three of these now remain. In the centre of the island is a stone platform

covered with mined blocks of masonry. Vigne records that when he

visited the island there was a small square temple with marh|a pillars#

whose roof was originally covered with silver, but which had then been
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biif wphoed by (me of wood ODd plaster. Aroand it was a littk garden

filled with roses, stocks, marigolds, and vines. The black toarble tablet

which he raised in the Isle o( Clinndrs by permission of Ban|jit Singh has

alee disappeared. It bore the following inscriptioD

Three Trsvelleie,

Babon Cail yor HOosl, from Jamd,

John Hbndbbson, from Ledik,

GoDrsBT Thomas Vigns. from Itkerdo,

Who met in Siintgsr on the 18th November 183

A

Bate caneed the nsmee of thoee European trsvellere who had previooelj tiaited the vale

of Kaehmir, to be herennder engraved

Bbbnibs. 1669»

Fob8TBB» 1786,

Mooscboit, Tsbbbck, and Guthbib* 1883,

Jaqubhont, 1831,

Wolff, 1838;

Of theae, three onlj lived to return to their native country.

The fine old pleasure-garden called Slialimdr, made by the Emperor

Jahdngfr, is situated at some little distance from the north-east side of the

Astawhol division of the lake. Dr. Elmslie conjectures that the name is

derived from Mdrat-i-Shdh Alam, which has been first shortened into M4r
Shdla, and this inverted according to the genius of the KashmM language

reads Shdia Mdr, ^ the habitation of the king of the world.* It is ^nnect-

ad with the lake by an artificial canal 12 yards wide and about a mile long

;

on each side of this canal there are broad and green paths overshadowed by

largo trees ; and where it joins the lake, there are blocks of masonry on

both sides, which indicate the site of the old gateway ; there are also the

remains of a stone embankment which formerly lined the canal throughout.

The Shalimdr garden is about 600 yards long and 800 yards wide at

the lower end, increasing to a width of above 870 yards at the upper end

;

it is surrounded by a brick and stone wall abnut 10 feet high, and is

arranged in four teriaces of nearly equal dimensions, lying one sbove

another. There is a line of tanks or reservoirs along the middle of the

whole length of the garden, and they sre connected by a shallow canid from

9 to 14 yards wide. The tanks and the canal are lined with poliched

limestone resembling black marble, and they are filled with large fountains.

The water is derived from a branch of the Arrsh stream, which flowe down
from the mountains behind the gsrden ; it enters at its upper end, and
flows from each successive terrace in beautiful cascades, which are received

into the reservoirs below, which likewice contain numerous fountains ; after

kaving the garden, it falla into the outer canal, by which it ia oondueted

to the lake. The uppermost or fourth terrace was the private portion of

the garden, where the ladies of the zenana resided, and where they disporU

od themselves in its palmy days. It is much higher than the others, and

is endoted all round by a wall, in the lower portion of which are two
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gfitawa]ri« raaohed by a lofty flight of steps on eaehsideottheeeatralcanaK

It oontains in its centre a papilion, which is raised upon a platform a little

more than 3 feet high and 65 feet square ; the root is flat ; it may originally

have been pointed, like the INiscan roof, but as it is now covered with thatch,

its original shape cannot be determined ; it is about 20 feet high, and is sup-

ported on each side by a row of six elaborately carved black marble pillars,

which are of polygonal shape and fluted. Judging from the comparative

meanness of the building, it may be interred that they were the spoils of

some llindd temple. It is ind^ distinctly so stat^ by tlie traveller

Bernier writing in the reign of Aurangzeb. Either they were brought from
the neighbouring city of Srinagar, or, it may be, were floated down tbe

Jhelum from Awdntipdr. The capitals and bases appear to have been the

work of a Muhammadan architect; the latter in particular are most beauti.

fully scalloped and pclishetl. Many of these pillars have been greatly dis-

fignred within the last few years by the inscription of certain visitors who
have adopted this easy but barbarous mode of immortalising their names.

On two sides of the pavilion there is an open corridor; and in the oentre a
passage, on the right and left of which is a closed apartment. The pavilion

is surroiiuded by a tine reservoir, lined with stone, which oontains numerous

fountains. Upon each side of the terrace, built against the wall, there is a

lodge ; these formed the private dwellings of the royal family. On the

edge of each of the three lower terraces, there is also a small pavilion which

overlooks the fountains in the tank below ; each of them consists of two
apartments, one on either side of the canal, over which is a oovered arch-

way uniting the two,.and that of the lowest is supported by 16 black

pillars, which are fluted and of polygonal shape. Numerous chundr and
fruit trees are planted around, and with their shade, combined with the

freshness produced by the fountains, the air is as cool as could be wiriied

even in the hottest day. Behind the garden there is a heronry, the pro-

perty of the government.

The Arroh river, which forms the principal feeder of the lake, flows in

at its northern extremity through a dark and deep channel called the Tel

Bal or river of oil. A small village of tbe same name is situated ^n the

banka of the stream.

The village of Hubbak or Bogandtpur is situated at the north-west

corner of the lake; near it are the ruins of a once splendid pleasure-ground,

call^ Saif Khdn Bdgh. Vigne suggests that the walled terraces rising

one^ above the other might easily be converted into a botanical garden, for

which its extent and aspect seems admirably calculated. It is now used as

a jail ; the huts or barracks are built upon the lower terrace, which is

open all round, but protected by a guard of sepoys. A few hundred yards

to the south of Hubbak, on the west side of Astawhol, lies the noble grove

of chundrs, pUuted by the Emperor Akbar, and called Nasfm Bdgh,

or ' the ganlen of gentle aephyrs/ There were originally 1,200 trees, but
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that naiDl>er is considerably reduced. Those that remain, liowever, are

in fine condition, though somewhat past their prime, and throw a most

grateful shade over a fine space of greensward, extending for 800 yards by

400, on the banks of the water. The remains of surrounding walls, and a

platform which appears to have been made on purpose for the reception of

the trees, are everywhere to be seen. The natives say that the Nasim
UAgh should be visited iu the morning and the Nisli4t in the evening.

To the south again of the Nasfni B4gh, on the west side of the lake, is the

villngo of Hazrat Ual, or * the prophet’s hair,' so called because a single

hair of Muhammad's beanl is preserved there and exhibited on every f^te-

day to the people. Numerous boats of various sizes are at that time ranged

along the stone quay on the border of the open space lutervening between

the lake and the sacred edifice in which the relic is preserved. £^ikhs,

Hindus, and Kashmiris of both sexes, and of all ranks and ages, are there

for the purposes of seeing aud being seen ; the Muhammadans crowd around

the door from which the sacred relic is exhibited, and breathe forth their

aspirations, whilst they touch the glass and press their lips and forehead

against it with looks of the most extreme awe and veneration. There is

also a tree near the Hazrat Bal, which is said to have been brought as a

<nitting iVom Mecca.

Five or six fairs arc held at the Hazrat iu the course of the year,

the princip«d one is on the Mairaj, or the day on which Muhammad rode

to heaven upon the mule Al Borak (the Thunderer). Another great fair,

held about the 1st of August, is called the WatuI Mybi, or fair of the

'Watuls, because that tribe iiiteimarry on that day. Every one that has

time comes to the lake, the poorer classes on foot, and a succession of

feasting, singing, and naeiiiiig is kept up for f^rty•eight hours, and the

eutertaiuments are enlivened by the performances of itinerant bards.

The place where the canal enters Astawhol, the principal division of the

lake, is known by the name of the Bat-maz^r, which is said to signify the

place, literally the shrine where rice is eaten. The boatmen going to, aud

coming from, the lake often stop there aud cook their dinners.

It is remarkable in the distance from its single chunar tree, and com*

mands a good general view of the lake and the mountains around it.

The Ashi Bagh Kadal is a substantial bridge of two piers, crossing the

Miphul channel, which enters the south-west corner of the Astawhol divi*

sion of the lake, below the village of Hazrat Bal.

Hasanabdd is a fine old ruined mosque situated near the bank of the

canal, at the edge of the lake to the east of the Hari Parbat. It is said to

have been built by the Sbias duriog the reign of Akhar, and is one of the

three mosques of hewn and polished stone which were erected at Srinagar

in the time of the emperors. It was demolished by the Sikh Governor

MiAn Singh, and the blocks of limestone carried away to form the ghAt at

the Basint Bagh, opposite the.Sher Garbi. An interesting cemetery is
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aitachc<l to it, and near it, on the south, is a pretty little wooden mosque

recently built by the Sunfs.

Further on to the south the channel is crossed by the elegant stone

bridge of Naid Y4r, of three Saracenic arches, built by one of the Moguls

;

there is a small marble slab on each side of the middle arch, bearing an

inscription in Persian.

Kraliyar is the name of the large village about half a mile further ^on ;

there arc several ruins, and some very fine old ghats near it, and fish are

said to be plentiful above the wooden bridge, which here crosses thechanneh
At the Diwaii Kirpi R4m-ka-Bagh, near the small village of Badmarg, on
the west side of the lake, about a quarter of an hoards journey from the

Drogjun, shawl-washing is carried on. The shawls are beaten upou large

blocks of limestone, of which there are about twenty, and which are the

ruins of an old building which formerly existed near the spot.

The Auchar lake is situated to the north-west of' the suburb of Nao
shera, and stretches as far south as the Idgah, where it is called the Kashal

Sar; the portion midway near the village of Atsan is known as the Atsan

Nambal
; the Mar canal passes through it.

The Anchar can scarcely be called a lake ; it is caused by the waters of

the Sind overflowing the low ground to the north of the city. {Fouter^

Moorcroft— Vigne^IIUiicl— Cuuningham—Montgomerie—Allgood---> Inee^
Grow%e—Elmtlie^^Brero^QWdUetone—Cowley^Lambert--^Wingak^Agl*
mer.)

STAKNA-Lat. 34® V. Long. 77® 44\ Elev,

A village on the left bank of the Indus, passed about half-way between

Marsalang and Shushot, on the route from Kulu to L^h. The fields hero

are watered by a canal cut from the river. It belongs to the kardari of

Hemis (Lad4k}. (Moorcro/f—Aglmer.)

STAKPILA—Lat. 85® 63'. Long. 75® 12'. Elev. 12,900'.

A pass between the Burzil valley in Kashmir and the Deosai plains in

Baltist4n. It is a defile ; the bottom almost level for the length of a

mile, is here turf covered, there strewn with boulders ; mountains of grey

granite rise to something less than 2,000 feet, close on each side; in a

mile or two the defile opens into the wider valley at the head of the

Shingo river, which is crossed between Burzil and Sikhbach. {Drew,)

STI-STI—Lat. 85® 40'. Long. 75® 65'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Braidu liver (Baltistan). It is the

highest village in the valley and contains 17 houses, (iglmer.)

8TOK— Ff/s^ToK."

STOK OR TAK—
A valley in Baltistdn, watered by a stream of the same name, which joina

the right bank of the Indus, 12 miles below Rondu. It is considered fertile.
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TIm following oropo nre grown :*Ku»k, jno, ohona, troabn (a little in

hot yean), matin and bagla : walnnta and aprieota abound. B40O in taxao

an paid yearly.

The inbabitanta are all Baltfa.

Tbeio ia a fort at Mopa, genarally garriaonad by one oompany.

Tiair roads np both banka. There is a bridge for baggage animsla

between Stongiing and Karohung and fooUbridgaa at Shand and near

the junction with the Indue.

The g^aeiar at the head of the valley, is advanoing. {dylmer.)

8TOK LA<>BT.tK LA.—Lat.36<*45'. Long, fb" 14'. lilev.

A paaa between the Stsk and Tnrmie valleys in BaltisUn. It is open in

Jnly for foot paaaengera, bnt than only for three mouths; (Jglmer.)

8UCHI—Lat 27'. Long. 73** 87'. Kiev.

A onall vUbge in the Moaafarabdd distriet. containing four houses shaded

Iqr frees, situated on the right bank of the Kishan tianga, about t

miles west of Falla.

SUDAN—
An important and high oasts Chibhdiisj it prevails in tha part bstweea

Fdneh and the Jhelum: it baa a position among these Muhammadans
naaily like that of the Hilns among the Dogma. (Drew.)

8UDDI THULLI-Iat. 84” 88'. Long. 76” 8'. Elev.

A hamlet in the Tilail valley, which was so called aftw tim founder; it is

now nsaaUy knosm by the name of its preaent pnq^rietor, * Knthrodi.*
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8UDBBAK0T—Ui. 84^ 2^. Lonff. Slev.

Tho name of % migrotoiy fillogej ntaated on tho eutern ohoio of the

Wnlnr Uke; it is only iababited daring the wason of the wof an

qnatio plants which grows in immense qnantities in the Wnlar lake and

forms a staple article of consamption« contribating largely to the mahaiija's

lefenne.

The natives call this village Chota Snderakdt. {Mon^m0rie.)

SUBDRAMMAN—Lat. bV. Long. 75^ 85\ Elev.

A village in the Mard Wardwan Valley» containing seven houses, sitnated

above the right bank^ of tiie river, which is bridged between it and the

village Afith, on the (^posite bank.

Kashmir may be reached from Sdedramman by sundry footpaths lying

over the intervening range of mountains, but they are described as

being very rough, and only piaeticable at cerUin seasons of the year.

A considerable torrent, which is crossed by a:sinall Mai bridge, flows

a tew hundred yards to the north of the village and there is also a
spring.

SUOBT DAWAN PASS on " Willow Pbss

Lat. 88^ V 53^ Long. 77^ 5^. Elev. 17,610^.

Leads over a spur of the Kuenlun range, which here forms the waterdied

between the tributaries of the Ydrkand river and those of the Kaiakash.

It is crossed on the summer route from L4h to Ydrkand, between Chibra

and Suket camps, and is a tderably easy pass. Snow lies on it from Sep*

tember to April. Ascent from Chtbra gr^nal up an ea^ gully. Descent

on the north side at first steep, into a ravine winding b^ween banks of

black shale. From this the path leads over high moraine bonks of granite

boulders, and crossing the slope of a hill reaches the Suket camp. (TkoHsr.)

8IJKALA— FfVe Tsaka La/^

SUKET OR SUKIT-Lat. 86^ 18' 45^ Long. 77^68'. Elev. 18,970^
A oainping ground on the snmmer route by the Karakoram Psss sitnated

on the right bank of the Suket stream, and about 6 miles north of the Suget
Dawan pass. Hills on left bank steep down to the river, and on right

bank rolling away in wide slopes to high mountains, ^is valley is a
graain:; gronud much used by traders from Idh to Yarkand, as it is the
first at which grass and wood are obtainable after leaving the Nubid
district, and travelling over the barren ground about the Karakoram for
eight days. {noUtr^Joimon.)

StTKIAL-
The name of a torrent which rises in the mountains on the north side of
the Gdrais valley, and flows into the Bdrzil stream, lat. 84^ 89^, long. 740
88^ opposite the villsge of Tsenidi. It is fordable, and is crossed by the
high road to Skardd.
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suknAg—
The name of a coniiiderable stream which flows from the uumcroiis small

lakes lyin^ on the east side of the Panjal rang^ei between the Tosha Maid&n
and Ndrpur passes. After debouching into the plain it flows in a northerly

and north-easterly direction through the Birwa and Macliih^ma par^anas,

leaving which it bends to the north-west^ and is joined by ttie Maghani
stream at the village of Bsilheran, and by the Khor at Trekolabal in the

Pambarsari soon after which it loses itself in the extensive morass coin-

municating with the Wular lake. The Siikn&g is said to be navigable ns

high np as Batpura* for large boats, both biihats and diingas, for a space

of three months^ during the height of the floods; small boats, called %kikaris^

can ascend the stream at almost any season. During the upper part of its

course through the plain, it flowa through a wide atony channel, which is

usually fordable, and is crossed by numerous rough bridge«*
;
latterly it con.

tracts between high banks, and the stream is hot usually fordable wbeu in

flood. The road between Srinagar and Baramula crosses it by a substantiul

kadal bridge at the village of Haritrat.

The current is generally moderate. Vigne remarks that, like all the

other rivers of the valley that are considered pre-eminently good on ac-

count of their freshness and power of creating an appetite, the honor

of having filled the drinking-cups of the old kings of Kashmir is eliiimed

for this stream.

StJKNIS—Lat. 33® 59'. :^ng. 75* 3V. Elev.

A village situated towards the northern extremity of the Mnru Wardwan
valley, on tiie right bank of the river

; it lies about 7 miles north of

Basman, and is entirely surrounded by mountains, some of which are bnrcj

others wooded with tir and birch. The village consists of a few log-

hnts and a masjid ;
all the houses are very dirty. About half a mile

north of the village there is a bridge across the river ; here a rapid and

violent torrent, and on the other bauk are a few fields in which scanty

crops of the coarser grains are produced ; but supplies are not obtainable.

Palg^m, in the Lidar valley, may be reached from Suknis in two

marches ; the path lies across the mountains, and the half-way place is

Sonasar Nag. {Hervey.)

SULLAS-Lat. 33* 13'. Long. 75® 31'. Elev.

A village iu Kishtwar, containing fourteen bouses, inhabited by Hindus^

situated ou the mountain top above the left bank of the Lidar Khol stream.

It may be reached by a path following the conrse of the stream which

crosses the road between Doda and the Brart-Bal,just north of the village cf

Karoti.

SULTAN CHUSKUN oa "King'^ Camp^'—
Lat. 35® Long. 77® 40'. Elev. 14,000.'

A camping ground on the bft bank of the Shyok, passcil on the winter
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route from L£h to Yirkandi elefeu marches from the former ^ v^cen

Kutaklik and Dhau-i-Mur^haL It lies 10 miles below Braug%^u Saaer.

(H. Sfrackey.)

SUMBAL—Lat, 84® 14\ Lon^r* 74® 41'. Elev.

This village, which used to be the tahsH station of the Sareinozapain par-

gann,)ies on both banks of the Jhelum abreast of the Aha Tung mountain
;

it is connected by a fine wooden bridge, 840 feet long and 16 foot broad,

with five openings; the average depth of the water beneath being about 14

feet ; on the left bank of the river there are two fine groves of chunars, one

above and the other below the bridge. The month of the cunal leading to

the Manas Bal lake is on the right bank of the river, about a quarter of a

mile below the village. Sumbal is identified with the ancieut Jayapura,

founded by Lalitaditya’s grandson Jayapida, though all traces of the city

have disappeared. It is reconled in the K4ja Tarangini that immediately

after the transfer of the capital the god Krishna appeared in a dream to

the king and admonished him to raise in the hike, near the town, a fort

which should bear the name of Sridwiravati, in remembrance of the place

where Krishna himself bad once reigned on earth. The fort was built and

the name given ; but in this case the voat populi was stronger than the

pc» dei* The chronicler notes that in his time every one called it the

inner fort, ^ Ahhyantara koita^* and strangely enough, to this very day,

after the lapse of 1,100 years, the village on the south-west side of Sumbal,

which marks the site of this citadel, bears the name of Antar-kot. The
town had not been in existence a single century when it was destroyed by

Sankara Varmma (A. D. 888—001), who employed the materials in the

construction of his new capital Sankarapufa, better known as Patan, or

the Pass, {MQorcroft—Ungttl^figne^Cuniiiingham^GTowae’^lHce,)

SUMDO-Lat. 33® U.' Long. 77® 46'. Elev.

A camping ground near the top of the Lachalaog pass (on the west face)

and 18 miles from Sarchu (or Lingti). {Cagleg.)

SUMDO—Lat. 35® 5', Long. 7»® 40'. Eley. 17,000'.

A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakash river, and not far

below its source. It is passed on the western Changchenmo route. Uogra
is distant 66 miles. Shiuglung lies II miles below camp. (Drew.)

N, B.—The usual route is v/d SumsuDgling and Debra Kompds Pass and cainp to

Sbin^Iung. {Troiitr,)

8UMOAL OK SUMKIEL—Lat. 83® 18'. Long. 77® bCV. Elev.

A camping ground on the right bank of the Sumgal river, and north-east

of the Luchalaiig pasa. It ia passed on the route from Kulu to Leh
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between Sumdo eunp and Rokoben. There nie two noade ffom thie to

Oebringf at the foot of the Tigalang pate—

(1) By Kiang phin and Bnkoben.

(8) By the Zara TalleyNrhioh Ike to the wait'

The latter k only taken in atfinnier, when there k a eoareity of water

in the KUng |dain. The oamping gioniid k at the junetion of three

etreame. (Morntrofi^

8UMOAL--Lat.W 16*. Long. 78^ 80*. Eler.

A camping ground on the right bank of the Karakaah riFor, ona nuuroh

aboTO Fotaeh eamp, and about 40 mike abore Shahddla. It k pamed on
the eactem route from the Changehenmo valky. A road leada north^aaet

from here aoroee the Hinddtaktdawan pace into Kkotdn. It wae the route

taken by Robert Sehlagentweit and alaoby Mr. Ca^ in I885. fkel and

graaa abundant.

BUMGAL BlYBB on SUMKIEL-
A tributary of the Zanakdr rim; k formed by three atreama^ two of

whkh riee in the monntaina weet of the Teomorari lake, and the third

ilowa down from the Laehakng paaa to the junetion of the three atrenoM

at Snmgal camp. " Aa cachof thcae atreama k forded aeparately within the

diort dktanoe of a mile, the united etream haa reoeired the deaeriptiee

name of ium§at or the river of the * Three Porda.^ lie courae k north*

north-weet, and ita length from ita aource to ita junction with the Zanehdr

rim 110 milea. Fall about 6,000 feet, or 46*4 feet per mile.'’

Mooroioft calla it the Sumkkl, or Three Spring River.” (Caaniaf

•

lean—J/oorcr^«)

8UMNA—Lat. 85<’ 16* SO’^. Long. 79» 10'. Ekv. 17,160\

A camping ground paced on one of the routes leading from the Chang*

chenmo to the Karakash. It lies east of Kizil Jilga at the north baae of the

Kkil Pass, Water, grass, and fuel are obtainable 8 miles below camp in

the Kizil Jilga ravine. (TroUer,)

SUMNAL—Lat 36^ 40*. Long. 78** 46*. Elev. 16,640*.

A camping ground on the left bank of the Karakaah river, 18 miles north*

east Changtaah. It k passed on one of the varktions of the Chang*

chenmo route whkh leaves the western route at Changtadi. At 6 mike

from the latter are some hot springs on the right bank. Road in parts

stony and bad. Good camping ground at bend of river to east, where a

large nala from west joins. ^el and grass abundant. {Trotier.)

80MSAB—Lat. 38*’ 41*. Long. 74** 86*. Elev. 18,700.'

A lake in Kashmir near the Dnrliil Pass in the Fhnjdl range, it is* | mile

long by i mile brood ; and k almost par-shaped, tapering off to where

the water flows out of it. On June 18th it was still frozen. The moun-

tains that encircle it have a precipitous cliff of grqr rock about 1,600 feet

above the lake, which was evidently formed by glacial action. (Drew.)
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SUMURU-Lat. 84® 87'. Long. 77® 41'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Nubra river just above its jnnction with

the Shjok, in Nubra (Laddk). It is said to contain 20 houses, and is

passed on the summer route from L^h to Yarkand. {Aj/lmer.)

SUMZUNGLINO or SUMZAM LUNQPA—
Lat. 34® 41' lO*. Long. 78® 60'. Elev. 17,330'.

A camping ground on the western Changchenmo route, miles north

of Chaoglung Pass. Road from pass very bad, crossing the stream in

numerous places before reaching the camping ground at the junction of

three ndlas. A little grass obtainable on a neighbouring hill, but no

fuel. Captain Trotter calls this ^^one of the worst marches on the whole

road, as the number of recently dead animals that strewed it too surely

testified." (Tfotier,)

SUNAWAIN—Lat. 34® 21'. Long. 74® 26'. Elev.

A village in the Zainagfr pargana, situated on the left bank of the Pobru

»

about 8 miles north-west of Sopur. It lies to the west of the road»

leading towards Shalurah. The river is usually navigable by ordinary

sized boats as high as this village at all seasons of the year.

Sunawain contains the ziarat of Saiad Sahib and seven houses, and

boasts a clump of magnificent chundr trees.

SUNDBRAR—Lat. 33® 32'. Long. 75® 22'. Elev.

An ebbing and flowing spring, situated about 2 miles up the right side

of a narrow defile which opens into the Bring valley towards its southern

extremity ; the whole country around is covered with forest. The spring

is in a small basin, 8 feet deep and about 3 or 4 yards in width ; and

on one side of it are some stone steps to enable devotees to descend

to the water. After the Nauroz, or the new day, as the vernal equinox is

termed, a little more water than usual is observable in the basin, but this

again subsides. About two months after, the water ebbs and flows rapidly

f6r a quarter of an hour three times a day—morning, noon, and evening.

The great day of the Hindus is the 15th of Har (13th of June), when

several thousand people of both sexes are assembled, nearly naked, around

this Bethesda of the valley, and wait for the rising of the water, praying

it to appear ; and those who are nearest to it shaking peacock's feathers

over it, as au act of enticement and veneration. When the basin percepti-

bly begins to fill, the immense multitude exclaim " Sondi " / " /

( " It appears " I
" It appears " I) and they theu fill their brazen water-

vessels, drink, and perform their ablutions, and return towards their bouses.

Bernier, who visited this spring, gives what he supposes to be a reason for

the phenomenon, and remarks upon the rounded and isolated shape of the

bill. There seems little doubt that he is generally right, and that the

ebbing and flowing are caused by the different degrees of heat under which

the snow on the Patijal is melted at different times of the day. The
Brahmins call the spring Trisandiya. {Bernitr-^Vign^.)
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8UNKUJA—Lat 83® V. Long. 73® 46'. Eler.

A village in Naoshera^ about 8 miles south of Mirp&o by the road to

the Gatiala ferry ; it is situated on the slopes above the left bank of the

Jhelum. This village is held in jagir by Moza Kh4n^ and contains about

one hundred housesi divided into nine mahallas or districts.

8UPERSUMUN—
The name of a pargana in the Shupion zilla of the Mirdj division of

Kashmir. It comprises a district lying at the foot of the hills on the left

bank of the Rembiara river.

The tahsfl business is transacted at Shupion, which, however, lies

without its limits.

The Supersumun pargana was one of the four which were added, during

the Sikh occupancy of Kashmir, to those originally constituted.

StJRAN-
The name of the principal source of the Punch Toi, or Palasta river

; it

takes its rise as the Ghitta-p4ni stream, on the western slopes of the

Panj4l range between the Cbitta-paui and Pir Panjdl passes, and flows in a

westerly and northerly direction to the Punch valley, at the bead of which

it is joined by the Mandi stream, and near the town of Punch by the

Bitarh river, besides which it receives numerous other tributaries during

its course.

SCRAN-Lat. 38^ 40'. Long. 74® 1 7'.. Elev.

A small village lying on the road between Bhimbar and Punch, situated

on the left bank of the river of the same name, about 13 miles south-

east of Punch, and 14 miles north-west of Tb4na Mandi. It contains

a thdna in which a small military force is usually quartered.

There is a bungalow for travellers, containing one room, situated a few

hundred yards north of the village. From Suran there is a path to OuU
marg by way of Mandi ; the journey is usually accomplished in four

marches. Supplies are procurable. {Ince.)

SUROOND—Lat. 34® 40'. Long. 74® 15'. Elev.

The principal village in the Samgan valley. Upper Drawar. It lies some

7 miles from Sharidi, on the left side of the valley, covering a large

amount of ground, as the houses are much scattered. It contains twenty

houses.

There is little or no camping ground. (Jylmer.)

SURMtT—Lat 35® 10'. Long. 76® SO'. Elev. 8,500, approx.

A collection of hamlets in Baltistin, on the left bank of the Shyok. It

forms, next to Khapalu, the principal village in the Khapalu district.

Surmd has a very long and narrow traqt of cultivation, skirting the

gravelly river-bed. It occupies the slopes and a projecting, platform of

alluvium of no great height. In this village many fields, on a level
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with the rivefi have evidently been destroyed by the flood of 184fl»

It contains 250 honses. Most of the cnitivation is someway above the

village at a plaoe called Surmd Brok. {Tiomion—Ajflmer.)

BUBNA NALA—
The name of a stream in the Machipdra pargana^ which joins the Danger-

wari, lat. 74® 27^ long. 74®

The table-land between these two streams is oovsred with pondsj some

of considerable sizei and is altogether very swampyi and at the same time

clothed with a dense jungle of deodar^ ohir, a few yews^ and hawthorns.

(Monigomrie,)

SUBONGO—Lat. 86® 41'. Long. 75® 51'. Elev.

A small village on the right bank of the Braldn river (Baltistin). It

contains ten houses. {Aglmer^

SdRPHBAR—Lat. 84®. 13'. Long. 75® 5'. Elev.

A village in the Sind valley, situated at some little distance from the left

bank of the river, just below the junction of the Kishegrar, an unfordable

stream which is crossed by a bridge. It is possible to reach the Tar Sar

and M4r Sar lakes by following the course of this stream, but it is a matter

of difficulty, as there is no regular path.

Surphrar contains the si&rat of Saiad Jafir Sahib, and fifteen houses

inhabited by zamiodars, a dfim, a mdlla, and a cowherd. Near the masjid

is a spring called Bihi Abdulla's spring. The staple cultivation is rice ; a

little com is also grown.

The Sind is usually bridged at some little distance to the west of the

village.

SUBSU OR TSORUS—Lat. 38® 53'. Long. 75® 5'. Elev.

A large village in the Wular paigana, situated on the right bank of the

Jhelum ; including the hamlet Taki Bal, which lies at the foot of the

Awfintipfir Wudar, about a mile to the south-east, the total population

amounts to nearly one hundred families.

There are some orchards and fine shady trees in the village, and much

rice cultivation about it. Tr41 lies about 6 miles to the north-east, and is

reached by an excellent path.

8UBTOKH LA—Lat. 84®. Long. 78® 28'. Elev. about 15,000'.

A low ridge in the Mnglib valley, 2k miles from the north-west end of

the Pangong lake. It forms the water-shed across the natural exit

of the lake, and is entirely formed by the loose shingle brought down a

somewhat large lateral ravine from the snowy peaks to the south.

Marks of the former level of the lake are seen extending within a very

short distance of this ridge or low pass. A rise of 150 feet in the waters

of the present lake would find them again an exit down the valley to

Tankse. (Ooi»in*Ju$ien,)
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StBt—Lat. SS^ tv. Long. 78? 48^ Eler.

A Tillage ritnnted on the right bank of the F&noh Toi river, abont 8

miles north of Chaomuk. It contains sixteen honsesi half of the inhabitants

being Pahfirf J&ts, and half TnrriitidMahammadans ; there are no Hiiidds.

During the winter months, the river may be forded between this village

and Pota on the left bank, but the water is deep.

SOKO oe SOOROO, oa KARTSE—
An iiarka of the Wazirat of Skardd, lying in the upper valley of the

Sdrd river.

Together with Kartzd (which now goes with Drds) it had a petty chief

of its own who lived at Lung Kartzd, the principal place in the vaUey.

The number of houses is about three hundred and fifty, giving a popu*

lation of two thousand.
** Cbai«aMtca<fsas.—These are as follows

(1) From Kishtwar by the Bhot Kol pass down the Sdrd river to

Eargil : not fit for laden animals. Open for six months.

(2) From Drds vid the Umba La. It is said horses can be taken.

Open for six months.

(S) To Kanji by the Kanji or Vigne La ; very difficult.

(4) To Zanksar by the Pens! La.

(5) From Kishtwar by the Cbiluug pass. {Aylmer,)

StjRtJ oa SOOROO—Lat. 84® 8'. Long. 76® 2^ Elev. 10,624\

A village and fort on the left bank of the Sdrd river, just below the

sudden bend it takes to the north-north-east. It is a halting place on

the route from Kishtwar to L4h vid the Suru valley, and lies 18 miles

above Sankho and north-east of Bhotkol pass. {Drew,)

The fort was built by Zoriwar Sing in 1884.

SURUDAB—Lat. 84® 83'. Long. 76® V. Elev.

A village in the Tiiail valley, consisting of a cluster of seven or eight houses

situated on the bare side of the hill above the right bank of the Kishan

Oanga, on the road leading towards Drds. The inhabitants are zemindars,

including a potter.

StlBtl RIVER OB KARTSE RIVER—
A tributary of the Drds river,, rises in the Himalayas, east of the Nun Kun
peaks. Its course is north-east to Ringdnm monastery, then due west to

a little above Suru, after which it flows north-north-east and joins the

Drds river just below Kargil. Total length about 60 miles. Its prin-

cipal tributaries are the Nakpo-chu and Palumba-chu, which join it from

the west and east respectively. {Cunningham^Moorcrofl^

BYAL Stl—Lat. 880 24'. Eiev.

A village in Kashmir, on tlie road between Akndr and R^aori. The
Hindda who inhabit the village are in great part Tbakura. {Drew.)
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8YB0O—Lat. S4« 6'. Long. 74<*46'. Eler.

A large village in the Hachib&ma paiganai of which it used to be the tahafl

station ; it is divided into three makallat, vi$., Bonpdr, Malikpnr, and
Astanpdr, which stand on high dry ground in theihiddle of the Hokarsar

morass, about 6 miles west of Srinagar, on the road towards Makahdma.
The village is shaded by splendid trees, and possesses some of the finest

chundrs in the valley ; the best specimens are at the west end of the village,

near the zidrat of Saiad Muhammad Bukhari.

The bulk of the inhabitants are shdUbtfs ; these now number about one

hundred and fifty families ; formerly, it is said, there were many more.

The rest uf the population consist of seventy families of zamindars, two

mullas, three ddms, three cowherds, two potters, twelve pfrzidas, five horse-

keepers, a kdzi, a blacksmith, a carpenter, and three banias, of whom
two are pandits.

Bice is extensively cultivated on the edges of the morass around the

village.
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T
TAGALANO—Lat. S3° 28'. Long. 7^48'. Elev. 18,042'.

At tLe north-westero extremity of the RnpsLu district ; it is crossed on the

route from Kulu to Ldh, between Debriiig and Oya. There is a good and

easy road on both sides. The pass is free from snow from July to

December.

TAGHAR—Lat. 34® Long. 77® 36^ Elev. 10,600'.

A village in the Nubrd district, situated on the left bank of the Nubrd
river. It is a halting-place on the summer route from Ldh by the Kara-

koram, and .lies 18 miles below Panamikh and about 7 above the junction

of the Nubri with the Shyok. Cultivation here (barley and lucerne), and a

good many trees, apricot, willow and poplar, also elm and elseagnus.

The river runs in divided streams over a wide bed of shingle and sand, on

which are island patches of buckthorn and myricaria brushwood. It is

frozen over in winter. It is the head-quarters of the Nubrd Kardari and

contains twenty houses. (Bellew—Trotter—Aylmer.)

TAONAK—Lat. 34® 4'. Long. 77* 50'. Elev.

A village in the Chimrd valley, 10 miles north of Chimrd. A road

branches off to it north-west from Sakti, and crossing the Waris-Lsi

north of the village, leads down to the Shyok river : the ferry across which,

opposite Saiti, is 40 miles distant (three marches.) (Drew,)

TAI—Lat. 33® 38'. Long. 74®. Elev.

A village in Pdneh, on the slopes of the hill above the right bank of the

Punch T6i. It contains about one hundred houses.

TAINTRE—Lat. 83® 61'. Long. 74® 22'. Elev.

A considerable village in Pdnch, lying on tht north side of the valley

above the path, and the right bank of the DoK Nar stream, about 20
miles north-east of Punch. It contains forty families, Muhammadan
zamindars of the Kutwdl caste. Dry crops only are grown.

TAlNTRlPtjR—Lat. 34® 7'. Long. 74® 30'. Elev.

A small village in the Bangil pargana, situated above the left bank of the

torrent which flows between it and the village of Khipur. It contains a
masjid, the zfdrat of Saiad Arab Sahib, and three houses iuhabited by
zamindars. There are some shady trees in the village, and a little rice

cultivation about it.

TAINYAR—FWe " Tayae.”

TAITRI—Lat. 83® 45'. Long. 74® 8'. Elev.

This hamlet is situated on the slopes of' the hills above the road from
P&nch towards Paral, at some little distance from the right bank of the

Punch Tdi river, about 4 miles west of Punch.
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There are about twenty houses in the village, all the inhabitants being

Muhammadans.

TAKANG-Lat. 33® 40'. Long. 78® 45'. Elev. about 14,000'.

A camping ground on the left bank of the Shiishal stream, just above

where it enters the Pangong lake, and situated in a plain 2 or 3

square miles in extent. Shushal lies about 8 miles south. Wood and

grass plentiful at this camp. {Drew— Trotter.)

TAKCHA—Lat. 34® 50'. Long. 77® 35'. Elev. about 11,000.'

A village .of six houses in the Nubrd district, on the left bank of the Nubrd
river. It is passed on the summer route from Leh to Yarkand by the Kara-

koram pass, about half-way between Pauamikh and Changlang, 7 (miles

below the latter. At 4 miles, proceeding up the valley, the Tulumbuti, a

tributary of the NubrA, is cross^ by a good wooden bridge.

This is the largest village in the NubrA valley, where travellers can pro-

cure supplies on their way to Y4rk&nd.

TAKCHA OR TAKTZE—Lat. 34® 22'. Long. 76® 36'. Elev.

A village passed on the route from Srinagar to Leh, between Shergol and

Kharbu, close to the latter and on the right bank of the Kanji river. The
monastery is perched on an isolated rock, the only ascent being by a very

steep path-way. The inhabitants are Muhammadans and consist of 25

families. {Bellew^Hendenon^Aylmer^

TAKIA—Lat. 33® 24'. Long. 73® 61'. Elev.

This village lies on the road between Mirpur and Kotli. It is situated in

a well-cultivated valley, some distance from the left bank of the Punch T6i

river.

There are about sixty houses in the village, which contains two haolie

and some shady trees. The inhabitants are Muhammadan zamindars.

TAKIA MlA SHAH-Lat. 34®. Long. 74® 36'. Elev.

A village in the Birwa pargana, situated on the side of the spur above the

left bank of SuknAg, opposite Kanyagund.

It is inhabited by two pirz&das, two zamindars, and a potter, and is

considered to form part of the village of Ldlpur, which lies on the table-

land above it.

TAKIBAL—Lat. 83® 48'. Long. 75® 10'. Elev.

A village containing nine houses, situated at the foot of the Kurala Puthur

wudar, about a mile to the east of Bij Behdra. There is said to be a small

spring in the village, which is shaded by fine trees and surrounded by rice-

fields.

TAKMACHIK—Lat. 84® 22'. Long. 76® 60'. Elev.

A considerable village in the kardari of Skirbichan (Laddk), on the left

bank of the Indus. It is said to contain about one hundred houses.

(Jfymer.)
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TAK MABPO—Lat. Long. Elev. 16,000^

Camping groundi Karakash Talley, 24 milee below Changtasb. Grasa and

fnel obtainable.

TAKRACHAK—Lat. 88® 6^ Long. 78® 48'. Elev.

A village in Naosbera, about 9 miles south of' Mirpdr, on the eastern

side of the road to the Gatiala ferry. It contains fifty families, four being

fakirs and the rest zamindars; all the inhabitants are Muhammadans.

There is a masjid in the village, and the ziarat of Peri ShAh.

TAKTI LA— Fids “Naprungla."

TALAWARI—Lat. 84® V. Long. 74® 7'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Shdh Kakuta stream, about 54

miles north of HidrabAd, on the road towards Gri. {Inee.)

TALU—Lat. 85® 4'. Long. 76® 8'. Elev.

A small valley to the south of the Indus in Rondo (BaltistAn). It con-

tains the following villages

VUIiftt. Horn. HAintd
MtU*.

Sbtep
Mid
SmU.

BncAin.

Tsla ...... 19 • •• 200 Battis.

Talubrok. Mulisl. Zungut • 40 20 100 m BrokpM.

69 20 160 i
A road goes up this valley to the Talubrok or Trongo pajn. (dy/wsr.)

TALU BROK or trongo pass—

L

at. 85® 27". Long. 75® 4".

Elev. 15,687".

A pass leading from the Parashing valley (Astor) to the Talu valley

(Rondd). It is shown in the map as leading into the Harpo valley, which

is not the case. For foot passengers the pass is open in the beginning of

April. In June it is said to be passable for horses. It is the first dirimt

pass open between Rondd and Astor. (dy/«ar.)

TAMBA—Lat. 85® 48". Long. 78® 5". Elev.

A camping ground on the western Changchenmo routes passed about half-

way between KaratAgh camp and MAlikshAh. It lies east of a low double-

topped hill, and is only occasionally used as a camping ground. BurM
procurable, but no water in summer. (IMier.)

TAMBIS-KUNOR—Lat 84® 25". Long. 76^ 7". Elev.

A pair of villages, said to contain forty bouses, in the Kartze divbion of the
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Dr^ ilarka (Raltistin). They lie on the right bank of the S&rd riveri

nearly opposite Saliskot. {Ajflmer.)

TAMIAL-Lat. 88® 16^ Long. 78® 49'. Elev.

A village in Naosbenij situated on the arid plain about 6 miles north

of Mirpuri on the road towards Chnomnk. It contains thirty-two houses

inhabited by Muhammadan zamindars of the «f4t caste.

Water is very scarce iu the neighbourhood of this village.

TAMMAN-Lat. 88® 80'. Long. 75® 91'. Elev.

A small village in the Sh4habdd valley, situated above the left bank of the

Sdndran river, which is bridged between it and the village of Kut on the

opposite bank.

It lies about 4 miles south-east of Vemdg, and contains five houses

inhabited by zammdars.

TANDA PANI—Lat. 88® 4'. Long. 74® 39'. Elev.

A village in Naoshera, situated midway on the path between Aknur and

Rdj&orf.

Vigne remarks that he found no * cold water/ but a green and open

valley with low grassy hillocks rising in different parts of it.

TANDA PANI-Lat. 89® 64'. Long. 74® 66'. Elev.

The name of a village situated about 19 miles north of Jamd, on the

road towards Riisi. The road between Jamd and Tanda Pani conBists of

stony water-courses and great defiles. From Tanda Pani to Ridsi is a

distance of 18 miles. The path is, on the whole, rugged, hilly, and in

some places very steep. {Hervey.)

TANDO-Lat. 34® 91'. Long. 78® 33'. Elev.

A village situated a few miles south-east of MozafarabiSd. Baron Hiigel

observed near this place granite in large blocks, hurled, as it wore, over the

trap rock.

TANGMAR on KANOMAR-Lat. 88® 96'. Long. 78® 15'. Elev.

A small village on the left bank of the Indus, situated about half-way

between Kinma and Khere, at the mouth of a ravine. A path leads up this

ravine and across the mountains to the Tsokar lake, but it is difficult.

{Cajfley.)

TANGWARA—Lat. 84® 8'. Long. 74® 87'. Elev.

A village situated about a mile north of Kountra, above the road leading

towards Sopdr. It is divided into two maMlat, the upper of which is

inhabited by four families of Pathdus aud the lower by four pandits.

TANIN-r«fe '» Cmandanwas."



TAN—TAR OAZRTTRBR OF KA.SIfMfK ASfD LADXk.

TANK8E—
A kardaii or oollectorate of the province of Lad4k. It oonsiata, besidea

other 8ihallerone8| of the viliagee of Tankae, Phobrang, Shdahaland Dargu.

Both Tankae and Durgu contain about 60 houses.* The crops are very poor

owing to the great altitude. Cash revenue amounts to about fil,700

besides taxes in kind. {Aylmer^

TANKSE—Lat. 84® V. Long. 78® IV. Elev. 12,900'.

A large village of fifty or sixty houses, situated on the right bank of the

Lnng«Chu river, about half-way between the Chang-la and the north-west

end of the Pangong lake. It. is a halting-place on the Changchenmo-

route, and is the last place on this road where supplies are procurable-

Sanju, the first large village in Ydrkand territory, is 350 miles distant.

The headman of the Tankse district resides here. Th^re is a rest-house

and supply dep6t in the village.

A road leads up the Lung Chu valley to Shushal, 55 miles distant.

There is a very fair area of ground under cultivation : lucerne grows

luxuriantly. Many of the houses are built close under a large mass of con-

glomerate, the stones firmly cemented in it. The remains of an old forti-

fied fort still cover the upper portion of this conglomerate bed.

Tankse contains a government store-house, and is the head quarters of

a kariatf or manager, under the governor of Laddk. {TroU^r^Ooiwin^

Auiten—Drew.)

TANSAN—
The name of the river which rises at the southern extremity of the Bring

pargana; it joins the Nowbug stream, lat. 83® 35', long. 75® 2V, near

the village of Wyl, the united waters forming the Bring river.

The road between Kashmir and Kishtwdr by the Marbal pass crosses

it by a bridge^ just above the junction, which is thrown over a narrow

channel in the rock, hollowed out apparently by the rushing waters. The

stone piers on which the old bridge was built are still remaining. The

roaqid of H4ji Daud S&hib is prettily and conspicuously situated on the

hill above, and is a place of considerable strength, which is said to have

been the scene of many a battle in the mountain feuds between the in-

habitants of Kishtwdr and the Kashmfris in the olden time, as being the

key to the possession of the Bring pargana.

TARA—Lat. 88® 6'. Long. 78® 60'. Elev.

A camping ground on the right bank of the Hanld river, situated a little

above its junction with the Indus. Nowi camp, on the opposite bank of

the Indus, is 11 miles north. It is a halting-place on the eastern of the

two routes leading from Hanid to the Indus and Pangong lake. (Jfoaf-

gomrie.)
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TARKATTA TARKOFA or TARKUTI—Lat. 34P 48'. Long. 76^ 16'.

Elev. 7,800."

A small village in Khurmang (BaliistAn), on the left bank of the Indos,

on the road from Srinagar to Skardu. It contains thirty-five houses.

{Jylmer.)

TARLDAT—ride "Thaldat."

TARNA NALA—
A hill torrent flowing southward between Jasrota and Jasmirgarh. Quite

dry in the cold weather. Nilgai, deer, and pig abound. {Wingate.)

TARSAR—Lat. 34° 8". Long. 76° 13'.
.

Elev.

A lake situated amid the lofty mountains lying between the Sind valley

and Kashmir. It may be reached by a path from the northern end of the

Trdl valley, and there is also said to be a road from the Lidarwat, at the

northern extremity of the Dachinpara pargana.

TARSHING—Lat. 35° 14'. Long. 74° 47'. Elev.

A village in the Astor district, Kashmir, about 8 miles east of Nanga Par-

bat. It lies up a side valley leading to the Mazeno pass, at the foot of a

great glacier which comes down from the north to about the level of

9,400 feet. This glacier has been the cause of an extensive flood in the

Astor valley, of which an interesting account is given by Drew. It con-

tains fifteen houses. (Aglmer,)

TARUTZE—Lat. 34° 17'. Long. 77° 16'. Elev.

A small village, situated a little distance from the right bank of the Indus,

38 miles below Ldh, and 37 above Khalsi, on the upper road from the latter

to Ldh. It is included in the collectorate of Saspul. {Drew^-^-Aylmer.)

TASHOAM—Lat. 34° 15'. Long. 77° 13'. Elev. 9,390'.

A village of ten houses in the Drds valley, on the left bank of the Drda

river^ 15 miles below Dris. It is a halting-plaoe on the rontes from Sri-

nagar to Ldh and Skardd viA the Dras valley. There is a traveller's house,

and supplies are procurable in small quantities.

The Ldh route proceeds from this to Chanagund on the right bank,

distant 15 miles. The Skardd route to Kirkitohu on the left bank of the

Drds river, opposite Chanagund. Above Tashgam the valley narrows, and

vegetation is scanty, but near the village are several acres of tamarisk and

myricaria jungle. Prangos and lucerne (called here huhuh) are cultivated.

There are cattle in the village, chiefly the eho. {Bellew—Tkanmn^
Aglmer.)

TATAKUTl—Lat. 80° 48'. Long. 74° 85'. Elev. 15,634'.

A peak in the Panj41 range, overlooking the valley of Kashmir.

TATAMOULA—Lat. 84° 9'. Long. 74° 13'. Elev.

A village situated above the right bank of the Jhelum, about 16 miles

south-west of Baramdia.
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The rooky cliffs here rise almost perpendicularly from the rWer to a

height of 800 and 400 feet. General Cunningham remarks that, as the

height of the Jhelum near Tatamoula is about 5,000 feet aboTe the sea,

the whole of Kashmir must have been submerged by the waters of the

river before the wearing down of these cliffs. As Tatamoula (Sanskrit,

Tapta*mula), the hot spring, may indicate volcanic action, the imme-

diate cause of the bursting of the lake may have been the sudden rending

of the rock by an earthquake.

TATAPANI—Lat. 88® M'. Long. 74® Elev.

A village in the province of Naoshera, situated amid the hills a few miles

north-east of the town of lUgdorf. Vigne states that at Tatapdni, about

one day^s march to the eastwari of Rdjdorf, there is a hot spring, the tem-

perature of whose waters, in the absence of a thermometer, he estimated

at 140®. It gushed from beneath a marly rock, and had a sulphurous

taste, and deposited sulphur as it ran. There was another hot spring about

45 yards from it, and a cold spring between them. The natives were aware

of the cleansing and purifying properties of the water, and came from far

and near to bathe in it. They said that the hot water was colder in the

hot weather. In a hollow, amongst the jungle-clad hills and low precipices,

within a short distance of the spring, he discovered a coal bed jutting out

in three different places from the bank on the path-side. The specimens

of the surface coal which he brought to England were not considered very

promising.

TATI—Lat. 88® 22\ Long. 76® 14'. Elev.

A small hamlet in the Banihdl district, coutaining one or two huts and a

baoli, situated on the hill side, high above the rig^ bank of the stream,

on the road between Banihdl and Ramsd.

TATSA-KARIT—Lat. 34® 30^ Long. 78® 83'. Elev.

A pair of villages containing thirty houses in Kargil (Baltistdn). They lie

in a small valley which joins the Wakha valley on the right side. The

inhabitants are Muhammadans. {Jylmer,)

TAWl RIVERS—
There are two rivers of this name, one in the province of Jamd and the

other in Naoshera ; both are tributaries of the Chenib.

The river in the Jamd Province rises in the Rdmnagar district in

about lat. 38® 58', long. 75® 84®. Its couise is first north-west

towards Cbineni for about 86 miles; in this part the river foams along

among large boulders, confined by rocks which are capped with a deposit of

alluvium of rounded blocks of gneiss embedded in the earth. These hanks

are in part clothed with shrubs and trees that have found a footing upon

them. Deodar, silver fir, and spruce fir are also seen along the valley.

Prom Chineni it bends to the south-west for adistanoe of about 15 miles, the
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yalley being still bounded by high bills. It then emerges upon a more open

country, through which it flows in a southerly direction for some 10 miles,

when it meets a range of hills through which it pierces, and then takes a

westerly course, winding very considerably ; it then pierces another range of

hills and reaches the town of Jamu, which is on its right bank, 18

miles from which it joins the Chendb. Its total length is 70 miles. At
Jamfl the Tawi finally quits the hills which overhang it, terminating in a

line of cliffs facing the river. It then flows through an open plain.

(
Thomon^Drew.)

The Naoshera river rises in the Rattan Panjdl mountains on the road

from Tannd to Baramgala, about 12 hon north of Bdjaori. It flows by

Naoshera, and then turning off to the south-south-east passes within half

a koB of the fortified town of Mindwar, and 2 or 8 kot beyond falls into

the Chendb near Kuri, a village on the banks of the river. Some of the

natives call this stream the ^ Malkani Tawi,^ to distinguish it from the

Jamu river.

Vigne says that the word * tawi * means '^a torrent,*^ which will account

for so many streams being so named.
(
Vigne^Hervey,)

TAYAR OB TAINYAR—Lat. 34® 1 2'. Long. 77® 55'. Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Digar stream, situated north of the

Waris La. A road leads from here across the pass to Sakti, in the Chimrd

valley. (Drew,)

TELGAM—
The name of a very small pargana in the Kamrdj division of Kashmir.

The tahsil buisness is transacted at Sopur.

TENALA—Lat. 82® 66'. Long. 76® 49'. Elev.

The name of a village in Badrawar, situated on the northern slope of

the Pddri pass, near where there are said to be extensive iron mines. It ie

inhabited by twelve families of Muhammadan blacksmiths.

TERTSE—Lat. 34® 40'. Long. 77® 30'. Elev.

A village in the Nubrd district, on the left bank of the Shyok river, about

20 miles below the junction of the Nubrd. It contains nine houses, and is

said to possess twenty«three horned cattle and seventy*five sheep and goats.

There is a good camping ground. On the 28 rd October Dr. Thomson

forded the Shyok here. The stream ran in seven branches, of which three

were from 100 to 1'50 feet wide, average depth 2 feet, maximum 3 feet.

The other branches were much smaller. (Thomeon-^Aylmer,)

THAJAN-Lat. 34® 44'. Long. 74® 11'. Elev.

A village in Upper Drawdr, situated on the left bank of the Kisban Oanga,

just above tho junction of a considerable stream, which has formed a delta

and an island in the bed of the river. There are three houses in the village,

one of which has a pent roof.
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A Mmpa bridge spans the Kishan Ganga between this Tillage and
D&dnidl^ which lies some distance below it, on the opposite bank.

THAJWAZ—Lat. 84® 19'. Long. 76® 20'. Elev.

An undnlating tract of ground in the vicinity of Sonamarg, in the Sind

valley. It is a succession of dells surrounded by hillocks or mounds, which

are sometimes connected more or less into a line, and sometimes isolated.

The dells are covered with long grass and numerous wild flowers, while the

slopes of the hillocks have a growth of silver-fir, with sycamore, birch, and

other green trees. Over the mounds are scattered masses of reck.

This space, which seems to be known to the natives by the name of

ThdjwoB, or else one spot on it bears that name, is bounded on one side by a

dark, fir-covered hill, and on the other, the south-west side, by the stream of

the tributary valley, beyond which there rises a great mass of mountains of

bare rock, divided into lofty peaks by three or four hollows, in each of which

lies a glacier. The space of Thdjwaz occupies nearly a square mile ; the

highest mounds may be 150 feet above the old alluvium of the Sonamarg

plain, and 400 to 600 feet above the stream near. Evidently an old

moraine of a former great glacier. ( Drtw^)

THAK8E— Fufs " Takcha.""

THAKUR—
A caste of Dogrds. They are the chief cultivating caste in the hills. In

occupation they correspond to the J4ts in the Paujdb (of whom there are

a few in the hills also), but the two are not related ; the Tbakurs are

counted higher in rank. Their name Thakur is undoubtedly the same word

that in lower India is used for the B&jputs, though it has the first ** a **
short

instead of long. But at present the only connection between them is the

one-sided custom by which the Thakurs^ daughters are given in marriage to

the iUjpdts without any of that caste entering into the community of the

Thakurs. They are a well-looking and well-made race of men, a good deal

like the Rdjputs, but of larger frames ; they are more powerful in body, but

* less quick in motion, and they have not an equal reputation for courage.

(Drev.)

THALDAT, TARLDAT, on MAPOTHANG—Lat. 35® 1 6'. Long. 79® 80'

Elev. 16,800'!

A camping ground on the eastern Changchenmo route, immediately south

of a salt lake, which is situated at the foot of the Lokhzung range, at the

southern end of the Kuenlun plains. No fuel or grass here. Two routes

lead from this camp to the Karakash—

(1) Western, vid Patsalung camp.

(2) Eastern, vid Yangpa camp and the Katai Dawan pass.

They unite on the Soda plains north of the salt lakes.

On the 27th October the salt lake near this camp was partially frozen

over. (Drew—

/

oAbioii.)
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THALLAR-—Lat. 83® 48'. Long. 76® 25'. Elev.

A bamlet situated on tb^ right bank of the Arpat^ towards the northern

extremity of the Kuthdr pargana. It contains seven houses inhabited by
Oujarsj and is surrounded with rice cultivation.

The river, which is fordable, is also crossed by a kinal bridge between
this village and Tugenpura, which lies opposite to it at the mouth of the

Bud Nai valley, and is inhabited by seven families of Gujars.

THALLfi—
A small river in Baltistan, which rises at the Thalia pass and flows into the

Shyok at Bragar. At its upper end it branches off into three directions.

At the extremities of two of these are passes into Shigar, each of which
have small glaciers. The third branch presents a much more imposing
mass of ice, which comes tumbling down a steep descent, and at its termi«

nation is split into three by projecting masses of rock. In its lower

ground the Thalle valley is well cultivated for wheat ; but it looks bare,

as there are no trees, except a few willows. It contains, exclusive of the

villages of Bragar and Dowaiii, quite two hundred and fifty houses. It

has a certain reputation for wealth in the rest of Khapalu. {Godwin^

AuHenr-^Ajilmer,)

THALLfi LA—Lat. 85® 22'. Long. 76® 6'. Elev. 16,785'.

A pass in Baltistdn# The road passes over a glacier and leads from Kiris

into the Thalld valley. {Godwin-Austen.)

THALLE LA—Lat 34® 25'. Long. 76®. Elev.

A pass in Baltistan, connecting Shigar with the Thalle valley of Khapalu.

It is not used till July. It is said to be easy and passable for baggage

animals. {Aylmer.)

THAMUS—Lat 34® 65'. Long. 76® 44'. Elev. 9,000', approx.

A village of about twenty houses, situated on the right bank of the

Shyok, in Chorbat (Baltistan). {Aylmer,)

IHANA—Lat. 83® 33'. Long. 74® 25'. Elev.

Thana Mandi or baz4r is situated about 14 miles north of Rajdori, on

the bank of the Tawi,*at the mouth of the valley in which that river rises

and up which the path leads to the Rattan Pit* pass ; it is a square compact

town, containing a large red brick sarai, and forms a dep6t for salt and

other commodities which are brought from the Panjdb.

The village of Thana is situated on the side of another small valley

about a mile to the east. Its houses are singularly crowded together in

tiers on every available spot on the precipice which overhangs the river,

and arc prettily shaded by numerous walnut and mulberry trees, Vigne

estimated the population at 800 or 400; they were mostly Kashmiris

who gained a subsistence by weaving and spinning. He observed a ebunar
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tree, which is probably nowhere found nearer to the plains. At 7 oV*lock

on the morning, on the 13th July, the meronry stood at 74P in the shade.

Argillaoeous slate and mica slate are very common in the intervening

ranges between the primary ridges of the Himalaya that connects them and

the sandstone with the plains. The abrupt precipices of the latter are here

succeeded by schistose formation, and they sink into insignificance when

compared with the lofty ranges at the foot of which Th^na is situated.

The dwarfish jungle disappears in favor of the lofty pine forest, and

the mountains, which form the third and last ridge that intervenes between

the plains and the Hr Panjil, rise directly from behind the village with an

almost alpine height, and a verdure resembling that of the Pyrenees.

Thhna contains a single-storied bungalow for travellers, situated on the

hill-side above the right bank of the stream, overlooking the mandi, and

there is ample space for encamping in and about the place. Supplies are

plptiful at ordinaiy times, and forage is abundant, except during the sum-

mer months, when grass is scarce.

The road leading into Kashmir by way of Punch branches off about a

mile to the north of 1 h4na, and bears away towards the north-west. It

is generally open all the year round, and must be adopted at th>i beginning

and end of the season, when the Pir Panjal pass is closed with snow.

Water plentiful. Wood and supplies procurable. {Vignt--^Alljooi—Ince

THANG-Lat. 57'. Long. 76® 15'. Elev.

A small village on the right bank of the Indus, in Khurmang (BaltisUn)*

It lies north of the Khurmang fort, some height above the river. It con-

tains twenty-three houses.

THANGLASOO PASS— \ Lat. 84® 18'. Long. IT 38'.

LASIRMOU PASS or FAYANQ LA—/ Elev. 16,901'.

A pass over the Kailas or L^h range, connecting the Payang nnd Hundar

valleys. The top of the pass is 25 miles from Hundar village and about

16 miles from Payang Koti, on the L^h-Srinagar road.

Ascending from Drok (y.o.) the road follows up a gently sloping open

valley, rather boggy in places, for 13 miles. After this (18th July

1888) the snow begins. For half a mile the ascent is Bteejj^, and then the

path leads over a gently sloping snow bed till the top of the pass is

reached at about 15 miles from Drok. The pass is a narrow ridge. On
the Indus side, for 200 or 300 feet the path is steep, zig-zaging several

times, in somewhat loose soil, It then becomes easy and good : very little

snow on the Leh side.'^

The pass is an easy one for yaks, but on account of several rocky places

is difficult for pouies. (Aglmet.)
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THANOT—Lot. 88* IS'. Long. 75* 81'. Blw.
A villag* in KiihtwAr, ntoatad on tha tlopM «i tha noontMiia «bo«« tba

Ikft IwdIc ct tha lidar Kliol atiaam and tha road bafeataaB Baga aad Gayt.

It oontaina aiz lioaata inkabitad bjr Hindda.

THAOBUT—Lat 84* 44'. Long. 74* 44'. Slav.

A viilaga in Gdtaia, aitnated naar tha right bankof tha KiAaa Gaagn,

juat halow tha jnnetion of tha Gagai atiaam, abont lOmilaanorlh of Km*
aalwan. It oontaina a maajtd, and b inhabitad bjr aoron familioo of

Mnbammadan lamindaii^ n mdl^ a ahaphaid and thraa othora. Tha amot

eonraniont opot for aneamping b to tha north of tha vilbgo, on tha

bnka of tha rivnht whiah anpiri*** ^ watar.

THABRA—lart. 88* 88'. Long. 78* 58'. Bbv.

A amall ffilbga in Pdneh, containing about twalva houaaa, aituatad on

tha hill-aida waat of IVK, at ooma dbtanea firom tha rig|it bank of tha

PdnahTdi.

THABU>-Lat. 8^ lO*. Long. 77* 85'. Bbr.

A amall vilbga of aight or ton hooaea, aitaatod a littb diamnea from tha

rigbtbank of tha Indna, !!( miba balow L4h, and paaaad on tha road foam

tha btter to Snimo. Thom b n littb enlrivatioB, airil a amallatmam flowa

through it down to tha Indna. {Dnw.)

THATOIiA on NURPA PASS—
Lat.8S*80.' Long. 78*40.' Blar. ir,481\

Laada orar tha portbn of tha Kailaa maga Ijing batwaon tha Paago^
bka and tha Indna. It b eroamd on tha wootam routai from Sbdahal to

Nima Mod, batwaan Mirpn Tao aad Tahb aamp^, at 4 miba from tha

fonaar. R^ ovar b fair. (BigmaMa)

THILRU—Lat 88* 58.' Long. 75* 85,' Kbv. 6.80b'.

A villaga in tha Rdmnagar diatrict, naar tha oonna of tha TaWi; It b
aituatad OB a pbtaan abont 800 foot abova tha laral of tha rivar, aomundod
dooa bj tha Ulb and ohadod by walnut troea. (Arow.)

THOGJI CUANMO on <'8altK)orond Pbin "—Bbv. 14^000'.

Tha wideat opaning in tha whob of tha Ropahn dbtrietj lias abont 80
miba north'Waot of tha Tromorari laka. Ib bngth in a diroetion norGu

north-weat and aonth.aonth>aaat b 18 miba, aad ito nvaraga breadth 5

miba. It oontaina tha Tadcar Salt bka, and tha amall foeah^watar laka

of Ftabnk. Thoro can ba no donbt that at ona timo tha whob plaia waa

oeenpied by a largo laka, which had m outlet to tha Borth«weat It b
annonnded by low, barren, ronndad Ulla. A portion of the pbin b/oovand

with a mlino affloreaoeneo, ganarally oarbonata of aoda. (CaaaiapAi«—

Drew.)
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THONDE—Lat 3S<’ 80/ Long. 79^ Elev.

A small village in the ZaneUr district^ situated on the right bank of the

Zanskdr river, 9 miles .below Padam. It is passed on the ronto from

Kishtwdr to Ldli, vtd Zanskdr. {Thornton,)

THUGJI OR THUGRILI—Lat. 88® Long. 77® 65^ Elev. U,900'.

A camping ground in the Thogji Chanmo plaiiii on the north bunks of the

Tsokar lake, 14 miles south-esrt of Debring. In summer there are

generally some Bhoti camps here, from which a few supplies and sheep ace

procurable. Water from small stream. Fuel and grass plentiful. It is a

halting-place on the routes from Kulu and Spftf {vid Taomorari lake) to

Ldh. {Reyifoldo,)

THUBAM OR THURAB—Lat. 82® 47^
'

Long. 77® 22'. Elev.

A peak and boundary mark, on the left bank of the Yunam river, near

the Bara-Laoha pass and on the borders of Laddk and Lahoul.

?HURGO—Lat. 85® 42'. Long. 76* 29'. Kiev.

A village on the left bank of the Basha river (Baltistin). With a neigh-

bouring village, it contains twenty-three houses. {Jjflmor,)

IBET—
The elevated country of Central Asia, situated to the north of the lofty

snowy mountains which encircle India from Kashmir to Assam, is familiarly

known to Europeans by the name of Tibet. This name is also commonly
employed by the Muhammadan naUons to the north and west to designate

the same country, but is not known in the language of the Tibetdns

themselves, among whom different portions of the country are usually

known by different names. In Eastern Tibet the words ** To Po " (or Teu
Pen) ore used, from which the form Tibet probably origiunted. {TAomion

•—i^efr Eliao.)

Vigue observes-—'' The word Tibet, or Tibat, as it is pronounced in

BaIiist4o and Kashmir, is called simply Bod in the language of Laddk. A
Tibetdn is called Bod-pa at Laddk. Tibet is called Se Tsang by the

Chinese. I believe the word Tibet to be a compound of Tiba and Bod
(Tape in Tnrkir), signifying in the mountain dialects a peak, so that Tibet

is simply the mountains of the people professing the Buddliist religion."

The whole of Tibet appears to c^racterised by great uniformity of

climate and productions, pn which account it appears convenient to retain

the name for the whole country, although it is naturally separable into

two grand divisions. One of these, the waters of which collect to join the

Brahmaputra, is still scarcely known, and the other, drained prinoi|)ally by
the Indus and its tributaries, is the one which will come under considera-

tion in this work. The line of separation of these two portions lies a little

to the east of the great lakes Manasaiawar and Kawan Bud, from the
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neighbourhood of which the oountry must gradually slope iu both direo-

tions towards the sea. Western Tibet is a highly mouutaiuous country,

lying on both sides of the Indus, with its longer axis directed Uke that

river from south-east to north-west (fkomwu)

It is divided into three portions—Little Tibet or Baltist4n, Middle
Tibet or Lad&k, and Upper Tibet, which is that portion outside the terri-

tories of the Mahar^a of Kashmir.

Every part of Tibet is thought to be traversed by ranges of mountains
which have their origin either iu the Kuenlun on the north, or in the trans-

Sutlej Himalaya on the south. These mountain ranges are extremely rocky

and rugged, but, as a general rule, it may be said that they are less so in

the upper part of the course of the different rivers, than in their lower

parts. The height of the mountain ranges which traverse Western Tibet

is in all parts pretty much the same, "and, as a consequence, the depth of

the valleys in the lower portion of the course of the Indus, and of all its

tributaries, is very much greater than near the sources of these rivers. In
the higher valleys, therefore, the mountains are apparently much less lofty

;

they are also frequently rounded and sloping, or at all events more rocky

and precipitous than lower down, though to this there are many exceptions.

The elevation of the passes in a mountainous region represents in general

the height of the lowest part of the chain. In the mountain ranges of

Tibet the average height of the ridges does not exceed from 1,000 to 2,000

feet above the passes, many of which, indeed, are scarcely at all lower than

the highest crest of the ridge in which they are situated. In estimating

the principal ranges at 20,000 feet and the minor ranges at from 17,000

to 18,000 feet, we approximate very closely to the truth. This estimate

applies to all parts of the countiy, the height of the ranges being remark-

ably uniform, but peaks occur at intervals in every one of the principal

ranges, which considerably exceed the elevation just stated, rising very

generally to 23,000 and 24,000 feet, and one even to 28,000.

Though the climate of the whole of Western Tibet may, in general,

be characterised as extremely dry, it is by no, means cloudless. The
winter months in particular are often very cloudy, and a good deal of

snow falls. During the summer the sky is either bright and cl<mr, or

overcast with very light clouds. Thomson says the only occasions on

which he observed any fall of rain at all deserving of the name, have been

mostly in early spring or in the latter part of the autumn. But later

observations show tb^ the monsoon rains reach Western Tibet (Ladak, fta)

nearly every year in July, and that July and August are the months when

rain usually falls. Rain in spring or autumn is very rare indeed.

When the sky is clear, the sun, in all parts of Tibet, is extremely

powerful, ’'he shade temperature depends, of course, a good deal on the

elevation, but also on the situation, exposure, and many other accidental
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OMiuMtnMM. la fihe lomr put «t llw ladw nllej it ia fraqneatl/

vuj hifl^ the' fikudaj ataM^era albiriBir the Ml infloMMo ot tin sun

to bo esortoi oa tin buo, ofleobloek, noho ovwi u bigb np u 11,000

foot; ia autow vallaja, tbo beat ia oftaa (teat ia'tba atiiUla ^ tin daj.

The gieater part of Tibet- ooaaate ot pletooio aad laetaaiorpbic loeka

;

giaaite oeeata, iajactad ia inanau veiaa iatothe aMtaaeorphio roeka.

The (teat azteat aai davelopmeat ot a yttj aBodara allaviam-Iika

fonaatioa, oonpoaed ot gteat auaan ot oiajr with bpaldoia, aad oeeaaioaalljr

ot eeiy liaa lamiuated dap, eoaetitatu oaa ot the aaoot leaulrkable and
otriking faatawa ot Woatom Tibet. Saadatoae aad ooagloBuiate alao are

not eritb, bat laoia laiolj. (nooMoa.)

TIBI—
The largeet ot the Ghotbat tribatarin ot tba 8bj«4i. It joiao tin loft

bauk betaeoa Chabuka aad Biagdoag. Thou ia a path ap it, leadiag to

tin ladua vailop, irhioh naaid tobo poanble ia Jalp. {Jflmtr.)

nOAB^fida "Tatua."

TIKPCBA-Lat. 28.' Long. 74* 28'. Slav.

A laiga vilh^ ooataiaiag aboat oaa boadred hoaaa^ aitaated oa a atraam

at tin toot ot the apw at tin aoatii aad of tin LoUb ealloy.

Fran tbia village there ia a path, wbieb eroaan tin taage of bills to tin

aobth, ilimraiding apoa tin village of Zohlar at tin north end of the

Zriaagir patgaaa ; it ia a veip pietaraeqae walk, ooeapying the whole dap

;

a warn dalpboata spring is poased aboat half a nils fron Tfkpdrm.

Than is alao^p^ ovw the aaaaa taage ot aranatains, lending direetlp

to Inbanilwu, vriudiatln tin least rain beeonns inpaasablo tor laden

poano, thoagh the vilhgen state th^ oaa aad go lip it.

At Tikpdia the tinraaoBntar (Dseanbu bth) stood at 26^ at snnrisa.

(fyaa—JfM^eoMrn.)

TlKBAT oaTIKBB—
A kaidari u eoHeetonte ia Laddk, on tin right bank of tin lados. It

indadeatinfollowiag vilkgn:

—

Tikaap, Shap, Banbirptir and Shatans, of wbieb thalsigrat are the two

first, °*** aoaaswhat ander one handled aad fifty houses.

Cadi reveaae about B2,800, besidss tans in kind. {Jflmer.)

TIKZAT oa TIK8B—Ut M** 5'. Long. 77** 20'. Elev. 1 1,000'.

A large village sitnated in a plain oa tin right bank of tin Indus, 1.8

above Lth. It is tin first mardi from tin latter on ibe Cbaag-

fh—mn roata. Bead good. Thera is a nonuterp here on a spur north

of tin village, in which time are fifty lamu and some nnns. Encamp,

ment in a poplu garden. Fields irrigated by eanab from the Indue, oubjoet

to iaandation when tin rivw rises above its nsnal height About six

hnndred inhabitants in this village. {IMter-. Mntan—Jjilmer.)
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TILAIL—Lat. 34^ 30' and 34^ 35'. Lon^. 75^ and 75^ 20\ £lev.

The name of a long and narrow valley lying to the north-east of Kashmir,

which is traversed by the incipient Kitslian Oanga.

It is nowhere more than a mile in width, and is encompassed by lofty

mountains which exhibit a like peculiarity to those in Kashmir, inasmuch

as the slopes having a southern aspect, are uniformly bare of forest, and are

here clothed with gross or masses of prangos, while on the south side there

is no want of timber, except towards the west end of the valley lietween

the villages of Purana Tilail and Zergay, where the mountains aie too pre-

cipitous to give footing to any vegetation, excepting here and ther«f a lew

pine trees which cling to the bare face of the rock.

The general appearance of the valley presents a great contrast to Kash-

mir, ns the sylvan beauty of the* earthly paradise' is entirely w.'ntiitg,

and the mountains that enclose it arc not bold enough in oiillinc to com-

pensate by the wild grandeur of their scenery.

In the upper portion of the valley the fall is considerable, and the

Kishan Ganga flows a turbid and impetuous torrent, wliicli finds an exit at

the western extremity through a narrow gorge which only gives ])iissage

to the river ; and the main path traversing the valley, which has hitherto

followed the right bank of the stream, crosses the range of mountains to

the north-west into Gurais.

This path forms the high road between Gdrais and Drib, and is that

by which the Tilail valley is usually entered. It may, however, be reached

more directly from Kashmir by a path which ascends from Wangat to

Gangarbal ; there are also two roods from Sonamarg in the Sind valley

;

the one known as the Nikka Nai road lies by the Krishun Sar and Vishnu

Sar lakes, the other> called Bara Nai, follows the course of the Raman
stream. From the Tilail valley, the Shingo river and Deosai plains, and

Skardii, may, it is said, be reached at certain seasons of the year by a path

which ascends the Grati Nar.

The inhabitants of this valley differ somewhat in appearance from thoM
of Kashmir, their features approaching the Mongolian type. Their dress

is much the some, except that the women wear an exaggerated copy of the

common red head-dress. The Bird language is universally spoken.

The valley is but sparsely populated; the houses are all huddled

together in the villages or ranged in a square enclosing a court-^rd, in

which the cattle are herded ; this disposition is adopted for the sake of

warmth and communication during the long and rigorous winter. The
dwellings, which are frequently double- storied, are constructed of unhewn
timbers dovetailed at the corners, and having the interstices plastered with

mud. They have no chimneys, and are all very dirty. The villages, with

scarcely an exception, are entirely bare of trees, and have but little vegeta-

tion of any description about t&sm; barley, peas, irumia, and pisys are the

only products of the valley; rice is of course unknown at this elevation.
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The harvaste are not abandant^ and are eeareely in exceea of the abeolate

leqniremente of the inhabitaota.

It ie the coetom to bnry the grain in eaeiet

;

thif appears to be a rem-

nant of the precantions which were taken during the old marauding days^

but the habit is still adhered to, owing to the want of proper Teasels to

contain the grain, and of space in the houses in which to store it. The
holes are usually constructed in some dry spot near the village; they are

called in the Ddrd language and ads in Kashmfrf. The grain is care-

fully wrapped in birch hark before being consigned to these receptacles ; the

hole is then filled in with stones, above which a layer of earth is spread.

When well dried and securely packed, the grain is said to keep go^ for

six months, but it is not usually preserved so long.

Tlic inhabitants of Tilail seem to be extremely fond of fruit, of which

the only indigenous varieties are the strawberry and a few wild pears, but

a great deal is imported from Skardu, principally dried multerries of a

very inferior description, and a small apricot called but iair by the Kash-

mms ; for these luxuries the people barter the woollen stuffs they have

manufactured during the winter. The wild flowers and grasses common
to the British Isles are found throughout the valley, and roses in Tilail are

scarcely less abundant than those of Kashmir, exhibiting, if anything, more

beautiful tints.

Though extremely poor, the Tikilis pay 00 rupees (chilki) at their mar-

riages ; this sum iS paid by the bridegroom to the bride's family either

before or on the day of marriage. Flocks of sheep constitute their most

valuable possession ; the Kashmiri butchers buy much of their meat in this

valley, paying for the animals at the rate of 14 or 15 rupees (chilki) a

kharwa taken at an estimation.

The government tax is calculated at half tbo produce of the lands,

and is paid either in money or in kind. Vigne slates that when Tilail

was subject to Ahmad Shdh, the gyalpo or raja of Skardu, he, instead of

taking a tribute of money, contented himself with receiving annually a

present of a sheep and a coil of rope from each house.

The government likewise levies a duty of an anna in the rupee on all

articles exported from Tilail to Kashmir.

Tlie administration of justice is provided for in the following manner

:

Small rases are decided by the village mokaddams; more important

matters Iiie referred to the thinadfu*, who resides in Badgam, from whom
appeal lies to the governor of Kashmir.

It is said that on all suits having a pecuniary value the government

levies a duty equal to one-fourtb of the value in dispute.

TILUT SO oa TILAT SUMDO—Lat. 88® 40'. Long. 77/® .18'. Kiev.

A camping ground on one of the routes from Padani to LXh, on the left

Imnk of the Kharnak river; between this and Khamak'Sumdo the river
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has to bo forded nine times in miles. The Chnrohar pass lies west of

the camp, and is crossed between Chipchnok and Zangla. (JET. Straeke^.)

TIMBRA—Lat. 33® 46'. Long. 74® 14'. Elev.

A village on the path from Pdneh to Mandi, about 8 miles east of Pdnch.

The houses are disposed in clusters, and there are many shady trees about

the place, which is watered by a small stream. Tlie inhabitants are all

Muhammadans.

TIMISGAM—
A kardari or collectorste ot the province of Lad4k. It contains the vil-

lages of Timisgam, Hemis—Shukpa, Tia, and Oira-mangiu). The cash

revenue is nearly fi3,000, besides taxes in kind. Timisgam is the largest

village, and with Tia has nearly one hundred and fifty houses The people

of this group are better off than any other part of Ladak,asthe crops give

good yield ; there are more fruit trees than elsewhere, and the people carry

on a brisk trade between Changthan and Ldh, and Srinagar and Baltistdn.

Timisgam is far warmer than the upper parts of Laddk. (Ajiimer,)

TIMISGAM—Lai. 34® 17'. Long. 77®. Elev.

A small village situated some distance from the right bank of the Indus,

45 miles below Leh and 10 .above Khalsi. It is passed on the upper road

from the latter to Leh. With the neighbouring village of I'ia, it containK

about one hundred and fifty houses. {Drew^Ajflmer,)

TIMMERAN—Lat. 33® 47'. I^iig. 75® 27'. Elev.

A small village situated in the Bud Nai valley, which opens into the north,

eastern extremity of the Kutliar pargaiia. It is distant about 16 milef

north-^east of Achibal, and lies at the foot of ascent of the Rial Pawa^

pass, which is crossed by a shephertPs path leading into the Maru Ward*

w4n valley*

This village, which is held in jagir by Resdl Shdh, the harkara of the

parguna, contains a mas{id and four large houses, and is irrigated by a

branch of the Zamkatch stream. The elevation being considerable, there

is but one harvest annually, which is confined to scanty crops of Indian-

corn, trnmha, and gunkdr.

TINDALI OR TINALI—Lat. 34® 18'. Long. 73® 35'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bauk of the Jfaielum, 28 miles from Kohdia.

TINGJOS—Lat. 35® 18'. Long. 75® 86'. Elev.

A pargsna in the ilnrka of Skardd (Baltistdn). It lies just above the

Skardu plain. It ie said to contain eighty houses, (ijr/wer.)

TINGMOL—Lat. 88® 46'. hong. 76® 28'. Elev.

A village containing four houses, situated at the mouth of the Saogam

valley, on the east side of the Kuthdr pargana, just above Midepdra,
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Urge ?illage containing fifteen bout* s. The inhabitants are amnindars.

and rear silkworms.

This latter Tillage is snrronnded bjr green turf and shaded hj some
splendid trees. It contains a spring, and the poppy is cultiTated in the

neighbourhood.

TIKBAL-Lat. 83^ 15^ Long. U'. Elev.

A small hamlet in the district of Rdiiibdn, surrounded by a patch of

cultivation, situated on the right bank of the Chandra Bhdga, al>out 3
miles west of the village of Hdmbdn, on the high road towards Kashmir.

TIRI—Lat. 83^ 85\ Long. 78^ 5^ Kiev.

A small village in the Kardari of Hemis (Laddk) situated in a lateral ravine

on the left bank of the Indus, opposite the village of Kydngyam (on the

right bank.) The river is here crossed by a rode wooden brid^, not

practicable for laden animals. A path leads up the Tiri ravine into Ropshu.

There is also a path to Qya by the Kiameri pass. {K^noldi-^Jjflmer.)

TIRIKO—Lat 85» 87^ Long. 75 Kiev.

A small pargana in the ilarka of Bondd (Baltisldn). It lies on the right

bank of the Indus. It is picturesquely situated, occupying small fertile

platforms with precipitous cliffs betweeu them. It includes the villages of

Tiriko, Listing, and Gomo, and possesses forty bouses,

TIEIT—Lat. 84® 86'. Long. 77® 46'. Elev. 9,80(»'.

A village in the Nubrfi district, situated on the right bank of the Sbyok,

7 miles below Satti and a little above the junction of the Nubrd river. It

is passed half-way between Satti and Taghar on the summer or Karako-

ram route. It is said to contain seven houses. {Bellew—Aplmer.)

riRITSHU—Lat. 34® 45'. Long. 77® 87'. Elev. 10,100'.

A small village in the Nubri district, on the left bank of the Nubri river,

below Panamikh. Between it and the latter is a small fresh-water lake, a

few furlongs in circumference, completely insulated in a crater of low ser-

pentine hills. {H, Strack^.)

TtSAB—Ut. 85® 80'. Long. 75® 80'. Elev.

A group of villages in Basha (Baltistdn), on the right bank of the Basha

stream. It is said to contain one hundred and twenty-five houses. (Jjftesr.)

TITWlL—Lat 84® 88'. Long. 78® 40'. Elev.

A village situated on the left bank of the Kishan Oanga, just above the

junction of the Kaai Ndg stream, up which lies the road leading into the

Kamao valley.

It is situated about midway between Mozafarabdd and BhaMuib ; to

the former place the journey is rough and difScnlt, and impassable for laden

cattle; to the latter there is an excellent path crossing the Nattfshannar

Oali.
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Titwfi coDtaint a thXoa and a caatom-bouse, and is inhabited by abont

ten families.

The rocky channel in which the Kishan Ganga flows is now spanned by
a substantial haial bridge just above the village, which is a great improve-

ment on the Mampa^ which it replaced ; a small toll is levied on each pass-

enger. Below the village the river bends to the west, flowing through a
narrow chasm in the precipitous mountains.

The Kazi NXg stream, on the west side of the village, is not fordable^

but is crossed by two bridges, one a little higher up than the other.

There are a few shady trees about the village ; the most convenient

spot for encamping is on the narrow grassy terraces by the bank of the

Kishan Ganga, about 200 yards below the bridge.

A thermometer roistered at 2.p.]f. (22nd August) 88^ in the shade, at

6 p.M. 78^, and immersed in the Kishan Ganga 56°.

TOK oa STOK—Lat. 84® V. Long. 77® 40'. Elev. 11,228'.

A village sitnated some distance from the left bank of the Indus, opposite

Ldh. It was bestowed as a jag^r upon the deposed gyalpo by Zorawdr

Singh in 1836, and is still held by his descendants. {Cunningkam.)

TOLTI—
An ilarka of the Wazirat of Skardd. It occupies the Indus valley just

below Khurmang.

It contains only about two hundred houses. {Jglmer,)

TOLTI-Lat. 85® 2'. Long. 78® 9'. Elev.

A village in Baltistdn, on the left bank of the Indus, and on the road from

Dids to Skardu. Precipitons mountains form a circle all round it, almost

shutting out the light of day. There is a fort in the ravine behind the

village, perched on the top of a rock (in a most untenable position, though

probably well suited for defence against a sudden attack). The belt of culti-

vation here is very narrow, just skirting the banks of the river on very nar-

row platforms of alluvium, which are irrigated by artificial canals carried

with considerable labour between the fields and the mountains. (flosMoa.)

TOM TOKH oa TANGMOCHE?—Lat 83® 40'. Long. 77®12'. Elev.

A camping ground on one of the routes from Padam to Lft, north-east of

the Cbarchar-la.

TONGWAL-Lat. 36® 42'. Long. 75® 50'. Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Braldu river (Baltistdn). It contains

thirteen houses. (Aglmir.)

TOE GALI-Lat. 84® 47'. Long. 78® 60'. Elev.

The name of a pass over the range of mountains forming the water-shed

between the valley of the Kishan Ganga and Kdghdn. it is crossed by the

path between the village of Darral, in Lower Drawfir, and Batgfind, in

Kdghln, and is said to be practicable during the fonr summer months,
‘
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TOSHA MAIDlN-Ut. 8d» 66\ Long. 74^ S£^ Blev. lO.SOO'.

A grmiqr vnlley lying on the eeet fide of the P(r Panjdl range ; it givet iti

Dame to a pam eitnated lat. 88^ ^8^ long. 74^ 27', which ia croseed by the

moot direct path between Srinagar and Pdncb. As ita name impliea, the

Toaha Maiddn ia almoat a plain, for the hilla on all aidea slope gently down

to it^ and the numerous streams which water it are divided by undulating

ridges covered with luxuriant grass and wild flowers ; at the lower end of

the maidin,on ita eastern edge, are two small masonry towers of sexagonal

shape, about 25 feet high, and having four tiers of loopholes. That called

after Sarddr Uttar Muhammad Khdii, a younger brother of Ddst Muham-
mad, crowns a knoll just above the spot where the main path from Drang

emerges on to the plain ; the other, known as the Kaoberf Damdamma, is

sitnated on a hiflock near the other side of the valley, about a mile to the

south-east ; it commands the footpath which desoeuds on the village of

TaaL The passage of the Tosha Maiddn pass commences on the Kashmir

side by asomewhat steep ascent of about 8 miles from the village of Drang ;

on reaching the plain the path is a gradual slope. The lower part of the

valley is called Wattadar, and contains a few shepherds' huts, and an abun-

dant supply of fuel witbin easy distance. The Tsenimarg, near the upper

end of the maiden, lies mostly above the limit of forest; the summit of the

pass is called Neza ; the descent on the west side is steep, lying through a

narrow valley or gorge between rocky spurs. Witb the exception of one

or two solitary huts at some distance from the top, no habitations are

met with until reaching the Snltdn Futhri Dok, a Odjar settlement above

the village of Arigam.

The manifest advantages offered by the Tosha Maiddn pass to an army
invadiug Kashmir were appreciated by Mnhardja Ranjit Singh, who
in 1H14 attempted to carry the peas, but was defeated by Muhammad Aaim
Kh4n, the then governor of Kashmir, in person ; the other column, consist-

ing of 10,0U0 Sikhs, which had proceeded by the way of Nandan Sar, was

likewise routed by the Pathdns.

The Tosha Maiddn is well worth a visit, and is easily reached from

Srinagar vtd Watrahel and Zanigam in two inarches, or by an easier

ascent op the 8ukn4g river vid Watrahel and Ringazabal. The marg

cannot be less tlian 10,000 feet, but aupplies must be brought from below.

(IFsayals.)

The Tosha Maid4n pass, lying at a great elevation, is closed by the first

falls of snow, and is said not again to be practicable until the month of

June ; it is, however, much frequented during the summer, and the plain

affords unlimited pasturage to herds of cattle and large flocks of sheep.

OSHO PASS—Lat. 85^ 11'. Long. 74^ 80'. Blev. 18,000'.

A pass leading over a southern spur of Nanga Parbat from Tasbina in the

Rupal Nullah, Astor to Bdnar, Chilas. It is closed from the middle of
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October to June. For tbe remaining four montbe, ihongh still more or

loss cofored with snow, it affords a passage for men and goats. It is

apparently more used than the Haaeno pass, which lies 2 miles to the

east. {Akmad dU Kkan.)

TRAOBAL-Lat. 84^ 80'. Long. 74^ 41'. Elof. 9,620'.

A tank and ekoti lying on the south side of the Mjdiangan ridge, 9 mile*

north of Bandapdr, on the high rond towards Gurais and Skardu. There
is said to be a footpath from this place leading directly to the village of

Wampdr, in Odrais, by the Vijji Maid4n.

There is a good encamping ground a quarter mile south of the tank.

Forage and firewood abundant. Drinking water limited in amount.
(Baies-^Barraw.)

TRAQBAL on BAJDIANQAN PASS-*Lat. 84^ 88'. Long. 74P 42'.

Blev. 11,700'.

A pass leading out of the Kashmir Valley, on the road from Srinagar to
Gilgit. It is the name hy which the Rdjdiangan is usnally known. The
actual pass is for 8. or 4 miles quite easy, except when under snow,
but the ascent and descent on either side are very diflBoult and steep. The
kotal or crest is about 11,700 feet above the sea, and the pass is for 2 or

8 miles on either side of it quite destitute of trees of any kind. Snow
seldom lies later than May, but in exceptional years it is covered even in

July. {Barrom.)

TRAGtJMfi BUR TSO-Lat. 84® O'. Long. 78® 25'. Elev.

Two small lakes in the Mnglib valley, between Muglib and the north-west

end of the Pangong lake. {Oodwin^AuiUn.)

TRAL—Lat. 88® 66'. Long. 76® 10'. Elev.

A small town prettily situated on the sloping plateau at tbe foot of the moun.

tains near the east side of the Wdllar pargana, of which it is the tahsfl sta-

tion. It lies about 6 miles north-east of the village of Tsnrus, on the

Jhelum,by an excellent road; and about the same distance east of Awdnti-

pdr ; the first part of this road, in tbe neighbourhood of Awdntipur, is good,

but the latter part, where it crosses the valley, lies amid the rice-fields, and

is usually wet and swampy.

The Bhiigmur rosd, communicating with the Dachinpara pargana, lies

over the range of mountains to the east of the town ; it is said to be a fair

path, the distance to tbe village of Suipfira being 6 koi, TrdI is built at

the dge of the plateau, and is divided into an upper and lower mahalla

;

the bouses, which are ranged at different levels on the slope, are Construct-

ed of sun-dried bricks, with thatched roofs.

It is shaded by fine trees, and possesses no less than twelve springs. The

plateau land on the east side of the town is dry and bare, but the alopes’to
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the west and the valley beneath ie a matt of rice cultivation.
,
The Mnliam-

madan population ia said to compTisel9jt funiiliesof samfiidam^ inclnding—

6 BhUMh.
ip BsniM.

1 Baktr.

8 Butekem.

1 Blacksmith.

4

Garfeniert.

1 Mdlla.

6 Saiads.

18 AttendaaU at the sfirste.

6 Cowherds.

4 Sweepers.

18 Wearers.

4 Oil-sellers.

4 Gardeners.

4 Qoldsmiths.

8 Washerroen.

5 Botters.

8 l^ers.

6 Fakirs.

3 Ddms.

6 Snrgeons and physicians.

Tlie Hindus aie said to number fifteen fnmilii'S, including three Brahmins,

and the ailladars, patwaris, and other servants ofthe government.

Among the twelve springs, that of the Diva Ndg is the most famous

;

it lies on the east side of the town, near the thdna, and is shaded by a
magnificent chundr and other trees. The water, which is very cool and

clear, rises into a pool or tank abont 50 feet sqnaie and 4 or 6 feet

deep, containing a few fishes. The waters of this spring are esteemed sacred

by the Hindds, who have adorned the 9pot with four ancient carved stones.

The usual encamping ground is on the grassy plain by this spring.

The Kensabal spring, situated near the Mir Mohammad Hamaddii rfdrat,

is even more highly venerated, and it is a disputed point between Hiiidds

and Muhammadans whether this fountain was called into existence by

Mahadev, or rose in obedience to a blow of Mir Mnhammad's staff.

The Davabal spring, near Asham Sbdh's Takia, is worthy of notice. In

Lower Trdl are two springs called Mertser F^kkor, also Kara Ndg,

Brim Sar, and Koncbibal. The remaining three springs are situated near

the Shdh Hamaddoi zfarat, in the middle of the town.

The supply of water from these aumeroos fountains not only supplies

all the wants of the inhabitants, but irrigates a wide extent of country in

the neighbourhood of the town.

At 5 A.K. on the 5th July the mercury stood at 67^.

Vigne states that when he visited Trfil, it was the principal residence

of the Kashmirian Sikhs, that is, Sikhs whose ancestors first came to Kash*

mir in the service of Bdja Suk Jawtu, a Hindd of 8bikarpdr,aDd who was

sent to the valley as governor by Timfir Shdh, of Kdbul, about A.D. 1775.

In about a year he endeavour^ to make himself in^pendent, and en-

gaged some Sikhs, who were co-religionists, to assist him; butTirofir Shfih

defeated him, took him prisoner, and bliud^ him.

TBAPAI—Lat. S4^ Long. 74^ 84'. Elev.

A village containing about ten housos, situated at tbe foot of the Poshkar

hill, abont li mile north-west of Kig, by the road towards Firosp&r.
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TBAKAN—Lti. 4'. Long.W tV. Bmr.
A vflhgo in tho Bangil paigana^ oitnated in tha bod of the atnnin, lathar

nMwe than a mile north-eaet o( Fiiospdr. It eontaina twelve honaae,-which

an donble^toried bnildiDga, oonatnioted at rongh barked timbera, dovetailed

at the eornen. and having pent thatched noli.

TREKOLABAIi—Ut S4*> lO*. Long. 74** 88'. Elev.

A village situated in the midet of the Bambanar moiaaa, on the left bank
of the Sakndg river, to the north^act of Futan. It containathree lionaM

inhabited Ij boatmen ; in Odnd Ibidtifm, on the opporito bonk, then am
five houae*.

TRIBONIAN—Let. 34« 88'. Long.W 68'. Elev.

A village in the Karnao vall^, aitnated on the kft hank of the Sham*
ahabari atnam, which ia cioaaed bj a ttaml bridge below the village. It

containe eiz honaco inhabited 1^ Sikh lamfndan, and ie bj fine

trace.

TBIKHTABoaTBlKOTADEVl—Let 88»8'. Long. 76'. Bev.
A noble mountain which riam in atateljr grandeur, a few miha to the eaat

of the town of Biifal^ in Jamd ; itia visible from a great diatanee from the
aonth,divided,aaitaname would imply, into three peaks, which riae directly

from the edge of the plain with an devation fiir eioeeding what ia "»»*

amongst tire lover bills on the border. Baion Hfigel atatee timt a place
of pilgrimage lUa about half>way np its northern aide, witha temple mndi
celebrated for its beauty and aanctity. It has also a spring Lorn whidi tho
water rism in jerks and falb into a basin ; for nine months of the year this

water is coM, but during December, January, and part of Fshrnaty it is

too hot to bartouching witliout pain. Thiaphenomenonmay, perhaps, be
explained 1^ the fact that, so long as the enow lies on the TWkota, no
water can peiretrate the protected spring, which, therefore, keepe its own
natnmily high tempemtnm. IVikota Devi lies 18 ior, or 87 miles, north

of Jamfi. Much resorted to by Hindus fmm the Fanjdb. (r^ae—

TROACH—Lat.88<>86'. Long. 7S<*66’. Elev.

A small village and fort in the province of Naoshera, situated about 10 miles

south of Kolti, at the point of separation of the roads from that place

leading towards Mirpdr and Naoeheia. The fort is a large oblong atruo*

turn, apparently in good preservation, having a flanking tower at eadr

corner, and bastions at intervals along the sides. Viewed from below, it

seems to be most tavourahly situated, oomtttanding both the roads within

rifle shot. It occupies the crest of a spur which does notseem to be entirely

commanded from any point, and which riam from the valley in three tiers

or shelvce, having naturally scarped sidm.
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The only weter-eupply oomes from tanki conitructed nitliin the well*.
The village eonsitte of a few honies situated on the lowermost shejf of

the spur. The garrison consists of twenty.five men, and there are two guns.
(Aites— fibfvejf.) . ,

TSAKA LA on SAKA LA—Lat. 88® 80'. Long. T8® 55'. Elev. 15,626'.
Lerds over the Kailas range between the Pangong lake and the Indus.
It is crossed on the eastern route from Shdshal to Nima Mnd (on the
lodns) and is remarkably easy. Both ascent and descent very gradual.
The monastery of Rnhna (or Balmaug) is passed about 4 miles south
of the pass.

Feet.

Elevation according to Trgonometriral Survey map 17,(i00.

» »* »f Drew's map . , 16,178.
Trebeck says it oauuot be less than . .. Ifiooo.

(Rev»oidt—J)reip.)

TSAKSHANQ or CHAKSANG, or SHUKSHANG-Lat. 33° 10'.

Ijong. 7?»® 85'. Elev.

An encamping ground on the south-west end of the Tso Kiagr Jake, and at
the foot of the Nakpogodiiig pars. A stream flows by here from the west
and turning south enters the Tsomorari lake after a course of 85 to 30 miles
(f/rfe Gyang). (ll. StracAtf.) ‘

TSALTUK-PWe “Tsultak."

TSANABAI«—Lat. 34® 8'. Long. 74° 41'. Elev.
A village situate*! on the left bank of the Siikndg, about 9 miles north-
west of Srinagar. It is surrounded with rice cultivation, and contains eight
houses inhabited by Muhammadan znmfudars of the Shfa sect.

TSARAP RIVER-r-ftie “ Sbrap.”

TSARI—Lat. 85° 88'. Long. 75° 28'. Elev.
A village in Baltistdn, on the right bank of the river Indus, between
Skardd and Rondu.

TSARI-BRAGARDO—Lat. 36° 27’. Long. 75® 80'. Elev.
A pargana in the ilarka of Skardu (Baltistan). It lies on the right bank
of the Indus, where that river valley begins to narrow. It is said to con*
tain one hundred and thirteen houses. {Aglmer.)

TSA*™— r«V/e « Satw."

T8AZA— rt/fe « Kama*."

TSEDAR—Lat. 83® 48'. Long. 75* 40'. Elev.

A snaall village on the right bank of the Braidu river (Baltistan). It con-
tains ten houses, {dflnur.)
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TSBNIAL—Lat. 84” 89'. Long. 74” 66'. Elev.

A village in Qdraie, sitoated at the month of the Poltnn Nar vallqr, which

!• traversed hj the high road between Ourais and Tilail ; it Kes on either

bank of the Loriqwaj stream. Some few of the houses are built on the right

bank of the stream, but the greater portion of the village is situated at some
little distance from the left bank. The fields descend from the village to

the Burzil, which flows beneath, and ascend the opposite bank. The river

is usually bridged ; but during the floods caused by the melting of the snows,

the bridge is frequently carried away, in which case a detour must be made
to the Kdtubat bridge, which is thrown across the rocky channel about a

mile and a half above the village. Throughout the winter the river is said

to be fordable.

The Kashmir! name for this village is Tsurrowon ; it contains altogether

thirteen houses. There iffample space for encamping on the river bank below

the village. On the 22nd July, at 5-SO a.M., the thermometer registered

52^ in the air, and 44^ immersed in the Burzil.

1 SEEPTJRA—Lat. 88® 44^ Long. 76® 23^ Elev.

A village situated on the east side of the Kuth4r pargana, about 8 miles

north-east of Achib41. It contains a masjid and the zf4rut of Saiad Sahib,

a bania*i shop, and seven houses inhabited by znmindars.

There is a small spring in the village, and extensive rice cultivation

around it. Both coolies and supplies are procurable.

This village is one of the chief centres of the silk industry, and contains

a large filature and a factory, in which water power has lately been intro-

duced to turn the reels, with every prospect of success.

TSIN OE CHAIN—Lat. 85® Long. 74® fiV. Elev.

A small village of three houses on the right bank of the Kamri stream

(Astor). A mile above the village a bridge crosses the Kamri. [Aj/lmr,)

TSIRAR— riifs "CheXe.^^

TRO-AE OE TSO-WAE, i.e., ^Between the Lakes”—Lat. 83® 18'.

Long. 78® 4'. Elev. 14,900'.

A camping ground situated between the Tsokar lake and the small fresh,

water lake of Panbuk. It is used in summer by the shepherds of Rupshu*

(if. 8irachey.)

TSO-KAR LAKE oe TSOKAR CHUMO LAKE- Let. 88® 20'.

Long. 7h® O'. Elev. 14,900'.

Or ** White lake,” called by the Hindus Khari Talao, or salt lake. Is

situated in the Thogji Chnnmo plain, 80 miles north-west of the Tsomorari

lake. It is extremely irregular in shape; its greatest length from
east to west is about 5 miles, and its extreme width about 2i miles.

It is supplied at its south-east comer by a small stream, which flows from
the Phnbuk (or Tsokar Cbansi) fresh-water lake. In the middle of the
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mith tidf, when a nelqr promontory jot* out into the lakfi the water ie

veiy deep. On the north and eaet eideo it io ehallow. Drew eayo that in

parte ho did not find moM than 0 feet of water, while over e great epaee

towaide dm weetem end it wae but I foot deepi The water io eneed.
in^y bitter and braelHab, and the whole entbee of the ground on the eouth*

eaet ehoie glittere with a etiine matter, whudi forma a thiok omet of aome
eatent. ^ road from Kuin to Ldh paeaaa over part of tbia vaat eake of

aalt, whioh eraeke and erunohea beneath the feet. It ia oompoeed ohiefly

el natron or anbeerbonate of aoda. On the northern above ate eevoral

lagoone in whioh eommon aalt ia deporited and ooileotad by the edoi^pee,

or ahepherda of Bnpahn. It ia not very pure aalt, and ia apt to 'prodnoe

itcbinraa of the akin ; atill it ia naad all over Laddk and even oerriad a» far

aaKaahmir.

Waterfowl, aapaeialiy wild goaae and dnek, are fonnd ia groat numbara

on the lake, and the fraab«water lake near it ia a favourite haunt of the

or wild aao.

On all aidaa the mountaina atill retain the ancient baaeh>marka at
variooa heighta up to ISO feet above the preaant level of tlie lake; and ia

the numerona dapoaita of fine alluvial day, myriada of freah- vater abdla

are fonnd. Fkom thia it baa bean enppoaed that the lake onee fotinad a
vaat aheet of frMh*water, with a narrow paaaage to the wart, wbieh eon«

neetad it with a aeoond and larger lake that mnat have oovared the whole
of the pcooent Kyaog j^ain, from the foot the Tagalang paaa to the

forka of the Suui^ river, a length of 85 milaa.

TSO KIAGK—Let. S8« 8'. Long. 78° 81'. Kiev.

A email lake, about 8 milaa long and 1 wide, aitnatad north of the
Tiomoiuri lake, and eloaa to the Nakpogoding paaa, which live waat of it.

It ia aurronnd^ by low ridgea of gnaiae rook bom 850 to 300 bet high.

The water io braokiah, being fit for animala to drink, but not for man.
The maximum depth waa 07 feat; thia waa 800 yarda from the aoulh
end. In the centre tin depth wu 48 feet. A apring of water riaaa on the
waat aide. (Orem.)

TSO LU-Lat 84“ 16'. Long. 78“ 60'. Elev. 14,760'.

A camping ground in tlie Obangehanmo vuilay, on the left bank of the
river. It ia aitnatad at the junction of the atream which flowa down from
the Maiaemik'la. Famial camp ia eloaa by on the oppoaita bank of
tbia atream. Fuel and paatnre obtainable. {Dr*w,)

TSOMONANGLAUI— Fide " pAHOono."

T80MORAKI LAKE on "Mountain Lake"—Let 84“ 58'. Long. 78“ 88'.

Elev. 14,000'.

A fine mountain-bounilad cxpanae of water, lying belwcen the Parang.La
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and Nakpogodiiig pass^ in the Rnpahn district Its length, north and
Bonth, is about 16 miles, and its width varies from 3 to nearly 5 miles.

The water is clear and blue, but slightly brackish, enough so to be

unwholesome for man to drink, though not for horses and yaks. It is

frozen over from the end of October to the end of May, and can be crossed

on the ice. In winter there can be no fluctuation, as the ioe^s protected by
a mass of snow about knee«deep. The lake attains its highest level at the

end of July, but that is not more than 1 foot above the winter level. It

has several affluents ; but no effluence, hence the saltness of its waters. The
longest permanent affluent is that of Oyang andTsakchang from the north,

west with a length of about 80 miles. The Karzok affluent from the

west is much smaller, and there are two or three others, insignificant sum-

mer rivulets.

The Pirse, which joins the south end of the lake from the westward,

is an intermittent affluent, which sometimes flows into the lake and some,

limes into the Para river, at Narbu Sumdo {pide Pirse). Karzok monas*

tery is the only inhabited place on the shores of this lake, and the bare

rocky mountains and stony plains afford but little pasture for the flock of

the Rupahu shepherds. The climate is thoroughly TibeULii. Snow falls

in winter, but to no great depth. In summer the air is usually clear and
cloudless.

The following are soundings taken by Mr. Drew

^rom Kyangdum (ivutk^went comer of lake) couth north of eaH.towardi the

fir%t proMontorjf on the eaeteru chore.

Depth.
At 100 yards from shore f^et.

f> 200 M tf ff • • * . . • 7b n

„ li miles (middle of lake) 108 „

w ,, ft •••*.. . 242 „

In the bay between the two promontories on east shore 248 „

Around thejittle Uland, which ie about half milefrom meet chore.

98 feet,

a M
178 ..

„

21 ..

83 ..

108

122

1» n
3«S ..

100

The ialand above mentioned u a favonrite mort of the gull and
wild goose. Wild fowl do not come to this lake in large numbers to breed.
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TS0NDU8—Lit. 86<* 18'. Long. 76« W. Sbr.

A •mall pargana in the ilarka of 8kard£ (BaltiaUn). It lita on the

Skaidd plaia % milm from the Skaid&fort. It uaaid to oontain thirty

hooaea. (Aflrntr.)

TSO BUli—)^«“PAiraoOK T«o."

TSO THANO—Lat. 86° Long. 70° 05'. Elev. 17,100'.

A camping ground on the eastern Changchenmo route, ntnated on the

northern shore of a salt lake, which lies on the Li.:gzithang plains, at the

foot of the Lokhsung range. It is passed between Burehathang and Thai*

dat. Between it and the latter the road passes through the Lokhsung

range. A little fuel here (bnrtsi), but no grass. {Drtv—Johnmn^)

T80WAB-ride “Tsoae."

TSTT—Lat. 84°6'. Long. 74° 40'. Eler.

A small village in the Madbihdma pargana, lying about 3 miles west

of Sybdg, on the south of the road from Srinagar to Makahdma. It con>

tains about six houses, and is surrounded with rice cultivation.

TSULTAK—Lat. 84° 8'. Long. 77° 66'. Elev. 16,860'.

A camping ground on the Changchenmo' route, 41 miles from Ldh, half

way up the north-east side of the Chang.La. {Trotter.)

TSUBKA—
A sub-division of the Nubrd district, it being tbe portion of the Nnbrd
valley below Panamikh, on the right bank, that on tbe left being called

Farka. {Drew.)

TUOGU NLGGU—Lat. 38° 48'. Long. 78° 46'. Elev.

Two conspicuous isolated low rooky knobs, situated on the west shore of
the Pangong lake, at the confluence of the Sbdsbal stream. " The eastern

rock had formerly been a fortifled post. Tbe level space at the top was
enclosed by a low stone wall, while a detached outwork had been built on
the low spur that ran on the east side." (Goiim»~Jiuteii.)

rUJJAR—Lat. 34° 28'. Long. 74° 87'. Elev.

A large village containing about one hundred houses, situated at the foot

of the hills on the north side of the Zainagir pargana.

Three springs rise in the neighbourhood of this village, which is almost
the only place throughout the pdrgana where rice cultivation is

rULUMBUTI OR TUTIYULAK RIVBB—
A tributary of the Nnbrd river. Rises in the glaciers of the Baser pam and
flowing south-west joins the Nubrd, between Takcbaand Changlung; at
4 miles from the former it is crossed by a good wooden bridge, on tho
summer Karakoram route. This route agau crosses the slnam bstwsen
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the KarmoiildawEn and Tntijolak^thia time hj a rieketty spar bridge^ the
last met with in Laddk territory. iTAomtonr^Bellew,)

TULUMULA on TULAMOL-Lat. 1S^ Long. 74^ W. Elev.

A Yillage and a amall lake aitnated near the right Imok of the Sind river,

aboot 10 milea north-weat of Srinagar.

There ia alao a amall ialand ealled RKginya, where a Hindd featival ia

held in ^e month of May. (Elmslie.)

TUMEL—Lat. 84<’ Long. 76^ 17^ Elev.

A village aaid to contain forty honaea in Kargil (BaltiaMn). It liea in a
amall valley which joina the right aide of the Wakba valley, 8 milea

below Fiariikyam. Ita inhabitanta are Mnhammadana. ( iylmer.)

TtiNGDAR—Lat. 34® 34^ Long. 78® 64^
.

Elev.

A village in the Kamao valley, aitnated about* 8 milea east of Titwal,

on the road towarda Kaahmir. It lies on the north side of the valley, about
a quarter of a mile to the north of the fort.

The village ia well shaded by trees, and contains two maajida and sixteen

housoa inhabited by aamindaia of the Taak clan, two blackamitha, and a
carpenter. The zRrat of Shai Hamaddn ia situated on the south side of the

village, close to a large clump of young cbundr trees, by the banka of

a branch from the Shamahabari stream, which ia crossed by a bridge.

Between the village and the fort there ia a line of barracks occupied by
troops forming part of the garrison, ^ho are employed in the collection of

revenue.

TUNORINO—Lat. 88® 86'. Long. 78® 58^ Elev.

A village in the Zaoskdr district, on the left bank of a tribntaiy of the

Zanskdr river, which joina it from the west below Padam. A rope bridge

connects it with Sani on the opposite bank.

TURGU—Lat. 85® 18'. Long. 76® 60'. Elev.

A pargana in Skardu (Baltistdn), about 7 miles to the east of Skardu, on the

left bank of the Indus. It ia said to contain eighty honsea. (TSimama—

»

Ajflwier.)

TURMIK—
A river in Baltistdn, rising in lat. 86® 46', long. 75® 16', and flowing into

the Indus on ita northern bank between Skardd and Rondd. Godwin-

Austen says it ia a considerable body of water, flowing through a cultivated,

&irly wood' * and cheerful valley, with grassy spurs running down into it

froqq^he mountain above. This river has its sources in several small

glaciers by the 8tok-La.

/
/
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Beitmreet of Turmik Valley.

ViUttge. lIOttMt. IUm. Honei.
Horned
cattle.

Sheep
and

goatf.
Bimibu.

OAmo
Heripa

Hbuhin
Kashlpa
Pongo
Surgo 800 Bamfiidars.

Hirimil Balti. 40 1.000 8.000 r 6 uioochict.

OelMkor 5 caTpenten.

Kushimiil
liuipitn •

MsilgjHID •

Uchaiig •

Mardo

Road leads to the Stok and Basba valleys by the Stok La and the

Oanto La. (Godmn-Aueien^Jylmer.)

TURTUK—Lat. 84® 60'. Long. 78® 6^. Elev. 9,400', approx.

A village in Chorbat (Baltistftn), on the left bank of the Sliyok, at the

mouth of a considerable stream of the same name. It contains about twenty,

five houses. Considerable cultivation. When the Shyok is low, a bridge is

generally made here aud the road then goes vid the left bank. (Aylmer,)

TUBS—Lat. 38® 36'. Long./75®. Elev.

A village in the Kolnarnwa valley, situated about 8 miles south-east

of Hanjipur; it contains eight houses and the ziarat of Bdba Niiris Sahib.

TUTIYALUK or PANGDONGSTA—
Lat. 85® O' 1 7^ Long. 7 7® 48'. Elev. 1 3,000'.

A camping ground on the summer Karakoram route. It lies at the foot of

the Saser pass, between it aud the Kardwal-Diwan. The Bhots call this

place PangdongUa^ t.e., the ^^pleasure-ground of the Yak." Pasture very

scanty : fuel none. Brangsa Saser comp, at the other end of the Saser

pass, is 1 5 miles distant. Sartang camping ground is passed holf-waj.

(Trotter^Bellem.)

TUTKOR—Lat. 85® 25'. Long. 76® 49'. Elev.

A pargana of the ilarka of Shigar (Baltistfin). It is divided into two

parts, fIF., Tutkorkorad ond Tutkorkalan, together containing one hundred

and fifty-eight houses. It forms part of what is generally known as the

village of Shigar. {dplmer.)

TOTMARI GALI—Lat. 34® 19'. Long. 74® 1'. Elev.

The name of the pass over the range of mountainsforming the boundary of
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the Eamao valley to thctsouth-east. It is crossed by the most direct road

between Sopdr and Karnao, but which is much less used than the northern

route by Shalurah and the Nattishannar Oali ; it iS| however^ described as

being a level path, but obstructed in places by fallen trees. It is closed for

four months in the year. The slopes on the Kashmir side of the Tutmari

Qali afford excellent pasturage, and are a favourite resort of the Oujara

inhabiting the Karnao valley. (Montgomerie.)

TWAR-Lat. 36® 37'. . Long. 76® 12'. Elev. 7,000'.

A collection of hamlets on the right bank of the Indus. It occupies a

regular valley amphitheatre hemmed in by lofty mountains, just opposite

the fort of Rendu.

Ylllagt. HoaiM. Horwt. Homed
Oftttle.

Sheep
and

goate.
BiMaasa.

O^ftWHV . • . . . .

Qontwur

Blnlnkor

lUnbirpar or DombidM ....1
16 800 700 Baltfa.

(Aylmer^

TWINA—Lat. 34® 21'. Long. 76® 2'. Elev.

A village said to contain twenty houses in the Eartze division of the Driis

ilarka (Baltistdn). It lies on the right bank of the Sum river, about 6

miles below the junction of the Palumba Chu. (Aylmer)
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U
UDAMPtA—

A district in tlie Jamfi territories. It inolodes ^skir (wkioh gec^phi*
cslly belongs to Lsdtk), Wsrdwfoj snd Kishtwtr.

The population of this district in 1878 was 98,190| of whom 58^80 were

Hindds^ 80|054 Muhammadans^ and 14|897 of other castes. (Drew.)

UDAMPtTH—Lat. 83^ 55'. Loiig. 75^ 111'. Elev. 2fiOV.

The principal town of the Udampdr district on the Jamd-Kishtwdr route.

It is a modern town^ situated in the innermost ddn before one comes to the

middle mountains of the Himalayan Range^ and on its upper plain. As a

town, it was founded by Mi4n Udam Singh, the eldest son of Mahsrdja

OuUb Singh. {Drew.)

UDRANA—Lat 83^ Long. 75^ 45'. Elev.

A large irillage situated about mile north-west of Badrawdr, on

the road towards Doda. It lies on the left bank of the Komerie stream^

which is crossed by a good bridge.

The village contains altogether about forty houses, of which eight are

inhabited by shdl-bdfs. Two-thirds of the population are Hindds.

UQHAM-.r«s “ Aohak. ''

UJH—
A river in the Jasrota district, rising in lat. 88° 48' long. 75° 85',

at an elevation of about 18,000 feet in the Outer Himalayan Range. It

has a course, among the hills, of some 50 miles before it reaches the plain.

The Ujh is a river of perpetual flow and considerable, though much vary-

ing, volume ; it is very liable to floods ; these' occur in the time of the

periodical rains of summer, and in the season of the more irregular winter

rains ; the floods come down with great force, and for a time render the river

impassable either by fording or by ferry : it can only be crossed on inflated

skins, and so the traflio of the road is stopped for some hours at a time.

The torrent brings down boulders of large size
;
even at a distance of

8 or 4 miles from the hills they are to be found from 8 to 8 feet in

diameter. Small irrigation canals are led from the river. The town of

Jasrota is situated on the right bank. (Dr$w.)

UKTI—ride "OiTi."

ULARI—Lat. 84° 45'. Long. 78° 58'. Elev.

The name of a pasturage in Upper Drawdr, which is watered by a stream

which flows into the Kishan Gangs, at the village of Tali Lohdt. It is

traversed by the path between I^hdt and the village of Burrowaij in

Kfghfo.

ULDINO THUNG—ride '' OltinotbaM."
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UMASILA oeBAI^HABPASS—LBt.88°80'. Longr. Eler. ir.SrO*.

Between Kiehtim end ZaDskdr is a high, snowy, and difficult pass called

Umfai La by tl^ Zanskdr people, and Bardhar by the Pddar people and by
the Dogrda. D^. Thomson oroated it in June from Kiahtwdr ; the first part

of the ascent lay up the moraine, and was extremely steep for nearly 1,000

feet up to the top of the very abrupt ravine in which I had been encamped.

Beyond this the xalley widened conaiderably ; and as its slope was now
very gentle, the glacier was quite smooth, and the path lay over its sur&oe>

which was covered by a considerable layer (6 or 6 inches) of last winter's

snow, as well as hy a sprinkling of that which had fallen during the night.

Th^ ice was a good deal fissured, but in general the fissures were n9t more

than a few inches in width. The road continued for 2 or 3 milea over

the glacier, which gradually widened out as I advanced.

Three branches which united to form this grand sea of ice were very

steep, and consequently much fissured and fractured. The road lay up the

right branch, ascending by the monnne to the left of the glacier, the surface

of the ice being quite impracticable. This ascent of about 1,000 feet was

exceedingly steep and laborious.

At the summit the glacier surface was much amoother, and was cover-

ed with a layer of snow, several feet deep* I was now in a wide valley or

basin, the rocky hills on both sides rising precipitously to a height of from

200 to 1,000 feet above the level of the snow. After perhaps 2 miles of

gradual ascent, these rocky walls, gradually closing in, united in a semi-

circle in front, and the road passed through a gorge or fissure in the ridge>

to the crest of which the snow bed had gradually sloped up. This fissure,

which was not more than 2 feet wide, was the pass. When I reached it

the snow was falling thickly. The commencement of the descent was very

rapid down a narrow gorge, into which the fissure at the top widened by

degrees. After 400 or 500 yards, the slope became more gradual and the

ravine considerably wider. The road was now evidently over the surface

of a glacier. Further on the slope again increasing, the road left the

surface of the glacier, and ascended the moraine by its side. At last

I reached a point at which the snow melted as it fell, and not long after

the glacier stopped abruptly, a considerable stream issuing from beneath

the perpendicular wall by which it terminated. Lower down I crossed the

rivulet to its right bank over a natural bridge, consisting of one large stone,

about 12 feet long, which had fallen across the rocky channel. A few

paces beyond this bridge is the end of the ravine. Many hundred feet

below was a wide valley, filled by an enormous glacier." {Tkomon.)

UMDUNG^Lat.W 36'. Long. 78^ 22'. Elev.

A camping ground on the banka of Para river, 20 milea above''Narbn

Sumdo, between the latter and the foot of the Paraug-La pasa. {Mouifo-

aisfjs.)
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UMLA—Ut. S4*> SO'. Long. 770 S5'. SkT.

A TiIlAge situated some distance from the right hank of the Indus, in a

ravine north of Snimo. (Drew.)

UMLAR—Lat. 58" 55'. Long. 76" 7'. Blev.

A large village in the Wdllar pargana, situated on the north side of the

Awintip&r 'Wndar, about 4 miles south.west of Trdl. It contains a maajid

and thirty housea inhabited by zamfndars, and is surrounded by rice culti*

vation.

The zUrat of Saiad FaknHu Sahib, situated on the edge of the table-

land above the east side of the village, forms a conspicuous object in the

landscape.

UNMARU—Lat. 84" 48'. Long. 77" *0'. Elev.

A village cn the right bank of the Shyok, in the Nubrd district.

It is famous for its fruit; melons and water-melons ripen lieie, besides

apples, apricots, and walnuts : all cultivation ceases below the village, and

the valley narrows considerably. The valley of tlie Shyok is here about

1^ mile wide. In marching up the Shyok it is best to cross the river just

above this village, on a skin raft. Tlie passage is easy, the river generally

being in summer less than 800 yards across. The raft is carried down
each time about oue-third of a mile. Notice alionld be given in order to obtain

the raft. Unmaru is the regular stage on the Shyok route. There is s

nice little camping ground. Snpplies procurable in mcderate quantities.

The place contains twenty-five bouses, and is said to possess five horses,

fifty-two horned cattle-, and over three hundred sheep. (TifMWca—Drew—
djlmtr.)

UPSHI— Lat. 88" 46'. Long. 77" 40' . Elev.

A village of five or six bouses on the left bank of the Indns) about 86 miles

above L6h. It is a halting-place on the route from Kulu to L4h, and lies

between Oya and Marsalang. The road from the former is stony, and

frequently crosses the stream. It has been improved of late years, but is

seldom passable in summer. The road to Marsalang is good, and follows

the left bank of the Indns. There is a good deal of cultivation here, on

a plain at the month of the Oya ravine. Houses and endosnies are scat-

tered about it, and some poplar, willow, and fruit trees. It is watered by the

Oya stream. At the end <d September the Indns here was not more

40 feet wide, flowing swiftly among large bonUem, and quite nnfotdable.

Thenatrow portion of its valley begins just above Upshi. There is a
rest-honss for travellers. {Drtm—Vktmmm—Aftmer.)

tjR—Lat. 84" 48'. - Long. 74*. Elev.

A hamlet in Upper Diawdr, conteiningtwohonsMinhaliitedby Saiads;

it is situated on the hill-side, above the right bank of the stream opposito

the village of Lohit.

^leie is a path between the two villages, whidi erooses the stream by a
bridge.
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URDI—Lat. 85® 6^ Long. 76® S'. Elev.

A village in BaltisUn, on the left bank of the river Indus, on the road

from Dr&s to Skardd. Thomson says it seemed very populous, and extend-

ed for a great distance along the river. It is remarkable for an aqueduct

supported on pillars of stone, which crosses a ravine immediately above the

village. {TAomsoH.)

tJRI—Ut. 34® 5'. Long. 74® 5'. Elev.

A considerable village, situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, about

23 miles south-west of Baramula, on the road towarc^s Mari. It overlooks

a beautiful amphitheatre, about li mile in diameter, bounded on every

side by magnificent mountains. The river Jhelum flows along its

northern side, rushing tumultuously through a deep and rocky gorge, and

with a roaring and hissing sound that may be heard from a long distance ;

east and west of the village mountain torrents empty themselves into the

Jhelum. There is a small fort on the high bank of the river, hut it is in a

ruinous condition. The garrison numbers 50 men, and there are two small

guns—(Mr. Henvey's Report). Bellew says it is capable of holding

200 men, and that it looks up and down the river from the edge of a high
cliff. Below it is a rope suspension-bridge, communicating with the road

to Mozafarab&d by the right bank of the river.
,
A telegraph wire connects

it with Domel aud Srinagar.

This bridge is composed of four twig ropes as a footway, and two sets of

three ropes on either side, to hold on by, connected with the foot ropes by
forked sticks about St feet long; it forms a strong suspension-bridge, and
swings but little with the wind. It is renewed every year, everything

belonging to the old bridge being cut adrift. On tho right bank of ihfi

liver there is a small outwork.

Above tJri the remains of an old stone bridge across the river are visible*

The road IVom Punch by the H4ji PCr pass debouches into the valley of the

Jhelum at tJri. About half-way between the village and the fort, there is

a single-storied traveller's bungalow.

Supplies are procurable, aud there is ample space for encamping, but

shade is wanting.

The district of tTri was formerly governed by a r&ja, and befbre the

Sikh conquest of Kashmir there were three claimants to the title, Ghuldm
All Khdn and Surfrdz Khdn, who were brothers, and Sirbalan Kh5n, a
cousin.

On the approach of the Sikh army the two brothers absconded, and
Mozafar Khdn, the son of Sirbalan Kh6n, who was then an o]4 man, led

a force under the command of Hari Singh Nalwai along a by-path to his

uncle's lurking place, and succeeded in securing Ohuldm All Khdn, who
was sent a prisoner to Lahore ; the other brother, however, effected his escape,

and was never again heard of. As a reward for his treachery, Mozafar
Khdn received the HLj-ship from the Bikhs, on consideration of an annual
payment of R4,000, which left the rdja about B8,000 for himself.

He had three sons, Ata Muhammad Khdu, Nawdb Khdn, and Jowahir
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Khin ; the two last by the eame mother, who at one time exerted her

influence OTer the old man for the benefit of her own oflhpring, at the

expenae of Ata Mohammad Khdn, who, in order to oonotermine her ma«
ehinationa, intrigued with Shaikh Imdm-ud-dfn for the removal of hie father,

and hie own immediate elevation to the rdj. This plot being discovered led

to a rupture in the family, and was one of the chief reasons which

induced MozaSar Khdn to join the Shaikh’s party. (
Vigne-^Uhningiawt^

jETerecy

—

lumiden—Montgomerie— Inee— Bellow—Henveg— Barrow-^

Wingaie^Aglmer.)

UfiTSfi—Lat. IS’. Long.W 29’. Elev. 8,500’, approx.

A collection of hamlets at and above the junction of the Saltoro river with

the Shyok, in Khapalu (BaltisUn). It contains about one hundred and

twenty-five houses. It is reached from the south side of the Shyok by

skin rafts. (
dglmer)

.

USHKARA—Lat. 84^ 12’. Long. 74^ 24’. Elev.

This tiny hamlet, which is situated on the left bank of the Jhelum, imme-

diately opposite Baramula, marks the site of one of the earliest capitals of

Kashmir, which was founded by Huvishka, one of the two great ludo-

Scythian princes and- brothers. The remains of a Buddhists tnpa^ erected

ata much later period by king Lalitaditya, may still be seen here. (Grcwie.)

UTAR BENI—Lat. 82® 89’. Long. 75® 8’. Elev.

A village about 23 miles to the east of Jamd. It is of some religious im-

portance. Here are two gilt-domed temples surrounded by cells for

Brahmins to live in. (Drew,)

UTTABr-
Tbe name of apargana in the Kamrdj division of Kashmir. . It comprises

a district lying at the foot of the mountains at the north-western extremity

of the valley. The tahsfl station is at Shaldrah.

The Uttar pargana is much intersected with wudare, and the surround-

ing hills are not wooded with such large trees as in the LoUb valley.

When surveyed between the years 1856 and 1860 it contained thirty-one

villages with two hundred and sixty-six bouses, and an estimated popu-

lation of 2,660 souls. The upper part of the valley is well cultivated,

the chief products being rice and barley ; cucumbers are to be met with

in almost every village. (Montgomerie.)
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V
VEDASTA^

The name given by the Hind£ priesU to the Veth| Vyet| ot Jhelum^ the

ancient Hydaapes, in its course through Kashmir.

According to the Hindus of the valley^ the Vedasta has four sources, or

streams that go to form it, etf., the Ycshad, the Bimiydra or Bembidrai

the Lidar, and the Arapoth, wbidi flows from the Achibdl spring. (See

'^Jhblum.'O (ileeelie.)

VEENAG-Lat. 88® 8fl. Long. 76® Iff. Elev.

The village and celebrated spring of Verndg are situated in the Shdhabdd

pargana, at the western extremity of a jungle-covered spur which juts

down into the south side of the valley, from the direction of the Banihdl

pa^ It is distant about 8 miles from the summit of the pass, and 16

miles south-east of Islamabad. The summit may be reached in a climb of

two hours. The first of the road to Islamabad is across stony beds of

torrents; then a low kharewa is crossed, and the rest of the route is

through fertile country.

The valley has here a gentle slope, and rises sufficiently for this spot to

command an extensive prospect of the whole plain of Kariimir, watered by

the Jhelum, and bound^ by the blue mountains beyond the Wular lake.

The village covers a considerable extent of ground, and is shaded by numer-

ous walnut trees, chundrs, and poplars. The houses are of the usual form,

the basements being principally constructed of rough masonry, and the

upper stories almost entirely of timber ; the} have pent and thatched

roofs.

The following nine malallae are considered to form part of Yerndg

:

Kokgflnd, Malikpdr, Bagwanpiir, Kishpura, Outaigdnd, Kralwari, Banu-

gflnd, Tsantip&ni, and Odrnar, on the right bank of the Sdndran. The
population is said to number about one hundred families, of whom sixteen

are Hindus
; among the inhabitants are two bakers, a milkman, a mason,

two carpenters, and a blacksmith.

There are no less than seven masjids in the village, and two zfdrats,

both of which are dedicated to Fakfr Kalandar Oafur Shdh. With the

exception of grapes, which are scarce, all the fruits which are produced in

Kashmir may be obtained in Yemdg in abundance. The cereals grown in

the neighbourhood include rice, Indian-com, irimba, gunedr, kangni^ehena^

and /cKs (a kind of bean).

Sung-i-ddlum, or fuller's earth, is found in the neighbourhood.

The Hakkar Nadi, the stream which descends from the Banihdl pass,

flows through the village, where it is joined by the stream from the famous

q>rings. These streams are crossed by two ancient stone bridges, of which
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the upper coneiste of a Dumber of small pointed arehes, and the lower of

three rough stone piers connected by large slabs, and approached from

either end by stepping>stones. The Sdndran, which flows at some little

distance to the north-east of Vemdg, is usually spanned by a temporary

bridge at the Banugiind mahalla, but when the river is in flood, it is not

unfrequently carried away. The Verndg spring rises in an octagonal stone

reservoir, situated at the foot of the spur, which is covered with herbag^

and low brushwood. It is one of the reputed sonrees of the Jhclura, and is

thus referred to hy the Emperor Jahdugir in his journal :
“ The source of

the river Bhat (Jhelum) lies in a fountain in Kashmir named Tirnagh,

which, in the language of Hindustdn, signifies a snake—probably some

large r»*ka bad been seen there. During the life-time of my father

(Akbar) I went twice to this fountmn, which is about 20 hot from the city

of Kashmir. Its form is octagonal, and the sides of it are about 20 yards in

length.” This basin, which is about 60 feet deep in the centre and 10 feet

at the rides, was constructed, by order of the Emperor, between the years

A.D. 1019 1632. Of-ttis we are informed by Persian inscriptions on

the surrounding walls, though no two travellers have agreed as to their

literal translation. Vigne states that over the entrance is written—

« This fountain has coma from the springs paradise,

"

and on the interior wall—

“This place of unequalled beautywu raised to the sUes by Jahdngfr 8hdh Aklar Shdh

;

consider well.”

Its date is found in the sentence “ Palace of the fountain of Verndg."

The concluding sentence, or ‘abjat’ as it is denominated by the Persians,

gives the date 1029 A.H.
* Around the basin is a causeway or walk, 8 feet broad, having a cirenm-

ference of about 130 yards, on the outer edge of which are 24 small arched

alcoves, about 12 feet wide and 6 deep, and sufficiently high for a tall man

to stand upright in them. Above them appears a mass of substantial

brick work, now overgrown with grass, so that they no doubt formed the

basement story of some edifice.' The whole was formerly faced with stone,

but the Blfi*^‘ have been removed. As a summer reridenee, the rite was

rrell chosen. The surrounding mountains ate low, verdant, and well

^fboded, and are neither tame nor rugged. The baradiri, a large bam-like

buildiug, having numerous chambers, overlooks the north end of the pod,

and on the west side there is an open pavilion or summer-house. The

water is very cold, of a deep bluish-green tint, and swarms with sacred fish

;

it leaves the basin by a stone-lined channel, which passes through an

archway under the baniM.

This water-course, now much lapidated, is about 11 feet wide and

8 feet deep ;
near its edges are the foundation and hasesof arches on which
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it is said were the apartments of the celebrated Nur Jabdn. Shortly after

leaving the basin, the water divides into two streams, one of which, after

passing under the ground, and then gushing out in two places in the form
of fountains or mounds of water, re-unites with the other, forming a stream

about 10 yards wide, which ultimately Sows into the SXndran.

The water of Verndg is not very good for drinking. On the 27th

of July its temperature on the surface was 49)° Fahr. at noon.

The thermometer registered in the shade 75° at 6 p.m. on the Srd

June, and 55° at 6 a. m. on the 4th and 6th June, and 64° at 9 a. m. on the

12th August.

The meaning of the name Verndg is probably the fountain of the par-

gana of Wer, which is the old name of Sh&habdd, the latter being a name
given after its palace was built by Nur Jahdn Bogam. There is a tele-

graph station here. (Moorerofi—Vigne-^Wingatt.)

VESHAtr—
This river, which is one of the sources of the Jhelum, rises in the Konsa
Ndg, at the foot of the Panj&l range on the south-west side of Kashmir.

Its full strong torrent is suddenly seen gushing out from the foot of the

last and lofty eminence that forms the dam on the western end of the lake

whose waters thus find an exit, not over, but through the rocky barrier with

which it is surrounded.

The river at first flows in a northerly direction, and is joined by the

Chitti Nadi by its right bank, about a mile north of the siiepherd^s settle-

ment of Kangwattan ; and a few miles further on the Versini flows in

from the direction of the Bddil pass. Near this place is situated the

cataract of Arabal, where the Veshad has worn for itself a deep and pic-

turesque channel in the bare rock, and its stream dashes into the plains

of Kashmir in a style and with a grandeur befitting the head-waters of the

fabulous Hydaspes,’^ or its still more ancient, sacred, and modem,
appellation of Veshau, the river of Vishnu.

Upon leaving Arabal, the waters pursue a south-easterly direction,

washing for a mile or two the hills at the southern end of the valley,

thence turning to the north with a generally straight course, sometimes

forming a deep hollow beneath a cliff of alluvium, and in other places

rattling over its shingly bed with a wide-spreading and fordable stream,

which, however, in its passage through the rich loam of the plains of Kash-

mir, is transformed into a dull and dirty, but unfordable river, about 60

yards wide. The Veshad joins the Rembidra at the village of Nowana, and

the united waters find their way into the Jhelum through the Sadarinaji

Ndh, lat. 33° 50', long. 76° 7'.

The southern portion of the high table-land in the neighbourhood of

Shupion is watered by tivo streams brought from the Veshad, called IVugur

and Burui ;
the former passes by Wargama and Abulwaiia. The small uadi
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which Ictfcs the ri?er near Tunan branchea into the Naindi and Ninnar
canalsj which irris^ate the loathern portion of the Saremoaebala pargana.

The Veahad is only navigable for a few miles from its month. It is cross-

ed by a bridge called Khazdnabal, having a span of about 65 feet| situat-

ed about half a mile beyond the junction of the Cbitti stream^ and the

main channel is crossed by a j>ridge of similar dimension about a mile from

the village of Sedau.

Immediately below Nowana^ at the junction of the Bembidra, there are

the pillars for a bridge on each side of the river. {Figne-^Mtmigamerie.)

VBTARITTAR—Lat. 83° 83'. Long. 76® 17'. Elev.

The name of a collection of springs in the Shdhabad valley, which are

considered by the natives the true source of the Jhelum. They are situated

just below the road, about 200 yards beyond the village of Odtalgnnd,

which is about a mile north-west of Verndg.

The springs rise in some large pools, which are shaded by willow trees

and lie close to each other; the water issuing from these pools forms a con-

siderable stream, which flows into the Veshad, lat. 83° 41', long. 75° O'.

{Inee.)

VETHNA—Lat. 84° 8'. Long. 74° 62'. Elev.

I be name of a shallow lake of considerable extent, lying on the left bank

of the Jhelum, about 3 miles south-east of the city of Srinagar. It

communicates with the Jhelum through a narrow ndla, which flows in near-

ly opposite the village of Shopdr.

This lake is frequently called the Ndgat Nambal, from a sheet of

water lying on its north-west side.

VILAMIK—Lat. 85® 83'. Long. 75® 10', Elev.

A collection of hamlets, containing sixty houses. It is situated in the

Harpo valley in Bondn (Baltistdn.) {Aylmer,)

VINGE LA—Fids "Kanji-la." oa **Kuhoi-la."

VISHAN SAB—Lat 84° 24' Long. 75® 9'. Elev.

The name of a lake situated amid the mountains between Tilail and the

Sind valley. It is a pear-shaped sheet of water lying east and west, the

smaller end being towards the west. Its length is about three-quarters of

a mile, its maximum breadth about half a mile, and it has apparently con-

siderable depth. It is fed by a glacier on the rocky mountains which

descend precipitously to the water's edge on the south side of the lake.

Its northern shore is formed of low grassy hills, which are strewn with

gprey rocks.

'fbe overflow from the Kishan Sar, which lies about half a mile to the

north-west, at a higher elevation, enters the lake at its western extremity#

and the stream which issues from it forms one of the principal head

waters of the Rdman, a tributary of the Kishan Ganga. The footpath

leading from Sonamarg, in the Sind vaUey, into Tilsil, passes along the

northern shore of the lake.
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WADPT^RA—Lat. 84^ 26'. Long. 74^ ly. Elev.

A Tillage in the lAachipiira pargana> eitoated on hoth.banke of the Pohrn
riTer, joet below the junction of the Dangerwari Ftream. It has lateljr

been deserted by many of its inhabitants^ and now contains only two houses

situated on the right bank of the riTer, and about three on the left*

The road between Sopdr and Shaldrah crosses the Pohru at this point.

There is no bridge, but the river is fordable, except during floods, which
are usually confined to the months of May and June, at which season a
ferry boat is always available. At other times, though a broad stream,

the depth does not exceed 2 feet. The current is very gentle, flowing

over a gravelly bottom. On the right bank of the river there are patches

of tree jungle, amid which are some ohundrs. This locality seems the

most eligible for an encampment. On the left bank the land is open, and
partly cultivated.

To the north-east of the village the Pohrn emerges from the Uttar
valley through a narrow gap in the range of low hills, which are covered

with houses, and slo^ gradually down to give it passage.

WAGIL—L»t. 84® 9'. Long. 74® 87'. Elw.

A small village in the Kruhin pargana, situated at the foot of the table-

land on the left bank of the Ningil stream, about 8 miles north-east

of Kountra, on the road towards Shal&rah. It contains a masjid, and ten
houses inhabited by zamfndars, and is surrounded with a little cultivation.

On the north side of the village, by the bank of the stream, there is a
strip of smooth turf with shady trees.

WAGOR—Lat. 84® 10'. Long. 74® 28'. Elev.

A village in the Kruhin pargana, situated on the right bank of the Ningi
stream, about 4 miles north-east of Kountra, on the road towards Sopdr.

The village, which contains a masjid and the zttrat of Saiad i^mad
Sahib Kirmani, and about twenty-five houses, is situated on the slope of the
wadar, just above the path. On the south side of the village there are some
shady trees and smooth turf.

Among the inhabitants are a blacksmith, a carpenter, a dum, a mdlla,
and a pandit, who is the patwarf.

WAHAB JILOA—Lat. 85® 46*'. Long. 78® 6'. Elev. 16,490'.

A camping ground on the summer Karakoram route, situated north of the
Karakoram pass, on the right bank of a tributaiy of the Yfrkand river,
which here flows through a cutting in slate rocks. It lies half-way
between Brangsa, Karakoram, and Milikshih (or Akt^gh).' No fuel or
forage procurable. (ZVeflcr.)
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WAHGUBH—Lat. 84®. Long. 75® 7'. Elev.

A village in the Wullar pargaua, eituated on high ground, on the east

side of the valley, about 6 miles north of ThLl, just above the path leading

towards Arphal. It contains a masjid, and is inhabited by eight families

of Muhammadan zamfndars, a pirzada, and a barber.

The stream which flows down through the valley is bridged between

this village and Pastuni.

WAHTOR—Lat. 88® 68^ Long. 74® bV. Elev.

A large village situated about 7 miles south of Srinagar, on the high

road towards Shupion. It is connected with the capital by a hard and level

road, which is lined with trees on both sides all the way ; these are chiefly

poplars, and most of them were planted a few years ago by Wazir Panii,

the governor of Kashmir. There are several small streams near the

villagCi and also some very flue chundrs. Coloured woollen socks and gloves

of a very superior kind are manufactured at Wahtor. {Inee*)

WAIPOHEA—Lat. 34® 28'. Long. 74® 24'. Elev.

A village situated on the right bank of the Pobni river, about 9 miles

north-west of Sopur. It contains a masjid, and about eight houses in-

habited by zamiudars ; among the inhabitants are two cowherds and a

carpenter.

WAKHA—Lat. 84® 25'. Long. 76® 26'. Elev. 1 1,000', appros.

A village ou the right bank of the Waklia river, situated west of the

Namyik La. Barley is cultivated here. There are'about forty houses,

{Moorcro/t-^Jj/lmer.)

WAKHA-CHUoa PARIK RIVER—
A tributary of the Dras river rising near the Vinge La. It is fordable

above Shergol, below which it is crossed by bridges. The whole length of

the river from its source to its junction with the Suru river at Kargil is

about 100 miles, the general direction being uorth-north-west.
.
(Cunning-

ham.)

WALE DOKPO—Lat. 84® 15'. Long. 77® 8'. Elev.

A convenient place to holt at between Snspul and Snurla. It is a wretched

hamlet of three or four houses. A fine stream joins the Indus here.

Camp in apricot garden. Supplies not procurable. (Jglmer.)

WANGAM—Lat. 33® 35'. Long. 75® 28'. Elev.

A village in the Bring parg^na, situated on high ground, in the middle of

the valley, at some distance from the left bank of the river. It is distant

8 miles east of Shdhabdd, by the path crossing the range of hills lying

between the Bring and Shdbabdd porganas ; and 5 miles south-east of

Sof. Supplies are procurable. (Allgood.)

WAN6AT—Lat. 34® 20'. Long. 74® 55'. Elev.

A small hamlet in the Lar pargana, situated at the upper end of a narrow
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glen, which opanc into the Sind Tnlby on itc north>wwt ndc, nod it

nhont 5 or 6 milac long, nnd n<A more then 600 ynida- wide; it in

Cnoloeetl by very high- mcinntnine, end ie bounded et its npper extremity
by n eonieel enowy monntein, on.eeeh ride of wbidi ie e nemnr defile,

traversed by e stresm ; by the nnion of these the Kenknei is formed, whieh
posses down the volley to join the Sind. Spaee for Anoomping is

eveilablo neer the village, nnd e few supplies may be obtained.

About 8 milee north of Wenget, et the hand of the glen, far ffom
human habitations, are some mined temples. They are ritnated high up
on the precipitous monntein side, in the midst of dense jungle end tower*

ing pine-trees, whieh lend e more then religions gloom to their emmbling
wells.

In entiqnity these mins ere supposed to rank next niter those on the

Takht-i-SnlCm6n, et Bhfimjfi, end et Pd Yeeh. Th^ ate in tsro groups,

situated at a distonoe of a few hundred yards from each other, and oonrist-

ing raspeetively of six end eleven diatinet buildings. The Inxnriant forsst

growth has overthrown end buried almost eompletoly several of the

smeller temples ; on the summit of the largest a tall pine has taken mot,
and riaea straight from the centre, in rivalry of the original finiAl.

The arbhitectnre is of a slightly more advanced type than at Pd Tadi«
the most striking feature bring the bold projeetion and loffy trefoiled

arches of the lateral porches.

In close proximity is a saored spring called Ndg-bal, and by it the foot*

path leads up the heights of Haramnk to the mountain lake of Ganga-Bal,
a celebrated place of pilgrims^, where a great festival is held annually
about the 20th August, which is attend^ by thousands of Hindds from
all parts of Kashmir. By this footpath the Tilail valley.may also be
reaobed.

It is probable that the Wangat temples were ereeted at different times
by returning pilgrims as votive offerings after sneeessfnl aooomplishment
of the hasardons ascent.

Venoffions serpents are said to be nnmerons in this neighbonrhood.

((Trewss—lses<^Kbssfw.)

WANLA—Lat. 84* 18'. Long. 76® 68'. Slav. 10,000'.

A village on the left bank of the Wanla stream, lying 6 miles south-east
of Lamayara. It is passed between the latter and Hofota, on the route
from ^Kishtwdr to LA (suf 2!anskdr). Cultivation here in July rich and
luxuriant. Heat oppressive. Bose bushes abundant, some at least 16 foot
high. It belongs to the Lamayara kardari ofLa^. (noswea—Ursw—
Jj/bur.)

WANLA—
A small tribotary of the Indus. Rises near the Siisir pass^ and flowing
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ortb, pMt the villegee of Hofote and Wanla> anten the Indiw opporit#

KhaleL^ Abont Hofete end Wenh theie ie exteuive eeltiwlioii. Two or
throe miloBhdow the former the etreem flowothroogh a rerp narrow rooly
diaanel, eo that the road ie dHen obliged to koTO it, and to aaoend to a
oMMidetaUa height in order to eSaot a paiaage. Abore Wania the raUey
widenoi bat -again eontmota into a rooky ravine immediately bdow the
village. Tliia mvine ia not qnita impmotieable, hot the atraam haa to be
forded frequently. In July it wae 4 feet deep. The better roote ia

north'Weat to lamayara. (ISMiMn.)

WANPOBA—Let. 84* 88'. Long. 74® 81'. Elev.
A large village in the Gdtaia valley, aitnated abont 8 mileo waat of

the fort, near the left hank of the Kiahan Oanga, whioh ia eroeaed by a
eahatantial Aa&f bridge below the village. It ia annonnded by ooltiva-

tion, and ia irrigated by a obannel from the Ongan atream, whioh flowa

nKttlediataiiwtotheeaatof it There ia alao a email i^ng which riaea

near the ma^jid The population nombeta abont forty familiea of Mabam*
madan aamhidam.

The ]^ain oallad Bor Daa, whuA atretehea on the rightbank the river

to the nwth'Weat of the village, ia ottltivated by the inbabitanta of
Wanpdr^ and on the mme bank to the nortb>eaat tliere ia a apring ealled

Sharim, and n few ahepherda* hutai, where the flocka are peatured early in
qaing.

The SHhmfrf name for thia dirty village ia Wani; in the Ddrd dialect

it ia oalM Dinnani. There ia aaid tobe a footpath from the village

leadi^ diteetly to TVagbal<«hoki, on the hi^ road between Bandipdra and
Odma, by frilowing whioh, the detonr by &umlwmi may be avoided.

WABDAN—Let. 84® 6'. Long. 740 44'. Xkv.
A large village in the Madribdma paigana, aitaatod about 7 mileo
waatof Srinagar, on the road towardo Makabdma. It liea near the edge
of the Hbkar Bar moiaaa, and ia aurrounded with rice cnltivation; a litSe
cotton ie alao grown on tho high landa. There are acme fine troae in the
village, which oontaina the ridrat of Nfir Shdh Skhib, and twenty-five
honaea inhabited aamindara, five difl-bdb, four pandita, a mtilla, a
pfnfda, a IjAfr, a mochi, and a bania.

WABDWjLN—Lai. 88® 48'. Loiq. 76® 87'. Bev.
A viUagO in Ifam Wardwdn, ritnaled on tbeeaot aide of the valley, above
the.leA bank tbe abont throOiqnartera of a mile couth of Inahin.
The kftiaat ridgaa partially covered with a fir-ferart riae around it, and
immediately opporite it bogina the aaeent ofthe Magan pam, leading into
the Nowbdg Nai and Kadimfr. ^ narrow defile, which ia tmveiaed by
the river to the.oonth.of tlm villnge, iantendad for two daya* .mateh to tho
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^rillag* o|.Mani ; iti Aim an mj tteapf tad mvend witli a ddaCj
of fir*tnfa. The gaologiaal fannatioB ia of gnaiai and aaiaa data and a

atlinooBgiit. TItiadafikiakiiownbjthaiiaiiMaotMara Wardwdnbjtiha
Kadimirf^ and Wiiniii«lt«ndi by the Ladikfa The villaga of Waidwaa
eontuna a inaqid and flva lof-houaa. In tho neighboarhood it ia nanally

oallad IfoUaih Wardwdn, moUoA in tba Kaahmirf langoaga rignifying tho

notj and this village bang anppoaed to be the diet eettlNnent trarmed ia

the Talley, (fya*.)

dn aifo *' IfiMl WamowSm**

WAROAT—Lot. 840 88^ Long. 74*> 14'. Bier.

A Tillage ntnatad in a namw Tall^ about 8 miln weet of Maghun*
on the north aida .of tin rotd between Shaldtah and Sopdr. It oontaina a
maqid, and abont ns honaeo.

WARIOAM—Let. 84* 8'. Long. 74* 88'. BIot.

A large Mattered Tillage eoataining abont forty hoinaeo, aitnated jnat north

of the Poahkdr hill, on the toad between K4g and I1n»p6r.

WARIS—Lat. 84* 60'. Long. 77* 18'. Bier. 18,400', appras.

A email Tillage containing abont mtou honaea, aitnated ^nt 6 or 7 milea

np the Bntbar, a atream joining the right bank of the Shyok. It ia on

the road from L6h to Skardd. Ini anmorar the road from Khoro camp to

Boghdan, along the Shyok, bnng diffionlt, aome prefer to go t»d Waria*

which is Car longer and nearly as difficult In winter the tirer road ia

quite easy. On the 86th. October Dr.-Thomaon found the Tillage deserted

by the inhabitanta, who had gone down to tho Shyok Talley to winter.

Fonr inehea of anow fell on the. 87th Oetober. The road np the Bntbar

nullah is ateqp, and between Wane and Boghdan a ridge abont 14,700 feet

high is croaaed. (nosHeii^47^aMr.)

WABIS LA—Lat 84* 10'. Long. 77* 66'. Bier. 17,200'.

An easy pass leading OTer the Kailaa range sonth.east of the Digar*La. It

iscroea^ on the route which, IcsTing the Chhnrd Talley and Changchen-

mo route at Saicti, proceeds north aeroaa this peas to tlm Shyok Talley.

It is practicable for laden ponies^ and might eaaQy be made so for camel^

It is closed Iqr enow for three months. (Drew.)

WARPTTB—Lai 84* 8<. Long. 74* 84'.

A Tillage ntnatad an the ali^ng tablo*land abont 8 mOeo aonth.weot

of Patan, by the side ^ the path leading towards Khipnr. Inelnding

ffir it eontainehSTaa hootss, ahid has much rice cnltiTation abont ii On
the road ndeji^ northt of the Tillage there is a dump of Tory fine chnnfir

trees.

WARPOBA—liaiS4*8».
.
lM|g. 74* IF. Blev.

A vQlsgB ntnatad asar the bsnk of the Pohm htm, towards the
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south-east sad of the Uttar pai^na. It originally consisied of It
houses, of which only three are standing, and these uninhabited ; the

people having removed to the neighbonring village of Hatmalii. {Mont-

gmerie,)

W^ARPtJRA—Lat. 84® 27'. Long. 74® 14'. Elev.

A sngiall village in the Maehipiira pargana, containing five houses sur-

rounds by rice cultivation, situated in a long narrow valley just below

the road between Shalurah and Sopur. It lies about 6 miles south-east

of Shalurah and 2 miles west of Magham.

WASTARWAN—Lat. 38® 68'. Long. 76® 6'. Elev. 9,721'.

The name of the highest mountain in the range which juts into the plain

on the north side of the Jhdum, between the Tr41 valley and the Bihu

pargana. It is almost entirely bare of forest, and on the south side, where

it approaches the Jhelum, it is rocky and very steep.

The northern spur is crossed by a path between the village of Pastiini

and Pampur ; that which trends to the south-east is called Multrag.

WATA OR LUKUNG STREAM—
An affluent of the Pangong lake , enters its north-west end after a course

of 20 miles from the north, in two branches, the western of which is

fed by glaciers, and sometimes in summer is much swollen, (if. Stroehog,)

WATLAB—Lat. 84® 22'. Long. 74® 84'. Elev.

A small village, situated on the bridle-path which circles the northern

portion of the Wular lake.
.

It lies on the south side of the Shakarudin

bib, which may be ascended by a path from the village. Watlab is distant

about 5 miles north-east ofSopdr, but the journey by boat occupies about

four hours, (/ace.)

WATNAR—Lat. 88® 84'. Long, 75® 19'. Elev.

A village situated in a grassy valley in the range of hills between the

Sh&babad and Bring parganas, which is traversed by the path between

Yernig and Sof. The Diimatabal spring rises by an old Hindu temple

near the village ; its waters join the rivulet which drains the valley.

WATREHElr- Lat. 88® 69'. Long. 74® 42'. Elev.

A good-sized village, situated at the foot of some low hills, which run

down to it, about 12 miles south-west of Srinagar, on the direct road

towards Drang and the Tosha Maiddn pass.

The direct road is through M&rkara, Wonpura, and Badgdm. As fares

Badg6m the path is level and good ; after that it enters the broken

ground of the KhCrewas.

Supplies are procurable from the adjacent villages, and water and fuel

from the low bills. {Allgood’^ Wingate.)
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WATBW8—Lat.88®4y. Long. 76® 81' Blef.

A large village in the Kothtr parganOi aitnated about A miles, north-east of

AchibAli at tlie point of departure of the path leading into the Nowbiig
vallej hj the Halkan Oali.

Walrus extends over a considerable area, and is disposed in three olus^

ters, that the apex of the triangle towards the east is called Kana Mahial,

or Hari Watru^ the upper villa^ ; the southern divisioni Raipura or

Manzer WatruSi the middle village ; and the western division, Tsandar*

waran or Bun Watrus, the lower village ; and the three divisions oollectively,

simply Walrus.

A branch of the Arpat Aows between Raipdra and Tsandarwaran.

There are altogether thirty-two houses in the village, which are thus dis-

posed—-in Kana Maihal there is a masjid, and seven houses inha-

bited by Muhammadan zamindars, three krimkush ; in Raipura, twelve

pandits and two Muhammadan families ; in Tsandarwaran a masjid and

seven families of Muhammadan samindars. Bice cultivation abounds in

the neighbourliood of this village.

WAZIRPUR—Lat. 86® 88'. Long. 76® 87^ Elev.

A pargana in the ilarka of Shigar (Baltist&n), on the right bank of the

river. It contains eighty-six houses.

WAZRI THAL^lAt. 84® 88'. Long. 76® Elev.

A village situated at the edge of the forest, on the south side of the Tilail

valley, about a mile above the left bank of the Kishan Oanga, which is

spanned by a Jtadal bridge between this village and Badagdm.
It is the point of departure of the paths leading from the Tilail valley

into Kashmir by Wangat and by Sonamarg, in the Sind valley.

A rill, said to flow from the Laihnu N4g, on the mountains to the

south-west, furuishes a supply of water. Wazri Thai, or, as it is frequently

pronounced, Wazir Thai, now contains a masjid and about eight houses, one

of which is inhabited by a blacksmith. It was formerly a place of more

importance, and is said to have been founded one hundred years ago by

Wazfr Murad, a TibeUn.

The houses are all built ofsmall trunks of trees, and have shingle roofs,

which are either quite flat or have a very slight slope ; above the shingle is

a layer of mud.

WIAN—Lat. 84® 1'. Long. 75® V. Elev.

A village in the Vihew pargana, situated at the foot of the south and

west sides of a rocky spur ^hout 8 miles east of Pampdr.

The village is divided into two parts, and the total population amounts

to forty-five families of zamindan, fifteen sbdl-bdfs, a krimkush, a pandit,

moohi, potter, blacksmith, ddm, two bakers, two cowherds, a shepherd, a

dyer, and a banfa.
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A small stream flows through the village^ which also contaias some

wells and three mineral springs, and one of fresh water.

The mineral springs are called Phflk N^ig, and the strong sulphurous

odour serves as a guide to their situation, which is behind the village. The
water issues from the base of the southern side of the spur in three places,

which are within a few feet of each other; it flows into a small canal which

is lined with stone, and contains small fish. The canal conveys it into

the enclosure of the zilrat of Saiad Mdhmdd, an old wooden building) which

is about 30 yards distant. The fresh spring is called the K£lisli Mdg,

and it issues from the western side of the same spur, about 60 yards

beyond the uppermost of the three mineral springs. The water is received

into a stone reservoir, which also contains fish.

The stream from this reservoir flows southwards, receiving that of the

mineral springs as it issues from beneath the western wall of the old zUrat.

The mineral springs are highly impregnated with iron and sulphur,

which are derived from the iron pyrites which abounds in the adjoining

mountains. Their medicinal virtues are doubtless very great, and they may
be strongly recommended, both for drinking and bathing, especially in

cases of chronic rheumatism, obstinate skin diseases, and general debility

from fevers, bowel complaints, and affections of the liver. An orchard

in the vicinity of the springs offers a convenient situation for encamping.

(Inee»)

WISHNI WUJ—Lat. 4'. Long. 76° 40'. Elev.

The name given to pSrt of the valley traversed by the Bad Khol

stream to the north-east of Maru Wardwtfn, on the path towards Suru.

It lies opposite the confluence of the Drobaga stream, a little to the west

of the ruins of an old fort called Humpet.

The name of Wishni Wuj, which means the ' warm fields,' is said to

have been given to this place on account of its having once been culti-

vated.

WOTTU—Lat, 83° 89'. Longi 74° 68'. Elev.

A village situated about 6 miles south-east of Sedan ; it is to be re-

marked only as having given its name to a way over the Panjal, which

commences from it and joins the Sedan path. (Vigne.)

WUJH—
The name of a river in the province of Jamu, which rises in the mountains

north of the Belaor district, and flowing in a southerly direction through

the district of Jasrota, empties itself into the Bavi. Its waters supply

numerous irrigation canals. (Figne-^ Wingate.)

WULAR—Lat. 84° 16' and 84° 86'. Long. 74° 33' and 74° 48'.

Elev. 6,180'.

This, lake being the largest in Kashmir proper, has received the name of

raja, or prince, by way of pre-eminence. It is situated- towards the north
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end of the yalley of Kaehmfr^at a dietanoe of about miles north-west of

the dty of Srinagar, the jouraqr by boat ooonpyiog about ten hours. It is

of an elliptieal form. Its extreme breadth north and south is 11 miles ; this

does not inolude the marshes on the south side, and whioh continue past the

parallel of the city. The extreme breadth, a little north of the island

of lAinka, is 10 miles, and the ciroumferenoe nearly 30 miles. Its average

depth is 12 feet, the deepest part being on its western side, opposite the hill

of Shakarddfn, where it is about 16 feet.

The Kashmiris have very exaggerated ideas of the extent of the lake,

some of them supposing it to be as large as the sea. The bed is compel
of soft mud, and where it is shallow, the surface is covered with water-

plants.

The shores are verdant, but oomparatively bare of trees. They slope

gently down to the water’s edge from the lofty range of mountains which

surround it on the north-east, but they are dat and marshy towards the

plain.

The outline of the lake is very regular, and its general appearance is

picturesque and pleasing.

The space between the foot of the mountains and the edge of the lake

varies from a few hundred yards to a mile or more according to the height

of the water, but it is always greater on the northern than on the eastern

side. There is a good bridle-road all round its northern half, from Manas

Bal and Arjus on the east to Watlab and Sopdr on the west. Its shores

are studded with numerous villages, of which Bandapdr, which lies about

a mile and a half from the waters ^ge, at the mouth of a fine valley, is

the largest. Lanka, or ^ the island,' the only one in the lake, wiw raised

and shaped by Zein-dl-Abdfn ; it is situated near the east side of the lake

;

the view of this island at a little distance on the lake, with the amphi-

theatre and mountains in the background, is exceedingly picturesque.

The promontory on which the shrine of Bdbd Shakarddfn is situated

projects boldly into the lake on its west side, and is the most conspicuous

of the inferior eminences by which this noble sheet of water is surrounded.

The Jhelum flows into the Wular on its east side, near the middle of the

lake, leaving it at its south-west corner in a fiqe open stream about 200

yards wide. The Wular is a lake, simply because its bottom is lower than

the bed of the Jhelum ; it will disappear by degrees as the bed of the pass

at Batamula becomes more worn away by the river
;

its extent is percep-

tibly becoming more circumscribed by the deposition of soil and detritus

on itt margin ib the vicinity of Bandipura, where two oonsiderable streams,

the ]pad Khol and the Erin N&la, flow in, and where the water is shallow.

Lanjl springs, however, are occasionally seen bubbling up to the surface.

Tbe/watar is clear, and in the centre of the lake, for some distance, of a

deep green colour
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The surface of the Wularj like every other lake surrounded by inoun«

tains, is liable to the action of sudden and furious huricanes that sweep over

it with such extraordinary violence that no boatman can be induced to

face it Tilts fact led to the construction, in very early times, of the Noru
canal, whereby, when the waters are high, the passage of the lake may be

avoided.

Fishing is carried on to a great extent by the inhabitants of the sur-

rounding villages, who preserve a great deal of the produce of their nets for

sale, by simply cutting the fish open and drying it in the sun, using very

little or no salt.

When fishing, two moderately heavy boats and two light skiffs usually

act together ; in each of the former are two men, one rowing, the other

managing the net; the latter is paddled by one man seated at the head.

The net is of the shape of a cone, but of a considerable size ; the mouth
is stretched on a wooden frame, in the form of a parabola of nearly a

fathom area, a pole extending from the base to the summit, intended both

to give support to a rod which reaches to the end of the bag, keeping it

stretched, and to he of use in raising the net, which is too heavy to be

wholly managed by a single person. When all is ready, the stems of the

two larger boats are brought so near together that the space between them

may be wholly occupied by the nets lowered on their sides ; the skiffs then

go ahead, and wheeling round^ make between the two larger boats, striking

the water smartly ; the net is drawn as they approach, and each man in the

skiff assists the one in the large boat to raise it. A single jerk empties the

net of its contents, and it is again lowered ; the skiffs then proceed, and

turning round their companions, again row ahe^, and the operation is

repealed. The rapidity and regularity with which these manoeuvres are

repeated, renders the fishing on the Wular lake an amusing and interesting

spectacle. The varieties of fish met with in this lake are said to be the

$aUar gad and ekarri gad, which are taken both by net and hook ; the

pikui gad, with net only ; and the ekagi gad and karj, with hook. The

fishermen frequently use spears for striking the larger fish.

The fish are said to retire to the Wular lake in the depth of winter,

when the rivers are at their lowest.

The lotus and other water-plants are found on the lake in great abund-

ance, and in the autumn the water-fowl appear to be innumerable ; swans,

geese, and a species of sea-gull are very common ; the latter breeds there,

depositing its egg on the thickly-matt^ leaves of the aquatic plants, with

nothing that can be called a nest around it. In shooting water-fowl the

Kashmiri sportsman uses a matchlock of extraordinary length. When

rowed near to the game, he and the single boatman who accompanies him

lie down in the boat, so as to be seen as little as possible by the birds, and

then with small paddles and their hands over the sides, gently push the
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boat onwardii until within range ; two or three birde generally fall at each

discharge. Upon the breaking np of the frost, the wild fowl take their

departure to the northward, topping in their flight the most elevated ridges

of the Himalaya, and descend on the plains of Ydrkaiid and Mogulistdo,

whence they came on the approach of winter.

The natives aver that being somewhat ont of condition for a long voyage,

the wildfowl rest for the first evening on the summits of the mountains

around the lake, and that being instinctively aware of the difficulty they

would have in finding a snpply of food in the sedgeless streams of/Tibet,

they carry with them in their bills from the lake a supply of iinfAdtjas, and

their resting places for the night are denoted by the ground being hovered

with the shells. They also assert that the wild fowl, in their firsjt rising^

skim the summits of the mountains so closely, that in one ys/i in parti-

cular people frequently conceal themselves, and knock them down by
throwing sticks at them as they psM.

The iingkdra or water-nut is produced in such abundance on the lake as

to contribute very considerably to the revenue. For five months in the

year it forms the main support of thousands of the poorer classes living in

the neighbourhood of the lake. In the month of December dozens of

boats, containing several men in each, may be seen collecting the plants.

The roots are loosened by means of ropes fastened between two boato, and

iron prongs are used in collecting them. When first dragged up from the

bottom, they are much entangled by their long fibrous stems, but they are

unravelled by suspension for some time in the water. Moorcroft states

that when he visited Kashmir the Qovernment was said to receive annually

06,0U0 kharwdrs or ass-loads of the nut. [FoT$t€r^MoofCfoft^Vigne^

Hervey—Manigomerie^lnee-^Elmlie)

WULDING—Lat 36® 18^ Long. 76® W. Elev. 7,440^ approx.

A pargana of the ilarka of Skardu, in Baltistan. It is coincident with

what Europeans call the town of Skardu (^ v.).

It is said to contain one hundred and twenty houses, two hundred and

fifty sheep, fifteen horses, and one hundred and two horned cattle.

It is well planted with poplars and pollards. Water is plentiful.

A very strong wind Mows from the direction of the Deosai plains

nearly every afternoon. {Aglmr.)

WlJLLAll—
The name of one of the nine psrganas in the Shahir-i-khas zilla of the

Mirdj division. It comprises a long and narrow valley, which stretches

from the north side of the Jhelum, between Awantipdr and Bij-Behdra.

The tahsil is at the small town of Ml, and the district is very frequently

called the Trill pargana.

It u saM to contain ninety-five villages, paying a revenue of two lakhs
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ol rapeet (ohUki)i one in moneyi the other in kind. A ooneiderable amonnt

of eilk ii prodno^ in the district.

The ^ley is trayersed by some considerable streams^ whidi seensi

however^ to possess no distinctive names.

WtJMtT—Lat. 88'' 88^ Long. 76" 16^ Elev.

A village in the Shdhabid parganai containiog a custom*hoasei situated

abont 1 mile south-west of Verndg^ at tho foot of the ascent leading to

the Banihdl pass. The houses in this village^ which are somewhat scattered,

are doubled-storied wooden buildingSi with pent roob, and many of them

are shaded by fine walnut trees. The small stream which fiows down from

the pass.fumishes an abundant supply of water.

WtJPBBSZWOIN—Lat. 84® 27^ Long. 74" 1^. Elev.

A village situated on the east side of a fir-clad slope, abont 4 miles south

of Shaldrah, on the road towards Sopdr«

Both rice and corn are cultirated in the neighbourhood of this village,

which contains a masjid, and the ^4rat of Mir Sirdj D(n Bukhdrawala.

The inhabitants number about eight families of zamindars, a miilla, and a

dum.

WYGtJND—Ut. 84" 8*. Long. 74" 80^ Elev.

A hamlet in the Bangil pargana, inhabited by two families; it is situated

in a clump of trees on the right bank of the bed of the stream, lying between

it and Khipur.

WYL—Lat. 83" 84'. Long. 75" 24'. Elev.

A village in the Bring valley, situated on the left bank of the stream, close

to the Tansau bridge and the junction of the Nowbug river.
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Y
TAHLB—Lat. 88* 85'. ^g. 78<’ 85'. Elev. 15,000' ?

A camping groaDd on the weeim route from Sbfiehal to Nima Mud, oo

the Indus. It lies south of the Thato-kg the roadover which is verj stony.

Mahiycg on the Indus, is 9 miles south. No supplies herei, hut fuel and

l^ure plentiful. {Rej/noUi.)

YALCHUNG^FiMb «<Tilchuvg/'

YANOI DlWAN PASS on "NewPhss"—
Lat. 57^ 26^ Long. 77* 16^ Elmr. 15,800'.

Is crossed on the winte (or Kugiar route) from Ladft to Yirkand, and

leads over the Western Kuenlnn from Knlanuldi camp, on the Ydrkand

river. Ascent ftom north side easy, up a winding and narrowing gully.

Descent also easy for 9 miles, to where a gully joins from the left.

Beyond this down an extremely difficult, narroWiK tortuous, and deep gorge,

which is blocked till June by a glader that melto away in the next month.

(TrctUr—Bellem.)

YANGI DlWAN PASS on ELCULDlWAN—
Lat. V. Long. 79^ 80'. Elev. 19,079'.

Leads over the Kuenlun range from the Karakash valley; at the bend in

the river above Sora, to Khotin (distant 160 miles). Mr. Johnson crossed

it in September 1866.

Ascent from Karakash up a steep ravine. Snow in it and at the top

of the pass. It is only open duringthe months of June, July, and August.

It would be practicable for ponies if cleared of inow and stones in the

ravine above the Karakash. (Joimon).

YANGPA-*Lat. 85^ 46'. Long. 79* 88'. Elev. 16,900'.

A camping ground on the eastern Changchenmo route, on the left bank of

a small stream, the water of which is slightly brackish, though it flows

downfrom the Kuenlun range. It lies 95 miles north of Thaldat, the road

from which lies over an extensive plain oovered with several salt lakes,

and in portions quite white with a deposit of soda. The Katai-Dawan pass

is eros^ 8 miles north of this camp. Fuel (burtsi) and grass pro-

curable in small quantities. Elevation, according to Johnson, 15,979'.

(/sdfIfOfi).

YANGTHANG oa «'New Plain"—

lat. 84® 16'. Long. 77® 90'. Elev.

A village situated in a ravine some distance from the right bank of the

Indus. The monastery contains seventy lamas. Both it and the village

were founded some twenty«flve years ago by a lama. The land is free of
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Government does, and. is worked by labourers who receive their food and
clothing from the monastery. This place is passed between Hemis Shukpa
and Basgo. {Brew,)

YARKAND—Lat. 88® 21". Long. 77® 28'. Elev.

A province in the dominions of the Amfr of Kashgdr^ lying Doi*th of Ladak^

and separated from it by the Karakoram and Western Kuenlun ranges.

yArkand river—
Rises north of the Karakoram pass. Its course is for the first 80 miles

north-east to Malikshdli. Thence north-west for 50 miles to Kirghiz

jungle. From Kirghiz jungle it flows 15 miles west to Kulanuldi camp.

Up to this point its course is followed by the Kugiar (or winter) route

from Laddk to Ydrkand. Beyond Kulanuldi it continues west for some

distance, and then takes a sudden bend to the north into Ydrkand territory.

Several small streams flow into it near its source, and at Khafelung

camp it is joined by a tributary from the south. Fuel is plentiful between

Maliksbah and Kulanuldi, there being large patches of tamarisk and

myricaria jungle in the river bed. Snow beds are met with in the valley

in winter. In summer it is not fordable below Khafelung. {Troiter—

Ney Eliai,)

YAR LA—Lat. 88* 25". Long. 77® 40". Elcv. 1 6,180'.

Is crossed on the range separating the valleys of the Zara aud Kharnak

riversi at. the sources of the latter.

YARMA—
A sub-division of the Nubrd district, being the portion of theNukrd valley

above Panimikh. {Drew.)

YA8HKCN-
A caste, or branch, of the Dfrd race. Drew says—

*' The Yaehhdn ii the most numerouf of ell the eeites. In Gilgit end Astor they are

the body of the people, whose chief occupation is, of conree, agricultnre. Dr. Leitner

speaks of the Tashkdn as * a caste formed hy the intcrmiztnre between the 8hfn and a

low (P aboriginal) race.' This view does not recommend itself to me ; it is more likely

that the Krdmin had some such origin, but that the Tashkdn, who follow all the same

oeenpations as the Shin, and in physique and physiognomy are their equals, should have

to originated, is far less probable. I am inclined to' think that they and the Shin

together made np the race (which we may call Ddrd) that invaded thie country and took

it from the earlier inhabitanta. What may have been the origin of that (probably

previous) division into Shfn end Yashkdn, is a point both ourions and imprint—

a

qneetion which at present I see no way of solving. Dr. Leitner'e information, that a

Shin may marry a Yashkdn woman, while no Yashkdn may marry a Shin woman, ia

highly interesting."

Biddulpb tells us that tbey form tbe entire population of Hdnza,

Nagar, and Funidi, and nearly all the population of Ydsfn, besides being

numerically superior in Gilgi^ Sai, Ddrfl, and Astor. In Hdnza and
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Nag^aTj howeyeri they call ihemielves Bfirish, and in Y&sfn Wdrshik.

( Dtew—Biddulpk.)

YECH—
The name of one of the nine parganos in the Shahir-i-khas zilla of the

Mirdj division of Kashmir. It comprises a district lying in the centre of

the valley to the south of the city of Srinagar, ^e tahsil station is at

Kralpdra.

YECHABUIU-Lat. 88® 2^. Long. 76® 28'. Elev.

A village inhabited by four families^ situated on the north side of the

Sh&habdd valley, about 8 miles south-east of Yerndg, above the right bank

of the Sdndran river, which is spanned by a good bridge.

The houses, which are of timber embellished with rude carvings, have

pent shingle roofs, and are built on the rising ground the foot of the

mountains.

yechAka—
The name of a considerable stream which rises on the northern slopes of the

lofty Tattd-kuti peak, in the Panjdl range ; it flows in a north-easterly

direction, and empties itself into the Dddh Oanga, lat. 33® 58', long. 74®

51', near the large village of Wahtor.

YELCHUNG or YALCHUNG—
Lat. 88® 62'. Long. 76® 65'. Elev. 12,780'.

A village on the left bank of the Zanskdr river, and at the foot of the

Singa La, which is crossed between it and Fatoksir. The ascent begins

at once on leaving the village. It is a halting-place on the route from

Kishtwdr to Ldh (rtd^Zanskar), and lies about 70 miles north of Padam.

The Zanskdr river is crossed by a common wooden bridge (without rails)

between this and Naerung on the opposite bank. Barley and buckwheat

cultivated here. Near the village is an iron mine. Dr. Thomson visited

it.
** The ore was yellow ochre, occurring in a breccia-looking conglo-

merate situated on the flanks of a steep, narrow ravine. There were two
smelting furnaces, built of stone, of a conical shape, 8 feet in height, and

about 6 inches in diameter at the top. The fuel employed was charcoal,

and no flux was mixed with the ore."

Dr. Thomson estimates the ^elevation of Yelchung to be 18,700.

It belongs to the Lamayuru karddri of Ladak. {Tiomion—Aylmer.)

YOGMA HAND OR LOWEE HAND-
A village on the left bank of the same stream, at its junction with the

Indus, a few miles below the Goroa Hanu.

A strip of cultivation here, and some willows and fruit trees, and a few

poplars. It belongs to the karddri of Skirbicban (Ladak). (Drew—

>

Ajflmer.)
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YOS—Ut SS** 8«'. Lonff.76<* 11'. Skr.
A nllafe in the Sbihebtfd perguin, ntnated at the north end of a
narrow defile, whid> ia abont fi miles long, and is trarersed by the path
leading into the Khdnd rall^. (/set.)

YUBALTAK—Lat. St" 34'. Long. 76“ 16'. Eler.

A village said to contain eighty honsec in Kargil (Baltistdn). It lies in a
small valley whidi joins the right mde of the Wakba valley, $ miles

below Ikibl^am. Its inhabitants are Muhammadans. (Jyltur.)

YUCHANO-Lat. 83“ 10'. Long. 76“ 88'. Blev. 8,500', approx.

A village in Khapaln (Baltistdn), <m the left bank of the Shyok, just west

of Snrmd. It contains abont fifty honsM. {Jftwur.)

YUL—
A term in use in Baltistdn, and applied to land returning a revenue in

eontiadistinetion to " Ghund ”
f. o. {Vigne.)

YUMA BIV£Il-r«f«"lHiios.”

YUNAM—
A tribntaiy of the Zanskdr river; rises north of the Himalayas,

near the Bara Ladia pass. The road from Knlu to L6h orosses it by a

bridge at Kannnor Oang camp, north of the pass. A little below its

sonree the stream flows through a small fresh-water lake (the Yunam Tso),

and oontinning in a north-east direction is joined by the Lingti stream

from the west, a little above Sarehn camp. The junction of the two

streams is on the borders of Ladik and Lahoul. {Cutmingham—Gylqf.)

YX7NAM TSO-Lat. 88“ 48'. Long. 77“ 80'. Elev.

A small fresh-water lake in the bed of the Yunam stream, which flows

through it. In former times it must have been of some extent, and of

considerable d^th. In September 1846, when General Cunningham

visited it, it was only 1,000 yards long and 500 yards broad. The gra>

dual deerease in size has been brought about I7 the constant wearing away

of the rooky barrier which onee dammed the river about a mile below the

present end of the lake. Between these points the river has worn a

channel through a mass of flne eream-ooloured clay, which onee formed the

bed of the lake. The water is of a pale yellowish colour. {Citnmingiam.)
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ZABAN—Lat. 4ff. Long. 75<’ W. Bley.

A email village, eitnated on the right bank of the FarriabCdi river, ahoat

7 miles east of Mam, lying midway on the stage between that plaoe and

Metwan» There are some hot springs near the village. Supplies ase not

obtainable. {BoHuton.)

ZAINAOlB-
The name of a pargana in the ICamrdj division of Kashmir. It oomprises

a district lying to the north and north-west of Sopdr, between the Pohra

river and tiie Wular lake. The want of water renders the aj^earanoe of

this pargana different to any other part of the valley ; no stream irrigates

it, and the only way that water is procnrable is by digging holes in the

inade water-c]iannels when rain falls. Various attempts have been made to

bring water into the district by means of irrigation canals, but they have

been permitted to fall into disrepair, probably on account of the expense

attending their maintenance.

Barley is now the staple product of the pargana. Rice is only cultivated

to a limited extent at the foot of the hills near Sbda, which is the tahsfl

station, and around the neighbouring village of Tajjar. 'When surveyed

between the years 1866 imd 1860, the Zainagfr pargana contained thirfy-

one villages. {Monf^merie.)

ZAINAKtJT—Lat. 84° 6^ . Long. 74° 46'. Elev.

A village situated at the foot of the Kushpdrawudar, on its north side,

about 4 miles west of Srinagar, near the road towards Patan. It contains

a maqid and seventeen houses. The inhabitants of this village are said to

be engaged in the manuboture of saltpetre for the Government powder

factories.

ZAIMIOAM—Lat. 83° 58'. Long. 74° 87'. Elev.

A village in the Birwa pargana, situated on an expanse of green turf under

some shady trees near the right bank of the Sukndg. It contains the

stfrat of Saiad Ismdfl Khdn, which has lately been rdbuilt, the original

straoture having, it is said, been consumed by spontaneous combustion

during the prevdence of an epidemic which occurred in the village a few
years ago.

In this seduded spot is located one of the principal Government rifle

factories in the maharifja's dominions.

At 11 A.1I. on August 82nd| the mercury stood at 72° in the shade.

ZAINPtB—
The name of a paigana in the Shnpion silla of the Mirdj divirion of

Kadimfr.
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It is one of the four parganas which were added during the Sikh ocon-

pancy of the valley to the thirty-four originally constituted by the Moguls*

The Zainpur pargana comprehends the table-land lying to the north*

east of Shupion. The tahsil station is at the village of Safanagar.

ZAIPURA—Ut. 35^ 14^ Long. 74^ 49^ Elev.

A email village of six houses in the Rupal valley (Astor). {Aylmer.)

ZAMTI NAG—Lat. 84® 6'. Long. 76® 83'. Elev.

The name of a small lake situated in the lofty mountains at the north-

eastern extremity of the Dachinpara district. It is connected with the

Sbfsha Nag and is fed by a glacier situated under three, remarkable peaks*

The Lidar river is supposed to derive its peculiar white colour from the

waters of this lake. (Montyomerie.)

ZANOAM-.Lat.34®6' Long. 74® 87". Elev.

A village situated at the foot of the table-land| about 2 miles to the south

of Patan, by the side of the rond leading towards Sriogar. It is inhabit-

ed by seven famalies of zamindars and six of shdl-bdfs.

ZANGLA OR CHANDLA—Lat 38® 40'. Long. 77® 2' Elev.

A village on the right bank of the Zanskdr riveri 12 miles b dow Thonde.

It is a halting-place on the route from Kishtwdr to Leh {vid Zanskdr)^

and lies at the base of a mountain on the upper part^of a steep, stony

slope, which extends down to the river. Tliere are two roads from this to

Ldh-
1. Tlie western and better of the two, vid Paneh, Naerung, and

Lamayaru.

2. The eastern, vid the Gbarcbar and Riberang passes, very difficult,

and only open in May and October.

The river below Zsngla narrows considerably, and the mountains on either

side are extremely rocky and rugged. At the end of June they were still

tipped with snow. {Thomeon.)

ZANGLA STREAM—
Flows into the Zanskdr river just above the village of Zangla. The

eastern road from latter to Ldli leads up its course for some distance,

crossing it thirteen times by fords in 4 miles. In May it was about 7 yards

wide and 2i feet deep, and at sunset was a foot deeper. In June it be-

comes unfordable. General Straohey mentions some TibeUns being

drowned in attempting to cross it in the first week in June. (AT. Slraekey)

ZANGLEWAR—Lat. 88® V. Long. 75® 84'. Elev.

A village in Badrawdr, situated on the left bank of the Chandra Bhdga,

a few miles west of D(^a. On the west side of the village is a deep

ravine forming the bed of a torrent. The population numbers eight

families of Hindus and two of Muhammadans. There is a good deal of

cultivation about this' village.
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zanskAr or ZASKAR--
Geographically a part of Lad&k, bat now attached to the Kashmir district

of Udampdr. {Drew.)

It includes all the country lying along the two main branches of the

Zanskdr river^ in a general direction from south-east to north-west. It ia

bounded by Laddk on the north, by Hupshu on the east, by Lahoul on the

south, and by the districts of Kargii and Sdru on the west. The
southern boundary is formed by the great Himalaya itself, the western by

the transversed range of Singa-La, and the northern boundary by the

trans-Himalayan chain. Its greatest length is 72 miles, mean length

66 miles, and mean breadth 55 miles. Area 3,000 square miles, and mean
elevation, as deduced from seven different observations along the valley,

I3,154f feet. The name Zangi^kdr means white-copper " or brass.

{Cunningham.)

Though not belonging to the Laddk governorship, Zansk&r is closely

united to the rest of Ladak, both by physical character and by the close

relationship in race, speech, religion, and character that exists between the

people of the two countries. Forty or fifty years ago it was also politi-

(ially connected with Central Laddk, being governed by a rdja who was

dependent on the gyalpo at Leh, and lived at Padam, the capital of the

district.

The climate is severe. The spring, summer, and autumn together last

little more than five months, after which snow falls, and at once winter closes

in, confiuing the people and the cattle within doors for half the year. A
much greater depth of snow falls here than in central Ladak. In the

spring it causes avalanches to such an extent that in the Nunak valley the

people cannot, till a month has pass^, get about from village to village

for fear of them. Trees are extremely rare; the continuance of snow and

the force of the wind are much against their growth. A few poplars are

grown in parts of the district for timber. The population is very scanty.

Drew estimates it at 2,500. There are about forty-three villages in the

district containing five hundred houses. The tax paid to the mahardja's

government used to be B3,000, but in 1869 was reduced to B2,000. The
trade is very insignificant, and is carried on by three or four routes.

The Hupshu people bring salt and take barley in exchange. Some of this

salt is taken to Pddar and Pangi by a difficult route and there exchanged

for rice, butter, skins, &c. Part of the salt from Rupshu is also taken on

by the Zanskdris to Siird, and exchanged for woollen cloths, barley, and

a little cash. A fourth line of traffic is with Lahoul, whence tiadevs

come with cash and buy ponies, sheep, and goats. It is only by this branch

of trade tliat cash enough is introduced into the country to pay the

government tax.

Mr. Verchere gives the following geological description of this region

•• In ZaaskAr we find a gnat mesa of gnein^ and achist which appeara to be the eastern

rstenaion of similar rocka which kgin in Suid, and after entering largely in the forma*
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tiM of tho mooniaiBt oftbo biglilaad ofZiiitki^r jnoloiigod MiiwAid to Bop^^
Tho gnoiif, lehift, tlato, and limtatoiM aio all itmh'dai and eonibnnablf togather,

and all dip towaidi tka aonth-aoiitli-wMt. Tha bMeatona appaan to be iha aon-

tinaBtion of tba bed of limaetono aaan in Sdid, rapoaing on tba gn^ and adbbt of tbe
loot of tbe Bar and Mar paaka.*’ (CtmaMgAaai—2%oeMOfi-FaroAAv.)

zanskAr BIVEB or chilino chu~
One of the principnl mountain tributariea of the Indue ie formed of two
main branohee^ the Zanekdr proper and the Sumgal. Ite head watere are

the Tunam, Serdiu^ and Tearap (or Serap)| all of which riaeto the north of

the Himalaya rangOj near the Bara Lacha paee. The united etream below

the junction of the Tearap ie not fordable until the end of September.

From ite eouroe to Padam the diatance ie ISO mileei fall 4^000 feet^ord4'6

feet per mile.

At Padam it reoeiree a email etream from the west, and then takee a

due northerly couree for upwarde of 80 milee, to ite junction with the

Induaj oppoaite Snimo. In thie part of ite couree the fall ie only 1^500

feet, or 18*7 feet per mile.

Total length of rirer • . SIO milee.

„ fall „ . • 6,000 feet, or £8*6 feet per mile.

Cunningham eetimatee ite dieoharge ae followe :«-»

1.000 cubic feet in winter.

djOOO „ „ May.
9.000 „ „ Auguat.

ZARA—Lat 88» 12'. Long. TS*’ SO'. EleT.

One of a clueter of email villagee in tbe Sirdz dietrict of Kiehtwdr,

aituated high up on the mountain aide, aboye the right bank of the

Lidar Khol atream. It containa four houeee inhabited by Hindue.

ZARA—Lat. SS« 25'. Long. 77<’ 45'. Elev.

A camping ground at the head of the Zara yalleyi cloee to and eouth of

Debring. It ie eituated on the left bank of the Zara riyer.

ZARA RIVER—
Rieea near the Tagalang paea, and flowa aoath-eaat to Zara camp.

Thence ita couree ie eoutb-eaet to ite junction with tbe Sumgal, a tributary

of the &nek£r river. In eummer, when there ie often a great ecarcity

of water in the Kiang plain, travellere eometimee turn off to the weat after

croeeing the Lachalang paee, and proceeding op the Zara valley (vid

Sangtha and Zara campe) etrike into the main route at the foot of the

Tagalang paee.

ZARHAMA.MAHAMA—Lat.S4* S4'. Long. 74^ IS'. Elev. 6.000', approx.

Two villagee in a email valley on the Uttar pargana, on the road from

Kaehmir valley to theKiehaiyOanga vid the Sitalwan paea. They are

greatly hidden by the treee. Together they contain eome forty-two houeee,

as followe :—
Ten aepoye, two pirz£dae,one barber, one carpenter, twenty samfndam,

Mveu giyare, and one ddm.
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The iMOoroM are nid to be 7 horaes^ 110 head of oattloi 400 dieep.

A few rappliee proobmble. {Aylmer,)

ZEBANWAN-Le& 84^ 4'. Long. 74^ 68'. Elev.

A hill 4 miles to the soath-east of Srinagar. It has a general direo-

tion from east to west. Its eastern portion is nearly due east to west^

and is miles in length. It then tafns to the sonth-west, at the same time

throwing out spars to the north-west to embrace the eastern shores of the

Dal. ^e Zebanwan keeps its north-east to aonth-west direction for 8i
mileSj when it bifurcates into two branchesi a southern one small but short,

and a west-north-west one miles long. It is at the end of this west-

north-west branch that the Takht-i-Salfm4n rises, a yeiy conspicuous

little hill ; miles from the Takht, the hillock of Hari Parbst rism

out of the lacustrine aHuvial. It is evident that the Takht-i-Salfm4n and

Hari Parbat are only the continuation of the west-north-west spur of the

Zebanwan, and appear as detached hillocks on account of the thickness of

the lacustrine deposit. ( FerekAre.)

ZEHILPDRA—Lat. 47'. Long. 75» 8.' Elev.

A village lying amid the rice fields,* about 1 mile south of Btj-Beh4ra,

on the road towards Shupion. It contains about twenty houses, and is

shaded by fine trees.

ZEROAT—Lat. 84^ 38'. Long. 75'’' V. Elev.

A small dirty village in the Pilail valley, containing four houses situated

on the right bank of the Kishah Ganga, about 1 mile north-west of Parana

Tilail.

ZEWAR—Lat. 83'’ 19'. Long 75'’ 49'. Elev.

A village lying on the north-east side of the town of Kishtwdr; it was
once a large place, but now contains only a few houses. {Monigomme.)

ZIARAT—
A shrine, or burial-place of a riM. {Katimir.)

ZIL—Lat. 86'’ 48'. Long. 76* 28'. Elev.

A village on the left bank of the Basha river (Baltistdn). It contaiDo

twenty-four houses. (JjflMer,)

ZINOAY-^Lat. 84'’ 42\ Long. 76'’ 69'. Elev.

A village in the north-eastern portion of the Oiirais valley, situated on the

right bank of the Bdrzil stream. It is said to contain ten houses.

ZINOBAL—Lat. 88'’ 56'. Long. 77'’ 48'. Elev. 16,78(7.

A camping ground near the top of the Chang La. It is the fourth march

(88 miles) from L5h,on the Changchenmo route; the ascent for 81 miles

is steep. At Zingral the road forks to the Chang-Laand Ray-La. Ascent

up the former, up northern ravine, easy, but stony for 2 miles to the top.

The Kay»^4i saves 6 miles, but is more difficult. No supplies procurable.
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ZOHAMA—Lat. 66^ Longr. 74^^ 48'. Elev.

A villoge in the NagXm pargona, containing sixteen houses, situated on a

small stream, about 5 miles north-west of Chrdr, on the road towaids Kdg.

ZOHLAR—Lat. 84^ 24'. Long. 74^ 25'. Elev.

A village situated in the valley at the foot of the mountains at the north

end of the Zainagfr pargana.

There are said to be some springs in the village, which contains the

zidrat of Lohur Rishi, and twenty two bouses, fifteen of which are

inhabited by Muhammailati zamindars and seven by pandits. Among the

inhabitants arc a mochi aud a blacksmith. There is a good road reported to

be fit for cattle leading over the mountains to the village oi Tikpum, in

the Loldb valley.

ZOHRA—Lat. 33° 44'. Long. 74° 51'. h:icv.

A small hamlet in the Supersumun pargana, situated on a small stream

flowing from the Rembidra, about 2 miles north-west of Shupion, on the

road towards Chrdr.

ZOJIPAL—Lat. 34° 6'. Long. 76° 31'. Elev.

The name given to the mountain valley which is traversed by tlic sontliern

branch of the Lidar river after escaping from the Shisha Ndg, (Moutgo*

merie)

ZOJI LA OR SEOJI-LA, oa BALTAL KOTAL or DRAS PASS—
Lat. 34° 17'. Long. 75° 31'. Elev. 11,300'.

Called Zoji-La by the Ladakis and Zoji-Bsl by the Kasiimiiis. The pro-

per name is a corruption of Shivaji or Sheoji, one of the three great Hindu

deities. It leads over the 'Western Himalayas from the head of the Dias

valley to the Sind valley in Kashmir, and is crossed on the route from

Srinagai toLdb, between Baltaland Matayan.

It is closed by snow daring nearly half the year, and is entirely im-

passable, except to post couriers, during two months. Two routes K ad up

to it from the Kashmir side—

1—follows up the bed of the Sind river, and passes over the blocks of

ice and snowdrift which block the narrow gorge through which it flows.

This is the winter road, and is only practicable for footmen.

g^winds up the steep elope of the hill rising above the gorge of the

Sind river to the north. It is a fair road, but is only used from July to

December.

The top of the pass is 2,118 feet above Baltal. The descent on the

Lad&k side is easy, leading down to the Dras river and along its banks to

Matayan, crosaing several tributary streams.

The pass itself is the only section of the road that closes to d&k service

for more than a day or two at a time, in worst of seasons. The d4k-run-

ners are sometimes unable to cross for two or three weeks ; the length of the

Impracticable section at such times is about 7 miles or so from Bultal to
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Qremen. At the former is a rest-house or sheds, about a mile and a half from

the foot of the pass on the Kashmir side, and at the latter are almost simi-

lar erection^ about 3 miles beyond its summit. Beyond the Qremen
shed, towards Drds, a very difficult section of the road occurs, nearly as far

as the village of Matayan, some 8 miles, at times when the ground is

deeply covert with snow, and the weather boisterous ; but this section can

be divided unequally into two by a group of four small huts known as Ma-
chohai (distant about % miles from Qremen), which afToi J sufficient shelter

to dAk-meu and travellers when hard pressed by snow-storms, tptigue, or

frost-bite, and renders this section of the road practicable at nearly odl times,

though occasionally difficult and dangerous. There remains then the 7-

mile section between Baltal and Qremen, on which no shelter of' $ny kind

exists, and which comprises the Zoji La itself. From May tO' Pecember

inclusive, when little or no snow is on the ground, the pass coqsi^ts of a

road over a steep hill or cliff overhanging the gorge formed hj ^tbe head-

waters of the Sind river; while in winter, when this road is qui^' impracti-

cable, and the river in the gorge is quite filled by masses of snqw, a tem-

porary pathway is made gyer the snow, and in the gorge itsell,i until the

watershed is reached, when it (the pathway) joins again with the summer
route. The road is dangerous from December to June, as travellers may
be caught by a snow-storm or avalanche, when out of reach of Baltal on

the one hand and Qremen on the other. The consequence is that lives

ace often lost ; but as a rule, when the weather appears threatening, people

wait for a fine day.

The pass has many names ; in the old maps it is called Kantal, signify,

iiig the lofty hill, and under this name the Jesuit missionary Desideri refers

to it. Vigne calls it Falen-i-Kotal or Bal-Tal (' above—below
') otherwise

Shuiji-La, the hill of Siva ; the terminals la
** and bal^' in the language

of the Tihetdns and Kashmiris, respectively, signify hill pass.^'

This pass is of historical interest, as being the spot at which the

Yarkand troops of Sultdn Saiad defeated its defenders'—*in A.D. 1531. See

also route. {Bellew,)

The following extracts from letters of men thoroughly conversant with

this route show what is their opinion on the state of this pass, and what
improvements it requires to be in thoroughly good order. Mr. Morris

wrote

1 have now seen the pass under its most unfavorable oironmstanoes, and am ihllj

oonvinoed of the praoticability and utilify of the covered way. 1 also fully adhere to

my former opinion that the most dangerous part of the pass is on the Kashmir side,

and that the length 1 proposed to cover tu, is all that is necessaiy. Mr. Johnson and
I disagree therefore on this point, andeeesseese1 would suggsst that before taking any
steps to carry out my proposals the opinion of a third party should be taken. I do not

think, however, that any one would 1^ likely to raise objection to at least a part of the

project, that is. the making of the new road ikom the point A to the crossing of the ndla

at 0. ...The oovered way might he lift out altogether, and simply the road and
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TCUiniogwaU bailt A good wido ioid« oron^withoat » ooTored wzy, would bo

omiDontlj otofal for moiiy months in tbo yoor The cost of the rood, without the

oorored woy, ftom the point A to the point 0^ would be about B16,000. I wonid, 1

think, make an alteration in the alignment by erossing o?er to the left bank near

Baltal. This would neoeesitate two biidgee of ^m 40 to 60 feet ipan, built on the

eantUerer piinoiple with dry stone abutments."

It was also suggested by Mr. Morris that along the open part of the

pass substantial shelter-huts should be erected, a mile apart, so that persons

overtaken by snow-storm might easily find shelter. The first hut would

be required 2 miles from Baltal, and the last 2 miles from Matayan.

Altogether twelve huts would be required.

^ From Panjib Gofamment. Publie Works
DepartansntiNo. 191-Cof SSnd June 1876.

The Panjdb Oovernment asked*

Mr. Shaw, who was then British

Joint Commissioner at Ldh,^ for his

opinion on the question.

^ Letter No. 24of 84th August 1878. Mr. Shaw replied^

f•^rom a repeated experienoe of the Zoji-U at all aeaaone of the year.Ihareno
heeitation in agreeing with Mr. Morris that the descent on the Kaehmir side, whether

by the zig«sag road or by the sdfa, ie the moat dangerous part of the paaa in winter*

A oovered way, placed where Mr. Morria anggeati, would not have heavy ava*

lanohee to resist, as they do not, I believe !U1 from that aide of the gorge, which retreats

by an easier slope firom above the levei of the line fixed upon by Mr. Morria ...As

snow will lie at a very steep angi^ it will be very diflieult to provide for its slipping off

by its own weight,, and therefisre it will probably be neceasary to make the roof of the

covered way sufficiently strong to bear the weight of the acoumulated anowfall ...A

good wide road, even without a covered way, irould be of great advantage^ though I

think it would not ensure uninterrupted communications during the winter. The
approaches to the Zoji-Laup the Sind valley urgently call for improvement.m •••...Between

Qagangir and Sonamarg la the roughest part of the whole route between India and

Turkistln. For 4 or 5 milea it paaeee over a bed of huge blodks of rook It

is more fit for the passage of wild goats than of laden hones. Caravans get more cattle

lamed in passing these lew milea than in all the rest of the journey from Ydrkand."

Mr. Shaw considered that there was danger from avalanches on the

X Thb is, I think, unquestioDaUib for at

the bottom the mdia is only SO or SO yards
wide, and at the top of the mtlo the pass must
be BOO yards wide. 1 am not very sure bf
distances, as it was snowing hard when I

came over the pass, but 1 feel quite eertKin

that the lowest part, the tMm part, is the

most dangerous part. There the sides are
ateepset and the road is narrowest.

eTontl project. h^Id in .b^puic lor

.1 1 HD << th.MM optelon.

Ditto aide of theroadidjoveth. pu.,

but that a. the pan thwe wa. fiiirly

wid. ther. was toe. danger than in

the lower parte of the paii.^ He
approved of the ptopoeal to ereot

shelter*hnta and diieetion poete. He
Mated, however, that as there were

want fnnde, the Zoji«La improve*

meat piqjeet waa not that whioh

honid he taken np firstf. Mr.

Shaw oonndered that the Sbyok 'road projeet waa of gieater impwtanoe^

it, advantage, were greater, and were to he obtiuned at "a far cheapw

proportionate coat Instead of one pan rendered eafer and eaner.
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two glaoier pastM will be avoided altogetheri one of wbicb—the Saeer—

if etill more daDgerone than the Zoji-La. Instead of 2 or 8 miles

of road or covered way, nearly 80 miles of new road would be con-

stractedij and by means of this connecting link a new line, about

177 miles in length would be thrown open to continuous traffic.

What lunounts to a toll of B2 (and often more) per horse-load on each

glacier pass would be avoided by this new line. This would effect a direct

saving.. of 96,820 annually, equal to over 9 per cent, on the proposed

expenditure ^174,115).'^

Mr. Johnson,* the late Wazir of Laddk, recorded his opinion on the

revised Zoji-La proposals, and forwarded the same to Mr. Shaw, who passed

. T. Pabito Work. «». paper, to t|,e Panjtt Govern-

Bepertmeot^ leiUr Ko. S9 of 11th September ment.* Mr. Johnson was in favour

of erecting but. and direction-posts

a. propoMd by Mr. Morris, bat be remained of opnion that tbe ai^r and

not the lower part was tbe most dangerous portion of the pass. He
agreed that tbe rood between Sonamarg and Gagangir required atten-

tion. He also thought that shelter-buts should be provided on the Baltal

side of the pass. The part between Gagangir and Sonamarg has been

souMwhat improved. (AtsMsjr

—

Wingate^

ZOJIMARG—Lat. 88'. Long. 74° 6S'. Elev.

A pasturage situated in a mountain valley on the north side of the Panjdl

range, at tbe point where the roads from Shupion and Hanjipdr leading

toward the GoUbgarh pass meet. It forms the usual halting-place on

the Kashmir side of (he pass, and is distant two stages, about 17 miles

south of Shupion.

Vigne describes (his place as a very beautiful meadow, once, to all

appearance, the bed of a mountain-lake lying only a few hundred feet

below the limit of forest. A ridge of rock is extended along its western

edge, overhanging the stream that runs through tbe whole length, which

appeared to he about a mile and a half. {Fignt—Montgomerie.)

ZOSTAN—Lat. 84° 4'. Long. 75° 7'. ' Elev.

A village situated at tbe northern extremity of the Tiil valley, from whidi

there is a path ascending the mountains in tbe direction of the Mar Sar

lake.

The road by Naiastdn is said, however, to be preferable, as being

easier and shorter, and not so slippery after rain.

ZUNABESm—Lat. 84° 88'. Long. 74° 4'. Elev.

A scattered hamlet in the Uttar paigana, containing Seven houses, situated

on the slopes of mountain on the left bank of the ILunil, about 8 miko

sonth-west of the Shaldmh.

The Kamil is bridged at a pwnt between this village and Biii, a little

farther down tbe stream.
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ROUTE No. 1.

AbbottabXd to BtfNif (vid OoHi ARP Chiias).

Btftgt or halUDf<plaM.

Dimvoa lir nuu.

lisis;. *>«•

Manbbba
(6.,,. o.)

S. Khauki

8. OOHI

A Yillage, with » fort sod niii i suppliea procurable
after due notice i water plentiful ; country hilly ;

road fit for carte, pasei ig over low hills and through
small valleys ; scenery beautiful.

A vilUge situsteil on the right bank of the Sirup ;

supplies procurable ;
.. «ter from the river ; coun-

try hillv s road practicable for camels | traversing

the Pakli valley, at..* ro -ping the Sirun at Ai miles.

A village, the larges^ ia Agror, and residence of its

chief, situated on the Cnar, here but a small rivulet

;

supplies procurable after due notice i water from the

riven country mountainous: road practicable for

camel^ passes through a range of hills thickly wooded
and affording good covering for an enemy { the pass is not very steep or stony.

Agror is a small well-cultivated valley at the^e of the Black Mountain.-
4. Tahk6t .1 25 I |\

16 MARCHES
TO BdN/f, or

M1LB8

onntain.—[fioafe Book.']

Su Momi0 No% U, Marehet 5 to 20.

BOUTE No. 2.

AbbottabId to Chilab {pid Mozafarabad, Sharidi^ and Kankatori or

Sangan Rivbk).

Dm*acs ur niaas.

Stage Of halttaf-plaee.

AbbottabId
TO

11. Shabidx

IS. Samoan

14. Dokaua

Am Bonio No, $.

A camping ground; wood and water proourable.

141 Chross Kishan Oanga by oompo and Sarganor
Somdtti by kadol bridge, and follow tho left bank
of the stream.

80 A camping ground north of Gamot.



(2) By the Nnr uali to Babkdt, two marohes i half-way halting-plaoo» K4shi.

(8) By the Nekd Oali or the Nekd-ki-dana, two nmrchiM ; half-way haltiii^*ji1u<je, Kailii.

(4) By the Sengn-ki-Gali to Omial, two tuarehee { hall-way lialtiup-pliK e, Bojkdt, a large
village.
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Rot^t So, 5—continued.

Of theic routes No. (1) is the best, and No. (8) the wont i but none of them are much need, mnit
of the traffic being by tte Garhi road | they are praoticable for unladen oiittle, and ponies may
be ridden in places.--[^om aaftss infbrmaHon,']

Leaving Kdri, the path makes a short steep descent to a considerable stream, which is crossed

by a kadal bridge ; it then ascends, and, rounmnga rooky spur, pnases along and above the Kishan
Ganga on to some huts and fields ; it then crosses a small stream, just under a waterfall, about 40
feet high, and lies along the bank of the river, passing up to some fields which lie below the
village of Parsacha ; it then descends to the edge of the Kishan Qanga, and passes over drifts and
dibrit from the hillside ; though pretty level, the path is rough and stony. Then on to the ha^
just below the village of Kuodi, and by a level and smooth path through rice-fields round the
spur, when it descends to a stream which is forded ; on along the bank of the Kishan Qanga
through a patch of jungle ; then a short stony ascent and through the rice terraces, pussing above
the extensive rice-fields of Kalpanna by a level path to the village of Drar. The path then descends

to the Pakofe stream, which is crossed by a small bridge, thrown nctoss at a point where the
stream is narrow and rooky banks rise perpendicularly for some feet, and then ascends to the

village of Mandal.
From Mandal there is a route to Bdnja, a village in Kdgbd i, ets. .—

(1) Mandal to Pakote, a village following the course of the Pakote stream.

(2) Pakote to Bhdnja, crossing the Bhedri Oali.

A fair road, practicable for cattle ; it is closed for about four months in winter. No customs
duties are levied on this road, which is but little used.—[IVoia natim information.'] (Time oc-

cupied in walking, 4 h. 65 m.)

6. Balioban . • 11 67 A village situated on a small stream, with some
shady trees; encamping ground confined; water

from the stream, and also from a spring; sup-

plies procurable. The road on leaving Mandal passes

through fields, and, rounding the spur above the Kishan Qanga, pastes below the village of

Sdcbi.

There is a route from Palla ctd the Sirtacga pass to Darral, a village in Lower Drawdr, on
the right bank of the Kishan Ganga (see the 8th march), vts.

Kos.

(1) PalU to Panjur ,6
(2) jApreltii Dok. Savillasf.
(5) JabbiAD Ook 6
(ti Kuitun ....8
(6) Darral 6

88

After crossing a stream below Palla, it turns down a narrow valley to some cotta^ called Min-
gmm-ka-takia : it then crosses another small stream and passes close to a cluster m houses in the
centre of Mingram. Thence by a good road through fields, undalating along the bare side

of the grassy hill, rounding the spur almve the village of Damrali ; it then descends to the Kishan
Ganga. On the margin of the river is a mill and a few rice-fields. Cross the Urshi stream by a
kadal bridge, just above its junction with the Kishan Ganga, and ascend to a spur and on to a few
fields called Hajan (belonging to Jiog, the village on the top of the ridge above the road). The
Ursbi is a coDsidemble stream, but might be foraed, except during flood. No water is met with
spin until near the village of Bankroar. From Hajan the path ascends gradually and lies

abng the grassy hill-side above the river until it oomes to a small rill near the small village of
Bankroar ;

tbcnce by a pretty level road, but in places stony, to Balagran. (Time oocupied in
walking, 4 h. 21 m.)

6. Chowoali • . 8 76 A camping ground, on an open space, shaded by one
or two trees on the left bank of a stream near a water-

fall; the fields and dwellings of tho ChowgaU-dok
lie above it ; supplies not procurable.

The path leads down the valley in which Balagran is situated, rounds two spurs above the
Kishan Ganga, and descends gradually to Maujota ; cross a small stream in a narrow valley and
round the spur to the upper portion of the village of Kalegran ; tbenoe, passing here and there a
few huts mid fields, the path is pretty level os far as the north of the valley, w here it passes along

the grassy mountain side and follows for some distance the right bank of the stream until the
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fill^ oirrowt. Th« ptth thAo gOM up A foekpgorgp, lying iinft on ooo fido, and than on tKo
other aide of it i flully aiff-iaga up beiwaan prooipitoiia rowy walla to the of the paai, an
aaoant of naarW S,000 foot. To the aouth of the $aUt or paaa, the Chdog paak riaaa to a
great height and forma a ooiireie««otta land-mark from ^a Tiulay of the Kiraan Ganga. The
ioMant on the aaat aide b gradual and aaay by agood bread path, and paaaaa throngh flelda and
dwellinga to ChowgalL (Timo ooeupied in walking, 1 h. 6S m.)

7. Baban . . 6 81 A Tillage of aboat forty honaaa, atretehing np and
along the hill-aide for a oonaiderable diatanoa. The
heat ancamping ground ia under aome treaa by the
path near the nortn end of the Tillage^ oioae to aamall
rUl which flowa down the hill on that aide of the Til-

lage. Some auppliaa are nroonrable. From Chowgali there are two patha : the lower followa

the oooTie of the Kiahan Ganga. the upper oreaaaa the apur by the Ch»wgali. Taking the upper
road, the path liaa up the Chowgali stream and along the aide of the spur, which it oroosas*at a
dump of fir trees ahading a oemetery (8,400 feet aboTe Baian). The descent is at first rather
ea^ as far as the fields and dwellinga of the Battangi-dok, where it becomes steeper and more
difficult, and aig-iags down the spur to the east i it oroases the Bdaa atream towards the head of

the gorge, and deaoending graduuly by the side of the hill ahoTe the uppermost houses of Katta,
tops the spur and passes just above Ji^ i the path is then leas steej . down to the fields of 8ad-
purai croaaasmall atream and down the jmor in a north-westerly direction, orossa riU, and
then through Indian oom-fields to Baran. (Time ooonnied in walking. 8 h. 7 m.)

This road throngh the Chowgali is said to be closed in winter during hesTj falls of snow.

8. Dabbal • . 10 91 Tillage. The most oonTenient and shady spot for
encamping is on the river bank, about half a mile
aouth of the village ; very scanty sappliea procurable.
Road from Baran rough and stony along the side of the

hill above the right banV of the river, crossing a small unbridged stream to the village of Bandi.
Thence to the village of Jura the path (which ia rough and stony, but for the most part shady) paasea

on the side of the mountain through flelda. On leaving Jura crota a small atream and asoend for

some diatanro i the path then lies along the side of the grassy mountain ; aaoonds to^ and oroaiea over,

the Budt Teri apur aud descends for about fioo feet down the aide pt the hill to the village of

Sandok. which ia situated on the slope of the mountain above the right bank of the Kiahan Ganga i

it then descends, crosses a small stream, and prooeeda round the rour to the encamping gronnd of

Darral. The path is rough and atony and in places narrow, (^me occupied in walkiDg, 4 h.

10 m.)
From Darral paths to the KdghAn valley lie up the Jagran glen, via., to Battakind, 6 marohea

(27 kot) by the Turgali Paia, to Mandri by the Biah Ls, 6 marches (29 Aot). and to Manor. 6
marchea, by the ShikAra poaa. These routes are only open for four months (June to September).

All are praotioable for cattle, but only the first for laden animals.

9. Lalla . . 8 99 A village situated on a flat-topped spur. Though it

contains only five bouses and a ma^id, the village

oovors a oonaiderable extent of ground. There are a
few trees, and one or two eligible spots for encamping.

It it supplied with water by a stream from the hills. Supplies procurable. Lalla is connected

with Doogau (on the left bank of the river) by a scmpo bridge.

On leaving Darral the path leads through fields to the Jagran stream (not fordable), which is

crossed by a kadol bridge. It then asoendv the hill-side, and rounding the spur descends by
the side of the hill to the villiige of Beta | tbouco a stony asceiii and round the spur above the

site of the old bridge and along the river bank at foot of the bare rocky hill, through the rioe-fleldi

below Sbsrkot. The valley here narrows to a mere passage for the river. The path lying along

the right bank and rising up the side of the spur crosses it end descends to the villsge of Chak on
the bank of the Kishan Ganga (the oppocite bank of the river is formed of a perpendicular diff

railed Ali, the path on that bank lying over the dibrit st the foot, by the water’s edge). From
f»>mV the r^ ascends gradually to the village of Makam, and thenoe it is broad and good to

Lalla. (Time occupidl in walking, 8 h. 88 m.)

10 Tal Lorat . 8 ^86 Clamping gronnd on the right bank of a large nnford-
tbto stream just above its junction with the Kishan
Ganga i below the fields of Mi Lohat there is plenty
of shode, and some CRves in the rocks by the edge of

the Kidian (Hngt are capable of affording shelter to a contiderable number of men. Scanty

ITcCr.—Tble Is 4sserlbt4 as bstaf s good raed.—[Felw. fiwsi Mflvt
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fuppliM oi min proonnble. Rond along tho flat ipnr on which Lalla ia aituated : it then
deeoenda to a^ le?oi atnp of partly oultiYated land on the right bank of the riTor. than entari
a foreat and naea and folia along the bank of the rirer to the fielda of Dinyer j it then deMcends,
**??*? * •tream and followa along the river bank, paaaing a amall tower at the end of the br dgewbMh oros^ the Kishan Ganga. Here it entera on a level atrip of land atrewn with large

**S?*W®" thio-'gh aome fiel^ belonging to thev^geof Karen, on the right
bank of the Kiaban Ganga.

o > e

(From Karen there ia a route to Srinagar by the Pathra Gall and Shaldrah.)
jram.*-One of the largeat villagea in DrawAr. A rope bridge at preaent. A maaonry tower

at oMh end, garriaoned by twenty men. About twenty-five houaea. Slight cultivation. A
rough path leada to Bogana, aouth-weat of Karen, alao to Bar oppoalte Tali Lohat.

2b Pathra Dok^k village in DrawAr | road leada along the Kaahm(r-ka-katta, paaaing
Hanayan and Kundi. ®

2b SAalAraA.-~Croaa the Pathra Gall j from the top of the paaa there are two patha leading
down into the valley of Kaahmir and thence to Srinagar. Tbia u deacribed aa being a good path,
practicable for laden cattle ; it ia cloaed for abort intervale by heavy folle of anow. [From

«a/brmaf»oa.] The path ia here pretty level ; it then goea through the fielda of the village
of Eaaer and riaea over the anur and alopea down to the Babun-ka-katta atream. Thia ia a
atrong atr^, about 30 feet wide, and unfordablet it ia oroaaed by a kadal bridge.

There ia a route from Negdar, a considerable village aituated on the left bank of the Babun-
ka-katta stream, at aume little distance from the right bank of the Kiahan Ganga, to Manur or
Baddau Gram.

p) Nagdar to the Babun-dok, following the course of the Babun-ka-katta stream.
Babun-dok to Beuri-dok, cross the Jagran atream by a bridge midway, and cross the

Chirik Oali.

(8) Reuri-dok to Manur or Baddan Grain, creasing the ShikAra Gali.

This is a long stage, but can be shortened by stopping at the Chappar-dok above the village.
^is road ia closed during the four winter months j it is traversed by laden coolies, but is not

practicable for cattle. Fuel and water may be obtained at all the haltiog-plaoes.—rJVom
weliee information.^

•Hie road then rounds the spur and posses through the fields of the village'of Kinari, rises
and falls alon|[ the grassy side of the hill, and then drscends, for about 400 feet, tb^ steep side
of the mountain to the camping ground on right bank of stream near bridge. (Time occupied in
walking, 8 h. 46 m.)

^ere is a route from Tali Lohnt to Burawai by the Jotari pefli-(l) l^li Lohat to Ulari

}

(2) Nerian
| (8) Kulawnr

j (4) Burawai.
^ere are no habitations at the intermediate encamping grounds, but fuel and water are

obtainable. Thia road is closed for the four winter months ) when quite clear of snow it is

practicable for cattle with very light loads.—[JVoei natioo iiformat%on.'\

11. DfioHfiL It 120 A hamlet in Upper DrawAr, situated on the right
bank of the Kishan Ganga river ) it is distant about
12 miles south-west of Sharidi, bp the main path lying
along the right bank of the river i there is also a
pathway along the left bank, but it is described aa

^ng very rough and dilBoult.

The Kishan Ganga is crossed by a oamna suspension bridge to the south-east of the village :

and a path, by which the valley of Kashmir may be reached, Uea up the bed of the stream, which
is called the Ksshmfr-ka-katta.

Thus, (1) DddnfAl to Jamagan, a camping ground (2) to Zarhama, a village near Ladrawan
orossing the IfothAn KhAn hill | (8) and (4) to Sopdr, two long marches ; sometimes the journey
may be accomplished ^ boat from Mogalpdr, at the junction of the Kamil and LahwAl. This is

the post road between Srinagar and Upper DrawAr, but there are no d6h houses on routo, os the
messengers go from village to villms they usuidly travel in pairs in summer, and in small
partiM of four or five in winter. The post is not despatched at any regular interval, but as
ooouion may require. In winter the road is frequently closed for a few days at a time by snow

;

It is practicable for unladen ponies, except when the streams are in fiood.— naiivo informa*
fieiM

liie village contains a ma^id and five houses inhabited by nmfndars ; there is also a mesq^r-
khdna for the accommodation of native travdlmrs i the hoosss are much scattered and surrounded
by extensive patches of cultivation i some fi^ Be also on the left bank of the river. A little

finin may be obtatned in this village, and soma eoolles coHscted If due notice is given. Space
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for encamping is verj confined i the path eaoends through the Tali Lohat fields, and tlion

through open forest and patches of grasst wiib frequent short ascents and descents alongthe side
of the mountain above the right bank of the river to a large and unfordable stream. %e road
is rough and stony in manv places s cross the stream by bridge and round a spur of the hill

;

then through more oultivalion, and descend to the fields of Dworian, crossing by a kaial bridge
a stream ra route.

There is a route from Dworian to Burawai in Kighin, which is three marcbest or 10 Aoe, and is

described as being fit for cattle. Ascend the hillside and pass along the rocky side of mountain

;

cross the Kundamn stream in a rocky gorge ; ascend again above the right bank of river, and
then descend to Ci<angan fields. From Changan to Dddnfdl the valley of the Kishan Gangs is

merely a narrow gorge with precipitous sides, giving passage to the river. Ascending the foot of

the spur through the fields of Changan the path passes along the bare side of the hill, and then
makes a steep ascent by steps and galleries along tne face of the rocky mountain for some distance,

and passes over the Surmai hill (about 1,800 feet above the river). It then descends to DiidnfAl,

crossing a narrow ravine and small stream, and passes through fields. This is a somewhat long
and fatiguing irarch, owing to the numerous ups and downs and the stony nature of much of tbe
road. The ]^tb is in many places very narrow, and carried along the face of the hill by galleries

of timber and steps. (Time occupied in walking, 6 h. 1 m.)

18. Shabidi . . 18 132 A village of some importance, situated on the left

bank of the Kishan Ganga, aii the northern eitremity
of Upper Drawdr. The fort is the residence of the
ikanaddr, whose authority extends as far down the
valley as the village of Dinyer. Sharidi lies on the direct

road from* Knahmfr to {Riilas t the path crosses the Kishan Ganga by a Mompa brid^,and follows

the course of the Snrgan, or Kankatori stream ; it is said to be four stages to the village of Niat,

in Chilas (vide Bouie No, 48), The suspension bridge orosiea the Kishan Ganga to the north-east

of the village and fort, at a siK>t where, during the melting of the snows, the stream is nearly 100
yards wide. When the waters subside a temporary kadiol bridM is usualljr thrown across the
river at a narrow part some hundred yards above the suspension bridgCb bnt it is only practicable

for foot passengers, and cattle have at all times to be crossed by swimming, which is said to be a
very hasardouB operation, on account of the strength of the current and the number of rooks in

the bed of the river.

In the direction of Moxafarab^d the main path follows the right bank of the Kishan (Hnga i

it is fairly good for foot p^tssengers, but may be held to be impassable for cattle. Being very

little used, it is not regularly repaired. There is also a pathway by the left bank of tbe river,

leading to the suspension bridge above Dddn»dl, but it is described as being vpry rough. To the
eastward of Sharidi, iu the direction of Gdrais, there is no path, the river fiowing through a
narrow chasm in the mountains; the passage, however, has, on rare occasions, been successfully

accomplii>hed, but is both tedious and dangerons, and only possable when the river, is at its lowest.

Sharidi consists of about a doxen flat-roofed huts, scattered amid the corn-fields. The village

lands are bisected by the Madmatti or Katsil-ka-katta stream, but for the most part lie on the leh
bank. The best encamping ground is situated near the ziirat of Saiad Jumal, above the right

bank of the stream, at some little distance from the bed of the river and the suspension bridge. It

is shaded by some walnuts, which are almost the only trees in tbe village. The fort is a
square mud.built enclosure, with a bastion tower at esch comer ; it overbann the^ left bank of

the Madmatti stream, at a distance of about 2(X) yards from the course of the Kiahau Ganga.
The garrison is said to consist oftwo jamad&rs and sixty sepoys, with oambdrat, or small field-pieces.

Tbe fort is commanded from the east, at tbe distance of about 400 ^rds, by the ruins of an
ancient Hindu temple. This temple stands at the foot of a spur which rises above the right bank
of the Madmatti stream, and slopes up gradually for some distance until it cnlminates in the

precipitous piue*c1ad mountain which is traversM by the direct path leading towards Kashmir,

he temple is approached by a staircase about 9 feet wide! Leaving Dddntfl the path continues

along the right bank of the river opposite Thajan and above the sompo bridge south-east of that

village. 'I he Kishan Ganga here narrows again, the aides of the hills on both sides being green

and wooded. Through the fields of Mandikar, crossing stream, and along the rocks by the edge

of the river, the path then ascends and passes through the fields of Dasdt, beneath which village the

Kishan Ganga is spanned by a vampa bridge. A short descent from Dasdt, and then along the ri vor

bank agnin for some distance; road almost level; vall^ widening, a short descent and ascent

through the fields of Khojaseri ; then cross a stream by a kadal brid^. Pbss through the fields

ar d Pcattered houses of Mtlikssri. After this the Kishan Ganga again narrows to a rocky

\ With precipitous sides. Steep ascent from the river bank and pass through eultivstion
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nfipcrUining to Knrlo^ i eroit a eonddantble itnam, which it bridged in two placen, and aseenda
to the Tillage of Karigmm. Theie ia a route from Kurigam to Burawai by the Ratii Gali.•

Bam thmogh more flelda, deacend and oroet a rill, and follow up the coune of the Kitliaii Ganga
by an alnioat level road to the cempa bridge, which cromea the Kiahan Ganga. 'llie path now
loada along the left bank of the Kiahan Ganga to the camping ground on the right bank of the
atream north-eaat of fort. (Time occupied in walking, 4 h. 5 m.)

13. Mokta Maus- 11 148 An encamping ground. The path leada along the
SA-KOTi. spur at the back of Slmridi, and thon aaconda along the

Bide of the procipitous rock}* moontain in a wcaterly

direction { it then paacB above tomeGdjair* huta along

^the bare hilUide and makea a abort rooky dcacent, croeaea a atream, and niakea a etvep asoeiit to

the top of the paaa, paming on the way aeveral ahepherda* huta, ernaaea the narrow aaddle. and
deaoetida to the Mokta Malik-ka-koti. At firat the deacent ia very ateep ; it then goea through
thick jungle (»n the leftbank of a mountain torrent, which it followa into the valley, which here
oontracta to a narrow gorge with precipitoua aidea ; tlie path oontinuea down the left bonk of the
atream to camp. (Time occupied in walking, S b.)

(It ta aaid that unladen poniea can tmveme tbia path between the Lolib valley and Sharidi,

except when the anew ia ou the ground, or when the atreama are in flood i the path ia but little

lined.)

14. Caup .
' 10 158 Encamping ground in an open foreat at an eleva-

tion of about 1,800 feet above Thien. The path liea

up a narrow wooded valley, following thccourae of the
atream moatlv by the right bank : the track, which ia

undulating, ia much overgrown with treea and jungle, llie right bank of the atream oppoaite the

encamping ground of Mokta Malik-ka-koti ia form^ of precipitoua grey r«>ck. The aacent to

the top ia about 8,800 feet, and then there ia a atcady deaoent of about 8,000 feet } but though
ateep, it is good. (Time occupied in walking, 4 b. 82 m.)

15. Tuiiu . 0 159 A village embedded in fniit and other treea on the
Domail, or angle formed by the junction of the
Zamfndar Khan atream from east and the Kretaioiir

from the north. Thien lica on both banka of the

latter atream, on the path between the Loldb valley and Sharidi. Coolica and auppliea are

prf«cunible from tlie neighbouring village of Krona, situated about a mile further down the valley,

nth down the atony bed of a stream, croBsiiig and re-croesing it two or three timee ; it then
aaceoda and follows along the spur some way ; abort steep deaovnt and croaa a atream by a kadal

bridge ;
follow a narrow valley round the spur, and emerge into an open forcer bush jungle over a

spur { then croM a couple of streana and paaa some ahepherda’ huta called Taakkol, and down a
narrow valley by the grassy, shady bank of the stream to Thien. (Time occupied in walking, 8
h. 32 m.)

16. Matsil . 18 178 A village lying in the mountainous district between
the north end of the Kaahmfr viilley and the Kiahan
Ganga | it is aiiuated in a narrow valley at the oon-
fluenoe of the Dudi atream, which flows from the eiiet,

with the PCshwarrii from the aouth-east. The united waters form the Matsil, a conaidcrabla stream

which empties itself into the Kiahan Ganga, lat. 84* 48,' long. 74* 87.' Aa it approaches the
Kiahan Ganga the banks of this atream are aaid tobecome very precipitous, and cannot be travermd.

Moat of the huoaea are built in a line on the right bank of the Dudi stream, which ia ahallow and

* A small vilUige in Upper Drawir, situated on tho right bank of the Kiahen Ganga.

JKm.

1. Oraimoz . . • 6 A Gd^ar (fed. Path very rough.

2. KallaWAE . . .BA Gdjar M. Path very rough ; orou Untti Gali.

8. ilUBAWAi . .BA village in Kighdn. Koad good.

Total 18

(This road ie only practicable for a short time in summer.— [ Ibom eeltaa in/brmatiomJl)
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fordibto# tad if alfo oroeted bv a A«Aal bridge. Ta the aontb of tbo Tillage tht mountaiiif tie
clothed irith foceit | thofo to tho north are ooteied with gra«, with here and there a few pine
tteea. In the Taller to tha fonth of the Tillage there ia a aomewhat i^eiona wary, or plain,

watered br the Poahwarru stream.

Ifhe Tillage liea in the midst of an eitensiTO graalng eonntrj, which daring summer is risited

hy Iwge number of Odjars and shrpherds. This loftj ranges of mountains are interneoted by
numerous well-watered THlIeys, affording pasture to herds of oattlOb while upon the hill tops the
shepherds And ample grasing grounds for their Hooks of sheep. The summer population oi this

distriot oomes mostly from we LoUb ralley, to which there is an ezoellent path by the Tillage of
Krora, which lies on the Schart stream, hbout IS mike south-west of Matsil. There is said to be
a more dir^t path to a Tillage called Korhama, but it is described as being reiy rough.

From Matsil there is said to be a path leading to Lalpdra. in the Loldb Talley, by way of
Korhama ; it is dirided into two stages, of about 6 Aos each, ms., (1) Matsil to Churpathri i

(t) Chnrpathri to Lalpdra. This path u not practicable for laden cattle, and is closed during the
irinter months by the snow which collects in tne narrow gorges through which it lies.

In by-gone times the Matsil district suffered from frequent incursions of the Chilasis.. for

which reason its rich pasturages were but little risited s it now forms part of Odrais. Neither
coolies nor supplies can be depended upon. The most part of snch little cultivation as does
exist lies to the east of the village, above the right bank of the Dndi stream. When the orope

are in the ground it is difficult to find a vacant space for encamping i a narrow strip of ground
by the bank of the Oudi stream ie the most eligible sitoation.

Through rice-Aelde, along the right bank of stream, path nearly level i oroes the Wormgadi
stream does to its junction with tho Zamfndar Khdn : s^ual ascent through patches of

onUivation to a spot oslled Nonawino^ much frequented by Qdjan and their flocks ; a con*
Tonient situation for encamping. Theoee up the grassy spun on the north side of the valley,

crossing several torrente to a ti^ar doA t from this the eeoent ie steep through an open forest to

the ton of Zemindar Khin. Total sacent, about 4^600 feet The descent to Matsil is sbout
2,700 fett, path mostly good, oroeses numerous rills down eaoh side of the mountain in a north-

erly direction, through open forest ; descend spur and oroee Matsil stream by ford ; then down
tho middle of tho mary and ford tho Foshwairu stream ol<«e to its junction with the Matsil t

thenoe along tho graa»y side of mountain, and descend giaduslly through open forest above the

right hank if stream and down the gorge to Matsil. (Time occupied in raking, b h. 29 m.)

17. Duui • • 9 181 Encamping ground on tho Dndi stream t space

limited se the vsllev is very narrow ; abundance of
firewood. On leaving Matsil round the spur and
through the flridi east of village, then up along

tho graei^ aide of mountain and by a pretty level path, cross tho Katwsru torrent, fordable by
a Aodaf bridge, and through forest above the right bank of stream

;
paseiiig one or two ecattered

bate, oroes the Tssodan Khol, a consideraide torrent^ but whioh can be forded ; then pass more
huts, reaoh a Qdjar dok on the right bank of the stream just above the couflueuca of the Zuuda
stream from tbo north crom the left bank and follow along the bank of the Dudi stream to the

encamping ground. (Time oooupied in walking 8 h. 32 m.)

18. Qishaut • 7 188 Encamping ground on a sloping greasy plain just

above tho limit of birch forest, much freqnentsd

by shepherds. Fuel and water procurable below
tbo encamping ground. No supplies. Fsth

up the Dndi stream, whiel^ towards ite upper end is bridged with snow at almost all seasons.

When the snow baa all disappeared, instead of following the bed of tht stream, a path muet be

taken ire along the spnr above tbe right bank «e far is the 06jar doA, situated at the eenflutnoe

of the ^nda stream. On leaving the i>od of tho stream there is no regular path, and tho

aaoent to the top of tho Naoshora mountain is oxoeedingly steep. The top of the monntain

(abont 2,200 feet above the Haoti streem) ie a narrow graaqr ridge, strewn with reeks. Tbe
deaosnt is at first pretty esty i it then broomes eomewbat etoeper down a grassy spar, whioh

ia olothod with birch forest for about two-Mdrds of tbo way % ereas tho Hanti stream, which

if not deep, about 80 fret wide, with moderate current, and oan be forded. The path now
aecende (about 2,800 feet) a ridge in a north-easterly direction, and ie at firet verv etoop,

and there is no indioaiion of any reralar path i It orosees the ridge at its lowest point and follows

along tbe side of it in a northerly diraotioii, desoending gndually i it then beoomee more
r«*gauurly defined, and ie almoet level. The dsMent then oontinius in n north-easterly direc-

tion to Gesbari. (Time ooeupied in walking, 4 h. 80 m.)

19. Baktbaob 4 192 A village of thirteen bousoe i a little oultivation t

water plaatifttl. The path oontinuee in a north-east-

erly direotion by a rather steep descent along the

ginsty ilopos of the Qeshart mountains t it oreeses a

stream and enters aforert, and thedesoentbeoMMS very steep. There is little indication of a path
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Soui^ Ifo» 3 ooBoIndAd*

Sisi“ hf*^'
*^ ‘^** ““ ““ *• »*«»«. (Tta. (So^KTfa

rsMpI in 10016 f6ir plooM oiid in the noighboorhood ofthovUloMU the otli«^
Joon^.otriiitworthjgQidtiaindiapMblo.)

m ouier ond of Ibt

SO. OdoAlo . . 16 S07 Soon nflor looving Baktbnor eroM tbo Shnhnndi•tom bj kmdal bridiro j thoneo khroogh patebL
of fortt^ and rim grndonllj on to tbo Tii-aurg, o

tenk tbo Kiiban Onngm; tbo potb tben M^T^rongbVldil^^mtJ^^^^
bonk «f tbo Ki.bonOoii«. bolow KonsolWon. Itiononol to comp
Ki.bM> Gongo. ornoM tCbridgo wbicboromtho Borrf PttttwS SS,a:"thi
by o •nUUntiol wo^on bndgo of obont 110 foot apon and 41 feet bridgo^^?. tb^^^oom from on tbo i^bt Unk to a boooh of bonlden on tbo loft bank.an? wb« ttorieor io in flood a aooond and inallor bridgo lo required on tbo left to i.!*!- tk- -v^

*
u* Kantriwan road along tho^r^do Sf "hillriiirbt domt. tben tbrongb trooo ^ the bonk of tbo rieor and aseonri to themduX. rfNaioo. Cm ipur. amt on wort ide gradnal. bnt doMond on eaet tide a etoep riM.Ja rtroam known ao Dnrmat. Hero ^ ralloj narrowa oonaidorably. From tboDarmat tboro ia a foot-path along the conmo of tbo rivor s St » .<mi«.k«e ®'*‘**f*. *®

grmaw, om aeaeona on eaat tide a atoep sie-aava rtroam known aa Darmat. Hero ^ ralloj narrowa oonaidorably. From tboDarmat tboro ia a foot-path along t^ conrao of tbo ritor ; it ia aomowhat atone and in ono^“ 100 or 1*0 j«rd. .oroM tbo fM. of .pnpendiciil.r rock .boTO^'riw^thor tWm, tbo Kano Dunnot, br o tadal bridrtj thm orer o gnuoT pUn • ora!r..thr!!tenk by wooden bridgo oppoella Wampdr* np tbrongb flelde to the rillen of Kenill.f*i®.^®
55* °T! rfrongb th. luLt of SSttrongh flrlde to Odni^ pnMing the eilhgeof Maeten. When em w ie on the gronnd irilrf

li'JS'li?*" .'!?mV
*«g««».o«ly |»»able by lightly hMien men. CKme oS^lrf

Tbo fort lioa towards the east ond of tbo aonthem portion of tbo ealloT aemnw;**!*

ki*k
™" **»«* 80 feat ftrointhe loeel of tbo pl!!ra on tho^lSSbonk of the Kia^n Oanga. The mound which commando the paaaage of the bridm

SlSrii.”!** '•y J>»r««rXh i. unSSiSed UtaSo^tod than the wootem, on which the fort atanda. The tori, which is a aouare J!fk?
bootion at mch comer, ia built of atone and cement, banded together !
intoTfala j it is locn-holod, and the bastiona and parapet are roofed^th ahinfflaa dtbo ele^ionthe eon^ing mils ta nbont 16 fbet. There it no Atoh round the fort , tbf mtiuM^2 U•Bnonn^ by •wo^ perOion, being on the eMt tUa. The bettion ^ n^hlrt^mewiooking tlm bi^go. U tto jnrgett and rtrongett. Tbo bridge it ibont U6 f^ itTt^’*’**-*®“ PMei I tht nrtr it nlto fordtbla for boitnnan, tzemt during the meltin. nr*«h!iMWi. ^•(oii.whiehitttpNttntgirritentdiiySOttpcyt.itthttttidMiMof Milik^JShAbthe dewwndtnt of theoneieot nawdte of tb. .Cf

Him i
T^- M.l Iwwr

on the arath aide of the ealloy, aopplioa the ^rrison with water, or it may bo obtiined fmm th!KWjjn Gong^ whioh flow. b«^. The ^bg. of M»kdt Uei .boot 8M yorti 2Ihi^t*^tbo fort. An oxtenaiTO eamping ground has aorooe the rieor. Tbo abovo^ronto la anliin^ib^

JSSeWT ^ troop, weuld UH the
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-AbbottabId to Srinagar (bt MozaparabId, thb Natishanar Gali^ an£

Sop<}R;. and also by MozaparabId^ the Tutmari Oali, and SopdR).

vutwwvu, wv w ivtvi | i« viivh ubuuub WWUII^ UIV prvUipiliOUa B1Q« oi ui« BUHinmn.
Md it rockj tnd ntrrow, crotting tht Mirktnnit stream in a narrow TOive close to a waterfall
which flOlfB into it*; the path, wnioh still lies along the side of the hill, now improret toaMwhat*
end erotaAb^'hsSHiajl stream just below the village of Chammerian, thr^ing some of ite

rioe-flelda the path detcenda towards the river, passing the Belds of Mulwot, after which it makes
e abort rise to the rioe-Aelds of Chulpan! (a baoli and shady trees by the icadaide). PAth then
ensaes a small stream and makes a rough descent through the rice-Belds of Batiyan, just above
the Kiahan Oanga, croBsing a torrent { it then turns up a narrow gorge, descending and orosa*
ing the stream at the bottom, and ascending in a north.eaaterly direction to Ime village of
Ifwamidii which lies some hundreds of feet above the Kishan Qanga, and at some little distanee
firom the river. Ihe most convenient place for encamping is on lie ridge near the mariid i in
the middle of the village the space is confined, but shady. Good water from a spring. Supplies
and coolies procurable.

This is a hot* fstiguiog march, the path being rough and stony; with numerous upi and
downs t in some places it wonld be impassable for cattle.

(Tiase occupied in walking, g h. 66 m.)
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6« PA>Om«B4K. .| 8
I

I TlMpAtli,whiobiiToa|huiditony, detoendiaboai

60
I
half-ivaj down tbesids of tho •pur upon whioh Nfin*

I laiii !• tiinated ; it then booomei lord and omootb,

turning along tbo tide of tbo bill at oonie dManoe above the rioe-6^ aa far as the villaga of

llandj, from wbiob It paitoa on above tbo Kiaban Qanga and benda inland to the TUlage of

Patfka, and rounding the apur tuna in a aoutherlj direotion, daaoending towards the bank of the

Kiaban Qanga, and patting tome 6dda and a hut below the Tillage of Chun, i^ orotaea a email

atream at the bend of the river, and turning to the north-east aaoenda the aide of the hill, the

Kiaban Oanga flowing bjtlow in a narrow rocky channel. The fliat pai*t of the aaoent ia atony, but
is nowhere ateep. The path orotaea asmall stream near the top, and having asoended about 600 feet

it rounds the spur, the daaoent bmng for some distanoe roug^ and atony. The path then lies

along the graaay aide of the hill i here and there are a few pine treea i it leads above Aohar, a
bouae aurrounded by a few rioe-flelda, and above Battra with its small patch of Indian-oorn culti-

vation I it aoon after paaaea through tome rioe-ficlda and above the flelda of Seri, after which it

croaaaa a small stream, the Arlian<lca-katta, toon after whioh it descends bya aomewhala^ and

ro^y path to the Panchgtam stream, whi<& la crosaed uauallv bv a bridge close to its junction

with tne Kiriian Oanga, from whicdi the path aaoenda gradually to the flelda of Panohgram.
During the rice season the ground available for enoampmg is very oonfined, there being barely

I to pitoh a tent under one or two trees in the middle of the village. On the letter portion

is stego water ie aoetoe.

(Time occupied in welbing, 8 h. 86 m.)

6. Noivnna Noeant The path lice along the aido of the bill at come
68 diatanoa from the Kwhan Oanga | it is at flxat rathar

steq^ to the small village of f^ldh i It then do-
aoonds, and is stony, oroaaing a fordable atraain by

a bedel bridge, end eaeende to the flelde of Deolisn ; tho path then liee along tho aido of a
graaay mountain above tho river (here and there are a few flr trees), and deaoenda gradually Ie

It after having croaeed two or throe small rills. It then makes rather a rooky asoont to tho
village of Dbanni, from whioh it deaoenda again and crosses a stream st the village of Alunda.
The path, wbioh is then rough, broken, and atony, descends to, and passes along, the bank of tbo
Ki^n Oanga, aaoending and passing tlprough the village of Ncsndds, and desoending and oroas-

ing tbo stream, whioh dividm it nrom Noaeri, aitunied juat above the opposite bank. Thave
ia 1 kdnal bridge acroas tho atream, but it might bo forded. Tho two villtgea are quite

distinct, but their oames are usually coupled.

(lima oooupied in walking, 8 h. 46 m.)
^

7. XlTWlL Hie path at first lisa through rioe-flolda and it

76 roogh and stony, leaving which it is level and good
ihrragh some scrub jungle { it then makes a i^y
dxroeut to the Baku stream, whioh flows down

It is orosaed by a rickety kdnal bridge, but might probably bo
The path then aaoenda by lig-aaga, and round-

paaaaa along tho ataep aide of the mountain f though mostly covered with
N9ky, and ben and there amall patches of forest At first tho path do-
r too village of Battangi, and is pretty smooth i ia then undulatee with a

from tho Kafir Khun vaUsy.
forded with some difliculty, ezoept when in flood,

ing the top of the epur pan
grata, the nill is very rockv
•eon^ gradually buow m village of Battangi, and is pretty smooth t „
gradual rise, oroesing aundiy email rills, and here and there steep rooky plaoee ; having risen to
a height of 660 feet above the river, it deaoenda, crossing a atream by a amall brio^ to the
village of Judin. This daaoent is very ateep and rooky, and tho path, whi<di ia narrow in plaoea,

with a aboer fall into tho river below, ia oairied over the feoo of a patch of rook by a roogh
g^leiy, and is quite impnotioaUe for cattlo. (The path tor poniee turns up the hill jnst beyond
Batia^, and paaaea through the fields of Alfkor, daaoending and rojoining tho lower path al
Jndira i it ia daaoribed as being a rough road, and is oontidoiibly longer, invdving a stiff aaoant

deaoaoD.
From Judira the path deaeenda to a level atrip of gnaa land with trees on the bank of tbo

lOahan Oanga, and paaaea along it^ turning up the left bauk of the Kasi Nig atreem for a short
diatanco to tho AomI bridge^ by whi^ it ia orosaed. The ohannel is about 80 feet wide, and
the enrrent etrong t the atream ia not fordeblo.

The village of TitwiI, of about 10 families, lies on tho right bank, and tho most eligiblo

camping ground ia on the bank of the Kiaban Oanga, below tho wooden bridge. The hank riaoe

from tbo water’s edge in ledgesi wbioh are ooverd with greea and ehadod Iqr tome troee. Tho
valley of the Kiahan Oanga throaghont this march ia veiy narrow and prseipitona. No habit-
ations or onltlvation art met with between Noeari and Jndiia. The email vulagee of Battangi
and Alikorlieonthemoantrinride^ataoomldinbleheightalHiftthepath. BuppUeepreeiriona.

(lime oeonpied in walking, i h. 48 a.)
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N. HijI KIb . . I 10 I
OS

I
patlrlMdi OYtr Uie upper bridge orer the Ked

—I Ndg irtein, which ii heie ehout 60 feet wide, end
i

I I I follow! elong the left *****^^ pitefng under en
eqnednet of wood, which if cerried soraai the streom end peth. The rood, which b lord end
goodi leedi up throogh the Tillege of Dringle, turning ewey from the bulk of the streem end
leeTing Dimger on the high bi^ oppoiite. The peth then oroiMi bedk to the right henk of

the itreem by e kaM bridge, which liee tide by tide with two eqneiJucte. end e little beyond
peinu the Vilhige of Short ; the relley here controcU to e nerrow reriue with iteep lidee, end e
little beyond the rillege the peth bifuroetei, the right breach lending to Sopdr, by the Keel Ndg
etieem end the Tdlmeri Geli.

Jbf nmUfrcm TUwit lo Sofir fp ikt Tdimari OoN, Me 6efow.

Keeping to the left, the peth eeoendi the tide of the Kol Thkri epnr, end rounding it peMce
through the Yillegc of Chitterkdt, peieing which the jnnotion of the Keii Nig end Shemeneheii

itreeme ii eeen in e deep revine below the peth, end coon efter the rillege of Ohemkdt ic

reeohed, whence the peth liee elong the eide of the hill end peuei ebote e petch of oultftetion

end e hut known ee Kitte, eoon efter leeving which the peth tumi up in e northerly direction

to the villege nf Betpiim, where the Kerneo velley open! out. The peth then liee throu^
Dilder on to Kendi, e villege of eome importence, end from thet, f<dlowing the north eide of the
velley, on to Lnteb, end eo on to Tengder, which villege liee ebout i mile north of the Kerneo
fort.

Leering Tengder, the peth croeeee the ttreem by e emell brito, end beoomee eomewhet
etony, peeeing euoceseively on the eouth ride of the velley the vlUegee of Odmbel end^ B^h,
end peeeing on by the right benk of the Shanieheberi etreun up to the rillege of Hijf Ndr,

which liee on the north ride of the roed, the villege of Dumbe beinfl[ eitueted ebout 100 yerde

to the eouth. An open gremy meodow, ehaded by treei^ through which e brendh of the etreem

flowB. offer! e convenient place for encamping. Ckwliee ere nrooureble, end eome enppliee.

Thie ie an ceey etage, and though involving e rieo of over 800 feet, it ie eo gradnal (and the

path eo good) at to be almoet imperceptible. The eoenery ie very pretty. (Time occupied in

walking, 8 h. 48 m.)

9. Dianoubi 10 The peth foUowe up the oourae of the Shemeheberi
- 96 etreem, eud paeeee through the oomflelde of the vil-

lege of Netien | theee fleide extend for e ooneidereblo
diatenoe up the velley, end are interepereed with

Sue walnut treee. Leaving the fielde, the peUi bifnroetee ) the brenoh to the left leede over
Kukwe Gall, end ie* uaed in winter i fmlowing peth to the right it entere en open foreet,

and coniinuee, m before, to riee eteadily, but very grednelly i it then leaves the forest end
turns up the midit of the smell gremy valley of Jurle i the ascent now beobmee rather steep,

bat the peth ie still emouth end good to the top of the Netishener (in Kesbmirf JfecffcMe-*
out-nose). The summit of the pew is e nerrow gns^aeddle, botweeje the lofty rooky mountains
of Shemehaberi to the eouth and the Netishener mountains, of much inferior elevation, to the
north. After oroaeUig the pees the peth deeoends elong the bare eide of the moantein, the slopes

to the south-eui, on the opposite side of the valley, being clothed with pines. The peth is

for the meet pert good, end the descent ie not very eteepi two smell streems ere oroaoed | it

then peseee over theend of the spur above the junction of the Benges etreem with the PuUei, e
smeller torrent which flows from the Netishenar Gall. The path now enters a flne open forest,

end w eomewhet steep to e emell stream of water, which it oroasee s it then lies by the left benk
of tt 3Bengesstream through open shady forest, end ie elmost level, with every grednel de-
soent. It eroaees two small stroems, end then to the right benk of the ttMUgae by e Mai
bridge, end, ascending for e, short distance, paseee along e smell grassy plain ittrroiiiided with
foreat, which lies on the right benk of the river, just belsw the GlQ*'^ orsetttimont of Dran-
gieri, which is not e permineut village, but is usually ooonpiod by some shipheidi^ fhmlii— during
the summer BMoths. The best OBmping ground ie under the tnes el the oorth^iMt end of the
plain, at the west eide of the pine-olsd spur, ebout seven arinutes* wrik fromthlbri^ No
eupplieo t water from the etreem below.

nb route, vtd the Ketbbener (iMli,b dosed for three moulhi in winter, Novombir, Doosin-
her, end January, at whbh ssesou the path by the Kukwe (kll badopted. Thbpflth, as has
been iUted,bimneliee off to the north, just beyond the rillege el Netien i the aaesBl b diort»

but iBther steep i the desoeot long end euy. Thb foole b open Ihroaglioat the yeiE theeltl-

Ittde of the peas, whbh lies at the noru-wsst end ef the NelbliiiM wmani^n, bdng very
inoonsiderehto. By the Kukwe Geli route the stegee ere—(1) Hl|( N4r to Bengwir dek 8 6esi
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(t) Btagwir dok to Bin, a iniAll tiUAg« .on the left bank of the Kamil, a few miles weal of
Sbaldnn. The path ia good and At for laden cattle.^[^eM urniiM a^bmafien.]

(Time^oooupiM in walking, 4 h. 9 m.)

10. SiALdlAH . • 10 The path rises over the end of the spur opposite the
106 ponOoenee of the Bndinainbal or Bdranambal streem.

The ascent is easy (about 8u0 feet), and the path
then desoends gradually through the forest, crossing

the Mara Surri stream; then becomes almost level, with very slight descent. The village of
Zunareshi is passed on the slopes of the hill on the left bank of the river, and on the right
bank is a but, which used to be occupied by a few sepoys to prevent unauthorized emigratioo
from Kashmir. The forest then becomes more opeu, and the path soon afterwards crosses

to the left bank of the Kamil by a Mat bridge ; it might also ususlly be forded. Tlie path
turns inland through tree jungle, and •crossing a small stream passes along above and through the
Aelds of Riri : these Aelds extend for a considerable distance along the left hank of the river.

Reaching a mass of rock with some stunted decdars on it, the path divides, the road to Shaldrah
taming down to the right, and the main path leading straight on to the village of Faiichgram.
Turning to the right, the ^th pawes dowu through the noe-Aelds above the left bank of the
•Kamil, leaving the considerable village of Pansgram about i mile to the left, and Panchgram
on the right bank of the Kamil ; the path then leaves the bank of the stream, and passes down
through the rice-Aelds to the village of Alser, passing through which it oontinuea down the
Aelds and along by the river bank Wow the village of Samutwari, op^sito Chaiupiira, beneath
which village there is a ford ; the path then turns rather inlaud to tne fort and village of Sha-
ldrah. The moat convenient place for encamping is between the fort and the river, where
there is grass and some shady trees ; or in the grove just north-east of the fort. Supplies
obtainable. (Time occupied in walking, 8 h. 11 m.)

llie fort is situated on a Aat plain, about 850 yards from the bank of the river; it is sur-
rounded by open Aelds, and there is a grove of trees on the north-east side. It is a well-built

structuro, of the usual square form, with a bastion tower at each conior. The lower portion
of the tvalls, which are about 25 feet high, is constructed of undressed stone, the upper portion
being of sun-dried bricks. Both walls aiM Imstions are loopholed, aud roofed with birch bark,
covered with a layer of earth. The entrance is at the south-east corner ; close to the gateway
there is a iiiasjid.

The fori hos no ditch, and the garrison is said to bo dependent on a stream from the Kamil,
which is carried under the walls, for its water-supply ; iliere is likewiM a small spring near the
entrance. The fort is said to coutaiu a magazine, aud to be garrisoned by 500 men. lUim
Singh is the present killadiir.

11. Cttooal • 18 The path crosses the two branches of the Kamil—* 118 by kattal bridges, and turns through the Aelds to
too loft of the village of Lung Kureshd, on to llli-

gam, and passing through the village it crosses a amall
stronm by a katfat bridge, and rises slightly over a level slope from the mountsina to the
village of Dulipura, where it crosses a shallow stream in a deep bed, and leaving the
villages of Sunamulla oiid Kalipdra on the right hand, the path posses olong the edge and over
the end of a wooded eminence to the village of Wupersoiii ; it theu {lasses through rioe-Aelde

to open pine forest, and desoends gradually a spur between the villsgee of Warpura and Wargot
into a long narrow valley, and crosses a small stream to the village of Palapdra, and on by the
north side of the valley to tho village of Girpdra, and on to the large village of Magham,
about which there are some Ane shady trees and two springs. The village extends for aoine

distance along the path, from which it passee on, leaving Dewnspdraoo the right bank toNilpAim
(a Anc spring), and to ISatpdra at the end of toe spur, and turoiigh the rioe-Aclds by BuiiepAr

to Wodpura, which lies on both banka of the Pohru. There is no bridge, but the
river ia fordable, except from April to July, or during Aoods, when there is a ferry. After
oroasing the Pohru. the path is brood, dry, and level, paiaing the village of Kallaiigaui just on
the right hand, and on to Clmgal, where there ie good ground for encamping. Water from the
Kamil and supplies are prooaimbla. (Timo oooupied in walking* 4 h. 86 m.)

18. Bopda 18 Tho path orossea the bed of a small maim aud a
' 181 low qmr, and than lies through bush jungle, orosslBg

the bed of tho Tall Kol, an old caual passing betwoao
too villago of Pohrupet, on the opposite bonk of the

river, and Bardpdra and Zohldr about a mUe to tho loft ; the path then passee on U» an
orbliard called Phndit TsiUhkik B4gh, where the roed divides. The path to Bamay coutiuuwi

at-raight on i that leading towaida B^dr tarna rather to the right, leeving the village of
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Nfttipdm on the left hand| and the village of Sunawain, with ita flue grove of dhanan^ on
the wtk of the Fobni^ at a little distance to the right of the path. (Boats nsoallj pip as
high as this village at all seasons of the year.) The path, which is broad and level, crosses the
ffinda*ka-Kad (umost dry) by a bridge, and a little further on orossee another acM by a bridge
just before passing the village of Sifil; the road continues u before, and passing urough a
clump of flne chunar and other trees, reaches the outskirts of the town of Sopdr, of wont
1,600 bouses. There is a haraddri for travellers, situated on the right bank of the Jhelum, just
above the town. Supplies are abundant. (Time occupied in walking, 4 h. 20 m.)

16 ‘ Good road. The jonm^ from Sopdr to Srinagar
146 is generally aoeomplished by boat, and ooon^

about 14 hours.

19 Good road. SSrs fouls Jfs. 44.— Between Mosafhrabdd and Titwdl this road is very
rough and dU&oult, and impraotieable for laden
cattle I daring the lummer months the lower portion

168 of the valley of the Kishan Qanga is oppressively
hot : there is another road lying over the mountains.

Sopdr, the path is excellent, and quite nra^Mle for laden poniee |

the Natiihanar piss presents no diflloaltiei, and that by the Kolwa GaU, which Is used in
winter, is said to be equally good.

12. PATAlr

I4i SBlVAaiB .

Total

Between TitwfI and

TITWiL TO SOPttR BT TBB T0TMAB1 GALI.

!• SoDirdBA

I. CBAirDHIAll

8, SlflDBA

4 IiABoa

6. liAVOTAT

6. SopdB

A village on the right bank of the Kana liver.

A Ask, or to Gratpathra, another Ask about half a
mile further on. Cross the Tdtmari Qsli.

A village on left bank of Marwar river.

A pony can be taken by this route and ridden at
intervals. The paOi is said to be smooth and level,

but obstructed in plaoee by fallen trees. It ia eloaed
during four monthi in winter. Supplies and
are obtainable at all except the third stage.J ' are obtainable at all exoent the third stase.

Vdm, . TilW. in th. Kvdm utonM Jboot LuthotsSdiptf.., tlw
‘»**?**8*” *•* •• * P.tn l*««ng to tb. Tilbg. of Bdiuo, litmtod in •

—'-..—I ifWHUK vuo viiwira gt ssotti. xws w aosonDoa Deing a
fon^Tand, both iwMit md dwonit Tar/ itMp.

Chwdniin, th. Msond rtng. on tha tbor. route, thwo m Mthi to Oingl, u TitUm on
tte right btnk of tiM Jbdm— (l) Chudnitn to Bimnon, M In the nUty at the aoure*
of thaUtai atraam. (2) Oorithal, a*» juat aboro tha Tillage of Phtrlbal. (S)Glngl. Thia

vi^ ateutSkM s^ve Nsngam, on the right bank of the Jbelumi it is two stages, stop.

Thera is also^ exrallrat road fiw S<^dr to Gulmarg which lies on the slopes of the^ •outh-west. It is considered two stages. 8m EnSu fe. 47.
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SOUTE Eo* 6

Ali Malik Marbi (Dbosai} to Khibui Villaob (Astob).

Abicbd Alx Kban (1880).

JuiroTlOH Bovtu ... 11 2 Route from All Ifelik llerhi to junction of ronte
Boi. 6 (•) A 9 (t). No. 0 (n). with thie Route a dbtanoe of 11 miles and

2 furlonge* is described in Route No. 9 fa), and
from this junction this Route begins. At »e junc-

tion there is ample open ground for encamping on, but in winter it is covered with 6 or 6 feet
of snow. No wood or grass to be liad. From here the road takes nn easterly direction over very
flat open country, passing a small lake on the north at 2 miles 6 furlongs. At 8 miles 4 furlong
ascends a very low and easy Jtoial which overlooks snotberi but larger, lake celled Cbarchori SaC
area miles and very deep. To the left, and running dose to the north edge, it passes over easy
ground till it gets to another luw watershed, called Oharchorl, at 4 miles 2i furlongs. From bars
Uiere is an easy descent for several mllee along the right bank of the stream, until it meets with
a small saddle at 11 miles 2 furlongs, descending which it joins tho road from Kashmir vid Aator
to Oilgit, at 12 miles 2 fbrlonsa. The stream alona the right bank of which this road runs joins
the Bnriil river about 8 furlongs south-east of Junction of roads ; and the balting-plaoe and
ddk ekoJti, called ChilAn .Kothi, along the main ro^, is 1 mile 8 furlongs to the south. The road
now gradually descends, with no obstacles of any kind, and arrives at Iw village.

Ola • • • 16 0 27 2 Halting-place consisting of ten houses, thirty In*

lubitanis, ninety cattle, a limited quantity of wo^
and grass, and nothing else. 2 furlongs to the east

of Dls the road crosses a bridM 25 feet long and 5
broad. Defith of water hers 8 feet. From here for one mile goes through cultivation, on the
right bank of the Bnrsil river, enters waste land for another mile, passes a small patch of colti*

viAion, and arrives at Kakan. Pkming to the west of this village it goes on over easy ground,
enters cultivation at 8 miles 2 furlongs from D4s and the village of Khirim (halting-place)

2 furlongs further on or 4 miles 1 furlong from Dls.

4 1 SI 8
I

There is a wooden bridge here over the Khirim aafn,

I
a small stream that comes down from the hill aide on

I
the north-east and joins the Bunil river 21 fnriongs

I south of Khirim. This bridge is 15 feet long tad 4k
broad.

BOUTE No. 6.

Astob to Bumab (Cbilas).

Biddulpb (/fvm naiine information).

0sseripUoa,As.

A village In the Tsshing glen of Astor.

Cam|ing^und.

Ompliig ground. Gross Maienn pass, ImpaiMbla
for horses I dosed altogether for Dsariy half iht
year.

TlUsga of 70 hf'uass I small fork-.
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loum m XASBiifB and ladIx.

R<mU No. 0—conoladed.

The nemef gifen between Chnrit end Bauer oennot be.tnuwd on the men, bnt it is efident

thet this route is that oommonlj known es the Ifesenu pees. This pess is 17,000 feet abore
the see, end oooseqnently is only open for e few months. Prom Bnpel, o miles beyond Churit.

the ned lies for about 14 miles oyer, or along^de, e gleder el the southern fool of NengePsihol.
II then orosses the Mssenu pass.

[ Barrow.1

BOUTB No. 7.

AnoB TO RoNDit.*

AuikorUjf^Rimxshn.

stage or halting-plaee.

Diafijioa » MIAS.

Daaeriptlon, Ac.

Inter.
mediate.

Total.

1. RvMnn •

8. Camp, poot op
8 8 A yery small village. Bond up Perishing yelley,

which stream has to he ormsed twico. It is bridged.

Haepo pass 9 17 At 2 miles pass road leading by Trougo pass. Ora-
dual ascent the whole way.

8i PopOTHuirci 18 89 Leaye Perishing valley and cross Hnrpo pose

<16.786 ft.). A mile of glacier has to be ornesed.

Unladen ponies can travel in summer. Camping
ground.

4. BllAXlU .

6. Mbudi
81
10

87*
47*

Extensive village. Boed good down Harpo valley.

The chief place in Bondd district. Much cultiva*

tioD. A steep descent to Indus river.

* Thif roete !• ihown on Indian Atloa Sheet S7A, (8.E,)

[Barrow.']

BOUTE No. 8.

Aston to Sxabd4.

Diatanoa nr uius. -

Staga or halUng.plaM.
Inttr-

madtaia. Total.

DiStilptlon, Be.

There ere two routes, thet by Alumpi Le (or pees) end that by the Bnnok Le. The flrst goes

up the right bank of the right branch of the Astor riyer as far es Qedhei end then croaaes the
weterahed into the Shigateng yelley, down which the road goes to the Indus. The distance is

89 miles, vid§ lioute No. 61.

The Benok route goes up the Perishing rerine end then erosses the weteished into the
Bhigeteng yelley. The distance is shout 78 miles* rids Boute No. 60. Both routss era rsiy



louTii nr KASBiifft AMD ladXk.

BOUTS No. 9.

BaNDIP^SiA (KASHllfR) TO OlLOIT {Pid KaMRI VaSS).

•Barrow.

Btage or hriltof-plaN.

tv UIliM.

Intsnae-
diato.

Total.

OMSrlptieDi Ae.

^ TiUtg« At the i^heraend of theWular like. It it retched by boat from
Srlntgir in about 12 bonn and it the uaual ttartioR point for Gilgit or Sk^rdd. It* standi
amidst mnoh rioe oultiration. Water tnppliet and firewood abandant. Elevation 6,200 feet.

L IkiOBAL (9,620 ft.)| 9 I
... bn leaving Bandipfira the read runt along the

foot of tome itony hire on the right for half a mile,

patting Naupfir, a hamlet of ten houtet. At i a mile
erott we Madmalti, a t'rifi stream, about 20 feet wide

Md If foot deep, hr a firail wooden bridge, practicable for laden mulet. The road then goes
wrottgh irrigated fieldt for about a mile, pairing ea retrfe the hamlets of Kahdrpdr and 8onwe-
han (right or ten houtet each). At 1| mile oreat the Bndkat Nadi, 8 feet deep, but a rapid torrent
aM quite unfoidable. The bridge it a wooden one, about 7 feet broad and 20 yards in length.
At 2t miles Mehtargaon, a hamlet of 12 houset. Juri short of this the road begins to ascend.
Pass hraleu of Dar l|iihammad and Kialpdra. At At miles hamlet of Naugaum, where there
la auflleient space for a small camp. Water, forage, and firewood ptentiful. The road now
bMmta very steep indeedi the gradient being about 1 Tii 7. At 7t miles pan a ddA ehoH on them of the road, which now enters a fine forest. The road still ascends, hut not so steeply aa
before. At 8| milea the top of the ascent may be arid to have been reachf^d. Ju.t beyond this
tte forest opens ont into glades suitable for enoammng. In the fnrther glade (at 9 wiles) there
ia a large pood at which animals can be watered. Forage and firewood abundant ; no supplies.

t. OfiBAi OR Gobi
(8,790 ft.)

11 I 20
I

From Trfgbal there is a very steep ascent through

I
forest for several hundred feet, then fairly level open

I
ground for a quarter of a mile, and then a very steep

. ^ I rocky asoent to the level of the pam (2i miles). Here
then is a ddk cloki. For the neit 2 miles the road is fairly level,

.
winding among the open

rounded tope of the watershed. Fam the trigonometrical stations, which lies a few liundred yards
to the left of the road, and 200 feet above it (elevation 11,960 feet). The road eroesing after the

.
, narrow, bare spur for another 2 miles. It then

, deeoends by a series of abrupt and very difficult

... earn at Zotkasn, which is merely an open fhn of
gronnd wi^ a dik okoki. Here cross a tributi^ of the Bdrril by a narrow wooden bndge i the
atraam is, however, fordable. The road now lies along the left bank of the river for a couple of
mil^ descending a thousand feet in this distance. The camping ground at Odrsi is fairly
good. Forage and firewood plentiful. Water from the river. ^ best ground lira acrom , the
Onsain torrent, which here jdns the Bdrsil from the we^ a wooden bridge crossing it.

This march, though only 11 miles, is a very severe one. The ascent and descent are very had,
and, when the pass is oovem, four difficult miles df snow are added to the other difficulties of Uie

^hioh the Bdrsil val^ is very subject to avalanche* and snow drifu. Cohmsl
LoekharFs mission, crossing the Trdgbal on July fth, was 8 hours an rout#. The snow, how*
ever, was abnormally heavy and Ids.

8. Kabi^wIb . 6 I
16 I Road lies along the left bank of the Zotkasn Btimm

(TAOOft.) I

I
and is fdriy esaj, eicept here and there, where some

I
1 small mountain torrent has to be onased, or an

I I avalandie obstructs the war. At 66 milee the read
qnito the rim bank to a short dMsnoo in order to oross a nrojoeting epur , a ehSrt sig-sag on tho
other si^ brings it again to the level of tho rivor. At^ milea orom tbs Zotkasn rivor, wkeie
an islaiid divides its stream in two parts, by a oonplo of narrow woodsn bridgsa sadi about A foot
hrn^ and 12 foot to 20 feet long. At6 milss Itansalwdn,aoamdngground,in tho angla botwoan
the Kishan Oanga and Zotkasn. Ample spaoo for a regiment, nrewood and forage abnudani.
This is anunncoistary stage (efdt footnote on neat p^).
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4 GdiAif(4ieofi.)

BOUm Iir KASRMfE AVD IADIs.

Eo%U iVb. 9—oontinned.

m OroM Ibe Kidm Gann Immadiald^ cnn immadialal^ on onvlnB

I

oamp hy a linffto ipan brito, abonl 6 fool wido |

aalmali mnit ba ud orar lingty, aa it twaya a good
deal. Tha lifor bad ia hara about 70 jarda broad.

At 1 mllaa paia hamlat of Nalgaon (four hooaaa). At 8t milaaoroaa to tha loft bank of tha Kiahan

Qaaga by a aingla apan bridga, 40 jarda long and 10 faat broad. Hara again animala mnat ba lad

OTor aingly. At 6t miloa tha road Moandaby aatoap path to tha ton of a apur, whanoa it daaoanda

to tha Gdraia Tallay, which ia abov.t S^milaa long and 1 broad. Tha nlley ia. wall onltiratad and
afforda nlandid paaturaga. It aontaina. beaidea Gia Odiab fort^ four or five amall rillagia of log

huti. At 7f milaa Walpdr (twenty-Hfo honaea). At 8 nilaa Khandidl (thirty houaea) about

i mila to tha right of tha road ia paaaed. At 8i milaa oloao to a aidruf. a rapid torrent. 8t foot

dam^ ia oroaaad ) though fordable, a bridga iarary deaimbla. At 81 milaa rillM Danwar twenty-

eight honaea). At 9i milaa tha road paaaaa between the half ruined fort of Guraia and,tha river,

wEioh ia hara oroaaed bv a aingla apan bridga, 40 yarda bng, tha camping ground being on tha

right bank. Thia ground ia bare, atony, and hot, and tha meadow land weat of Walpur ia fhr

batter auit^ for camping. Fora^ and firewood plentiful. Buppliea proourable. MiUat, buck-
wheat, and peaa alone are mwn. . The vallqr ia bounded on the couth by wooded mountaina, on
the north by great ataep oOffli of llmeatone. (For an aooount of Odraia, vide Route No. 69.)

441fi. Bavola (8,660 ft.) On leaving oamp tha road followa tha right bank of
the Kiahan Oanga for a-mila and a half. At Aohur,
a Bhot villam of eight honaee^ it tuma np tha Bdrail

I I I valley, which ia a narrow daflla, bounded by monnti^a
riaing 4,000 faat or 6,000 feet above it. At 8| mUea paaa village of Chewal (forl^ houaea). At 41

.

milaaoroaa Bdndl atream by a wooden bridge, 18 yai« long and 6 feat broad (animala muat be
taken over aingly). At 61 milec ra-crooa to right bank by a aimilar bridge. At 61 milaa paaa

hamlet of Pddgay, where there is a ddk ekM three or four honaea. At 8 milaa paaa hamlat
of Za4n or Zingaf (five houaea). At 9 milce reach camping ground at Babgla, or, more proparly

anoaking. Hanrai, tha troe Bangla bring a mile further on. Tha oampiow ground ia on a graaay

sloping ahonldar or ledge, aavaru hundiw faat above tha Bdrail river. Water from a monntain
tonrant. Forage and firewood plentiftd. The road, though a mere path, ia fhirly good through-
out and praaenta no diffioultieo.

6. Jab/b (11,174 ft.)
I

61
I

48 Tha road followa the river bank for a mile, being
uaually a hundred feet or ao above it. At 1 mila a
camping ground (alao called Bangla) is reached.

Tha space here ia somewhat reetrioted, and the ground
a mile back is prefaraUa. Tha 'road now tuma aharp to tha left (northwards) and aaoends tha
hill. At If milespam Gurikdk a hamlet of right houses^ about half a mila to tha loft. At 81
miles reach Jaiju, ao undulating gramy plateau, with an axorilent and plentiful water-supply.
This would nsoeamrily ba tha stage for any large fonw^ as Mahtar Dobun, 8 milaa further on, is

not suited for a huge encampment.

7. KajjlPaitx ,

(10^600 ft)
18 61 Tha road still oontinuea to aaoend for about

mila. It than winw in and out, up and down,
orom tha sputa from the Qatomi or Ootamara

L I I
mantitain for several miles. At 8 miles nam tha camn-

un, rituated in a sloping bi^ of the mountains. At 61 miles reaoh the
oreat of tha Kamri pam (18,100 feet). The road ao nw is by no means difltoult whan clear of
snow, but under snow is vary difficult indeed.

8. SHAlTKABeHAB
(9,600 ft)

9. BATff
(8,600 ft.)

11
I 78 I Bead along tha right bank of tha Kala FCnl

(or Kamri Dm), at first may and kval. At 8| miles
cross a projecting ^ur by a vary steep and difficult

rig«mg.
18 I 84 I Road along right aide of the valley; fairly eaqr.

At 1 mile pam Ini (eight houiee) on plateau pnoeita.

* 1 j ,
. ^^11 »!!• Gomel (tan houaea).

From the hotel the daaoant ia vary aaay for about 1 of a mila. ™ path than antan aa

lav tmap^ all thtacsaeaaldairittt would peiliapi be batter to adopt thafCIlawlDt stafsa, oto i—

i Ssr : : : : .? »
8. Odraia, via., maadewawtat of Walpdr 18 88
4. Vaafla Ill aa|

oeMradeM
wt
”” dhtfisalBf tieopsar aataBila Tha alaia
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SauU No. ff^oontinuedt

S?>Si7^f9n7^dmwUahttiig«4piforftbo^^ (firltal). At6| rntta Hrlto
whiflh if A«rt fordid. Forllie MitAmiliitlM nidfmwiIlM

JjA <^the rifw nd li f«iflj It tiiii ft tfomm to tht right bmk. At IS
Ibk PluiL aa aflhiMt fhm tba «mI. bj a woodaa bridga^ tO fwt long, 8Mb

•aotUMtgiM^cuipingfnMiiidmtablaiDralarMforM. J^ongaabimdi
_ faatbroad. Hm

fon^abimduit. Wattr

TlM imri Bm tbfmighoatli t iiuTOWfiato7.amHiBgbtotamil6inwkUh,b0twim
bu^nbkjhil^rbiDgabont 8,000 fart ftbm It /

.

*

. ^ * nilM Mattcmd haoUat of Dirla (foartaan hoaaaai|. Thaioad now baoomaa ratbar bad t
at 7 milaa aran to laft bank bjr tha oaual aingla aiiaa timbar bridga i at 8| milaa paai Tillaga oC
TalB<mmoalta bulk. At 0 milaa Oarial (tithoitam). at lOt milaa antar tba opan ground in tha
Mgla batwam tha main tallay and tha Mir Malik Darn. Hara thara ia ampla apace for anoamp-
ingalamfom. Forage plentiful.

^ ^

At wn milaa oroaa a fine torrent draining fknm tha aonth-aaat At 8 milaa oroaatha Loiahala
At 8 milaa pam tha camping ground at that apot. Tha river ia about 8 feet deep, the

bmaa 4 feat wide and 80 feet long. Tha camping ground is not a good one At 10 miles peas
the fine opjNi plateau of (P) Lajrin-hudar, on the opposite aide of the vallej. Here there are a few
honaCB'Ud a little cultivation. From here la a route up tha flue valley to the south-west, whioh
lera to Kanaalwdn by what ia known as tha Gugai route. At 11 mucs reach Shankarghar, a
miaaiable hamlet in tha centre of a fine opan plateau on the right aide of the valley. Excellent
campmg ground, ^tar and forage abundant. Tlie valley throughout this march is about half a
mile broad, and there are no dilBcnltias axo^t the sig-mg mentioned above.

10. Ourikdt
(7.800 ft)

181 eet Cross the Mfr Malik Dara (unfordabla) by a bridga 46
feetlong and 4 feet broad. Peas village of Kattd drteen
houae^ At It mile Maiehoh (i.wanty-flve houeca), at 8

^ ^ ^ ,
miles Chogdm (twenty-two houaee). This is the usual

stags instead of Rattd, but it makes tha march from Sliankargarh very long, and ia baaideo a vary
small and bad encamping ground. Quarter mile further on pam a brid^ across the main river, but
dopotcm by it. At milaaMo the Bdpal river by a bridge, 46 fast long and 4 feat broad, river
unfor^bla. Gmnd view of Nanga Farbat up the vaUay. A mile further on a ateep spar is'oroaaad
by a smy and difflcnlt sig-aag. At 7i milea pass tha junction of tM Bblaahbar nala, which oomaa
down from tha south-east. At 81 miles oroaa tha river by a bridge, 6 feat wide and 60 fast long
(tinglem) ; at 10 milaa ra-oroas to laft bank by a bridM 80 feet long. At llimiles flntbamlal
of Gunkot, which, with ita fields and housas, is aosttared over about a mile of. ground. Campon
ua polo ground at tha further aud of Gurikot. just beyond the old rntiuad native fort, or i&t,
Supplm acaroa. From hare onwarda the river ia known as tha Astor.Whn the river is low, instead of going along the left bank, after oroesing the Rdpel river
cross to the nver bank of the Astor by a bridge, ro.Groasing to left bank at 12' miles. This is a
much better r<md, with no bad gradients toqM of.

11. Aaron (Idoab)
(7A00ft)

61 108 A short and fkirly ea^y march, at i a mile pass
Kinedaa (twelve houaea) on the oppoeite bank, and at 84
milea Phin4 (ten houBee),a*

(7,900 ft.)

,,a]ao on opposite bank. At 81
^ I

miles reach the Balan plateau, which extends for over
a mile, the ro^ skirting its 8eld^ and housas. of which the total number is about thirty.
For the next mile or so the road is oarriad along the slopes skirtiug the Astor river. At 64 milea
raaeh Idgah, where there ia a large orchard and tba Actor polo ground, whioh together form an
excellent oamping ground. Astor itaalf isamilaf uthar on.

IS, Dashkiv , . I 184
I

1144 Starting from Idgah, at 1 mile reach a deep and
narrow ravine with ateep banks, on the oppoaite side

» of which ia the fort and town of Astor or Hasora.
_ . .

^6e fort is quite untenable against modern fire-arms.

* ? *S7**®”* . J® town, just boyond whioh there is another dmp ravine to be orossed#Mor being situated on a spur between these two ravines. The road now winds along the steep,
arid »c*y rioFW which hem in the Astor river. Between the 2nd and 8rd miles pom the two
hamlets of Lds (eight or ton houses each) on the opposite bank. At 4t milea eroM the Astor river
hyp bnd^ 4 feetwid^nd 80 feet long. At 6 milm ro-orow to left bunk by a similar but shorter

(twenty-five houses). At 10 miles Iiiskomb (ten houses)
|

olote toMh these villages there are bridges about SO feet long aoross side torrents, which, though blit
8 feet or 8 feet d^, would be very diflionlt for suiioals to ford. At Dashkin there are twenty-five
Bousss. a Jei^and four water-fiiills. Gampiug ground in the terraced fields which surround it.
This march IS a very trying one for man and be^, end in some places it is extremely bod, cou>
sidermg It IS supposed to be a BMde road

.



dight afcentto the erait of the watenhtd (8,700 fcol). From thie point thero ie n dierp and
Yory rocky difficult deeoent of a thauMad foal to the aliNiy ^in bdow. Two milw from tha
foot reach Porf, a rooky arid epot clore to tho riacr, from whim Tory moddy drinking water it

•bteinad. There if a ddk ckoki at Phrf, but no other houfcc. Bead geoeially good, eicept the
/decoeut meotioaed.
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moims IN CABHHfft AND LADIk.

HouU No. d—coQcladed.

17. lIlKAWiB . . 14 164 Roftd good o?«riM<ra for 4i milM. ThthillttlMN
(6,050 ft.) impingo on the riTer and tbo road booomoa Tciy WdU

indeed, being carried along the ateep alopee of th#
hills a hundred feet or so abore the river. Frequonl

ascents end descents. At 7 miles |»aa Chamogab (ten houses) on opposite bank. At 10k milss
there is a bad descent to the river bed, which is followed for i a mile ; then oommenoss a wkf
ascent, which ultimately becomes frightfully stera. narrow, and tortuons, only jnst praoticaUe
laden animals. At 12 miles reach the summit. The Gilgit vallry now lies sprM More onob and
the road descends gradually into it. crossing^ several ravinea At ISi miles cross the MinawAr
mala, a stream of exorllent water flowing in a deep ravine, and at 14 miles camp in a plantation.

Good water from irrigation channels. Ample spnce around for a large Camp. The viUagi of
Miuandr lies nearly a mils to the south-east (twenty-five honsssX

18. Giloit (4,890 ft.) 8 172 Road across the plain, 8 foot wide and good
throughout. At 2i miles pass village of 8akwnr.
The neat 8 or 4 miles are over a bim stonv waste.

At 6 miles enter cultivation, passing the village nf
Jutidl, which lies half hidden by fruit.trees. At 8 milce pan the fort of Gilgit, which is garri-

soned about 1 .000 of the malianij4*s troopa. There is e good cemping-gronnd in e grove a few
hundred yards farther on. Abundant water end shade. BnpplUa proonieble.

Note on road from Srinagar to Gitgii.

The road over the Kamri pass is in summer an ea^ one^jHit when eoverad with anew it is

more or len impsssahle for troope. The road between the Kamri pasa and Aator haa bssn
conAtmeted without the slightest attention to gradient. It is often nothing better thnn whet In
India would be callrd a paq-damdu Water thronghoot is pleiiiifdi. Fongt and flrawoed ere
obUioable in large quantities, but other supplies are soared, m the viUagis in the valliy art fiw,

small, ind poor.

Ikyond Aster to Gilgit the road may be charseterised generally as a footpath indifliwtntijr

made, but fit for pack-mules snd ponies, if led s^rateljr and not chainad togethsr. Thwa %
however, one mirtion of the rosid. that down the Batu Pfr, which presents difliMtiea of the won!
daioription. ^ bad indeed is it that 1 cannot conceive any portion of it being foicsd hg un
•aamv from the north, if resolutely defended by a small force.

The Astor river is, if the bridge at Ram Ghathe destroyed, in itself a very formidable ohstede.
It ia a nging torrent, about 40 yanla broad and 6 or 7 feet deep, which can only be eroaMfl

by a bridge, while there are no Urge trees or other material suitable for bridging toM obtained

in the neighbourhood. A boat or reft could not live in such a torrent.

The Indna also presents a very formidable obstaole to an enemy. There are only two sbmII

boats obtainable along this portion of tbs river, and rafts oould only be conatmetsd with gleet

difllcnlty and delay. The strength of the current would also render them very mimaoagmie.
The oanjing capacity of the boata employed ia twenty mauuds or four horses.*

If it were not for the political aapeets of the question, snd the loss of prestige Involved, one
eould hardly, in my opinion, find a better place to dispute the advance of an enony than tho
country between the Indus ferry at Rdiijf and the top of tneHatu Pir. This tisetpiesentathree

dietinot lines of defence of enormous natural strength, ets

The line of the Indus.
The line of ths Astor river.

The Hstu Pir (10,W feet).

Beyond the Indus the roed Is fairly good except between Pari and Mlnnwar, when tbsin Is

an eatremely bad bit, which would require the service of eapperi if it were intmided to pern n
large body of troops snd animals over it.

* At ths snd of less a atw sad larger boat nas btlag ballt.
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ROUTE No. 9 (a).

BiSnziL KoTHf to SkabdA.

Ahmad Au Khan (IH89).

Dttall.

BObbil Koxbi •
I

... I
... This is ft ddk eMki, but no fillsge sits. Wntcr.

wood, snd grsss ore plentiful, but no other supplies.

Th(>rs is enesmping room for sliout 6,000 mrn. From
this ttsge % rood brnnrhes off to Astor, which is 68

miles distant. BdntI Pessbeina 6f miles from Hurail Kothi, the heifcht of the pus being 18,600 feet

abore se« leTsl. Three miles from lidrzil Kothi the Baunbds Puss is crossed, the road passing over
snow I road and pass practicable for laden hones. At miles from Bdrtil Kothi the road
enters a plain. 5 miles from Bdrsil Kothi it eromes a stream 60 feet wide and 8 feet deep ; the
current Is very strong, but the stream fordable. From this ford a road branrhos off to Drde. The
neeent from here is eteep, and, owing to snow, progress is difficult. 7i miles from Bdnil
Kothi the road crosses the Sarmngar Pass, 1A|062 feet above sea level, the aeeeht being steep and
difficult. One furlong below the pass a lake is met with, 600 yards eart and west, and 900 yards
north 4nd eontb. From here the road becomes easy. 8| miles from Bdrzil it passes slong
the bnnks of the Sarssngnr Lake, 600 ysrds long and 600 yards wide. The psss derives its name
from this lake.

From November till March these lakes are froxen. From here the road Is easy. Both ]

hero describsd are practicable for mountain guns and lightly laden mules.

8. SlirOAUCATI (Dbo«
Ai Plain).

14 a
I

This encampment lies on the left bank of the Deossi
river. Water pluutiful, but neither wood, grass, or
supplies to bs had. latter being brought from Onres.
The encampment is otherwise 6t for a large body of

men. height above sea level, 7i800 feet. For 8 miles ahead the road is open and easy, but 6k utiles

from the encumpment croeses the Kinenoi stream, 20 yards broad and 3 feet deep^ the current
being very rapid and the ford difficult

| 200 yards from here the road is had and st^. 8 miles
from Singalmati the grudient is small. 10 miles from the river the road crosses the Barowoi, or
BaraAl river, 260 feet brood, 4 feet deep, current strong, rooky bed, banks 8 feet. On both
banks of tbs stream short grass is olttaiiiable. but no ftre-wood. The road next crosses the Lkma-
Inng river. 120 feet broad and 3 feet deep ; low hankaj, current rapid. 13k miles from Singal-
mat! the road croeses the Phialung river, 120 feet brood, 4 fset deep, banks 2 feet, current rapid

;

16 miles 6 furlongs AUmaUk Marhi is reached.

8. ALfKAZfK MABBI. 16 6 80 0 .
No wood here

;
gracing ground poor

; supplies have
to be brought from Qum ; water plentiful. 1 mile
and 2 furlongs from the encampment the road passes
over rough undulations and then becomes easy along

the banks of the Bnrjf river. G miles from the encampment Usut Marhi, a well-known place, is

reached. 7 miles from the halting place the road ascends 400 feet } the ascent is steep and difficult.

9 milee and 8 furlongs from the encampment the Burjf La is crossed ; nacont steep and difficult

for laden animals. From 15 to 20 feet of snow lay on the pass, the height being 14,600 feet above
sea level. 6 furlongs of the ascent is over a glacier, which is steep and dangerous.

Water plentiful
; little flre-wood

; no grass or aup-
plioa. The space for Oiimping is not goml, the ground
being strewn with rocks. The encampment ia about
4,000 feet below the pass shove described.

The road to this place is steep and difficult for

I

laden animals. Wom and wetcr plentiful { grass
scarce j no cultivation or supplies. A spring of water

I here. The road runs alongside the stream, but is diffi-

cult end tedious, owing to the many crossings of tho stream, which is hero called Karpat. Its

898
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BOUm IN xashmIb and ladXk.

Jioui0 Ho. ^(a)—concluded.

enmtti It npid and fording diiBonlt. 4 milei and 6 inrlongt from Piniol iht -road ontm the Khar*
pat jdal^nd enltiration eommenoeai This ploin la covered with fruit treea i the road from here la

a made one and mna throngh the areune of fmlt treea. 7i milea from Pinroi the road neata
the Satpdra rirer, 440 jarda hroad, 8 feet deep, enrrent rapid, low banka of 2 feet, ford difl-

onlt, 8i milea from Pinrm tba road reaohea Skardd.

6L Skabdv 8 4 64 2 Thia is a well-known place belonging to the Kash«
mfr rdja. It containa a fort which is ganisfloed by
two regiments. The furt contains two guns. Skardd
district containa 7,0C0 hoases and a popnlation of

ahont 80,000. Snpplles of all descriptions can be h%d, and the place is famous for its fruit and
iobacoo. Haight aetermined by boiling point thermometer and clinometer, 6,228 feet above aaa
leveL

ROUTE No. 10.

Dalhousib to LiH (bt Chamba, Kilar, GitlIbgabh, Atino^ Padam,

ZaNOLA^ LAMATtlRtS).

DisTAveaxif Mitas.

Btafi or haltlng^plsoe.

Inteimo-
dlste.

TeUl.

Description, Ao.

1. BlTBf
(4,600 ft.)

5
5

A few houses : supplies must be collected ; water
procurable ; a steep descent on leaving Dalhousie.

(*•)

8. Chaxba
(8,033 ft.)

(p. 0.)

14
19

A large place ; supplies and water plentiful ; road
very steep for 5 miles on ascent to, and descent from,
the spur running out from Kala Tope, but 6t for
hones and laden mules.

Cross Ravi by wooden bridge at end of march and ascend to Chamba.

Small bungalow. Leaving Chamba in a northerly
direotioD, descend by a steep sig-sag to Sao stream,
cron it by a wooden bridge, practicable for animals.
Thenoe down valley of Rav( to Saroli, 2 miles, up a

short steep ascent, and down again to dry bed of strenro, along which the road lies for half a
mile and then ascends the hill (800 ft.) at head of valley, and passes a small village of three or four
houses at 3i miles. Thence the road follows the windings of the hills at a fairly uniform elevation,

with one exception. It mile from Musroond, where it makes a good dip and rise. Thenoe n
slight fall to Musroond. Then very bad road down steep descent for about If mile to a stream
foible at most times, but brid^ ; whence a steep ascent for 1,200 yards ; then undulating.

Road all the way good and praotioable for laden animals. Water plentiful at intervals in smul
streams and springs.

4. Kvlbl . . 41 A few scsttered houses and three water mills.
— 39 Camping ground very limited. River here barely

fordable, but bridged.
Road asoends and rounds a spur, and oontinuee

undulating along the river at a general elevation above it of 1,600 to 2,000 feet, when taming
sharp up valley to the right, follows it for a mile, and then rapidly descends to stream, where ie

the camping gr md and village of Kulel. Road fair all the way, and practicable for moles.

6. Tiba . . •
I

rejoins the main valley, along which it rone
'

' 61 for 6 miles at a general election of 4,160 to 4,860 ft.

It is built up along the peipendioular face of a hlU
and is broken in places i at 5 miles it followsa valley,

to the right leading to the Drali and Cham pasMe, and along a very rough, almost peipendioalar,

path crosNB at 7| milei the itraam by a wooden bridge below the Tikri i thenepit asosnda hj a

a99
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R9uU No. i0-«-ooiitinued«

kii difflcuU ptth tnd Joint tlio mnin ftilej. op whteh It rost tuy UDduIntioni to nenr Chil,

wh^ it nakee onedcop dip. At 9} milet the roed turni to the nght up a large Talley, and patt-

ing tmpagh tree iuoffle detceoda to atream at bottom, which here runt through a OMp narrow
gorge, over which there ia a wooden bridge. After a rough, ateep aaoent. Tita ia reached, a
milage of aome aiae (thirty housea and a large lelkt. and a buogriow belonging to the Foreat De-
nartment). There it abundance of cuUiTation, and tuppliet are plentifiiL Road from fCulel in
lit preaent atate impataable for laden mulea.

Till From Tiae there it a mate direct to Kilar e>d Alwat and the
to Sachi past (etde margin) over Sachi paaa (16.S< 0). Short of Kilar

1. Alwat . . milea 12 2 milea croat Ghendb by rope bridge, over which cattle mny be
t, Kilar . . .. 24 taken. From Alwat to Kilar only good for oooliea. but poniea— can erom the paati there ia dielter atSalrundecb atDanaee,

96 and Fargraon on either aide and at top of peat. Suppliet
— and ooohca procurable.

or 87 milea from (Suptrinitndsui iff Ckambtt.)

JDalhouaie. fStt Apptndis, pag^ 85.J

6. Haiu . . r 18|
I

Road good up main ralley to It mile, when it
"

' 64| leavea rm to Alwaa (above deacribed). and tuma
up valley to right. Paaaes Ilwaa (eight houaea) and

'
I (Judaia at 24 milea. Ouguar (6.000 feet) at 24 milea.

Runoga (6.350 feet) at 84 milea. Turna to right, deaeending gradually through tree jungle, and
pnaaea three amall villagea at 64 milea. and at 74 milea croaaea by a bridge (6.000 feet) the atream
at foot of valley. Steep aaoent and narrow path. At 9 milea paaa road to Salone, then a bad ancent

for 4 mile to cn^at of hill (7.250 feet) and pam Debt Koti at 10 milea (fifteen houaea. fifty men.
a temple, four other villagea near it). The valley dividea | mile further on, half right and left

Road followa thejeft valley, pasaea ^pa at 13 milM, and reachea Haile at 134 milea (aii houaea.

cultivation fair, auppliea acaroe), hilla ateep on all aidee. the laat village this aide of dmini paaa.

7. Raklas •

(10,160 ft.)

44
69

Chiint pam. with hilla 18.000 to 14.000 feet on ei^er aide.

A amall, level apot. Road bad and impracticable fer

laden animala; water and trcea plentiful along
road. No bouaee or auppliea. It liea on weat aide of

a long narrow valley leading very atraight up to

8l Sauck 14 A vteady laoent for 44 milea Out mile very stiff) to

(8i060 ft.) — 88 top of paw (14.7S0 foot) ; ateep descent for 200
yards, then along snow to 74 miles, and moderately
level to 12 milee. where it joins valley of Chandra

Bhdga. Croaa river at 124 miles by wooden bridge and continue down main path of Tang,

valley to Saueh (fifteen houses, twenty men. cultivation, supplies proourable. water abundant
plenty of apooe for encamping).

From Sauch paths lead as follows :

—

Saiekn, id4 Road ascenda, by a fair hill path, valley in east-south-east direction to 1|
mile, then deaoenda slightly, pasaea Kiitnl at 8 milep (8,900 feet ; eight houses, sixteen men).

At 8| miles a rapid descent to nearly level of a stream, which ia reached at 44 miles (6,200 feet),

where there ia tkjhula bridge. At 7 miles cross valley of Hilcr. a stiff pull to 7f miles (8,760).

and tolenbly level
;
paw Hul at 8 milea (two houses) and Mohane (one house) at 10 miles. At 104

orossee eofa of Sahali (fear houses and fifteen men), opposite which on either side of valley is

^jof (one house, five men). At 14 milea valley dividee. one bnnoh from the south, the Chuaag,

with Hadoon (two houees and ten men) at its eotmnee. the other the Saichu, from the east, up
whioh path oontinuee. At 144 miles Saichn ia reached (five houses, eight men, and a iroMt,

9.000 feel).

Saieku io Tuan, 8 wtfrf.->Crow stream by bridge to right bank, and gradual ascent to

ChUassri (two housea and twelve men) at 4 mile. At 24 miles crow a atream and steep aaoent for

4 mils (10,200), paw a village at 24 milee. (one house and four men), and gradually descend to

Hnitt nt 84 milea, reach level of stream at 4 miles and enter pine foreat, crow a bridge at 44

ibO^ aod^ighl ascent to Tnan. 6 miles, (two honses, sis men, slevation 10,260 feet). Water

ml intervale along route ;
supplies scarce.

jlww Saicku to Cha»«g, 8, wtVcv.—The route is ts follows Ascend a hill by a ateep path

and Jrin (Thtsag valley at 4 milee, hence bye slightly ascending well-wooded path to Cfaawg, 8

milee (throe honsee and twelve men. elevatiAn 10,760 feet) t it Is surrounded by plenty of lend fit

lor onitivstion, but which is not oultivated for widt of wster.
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JiomfA No. iO—eoDtinoed.

A. Kilab •

10« Daewas . .

II. AtBDABl »

II Bolt

18. OulIboabh

11
94

7
101

10
111

11
188

8
1*8

1

'
1

189 !

•

Bmd difleult and impraetioable for hoiMt.
8 miiM pMt PhiniB.

Se0 Romt§ Ab. 89

At

14. Kuhdhblob
I

CroM wooden bridM over Bhatna river. PaM Mati
Meow. . 11 I at i mile. Boad good and alightlj ascending along

(7,600 ft.) " ' 189
I
right bank of Bbutna in north-east direction. Past

1 Jjundi (eight houses, forty inbabitbnts), and at 8|
milee opposite fair-sized tillage of Dundd, which has abundant oultivation. At 4 miles Drown
(three houses, fire men). At 4| miles opposite three hamlets on opposite bank. At 6 miles
wooden bridge to Ohnr. At 6t wiles Afashu (eight houses, fifty iDhabitaots). At 7 miles Drow
on opposite bapic. At 9 miles both sides of valley precipitous. At 11 miles bridge to Kundhel (one
house aud one mao) aud arrive at camping ground, a small cultivated jlateau, 60 by 20 yards, i of
mile shbH of Mhow t*iiteen houses and thirty men).

16. Machiil
(9,700 ft.)

II
150

Cross liver by bridge and ascend left bank of valler,

crossing to right bank by bridge at 2i miles. At
8i miles pass Chishoti (eight bouses and thirty men)
and old Amur at 7i, with much cultivation, and new

Amur at 71 miles (Ate houses, twenty men), at 9| miles road level and country open, also junction
of a str«*am with Bbutna (which stream is crcesed at lOi miles by a bridge), and arrive at large
triangular platean, well cultivated, thickly wooded, on which Machail (seven houses, fifteen men)
stand's ; road from GuUbgarh, easy and quite practicable for hill animals laden. Water plentiful

aud good ; supplies also. Sunjam, half a march beyond Macbsil, is tbe highest inhabited spot
(11,000 feet) I grain sown | beyond it bare mountains of glaciers and snow.

16. Dvjwa9 I 85 I Boad in an easterly direction by a fairly level piftb.

At 15 mile pass Joseni (six houses) on opposite bank.
At 85 miles plateau ceases, and road follows along l^ill-

aide up rightbank of stream. At 3 miles junctiofi of

(11.570 ft.) 1585

_ I up rightbank of stream. At 3 miles junci

Danglong and Bbutna streama and Danga (two houses) . Boad winda to left alonn Bbutna atream.
At 35 miles pus small bridge to right bank of Danlong stream, being the road by the
Sursunk and Shinkil passee into Pan^. Boad fair, undulating, and gradfially ascending along
grasey, treelese elopee. At 45 miles Jasheri (one house.) At 65 miles Suniam (one house, six

mhabitants). Pa% then stony to 6f miles, when it orossu a perfectly level maidafi of graie,

aand. and stones, hdf mile wide, aoross wbieh river fiows with a mndh widened bed, then uroM
a low roekj apur. and reaohea another maidan at 75 miles. Boad praotioablo for all animale.

Wood and wattf plentiful along whole route, and camping ground for a small army. Suppliea

17. BAOJAEf
1641

Bond level for 1,000 yards Inan east-sonth-eut di*

rooilon, then slight riu over stony ground, at 15 milo
valley doeee in, and real aaoent oommences np

'
I I giBOT slope on left of aafn, which is here blocked

by a glaoier, 100 feet high. Road winds gradually to north-eut towards past. At 85 miles enter
valley leading to pass ncith-eastt From 8f to 8| mllas^ whtro tho last treat are, a rooky asoont
Boad good and gradually aseendiog from 14,100 to 14,800 fset^ botwoen 85 and 45 miles. At 6f
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BouU No. iO—oontinaed.
Billtf ptM at the foot of a large glider «oroM Till^f with a 1e?il enowj maldao. 600 fell below
It. Al 6 mUei oioii inowy maidam J4ih, at the entraaoe to whieh is the naual mtlng^plaoib
Basjniit Bood good the whole waj i not a lingledeieent i quite praotioable for ladn auilee i

water plentiful i wood and luppliei none.

18. Gowna . . ( lOt At It mile the Tellw endA end road ii up AtleinI—— 176 snowv iioent to top of Umasi La (17,870);feallea

I
Bardhar by the Dograi), wbioh ia reiwhed at 44

I miles. Road lies in a north-north-eait difeetkm
along left hank of mUa, aehort steep deeoent at first, then alternately a level plateau and moderate
slopeB, over snow, down valley. At 7 miles snow ceases, and Butirut, the last restinff-piape on
Zaukfir side, is reached. At 8 miles descend^ stony dope for 800 feet to bed of valley i at 8|
miles at Navil a restiag-plaoe under a stone, nth then fair and level soross a stony maidan.
At 9 miles cross stream. Rood then very bad over boulders and indistinct. At 8t miles road
meets stream, and is verv level and at 101 miles reaches Oowra, a level, swampy, oamping ground,
.near which several spacious recesses under rooks used by shepherds | water plentiful } wood soaroe i

Bun^es none. Not more than two dosen tents could be pitched on dry ground. Road very fair

the whole way except descent at 9 miles, which is impracticable for any laden animal, and for

anything except goats and sheep. Paso generally open fh>m the middle of May to the middle
of August.

19. Amro * • • I
^ winds along right edM of stream. From 14

(18,080 ft.)
I

188 to 8 miles orou rooky spur, then a level bit of grass,

I
and then again Stoiw. At 6 miles reach a spot

1 called Zumkul Pahiur, a small encamping mund
under rocks, with water near. On <q;ipoBite side is a small isolated batii (inhabited by lamas)

called Zunkdl. At 64 miles enters on a large triangular maidan opening right and left to

main valley of river Doda, and slightly descending the road inclining across it to the easti
reaches Ating at 8 miles.

Ating (six houses and thirty inhabitants) stands in the middle of the valley of the Doda (which
ia here 14 mile broad), 4 of a mile from the stream. The hills on both sides of the valley are
of moderate slope and thinly clothed with grass, the summits only being capped with snow.
Water along the whole route, which is iwssable for laden hill animals, except where mentioned.
8uppUes at Ating : also plentyof oamping ground and water.

From Ating the road to Kashmir eid Sdrd lies up the river on left bank, but it is necessary
to descend to Tungrin and cross the/la/a there, whence it is six marches to Sdrd.

Note OH Zanohdr.

The general appMoanot of ZanskAr Is, owing to the abssnos of tress and tbs paocity of svys or enlttvatlon on
Its hUls, decidedly bleak and drean. Caltlratlon only spears In patehaa near Tillagaa. /The honeea art built of
earth, bricke, and etonee, and are oTtwo low atoriee. The people ere Ulndoe. The eoll la eandy and very atony, with
patohea of loam. The nrer la nnfordable, except In plaoeein September and October, and there areoaiytwo
Drldfea. atTungrin and Cbamr. throoahout ZanekAr, iU bed rarylng hrom 40 to 80 jarde wide. The oUmate te very
dry, end the sun etrikea with anmltigated heat. Rain rarely felie, and then only very allghtly. Drew ana
the climate le seTere. winter leeta aeren montba. moeh anew talle, vUIafva poor, treee rare, poimlatlon small,
aay 48 rillagea, of Are hondred honeea and A600 eoula.

M. Padxx 14 Road lies south-east down valley and Is generally

(11,870 ft.) 197 level At 4 mile, pass Dukung (four housee and
fifteen inbabitents), and at 8 milee, on tqi^te bank,
Bandakthi. At 8| miles, Sbakar (three houses and

ten inhabitants), river bed here is 4 mile broad and stony. At 84 miles Shilatse (one bouse), a
lanmtesfi. At 44 miles Murkim (three houses). At 5 miles river bed 40 yards broad. Atfitmilea
Tdourau (ten houses and forty iohabitants), where jMa bridge^ and Tfinkun (eweu houses)

4 mue off. At 7 miles Su (six houses). At Smiles Senf (fifteen housee and ohe hundred in-

habitante), with a temple, surrounded by stone wallsb 80 yards square. Prom Senf valley stony |

at 84 miles crosses HsftsI nafe by wooden and stone bridge, and thence over low atony spur,
and, deaoending gradually, enters a grassy maidan at 94 milss, across which to south-east Is

path to Pedam (which is reached after atedions level of4 milee),aDd to eaet to Oktl, efterfif

milcA a fort (a aquare atone building of 80 yerda, aide and oomer towera 80 feet high—sur-
rounded by a 6-feet bish wall end dry moat, the whole in bad repair) ; it atands on low ground
4 of a mile from the Stndu, and 14 from the Doda. There ere eight housee soattered about it.

From it to the north aoross the Doda is Kurshfib (one hundred and forty housee and two
hundred inhabitanta), with a lama bosii, with one hundred lames, on hill fust above it. To
the nssth-wsst almi across ths river are five vIlltgeA the only reed to these ia aid Tdngfln.
On tho nsar side to north and norCh-wiit art four villagss. Fhdam elaada al the elbow
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BauU N9* i(?—continoed.

of band of the nUeyalibe month of the Nunuk Uey from •<mth^to-€^ Imding If

FoilU to Kikr, end by Mun Le to Dnrwei into Pongf, both open

end of duly, end theBiuon pen to Lehoul,open from the middle of AprU to end of (^bi^
FeLmhie^fortyhouemendooehan^
thmiee rood to T>¥<Ait down the Sindu. From Padtm te§ XomU No, 68 to ShtmkM Fmto,

whioh ii bed rond of life deyi to Kunnek.

lS..ZAxreiiA . I
110

aa.osoft.)

tl6

Bl. THOVDHI .1 8 1 At2tmileepemop^te<»ti. AtStmUmm^^
'

* SOS Knnhlh (nortb.north.w^). At d| JuiwUon
Oode end Bindn itreeini i e mile diiUmt. At 7
miles enter on level petoh of oultivetion, ebont 1

mile long end t e mile broed, mining down the river, scettered eround wiiiohw thed^ed
bonsee forming villec^ et 7| miles, of Thnndhe (twelve honses end fifty inhebiU^, snd lime

house, twenty lemeiO j on hill-side to eest t e mile distant is the entienee to Tern nole, up----- X- w PUntetion of poplers for enoemping in, end wetor.

Pass Oheser et fit miles (two hemlets, slight onltive-

tion). At 9 mih s village end nala of Pishn on opposite

bank. At 9i miles meets the bed of the stream

from Zengla Sumdo. At 10 miles the entienoe to

the Zengla Sumdo eefe. At 11 miles reach Zengla. Water and supplim gwjd and plentifnl

,

wood scanty. Camping ground large* with oultivktion. Another route to LIhbranchm off to

the seat up the Zangto Sumdo stream and across the Charcbw La, Rlberang La, end Knnde

Le f it is^ dUBc^t, and only open in May and October. Khamak is reached in 4i days,

a. Tuhdi ,1 64 At 4 miles pass some shepherds' summer huti, the

I £24 last human habitations for many miles down river,

(16 000 ft.) I Close to this is the entrance to the Sht nala (north),
' '

'
I up which in summer the road to Lamayfird (fit for

laden hill animals, but very trying in places, the slopes cousisting of loose, small sh^), the river

road being practicable only during four mid-winter months on aoMunt I “d on

oppMito t»okof riw tb. y,ll,y ud Tiling, ol Pidmo. Tow^, tte ~l<. th. p.^ Hm iip

SSftrtony .lop. to right of iKrf. mouth. Mid p,»e« .long right to dtmita. At4|mllM
putw through perpmidioalu rook, (4,000 to »,000 iMt). AtH mtlw uooit mor. gndwd. At
6t miles valley more open. 1

At 6t shrubs cease, andatfif reach camping ground of Tsendi. A level of bM of

Ml. lOyudt wide with IttMp dopm on both *idw i «.t«r from -.fa .wood »• mil, off . no
euppliee.

94. Tax Pa Cwnt .1 10 r r At 1 mile road leaves mala and proceeds over
* '

•£££ Bhilung Labu Pass (14,860), but is not worthy
of the name, se the hill is- passable anywhere
higher up the nala | thence through 'large wide

valley, small quantity of water in stream, and some shrubs about. At 8i miles cross a streaiU

(the boundery of Ledik), s feet deep, by weding (18,496 feet). At 8| milea enter narrow eteen

Valley, Panatse. winding from the nor(h-eeat, the stream of whioh joins the other rireem. AtM
miles path enters a narrow passage, the floor of which is snow ioe (18,960 feet), thence throngh

gorge, emerging at 10 miles, north-eaet ragged and narrow, it widens into a^ at lOf miles^ enld

a clear view of the path over the Nir4, orNaernng U, is obtoined. Beedh oraping ground^
Tek Pa Chun at lOimUea after a trying march, especially the latter jiarA Water and wmfd
plentiful, tuppliea none,
flowing through it.

96. MibA or NabbuvoI
(11,860 ft.)

thenoo np smooth idope by psth

•boat 1 mile in diameter. JPhth dew

Camping ground (800 by 80 yards) covered with shrubs, and u strewn

Path lies up stony bed of mala sest-north-ei^

941 slopes bare, and asoende by ravine on right* tbat/en

the left being shorter but much steeper. Atlli^
roachee top of ridge, whence level for 900 yards* and

to 1} mils to top of ssoond ridge and edge of deep bism*
descends for about 100 feet, and list rather to right of centre of

At Bmileathe other roed joins, and at Bf top of a third ridge iamohed, whenee/nath
islightly to top of pass at Si miles (16,000 feet). The Kiid Fhss is | of a mile wide el' horn,

and nearly levA.- Desoent very gndual down hr^ valley. At 4| mil«r^ opm into i
*

olinular beain (6 milea In dkmeter), mnoh out up by imvuiei, and wi^ng In and out^

lug in a norther^ direstlon reaches Niid or Neerong at 8 milss. It hiu nine houssa andIthirty
hdSabitantii is 1 mile from right bank of Doda (here oslled the NMt ii'*8 Amolalf

pkwob standing on the top of a flat spur, with slight onltivation in the tmUy. Water i

profuiabla aad supplies m mnaU qnantftieib with plenty of' snoampiBg room.
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Bout$ No, iO—continoed.
10. TSLCB0MO . 6 Pfttb deioends to river Zonkidr, north-oorlh-wett,

(11,780 ft) 146 which ii reoohed at 1| mile, where it is oolv 16 yards
broad ; it is crossed by a wooden bridge with no hand
rails. In July it is 60 feet above the water. Its

banhs are very high and steep, and quite impracticable np or down the valley. Path ascends
steeply up right bank of opposite naia. At 8| miles an immense rook divides the eale, the road
following the right branch up a sig-ag path j the left branch is an immensely deep gorge. At
8| miles the summit of the Chucbu lloreela Pass is reached, whence steep descent into a large
basin, the road following the bend, where the slopes are easy and of grass. At if miles crosses
shallow Mola, and winding in and out reaches Telohdng at 6| miles. It stands at foot of valley
leading to Sinn La Puss, closed in on all sides | water and wood scarce $ few supplies, barley and
buckwheat cultivated | an iron mine in vicinity.

07* Patoxsib • 18 Road lies up very moderate slope by good smooth
(18,800 ft.) path to west. At li mile ascends slope to north,

260 whence a very gradual ascent by good paths. At 8

rmiles reach top of ridge, then road level. At 21 miles
road dightly descends, and at 21 miles crosses two mala§ from the west (each 60 yards wide). At
8t miles crosses a stream. At 8| miles crosses a slight dip i snow commences here, the gorge
ceases, the »al.% is broad and shallow, and the pan commenoes (1 of a mile wide). At 4| miles deep
hard snow, and a steady ascent to pass at 4| miles at 16,600 feet, which is 1 of mile wide on top
between the hills. Descent steep for 1 a mile over deep snow, then gradual along a tongue
between two water-courses to 6} miles, where snow ceases, and path crOMes to left of united
streams, and enters a well-cultivated valley, in which at 7i miles is camping ground of Mdliog,
on the banks of a stream near small shrubs. At 7i miles path leaves stream and follows slope

on left bank, and at 8 miles crosses a stream, the bed of which is level and 200 yards broad. Road
level to 8i miles, where it dips and crosses a aafa. From .81 miles to lOl miles, road rough
and nndulating.' At 11 miles road crossea a spur, and then deedends along base of rock to level

plateau (400 by 200 yards). At 12 miles a steep dip across broad bed of aalo, thence along easy
alone. At 121 miles crosses another aiafa, where there is one house. At 12| miles, another dip
and then level, the latter part over cultivated ground, descend and cross the stream by wood aud
stone bridge, and on other side ascend, reaching village of Fatoksir at 1 81 miles. Water whole
way, wood and supplies procurable, plenty of camping room, 17 houses, much cultivation.

28. HoNdPir|A o r Kosd lies north-west up eulivated bed of naia, and
Hofata .10 at I mile ascends spur from north-east by easy slope.

(12,400 ft.) —" 270 the top of which is reached at U mile. Thence np
to the pass the valley is of fairly uniform width,

between peaks (1 mile apart) with moderate slopes, the heod of the puse iteelt is blocked up by
a rugged perpentlicular ridge stretching from side to side. Road from 11 to 1 1 level, then crosses

a stream, and gradnally asoends. At SI miles cross br^ bed of nala and at 21 miles and 2| milei

•re shallow water-courses. At 8 miles the only real steep ascent commences ; the top of pess

(Sinar) (16,872 feet) is reached at 81 miles. It is level with steep, rocky bille on either

eide,iigMy, with small quantity, of snow. Descent very slight. At 4} miles joine valley,

and at 61 miles crosses stream and goee along its left bank. At 6| miles cross stream,

and at 71 miles, 8 miles, and 81 miles, three nafa#, and at 81 miles pass Emet (oue house),

shrubi here commence, and path deeoends gradually to stream, which it reaches at 81 miles,

thence level. At 9 miles large aa/a, and rea^ Hondpattaat 10| mUes(flve houses, twelve inhabit-

ants). Water the whole way g villa^ stands in a narrow valley 800 yaMe w^e, under rocky bitle.

Plenty of camping ground, supplies very scarce. Poplars, willows, and some large juuiper trees

cultivation.

29. Wanxa . 1 12 282 Road descends to stream at 1 mil^ and follows

(1 *,900 ft) I —— its left bank. At If valley oontrsots. to a gorge.

I
From 2 to 21 milee wade stream four times (2 to

I 8 feet of water and 20 yarde wide). At 8 miU's

aloQj a level plateau (80 by 20 yards) and ctch a str^m to right bank by a leg bridge. From
81 miles to 6 milei road undnUting along slope on ririit by a path, princiiwlly built up, 40
to 00 feet above stream, when it descends to stresm, and follows its bsnki for 100 ysrds, when
it crosses by bridge snd sseends left bsnk by chsip seoent Henoo it opens out grsdiislljr

to both sides, snd sesames form of s aafa, nt 61 milss oroises to right hsuk, where beiiM

nesriy meet by a bridge (8 yards long), 80 feet sbove stresm. At 61 milee Ivvol with

stresm, whidh opens eat snd becomes fordsble. Soenery meet uninteresting, the iiill* being

hem and tte view limited in all dirseti^ Keaohes Fsn)fls at 71 miloibwheie SLinjd mi/a joins,
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10UTI8 IN KAtBMfE AND LADIk,

Route No, continued.

About ten loa^red houm ond twootj inhibitt&ta. Willowi a&4 other trees. Wster plentiftil end
good. Camping mand sufficient Suppliea loaroe i and thenoe to Waola at 12 miles ; a village
supplies procurable^ water from a good stream, cultivation.

From Punjila it is 2| marches to Saspdl bridge on the Indus, and 4t to Ldh, or onemmh shorter than the Lamaydrd Route, but it is more diffl'^ult, having a pass at head of
Hinjd mmia (the Kunski PSss).

20. LAMAYdud
(11.620 ft.)

From Wants up a barren ravine, cross a pass 12.600
feet, road north-west and cross a valley ; road easy.

TO
8A LiR .

(4 marobesu)

Total •

288
66

868

I
Sm BouU Srinagar to lAh.

Non.—Drew sajs tbit rosd is net St for Isdsn salnals,
and it would bs diStonlt to Issd s horse along it. bat this
hat been dons.

(£isal.Ne6sr<s,Drsw.)

Thi Road tbom PADAM to LRH is tsvs dmouibid in Nbw Bouts Book
Padam to
1. Tsaza

between Padam and

10

Tsasa.

10

A village near the Luna Sampu i supplies ; road good,
traversing the wide fertile vaUev of the Luna Sam-
pu ; the river, which is deep and rapid, ia crossed

near Padam ; yaks andponies swim over : three villsgee.

2. Nircbi • 12
22

8. Pakch • 7
29

4. Naibumo • 8
87

6. YBLcndNO •

43

& Fatoksib • 10
63

88
7. Hofata 10

a. Wavla • 11

W

2. LARAYfiad • 6
79

lOi KOLUTZf . • 9
88 ^

11. Hbmii • 16

108
12L BaSOO •

~6
119

18. Lin • 20

Total • 189

A halting place ; no supplies ; water from stream ;

the road after leaving the valley of the Luna Sampu
crossea the Shelung Logoo Pass. Zaogla is pass^
at 8 miles.

A halting place ; no supplies; water from a stream ;

road good, through low hills.

A viila^ ; suppliea ; roud ascends for two miles to

top of Naernng La through a ravine with low hills

on each side ; the deecent from summit is toleimbly

easy.

A village ; supplies ; road very fair ; descend for one
mile ana cross the Luna Sampu | then an easy

ascent for 2| miles to the summit of the Chuchu
l^rela Fbss, descent insignificant.

A good sised village ; supplies { road fair, ascend-

ing for 4 miles to top of Yelchfing Pass ; then a
short and easy descent to a welLcultivat^ valley

oaUed Mulling, through which road runs for six

miles.

A small village ; supplies scarce ; road tolerably

easy, crossing the 8hf Shingli Pass about thrue

mim.
A village; supplies ; water from stream ; road rather

difficult in places; crossing a stream twico by a
wooden brid^; paee Sundu at 8, and Pbunjla at

7 milce.

A village : supplies plentiful : road essy.
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BOVTM IR KAMHb AMP UPIK.

BOUTS Vo. 10(ft).

Daohohi to Skau><! (vM SHiaAB).

AnUofitjr—Abmad Ati KbIm (1880)..

atage or baltliiff-plaot.

DiarAVoa ur npiaa.

Dmwlptim, 4e.
Intcr-

vn^Uta. Total.

Dacieoni
j

i

From hen the road tdtee a waeterly direotiou throngb
onltivation, and at 8 fnrionge reaehea Chogograinw
Aftaen bonaea | and 8 fnrlonga farther Xharmang, Ave
bonaea, and a fnrlong pnaaae a Aonr-mlU N.W., from
whoro itrnnaalong tho lefthankof tho Thala at 1 mile

4 foilongi from Daghonl. Caltivstlon it loftbehiiid, thoio bdiig throo imBll YiUi^ in n lint on
ofipoiitt bank of otratm and at right angltt ronta Kharoka, Oharib Pa, and Kfathak. At 1 mila 6|
farlonn ia a wooden bridge. 80 feat long bj 4 feat broad, which laada to the ahofa-mantionad ail-

lagaa. water ia 8| feet daea and flowa varj rapidlj; at S milaa 8 fnrlonga the road antara enltiaa*

tlM oppoaita the aillagaof Haaho ; keeping to the left bank aniYa at Oombabardaa,diolanea 8 milaa,

•1 furlong. Thia terminataa the l^honi oonntry on the norib. From bare to Qomabardaa, 7 fbr*

longa, the road baa to eroaa two deep raTinea, at right anglaa batwaan tbaaa plaoaa^ and laayai the
cnltifation 8 fnrlonga from Qomabardaa, keeping to the wnj adga of tba atraam. At 7 milaa il

gate to Hirangnab twelra bonaea forty inbabitanta, forty>flra cattle, and 8 fnrlonn bigbar np
eroaaoa the atream orer a wooden bridge 46 feet long and 4 broad i depth of water 8 iaet and Tory
rapid. Laden cattle can be taken orar. Near it ia the yUlago of Gngorik. nine bonaea. thirty inbabi*

tanta, farty-Ara oattlai and 8 forlonga further the rillage of Tar Khor, aigbtaan bonaea, alzty in-

bnbitanta, aixty cattle, and a furlong farther north re-eroaaea tire atraam by a bridge 45 feet long
and 4 feet broad. Bond keapa oloao to left bank, and at 4 forlonga from bridge antara enlriratlon

and keeping to the north edge of it gate to Snlknldar (aaran bonaea, twenty men, twenty-ftre eattle),

8 milaa 5i fnrlonga fromSDaghoui. From Snknldar it kaapa to the.north edge of tM cnltifation

belonging to the fUlagaa of Baltor, Dahangand^ and Qoma, which 'are a little to tba aontb, and
antara Lndaa.

Lvpii . I 11 0 I
11 0 ^ I

A fery email village, oonaiating of two bonaea^ aia In-

habitanta and tan eattle. On the oppoaita aide of tba
atream are the villagea of Gambadittar, Gomadittar, and

,
Begatbang,abont half a fnrlong from it and 8 fnrlonga

from each other. Gomadittar conaiata of twenty* five bonaea, one hundred inbabitanta and aeventy
cattle. No proriaioua of any kind to be had. Leaving Lndaa tba rood continnaa’on the left bank
of the atream, entera cultivation at I mile, 1 furlong, and reachea the village of Khaaarmik, 8
fnrlonga further on (nine bonaea, thirty inbabitanta. and rixty-ftve eattle). From here it goaa throngb
cultivation for a conple of fnrlonga, travela along between a eteep ledge end the etrenm, at the and
of which ia the email village of teldak, 7 forlonga from Khaaarmik 1

6

fnrlonga further on ia tho
village of Chopakar, and atent 7 fnrlonga atlll furtiier, or 8 milre ' 7 fnrlonga ftom Lndaa, ia tho
bridge of Baghma, 80 feet long, 4 feet broad, depth of water ti feet, very rapid current. Laden
cattle <mn croea over thia brid^. Baghuia villai^, oonalatiog of a nnmW of bonaea acattmrad
about, ia deaerted for a portion of the year. Barley and tomipa art grown here. During December
nnd Jannaiy heavy anew eovere everything. From the brid^ the road oroeaea to the right hank,
and, emerging from cultivation, 1 mile 8 fnrloogc farther on, travels over amall ondnlatiom.
Leaving the junction of the Shikbang with Thala, a fnrlong to the north, and 8 milea 8 fnrlonge
from the bridge Mirkbdn ia reaehd at 8 milea, 14 fnrlonga from Lndaa, at the jnnetion of the
Bhamdnn and Thala, and between tt^em. From here the rmd dividae, one bnineh going to Shigar
9id Shamdnn Pasi, and the other keeping to the right bank of the Thala, which it oroiam at 10
milea. and arrivea at the haltiog-plaoe of Lebidna. Total diataneo 10 milea 8 forlonga.

hvnlVB 10 8 81 8 Nothing aava wood and water to be had hare, anflU
dent apace for a large anaampnMot, juniper fo^ on
tho aaat dope of the bill. In winter there la a foil of

^ about Afteen feet cf anew. From hero at 1 mile 14
fnrlong there ia a andden riao on the road, which ia more or laaa tronhlaaomeb bat on tho wholo the
gradient ia light, and the anmmit of the Thala paae ia reached withont diAfonlty at 8 milea 7
furlooga. Thia peaa la not need from December to Mendi, owing lo the grael Ap^ of enoWf
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Jto»ft No. iO->«oatinafld.

whUh ttftnifiw Irom 10 to t6 feet during tble period. Tbe rend now deeoeude entllv nleng the
light benh m the Tnlio etrenn, meeting with nnifiiportent npe end downe, end ermee et the
tneemping pleen Bdnhm, 8 milee 6ft fnnonge from Letrenie, end eitoeted on the right benk of
the etmem. Here thereli e deer epot of gronnd 100 bj jerdt for eemping purpoiei, end
on the north, np the dope of the Binethftng hill, tbefO ie a jnniper foreet, end eome kind of ihort
gmee. At 10 milee from Lebidaee tbe Thoeerfo etreem meete the Teleo; road eroeeee former here
bj a wooden bridge, 10 feet Iom end 4 broad, end from here a rei^ rough roadsoee eid Theaerfo
ateeem to the Shemdon pern. Thereia a mill of Zahfmmkra eomewhere in the 1%eaeifo, a kind of
gropnieh rook need in the making of crockery, end alao medicinally. From the bridge et the junction
of the Thaaerfo and Telao the letter benda 8. W. (bating run in a N. B. direction hitherto), with
BfileethnnghiUonitaleftandKenekaronite right; end the road keepe to the right benk of tbe Teleo
for 1 mile Oft fnrlonge from the bridge^ where them ie an obetrnctlon in the way of a natural arch,

whioh bee been formed by alerge rock alipping from the bill aide end being anpported on ita aidee

by otbera, hence eqneatrianahete todlamonnt, and earefolly laden animala can joat manage to get
through. A mile further thafuiaa wooden bridge 10 feet long and 4 broad (S feet of water and Teiy
rapid) orer wbioh the road oroaaaa to the left bank and enteia a gorge of 100 yarde, where great
diAeultiea are to be met with (a large atone in particular, jutting out, makea it TOiy awkward for

laden animala) ; 1 mile 7 furlonga from here the atream ia again croaaed by a wooden bridge, not
enficiently atrong to enable laden animala to crom, but in other rmpecta the aame aa the laat , and
the road, keraing to the right bank, entera the cultivation of Sibonpa at 17 milea 6 furlonga from
Lebrinaa. 1%e village itaelf ia 8 furlonga further and oonaiata of five honaea, road leavea cnltiva-

ttoD, 1ft furlong beyond, croaaea the atream, at 18 milea Sft furlonga from Lebrdnaa, by a very aob-

atantial bridge. 8b feet long and 6 feet broad, 8 feetof water here and very rapid. Cattle with
loada pam over thia bridge and from here begina the diatrict of Shigar, and 8ft fnrlonge further ia

the village of Riapi halting place (ten honaea), 18 milm 6 furlonga from Lebrdnaa.

Buvi 18 6 40 1 The road now through tbe cultivated andnow paaaaa

I

fruitful plain of Shigar, on the left bank of the Shigar
river, leaving a unm^r of email villagea on either aide

I (the junction of the Yalao and Shigar river b^ng
ia a weatarly direction, 1 mile 1 furlong from the brid|(e, M. E., Riapi) and at 8 milea 6| furlonga

from Riapi entera waateland, and no more cultivation la met with. At Shigar (which conaiata or a
i: ... . . . .

Leaving tbe Shigar
I much more, and

_ „ . •"d tbe other

running directly couth for about 1 mile, 8 furlonga, tuma to tbe S.W., and at 8 milea 8 furlonga

from Riapi meeu the road from Skardd to Nar {kdt Route No. 61 (b), former of which ii 4 milea

and 6 furlonga ^tant.

APPENDIX TO BOUTS No. 10.

Dalhousib to L<h.

Lieotbnant Youhohusbamd.

iiage or heltlnf.plaee.

DiBVAvea in umm.

iDierme- Toval.

DeaeripUon, Ac.

1. Kbaiiab 100 Tberoad deaoenda at a conatantand eaay gradient

through a foreat of fir, oak, and rhododendron.

After 10 milea the road auddenly alopea towards

a lawn. In the midat of which there ia a lake

;

Ib tho hack ground ia the dfik bungalow ; enppliee obtainable in email qoantitiea.

From Khigiar the road proceeds at the fame
gentle decline, till it runs out to the edge of

n epnr and ahowe a full view of Chamha in a
ilg4ag line to the rive . Cross the Ravi at the

; Cnamba, which is built on. a high platform at

9. Chakra r 0

ttidof tbt miieh by thridge, ana ascend to

17 0
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ROUTU IN XASHlifR AND LADIk.

Jjfpendip to Scute No. i(>^coniina6d.

the foot of a low range of hills. It is wedged in between theRarfand another aonntain
rirer which flows from the north. There is a verj fine bridge over the Bari, with stone pillare,

iron girders, and atoll-house. In the middle of the town there is a square maiden, bordered

W low walls oTsrhung with rich green foliage. Behind them rise the towers of the templee.

This is the residenoe of the rtQa of Chamba. It contains 1,000 houses and 6,0U0
inhabitants.

Small bnngelow. Leasing Chamha in a north-
8. Davd . . 16 0 erlj direction, descend by a steep zigzag to

- 82 0 Sao stream, cross it by a wooden bridge, practi-

cable for animals. Thence down yalley of Kavl

to Saroli, 2 miles, up a short steep ascent, and down again to dry bed of stream, along*which

the road lies for half a mile and then ascends the hill (300 feet) at head of salley, and passes

a simdl Tillage of three or four houses at 84 miles. Thence the road follows the windings

of the hills at a fairly uniform eleratioii, with one ezeeption 14 mile from Musroond,
where it makes a good dip and rise. Thence a slight fall to Musroond. Then very bad rood

down steep descent for about If mile to a stream fordable at most times, but bridged, whence^

a steep ascent for 1,200 yards ; then undulating. Road all the way good and practicable for'

laden auimab. Water plentiful at interyals in small streams and springs.

4. Kulil ••14 A few scattered houses and three water mills.

' 36 4 Camping ground very limited. River here
barely fordable, but bridged.

Rom ascends, and rounds a spur and continOos

undulating along the river at a general elevation above it of 1,500 to 2,000 feet, when, turn-

ing sharp up valley to the right, follows it for a mile, and then rapidly descends to stream

where is the camping ground and village of Kulel. Road fair all the way, and practicable

for mules.

6. Tma • • 12 0 Road rejoins the main valley, along which it

- 48 4 runs for 6 miles at a general elevation of 4^150
to 4,360 feet. It is built up along the perpen-
dicular face of a hill and is broken in places; at

6 mUes it follows a valley to the right leading to the Drali and Ohara Passes, and along

a very rough, almost perpendicular, path crosses at 7 4 uiiU's the stn^ain by a wooden bridge

below the Tikri ; thence it ascends by a less difliciilt path ami jt^ins the main valley, up which
it runs by easy undulations to nesr Chi), where it makes one deep dip. At the road turns

to the right up a large valley, and passing through tret> jungle descends to trt*c at bottom,

which here runs through a deep narrow gorge, over wliieh there is a wooden bridge. After
a rough steep ascent Tisa ia reached, a villi^e of some size.

The road at first is dangerous for ponies unless they are sure-footed ; afterwards it is

easier.

Five milee from Kulel throe nalas moot. The one to the right leads to Tikri and
Bajai and brauchee out into two imssos—Malriii and Daraiti. Both theso passes are diflicult

and dangeroiia.

Tisa occupies a central position in the CItsmba Valley. There is a kothi here belonging

to the r^ja, a square building, doulde-storied, with towers built round a small court. It is a
dkarmiola for native travidlors of the higlier olassee. The lambardar lives in this oastle ;

the tazee and iithes, oonsitiiiig of cereals, are paid here, and there are godowns to etore away
hoga of maize and wheat. There is also a small hospital and a bungMow belonging to the
Forest DoimrtiDeiih The whole naia is well oultivated.

From Tfsa tho path lends niund the hmw of a hill, then along ite weatem elope till the

road merges into a forest of pine trees, which it travereee in a zigzag line descending to a
iMOnntaln iriver. From the river the path goes steep up bill, theu down to a ecoond river,

then up ai^in to Alwas. There are some diffloult bits where it is safer to lead one a honsb
but 00 the wliole the way ia tolerable. At Alwas there is a travellers' kotku good enough
for servants and ouoties, and a small cneamping ground. Snppliea moat be taken on from
here for three days. Maize and barley grow ae high up aa Alwaa. Buropean fruit and
vegetablec thrive here.

From Alwee the road leads up through woods for four milea, pretty steeps to the bed ef

n torrent. BhorlJy after oroaaing this torrent the trees cease altogeOierm the alpine meadow
now lisgine. This it wiUiiii a mile of Babundi. Bnie-footed poniea ean walk up to tUe poio4
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Jppendh'io Bouii No. iO—concluded.
and ladies hava crossed tlie pass injam^m, Sabundi is a small hut built under the over*
shadowing shelf of a huge rook. From this to the summit of the pass is four miles. On
the top there are snow-fields to cross, about a mile in breadth. As the summit is approached
jagiTed ridgr;8 of blaok rook meet in one line. There is one break oulj where the pass goss
through.

• • • • • • • •

EOUTE No. 11.

Darband to BdNjf (ttid the Indus).

Tug Mutxa.

Dimasos is Mitn.

8tsc> or bslUarpIsee.

,
Inter-

,

mediate.

Deaerlptlon, Ac.

Total.

1. Oabhai U 14 At 8 or 9 miles enter independent ground called

Pukhtana, whence the road, though fit for mules,
grows worae. The first village in Pukhtana is on left

I
bank, KandAr (forty houaca, inhabited by HssansAis i

OultivAtion). On raposito hank are Mada Kh41 and Mahabra, of thirty-five lionses each, inhabited

by Mada Kh^le. These and surrounding hamlets mn muster 500 armed fighting men. One mile

from Kandar, Tohara on left bank (twenty houses) is passed, and after another mile croM to right

bank on rafts. The current here is gentler, stream 110 yards broad with rocky banks, but a little

lower down the stream is only 3u yards broad and the current is very great. Animals have to

swim across guided by men on rafts. Road continues along right bank 3 miles to Garhai (800

houses), an Isasdi yillage. Grass and trees at interjals.

8. Kaxach 7k 21i Pass Nawa Kala (twenty houses, IsasAis) at k of a
mile, and after another § of a mile Kala Mujahidin,
built the HindustAni fanatics. There is onitivation

about It. At 2k miles further pass liunbal (twenty

houses, Hannisis), and' 2 miles more Filianrai, the last of the UasansAi villages. Thence 2 miles

to IMdnl (twenty houses, ChakarzkiK), and on a ridge on left bunk, opposite Didal, is the Darband

fort, with a stifflsh asceut of about U mile up to it ; it is au out|K>st of the Pukhtana people, and

is occupied bv Aka skis, a minor tribe of Cbakarslis. There is cultivation about it. From Didal k a

mile leads to karosoh (forty houses).

8. Pa8 KabalorIx < 7k 29 At 2 miles above Kamacb a small stream joins the
I Indus on left bank. At Ik mile further. Dab on right

bank. (ChakarzAis), opposite Judbui on left bank, is

I reached. Valley continues oouflned, the river between

these villages has a rapid current, and Is crossed by rafts of inflated skins At 2 miles moiw

cross a stream known as the Itai Dsra ; it is 20 yards broad and 3 feet deep. Then the famous

tomb of Akhfin Salar SAhib is passed, and 1 mile further Kus Ki«l>algram (200 houses), and a

mile further Pas or Bar KsbalpAm (8o0 bousos) are reached. They are inhabited by Akhfin

KhAlt.

4. SlBKIJB 10 89 Coolies bays now to be used, as the road is not fit

for mules. Continue along right bank. At 1 milo

pass Sbagai (twenty houses, Akhdn Khdlt). At Ik

mile further, Jstkul (fifteen houses, Akhiin KhAls),

then cross the Purtu stream (60 feet wide. 2 feet deep), and Ik mile from crossing is Daur (thirty

houses) on oppoaito bank (Akhdn KhAls) ; cultivation about it. Boad then iwssea Manser and

Ounagar (siateen houses), which gives its name to a stream (86 feet wide, 2 feet deep, with rooky

bed) which joioa the Indus from the nortb-wsst. (A road goes up the Ounagar stream to Cliakosar,

Funn, Qhorl^nd, and on to SwAlh and another road from Chakeaar to Kana i though not gooil.
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JlfU No. il—ttmtimud.

MiriMMBlMta«iilongihM*tMdi.) Aflw indUlblnonappodto il |HMd.
firm Pftkll to 8wAt li«t through it. After another S| milea eroee a anall etream, on whiah am
aama flonr-milla, and after mllaa more raaoh flarhnl (t60 honaaa, Akhdn KhAa) t it la in

Pakhtana, but» aa irall aa Qunagar, la under the influenoe of Cbakeow i miioh enltlration and
any cattle.

A Snairo 16 At f of a mile oroaa a amaUatraanit and 16 mile
fnrther on onpoaite bank ia Takdt, ncarwlddh a
atraam tnm the aaat, wbioh ia diffienlt to ford* ioina

I I the Indua. Up thia atraam I milea ia Kanahi i thia

and Ukdt are In Fakli t mnch cultlration and fmit | good graaing. (At Takdt route from Oghi
and Abbottabdd joina). Up the road 1 milea eroaa atraam, and Tillage of forU hooaea be*

longing to Chakeaar (it to a fort and 800 honaea* and giraa ita name to the anrronndingQonntry) t

mnoh cultiTatioD* flooka, and paatnra. A road lice along the riTar, bnt the ronte taken goaa oter

a wooded apur, and to 8 milea ahortar than the rirar routk After 86 milea Pee or Bela Badkhor
on the oreet of the apur to reached (twenty houae^, diatant ffom the rifor about 86 milea. Cul-

tlTution and foreet. Deaoeiiding 8 milea Kui BeAhor to dtotaut about|l mile to the north, and
after 16 mile more the road by the rirer to reaohed. After 1 mile eroaa a atream, and 8 mitoe

more another atream, whence 8hang (800 honaea) to reaohed after 16 mile i mnch cnltiTation.

Bhang ia a Chakeaar village.

Faaa Buttol, 86 milea (fifteen honaea), In Kana vel.6. Oabob 18 78
ley I inhabitanta are Patbdnt. At 16 mile more eroee

the Kana nadi usually fordable, but on thiaoccaaion
I a raft had to he procured from Bntial. Mnnji or Kana

(fifteen honaea), distant 16 mile from the nadi, is next met with | there to an asoant to it of about

000 yards ) eroaa a stream after 1 mile, np which lies Lahore, 2 mil.a off, and 81 ftirther Batera*

on opposite bank, is passed and Kohiatan territory to entered. Pass Obakai (fifteen houaee) and
after 16 mile more a atream, 16 yards wide and 8 feet deep, from the aouth-weat to oroeaed, and
1 mile beyood another atream from the weat^ up which at 8 miles to Banked. After 6 a mile the
river Indua to reached, and ia croaaed by rafts near Mirbat. Bond since entering Kobtotdn
diflicolt. Unbar nadi coming from north-west enters the Indua about 8 miles above Mirbat.
This atream, on which there to a village of that name, about 4 milea above the junction, to of

goodsiae, and runs through a well*woMed valley. Garge (10 houaee), the first village in
KohisUn, ia reaohed at 3| miles above the junction of the Uubar and the Indua | on the opposite

bank ia Jijal (160 houses).

7.,Palis 86 806 Along left bank at 6 of a mile cross atream and
paM Itonda (five bouaea), and at 26 miles further Kola!
stream (60 feet bread, 8 feet dera g current rapid),

and Kotoi (1,000 houses) after | of-a mile. Around
Kolai cultivation ond good gracing. After 6 miles reach Pktos (1,000 houaesX a oonaidemble
village, and Patan (1.200 houses) on opposite bank. Pales and Jalkot, a village higher up, are

.

intimatelj connected, and can muster together 8,000 to 4^000 fighting men. Fights about
grasing ground are of frequent ooourienoe, chiefly with the Kotoi people, who receive aasistanoe

from Alsi.

8. Jalkot . {
176

|
08 Continuing np left bank pass a stream at 16 mile

another at if mile more, and a third on right bank at
86 milee more i up this last lies, 4 or 6 miles off, Kami
(fifteen housee). Further on crose the Chaorndar

atream at 2 miles, and the Kunsner nadi (which flows from the south-east) after another 2 miles,

and the Gabu nadi (44 feel broad and fordable in places) after 26 miles. The road now beoomes
more difficult. Pass a spring at If miles, and then the nodi ; and village of Jelkot on bank of
Indus is reached aftor another Sf miles (709 houses). The nadi to oros^ by a wooden bridge,
end 8 miles up it is another village called also Jalkot. There is no cultivation between Falaa and
Jalkot. All the lateral valleys up to Chilas are weU stocked with pine, which to floated down the
iti-eams.

Cross to right bank of Indus by raft of skins ) the
river to here 600 yards broad, and after 7 milee reach
8ao (600 huusea).

AfterH mile reorose to left bank. Grom a atream,
the Tcbar, at 16 mile, which is difficult to ford, and
the Brashan nadi at 8 miles more. Thence at 9 milee
pass the Maliar nadi on opposite bank, which diains

9ia

8. Sao 7 106

10. Camp opposttr 18 118
Kandia Nadi.



mamm n KAkBiift air> kadXk.

S»nte Ifi, iX—oontintwd.
Bllgk TiHif. «Dd •! li inSU the Kahinge uadi t thenoe after 8 milee reach a point oppoeite

llM KSdhii2don other bank.

11. BA]r9A«I*8AiQr • lib 1881 At 71 milei cron the Lahtarnadi, which ii the
boundary between Kohietdn and 8hinaka» and is a
fine large itream, well-wooded with pine. Beach
Oabarohar nadi at 8| milea, and lb mile further on
Bana-i-Saiih (fifteen houiea), oppoeite which, on. the
right bank, ia the ralley of utar.

;ll. SiHir 18b 148 At 8| milea croaa atream (88 feet broad and 8 fMt
deep), which draina Shuni valley, and after 8b milee
more, the Samar atream, oppoeite to whi(di on right
b^nk le the Shegugah atream. Pine trees are very

fine in this part. At 8t miles from Burner there ia a very awkward bit of road called Cbambu
Kara along a steep scarp over the Indue. Thence 9 milee to Basin, a welUfavored village of

about 700 nouaea (two-storied). Oiltivation, fruit, including the gnpe» and vegetables abun&nt r

also a little silk is produced.

18i DvDiiKAL 16 164 Route continued by right bank of Indus firom

opposite Baafn. After 8b miles Shatial on opposite

bank is passed, and at 8b niiles more the Darel stream
Joins the right bank of the Indut. Croseing the

Darel by a good wooden bridge, fit for cattle, at 6b milee Harban (100 houses) on left bank,

which is wA-to-aOb and 4b mues ffirther arrive at Dndishm (twenty honses), a village appertaining

to Darel.

14. Hodae • 88b
I

187b
I

By right b%nk l cross Rbanbari nadi (80 feet
wide, 8 feet deep) at 4b miles ; no bridge : current
rapid ; oroeeing difficult. At 8b milee further the

I

I Thiir nadi, on opposite bank, flowing from south-west,

la passed. Thur village, of fifty bouses, lies 8 mUes up the nadi along the right bank 9b miles

by a ragged road to Bo^ stream. Cross it and pot up at a village lb mile further up.

16. Chilab • . 18b
I

801
I

.
Continuing along the right bank of the Indus the

road is for7 miles bad, then good for 8b, and bad for t

I
a mile i thence across open ground for 8b miles to a

I
I point opposite Chilas on left bank. ChiJaa has a fort

and 1,800 houses} is situated on a weli-oultivaM plain, which is 800 feet above river, lb
mile broad at Chiba, and about 8 miles long. The Indus, the current of which is gentle, can be
crossed anywhere for a mile above or below the fort on a raft of skins. Roads lead to Chilas from
all directions, but the great highway iefrom Kdghdn through the Tbak valley, and the worst

roid is from Bdnjf along the left bank of the Indue, which in many placee is very dangerous and
almost impiaetioable.

18» Gim • 18b
I

S14b
I

By right bank ; cross at 2b miles Talpan stream.

I
by wooden bridgeb and past Tslpan village (fifteen

I
houeee) with many fruit trees. There is a feny near

I 1 Tslpan, which the Chilas people generalljr cross by
when going to Bdnjf t there ie no othei vilbtge in Tripan valley, and no road of any importanoe.

At b a mile the Thak stream on Mt bank ia passed, and a mue fhiiher on the road, which hae
thus far been good, ie bad for Emile i theo easy for 4b miles and difllonlt for 8b miles, when the

Giee nadi, 44 feet broad and 8 feet deep, eesily fordable, is rseohed. *Gies vill^Ob of eight housee,

is a mile further on.

17« Dabaho • )
I7| 888 By right bank at 8b milee cross Fero nadi ; thence

14b miles to Parang, the reed is alternately easy and
diffioult for speosB of 8 miles, but the last four into

Daraog are very diffioult*

18L Gob • « • 8# 886b Aette reed along the bank of Indus is out of

repair. It isheitto prooeedup a stream by a steep and
diSeaU read to Qor (8b milea, 600 houses, three forte,

rnueh ealtivatton, end fruit trees, pasturage and
water).
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Somte No. 11—eonclnded.

10. Talxch
I

81 I
S44 From Qor proceed for 1 a mile tbronsh cnitira*

tion, then 8 milee along hill-iide (oovered with fine

pMture), which ilopee' towarda the Indue ( then 41
milee of deeoent to the Indue, the first half of which ie

ateep and rocky, and 1 mile beyond is the junctloii of the Astor riser on, left bank and Taleoh

(fifteen houses, much cultisation, and fruit trees), the last of the independent Tillages i the nest
Tillage being in Kashmir territory.

80. BtfNJf *1 10
I

864 By right bank t road for 4 miles easy and rideable*

but difficult for more than a mile opposite Bdnji, for

16 ^ards of which steps have to be picked on slight

profections of rock with the Indus immediately below.

This place is called the Jama Kara. Two milee beyond Bdnji the 8ai nadi joins the Indus.

BOUTE No. 12.

DharmsIla to Srinagar (by Cuamba and Badraw^r).

Stas• cr haltiaf-plMc.

DiMAVca » miisa.

OtaeriptloB, Ac.

Inter*

ia«eiat«.
Total.

1. FBOM DHABMSi&A
TO ShIkpub.

crossing some mountain

13
13

which arc

A village ; enppliee and water procurable ; ooun-
try hilly at firat, afterwards level, with partial

cultivation ; scenery verv pretty ; road good, des-

cending gi^ually on leaving Dharmsdln, and
) only difficnlt after heavy rain.

i torrents.

8. SlHANTA

8. Chaohabi

85

The Nurpdr road joins in here, Nurpdr distant 19 miles.

There is another road from Dbarmsdla to Cbaobari, vi:

A good sised village in the Chamba territory

with a haraddH; supplies and water procur-

able: country tolerablyWei and partially oul*

tivated ; scenery very pretty ; road go^. ,

A good sized village, with a haradari; supplies

and water procurable ; road tolerably g^, ocea-

sional stony ascents and descents ;
pass nisar

Tandi at 3, Ladaira at 6, and Bapir at 7i miles.

Shdhpur
Kotela •

Nurpur
Chaobari

18 miles.

M
14 H

J4 ^

4. Chamba
(3,038 ft.)

14
62

setnery ; descend to tbs Bavf, then ascend to Chamba.

912

A good sized place, the residenceof the rdja of

the district ; supplies and water pentiful ; encamp
in a garden, where there is a good baraddrig
road rery difficult, passing through wery pretty



sovna nr Kuauin akb LislK,

Jbmk N9. I^-Hsontimitd.
twem Dusoosn lo Ohamba.

10 I A WIT |oo& dik Imiigap
low. (SoppliM in imall
qmuititiM ; water abiiada&t»

road good and always prao-

tieabla for rnnlaa.

A dAk bnagatow ; alaTW> \
tion 8|08S not A good i

aisodplaoik tha rotidanoa of

tha rd]a of diatriet

Snppliaa and water plantifol
(tOOO bonaaoi AOOO Inlu^
bitente). ^

BmnU to IkUkornii or MUarmPamgi, o§§ No. 10, and to Jarmo in Lohoid,ooo No.M
A Mavisbi

1. Kautkn
WXOti.)

%. Cbivba

Tha road eroaata Batrl
Gali andpaaaaa tbnmgb tha
Kala Topa foraat, raiy ateap
daaeant to Chamba.
This ia tha nppar road |

tha lower road lias thmagb
Chil: tba diatanea ia^S

18
ed

A amall Tillaga with a harodSru Snppliaa and
water proeuaUa ; eonntiy inonntidnona, and for

ibamoit part nnouliiratod. Road good at fifat»

afterwarda atony and difRenlt; a oteap daaoant

to a brancb of tha Ran ; than paaa 1^ an old garden eallad Sarolit after whi«h there ia a atiff

aaoent up a atony laTina; than along tha aide of a hill for 8 milaa t daaoand throngh tha atony
bed of a dry hill torrent to the bapu of thaShdn, a teihntaiy oftha Barf. Thaatraam ia toit
rapid, hut of no great width at the fany | than aaoa^ to Maaiarit whiah ia aitnatad ahont 9f
of a mile from the top of a hilt

6. Sdiid • . I 18 ] I A good aiiad nllaga; anppliaa and water ahnn*
dant; eonntiy and itM aa in last atoms after

finishing tha aaoent the path daaoanoa to tha

,
Shdn, whieh ia aroaaad at Digi at 9 milaa, and

than eontinnaa along tha rirar< ah to Sdnd.

7. IiAVOBBa
(5,878 a)

A email Hindd rfllaga of aiz or aaran honaai^

m tha roofa of whieh tente mnat ha pitel^

I
Uiera being nolaral gronnd near. No anppliaa |

I
water proenrabla. Bond tolerably good, follow-

ing tha windinga of tha dhdn ; oeeaaional atony aaoante and daaeante.

Tha road lay along the right aide of tha Tallm, and nanally ahm tha hill aidea at aoma
height ahora the atream, to whioh it daaoandad only onaa or twiea. Tba Taller waa ganeialjy

daap and more or leaa ro^y and on tha aonth aide wall wooded* Langaia la ahont 7,000
feat high. (IlloaMOfi.)



EouTM nr XASimfft ahd ladIc.

Jioui0 No. Ij^^oondudad.

nM fUtp down tba novIlMm ride of a ?allej ; the hill eidee were heie. hat on the mthem
ride of toe eellej ttieie woe a fine foreet. Ae the road approaohed the bottom of the eaU^
the deeeeat became more gentle.—(Ifiomeea.)

A email town and fort. Snppitei and water
ahnndant; eonntry, a pretty Tall^i with riee

enltiration; road wood, eroeeing aeTeral anmll

hiU etieame. Popdation %flOO.

Badrawfir to Kiahtwdr, 46 milee.

(3ale»—l^reie—ifeatoomerM—and Soute
Book.)

ROUTE No. 13.

OiLOiT TO Darbl (oid Chonchar Pass).

Hayward—Tahnbii^Barbow.

9. BadbawXb • 7
(fi.400 ft.)

Total . 106

Ann THiecn to
SntVAOAB BT Bootb
NO.S4.

DntAVOI » MlkM.

•tafi erhaltfBf-pleM. I DiMrlrtioB* ae.

*4SSr*

1. J4t (^900 ft.) 16 ... Fast TiUesee of Nrapfir and Besfn, tod enter the
Kergah TiUey. Jdt it a enmmer paiture ground,
where there are a few hute belonging to Oujan. The
Kergah ralley below Jdt ii deetitote of Tegetation.

From Gilgit to Jdt it ia rety rough going, eepecially for the laat 18 milee. At 4 milee oroee

the Naupdr nMa ;
at 8 the Singaigih. both fordable, except in epring and .eerly eammer. At

10 milee there ia a little open epaoe^ where a eery email camp might be pitched. At 11 milee

erom the Kergth by a bridge, practicable for unladen animale. At 161 milee a very ateep but
abort aaoent.

8. Mabab Hajvux 7 88 Koad good. No habitation, but the tomb of a Saiad.

OB Maja MAXirAi. Coun^ here formerly oultirated.

8. TViAWAmnAc , • 7 80 Camping ground at head of Kernh Talley, whirii

abore Jdt m deeoribed ae a beautiful Kaenmir-like

tract, with green award and foreeta of pine. Benae
willow groTee line the etream. Abore thu tract cornea

a fine giaaa oonntiy, and then at the head of the valley, where vegetation oeaaes, the rugged
hill-aideaand the path iteelf are etrewn with pilea of aplintered rook.

A KALZOHdir/i 7 87 At 8 milee oroaa the Chonohar Pma (14,000 feet)

to KaUchdoji in the Khdnbari valley, which ia un-
frequented except by h^rdamen. The Khdnbari
atream flowa into the Indue near Budiatrdl.

5. Tabokot OB Yajk- 11 48 At 6 milea oroaa the Kiili Ftm into the Bari^
wdr. glen, which joina the Darri valli^ at Tahehot. an

enehmed villa^ on the left bank m the Darel atraam.

The KuU PaiB ia alao called tba BarTgah.

6. Bakaxul . . 9 67 The chief place in the Barti valley. Road down
the bai^ of the Darel atreem.

The Cbonriiar Fam la the only one between Gilgikand Bhinaka which ft pmoticahle fer pack

aotmala. It waa at the head of Uic Kergah valley that in September 18fi6 a cduam of the
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Boute No. 25—eoneladed.
Xidimir wmj, Ntming from on eipedition ogoinit Dorel, wu oforwholmtd by a inddon ani
vniMaoiiabla mow-atorm, in which a number of aepoye and oooliec parishod. Though oelied n
paok road it is a rotj diflloult one, and animals hats frognantlj to bo onladan.

ROUTE No. 14.

OlLGlT TO GaK^CH.

Barrow.

Diafivoa i« mi&m.

•tage or hdtiBf-plaoc. UeeeflpUon, Ac.

1; Hanzil (6,160 ft.) 7f ... On loaring Gilgit, pass by a good lane for a eonida
of miles through oiohaids and onltiration. At 1
miles pass Nanpdr, a small rillm on a opur abors the
road. At 21 miles cross the Kergah aala by a frail

wooden bridge. Pass Basin Bala and Pain, two small Tillages on either side of the Kergafr mmtm.

llie rest of Uie way the road lies close to the river, the hills dosing in and forming a deile.

Though stony die road is on the whole fairly good. At Hansil the camping gronnd ishot and
treeless, but the water from streams is ezoellent. The village is a small one of eight or tea
houses.

2. Bbaboi (6,080 ft) . 91 17 Immediately on leaving camp there is a steep narrow
ascent which is very tiring to laden animals. In fact
for the 6^ 6 miles it is bad throughput, bdng a sna*
cemion of steep and rooky ascents and ddments. At

6i miles the road enters the bed of the river of which several channels have to be forded, the
water nearly 8 feet deep, with a swift current.

On quitting this, the most difficult portion of the road oommenoes,namdy the** pari*’ or

cliff opposite Borgd. The road now becomes as bad as it can be. At 7 miles it bifurcates; the
lower path is 6t only for footmen and even for them is bad, as several cornices have to be passed

and leages of rock clambered over as best one can. The upi^r road involves a terrible dimb, but
is psasable by baggage animals. The last mile into Bharot is easy through onltivation ; shade and
water ample and gm ; the latter from the Bharot nala, Bharot is a. prosperous village of

forty houses.

8. Daxnati (6,800 ft.) 6b 28i Cross the Bharot mdla and at i a mile pass the
village fort of Bhikaiot, and at | mile ford the Bhikaiot
nala. Then over a doping plain for a mOe orso.
At 8i miles the village of Oulpdr. The rood again

erosses a level steep of cultivated ground, and at 4 miles commences to wind along the olifb oppo-
site Cher Kala, thechief place in PoniaL Except in one or two places this **pan” Is an easy one.
At 6i miles pass the large fort and village of Cher Kala,which is reached by a rope bridge. Here
there is a Kashmir garrison of 100 sepoys. The last half mile to camp is ea^. Dalnati is a
large open plain on the banks of the INdnat stream. Water excellent. Forage and firewood
plentiful.

4. Bxhoul (6,200 ft.) 8b 82 Pass the two or three houses which formthe hamlet
of Dalnati, and at I mile cross the rapid Dalnat
stream by a bridge 80 feet long bp 4 feet broiri. Oppo-
site the mouth of this stream is the small villageoC

Hamohil. The road now oroases a stony plain for a mile or so : it then ascends a spur and winds
along the hill-sides. At 4 miles pass Tapoke on the opposite bank,a hamlet of a doasn houses i

at 6 miles the r d again descends to low ground and passes through the 6elds surrounding Gich
(ten houses). On leaving Gidh there are two imths^ the one by the river every diffienlt foot-path,

the other praoticable for ladsn animals, but very reeky and involving an ascent of a.thonsand, fast.
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B0UTB8 IN KASHMfa AND LAdIk.

Bo/vAt No. concluded.

9. flAifD Pavi (6,600 8 82| At i ft mile ftrom oemp cron the riTer by a repe-

ft) biiilge t horeee ford. From H to 21 miles pnss tbrouich

thed^rted delds of MfttaH Dam (P). of wnioh the fort

ie etill tending. Cross a deep imrioe. The rest of the
road is eaaj. 8af(d Pkni is a barren open space opposite Owecb, which commands it. There isb

however, a splendid supply of the best spring-water an4 plouty of firewood. The rosd so far ia

onite practicable for laden animals, except at Uie fords. The summer road from Nomal is along
tne right bank to Gwech, and is very difficult.

4. Chalt (6,120 ft.) . 6 28h t At i mile cross to right bank by a rope-bridge |

I
horses ford. At 11 mile a bad but short jfari, very

I
difficult for horses ; men on foot can go along the base

i of the cliffs. At 2| miles there is another short pari,

which is extremely difficult and quite impracticable for horses, which must be swum round. In
summer this bit of the road is quite •mpaMaM§, and men on toot to take a path going high
up the hill-side : horses cannot go at all. The rest of the road is Msy, except that in one place an
avalanche of snow, which falls every year, has to be crossed. Chalt is a double fort, standing on
the two banks of the Chaprot ravine, and is garrisoned by a detachment of Kashmir troops, though
otherwise Nagdr territory. Supplies and firewood procurable. Water plentiful. The place con-
tains about 60 houses.

6. MatOn (6,660 ft.) 71 86 Cross the Chrarot ravine on leaving camp, and at 11
mile ford the Budlas stream down its left bank for 1
a mile, then ford the Hunsa river. At 8 miles cross

again to right bank by fording. Just beyond this

there Is a bad pa/ri ; horses must be led over carefully. Boad now in river bed for 1 mile, then
over gently sloping, but rock-strewn ground, then another pari, and then the fields of Maydn.
Gross a OMp ravine and camp close to the fort (60 houses), which stands on a promon-
tory 800 feet above the river. Opposite, on the Nngar side, is the fort of Nilt. Supplies pro-
curable. In summer the first mile after the Budlas ravine is almost impracticable, as the river is

nnfordable, and the only path is most dangerous, even for experienced mountaineers.

6. Hivf (7/X)0 ft.) . ]
6| 48| The first four or five miles are a succession of

difficult patio, the road often not a foot wide and

S
uite impracticable for laden animals, though
fwsss may be brought by it with care. Tm

next 2 miles are over a stony undulating plateau and then the fields of Hinf, a large village

(180 houses) with two forts. Water plentuui, but muddy. Supplies obtainable. At i mile pass

Tol, at 21 Gulmat, at 6 Pisan, all villages on the Nagir side.

7. AiiABiD (7,160 ft.) 7} 601 After the first i mile, which lies through fields,

the road runs along the face of a cliff for about 4
miles, being several hundred feet above the river,

with many ups and downs, in places very narrow and
difficult for ponies ; the next mile is over a stony slope, but otherwise easy. At 6 miles Motasa-
hdd, a poor looking place with a couple of forts ; no trees to speak of. At 61 miles the Hunsa
vall^ comes in view. Cross the deep, broad Huna ravine (in summer unfordable) by a bridge orW fording, and at 6i miles reach the plnteau of Hasanabid, the first of the Huna villages.

Tiiere is only one path to it, up the olifb which bound Hunxa, and this is guarded by a fortified

post. Through fields the rest of the way. Alfabdd is a large fort with alMut 100 houses. Ex-
cellent encamping ground, the best in the valley. The Hunsa fort is about 81 miles further 014
tho road lying the whole way through terraced fields | supplies proeurable.
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loum nr KAt&KfE aw LIoax.

ROUTE No. 16.'

OiLon TO Imxt (bt Chbbeala).

Biddulph.

lift or halttag^lMO.

1. Giloit to Cbu-

X Bvbab

SSI

14 S7|

rid§ J^U No. 14.

Xotd if ouj, ozoept 1 mile of rook iteiroMoo before
Bober ii reamed. At 6 mileo pam email Tillage of
Japiik (left bank) t a mile below Japok ie a etroim
poMtion, where 600 man could hold the rallej. It

eonld not be tamed. Pue Oioh (right bank). Singal (right bank) forty houaee at 0
oloeed Tillage. To Babar, an enclooed Tillage of fifty houaee^ on left bank. BItot lu

wide.
BlTerhere SO jarde

S. JunoTXov or
laHKUXiv AHD
Tfaiir Rims
(xeooft.)

71 46

4. CXAIOBKAMD 18 68

S. IXIT
(8,400 ft.)

Wi 7S|

Bead good. Peee Gurjtr at 4i milee i Tall^ doeee
in: twig bridge herob whonoe road to Tvin by
Oakfioh. The riTer ie fordable for half the year,
namely, in winter.

Road good, ezoepttwo bad raTinoe. Up left bank.
On other aide of riTer, a road aid Daymd to TIein,
two daye* journey. Route for hoiaee.

Rood go^. At 6 and 10 milee hoieee haTO to oroee

and re-oroea etroam. At Aeumbal (right bank of

lehkumdn rirer) a path good for poniee, IomU to YfaCn,

lldaye* journey. At Hi Kammbar Talley opene
out to north-weatb up which a KNid pact lahkumdn, two daye* journey, praotieable for poniee^ to

Barkot, but it ie dooM for two monthe. At 18i milee from Imit. north-eaet, ie a glacier lOSOO

feet high and i a mile wide) which atopa the road to Kammbar Paae ; a epaoe 16 feet wide, like

a tunnd, ie left open, through which, in aummer, rnehee the glacier torrent^ but from the middle
ahen extreme rold 1m ^rauk up the *trem, men and.hotM findof NoTember, wh

the bed of the torrent. It ie bOlieTed that IS milee'beyond thie'glaoier the Talley ie again bk
np by glacierafor 8 milee. and theee can only be traTeraed when enow fillatheoreraaaee. Beyond
thia la a lake about 8 milre long. From the lake to Sarhad (whioh ia three marbhea from Imit) ie

about SO milca of undulating ground.,where the Wakhia peature their flodka in aummer. In no
plaoe ia there any ateep aaoent.

’ElMwheie Biddnlph
r rente throogb Imlt bj

b nakM it II mUee to Bnbnr. and 9 uOm Inalend of 7| tothe neat ataae.
OM^Karnaabar or Xahknaea Paaa haa BOW baaa elcaaC 1u phrAeal ebataalea far a

BOUTE No. 17.

OlLOIT TO KaSHmIb.

1

DierAvcB or loua.

niage or balttag-plaaa.

. . ...

InteraM.
dlata.

Total.

Daaailption, Ae.

BAKDirfinA TO Kash-
.
lltB

9 178

17 189
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loimt » KiaBitim ahd usIk.

SOUTE No. 18.

OlUlT TO NasXb.

Hatwabd—Biddolph.

Doiavoi nr muM.

stage or halting-plaM.
bUrme.
diBit.

Total.

Doaerlptloa, At.

1. JmrL 9 9 At 6 milea from Gilgitoroae by mpe-biidge to the
village of Dtinydr, at junction of Hunaa river.

Gonmue up IwK bank of Hunaa river to village ef

Jitul or Jahital.

a Jaglot 6i 16t A email enoloaed villaM on left bank. Mahavija ef

BLaahmir*a territory ends here.

8. Milt • 10 Croaa the Shelter Phaa over a apnr running down
from the lofty Baki Pfiahi peak. Koad difficult. The
drat Nagdr fort ia at Milt.

A Pnav • 6i 41 —At It mile paaa village of Thol, beyond which, at
2 milea, ia enoloaed village of Uulmat.

6. AandsDAi . 8 49 At 6 milea paaa enoloaed village of Aakdrdaa | village

and fort.

6. MaoIb . 61 641 At 2 milea paaa encdoaed village of Swayar. Nagdr ia

a large village and fort, occupied by the Mfr. The
Nagar temtory oontaina aome 8,000 honaeab and
muatera about 1,600 fighting men.

Biddalph dcaeribM thii ronto thm t From Oilpt to Chelkt, mme in romi» No, 91 (Boutot
Hi Eaitem Hindd Kuih). Crooi there by twig bridge to left benk. For 20 milee below Nager
the TiUegee ere elmoet oootiDUona» more ground is eyeilable for oultlyetioD then on the Hunae
aide. Pcmulation about 10,000—leaa warlike than the KanjutiB, and better behaTed. The fort

and Mfr’a houee ia on the aouth aide of a atream from*the south-weat, which joina the main rirer

neaflj oppoaite the oeotre of Hania. The part of the diatriot facing Haoaa ia divided into tour
diviaiona with forta, via., Shayar, Aakdrdaa* Chittorkun, Swayar. The river aeparating the two
Statea flowa between perpendioular banka 800 feet high and 600 feet wide at t(m, which oan
only be aaoended in a few carefully guarded plaoea. A twig bridge oppoaite fort Haidarabdd ia

alao oarefttlly guarded. A oonatant feud eziata between Hunm and Nagar. Every village haa
one or two well-kept forte (mod bridk walla, 16 feet high, with aqaarettowera at every 20 yarda)i
capable of holding all the neighbouring inhabitanta.

Bouto No. 18(a).

OXLGITTO NaGAh.

Amikwtiff.—Ahmad Ali Khan (1889).

Stafw or halttng.plaee.

DiatANoa IN mm.

Inters
Total.

QxLsn • ••• •9#

Dtaoriptlaa. It.

Starting from the Agmej bungalow, 6

I

away the road eroeaea the Oilgit river by a rope bridge

600 feet long, and for 1 mile and 2 fhrlonga further

the road rune through a plain. 8 milea and 6 fnrlon|m

from Qilgit, and 1 mile from the road, the Hunm river joina the Qilgit river. On the left bank
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BOUTIB IM KABHIlfE ABD LABIk.

Rouie No. ISa—continued.

of tho Hirnn ftendf tbo fort of Duaior (DalajAr). Tho nod nadir diierliitloa mas aloag tho
book of the Haaio Tiver : 71 mitoi Ikom Gtlgii itopprooelm thi bed of thi ttmni. tbe ground

WMg itriwn with large rocke. The width of the etream here li 400 feet^ 6 feet de^, binke of
1 f^ rapid current j to thii diitenee the road ia ea^ and the valkf open, for If mile further the
toad runa along the edge of the lirer and ia rough and diAonlt for program. 9t milea from Oilgit

tha road rana along the old eourm af the rirer. and It mile further again followa the edge of the
rirer, i mile Ihrther the banks are 80 feet in height and well wooded, lit niiM froon Oilgit the
road Icarea the stream and enters a plain, and t mile bejond asoends 100 feet and is then rough
and ragged. 14 miles from Oilgit another plidn is entered, and half a mile bejond the rood agmn
is rough and diflieult. 16 miles and 6 furlongs from Oilgit a spring of clear and good water is

met with, called Chiehe ; the stream is here 800 feet broad, 6 feet deep, 80 feet banks on the right,*

and 8 feet banks on the left} rapid current. 16 miles from Oilgit another rope bridge erossm tha
Hnnaa river, length 800 feet; a road leads from thubridge to Jeotal village ; i mile further the road
ascends 600 feet, the ascent being rough and diffleult} the road is bad for t mile farther, bat then
enters a cultivated plain. 18 miles and 8 furlongs fkom Oilgit the village of Nomal ia situated.

100 bousas. detached from one another. The village contains a number of mulberry, aprioot, and
willow trees, affording shelter for about 4^000 man ; supplies scarce. 18 miles 5 furlongs from Oilgit

the old fort of Nomal is situated } It is of masonry and 600 feet square } the wallaare in good, pre*
aervatioa. but it is deserted.

Nomal (New Fort), 16 4 19 4 From here the road entera Nagar territory. Tliis

6,700 feet. I fort is 600 feet square, and garrisoned by 800 men

:

I it contains 8 guns. One mile beyond the fort the road
I crosses the Nemal stream by a rope bridge 80 feet

long, and for 8# miles there is a steep-aiid ragged ascent of 1,000 feet ) the road then deioonds tho
same height. 4 miles and 8 ftirlongs the road again strikes the stream (Hnnsa) and for one
farlong runs alongside and then ascends. The ascent is steep and difficult. 6 miles and 6
furlongs tbe road again touches the stream, the banks of which sre 100 feet high. For 6 furlongs
the roM is easy, but again aacenda the hill and is very bad to Ouaeh.

Gcacb . H .1 9 4 89 0 This is a deserted village aitnated on the right bank

I
of tbe Hunia rirer, the encamping ground oeing 800

L feet below the village^ in a plain 600 yards long and
• 800 yards broad } wood, gram and other supplies are

not procurable. 8 furlongs firom hero the road croeoes bv a ford the Ouaeh stream, the banks of
which are 80 feet high. At 1 mile and 8 furlongs ascend tbe bank of the Hnnm river and is easy

for I mile, but theu asoends 100 feat : this ascent is vary difficult. 8 miles from Gnach the valley

narrows to a defile 800 feet brood. Tbe bed of tbe stream is vary rocky, the srater 6 feat deep,

and the current very rapid. 4| miles from Guach the road becomes very bod, being out out of

the face of a cliff ; this part is quite impassable for horses or any animal, men having to steady

themselves by mU let into the rock. It is called Saiebar Part. The road then descends and
follows the Mnk of tbe stream for a distance of 8 miles, when it aoeendo a bank of 60 feet, and
then enters a euliivated plain which leads to the village of Chalt or Cbaltar.

Chalv OB Cbaltab, 8 0 87 0
I

This village is situated on the Ohaprol stream, a fort*

6,160 feet. beingon cither bank. Wood, grass, and provisions nut

I
procurable. The forts are gsrisoned by 80 sepoys be-

I longing to the Nagar rija. The road, leaving the
fort ascends a low hill, and at 8 miles croeses the Bunia river by a rope bridge 400 feet long.

di miles from Cbalt the road ascends a steep spur, 800 feet high ; &e ascent is steep and
dii!* !nlt: on tbe crest of the spur the road passes through a defile. . The road then descends 800
feet; the descent steep and bad : the height of the crest above sea level Is 7/XX) feet 6 miles and
1 furlong from Chalt the road enters a level plain, and 1 mile 8 furlongs furtlier strikm the etream,
the banks of which are 80 feet in height. 7 miles and 6 furlongs from Chalt the road beoomes
steep and rug^, and then crosses a stream whose banks are 800 feet in height. Oi miles from
Chalt tbe rora enters cultivation, and 11 miles from the same point Nilt fort is situated, and also

a village of the same name, containing 80 bouses. 11 miles and 8 furlongs the road crosses a
itream, 40 feet wide, by a wooden bridge. The road passes close under tbe walls of Nilt fort and
from tbe fort to tbe bridge descends 800 feet, the fort being, placed on a high bank. Firom tho
bridge the road ascends 460 feet, the crest of the rise being protected by a wall and gatsw 18
miles from Chalt is the fort of Thol, containing 60 houses. A number of fruit trees are hm. One
farlong from this the road orossrs the stream by a wooden bridge 60 feet long. The banks of

this stream are 400 feet in height. Tbe rood from the bridge entsn a *well*caltivatsd plain,

eofered with ffuit treesb which lends to the village of Qulmut.
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lomris IV KiBBiifs and ladIk.

BouU Ih. 28(0)—•ooncluded.

QvimAT • . . 15 0 61 0 Thera ia % fort hw^ oonUInlnpr elehtj hmiiMi end
•iitj houMi ere built outside the wells. This villegu
oontains n well-known Btarai around which ere e
number of fine plene trees. No provisions or suppliM

to he had. Height above see level. 6,600 feet.

One mile from here the road orosses a stream by a wooden bridge, height of banke 80 feet;
and 8 furlongs beyond the village of Yal ia siiuatM. From here, for the distance of a mile, the
road rune along the banks of the stream, and 8 miles 8 furlongs from Giilmat Grosses it by a
wooden- bridge. On this stream there are two fiour mills. 8 miles and 8 furlongs b^ond Qulmat,
to the left of the road, and on the banka of the Hunsa river staiide the fort of Pisan,on a bank 400
feet from the water. The fort contains 100 houses. At this fort is a good polo ground. One
mile from here the road crosses a stream hy a wooden • bridge, 60 feet long and 5 feet broad.
6 miles from Oulmat, on the left of the road, is the village of Minepin, of 100 houses; 8i furlongs
further tlie road leaves the plain and crosses a small dry stream with bunks of 200 feet, the
passage of the stream being protected by a wall and gate. From this the road runs along the foot
of the hills and is good for the distanoe of 1| mile. 7i mili>s from Oulmat, on the right of the
road and ou a high bank of 200 feet, stands the village of Miuuehar, consisting of 800 houses.
8 miles from Qulmat tlie road erossen the Uatltinal stream, on which is situated the village of the
same name, 300 feet above the level of the stream and containing 180 houses. 8i miles from
Oulmat the road passes by the village of Tusot, ten honses. From the stream to this village the road
ascends 260 feet, and runs along a small stream for the distance of 8 mile^ the ascent in this
distance being 1,400 feet to the village of Phikar.

Pbikab • • . 10 4 68 4 There is a fort here ; the place contains 800 houses,
160 being within the walls. Supplies in small quan-
tities to be had. i a mile from here the road
descends, and li miles from Phikar, and on the left

the road, is the village of Haknchar, of forty houses. From here the road riiiis along the slope of
the hill, on the right the hill is high and steep and on the left tlie stre^im Hows 1,000 feet below
the road. The road here is bad owing to tlie frequent landslips. 8 miles and 1 furlong from
Phikar is|the village of Shdhrydr, of fifty honses ; the road through this village has a wall on either
side. 4| miles from Phikar le the vUlagr and fort of Askordds, containing 140 houses and a good
polo ground. G miles from Phikar, on the left of the roaii and f mile dietaut, is the fort and vil-

lage of Itaelikan. 6 iiiilea and 6 furlonge from Phikar the road croeiee a stream by a wooden
bridge ; ou the stream is the village of loindir, 140 hooses and 4 flour mills, also sixty houses without
the walls. 21 miles from this village, to the north, the Nagar river joins the Huiixa river 7 miles
and 1 furlong from Phikar; the hill tide ia covered with poplars, the Nagar river flowing 600
feet below. 7 miles and 7 furlongs from Phikar the road croesoe a dry stream with banks of 60
feet ; a caiinl runs along the road. 8 inilce from Phikar the road is giaid, but beyond becomes
rugged Slid bad. 10| miles from Phikar on ths road side a reservoir for water has been con-
structed. 11 miles and 8 furlongs the roed enters the cullivatioii and orehards of Nagar.
Naoab . • . 18 6 76 8 This is a walled town of l,0C0 houses and about

4^000 inhabitants. It is situated on a hill 600 feet

above the water-level of tlie Nagar river, on whose left

benk it stands. Pelow the south wall of the towu
Is a large tank, 800 feet long, 150 feet broad ; and 6 feet deep ; this tank is supplied with water by
a canal. There is also a spring of goml water 1 furlong south>east of the town : here 1,000 men
could encamp. Tlie fort contains 1 large gun and 8 wall>pieces. Wood and fuel are very sceroe,

bat provisiona and other suppliea can be him.

BOUTE No. 19.

OlLOIT TO SkAKDU.

Di»vavob iir uxbas.

Msgs or lialUng>pl8es.

161| Vid§ MouU No, 62. Skardd to Gilgii.
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B0DTI8 IN KAmifR AHD LAdIk.

BOUTB IXo. 80.

GujbIt to Seinaoae bt Baeamqali^ the Chota Oali Pass, and Kaohoul
River, and also bt Baeamoaii, thb Chota Oli Passand Sang SAno
River.)

1

DlSVAVCa IV KlliM.

Etagt or hslUar>plaoa.

Interme-
diate.

Total.

Deaerlptlon. Ae.

(D— FtA KACUOUL BIVRB.
QujbXt to Babamoau I I I

0 MABCHBS . 108 0 Souie iVb. J21*

From Baraisgali tho path ascends the long spur which trends down from the Panjdl range
from t lie neighbourhood of the Tatakdti mountain; it keeps near or along the summit of
the ridge, whence it descends slightly to the encamping ground at Hilloh.

10. Hillok • . 10 0 No supplies, but good graaing for cattle.

118 0 A sort of furze bush nroourAle for fuel; en-
camping ground gooa ; near stream ; at an
elevation of about 12.000 feet, and not com-

manded by any hills that could be occupied.

11. Campoh Kachovl 12 0 The ascent from Hilloh to the summit of the
Bitbe • •

- 130 0 Choti Oali Pass (elevation 14^090 feet) is

gradual, and very easy for laden animals. On
^ ^

the eastern side of the pass masses ofcongealed
now lie throughout the vear. hut it is generdly easy to cross. From here there are two
roads ; both are SAnr. but that by tbe Kaohgul river seems to be the best ; it joins the path
from tbe Chitta Pant Pass, which lies just to the south-east of the Choti Gali Pass. The
other road follows the Sang Safld river. The route by the Kachgul river leads to the right
along the edge of the snow by a small lake, crossing an almost imperceptible ridge (the water-
shed between the Kachgul and Sang Safid rivers), connecting the main range on the right
with a high ragged parallel ridge on the left, into the head of the Kaohgnl river. The path
is very easy, and clear of all obutacles, running down the grassy hank of the river for some
distance to the camping ground by the river tide. (There is a road by the Pali Bela, whioh
is equally good ; if taken, the gronnd above Sangarwini is the most suitable for encamping.
Fuel, grass, and water are abundant, and the^ ground is smooth and good. The road then
runs down a tributary of the Kachgul. which it crosses near some shepherds' houses, about 3
miles above its confluenoe with that river, and along a very low sloping hill, leaving Pali Bsla
a short distance on the right, and crossinf^ the Kachgul under Pakapdra. Boad level and easy
for laden animals, running almost the entire distance through pine forest ; distance about 12
miles.)

Wood and water abundant, and graziM excellent.

Kncamping ground clear and open. Large fioeb of sheep are pastured about here in
summer, and guides may be found.

12.

PakapOba • 11 0 Boad oontinnes down to the left bank of the— 141 0 Ksohgul for about 3 miles; after leaving
eamp it enters forest, whioh continues almost
tbe entire march ; rood practicable for ponies

;

here and there fine trees which have been blown down by the wind lie aoroes thejmth. butas the

Mils are round, low and sloping, they are ffenerally pasead without muoh dimoulty. Faka-
pdra it a good village on high open gronnd.

Grass and food procurable ; water from irrigation eanal.
Ground for encamping obtainable.
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ttOUTBS IH KASmlfa AND IAdIk.

BonU No. j90—oontinued.

IS. Khahf^b SaiXi . 10
I

Eoad Um orer opm nnduUtiiia oonntiy u
I 161 Chfir, A good-tina place, with baidr ; thenoe to

I
Khenpdr Saidi (where it meete the P(r Panjdl

I Route, $m Vo. 21) ; it liee oyer a barren
hoToma foil of xtTinee. There ia also a road to Bamd from Pakapnra.

14 Sbinaoab .1 111 8oo Baoto Bo. 21.

I
ItieboHeyedthatthiaieoDeof the moataooee-

Total • * I I 162 eible entrances into Kashmir ; the road is not
I’
——"

I commanded in any single place by hills whi^
conld he^ ocenpied ; the first stace is from natiTe information, the remainder from personal
obserration; it is asserted that Uiis route is practicable throughout for ladbn animala.-->(AL/f-

goo4)

(2)—riVf SANG SAFiD RIVER.

10. To Hillok (as . 118 From the east ride of the Choti Qalt Pass the
above) path runs straight on down the level grassy

11. Ludub Mabo • 11 iMmk of the Sang Safid river to the encamping
- [ 120 ground, on an undulating grassy spot, just

above where the forest commences.
There are a few shepherds* huts in the neighbourhood. In summer it miffbt be

uecessaiw to ford the river higher up. On the eastern side of this part of the Panjdl range
the whole of the upper slopes are round and undulating, covered with rich pastor^ ; the
lower slopes are similar in shape, hut are clothed with &ose pine forests, amid which hers
and there are small open grassy glades. In the recesses of these foresU G^^ars construct
temporary habitations, in which they reside in summer, while pasturing their cattle on the
rich grass. The higher open slopes are frequented by shepherds, in every direction, until

the frosts of autumn destroy the grass and gradually drive them down.
No supplies, except grass and fuel ; water from Sang Saiid river. Gamping ground open

and grassy.

12. Gojipatbi • 9 Bond enters the pine forest soon after the last—"— 138 encamping ground, and runs down the right
bank of the river (which is known by the name
of Sang Safid high up, and here as the Dddh

Qanga), until it turns off opposite Gojipatri, and crosses tbendge looking down on it. There
is another road which conunues down the Dddh Gangs.

Gojipatri has a famous xi&rat ; the houses are scattered here and there : the hills above
the place are covered with fruit trees, basels, andjungle. Soon after the commencement of

this march, the road is joined by the path from Pdnoh, which crossee the Panj&l range by
the Sung IMd Pass ; it is not a good path, but is said to be practicable for laden animals.

No supplies; grass plentiful, ana green Indian-oom in summer. Wood and water
abundant.

13. NXoiiC • I 9 I
I A low spur of wooded hill iscrossed before des-13. NXoiiC • 9 A low spur of wooded hill iscrossed before des-—

™

147 sending to Hoprd; the path then leads down
a small stream to its confiuence with the Dddh
Gangs, where it turns to the right, along the

edge of the Jfafvtoa to Nd^m, a village which givee its name to the district Bood oooy.

Bnpplies of grain might probably be obtmned here; grass may be found by the
streams.

Good encamping ground on the high land above the village.

14 Sbinaoab . At Wahtor the road meets the Pir Panjdl
Boute^dhe Bouio Bo. Fi.)

BoUo^Himigomorio-^AUgood,)
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BOUTB No. 21.

OuniAT TO SlIWAGAB (BT BbIMBAR AND THB PlB PaN^AT.)

Btaft OT biltlDf-plaM.

1. Daolatvaoab

DtRAVCB III MIUB.

lateriM-
Total.

.DMMlptloB, Aa,

12 0 I
I

ConntiT level, open, end fairly enltivoted ; road
12 0 I

unmetalfed, bnt fair
; pase Harbuepdr at 4* and

erou the na/a at 61 milee; after heavy rain
this ma/a is impassable.

Oaolatnagar a village. Snpplies and water procurable.

J2e romdyivm Sialkoi vid Julalpdr Mwekes k§r§,^(St§ Jfevfs ilTo. 63,)

,

Country and road as in last stage ; pass Bdsdrg^
wir at 21. and Kakrali at 7 miles.

Kotla a small town. Snpplies and water abund-
I
ant.

Country undulating; road veiy fair ; the nalas
are difficult after heavy rain ; leave the Oigrdt
distriet about balf-wi^; the road here crossea

the north-east end of the Pubbi hills,

foot of the low hills. Supplies and water abnnd*
»t of the town. Fopulatioo 6,000.

2. Kotla 8
20

8. BBlMBAn 48 4
28 4

Bliimbar is a small town situated at the

ant ; two bungalows for travellers a little to south-

4 SaidabXo 16 0
43 4

Leaving town, road erosses stream, which is

about 80 yards wide, and usually fordable, bnt
subject to freshets; passes rorough Belds,

crossing and re-orossing stream ; it then lies up
narrow valley, which b traversed'li^ a small stream to the foot of the Addidak. The asoent is

about 21 miles.

No haraddri or aooommodation of* any kind, and very
little shade. At 2 P. m. on 28th April the thermometer
stood at 95^ in the shade. Bullies may be proeui^ in

small quantities with great difficulty, but fine 6sh from
the Ban may be had in abundance.

8. Dbova.

4. Korn

Total

Koh-i-Buti to Botli might easily be made in one maroh.
The road is easy, with the esovpBon of one or two
niaoes, and they are not difficult There is a good brioh
house on the high bank of the Katir river. There is

also a wretched aaiWdrf, usually occupied by European
travellers. Snppliee are plentiful.

12 4
660

From 8oidsb44 tkem is sloe a leato to Xlipu.

6 NAoaBBBA • • I
12 4 I ^ Bead leads along banks of strsam which has to

be forded several times, then winds thronwh
Belds which are intersected here and there V
low grassy ridM, and then oondoets to foot

of Xaman GoshS range, which Is about 6 miles from Budabdd. The ascent is about a
mostly over smooth, bate, and slate-obloured rocks ; there are a few huts on the sum-

mit! the drecent Is much longer; toed generally smooth, bnt now and then rongh and
inthmr slesp ;

pine and other tress are numerous. Bath is then pretty level for about4 miles
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Jiouie No. continued.

to Nioobere, t itone-built town titiiAted in OMn plain aboTO right bank of Tawi riTor. A
bungalow for travellera in the Baoli Bligh ; a large orobard about a mile abort of the town.

Suppliee and water abundant.

A roadftrom Jamuand AJkuur Mouehet here,

6. CHAiroae SabIi •
|

18 4
( |

Road liea the whole way along the Talley of the
69 4 I

Tawi, which ia usually not more than a mile
wide, bounded on both sidea by low wood-
ed hills. There are two paths ; the lower and

shorter follows the bed of the rirer ; it is veiy rough, and only fit for wslking ; upper
or pony mad passes mostly along the right bank of uie riser, oroasing about ten low spurs

of rough slatjr rocks.

Changes is a small and scattered Tillage upon a table-land aboTe the right bank of
the Tawi. An old sar4i and a bungalow about i mile .‘rom Tillage, oTsrkioking riTer.

Supplies scarce ; water procurable. Space for encamping limited.

7. RiJAOBl OB Ram-
p6b.

14 0 I The road is easy, continuing up the Talley of the
Tawi ; there are ^wo paths, a lower or footpath,

88 4 and an uppw or pony road. The latter passes

along the right bank of the rirer and crosses

numerous low spurs similar to those on the previous stage. There are two old sar&is at

Moradpdr, The usual road crosses the Tawi by a ford about f of a mile below Biyaorf, but
if the river is very high, it is necessary to continue on the right bank np to the town, which
is also called Rampdr. It is a partly walled town situated at the foot of a low range of

hills overlooking toe Tawi, whose bed is here exceedingly rough, and during the rains often

impassable for several hours. There is a bungalow on the left bimk of the river immediately
Mposite the town. Supplies and water abundant. A bridge might be thrown across the
l&wi, below BiQaorf, without much dilBeulty.

From BAJAOBI iheis la aaotker tents to ALIABAD OABAI bj the DABHAL FA88 and VABDAM
SAB LAKB.

Miles.

1. To Dabhal 19 A large village; encamping ground apparently good.
Darhal is wled 7 ko», and is probably 19 miles friim

iB^jsori. The road lies nj^ the valley of the Darhal
stream, and is represented as being f^od and easy for laden animals throughout.

9. Bblok .| 7 No supplies; fuel must be cut a mile back; excellent

grasing; water in abundance; and any amount of good
encamping ground.
The road is at fiistlsTel; it then commences to ascend in a

north-easterly direetion j and afterwards bends to the south-east; the ascent is about two miles,

the latter part being the steepest Beloh consists of three or four shepherds* huts. The
mouutains here are long, smooth and sloping, and covered with magnificent wturage in

summer. There is an easy road from Beloh into the Rupri valley by the Bhdg Sar ; it is a
short marsh.

8. AlIabId SabU 19

81

An easy, sloping aseent up a smooth, grassy hill to the
Nil Sar, where there is an opening in the spur ; from
thence the aseent to the water-shed of the Panjfil is

almost imperceptible, and the road is carried through a
natural opening in the range near the hcM of the Kandsn Bar. The lake is a fine, clear

blue sheet of water. The spur to the east of the lake is steep and precipitous, but on the
w^ where the road runs, it is sloping. Down theLaddi river to Aliabad Sarii is all easy.

The elevation of the northern Darbiu Pass Is 18,069 feet. There is a pnmticable pony
road from the neighbourhood of the Nandan Sar to tbe summit of the Hr PCinfil Pass,

joining the Mastan road about half-way. It goee under the name of the Bam N4r road.

There is also a practicable pony reed from theNandan Sar to Rupri. Supplies scarce.

This is the old MomI road, before that by the Pfr Paigal was made. Jn the above
route, the first stage to the top of tbe ascent mhoyo Darhal is from native information ; the
restof the load waatiavened by Captain Allgood, who statas that ha ooBsidan it the aaaiesfc
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SauU No* oontinoed.

of all tho paiMf leading into Katbmfr with whidi ha ia aeqnaintad. It ahonld not ha ai>
tampted until about tha fint week in Jana.—(^/Igooir.)

A pony oan be ridden by tbie routa.—(Dfiie.)

JFVofn B^'aari ikero it a route uii Sieoama, tekioh joine ike Naoehera^Koili road at
Koireta* A roadfiom Jamu aad Aknur debouekee kere*

8. ThXita Maitdi U U If the encamping ground is on the right bank
of the Tawi near the town, the river muit
ba forded about a mile north of B&jaori; if

on the left bank, oppoeite the town, the road
oontinuea up the valley of the Tawi ; both river and valley heMma gradually narrower, hut
the hills on each side are more lofty ; a wide stream with a rough dm has to be forded about
a mile from R&jaorf; the village and old sardi of Fatehpdr are about a mile further on,
and near Lira Baoli, about four miles bevond the path leaves the river, approaching it again
near the old sardi within a few hundrM yards ox Thdna Mandi, a small town or baxdr
situated on the left hank of the Tawi at the month of the valley in which the river rises.

Supplies procurable, water abundant; encamping ground small; there is a bungalow
situated on the hill side above the right bank of the stream, overlooking the Mandi.

9. Babamoalx 10*
108 0

The first half of this march is a continuous hut
tolerably easy ascent, mostly through open
forest; the other a similar but more gradual
descent throagh thick forest. About a mile

from Tbfina Mandi the Pdnch road branches off to the west, and from this Mint to the

small village of Ajanabdd, high op to the east, the incipient Tawi has to be forded several

times. There are several huts on the summit of the rattan Pir, which is distant about five

miles from Thdna Mandi, and has an elevation of 8,800 feet. Just before reaching Baram-
gali, the Pumoi stream, an impetuous torrent, hiss to be crossed by a wooden bridge.

Baram^li is a small village in the territory of the Pdnch nQa ; it is surrounded by lofty

mountains, and is situated on a small elevated ridge between the Pumoi and Sdran streams.

On the opposite bank of the latter river there is an old stone fort, with loopholed walls,

which commands the ridge, which would be difficult to turn. Supplies scarce ; water abund-

ant ;
accommodation may be obtained in a small square mud sar&i. In winter the snow lies

very deep at Bai-amgali.

From near Baramgali the roads leading into Kashmir by the Mastan Pass (13.780 feet)

and the Choti Gali Pass (14.090 feet) diverge; the former pass crosses the Panjdl ranm to

the south of the Pir Panjdl ; the latter to the north. Both these roads are practicable for

laden cattle, and though more elevated than the Pir Panjdl, have the advantage of running

along the summit ox the ridges, and are nowhere commanded in approacbing the passes.

From Baramgali there is a road to Pdnch, which follows the course of the Sdran ; it ia said

to be quite practicable for ponies.—(S!se iteate Ao. 22.)

10. PosHiAVA • .
I

8 0 I ]
Road lies up a narrow, deep defile, which is tra-

116 0 I versed by the Chitta Pani or .Sdran river;

after a gentle ascent it descends to the bed of

the stream, which, during the rains, is a rapid

torrent ; it then continues for about five mites, mostly along its rooky bed, hot crossing and
re-crossing it by rough wooden bridges about thirty times ; about a mile from Poshidna

it makes a steep ascent above the right bank of the stream, and passes up to the little

village, inhabited by Kashmiris, which is situated about half-way up the steep grassy side of

the lofty mountains. Supplies scarce; water procurable. There is no bungalow, and the

only place available for pitching tents is on the flat tops of the houses.

Toe road leading into Kashmir by the Chitta Pani Pass (14,640 feet) diverges to the north

from Poshiina. It is not men until early in June, and is impracticable for laden animals.

It lies up the valley of the Cfnitta Pani and joins the Choti Oali path beyond the pass. Bjr

this road the most convenient encamping ground is near the bed of the stream at Chitta Pani

(a small waterfall so named on account of the white Mpearance^ of the^ water) at the

eommencement of the ascent ; fuel is procurable. From Chitta Paul there is a shepherds'

path to Aliabdd Sardi, hot the ascent is steep and diflioult: from the summit the descent

to Aliabfid Sarfii is remarkably easy, perfectly open, and in no way commanded.
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11. Al14bXd SabIi 11 For the first mile and a half the road is easj,

127 lying along the side of the mountain ; it then
descends to the Rdintakki, 'a small open spaoe

on the bank of the rirer, available as an
encamping ground; it then crosses. the Chitta Pani for the last time, and leads to the NUana
alleyi at the upper end of which the ascent of the Pfr begins. Chedikand is a stone hat
on the north side of the road, just after entering the Nilana ; and Uasikand is another, about
an hour's walk further on. 'Vrhen clear of snow the ascent, thouj^h steep, is easy enough, as

the road is good and carried up by zig-zags. On the summit of the pass there are a few huts
and an octagonal tower of no strength, built of stone and loop-holed. The top ofthe pass is

about six miles distant from Poshidna; its elevation is I1,4(X) feet, and it may J>e reached
in about throe hours : it is a fine grassy plateau, about half a mile wide, with a gradual slope

down to the'Aliabdd Sardi, which is anout five miles distant over a very easy road. The
sardi is one of the usual Mogul buildings, standing above on the mountsin side, and is buried

in snow for more than half the year. Supplies scarce ; water and wood procurable.

and opens again in April or May, according to the season. The ascent of the pass from the

west in the face of a determined enemy would he a matter of great difficulty, as it might
be defended from base to summit. In the time of Ranjit Singh, elephants more than once

carried guns over the Pfr Panjdl Pass. The path fram Rdjaori, which crosses the Panjdr
ran^ by the Darhal Pass, rejoins the main roaa at Aliab&d Sardi.

Ths roadt Jrom B^aori viA the Nandan Sar and the Darhal Pate debouch here,

13. HlBPtJfiA • . 12 Ro^continuesdown the valley, which gradual-
— I

' 139 ly widens—at first it is undulating, sometimes
steep and rather rough—on the left bank of
the roaring torrent, which flows several hundred

feet below. The walled ^rtion of the road, about 2 miles from the sardi, is called Lai Ghuldm

;

it is built out from the almost perpendicular side of the mountaio overlooking a deep precipice.

Zujnar is a watch tower about a mile further on ; Shahkdt is an old fort situated at the edge
of the plateau, on the right bank of the river, and commanding the entrance to the valley of

the Ruprt stream
;
juet ofter passing it, the path descends to the Suksardi, ao old building on

the left bank of the Rembidra. Ddbji is an encamping ground on the left bank of the river,

about 3 miles from Hirpura ; neither coolies nor supplies are procurable, but there is good
grazing* for cattle, and an abundance of water. From Ddbji there is a direct path to Srinagar,

which lies over the range, and through the pine forest to Pakapura ; it is practicable fur laden

animals. There is also a path to Shupion through the forest along the ridge above the

left bank of the Rembidra, which is also practicable for cattle, but the main road crosses to the

right bank of the river (which is not fordable) a wooden bridge, and lies through the thick

pine forest by the bank of the stream toHirpdra, which is a small and scattered village

situated in the middle of the valley, here about half a mile wide. Some accommodation may
be obtained in the old Mogul sardi, situated at the southern end of the village. Supplies

and water procurable, and ample space for encamping.

13. Shupion • • 8 Road level and smooth along the right bank
,—— 147 of the Rembidra; valley gradually widens and

debouches into the plain of Kashmir before
'

I
reaching Shupiou, which is the largest town

on this side of the valley, and the commercial depdt for the Panjdb. Supplies and water
abundant. Two bungalows, and an ample s^ce for encamping.

The route* viA JBudil and Quldbgarh Patses debouch here (see Routes Xoi. 50 and
66.) lelamahdd, which lies due east, may be reached in two marches. From Shupion a
routs goes to Baramdla viA Chrar and Gulmarg.

14. Bilifi . 11 Road lies over low irrigated lands to the
' 168 RembiAra, which flows in several streams#

some of which are bridged. The bed is about

I of a mile wide, covert with boulders ; about

2 miles further on the road crosses the Mankand, a similar but smaller stream ; it then runs
along the foot of low hills which slope down to it to Shahjumarg, an old sarAi about 7 miles

from Shupion. About 2 milss farther on itdeeoende to the Bamobd river, which hae a
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Route No. coDoladed.

wide bed of bonlden, and flowi in MTertl bnnebei tbrongb a rich and narrow rallcj betveco
two table lands ; it then ascends and shortly leads to an old dharmsdla or rest-bonse.

Ramtf is about a mils farther on s it is a considerable rillage aitaated under a low range
of hills. Opposite the Tillage there is a traTelleis* bnngalow. Supplies and water plentiful |

camping ground confined, hnt ample space on the table-land, about 8 miles beyond.

The foadPs tolerably smooth and leoel through-
out | at 2| miles it ascends the table-land ; at
Khanpdr,6 miles, there is an- old sardi. Wahtor
is a considerable Tillage with fine chunar trcea

abont 6 miles further on ; thence to Srinsgsr
the road is a made one, about 18 feet wide,
thro ugh a poplar STenue on the right bank of

the Dndh Qanga, passing the Bam Bdgh sdrit

and the temple containing the ashes of the late Mahsidja Ouldb Singh. The road enters

Srinagar, the capital of Kashmir, at the soath-eastcomer of the city close to the fiber Qarhi.-^
(Jl/oood—/acA-Sse Route Ro, 44, Mart to Srinagar.)
Ae road is passable for laden poniesb though in some places difficnlt lor them; Open

or 7 months.—(Drew.)

16. Sbmaoab . • 18
•••

Totab
...

176a

{BaUi^Monigomerio^Draw, ter^Remte Book.)

EOUTE Vo. 82 .

OOIkXt to SuVAOAS (BT RiiAOBf, PtfMCH AND Hill Pfs PaSs).

Slags or bsMiif-pIsof.

Iiitoio TMsl.

Dtseriptlon, Ae.

QUJBiT TO TbIvA
Mavdio

8 MABCHBi

9 fifiSAN 16 0

97 4

118 4

* See Bouio No. SI.

Abont a mile beyond Thdna Mandi the Panidb
road tnms off to the west from that leading
into Kashmir by the Pfr PanjU Pass, and
it lesTSs the Thins Talley by a gap on the topwinding up the side of the hills on the left,

. . . » .

of the ridge. After a slight descent, it ascends and leads through the forest to the Rattan
Pir Pa»s, which is about 6 miles from Tbdim ; the descent on the north side of the puss is

easy ; the road leads down a deep and Tsxy narrow gully, the sides of which are oorered with
dense fofest, and the lower two-thirds are trsTersed by a small stream which has to be forded
a^ut half a dosen times. The gully opens Into the Talley of the Sdran riTer, which is here
about 160 yards wide, and bounded on each side by rather lofty and usuaIIt sloping hills,

coTeredwith thick forest on the north, and with grass on thesonthera sides, just after

entering the Talley the riTer has to be forded, and about k mil* further on is the Tillage of
IKAiaj, situated on the side of the hill aboTe the right bank of the riTer about 8 miles from the

Rattan Pir Pass. From Bifii^} the road continues along the fidran Talley all the way, and is

generally lerel and tolerably smooth ; the first 4 miles are alonj( the right hank of the rirer,

and the path ascends the bank here and tbere when the rirer is high. Aboni 8 miles from
fidran it crosses the stnam by a ford, and thenoe continues along its left bank> Sdran is a
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B.o%U No. SS2—oooiinued.

•mall villaga and eontaina a thdna, \u wliich a amall ffarriaon is lunally quartered. SuppliM

Bcaree, water procurable. There ie a trarellere* buniralow a few hundred yarda beyond it.

Baramgali on the Fir Panjdl route ie dietant 16 milee Bouth-eaat of Sdran, by the diioet

road.

From Sdran there ia a route vtd Firoipdr Paaa to Gnlmarg, tas.

MUea

1. To Mandi • 16 A largo Tillage. Snppliea and eooliea abundant ; an qaqr
stage : for the first |mrt along the Pdnch road, ae fit

as the junetion of the Mandi stream with Sdran riTtr*

Then along the Mandi to Tillage.

S. Gaobi 10 a small Tillage ; bnt few supplies and eoolies proenraUe.
An easy staM with a few gentle ups and downs along
the banks of Uie stream.

8. Babbatah • . 16 An eneampibg -ground ; neither eooliee imr suppliea.

Cross Firoapdr Pass (12,660 feet) ; saeent steep ana oeea-

sionally rough ; descent easy. Before asoen£ug ford n
large stream, and pass in some places uaCat bridg^ with hardened snow.

4 Gvlmabo 12 The road passes along a Talley, orer a range, and through
the Killan Marg forest to Qulmarg. It is steep Imt

' smooth.—(Jnes.)
Total 62

10. POkch . 14 Boad continues along the Sdran Tsllpy; It

(3,800 ft) U-—— 127i crosses the riTor by 'a ford just opposite the

I Tillage, and thence passes the whole way along
its right bank. The first 6 or 6 miles lieoTsr IstsI turf coTsred with low jungle; the
remaining 8 through corn and rice-fields. heToral springs may be seen on the road sides

;

about half-way the Mandi stream, which flows from the north-east, has to be forded. The patha
leading into Kashmir by the Pirospdr, Zamir, Tosha Maiddo,CW Gali, Mirpdr, and Sang
Safid Passes lie up the tsIW of this stream. Pdnch is a small town situated in the Talley

on the right bank of the rdnoh Tawi, jurt abore the junction of the fiitarh. Supplies

abundant. There is a trsTellers' bungalow situated under a table-land near the left bank of
the Bitarb, about a mile beyond the town.

From l^nob, Srinagar may be reached vtd Firoipdr Pass by the route described aboTO.

{See Alraa.)
This is a Tery direct and much frequented route ; laden coolies can go easily in six dajrs

fnim Srinagar to Pdnch. The pass is generally open from May to PecemMr, and it is

sometimes crossed as late as February in fsTomble weather.— (Ifoafyosifrie.)

See also Route No. SO.

11. Kahuta . 9 Road tnms to the north and passes up the
- 186| Talley of the Bitarh, which is bounded by loftT

well-wooded hills, and aTerages less than } mils
in width, narrowing gradually towards its upper

end. The path a: first ascends, and after^ leading for 1| mile through fields, again de-
scends to the rirer and crosses a branch of it by a ford. After passing along its sandy bed
for U mile, it again crosses the stream by a ford, and re-asoends the left bank by a short
but rather rough path, and leads to the Tillage of Daigwar, which is about 2 miles further
on, and about 4 miles from Pdnch. A little beyond it, opposite Chota Diagwsr, the ]>ath

again descends to the river, and continues nearly on a lerel with it for about 4 milesi
crosNiiig and re-orossing it by fords about four or fire times. About 1| mile from Kahdta it

leaves the river, and ascends ita right bank for about 800 feet, and thence contiiiuee with one
intervening dip to the village. Kahdta is a email village eituated at the foot of the ranga
of bills about 200 feet above the right bank of the ilitarh. There ie a trafellers' bungalow
below the village. Supplies and water procurable.
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StmU Kt. MAtboed.

I& AuABto . 8 Bo»dMw «Mt8y w> riiwgaad —tiwr wBty,
1411 wMA iMd* to tl* loSrS to* Vb. ll

MMttbj u Mfj MOtni vp to tilt tammit ef
tht tpat vbith prmttli mm tht bills t Itw.

kwidrtd ytidi b^ond ibt villigty tad tbtn taint to tbt Itfl tod winds along tbs (monntsin
•idi» wbsrs it is somtliBss nortowsd bj tbs mbs on sitbor sidt, and shortly dssetnds to tbs
foel^ bod of a ttrtun» wbieb bos to bo loidtd. This •trtom is about 8 miles firom Kobdta
and it flows into tbe fiitarb. Tbs ftmaindtr of tbs loody wbieb is ooeosionnlly tstj rongh
and somotimss steeps oontinnes along its left bonk all tbs way. On opproaohii^ Alisbod
tbe oUsy beoomss mueb narrowert and tbs stream diminitbes* bat tns bills inersast in
boigbty tbsir skmet being eoTtied with forest* eenssially on the west side. Tbe H&ji
fVr range eloses tbe upper end of tbe Talley* and tbe pstb leodingoTtr it msy beseen from
n oonsiderable distonee winding op its naked side. Aliabdd it a small Tillage built upon

and adjoining It ora tbe rains of on old snidi.

tfl* HainaniaXii 7 In this moiob tbe rood makes on ascent of
161| about 8 or 4 miles on one side of tbe mountain*

and n similar descent on tbe other. Tbe oseent

eommenees sboat i mile from Alisbdd, end is

Isleiably smootb* but rather steep in plaess. There is a stone but on the top. Tbe
aammit of tbe H^i Pir ridge bos on elersUon of 8*600 feet; it b eoTored with grass* and
in telmbty lerel lor about } urile j noth then descends* bseoming rougher and steeper ss it

nroesede ; in some owts it is merely a passage between the bard mbs.
.
About a mile

mm tbe top and 90 yards from tbe east side of tbe toad, tberd is a spring. Tbe path
oentinnee tbroogb dense forests all tbeway down td the bottom* Where a mountain torrent*

wbieb flows akmg a deep gorge on the left* bee to bo forded a few hundred yards from
Boidarabdd. This is s reiy soimI Tillsge lo Kashmir tsrritorr. Supplies of food and eooliss

tin Tsiy unesrtoin. Tbsrs ora two bungalows eloss to tb# tilhigt.

14 Hal • 10 Boadeontlnnssalongtbesidoof tbsTsl^y OB
' 1611 tbo loft bonk of the Shell Ksbdta etream tbe

whole way. On leaTing Heidsrabdd there ie a
gradnsl oseent for about a mile* then ngentle

dsnint of about 800 feet to fora a mountain strsnm $ then an oseent on the other nos to a
pto whi^ Is tolerably lerol for about | milt s a long and steen descent then commences*
wbiA is often Tory rongb and somstimsc narrow* loading to the IctsI of tbo rircr* about 8
miles firom Hoidorabdd (user the bottom is a waterfall) ; after a few hundred yards tbe path

again nssends to the left* and after sereral upe end downs* wbieb though ebort ore steep and
rough* it leads to the Tillage of Tslswori* ebont 6 milm from Haldarabid t tbenee the niod is

tsImMy smooth sod IsTel for sboat d mils | it then aseends by a ts^ steep* rough* and
narrow path for about another } mile* end then deseends again by a similar rood ; after a
tolerably msy } mile a moantoin stream ie Teaebsd wbieb bos to be forded ; thence tbe rood

pomm ebiefly tbrongh fields* and finally joins tbe rood from Mori* near tiri. A suspen*

men bridgg eorom the Jhelnm* a Tillsge witii email fort ; supplies and water procurable.

9m Msmis Ns. H.

16. NAoenna 14 178 i(.

14 BABAXdlA 9 184 i

17. Fatait 14 188 1

14 SnurAOAB 17 ... >

Total see

IhTongliout* and that part of the road betwcon BdjooH and Pdaeh is pneiioable for oameb.
•^{Moniyomsris^Ines,)

Ie freer from snow than tbe rente ttfl Pfr Fbnjdl* and therefore open for trafllo earlier

i40 )

i Bu(ss^Moniymsns^2)rsw^jHm.)

Tbe route firom Bdjaotf to Srinagar byway of
Pdnoh iuTolTSs a oonsiderable detour* but ie

need at each timm os tbe Fir Panjdl rood ie

doecd by enow ; it is trsTersed by laden rattle

n BdiaoH and Pdaeb is pneiioable for oameb.
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la ««nf« iMo uais.

Boun vo^as.

OtfiAU 10 Anoi {mS B<iaiL Pam).

MiaifoiA.

DwiuroB

!

ti^ or hiatiarplaM*

lotf•
Bloto.

Total.

1r

1. Babola

i. JIAPAVAB •

H Bood fiirlj good. Crno one otmio, th# Gidi-
it, hj ogood bridgo. lArgo oBmpiiig growid
dOM to rifor. Pifowood ood fongob

8. MmIA SiB BOOM
aa/xwtt)

10 Bood good np Tdliij. Bnowot Hdnil till tnd
of Maj. Hoto rood brooohM to Skordd tad
Aftor. Good ground. Pitowood mob^.

4 BIk Hovti ov
JIOBTB BIBB OP
Pam.

11 41 Bood up OB OBM opoB ropiot. Boij obobbI
lb# wbolo woj to jEtfUb (6 bbUm). BmobbI ob
Biiftb PBfj grodool oBd c^u.

5. DXbxabaii (lOfSOO

iMt).

0 «0 Boodooqr* CroMBBtroom by o good bridgn.
At IMbkoroD two loigo pillogM on oitbor BidB
of •troom. SuppliM ond forogo ploBtiful*

6. Qabai 11 61 Eoay Moidi. Go^ ootb ^ ripir. Prom boro
iboro 10 0 Biimmor rooo to Skordd. Godoi io o
moll pillogo on o plotMU. COmp by ripor aido.

BridgB doM by.

7. KavoXx • 70 Good rood, lioing oboot 1,600 foot to tho pil-

logib wbkb IB 0 lorgo ono on o plotoou.

tk IfiDB (7,84CK4.) .

1
•1 Bood bod. Sta^ doBOBot to Attor lipor, tbon

good till Dior Aitor, wbon it ogoiD booomM bod.
CroM ripor by o bridgo ond oiOHid by n poiy
Btotp poUk to tbo fort

BOUTE Eo. 84.

OUBSAntf* TO SUOMAB (BT PATHANXte, BaUUU, BAOBAWis,KWBTWi^
ABO THB MaBBAL PaSB.)

s1
Dmuraa nianuo

Itataflpttan, Bo
lotarow*
Biota.

T«taL

1. Bibavaoab . . 7 4 7 4 A BBwll town with n aortB Ibt PnrnpMBB on
tbo right bonk of^Bori DoobCkmoli BupaliM
oadwotor pkntifds oDOompiBg moad fBdii
oouBtiy 1bpb1» opoBt and wdl-OBmPitBii im
good.

»S1



BOUTIS IN KASBhIb AND LADAK.

RfmU No. M—Miitinaed.

% Jaxbo Lahbi

8. PATBAllxAf

1. To Shfthpdr •

8 0

8 6

16 4 I
A Tilliffe ; rappliet proenraUe after noiieo (

water plentiful; eooampinK ground awnmpT;
eoiintrj and ro^ aa in laatatage: eroaa the
canal at 8, paaa Parmanund at 4i|« and Khali*
wan at 6| milea.

84 8 I
A large town with an old fort aitnated at.th#

foot of the hilla ; a aarii for Enropeana ; anppliea

and water ntentifnl ; encamping ground gmi
country ana road aa abore: oroaaeaual at4|
milea.

From Pathdnkdt there ia a route to Ghamhiv
eta.^—

A amnll town ; anppliea muat be oollected i water plentl*

fnl j road hUly and atony.

8. Phnngota • 11| Snppliea and cooliea procurable; road practicable for

laden mulea the whole way, but during the raina the

8. Sindhara . 10 atreama between Phuugota and Sindhara are iupaaaable;

the road between tbeae placea ia bad and atony. Ghamba
teiritory entered at 6 milea from Pbungota.

mA Batri

6. Ghamba 14

67

A few houaea; aujppliea muat be collected; water pro-

curable ; road practicable for laden mulea.

And from Pathankdt there ia a route to Jamd, vis,

11.-1. To Kuthda
8. Jaarota •

8.Aleh
A Saiitba •

6. lamiflpdr •

0. Jamd

Milea.

. 18
, 18
. 18
. 18
. 13
. 11

78 (Nugel).

A MapbopOb *16 6 1 I
A large place on left bank of the Ravi; anppliea

and water plentiful; country lerel, open, and
well-cultiTatM ; road unmetMlIed, but gooA

6. Tbaiv Fobt • I
16 0

I I
a large rilhiga ; auppliea procurable after due

notice; water plentiful; road reiy fair; eroaa

Bavi by ferry.

A Baiaoli .
I
18 0 I I

An important town in tbe province of JaraA
aituated on the right bank of the Bavi, one long
march or two ordinary marohea, aouth weat of
Dalhouaie, and 9 marchea, or about 96 milea,

Borth-eait of Amritaar, by way of Qurdaapdr, PaUiankht^ and Madhopdr, croaaiug the lirer

992

6 6
81 0

16 0
46 0

18 0
68 0



moTOM ur KAaB^fftm ladIx.

Souie No. continued.

bj fimj below Thun fort Tbe foriy at BaiaoU it fiaqaantljr impraetioablo when tbo iiTar
b in flood.

Suppliw and wator abundant; onoamp at a tank near the fort; road fair and flt for
aamela.

There are three itixMiic pleoee in Baeaoli, which are all eitoated towarde the north^t
end of tbe town, eta., an old fort now oMd ae a treaenrj, the palaocp and the fort of Deri
Xala, built on the aite of an old Hindid temple.

.
The old fort, whioh ie eitnated cloee to the town, ie perched on the top of a limestone

eone which rises to a height of abont 75 feet from the surrounding plain) it is a small
masonry building, about flO feet eanare, with a bastion at each comer and a dry well in the
middle of the enclosure. The walls are oraeked and rotten, and it has no armament, being
need only as a treasury.

The p^daee, which stands a little to the north, on the other side of a large tank. Is an old
square building contained by Tory high walla which seem fast decaying. It is at present
ooonpied as a residence by the widowed rani of Kalian Pal, rija of AuSt.

The Deri Kala is a masonry building, seemingly in good repair. It oocupiea the onst
of the ridge, which runs almost parallel to the town on the north-east, at the distance of
about half a mile, rising to a height of about 800 feet abore the level of tbe town. The sides
of the ridM are steep and abrupt, and covered with scrub jnngle) the fort occupies the higlbst
point of the crest just before it drope down into the Ravi.

There is a path which leads up to the fort from the direction of the palace, which must be
Tery steep; it could, however, be easily approached from the north-west along the ridge.

The form of the work appears to be an irregular square, with demi-bastions at intervals,
and a larm bastion at tbe south-east comer, being the town and river t the walls, which are
loop-holed, seem to be about 40 feet hi^. The fort is said to be armed with three guns, with
a garrison of about fifty men, and to have a spring just outside the walls in addition to the
usual tank inside. This fort is also sometimes used as a prison.

Prom Basaoli it is two easy marches to Dalhousie.

7. Pfio . • is 0
I

Leaving Basaoli, the path crosses the low bare
- 71 0

I
ridges to the north-west, and passes through the

I
scattered village of Bain, whence the path

I ascends the Bnrmah ridge by a steep pav^
road and descends to the Jitair stream (a torrent which dries in summer)

; path crosses
the bed of the main strsam and follows up a branch for some little way ; it then
ascends gradually by ^v^ road to the scattered hamlet of flam&n ; the path, whioh is
here unmade but levd, lies through the fields to the northernmost portion of the village,

whioh is called Jasrota, whence it slopee down the side of the bill to the Chil, a torrent
of clear cold water about 9 feet deep and 90 broad, whioh is crossed by stepping stones ;

the track is here not well defined, and the path is rough and stony ; it follows the course
of the stream for some way, then ascends the hill by a somewhat steep, paved path to small
villi^ of Lar, and continues ascent of hill by paved path, which is steep in places, then
descends a short way to small scattered village of Jinrali (a baoti of cool, olpar water with
shady trees by wayside) ; it then passee through tbe fields, and is tolerably smooth and
level, crosses dry bM of torrent and ascends some little distance to the small village of Pdd,
situated at the foot of the higher range of hills. Buppliw are with difficulty obtamable, and
in the dry season water must be brought from some distanoa. Level space for encamping
limited.

(Time oconpied in walking, 4 h. 15 m.).

The descent to the Chil stream and path up its bank is very rough and difficult for
cattle

;
ponies should be sent round fira Jasrota through the village of Oodla to the east,

rqjoining the regular path at inrali; thia detour adde about two miles to the mar^ ; this
path » also rough, but not so difficult as at plaoss on tho regular track. From tdd them
la said to be a patli leading directly to Dalhouaie whioh oroesea the fiavi near the ?Ulage oi
fialo (by a rope-bridge wheu iu flood P) ; the dietance may bo 18 nuleo.
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Boons nr xASRitfB uro laoXb.

No* continued,

8, Bun 11 0 LetTiBs Pdd« the path, wbioh is si first nthsr
— 88 0 steepsna ill-defined, ssoends the spar imasdiste-

Ir in front, and is then tolenbly. lerel along
the nds of the hill to a rill of water near soma

hats sailed Kot. (On the other side of the rallej, which is drained by the Ghil stream, are

asae scattered habitations with patches of cttlUration, comprising the Tillages of Bekker,
Bilob and Kachln.)

LsaTing.the Kot stream, the road, which is now pared, is steep, passing one or two had^ to a fine clear stream ; another ia naaaed a short distance farther on, and also a BmU,
I reaching the top of the Banjii Oali. The hill is quite bare, except near the top,

where the path ia shaded by forest of oak and rhododendron. The summit is smooth
and lerel ; on it is a small wooden temple called the lasar Nag, embellished with some
xoogh earrings; it is well shaded, and forms a oonrenient resting place; water is procur-

able at some Tittle distance from the road. On eadi side of the pass rise high hills;^at
|0 the right (east) is called Ghirrion, that on the left (west) Bdmraitman.

Learing Banjil Gali, the path, which is unmade and rery steep, descends the side of the
hill through forest to the Sat Sur ; the first of these streams is reached in about 85 minutes
from the summit. After passing the streams Gie path emerges from the forest and creeps

along the bare side of the precipitous mountain, demnding gradually to a hut, where water ia

procurable. This part oi the road is rough and stony, and in places tci^ narrow and
dangerous for cattle ;

ponies most be sent round from the summit of the Banjil Gali by the
Dibbro path, rqjoining the main path at tSie dharmsala. Leafing the dharmsala, the path
makes a steep deaernt bf a pared road to a small stream, soon after passing which
the direct footpath leafca the pared road and drops down to the bed of the Siowa, and after

keeping for a short distance along the right hank^ it croeeee the rirer by a temporary wooden
bridge below the rillags of Sertal. The bridge, which is of the Umgori description, consists

of two spans of about 80 feet and 18 feet reepsctirely. During the melting of the snows,
the Siowa is a deep and impetuoua torrent, and is not fordable at this spot, but fords are said

to exist abors and below the bridge. (This portion of the road is impassable for cattle,

which must be sent round the upj^r roM through the Tillage of Beakan, crossing the Kad
atream bj[ a bridge and keeping along the right Imnk of the Siowa, reji>ining the main path

by the bridge at mni). Leafing the rirer, the path ascends the ralley through the fields of
fiisrtal, which extend a considerable distance; it then drops down towards the stream,

and keeping along the side of the hill abore, it descends to its bnnks at Bani, which is

a amiJl rillsgc situated in the narrow ralley. Some aappUea are procurable, and there ie

nmple apace and shade for encamping below the bridge on the htnk of the Siowa,
(!nme occupied in walking, 5 h, 10 m.).

0. Sbbtal Habo 18 0 Laaring Bani, path risea through the fields to
84 0 the small Tillage of Sind; It then continoes

along the side of the hill making a steep de-
scent to the Bolak stream, which ia crossed by

a suhetantial timber bridge, haring a span of about 45 feet ; it then ascends the hill tide, andn • X A *.1. ,.1 X At— a: • A X
hamlet of Buddiraand on to Aeo; path then dropedown to the Siowa and ie etony and

rough, erpesing the Bairo stream (fordaole) by a temporary bridge, and paeses through the
fleldii to the .hamlet of Drabble, learinff whidb it follows the left bank of the Siowa, croeeing

tba jirer at the Tillage of Ekail hr a bridge of -three timbers without baluetrades, haring a
C'nhbat fOfimt. Learing Ekail, path makes .short and steep ascent to the Tillage of

dii to the .hamlet of Drabble, learinff whidb it follows the left bank
rjfirar at the Tillage of Ekail hr a bridge of -three timbers withoi

m dC'nhdat fOfimt. Learing Ekail, path makes .short and steep i

and agairi descends to the right hank of the Siowa, and is rough nnd atony in places ;

ft erdanit Era ten stream, and n litUe farther on another and emaller stream, and mnkea %
abort and deep asoant to the ahming fields below Loang. (Ponias cannot trarersa the direct

path between Bhni and Loang, bnt mnat cross to the right bank of the Slows by the Bani
piidgc and proaaad orar the bill by way of Banskor vad Dar.)

Xesring Loang, the pnth is smooth and leral to Knrws Ssrkiri B4gh, wham tkara are

s Urn housaa and soma onliiraUon ; it then desoenda and orosssa a bmaoh of the Siowa by
n plaahcd timber bridge^ about 5 foot wide nnd 75 feat span

;
path then tuma np the hill Co

tha east, makings abort, steep asoent to the Tillage of CbnchliWxhonaas), and eontineee along

shore right bank of the atiesm until it meeta a epor fatting out towards the east, whieh
amws the TsUqy to a rooky gofgebthroagh which the Slows ruahes; the path climbo the



mount ix xttHMfm avd ladIs,

R(mt€ No. £1—uoniiniied.

Imm of thb ipar. and it steep Vat not Terr roogV t the top it teiehea in htif ea hoort iad
aboat ttn minntet fbrther on a ttream : path then slopes down tide of hill to bank of Siowa*
where it becomes rongh and stony, with one or two dilBcnlt plaoes ; it then debonohes from
the defile on to the Sertal Marg, an open grassy down enolosM by pine-dad monntains : the
marg strstobee north-west and sonth-esst. and it abont 2 miles long, with an aTorsM breadth
of abont half a milsb widening towards the northern extremity; a few Gdjars hntsare
eeattersd abont. The 8iowa ttream flows throngh the plain, receiving namerons rills fkom
the monntain tidee. The nsnal encamping gronnd is by a Gdjar's hat near some tress

towards the nor^ end of the valley. Onring the snmmer months then is generally a fiansd'e

shop here, where a prScarions snpply of grain in veiy small qnantities mav be obtained.

This is a somewhat long march, ont is not very diflionlt, and the scenery of the latter half

at least is wild and grand. Ponies can follow the main path from Loang withont mnohdifli-

enlt^^Tto march can be conveniently divided by stopping at Loang, where supplies may

<T1me ooenpied in walking, 6 h. fid m.).

IG. BlDIAWil
(fi,427 ft)

18 0 I ]
Leaving the camping gronnd, the path rises

107 Oj gradaallv throngh the grassy marg and pine

forest; it is nowhere steep, and a pony may be
ridden ; nnii|Brons Mtohes of snow are crossed

(22nd May), and the top is reached abont 4 miles from camp. The summit of the pass is

a narrow ndge between lofty monntains, the Sdnbai to the east and the Kuplds to the west;

to the north there is a fine view of the snowy range. The descent on the north side is steeper

than the ascent ; the path follows the snowyM of a stream, and crosses the Shama had!

(fordable) by the trunk of a tree ; here there is a long hut for the convenience of travellers;

the path then descends gradually throngh a shady glen to the Haldni stream, which is

crossed by a substantial timber bnd«b emt 4 feet wide and fiO feet span ; it then passes

throngh a patch of cultivation, and on above the right bank of the stream to the small
village of Iwsti, leaving which it continnes to descend above the right bank of the Haldni,
passing the Mslti bridge, which crosses the stream below the village, after which it leaves the
bank of the river and tnms down throngh the fields to the villa^^ of Sartaos^ where the

Haldni stream has to be crossed below the village ; there is now no bridge, but foot passengers

can cross by a series of planlm
;
ponies m|ist oontione down the right bank of the stream

to the vill^^ of Mon^ where there is a bridge. Having crossed the stream below 8ar*

tangal, the path follows the west side of a wide cnltivated valley bars of trees, and passes the
village of Snngili and continues throngh the fiekls to Ksdrawdr.

A small town and fort. Supplies a^nd water plentilhU

(Time occupied in walking, fi h. 2fi m.).

The town m commanded from the west by a fort standing on a hill about 800 feet high

;

it is a large square building, with bastions at each corner, chiefly built of lai^ blocks of slate

clay, that haraens by long exposure to the snn and air ; it is found in the vicinity ; the walls

are loop-holed for musketry, and the fort is said to mount four guns, and to have, a garrison

of fifty men. The poeition is commanded by superior heights within easy range from the
sonth and west.

At Badrawdr the route to Srinagar oU Drari Bel Pass branches off. A routs from Chamba
also deboncbes at BodrawAr.

11. Jaoba • . I 17 0 I
A small village ; snpplies scarce ; water pro-

curable; country monntainons, with beanuful
scenery; road very fair; cross over a small hill

on leaving Badrawmr to the village of Chintnr

;

then along ascent of a h he ridM of which the road runs for a considerable distanea.

A similar descent on ot Bead by Siwardbar in snmmer ; another by Jagnd.

18. JosBMi • .^
I

I
A small village; snpplies scaroe I water proenr-

188 0 I able; country at first well wooded, afterwards
bare hills, with the Chendb flowing bebw ; mad
difficult in placss ; nalo bridged.

A small town and fort situated on an elevated

IfiS 0 I
platean near the oonflneiioe of the Ohendb and
ICam Wardwdn rivers. Snpplies of all sorts

plentifnL The plain in which the town is
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lomi nr xiaBiifE and ladIk.

AuU No. 24—eontiiiaed.

itnated (5,800 feet) it »boat A milM from north to oonth nnd 8 milM noroM : it ii andnlnt-

Ing. Brei^horo oaltiroted nnd dotted with Ulageo ; it if boandad on the north nnd enet

by monnteinfb nnd on the west by n deep rhriiie, the enstorn bank of whioh ia formed by
lofty rocky monntaina. A ravine ooonda the Dlatean on the aonth. The town ia dirty and
dilapidated, baa a beair and ahopa, and abont 800 houaea. The old fort ia manned by about
80 aepoya. The inhabitenta are move than half Kaahmiria, the reat Hindda. Climate
wanner than Badrawdr, laaa rain and anow-fali. The road from Joahni diffloult and in plaeae

nariow, following windiuga of Chendb.
At KiahtwAr there ia a route rm the Mara Wardwdn Talley to Petmm and Inabin (SomU

jro.38), and a road from Simla eid the Rotang Paaa, Tandi, Kilar, and GuUbgarh debouohee
here.

14 Moohal MaidIh 16 0
169 0

here in a deep, narrow channel between hij

ing rope-bridge. The remaina ot an oh

A email Tillage ; oooliee and auppliea obtainable

;

road didicult in plaoea; on IcaTing KiahtwAr
there ia a atifT deaoeiit down a paTed way for

about half a mile to the Cbenah, wbioh rune
I perpendicular rocka ; it ia oroaaed by a awing-

len bridge are vieible. One mile further on
the Ma^ Wardwan iacroaaed by a aiinilar* bridge; we *‘r0ad thence proceeda along ita

right bMk for about a mile, and then aaoenda another atream for about 4 milea, making at

length a ateep deaoent to camp. Laden oooliea can croaa the bridgea, bilt not poniea or

muTea.

There are abont eight houaea here, hut no aup-

pliea can be depeuoed upon; water plentiful

;

country well wooded ; road Tory fair for foot

paaaengera, but diflScult for laden aiiimala.

A few huta under the paaa ; auppliea aoarce

;

water procurable ; country mountainona ; famoue
paature land but no cultivation; a ateep pnll

^
up to the top of the Marbal Paaa (11,670 feet)

(6 milea from Singpdr), uilar deacant on the other aide. Snow liea on the paaa till

Toiy late in the eeaeon.

A village ; anppliee eoaroe ; water plentiful

;

country tolerebly level ; road very fair. Pass
Lower at 4 milee and Qoboon at 7 milea, then
oroec two etreama.

A good-eiaed town : auppliea and water abun-
dant ; country level, mn, and weU.cultivated

;

road good ; crose the nrat na/h at Biddur at 8,

8mm at 6 ; the eeoond nala at 7} ; the third

at Hotira at Of, and paaa near Bingh at 18 mitee ; here the Shuhabid road joina in ; the

Jbelnm ie eroee^ at lalamabdd ; aomo of the atrea'ins are difficult after heavy rain. lelam-

abdd ia eituatedon the right bank of the Jheluui^ which is here about 80 yarda wide, and
Tune with a gentle ourrent ; it ia navigable as far aa Baramdia, the north-weat end of the

Talley (eea JSomU No. 87). Henoe ta Petgam (JSoitte No. S9), to Armndth {Bomto No. 86),

to Ineluu (Souto No, 86), to 8drd \Souto No. 75), to SdrpUnCr (Bouto No. 74).

16. Sxverdg

16. Waxxbivoi

17. Wahoak

18. IilamabAd

19. 4 wAimTdB . 17 0
844 0

80.8AlJrA6AB . • 18 0

Total • ... 868 0
-

Eve MooU No 58.

This part of the jonrn^ ie generally
formed by boat.

The route by the Marbal Paae ie more generally ealled Singpdr ; the deaoent on the
yWahmlr «de IS Very good from the top of the ridge, and laden ponies could with ease be

taken down It ; bat on the KiahtwAr side the ascent ie very difficult for cattle. But vary few

poniee are taken by this route, as the onl^ way of getting them eorose the Mam WardwAn
and Chandra Bhaipi riven b by swimming, and both are at all aeaaons verv didieult rivers

to eioie in this manner, sperially the Mara WavdwAn ; when in Soodit would bean iinpoesibi-
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Sauii Ko. oonoluded.

Hty. The Marbel Pah if generally doaed about the end of Ootober, And remainfh until about
Ae end of January. Fuel ia obtainable at the top of the pBaa» but no water.

Montg^rntrU-^Aligood,)

ROUTE No. 25.

Guedaspur to Srinagar (bt pathankAt^ basaoli, badbawar, and thb

BBAU BAL PASS.)

AUo hjf ike Perietdn VaUeif and Nandmarg Pan,

DisffAVOB n m&is.

Binge or bsltlnf-plsM. n Total.

Doteriptloo, Ae.

GuBDAsrdn to Badba-
win.

... 107 0 Sn JSauie No. 24.

11. Ka&IiAN 11 0
118 0

Leaving Padrawfir the path lies down the open
valley, whiob is everywhere terraced into fields,

streivn with huge ooulders : the cultivation ex-
tends np the slopes on the west side of the val-

ley, but to tbo eaat the monntaina are for the moat part rock}' otid precipitoiia. The path croaaM

the Hayl stream (fordable) at the village of Kotli. (Below Kotli there ia a bridge aoron the
Nerd river, which ia traverMcl by the road leading to Kiahtwdr) ; a little further on the

Komeri stream is crossed by a wo^en bridge at the village of Udrana ; the banks are steep

;

the road then lies through the village of Gata (Nerd bridged below the village), and then
orosses a small stream below the village of Sarana. and passing a temple on the banks of

the Nerd crosses theKaroti Kad (fordable) by a bridge, just beyond which on the roadside

there isa doe/i shaded by a cliunar tree; the path then dips down once or twice to the banks
of the Nerd, and crosses a small stream by bridge or ford just below^ the vHlage of Dranga
(bridge over the Nerd) ; it then continues along the left bank of the river, passing under the

village of Chonda and oiTto Niota, and then to the hamlet of Bare (the most direct road be-

tween Bodrawdr and Doda is said to cross the river at this point ; a large tree serves the

purpose of a bridge) ; the path then rises to Kalian, which is situated on uie top of the spur

sliove the left bonk of the Nerd near the junction of the Bin Kad. Supplies procurable

;

water scarce ; that for drinking must be brought from the Bin Kad stream, which flows at

some distance below the village.

A small haraddrinnk space for encamping. (Time occupied in walking, 3 b. 60 m.).

18. Doda 18 0
130 0

Leaving Kalian, path dneends through fields

to the Bin Kad, which is crossed by a wooden
bridge about 4 feet wide and 46 feet span, and
continues to descend tbroiigb fields to the sinnll

village of Bhata, soon after leaving which the path strikM the side of the bill above the Nerd
and follows along tbo left bank, passing Ber&rn, to the small village of Mnina, from which it

descends to the bank of the river (Berdrd bridge) ; it shortly pasMS the village of Porand,

and rises up along the steep bank of tbe river to Nail Dangri ; bere and there the ascent is

rough ^ soon after leoving this village tbe road bifuicatos, the left branch lending to the

village of Kalian, and along the left bank of the Chondra Bhdgn, tbe path to the right de-

scends the bill to the rope suspension bridge whwh crossH the Chandra Bhdgn. (The pass-

age of the bridge occupies some liiile time.) The ascent from the river to the fort, which
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147

Leifiv BigOt tbeptUi, whibh liitiip IIm taIIw
of ^0 Cdar Klkol, datcMdi tbioogli tho field

rad poiiee abore tbe Yillage of Kai^i (beneatb

bicn the Lldar Khol is bridged) ; from tbieLidar Khol la

the bank of the eireira, '!• eaaier but
direct

point two paths maj be taken ; the lower one, foilowins the bank ot the stream, is easier^

longer (it rejoins jnat ^jond tbe Tillage of ^nn(r) ; following the^ nppei rad most dii

path, it passes through a patch of holly jungle down to a stream which is crossed by a rough
oridM rad orer one or two diflfoolt jdaces to the Tillage of Pnnnir ; the Talley now narrows
oomlderably, the road passes on tq kal ( fonrhonsea, Hindds), and then crosses two small

streams ; the Mth ti^n rises, crossing a stream in a rsTine fring^ with trees
;
path sontinnes

to oUmbthehsjre sideof the hill, and crossing a small stream enters the Tillage of fieydn

(three honses, Hindds),leaTing which it continnss to ascend the side ofthe hill, passing down to

i grassy _ ,

through cedar and pine forest to the eastern branch of tbe Lidar Khol, and follows the left

bank, which is almost IctcI, to the Tillage of Qay, where there is a wooden bridge.

There is grass rad shade for encam|nng on the left hank of the riTer, jest ahore the
bridge. Some supplies are obtainable.

(lime occnpled in walking, 4h. fifi m.)

16. Flow Oat to
(SBOAIT (2 MABCHns)
Old Bbabi Baii Pass

SO
167

foObwing parti^ars are from natiTs infomation

From Ora the direct, road into Kashmir lies

OTcr the Brari Bal Pass ; the distance to tim

Tillage of Choan, in the Shahabdd Talley, is

about so miles, dirided into two stagea. The

From Qay, steep ascent to the Tillsgeof Lagmar, on the tc^ of the ridge, 1 bat ; Lagmar
along^the ridge to Tillage of Borkan, 1

^rkan to Saponi (some shepherds' hots and trees), 8 ko9.

Saponi to Mnrchibal (trees on-both sides of path), f fiot.

Mnrehibal ascends to Posbamottn, ( koi (a spring to the right of path) •

Poshamattn to Langbos, 1 ko§.

Langbns to Kai Fanchal, 8 bos, rough ascent.

Kai Panchal to Brari Bal (a pool), 1 do# of rough road. (From Brari Bal to Harpat Talao

in tbe Bring pargraa is 0 kot.)

Brari Bal to IWkrdbutton, rig-sag ascent, 1 kot.

Takrdbutton ascent to Qurni^i, 1 hot.

Gurnaji to Gnggean (shepherds' huts and pool), 81 Sot, asceot.

Quggean to Pantar (a stream), 1 fios, ascent.

Fkntar to Choan Tillage, 8 kii.

17. VsBirio 9
176

Smbohw.

SI. Sbxvaoab (rouB
mabohbs.)

5S S9$ Route No.ii.

Total • SS8

Early in the season, before the Brari Bal pass becomes practicable, i Us necessary to take

the following route by the Perist&n Talley and Nandmarg pass, inTolTing a considerable

detonr s—

16. Fbov Oat
Kowba Camf

the top, the tillage of

LeuTing the camping ground on the left buk
of the stream, the road lies oTer the bridge
through the tillage of Oay, climbing the face
of tbe hill by asteep sif^iag path; on gainiiig

to the west, rad the path tome north along the top

939 ft
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Route No, continued.

of the ridge, end leeTing the path leading towerde Borkan and theBreri Bal paaB,dropa down
the aide of the. hill towarde the north-west, passing by the fields of Jaddd (one house) and
through cedar forest ; on reaching the stream (the middle of the three principal head waters
of the Lidar Khol) it is crossed hy a fallen tree below the fields of Sarus (one bouse), and
the path turns south-west, and after, a short astrent keeps along the side of a grassy hill,

and IS mostly level, crossing a stream before reaching the village of Qameri (four houses)} it

then passes on to Zurtund (three houses), leaving which it crosses a smallstream ; the path then
makes a short ascent over a spur, and having crossed two inferior ridges, passes through the
fields to Maldn, just beyond which, on the road side, is a baoli and snady cedar forest.

(Between Lagmar and Maldn there is said to be a more direct path than that here descrihedf

but rong^her and steeper). The path then crosses the spur, taking the right hand road (the

left is said to lead to Potan, one house), and descends to the village of Kounda (five shepherds'
huts and some cultivation), and crosses the three streams called Koiiud (one of the bead
waters of the Lidar Khol), just at their junction, and following the western branch passes

through the forest to some cattle-sheds, just beyond which will be found the most convenient
spot for encamping. Fuel and water abundant ; no supplies.

(Time oeeupied in walking, 3 h. 10 m.).

Ifi. SigiBom • . 8
I

Leaving Koundacamp the path follows the bed— 163 of the torrent by its left bank in a westerly
direction for a short distance ; it then cross-

es and ascends the side of the hill through
forest towards south, and shortly dxope down again to the bed of the stream, now (Slst

May) covered with snow ; the ascent up this drift is very steep and slippery. On nearing
the top the path again turns towards the south, until the summit of the Hinjan Dhar Pass
is reached. This pass is open from about the beginning of April until the end of November.
The top is narrow, rocky, and bare of trees. It affords an extended view, especially in an
easterlv direction, embracing the lofty peaks of the Brama mountains on the borders of

ZSanksar.. (From the top or the Hinjan Dhar Pass there is snid to be a path to Ramband,
which may be reached in two ordinary manthes, halting midway at the small village of
Ganhot.) After crossing the pass, the path follows the ridge in a westerly direction, and
then drops down over numerous patches of snow to north-west, passing some shepherds' huts
and entering the forest, through which it descends rapidly, but is not very steep until it

reaches the stream below, which is crossed to the right bank (there is no bridge, and when
in flood it is rather a difficult operation crossing by means of drift trees) ; continues for

a short distance down the bed of the torrent, and then crosses to the left bank by a small

(tangeri) bridge ; it is then almost level through the forest, rounding the spur ; the village of

Chanthan is passed above the opposite bank ; the path then descends and debouches from
the forast at the village of Chiuli, and passes down through the fields to the Perist&n stream,

which is crossed by a (kudal) bridge ; a litUe higher op the stream there is a ford by which
some distance may be saved ; at the spot where the bridge crosses tho stream the banks
are high, especially that on the right band.

The ascent to the village of Senibutti is rather steep. There is no encamping ground
near the village, but a place may be found in the bed of the ravine below the west side of

the village ; it is, however, confined, and wants shade. Some few supplies may be obtained ;

water from torrent

(Time occupied in walking, 4 h. 10 m.).

17. Basu • 7 Leaving the camp in bed of torrent, path makes
' " 170 steep ascent due west tbrongh the hamlet of

HAIan to small village of PerisUn, which- is on.

the crest of the spur, whence it turns north,

following the ridge for some distance, making a very gradual ascent, and turning the crest of

the bare rocky hill by its west side : the path becomes almost level, making a short ascent to

cross the spur below the Gdjar village of Gagali, which is just above tne north-east ; It

then makes a short, steep descent throngh a c^ar forest, crossing a rill in which there it

•nmetimee water, and continuing in a westerly direction along the bare side of the hill, the

path being almost level ; it then crosses the hill top and descends through the forest in a
oerth*westerly direetioo, and is mostly steep and slipper} until it crosses a small stream at
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Bomt€ No. Bff—oonolnded.

Sto Jnnetion with the Sdnderi or PomI nadi ; it then eroaaea the Utter etrenm bj ford to
the right bank heloW the village of Haligam

;
path then aeoends above right bank of atream

and ie in pUoee etee^ and rooky ; the valley here beeomea very narrow, both sidea Mog
more or lest clothed with foreet ; it then reaches a Gdjar's hat and clearing called Basu
or Borson, situated on the bank of the Maehni Sar, a stream which is said to flow from a
tarn on the mountain to the north-west ; the stream is crossed by a bridge, and jnst above
ita left bank is a limited space aTsiUbU for pitching a tent. Water and fuel abundant

;

no supplies.

(Time oeeupied in walking, 8 h. 10 m.).

18. Cboav • . 12 0 Xieaving Basu, the path lies above the right— 182 0 bank of the stream along the side of the bare
hill ; the ascent is at first gradual, but after-

wards gets steeper as it climbs a spur covered
with stunted treee ; the last part of the ascent is up the bare and rocky face of the bill. The
top of the Nandmarg Pass is level for the distance of 800 or 400 yarae, and has higher eleva-
tions on either side. Leaving the summit, the path deseendu the face of the hill, and along
the top of a bare ridge, and is not at first steep ; it then enters the forest and continues de-
acending the spur, which becomes very steep until reselling the junction of the two streams
which drain its either side ; crossing these streams, the path follows above the right bank,
and again enters the forest from which it had emer|^ on teaching the streams. The descent

is now gradual, but in places rough and stony ; the path then follows sometimes the right

bank and sometimes the left bank of the stream, passing one or two shepherds' huts. It
then rounds the spur and proceeds in a north-westerly direction abovO the left bank of the
Sandrdn (this part of the toad is smooth and level), to the small Gdjar villi^ of Hingpdra,
which apreads itself for a considerable distance on both sidm of the river, which is spanned in

places by temporarv bridges. Path crosses one of these below Hingpdra, and continnes

along the right bank of the river ; after leaving Hingpdra the valley becomes very narrow,
opening out again on reaching Choan, where the road by the Brari Bal Pass is rejoined.

The village estends for a considerable distance ; the usual camping ground is at the north-

west estremity on the bank of the stream. Supplies scarce. This is a fatiguing stage, and,

until late in the season, much snow has to be orosmd.

(Time occupied in walking, 8 h. 80 m.).

19. VlBlflo • .90 Leaving Choan, path is smooth and almost level,

191 0 with’ slight descent, lying through the rice-fields

on the banks of the Sandrdn. Passing below
Akarbar or Tecbabar it reaches'the viTlage of

Goss, where it is usually advisable to cross to the left bank, the path on that side being the

drier; by the left bank the path lies through the village of Aammar, and a little farther

on crosses back to the right bank of the river below the village of Hiwar (path leading into

Bring valley) ; it then leaves the village of Kut on the right hand and re-crossea to left bank
at the village of Tamman, and paasea on to Saogond, crossing the Hdlan stream by a rough

bridge, and paasea through Naogam, from whence the path is undulating along the foot of

the spurs to Yemdg.
A large village and celebrated spring; a haraddri,wA ample space for encamping ; sup-

plies plentiful.

(Time occupied in' walking, 8 h.).

23. Sbivaoab . . 62 0 (See Boute No. 44 )

... The TOUtM entering Kashmir by the Brari Bal
and Nandmarg Passes are only practicable for

Total • . 243 0 foot passengers in May and June,— (Zla^ss.)
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aonm n siBRiifE ios labIs.

BOVn H«b 85 (E).

HnpAt TO Naoas (oid the Naoae Ritbb).

dmtiorify.^AHUAn Au Kbaii (1889).

flagt or htlklnt-pltet.

OntAVC* nr Miut.

DtterlpftlOB^ 6t.

lettr-
idittt. ICtAOi

Jvvomo 08 lOAM

One mile and 8 fhrlong

Ota

e fiom thiIt the reel

Thie jnneiio n, already detcrihtd in Route 44 (b)« it

4 miltt Olid 6 fnrlongt from Hitpor Ronte 44 (b), and
8k miltt from Buopneh Horai» Ronte 44 (b), and all

diitanoet here given ore mtatnred from tUt point.

1 dtteendt the feet of the hill and rant tlong the honk
€f tb« Nafw rivw. which it here 100 feet braid Mid 4 feet deepto the eurrcDk wtry nM 'Ihc
bMikt OB tbo loft MO SO foot, ud those oo tlw right 00 feet high. Ob both sUIm of the rivor
thoro it B tiBBll poteh of lotd jangle, t fnrioBgt farther the rood it often blocked ha large lond-
tlipt. 4i miletmm the janetioD the rood erottot a itrean with hankt of 60 fett» the iming being
diilenlt^ end fion here rant tlong the bonkt of the rlotr and it terj rongh and ragged. St milte
from the janetioa again ctotttt a Itige otreom. Tbit portion of iBe ro^it vtrf^diflonlt for men
with loodt. 6i niilee there ore the remnoatt of a wooden bridge, over which the rend' nted to
ran to the light bank of the ttreank i %mile htfond. the road it ent cat of the rooky face of
the hitU and the pottage of tbit portion ie' estreniMy diflenlt and dangeroni. At 8k miltt the
rood learet the ttreom and ototou the Ihte ef tte huh Bnd 8 fnriongi farther It the bolting pltee
of Hnin Horoh the otoent htlng 660 lent.

1« Bvii Basai • I 8 6 I 8 0 Tbit pUeo eontoino n email hamlet ocenpitd hj
thepbtrdt. with obont 8 oeret of cnltiTokion. nitre
oreofew large wolant treat, alto olorge spring ofgo^
water. The hilhtidt to the ttieem Mow it eortred

with willow tieto. This pleat wonld nfloid on eneampment for 8j000 men, ’Height ohore tea lertl

9JB00 fStti. The rood from here otcendt 1,900 feet in 8 milee to the helel, 11,400 feet ahore ten
lertl} It then detotndt 1,860 feet to Togo l^ri, the dtteent being d^O^lt. Tbedittinee from Horn
Homl to Togo Ihri it 4 miltti this latter plum hat alreadj been dotorihtd in Boats No. , from

IMagorto Hitpor.
8» TA8A Pau 4r0 1P6

BOUTS Be 85 (»).

fiVWZA TO CbAI/T.

glifoto htWorpItee.

IhetAtcs nr wnae.

leter-

1

modtete. TotaL

•

Otaeriptlon, 8t.

Hwba •

of 800 feet, tiondt thi

fhrther OB, OBlhe left <

1 fort of

if the road

OM

ffoiddfabw

1^ OB a BWI

Ik mile from here the road erotttt a etreom whom
bonkt ore 800 feet high i the rood it goo^ and the fold

•hallow. 8k milet from Hnnta,
OB the riirht the rood, and 1 fnrlong off it, on a hill
i, containing 800 bontte within ite ralt, end k mile
ind ittndt another lorh calleA Ghnmarko^
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aoum n uttwiEm lAnlsi

XomU No, 8B (t)—eonolodad.

O— forloBg fttrthtf thi fead anmm m gtritm whoit bmlni it 100 f—t in hrfgbti tht

liofd tad raid an good. •! miloi from Honoo, on tho loll of thorood, Dorkim Tillogo io oitootod,

OOBtalniog 150 honoeo. 4 mlloo ond g forkogo from Hnom, oo tbo loll of tho rood ood bolmr

it» io tho furl of Atfoh^ oootottting gOO hooooo oad a goto groood. Ffom Hunoo lor 6i mlko tho

rood Io good, and pooooo thtoogh ooltiratlon andfnilt tnoo. batfrom thio ^ut dowendti 6 mlUo
oadg farUmgo from Hama, oa tho loflof tho road, io thorillogo of Hooaaabdd. One furlong from
hoio tho foti aoiom through a gatowaj and tomrr gO foot high, and 100 foot ahead aaothor. gato-

ir»7. Up to taio tho road is goM and tbo dsaeont sasj» bat from thooo gates, on tho right of tho

road b a prodpieo of 400 fo«t» and from Hania tho road has a stone wall on oitlier side, and at tho

second gate montionod a wall b built aeroos tbo toad oa tho loft up to tho bank of tho strsam, aad
on tho nght up to tho proeipbo already BMatioaod. 6 miles and 6 fnrlongs from Hnasa tho road

crososo tho Mobhbhnl stream hr a wooden bridgOb 160 foot bog and 6 foot bioad. Ibo banks of

tho otiuam are 400 loot high i beyond tho brid^ the road asoonds a otosp of 100 foot, and from

hifo tho road b level. 7 nibo g fnrbags from Hnoia tho road ascoads a steep of 500 feet In

g fnrloagsi 8 miles from Hnnsa, on tho loft of tho rood, and 6 fnrbnga distaaeo b the vlllago of

Hnrtasabdd, within tho walls are eighty honooof from boro tho road ontoro enltivatlon. 9 mibo and
1 fnrbngi from Hnasa, on tho left of tbo road, aad 1 fnrloag dbtaat b tho fort of Mirldao, eon-
toiiitnf oihty honsco. From hero tho road loaves Uio enltivation aad booomes rough aad mgged, tbo

river Hubm lying 500 feat bobw. 10 mlloo aad 6 fnrbnga from Hnnaa tho road b paambb for

laden horaoi, but not bgyond thb point. IS mllso from Hnnta the road narrows to a foot, and b
very stoop and mggod, tho aseont being oqnallv so. Igf mibo from Honan tho road ontoro a
jiiin and b bval for g furlongs, bat again aseondi tho hill-aido i tho road io hero very bad and only

it for lod borsoa 14| miles from Hnnsa tho road again booomia bvol and rnno throngh enMva-
tida.' 154 mlloo from Hnnsa erooo a dn otroaa^ tbo baakoof whioh am 70 foot high. One fnr-

bngforthorthorobalortoaoithor sida gOOyards dbtant from the road i tho forte are oallod

Hinl.

Hon 16 5 15 5 Tho northern fort oontains 100 honsoo aad tho
ioathora one 140 boosM. Tbo oonthom fort b 600
foot square, tho walb lO foet high. Between tho two
forts b a good oaoamplag ground, for 600 moo

;

provblono and supplies marco. Height above sea level 7,100 foot 6 fwrbngo from hero tho road

lias a gradual ascent, and 4 mUo further orossoo a dry slroam, with baaks of 50 foot, aad 5 fnr-

longs further another strean^ with banks fOO fool^ tho orossiag being dMbnlt From hem for a
m^ tho mad Is bvol and then bocooMS rough and diflcalt. It being only a foot in width. Tha
river Hnasa lies 600 foot below tho road on tho leftr g mUoo aad 6 furlongs from HIni tho road b
cut out of tho precipitous face of tho hiU, aad for a dbtaaeo of one mile runs along this pmelpioo

and b ostromoly dangerous, being only a foot In width. For another g mibo the road b of a
similar nature and gi^ camb neoessary. Tho soil hem oontains a brgo qnantit/ of salphur.

g miles fmm Hinl tho road b again out out of aolid rook for a distanoo of t furlongs, and then

beoomos bvol, running through cultivation. 9 mllosfrom Hiui on tho loft of^ho road b tho fortof

lIlTPir Foa* 9 0 24 5 Mhyun, containing eighty bousm | height above sea bvol
6b700 foot. Ik b built at tbo junction of tho Hhyun
stosam and tike Hnnsa river. A high wall eonnocto
the fort with tho stoop hill-oldo on tho north: a gala

loads out from its walls. Tho strm 6owo 150 foot below tho fort walls. Tho road eroosoo thb
otroam tw a wooden bridge, 60 foot long. One mib beyond the foif the road loavoo tho cultivatbn

and then mu along tho foot of tho hilb. At one mile and 9 furlongs It dosoends 100 foot. 9
mlloo aad 1 forloognom Mlyon thoiu b a pbla, aad then the road asosnds 500 foot in a dblaaoo
^ ^ FromlSne a road. At for foot passongera only, braaehoo off foDowinf the banka of tha Hnnsa
river. Tho smin road hoiu aooaads 500 fool in one asib. 4 mibo aad 9 furlongs from MAynu tha
road aiussos a dry stream with banks of 100 fool, aad tbon runs abim tha bod of a omall stroana

the banks oa olthar side being 900 foot bigbi dmUoo and gfnrlonge tbo toad aaoonds a pam whooo
height b 8^900 foot, tho aaoont beiag 450 fool Tho road on tha pom b almoot level far ona ndb
and than doootnda 900 foot iota tha otroam, la whidi them b a ^ig cf water. Tho road now
arooom a number of stmamsb aad at 9 miba 9 fhrbnga from MAynu asosnds another poso^ oalbd
Budalasb height 7,700 fool 14 mib further tha road dooeando 1,400| foot thb dooeontb otoop and
bad. At lit mibs tha road pasom tho vUbgo of lluddao»obuatod on tha left bank of tha Bar
•troam. ThbvillMaontainktwantyhoaamsbalght above ooa bval fodOOfool Tho road now eiosms

the Bhr otroam by a rape bridge^ 150 foot legend prooaods along tha rl^ bank. .Fmm tha
btidgu lor UmBfotho mndfoibwn tha stoUAnad at 19 rnOot gfriileaga from Mlyaarndgr
Cmm • • I I omrntbnaadioiNihtolhoiirtofOhall
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Bouns nr kashiiib abd lasIk.

BOOTS Ho. 86.

ULAKABIo to AMBNXtHi

ABD VBIBOB TO BAIKAL IB fBl HMD TAILBT.

Mail Of battlarplaoa.

DniAsa nr nua.
1

DoMriplioi^ Aa.

TotaL

1. laLAKabAd to
JBibbmabab

18
IS

A Tillage; eooliec and anpplieeproearable: paaa
Tillage and qpiingof Bawan ahont a mile hdow
temj^ of Mannim; toed hcoed and IcTcl.

t. Paxoab 18*

S4
A longTillages aeanty enppliee; good road

throngh foraat; ahnoet IotoIi paae GaneohhaL

ODD
From PalgBm thorn ! a roato to Funptfr to lollowis—

1. Ani—10. Bood Um up thovall^ of the Iddor ; wdl wooded | euiipiiig gioond
imell turfy boulder, on the left honk ofthe molne In which the Lidnr flowi.

* B. Idderwei.—Ae pnth leede np the hill tide and eroeeee the Iddarl^ nn inieeiire hridgn

ome 6 or 6 milee nhoTO Am. At the heed of the Tallej U theOt^jer enoempment orLiderwet

8. Oemp.'^After n long eeeent the loroct le left behind end Tellepe me reeohed in which

eegeUtioniecomify. Ckoeeingnlow, gmecy flope end ronndiog a comer. Ter Snreomii in light

;

ite water ic clear and eweet. A at^ atony alope leada to the top of the paaa. The deaoent

laoTcr a alome coTCred with roeka. After Teaching the foot the path eroaaee a atream, and
goea along thf oppbeite alope, and aeroea a chaoa of bonldera till a little knoll ia reached, at a

omer where the Talley makee a aharp tnm to the weatward. After thia the road beeomei

had, deacending to the Naghaiin atream, which ia oreaaed, and the camping ofonnd ia reached

in a amall mcMOW h7 the rlTcraide. It ia not poaaible to ride the whole of thia maieh*

4 8dtdr.^Path aacen^- grndnalty to the top of a ridge. The deaoent ia ateep down
the Trdl Talley to Sdtdr.

5. Pampdr.-^Croaathe ridge whieh honnda the Tidl Talley on the weet; Iceoent ragged

and isdioaa. (Ymngkuthmmdi)

.

f
ground in foreat glade neara atream t

I road narrow and in placea ratherno anp
roogh.
Encampingmund in op .

the limit of mmii aoanty aupply of fuel firom

At about a mile from camp^ ataepaacent commenoaa ; on reaching top. path leaTca region

of foieat. and liea along the graaey mountain tide ahoTo right bank of the torrent to the

8hwha Kdgf 6 milea^ and paaaea on to camping ground about a mile beyond.

8. Pabjtabbx

8. Chabdab-
WABA.

4 Sbiiba nab

8 eSamping ground aa at laat atage. Ahouthalf
mile from camp commence gradual aacent. If
mile; the deaeent on the other aide ia not ao

,
long, hut ateeper, about 6 milea more, or 8 in

all to encamping ground. Aehort and easy march; tha fire atreama which hare to he

eroeaed aie none of them more then hoce*deep.

A AxbbAtb • I 8 f I
Steep and fhtigning naoent to the Byrondth

I I I
pillar on the top of the epnr. If hoar; de*

Total .1 I 50 J acent to the coTe aran ateepar.

On their return from tho Amrodth onTOb the pilgrima daaeand the narrow Tallay, follow-

ing the oonrao of the torrent whtoh flowa beneath the oaTc to ita junction with tho FAnjtami

atreama, from whence th^ proceed to Palgam Aatan Margnnd Tanin, croaaing the pom
tothenorth-weet of the Aohkeoh monntain. Both theae pntha are practicable for ponim.

Beltol in the Sind Talley, may be reaehed through the narrow defile traTereed by the

Panitanii atreamc ; early in the eenaon, when the enow whieh biidgec the atream ia firm, tbb

ean be done without diffioulty, but after the anowe hare malted, it ia a matter of great diffi-

entty and some little rick, at there ia no path, and theeidaa of the monntein are hare Md
preoipitoua. The dietanoe from the oonfluenoe of the Ammdtk .atream, to Baltal camping

,«»«d i. .boat 6 «n«.
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KASHlllB.

Bovm IH KAOnlB Alls sabIe.

SOUTE No. 97.

VBOK uuiiabXd to baramUla bt boat.

nUBBABT 0»«n VATiaiBUt Minoil OF TBB tMMUnt BlTBrn nim ooraiB

TBBOUOH THI TA&LST OV KASHMIb.

L9ftB«ak. Blftr. BlfhtBHik.

7 minotet. Conflnenoe with

Arpat; banks gst some-
what lower ; cnrrent swift.

Pnshwor Tillage.

Mind Kadal Ghdt, on the Bawan streaiDi

is abont a mile from Islamabdd ; boatr
can onljr ascend to this point when the
river is in flood. The stream flows in •

narrow channel with high banksi whicl
are fringed with poplar trees.

Zeripdr Tillage, which extends for some
dbtance*

8 minutes. Confluence of

Bring ; stream about 100
feet wide; currentmoder-

ate.

23 minutes. Confluence of

Sandrin.
Hamag Tillage.

Obidob. 12 minutes. Kandabal, laige Tillage on
both banks of the riTer, connectM bT
wooden bridge of two openings with
masonry buttresses. Boats do not
usually ascend beyond thi. place.

Lidarmot Ghit, Tilla^ and junction of
branch of Lidar. Banks^ which are
bare, become lower.

38 minutes. Junction of branch of Lidar
pnd small scattered Tillage of Adnr.

9 minutes. Village of Wdran-|

hal. ZiiratwSaiadSahibJ 8 minutes. Gdr TillaM, Just below
which junction of toe Gumafo, a
branch of the Lidar. (The three
branchesof the Lidar are small streams
with but little eurrent). The riTcr

now widens.

16 minutes. Confluenee of nala»

4 minutes. Virgdnd Tillage.

1
16 minutes. Village of Pazil-

pdr at some little distance

from the river-bank. On
the bank a small zidrat

beneath four fine trees.

6 minutes. Village of Garsir.
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loom IH KUHllfR AVD LABaK.

lUtmU No, Mutiiraed.

MkBMik.

10 minutes. Bij-BikIia.
TaUdfrom Idamabdd2 kauri

86 minuiet.

Fiekipg Tillage.

7 minates. The lemains of

n bridge Tieible on both

banka of the riTsr, iaat

aonth of iheXdt Wndar.
Ominntea. Village of Semi-

tan.

12 minntea. Small Tillage of

Dam Sahib.

6 minntea. Sangam gbdt

and ferrj ; aom*! fine trees

Khodawaiut oonflnenoe of the

Sadarmaaiaala (oombioed

waters of the Veehad and
Bembidra riTsre). The
Jhelam here becomes

mnoh broader, with an

aTerage depth of about 8
feet in flooda.

Karawine Tillage and oonfla-

ence of a naia.

19 minutes. Dogripdr.

8 minntea. Bntpdra.

9 minntea. Biahpdr.

Bdgh and fishermen's huts.

17 minutes. Conflnence of

small uala and Tillage of

Tokan.

19 minntea. Larikpdr Tillage

and ghdt

Blm. Bight Bmk.

Bbxdob. Badshdhi Bdgh and part of the town.

11 minutes. Hamlet of Kithri Teng.
14 mipntes. Pass Tillage of Wagahdm at
foot of the table-land at some distanoa
from the riTer-bank.

IsLAiTD. 17 minutes. Mnrhama, a large Tillage

with fine trees.

4 miontes. Eehpdra# jnst b^ond the
bend of the riTer.

9 minutes. Halamol Tillage and trees*

6 minutes. Setter.

Satghar.

7 minutes. Obujkdt Tillage and silk

filature.

10 minutes. Watnlpdra.
SALlAKOVg

ISLAITD.

22 minutes. Confluenoe of stream from
the Tril Talley.

Large Tillage of Tsdras and ferry.

ISXAVD.

20 minutes. Gonfluenee of stream from
the Trid Talley.
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loumi nr KASRlfft ANO ladIx.

JKotrl# No, S7—continiMd.

LtftBuk. Blver. BlfhtBHik.

IsLAIlD.

FfrtBtfKh.
9 BunatM. Sombtfr Bdg.

85 minutea. Baimpdr.

10 minutea.
^
Panduohak at the end of

the apur which dipa into the river.

There are the xemaina of the atone abut-
menta of a bridge on either bank of the
river, and alao. it ia aaid. of two atono
piera in the bed of the atream.

9 minutM. Shalttn, govern-
ment eUblei.

16 minatee. Lajyen village.

latAVD.

Hubba Ktahon. village and aidrat. The
apura Born the range approach the
water’a edge.

19 miontee. ITabAr B4gh.
Batta Hnfis-ka-B4gb. 8 minutea. Pandrathan.

53 ntnntei. Bortiing, v!1lafl[e

and ni&rat of Zaire-Maj-
i-Hdnd, abaded by chnuara.

Zandarbal. 9 minutea. Batwor.

7 minutea . Padahahi Bdgb.
8 minutea. Yetbnar nalj,

communicating with the

NagAtNambaK
7 minutea. Small vHlage of
Korea.

11 minutea. Shoptfr.

6 minutea. Bdm Mnnahi Bdgh.
16 minutea. Tang Bdgh.
5 minutea. Sburiii Yar (old lingam

atone).

European quarter.

Sbivaoab.

Sher Garhi.

Kut-i-Kbol canal.

Taiukipur Maballa.

Amibi
Kadal
Bbidob.

Sbibaoab. 90 minutea.

4 hours and 29 minutssfrom Pampur :

totat^lS hours and 49 minutes from
Islamabdd,

Tfont-i'Kol canal.

Bnaaunt Bdgh.

Dbdmpdr Maballa.

Colonel Beia Singh'a temple ; the oone ta

covered with metal platea aurmounted
by a gilt pinnacle.

Ahlamar Mahalla.

Sird&r Attar Singh'a house.
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Bovns IN KASHMfE AND LAdXk.

Ro%U No, j97—continaed.
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OUTM ni BAIBMfE An> LAIxtE.

No. ST—ocmtmiicd.

UlBMk. mtm

DcboQolM of tht Kiitli«i-kol

omX.
8awa
ITAnAii^

8h<h NUbuttfllapkf liiiit.

Oonflo^noe of fiMt D6iik
Qaogo.

SoiadMiiUidtel.
Coiiomi p«t under a dhnner
tree on the ontikirt of the

dtj.

The Chowni, a Minm earden
eoeloMd with links fringsd

with poplar trass. 1 kour
and is sstaaiis yiwia tko

Amiri hodal.

ISminntso. Hduudj adla.

8

miantss. Shalating.

Idninntss. MnUor, a 8ns
shnnsr.

IS&UID.

IsLijrn.

Dfwan Gokal Chand's ebsk. ItLam.
19 minntss. Mnjjigond.

IsLAvn.
48 minntss. Painsndr or
Mira^r. A little bsloi^

the village a ferry.

SO minntss. Shadtpdr and
the month oftheliordoMial^

Is&Aino.

IsiAirp.

10 minntss* Ailawat Ohn^
nar teem and ghSi.

BlihtBnk.

Bahma Khant-ka Bdgh.

(TthfXtjBddge.)

Walli Jdn's hoote and garden.
Malik Sshih-kiiidiat

Aowrin or Hindd hnming plaea.

9 minntss. Shingnlpdr and Tmshat Cna-
tem Hones.

10 minntsn. Fhlapdr and feny.

Atsan Nambal and oonEnsnss of a small
stream from the Mar oanal.

19 minntss. ChondiiSkron. Twoehnnavs
amid a dump of other tress Mid some
fakirs* hats.

8 minntss. Krishilal.

7 u-iuntes. Bakaepdra.

7 minntss. Tsnnpdr dllage near laid
Bhdh's groTS oTehnnais.

S minntss. CSsndnenoe of the 8ind rieer

inst below wbioh the Kardn Bdgh.
90 minntss. Batpdr«adl]ngeonamonnd.

8 minntss. Onvaaahdm. Thegionnd on
this hank is broken into monnds ahd
deprssdoBs.



KASHMfB.

BOUTIS IN XASHmIe AND LAdXk,

No. oontinaed.

SHAlXAZi^,
a largtt in-

bibitad if
land.

7 minntit* Kaiabdgh.

20 minatM. Wangpdr.

Some few of the boniee and
•hope aie eituated on this

banV where there ! aleo a
of fine ohnntr trem.

10 minntee. Bet Mahdl.

Budob.

IS minntee. Kbmannk imIo.

2 minntee. MnrknndL
8 minntee, Fakirpdr.

Waekfiri a Tillage on high gronnd at eoo
dietanM from the rirer.

10 minntee. A email rill from t^ monu
below Weekdr flowe in abraeiit of ib

Aha.Tang monntaio.
10 minntee. Snmbal ; the Tillage etand

on the high bank joet aboTe the bridge

fi minntee. Kayn Nor, a email Tillafl;

and elnmp of trees at the mouth of to

eanal eommnnieating with the Mane
Bal lake. .

23 minntee. Aeham. Zidrat and ehnnar
on riTefbank, near which are eom
traoee of mine.

10 minntee. Wateaknndel. A
IbfiT.

28 minntee. HamehaknndL Hakabor.

HAi-Mdx-tv
Ibauid.

2fi minntee. H4(nn. A Ibriy.

GoTemment etaoiee.

Zidrat of Shaikh Ndidhin
and ehnnar treea.

Alam Ndr, a channel ekirting

theWnlar lake, by whien
Sopdr may be reaehed when
the Jhelnm in in fiood.

(Thie rente eloeee earlier

than that by tiie Nord
eanal.)

Sfiminntea. Batgmid.

SO minntee. Madwan in a
elnmp of treea at a little

dietaooe from the book.

letAim.
Tminntea. Sodnor Tillage and wain.

10 minntee. Gholam min yir nalm
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ODm nr kaibmIe ihd laoXk.

B^U No. il7—ooncladed.

J\
4

LsItBaak. 1 BIcbtBank.

s

10 minutes. Gasparim aafo.

The neighbouring village is

only inoabited during the

singhara season. In autumn
and winter numbers of
grass-cutters establish them-
selves on the banks of the

river in this neighbourhood.

BOUTE No. 28.

lOLAlCABAD TO IhSHISI BT TRB RaIL PaWAB PaM.

•tais sr baltiBff-plass.

DisKASoaw ntss.

j

DaseripCIoa, As.

Tater-
mediate.

Total.

1. AOHlBiL •

6
see

ft

A large village ; supplies abundant ; a good
road the whole way.

9. TsbbfOba .

14
Pass villages of Kandar, Sombmn, Naogamt

Changes, larm village of Wattras, crossing a
stream bv Mmol briom eg route. Thence, to

Krdd and Tserpdra. Supplies and water
;
good.

encamping ground.

1

^

S. 7 iMMBBAir • .
I

8
I ••J. I

^ MetniB • otomm the Siogtfiii

•tmm end Aaoendi ; paMee Tingwel, Midepdra
and proceeds along the east side of valley

,
between Hal&kwir andChiitnr to Karpdra and

bhenee to Bhirabsr : crosses three branches of Arpat by knnsl bridges, thence np vallev to

Bishpdra and Tballar.t and through fields above right bank of stream, crosses the head

waters of the Arpat by Adnol bridge, makes a short ascent to Tsganpdm, on to Sbanpdra,

and ascends through open forest to Timmeran; water plentifhl | supplies cannot be depended

upon.

!• To Nil Hot .I fi| A steep ascent which may be

I
HalAkwar, a village a few miles north-west

I this latter route, which is rather the longer, is practi-

cnhle for animals with small loads.—(J^kcss native ii^rmaiion.)

avoided by going otd
at of Saogdm:

• ftem Bsecte,whUh IssAestt mllMssstof X«tiB4, there Is a reats ts Inshia bj thsOhdr ITsa Pms.

t fkam Dsrdaer^ a vlllsse sboat t miles north of Thsllar, In the aorlhsm titremltf el the Kathir parsasa,

IlHii toaiMto JfaMhal.kMiaUm8as4nmuna^ a rillaas la tbs Kara WaiawiaTBaassBOcmel biibla.
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ROUTES IN KASaJifR AND LAdIk.

Route No. ooDtioued.

2. PlHlLRAN 6)

3. Insbin 8i

Total 21|

Miles.

1 To Wooabal 10

2. OOBOAON 6|

12

Total 28|

A camping ground at the east iida of the Mar-
gan Pbm s cron the Cbdr Nag Pan ; ascent and
descent easj.

A village in the Mara Wardwdn vallej.

A camping ground; verj steep ascent, croning
a torrent four or five times.

Camping ground near a red stone in the Zazi-

marg, paning the (Jnnnas Nig.

Essj descent into Maru Wsrdwin vallej.

This footpath is but little used and the track ill-defined.—[ Rrom native ii^ormatian,]

From Tiicmbran there ark two routes to Surdramman.

I.

1. Bslamonou •

2. Mohinab

3. SUIDSAMMAN

Total

II.

1. Balamdndu .

2. Tbbslubal

3. SUBDBAMMAN .

Total

Miles.

8|

6i

8|

23i

10

8|

61

25

Bj the left bank of s stream.

Pass Niltona mountain on right hand ; a

ing ground oj right bank of stream.

The first of these roniea is used eaiir In the season, when the snow is on the ground ; the

second, after the snows have melted. Both paths are rough and steep, and onlj pmetioable

for foot paasengen.—[FVem natioe iitformetionJ]
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IOUTI8 IH XAlHllfE IHD LAllXx,

RouU No. S8--oopo1oded.

4. PiBX&XAjr « • I 8 I
An eneAraping ground when the peth meete

80 the torrent from the Mein^ Peee; juniper
bnshee only ATeileble for fuel, but eome woo^
mej be found nboot n mile further. W

Croee the Zunkatch nala (flowing from Niltopa moontain) hj a hdnal l>ridge ; alonff the
hare side of a spur for tome way

;
jpam Gear's hut andjprooeed through a Imutiful foieat

alonff mht hank of etream, aeoending eaiiij^ to Witcher Dak etieam; on leaving the fo^et
at Rial Awie patli leads up a bare spur, and towards the end is very steep. The pass is a
narrow neokXon the north is the Patwal Marw, on the south the Kaja mountain, tnenoe a

S
mile descent for about a mile throujarh a lying parallel to the Maigan Pass to N4g
at, whence the descent is gradual to Pmilkan.
(When dear of snow, it is stated that ponies may he led over this pass, hut it is impiuo*

tieable for laden animalsi Cattle with very light loads And a path from Timnieran by
ascending the forest-clad hill to the south of the village, and continuing along the spur to

a junction with the path by the Chor Nag pass, and so descending into Mard Wardwan.)

5. IirsBiir

Total

5

see 85

Path leads down the side of a bare rooky mono*
tain and is fairly level: then down valley

north-east by a steep descent to Raid, and
descends the face of the mountain in a
northerly direction and crosses the river by a
kadal bridge to Inshin.

(Nofst—Afoafpomerte.)

ROUTE Ko. 29.

IbLAMABId to PxTOAH in MABt^ Wabdwan Vallbt (by Nowbug and thb

Hoksab Pam).

Stage or halUnrplMe*

Dutascb IV MUisa.

latafw
BWdlatt.

1

TotaL

Daaoriptico, Ac.

1. KabpAb . 13
13

Huts.

2. EIjtabam . 16
29

no

Pass Nowhdg.

8. Camp 10 Cross the Hoksar Passi 18,815 M,
4 Pbtoax • 18

wV

Total . - 51
(Jfealpewene.)
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lOUTM or KASHMft AMD LADLt.

BomU No. iK9—oondaded.

BaTM aiTBS flOll VATIYB XITFOSICATIOX fWO lOUTBt WWOM. NOWOtO TO PbTOAM.

0 0 9 0 Tlie prineipAl villAge in tli« Nowbdg taU^.

9 0 26 4 CnM HokMT Pam.

I.

1. Dus . 9 0

2. Dbobxabq • 7 4

2. Oabwab 9 9

4. Nabdpbt 9 0

6. Pbtoaic 10 4

Total

II.

1. Dus • 9 0

2. Dbobkabo. 7 4

3. Hoksab 7 4

4. Kok Mia 7 4

6. SUBIMABO . flT

6. Bu/iputhub 6 0

7. Chbuaib 6 0

8. Pbtoam 3 0

Total . •••

46 0

9 0

16 4

24 0

81 4

37 4

43 4

49 4

ITTotal 52 4 From Kara there ie a path lying un the TuIleT

of the Pariahidi atream ; it is very little uaeJ,

and though it paaees a few villagee neither

cooliee nor euppliee can be depended upon.

From Mam the fintatageie to Metwan, about 14 milee; Ihia le a amall village oonUining

about eiz houaee ; the road paaaea the village of Zabbau, where ia a hot apring. The first

half of the way the road is good ; the latter half depends upon the state of the stream ; if

in flood it is neoesaaxyto ascend tlie hill side, in which case the first stage will be to Zubban.

Second stage, from Metwan to the Maharran encamping ground,^ about
^
10 miles ;

path

passes the Fariabdd encamping ground at the junction of the Kriash Nai stream from the

east and the Zajh Nai stream from the west, and crosses a small spur to the eucamping

ground, which is situated on the grassy slope of the mountain looking up the Ditchani,

a small valley to the east. Third stage, Maharran encamping ground to the Kailgan

rocks, 12 mites; path follows the right bank of stream; fuel and water procurable;

no habitations near, (Bohintom.)
(SaUi.)
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mouna im XABHiifE and ladXx.

ROUTE No. Sa
Jhblum to Srinaoae (bt Chaomuk, Punch, and Uri).

Diivavci urnuBt.

Staff or baltinf-plaet.

Jhblam to
1. D6tiA& A yillARe on right bonk

of tho Jhelam; auppliM
proearable ; country
open, cultivated ; road
good.

8. Tansbot • . 14 0 28 0 A village on right bank
JbeluDi ; snppliea scarce

;

road tolerably good by
river-bank all the way.

3. CbaOMUK . . 10 0 A village on left bank
38 0 Jbelum in Kashmir terri-

tory ; supplies scarce

;

water procurable ; road

indifferent, through billy country. On leaving Tangrot cross the

Jbelum by ferry, and a river shortly before reaching Cbaomdk. There

is a direct path from Cbaomuk to Kotli, difficult and not fit for laden

ponies.

I

There is another

I

route by left bank,
etc. :

—
Miles.

To Cbechian . 11
Mirpdr 11
Cbaomuk . 10
Sansar . . 21
Kotli . . 16

W
or Kotli may be
reached thus—

Miles.

Katiali . 9
Mirpdr . 12
Polyee . 11
Xazdan . 7
Budali . 14
Kotli . 14

4. Sansab 0— 59

There is a route
from Mirpdr to
Saidabdd on Bhim*
bar Iloute.

A small hill villa||(e ; supplies procurable ; water
plentiful ; road indifferent, passing tbroogb a
very hilly country. A long march might belt at
Biari, 7 miles.

From Samar thoro u a rovfe to Sowat on Grand Trunk Hoad below Pindi.

6. Kotli . .
|

16 0 I I A village ; supplies scarce ; water procurable

;

74

Kandheri Gali and Sfioi Gali.

road . difficult, but praoticablo lor laden
animals.

There is a path from Kotli to Pdneh by the

1. MA>K6f

2. PfiVCB

Bliles.

18
]

A larM villi^e'and fort on right hank of Mandal atream,
cross l^ndberi Gali.

16 Croat Sdnf Gali.

This path it described as being rough, etoepb and very little oaod. (2la<«e--fboM naHoo
utformation.)
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BOOTIS IN KASBMfl AND LADIx.

Boute No. A?^oontiniied.

Th«re is also s path from Kotli to Nsoshera on the Bhimbar route vid the Ban nala.

To Koibitta •

NabobA

Naoshbba .

Miles.

15 A Village of thirty honses ; supplies.

10) A Tillage of twenty houses ; supplies.

12

S7* miles, said to he a road fit for ponies.

native information,)

From Koireita there is a route to Bfij&ori vid 8iwdna ; and also from Koiretta a route eid

Dhannsil to fiaidabad. Jtoute Ao, 01.)

6. 8aiba . • . I
14 0 I

A Tillage on left bank of rirer; road io-

88 0 different, through a mountainous country.
The road is alor.7 the banka of the river and
somewhat difficult in parts. At the Tillage

of Sambri, about half-way, there is a go^ spring of waiei, and it would answer as a
balting-plaee if required ; the Pdneh rdja's territories are entered after crossing a stream

called A rami Bari. The tank water is Tery bad, but better is procurable at a short distance.

Sup’^lies not to be calculated on.

7. PdNcx 16 0
104 0

A small town ; a dAk bungalow ; supplies and
water plentiful ; country mountainous ; road
indifferent; crossing the rirer on reaohinB
Pdneh.

*

Not so difficult as the preceding march. Hindd ruins on opposite side of riTor (Nahur
Kabur) which is Tery rapid. The torrent Maindal is passed ; assistance is necessary for the
baggage, women, and children; there is no danger or difficulty on horseback.

From Pdneh there are two routes to Gulmarg, vie,i—
I.—By Mandi and Banbal Nagf—

To— Miles.

I.Mabpx. 10 A large village.

2. Gaobi . 10 A Tillage of ten honsea.

8. Bambal Nag ob to
Eamtab Nio 10 An encasing ground ; fuel and water procurable ; the

road from Kantar Ndg is longer, but better, the differ^
ence being about 2) miles.

4. Qulmabo 10

Total 40

This route is cissed from 1st NoTember to 1st May ; a pony tuay be lidd^ to top of pass
and led down ; thei’e is a footpath from the Bambal Nag to the village of Firozpdr, which
follows the course of the Drang stream ; it is one long stage.
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Aoimi in xABHiifB jam labXx.

Jinuie No. S(^-HK>ntiniied.

II.—Bj the Nilkente

To—

1. Kab^ta

S. HiLLAir

3. Gvlxabo

Total

Miles.

9

10

9

28

ATillege.

A illege.

This ie the shortest route from Pdneh to Onlmerg ; oot>lie8 end supplies sre obtaioable

at all the stages ; road closed during winter ; it is practicable for unladen cattle.

{Baiu-rfrom nqiiw§ it^ormatioMB

8. Kah6ta • 9 0

9. AlIabXd 8 0

10. HaidababXd 7 0

11. Obi . 10 0

12. Naosbbba . 14 0

13. Babaii6la * 9 0

14. Patab • 14 0

16. Sbinagab . 1? 0

Total •

113 0

121 0

128 0

138 0

162 0

161 0

176 0

193 0

See Boute No, 22,

See Boute No. 44,

( Boherte—Montgomerie•-‘Baiee—Drew,)

This route is not much used, as it traverses rough ground ; but in some respeots it has
advantages over other routes, and it seems likely when the railway is open to Jhelum, this

route may get more into favour, and merit a better oonstruetion and maintenanoe.—(Hhrew.)

It is said that the easiest known route, with the best gradients and the least natural

physical diffioulties. is that which follows the river Jhelum. from Jhelum right into the Kash-
mir Talley; and that thb' route oould be made praotioable for artillery and wheeled ear*

riages at comparatively small cost.—(ifMiMn Paoite CJptaioii, 1876,)

TBBU le ALSO A BOVn TBOM PdllCB TO Oaf e%A Pabl abd Baob.

1. Abtta 18 0
18 0

No regular eneamping ground. Groes Bitarh
by ford oppositeAaraeMfr' ; hotmaroh | no shade

;

road preti^ level.
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BOVTBS IH KASHlrfs AND LADXk.

Route No, 50—ooiitinaed«

2. Pabbai. • . IS 0 Gftmpipff f^nd «tenrit« netr a •mall fnirt.

85 0 Good road, out prineipallj op hill, orossing a
range, and then dropping down, the last two
miloa, intcf* an open graeey basin, nearly lur^

loondod by low hills.

8. Raoti OB Baola • 9 0 No camping ground. Small thahsir pretty
84 0 plentiful in a stream at thie yillage. A very

easy msroh, partly across the valley, the rest

down the stony bed of a nala,

4. BXob • • .60 Camp in a small tope on a grassy plateau, about
-— — 40 0 100 or 150 feet above the stony bed of the

stream, which is very wide. A fort on the op-
posite hill-side up whieh the path lie^ and then

along the bed of a small river, the Nial, which lower down affords good fishing. The jonmey
from Parral to Bdgb can easily be accomplished in ome maroh.

5. Gobkba 11 0
I

Ample spaee for encamping near the village

I 51 0 half-way up the pass. Path first lies on the

I

sMe of uie hill, then crosses stony nalOf and oon-
I tinues ascent for four or five miles without

shade ; the last bit is veiy steep but not difficult.

8. Kalana ..70 A considerable village ; camping ground very
58 0 limited ; ascend the remainder of the pass, which

is rather steep. (No snow on road, 6th May
1869 ; elevation of pass probably 1,000 feet less

than Hdji Pir.) Cross ridge and descend other side
;
pretty march ; the last descent down a

steep oork-screw path. Bdgh to Kalana may be done in one maroh.

7. tfaf • • 16 0 First part of maroh up and down ; oross a small
stream with swift current

; ^
path then rises

along hill-side above Cbakoti, which is visible

beneath, on the left hand; the road keeps
round the hill to the right above the Mari road,

to which it gradually drops, striking it opposite

Total 74 0 SbAhdera on the AobottabAd road, about half-

way between Cbakoti and Cri. Supplies are

_ proonrable at these stages.

(Bafee.)

Fbon P6nch thb bovttb to Sbibaoab bt thb Tosha MaidXb xs as iollows:—

8. Mabdx . • 18 0 104 0 The path lies past the fort and rfijfi's palaee

thrown the town, below Kasimdna, Gdnde,— 116 0 and Mnkot, across the Dungli stream: passes

the Hasfri Baoli on to Dingla and through a
vallqr in an easterly direction to Chandak, opposite the confluence of the 8dran. (The road

leading to Rdjaori lies up the valley of the Sdran river). Path then passes Chak and
hamlet of Kuthrow, and burning somewhat stony, passes two streams near Timbra and
Sathra, and thence on to Bandi and Chakrsra and Sekalu, and along the right bank of the

stream to Mandi, which is a large village with a wooden bridM over the stream ; supplies

plentiful ; but as tbe space is somewhat confined, and shade deficient, travellers often camp
at Bijpdr.

9. Abxoam 9 The path passes the confluence of the Gsgrin
" 126 and Dali Nar streams and through the village of

Rampdr, which is situated on both banu of

the river Dali Nar ; there are some clumps of

trees at the temple Ammiih. Tbe road crosses the Addai, and soon Palsia Is reached.
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ROUTES IN KASnMfR AND LAdXk.

Bonie No, concluded.

Thence past Barnchar and Bela on the opposite bank. The araj for foot-passengers conti-

nues along the river, but that for ponies crosses the spur, and has a steep, stony descent

;

the paths then rejoin and the valley opens out, thence road descends
;
passes through Qng-

geaii and Danna, and a narrofv valley on the left bank at the mouth of which is Biarun.
{The pnths leadinp info Kashmir bp Nurpur and Sang Safid Passes lie up this valley).

Thence the road, which is mostly rough and stony, lies through a narrow valley, bare of
trees ; to Arigain.

10. Wattsdar 17 Path crosses to left bank of Dali Nar by a— 142 bridge, and goes through Sultdn Pathri dok,
where there are about 30 scattered huts which
are inhabited in summer by Gujurs.

Thence following the course of the stream, it ascends by the side of the hill, above the
Linii-burji dnk, and crosses the Gurpalla spur, and passes along the sides of the mountains
to tiie right. About three miles from the hip, there is a solitary shepherd's hut, known
as the Fhalwaran dok, and a small tarn called the Makkar Sar is passed on the left hand at

a little distance from the summit. The path is stony and much steeper than' the descent on
the west side. The summit is called Neza; thence by an easy descent, mostly over a
grassy plain, the hainam Sar at the foot of the rocky chain of the Panj&l range is reached.

Path then keeps along the spur by the Tsienmnrg, descends and crosses the stream which
Rows from the Gaditar N&g. and ascends again shortly after descending to Wattadar. Fuel

and wster, but no supidtea procurable.

There is said to be another path from Arigain to the Phaltvaran dok, which proceeds

by Sundar dok and the small village called Sawaji.

The Tosha Maiden Pass ( feet) is closed by the first fall of snew. and is said

not again to be practicable till tlio month of June. The pfain affords unlinnccd pasturage.

7 A small
^

village ; some supplies procurable

;

11. Dbano . . 149 water plentiful.

Path leads down to the On' K'nol, crosses it

and lies through the grassv plain (Tosha Mai-
d&n), the slopes on the south-east side of which
are clothed with pine, cedar, and birch. Passes

a small tower and a customs choki. Thence descends down the side of the mountain to

Drang, somewhat steeply, passing a forest en rgute. This is said to be the best of the paths

leading from the Tosha Maidan to Kashmir.

12. MakshIma . 10 A large village; supplies ahundant. I’asH

,— , . 159 Harb.ar and Kanna Thettepdra.and Kannapur
on the ea.Ht, and thence to Rowatpdr, shortly

beyond which it crosses to the right bank of the

SiiknAg and reaches Sel. Then by right baulr as far as Kansgund, when it again crosses

the SnkrAg and ascends to TuilpiSra, runs along the side of the hill above Biru, and in u

northerly direction along the top of the wudur

;

thence descends spur to Aripanthan and

onwards to Hadrsri, witere it crosses the Siikndg bv a kdnal bridge, and thence by right

liank to Makiihdma. There is a more direct road between Drang and Srinagar through

Sholapura, but it is said to be low and swampy, and dithcult tor laden cattle.

13. Srinagar . 14 ... Path passes Ban Makahdina. Mathipdra, and
— the south of Razrin, and Kusn, thence on to

Wardw&n, and through rice- fields by a row of

ToTAt . i.. J73 cliunnr trees to Sybug. Crosses the Hokarsar

by a handed pathway, and the open table-land ;
passing Hanjik and Khashpilra, proceeds

in a noitherly direction to the Mahardj Khol channel, wbie.h it crosses by a small bridge,

llience by Bartimn, Psrimpura and Aram^dra to the high road from Patan and onwards

by Ohatsabsl and the grand parade to the Amiri kadal. The road is mostly low and swampy.

( Bates.)
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R0UTR8 IN KAfiHllfR AND LADXk.

Boute No. 31,

BOUTE No. 31.

KXoiiXn to GiTXifT.

jHlhor'dif:—lUwiiow, pbom nativk inporiiation.

81 Sire or hallinir<p1sce.
Tnterfno>
diste.

Total.

1. Nurano 14 ...

Deaerlpttoa. Ae.

eroties the Nainsrfkh at Ktf
i

where a tributary from the S

2. Batakundi Katha

3. Waiter •

4. KoTAwm

6. GbtibAs

6. Trak.

7. ChilXs

8. Thaiptn .

9. Dandalobr

10. Camp in junoli .

11. Paiot

12 Camp at spbino
lir Kromar Rcrfa.

13. Giloxt

The last villaRe in the Talley of the Nainedkh,
a depot for food for the Gdjars, who frequent

with ilieir hei-dm the pastures in the upper tribu-

tnries of- that river ; water plentiful. The road

;h4n. then proceeds up the rii;ht bank, re-crossing it at Narang,

Jafar Mdia lake joins the river.

Prom Narang to Giltldds. Mr. O. B. Seottf

of the Survey, recommends the stages here
given.

10

12

13

10

9

12

6

9

23

32

41

61

63

76

86

95

107

113

122

There are no villages after Narang, the plaoea

marked in the map being merely summer
resorts. The road is practicable for pack
animals ihronglioiit, and as tur as the Babdeor
Pass is a made mad, but is not kept in repair.

Getidds is at the southern foot of the Babdsnr
Pass. Wood is scarce here, but forage pleotifiiL

Cro«B^the pass, which is an easy one, thendiiwn
a ravine through Babdsur (fifteen bouses) to
Thak, which is a largo village, said to be larger

even than Gllgit. There is a fort at Thak.
Down the valley through Baclia (ton housee).

Road so far very good. Shortly afterwards the
road leaves the valley of the Thak stream and
crosaes a stuiiy maira to Chilae, which it r
very larj^e, compact village.

There is no regular ferry, aud the Indus, whiek
is probably two hundrra yards broad with a
strong current, iniist be crossed on a magaif
raft. Tliulpin consists of half-a<d<izen honees.

Up- the Tnalpin valley. Road fit for mulee.

Road np the valley. Camp at its head on the
southern side of the pass. There ie generally

a Gdjar encampment at this plaoe.

Crnaa the Kanjdt Pass and take either the road
to Paiot by the Sai nala or the Shfogaigdk
mate ; the former is the easier.

Cross the water-shed ; the ascent is about 4
miles. Camp at a spring at the head of tho
Kliomar naia.

The rosd down the Khomar nala is very bad
and not practicable for mules. The last 8 milaa

into Gil^t are easy.

jr.B —Ths rosd bj the lloiUr vsllry Is eonsldmd s bstUr one then tbs Thalpin roals.
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S0UTI8 IH XASHllfB AND LAUiK.

lUmtu Nob, 39 ^ 38,

BOUTE No. 89.

KisbtwXb to Insrin (bt Pbtoam).

suvtoriMatiBr’piMt.

Dim

A

soB iv miiM.

iBtnr* Total.

DowripiloB, Ae.

1. Pbalma 6 0
6 0

CroM Chandra Bhiga river bj rope-bridge ; en-

camp near etream, aa water near but housea ia

bad.

2. Ekali

3. Sahobb

4. Havja

5. PlTOAN

14 0

16 0

16 0

13 0

20 0

86 0

61 0

64 0

Two bonaea here ; road^bad.

Id Daebin; road veiy bad, not practicable

for pontea.

Road, along the bank, when river ia low, bad,

but ahorter upper road much worse ; cross Maru
WaidwAn river to left bank near Zand.

Road better ; a few bad places, not practicable

for ponies ; cross river to left bank.
Bout0 No, 29.)

A path thonco to Nombup, and anotkor to

SArm wih ChilnnB Pan,

7. IwaHtv

Total

9 0

6. Gant *
I

^
I I

on level spot on left bank of river;

76 0 I
road good.

A small village: no supplies; bridge here.

I

This is a very biri /oad aa far as Ut. 33*’ 3ft*;

84 0
I

ill mai^ places the face of the rock is passed on

I fir timbers placed from ledge to ledge, cut into

atepa ; in winter it ia closed for eight or ten daje at a time from snow.

(Drew^Patot^Montyomerio,)

BOUTE Np« 88.

KishtwXr to NowBiSo (by thb Chimgax Pass).

Stale or halUarptees.

1. HooalMaidXn

DisVAircB ur wibss.

Inters

mediate.
Total.

Dsserlptloa, Aflb

16 0 I I
A small village prettily situated; supplies

16 0 I
Vtary scares; water plentiful; oount^ prettily

woMsd. -Bond diifiealt in plaoes. On leaving
Kishtwfir, there is a loim descent down some

stone stm to the ChenAb^ the bridM over which is veiy primitive; f niile fbrtber on the

llaru TwdwAn is crossed by a similar bridge; the r^ then ascends lor about 6 miles,

after which there is a steep descent to eamp. IdMcn eooliss.ean ereas these bridges, bat not

ponies or mules.
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2. Cbivgaic

8. 8ih Tuiv

ROirm IN NAtRllfE AND ULD<N.

Bouie No, oontiDoed.

0
1 I

^ tiDAll Tillage, |>retUI/ aitaated. A
26 0 I

fidr road ; makaa oonaidarabla aaoent.

82 4
Some cattle aheda on the aonth aide of the

paaa ; no anppliaa. The path for the firat 8 milee

la up aateeo aaoant, thickly wooded; towardaihe
‘dd graaa and fine foreat treea afford

I
anmmit rioh _

paatnre and ahelter to herda of cattle ; alter thia the road,'hrat gradnallj. and then more ab-

ruptly, deacenda to the bed of a broad, deep, hill torrent ; the path, whKh ia acarcely a foot

wide, ia carried along the bare aide of the hill; beneath are nearly perpendicular preoipic^

many hundreda of feet deep ; for the reat of the way to the camping ground the track liaa

along the left bank of the atreani, and ia bad, narrow, and dangcroua, conatan^y exoaaing

Ofer atonea and rocka and beda of anow and ice.

A NowbGo 12 0
44 4

A conaiderable Tillage in the middle of .the

Kowbdg Nai, aituated on the road leading towavda
the Maru Wardwdii falley by the Margan Paef.

There are three good putha leading into the Ku-
tb&r pargana. Suppliea and water procurable. The path for the firat mile liea ofer a gentle

wooded aclivity, the ground coTered with graaa, clover, and wild flowera ; the torrent mnat be
croased by anow bridge or trunk of a tree, aa it ia not aafe to ford when in flood ; the reat of

the way to the creat of the Ohingam or SimThan Paaa liea over waatea of anow and ice, the laat

quarter mile being Tery ateep. Judging from the foreat line, which ia not 600 feet below the

aummit of the mountain, the hei||ht of the paaa cannot exc^ 11,600 feet. The deacent for

I

the firat 2 milea*ia all anow, a mountain torrent
flowing far beneath, above the right bank of

' which the rqgged^ path rune ; 9 milea paaa the
email village of Dioanr, at the foot of the higherTotal 44 4

range, aurrounded by dense fordat ; thence the road liea through a very pretty Talley, green
and cultivated, and aliaded with many treea

;
paaa the large village of Lamm to the left,

about a mile before reaching Nowbdg.^CJTervijr, June i^i.)

(Batet,)

BOTTTE 34.

L4h to GAi^(LRlfiA Tbriitoet).

DiSTAVOB IV 101.18.

Stoga or baltlng-plaet.
Intarma-

Total.

DewrIptloB, Ae.

1. OnfeBOT
{lOfiOO ft.)

12

2. Haisalaho
(12,200 ft.)

13

12

26

Large villege, left bank Indus; extensive
cultivation; poplar pnd 'willow treea. Croaa
Indoa at 7 miles bT wooden bridge. Road heavy
between Ldh and bridge. Camp in Odlab fidgh.

Village left bank Indue; road good, up left

bank Indus ; rest-house and supply depfitT;

camping ground Attabdtoh near Atta; conal-
derable plantationa of poplar and willow ; extensive cultivation. Inmia croaaed by wooden

'

bridge leading to Cbimie on right bank, where the Chang Gbenmo route joint.

2, Umbi 10
bank; Moaidt
tfMS.

Village left bank Indue ; toad good, up left

mbit eultiTution ; popIar and frnit
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BOUTB8 IN KASHMIe AND LADXk.

Route No. 5^—oontinaed.

4. Gta
(18^ ft.)

6. DsBBiKa

53

72

Tbb*1'*<*N* utony And steep,

supplies At camp. Fuel pleiitilul. Grass and water scarce.

Villsgt (forty houses) and monastery left bank
of stream of that name $ barley cultivation ;

rest-house and supply depdt. Road follows up
Gya stream, crossiiic and re-crossing it. In parts

stony, but not difficult.

Camping ground soiith-east base of Ta^lang
Pass (18,042 feet), which is crossed between it and
Gya. Road from latter continues up Gya stream,

lien up very sbrny. steep ascent to top of the

The ro^ has been repairs of late years. No

Camping ground on north bank of Tsokar
Lake ; fuel and grass plentiful ; water from
small streams. A few Blmti camps generally here

from which a few supplies and sheep are procur-

able.' Road good, though sapdy iu places.

From this place a route leads south across the
Nakpogoding Pass to the Tsomoriri Lake.

Camping ground right bank Pnga stream ;

sulphur mines, liorax fields, and hot springs near

here ; fuel plentiful ; grass in piitches. Cross
Polakonka Pass (16,300 feet).

Top of pass is nearly level and grassy for about a mile. The descent is easier than

the ascent ; for the first tliree miles the road leads down a rugged valley, with masses of

Mulders. A stream, the Rulang Chu, has cut for itselfa narrow channel 1(X) feet dec|>. After

three miles the valley becomes gently sloping and gravelly. This continues for five or six miles,

when it becomes level and swampy for another mile. The last two milea are level, with hot

springs occurring at intervals. Ascent aud descent very gradual.

6. Thuoji
(14,900 ft)

7. Camp

8. PUOA
(15.200 ft)

14
86

12
! 98

13
111

1

9. Mahitb
(13.800 fv.)

Camping ground right bank Indus, opposite

124 junction of Puga stream. No wood or grass.

Cattle must swim river to pasture on left bank.
At ford water wnist-deep. A route leade heuee

north to Shuthal over the ThaWa Past {33 miles), {See No, 57.)

10. Nima-Mvd
(14k«)00 ft) 130

Two small villages right bank Indus. A little

bnrley cultivated. Fuel mid grass plentiful.

Indus fordable. Water chestdeep in autumn.

Jtoutee lead from this to teh hy both banks of Indus, but are difficult. Also

two routes to Shushal^{t) by Muhiye and Thatola Pass: {6) by Tsaka.La {Pass), Also

a route to Hanli viA Nowi.

From Mahive rosd by left bonk ; stony, sandy, a little grass here and there ; after several

miles Nidar, of three houses, on left batik, also Niina, of twelve houses, and Mud, of ten

liousea, are reached: thence the valley widens to 4 miles with pasture. At the next bend

to the north the valley narrows to 2 miles aud 20 miles further on to etill lese. At Dora

no snow falls, and there is a thin pasture.

11. Camp 17

12. Camp
1

IS. Dob. . •

(13,800 ft.)

10
1
j

153

180
Camping ground right batik Indus, close by a

small shallow lake. Fresh water. A winter
station of the Rupshu shepherds. The bound-
ary of Cliinesc Tibet is a day or two beyond camp.
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BOUTM IN KASHMfB AND LAD^K.

Route No. <sono1uded.

18. Ta«bioo«o 6S
S3S

21. Gab 80

m
Total

Note,—Montgomerie giTea tbe names of halt-

inir places between Tuhigoog and Gar as

follows

Taabigong to (1) Langmar (winter enoamp-
ueni) ; (2) Gar (Gunsa) ; (3) Camp ; (4) Camp

;

(6) Gar (Yaraa).

This is lower Gar, tbe winter station.

(Drew—Regrolde,)

BOUTE No. 35.

Lin TO Noh (bt Tanksb).

8Ug« or haUlag-plMO.

DiRAiroa IN WILM.

Intorme-
dliito.

Total.

ToChaoba (15,090 ft.)

84 0

9. Chabxaiig • 6 0
90 0

10.PanoubGoiioiia . 9 0
(17,670 ft.) 90 0

DMciiption, ao.

See Route No. 39,

A mined res^house at tbe foot of tbe Lankar
or Marsemik La ; road good, op stream all the
way

;
grass and bortsf at camp.

The road eroases tbe range which separates

tbe lake Lokong drainage from that of the
Chang Cbenmo rirer by the Marsemik Pass,
18,420 feet, and instead of following the Y4r^

hand route to the Chang ('henmo valley, the road^ passes over elevated ground to tbe east of

the pass into the head of another valley which drains into the Pangong fake; then crosses by
the Kinla, a high spur from the main range, and descends to camp. In July there was
snow lying on the surrounding hills, but none on the pass itself.

ll.NiNOti OB Rong-
VAK

(16,260 ft.)

12. Ntaozu OB Row-
AMO YoKWA .

(15,390 a.)

6 0

8 0

104 0

112 0

and is on the frontier between LadAk and Tibet.

12 0

Road follows down a large stream which
flows to Pangong lake, and in summer is diflBbult

to cross
;
grass and bnrtsf at camp.

Road passes for 8 miles down stream to Man-
dal, and then turns up a branch valle* (Tsokiok)
containing abundance of grass and jungle wood*
The camp is at the junction of three streams.

13. Kaisarpo •

(16.000 ft.)

14. Gonv 6 0

124 0

130 0

Good road along Tsokiok stream. Three tents
of Noh shepherds at camp.

Road continues up valley, near the head of
which two passes (17,300 feet and 17,700 feet
high respectively) have to be crossed $ a frontier
guard stationed here.
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BOUm HI SABRUfft AND LAD^K.

Ro^ No. ^0—<M>ntmu6d.

15. Obviav
(16^ ft.)

16. Pal .

17« DoboNaxpo
(14^060 0.)

BoBd down whioh opona into n ipnaoj
^in ; loreinl opnnga near oamp ftom which n
plontifal rapply of good drinking water is ob*

Road down rallor. Sororal apringt near
Camp. Pal U on too northern hank of the
Paogong lake, the water of whiohie hraokieh.

Road ekirta the northern edge of two email
Ukee, the Oho Bam and the Oho Njak, the
water from which flowa weatward into the Pan-
gong lake, throngh a deep obannel not more than

ao paoea wide. The water in th^ lakea ia quite freah and ia need for drinking.

18. Noh ..90 A email Tillage in the Bodok diatriet, contain-
" ' — ing about twenty huta built of atone oemented

Total 173 0 witiimnd. Population largely inareaaed inirinter

montha by ahepherda. A atream from the north-

eaat, 40 paoea wide and 8 feet deep, joina the Pangong lake near thia place. Up thia atream

ia a road to Khotdn vid Polo and Biria.

The village of Gaugra ia 4 miloa beyond Noh. On the opporite aide of the lake a atream
flowa into it from Rudok. Abundance of graaa. Yak'a dung ia uaed aa fbel. Biidok ia

about k day'a journey from Noh fby a eirouitoua road to the aouth).

Tne diatanee to Khotdn by toe road mentioned above ia 460 milea. For a diatance of
40 milea from Noh it gradually riaea op to .a height of 16,600 feet, and then for about 160
milea,laa:the orow fliea, croeaea iu a north-eaaterfy direction a aeriea of elevated plaina and
ridgea before it deaeenda aomewhat auddeuly to the plaina of Eaatem TurkbUn. The average
heigM aMve aea level of the haljling-plaeea on the elevated plain to the north of Noh m
16,6W feet.—(2Voffer.)

ROUTE No. 86.

LAh to Piun.

By Dioab and thb Sbtok Bivbe.

Stage er naltiBg-plaee.

DieTAVca ur uiiiee.

Total.

OeMrlpllon,Ae.

LAh to Dioab (two
Mabohbb «

84 0 (Sm roMfe No 37.)

8. Satti 17 0
For roMioup Skpok raoer from eee

No. Bar
41 0 A village on right bank of Shyok. Bead

deaeenda rapidly for 8 mibe, then rone for mote-
than a mile along a platform of allnvinm, after

.. . . •
which it deaeenda into valley and mna for 6 or 7

milea parallel to the Shyok, then eroeaee to right bank. The stream here, in October, ia

100 yards broad, and has considerable velooitv; it b 8 feet deep in the middle. Itebedeoiiaiste
of boulders and gravel. Its banks, hardly higher than the water. In enmmer it b eroaead by
boats, and animab swim over. In winter it bfordabb.. The Shyok vaUey at Satti b a
gravelly plain, 1 to 8 miles broad, stony, barren, and desolate.

Pbr routo SaUi to LSh, see Ab. BT.
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Bo%U No. ^^continued.

4i LtaXIUND 19 0 From Satti the road followe the Shjok to ite

63. 0 jnnotion with the Nabr& rirer, pauing Tirit at 7
milea. At the junction the valley of the two
•treams ie at ite widest breadth 0 miles. The

alley of Nubrd eitends for 20 miles, and is 1 to 2 miles broad, and in its general oharaoter

isvery similar to that of the 8hyok: its lower part is very fertile, and on the east side

from Tirit to Psnaroik (tee roit<t No. 37). cultivation extends in a belt varying in breadth

from a low hundred feet to nearly a mile \ the villages are large and populous.

5. Huvoab • .90 lAirge, Tillage left bank Shyok, with fine

— 62 0 oroharas A pathway leads hence due south
over the Thanglasgo Pass (16,960 feet) to the
Indus, a little below Ldh.

6 Tutsi . 11 0—— 73 0 Village left bank Shyok.

7.

Umhabu . .64 Village right bank 3hyok. Ford river at

78 4 Tertse. As far as this the Shyok is everywhere
fordable in October ; average depth 2 to 3 feet.

Beyond Umnsru there is no oultivation, and the
valley is extremely narrow.

8. Khoxo OB Kubu . 9 4 Village right bank, the termination of the

(10,300ft.) 88 0 Nubrd district; the river here enters a deep
gorge, walled in on both sides by lofty and
almost perpendienlar diffs of slate.

9. Wabis .*80 There is no road along the banks of the river,

(12,400 ft.) I.,
, 96 0 as the rocks are W precipitous and the river is

too deep, but wbeu frosen over it can be used

;

at other times it is necessary to ascend by a very
narrow and rugged ravine, until the steep ridge can be crossed, for 8 miles to Waris, where
are a few fields and huts, but the latter are abandoned, when harvest is over, for a more
temperate spot.

10. Boohdan ..70 Village right bank Shyok in well wooded
(11,700 ft.) 103 0 ravine. From Waris ascend ridge on left (1A700

feet). Descent very abrupt (3,000 feet in 1 mile).

11. Chulvvka . 9 0 Village right bank, three or four houses.

112 0
12. Tcbtvk .80 Village left bank ; a bridge of poplars, 25——

—

120 0 ptoes long, here.

13. Pbahitv . . 12 0 Village right bank ; much cultivation.

182 0
14. PiUK • . 12 0 Village left bank. Pass Siksa close toPiun.

144 0 Tko rouUfromUk vi4 Indut and Hand joint
Total ... Acre (see No. 41). All these villages have

orchsi^, poplars, and some willows ; they He
alternately on opposite sides ofthe river, which is in this part very rapid and not focdablsb and
has to be oross^ by bridges of poplar trunks. (ZBoMMoa- Maitey.)
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BOUTE No. 37.

L4h to Shauidula e» route to YXurand (by thb Sasbu and Karakoram

Passes—the Tabistani or Summer Route).

8Ug« or haltlnK^plMO.

1. L6b to
Dioab.

Pol6

2. Dioim
(13,080 ft.)

DisTABCI ! MlLlt.

Iiitcr-

medUto.

10 0

14 0

Total.

Daterlpllon, Ac.

Camping ground and a fair huts at south base
of the Digar La (Paaa)^ small stream ; a litUo

pasture, but iio fuel.

Village situated between Digar La and Sbjok
river; ascent of pass steep and rough; cross a
narrow gap and reach crest of Digar La (17,900
feet), down a long, stony slope, covered with snow

patches at end of June, to Fold camp at 9 miles. Then across bogs and peat beds and down
a moorland 6 miles to Digar. The pa«>s is very difficult and yaks should be used.

10 0

84 0

8. Satti
(10,600 ft.)

17 0
41 0

Village right bank Shyok ; at 5 miles reach
Shyt»k, and proceed down left bank and cross by
boat opposite Sntti. Baggage animals must swim
over; nver fordable in autumn and winter.

From Ltk thore Is a mors direct, but BaM>re dineult, route to
rstti 1^ the Khsrdoug Fses, ete.—

Miles.

1. C4Xr AT VOOT ov
Kuabdovo Pass

05,000 ft.)

19 A few stnue huts hers ;

read.circiiltoaH and stouy i
at 6 miles psBS Ganlss.

3. KSABDOSe fiLtAas
(19,500 ft.)

U A Tlllstte situated on an
alluTial plateau boundnd
on one side bj high cllflh.

Thb asoent of the Khar*
dona Paso (17,800 ft.)

beaina at once bj a rcry
stony, steep siK*sng.
scent is alno very steep for
1,200 feet, pAsaiDg oTi-r a
snow bed. Beyond, It Is

more gradual along an
npland turfy alopo over
moraine banka acroaa a
stream and; down tbo
course of a mountain tor*

rent to Khardong. This
pass is Impracticable for
ponies, Hna yaka mustbs
used. Thsro was snow on
It in the middle of July
on the southern slope. On
tbs northern slope there
Is always snow.

1. Satti (10,600 lU) . It Follow eoorao of Khardong
stream, eroaslug it three

or fonr times dv mstio
bridges to Its Inneilon
with the Shyok at Khart-
sar Tlllago; orooa Shyok
by boat to latll on right

bank.Total 90
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Uouie No. 37—contiDU^.

Drew ihue deeerihet ikeee marehu

:

wayfrom Leh Uadefor tomemilee up the valley^
riting at an angle qflf, then it eontinuee in a
branch valley of eteeper gradient, till it

reaehee the watershed, which in thie place ie a narrow t'oeky ridge at ITfiOOfeet ; the pace
in plaeee ie difficult for pouiee, which are replaced generally by yaks. On the north of
the pace the road croeeee a bed of ice, and leads down a eteep descent ofsome 1,600feet g

thence an easy and long descent leads for many miles down a valley ; several small
lakes are passed, and in the bottom grazing grounds and scattered houses, until Khar^
dong, a large village, is reached; thence by a wide valley along the £^hardong stream,
to the Shyok river, which is crossed at 10\ miles by boat, and at certain seasons by a
ford. Drew makes the distances to Taghar^Cump 12 miles, Khardong 15, Khartsar 12,
'Taghar 13 ; total 52 miles.

8. Satti
—oontd.

4 Taohab. . • 15 Villa^ left bankNubrtf: barley and lucema
(10,500 ft.) 56 cultivation and a good many treea. Proceed

'

doirn rijfht bank Shyok in the rich valley of
that river, to Tint, 7 milea; then up left

bank Nubrd, paealufif Lukhjnnfr, a Bouriahing village at the confluence of the Shyok and
Nubrd ; the valley of the Shyok ia here some 4 miles wide, and of the Nubr& 2 to 3 milea

;

it ia in narta sandy and shingly, and in parts covered witli jungle. Cultivation, fruit trees,

and hamlets in places.

6. pAHAifiK . . 13 Large village left bank Niibr&; eatensive

(10,840 ft.) — 69 cultivation ; barley aiid lucerne, supplies for on*
ward journey should be obtained here* Midwav
cross a rocky ridge abutting on the stream, with

the populous village of Chirdsa on the opposite bauk. Pass Popchi, a large village, at 7 miles

;

hot springs at 12 miles.

6. Chanoluno . 11 Small village left bank Nnbrd; the last in*

(10,760 tit.) 80 habited place in Laddk territory b^ this route.

Hot springs here, and a little cultivation ; road
across patches of turfand brushwood jnngle. At

3) miles pass Takcba, and cross the Tutyalak, a rapid stream, by a timber bridge.

7. ^Tuttalak (13,000|

Dawan ridge, 3 miles.

As far as Changlung the road lies in Mubri
valley, the richest and most thickly populated in

Ladak, along left bauk of river.

Camp on gravellv flat close under a glacier, left

bank Tutyalak; fuel scarce, pasture plentiful.

This place is called Pangdongsta by the Tibet&ns

:

. steep sig-zag ascent of 4,OCO feet t«> the Kdrawal
Then down a steep hill slope and cross Tutyalak river by ricketty

11
91

spar bridge, and proceed up left bank 3 miles to camp.

8. Bbanosa Sasbb OB
Sasbb PolO (15,204
ft.)

15 I
I

No supplies, fuel, or grass.

106
I

Camping ground and a few huts at north-east

base or Saser Pass and on right bank of Shyok
river; proceed north through a narrow defile;

, ,
path very rough. At half-way pass Sartang camp

(also called Sar-i-kanz-i-khoja-Fateh) at foot of Baser Pass, tslaciers ail round. Path now
winds under a huge glacier, which it evcutually crosses ; leading over it for 8 miles

; passage
dangerous ; this is the summit of the Baser Pass (17,500 feet) ; it is covered with perpetual
snow, and ia the most difficult of all the passes on either the summer or winter route. The
ascent and descent are nearly always impracticable for laden horses, and yaks must bo
employed to carry loads over it. Path leads down from the glacier to Brangsa Baser.

Nrom Brangsa Sassr there is another routs to Daolat Beguldig it is only practicable
SB winter.
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B0UTB8 IN NlNHMfE AND LADXk.

Bimte Nc. continrAd.

1. 2b XMmdau, 8 Up a widt rirtr obaiin«l» thnmgh a Tcry nanow and wlndbc
trait batwMD a great glacier and oppoaite diifa and along the rlrer coeiee. The peeaege <3
the atiait la done on the ioe, or through the atraam where it ia broken, adUBonlt iraad wider
anjoonditlona,

9. 2b Qtptkamt Peitir#.—Aoroaa ahank of looae pahhiM, through a narrow atrait whaie
the rirer bed iaveiy nearly blocked by a rast glaoier whioh haa did down aoroaa it, and np the
bed of a atream, in and out of the water repeatedly.

8. 2b Daoiat Stguldi, 15 oitfM.—Aeroaa an undulating raeine-eut plateau.

8. Bulak-i-Mubobai 10
OB MunaKAi (16^90—— 116
ft.)

I
eaet up a deep gully to Chungtaeh campb 8 mile^

at agieat erratio boulder on aturfr Bat: thence proceed down dry atony gully to Murghau
The winter route from Ldh joina in here, (te Nom 88.)

10. Kiiil Lavoab
(16,700 ft)

16
I

Canning ground on left bank of a tributary—
> 138

I
of theohyok. Bowing down aonth ftom the Dip-

I
aang plain. No fed or forage proeurable. Bom

I Tory narrow and difficult, and riaky from atone

aTalanohea. Follow up courae id atream and croea it reputedly by narrow forda ; it flowa

aa a raging torrent, rolling orer great bonldere in a tight winding gorge, then quit the river,

and paea over projecting bluffa. joining it again at 11 milee and follow it up to Kieil Langar.

At Is milea paea Bartel or Boraa camping ground on a gravelly talne ehelving to the atream.

11. Daoiat* Bbouldi
(16,880 ft.)

80
168

Camping ground at north-weat comer of Dip-

I

eang plain. Continue up atream, path atul

difficult, and at 6 milea aaoend xm ctem and atony
' go^g* to the Dipeang plain (17,800 xeet), about

18 milea broad. Croea bia bleak, barren, undulating plateau, from whioh the world around
aubaidea, the highest hill tope only appearing aWe the horiion. Soil aoft, and apongy,

gravel and clay mixed, and where water-lo|
* ’ - —

plateau deaoend into a
^ ^

cattle atick, and from i

b bill tope only appearing above the honion. Boil aoft, and apongy,
xed, and where water-logged, boggy. Breathing dbtreaeed. From
I wide deep gully. Croea eballow stream with muddy bottom, in whioh
\ it aaoend to the Daolat Beguldi plateau.

18. Baltx BBANOaA
OBBBAJIOaA Kaba-
EOBAM (17,180 a)

'round at north baae of Karakoram
Paaa,and lelt of a eandy ravine. Large rook
here need aa a ahelter hj travellera. Nograaa or
fuel. Gradual riae to foot of Karakoram (18, 660

Breathing difficult, aorfaee bare gravel and day, aacentfeet), which ia oroaaed at 11 milea. ^
audden and atom. Descent also short and steep, and then gradual down a shingly gully to

Balti Brangaa. Pass Chejosh Jilga camp at 18 miles. Near the summit of the pass three

streams rise, one runs down to the west and south, the second to the south, and the third

to the north-east: the two first join at Tapohan and fall into the Shyok, the third ia the

souroa of the Tirkand river; snow in winter only on thejpeas; road nearly always open.

Many beasts of burden (ponies and horses) snooumb to fatigue and diflBoulty in hiuathing.

The pass ia throughout passable for laden horses.

13. Maltkshab OB
AktXob.

(16,690 ft)

88

Chadarlash, and Wabdb

808 I
Camping ground right hank Tdrkand river.

No wood or grass and no water from end of
Ootobar to and of April. Road Ibllowa down
eourae of a wide shingly gully. FbasKiiiltagh,

Jilga eamp^ Latter at 14 miles, where the Aktdgh atraam flows

through a entting in slate rooka Vegetation most aeanty in herbal tufts ; a Ibw antelopas

met with. From this down atream is the winter route md the Tang Dlwaa and Kugiar

to Tirkand (see Section 11). The Chang Ohenmo route (Western yariathm. No. 80) joins

ia at Malikebah. On this march this road is good, and there b little snow In winter.
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Bouie Ih. 07—oondoded.

14eCBfBBA •

(16,480 ft) — 818 A fair itone «ne1otant in wbidi tmTeOen fmt
for the nqrht at foot of Snget Paaeseold ninallj

intenio ; no greae or fool ; water aetreo. Pro-
ceed north orer an atoTated, arid, atony plateau,

a daaert^ gradoally aaoending. Breathing oppraaa^ on thia march. The whole region a
blank, deaolatt inhoapitahio waata.

From Sar-i-hani-i-khcja to Chfbra both indurive^ there iaadiffieol^ aa to wood and
graaa, whidi are altogoUiM wantingfrom halting^plaoe No. 10 to Chfhra indnaifo.

18. SooiT « . I
81

I I

(18,970 ft) — 888
I

Gamp ground, right bank So^ a^m, doae

a deaert^ gradoally aaoending.

bleak, demte and inhoapitahio

(18,970 ft) — 888 Gamp gronnd, right bank Soget atream, doae

to ita jnnotion with the Karuaah, in an open

wide Talley. Graaa and wood abundant; the

graring ground ia mneh need by tradara, aaoent

gradual for 6 milaa to top of Soget Dfwan Paaa (17,610 feet). Snow lieo on it from Septem-

ber to April ; and the breathing of men and animale ia moeh affeeted. Deaoent at ftrat

at^into a imrine. Then orerhigh moraine banka of granite bonldera and aecoaadope

of a hill to Snget Paaa Kutaa Jilga at about 6 milea.

16.SBiBi]>6tA KhotaI 8 I I

(11,780 ft)
[

> 841
I

Gamping gronnd, left bank Xaeakaah. Small(11,780 ft) 841 Gamping gronnd, left bank Xaeakaah. Small

fort with garriat/A now nnoeenpied. Fuel and
graaa here, and Kirghia oampe around. The road

from Snget followa the oonrae ofthe Snget atream,

oroadng it aereral timee ; at 4 miles it joina the Karakash, croaaea and then keepa the

i^t bank of the latter to oppoaite Shahiddla. The Kngiar route ean be joined from

here by following op the atream that flowa down aaat from the Kirghii Paoa. It la 8
maiohea to Kirghia jungle.

Thie route ia open for 4 to 6 months.

(SH Bomiet Noi. 88, 89, 40,)

Thbhoi to
88. YdsKAVD (aid 808 4 ...

Savju Pam).

iaiiorioMOW afoaed Ha Glivaae auHoru

Total 448 4

Tktr$are two praetieahUroutttflromSkaU,
i4UL to Yirkomd, ria. i—
B^tko Xiliom amd tk§ Naig'if Poarat, Ha

Jlenle Booh.)

BOUTB Ho. 88.

LIh to SHlBiotfu m nut, io Yauahd (bt thb Vaubt or tbb Shtox
Alts TBB KaXAKOBAK).

{Ik,Zm»MM« WiUtr StmU.)

Dutahob IV niua

gtaseerinmamlaeai

Iat«ei



R0UTB8 IN NASRUfa AND LAdIk.

8. Aobam
(10^ ft.)

Route No. ^-^eontinned.

7 41
I

Village left bank Sbyok : at junction of Dgiar
81 4 stream. From this place to MurgbAi the Ti>ad

runs up the valley of the Sbjok, winding along

, I
the stream, which is crossed and re-crossed some

24 timee ; the river is frozen over for 4 months in winter beyond Lamakyent, when people

travel over the ice ; its bed is sandy or gravelly
;

grass and fuel in plenty all the way.
No habitation on the road from this to Khulustan, ezcepting Lamakyent, and the tents oftoe

pastoral tribes between Ooba and Khulustan. Caravans take provisions for their onward
journey from this place.

4. Pakba
(11,000 ft.)

8. CniMcnAs
(11,600 ft.)

6. Lamaktint
(12,200 ft.)

12
434

Camping ground right bonk Shyok. Cross

river by ford or on the ice : water from a spring.

Camping ground right bank Shyok : water
i 4

1
from a spring.

61 4
Village right bank Shyok ; travellers either

halt here or at Shyok on opposite bank. Valley
uninhabited and barren.

7. Chang JukoXiB « 18 Camping ground right bank Shyok.
(12,800 ft.) 79 4 A fine pasture ground, where people of the

surrounding country graze their flocks of sheep,

mts, yaks, and horses. At a point on the roM
called Changtbang Jilga (meaning the Cbangtbang stream), 8 miles further on from
Chang Jungle, the Chang Chenmo stream from the north joins the Shyok, and a road
strikes north-east towards Rudok and Chantban by Chumurti.

8. Dong Atlas
(13,000 ft.)

9. Mandaslik
(13,300 ft.)

18

20

97 4

117 4

Halting-place left bank Shyok: a halting-

place callra Kabutiutar Khdna is passed en route.

Camping ground right bank Shyok.
Pass an old fort called Yarghuluk ; little or

no snow falls on the portion of the road from
Uhgam to Mandarlik; further on, as far as

Brangsa, it continually snows during winter, but the road is never closed.

10. Kutaklik
(13,600 ft.)

12
129 4

Camping ground on Shyok river at junction

1

1 of tributary flowing into it from Dipsang plain

;

aspring of water called Bulak ; Yartuvi, another
halting-place about 8 miles from hlandarlik;

a stream called Kura Jilga joins the Shyok near Yartuvi.

11. SultXn Chus-
KUX.
(14,000 ft.)

12. Bdiax-x-MubgraiI
(14,400 ft.) 1-

16

14

144 4

168 4

below brangsa Baser. Bulak-i-Murghai, eamp»
on summer route, lies 14 miles to the north.

Or to Dabn-i-Murgbu, 18 miles, and thence
to Daplat Beguldi vid Gapshan. (Ass Jtoute

No. 8T.)

See Routee Noe. ST, 39, and 40.
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kuuTBB in KASRMfR AND LADAN

13. K121L Lavoab •

U. DaolatBbouldi

Route No. as—continued.
Or to Dabn-i-Marghai, 18 milei, and tbenoo

to Daolat Beguldi wd Gapthan. {Set BomU

See Rouiee Roe. Sr, 39, and 40.

16
174 4

194 4

Ditto ditto.

16. Balti Bbinosa .

16. MalikbbXb

216
4|

2444]

Ditto

Ditto

ditto

ditto.

And thbnob to YXb- •••

band otd tbb Yam-
OIDAWAM AMD KU
01ab boutb.

Total

Troiier^Rouie Jooifc—

244 41

This road it fit for ladon ponies ; it is mien

from November to February ; giw and fuel are

scant in many places, and absolutelv wanting

in some camps. (Montgo^nerie^N. Straeheg^

ROUTE No. 39.

L«H TO SlWHIDfiL* (BY THB CHANO CHBNMO ROOTB).

SUffS or haltlng'Place.

1. Tibzat

Intcrine*

distc.

10

Total.

10

Description, Ac

Along Indus valley, road 8?®d. The village

of Tikaay contains about 600 inha^bitants and a

monastery ;
cultivation, poplar planUtiou, and

tank.

irrigaiea • oj wuw* ia.v—

its usual height.—(•/bfiasoa.) j-

2.CBiii.i . . n
3. .-nnrW lDdu.ford.bleiB8.ptoinW.ft~

(11,890 ft)
8 mileis turning up norlb bj th. &kti

for 6 mito. ofjrthwny throngb ^tiration U
ChimT<.yiltaB.of.bout600inh4Litontowltb«o.«to,y.

*d c«p.«g ground.
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BOUTm IH KASHllfE AMV mIk.

Boute No. A9~ooiitinaed.

Alfo a route from Chimrtf to TegW on Knrelioram road.

Baglnv • 1 . ! I 11/

^
Lnii^ ufllege and monaaterj. The village ia aitnated on the right aide of the SahtI

ravinet on ground aaoending in atepa. The monaaterj ia ereeted on the knob of a apur to
the weat cl the village. Sneampment in a email garden ^poplan to the eaat of t^ viuageii

(/ednaen.)

8. ZiiromaL • . 8 Up vallej for about 8 milea, when it forka.

(16,780 ft) —— 88 Up well enltivatad vallej to eaatwaid for 1| mile
to village of Sakti ; bejond thia the aaoent |^a
ateeper to Zingral, at elevation 15,600 feet Mo

village; good eaa»ing ground at email tank. Qraaa and fnak plentifuL At Zingral the
v^lej forka to Cbai^ La and Kaj La (Faaaea), the latter aarea about 6 milea» but ia more
diffioult for loaded animala.

Enoampment at a email tank, whieh ia in a graaing apronnd belonging to the villagea

of Chimid and Sakti. The road mna up a ravine for 6 milea, till it reaAea the laipe villaj^

of Saktif whioh ia aitnated at the iunotion of two atreama, np the weatem one of whmh a road
leada into Nnbrd etdthe village of Tainjar, while the road to Zingral liea np that whioh rune
down aouth-weat from the Chang La (Paaa). The whole of the ground in the ravine from ite

junotion with the Indue to the vil]i»ge of Sakti ia well eitUivated in a anooeaaion of atepa.

Aaoent from Sakti to Zingral veiy ateepb being the beat Mrt of the aaoent to the Chang
La, whioh rendera the af^-aaoent from Sugral to the (ihang La veij eaej. Ko liouaea at

thia plaoe.-(Jbdfwon.)

A TaVLTAX • • S Upmoatnortherljof thetwovalleja, aneaav,

. (15,850 ft.) — 41 but atonj, aaoent of 8 milea to the top of the

Chang La (17,000 feet). A verj gradual
deaoent of 4 milea, then turning abmptlj to the

eaat to Taultak, a amall lake : no village; good camping ground. Though the paaa ia not
formidable either in height or at^neaa, it moat alwaja pme difficult to loaded

animala on aeoonnt of the Mdneaa of the road, which ia a mere tradk winding through rooka

and bouMera.
The road ia on the whole good, oroaaing Uie Chang La at a diataneeof 4 milea, and then

down a ravine whioh joina the Shuahal river immediate!j below Uorgn.—(Jbhiwon.)

The firat Ylikand Miaaion aUffered oonaiderablr when oroaaing thia paaa from the

raritj of the air. Several oooliea lav down on the road and complained of hoaOMbe. Several

travellera aaj that thej mid their followera have anffered more when crooaing thia paaa than

on much higher onee.

Road oontinnea down the ravine, which it croaaea, and paaaea for a mile over a apur to

Dorgu, a amall village aitnated at a point on the left bank of tbe Shuahal river, from whioh

three roeda atrike off, aia., to Tainjar, to ^ok, and to Tanked, and where atanda a atoie-

honae belonging to the mahar^a. Tbe river Shuahal eontaina fiah which are.veij good. The
ground about the village ia bare of treea, but ia well«cnltivated. From thia plan to Tanked
there are two roada, one along tbe right bank of the Shuahal river, and the other along the

left; the latter croeeea the river bj a amall bridge aoiade of willow bianchea, eovered with

amo^ elate alaba, which being looaelj put down render the bridge dangerona. The road

ou the right hank la good, and eroeaea the river hj a ford about 1| mile b^w Tanked.

8. TAXxai 14 Down vallej for 61 milea, eaqr road, eioea

(18,800 ft.) 66 ahouldar of hill into vallej with atream running
ftum eouth-eaat: paaa Dorgu, email village on

* Mt bank of Shuabal, whmee three roada atiikn

off, eig, Talnjar, Shjok, and Ihnkad; there ia a huge atore-houea. Ko treeib hut enlti
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ftoirrcs IN XASHiifK AND ladIx«

lUmU No. ooniinned.

Ation. ContlnaA ap taIIaj to largo oiilago of Tankt^ : lapplioo of all oortsprooarablo nhioh
hare to bo takon on from boro, the roaidonoe of hoadmon of the diitriot. Bohind the TUlogo
if the Talley eoming in from the Kay La.

Tankod is a small Tillam noted for its storo-honsos, skins, hides, horns and grain being
kept there for the maharaja. There are several roads leading from Tanked, the chief one
being to Shnshal sonth of Pangong, and to Shera and Ign on the hanks of the Indus, vU
Sarsaknl village. (61m JBoale No. 6T,)

0. Cbakab Taiao 14
60

nanoirs for 3 miles of gentle ascent among
shallow pond, sometimes dry in summer. Coarse gnss on further side of it.

Talley above Tanked narrows to a goige for
6 miles, then turns to the sonth and opens outi
2 miles ibrther is Muglib, very small village.

For 8 miles the valley’is a grany swamp, then
rooky boulders. At Chakar Talko is a small

7. Luxond
(lAlSOft.)

8. CHAoma
(16,090 ft.)

76*
Five miles up vall^ to north-west ofPanmng

lake. Water salt. Two miles due north nrom
end of the lake to Lnkong, small patch cultirn*

tion with stream mnning into lake.

84*
One and a half miles above Lnkong, vall^

forks ; up one to north-east $ summer pasture
ground ox Tartars, one or two stone huts

;
grass

plentiful ; and Eshiu stream.

9. Bxndx • . 18 A short steep ascent out of the vall^ half a

(17A00 ft.) 97* mile due east into broad valley running east and
west. Continue for 6* mHes very slifn^t as cent
to Lankar, stone hut, nninhabitra ; wood, grass

and water proeurable; then steeper ascent, but not diflkult, to top of Lankar La or Marsemik
Pass (18,400 feet). Gradual descent down valley, turning due north. At 8* miles joins

valley from west. Bimdi camping ground at Junction ; fuel scarce ; water and grass plen-

tiful.

la Pansal
(lA790a)

18 I
Down valley to east; stony and narrow tract

110* for2 miles along face of a steep hill ; valley then
bends to north, and road improves slightly.

At 9 miles bed of stream narrows to a stony

gorge for a few paces, then opens out to a quarter of a mile in breadth. Teiy stony ; brush-

wood plentiful. Strike Chang Ohenmo stream running east and west. Camping ground to

west of junction. Fuel abunmmt, grass plentiful, half a mile further down vaUej* From
Pamsel at 11 miles up Chang Chenmo ralley is the hot spring of Kiam.

11. Gooxa •

(16A70ft.)

12. SbanaXiLuvota
(17.080 ft.)

im

1841

Up ChangChenmo vall^ into Knmng vallqy

norttt-north-wesb; road good ; fad plentifni |

grass scarce ; another route from this, see below.

Cross vallqy and up Changlung vallqy to

north^ogst, stream runs in a narrow gorge. At
4| miles hanbw, steep descent, and ascent amoss
gorge coming feom north. At^6 miles hot springs

. road winds in narrow track on hill side, several

eteep ascents' and dWeents. T!|iroe miles above hot springs is a large ravine leading^eas^ np

.
which Is the road over GhanglCng Yokma -Pme on-the Lingsithaag plain : 1 mile beyond b
8hamal Lnngpa ravine, mnninr gceti ferct half mile narrow and stony, then opens ont|

eaaying ground U nil* enteaneei nutir and fuel plentilnl;*grans vei7 r‘

in river bed ; valley bends round to north,



lonm IN KAftRMfll AND I.ADlK.

lUndt No. ^—continued.

It. Camp niab Nit- 14 8
)

Up Ttlltp, which ti 8) milec forks ; iip iwTino

OBV. 149 to outward at the head of which appean praoti-

(18»630ft.) cable pau. At half a mile take op rapine north
bj wait op eteep aicent, oroae Ghangloo|c Burma

Plua, 19,800 feet high ^called also Cayley*a Paee— Nearfereoa amd Humet page 74). De-
sceod low hill into broaa shallow pallep doe cut, down valley which bends to north and camp
neu bUek jagged hilb. No grus or mel $ march throughout good for laden animals.

14. Camp Linoxith- 16 4 Down main valley, which makes a great sweep
Ajre. 166 4 round to north-cut, and at 6| milu opens out

(17,680 ft.) into Shumshal plain by Kala Pahdr. Due north
across plain for 6 miles, cross low ridge with

900 fwt riu and 700 fut descent on north side into Lingzithang plain ; due north for 6 miles

and camp in watercourse. Fuel and water $ latter to be got by digging ; no^ass. From low
ridge above-mentioned, rocky peak at head of Kisil Jilga ravine, Mars 849^; shoold be used

u a land-mark; travelling good.

16.

JuNOLi Camp .1 17 0 I Across plain for 9 miles, straight for rocky
' 182 4 peak, across low ridges for 8 miles, and camp

by small pond. No grus or fu^i, but the latter

can be collected on north side of plain, where
it is plentiful. Travelling good.

16. Camp Sumnal • 81 4 Among low hills for 8 miles i ito broad valley

(17,160 ft.) - 204 0 running north, in which is plepty of water; keep
up valley northwards for 2 milts towards smooth,
round hill, and turn up broad valley running in

from west for 11 miles to red rock, cross Kitil Diwsn (17,290 feet), at foot of it into

Kisil Jilga ravine ; water, grass, and fuel obtainable 8 miles down, and more plentiful still

fbrtber on.

17. Kisii JrtGA • 9 0 Down valley to Kamkash river towingbetween
(16,3^ ft.) —— 213 0 two huge ru rocks ; camping ground under

southern one ; grus and fuel plentiful.

18. KfidsB MaidAn . 17 0 Down Karakuh valley, at 6 miles water dis-
" '

' 230 0 appears in the ground. None to be found for

11 milu, then are numerous springs ; camp on
suutb side of valley; fuel abundant; grau

uarce ; road excellent all the way.

19. Cbuno Task 7 0 Down valley, which narrows. Huge rocks on
(16,740 ft) — 287 0 right bank. No fuel or grau ; road good.

20.

' Camp Sumnal 18 0 Down valley, -which at 3} milu bends round

(16,640 ft) —— 260 0 to north, and valley leading to Akt^h oomu in

wut. The Karakaah then 6ows in a narrow
gorge, and at 6 milu from Chungtuh are hot

springs on right bsnk. A little fuel, but no grsu, 1 mile above hot springs. Yalley opens

for a mile, then closu again. Road in parts stony and bad. Rivor hu to be orosud fre-

quently ; small patehu of fuel in eide nalat. Good camping ground at head of river to eut,

where nafe from west joins. Fuel abd grau abundant.

21.

Camp Tax Maxpo 11 0 Yallev opens ont for 8 miles, forming at some

(16,000 ft.) ' 261 0 parts ox the yur a lake from overBow of iea

melUng. Zinohin on right bank; fuel and
grass. Yxllay then narrowa ; road enoumberad

by huge boulders and maeeue of rubbiab; very difficult for liiden animale; camp under

yellow rook on left bank. Good cumpiug ground; grau abundant
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Route No, 39—continued.

22. Camp Polong 21 0 Valley opens out, and travelHiig^ Rood. At 8
Kabpo " '— 282 0 miles is a broad valley on led with abundant

(14»600 ft.) fuel, after which fuel is to be found all along in

niHM) valley
;
grass very scarce. At 16 niilaa

valley narrows and turns to north, fuel becomes more plentiful. At Polong Karpo is a hug#
rock in bed of valley on left

;
good camping 'ground. Fuel and grass abundant.

23. Camp Soba . 15 0 At 5 miles river takes sharp bend to north*

(14,000 ft.) - " 297 0 west into broad valley at foot of Kuenluen.
A road branches off at this point north-east acrosa

the Yangi (or Elclii Dfwan) Pass to KlinUn,
distant 160 miles, or from eleven to sixteen da3'a' march. For 2 miles on either side of the

bend is no fuel or grass. Ground at Sura covered with natural salt-pans. Good camping
ground. Fuel and grass abundant.

24. JuNGLB Camp . 17 0 •

.

|

Camp at mouth of small ravine, opposite——— 314 0
I

mouth of Kara Jilga ravine. Fuel and grass
i

I abundant.

25. SuMGAL • . 25 4
I

Camping ground right bank of Shyok. Fuel

339 4 and grass abundant. A road leads north-ca»t

{
from here to Kbotdn : about ten days' march.

I
Hoad bad. The Kueiilnen range crossed on this

route by the Hindu Tak Pass (17,379 ft.): a glacier pass only used by foot-passengers.

26.

Gulba8HBM . 17 0 Camping ground right bank Karakash; a
- — 356 4 farouritc resort of Kiij^h^z. Fuel and grass

plentiCn). At 5 miles rivei much increased by
springs. At 7 miles Fotash camp left bank. A

route from here up Fotash ravine, and ac«‘oss a rather 'difiicult pass to Tumba camp, thus

avoiding the Suget Pass. It is not often need.

27. Hclakcui • . 10 0
I

;
Grass and fuel. Camping ground right bank

—— 366. 4 ! Karakasb. Pass jadeqharrieoatbaaeof Kueulnen

j I 1
range.

28. SUAHib^LA • 13 0) Small deserted fort on left bank of the iCara-

(11,780 ft.) — 379 4 ki»sh ; glass and fuel abundant. At 6 miles

strike road from Suget Pass. Rond good ; though
parts of the road arc practicable for guns and

wheeled carriage, it is. on the whole, only available for camels or horses.

And tbbhcb to
,
202 4 {Captain Biddulph-^SepUnh^.' and Ocivler

Yabkano, 12
1

1S73.)

mahchbs vid Sakju !

Pass j

(40 MABcnvs) Total . \
582 0

VABlATlOAr OK ABOVE BOUTB PBOM GOOBA BT CiPTAIK TBOTTKa—

S

bPTBMBBB AKD
OCTOBEB 1873.

11. Goqba .
.

j

122 6

12. KoTAjrf.OA . ; 8 0 Ri>ad up stream the whole way good, bat
(16,730 ft.)

I

' 130 6 comewbat difficult for laden ponies, aa then
I are several ascents and descents in crossing tri*

I
btttary streams, which in the autumn contain

only a few Inches of water. Pass ravine on right leading to Nisehu, as per Captain Bid*

dttlph’a route. At the camp graei, water* and fuel procurable.
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lOUTIS Ur XASHllfk AITD LABIx,

14 BuUtUHQLlW
(i7;iio ft.)

HoMie No. 59—eoutioued.
It. Paxgtovo .1 7^1 ftteAdj and gentla Meant thfough m Inmad

(17.t50 ft.)
I ' I

138 8 atooj ravine for 4 milea, then eomewhat steeper.

Camping gronnd ooter^ with snow, hat gram
and an intsrior ihel said to be plenti^.

fiteadj and not veiy stsM aseent to the Chang-
tang Pass (18.910 feet). Aie road then passes

over a high table-land for aboat a mile, after

.
which it enters a ravine along which it goes 9|

uflaa of exeerable road, orossiag the stream in nameroos plaoes before reselling camp at the

jonetion of three nofee. Water and little grass on a neighbooring hill, but no fuel ; one

of the worst marohes on the whole road, m namber of rsoeutlj d^ animals that atiewed

the road too suielj testified.

18. DMRk COMFIM
(17390 ft.)

19 0
ITS 8

Road rnns nearly dne north up a gpentle assent

I

for about 6 miles ; so far road fair, then for

several miles good across the west end of the

1 Lingsithang ]^ain ; crossing several sMy open

ravines draining eastwards, descends into and crosses a branch of the Karakash river, and

ip at foot ot a low pass : very little water to be obtained by digging ; and no grass

18 0
190 8

18. SBinGLaHO om
Davolavo.

(17380 ft.)

teerion. after wlubh it is followed tor 9 mi

abundant*

Aorose pass and down a ravine for 5} miles
into Karakmh river, where plenty of finr/sf and
water, bet no grass. Bond follows river, which
after 3 miles turns up sharp in a northerly di-

ties to Bhinglang. nood good but stony; burtd

17. KiSll Jll4»A

(16380 ft.)

14 4 I
Bad atony road down bed of KarakMh river

804 6 fur the first mile, then between about two or

three miles of ice beds have to be traversed, the
bed estending right aorose the ravins^ here

Road very idippery and difficult for laden^ animals. At eamp.... •• ..about 1 of a mile in breadth. . ,

pMsage ot KarakMb difficolt in October owing to an admistnre of lee and water.

(bBitol). grass, and water within reach ofcamp &wn Karakash river.

la Cbvxo Task
(16.740 ft)

83 4 Road down KarakMb river generally good
888 8 but atony, and bad in the latter portion. CSimp

badly sitoated. m there Is neither wood nor
grass, both of which might have been had at

Gamp under a big rock near where the bed of theKhdsh Maiddn. 6| miles fbrther bMk.
. ^

KarakMb is very much narrowed by preoipitons hills coming down to near the river-bank.

19. Shobiiloa. 14 0 Road for 8 miles down Karalmsh. which takes

848 8 another sudden curve to the north-eMt ; the road

goes up a tributary strMm containing nearly m
mudi waterM the Karalmsh itself. Road bad for

the froMn stream bM to be crossed and re-erosssd ; it

at the mouth of which
up

8 or8 miles owingto the number of tii

then pMses over a tolerably level plain until it reMhes the gorm. at the mouth of wli

is ShoWilga. In October there wm no water, and camp had to be pitdied half a mile

the gorge, at a place where the river water disappears into the ground. Not a stick of wood

or blade of grass.

80. Kabatigk .

(16330 ft.)

9 0
861 8

ITp ravine for Mveral milrn ; snow and ice

nearfy the whole way (October), and road bad

;

short but sharp descent from Karatagh Psm
(17.710 feet) into large.fiat. open plain covered

vithwymliiwbM«tiD<rw. Idw (hdgfct IWW fart) ww, wrt« .bUtaid Ij

MliiiW.lMl.i. it.i d bofai tat M (RMfyU..
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BOVnB Ilf BASBllfR ABD LABll,

BomU No. S9—ooncladed.
Si. AetIob 01 Ma* 81 4 Boid tlio wholo woy good, o?or o Itftl plain

UIOBAB. 273 3 whioh woo ontiKlj oovom bynow in Ootobor.
(15,690 ft.) About balf-way at eoit foot ollow donblo^cmpod

bill ii a place ^lod Tambo. On thic mareb wo
loot onr road, and bad porforee to bait at Tamba, wbero we found hwttU and mrited enow
eerred for water, wbioh ie notproenrableherein eumner.

Aktdgb ie at the jnnction of the Xarakoiam and Chang Cbenmo rontee.

82. Obxbba . . 10 0 K
888 6

83. SvoBT • • 81 0
804 6

84. ShabxdO&a..80 6ke BouU No, 3Tm
818 6

Ahd to Tii« 808 4
KAID.
18 Mabobii.

86 VAiGBie Total .1 I 516 8 {Captain Trottert^Stpiewihwr and
I I I Oeiohar 1873.)

N*»ti.—-

M

ontgomerie makee the marebee and dietanoee aa followa (1) Tikaay 18 milee

;

(8) Ghimrd 16 milee ; (8) Sngral 11 milee ; (4) Tenitak 18 milea
; (5) DOfgn 16

milea; (6) Tanked 7 milea ; (7) Mnglib 8 milm ; (8) Lnknng 14 milee ; (9) Chagia 8
milea ; (101 Kmdi 18 milea ; (11) Pamial 16 milea ; (1$ Gogra 16 milea

; (IS)
Camp aonth of Chang Chenmo range 81 milea ; (14) (Tamp north of (%aiw (Thanmo
range 80 milee; (15) Snmdo 85 milea ; (16) Shinglang 11 milea ; (17) £ail Jilga
14 milea ; (18) Khdah klaidin 18 milea; (19) 8hor Jilga 14 milea ; (^) Karatimli
Imke 17 milea

; (81) Malikahab or Aktigh 85 milea: total 816 milee.

Drew aaya ** thia ia thought to be the eaeieat of rontee to Tdrkand ; it can be trarelled by
eamela of the two-hnmped apeciea ; fuel and grasa are wanting at two or three atagae
only. It would be eloaed in the winter. The Chang Chenmo ralloy b 70 muee
from eaat to west ; eleration 18,000 feet at junction with the Shyok ; and at the
middle of ite length it b 15,0Cl0feet high. The ralbr b only aoceaaible from the
Shyok In the winter, and in the anmmer the approaoh from Central LadAk b by
Tanked and Lnknng."

BOUTE No. 40.

L8h to SHABiDtShA vid Chano Cbbnmo Vallby (Eabtbbn Variatiob).



90UTB8 nr KASHIlfR AND LADXk.

Routt No. 40—-continued.

lS.-LiniKAVO . . 18 0 CampmCliangChenmoTAlley inaiiopenrATioe
(17|fi01 ft.) - 140 2 four miles south of the Lumkahg Pass, direction

north.east; a little grau and fuel. Antelope
numerous; cross stream immediately north of

hot springs. At 8 miles cross low spur, then up Lumkaiig ravine.

13.

VischU •
[

20 0 Camping ground at junction of two streams at
(18,830 ft.) — ' 160 2 south Mge of Lingsithang plain. A little fuel ;

no grass. Direction north. At 4 miles Lum-
kang Pass (19, 633 feet), gradual ascent to top 8

miles, and gentle descent down Nischu ravine. No snow on pass at end of July. Rm
good. Roads also lead down to Nischu from the Cbanglung Burma and Changlung Yokma
Passes, both good for laden animals. Captain Biddulph’s Route No. 39 branches off north-

west from this camp.

14.

BoaCHATHAlfO 18 0 Camp in Lingsithang plain. The plain is, 16
(17,425 ft.) ' 178 2 miles from north to south and 50 to 60 miles

from east to west ; a bare, earthy waste
;
pasture

very scant and hardly any fuel, and no grass as

far as Lukhsung ; climate one of daily extremes, hot by day ana frost by night. Amount
of enow in winter unknown, but it remains till summer is well advanced ; a very cold wind
blows nearly every day over the plain and ceases towards night. Travellers have frequently

been killed by it. Rarity of atmosphere severe. At this camp water from small stream ;

direction north ; road good up left bank of stream. At 8 miles leave stream, and cross

Mveral low broad spurs, going over dry bed of a small lake, pass low spur and descend

andy ravine to camp.

15. TeoTRAiro • 20 0 Camping ground at north edge of Lingxitliang

(17,100 ft.) '—

M

.... 198 2 plain at foot of Lukhzung range and on the

west shore of a salt lake. Little fuel, no gnres

;

direction north, road good over plain, which ie

covered with saltpetre. No hills seen to east.

16. Hvzakhab • 15 0 Camping ground in the Lnkheung range on

(16,684 ft.) — —— 213 2 east shore of small lake ; water brackish. Spring

of fre,*h water flows from high bank into lake.

Direction north. The Lukhzung range is 6<)

miles long by 15 to 20 broad. Uuadon leaviog last camp ascends gently for 1 mile, and

then descends gradually for 6 miles.

17. Thaldat OB Ma-

I

16 0 Camping ground at aouth edge of Kuenluen

VOTHANO. 229 2 plain, and immediately louth of a aalt lake (par-

(16,300 ft.) tially frozen at end of October). Direction north

;

road for 12 miles down br^ aandy ravine:

theu turn to leftover spur to camp. No wood or grass: water in lake brackish. An
alternative route may be taken here viA Patsalang, Ws.,

—

Miles.

To Patsulang . 20 a little grass.

To Camp . . 21 water by digging *, grass scarce.

To Karakash . 12

Total . 53 miles,

or 10 miles longer than that by Yangpa.—(Cajffey.)
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B0UTI8 IN XASUllfR AND LADIk.

BouU No. concluded.

Oainpiog ground left, bank of itream from
254 2 I

Kuenluen range ; water brackish ; a little fuel

and grata. Direction north, over extensive plain,

covered with several lakes (water brackish and
offensive), and also patches of soda.

Camp on left bank of river ; a few stone huts

272 2 I
on opposite bank ; river from here flows west
from Shahidula. Fuel plentiful and a little grass.

,
Direction north up aandj ravine. At 8 miles

cross Kataidiwan Pass (17,601 feet), then over dry bed of lake, and from it by abrupt
descent to the Karakash. A route leads hence north-east across the Yangidiwan Pass to

KhoUn, 160 miles.

18. Tanopa •

(16,200 ft.)

19. Kabakasb

5 Marches to

24. ShabidCla

12 Marches to

36. Yabkavd •

Total

but dries upon the plains themselves.

100
o/a m

202 4 ...

M. 674 6

Vide Scutes Noe, 37, 39,

By summer route.

This is the road taken by Schlagintweit, also

by Johnson, over the great plateau (16,000 to

17,0(X) feet), which are surrounded and crossed

.
by rocky ridges, whence water finds no outlet

^ ^ Area about 7,(XX) square miles (100 from north to
south, and 70 from west to east). There is difficulty in providing carriage for necessaries,

and in procuring food for the beasts of hurdec At some stages fuel is wanting; at othere
grass ; at others even water. Pouies more suitable than yaks.

(AbA/opiaficeif—Jblawa—AToyicarrf— JSTasis—Cojriey—Drsis—Jfaifsy—
Montgomerie.)

Note on Soutee L4h to Shahidula and thenee to Yhrkand,

There \re 6, vie, .—
Milos, Marches.

1.—Summer route by Ksrukorsm and SsnJu Puses . 4431 S8
S.—Winter route by Karakoram and Kuaiar 485« 38
8.--CbaDg Chenmo route (Wc«tcm Variation : Trotter) S15I 88
4.— Uitto (Captain Blddulph) 68S| 40
8.— Ditto (Eutsrn Variations Johnson) S74| 86

The shortest route is by the Karakoram Pass, and Captain Trotter thinks that in spite

of its many difficulties, such as the Khardong and Saser Passes, the YArkandi merchants
will still continue to use it in preference to the Chang Chenmo valley routes. He observes

that **in addition to the intense cold, the principal objection to all three routes skirting or

passing over the Lingzithang plains is the extreme elevation at which the traveller hat

to remain for so many marches, by which the cattle are exhausted, and too frequently

suffer in addition from hunger and thirst. These difficulties nearly brought the first

Mission to YArkand to a disastrous end, and the same causes have proved, and will

continue to prove, sufficient to deter the experienced merchant from following this road.

The older, shorter, and better known route by the Karakoram is likely always to be

preferred by the merchant, eveu in summer, whereas in winter an attempt to cross the

Lingaithang plains must always end in disaster.*'

Dr. Cajrioyt on the other hand, is in favour of the Chang Chenmo route : while on special

duty in Ladak he had sarAis and supply dep6ts built at certain places on the route, such as

Tanked and Qogra, and in every way encouraged the traders to travel by it. Many of them
did 00, and several caravans of camels came by it from YArkand to Ltfh. Mr. Shaw is also

in favour of it^ es^ially the Western Ya&tion, and thinks that when properly laid out
traders will gradually tak# to it.

{Cayley*e^Shaw*s—Montgomeride—Trotter*e reporte^Maieey'e Qaeetteer.)
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Knmi at sinnifB axs ubIe

BOirn Vo. 41.

Lfa TO Skau>4 (it Chokbatm Katalo-^tu Sviiiiib Boutb).

JfrfiofflM»»MoiriaoKiBn^DBmr—

H

ambt.

DnrAVoa nrmM.
ItHaarkalHiigylaaa

laterww
adletau Ihtal.

taarlptioB. da.

Lii TO Kxaxm
(IXAncsaa). .

mm IS dhf Boirfa jre. 171.

4. BnmioBAn
(11.691 ft)

16
69

Villftga right bank Indna.
At Bkirbiaban tbara is a wider emnae of enltivn-

tion. There ere elan villages in the aide vall^
whidiare often aeveml milao in eatent end eontaln

cnltivaltd Undt mid hamUta. At Aebfnatbaiiff a neat and prettj aillaga betwaan SkirUchan
and Hand, SOO faat above tba rivar, tba vallaj Uleaa aoodnad, and tna road along it la ridaablai

I of callivnl»oa on both ddm of tba rirar* nith a booaa to avarj S or 4 terea.

•• (Goma Band,
Umm Hand)

17 illaaM kft bank Band atraam, paaa Tognm (or^ ^ Indna^lower) Hand at jnnetion of Hand atiaam i

S
4 milaa). The road laada over ahonlda
ogma Hand. Beyond it ia prettj level. In the

^ vantg aligns cmisivanon in piaeea, with limit treaa, willowa and pi^lara. Beyond Ooma
&md, which lies a few milee np the vallaj, the road laada to the Cborbat Paaa, which ia the boon*
daiy^ Laddh and Baltiatdn in thia direction t traflo to Bkardd in enminer generally goer by thia

rente, bacanae that deacribed ia Jfonla iTe. 4$, vi4 the Indna valley, la'ao dfiienlt.

e. GaMV ATVOOT
on Cwmna^Paaa

7. FKim
« (CMOBBfV)

8. Dav •

B, SAunr

10. KmIpaiu
(MOO ft.)

11. Kaekv

11. Kvbv

lASimii

14. Naw
II, BKAIDd

(7.70011.)

IbVAL

10

11

10

7*

16

14

17

96

117

116

196

i4at

1611

1671

176i

1001

1071

Boad laada im Handatraam. Fhaa HandaDgnaia
on left bank.

Croaa Chorbat Paaib 16^700 feet.

Tillage left bank Bbyok in Baltiatdn. (da# Benfa

Yillage right bank Sbyok.

VUlaga left bank Sl^ok.

yiUaga lift bank Shyok. A t^a livaa here.

Choaa Bbyok by rafts. VUlage right bank.

Change oooUm at Kaoia. yuiaga right bank.

Village right bank Bbyok.

Bight book Indna,

Groaa by boat to bft bonk Indna.

(dha denlaa JTea. «9 nod 70).
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Boons IH kashmIe and ladXb.

BOXTTB Vo. 42.

tROM L<H to SXABDt;.

MONTGOlfBBIl—

D

bbw—Maisbt.

60 8m RonUiNoi. 41^71.

Bight bank of Indus rirer. A little enltisstioii

8S and a few trees. Sommer roote «td Chorhat Pass
hranebes off here.

Villsge right hank Indos.

09 At Tillage of Ddh between Hand and Oordas* tho
bonndaiT of Ladik and Baliiitdn is passed. Paaa
small TiilagOi Oarkon, where fruit trees and eereala

grow. At Sanacha. near Oordas, the Indus vallej is a

^ _ of this gorge are nearly vertioal, of giranitio rock. The width

of riTcr Taries from 46 to 66 feet, and its depth is great; the path is difficult, a laden horse can-

not go. and with difficulty an unladen pony can be led. This prevents the traffic to Skardd x tak-

ing this roote in summer and the route via Chorbat is accordingly preferred. This is the lowest

and hottest part at Ladik; the level of the river is 9.0Qp feet, but the falley in summer is hot—
2>mo(pageS6S).

7. Mabol •

a Kabtaxbbo

0. Toltx • •

10. Pabxata •

11. Qol •

12. Kbpohano .

18. SkabdO
(7»700ft.)

Total
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B0UTB8 IN KASBMfB AND LAD^B.

EOUTE No. 43.

Mari! to PdNOH(BY Altbrnativb Routes).

2vi> ROUTE.

1. Diwal 12
12

21

33

46

68

71

S. KohIia • 9

S. TixAt 12

4. Mavobubi 13

6. Pabl 12

6. Hajzba 13

7. PtfHCH 13

Total 84

3bo route.

1. Kopaoab Fbrbt . 13
13

26

36

46

53

2. Baou 13
i

3. P/BL 10

4. Ki.LA PiBZ 10
Tbia it nid to be the CMiost end beat roiid.

6. Sbb Kazota 7

6. PSiiOH 10

Total 63 1
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mOUTBS IN kashmIe and ladIs.

BOUTE No. 44.

Mar! to Srinagar (by KohIla, CrI, and Baram^la ; also by KoHXr.A|

OrI, and the Salar—Ka-^Dhae Pass).

AiithortVtM—

B

ates—Montgomerie—Drew.

StAfft or halting'pUeo.

1. Dbwal

2. EonAla

DIMAVGO IV MlLtl.

Intcrmc.
diato.

10 2

9 0

Total.

Dofeription, fto.

I

10 2

19 2

A small village, with an old fort ; supplies and
water procurable ; a good dAk bungalow ; country hilly

and well wooded in parts ; road goc^. descending almost
the ivhole way from Mart. This route is practicable

for laden mules throughout.

A few huts inhabited by boatmen ; supplies scarce |

I

water plontifnl ; a good dAk bungalow on the right

bank of the .lliolum river, which is here a deep and
* rapid stream about 75 yards w'ide, its banks are steep

and rocky, and it is crossed by an iron suspension bridge
;
there is also a ferry. Country and road

ns in last stage. By the old road from KohAla, the road lay through Dannn 6, Mairi 7, Chikar 6,
Hntti! 10 miles. A day may thus be saved, at the ext>cnse of going over some high hills. I'hera

are various paths lying over the mountains betivecii Kohdla and I’dncb : they are described af
being practicuble for cattle.

8. ClISTBSALAS 11 0
80 2

After crossing the lus|>cnsion bridge over the Jhe*
lum, the road enters Kaslimfr territory and turns to

the north, following the course of the Jhelum through-
out ; it crosses the shoulders of the hills some distance

above the left bank of the river, and is tolerably easy all the way. There is a travellers* buuga-
lew at each stage. Supplies and water proourable. (See Route No. 44 A.)

Road as before, except that the ups and downs are
somewhat steeper.

4 Rabu . 12 0
42 2

6. TurAXIOBTAVDALl 12 0
64 2

About hslf.way on this stage, the Kishan Onnga

I

' joins the right bank of the Jhelum. (From near this

point there is said to be a rood 4 Aos to Moznfaralidd,
which crosses the Jhelum by a ropo suitpcnsion-bridge

near the village of DomAl. There is sometimes a ferry boat at this spot. The road now makes
a sharp turn to the sonth«cast, following the course of the Jhelnin, and the valley becomes nar-

rower. There are some very steep and precipitous places on this march.

6. Gabhi

7. Hatt!
64 2

An easy march, up left bank Jhelum.

The valley contracts more, the mountains become
78 2 higher, and the ups and downs steeper ; the old road

joins the new about 4 niih s from Hiitti; thence it is

ndcrably smooth, and only a little above the level of
the river.

Hatti is a very small villa^, high up on the mountain side; supplies procurable. The
bungidow is on the right bank of a rocky stream, just os it enters the Jhelum.

8. Cbakotx • . I
18 0

I
Road eontiinies along the left bank of tho Jhelum

86 2 and is undulating, bidiig sometimes nearly on a level

with the river j at others many hniidrcd feet above It

It is intersected by iiiiinerons small and five consider-

able stream^ which latter flow in deep ravines, usnolly bridgiHl, though the path lending down to

them is nithcr steep oiid very rough. Withtliesceaceptions. the rood is tolerably smooth aud leveL

Cbakoii is a small village ; supplies ore scarce ; water plentiful.
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lonw nr KAanicfm ahd L4d1k.

S<fui4 N6% 44*-HM>iitiiia6dc

•• t!af • • • 14 S A lonifiiuiidki road eonthiQM aloDff thi& fillejof
' 100 4 the Jbelnm, end in the flret 10 milee were an ami

eight fhtiTOing npa and downi, flye of whieh are deep
rayinee, like ihoee in the preyione marob. At about

14 milei^ it paaiee oyer a bridge, wbieb oroeMe a wide itream near ita junetion with the Jbelnmi
on the other ude of thie bridge there ie a long steep ascent to the elevated plain upon which
Urlie built.

Cri Is a large village, supplies procurable. An old stone fort stands near the bank of the
Jhelnm, and just above it the river is oros^ by a rope suspension-bridge. The road by Pdnch
and the Hfjira Phss joins the Marl road at Ort Pdnoh b 84 miles distant. (8«§ MoiUe$ 2iroc.88

ami 80.)

10. Maosbiba • • 14 0 Road continues up the valley of the Jbdum, whose
114 4 average width is not more than a few hundred yards.

About a mile from t?r(, a long rough descent leads

down to the 8h4h Kaknta, wbidi flows* in two
branches, both of which are bridged. Urambd is about 10 miles from t)rl. There is a bungalow,
and it may be made the halting-pUoe between Uri and Baramdla. A ruined temple is passed on
the right hand. Blianiyar is within three miles of Naosbera ; near it is another flne ruin. From
Bhanyiar thei e is a path lying up the valley to the south, which leads directly to Srinagar over the

mountains. 8e§ route below, Bhani^ar to Srimagar, by Salar^ka^dhar Paee.

Naoehera is a small village 2 just below it there are two old Sikh fortes one on each bank of

the Jhelum ; supplies procurable. There are two travellers* bungalows, both on the edge of the

river. To the south of the village there is a wide gorge, up whioh lies a path to Qulmarg; it is

a long march and steep ascent.

11. BabamAla..90 An easy ftiarebi near the village of Kechama, 5
128 4 miles ; the valley opens out into a broad, oval, culti-

vated plain, surrounded by low well-wood^ hills ; the
path continues straight on towards the low bridge in

front, over whieh lies the Baramula Pass, about 500 feet above the plain, and about 8 miles from
Naosbera. The ascent is about a third of a milo long. The roM is tolerably smooth and eesv,

although in some parts narrowed by masses of rocks, which rise steeply on each side j the top is

covered with grass and jungle.

The town of Baramdla is situated on the right'bank of the Jhelum (about 160 yards wide),

whirii is ertwsed by the wooden bridge. 8upplies are plentiful, and there is a travellers’ bungalow
in a square enclosure opposite the town, about 60 yards from the bank of the river. Boats are

always procurable at Baramdla, and the journey to Sriuagar may be accomplished by water i the

passage up the Jhelum occupies about 20 hours.

Sopur is 6 hours* journey by boat above Baramdla.

A very tolerable road oonneots Baramdla with Abbottabid, distant 129 miles (nine regular

marches).

There arc two roads between Baramdla and Gnlmarg, whiob is distant about 16 miles ; from
Uulnisrg, 8ttran on the Bhimbar and Pdnch road may be reached in four marobes. (See Eoute
JTo. 28.)

The town of Baramdla contains about 860 bouses, and the inhabitants are said to number

8.000.

The fort, whioh contains a small garrison, has latelj been oompleted. It is situated on the

left hank of the river, at* the south end of the bridge, and abutting on to it It is a equare work,

with a bastion tower at each corner, surroun^a by a shallow dry ditch on all except the river

tmeo.

The walls, which are about 80 feet high, are bnilt of rnbUe, strengthened by horiiontal hands

of timber, at intervals of about four feet and are pierced for musketry] the bastions at the west

end are embrasured, and it is said that guns will be mounted bn them] but they must necessarily

he of very small calibre. The entrance is on the north side facing the bridge, and is covered by a
loop-holed wall. The fort is commanded by superior heights on the north-west at a distance of

about 1,000 yards, and at about half that distance on the sooth-west.

In addition to the water of the Jhelnm, there are numerou < welle in the town, whieh, judging

from the length of the leverpole, must U of unnsoald^thj there is, however, a great want w
treee and ehade.
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4* Pavas • • U 0
127 4

11. Seouaab • • 17 0 MS

Totik • ••• 164 4

Etnd$ No. ^41—oontiniiBd.

Ooantry kvidl, open, wd flMhyt « good md*
PHton, o lorgo Tillogo oi foot of toblo-biid ; mipplioi
proonroblei woter from ipciogj onplo opooo Ifr
onctmping.

LeoTing Pofton» the path, whioh b imooth. btoodt
end leveU poMM the noted rained templei on uie eait
•ide of the rood, end ebortlj eftenrerde the TiUege of
Oohilpdr et the foot of the fpudar to weet| it thra
liee eeroee the moreae end through the rice ielde te the
Tiliege of Ueneweir, eitneted on both benke of e ooo*

•meieue otreem, which m eremod hj h tadal bridge, 2 milee ; roed then liee elong e reiaed bnnds
init before reaching the village of Singpdr it tunia in e northerly direction and eroaaea the Snkndg
by e kadal bridge^ two opens at the hovel of HeHtrat, 4 miles (roed to Shadipdr branches off to
north’Sest). end lies elong the sight bank of the stream, passing the village of Melpdre to aon^
end Doom et foot of wudar to north j it then paues the villagea d Beilheren, Tsene&l, and Mere-
splind on the left bank of the river j the road then lies through the morass between the villeges of
Lerwehpdre to the north end Gnndiliesibet south, 9 miles, end on by the village of Zainekdt e4
the foot of the Kashpdr wudari road then orosses the Maherdj nala by a kadal bridge^ end ep-
proeches the Jhelnm, 18 miles, peases between the Chowni, a garden enclosed by bank end poplar
trees, on the north, end the village of Pnrimpnr to south ; another ttala is then crossed by a bridgn
near the custom-house j the roed then passes the village of Arempdra to the south-west, sm further
on to east, the new village of Bagh Rampdr and the garden of Nerd Singh ; then paaiee over tho
parade ground, and crosses the bridge over the Dddh Gangs, near the suburb of Batmdln, and
passes up the poplar avenue to the Amisci Kada^ whioh ie at the eouth-eait end of the city of
Srinagar.

The Harf Parbat hill, whidi is crowned with a fort, dominates the city from its north-sssi

cornsr, and it is likewise commanded from the south-east st a distance of about 2 miles by a rodky
eminence called the Takht-i-8ulimdn.

The town eateoda for about 8 miles along both aides of the JVelnm, being little more than a
mile across at ita broedeat point; the greatest porGon ie situated on the right bank of the river;

Population about 160,000. River not fordable. Boats of all sixes ply on it. It is orosssd by
seven bridges ; average depth of water 18 feet. There are many canals.

The following table shows the nnoibir of marohes and the estimated distance In ’miles from
Srinagar to some of the principal places:— ^

To Nnmbsr of
VstimatsA
dlstauM la Bsmarka.

marehss. Dllaa.

1. Baramdla • • • • S 21 By road; Jbnreev by boat ooenples
abont fourteen hours.

S- Bbimbar S • IS 1471 By the Pir Panjtl Pass.

S, • • • s 86 By road
;
journey by boat oeoupiss

4b.Jamd .
'2 149

about twenty-eight hoars.
By the BanihA Paaa.

5. Jhelnm 16 192 By Pdneh.

«. Kishtwir • 7 By the MarUl Phas.

7. L6h m 19 By the Dr4a road.

8. Moxafarabdd 8 114
,
By the right hank of the Jhelnm.

9. Mari . • 18 186 By old road ; by new road, thirtetn

marches, 168 miles.

10. Shnpioa
11. Siaikdt

• •

•

•

•

8
18

89
196 By the Pir PlMijdl Peas.

By Knln, ChnmDa, nnd Badrawdr.IS. Simla • • • 471
18. Simla . 0 81 862 Kaugra and C^mha.
14 Skardd a 14 161 By Deoaai.

16. Skardd 19 840 By the Dr4s road.

16. Sopdr • 9 2 20 By road
;
journey by boat ocenplss

.

abont ten hours.
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MOTIS IH KASBMfB AVO LAOlS.

BomU No. 44->-oontinaed.

Srira^ it moit open to nttNok from the loath by the line of the Dddh Gnngn
end high roed from Shnpion i it it nt>t defended by well or ditoh, end the only etrong pleeee ere

the ftirte of the Slier GHrlii end Ueri PerbeL
The Sher Qerbi, ^hirh it titaeted on the left hnnlc of the Jhelnm, et the tenth end of the town,

oonteint the royel palece, end it the city retidenoeof theineberdjA end of the governor of JCeihmfr.

At e fortroN, it doet not poitets eny greet ttrength. the outer wall* being oldenddilapidetedj end
from the amount of pine timber end other inflammable tubateucea of which the interior bnildinge

are oonttructed, it could not long withateud ertillery Are, One or two betteriea of fleld artillery

ere eooommodated in the gun-tbe^ within the fort, but apparently there ere no gnna mounted on the
wellt. Ihe fort it e rectangular enclnture. about 400 yardt long end 200 yerda wide, lying due
north end south on the river hank, juat below the Amiri Kadal, the flrat bridge. The aocthera

face it aepereted from the bezdr end tuburh at the end of the bridge by e raised centeway end narrow
glacit, about 160 verdt long. At the north end flows the Kutb-i-Kol canal, and the honsee on its

Imt bank approach cloae to the walla; on the weat aide the ground it for the moat part open, a
raiaed road and avenne of poplar treea leading to the bridge crostiug the Dddh Qanga and to the

parade ground ; on the eoat aide the Jheluin flows beneath.
On the three land tides, north, tooth, and west, the walls, which are' throughout of itoue

and loop-holed, are double ; on the river front they are surmounted by numerous buildings and
dwelling, the residences and offlcea of government otficials, which project over the water; both
inner and outer walls are connected by buttiou towers at close intervals ; the outer well on the

land tidee it probably about 16 feet high, and is in a somewhat ruinous condition. On the west
side it it protected by a wet ditch about 30 feet in width and of proportionate depth t this ditch

overlaps and protects the north-west and south-west comers, snd part of the north and south

fronts. On me river faoe the wall is about 22 feet high.
Round the inner aide of the outer wail ie a row of barracks, and a covered way about 30 feet

wide asperates the outer snd the inner wall. The inner wails are in much better repair, snd much
more substantial than the outer, being about 30 feet high ; they are likewise protected by low
bastion towers at the comers and intervals. The main entrance is from the causeway at Uie south-

east comer; the road turning to the west enters the inner eucloHare in the middle of the sooth

face, and leads through a long bazdr ; the houses are of brick, and the road, which is ronghly

pav^. is about 30 feet wide ; on either aide of this bazdr are scattered dwellings and the garrison

store-houses, Ac. From the basdr the path lies through a quadrangle called the Alim Klias, which
contains the government offices ; to the east of the Ahm Khaa, with which it eomrounicaics on tlie

river front, is another and smaller enclosure, the lleiig-i-ffialial, containing the hall of audience,

reception chambers^ and the office of the governor; it is approached by a gh&t and ataircaac from
the river. South of the Rang-i-lfahdl, and leading from it, is a simill enclosure, the toBhakhana
or store-rooms for shawls and other valuable wovernmcDt property. The whole of the north end
of the fort is occupied by the royal residence and private dwellings, having ou the river front the
royal temple called the MHhshij-]ca-Maiidar,a very ugly structure, the roof of Which is covered with
thin plates of metal said to ho gold. Passing through the Ahm Khas the road emerges from the

inner fort, and paesci by the covered w'ay along the west front, turning round the nor^ frou^ in

the middle of which ie situated the main exit through the outer wall.

The bill and fortress of the Hari Parbat occupies a mo!»t dominant petition on the northern
outskirts of the city. The hill, which ia called also Koli-i-Maran, lies between the Dal and Anchar
lakes, and rises about 260 feet above the level of the pis in ; it is of trap formation, and though
now iilinost bare of vegotition, is mentioned by Forster as being covered with gardens sod orchards.

The hill is snrrounded by a stone wnll, ))ort!on of which has fallen into ruins ; its length is

about 3 miles; it is 28 feet high and 13 feet thick, aud is strengthened at intervals of about 60
yards by bastions which arc about 84 feet high,' and loop bofded like the upper pai t of the wall.

At present there are hot throe gateways, the Kati Dai-wdza on the aouth-cuit, the Bachi on the

weet, and the Ssnghfn on the north-west.
The fort, which occupies the summit of the bill, may he reached by two roads, one beginning at

the north side of the bill, and which is broad, of an easy gradient, and fit for horses, the other

commencing at the foot of the sooth face, which is steep and ruggiri. Tlie fort, which is built of
stone, consists of two wings pluced at an obtuse angle to each other, following the outline of the

crest, and also of a separate square building with a bastion at each end, situated juat below the

western wing. The walls ere of stone, about 30 feat in height and 3 feet in thickness. The
south face only is pierced for musketry.

l^rrsoks for a small garrison are built iiisido against the main walls ; on their roof is a thiok

costing of earth, which would afford shelter to the soldiMrs firing tlirough the loop-holes. The
fort only mounU a few honeycombed gun*, and, to judge from its appearance, it would not stand

the concussion occasioned by the Aring of heavy ordnance. Its flaukiiig fire is slight. Inside

there tire three masonry tanks, which are replenished daily, and hold sufficient water for the wants
of the garrison during a protracted siege. The space within is very limited, and the garrison

would suffer very severely from ahelliiig. The fort bee no diteh. There la one gniewey on the
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Route No. 44—concluded.
Mit side. The north side ie weak, but ! protected by the prositnity of the lake. On the eaet

aide manhy ground eitende to within 400 yarde of the brae of the liill on which the fort ie built.

On the west side there are thinly scuttered suharba and suiall wailed eiu losurea ; tliere is aiso

marshy land, but at a greater dietaiice than on the east side. It appears to bo the a’eukest aide.

Tiie southern or city side of tho fort is moat easily approached, and on that account it is made
stronger. The town extends nearly to tho base of the hill.

The Hari Parbat is naturally a strong position, as it is protected more or less on every side by
marshy lands and lakes ; but the fortifications on it could make no great resistance to an attackiug
force furnished with artillery.

This routo is about the best of all. Horses can traverse it easily.—(Drew, page 140.)
This is the easiest of all the roads leading into Kashmir, a-id as it traverses tho valley of tho

Jhelum throughout, it is practicable at all seasons of the year. {Roberti^^MontjomerU—/ace.)'

Bhahitab
TO

11. Chota Al( . 10

120

130

Oil the left bank of the Jhelum, about 12 mile*

south-west of Haramdln
Leaving Hhaniyu.' the path lies in a south-easterly

dii^'tiou up the valley of the Harpetkai stream ; at 1

mile passes resident* r>f Nawab Abdulla. Khan, and

,
At 8 miles that of Oiil Slier Khiin (hoth potty nitwiibs,

holding small jagirs from the mahardja) ; for 2 uiih^s beyond the path is tolerable ; it then winds
np a very steep wooded hill for 3 miles, from the suniinit of which tho bamlet of Chota Ah' is seen
below, at a distance of nearly 2 miles, and descends down an open steep grassy Iiill ; both ascent

and descent diflQoultfor laden animals. In Chota Alf there are eight shepherds* Louses ; uo supplies.

In winter the place is deserted.

12. BHfiTi Patba . I
11

(

Path lies up the stream, which flows past the camp
for 2 miles (from this point there is a road which
strikes over the hills to Pdiich ; it is said to be pnicti*

cable for horses ; Kala Mulhi isthe intermediate Imlting-

ploGc). Leaving the stream the path mr.kcs a steep ascent for 8 miles along a higli mountain ridge

to the left; it then takes a northerly turn, running for^bont 3 miles in that direction along an open
grassy hilhsidc above the forest, at an olevntion of about 11,0U0 feet, t.o a lower {lart of the range,

which it cro!<8CS. The descent is very easy. At 2 miles on the Kashinh* side of the pass, the path
runs through an open grassy plain, wuter/d by a small stitnim, uiul bonmled on every side by piuo
forest ; it uffordt; good gni/ing for iiunieious flocks, and would make a good encamping ground.

The path beyond this lies through a pine forest, free from iinder-wood.

bhuti I'ntra is a paiitiire land : there are one or two shepherds* houses by itu open glade iu the

forest. Wood and water are obtainable, but uo supplies.

13. KbifCb . .1 12 I
The path for the first 6 nr 7 miles of this march lies

163 more or less through pine forr-st. varied here and there

with ocrasionnl grassy glnde. Nagni. with a few
shepherds* huts, is passed at li mile. Ciulniarg at 4k

miles (from this place there is another path to britiagar by tho village of Firo/.pur). At 6 niilifi

the path dcsccuds into the valley of Kashmir, passing the shrine of Bapumrislii, and at 9k miles

Wangla.
Khipdr is a siuull village. Supplies procurable.

14. Camp on Ban^
OP 11aba 'i'liBT

Nala.

11
164

Country open; pass Mogulpur at Ik. Mohunpflr at

Ik. Wahil at 2, and Sukal at 4 miles. Beyond, seve-

ral small villages ore }iAssed. At 10 miles path crosa-

,
cs A small nala by a wooden bridge, and running 1

mile through low damp rice land, crossA'S this nala by wooden bridge. Right bunk hard and dry
and Buit!ii>le for an encampment.

After crossing nala road turns tnddeidy to tho right,

and at k mile^p.i88es near a small village on opposite

bank of a nala, which falls into llnra Tret; it conti-

nues along its right bank for 2 mile.*, and then along

the right of a fvedy marsh, which further on extends to both sides of the raised pathway, coniinn-

ing till within 2 miles of the city.
,
The hitter ncrtlon of the road is along thi' bank ot the Jhelum,

Srinagar can be reached in 2 long marenea from Bbdti Patra, viz., Sakai 16 and Srinagar,

10 miles.

This road is but little frcrincnted and is not used till the end of May. There is an easier road

from ]tl'.:iniyur (also avoiiiing Barnmdla) called Mun Dhar, wdiieh crosses the range fnrtlior north
aud meets this roiid at Bhflti Patra

|
it is both sliorter, better, and lower than that above desnibed.

From Bliuti Patra there is a road through the hilla loading directly to Baraniula ; tba distanco

11 said to he 8 or 10 miles.—(^/(yoor/, 1853,)

15. SniNAttAB . 0

Total . 173



Booni n MAtanbi Am uatMi,

BOntB Vo. 44*.

MaU 10 SbiIIAO&B (BT KobIIiA AVO BASAlltfLA).

^«Alor»(|r.—

L

ibotbbabt Obaiit.

Dnttvea ni unss.

ntsfs sv fasHkigplaos.

lattr*
emdists.

Totsl.

AsstripUea, As.

pSWAL •

(4^86711.)

KobIla • • •

10 0 Ahs Foirif Fo. 44.

8 4
18 4

The new road, whioh ii nmAj flniriied, liee at a
lower level ; at 8 milea erase a ravine from the left

tj a stone bridge.

XIm cuqpiog gvoand if in the dik bmiguow eonpoond and Is favy aonflnad.

Dvlaj IS 0
•1. 4

Crms the Jhalnm, whkb is hsvis n rowing rlw
abont 80 yards widsb by » ilna suspension bridge
whioh is St for oait irafflo. Vkom nere thars is n
anas oonniiy ooblie path by t—

Banna , , • . o
Mairi . .7
Obikar . , • • 6
Battf • 10

Tokas • SO

II mUf from bridge^ at tbe small Tillage of Barsnla, pass a good dIk bungalow (not at pisssnl
epen to traTeUen). Tbe rood is level* alongthe left bank of the Jbelom to the Sth mile^ when it

dsaoends by a sig-sag to the bed of the Agat (or Ai), whioh is orossed by an unsafe wooden bridge.
Jnst before reaohing the sig-sag pass the ruined bungalow of Cbatikalas, where there is a large
and good encamping ground. At Dulai there is an ezosllent furnished bungalow. Bnoamping
ground limited, but there is more room on the plateaux above the village. The rood is a line
broad oorriage road, metalled and open for tongas^ whioh now run between Kohdla mid GarhL

DomSb •

(M30ft)
8 S

40 6
Village at jnnotion of Jbelom with Kishan Chmga.

Good dak bungalow. A steam workshop here con-
nected with tbe new oart road. Domdl commands road

,
from Abbottabad, slso that from Mari. An iron

oantilever bridge, with masonry piers, oonneots Mosafarabad with the Mari-8rinagar road. There
is a telegiaph station at Donril for Srinagar and intermediate stations.

Qabhi . 14 S At 7 miles pats tbe old stage of Tinali. At 18 miles
(8,780 ft.) — 86 0 a new bungalow is being built; immediate^ opposite

the latter u the village of Hattian, where a few sup-
plies are obtainable, and with whioh oommnnieation

is kept up by means of a rope bridge. Tbe present bungalow ip old and bad, but furnished |

camping ground good and extensive. Forage excellent, uewood plentiful ; other supplies obtain-
able with previous notice.

HattI
(8,10011.)

CBASon

.

ft.)

64 0

78 0

Am Feels Jfe. 44,
An easy march, mostly along new oart road.

After two easy miles shmg new esrt rosdadssp
ravbie isdssesnded and re-asosndedby a sharpiig^iBg.

(Am Feels Ae.di.)
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lona n susuft isv saiiIb.

SonU So, 44i->«oiMliidad.

M 0 I
I

M 0

BiWte • • . It 0 CroM Md dnetiid to iho bad of the Shah
(4kMfL) — 106 0 Kahdtft, » eontldenbble ifflaeott which ii bridged.

Boed then eeeende- and foUowa left bank of Jhelam.
After 6 milce meet new road, whioh ia U?el and good

lor remainder of the waj.
PbM rained bongalow at 10 milee. At Bampdr is a large and Mrly decent bnn

repaired), line encamping gronnd ehaded bj deodaia. BnpplUe aoaree. ^

Vew road being madob not yet Iniehed.

PiXAir • • 14 0 Hew roed not flniehed.

(6,100 ft) 186 0 (Sts MautsJf0.44.)

SrariOAn • . 17 0 (dCe xcefc He. dd.)

(6,876 ft.) —— 168 0 Non.~^e r^ le 6t for Wheeled trailio end af-

tilleiy aa far ae Oarhi. After that mulea, eatneh, imd
ponm only ahonld be need. The new ro^, bowen^,

ought ahoiilr (1889) to be in nae from Mari to Srinagar. The diatanee by the new rood trill be
longer than by the old.

Aa aome of the oaraping grounda are teiy eonSned, troops using this road ehould peaa along ii

in small bodies not eioeeding a battalion, aqnadron, or bait^» as the oaae may be.

BOUTE STo. 44(6).

Naoab to Hispae.

Authority. Ali Khan.

Diitavos nr niMi. I

Btsffs or hsltisf place. p— Dccoriptlon, Aa.

Intar-
nodUte.

Haoab ... For It mile from Nsgar the rood is made and tbe

ascent gradnal; 8 furlonas farther, on the left of

the road, ie the tillage of Tb61, beyond which, for

6 fbrlonge, the rood gradoalW descends ; 3 miles from
Hagar, the road tonchcs tbe Bnaltar stream and proems along its banks, and at 4 ntiles and 8
furlongs crosses this stream by nn easy ford and then ascends 800 feet: 6t miles from Nsgar
on the right of the road is tbe village of Ratal.

Ratal 6 4 This is one of s number of villagee of a group called

Hopao. Height above eea-level, 9,000 feet ; 7 furlonge

from ^tal>the road posses through tbe village of Hoi-

ehal ; 1 furlong beyond tbe road hae a steep deeoent
of 200 foet ; tbo road ie here fortified. One mile and 8 furlonge from Ratal the road croeeee n
glacier cullod Bualtar. At this point the Harpu glacier joins the Rnaltar. The ice is very old,

and the paaingo across tho glacier very difllcult. 8 milee and 6 fnrlongs from Ratal tbe road
rane along the foot of a high range end the banks of a stream fiowing from tho glacier. This
portifin of the road is level, tlio ground being damp and covered with coarse reedy grass ; this

flat is called liarpu Tugha plain. 4 miles and 8 fnrlongs from Ratal a road branches and goes
to Hispar. 6 m!leh from Ratal the road leaves tho Hat, and i mile beyond a shepherd’s hamlet
is situated, called Harai Barpu. It then aseends the range to Uaeh paee, thoMcent being 1,900
feet. 9 miles and 8 fuiiongi from Ratal is Guteos Harai.
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9. QvTBin Habaz

1

No* 4^(5)—HX>BoIuded.

9 SI 14 61 From tiM Bath ptm to Gateu Harai tha road aioeiida

|

l»400 feet and ia rough and rugged. Thia plaoe ia n
ahe|iherd*a hamlet and containa 600 gonta. Water ia

fwocurahte from a apiing; wood and graaa aearooj

little or no anppilea. Thia portion of the range is need as a grasing-groniid for horses. Height
18,200 feet. IWa this p^nt the road has a gradnal ascent to the large lake of Bashphari, dis-

tant from Qtttens Harai 8 milea{ the diameter of ^Is lake is 400 yards; it is rerj deep. After
November the water freeses, the height of the lake being 16,800 feet. 4 miles and 2 furlongs

from Ontens Harai the road is passable for borers, hot beyond becomes very steep* rough, and
rugged, the descent being very great. 6 miles and 8 furlongs it crossea a stream, the desoent
hMiur 1,100 feet. From here the road is very bad, and for halfa mile theaaoent Is very great and
rou^.

Bight miles and 2 furlongs from Gutens Harai the road eroases another stream, the descent
being 2,200 feet. It then eroases a number of minor atreama, and ia very rough ; the hill-side here
is oovei^ with brushwood and the road not properly deftned. lOt miles from Ontens Harai the
road improves; tbs river Nagar flows on the left 2 miles distant and 2,600 feet below.

8. Buasuoh Habaz • 11 2 26 0 Half a miU) to the south of this place is a spring of

good water; provisions none; wood and grass very

scarce. Height above sea-level 18,600 feet. For 2t
milee from Buapnoh Harai the road descends a steep

spur, 2,600 feet. The spur ia not rocky, but the soil being loose the desoent is difficult. From
ia point a road branches off and goes to Nagar along the Nagar stream. Half a mile from tliia

the r^ descends a steep and rooky face of the bill, orossee a dry stream, and runs along the
Nagar, wboae river banks are only 10 feet in height. The river is 800 feet broad and 4 feet deep;
the current very rapid. 4 miles and 2 furlongs from Buapueh Harai read erosaes another stream:

by a ford, banks 20 feet high. 2 (hrlongs further are the remnante of a wood in bridge ; a large

rock on either side marks the site. These rocks are'80 feet apart. Had this bridge been kept in

repair the road would have led along the right bank of the river, this bank being less rough than the
left one. From these rocks, towards the hilb on either side, walls have been built. From this point

for 2 furlongs the road is rough and rugged, then ascends a steep of 800 feet ami rune through a
cultivated slope. 6t miles from Buapnoh it erosaes a stream, with banks 160 feet, called Qarumbar.
A road runs along this stream to Skardd pid the Hispar paw, tha flrat halting-place being 10
miles distant. The esoent ia very great, the height of the past being ab«mt IB/JOO *’eet.

The asoent on this side on the face of a glscler, the descent on the Skardti side being equally

steep and difficult. The road crossea the Qarumbar Stream by a wooden bridge 40 feet long and
2 feet broad. On both sides of the atream there are ten floor-mills. The cultivation on titber tide

of this stream is watered by canals. The road crosses the bridge aud enters the village of Hispar,

which lies half a mile distant.

4. Hupab 7 2
|

88 2 Hispar contains seventy booiea. Wood end grass are

very scarce; a small quantity of provisiona can be pro-

cur^.

BOUTE No. 44(0.

Nagar to Hunza,

Ahmbd Ali Khan (1H89.)

DwMSca ur miisa.

Stage or haUlufPlaee.
later-

nvdlate.

OeMrIpCioB, Jto.

Total.

Six furlonga from Nagar the road eroasea the Nagar river by a rope bridge, 800 fbet long, and
then ascends a bill 8,000 feat, the Dauug past bdng 8 miles and 8 fnrlongs from Nagar, and tlic

asoent Ukiiig three boars. -Height of pase 9,200 feet. 4 miles and 1 furlong from Nagar Iho do-

aeent ia gradual and the road good, but a little further on beeoroea slippeiy and diflteult for laden

men. 6k miles from Nagar the road detcenda the bank of the Hnn» river, banka ero 100 feet

in height, and rant along the edge of the stream. The width of the stream ie here 800 f^,
depth 6 feet ; current very itrong. 81s mika from Nagar and within one furlong, the road
aroeuda 200 feet ; 6 furlongs ahaad the road is ea^ and daaeenda200 fact and enters on tho
sAd of the river-bed. 7 miles from Nagsv It eiosscs the Hnasa river by a ropt bridgu 800
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JtonU No, 44(o) CMwludad.
fMt long and 80 ftrt abova the water, and for a abort dlataaea alter eronliig it b rarj Wd, owfag
to largo rocka, then daaeanda the bank, wl^b b 860 feat high. 8 aallaa from Nagar tad on
the bit of the road, and 100 jarda away, b the fort of Qaalab, oontaialng 800 hooaaa within Its

walb. 10 milaa from Nagar the road enUra the walled town of Hnoaa.

Boiria • 10 0 10 0 Between Qanbh and Hnnaa the rood aaeandoSOO
feet, paming througb enltlration m romi^ and having
on either aide a atone wall 8 feat high. TothoaonS
of the forib a polo ground 700 faetlong and 100 feet,

broad. Proviniona and anppKb are very aenree. 'Ilie town b mtnatad on the right bank of tim
atrenm called Rarbar | height above the atrcarn 400 feet. Thb town b alao called Baltit. It eon*
taina 700 honaea, tliree large gnna, eleven wall-pbeaa, and a large magaalne within ito walb.
Height of Hnnaa above aea-level about 8^000 feet.

BOUTB Ho. 45.

NIoae to Skabd({ (by thb Hispae Pass).

AuUkoritiei.—Haywabd—Montgombub—Dbbw.
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MUCH nr XAUif^m timi.

Bonn ba. 47.

Bontf TO SsAistf.

JittiorUfi—Bdouipr.

DiMuma UMue.

•if.*-—fl-

dlalib
TMal.

1. InOBAllfBV B ...

Eoad for ntlaa aUmg left beak of Iadii% then of
bed of litt loRaotb a aleap aeaant of 4600 fbet.

ti BIsbo. e m Snail amaga. Yaiy afteep aaeaat of 4000 ftet to top
of DoSl ridgab and ataep deaeani to book of
Indue.

IL KmuBA El
t7

Large alllageu Bead along rlaer-baak. Three rook
ahdroaaea haae to be pueed. Fraqoent email aa-

oenta and daeoeata. Fim Kataara there la a lonta

Into Aator.

4 BxAiDd
4n

Fort and garflaoik of 800 Kaahmfr tfoopa. Largo
gop^^on. Bond TeiT good along the left bank of

The flrtt ibrtt amrohM are barely praotleable for anladon poaiei. Tliire ia alao a road aloof
IlM light bank of tha lodoa (aide loata Ko. gS, Skaidk to QOgit).

BOUTE No. 48.

Shaeidi to Ghilas (bt thb Kamaxbobi Pass).

Auihoritiet.—Bates—Mobtoombeib.



m imifB ABO ubIb.

A«lf JV*. 49 ooaeinded.

BWAIfBdw >«« <Ut NrtikM hb itiWM aiid AMhwm ditoi ttiy MtMMtomt-
14 Small fiUage,

flL Cainm daoim9 • 18
87

gg .

At foot of Kamakdori FhaSi

aOvnuB • . • 18 Small Tinage In the Hldt rallsy, eross Xaa
Bmo. Horsoo eaa bo taken oror In snmmor.

Largo fortifled Tillage of Cbilas.4.TBAX • m 9

8.GHIlAfl. • 18

wO

na

_ ov

BOUTS No. 49.

Sbvfio* to Babaii4la (bt CbrXb abd OnuABo).

DiMiaoi ni I

L CbbIb 18 8
18 6

XiMTiiifr ilM town, Um pBth doMiiidB and rnurnm tba
ftroam to tbo tIUovo of Botpdra or Bbtgdnd, | ndlib
poNing ibroBgb wbieh It oroMOo tbo wMt ito^j bod of

I tbo BomUdnii tbo rim flows in sofonil narrow shal-

low obonnoK wbiob are fordabloi thanoo Itpoasos throngb tbo rieo-flolds to tbo hanilol of Zolini»

1| mllo. oro^g tbo Usman Nadi, and pssolng tbo bavlot of Mannl and tbo sidimt of Jnngal
Bbah Sabib at 8 milosj tbo path than lies along tbo oast sidoof tbo ridgo to Narpflrand tba
sidrstof thothrooSsiadi^wbonooit tunisina woetorlj dirfotion np a narrow ralloj,pMng MUb*
war at 8t miloo, and throngh^bo bnmlot of labrCii path than eroeiss tbo tsIIoj and Iloo amid tha
floldo to MnBbpftra, mileoi whonoo it risoo om tbo opon down, dosoondlng into tbo tbkkly
wooded oall^ of tbo Birili stream, miloo; tbo path croeeee tbo stream, wbbm is about 18 fmO
broad and ae many inebos doop, tbroo times by mal bridges, and makes a ob'irt aseont to
small rillags of Imimnna, 8 milooi than an oaay doseont to Bebigos, 8| miles, eroeeing Iw fords

tbo Bamnim and a stroam wbiob flows into it at 9t miles, and rnsking a stoop aseont to tbo oon-
sidorablo Tillage of Pakapflra, Of miles. LeoTlng Fiskapdra, tbo path deseonds to tbo stream and
eroasee aororal ridgos, wbiob aro mostly wooded, with boro and tbero patebes of onltlTalion and
jangle. At lOf mUm peso the obmU Tillage of Dardkdt^ wbenoe the road continnes to be smooth
and loTol, with gradnal deeoent to Ghidr. A larva Tillage or small town ; snpplieo abondaati
water supply at some distaneoi spaeefor eneamping on the east aide of the TiUagft Uttla es

a. KbIv BIsa 8a-
miafB ZiimAT

9 4

iShopaii, Si
on after whl

It then rises slic htly and

I

LssTing Chrdr, tbs road passes throng tbo town
and down the spur on wbiob it is built, eroasing soato
others, wbiob aro in plaoeo somewhat steeps but the
path is wide and smooth. Passing tbo Tillage of Hoprfl,

path Has tbrongb a groro of pollardtbo bandet of Varpari is leaebod at 8 milo^ fiom wbiob tbo pate Has tbrongU a groro of polta

willows to Shopaii, Si mUmi tbroee it eonrinuos lerol and^gsnwrily sb^ to Cbadargnad,
wbiob thep^ turn to^ bmalst of Bmnagund at 8| milmi

totbesssell ' there Isai
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BiomU No^ 49—oontioiied.

Mdtnrisf vnteadivnariNt. Haflof ataoil teoradid lo th« Itftl ol Mm Tdlw, tli« pith llei

thioogb Mm ilet-IUkk puMng « litUo fbtih«r on tiM Dddh OaDga bj a Mbttontiiif bridffe, about
MiMt loof and S feet moadi Mm atraanu «hi^ ia about a foot Mpb ia alao fordablo. Ilif path
Mm|P riMi to tbo Tillafa of Kmlwarl. 4f Mikai and patMO Zohama at 6 milea and on throap^h

onhbraMon to Patargan. 6 milaa^ wbonoo It aaeoada tbo ridga^ paaoinfr bonoatb tbo Hnboboikb-U«
wajid, vbieli orowns itk it mtloi^ and dMoandimr erotoM a otraam(foi^blo) bja bridgo and paaooa

on to IMgam, S| miloo. Tbo path than liaa Miron^ rloo*doldfl to Bogra* 6t mllol and on,^
liroon tbo Btba Naafb 8ahib*a ittfaton tbo right hand and tba Tillago of Nariidn on tbo lolt, to

Lnttor hondflb 8 miloo. At 8f miloo naoo tbo omall rillago of Dnri thonoo tbo path oonMnnoa
amootbandloooltotboaidratof KbdaBdU8ablb»9t mUoo. SnppUoo and wator proenrablo firom

tbo noigbbonring rlllaga.

8. Kl8. 9 8
81 4

Laaring tba aidraA the path tnma towardi tbo
I right. riaIngallghMjorer tbo tpnri at t milo it paaoeo
I tbnnrt tbo bambt of Kborpnia. and it rather rough
I to Pajipdrm 1 mlla^ and on through the rioa onlMra*

Mon to Halloiranpon, If railoi the path than iinproveo, pairing Kialnowat If miloe, and at 8 miloo

It aromoo a bram of tbo Snknag b; a bri^ (fbraible) i then pamoa throngh Morabnn, 4t

throngb rioa colMraMon

miloib and on through the rioo-lioklfl to Zauigam, 8f milea orooaing the Lar atroam hw a bridgo
(fmdiiblo) I tbo path ia thou rather alonj for about f mile to tbo eultivatloh of the rilburr. where
tbo rilo-nietorj u ritnatodi path eontinnra lorol, but atonj. to 8ri 6| milea, whore it croaaea tbo

Snkndg. which flowa in rarlona channela throngh a wide atonj bed. Tbo atroama are ahallow, and
ara uaoally crooood 1m atopping otoiioa. The path then aaoonde the mnr, and ia imooth and level

to Malpdra. 7| miloob loaving which It ia at drat rather hilly, and then lioa t

toKfg. Estanrifoonoampmg ground I aapplioa proenrabioi wat

4 GvxaiABM 18 4
to Trapai. It mile! and on to Poahkar, aitnated cloao

under the OMt aide of the hill of the aiimo nama The
,
path rpunda the baee of the bill throngh open tree

Jvnglob wbonoo it omer|^ intoa Uttio enlM'vated vriloj. and croaring the rioo-dolda and a atmua
aanonilo to the email vlllego of Oonni Biba Sehibb 4 mlloa. wlieuco it doaecnda. and aaeenda a
few hundred varda to Warngam j the path Mien lioa throngh the rioo-dehUb and croaaea a atream

(tedablo) to the village of Colhama. 6 mileai it then croaaea the wide, atonj bod of a atream. which
dowa in nnmerona cniannelB. all fordable, and poaioe up to Sind, 6t milea, and on throngh

the rice-deldi to Tiaimn. 7f milea, and then hj good level path up to Firoapdr, 9t milea, a
village aitoated at the foot of the aaoeiit leading to the paaa of that name. [There ia aaid to be a
more direet path between Kdg and Plmnidr than that here daeeribed, lying through the gall

between the Poabkar bill and the Ijal Kb4n-ki«garbl| but it ia noted aa bring rough and ateep^

and not uaed bj laden cooliea.]

Fkom firospdr the path eromao the atream, and aaeenda the rldge^ and paaaea along it In a
wmferlj direction j it then tuma along the ridge to the north, and emergea on to tba Onlmarg at Ita

aantb-caat end. After gaining the t^ of the ridge near Firoapdr the j^K Ilea through the foreat i

the flretjmrt of the aaoont ia eew, but alipperj afT

vobkj.
.. j after rain I the laatfmUeiaaomewhatateep and

1m total dbtance from Fhmpdr iaabrat 8 milea.

The footpath liea up the marg through the neek at
the end. aftw paming which it tome to the right and
makre a fMcp. and, after rain, very elippery dmcent to
the ebrino of Bapninriahi. 8f mlua ; thence the path

daeofnda tbiengb the narrow valley by the hamietaof Chand Pbthar, Al Pathar, and Bambafaar,

and efomlng toe epnr deaeeiide to the village of Kountra. 6 milea, paaoing through which it

conMnueatodeaoend. oroeaing the Ningil etraum (fordable). The path then Ilea over nndnlaMng

opea gieond, with here and there a few Gdiara* bate and patehea of culMvationi a few oedar treee

Iwewiiie grow on tbo alopoa. The rood, whim ie broed aad amnotb, poaaca the hamlet of Qohnn
ut 10 mileai thence deaeenda, and ia in one or two plaeee raibor eteep^ ootil within about f a milo

of f— when It beeomei quite level. Bammdia b n email town on the Jhelomi auppliei

ubnndiulinmple necommodation for mamping. [riepuaf i87l.]

8. BabaxOsa • 18 0 ...

Tom . 08 0
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Boun Ho. 5a

SutxoT TO Sbuiiqde (bt Auruo, tbo Booil Piao, aitd SBonov).

Batw—ifovNoimn—Dour—Auoooo.

Stige or heitiiirftorn.

Dumnea IV naaa.

Bemrlptlsab Aa

iai
TeteL

*

fiULBdr BO Abitvb
(SMarchei) .

4. Tavdbai-bi-Baou

A and another atS mile

7

88

48

8 of wate

8m UtmU JSo, BU

Wood and water from 8eoN, bnt no rappHea ; hlHi
very low and eoverad with stunted jongle; the road
Ilea op stony bed of torrent for ebont 8 miles by an
almost impsrcoptibto esesnt; passes n kaoka tank el

r.ib both fh]

M
1. Finn , . .1 8 I I

A Urg* Tilhg* AtiuM in • wild tarlile nllty at

I
tiM foot of a lAnditono rldgo ; rappliet andt watar

iabandant. Aftor leaving eiiinp, Mja>ki-biioli is

I passed on right hand at li mile. Path follows

stoBj bed of torrent till it neeti the bed of a •mall stream (at jauction of torrent and strsam
there are two or tbieeboasss), and then ascends bed of stream and crosses a sarratad ridge of sand*

-stone. On the sontb side these hills are low and allnrial, and clothed with Sootoh firs of stunted
growth. A stream to then forded, and path runs for S milss direct across valley.

0. Gbili • • I 8 I A small Tillage | no supplies j camp in wide bed of
88 strssm, on rather stonj ground. Path goes up bank

of clear itresin to near foot of hill, the ascent of
which to winding and bad, and in some places barelT

pacticable for tadsn aiiimab. Dssoent ste^ j at ball a mile from summit Cbonntra (afew houeee)

to passed, and Cbeto (a few bonsea) a milt and a half farther, and after another mile reach camp.

7* Nab • • . ] 11 | A few houses on hill-side abore a stream. A little

70 Indian-com onltiTatbni no snpplies can bo oelonlatod

upon. Pass Gandal at 8| and Pit at 6 miles; both of
those hamlets harn two or three houses esch. Soed

diflcnlt end stonj. following bed of n stream for some distance, which is crossed rerj often. The
bed to wide and partiallj oortred with tall reeds, end daring the rainy season, the stream to mneh
swollen, and crossed with ditBeultg. Tl

‘ ~ “

tleable for Inden cattle.

The laet 8 mitoe a steep ragged eacenti, well nigh impree-

8. Bbabou

and by n stiff desoent

8i BOdil

8
. 8

isoent of 8 mUss

78
One or ti^bouees; wood end water, but no snppliee.

Dy eiPith risee from valley ooversd with brushwood
isoent for 8 miles* which is at drst steep, and'thea
gradnel, then ooutinnee elong the ridge for 3 mitos^

lUse reeehee BhegoU.

A luge villege with e greet deal of riee eulttvethiBi

snpplies end water plentiful ; good encamping ground |

a small square beetlonod fort a few milqi south of tha

I village. Path dessends for Si miles down hilUtide

(whieh to fovered wiih tall bmaliwood and ocouional patches of Indian com) by an extremely
atony and bed reed. Oroia a etroam by a ford knee-deep* and aeeend, eblefly throngb rice oultiva*

tiqn^or li mile* to camp.
~ ^ ^ ^ GnUbgarh, nsnaNy piaeticable for poniee.From Bddil there .

long or two abort maidboidtotMit*

Bijeori to one
All.Ud fiufi 0.1 Im Ffr
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BumU iVSi. 80—continued.
IWIIqprioitSoaiMrPlMit Itet miMMditfMir half nd food mdor,

bat faMlb.^oweo. FMhb Bddil to Boprt ! two moiolMi^ mod iimoj bo 16 nlloof fnm Bopri to
Allobdd Sofdi b oboot 8 nflooi Iraiii tbo oomBtt of tbo poio to lUibdd BordI tbo potb io dim-
. . ^ .. . . " ijSBlItliwotoiag.oooj, ond ptootboblo for ponloib bvt (

fosd to bj Komo WdL
for lodon oooUoo oa tbo foath ddo. Komo Nif Io oold to bo'two dofi^ fdr noiob ftom Bddib oad
•UnUittoBbqploalqroBoaqrMidt httorportof looto oo ondir—

I rood ib obIt oood bj obopbordo. From L

^
PO^IM oolj bj diopbordo I it to topmlod dMoolt

Eovoa Kia to Kaso-
WARAV*

ToaA& •

LlbKfBf Hl6

FWmb thoHdf thojpotblloodoiniibomlJijofyoobidrivor
totbolflhiNdt,8|mflMroadbooi^ golnod tbo loft bonk of
tbo lifor, dooeoDdi oMotlj tbioo^ loioo^ oroiotof . oovorol
otrooflu. At 8| oiiloi orooi Iomo otMOB ond oooood for o oboit
diitoneoi potb thoo Uoo oloof borooido of bill. At niloo it

‘ of& Yoobod ftroek ool doinod).| ooddropo down totbolovolof \

lUoi tbo ond of tbo moig io rooobodt ond tbo potb
'

tbo otroom bf o olnglo ptoo ti^ ioming o brldgo oboat 88 loot

loof (or It noj bo flodod^ to tbo oneompinf ffonod of Xoof-
wottaa. which io oa opoa gmf aioodow, diodod hf iao trooo.

Tboro oro o Ibw Qdjor halo in «o rklallf i oappUoo om aot pro-

Loofiiw oompiaffroand tbo potb OMOMO tbo Yoobod and Ibo
throogbtttforoot^ tbo left bonk of tbofiror I borooadOhoroart
apoonddowao, oad tbo potb Io roogb ia photo. At oao aiilo tbo
oonlaoneo of tbo CbUOo Poai io poiood» oad tbo potb ooatiaooo
oihetorototboKboooaabol briddo. U mitoi tbo dnt bolf of
tbio bridfo It tbnaod of otop^of itoooo oad tranki of trooi,

tbo root it ooMpoood of obridgoottwopiBotNOOidoBkod botwooa
and onppottod by pioni tbo opoa of tbio port of fbo bridge Io

oboot 88 iool« wlib o width of oboat 8| foot. Boring orooood

tbo bridfOi tbo potb riooo foroboat 180 fori aptboridgo^oadooa-
thraoi dong too right bonk df too Yoobod for oboat 8i milm
throngb foroot, with boro oad tboro o doorlag to tbo Aimbal
fdl, o fow bandrod yaido beyond wbidi tbo path onorgoo flrom

too foNot, ood pooooo oTor tbo dooriag ond eoltlTutom oollod

Kboionobol, wbmioo the potb doooondo ond orooooo tbo widb bod
of tbo Yodiodi tbo nioin otroom b eroooed by o bridgo of oboot
66 foot opoa, and tbo otbor ohoBBob by itopping-otonoo ond
fordiagt from tbo riror too potb riooo to tbo rlUago of Sodon,

o dbtoooo of oboot o ndlo. Bopplloo and wotor piamumblib ond
opooo for oneompiBg,

From Bodon, path oontlaoio down o

two ridgoo, wlto nttlo or no odtlmtioni ot 1 mllo it i

top of ridgo to aorlh, and o llttlo fnitbor on pomro tbo bomlot
orBatlpdrooB tbo loft of too potbi rood tbm doooondo Into

oad orooooo a Borrow rdbj, ood b lord oad good, ppooing

tbroogb opoa aaoBltifotid oooatrj la tbo diroetioB oftooiioboa
Tor hul to tbo ooatb-ooot of Shapion i It thoa pooooo tfamogbtbo
naall ditto rillogo of Koopdio» wbiob b wotorid by a otroom

from too BombiM» oad mokoo o obort. dooooat to too rlUogo

of Qogria, wboBoo U Uoo tbroogb tbo rioe-8rido to Bhapton o
molltowai oapj^obaadoak (An^ad lSTL) (Bofm.)

A bmatlfal Uttio tarn odiod Mflil Nig. Tbom ofo aoaollj

OMor bate la tbo nrigfaboariiood. Bapplloo not proonr>

AobortoiooDt fromtoo wotor’oodMof tbo KoaoaNli
(tboro art no trooo or hoUtotioBO In tbo arighboarbood) loodo t(

top of too amaatola bofrior whirii boaado too Bortb-woot ond ol

tbo bkoif too dooooat fa ooaMwbot etlB for f of o mUoi thm
oroM a Bik gioo^ pfada oollod Bot Fbkrfai ^ofoa fpriago)* wblel



St Kams-u-baa

S. HATODPte •

Total

10. Abio <

Boons n KABBMfB AVII LioCl*

JtouU No. Of^oontinned.

n

It wRtond bj a niimbAr of itraiaM wUdi Sow Sowb from Iho
lurroandiDg tmoQntolDi» ond U iInwii with raggod raoki. Al
If mllo moot the piilh whkii prooeoda aovih-wort ovor tbo~ A Via Paw, And than Along tho vAllaj of tha Tadiad'

to liihl r"riTart tN4g.

191

Than on a, fair Odjanf hata about tba anoAmping giomd.
wbioh la on tha right bank of tba Broman atnam. Fkooaad
by A Torj ataiep Anent from tha bad of tha Ynhad^ which than
Sows In two ohannala throngh a narrow, gnaay nlloy, through a
blroh foraat to tha Aatan marg» thon laael for abont a mllot and
at^ daaoant Ibr t a milob erom a atraam near top of Dontaa
monntain, and daaoand at Srat ataaply* and latterly aaailjto
ICanjjipnl margt paaa a Odjar attttmanti abort daaoantto
Dontaa atraam, which la foidad, and than nearly laral to
Choran atraam, whidi la oroaaad by a bridge, thanoa by nearly
a laral path throngh a pine foraat to oamp.
A oonaidarabla rill^ on tha bank of the Yiaahad rinri

anpptiaa procnrabla.

From Kadal-la-bal aaaand from atraam, whlah ia oroaaad In
a k&ial bridge, and along an open gneay marg for i a mUau
than aaaand for i a mile np aida of a mountain, laral for 1 miC
and nthar ataap deaeant i of a mile, eroaa a amall atraam, and
aaeand aaaily for i of a mile, along top of ridga for i a mile,
and jnat below top on other aide laara foraat, daaaand aaain
along bare aida of hill, enter foraat again, and daaaand ataaplr
for f of a mile, thanoa alight daaoant for 1 mile throngh enl£
ration to Knri and than laral throngh Saida paaaing Bdgh on
right hand and Batpdra on left, throngh Wampdra and Ikail*
win to Hanjtpdr, which la S milaa from KnriL—(Beiia)

87
Vo honaaa or anppliaai wood and water pmennible.

On leering Bddtl paaa nnmarona honaaa whioh are built on hiU-aida, wharerar the gtonnd
admito of edtWatlon, and aOer S milaa reach Barot (a few honaaa), and oontinna to aaaand larine
by atony and bad road, and oamp in a ahalterad apot at foot of paaa.

Ho anppliaai wood and water prooniablet nath
eaeanda ata^ hill aide for 1| mile | rnna’ dong
bare hill-aide forabout 8 miloa,and l/MW>ftai
(abont).

I

No habitalionai one or two rooka nnddr whioh tra*
rdlara Snd abaltar | wood and water, bnt no anppliaaf
path makm » eterp awkward aaoant of 1,600 feat; for
the next 4 milaa the path it generally atony, and de«

oenda aomawhat i than )or t milaa aaoandi by a etaap aig-nigtoanmmit of BSdilAm (KISO feat),

and daaoanda aaaily for 1 mile to foot of poM on north aidei oontinnaa daaoanding rary aiighm
for S milaa, wharo it paaaca old round honaa in rnlna, and than liaa along left bonk of a atreom by
a raiy graded and atony daaoant for another 8 milaa to oamp.

11. Dbzbx • • 7
94

is. Nabik-bz-Oabhi. 14
lOS

18.8EUfixnr(6.7l6ft.)|
119

11 I I
Tbe path, whioh If atony In plaoea,ooiittnoee dong

left bank of atraam. Famaa a ronnd honae wbioh la
oaenplad by a few aapoya (aa long aa the poM ia piaetU

. oabla) to prarant emigration from Kaahmfri
giadnally for S milee dong aontham alopa of hUl, oontinnaa for 8 mOm throngh pine foraat, and
a^ 8fr milm more raadiaa rillaga of Sedan (whioh ia 6 milM from Bhnpioo), and thmi liei efer
low alopifr^ and Joina tbe Ffr Fh^]dLBoate near Sbnpion.
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iflutM ni KAfHHfa Aim lAnii.

Bmtt Kt, oondudAd.

And nuNOi «wo •

MAMBM no 8ix-
VAAAB . 29

IB Nabobmi
Total • ••• 148

tfiMidfn on ponloi^ m Imo dntj li Uriod on

8m JtomU No, $i»
Akiiilr to Hhopion (84 miloi) moj bo modo in oigbb

mnreboi. Tho BddU FOm io opon fnnn' ond of
Mmj trt ond of Novombor. This rood io mnob fro-

qnontcd Iqr ksrdjr tmvoUon^ who oon^ ihoir Bor-
tboir goods bj thb than onj othor roatoe

BOUTE No. 61.

SlALKOT TO SfttVAOAR (BT AKNtSR AND RijAOBf).

' Adfffiorsfigf.—*BATBg—

M

ontoommbib—

R

oBntT8«—Drbw.

Dtstivoa iir mass.

itSfS or hsltifitqlass.
latMSM-

dlsts.
Total.

Diawiplicn. As.

1. OBAnAB M
18

A village 1 snppliee proeunblo afterdue notice; inter
plentifuf; country level, open, and fairly cultivated;
road At for carte.

1. Oababio 10
28

A email village; aopplies must be collected ; water
idonUfnI ; eonntry and nad aa in laat stage. Tawl
oroaaed by a ferry or ford 4 milss fnm Chaprar*

8. ABvdm
(1.142 ft.)

12
86

A large village^ wltb a larodMi eappliso prnearajble ;

water ]^tifu1 ; eonntry undulating ; rooA At tor molee.
Crooe Chenibby boat Akndr to Sbupionby Bddil
Pmo ie ten marehee. 84 milee. Chendb not navigablt

abofo Akndr.—(Z>rew) [eeiJBeafeNo.50.)

Trom Akcdr tboro is n rood to Jomd 18 milosi nlirbt bo diTidcd st 10| miles ot Nogbonf.
Bond oasj, bdng sltogothor In tbs pisin. Last few milss through fonts i road wsU freqnentod,
troTorsod both m earU and eamolo. TUin fairlj cnltirated. A csnal which is being oonstractod

from tho Chenab to Jomd is passed near Aknur. The fort at Akndr is a building of loftj walls

orowDt'd with battlements, encMnw a square of orrr 200 jards, with a gate on the river slds^

nod a tothor on tho land side. The walls an 8 feet thick, and too high for sealing ladders. No
oanoo A can bo mounted on them, aa then io no tomploin. No well in fort.

dw Tamba

8. Dabb

6L Tavba Pin

6 41

18 64

18 6T

A small rillago with a aarii i supfllioi and water

proeunblo; country lowi bills coveiM itith Jungle

|

rood tolenUs^ but stony in parts.

A few boosas with an old sardi i supplies searoe i

water procurable i country as in last stage i rood dlffl-

colt and stony, passing up and down sennl nrines |

the last ascent and descent an steep.

A few bouses, with a sardli supplies procurable |

water plentiful i country as in last stage; road rather

better.

Then ia a new and mon direct road between Akndr and Thnda FUni by way of Letri ; the

distance is 24 mllesk eis., Akndr to Bnrnal 10^ Bornal to Ihiida-Faiii 14 miles. First 4 miles over

n rising plain, then enter outenaoat hills a volUy onr a boulder-corercd strsam bed. Vallqr
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earn ni lAmdt aho usIk.

Aat0 M, 5i—«0DtiniMd.

tmrniwB,vidh3XlM an aowand with brotbwoodi attar » bit rit* to th* broken phteM lying betww
tbo onlitiDOil ridgo nnd the ridgt at Kolftbir, then op RoUih&r, portly orer here rock ; tbon down n
ataap eeearpmoo^ from the feoC of whioh oftor a taw mtloe of oomperotlvely lerol rood, Tboodo
,Ptal ie fioehod oi the beginning of nest Ml of hille. There is o rood from Thoudo Pent lo

'Hooehsro*

7* OBABMIAft

8, SlALSUI

SL BIjaobI (1,004
ft.)

Airp ranroi lo 8bi-
VAOAB BT BOOTM
-lloo.O(kOlA]rB20

rirer of lorgs etono boildingib

tor loden pontee^Dreie.)

77

07

101

A eofdii snppllee ond wetor prooaroblet ooontiy os
oboes; rood very fiiir. croeeing o low rongs of hills

oovsr«^ with bmebwood; little eillogs, only ofsw
lootteisd homse.
A rllUgs» with o eordi ; eoppllee eeoroe j water pro*

ouroUej ouuutiy ond rood m obove; oroee one Bleep

rouge.

A einoll town on the right bonk of the Towi j enp-

pliee plentiful; water from the etreom; eonntry os
sbovii ; rood good ; some of the etresms are loige and
diflknlt after rain.

Knter the volley of the Minowdr Towl ; in May a
atreoin of moderate volnme; continue up valley by
left bonk of river over low spurs, ond after a few
miles reooh Bdiaorf. The town shows a front to the
In ruins. Bdjaorf is enlled Rdiupdr. This rood is fit

OOUTE Ko. 58.

SiAUite TO Sbuaoae (bt tbb BamibIl Pass).

Bates—Momtoombbm—^Dbbw—Obant.

DisVaVOS IV MlfcSS.
1

Stags or haltlnrpleee.
Iiiftnae-
dlsta

Total.

OsserlpUou,.Ae.

1. Tawx • • 14
14

A village in.ICasbmir territory; supplfee procurable;

water plentlfi.l; country level, open, and well culti-

vated ; road good. Leave British territoiy about half-

way.

jAMd • • IS
1

A partly walled town, the chief residenee of the

(l.S00^) ' "» 17 mohorijo of Kashmir. SnppliN and water abundant |

country tevei, open, ond well cultivated, until nearing
the Tawi, where it is nndulNting and jungly. Rood

tdlerobly good, stony .towaitls the end. After heavy rain the river is not fordable for some few

days, and when floods occur, the forty boat is sometimaB unable to cross ; the passage must then he
wnmAM on maaaha. The town of Jnmd (area one square mile) ie situated on a commanding position

about 150 feet above the level of the stream. The Bao Fort lies opposite to It on the left bank of

the river, at a similar elevation. Oarrison about 2,000 and population 6,000. From Jamd there

iaaroadto RijaorC oidAknnr.te# Jtoefe JFo. di.alsotoBadrawdr, see BauU 2Sro.84,aoA Pathdnkdt,

aaa Bauta No. 24.

!• Kaobota .

(IsSOOft)
6 4

St 4
A small village; anp^im procnrahle; water from

well, Uiik, and stream ; two latter eourcm of eup^y
can only be depended upon in the rains. Situation m
village low and swampy ; low ridjfc to north offeie

anttshle place for encamping.
. x

Leaving the bungalow te road goes through the town, past the palace and out at the northern

gate lAd down a very ateappe^ to the Tawi level. A wide valley is entered; on the right is the
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BoofM nr KtfndiK Am unfs.

, SckU No. AB—AOBtiiiMd.

j Ttiil wUb MMwM Mb na Inr UOi to ilw IMII to «k* aeiih to •
nodidiliiiff 60<uii7f wMi loAf hlUa btfmd. II two Bito fMd
«wtj lltUt tellitrMi, Umwm mtln ilma. ImpfOfMb pMnt anoll

llitto tqMra mMonij tekM Vj ft iprlnf fNn lilt bUlirfds. TIm toad
oranliif sloBy bftdaodfttfwftlilnftSMberaftfMMiilBgNftgfotft. PItotycC

pMNt tftmplt ODhM biBkto
Mr tto^ and lii^ thsl la ft

road Iftaii llaa tkaaogkflddib

do noaift. • ]
10 0 I

A aamidavBlda riOim alloalad akonl i i

OiSiOlk) I— di 4 aaafe ad J^ar ar Oaipftr Xad alraam

I I
pfoaofftklasmlarfrQBi wdlaandteftkiianlar aftmp-

I I ug grarndt aaiftll, 1ml ptaity af apaaa atuDftUa. Ou-
tltftUan planttlUL BoadlafilftBdaBMaClitpaaaiaiBtoftBdafaaaaakadaf atraamito tba waaliaaaaB
ft fort ao ft low bin. TUaia Puiebgiftli India two taolifi | mila aiaand apnr kj nllMr ata9
path in aondatona rodi. btanalTa rlawfrom top ofnalghbanrheedafJamd, andthapauM ofwidowiid

rani of Jawahir Singh to WMt Tha road liaa along tharidga, with nanjnpa and dawna, and fai

plftOia ia awkward for ladnaniniiila, owing dthor to thaataopiMnaftha path or thanamwnoH at
iha paaaaga warn in tha firiabla roek. Afkwr paiohig a tank, aoaand aomawhatata^ ridgob an tap of
whkh ia a dik pottj it nillai atoap doaeant to amall atraan, whidi ia aroaaadi 1 mlla twolt and
loflfoPa ahapi at^ aaaant to anothar dik atation 1 1 nila thanaa an aaqrdaaeaftt bj parad foad» and
along tha H milaa to Danaali wbaia thaia ia.atamplabftfawhoBMi^ a ah^ a goodmil; wdl

<M00ft)
U 0

66 4
No groaad

rillagiu aommandad bj ft mlaad fart*

af an laolatad hill about SOO faat high*
leaniplBg at TiUBgabbat planlg a
Naar Tiilaga Garhi, aftar aroaSng

Xaraitbar hflla* la a nMgniflaant plain, eapabla af anaamplng anj nnmbar af troopk Soppliaa pio^
aarablaiaooliaiaaareai wator fkm iooluandatraan* Bond daaeandatobadaf Ja|arbf pavad
path j atraam about 70 jarda broad and knaa-da^ in rainai than aaeanda ata^ bill bj parad road
I milaa; dtk honaa at top^ bnt no wateri daacand bj parad path noithar aa long nor ataapi f
mila toaltf, omamaatad with aoma aarrad atonmi nad IbiM almaat laral, oroadng bada af amaU
atrftima I makoi a abort daaaant to tha DAdar atiaam,S milaa, wbiah ia abont 70 parda wida and

ft aaeant ahort» but atonji thanaa lard roa^ It mila to two loop>holad toworo»
ona of biidi. tha otbar of maaon^, at tha antrinao to tha rilliM of Qarhi and HaU^ path timn
amooth and laraL T Jnat north of dllagaa. tha road to 17dampar(aboiitfonr milaa to aaat)btanahaa
off, eroaaing low iidga.1 Path than daoandib and aroaaaa atraam abont SO yarda wida; ona mila
paaa throngh rillaga or Paran j anothar mila Mir Bdgh,an aatanaifa gardan, and Hindd,tamplo and
00^1 S milaa tolarably amo^ and leral to K^dii.

‘

thd laft bank of Chandb wid ChinanI (aaa Nonla JTo. 5^).

6. ICfn . .
I
0 0

(ASOOft)

Botwoan Daual and Krimdil a road to

rloofialdatoBim

66 4

I

Widalyooattarad hamlot; good watarj anppliao and
aodliaa not to bo depanded npon. PlanW ofanaamning
groond. Rood paaaaa down to a amall atraam abont
lOyarda aeraaa^ and waiat-daap In ralna; than throngh

It ia dMNit 60 yarda widt a^ waiat*daap.
“

lift bank of atraami dik bnt t niUai road than liaa np barn alda of hill, and nlong it to rtllago of
Tmi. ono miloi oontinnaa throngh rioa-6alda g than daaeanda along hart aidaof bill, aroaalng Taial

atraam 1 milft and aaoonda hlU throngh rlM enltimtlon to rillaga of Naroar, t ndlai paaaaa

along and np aida of bill and aroaaaa*atraam, ono miloi alg-aaga np to top of biU, n^thor roiy atoop

nor rooghi two atono hnta at tha topi than daaoanda^ moatly atonyand inaomo plaoaa atani winda
round the haad of the rallay and aroaaaa littla atraam to Mfr*

7. Lavbbi
(A700I1)

8 0 ITS 4
water ahandanh Bead makaa
mila to two

gontlo aacoat far If
Dj aaltifatlani aftar

aaay daaaaat an opan giaaiw ildgab npan whieh
m iiaap and ateaur daaamt thraoi^ tha rillaga of
tirationi rood aliU daaoMidiog, fafbar atinp aad

ara aoma did graraa^ ia raaaiiad and cremad g

Cholna; 1 mila oroaa two toiranta^ thion|A enltiratiohi i

atony to rlUagaof Bakal, S rnUaai ioeU of alaar eold watori dtaoand 4 milalio atraam abMt SO
faat aeroaib bntao daap aad awift in the raina, that tha paamga la fragnan^j intarroptad for aoma

nd oppaaita hill g toad atoap and atony to oomBMOOftnant of rillaga of Laik
a mila through Saldi^ and erom atraam to fort Plonty of onaam^g f

10 0|

tlantahoati

S, UlLgUB Oft

fttVA-

(6,160 It)
86 4 ling erampad.

Planty of a

wareo. Spaoa far oaaamp-
Baad paaaaa throngh Saida aad aeat*

gradndlj, ia i

nbyteMgtlli
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ovTM ta ximifk tm usiz.

Stait No. oontiiuMd.

nanoir ttHMi with high ht&H bridged,! mOti
f ite^ I inilf^ hut with UoU of go^ wator mot itj Moont of noanl

tfaioogh opnocdar foMit» until the top of tho Luo Lodi ia toa^hed, 1| mile (BJtOO HMt)* on top
io an opan graanr apoen and jnat Mow the north aid# of tho anmmlt^ ddk hnta and wntar. [Ftoia

top of& ridgo thara la aald to ba a bya-nath to tha aaatk by which ladan ooollaa ean raadi
Kffiinebl In two atagaa.] Tba daaoant la luiltbaK aa ataap nor atonv aa tha aaoanti f aillaa oroaa
boUcod atraam t daaeant eontinoea aaayi road good* antara dalda of Bllanr i S nilaa* daaring and
kaoiL upon whloh am aoma hooaaaj daaeant baeomaa ataap and atOnj* 1| mila | two ponda and
alaaiiag naar tha maharaja'a oacloaora j Uinltad apaoa for anoamping.

9. KIkmamd^
(I.mft)

7 0 100 4 AaoiaU vlllaga; anppllaa and water plontifni ; agood
huodMoo tha waat aide of tha TlUage* with apaoa
and ahado naar It for ODeanplog.

^ Bond daacandaby zlg-aagai laaomawbat atoap^bnt
not foiy atony* to tUI^eo and doofi of Bniibfrpdr* 2 milao s daaoanda a little more In a northerly

diiaotion* and than tnma to tha aaat and foUowa along tha eonrea of tho Chandra Bhdga; aoma
diatanoa abom tha loft bank* Id mlkb paaaaa a mill on the Kala Pan! atream* which la bridged i

road oontinnaa with aoma npa and downa to Chandb bridge^ i mila i bridge* which io of nanal

daiign*ia now (1871) In had repair i the opan tha bridge la abont 190 feat batwaan tha abnU
manta* which am 46 fact long* width In feat, with aide-ralla and a planked pathway. After
orooaing bridge* road tnma waat along right bank of rifar* and la moatly faval and amooth* i mile.

Oroaa email atraam by bridge at rillaga of Kmrrolai If aailaa atream from monntaioa forming
water-fall* bridged | 1 mOa* reach riUaga of Bdmband. Ham rirer la 2*400 Ifaat abom aaa. Tba
mage la on a tarraced plataan abont 200 feet ahota It. Above Rimband tha monntalna riaa boldly

on aitbar aide of the rimr* tha atraam flowo in anarrow channel batwaan* often with a grant dgpth
of water.^Dmw^ page llA)

la Biwad .

(4070 ft.)

12 0
102 4

Vary email vlllagoi aappllaa from two bamtdi* ahopai

water {dantifnl. Bead crooaea atraam. and liaa in an

aaataity direcrion along right bank of Chanibi* and ia

pretty lomi | paaa vlU^ of Sari, 2 mllea* Tirbtl 2|
milaa | road than ascenda and tnma nortb, following the ooorao of tho Biahldri nbom ito left bonk g

road winda along aide of mountain nod la tolerably level and amooth; at abont 8f miWthe road*

Inataad of kamiug along tha atraam aa formerly* now rieaa abraptly and gooa over tha spur.

.

Thia change baa bean earned by a landelip. A littla above thia, road croaiai to right bank of river

by wooden bridge about 110 feet apan and 6 feet brood g road followa right bank of river ; hamlet
or Knllali* 1 mile; hollow projecting rock* 1 mile; then commancea aacant* and joat before da-

aoanding to Bemad turoa to waat* n^ croeaea river by timber bridge* abont 48 feet between tba

abatmanta and 6 feet broad* If mile ; after a few bnndrod yardi on left bank of river eroia tha

Nir atraam by almilar bridge^ about 46 feat apan and 4f feet wide ; road than aaeanda to Hamad.

1. CmkMKA
I. SaNxu

1. BeuAV

Torm

• MMamdiaSArkAm.
llilee.

. 0 A heinlet inhabited by OdJan.
• 0 A vIHam of about ten bouaea

(Hlndds).
. • A amall Tillage eoath of Bnul

Ba! Paaa.

• M miiea

* JUntaad U XtroN,
Milas.

1. Jar Osai . 9 yillagaorfoiirboiiaea(Rlndds).

9* Bajanar .

8. Dawaa . 18 ^1^^ Hlndda. Croaa Dhar

i. Saaavi • 8 A village eitaatod on tho loft

bank^ tba Lldar Khol stream,
on the rosd from Doda towarda
tbs BrsrI Bsl Fees. £From
maUva ii^ormatiom.]

Tovaa . 40k milaa.

il. BabibIl
110

1

118 4
Pretty rillaga ; annpliea and eooliea procurable I

bmraddH, large rad brick building. Road winds along

by left bank of river through woods ; bare and there

patebae cultivation; If mile, hamlet of Gaugna;
A few hundred yarda beyond,croaa to right hank of Bicbldri by wooden bridge* abont 89 feet span

;

1 mUa* leave river-hank and aacand hill* neither rough nor very ataap ; d&k but at top. f mile

;

daaoend and oroaa atream by timber bridge, about 26 feet long, thrown over from a rapiarkable

rock. EnCera a flue broad valley with many houiea and' peoplo and good rice-delds in teritacee ; it

ia about 8 miiea long and 600 yarda broad. Enter small viluge of NacliiUna, f mile ; ro^ then

tnma to cta^ end aacendi by sig-iag about f mile* aomewhat ataap ; rood then pAtses along

ITJ8.—Thera Isalso aronta from Bamband to Doda—8m JBeitfr Be. 86, Guidaepdr to Srinagsr.
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Jlotrf* Ko% 09->eoBtianad.

•oath tidt «if bura bill, bigb »boT« BmHUU ttmu. Mid Si gtnmllj pritij Ufilf ha% thtrt tr* A
llir npi Mid>4owiii| 1| mill, Titi ; oiii or two hiiti on poth and i imngi road than ooniiiaiioMi

fiadual and •aijdiieeot j ddk hut and iprinir, 1 inilai daieant eontannaai ahada and amall itNamnt eontannaa i ahada and amall atraam

fnl aoaiiarj.

It. VBBirio 10 4 Larga TUlaga; anppllaa and eoollaa ahandanti
(6»U00 ft) — ltd 0 edabratad aprug, oiia of tha aonroaa of tha Jhalnm

i

larga haraddri, and ampla apaoa for anaampliig.

Bond at flrat followa lift bank of atreain, amooth and
la?d» tban banda to aaatj If mila, haoU and two ohanar traaa (tha flrat mat witb) i i milot

paaaea through Serll, after leaving whieh banda more to aaat and rommaneaa to aaeand ^ghtlj i

t milaa, dirty bamlat of Takia and amall atraum t hare the aaeant of tba Banlbdl Phaa oommanea-i|
haring aacaudad apur, road la almoat laral for about | mile, and tban sig-iaga op gon^ being
naitbar rarj ataap nor rongb ; aaeant about tt milaa i aidaa of hill bare of traaa^ eorarad witb graaa

and gnj ijaeka; the^ at 9,200 feet. Tha ridge la a narrow neek batwaan two high paaka notand graj tpeu; theM at 9,200 raet. The ndga la a narrow neelr batwaan two hign paaka not
many yarda broad, tiivra la a amall atone hut built for abaltar of man looking after the telegraph

line which haraeroaaaa tha range; road daaeanda by alg-iaga» and ia aomawlmt rongb and atony

;

2 milaa,dik hot and baolii 1 mile, aardi and atraam ; about 200 yarda further on yillaga of Wflmn
and cnatom-honaa; roail now Ivral to Verndg, 1 mila^ which la approaobed throngh a line of
barracka or gmnariaa with a cuatom-houae at the eaatern and.

From Varnag there la a route to Nowbng Hi Sot and tha Bring rallay.

1. To 8ov • .I 7 [There are two rontaa from Vnmdg to Sof, efk., that by

I
Batgond, Watnir, and Nard, and that^ Zamllgam and Nami

I
both thaaa rontaa are aald to be good for either walking or rid-

I
Ing, and equally diraet, tha differanea being that by Zamllgaio

there la a kadat bridge orer the SIndran, at the auburb of Banagdnd, and tbara la aomewbatleia
aaeant and daaoent. The road by Batgdnd paaaea tba amall taiupla and apring of Dumata-bal,
which ia aituatad on tha northern alopaa of tha Watndr Tallaj.]

Ilia path by Zamilgam Ilea throngh Banagdnd, croaaiiig tha Sdndran by a flodef bridge; it

paaaea through Zamilgam and up tba rallay, at the mouth n which tha-rillaga ia aituat*^. Ilia

aaeant la gradual until near the topb where there la a ataep riaa ; the mth then daaeanda iuto the

allay of Watndr, and la not vary ataap, aoon becoming umoat level down tha graaay valley, which
ia Interaparaad witb trcaa and buahac, and drdnad by a amall atraam. It paaaea thnmirh tha

viUaga of Nam on to Hangdlgdnd and Nagum, which latter village ia aitoat^ on the left bank
of a nraneh of tba Bring nvor ; it than croesca the atony bed of the river, and below tlio village of

fiof eroaaca tha main branch of the Bring by n kadml bridge, or it mny be forded.

Sof ia a large villagt, oalebratad for Ito iron minoe, the moet asteanve in Kaahmfr. Suppliea

procnrablo.

(Tiino oeenpiad in walking, 2 h. 20 m.),

1. Nowndo .1 11
I

From Sof tb# path Uaa in a aooth-eaatorlv diraetlon through

I
riea cnltlvation, and along the right bank of fha Bring, paaaiiig

.1 I
tba village of lirfgam, Jnat above which there ia a kudal bridge,

I
tha pier of wbirii ia oonstractad of a large wicker-work cylinder

FaoMNowBdaTBiBB _ . _ ^
IB BOUTB TO !>• Vtigom, the path liae along the tablo-land in tha middle of the

•BIB oU MaboaB valley, throngh rioe enltlvation. to the village of Wengam,
Paib, Axao TO Pbt- and on to the village of Wyl, beneath which the Bring la fo^ad,
SA]rhaieJlfaa.99^dd« and the Nowbdg atraam, which haa tha more consklartbla

volume of water, ie eroaacd by a kmdal bridge, after which the

path liace a little^ oroaaing the eomar of the epor, and ia than level along tho gmasy aide of the

moiintaln above ^ right bank of the atrvem ; it then inakea a ahort riaab taming townrde

tha north, end the Nowbdg Nil opena out eonaidarably ; at thia and tha valley ia atony, and haa

but fow traca. Tba path iwaaea the village of Oarrew^ wbenoe it daeetndai oroaaing iba atream

hf a Jtadat bridge below tM villagt ; it tbon liaa up tbo nilddlo of Ao valley throngh tiio vUIim
it Kiiti to Ltfu, a eonaiderable village in three docten^ whenee St mat ametly throngh riee

the pier of which ia oonatraetad of a large wicker-work cylinder

I fllled witb bonldart I the pwth croaaaa thia bridge and than tnma
I bach for a abort diatanoo along the left bank cl the river, eroaa-

Snguamallar atraam by a bridge at tha village. Irving
Vrigma, tba path liaa along tbo tablo-land in tba middle of tha
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MonU Vo. eonclnded.

eaUivatioD, crowing from the left to the right bank of tba •treain and pawing up throogh tba
flalda to Nowbdg. The oioal oneamping ground U on the slopw above the weetem end of tba
Tillago^ but shade is wanting. Snppliw are obtainaUa* but not plentifnl.

(Tfmt ooenpied in walking, 4 h.) (Jane 1870.)

9nm Yemdg tbars is a ronte to Hnnjipdr on the Tesbad riser std Bringin—Lannor.

1. To Roilv * The path, which is good and level, lies op the Shahabdd
vailej : at I mile passes village of (Idtalgdnd ; about 200 yards
beyond, the Vetarittar springe; 1i mile, Kargdod; 2 miles,

Sadora ; 2i miles, Chongo ; 84 milw, Montigdiid ; 4 milw, eon-
sldemblo village of Hillar ; 64 miles, Tnnjla, leaving which path crosses stream and toms in a
sontherly direction, following the course of the stream op the wooded glade; the first half mile
is quite smooth ; then a short easv ascent in a westerly direction. The descent is at Brst some*
what steep, and then easy to the village of Kanohan, 74 miles, the central and largest village in

the Khdnd valley
;
path continuw almost level, rising slightly to the village of Kosld. situated on

the west side of tlie valley. Space and shade for encamping to north of village; some supplies

procurable.

2. HiVJivdB • 144 Leaving Roald, p th makw short easy ascent of bill

to west; three-quarters of the descent verv easy, and— thickly wooded to Rri:ighin, 1 mile ; the path then riaw
Total . 28 •1ightlythroughtherlce*fleh1sBklrtingthePaajdl range— - to lisnnor. If mile, from which it risw slightly and

winds round the wooded side of the hill, whence an
extensive prospect of the southern portion of Kashmir
is obtainable; path then descends to Akbsl, 8f milw,

and is somewhat stony in places; wliAiiceit turns north,and is smooth, coiitiiming to descend; it then

toms wwt to the hamlet of Lnnka Pambn, 4| miles, and is almost level through the fields to the

large village of Banmdla, which it leaves on the left band, and continues towards the wwt, crow-
ing a smalT stream at 74 miles ; tlienee the path ascends for about 40 minutes, iit first gradually,

but the latter part of tlm ascent is steep. Good water it obtainable from a spring by the road-side

about midway on the ascent. The descent from the top of the ridge is at first ewy and then
eteep and stony to the village of Ring!, 9 nillw; path is then quite smooth for 4 n mile to the
large village of Kol, and on tlirough the rice-flefits by Wowiil Kol, croesiog a stream, 114 miles,

snd rounding the end of the spur to the village of Riehpdra, and on to Tus and down the Kol
Merawa valloy, croesing the Kandi stream at 13| miles, whence path makes slight ascent to the

hamlet of Kansar, Bal, whence it ia level through the fields to Hanjipdr, on Vwbad river.

A coiieidemble rillage; euppliw procurable. {Arngti 1871.)

18. SbabauId . 4 A very large village; euppliet and water plentiful;
— ' 188 country well-cultivated and intersected by unmeroue

email streams ; road good, paw Pnli about half-way.

14. laLAXABiD. IS A good-aiaedtown (1,600 houwt) ; auppliw and water

(6,600 ft.) - 141 abnndant; large haroddrft ooontiy level, open, and
well-cultivated; road good

;
paw Kriri at 8 milw; crow

the Bring, a branch of the Jlielum, at 6 miles. Jhe
Arpat is crowed at lalamebdd by a long wooden brMge; aoma of the streama are diflicolt after

heavy rain.

16. Awlrrirdn 17
(6,860 ft) 168

16. SnmoAB , 18
(6,886 ft)

TatAL
1

. .17*

A village; luppliee procurable; water plentiful;
country level, open, and well-cultivated ; road good,

running down the right bank of the Jhelnm, which
is crossed at I4i and again at Dij Behdra, si 64 mllee

;

paw Mnrhama at 84, and crow the two maUi$ at 18
and 14 mike.
A large city, the capital of Kashmir ; snppllea and

water abundant ; country level, opei\ end tolerably

well-cultivated ; road goM, following the coorw of

thedbaium; paw Fhmpdrat 94 niiee. (Aire Keaft
Vo. 78).
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llqiti§ Ho. 5j9(4i)—«onoliided.

prtolploei, ent oat in iimo pltoei for it | bat no othtr boomi rapport fho mnow path. Tho
rood fapUUy dMoradi to tho bonki of tho Chondb^ whoio nrafpomion bridge of a omewhat loogh
doforlDtionoroMi thoriror Chendb. On the no^ bonk ore a few hate and a toll bar.*

After eicMring bridge^ rood turof west along right bank of riter, and ia mostly level' end
smooth, k mile. Orois small stream by bridge at village of Xurrole i 1| mile, stream from
moontains forming a waterfall, bridgedi 1 mils^ leoeh village of Bdmbond. Here river if 2,400
feet above sea. The villm Is on a terraoed platson oboat 200 ftet above it. Above Bdmbond
the mountains rise boldly on either side of the rlveri the stream flows in a narrow ohonnsl
between, often with a great depth of water.—(I>r«»<»poge llA)

Bdmband is sitnatra on a lutle plain among the hifiaTwith flelds, gerte, and orohords in it

and on the slopes.

• 4 Kashmir pirn Itor a men, S annas for slheiMb 10 annas fw a doolj.

BOUTE Eo. 58.

SlALKOV to SEiaAQAB (BT JaIUOFIIb, BhIIIBAE AHD BijAOBf).
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BOUTB Ho. S4.

SULEdr TO SmiKACAB (bT JaHV« CBfWBHf ANO KnHTWlK, AMD BT jAlltf,

KXmmasab, BaobawXi, and KiarawXB).

Batbo—

M

ointaoiiBBiB>-RoBB>TB—^Dbbw.
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i^ixAf
fO

Bktih No. 64 continBod*

(ft.) BT JAMtS, BiiniAOAB, BaDBAwIb^ AHD KlfBTwiB.

B. JamB . hoc B7 0
(1300 ft)

B. Pabwabba . 14 0
41 0

low hilb whidi ikirl tht pUin on uiai fido; n goneniij loiiowt uio oovno or wo rmTUMi. wmoa
how boon oMovoted out of tho ioft MDdttone bj tho numoioai tribatariw wbibh daioiiid to fho
Thwi. Thoto ftoionii on of tmill im, with giovellj or hui4j bodi» and aio wpoinlcd bj low
ridgtt of omt broidth ; fwod fooonllj bj pMpendionlar olifli. An nndnloliDg eoontiy of thii

AmBooI# JTo. Ati

Thwl rifir,

bdow tho town, food lloi up tho loh bonk of t

rifor for B mllw ovor opontondj plain onto partb ,
.enltiratod. It Ihontorni to tho right and onion tho

that fido; it gonrnlly Ibllowa tho oooroo of tho laolnoi. wUok

natnro oeeupin tho wholo of too epoeo botwoen tho ontor rango of 1

(eronod In noit marah).

A BvsinwBAm 11 0
(1315 ft.) SB 0

B. Cboav IB 0
66 ”0'

ing tfji^a Ano vld^ undulating

and that noit to it

rho road aaeonda ridgoiby a vorj Totkj, itoop pothb
aftor which it onton a oonaidorablo traot of naarij
lowl ground partly oooupiod by a lako with gnnjy
banka. Encampmont in grow of numgo traaa nan
lake, which ii rather laaa than half a milo in length.

I
Boad prooorda along the sidoa of tho ridgo in aa

I
oaatorly dlreetion, paaoing nwial amall ilat-bottonod
dopraoiiona. Tho rood ia rocky and rnggad; and
gradually r!aaa aawral hundred feat to cnot U thi
ridge, nno troeo gonaraliy plentiful. Cto r
I b^w, bounded on the north at a diatanoa of 1

Jiy a third range m hilla and trawnad by aawral atreami, which haw weawtod
for thomaalwa deep parpondicnlar-aidad rafinae in tho aandatone atrnta. All thaaa atroama haw
a wcotaily oouno to join the Tawf, which, iaeuitig fr»in a deep wIley behind the third ranges
oroeaea too open pldn in a eoath-weatarlT direction. Laaring the ridge the road daaaanda
gradually to the pUln, and after crooaing a oaep rarinaw with preoipitoue walla, eontinuea through“

" d oountiy to Choan. The plain ia wall onltifatad and oliia*"a lino loral oount^ to Choan. The plain ia wall onltifatad and ohially laid out in rioa-flalda.

6. RdwFAOAB
I

16 0 I I
Boad orooaaa the Sunidhar ridgOb the aaeont of

(1,700 ft) ^ which ia at drat c'ry ateap and rocky, owr a made
road, pawd with largo etonaa. Tbia rango ia alao
aandatone. Tbaao hilla are praoinitoua tothoaont^

.
and alopa gently to the north. Ino daaoent flmn thw

range ia wry gradual, the rood running obliquely to tho anat among aoattored pino troaa and
owr bare aandatone rodka, till it raoohaa the bank of a amall atraim fapuratad from the Tawi by
a low rango of billi. After aaeonding along the banka of this atretm for a abort diatanoa^

tba road eromaa it, andaflar a ahorti at^aaoant from tho right bank, the runaindor of the match
ia nearly lawl along tho aldoi of hilla, or owr o high toblo-iand to Bdmnagor, a amall town and
fort

7. KOBtA. U 0 Boad eotttinnaa to aaeand the wlley of tho Tawl lorM 0 I
about thrno milaa, running along the aldei of the
hilla, among rich cnltiwUon, at a conridcimble height

. ahow tho atraam. It than deaoenda abrupt^ to
the fiwr and aoon cromaa to ^ right hank, from whonea a ataap aaeant oommancaa at onoi^
and eontinuea with one or two intanuptioiia of lawl onltifatod ground to the end of tho
Tho oaotut la ganamllly bare of traaa, ntj and graaiy. Xorta ia a olnatar of term*!
host 6300 foot.

B. Dubbb U 0

• whidh too
too rood, turniig

j ^ aoicQ oak teoml
thfUDgh which It eontinnea, altanolaly daaaanding and oaoaiidiiiwiriit^ m it antara the 1

or adfimoai along too projaetiilg ridB<n* Aftoroboiittoinomilaeoffoioat^ the hilla ogtoil
loiob and aontinna ao till the end of too marah, whidh andaby an abruptdaaoaut of B05or 700 tat
to n ivfto^ nod na ogwl^ iloap nioaBt to too uOtago of Dute, aldfatfcn about 7300 iMt.
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Sanii So. 54—ocmiiniied.

0. SnriXDKiB I
10 0 I I

Ofidoal ueaiiti eotitnp jonmildio. AftwCMjtr
Hixiiiir • •I—— 0 I huti. Tliara ii inotthir ntd tnm Pndir to Bodio-

I I I wtfrM toUowi t—
1. or Hollo.—BooderooMSoniigotad dMoeodi Into oTaU^woterod 1^0 triboUfy totbo

ffinr Ghonib. Tho Meont io boro ond graosyf ooid omooiito to only 1,000 lootof porpondioidar

hoigbt. Tbo rood doocoiidi rapidly tbroo^ floo foroot ; lowerdown Ibreot coomo i oidtl^tlon appoan.

The toad now aoeenda tbe eaUey» wbira ia tolerably open and well ooltiTate^ The atream mna
thiongh a deep rafine withateep, wall-wooded, often rooky, banka, Dadnia altoated on the edge of

a plain ooeeied with oropa of wheat and aonie apricot treea.

S. Oiav.—Road Ilea np tiie Talley towarda a anowy range to tbe eaatward; after a ateep and
aonowhatfo^ Meant andMeant orer a bare appr, path followa the eonrae of tha atream aanearly

aaUia piecipitoas nature of ita banka will permit for about amilei it then eremaa a large tributary

daaeanalng from the righi and aaeenda a atom bare apur batwean ft and the main atream for *

pmhapaSOO faatt after wbioh Itruna through flelda of wheat, at drat ata eonaiderablediatanee from
the atream, but the badTiaaa ao rapidly that at a eery abort dlatanee the road again reaebea Ita

bankailt then entema foreat and aaeenda rapidly for If mile, then eroaam the atream by a
[aa on dry graaqr alopaa. nO
urly 1/)00 feet, idKar whioh the

^ jtheaonth. The bed of the atream riaaa

raey rapBUy, aotbat the road aoon re-approaehed it; and when near1|yona lerelwitb It again entara

a meat A aalle further eneampmantToaehed at about 1,000 feet.

8. JMrmadr.—Road atiU foilowa the eonroe of the atream, aaoanding now Tory gently. The
/aUif la open, and the road Uea orer undulating graa^y ground, the foreat haTiiig reoeded to aoma
Ikhinnf on both aidea. Near the aummit the road tnrna aharply tothaleftinto apine.olad rarlne |

foe ereat la than aoon reaohed. There were patohea of anow in June. Thia ridge ia a lateral apur

arum the range. The road oontlnuea along the ridgefor a few hundred yam The deaoent ia

aliamelj rapid down the faee of a prqfeetlng apur deumly oofered with foreat for hidf the way,

Iha fieh and^fattUa Tilloj of Badrawdr 10 then reaohed.

wooden bridge^ and a ateapaaeent la oommenoed, and aoon emergea on
praeipltoua nature of the banka randera It neeeaaaiy to

wad b again lofel along the dry mountain alope feeing

ta BamuwIb
(Mooft)

It
lao

Crom Soyagi Faaa (10,148 feet), abort ateep deaoent,

then Tory eaqr road, praotieabla for ponlea. Badia-
w4r, for .a plam in the hllla, la ootaparatlTely lam

.
800 to TOO houaca^ and about 8,000 inbabitanta

; baa

m opaannikat piaoa^ a forl^ two or three baidrab Obo, A atream mna through tbe town, which la

mQt prinoipally of wood. Half the Inbabitanto ere Kaabmiri. The fort iaon a apur 800 feet

boro tbo town ; it la a aoimro building of wood nnd atone, with maaonry boationa. Round thn

own tho TnUey ia two or torao milea wide, nnd oompletolT ooroied with flolda riaing in tanuooa one

bof# the other. Rome rioe ia oultlTaUd, but millet and Indian-oom nre tbo prindpel produee.

Vrom Badrawdr then ia u road to Hoda on tho Chendib. {SmBouU Kq»90,)

1. Jura 17
147

181

\ Roadhy 8iwardliarlnouminar;anothor 1^ Jagnd.

1. Tomi 14 C8taN0«foNa.M.

8. KttHswlB (5,450

ft.)

TofiS

16 Road had In plaeaa.

.M 178
Thia road la diStanlt for ponioai oloaod by anow for

throo aBontha^(Zhum,)

vjnt nnpoi so Su-
SAOAR BT SOOTB
No. 84.

10|0



OmM t* SABBUiB las UBiX

XOUTBHo. 65.

Suuor «o SkOTMAB (ax Jaii6, cm Ovlaboabh ob K6u Pass).

Jnlisrtfo'sA^BBByar—MosiTsoinBn~(«aftM im/>matio».)



Bomi n BAttiiifB Am l4i>Xx,

Jbvl# Jif# U cpBclndBi.

•VdrAft . VlkM lilt IlMitkt void bjtk« Onlibgvli or Kvil
Pm wm mid$ bj GkiMb Sliigli, wd b £• only
by wbbh cMiiiott an whitb^pould b»f«ft dbnnea ot

ptidBf into Ktahaifr tHtboiti bUBking a roid on
pupoM ftr thaoi.—(Bclit.)



BOVTS 66.

10 In.

(Wngi XAl Ml UhoBl.)

JvAlsrffir.—itAMnMmnt—Avaon aitd SiPtBiitiim 180t.

HESH
Waga

mm Total.

Dtoeriptlao.

1. Simla )
VO

\A Kabsamml j
aaa ••• Aa por Bonto No. B7» Simla to Jaagl.

B. Komamiv (BitOO') 6 0
Btaap daaeont far 0 miiaa orar a bad rood, lawanp*

plioai water plontifoL Bneamping gronad liadlod*

Steep deaeent for 4 milea by a fdr road to- Khhrl
bridgo (9,687'1 oror Sntlcj mror, tho honadaiy hal#
ween Komniaon and Kola.

EULC

1. Ovum (ACMO lot 16!

7. CmtMU (<U081

.

7 SSI

aKoi(7.y7a) S 911

9k Jm« IhifAU lot 4ft

la VAsmim (9,779^ •1 50t

ILUwiCMW) . 71 BS

DittUnet ttw^ SnlUnpar 08 tnllit. A fliip Momt
for 0| milot from tho riror to Dnlortli food miOooloir
lo Kola, BoppliN proeoroblt with ootioo. WoUr
filonUfoL Foot oAeo,

diecat Ibr 1| milci and thoa dtwcal 9oir 8 aillooi

tho rott foirly lortl to Chowol. Boot bongolow. Fow
aoppliw ol Doaan rUlago. Wotor plostifuL

Beioent for S mtliito Aini ritor (5jOO0O Md tbonm
Moontford oilloo. Tho roat fairly lorol into Xoh
rottboogolow, 8a]^« proeoiablo. Wotor pionttlhl.

Bloody oaeont for 4 milco to tho top of iolorl poat
(lO,78QO»oBd than daaeont forB miiaa to tho Chote
rirar(6,il^(0* Thodoaetateontinnmto JIU itrar hook.
Pofraoj^ioai wolar plantifoL

Tho rood followo tho right bonh of tho Choto riror.

Faaaaa Bangar tchait and poat olBea in 88rd nllo^ and
erwaao tho Tirthan riror hj a woodon hrldfa^

10$ foot apoa, whora It noeta the rood fnm Rampnr
Biohohr. Tho rood thoo followo tho right honk of
Tirthan riror below Plaoh, and troaoea it at fBtk mllo-

atone hj a bridge. 111 feat apaa. Thoro Ia n ahofl
riaob and fall to the rood bongolow at Haaglaor.

The Bah riror ia eroaaed by a bridgo of 96 foot apaih
and tho rood deaeonda by the loft hank of tha Tlithan
riror to S4tb miloatono, whoro It erooooo to tho fight
honk If a bridgo of 90 foot apaa. Tho road aontlmMo
tolhlftirtiio jonetloa of tho Tirthan and Baktl or
BainJ and Blaa rinro at Laiji. Fow iqnpliaii wal«
plon&fht Baatboagal^.
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BOtmB nr BAiHinii abd laoax.

11. Bajaoba (8»ill0

lA, Kaibaz (4gBl50 «

U. Ma1AU(6^|

1C. fti&i (P^CBCl

jRcifc No* 59—*ooDtd.

11 70

The nttd ercmm tba Baktl or BoliiJ rircr by wooilen

bridfo^ tl7 fool tpoiii ond tbon oocondo coword* tho
gorgo^ ihroi^ whieh oil tho water of Koln i* die-

choxg^ Into Mobdi State under tho Bamo of tho

Blaoflfcr. ‘B. L. at gorge 8.000'. Tho aieontoontlnuo*

for 8 inlloi»and then tho road deoeendo along loft hank
for 8t mll« to a wooden bridge 160 foot apan (8,846')

at BaStool. llio followo loft bank of Biao to

Bajaora dlk hongalow. Supplloo and water plontifol.

Winter ronto to K^m Valley loada oil. General

Bauiick*a farm here.

0

111

At 6 mileatone b tbe Dnff Pnnbor anapenaion

bridge orer the Biaa rlrer (B. L. 9,680') 800 feet long,

8 wide, elected by Department Public Worka at a
eoat of Be. 80,000. The road eontiiiuM on the right

bank of tbe Biaa to Snltanpnr dAk bohgalow, boa^tal,

70 tehail and poat oAce.

The capital of Knln. Soppliea and i/ater plentifnl.

The road eroaaea the ShriNurry river by a wooden
hri^, and then paaaee round and below the hill on
whiA Snltanpnr atanda. Captain Lee*a eatate ia in

7tb mile, and Mr. Minniken*a at Baiaan in 8th mile.

Mr. Denald'a eatate la in 10th mile. The Hiigram
river ia rroaaed by a wooden bridge in 11th mile. At

sol Katmi there la a road bungalow. Few anppliea.

Ill 1081

The direet road !o on the right bank, 11| mile* to
Manali,bnt the road waa broken in two or three plaeea.

An altemaGte ronte of 14 milea can be taken nfd Nng-
gnr (6,780'), where there la an Aaaiatant Commlaaioner’e
enlritmy and reaidenee, alao a foreat bungalow and
poet oAee. Tbe ronte eontinuea along the left bonk,

I

rialng and falling often to Jagataak (6,985'), where
there la a road bungalow and a poat oBoo. Tho Pharl
river ia eroaaed, and ahorcly afterwaida the road vid
Hamta paaa branobea oil into LabonL The river ia

r»»cromed by a bridge 106 feet near the road bungalow
at Ifanali. Thera ia a foreat -bungalow. Mr. Mac-
kay'a aetata and Captain Banop'a eatata ia hare. Few
•nppUeai water plentifol.

81 1101

The mad eroaaea to the left bank of the Biao and
paaNO under the village of Boabiat, where aome hot
opringa eiiet. Tbe rood riaea, paaaoa the jnnotbn of
the Barahi and tbe Biaa In S8th mile, and eroaaea to. the
right bank of the Biaa near Koti at fSth mileatone.

Thera la thou a ateap ligaag aaecnt. The road croaeae

again to tbe left bank at 80th mile, and again to the
i^hit bank In dlatmile. The aaeent eontinnaa to
rM bungalow, law anpplieoi water plentlfhl.

Thb mareh la aaade by a roigfa atony and ateap read
lor 6 arilaa bo tbe hood of the Botug paaa (18.048'),
Me do imiafy himtm JBiia and laAoMimt 87 mila.
atouib

LAHOnL.

17. awn 1901

.The daaoant ia 4 ntllaa^ and oromaa the Chandra
river at L. 10,866') by a wooden bridge, 98 feat epen,
to tho root bnugriowat Bek^. low oupp^t fhd
oeeieo. Bead Imdi up the Chandis nJlay for ^pltL
Tho puaa ii open for all montiw. .
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BOOTES IM XASUMIB AND LADAS.

SB. SltV (iO,1SS0

S9. Oavd&a (10.288')

20. Kianro on Kri
(lOySAS').

21. OiKVB (KMMWO .

22: SVMDio (10^624')

28. ZivxiiiBAB(lS/)60')|

IH 1811

7* 1891

10 140ft

10 169 ft

7 ft 1061

) lift 178ft

Route No. fff—oonid.

Th« road foUowi tlifl right hank of tho Choodrt
Ivor to the eseemplnf ground nt Bieu. Few rappUet

From 8!ea rood eontinaet along right hank of tb*

Chandra. It aecendt fbr 4 milei, and then deMenifc
to Oandla eneaBsping mond. Few euppUee f fnei

•earee • water plentiful. Thakur Heera Cbnnd*e houae
Bnddhiet monaatery jnet above Tillage.

The load etill followa right bank of Chandra, rUing
and falling oonoiderahly. At 66 miles there is a Jnlf
bridge, 130 feet span aeross Chandra river into Kulu.
and at 00 miles is the junction of the Chandra aiic:

B’haga rivers (K. L. 9,404'). The Bliaga is crossed b}

a wotKten bridge, IIT span, and the r^ follows iU
right bank. The Baling river is croseed by a bridge
The village of Kailing or Kyclang a*itk the Moravmr
misaion buildings is pasted, and the road bungalow it

sitaated ju*t beyond the 70tb milestone from Snltan-
pur. Kailing hat a tehsil, post office, Ac. Fuel, sup-
plies and water plentiful. Tandi village is at the
Junction of the Chandra and Bhaga, whence a route

leads iiortli.wett to Triloknaih dharmaala tnd Cbamba
and to Srinagar vtd Kisbtwar, All supplies for 0
stages townnls Leh havg to be carried forward from
Kailing. The Shahsur monastery is above Kailing.

Road runs along right hank of Bhaga to the en«
^Bmping grouni) at (iimur (not Kolang).

Boad . .ns al'mg right bank of Bhaga. A bill bat
split up and fallen like a great causeway into the

' river. The road runs up, and crosses the Tokpo ravine

by a bridge. Tho encamping ground is in we river

bM near Snmdco (not Dsreha). A small dhannsals
has been built. Dercba is on the left bank opposite

A fnr supplies. A road runs hsnee to Lsh vid sbinkn)
pass (16,728 ).

The road follows the right hank of ths Bhaga rlvsr

to f^tsio bridge (94 miles), 18,464, above mean sea

level, and then ciotses to the left bank, and foUowe it

to the euoimping ground at Zinsiubar.

(ll0TS.-2lnilnber Is thewn onAUat Sheet No. 46 on the right beak, but ih to sn the left beak, end Iti peetlloa

to user the letter a In Ttpaehaikil.)

24. KABLTNa (18,126)1 W 190ft

The aecent of Raralacha begine. Track followe left

bank, and then eroeses to the right bank on lOlf milee.

At 104th mile ie Suraj Dal, a pretty lake, 16,850' above
mean tea level in snow clad hills. The open crest
of the Baralleba Is 16/>60' at 108 miles. One treck
lead! sonth down the Chandra valley to Spitl, and tho
track to Leh goee north-east, pasdng Tnnan Tmh an

r lake at 109 mites, 16,417' above mesa sea level.

pass is closed to laden mntei for eight monthe,
and lower down the traek pasese over the debris of
monntains wbleh have bean epllt op Into fmgmeute by
grwtt changes of tempsrntnre. Theencamping ground
at Kayluog Is on left hank of Tuiian river. Ao snp-
pliea
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BOimS IN XASOMIR AND LADAX.

Boui$ No, 50«-*Boiitd«

The track erowrf the Tumm river In front of the
encamping to the right bank, and thera ie a gentle dee*
cent aeroM a plain to the I'halagdanda or Boundary
Bock at 1 18 miloi. The track eoatinom acrocc tlie

plain to tlie Birohn rirert and the encamping ground ie

M* Lino^SiRCUO 9$ tool acroae thu tribntary atrenni and on Ite right biink.

Tlio ordina*** tonte ie along the foot of the bille np
the Taarnp nnlla to the anntb, then crowing ^ a
bridge to tlie right hank, and ao to the bonndniy pular

' (189 milca) betnrcen Lahonl and' Lndak In all 7 milce
at 1834a' above mean aea level. Hut, if the diiect

rente by the ford ia praetieable, the distance ie only
8 milw. The route up the Taarup nulla aouthwardc
for Tsho llorari la longh and difkult. No euppliee.

88. Cbaicoot JrETA
(13.000').

17. Soiino (1S3S80 •

Tlie tmek for t«oh followc the righlT bank of the
Taarup river northWarda for Of milw to the eneampiug

214 grjittid at Chargot Ankta under a high cliff.

Ttie track turns directly to the oast, and mounts
to a •.iddle overlooking a valley on which a

trial line was once eiit. llie tmek then turns north
for 6 miles, smt dcocentlt Into a valley for the en.
ciiuiping ground at Onmdo at the foot of the Lachalang.

232 Water i but no auppliw or fuel.

The ascent of the Lachalang is ease, rising 1,100
feet in 1 mile from Sunido i the crest is open. 8now

20. Kianocui; (15.27 1')

I

feet in 1 mile from Sunido } the crest is open. 8now
was falling on 18th h'eptember 1802. The pass, It

wiis said, might have bwome impaswhle within two

I

niiilit^ and usually all Iraflle is stopped for dgbt
iiioiithff in the year. The deseviit Is easy for 7 miles to

the Kanglilaslial gorge. ’ Here are aoine sugar loaf

shapctl hills of grout height, and roassw have fallen

hlockiiig tlie inviiie down which the track is carried by
slOfp sigxags ; the water finding its way below the
spliiitereil deb^ The country opens somewhat, and
follows tlie left bank of the stream the junction of
three rivers. The Toiaj stream ia crossaJi, and'then
the Frixi^ wlion a steep asreiit brings the traveller to

Sninkhcyl (at 95 miles from I^eh) on the edge of the
Kiangcliii plain. A level course for 4 miles over gram

80. Kianocui; (15.27 1') 20 232 leads to the Kiangehu 1. 0. No soppliis ; water senfso.

» »

The track continues over grass and somewhat heavy
sand. At lloi'Cel^ (5 milw) the lake ww dry and
deep in sind. Thd route ie etitl over giaw for 0
miles, when the track tarns fwtwardo up a ravine to

. the encamping ground. Watkr, but no supplies or
ftti'L Opposite liukcach and w tbs ewt at a distance

of about 4 mllra over tbo range of bills Is Tsokr
,

Cbntiio or Salt Lsko at an elevation of 14,000 feet

ahovt mean sealovcL The lako is oovered with wild

jfowl,.chiefly Brahmlny dneks. Tbs water Is very bitter

aiuf aiiiong the brine eiystals are nnineroas red larvae*

like mlttiatnrt shrimps. Tbs soil hw evidently been
mneh worked for soon* The road to Toga bormt and

20. BvKOKiir (18374') lOf 285f sul|dinr mlaes paasss by tbs sonth of tha Mt Lako.

(Nors.<->The Bomhu vSllcfs an UAtOto 1S308 Iwt. Climate esveie. Airdiy sadmufli larlfied. Oosalv
herbage, sal the hUiiiidee arc eocsrwl with a Ibora bosk ia petehse. TspulalioB sk^ 100 souls wittlanunsaw
CAOtwioMre miles. P^plottvelutsMsudwt weBiiliiis,eai^thflffiosksefiiiesf udisstssadheiOisI yaks
wbsasuef berdcB.)

l0I6

to. BvBOKiir (18374')l



BOOTW IB KAtlXIE ABD lADAX.

8C. DiBBiaro (16,77<l')

bl. Ova (13,130')

32. UFiinT SitnAi

(lUUu').

S3. XABPAT.AlfO
(11,OOU').

34. Grr.AB lUoB
(10,743').

Bomt$ No. B6—eoneU.

u 1701

TIm iobIb if tMV awl lofal for 14 mllio to DobriM
OBoampiiif gfOUiM. A fow thon boaboa aa faZ
Wataraaafca.

1^

13)

0

201 )

Thaaaranito Tagalaan eraal ia oaaj, riainfr 1,600 foal
inOmllea. ThadaBeant ia alao aapj^aad Iblla fbr
about 4,000 feat in 18 ullaa to Gja. Coltivatioa ia

again aaan. Tliera art a faw honaaa and a mnnartary,
alao a aarai for witiro travoilm. Tho oaoaoipipg
grooad la to ibo raal of tU Lana'a hooaa. Tliia ia
tho drat rlllam not with aliioa Bimdao In Lahonl orar
a dlatauee of 113 milaa. Anj dilBooltj could ba qnlU
overeona bf arranging witn Kaahmir to wnd out
auppliaa of dour, gbca, aalt, flrewood, and fodder fren
Oja aoniliwarda for dra atagaa, and Iqr canf^ing'tho
aamo qoantUj forward from Bumdao.

810

Tho road fotlowa tho left bank of tha Oya rirar,
paaalng Miru balf-iraj, and roaebpa Upahi Brrai on tho
left bank of tho liidua river after a fall of 1,760
feet. Conaiderablo oaltivatlon, poplara, willowa, and
fruit tr^ 80 iniica from Lob.

810

Tho Iiidua river at Upslii In Soptombar ia about
CO feet wide, dowing awiftly among largo bonidera and
quite unfor^ble. It ia froaen over in Novoubor.
The road to Maraalang followa tha loft bank. At 6
milca from Upahi ia the l^n bridge aenaa tho Indue
with two unequal apana of 20 and 63 feat, loading up tho
Cliionraj vaflaj into Taiikne and Changohonmo. At.
t'raranlang, there ia much cultivation. Ilalda art pro*
p<*rly marked off for tlio teparatu liomeateada. Inat^
of halting at llaraaUiig, it ia better to go a mile or
two furUior, and camp at the lliinia nionastoiy In u
ravine to the weat. At lliuiia, tlwro aro from 300 to
800 red Immaa and nuna.

11 ) ml

The road followa tho loft bank of the fndua. Changu
la paaaod, and then tho monaaieiy at Tanknn coniao
into view. Cnltivation it more evtended at one ontero
the Bhnabot Kanlari. Tlio Imlting place ia in tin
(lolab Kagh, where there le a serai w)th a rost bonao
for native travellers. Temple very friendly. Populetion
partly Boildhiat. The hmality is rceopiad during the
aoason ae a gming ground for Yarkandi tradeiB.
Yliero it a colony of Hull ia in tlio village, who tamed
out em maMM with the women to ehow off their g*«nt
of polo.

8881

Tlio rente rune north weal and atlll follows tlio left
Imnk, winding tlimngh ganlene end dmiaivated deld
which are irrigntiNl by many email elianncle. inie
Untultb of tlM valley of the Indus here is about 10
miles, riaiiig from a general lovolof 10,3C0'at the river
to about 20,00f^ at tlia crest of tlio moniitain rangeo.
At Clifiglamsir, there Is a bridge, 75 feet span, aeress
the Indus, and tlio route tuma northward. From tho
river it is abont 4 milei into Leb. Tho road pasaiag

stray Md phio. Iidiii th, raiMld

, dtk bangdrar rad . ziMran. TIm lloii..
*ira mUdra iIm liM, , MttlMWI bwh
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ftOUTBS IN KASHlflE AND LADAS.

Route No. 67.

Simla to Javqi bt the Hindustah and Tibbt boad and teb Sdtlmt

TALLNT LINN.

•LBMEsansiBE-^AuGusT 189T.

(Von.— HI]i4*11Scl roiA WM oommeDced In 1880 fwm Aimln to Nnrktndt (W
, ii-

mhid ofJonno and SaUeJ. It wm allffocd «• « cart mid by Mjdor Kannrdf. The Motion from Maabobra
Mfli Mahaan to BekbaUI waobanded over doring 1871-78 to the CTtII anth *rUfea to be

•into* when tbo old i

mllrn). It followa the
--- Beotlon from Maabobra

ith'»rUiea to'be kept np by the Nallee
iiio tffMk np and along Mabaan range traataken OTor by Department Pnblle Worka.)

Deaerlptkm.

BiMSA CWBOS Srir
(7.M0').

NO

1. FaOV (8,176^)

S. TMloa (7,4S80

1. MmuvA (7.8970

y 12

lU

11

18

17«

40

Paaa Sanjanli at 2nd mile ; the tnnnel at 2l and the
toll bar on a watehihed at 4th mile. Kennadj'a road to

left to Maahobra. Charabra baaanr at 6 inilea ; Khupri
baiaar (8,4ii0') at 6i. DAk bungalow at Pagu in

Keontbal. Road to Pusala Kotkai joining Mnaaouria-
Rampur road at Raiengnrh.

Bekhaiti jnnetion 1 8| milea^. where Kennedy'a road
from Maabobra tbrough Malmau joina in. In 1878,
Mr. Cockerell killed with hia hone at Hargotan cliff

in Ibth mile. DAk bungalow at Tbeog, alao amall l^tnar
where aoppliea are procurable

;
watorabed.

Water for mulaa at 19 milea • croaa watenhed at 22b
and 84 milea. In 1865, at 26th mile, Mra. Brind, her
hone, and ayce killed. DAk bungalow at Mnttiann
in Keouthal. Suppliea procurable ; water plentiful.

Road enten Komaraen at Balaru ghat, 88nd mile.
DAk bungalow at Narkanda

;
amall baaaar.. Drinking

water li milea below towarda Komhanen,4 Nabxavda (9,1880

(Non.—From Narkanda then la a traek (nnflnlabed) vfd Stnpar to Komaraen (8.800'), falling nearly 4.000^ la
• mtlaa, and tbenee a tiaok for 4 oUlm, doaoendiDg 1,800' to Lehrl bridge (4,807') aeroaa Sutlid rlrer at bangpa. Bee
aonte to Kola, Mo. 80.)

(Nora.—The Hlndaataa-Tlbet road waa continued by Captain Brlgga from Narkanda along the watorabed to
BnngrI (00 milea),when It wae tnrnrd northward! to ihe rnllcy of tbe Bntlf) to eroid the anow limit of the Bimalayai',.
Thie nppar rood of 00 milea In length from Bldbpnr to 0«o wee abandom-d aa a throngb route In 1008. It ie now
maintdnod ee o/hrMl raod enfg. It la poaMblo for laden mulce with oare. Tbe track In placea la only 4 fcot wido.
nnd all brldgea hare to bo eiweed with ceuUon. The atocee are m nnder for tble upper link or Driggo* foreat rodd,
fie.^

BRIQQS' FOREST ROAD.

6a. Ba6x (8,887') 10 60

6a. Kabdbala (9,604') 8 68

76^ Bvnobx (%54ff) . 10 68

At Sidhpnr (44 milce), tbe Sutlej Talley line which
waa made paemble for mulea in 1868 Ukce off. Boad
fairly level with exception of a portion in 46th milt. In
1889 Colonel LeMeaanrier*a hone fell over the ellff a%
47th mile and was killed. • The road to ontriggad in 19
placei. DAk bungalow at Bagi. Snppliee proeurabla.

Boad fairly level, eicepl at 57th mile, ontrlgged in
twelve placet. Water for mnlea at 56th mile. Foreeb
bnngidow at Kandrala.

Ro^ on n nniform grade. Ontriggad in tan ]^aa
TravallaPa ^on at Snngri. JhSI from Momooria
up BikrI Ttl^y join.* in. A few ouppliee.



tOlTTU IM XABHIIIE AND LADAK,

Ko. 07—eontd.

So. Babu (7,9060 . 12 80

Water for mnlea at 71 milea. Bead ontrigged In tan

fdaeea. Dcmakhad bridge jnat realorod after 26 yeara.

Deaoent for half the way, then alight aacent to travel.

Idr'areethonaeat Dahli, over)0o||ing Sutlej and Nogrl
valleya. A few anppliea | water plentiful.

8o. Tatucb (6,2460. 11 91

Bond ontrigged in twenty-aeven placea. It follnwn

north face of mountain to Balti at 86 milea. Then
atttp daactnt into Nogri 'valley for 6 milea to Tatlech

foreat bnngalow. Mo anppliea; water plentifnl.

lOn. Dabuv (9,4800 • 12 108

Road outrig^ in aeventeen placea. It deacanda for

2# milea to Nogri bridge«(4,89O0- Hence the aacent

ia ateep. and difficultnp a tributary nnlla for nearly 10
milea to Damn foreat bnngalow. Water j^ntiful.

.

1

lln. Dm (7,200') 10 118

Bead ontrigged in aeventeen placea. It deaeenda for

2| milea. A bridge (7,480') acroaa Damn nulla. There
la a further dcaeent to Mangled river (6,800') at 7t1i

mile ; width 96 feet in 6ood. After a ateep aacent, the

track followa the cliffa, and at ilSth mile cornea out

at Deo near the 87th mileatono of the Sntlej valley

line within 8 milea tff Scrahan.

SUTLEJ VALLEY LIKE.

(VotB.—In IMI tiM old Hlffli rood thraoKh Kotfarii nod Bnmpnr to Borihu wm aodfjMMoMt/br IbAm mii/m,

•nd ooUod tbo 8nU4 tnUff lino. Tho atac«« nrom nndor.)

B. Kotoabh ok Tkak-
ADAB (7»S16'J.

10 60

At Sidbpnr, * 44th mile, . tho old Hinduitnn and
Tibet toiul, wliirliswne nbnndoned in 1862 m %
thmogh route, taken off. The Sutlej eallej rood fnlle

1 ,800 feet itt 6 milce from Sidhpur to Kotgnrh. The
dAk bungalow ii off the road. A mimion houM here,

and a Department Public Worki inepection bungalow
at Tbanadnr.

(Kom.-'Theri li a rough track for S mllco from EotcaHi to Kepn and thanea to Lakrl bridge, alao a track for

• mllao from Kotgarh through Komharaen to Luhri bri ig^ 8aa route to Kulu No. W).

6. Miisb (2,988') 10 60

7. Bampub (8,218')

.

m 721

The read deooenda for 8 milee id Bcrakbad (2,700')
and then aacenda to Department Pnblie Worka inapeo-

tion bungalow at Nirtb on left bank of Sutlej rieer.

Few anppliea.

Rond fuUowa left bank of Sutlej rlTor, eroeaea Nogii
rlrer at 67tli mile. Rampur, the eapitnl of Biahnhr,
at 71# milea ia 188 feet above Sutlej rirer bed. Jliola

bridM for oroaaing into Kulu. Department Public
Wona Inepection bungalow at 72|.

(Nova.—The Sutlei river In eroaard at Dampur bj rope bridge 16S feet apan to Jagaikhaan ia Kulu, wheaee a
traok mao eid Raalao pace to Maaglaor

)

a. Oknu (6iIW) 7 79#

•.anmiani'). in 90

Steep aacent for 61 milea out of 7 to Department
Pnblie Worka inepection bnngalow at Gaora. Snp-
pliee proeniable from Dhar. It milea north-eaat : water
plentifnL

Boadaaeenda fort# milea to Shikidhar, and then
deeeende for t milea to Mangled bridge (4gB44'). ' The
riae iat^ 2,866 feet in 2 milee to Deo at 87th mila (at
wbiek point Origga* or Upper Link fforeit road (aea
MctioD). For 8 mUM Umra ia a alight fldl to SarMan
PapaftBMBt FohlU Worka laapaeSttboifilow.
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ftOUTM IH XAiHMIt Ain> IAOAX.

IdiMigri. ttoolda

R^uU Vo. 57—eontd.

• ml« raid wn Mfiptoltd bf md of 18M to Bofi 1 Igr ih« Md tr IMV t# VtaffS t

tiTt troRk havUiff Iwoo followi^ for mon thM boll tM dtotOMO. ThotaJSSi
ort itlll to bo aide fo^ to laoob dblpbi. the lomrioM orlftaolly piopooed.)

Tho rood io foirlj Itrol to tho Hollo eUV, whno Sir
A. Lowmict loot bio lift in ISSd. 11 thoa IbUoiro
tho notiro trooh up ond down for S nilloo, ond doooondi
to tho Xondla nnllo ol 98 ntloi. At 100 milio o
loffond ooyi tliol tlio Bonl of Biohohr woo thiown oror
tho oliff 1^ hor oobjooti. At 101 miloi Jlr.
kod hit hone wort Milled in 1870. TbonnildiMoado
oGhomido nnllo (8»f000ot lOs alloo, ood tjioonilt
0 ToromU lloportnionl Pnblio Worhi inopodlion
nngolow ot 104 nillot. Fow inpplioi. Aatword of
'orondothc oooliot oro chloij womtn.

A ttoop dotcont to Soldonfioh nnllo (fiSlOO 107
nllra. Then oicont to tho foTCol biingidow..al Nocbor
llSmikt). Thom it o Doportnont Pnblie Workt
noptetion bonipdow ol Pitoiido (106 inllot), Tho
longro Doodor Forett biflntol 110 niloi.' Fow

1

\

!

14 104 ^

1

1

{

i

1

9 118 M

10. Taeavda (7»16D^)

a. Haoram (7|1480 . « . __

poportinont Publie Workt inepoctum . bungobw at X15 mil«.
*‘wo when riding with Hr. Pool.

— -B OHa|rw««VW W«OtO||«AWW MV IHIIWVt Viti. Uobtoh hwl hor life atnrhem when riding with Hr. Pool.
“

thtSotleJririrbf Ikit htld«e

18. Uain (73800

18. Boor (0.8069

14. Pavoi (911899

lAi BABAVa(M889

U. Jam (PM)

12|

10*

10

185*

186

146

154

161

From Wongtn the Hindotton and Tibet mod followi
the right bonk of tho Sutlej rlror. A long timber
giiller.f onirigged from tho rook eorriot tho nod
through Hie gorge, ond the trook ooniinnot to Chogaon»
whence tho oacont it by tigiigt to Bepnrtment Pnblio
Workt Inepection bungalow ol Vmi. Fow onppliMt
wotM plentiful.

The Tolo nnllo it erooted ol 1^ milet. Tho traek
for the mmt port otcondt to tho Hotong eliflb (9b76vF)
at ISA miltt. poming Kothli elifft ol 181. Bonoiig
fomt at 188. The rood deteendo along elifft for 8
milct into Bogi Deportment Pnblio Workt intpootion
bungalow.. Few tuppUoo; water plontifnl.

„J’l* «** J* *'«W «>• wtiniig, Bori Md
Cbmi cbir. to Cbint rt IS8 milw. At Chii^ tb.
bow. wbkb wm meM for I^rd
Mliwtt. w IWi. H«. oho i. tb. mr. of Bnwt-

*!» awTbm on Irt July
*• f i»lg«n ndto (»,ni0

rt 14«i mik., wb«m rood iSm. to DrpMmat PoUlo
wopoetioa boagolow at 146 ailoa 8omliM

I
— —

.
obtoinabloj water plontifnl.

(»«»-». OMrttMT.W« . ».ta «to« Chhil rtO CW..W to 1 4. oot tbteb b MtrMt.)
Tb. nod itefor 1 an. for tlM Ktobaac oiUti, and

to tho kJImw »«II»

S’lS ’’.** *» «!• auo«iioB»on«*
atUlBlk^a^NaetoBaiaiicatlM FawooppUto
ondwotorpteatifaL Ko bo.gJ»

,

"

DqMitaMM FaUtoWofli
*“.?•*•* Tb road ..da at

S? *T* to tha Upi
Tk^taafiadaaliloaftaBoato
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MUW U CAnmte u»ic>

JV:«. ffSoOWtitllMd.

IhM Mm «teiMto«M ChM lad Utk aM pnanJi np Oa 8pW toLUnv. (Cw Sm*

A Tillafil and oooliw proomUei raid ll»ir»

100 1 M iloikj In pinnii, raanfaif np the Spitt vnllcj,

whieli it titmntlj w^-eultfarikltd i pntt Ktfi. wlitft
mgm at 64 ihHiTi Mid crott lilt 8idil

BMrBtngrlki ponitttnd jtkt tin oUitjtd to fofd tht riwi at tka kridgai the mad toUh
wid tho iSrtiig FkH and Bopthii it Itfk (Am MouUIfo. fff.)

A Tllliift tilnaltd Jntt abort jnncttion af th* Gjnndi
and SpitI rlrtras tnpplita and eooUtt proonnblti
road on tabla>bMid» rnnnlnif np tba nght bank
of tbe rirar, good for ladtn poniat all along thia.

art ohaagod about balf-waj.

11. Kioto A amall rillagti oooliaa and a fair anppliat

ablairoad aa In laat atagOb eroaaing tho

Ita joBotiiMl with^ Lagndarti rirtr.

IS. idraiB • • 10 0 A good-aiiad rlllagti foppliaa and toQliaa mnai bo

(18.805 ft) j I 880 8 takan on for fonr narebaai road good, on high tabla*

land, from 8 to 8 mllaa widob running np tho loft bank
of tba Spiti, until tba rirtr la oroinad. nndar Lnaari

oooliaa art cbangtd at Uanai, paaaad about 8 ouiaa. Capital obikor and wild duek aboollng in tba

Iplti ralkg^

88. KdiratK Pass . 10 0 An aaap aaoant to tba aainnilt. 6t for ladtn poniaai

S
IP Of) j 888 8 naar tht |op tba road tuma op to Ldb aid tba Bam
I ft.) Lacba Paat. v(A. Bbigri to Cbandm Dal 14 milaai' to

I Topo Koma 14| to Topoli to Zingalngbnr 11 allaib

Mid tbanoa bp Bootp No. 56- Good ibtz grtuad all about tba Kduaam Pmb.

84. SB14B1 • . 11 0 No rinaga;*a haltlng-placa in tba rtllop of tba
260 8 Chnndm i deaMiid bj a tol«n|bly aaay road to tba balk

of tba riroTj down wbieb tba mna.

86. ChATAIV • . 18 0 A halting-plaoa on the left bank of tba Chandra.
" ?! 868 8 nearly oppoaite to old Kokairi road didlonit. ptMlng

through a wild country, praolpitona mountain apnra
raoiiiog down to the wHter*a adga. From Chatalo

tbmn b a road to DbarmoOa aid the Kulu vall^ aa foUowa i—(Aar Aoab No. 68).

Cbixa ... 18 0 m. a balting-plaoa ; no cooliea or anppliaa j road diflanlt
and atony, aaeending from tba rirtr for 6 mllaib than
a long daacant to Cheka.

jAftATaix • IS 0 ... A small rillage on tbe left bank of tba Baaa i road
racy diflbnlt and atony, deaeanding gradually. From
Jagataak. Dharmaila b diaiant 1066 mllti^ gid tim
Kultt rallap.

86. KouiB

haaAiflbaCibnadiib

.
. JM

ndinL wdabi

I 0 A rillaga aitaaiad on tba right bank of tba Obandia»
876 8 on n amall platoau at tho Amt of a roiy lofty naMnt*

aini anppliai aad fbal aaaroai water and oooliaa pro*

hMMMa MtotlSS*.
**** fcBwta* Dp«h. Ml
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101ITII m KAniifft udXe.

BouU ifo. 5S--ooiioliided.

17, tov •

la. 0a*9L4' •

18. KuLua •

to. Kvlavo

8L Lzvo Ktv>

0 0

8 0

10 0

11 0

11 0

idfl of the rifor, for thrrt daji.

iSm MouUNodS.)

184 1

181 1

801

814

815

fit Boats Jfo* 88.

* 8ss Somts No. 56.

A hottiBg-pUuso, ntufttod in the fork tt the jnnetion
of tho Ung Kjan with the Bh4ni rood tolermblj

good, roBiiiiig up the left beiik of the Bhdge ; enppllee

. end eooltce moot be taken from l>Rreba, on the oppmte
'11m rood to Ldh oid the Bam Laobn Pam paeiee throngb Dardba.

81. Paumao
(U.80UtlO

88. SnirKAL Pam • 10 0
(South udi).

84. Lakivo • IS 0

81. Kamza 8 0

86. Maamo 10 0

87. Samuni 9 0

6 0
881 8

841 1

858 1

861 1

871 1

880 1

A baltlng>p1eeei no eappUee. eoollei, or fori| rood
tolerable, muning np the ralley of the Ling Kynn

path mna np iti rallcy hj the Meraog La Into Bapehn*

A halting-idaee ; noenppliee, oooliea, or fnal j road for

8 milee np the ralley of the Ling Ejnn, then np a
dlimal paae between high hille.

A halting-plaee at the northern beee of the Shinkal
Pue I no enppliee. eooliee. or fuel j road tolerabhr eeey

onhm eidee of the poet, oroielng the anmmit abont
half>way.

A vill^} anppliea and fnel proenrable | road toler-

ably eaey | large horde of aheep and yoke graae aboot
Xo^a.
A riUagei enppliea and foel aeaniy | rood good, doan

the right bank ii the Lena Sampn.

A anall rillaM $ enppHca proenrable in tbeneigbbonr^
hood I foel rather aaatesf road indiffereu^ eroaaing the
Lnna 8ainp6 aoon after leering Mating ; abont half-way
a large atream foom the eaat Joina the Lnna Sampaj

88. Laho Taito 8 0
888 8

89. Binu 7 0
895 8

40 Padax 11 0

Total 406 8

Ant THiHoa TO L4h
ST Roun Bo 10.

A halting-plaee by the banka of the Lnna Sampdi
no anppliea I fnel rerjr acanty ; road difflvnlt in placca,

mnning down the rireria edge; the Luna Sampn ie

croeaed by a awing bridge abont 8 milea from Sarleh.

A rilla^ f anppliea procurable ; road tolerable, atill

poraning the eouraa of the river, which ia croaaed by a'
awing bridge at Ren.

A village built on a monnd 80 feet high with a fort

ritnated in a fertile valley 8 or 4 milea wide ; auppUee
plentifo]; road tolerably good; paaa Munf at if, and
Mrdnng at 8 milea. The libmn kioga of Zankadr
naed to reaida at Padam ; the fort ia garriaoned by a
few Kaahmfr aepoya. A road turne off to Sdrd (8
marcbee), and to Bnpabn by the Sbab Bddhung Paaa.
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BOUn>o.M.

Simla to Sumasab bt Konabb (Botamb Pam, Tamb^

AMD KiAHTwIe.)

ilEliofftM.---BATI8---MONTGOMBEU—DeIIT—

L

lBUT.ROBIETS-^Roiin-BoOK.

8tag«orlwlilBt>»isM<

10 0
1. IIasaaO

OB PAO^ IB

ttuooglitlMtaBiiclAlBi, andukofooito'

OistAva nr nun.

10 0

TMti

On tkn Ttbal loadi rappUas ppoentalila in small
qnnatitoa; mad latal and good, patting throngh a
baantifnl BoonUinont eonutiy. tcHtatda tha and H
tho mamh lha UU
PkgdnISAmUoi.

B. Tbimb
(7.400 fk)

% MAfliBA .

(7.70011).

4 Vabkavda

S. Komabs OB
TbIbadab

7 4

11 1

11 1

11 0

17 4

SO $

99 6

60 6

Boppliat and watar ptoeambla; to id good, tho doooont
fimn Pagd to Tlitog it oontinnona. patting along
barn bill aidaib voi7 ttaap and p'ooipiionai aemmy
avMTwbafo baantllbl.

Bappliai proenmbla in tmtll ir|nantir.loi| walar plonti-

fblt mad at abova. inpltoaa narrow, with pmcipitona
kbnda. pamlng throngli a pamiallj woodod oonn^.

A tmtU baadMnott piotnraaqnalp aitnatadi anppliii
and watar proonrablai road at aborob patting for
tbe grratar part of tbo waj throagb a walUwoodtd
foritli toenti7 grand.

A tmall plaao; tnppliat and watar proenrabla; road
good 2 patt nndvr tha Hatld monntain (10^400 foot),

and Iwva tha Tibat road at 4k milta | tba dooeant to
Kotgnrb from Narkanda it almott oontinnona. Hit*

ilonarlat htra bean maiding at Kotgarh for aomo aaara. Ton enltlration it praetiaad with

noniii Tba dAk bnngalow ia at Kotgarh. I mlitt balow tha toadi tbia ia tba huting-placa to

ronia to Dharmadla. bnt Tbdnadar ia tbo ataga for trarallom going along Tibat road.

tbo lonta from Kotgarh to Manglaor oid Dalarth la at foUowi:'—

I

liilaa.
I

4
I
A imall riUagai aoppUat and oooKaa moat ba oollaotadi watar

||dantifnl| ancampfng ground limitadi road bad. bat prao-

tleabte for ladeo molaa tbrongbont. daaoanding for 1| miio to tho nolo (bridgad), after amaalng

which tbam Is a ateap aaoeiti. Thare ia a roail oid Btapar diroet from Karkanda to Komaiaan.
oalj 6 mIlaB aiwaagging down an nabrokan damant of naarlj 4000 faat, bnt tho longar ronto ia

to ba prefarrad.

DABABiK • • Of
I
A pmtty littif rillagoi rappliaa and wn^proearablo;good

I
I camping groand. n amnll mat-mmaa t a long and atonp daaeont

I |orf.600faatror4mllaBto mlloj of Sntloi. moatir through

iildB. Near tba rlrar tho ground Is maeh mora lafal. and tbam nro large pitebii of iloo laim.

Tbo rimr ia crostad bf a wooden bridgib 180 faat span, at Sangpej a long nnd atoap Meant to

Bnlarab of naarlp 4000 foot In 4 mllaai n tffing mnmb ; road flt for riding.
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lUOTM nr XASBMfE aVd ladIk.

Bi0^ No. 59--oontinned.

Cbos •I 7 StfWilaMll fillagtti Aftw foiiplittMideoolltipNeiirabki

I
Iwtlar pltBtifttlf tOMuipiiif groniid toltmblj tev«l» fur If

1 I milu Monult thru dMotm • miltt to tourtiotiw whioli

to enmid bf o good loidgib tfliirwordi u olight aaeoDt to Choi* on ooij murdi.

Xov • .I •! AiaiilWiltoff»in|KpltooiOil1jpfoemb]olBtlHiiiiighbooilii»odf

I I
wotor ptontUnli onoomptiig gninnd Umitodi rood tutonUj

I
I Koud mU ill# woj* doMondiiig for g| uilio to tbt otmai

(bridgfd), oftor eroding wUeh tlioro is o ttos^ SMont for B mUK tbm lorol till witbin o bUo
of Kot, wboB It erciteo adoop gkn. Rood fit for riding.

/Mt OB RoiAAA 11
I
A trmploi fow rappltoo proenrablo from tbo sdjoeont Tillsgoo %

I
wotor plontifnl t tolrroblj good | o stoop moent for A

I utiles to tbo top of tbo Jolori i^os (elovotion ll^SOU fool)»

tbon a stiidj dcoeont to Jibbi, oiossiog tbo oolfl bj a bridgo ot B miles. Jibbi a prettjr rilbi^l

arsot-booN.

.1 9 Follow ooufss of stfiam; an sosf morohj small Tilkgoi sop-
plioib oooltoi, and wator proeorabloi rood good for riding.

TWAA . 491

B. NlBiT • . 10 0 I
^ illogo 00 tbo banks of tbo Sntl^

; frw
(3,400 ft.) I

1
00 6 Isoppliesi wator proeorablei rood broad and in good

I I I ordifri a stoop dosoont for B milos to tbo Yultoy of

tho Bollo], op wbtob tbo road tbon mns i nolo brldgml.

I

Tbo capital of Booabbr, and rosldeneo of tbo idja of
12 4 that territoTYi sopplioo and wator procarablo;a

- 93 2 largo barodari for trarellers; rood good, oross tbo
llaobara at li nils and tlio Kogri at 7 milos. Tbo

town of Rampdr is situated 138 feot aboro tho loft bank of tho Sotloj, at tbo wostom baso of a

lufty and iicarlj porpoitdiooiur mountain.

g. Absoa • .7 1 Avillagoin Xnlui soppiies and water proeoimbloi
i '' 80 3 good oucampiiiff ground; cross tbo Sutlej atRan-

pdr by a rope bridge, about 180 feet in length
; tho

[road tarn ascends a very steep hill for abonto mileoj

short sig-sags through a forest, after which it descends gently to Arena.

9. Sinin (6,000 ft.) 'll 0 A Tillags in Xuln, half*way np tho Dhol Pbas ; sop-
' 92 3 plioo and wator procurahle; niad good, descending

gradnallj for 3 miles to the Karpan
; several villages

are passM en rou/e. On leaving the river there is a
steep ascent for 1 mile ; tho road then enters a gorge, leading into a beautiful valley ; easy for about

a mile, nfter which the shoulder of a mountain is ascoudod by very steep short lig-mgs ; one

side of hill is a deep, well-wooded ravine; on tbo other a tremendous torrent, running down at a

fearinl incline from the plateau of Stoan, which is a magniScent plain about 1 iiile in hngth, and
from 160 to 4(>0 v ''*iis in breadth, with a pretty stream winding through it; ibis plain is surround-

ad on three sides by lofty and steep hills; during the raina it to awampy, bat at other seasons it is

covered with tha most lusnrhiiit grass.

10. Tsae OB Batbab 9 A few huts st the foot of the Dhol Pus t snpi>Uss
'' 101 3 ararre; water proeurable; for a milt after leaving

Siren, the road lies over a level plain, and then
ascends tlie Dhol Psm by ve^ stsop sig-sagsb reach-

ing the ereet at 3 mllu ; Immediately on tho other aide there la a beautiful nndnlating stnp of land

elaar of trees, and oovsi^ with luxoriant gram; a splendid plaea for an sneampmentk with wood
and watsr in immediate prosimitj s there to than nsl^dmeenttbfoogb a wall-woodid foreitfor 6
mUaatdTIiar.
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loiiTM nr. EAtBHfm » lAobt.

B(mi4 obntinaed.

ti- (8^718 18 0 A wmtJX vllbg* bikiw Pkabi w»ltr pfoemUti
ft.) ns • road doacondi gradoallj through a tonii with eal*

tifathm hara aA tharai tha road from Kotgarh wU
thdarth* daoerlbad abora, joiiio in at tha Chata.

A riUagoand rotk*hoQaa> aitoatad on Iho loft hank of

lABjf , • S S tha Sjnfat Ita jnnetion with tha Chata, and aboot
' ISi 6 SOOrarda abora ito oonflnanaa with tlia Baiat faw

anppiiaa proaomblaj watar ahondant | road broad and

d oidar» trith aatrral tteap aaeanta and damtai aal«a bridgadf foUofwa Ticar Tirta or Chata

a daap gorga to Larjl, whera the Chata joina t^ Saingrf.

U. BaJAOBA (6,484 ft)|

abdntljOOOfbaiahovatha rirarj oroM tha SrnJ on leaving Lai

DHaml at 6^ and oroaa the Bata (800 feat wide, enrrant awlft) at

atBid««**

A email baadr and old fort in miaat faw aoppliaa

proonrablai water abandant; anoampiog ground
aztromalj limited; a bungalowt road varj fair, mn«
iiing along tha vall^ of the Bade for aoma diatanaa,

iraj on leaving Laiji, than aaeand Ibr If milab paaa

da, enrrant awUt) at 8 milao. Thera ba teaplantation

14, SOIfltdavdB (4,048 8 6 The onpitat of Enin io aitnatad about 800 feat abova

ft.) — - 148 4 the right bank of the Bado^ Jnat bejond the ooiillnanea

of that river with a large mountain torrent ; aoppliaa
and watar plautifnl; a good toroddrd and ground

adbittlng for a aamp ; eountrf rlehljr onItiTatad ; rood bval and g^, running up tha right bank

of the Badib the TaUaj of which ia hara from 1| to 8 milaa broad; paao fiamai at 4^ and.Bib at 8|

Bibo. Phpnbtlon 4/100.

i6.HA«tB(i^780ft.)|

I I I
to foe %4f,

•I g, Kob at 6, Krarau at 7t, and Loiuon at Ilk mUaa.

A auiall eivll atation ; aoppliaa and watar abundant i

road good, paaaing over a alightlj hilij ooontijjon
leaving Saltdnpdr, draoand bj an aaaj Sight of atapa

to foe Bade, whidh b than oroaaadt paaa Saobaugh

IB, jAflsAlBAX 8 6 A email vilbga on tha left bank of tha Badai faw
(M88ft) — 164 8 I

aupplica; watar proourabb; oouutryvarj beautiful;

roA good, mnninff up tha loft bank of the river;

paaa Saraaa at 8i, Kirjao at 6i, and Oojra at 7|

mUaB. Than b a magnifleant caaoade bora. From Jagataak there b a road to Chataln, in Lahoul,

aid Cheka. (Baa Baub JFb. 68.)

7, Babwa .18 6 Aidllagaiaappliaeand watorproonrable; roadgood;
' 178 7 at 4'milaa oroaa the Bade by a tnidga of 180 feet

apan, after which the rpad winda through a magni-
Soantforortovor elightlv nndnbting ground. Tlio

aaDay bhan about li mib bfoad, with beautiful aoanary and aplandld climate. Itia nacaaaarj to

taka anppKaa and coolba from Barwa, before oroaaiag the Rotang Paaa.

18, Rma • •
I

6 0
I I

A amall anoamping ground at the foot of tha Rotong
(9/100 ft). — 177 7 FaM;noBapplieai water plentiful ; road good, aaeand-

A amall anoamping ground nt the foot of tha Rotong
FaM;noBappliaai water plentiful ; road good, aaeand-

iog gently, and following the right bank of tha Beda

through moat beautiful aoanary. Rahb b the bead

af the Kuta valley.

From SultAnpdr there is enotbar road to Bahia, running np the right bank of the Beda, aa

folbwa:—

Dwara 18 milaa.

Munauli 18 „
Bahia 10 „

Both rnada meat near Barwa; io the vldnity of thalrjundtion than b agood-abad pbtaauuall
adapted for a aanitorium.
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ISl HioMMin
(IQ^i ft)

Baut0 Wo. S8>^ooDiiiiaed.

14 0 I I
A Tfllintin Lalioiil. iltaattd on the ri^bonk of the

101 7 I
ChoadM, on % nmiU platMo at tho look of »mj
lofkjr monntiln; eopplffi Mid fnd totreo; w«Ur nro-
tnnmo* ' On Imving Bohln the Moonk of Ibo Bolang

k of ikept 4 niloi in lonfth, or hf n
of khoerMk 16,200 fool I the donoiik

_ „ _ iorrtiikoi okkhofookiko Chninlmio
l^nprlmitiYO bridge nbeuk 000 foek'^nui I khe bridge te mide of bireb kwIgoMidiepreeti-

eehleforledenih^. I^bool ii obioSj inbiblked bf llbekeiie. Vnm Xokiir kbore it eroedlo

I I I enmiieb weviiii

Fmo iiOominMioed, pMNble tor leden eito^eltlMr bv e^k
reirbwlBig-iegi In Angntk the poM leotaerof mem ; mynteo
on the oiber tidt if in plaoM ekeep, et^g nnatm hOl Ue
MOMBd Inr e nrlmitiYo bridge ebeuk 000 #eek_ .epM| the bridge to

Oenker. (Abe Aoele Me. 68.)

00. Siso .

(9,068 It)

ere orimed by imall riekeij bridgrei

Smilee.

9 0 I
A tiBell elllege on Ibe rigbk benb of ibe Cbaadmi—- 000 7 I

rapplice end feel feerre
;
«eter procarabl«t roiid rery

I
bed in ptoeei^ mnning np Ibe henk of the rirer i eieep

I eeeeete end dfoeente oer^nelly j the tore bill korreele
ry wild end diteiy | peu TUling ek 6|, end Sertong ek

01. OeimLA •

(10,800 ft.)

8 0 I
A vlllege eitneked one well.eiiltireled plekeen, on the

OOS 7 rigbk bonk of the Cbendre | coene ekte, berley, end
•beep proenreble | nnlcr plenttfnl | rood etill tollowing
the benb of the river» whieh beoomee eomrwbMk trite,

le tbleieb1ygood,oneor two bed Vetrinet here to be teeiidi peie Bnpenng ek 2f end Reeling ek 6
mllei I two of the tonenta ere bridged. ^ .

Frou Ghindle there to e diflenlk raed to DbemtoOe, meking the letter eleee in fonr flBerbhei^ or

obonk 66 mitoib

00. Tenn 7 0
016 7

A rillege eltoetcdek theeonSnenee of the Cbendreend
Bbigei eupplies end weter prooimiblei the reed
lolmiBg the right bonk of tne formn river, Ivede
ofer e emell plein tor eboek e Mile, then becendi end

peeeee elong the toee of moke, very dlfflenlt end nenow In pleeee; ek 6 mOee the Bfadge to croeied

by e good bridge just ebove ito jnnetion with the Cbendre i eftor joining tboNtwo riTon ere known
bv the nemo of Cbendre Bbdge or Cbenibi jnto before rwiehing Tend!, the rood branchee off to

L6h by the Shlnkel Ptoe and by the Bern Lnebe Peee. (te Jtoofoe Mb#. 58 md 86.)

08. Jaiva 14 0 A villege on the right beak of kbe Cbenib ; enppliee

800 7 I
nnd watori road very foir, mnning down the right

1 beak of the river i peee Tomng ek 9, Melllng ek 6, end
fl g there toe rontoto

A TUiOKVAni 10 8 I I
A burge vlltog% with eeverel other viiltfree in the

(g^eeeft) ——I Ota O nelgbbonrbood, on the left bonk of the CbendK

I I
enppliee and water plentiful ; road eeej end good

;
peee

I I Kemri at 4, leave £abonl at 8, end oroee tlie Chendb
nk 0 mllee. Tbtnre toe very holy Hindd temple at TrilokBekb,e greet plane of pilgrimage.

There to an eltemetive route from Trilokneth to Senob, wbieh to generally followed, ea the

other ronto to dengeroue in ptocee. It to ae ftdlowa t—

6
I

A village ritneted near the eonOnenee of tbelBendf and Chendb I

few enp^lee proenrable | water plentifnl ; mad tolerable s eroae

the Chendb at It milee end the liendi at the end of the mereb.

I
There to e enrione Hindd temple at Udipar,

10
I

Eight or ton bonare on the right bank of the Bendfi gnln

UnAvOn •

Mitab .

(10,016 ft.)

OBlOIAf

enppliee not to be dmended on, but eheepb cettlob end weter
ptoniifOli road very dlAenlk akflrit, efterwe^ tolerably good

|

oroee the Bendf ebonk half-nr-wey.

A tow bate on the right bank of tho Dindf | fool and water“ ‘ ‘ *• ' *

“ernWyi
* "

f-wey.
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Romi4 No. 69—oADtiDiiad.

No hoaM MppliM or fool, bal wit« proeonbloi

difloull^oloBf atoop MOMii to tlM top of tho Oordbor Pom

(oUvotion botwooB 17 ond 18,000 foot)i tbon o roirj diflIouH

doMODtilminiimpnotiGoblo for lodm coolio^, fooUtopo bofo

lobooatiDtbowow.wblcb ii pMpotoal oo tbia poMi tbo lart 8 or 8 niiki tho diocootii

onowbot Midor, b«t r«47 otoDj.

BA.T0O8 . -I * I
^ sbepberdt* butt; fuel ond woUr. but no mippllM

(11^ ft) pirocttroblo ; rood toKorobljr good.

(7.886 ft)

81. Maiobaov

8 A fBioll villogot luppliM aoorvo: wotor procnroblos rood

tolonbljr g<Kid.

10 A fillogo oo tho right bunk of the Choniib; oupplioi ood
wotor prooantble i rood toloimbljr good, following tiio oonrao of

o mountoin torront.

68

9 I
CooliM ond oupplioo proouroblo; rood tolorablo.

88. Tni^f

•7. 8808

88. Kobai

18 0 A villogo; oooIIm ond oupplioo. I’OM Solgroon
' - 864 8 obont bolf-wojr.

18 0 CroMChendb.

89. 8AOC8 .

(7,886 ft.)

A fillogo on right bonk of Cbondb. CooliM ond
oupplico. PVwm Sanek fArro i» n rovto io Chnmbm
Old Jla«7o mmd TVoo, mlto yaihw to Tuan and Chmumaj/,

80. Kiiab • • 8 0 A filbgro OMr tho right bonk of tho Cbondb i oup*

(8|4ll ft) 801 8 plieo ond wotor proearoblo) rood diflenlt, quito
improeticoblo for horoM

;
poM Phinro ot 8 ond Mocho

ot 6| milM ; oono of tho torrcnit ore bridged.

From Kilor tboio io o roiito to Chombo vid Alwdo ond TTm. {Sm Momiu Ho. 10,)

81. Dabwao ..60 A lorgo fillogo noor tho right bonk of tho Cbendb;
(8^4c9 ft.) —- 807 8 ouppliM ond wotor plontiful ; o otoro-bouoo oopoblo of

obelteringOO to 800 men; rood toloroblj good ot
fint then o otoep deacent down tho rugged face of o

bill to o liopid otioom, which it ercoood by o bridge juot below the fillogo. Motwoon tbia ond
liriloknoth flno doodor troM grow. Pom Hugol (aix bouoM) ond Purgwol (onfen houoM) ot 8Triloknoth flno doodor troM grow. Pom Hugol (aix bouaM) ond F
inil^ Kuryoaot 8| milaa^ ond Quail ot 8| miuM. Rood poHoblo for

OBOoptnoor Dorwoa.

(aix bouaM) ond Purgwol (anfen hounM) ot 8
Rood poHoblo for bill onimnla with light looda.

JPVOM Darwau iUrt it a path io JBoru oid Daloto and Poai La,

88. Aikdabi . . 10 0 A fillogo on the right bank of tho Cbondb i aome—— 817 8 aiippliM ; rood tolerable
{
pom Lin at 2. and leova

the Chombo territory ot 4 mileo. Tlio hilla on both
aidM liecome lower oa the rifor ia deacendod. Hood

poaooblo for hill oninuda with 1 ght loodo with difficulty $ wotor plontiful ot interfola of o mile
or ao'tho whole way.

88, 80U • •! 11 0| I
A moderate aixod fillogo

I anppliM ond water plen-88, 8068 • • 11 0 A moderate aixod fillogo
I anppliM ond water plen-

828 8 liful ; o awing bridge over the Cbendb hero ; nmd
fair tho whole way and procticoblo for animala with
light roada. Solo haa aixteeo bouaM ond 120 men, and

atonda obofo o wdl-onltifotod ond porfootly level plotoou, 1 mile long by 400 yorda brood, on
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B0IITB8 IM KASHmIe AND LAOiX,

Route No, 00—ooniiDued.

4. Caii» (at fOOT 01 6 48 At Siniltt rotd to tho Btnok Lo toriM up % defUo to

tfAXOE Pam). tho rlghti that to tho Alonpl Lo oootlnaing otmlght
00 op tho Shlgartaog otiooin. After on oocent of
oboot 6 nlloo, tho oncompmont la looehodt ante

oomo enormooi grooito roeko ot tho foot of tho pooo.

6. Camp ... 10 63 Tho fttlgolng osooot oommoneoo obnoot immodiote-
Ij I ood naor tho nmnit tho jpoth orooooo o sbollow
gl^er, whore the rook io Tioiblo botwoon* tho elofto

of the ioe. It io oonaidorod nocoiaory to footon

honei totehor with ropoo to prercnt them foiling down crototooo. Wiv glooiort ore viaiblo ot
tho oomo tiino between the peokii oronnd tho flat tpoeo on tho rammit^ whioh u about 16.600 foot

in elevation. After a long deioont tho bend of a green voUeja the teiohingi lending to that of
Aotor, io reached. Comp in tho jungle.

6. Aitob . • 20 78 Tho oeonery of thia maieh Io Toiy piotareeqne and
nnoaoally verdant. Tho glen io watered bj a email

etreaui, tranquilly moondoring over a boantifnl mea-
dow. Near Kanrul, which le paeeod on the right, ia

an iron mine.— Fide Eoaloe Jfoe. 9 ^ 89. (F^e.)



Boons IB KASHIlfB AND LAdIk.

RonU$ No, 0i-^ontiiiued.

4 Bmxo CBikx IS SO From ShlgorUng towAidi the Alampi Lo ihomdlif If

open ond gnmj end naerlj leTeli the bonks off the
streem ere frin^ with wiUowi, end jnnipen i

I eeettered oboot over the lower ilopee of the moon*
About S| milce further on ie the junction with o etreeu from the riT»r. Benok Lu

is distent some 6 miles; one of the roods to Astor over e smell but erereased gleeier.

6. Bvam IS Aaoend the Alnmpi Le. Helf-wey up the eseen4 In
e smell hollow, wes e deep end beentifnllj ete
tenk of weter. Another steep bit of retliCT mom

.
then 1.000 feet ebore the tenk brought ns to the

Fifty men bed pushed be^ ooolies proeredingfrom KhepAln to Gilgit with inppUss. The
puss is 15,200 feet—(Godwie-^esfre.)

Quite impesseble for leden enimelsj the lest 600 feet hes simply to be elembersd upi> The
western side is steep enongh to edmit of tobogenning. Bnbind is e smell piece of thne hnts^ the
Srit hebitetion on the Astor side.

6. Godbai 0 • 10 72

7. Asxob • • 17 69

Boed down Telley to the eestsm beaks of the Astor
river.

Vidt Mimtu Vo$. 004^9,

BOUTE Ho. 61(s).

SKABDtS TO AsTOB.

JLuikofitf,—Ahmad Ali Kbam (1889),

' Discasoi is mess.

Stsgs or bslUorplsss.
latsr.

medists. Total.

Description, Ac.

SeaidO • • • I I Two miles from Bkeidd the reed crosses the Belpdm
streem, which is here ebont 400 yards brood, S feet
deep end current repid s fording diAcnlt Two miles
further on tJrdlng villege is met with, end 1 ssile

Nine miles from Skerdd the villsgu of Hoto, 1 mile beyond whieh the
rood cesses to be ceM for end dwindles into e foot-peth. rood from Skerdd to Hcto is e amde
one, end is 10 feet wide, with en evenne of trees elong this length. Two miles from Hoto the
rood for 200 feet is bed end the asoeot steep but becomes essier nntil the villege of Knehnim Is

beyond Seadns villege.

XVOBITBA

lege is ebont | mile
hills, which ere stes

17 0 17 0

from the Indus river.

The rood before entering the village

Knehure streem by e woodm bridge, 2
This villege oontelns ebont fifty houses end 200 inhaU*
tente. Supplies, wood, end grsin ere sceree, Thevil-
Fhna here the roed leevee the plain end ei

steep end rugged Ifi mile from Kubhnre, end on the right bunk of the 1 . _
ill hamlet, celled Chsk, is sitnetcA sod from here one enters cnltivetion, the roed here being e
le one and looked eftor; t mile b^fond this hemletenother hamlet is sitneted of the eessenamei

2i miles from Knehure the toed leaves the cultivation end enters broken end mggsd ground, pro-
gress being slow end diflenli. 2i miles from Knehure the roed divides into two brenehep 1 fol-

lowing the stream end being only fit for foot-pamengws. The other branch ascends e dope of
600 feet, end is very difltoult of eseent,^ hills closing in on either side to within 160 feet. This
gorge is eelled Reomerfe Bruk. This brunch of the roed is only used when the strsem is ewollen
by rein or msltlng snow. Neither of these two branches ere fit for leden animals, end 4| miles
from Knehure these two branches Join again, this point being 260 feet above the stream, whidi is

here 600 feet broad, the water flowing in nwny channels and the current being very rapid 1 6 miles
6 furlongs from Knehure tbs road crosses the stream to the right bank by a bridge called Chuli-
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Boule No. (a)—continued.

rban wMeli us ffei tumid And Wfettlonff. LdUu nnlmnUonn eroMom tbUMdir#- Onnfar-

loiiff buyond tbn rond •iceiidi 60 fnet i two boU nnd A Uigo mnibenj irtnm h«rt tltiwled, ntoo m

pnns 1 1,000 men cnn encnmp here, tbrre being n Inrgn qoantitj of wood and mu. The path

from Rromarfa Brak to thU spot ie only a f<H»t brood, and rone along a prodpiGo 100 M in

depth : Ud horeee ore with diffienlty taken alonw tbU portion of the road, 7k milee from Knehnro

a eWheid'a bamtot. called PhencliHr, le met ; a large walant tree, a inring. and a little enitivation

mark tliU aite ;
4,000 men can encamp here, wood, water, and gcem being plentifnl. Trom Clinli*

cliNo to tbie epot the road le eitremely ilittcnlb fVom Kucbora to Phenebar enow falle in Nor-

ember and laebi till April. 8 milee and S fnrlonge from Kuchnra the mnnd le largely etrewn with

huge rocka, the road paealiig tbroogh one of tbeae rocka called Uidoigob. One fnrlong beyond

tliia rock another la met called Urdoagmn, the road paming tbrongb a natural tunnel 4 feet broad

and 6 feet h*gb, the tunnel being 10 feet in length ) 8 milca 7 furUmoa from Kuebura the road ag iln

croaaea the atrenro to the left bank 1iy a bridge called Bono-Zambo^ 4 feet broad and 100 feei.

long. At for laden animala. From Phenchar to tbia bridge the aaecnt ia about IjOOO feet, and the

road, nwiiiff to rocka, ia rough and diflenlt, the rocka being ao large ae to afford corer for 60

men bfhind each. On the right bank of the atreain, near the bridge^ U a pUtin called Knnoyal.

1,000 men conld encamp here : wood, water, and graaa being plentiful—10 mileo from Kuebura

a plain called Khnmbu ia reached
;
ground for encamping l^OUO men i mile from here, llie road

now eiitera cultiration, which coiitmuea to Sitakeban rillage.

SiTAKCBAV ViLLaai.
)
11 4 18 4 Tbia place containa 16 houace and 60 inbabitanta. The

valley U called Shagarthan and the rillage Ilea in a
enUivated atrip about 800 yarda broad and 16 milee

long. Wood and %rater plantifnl ; gram and anppliea

acaroe. For4 fnrionga the road rnna tbrongb cnltiva-

tion ; baynnd the road becomea bad, owing to large rocka. Two milee from Sitakchan. on the op-

poaite aide of the atream, a village called Chunebo Bnlebo ia aitnaled. The atieam here U 400 feet

oroa^ 4 feet deep, 8 feet banka, current rapid. Two milca nnd 8 frirlonn from Sitakchan. n vil-

lage ealled Cliogho Bnlelm it eitoated, containing nina bonaea and about thirty inbabitanta. Wood,
water, and greea plentifnl ; aanpliee acaroe. Three milee from Sitakeban the road leavec the ctraam,

and 4 milee from the aemc place the road croaaea by a wooden bridM the Laaing dream. The
bridge ia 60 feet long and 8 feet brond, and ie only pnaaab!e far uiuadtn animnu. Tlie bed of

the etrearo ia rocky and the current ver^ awift; the banba of tbU drenm nre cnllcd Shamrtban,
from the village m that name, which liea 8 fnrionga from the bridge^ on the right bank of the

atream. The village oonsUu of Afty honaea and abont 160 inhabitanta. Faw rappllea can be had
bare. Ita height above aca-lcvcl U about 14j000 feet. Six nnd half milca from Sitakeban Ilea a
plain on which 8,000 men oan encamp, wood and water being plentifnl. Seven milee from
Sitakeban the road cioeaei to the left bank of the stream by a wooden bridge. 70 feet longandS feet

broad, only pamablo to foot paacengora. From the pioviona bridge to Ibla one tbo road it good.

ToOKsam • 7 4 86 0 ThU U a abepberd’e baiting place. 18.000 fret above
•ca-levol I the plain ia extendve and 6«000 men eonM
encamp here) wood and water plentifhl : grace eearee;
proviaUnc not to be had. bat milk proeoimble. Two

dreama join hero, one from the right and the other from the left ; a roadbranebie here and followa
the left etrearo to the Alninpi I^. whieb U 80 milee dUtant. This road and past are only precti-

eable to foot-paaeengere ; the etreen ie called Alompl Lughma. lUlow the page along thU rand
Oodlini village U eituate<l. beyond which U Astor village. The atream from the right U ealled
Irbanak Lnghnro. One mile and 8 fnrionga from Toghbar tbo road U good, bat beromee roeky
ami ragged b^ond. Four miles from Toghbar the asoent U ea^. but afte road becomea very
atoep.

Oboos s • . 6 4 41 4 TbU U an enenmpmrat At frw 8.000 men. and to

tbU plnee led bonce can be bronght with dlAUnlty,
but not beyond, the void only beiag At Ibr foot-pnsson-

. . . .
gers, Noitber -wood nor grasa can bs had bmj Its

height above aea-level being abont 18,000 feet. Oao mile from Oidokae the rood followa the r^t
baiHi of the str^ and U rragh and rocky. Bmiid thU peneM enow U met; and the path
boeomee eteep and daiigorona. Ponr miles from Ordokas the road eronss tbs IrluMak (or Banok)
La I tbUjpasa U 16.600 feet high. The distance from Ordokas to the pass of 4 miles takes 8 boon
to do. Fivo miles 8 forloiigs below the pass U sltonted the named Cbnmiek.

Chomiok . 9 8 60 6 The deeeent from the pasiU eteep and diflcolt, the
diffnrenee in bel|At being 4^600 net The pern le

closed by snow ftwm November until Marbb. The

^ ^ .
encampment U 81 isr SbOOO omn. wood, water. and

grasc being vciy plentifnl. The erect of the pnee marke the boandaiy between Bhifdd ana Aalor
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Route No. concluded.

dittricki. This pCM it only poteoblo to foot-pottooffore. Threo miltt nnd 6 furlongs from Chomick
the road is sood and now bi!C«»uiet iNistublo for horses end lightly laden animals, Mlthough rough
and rnggad lo parte. Poor miles from Chuinick the road aseeiias 800 feet, and 6 miles and 6 fur-
longs toe road crosses a dry stream running from riirht to left* the road being hers bad. Six miles
and 6 furlongs from Chumick the road crosses a stream ealM Hnrpe by a wooden bridge; frugi
bare, a road brandies and goes to Rnndd, eid the Harpe Khon pass. The word Khom here means
a pass, as La does in other parts of the country. Uondd is two marches from the bridge, and the
road is only fit for foot-passengers. Rondd is situated on the left bank of the Indns river and it

well known. Seven and a half miles from Chomick a |dain is reached covered with pine trees ; fli

dw encamping 1.000 men, wood, water, and grass being plentiful. For 8 miles further, on both
sides of the stream, the road passes over a meadow. here the road has a steep descent, and
follows the right bank of the stream. Here a stream flowing from the right joins, and is crossed

by the road, the banks^ are 800 feet high and the bed of the stream rough and rocky, current
rapid and the foM is diAcnlt. Eleven miles from Chumiok the village of Gutumsar is situated; a
small stream divides this village in two. The villi^re contains seven houses and about twenty men.
Thirteen miles from Chumick another stream from the right joins and is crossed by a w<>oden bridge
only flt for foot-passengers, animals having to ford the stream ; to this bridge the road is gou^
Thirteen and half miles from Chumick. on the right of the road and 200 feet above the path, is

situated the village of Thingeh. containing twenty houses and about sixty inhabitants. Here, on
the large stream, is a wooden bridge 100 fret long and 6 feet broad, fit for laden animala On the
left bank of the etream is a plain, a flt encampment for 4.000 men, water, wood and grass being
plentifnl

;
supplies scarce. 'l*he height of the bridge above sea-level is about 8^000 feet.

Ttaaois • • 18 4 64 8 One and half mile from this village a stream ealled

Khiche joins, and at its junction wiA the main stream
is the village of Kamkha, consisting of 6 houses. To
this vllli^ the road descends; at the abovementionied

junction there is a wooden bridge. Three and half miles from Thingeh on the main stream Is

another bridge and a road leading over it to a village called Phraul, containing twenty houses,and
lying in a large cultivated plain. Four mites. 1 furlong from Thingeh on the right, and 800 fret

above the road, ie the villa^ of Shape, fifteen houses. Tb this point the road runs along the face

of the hill, the stream lying on the left. 800 feet below. Four and half miles from Thingfh on the
right of the road is the village of Khangml, ten houses; the road here enters cultivation; wood,
water, and grass plentiful

;
provisions scarce. At Kliangrnl a large stream flowing from tlie right

joins the main watercourse, and is crossed by a wooden bridge. Six miles fmm Thingeh, on the
right of the road, lies the villaM of llach, fourteen houses ; from Khangrul to this village the road
runs through cultivation. Ualf a mile beyond Daeh the main stream is bridged, a road leading to

Hnpuk, which lies on the left bank. Seven miles beyond Thingeh the road leaves the cultivation,

and I mile fbrther desoends 600 feet, the descent b^og steep and diflcult. Eight miles and 6
fnrlongs the road crosses the main stream by a bridge to toe left bank, the bridge is lOU feet

long and 4 feet brood, and is it for laden animals. l*wo furlongs beyond the bridge is the village

of Los. containing twenty bouses. From hero the road enters cultivation. .Nine miles and 6 fnf-

longs from Thingeh anotner village named Lo is ritnatsd, consisting of ten houses and eonUuuing
many ins apricot and walnut trsm. Ten miles and 8 furlongs from Thingeh the road leaves the
cnltivation. and 6 furlongs fhrther the road has a steep descent of 600 feet. Twelve miles from
Thnrgvh the roadcrosom the Astor river by a large wooden bridge 800 feet longand 6 feet broad, it
for laden animals. Beyond the bridM the road ascends 600 feet Three furlongs farther th. road,
eromes the Clmiigra stream by a bridge 86 feet long and 8 feet broad, and the road again cremes
the same stream by a similar bridge, and on a rocky height of 400 feet above this bridge standa
the fort of Astor. The fort is of maaoniy and is a square building with sides of 600 feet. It

ocnlains four gnns. six wsU-pisoss. and a magaiine. The troops are stationed withont the walls

of. the fort Thirtson milm and 8 fnrlongs from Tliingeh to the right of the roml ia the vilLige

of Idgnh. twenty houaes.

iMAH • • •
I
14 0 78 8 I

The enesmping ground is in the raja's garden

;

I I
supplies of all kinds are plentifnl and cheap. The

I I

height above aea level of the fort is 7^38 feet
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Stnrt or halttof-ytoee.

DiarANOB IV nua.

Demrlptkai, Aa.
Inter.

medtoto.
Total.

flapaUe of oorrying

SKABDtf • • . I ••• I ... I
Storting from thoriji'f gBrdon for 1 mil* and ifor-

long! tho rood to torel and kopt in ropalri for %
furtongt fnrthor U.mdnallj dmeandi to tbo banka of

I tho Indna riror* whore there to a ferry of one hoat»

_ _ I or ten horaei. llie rirer here to 760 feet broad and 16 deep, medium
enrrent, and banka of SO feet. At 4 milea aadS tnrtonge, on the left of the road, to a epring Oi
water. From here the road mna along the bank St the rlrer and ie level for a dtotanoe of
2 milee. It now entera a aandj plain St milea in extent Six and half milea from Skardd a road
branchea from the main one and goea to Sbigar. The road here mna betwaen low hilla and to fairlj
leveL At lOt milea from Skardd another road branchea off to the northward to Shlgar, and 1 mile
and 8 furlonga ahead entera cultivation, and to the right are two hula. The road to here 6 faet
broad and lewd to the village ci Nar.

16 S I 16 S
I

Thto village to aitnated 8 fnrlonga from the right

I
bank of the Indoa river; itoontaina eighty honaea,8S0

I
inhabitonta, and 884 cattle ; provldlm and auppllaa

I are aearne. One mile Cpw. Mer theMed opneaee netmnirt
by a wooden bridge 86 feat long, ^ feet hrold ; laden animala can eroaa over thto bridge. The road
rune along the brake of the Indue and to fairly level ; Si milea from Nar it antera&a onltlvation
and village of Ohoro, oroaaing a atreara by a brtoge 16 fM long and 4 feat broad. Thia village
oontoina 36 houaea, 100 inhabitonta, and 876 cattle. Three and half milea from Nar the road aaoenda
a ateep of 800 feet^ the Indue river ftowiog 600 feet Mow. The road to here bad, and for a
dlatoBM of 6 milea further to very rough and rugged.

.
Five mltoe from Qboro^ on the toft bank of

the Indua, to the vinagi of Yarkhor. Tho road u now level rad caay.

INab

8 Kni 18 8 88 4

(

Stoven milea from Nar the river Shyok joina tbeln-
dna. The rood now laavaa the latter river and proeeeda
along the right bank of the Shyok. Thirteen milea 8
fnrlonga fra Nar the rood entera the cultivation and

^iiage of Kira, oonttonlim 800 houaea, 8,600 oatrie^ and about 600 inbabitaata, amongat whom arenw oarpratera and tw ironamitha. Wood rad graea are acaroe ; a few provtotona can be had. One

I*!?” laavea the enltivation and rune through a large orohard,MaM rt th. fM of th. ShAh.. Dombo UU. Sww fwloog. futhw it d«^ th. teak, of
roe Indra SO fee^ and proeeeda along the aand for a dtotanoe of 1 mile, then aaoenda another 80

JSf*
the edtivatira and village of Gon. Diatanoe from Kira 8 milea and 6 fnrlonga.

vmage raMna^hty honaaa, 840 inhabitonta, and SOO eattle. The roadoontinuea along the
right tenk of th^rok river to the vUlage of Knra, 8 milea and 8 fnrlonga from Kira, rad to
fairly leM^ good Ae wMe way. Thto village to a oollaetioa of aix hamleta and eontalna 160
houice. SM inhahitonta, andM rattle Half a mUe b^ond thto village the road laavea the oolti-
vatton rad para over aome low hUto. Thirteen milaa'g fnrlonga from Kin a road branehea

ratlira KraSr'*'
Harigun village. Fifteen mUaa 8 furlonge from Kin the road

8 Korn • 16 8 48 6 Tbto village eontalna aixtj houaea, 160 inhabitonta,
and 840 rattle ; auppliea amd provialona none. Three
milea and 6 furlonga from Konto the road aaoenda

ai. !!...« V t /u A
daaoanda 600 faet. The road to hare ateep and

aSTtSLi • ooltivatad plain; 4 furlonga frirtber it
woiM. th. TUI. Along thw liw nod goM to Sbigw. Th. rinrb U totted ud •

V .no oomt, ^ rmnut. of . woodm brUg. u« rUbto. bIIo.

f*.**”*^?”” '«“*'» oB told goto to Khif^, vU th. Thtl. pM4 Th.
«* *^ thr^h iml, oall-ntod oUntry. bdoaghw toOMhoni

*i>4 •bant 1,000 InlnhitMito, .moagto whom u.two carpeotera. Provtotona acaroe; auppliea none. The road now laavea the cultivation and proeaeda
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long the bulk of the Shyok river, mod et 17 milee and 6 forlonga from Konia peaaee through an
orehaid 160 yardi aqaare. Nineteen mllea and 1 forlong from Konia the road paaaea throngb the
vUUga of Chogogiam, four honaea, eight inhabitanta, and two flonr-milla.

KjbapaXiV • • 2S 0 66 6 Twenty milee and 1 furlong from Konia the road
croafma the river Shyok by a ferry of one raft. The
rivu hare ia 1 mile in width, 16 feet deep, and the
current very etrong. One mile from the left bank of

the river the road entera the village of Khapalu, the capital of tho Khapaln diatriot. Thia diatriot

oontaina thirty-auc villagea of a grand total of 2,000 honaea and about 10,000 inhabitanta, inclnding
aeven oarpentera and ten ironamitha. Proviaiona and auppliei aearee. One mile, 1 fnrlonn from
Khapalu the road haa a gradual aaoent for a abort diatance and then ia level ; 2 milea from Khapalu
a branch road goea to Lmk, efd the Shurbat paaa, which ia oloaed owing to anow frpm December to
Much. 2 milea 6 forlonga from Khapalu, to the left of the road, 1 funong diatant and on the left

bank of the Shyok river, ia the village of Ynehu, thirty honaea, 100 inhabitanta, and eighty head of
cattle. There la a large and good apring of water hem. 6 miles 8 furlonga from Khapaln the road
dividee, one branch aaoending the low hilla to the right, and the other branch running along a
braneh of the river Shyok. Theae two roada again join at the village of Surma, 7 milea ^ furlonga
from Khapaln. Surma oontaina twenty honaea, 100 inhabitants, and 200 head of eattlJ 8 milea

1| furlong from Khapaln a road branchea and goes to Laddk vid the Shurbat pass. The main road
now eroasaa the Shyok river, by a ferry of one raft. The river hero 1 •

‘
^ three channels. The largeet

ebuinel if bridged doring the winter month! ; the two minor ones >.re fordable. The road now
mne along the banks of mo river and for a short diatance ia level, but at 10 milea 7 forlonga
baeomes difflenlt for laden animala. 12 miles from Khapaln the . aad again rune level and t mile
further enters the cultivation of Ohnraa village, which contains 11^0 honaea, 860 inhabitants, and
160 head of cattle.

Gbvbsa • • 18 0 79 6 Neither enppliea nor provisions can bo had here.

Water supplied by a canal brought from the She-
khdng stream. Owing to some peculiarity in soil or
water, the crops are eometimee blighted and, in con-

aequenoe, only tbo poorest of the poor try end eeity out an ezUtenee here. Honaea in this villagd

are dott^ aoont over a diatance of 2i miles. From the Ghuraa encunping gtoniid, marked by a
few treee, the roed takes a northerly direotion.

Along the enltlvetion for about 1 mile, end leaving this, crossee the Danda La, the direction

being north-eaet Thia is a rough pass and laden horaea or mules aaoend with difficulty. At the
summit of the range, the road haa to pass through so narrow a gorge that laden animala cannot
be teken. The roed ia very rough, 2 miles on either aide of the paae, and only becomes feirlv

smooth on reaching the left bank of the Saltoro mala, a distance of about 2t milee, and along which
It rans until it entm the village of Phatowe at the junction of the Saltoro and Karfoehu streame.

There ia a deal of send op both elopee o( the Imuda 'range, which ie advantegeoue for road-

making.

Fbatowa • .1 8 0 87 0 Consiate of fifty honeea, about 160 inhabitants, inolnd-

log two bUckemitbe. No provieione of any kind pro-

curable | lota of good water g email patch of culti-

vaticm around the village. At 6 furlonga from the

village the road croaaee the Karfoehu mala g no bridge, rooky bed. The water is at»ut 24 feet

aeroee and 1 foot deep. Leaving the ooltivation the road keeps to the left bank of the Saltor

and ents all the little watercouraee that run into it, and, in cooaequenee, ie tome* 'hat roimh. 8i
mllM from Phatowa the Kundae mala mcete the Saltoro on the right, and f of a mile further

there ie a bridge over the Saltoro, oppoeite the village of Dumsum. The road doee not cmaa over,

bat oontinnee on the loft bank. The bridge is peonliarly eonstmeted. A large rock forms the

centre pier, Over which, and two others constructed of wood, planks have been plared, 4 fret wide
and 80 feet long. Water here ie about 6 feet deep and very rapid. The villNge of Damium eon-

eiste of .three gronpa of fifty honeee each, populafion 160, ana catUe 1 20. From Daghoni to Domeum
there is no change in the produce of the country, but from latter eaatwairds, owing to extreme
eold, only the htfdiect of groins are produced, fruits of any kind Wing unknown. Leaving the
Dumeum bridge at i a mile a slab of rock Ie a stumbling block, but this has been overcome by a
eort of viaduct, wood and rocka having been so heaped up elong the face of the slab ns to form a
narrow platform 8 feet in width and about 80 feet in length, practicable to mulea without loeds.

After paaaingtbbihe roed ia fairly good, barring the watercourses It ie constantly crossing at

right anglaa, and some of which are very steep. At 10 milea and 6 furlonga from Phatowa the

rood enters aome cultivation, oontinuing on the left bank, and reaches Konit, a small village, a
mile farther (five bonaec, fiftMn inhabitants, twanty cattle). From here Mamiik fa i a mile diatant

(twonty-6ve honaea^ eighty inhabitants, fifty cattle) and Pilid, the halting place, is I mile further.
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Pfup 18 0 I 100 6 JIfttnhanm,tUp iiAibitiiiti. fpity ciittit. Holhliiir

in tbn way of rattont prorafibla. On tha aana olda of
iMla aa nlM ia HaWII» a omall Tillaga (twaiity boaaoo»
aiaty inluibitaBta, aoTontj eattla). At a ohoii diatauoa

ftwm PIlid (1 furlong) tha road eroaaoa tha Saltoro nala by a woodan bridga 100 faat long and

8 hfoad. Khdal, a rillaga on right hanh of tha Saltoro mmlo, 1 fnriong north-aaat of PIlid

(Sftaan honaao, forly-flta inbabltenta, aiity oattla) lying to tha M. 61 furlonga from tha bridga

tha nod antara ooltiratloB and ktaping to tha right bank raaebaa Said (11 mile from PiUd), forty

honooa* ISO inbaUtanta, 140 oattla. Laarlng Said and ito enltlration babind (5 fnrlonga) tha

road oontinnaa on throogh a aniall waata patob of aa much mora» antara more cnltiYation and
arrlraaatChnln,8 mika 4 fbrlonga (aatan Maaa, twenty inbabitanta» forty oattla). Aoroaotba

atiaam in a oonth«aaat diraetioa nra tharillagao of Qhagho and Sikiti. of no grant importanoa (Si

and 61 furlonga from Chnln). At 4 milaa SI fnrlonga tha aillaga Mnlla la raaobad (Sra bon^
twenty inhahitanta, thirty oattla) and S furloi^ fnrtbar tha Tiling of Tuto (baliing-plaea).

ToiO • . 4 6 106 4 I
Eight honaaa, tbirta inbabitanta, thirty oattla. No

I
pro^aiona of any kind, nor graao. A few innipar traro

I
about. In thla part anow begina falling in Siorambrr

I and oontinnaa till Fabmary. The road kaapa on the

right bank of tha atroam (which ohaagao ita. name from bora to Ohair). At 1 mile and 0 fbrloogo it

— a ataapb low apnr of tha Mandir hill, orarbanging tba atnaro, and it ia alao hrm that tha

Chnln atroam jolna tna Ghair. Tba lotto apnr batwaan tba Obair and Chnln ia aallad Kbaf-i-

daaht and tha rood kaapa to tha right bank of tba former. It la nnearad for and onto kept in

rapair aa far aa Totob buti navartbaleoo, no aariooo diaenltiaa are tobamat with. At 7 milao 1 fnr>

long the road antara a patch of juniper jungle callad OhAro, and hero tno tbara ia a maajid on tha

lafi bank of tha atroam. At tba and of tba jungle at 9 milaa 1 furlong la Obdro haltlng-plaaa.

Bond amooth throngb Jungle.

Gsino • • • S 1
I
114 6

I
TItia la aimply a halting-plaea at tha lower abd of

I
the glacier, and S fnrlonga nom it lota of wood and a

I I
anffldency of grniw for lOOhoraea for only a day or two

' I arc procnimbla. Oattla of no aort can rrntnra higher,

aa tbara la no raoogniied track for a diatanca of 81 milao orar tha ice, and it ia almoot Impaaoabla
for human bainga, aa deep bollowa bare to be got aver.

Gsisovi , S 4 117 1 At S milao 4 fnrlonga tbara ia a aort of a halting-

place callad Chdkoni, another at 6 milaa 4 furlonga
IntUB • .SO ISO 1 called Irfnr, and a third at 9 milaa 6 furlonga calM

Ali Branaa, and from Ali Branaa tha oummit of
All Bbasia • 4 2 124 8 the Bibifnn paaa ia S milaa 4 fnrlonga diatant and ap-

prosimntaly 16,000or 17,000 faat high. Itiacompam-
BiLAVun Paai . . 2 4 126 7 tWaly an aaay paaa, but throughout tha year oorarod

with anow. 8 milao from tba aummit on tba road to
Tarkand there la a amall apot of ground anlMbla for encamping, but no wood or gmao, ia

procurabla.

SOUTB Vo. 63.

SZAIOtf TO OfLOIT.

Hatwaod—Drew^Bbooki—Thomwn.

DiarMoa iv maa.

stage or baltiBg plaea.

latarw
amdlata. Total.

Baaorlptian, if.

SXABUd (6,800 fact) .

MoNly nuonltivatad, a waola of mad and

A TillageMl bunk of lndua,tha capital of llaltifUa i

*a aoattarad oollaetion of Tillagaa and honami old
valaoa^ fort, baiAr, KaahmfrI •hopkaapaiij oaltlo

row I :oropL onalli plain, whldh ia 19 by 7 mUsb
lonai mppliii and water pMitilhli aonntiyaMUi-
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and barran. Tlia rark on whioh is tha foit is on loft bank of Indus ; hero a dsqp and
num toiTSuti ISO yards wids.

At Skardd thers is a Kashmfr garrison t also atblsgrapb station communicating with Oilgit.

Ihore is a bargo kopt at Skardd fur the purpose of fonying cattle aorosa the river.

1. KaVAaA • . I 101 I
Croas Indus by ferry boat

I
... From Bbardd the road lies ulong the north bank of

I
1 the river through eoltivation. The villaoe Kwaido

I I is pasaed at about B miles. Above it rise high maasss

of oonglomerate forming very irregular, often preotpitoua. banka resting on the andent rocks

bdiind. West of Kwa^o, a ridge of mica-riate advances close to the river, which here runs on
the northern eide of the valley. The road up the vallej skirts the base of this projecting

spur, and then posses over level platforms for about 4 milm. Four miles from Kwsrao is the
very btrge village uf Kamara, the Helds rising in tenmees one behind the other on a steely
sloping platform, which skirts the plain for nearly t miles.—<2!loeMoa.)

S. Tiabbi • . 0 19i
I

Abouta mile beyond Kamara the valley ofthe Indus

I
contraets very sue denly, the mountains dosing in

I
upon the river. Where the river passee from the

I open plain into the narrow ravine the rapidity of
its motion becomes much ereater.

For a mile or two beyond the end of the Skardd plain, the mountains are sufficiently far apart
to allow of the interposition of a narrow platform of conglomerate, over whidithe road runs;
soon, however, even tills disappears, sm t^cefonrard as far as I went, the Indus runs
through a narrow ravine of ve^ uniform dliaraoter. The mountains on both sides of the river
are estremely steep, and so far as I ooold judge at so eariy a season, almost uniformly rooky and
precipitous. At distant intervals a amsll platform of dluvium is interposed between the difh
and tne river, but much mors frequently preoipioes direotly overhang the stream, or steep bare
rooks, only not absolutely precipitous, rise from its margin.

It is but seldom that the stony bed di the river or the alluvial platforms overhanging it

afford a level road fora few hundred yards at a time. In general the path oontinually ssoendiaad
descends over each successive ridge, the elevation to which it is required to ascend to find a
praotioable passage racing from a few hundred to several thousand feet above the bottom of the
valley. In at least eight or ten places between Skardd and Bondd the path ascends and descends
by means of ladders placed against the face of a perpendicular wall of rook, or crosses fissures in

the cliffs by planks laid borisontally over them. This road therefore is quite impracticable for

beasts of burden or horses, and is never used except in winter, when no other route is open to the
traveller,—(fhomion.)

811 Road for 6 mileegood ; then very and difficult and
close to river. In summer this lower road is imprao-
ticable and the route is then over spur of mountain.

40| Ascent of a mile, then desoend to Baicha, 6 miles
from ToogHS; then steep ascent of li mile acrose

spur of bill, and easy descent to Dasd in Tormik
valley.

63 The fort of Rondd is on the left bank of the Indus,
on a platform perhaps two hundred feet above its

level, nearly opposite the end of the Thawsr
vellej, and not far from the termination of a valley

which descends from the southern mountains, elong which there is a road to Astor (see RouIm
Noe. 7 and 46). From Skerdd to Thawar, opposite Rondd, is 40 miles travemed in five marohes

;

and yet, though the average length of meroh was only 8 miles, from the difficultnature of the road,
all the marchee appeared to be long, and were felt to he very fatiguing. The villagee of Rondd
are not numerous and are of very smalt eitent ) still every aveilaole spot ^ms to be occupied by
a small patch of cultivation. The platforms are generally high above tne river. In the lower part
of the district, where the Isteral ravines are of greater length, they open out above the very steep
slope by which they debouch into the Indus^ into gently doping open vslleys. The villages of
Thawar and Murdd, being situated in these open valleys, are much more extensive than any of
those does to the Indue. The vUlagre of Ronm have an abundance of fruit-trees. The aprioot
Is the oomamasst i but there are m mauy walnuts sad pIcBty of vines. Willows ars very
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It§ut€ No. fiS—oontinved.

oommoOiMidiirokiiidiot poplir. Allow Ihe Irills of Sondd tho janipor ii oommon. Tbo
mowntpiM of ^ndd oontem mnoh gnmite.*—(ffAMMoo.)

Rondd^illogoliMoaolofttioD of6k700 fool, and ii a ilnmgolj aitaated plaoe t it oeonpiii

litUo abelvoa u it wort on tho rook.

A rarino that oomai down from tho aonthom monntaina ia narrowod to a detp gully; 80 foot

in width, with Tortieal, rooky aldoo. On a aoparata narrow, noarly iaoUtod plateau ia tho rdJa*o

palaoob whioh ia culled the fort It t a ourioua building made of oouraea of atone and wm.
The rirer flowa peat aome hundreda jf feat below the lerel of the Tillage, between perpendioular

foeka of maaelfo gneim i in a narrow part it ia apanned by a rope-bridge^ made of bireh

twiga, wbidh la 870 feet long in the oorre, with a fbll init of aome 60 feet^ the lowoet part being

601m aboTO the atream. The approabh to the bridgu ia orer dippery rooka i the path to it ia ao

narrow and difficult in plaeea that laddera hare to be uaed. Aqueduota of hollow treea are

carried in erery direotion along the faoe of the dub, and aoroBa the gorge, oonToying water to

the houaee aa well aa the gardena.—(^*^0

6. SSIBXKO • Si 69i

7. Stax 18i 78

8. MaxafaoxHaxiU-
Wl.

10 88

0. AbaloRa . 10 98

10. SniraAB Si lOli

11. BxAxrpfi 9 llOi

18. Habaxosk Si 119

18. Shota 8 187

14. Lbobat 11 188

16. DaivtOb ISi 166i

10. Ox£OXT (6,026 ft.) 6 ISli

Bdow Bondd the Talley of the Indua oontinnea
extremdy narrow and diffionlt, and oeaaea to be
inhabited at the Tillage and fortified poet of Tdk,
at whioh plaee a few aoldiera are atationed to keep
up the oommunioation with Qilgit and to giTO notice

of any inouraion from that aide.

Road alonff Indua for 8 rnilee* then aaoenda up 8tak
Talley to tut Tillaoe (eighty houaee) and a fort.

8uppUea aa far aa Oflgit ahonldbe taken from here.

There ia no habitation between Sink and Haramodi.

Road along Stak Talley for 4 milea, then along right

bank of Indua. At Clhdtmn, 4 milee» a few huta.

Camp in mTine doee by Indua i no wood for fue
near camp; road Toiy difficult aa far aa Chdtron,
after that g^.

Bond Tory difficultydong predpitoui rodnaboTO the
Indue.

Steep aeoent of A6C0 feet to the Shingaa Raaa, aoroea

aapur running down from Haramoeh peak. Iho
pw ia 10,845 feet. Steep deeoent of 8 milee to
Brandd on right bank of Indus, where are eome
hot springs. It ie optional to. oamp in ravine near
tho summit of the pass, and oroas the next day.

Road Tory diffloult in many plaoes, along predpitona
rooks aboTo the Indus. Haramoeh is a small vil-

lage, inhabited solely by Brokpas.

Road good. Fbsa ruined Tillage of Hantail.

Hoad dong Indus for 7 miles, then up the Oilgit
Talley. Camp close by the Oilgit river on left

bank.
Road good and level up the left bank of the Oilgit

river. Dainyfir is a Tillage dtuated at the junor
tion of the Huusa-Ndgar riVer.

Cross the Oilgit river by rope-bridge. The road con-
tinues up the right bank to Oilgit (side Oilgit.

Pert II).

27.9.—Vrom Skdrdn to Oilgit this road ia quite impraoticable for animals, and oven diffieult

for men carrying loads.
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BOVTU nr XABBMfs All» liASix.

Bomh-No. £9—«ondaded.
JTot# onml# Skor^ to MoM tjf ^ank Iwima,

jr«l«4r«f a Urge lillig# oa left bank of lndiii» at moath of a rafine i eoltiTation i water
plentifol I fhiit-treea abundant. Between Kntadra and B<aho> the road ia aome hundred of
feet abofe rWer | aometimea on faoe of a diif« often oYor frail wooden atogea, rough and diffloult
Blabo, a tillago (6,900 fbet) i enltiration, flrait^roea i pine foreat at 9,000 feetk on mountaina
behind Bleho'i roed bad, oroM Katiabur Faea (11,600 feet) | on enmmit a maiv and^buahy elope,

with biroh wood } thenoe by adiffloult aig-aag to river aide i near Bondd (Ojm feet), which ia built
on dielvea of a rook, there ia a fort | the river flowa aome hnndreda of feet below village between
perpendioular rooka i it ia apanned by a rope-kHdge of biroh twiga^ 870 feet long by the carve,
with a ftdl of 80 feet and height abo^ the atream of 50 feet | the path to it ia over dippery rooka
and very narrow i the river thenoe for a long dUtanoe flowa between vertical rooka 600 feet high.

BOUTS No. 68.

Skabd6 to MXoab bt tbb Hisbab Pass.

ilirfiiortltM.—^AWABD.—GtoBwiB'AnsTBir.

Dneaeoaw xiaaa.

latarsM-
dlate.

Total.

14 see

18 eee

16 see

Daaerlptloa, 4a.

1. 8n«AB

8. Kisiaua •

8. CHUTBini ?

A village on the left bank ol the Sbigar river.

The river Sbigar ia eroaaed on akin rafta to Kaiyu,
almoat oppoaite Kaabmal. The road then followa the
right bank, and near the vllageof laogo^ abont 4 milaa
atoe Kaiyn, it eroaaee a very dlfllcnlt piece of

gronnd* Leddeis and planka had to be ua^ here bv Godwln^lnaten. Cbdtmn oontaina aome hot-

springs (temperature F.),and alao a neat little bungalow fortbenseof travellero. From Cbflt-

run there ia a path to Mrudi Khur (or Roodd), on the Indua. ** The flrat day I reached the small

summer huts of the ahepberda, milled Mateentoro Klas. The next maroh waa by a ligiag oourae

up a steep slope to the pass, from the top of whloh there la a flne view of the mountains towards
Bralddh. A good but steep descent took na down to Pakora Kies {klas is a summer hut).

Our way thence waa through a narrow gorge of limestone (the bedding on either side being quite

pcrpeudicular), and following the left mk of the stream we reaehedthe first village, EarlmaJ, on
the Tormlk river, a eonsidemble body of water ooming from the westward, flowing through a cul-

tivated, ftirly wooded and oheerful valley, with grassy spurs running down jnto it from the moun-
.
tains above. From Harimal there is a ro^ up the left bank of the Tormlk to the Stok La. 1

followed the left bank of the Tormlk, crossing several small tributary streams joining it from the
north. The villagers all along were busy cutting mss or wheat, oi' threshing it out with bul-

locks. We encamped at the smaU but prettily wmed village of Kaehipa.^ Next ^y 1 proceeded
towards the junction of the Tormik with the Indus. On gaining the highest point of the spur,

which bad to be crossed, a fine view was obtained. To the aouthward, and up toe Indua towards
Skardd, flne graiing ground lay beneath nis, and some hundreds of sheep, were coming up from
the klas below. It was a long and iirina descent to the Indua. We reached the rope-bridge at
Mendi by 8 p.x., the longest and best s|>eGimen of these bridges whioh I had seen, being swung
quite 160' yards atove the river, from the face of a sheer cliff on the ri^ht bank. Its length waa
110 feat I the path down to it waa well made of spars and beams overlaid with flat stones, with a
few ladders here and there; the river behiw flowing smoothly along between its precipitous diffO'

of rook.**

4. AnlNDd (10,000
ft)

Road very good.

The valley from Chdtrun upwards towards Arindd,
in respect of its picturesque beauty, may be said to
surpass everything on this aide of Skardd. The vU*
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R0UTI8 IN KASHIlfN AND LADXk.

RfnM No. tfA—continued.

liiftt AM w«ll«imodfld, •Undliig on the lower elnpeN emidet gronpe of fine wnlni

doM not thrivei nod thooffb npplee mid pmn ripen, tlwgr ere of iufiirior kliide.

Afdndd to e little ^toge eitoeted et tlie termlnetion of the greet glee

flelde toeebing tbe iee.—(GedmmAiiefen.)

of dne welnnt tieee. Hm eprloot
ferior kliide.

of the greet gleeler of tbe Biebe, Ifee

Gamn 4 liee np t ..

ebout belf e mlle^ in order to oroee tbe Kero Lnnbe,
wbSiib Imm jolne tbe Hdebe ftoa tbe netib. TUe
eraaed, tbe treek liee np tbe right dunk of tbe Keto

Loabe, end tor 4 wXIm, ee tor ee tbe gleder of NlerotU wietebedly bed.

The eneempliig gronnd to bjr e leke tonned bf a gleeler wbleh ebete egeinet tbe left benk of
Xeio lAtabe lirer.

Katcu BiAViA . I ... 1 ... Pith leede to tbe loot of tbe Kero Lunbe gleoier,

generellj orer pleteen of high greee blinb growing in

ptonlg on tbe nounteln elM ; eboot 14 mile fnitber

np.e leterel gleeler dreeende fironi the aonntelne to

tbe week Tbe Kero Gonee bera diridee Into two, the! to tbe weeknortb-wat leeding' np to the
neajtbetlotbeeeit-north-eeftt, of eqnet length, deoeendefiroa the monntelnt, whleb etoobonnd
&o Hob Lnmbeof tbe Bnidd Teltoj, bat wbieb ero qelte iapeaeble. Two alia eboro tide

le tbe eneeaping gronnd el Ketebo Brena» on tbe edge of e little gran tern of weter.

** We aoeeed tbe gleoier lor 4 altoe dlegoiiel^ to

the left tomk end loft it et e pleee eeOed Ding Brena.
Aeeending ooae 900 loot eboro It wo croeeed orer
epnr. end then took to tbe iee egeln, whoro e leteal

gleetorftoa tbe nerib deeeende into tbe aein rellpj. Tbe iee brro ie andi doenrod end to at

tiaa raj doneorooe. It eontinued bod to Btlekbn Brena (brena maa ** ptoa*’X nbere^ on
neBoUe^ of bero gronnd, two oaell qoiiloel bote or retba kamto (la tb^ ero onl| 9 loot

bigb) berobeenbnlltfatarollenwboBej boeengbtin enow etonne golng'onr tbepea. Ibo
aurrow etrlp of aorofne hero dlappeero. froa tbto we eaeeiided In order t9 eroU tbe deep
fleenra below, end ent etepo fa e dtoCena of 100 jeide elmg tbe eteep oliipo of the now*bed
wbkto rna d^n into tbe gleeta. Beyond tbto, on taming da north, the Heelk Le ame in

eighk np gredallj eloping lee-bed with eeeroelj e oinglo ereroao, et^ elUfo nieMng it on
ei&erelSlo. Berornlufthe men felt the height end hM to remeln behind eieknea end
heodnirlit To tte oeet the yiew ley eloog tiw gleeia, wbieb wee rtoible fer IS milee. On the

Berth WM one greet eleyeted ioe plein, end tbe pme bonnding tbe Nobeodi Sobiadi gioeler. Tbe
breedtb of the mein gleetor wa aoin then S iniloo, eovered wltb brad earwinw of Meek, whiter

rod, end grey roeke. To the weitwerd the yiew wa ebntat by tbo epnro from tbe aonntein, bnt
theatiTii told me tbet the gtoetor tamineted two deye ionrnoy dtotent el Hiepa,iB Ndger."
(Bodwto 4ntlen.)

Gakp •

Hbpab

HdPAB

nicAB

SI

s

AyUlegoinNdger.

A ylUege in tbe Niger yelley.

.
Niger le e lergo ylllege end fort| ooenplod by Jellr

All Ain, tbr Niger chief. The Niger territory eon-
tela ooae SjOOO bonoa end innetere ebont 1,600
dgbting aen. Tbtel dtotena 1S4 alia.

Nbtoly 9edwfn-4«efa,

1 bevo ban itraek by the indieeUone of eonoldereble emoonto of ebengo of teaperetnro.

Among tbe preoto ere the following. Meny peaa wbleh wore need In tbe time of Ahmed Bhib
of Bkerdd ere now ekeed. Tbe rood to Tirkend orer tbe Beltoro gleetor, wbieb before ble time
wee known a the Ifoitegb, bee, by the incraa of ia neer the pea, boame quite impreetiabto.

Tbe ma of the Breldi yelley were eooordingly ordered to eareh for e new ronte which they

land in tbe preeent pea et tbe bad of tbe Pnnmeb gbicitr by Cblrlng. AgMiii, the Jnoaipo Le
an now only be crooeed on foot, wherae In forma lima ponia ccnld be tekm ora Ik Tbe pae
et the heed of tbe Ho Lnmbe to now naa -need, tbragb tbero to a treditloo tbet it wa ona e
pea. Gerteln gleciea here edrenoed, eab a tbet et Arendd. of which tbe old men eieorod me
tbet in their yonnga deye the terminel cllft wa It mile dtotent from their ylllege. Mr. Vigne

aji it wa e eoaldernble dletenai It to now (1866) only ebimt 400 yerde.-r-(BedM-4Mf#e).
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MoaTM ni KAinuifB a»o unit.

BOUn Ho. 64.

Skabd6 to Roxotf (at tan babe or laooa).

Btage or heltlag-plaee.

Dibvavcb nr mnm.

Baeeriptien, Ac.

Inter-
medlete.

TolaL

1. KotbAba • one ... Bead over aandj ^n. Throe rnOao emA the
mounteiHo dcoo in. The Indna fenna a aoit of ehal-

low lake, and whom tbo bUla moot at tho end of lha

mouth of • rtTint, tod tt tho wottorn 4

Thon it tome very eurioot giound nwr Knltdm t the feutmoe wbloh ittrMl fttoBtioB lulov*
nudnlatiiig roundod hiUt, oompoted ontirely of angular io6ke» iMit no aurfMO tailh \

“

«nd. In tho mldet of thteo and elooe to tho vUlii|^ ioa prot^ groan lako» about dOOj
by S60 yarda brood, of boantifhl oloar wator, oallod tho FOrok K. Thoeountiyi
ia woll-woodod and olothcd with voidnro. Fino fruit and walnut troaa.

S. Blsno .1 9 1 4 Voiy bad traokipoiaiblo only far ooolMi.—(Broola.)
‘ ThomadiiaonohuDdradaoffaotabovoiliorfaoBBo-
tlwaa on tbo faoo of a elill, often frail wooden ataga^
rough and didoiilt, Bdaho la a viUago (61,900 faot>.

Cultivation { piiio foreala at 9,00u faot on mounlaina behind Ba^—(Drvw.)
Knod along rivor-bank. Throe rook atairoaaoo have to booioaaadi fioquont 1

Bitfoly praettea^ for unladen ponloa.—{JMdmiph.)

8. Ibis Chvmvbv .

(oneamping ground).

i no tradk t enow on
I When tho trooM oaptiirod

aaid to have aont two r^monta over hero and taken it in roar.—>(Breokal)

Croaiovor biUaby a abort out. Tho Tbkhli-i-MI-
idn peak, 18.400 foeti pna below it about 18aM)0|

<uimb and no tradk t anow on |nioatiff

Yory ateop aaoant and dcaoont of 8,000 faot over Doomol ridgo.-'(BMIn/y8.)

Below Bdaho tho rood ia aa bad aa it waa abovoi at hut tbo valloy*way boaouMB an bod that
on ia forood to riB« tho mountain-aide for aonu 4,000 foot, and oroaaing a apur to daaoond to the
valley again 1 on iho aUmo aa wo roao tho pencil oadar waa plentifully aoattorM. and on tho anmmit
of apur-poaa (tho Kateh Boro La) waa a gnmp and bnray dope and muon bmahwood. Tho
mountaiiia aeon from boro wore of tho grandoat form. Faolng tho rivor wore ononnoua oBfli or
atoep alopea of bare rook. The ato^nem of tho mountaina ia ao groat that thaio are aovonl
valloya into whioh no one oan pouotrato.

4. BoNDtf 9 4 An abrupt daaoont of 8^800 foot down tbo bod of
tho Irik torrent 1 then for 7i milao along tho left

bank of tbo Indna. Both thaao loot two marohoa are

^ ^ . I I I barely praotioablo for laden ponian-(lifdd«(p4.)
Godwin-Auaton deooribaa tbo laat two marebaa in tbo ravorao diraodon, ia, from Kondd to

who, aa f^wa : Tho road lay along^o loft bank of tho Indue, part being along tho oUppory
fa^ of clifb and voiy dangorona. Wo enoampod under aomo overhanging rodka oppoaito tho
village of Byicha. After a mile nnd a half frirtbor on, after leaving tho camp neat momng, wo
reached another bad part of the road. It waa (d tbo aamo kind aa that wo had paaaod tho day
lu^, and ^naiated of a aoriea of laddeti placed againat the nearly porpondionltf faoo of tho
olifla ; but the ^dera wore more dangeroualy placed, and wore more rickety. The laddera cftou
reated only againat nioooa of wood driven into craoka in tho rock, and on looking through tho
rnnga aa you go up, tho view preaentod ia tint of a groat rivor mahing along like a foaming
torrrat, at the baao of vertical diffa, which daaoend 800 foot ahoor beneath onda feat After
rowihiug tbo top of tho laet ladder tbo path ontera a deep cMt in tho rock, which tor aoveral yarda
ia quite dork. Climbing np two or threo mom laddera in thia wo at laat emorgod into tho lightb
again to deaoend upon tho rivor. Our path now continued good for 8 milea, mnning clooo to tbo
rivor 1 wo then roaohod tho foot of a ateop faoo of rock, tho rivor Bowing alugghhly at iti boMi
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BOOTH n BAOBIlfB A»0 UniE.

Jtral* No, 04~ooiidad«d.

Hm «• hid to itrip lad wide. The witor mehid up to toy im-plte. Wi then aenmbled up
IIm dill to ngiin the pithwiy \ theuceronnid the roid wie good ell tho wit to Kiibithing
eal BtohOb tho void to whioh bnnchM off it tho fonnor plioo» iioondiog o?or the mtj high ipur
odied the Ketch Boro Li» tho cimping ipot being on the semedt. Betweeo thispm end Rondd
tho mountoine oC tho oouth book b^n to be uoro wooded. PCew oeoobo, the tell nlfor fir,

end biich eio eoen in demo potohoe whoroTor tho elope edmite of their growth.—(Godwin*
dwfwk)

BOUTS No. 65.

(SSABOtf TOITABDS YXbKAND, Old THB MuniOR PaM).

DaSOBLAOUraWBIT^CBAPMAM—

D

bViovb—Tbommh—Dbbw—
Stbaohbt.

DlOtANOe IN

iBtor- TOUL

DwarifthiAhi

1. BKiOAB
(7.900 Ik)

IL Tmm

14 A krgo TiUege end fort on left book of Bhigerrifori
oropoiad fruit-troeo ibundentt oroulndns by boit|
good reed op tho Shlger Til^y.

At Helpipo eroM the Bhiger rifer on indited tkiio

to Owili I eontlnuo ilong tint
pm Bindo. Wisirpiir. Chuiit.

it bmkof Sbigir river.

S. GBdtBOV

A Damwid

000

000

41 Fm Oibttol, Gomtot, Giijo^ Chomik, BirUkitj
rued up Chdtmn very bod.

Cron tho Shigir river on indetod ikini. Thurgu
on left book of ohiger. Asoend the Bieldd viUoy.

A Ginn Fm Tigitun, Gembe Bmo^ Kengme Dmo.

A Anom
(9,710 ft.)

On right bonk of Brildd river i pmHimboroi
orm the Gomsi river. Fm Chongi, Tbngil,
fierungo.
Ceptein Brooke gives the following oteges is fir is

Askorte i—

miui.

1. Bhiger o IS
A 8il£ to 15
S. Dino • 14
A Foljju 0 • 15
5. Nune 0 SO
6. Gime Bveldd • 14
7. Pikore • IS
B. Askorte 0 IS

The rood, he leys, is very good op to the Bnldd villij. It then boeones e bod footpetb.

Aiekorte is tee highest iehibitod villige. Tho distences given ippsir fkr too greet.

• ee see Oe the Ifestdgh river. Pm tho foot of the Biifo
glsoier.
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moiniB ot MAMButmm lahIk.

Sami$ Vo.

^.BHTOmo •

(lM4Bfl.)

0. BmiMOBAn
Butoa
(iMMft.)

10. GuBm •

11. Ssinox •

11. TiOKAB

11. Photo

14. Gbatoh .

18. SlIOAlOP AT fOOT
oTiranmiDi
Of SxAM&A Pam.

18. iBUM Oambo
Obv.

17. Ca»

18. Ouwmomn

10. Doba

An TBBiroB to TIb*

TAB. AB HaMIP,
Ktoiab.

r. AfOMdtlioMMlIglijlMiir.
tbt Mofligh giMtar. DDBUb
It mfloniM of tbt Mi ob4

•Mt of Ibt

FMt CbitgBO ond TMf

.

Domo.' OB right tidt of tl

tir»U.61ifttl»Bwr Iht
MotfelghglMlon.

Ob ttt Itft ridt of MBildgb
Mkor.oiiBall glteior bdkt ob

»

t
Moitdgb gboiB.

frimhtioMltrotTbokor ob ** t Bcrthtn Iforilgb
glooter. Ibtl b titooBMlj ttoiok.

Oorightiidtof Bortbon llBttdgfa |(lBdM. Cnm
tbt IfBttdgh Ptiti 11A>11 fMt^

OBtbolfatldgbglMitr.

At foot of Bortbtn Moridgb glotitr.

Htot thtio it ploBty of Ibtl.

CfOM ptii} BO now or gitoln.

Croti Agir Fmo i bonow or gltciir.

Two loBg latrohti fkoBi SUtgi OuoboCbB.

Cion tbt Dortb Fmo ; n^. bo now or ^loobr.

CSoptolo CbtpBUHi, from Botlro iBfomoHoB^ dottribo

Mlloi.

1. 8aiOAB • 11.

1. XimA 14
a AfBOBTB • 14
4. TOokab 11
8. CBOOOAnm 18

8. CaiiTO •

7. Sbaztob •

8. Pabobo
9. TnroAXAS •

la Baoabba .

11. Cbibaobiaxbz .

18. OABB-l-TAMOniB.

Totab •

17
14
81
17
18
11
10

189

CiOMthtXattl^FbM.
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-loims Ur KABHlifl AMD LADAK.

Jfpendit to Rout* Ro, $5—continned.
mlti of tho noantoini. Six milot from Shim is a defile on the leftk in which iteatite ii nro-
cured in mat abundance, and hywhieh Ahmed Shah once eent round a force which made a
•ncoecaful attack upon Khapdlu. Thefliat camp ia at a email village containing only aome g«»t-
herda* hute.

The aeoond march ia over the ThalU La i a ridge covered with enow, and glacier riaea on the
right hand. I'he height of tlie jpaaB* which ia covered with looae alat^ ia aliout 18,600 feet
(vim), and the mountaina on either aide are of granite* and red with the iron they oontain.

Kaaurmik ia theaeoond atage from thia place to Kerming
; the deaeent ooo*ipieo halt a day t the

alluvium anin appeara in immenae quantitica by the aide of the dearending atream, adhering to
the mountain aidea at a height of many hundred feet. In ita lower ground the Thalld valley ia

well cultivated for wheet i but it looka bare and there are no treea except a few willowa. The
Thalld iaa tributary to the Shyok. Khapdluia reached on the fourth day from Shigar.

5. SiXDi • . 16 0 Good road ahaded by treea up the valley. Between
... Shigar and Hildi ia a villam called Skoro, oonaiating

of aome twenty houaeob whiragiveatbe name to the
largo ravine running up to the paaa over into Bialdd.

Oodwin-Auaten aaya i—I atarted up thia ravinetaking proviaiona for four daya The walking ** aa
far aa Nang Brok waa fair

;
after that it got very bad. The firat day wereached a gracing ground

called Kutaah, 18,668 feet in elevation. Next day we commenced the accent of the apur from
the Skoro La which, though graaay, waa very ateep." The paaa ia 16.644 feet Beyond waa a wild
deoolate aoene of huge jagm rocka riaing out of the anow, from which a glacier extended away
to the north. The length of thia glooier from the paaa to ita termination ia 6 milea. Oppoaite
Aakorld the Braidd ia oroaaed by a rope-bridge, 870 feet in length. Thia river ia here a boiling
torrent The bridge ia oompoeed of nine ropea aa a footway, with nine aeta on either aide to hold
by I the ropea are made of birch twiga. The oountry on thia aide waa even more bare and rug-
gra than anout Skardd.

—

{Oodwin~Autism),

8. Bdad . • ... Enter the Braidd valley, oroaaing the river of the

... same name by building a temporary bridge of treea.

Godwin-Auaten oroaaed it in a uin raft but we
nearly waahed away.

The villagea on the right bank of the Hlugar are well-irngated from amali glaciera. They
are alao well-wooded.--(Godwin-Araafaa).

4.
' Bivaxpi Guivd 0 0 From the point only a small track, only poaaible for

> ... cooliea; road very difficult; orom the river again by
a Jtmnporary bridge, and then over a ridge 11,000

feet..

6. Folxo .60 Track very bad. Near Foljo several villages, bat— ... no auppllea obtainable ; hills barren, rooks, no trees,

and but little grass.

6. Biavo • .60 Cross the river on a very shaky rope-bridge. In-

1 ... habitants very sulky.

From Biano there ira path uu the Ho Lomba ; track very bud ;
glacier extends north aa far

aa can be seen.

7. I'ASKOBA Track very difficult puB through narrow gorge in— ... raoutiidn along the bed of the river | here a trrrent.

The moantain aeema to have been split down by
volcanic agency. Several hot sulphur r.pting along

the road ; oroaa to left bank over good rope-bridge*.— (Broods.)

The path waa terribly bad and even dangerous in places, from the steepness of the monncain
sides, and from the yielding materials over which it passes, which give way in great maaaea.

There are several tough aaoenta from, and doaceiita to, the bed of the Braidd river, doaoto
which, at one place, and bH within a mile of each other, were throe hot springs ; their tempeimturo
187*, 188", 117 P., all sulphurous : the water imued in small quantitua, yet enough to make a good
hath if required.

—

{Oodwiu-Aittitn),

Asxom • • . 13 0
[

Valley opens out. In one place a largo voloanio

... mound sounds hollow ; a anlpnur spring here; alao

aome old diansod aulphnr mines. CroM back to

right bank over good rope-bridgo. This is the last

inhabited place. An old fort existed here, but baa been drstroyed. Said to have been done by
Tdrkandl nidera aome twenty or thirty years ago.— (Bfoo4s).
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IH KllBllfE Am liAHis.

Appendkf io Sauii N0. W—oontiniiid*

Owcrtit Aikeritihe BialdA iiowed ly % gope«tridgAi 170 fart in Itngth, Aikoilt MBtikt
bootiOluNiMi. Afew wiUowiareihcoiiijtrMitobeiewu

From AdiorU thoroii o roato to Shigar bjr iho Skoro Liu—
, ,« .. Tula Bn*

fnr-
^ ^ ^ ^|ui

Paonuli. Tlie mm A lAif thIIoj aro Toij'kaadMiiio, with llneoarti^ liOras liko Ih^ of
markbor. The mllafan of tboM ro^ona hato bat fow panonal waat^ and all ava obldnablo in
the Yall^. Tho^ dims ontirtlj in j^<d. or wooUoa dotV whioh they mako thoou^voa 1 ootlon ia

at Aakorta wara iiiia or<^ of whaati boaidlam Irotafttf. and tamipa. Poaa ara
aown at tiha aama time with tha whoal. At tha tlma of my viait (July) thay wata giaao. Hay
ia BMda towarda tha and of Angnatt and iaput up in lam oooka on all tha laiga ba^ aboulL
mhilat all th^ honaa-topa aia ooforad in lika maanar. nia fodder ia aioaUant. oontaining a good
doaloClaoama.—(Oodwto-Amlea.)

Kobopbov* 13 0 1 CroaiingaTaatglaoiar—tha Biafo, aztandingnarth-
waat aa far aa ooald ba aaan with gkiiaaa. Koroi^n

lia only a hnga rook nndar wnioh trafallara to

^ ^ ^ . I
Ydrkand naad to oamp. Bond ia now no longiff

naod and la aaid to ba dangarona.—(Brooiw.)

Leafing tha fillaga wa paaaad between two gnard-towara anbatantialW bnilt of atone and tim-
ber, about two milaa on, where the path leada along the faoa of a cliff waahad away by tha rifar
below s thera la another town, withe ateap and dimonlt approaoh* On tha aipoaad aide twenty
man might hold a large foroa in chadk.

The Ndgar man onoa aorpriaed and oarrlad off the guard by aaoanding tha mountain abofo
and taking the tower in rear. Fartheron wa raaelmd tha glaoiar of Biafo^ wnioh tarminataa at an
alofation of 10A46 feat. Ita broad belt of ioe and moraine, atretohing right aeioao the plain for
more than a mile and a half, oompletely hidea the rirer whioh flowa beneath it, the termmal por-
tion of the glader abntting againat the difft on the oppoaita aide of tha raUay. Two rivan iama.
one on the eatrame righ^ the other on tha left. 1 took that • on the rights which oomca mah«
_f ot a ahor^diatam from whioh we monnted the glaoier np ataep

ahiwi waa
thagla-

iDg oni 01 an enonnona cafem, ava anorv niavanoe from wnton we monnuMl the glaoier 1

maiaaa of large ddbria and alopm of ioe. That nigbt’a oamp waa on a aandy plain, wb
aofarad with wild oarrent and dwarf juniper buuiea, and only a little rill trickfing frinn
eler aeparatad ua from it.— (Godwin.Aarieti.)

Ttox Groaa the hilla upend down 3,000 foot t bottom of
tho.falloy impaaaabio torrent.—.(ffreoAo.)
Oodwin-Auaton inatead of oroaaing the hills want

ai V 4 a n 41. ' u I V ' ^1 I ***• •pw* Ho laya, •• tha way waa dilBoult
for about 3 mil^ thoro bring ^rdly room m aomo plaoaa for tha feet. After ronoding tha point^ rim tana to tbe iH^, ud tta tnok dMoaodio, to it, then to hirtoh vtlUn, ommOiwd
bpobton, bnthwo and then noall bisoobai g< the rim boro to bo foritod. Onwnd, ttom thto

V** --Jfkqoontly hrftotakoto thoirotor at wo ohm obmot of aaohhtoftl
refine, tha atraama down wbioh ware now in fall foroa^ baring sonrom in, small glarisrao**

PmiAB .

old road to Tdrkand is aa frilowa t—

No trabk I gat along bad of the torrant^all loom
bonlderia— (ffroeke.)

Godwin-Ansten aaoondod a ridge abofe Tmk, from
which be saw the Pnnmah. From Koroghon the

It eroaaes^ **7 • menre ropo-bridge at Dnmordo. It
then goea up the right bank of tlm Biaho rifsr toBnrdomal, at the oornmanoamantof aomo ugly

Its?
^ through them from the rarines abofe. At timea

^eae are the lines of imter-oram , now they im all dry (Augnat). The aidee of theeegnllteo

22. *nie men also had long
slaffi,wit^ short om-plm of ibox-hom a the end, whioh the ehlkdria of these fallen^ •twp mouDtiin-nidee. After peaaing theae dopea the

** dewing along in nnmerous channola, large and^ m«wtidn.aldea, with a high ftmeof
through where a rarine abofe oeourrmL At the foot of theae riifli wire narrow^ of thmy >ornb,jritt opane pm fhU of harea. Later we cami in rimr of the Biaho

g|lari«ri with a hreadth ofU miles at im terminal cliff, and whioh fkom im bright and.fast dope
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of dibilt, Aowtd IhAt its thiokiiMi iru far grtOer Him iht Ponaiali gbokr. Cbaq^ WM
pitohid ilKNii 000judi diiUnt ftom the glader. Hw Biaho comet roaring fhmi an imimnao
oafom in the too cuff immodialri/ oppoeito, and the noiao of tho rolling bouldon aa ihqr aaan
In contact waa heard incaaeantlV from under tho watori nait day wo again loft itrrm/timm lor

tho region of ioa. Wo got oior tno terminal dopoof tho ravine after about aa houi^a heavy vioifc,

and reached tlm anmmit of the dope. We now found onreelvcain an open and nearly level mpaaaa
of ahinglo, with a fow large blodia here and there. The elope wae not greaterthan 4*. The
gronnd wo etood on looked oiactlv like an bid ehingle beach i but the level plain proved to bo
a euceemion of deq» hollowa and long valleje, Mparated by ridgee of ohiMle, whieh being all cC
the eame ooloar piMuoed the appearance of a uniform level aorfeoe. The labour of deaeending
and dimbing out of theae hollowa wae very great t no direct line of marbh could be kept. When
tho alopee beoemo greal and when atonee by on tbe ice, theae came down in maama ; a conataat
look-out ahead bad to bemt and long rounda token, ao that at the end of the day*a work I
found wo had only gained 4| milea in a direct lino. The rooke on either dde of tho gbebr rooo

inaheerdiflb of 1,000 feet and upwards, and tbe ice waa ao broken up near tho aiaeo that it

vraa difioult to get over it. Cloae to our camping apot tbe dry hollows amongst which wo had all

day been wanderingbecame topboed by hollows filled with water, forming bkea of all dmdaa of
yellow and green, ^ese bkea meaaura 600 yar^ or ao in length by from fiOO to 800 yards
broad, and were to be met with for more than 8 milea along the centra of the glacior, whioh hors
waa very level.

The night was bitterly ooM, nor could wo afford much fuel, for all our wood had to bo carried

forward with us.

KuLt day the ground was similar to that of the day before up to 10 a.m., when tho moraines
became more defined, and their ridges fiatter i there waa more ice, and the ddbrie vraa larger and
more dispersed. Streams began to appear traverring the surface, thennosing themaelvea in cavities |

and there were good strught bits of a <](uarter of a mile, with no nsM of detonia. About 8
miles up from the end of the gbeier the medial morainea became quite distinct fkom one another.
Enormous blocks were to bo aeon on every aide— some perched up on knobs of ice. Tho
northern aide of the ice waa still a confused mass of ddbria and was quite impiaetioabb as n
line of march. By means of ropes, poles and hatchets most pboes could be psaserU but I alwm
found the shortest pbn was to make a detour where it could be done. The night on tho gbeisr
was intensely ookL

Next day*a camp was pitched in tho deep hollow of an old lake, its high bonks of debrb
giving extra shelter and keeping away the cold from the ice beyond. To those who may vriah

to visit this region, 1 would remark that it can only be aooomplished by some man of inflnenoo
accompanying the puty to induce the coolies to procM.

Oodwin-Austen also describes road up the Binfo glacier as follows;—
I followed the right bank of the Biafo to a low kpob about 5 milea up i the gbeier was then

to be seen stretching away up a broad valley between the mountains, at a slope ofabout 4* and
less beyond. Having followed the glacier on this side till stopped by preoipitona diffia, we
turned on to the ice. which was much broken and fissured. The amount of moraine was very
small, and at a siiort distance up the ice became quite clear, except where along the left bank
there was a long continuous line of moraine of great length, about 600 yarde broad.

Thb glacier b upwards of 40 miles long. Thera is a way over the chain by thb gbebr of
Biafo into Ndgar, which b 12 maruhes distant, the glacier being of very nearly equal length
on either aide. (It waa by thb way that the Ndgsr men used to oonio in to Hmidd, and loot
tho villegea. About 1887 a body of from 700 to 800 men oroaaed ever, and oairied off about
100 men end women, together with all the cows, sheep, and goota thqy could oolleot). Thb
tarminatae in an enormous chaotic espanaa of ddbris. Except for a few bbek ahmaa of let,

and the terminal cliff with ita caverns and black rents, one could hardly believu a glaeier to bo
there, so completaly b ib tower portion eonoealad beneath the matariala it has branght dovm.
I dcsoended in tho oireotion of a much more broken glacier which comes from the north-west.
Peat the terminal portion of thb lateral gbeiera level plain extends for 8i miles to the foot ot^the

great Punmah glsder, the elevation of which b 10,818 feet. Here our camp waa pitched Juat.

beyond the raeoh of tbe blocks and stones, which, detached by the melting of the toe^ kept oou-
stantly coming down tho toe-oliff. now one or two at a time, now in great masses. We were now In
an ioe-bonnd region, whioh for biaaknom and grandeur b, perhaps, not to bo aurpasaod.—(Oodwto-
AosIm).

CBOVCKEffliE Track aa before ; eampat foot of a huge gboior ax-
—*- tending aa far aa can be seen from the hilla around.

The ioe very difficult going, one mass of boulders

and crevasses, surface of gbeier very level—(Broekt.)

Btarting upwards from Pnnmah, tbe kraek skiru the right bank of tbe glacier for a dblauoa
of 8 rniba* xoibwing tbeholtow way between the mountain on one side, and the loose stony stopss
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of dgkiiint tiled off from the ffltcter on the other. This glacier it on the adttnoe together with

11 Iti detritot. On the hill-tidet were few tmtll thrubt of birch ind jnniper. During the

tamnier moiitht the yak ere driven up to be grated here and in the imvinet about. After pairing

the junoticQ of the flrtt contiderable glacier from the left, celled DumultAr, and which hat itt

aouree 8 mllet np, our courae lay over thn uneven anrfaoe of ice and moraine, and after creating

Ihia tributwry waa again on Urra as far at the campiug a|K>t of Chongoltifr. The track

liee ao dote to the ateep alope of tbe tranaported blooka of the aide moraine, that in apota there

iaeouafalenbledaDger from the Calling rooka. Theae are detached without any warning and
oome tumUing down the incline. Thia camping apot ia amall j there waa hardly room for our
four teota.—(deri«iii-.diwlM.)

8. 50CHAKF1 . 1
...

I I
Croat glacier i very bad going.—(NrooAc.)
On theSthof Auguat 1 atmok diagonally acroaa the

glacier towarda the left bank through at eitraordi-

nary a acene at the imagination could picture i it

the deaohtion of deaolatlon. Thera waa not a apeck of green to raieve the great preoipitoua

enga of gray and ochre. Tbe aurfaoe of the glacier around na waa either a aucceaaion of

ridgea more or kaa atony, or like a aea of frosen wavea. Small poola of water, with olifft of ice

fllled many of the holiowa. while In aome parte flowed atreama of running water which gene-
rally andeil abruptly by diacharging down aome erevaaaoa. From the baae of the mountain on one
aide to the other waa a diatance of over '84 milea. We followed the left bank for three inilea ahnig

a more open track, and reached a CHinpiiig apot ^led Shingchakpi. We here met four men who
had come from Ydrkand. They had anffered a good deal while travefaing the monntain portion

of their roote, having Co travel by night and hide away by day on account of the robber tribea.

—

(Cedwia-dmtUm.)

SauiMAva . I ... I ...
I

From here a stream in the valley below rnna dne
I north, said by guide to he the Ydrkand river, llie

i ahikdria anppo^ the valley to be inhabited, I

I ahonld think it moat Improbable that any one lived

about here, as it ia a howling wildemeea of rock and rice, scarcely even much grass, and no trees.

Water obtainable by melting snow.—(Nrueie.)
On the 8th of August we started for Skfiimang, where the glacier branches into two. Tbe flrat

part of the way very rough over loose moraines; beyond ibeae became more separated with clean

bonds of ioe between. Opposite Skfnmaiig a lai^ tributary comes down from the mouutaina to

the south. Here the ice was again much broken and we had to sig-sag about the crevaeeea befuro

we eouhl And a place where we could leeve the glacier for terra firma, Skinmang ie n capital spot

for a camp in tliia wild country. Luxuriant grass grew along the bonks of a small stream, from an
old moraine, and which lower down flows in under the main Puiimah glacier.

On theM 1 proceeded up the nndn glacier which comes down from the monntaius to the north,

and which ie known as the Nobendi &bandi. Tlie way was dreadfully roogb as far as a spnr
known aa the Drenmang, aud lay sometimes along the moraine, sometimes along the monntain-side
—(Omhei'a-^Mfee.)

Cuiffiro , • 1 ... I ... I On August llih we started in the direction of tbe
MostAgb Pass. Our path lay along the ridge of an
ancient moraine, now grown over with grace. We

.
quitted this at the amall encampment of Teokar, where

are enme small tarns of crystal wntiT. Thence we proceeded over the Ioe, which here lieooinee nearly
free from moraine ridges, though the surface was dlAeult from bring broken into hollowe. The
lest ceinplng plaoe on tiie MusCdgh glacier ia at a place calletl ('hiring. The moraine here dwindles
CO a few scattered blocks on the surface of the ico. It took soma time to collect enough of these
to form a flooring. Tliis serves to keep off the cold, and to tie the ropes to. There wae not the
emalleat putch of mck on which to put a tent. Tbe moontaiiis’riso from the glaeicr In elieer cliffs.

At sundown the cold became very severe; and at our fuel had to beearried with us, no Are could
ba afforded eievpt for oookiug.—(Goodwin*Aarfea.)

SMAZSdX Taking with me rightmen with ropesand other appli-

ed up the glacier, which ie hereabout 1|aiices, we started up ^
milesbroad, with aslope of about fl^. For the first three
miles tbe erevaascs were broad and deep in placae only,

and wn eonld avoid them by making detours. They soon beeamo more numerous and ware ngly
things to croa% going down into darkness between walle garntebed with megnifleent green ieim
from 8 to 80 feet long. Tho snow lay along the edge of the crevasMO, wad ttavriling baoama so
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iniaeort Umt we had to take to the ropea, and we wound our way along. In thia way we moTed
much faater, each man taking hia run and cltwring even broad vrevaaaea if they croaaM the direo*

tion of our march. The anow waa about 1| foot deep» and hard when we atartrd | but aa day
advanced it became aoft, and walking more laborinue; b^dea thIa it would very often br««ak and
let ua down to the hard ice below, 'llie larger crevaaaee revealed theinaelvea» but the aurfhce anow
hid all the amaller onea, and hence a feeling of iiiaecnrity. 1 kept aome ooollea ahead feeling the

way by probing the anow with long pnlea. Under the paaa the breadth of thia ice baain ia two
milea, with an undulating aurface; ainall glaoiera bring down their tributariea to it out of every

ravine. Within a mile of the pNaa elouda collected and 1 bad in return. With a email guard the

anrvey might be carried into the YArkand country, aa from all tlie accounta 1 heard of the trihea

their nnmMra cannot be very great, nor their matchlocka much to be dreaded—(C^odwta-^aefea.)

The lluatlgh PUm ia eatimated at 19,019.

The deacent on the northern aide ia eaay, leading down a anow-ileld to the camping ground

called Taokar. (Sm JZoale No. 63.)

NoU oa tko Mootdgk Pott.

The principal exit from the Braidd valley ia that over the MuaUgh l^iia. According to report
given me, the glacier on the northern ai<le ia aa long aa that on the southern, but in niy opinion
tile journey would be longer, aa* 1 do not think the way liea down ita m:iin atream, but that the
main body of the ice would be towarda the Great Peak K. 2, with another from the peaka of
Kobandi Sobandi ; about four marchea from the Muatdgh Para, a track brauehca off to the weatward,
up a lateral atream, and over, the ridge tu the Uunaa river, by which the Braidd people have often
gone, aa being ufer than by Ndgtr, with the people of which diatrict there are old fenda. It ia

by thia way, at the back of the main Himalayan rangea, that the Hunaa people and other robbw
trihea on that aide proceed, when they rob the or bodice of inerchanta, and other travellere,

ao that thia route ia now diacontinned aa a line of commerce, and ia only taken by a few lialtia

who have aettled in Y*drkand, and who croaa over now and then to aee their old frienda. Hany
yeari ago the main traffic lay up the Ualtoro glacier and turned off up a lateral ravine to the left,

and 10 over the Mnatigh Paaa, aome 12 inilca to the eaat of the paaa now in uao. Thia former paaa
beeame impracticable owing to the great inerraae of anow and ice, and Ahmed Shah ordered a
aearch to be made for aome other way over, when the preaent paaaage waa fixed upon. Leaving out
of coneideration the tracka near the villagea and towarda the end of the Pnnmnh glacier, the way
along ita aide and acroea it might with a little labour be made practicable for poniea. Even were
there more foot-traffic during the anmmer montha than at prevent, it might be worth while to aee
to the more difficult placea, but at preaeiu thia line ia wholly diauai>d f*>r a month at a time. The
few timvellera who go bv thia way do not know where the deep fiaaurea lie, and hence there ia a

G
reat loas of time in wandering about in aearch of a proper direction. 'Ihe aacent over thia paaa
very gradual the whole wav ; ponice and yaka have frequently been brought over from YArkand.

The line from Skardd to YArkand joina that from LAh to the aame place near Maxiar.-^fGodmia.
AmUn^

The new paaa haa now become impracticable on account ot the accumnlation of Ice on a glacier
oppooite the camping ground of Skininang ; hot it ia quite poaaible that in a few yeara thia may
again become practicable, aa in theae parta the glaciera alter very rapidly.

An account of the old paaa will be found in the A. G. 8. Proceedinga for 1888. (YouogAms*
fioad.)

The pam may bo even now dangerone on account of the robbera from Hnnxa, who, croeaing the
waterahed by an eaaier route, uaed to attack the caravana where the two roada met on the far aide.

The phyaical difficultiee of the road are not email. The paaa ia open for but a abort time in aom-
mcr; aa aoon aa the anow fella on it, the crevaaeee are bidden and the journey liccomea dangerona.
In croaaiug-men are tied together; yak oulvea are carried; poniea of YArkand, a ueofnl breed, ulao

uaed to be ventured ; they were aometimea led over the crevaaaea with ropea, held by eight men in

trout and eight behind. Even when eafe over the paaa (on the bitlierwaid journey) the honee and
cattle could not at once he brought down to the inliabited |iarta

|
tliOT bnd to be krpt in oue of the

intermediate paaturagea until, aa winter neared, the rtreiuna got low and tlie puaaage along the
valley became practiroble for the fonr footed onca. TIicmc combinrd difficult ira have cauacd the
road to be at preaent diaufcd. From 18C3 t» 187u there waa iio cominiiniciitioti bvtw(H>ii lialtiMtAii

and YArkand.
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SoriSR TO Babi>ip(Sr (bt Lau6ra avb tbi IoiIb Yallr.)

I. Cbooal . is 0, LMTlagSopdribamdifN braid, drj, gruwtfMk.
' - IS 0 pMdng N flna damp of tnm bofora fMebIng tba

illmga of 8MU foarmilMi ittbeo croww two diy
flolMbj bridgit. aad. eoaiinolng m bofort, oroHai

a thud dry imIo by a bridM at the YiNige of Hollpdit, 7 miloi, and lying along tbo loft bank
of tbo Pobrd rivor. erooMo a dry enrol nt 10 rnttwi, appmodilng tbo moantalnn on tbo north oldo
of tbo path; nt ISmileiit eromosn low rldgo,and oontinnoo omoolb and lord to tbo Tlllago

of Cbognl. Snppliot proeoimblo; wator abandnot; opneo lor onomnping^

S. Kofwaba • 10 4 Fkom Cbognl tbo path lioo tbroogb tbo Soldo to tbo
"

' SS 4 norib, and nooondo tbo rldgo; tbo nsoonlk wblob io

not mom than bdf a mUo^ to oniy tbroogb tblok,

|oernb Jnngloi tbo dooeont, wblob it nboot at long,
tboogh mtbor otorpor. lion tbiongb foroot and ionglo. Tbo pntb io tbon omooth nnd loml along
tbo north oldo of tbo rldgo to tbo rlllngo of Nattonao, S miloa, whom Utm path dooerlbod rojolno
tbo main mad, which fcUowi tbo coarao of tbo Pobid rivor, and la oabl to bo abont S miloo
longer. From Nattanai tbo path lioo tbroogb oroboida and bom and tbom riot ealUvation, f
mile to a oand by tbo aide of tbo bill, to tbo north of tbo path, and tbo Um villago of
Awdtkdla on tbo ooutb. abont i a milo boyond wblob it croaoao a nolo (Undorbam-kl-bnl) by a
bridge, and lioo tbroogb tbo rlco-Solda, croaaing a atmam inat bofom roaehing tbo vUI^ of
Drogmal, 7 milm, at about If rollo b^ond wblob place tbo noth, which la dry, brood, and
lovoT, approacboa tbo bill aide to tbo north. Tbo vdl» narrowing, the path tbon lioo tbroogb
tbo jnnglc, doaoondlng to tbo bed of tbo atmam, and, poaalng along It for about lb milob
it tbon oroama the atony bod of tbo Lobwol by a wooden bndgo of about 48 foot apon. and
about i milo boyond roaeboa tba villago of Kwwam. Supplieo procnnbld; water abundant |
ample apace and abado for oneamping. (Thoro la a more direct path botwoon 8opdr and Kofwuru
than that bom doarribod, which croaaaa tbo rldgo to tbo ooat of doogal.)

8. LalfSba . 11 0 .^tb Icuvoa the vilbiga in a nortfaorly diraotion, but"' S4 4 aoon turna towarda tbo aaat through open tme jungle
lying up tbo narrow valley, wblob attolno a width of
boot if milo In placoe. At two miloo itpaomo

a hamloi aurroundod by aoma riot-Salda and tbo aldmt of Oaiol 8b4b
;

jnot befum roaehing
tbio place tbo vall^ goto very narrow, opening out again after having paaoad it. Path tbon lioo
through the rico-Solda; at S miloo oroaioo a atmom by a bridge, and obortly aflorwordi another
by fo^ paaaing on to tbo villago of Kombrial, wbonea It llao tbroogb tbo riee-Sclda to Cbampdr,
4t milea, and on to Kaoul Kndn-ki-ChabA and oontinnai omooth and ofanoot level tbroogb ppon

a nd rim cnltivatlon to a otroam which io crowed by a brldgOb 7 miloo, oborlTy after
wblob ^0 road omorgof from tbo foroot on to tbo open pbdo, and having oromod tbo vallw, roodhoo
tbo villago of Knrann, 8 roilcf, whence tbo pntb oontinnoo to bo lovol along tbo fool of the lUlo

l>»rpdm and Pmmjan. nnd enoaing nnmarona rlUi^'ptaaaa tbo

n bwga villago; aupplim and wator plontifol.

4^ dud .80 Pith,wblcb if good. diy. and level, lioo along tbo fool
48 4 of tbo hlllo; at 1 mlio It pamm a apring on the

loft aide of tbo path, and at li mile tbo vllbigo
of Kondao Ifakan, abont 4 mile beyond wblob tto

aoflont oomnioneoa tbroogb tbo plot foroat. Tbo nooont in all io obont S miloo, over a good
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^ ^ “**• * ftt^i tht nit b not to bad. and thtrtbjd bvbi thn Jati^d mib Ibi ^Mg tim open gmej epnr. eftoidingaB csteneiTe

StomS^
ofthe^Itt Tallqr. a* toop* loogb, and atonj. biolipimi aa It

A “?*?**T owratflhadOAIarfilbgai the path then Iba Sra^b rieawM^ni jBd at 9 milea after Uving deaeandad about 1.900 feel^ r£ihaa the aoattoredTiUaMof Alad. A few auppUae proonrabbi wite plentifiiii and apaee and abade for enaamping.

9. BiirsxrdBA •

Toms

It b alao fordable*

7 0
an

...

ou

60

a

4

The path
aiba paaa on left hand amall illage ..

Jilea Monganpdra* 4 milea Potaha^ 9 »..«•
WaMra*6 mUea eraai Badkhol lirar by a biidgoi

b brel, bnt in pbev awampj.
" *

I of Qnail,

At B
9

,,
• w » I wvaMwrayv HUM oiM jnuwaoi nrer oya onogei— tZr'2

—y* -J are all theatreama on tnia maidbi 7 milaa* BandlpdiOt a large rilbnei^ wban bMto pnSoiMarM*“**y ** *>" W«l«r hkv te .t ito iMighl^^kM^tp.PIOM within a mib of Bandipdr. The jonmay fiom Lalpdcn to Bandlnto can 1m aecom-pibhed In one ainge withont difl<£aiy. ihjj " «»«»pi« can ne aocom

BOUTS Ho. 67.

Soptfl TO GuUIABO AMD THBNCB TO SbINAGAB.

Tline ooonpied in walking, 4 h. 10 m.

9. GvsxiBO • • 6 0) Leering Koantra the path aacende abont three hnn-
— ' dredfee^ and croaaaa the apor into a narrow rallry,

Total ... 18 0 which ia trarereed by a amall atream j the path liea

op the valley, paaaing the village of Nambalnar, and
the acattered hambta of Alrpetber (where the aaoent beooinea aomewhat ateep and stony), Taont*

patbar, and Bamba, on to the ahrine of Bapnmrishi Sahib (B4ba Pal^m-6-din-rbhi). From
Bapnmrbhl Sehib there are two paths loading np throngb the peb almost due west; the ascent on
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B0UTI8 IN KASBMfN ANU LADIk.

lUmU No. 07—continued.
lo ih% BMg it nithw tUtpb from Ibtiiet the psth tiinii lo a aoetberlj direetion through tho gnuj
ptelOt and la quite laval.

Tim footpath aaeondo through the fomt In e louth-woeterlj diraetlon, opeuing out on to the

nerg near Me middle of the ceaa end. A pony may he ridden for pari of the dietanee.

[Jepnef 1878,2
Time occupied in walking, 1 h.

The gmaay, dowery valley of Onlmarg at elaht thonmad feet, b S to 8 milee in one
direction, by Ime than 1 mile in the other, eneloeed with low hllla, erowned with thick foreate.—

(Befaa.)

Am GnufABC tc
SniVAGAB.

1. PaTan • . |
14 0 ]

I The footpath bavaa the marg hy the gap towaida
14 0 I

the Dorth-eaet end dcaeending along the aide of
the hill throngh open foreat; the draeeni la not

. *tMP> hut ilippery after rain i the path croaaoa

a email atream joat before reaching the ahrine of Itepnmriahl i naaaing beneath the ehrine the
path tnrna down in a nortb-eaaterly direction through pine ana cedar foreat, becoming wider
and leaa ateep; it croeam the Tilapal atream hy a kadal bridge, and tbeii riaea gentlv for

abont I mile, deaeending again throngh aome aeattercd patehea of cultivation to the elnater

of bonaea forming the email village of Hadjibal, leaving which, the path, which haa a very
g^nal alope, liea down through a little valley with aloping aidea, paaaing below the village of
Wamyat ; it then croaaea the rill at the bottom of the valley, and Ilea along the aide, and then
down the flat top of the apor to the eaat of the amail village ef Watalpdrai then liea

through the riee«nalda on Ito the village of Khipdr, from which It rune along the aonth aide of
the «0mr, paaaing aocceaaively the amail villagea of Mognlpdr and Odndapdr to the aonth i the
noth then tome down through the rice-Beida, ooon uter which the roed to Palliallan

Bivergea to the north-eaat, that towarda Phtan continning down to the eonaiderable village

of Chandaralr ; it then oroaara the atony bed of a atream and paaaea up throngh jnngle with
atnnted treea along ita right bank, wbenee it tnma acrom the level, dry plain | leaving the
village cf Shuts to the aonth, on to Oadwain (a apring of cold water and aliiady treeaW
road-aide) ; the path then croaaea a rill and a ravine, and maaea below the weat aide of the vil-

lage of IJangerpdr, and over the apnr to the aonth of Gyai the path ia then amooth and
level, paaaing bmcath aome aplendM cbnnar treea jnat to the weat of the village of Warpdr,
on to the lai^ village of Nehalpdr, from whence it tnma in a northerly direction, paaaing the

anmll village of Eala Seri, and deaeending from the table-land to Paten, which liea at ita foot

at the edge of the Fhmbarear Ncmbal or moraae. A large village; aop|dieo plentiAil. The meet
convenient encamping ground ia on the aouth-weat aide of the villege, under aome 8ne chnnar
treaab doae to a little a^ng.

a. SsiNAOtB •
.

I

17 0
I I

(ASM Boel# Bo. 44.)

Totab . I I 81 0 I

The moat direct road between Srinagar and Gulmarg ia by Khandahama ; the flrat etage^ from
Srinagar to Khandahama, about 14 milea, ic eaay, but the aecond, ftom Khandahama to Onlmarg
e»d Feroiepdr, ia very rough, but practicable for ponieai the Snkndg and aeveral other atraama

have to he fordid.-(>»ce^Bafca.)
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KOOm IN KASHUfft AND UdIc.

BumU A0«. 6B ^ 69,

ROUTE No. 68.

SSINAOAE TO A8TOR (BT KaNZALWAN AND THB GaGAI BTEBaM.)

BATBS^yroM native infctmaiion.

gtagv or haltlng-plMe*

BQQQ9
Daoerlptloe, Ae.

lotemie.
diate.

Total.

Sbxhagae to—

8. KAvaaLWAV 64 See Houte Jfe 59.

(7.400 ft)
6. Gagai IS 76 A deeerted choki ; ;iaas Thaobat.

7* BflnsxL 8 84
& Raat 8 02
9. Mabmai 10 102 A village of eight or ten houeee.

la ChugIk • IS 114
11. GubizOt (of Aa-

TOB).
18 127 > PUe JBoele Ifo. 9.

IS. AnoB 7 184 )

Or the Joarnej mej be dirlded into eight etegee* me. Kenselwen toTbAobnti (S) to the
eooth elde of the Piri (8) B6nil

; (4) Reet i (6) L^nbndder; (6) Bnttd, % rlllege of eight or ten
honeee, peming Minnei, Dirli end Pokarkdt; uorikdt; (8) Aelor.

Tbie rondf whioh wm deeigoed Ltle Snnhar Daee of Brinegnr, ie deeeribed ae poeaeeaing
many adrantagee over that by the Dorikdn Pase, bealdea proving 16 ho9 aborter on meaeoremeiit.
It haa, however, been abandoned, in couaeqncnee, it ia eaio, of intereated repreeentatione made by
the thdnadar of Oilgit. Should tbie route he adopted, it would be neecemry to replace or repair

the bridgee whioh eroaaed the atraam ia five or aix plaree, hut the great flow of water in the
Oagai etream makee thii route very diflloult.—(Harrow—Nani^o/d.)

ROUTE No. 68.

SRINAGAR TO A8TOR (BT THE DORIKON PASS).

Biddulph—Drew-^Hatwaed—Bates—Momtoombeii
Maesh—Grant.

OiavAVoanr viua

stage or haltlor.plaoa.
later'

mediate. Total.

1. Banbal
(6H00 ft.)

17 ...

2. BlKDXPdBA
(6,200 ft.)

18 35

procurable and jnnipei‘for fuel. To VijJ

Dcacrlptlon, Ao.

Uaually performed by boat in one day and night.

There is a path from Baudipdra to Gdrais, practica*

ble for foot-pasaengera, and ahorter than the high road^
me., Bandipdra to Atwit, a village in the Khuihama
pargana, aitnated on the ^dkbol aiream. To Waunto,
an encamping ground on the top of the pass i water
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BOOTH n XmilfB A»0 tJU>iK.

SmU N$, oontiamd.

«akM«l WMipdrwDlurai joai^whiob |MMtdft«ai
T^lhUlli te ntftal «B th* U;k fMl b«tmM Otoli aad Budifdm.

;| ”i aol ft Iftffft of omd woold hft?ft to
pftM op loiBftUdotaftbaMBtfti Tngbal U 4fl00
ftbovft&ftlofftloftbftKft^hnlroftlli^.

4. Sonoio • Ml Boftd tiNft WIWifB •/NWftodtkOOOfftttop HMM
apor, wliMi thft Btidiftogoo POm (1M^ M) Ii

I roftohad. TIm pftM la bwdlj ua dmmioo to Iho

I ildfa. (ki ihft olb«r rfdft thft nod daaoandi tbionpli

ooiftirlialaimllftr.bolBOii thftwhdibftMotwooMdgiooBd. Tbt load ia good | oonoMnoaoMolrf ft

tna fftlbgi plaoty of groai^ walor and foaL Tb* paaa iaekoad to bonaa lor aiiBNOtho. Sofkoao
loooljftioat*booaft.

$. KumuiWAK I 10
I

64
I

A aaMll fnMj rOb^ oo lha KUhaa Gom ihoro

(7,400 fu)
I I

which labara biloydi oaoaayhig ptoond aBaMl,bot all
$. Kummwut 10 64 A aaMll prolfy rOli^ oo Iho KUhaa Oom ihor,

(7.400 fU) whlchUhaiohildeadioBeaaipiBf giooBdaBBaD,hat all
^ tiMIMjftOM ZAm to bSlKoBtlMlO U|^

of MOM teal, aad giBMi water aboadaat I road nir.

6

.

Odmin 11 76 ,
Boad good, op right haok of KUhaa Gaaga rivar

(OJOOft.) I
Aateapaaoaataadteaaaatlo thaaiiddlaof thoaiaioh.

I
At ahoot 6 Biilaa tha Odioia oalUy U aatand, whUh

I ooataioaaoMMlrillagaa, and U wall eoltifatad at oppor

aad, hot lha paopU an poor. Tha ralUnr U ootad for Ita poaUa. A fort hoiOi GdraU U a dmf
YlllagOb of whUh tho hamloti aro llttU doalaia of log hota. ThU placo U altoatod wbora ter aoma

4 mlUa la laagth tha nlUy U rathar widar thaa at otbar paita, baiag fron half a mlU to a aalU

4acfoaai it U hooadad oo tha aooth hj woodad laooBMoab aad oa tho aorth hj a graat aloap

llBMitOBa noMi Thaaliaiate fa InoloBMot. lllUfll, hoakwhiial» aad paaa aldaa an giowBi rioo

trill aot ripoB. Tha rinr U onaaad twieo hf woodaa hridgoa.

7. Bliro&a •! 11 66 Ho rillagoiaehdkl. Joat ahoot Gdioh^ whan tho

(K7i6 fk) Bdrril aad KUhao Gaaga oiaok U tha tod of tha widor
I part of tha ralloj. Tha Uttar 6owa firoiB tha TOatt
* diatriet. Tho rood loada op tha ooniao of tho aortharo

(Bdrall) atroam. Tha foll^ of it ia oarrowi hooadrd bj atooBtaioa rialag aooM AOOO or

6,000 fort; atnam flUwa for tha noat part la aroohy bod. For tha drat 10 aailao than an maay
UttU plataaox ahon tho lonl, aad over thoao tho path Uada paat aonral aoiall lllagoai oo tha

noaatala riopoa U a good daal of piaa fonat. Bimpllaa ahoold bo takoa from GdnU. Ftem
Bangla than la aaothor roota to Aator aad GilgUM KMarl Paaa.

8. Bdoia .1 16
I

101 Pan Kawri Tlllaga^ whan graai^ teal, and water

(10,740 ft.)
I I

an proeanhU; roM good. At 0 miloo Mapanom

I I
ehdki. Paaa aa open amphltboatn ealUd Mfaa

I I marg, capablo of holding any nomhor of mon. Graao

fool, and water pleatifiu; road good. At Bdrail tea nato to Skardd pid Dooaai plaina braachot

to tho right.

9. Caxp • • I
11

I
114

I
Blae aboat 1,000 feat, not Tory ateep for 6 or 6

10.

Die
(10,600 ft.)

11. Godsai

(9,100 ft.)

It. Aarom .

(7.8Mlt)

tiwr, wbMi U wtHtd Vr teU,..

milao, and eroaa Dorikda Pam G6*600 ftX which U a

Boek batwoen two parta of a rocky ridge j the paaa U
cloaad in winteri dcaoont gradnairroad good.

Paaa Bamad Khdn'a kdthi and Chilum. Dda U
aitaatod In a dne open Talley 400.yarda wlda^ baa once

been well oaltiTuted j there an atlll a few acattend

TilUgaa; plenty ofgrasa, teal, and water.

Paaa Karim at 4 tnilea Godhai U a flllagt from
which braachea a route to Skardd.

garrUoDod by aoma 1,100 Kaahmfri troopa. Bten
aaeant aad daaeent to rlrar. Then an bondreda of

bate. Town and fort 800 feet ahova right hank of
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ovm or KMBUft AMB LAdXx.

RpkU Wo. $9—oontittued.

Tbi filliy to wUeh Aftor lieiit nntow tt bottom ; Its Atldi ore wuti^ iU homleti diitrtod,

owlfif to niat In former doTC Aro'o Chilii. Crept will grow, end thtro it room for numbert tf
tottlort (tide ortielo Aito^. At Attor the two rontot Mot. 00 ond 69 from Qdioit moot
Tbert art potht to Sborldi ond olto to Rondd tnd Kattdro.

Tbit route remolnt open o few wetkt Inter tnd re*opent in tbe tprlng o little etrlier then tbit
bj Ktmri Pott. It b eloted for about five montlit for bonet. During tbe winter, with a
foTorablo opportunity. It it poitiblo for men without luodt to forte tbe patt.

There b no doubt tbe Kamrl it an etiier and tborter route, but it can only be uted in tummor,
on aecounf tbe arabncbea to which it b aubjoet.

BOUTE No. 70.

SbIKAOAK to OlLOR (OT DrIa, SKABBit, AKD TBB ImDUS.)

ittgt er balttnf-plMf.

SuvaoaB TO
10. KiBsnoso
bftbank.

11. OurOAVi

IS. OLTlgOTHASO

15. Tabevti

14. Kabtaxbra

16. Tolti

16. PABEdTA .

17. OoL •

15. Kbpobavo

IhtCAVCa iviiiftm.

latci^
Total.

Dmcriptfan, At.

1S7

1S7

140

163

180

19S

806

S19

S86

S$t 2o«lt 2fo. 7i. To Cbanagnnd (right bank).
Thence patha lead aorom Daottl pbinaad aboto

Badagdm. Atf Seale Me. 71, under Sonamarg.
Left bank Drit rifor, a tmiU filbgo.

Loft bank Didt riror ; a amall filbgo.

Left bank Indua rifor ; a fillago.

Right bank Indui rifor. Cfoaa Indua by rope*
bridge { avUbgo.

A filbgo loft bank Indua i ro-oroaa by ropo-bridgo.

A filbgo loft bank Indua.

A filbgo left bank Indua.

A fUlago loft bank Indua.

19. 8eabo6 • . 4 I
A fillago left bank Indua, the capital of Baltiatln.

(6,300 ft.) - 240
I
A ioatter^ oollection of vilbgot and houtet ; old
palace, fort, baair, Kaahmfri ahopkeenera ; cattlo

,
row ) oropa tmall i plain, which b 19 by 7 milot,

moatly unoultifated, a waatoof aand and atone i tuppiba and water plentiful i country mountain*
oua and barren. The rook on which ia the fort ia on left bank of Indua, boro a deep and rapid
torrent 160 yarda wide.

From Surdd Route Mo. 63 to M4gar, and Route No. 66 to Tdrkand.
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ROUTBS in KABBMfi Am LAniK^

Route No. 70—continued.

20. Kamaba • 10 4

21. Tbabbi 9 0

22. Tokoas 12 0

28. Daad oB Tobmix 9 0

24. BondO OB Twab 12 4

86. SrxBfxo 6 4

28. 8tak 18 4

27. Maxjlpa . 10 0

28. ChOtbiw .
!

^ 0

19. Abalcha . 6 0

•0.: SBIFOAa • 8 4

81. BbavsO 9 0

springs. It is optional to camp in

88. Habaxosh 8 4

88. Sbuta 8 0

84. L80BAT 11 0

86. Daikt6b . 18 4

86 OXLOXT . 6 0
(6,026 ft.)

Total ...

260 4

269 4

2714

280 4

293 0

299 4

818 0

823 0

827 0

883 0

8414

850 4

869 0

867 0

878 0

896 4

4014

A Tilliicte ooDtaining 140 honiii.

CroM Indus bv ferry boat to right bankj pass

Kwardo at miles; also Tillages of Hasan Shdh and
Birgam.
Pnm Brtgardo at 8 miles. Road in one place diffl*

cult. From Kutsdra» nnirly opposite Tsarri, on other

side of ri?er» there is a route to Astor.

Road for 6 miles good i then very difficult close to

rirer. In summer this lower road is impracticable,

and the route is then over spur of ihountain.

Ascent of | a mile, then descend to Baiohs, 5 miles

from Tongas I
then steep ascent of It mile soross

apurofhiU, and easy descent to Dasd in Tormik
valley.

Bead along mountain side above Indus, difficult in

places. CampatTwaron right bank of Indus, op-
posite Bonda on left bank. There is a rope-bridge

nere.

From Bondd there is a path to Astor.

A small village ; road good.

Bead along Indus for 8 imiles, the i ascends up Stsk
valley to that village (eighty housef ), and a fort. Sup-
pUes as far as (li^it should be taken from here,

^ere is no habitation between Stak and Haramosh.
Road along Stak valley for 4 miles, then along right

bank of Indus.

A few huts here. Bead very difficult.

Camp in ravine close by Indus ; no wood for fuel

near camp ; road good.

Bead very difficult, along, precipitons rocks above
the Indus.

Steep ascent of 4,500 feet to the Shingas Pass,

across a spur running down from Harainosh peak.
The pass is 10,246 feet. Steep descent of 8 miles to

Brandd on right bank of Indus, where are some hot
ear the summit of the pass, and cross the ncit day.

Road very difficult, in many places along precipitous

rocks above the Indns. Haramoeh is a small village

inhabited solely by Bmkpas.
Reed good. Pass ruinra village of fiantsil.

Road along Indus for 7 miles, then up the Oilgit

valley. Camp close by the Gilgii rivet on left bank.
Road good and level up the left bank of. the Oilgit

river. Dainydr is a village situated at the junction
of the Huusa-Ndgar river.

Cross the digit river by rope-bridge. The road
oontinoes up the right bunk to Oilgit, a place of 200
houses. A large fort garrisoned by 1,600 troops of

the Kashmir innlmrnja. {Se§ Route No. 62.)
If.B .—From Skar«iu to Oilgit this road is quite im-

practicftble for uniinula, and eveu difficult for nioti

carrying loads.

(Bajfward.)
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MOrn IH KASHMfE AMD LAdXK.

RouU No. TO^eontiiived.

Noi§ on routo 8koM to Mondk hff Utfi hankof Indmo,

Kiitodrs. a large village on left bank of Indu*, at mouth of a mvine t cultivation i water plenti*

ful I fruit-treei abundant. Between Kutidra and Bdeho, the rood is some hundreds of feet above
river ; sometimes on face of a cliff, often over fruit wooden stages, rough and difDoult. Bdoho^
a village (6,900 feet), cultivation, fruit-trees, pine forest at 9,000 feet on mountains behind Bddio.
Beyond Hdsho road bad i oroes Katisbdr 1*000 (11,600 feet)i on summit a gnusy and bushy slope

with birchwood ; thence by a dilllcult sig-sag to river side ;
near Kundd (6,700 Uni), which is

built on shelves of a rock, there is a fort ; the river hows some hundreds of feet below village^

between perpendicular rocks : it is spanned by a rope-bridge of birch twin, 970 feet long by the
curve, with a fall of 80 feet and height above tha stream of 60 feet; the path to it is over Nippoiyo
rocks and very narrow ; the river thenoe for a long distance hows between vertical rocks 000 feet

high.-<2>reie.)

IHtfS the villago of Hardos. 2 miles on the Drds side of which the Sdrfi river (sometimes
called Kargil or Paskynm) joins the Drds river; narrow slips of level ground occur along the
valley; road good.—(rAomeon—J9f *elre.)

19. OLTiiiOTBAva . I
12 0

I I
A small village, situated at the point of junction of

I 1 149 0 I
the llrds river, with a considerable tributury ooming

from tho wtvtward, ou the gentle slope of the hill side. The encamping ground is on the lowest
part of it, whieh is a small level plain, surrounded by a number of giant boulders, resting on the
upper ed^ of a very steep slope. The mad goes through a succession

^
of ascents and dseoenta

along the ravine through which the riviir DHLs 6ows. This ravine is narrow, preoipitous, and
without villages. Near Oltiugtiiang the road ascenda abruptly from the tnbutary to the
village.—(Tkoouun),

la. Tabkatta • .114 0
I

Small village ; road bad.

163 0 Thumsoii describiw the road from Tarkatta to 01*
I thingthang as follows

Thsroadleavesthe valley of tho Indus at the junction of the l>^ river and follows the
oourie of that river, llie lower part of the valley of the Dris river ia a deep and narrow rooky
ravine, bordered by precipices of granite, which are so ateep that the bottom of the valley is quite
impassable. In passing from the Indus iuto the valley of Dras, tiie rood creases the gnaitio
spur which separates tho two rivers at au elevation of about S,0u0 feet above the Indus, asoending
to this height very rapidly along a steep spur, whiob recodes almost in a perpendicular direction

from that river. From the shoulder of thie ridge, elevated probably about 10,000 feet» the
oourse of the Indus was visible fur some distance above tbe junction of the Drds river. The
river itself was partially froxen (Oih Dec«*mber), and it formed many pools andinn at the
bottom of s deep gorge. On the right, immediatfly oppoeite, a sheer preoipioe rose. Between
the ridge on which 1 srot d. and tho next in sucocssiou up the Dris valley, an open and shallow
vallw, everywhere strewed with enormous blocks of granite, sloped Mutly till it approached the
brink of the aliuust perpendicular diffs which overhang the Dna river. The elevation of
Tarkatta is 7,6U0 feet above the sea.—(TAoiMoai).

14. Kautassba .
I

17 0 Right bank.lDdas river ; orom Indue by rope bridgei—— 180 0 aviuago.

Thefe is a fort here which seems to be Icept in excellent order and to have some good build-
ings, and the village looked. extensive and prosperous. The mountains all along the narrow bed
of tho Indus are extremely elevated. The barreuiiess and desolation equal tbe most ruffgod parte
of Tibet. Ihey consisted of large miifuies of rock, split, and fractured in every direotion, often
very precipitous, without a vestige of soil, and with scarcely the traces of vegetation. Immeneo
tracts both along the river and on the slopes of the ravines desoemling from the mountains ware
covered with boulders or with angular fragments of rook, strewed irregularly on tbe suriaee, or
piled ill masses on one another.

From Kartaksha there is a road to Khapdlu on the Shyok -^{Tkomoon),

16. Tom •
.

I

18
0

j

192
0

I

A village left bank Indus ; rveross by a rope-bridge.

From Eartaksba to Tolti tbe'easiest road is on tho right bank of the Indus, but to avoid tho
labour of eroming the Indus and re-croMing it asain many travollert proceed tlong the left bank,
Thomtou deaeri)^ the road from Tolti to Kartaksha as follows :—

On the left aide the lowor part of the valley ia so steep as to be impractirable ; and I found it
’

necomtiy to asoeud at once from Tolti mi a stony ridge almost directly away from the river.
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Eoont IK Biaiuifs avd uoIk.

Jfoute No, 70-H!ontinQed.

Th« Moent wu long and fiitiguilig, the ridgo being capped with muMt at alluTiam. Tlie ridge

was more than 1,500 feet above the river. After oroeaiug this ridge the road descended vui^j ebrupt-

Ij to the river, which generally ran among prooipitous rooks, bat with a few villages scattered

at intervals on the northern Muk.
After rogHiiiing thebank of th^ river, the road was for five or six miles nearly level.^( rAomsos,)

bad, but still pmotioablo for ponies. The river passes through mirrow gorges with high
cliflb.—(Breolw.)

There is a fort in the ravine behind the villa^^, perched on a rock, in a most untenable posi-

tioD, though probably well suited for defence against sudden attack.

A swing bridge of biroh bark across the Indus.

fi. PABSdTA . . I
14 0 I I

Piarkdta is a very large village, three or four

SOff 0 I
hundred foot above the river, occupying both slopes of
a deep ravine cut in the thickmass of alluvium by a
large stream from the south. Tho village is large,

with estenstve cultivation and many fine trees; road good with the exoeption of two rock stair-

Thomaon desoribes the rood from Parkdta te Tolti as follows

The valley oontinuod narrow, and tho mountain rose precipitously on both sides. On tho

early part of the march there were many villages, and much cultivatiou on the left bank. Thu
village of (J^i, 3 or 4 miles from I'arkuta, sccinud very ix»piilous and cxtciuUnl fur a great

Stance along river. At this spot the cultivation tenniiiutud abruptlv ; and ihe iilluvint plttionu

was fbr mom than a mile, during which space it graduitllv narrowed by the cucnKiehnienfs uf

the cliffs, covered with an accumulation of very large gruiiitic boulders. At I u]>proncluHl 'iVlti,

the vidley of tbo Indus became much more rugged ami narrow. A long gentle iiKccnt to a rulge

more than a thousand feet above tlm bottom of the valley, hut which dipped abruptly to ihe river,

ooeupiod the latter part of the march. At Tolti the belt of cultivatiou is very narrow, just skirting

the nver, on very narrow platforms of alluvinm.-»(rAoiN«aa.)

Vrom Parkdta there is a good rand, practicable for horses, to tho plains of Dnosai.—(P/yae.)

17* Go& • • •
I

13 0 I
Thomson describes tho road from Gol to Pnrkuta as

219 0 follows t^Tho rmul descends Boon nfUT leaving tlis

village, nearly to tho level of tho river, and cniitinnss

over low ground, skirting the mountain of the southern

hank, till it reaches the junction of the two rivers, when it turns abruptly to tho suntli, aKceiiding

the left hank of the Indus, which runs nearly duo north in a narrow, rocky ruviiie. A bluff pnijectiug

riilge of granite, 60 or 80 feet high, polished on tho surfaco by ii(|iicous uetion, and of a
brilliantly brawn-black colour, here advances close to tho river, and is ci-os^cd by a sleep siitennis

path, ckM ont by flights of steps, with wiioden fn})ports where it would otherwise be iiiipractirn-

ble. Tba Indus is here very narrow and deep, niid runs with an extremely iiipid current. 'J'lio

K
th, after crossing the ridge, again descends to tho level of the river. Tho inouiitaiiiis rise on
th sides of the Indus, very abruptly, being almost always precipitous. For more lliaii 2 inilos

tho raviiio continues very narrow, and several steep spurs arc erosstd. It then lx cuiiics gradually a
little wider, narrow plutforins of CdiiKlonioratc skirt the stream, and changes its direetioii frMin

nearly duo south to south-east. The right bunk is stony and iiiiproiluetive the whole \v:iy, hut on
tbo left there is one small village, three miles from the junction of tho Sliyuk, iind th<*iici*

3 milea of desert, a succession of small villages contiiiuiiig with little intoruiissiou on tlio surface

of alluvial platforms as far as Parkuta.—(7Aow«on.)

Bead good, but several rock stair-caies have to be crowed— (ffidda/pA.)

Bead very good.—(Brooke.)

18. KiPCmiro . • |
17 0 |

. Thomson thus deicrihcs road in reverse direction from
236 0 Kepchang to Gol. Tho road round the great bend of

the Indus was ciitiroly barren. On the wrateni sidu of

the curve several rm’ky spurs nie crossed, but after

the road turns to tho south, it runs generally on tho surface of very elevated phitfuriiis of coarse

allovtal debris, covered in many places with enormous boulders, partly derived iti all pndiiiliility

from the fall of masses of rock from' tho cliffs above. Ueliind tho alluvial plutf«>ruis, which arc

generally otic or two hundred feet above tlic level of tho river, the niouutuiiiN rise prcei|u(oiisly in

VHffs of (Ignite, which lias now replaced the slate rocks of Sknrdd. At the ptiint whore the i ivoi*

changes^ its direction from north south-west, tho inonniaiiis on tho southeru bunk advance iiuite

to the river, and on the nortb side also they approach very near.
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Bo%U No. 70—eoncladed.
IDi SsAlDd • .40 Rond verj good and lo?ol. Tht Indw btooni

(6,800 ft) ' " 840 0 aloggiib, and Talley braadeni oat. Tbo Sbigar riTtr
flowa Into tbo Indna north of Skardfi. VNlfej atent
80 milea long bj 4 broad. Highly cnltiTatad with

wheat, barley, Tegetablee, and frnit-treca, Inelnding apric^ mnlberry, and walnnta.~(NrooIwO
Thomeon tbne doecribee tbie march in the rcTerae direction, t.#., from Skardd to Kepebang.

The ground was covered with enow all the way (December 8nd). The road lay along the eontb bank
of the river, at Aret over tlie level ulatform of laeuatrlne clay among huge bonl£ra which were
acattered over Ua anrface^ but aoon oceconding by a narrow and ateep footpath, on the faee of the
clayey cliff, to the level of the river, to crou a deep bay, from which the clay formation has been
enurely removed, to a large village 8 milee from Skarid, through the cultivation of which the
road aitcended gradually, and proceed on the barren, atony, elopea behind. About Ave milee (Vom
Skardd, a apur from the mountain range on tbo eonth, which abate in a eearped cliff upon the
river, has been taken advantage of by the inhabitants to build a small gateway through which the
road is made to run. The extreme steepness of the mountain mass which lies to the south and east
makes it scarcely possible to approach Skardd along the south bank of the river without passing
through this gateway. A small party of Sikh soldiers Used to be kept hero.—(f^losMOfs.)

At Skardu is a fort with some 8,000 Kashmir troopsb h1i>o a tehgraph station eommanieating
with Qil|{it—Dids line. A big wooden barge is kept hers for ferrying cattle and goods across tbo
Indus.—(ffreoAe.)

For continuation, vid* Route 62.

BOUTE No. 71.

Sninaqab to 1j£h (by DkXk, Karoii., Lamay^kIS.)

Biagf or halting'pisco.

Distsvcb in uiho.

DeHcriptton, A«.

Interme- ! « . .

distc.
1

^

1. OlVDAlBAt
(5,880 ft

)

I
A prettv village j

supplies procurable; water plenti«

14 0 fnl ;
country generally swampy, with rice cultiva*

t tion ; road good, but. narrow in plaeea; it laada over

'.n elArated phtfonn. Thm >r. MTml vilbg**
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Route No. 7i—continued.

and plana, willow, and froit-treat ara tcattarfd haia and tharak thoush far from abnndantlj'

Tha platfonn ia in general oovarad with a carpet of groan. The mountaina on the righ^ which
at flnt ara raiw low, griduallj rifo in rlevatlon and ara thoroughly rug^ and bora j ghit for

booti on bind nver ia 2 milea ahort of rilloga. Tha flrat ataga may be raacM by boat.

1. Kavoav . 11 0 Tha road loada up tha right bank of tha Sind rifOTi—
' 26 0 at drat it winda amongat oultivatad dalda and

orcfaarda to tha hom*«tm of Nnnar, and further
on laada acroaa a high ahelf of land which dropa

preoipitooaly to tha bed of the Sind rifor, milea. Tha atraam haa here to be croooad on a
rickety bridge of long fir polea, which are atretehad acrom between two pirra built up of looaa

bouldera at the edgea of the current, and floured with crooa ban of rough apiit luga. By uiother
aimilar bridge the road croaaea the Kuhanai maU beyond the homeataada of Polong, and than
followa the course of ilia main atream to Kangan. Both theaa bridgea are fit for pcmiea. Kangan
ia a amall village ; auppliea |irocurable t water plentiful; country a vary pretty valley with cultiva*

tion ;
good camping ground.

No suppliea obtainable between this and Drda. Thomson thus deserihea this march in the

reverse direction. Leaving Kangan (or Oangan) the valley gradually widenM, and tnm< d more
to the south. There were aaveral platforms or ateppiv, of nearly level arable ground, one above
the other, and below them the river finwed through a wide ajtony plain. The mountaina on the
right, high and snow-topped, receded to a considerable distance ; those on the left gradually

diminish^ in elevation, b^me less covered with forest, and at last tei minated in low ranges of
hills covered only with brushwood The road at first lay along the right baiik-of'tha river

throutfh fine underwood, ond among beautiful meadow** which akiiM the bank'^of the river : it

then crossed to the left bank, and ascending the lower hills entered a fine wood, in which apricot,

fiear, and cherry trees were common. Ijater we emerged upon a somewhat elevated platform

sloping to the south, covered with bushes and many fruit-treea, with here and there a village,

and a great deal of cultivation. Where the Sind valley joiueil the plain of Kashmir it was
several miles in width.

The lower part of the Sind valley is very populous. The villages are numerous and large,

and the lioiisca good ; they are usually built, entirely or partially, of wood, with high aloping

roofs, which are cither thatched or covered with wood. The cultivated lands all lest upon plat-

forms or banks of alluvium ; vegetation is luxuriant everywhere and quite conceals from view the
little farmsteads scattered along the hill skirts. Apric(»t, plum, and apple trees conceal from view
the little plots of rice and millets and vetches, or the narrow strips of amaranth and buckwheat
which constitute an ini)Mirtaiit fiait in the winter diet of the peasants here.

Routes hence to Tilail valley by Gangarbal.

1. To Wanoat .1
3

I

A hamlet.

2. GAKG-iKBAL 12
|

Camping giqund .* water plentiful
:
juiii{»or for fuel.

8. Qadsab .
.

I

10 Caiupiiic griMiuil : wraxl Mini water.

4. WaZRI Tiial
.

j

11 To Laluiii-i Th:i1 or Doktilla ll:il is liboiit 5 miles.

Total . I 3(5

I'onles can traverse tliiB road, which o^icns in Juno.

{Bai€i,from natio» information.)

3. CAmd-i-Sar-sikob 14 0;
j

A village : supplies and water procurable ; the
39 0 ' road follows tho winding course of the Sind river,

j

the bills on either side closing in upon the river in

I
;
long slopes of pine mid cedar furcat, which termi-

nnte only at its edges. The villages at Nargiind and Terewdn are passed with ilayan on the
oppnsito side of the river, and at 8! miles Hare with Ganjawnn on the opposite bank. Here the
river i* crossed by a bridge similar to that described in the last march (7. n.) : passing through »
wood the r«md crosses some cultivated fields to Sambat 114 miles, and beyond tliis village re-crosees

the river by a simiL-ir bridge. Beyond this ilic road passes through a atr’p of terraced oultlvation

to Frau, mud 2 or 3 miles further ou Giiiid if reaclied. TI10 route traversed is a prosperous,
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BouU No» 7i—continued.
though not wwv poputoni, tract. I1ie peanntry seemed to be oomfortebly off tnd their fsrm-
eteads well stocktHl with K^ne, ponies, sheep, and goata.

There ia a shorter path to Ualtal from Gdiid, au. /—

To Miles.

Ghut Oamhi . 14 Road put into good order.

Ualtal ... 10 Rosy road.

Total . 24 (Fort^th, 1873),

Nat ffou/tf So. 96 for {tath from Tral, which joins here.

4. Oaoanoib ..90 A small Tillage
t water and fuel abundant ;

supplies

(7,400 ft.) 48 0 not procurable. For the first three miles up to

Revil the road is difRcult and leads across a steep

hill slope, in part of which it is built up against the
side of a vertical wall of rook. Beyond Revil, which is a small cluster of farmsteads, it passes

over a considerable stretch of cultivation which slopes down to the river in a succession of terraces

and conducts to the village of Kulan. Here it crosses the river and traverses the fiat reach on
which stand the homestmds of Gwipara and Resin ; beyond this, it re*orooses to Gagangir. The
width of the valley is considerable all along, with much arable land and a gcod many villages

in ruins on both aides. The mountains on the left are uniformly bare of trees/and often rocky i

on the right they are well-wooded. The fruit-trees are principally walnuts, apples, and apricots.

Groves of poplar occur occasionally along the river. Gagangir is about 7,900 feet about the
level of the sea.

6. SoKAMARa • • 10 0 A few shepherds* houses ; supplies very scarce, ^e
(8,660 ft.) —— 68 0 road becomes difficult and lies for four miles, with

numerous ascents and descents §» route, along the
foot of precipitous olifft which wear a wild aspec^t.

In many parts the path is obstructed by debris of slate and sandstone, which falls from the

slopes above. Near Sonaroarg the Sind river enters a rocky gorge, down which its stream
advances with great rapidity, over a steeply inclined bed, very rocky and much interrupted by
rapids. Up till April trie river is covered over with snow, and the path leads over it. The rise

from Gagangir is considerable, about l,0i)0 feet.

Sonamarg is one of the Kashmir sanitaria. There is a wooden chnrrh here and two other

wooden houses belonging to Europeans. Sonamarg means ** golden meadow ;
** it is a tract of

beautiful undulating down, with numerous dells, surrounded by hillocks and grassy mounds.
It is surrounded on all sides by mountains, the sides of which are covered with dense pine

forests or thick jungle.

The elevation of Sonamarg is 8,506 feet.

6« Baltal . 9 0 A few huts ; no supplies ; water procurable ; country
' 67 0 mountainous; road fair. The road passes over the

S<»namarg, and then crosses the river above the vil-

lage, following its course up to Ualtal. A mile or

2 after leaving Sonamarg the stream approaches close to the mountains on the north side of the

valley, barely leaving a passage for the ro^, which for some distance skirts the base of steep cliff.

Sirbal is iiassed at 8} miles. The road then lies through a deep but rather open valley only par-

tially woMcd. 'I'hc forest consists of pines, birch, poplar and willow. The trees grow in well

d Aned massvs of fureiit, sepurated by much open ground, in the level plain which skirts the river

on the south side of the vaSey ; on this side also they rise high on the mountuins. but the slopes

on the north side are bare. There are three huts at Ualtal, which is at the foot of the Zoji La (Fas^.

The Sind river is here joined by a considerable tributary, which fiows through a gorge that winds

down from the south-east, whilsr. the main stream comes down from the n**rth-east. Vegetation

here is very profuse.

At Baltal a roa<1 leads up the* main stream (Sind river) to Armnlith. it is also approached from

the south from l*klg4m, as this Sind valh y route is apt to become impassable in summer from the

rising of the river.—(Drew). {See Foute So. 26, lelaimohdd to Armnith).

7. klATATAV , , 16 0 I Camp 2 miles above and oppowte Matuyan village

;

" 82 0
i

no supplies I water pnwurahle. ronntry on east aide

of_pass devoid of trees ; ioral very fair.

I Tlie road lies to the north, and for the first mile fol-
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Route No. 7/—continued.

lowi one of the two treeme which join to fom the Sind river. Leaving tbii the road moante a very

teep ascent for aiiont 4 miles, through a wood s in many places the rosd consists merely of a plat*

form of brushwood attached to the face of the precipice. This road, owing to its steepness, is qnite

impassable for baggage animals after a fall of sdow, and it is then necessary to follow the stream

np a very narrow, rocky gorge, with precipices 600 to 1.000 feet high on either side. This gorge,

however, is only practicable when filled up by snow to about fifty feet in depth, as it usually Is

early in the season (Captain Brooke followed this route in April 1884) ; it is then the usual route,

and at that season it is necessary to start at night and get over the pass before sunrise ; avalanchea

do not fall until late in the day. after the sun begins to melt the snow. For a short distance after

the top of the first ascent. 1,600 feet above Baltal. the road is almost level along the brink of the

gorge mentioned above. Then comes a difficult descent to the stream, that Is left at the foot of

the pass which is here crossed on a bridge of snow. After croasing this ravine thsire is a very

gradual winding ascent to the top of the pass. On the right a small lake is passed.. Just beyond

this is the watershed, llie 'pass for many miles is an open winding valley, and so level that it ie

difficult at first to find where the watershed is ; the elevation is 1 1,800 feet. Beyond it the route

Mtffs down the **coI ** along the gradually growing stream of the Diis river, and over a moorland,

ewered with turf and peat beds, down to a tributary of a glacier close on the right. At Minamarg
there is a d&k but. Ihe width of the valley is from half a mile to a mile, and steep mpuiitaiiie

nse on both sidee to a considerable height Patches of willow and juni|)fr occur on the hill-sidea.

The road crossee some tributaries and leads to Ifatayan. There are no trees here, hot a good

deal of cultivation, moatly barley, on the long etri|>e of alluvium which heie form the valley.

8. Dnlfl

(9.886 ft.)

1
16 0

1 97 0
A email village; no supplies, water proenrable ; Pan

Drfis at 6 miles
;
good encamping ground, road fair.

In the open valley numerona hamlets. Barley chiefly

. cultivate.

Dr4s is a collection of half*a.doaen hsM'ets dispersed over the inequalities of a spacious Iwsln

in these close-set hills. In the centre of the basin isasmsll fort with a garrison of fifty men. and
adjoining it is the iaJUtl of the governor of the district. There is a telegraph line from hero to

Jemd and one to Oilgit, tingle wire cerried on poles without insuktors. The Oilgit wire fbllowe

the Drfis. Sum and Iiidae riven. Instrument working. Elevation of Diis 10.160 feet. SnppUee

plentiful.

The road liee down the narrow winding valley of the Drfis river, to whose hanks the bills slope

direct in a nuccession of bare uninviting rocks. 'I’he river bed. which is crossed by a bridge half a
mile below Pnn Drfis. forms a narrow, fnrrow’cd, and scooped clmnneloveran outcropping sirntorn of

green serpentine. It extends for more than a mile until the river entera the Drfia basin. Here it

IS crossed sgmiii by one of thoee log bridges common in this country.

The valley of Drfis is 8 miles by nearly 8. and eonaists of alluvial plateaux of different levels,

bounded on the north by low barrm hills ; on the south there ere gmit precipices of lime-

stone rock. The Drfis river enters the valley a gorge, and leaves by a similar narrow rocky pec-

ege. The barrenness of the hilla is caused by the absence of moisture in the nir, and of any but

the very eliglitest fall of rain. Not only la the cimtrast great between the look of the ereen

clothed, forest-clad hill-sides of Kashm(r. and the arid, bare and stony mountains of this Tibetaik

oonntry, but the feel of the air too Is different; for here is a clear light-bine sky and bright sun.

with a keen air. and compared with it. the air evm of the higher parts of the Kashmir is soft and

mild. From June onwards the road is not ditficult, even for horses, nntil December, when the

enow is thick, and though the communicatioii at Intervals is kept open during the winter, the rond

is not thoroughly open again (ponies cannot attempt it) till the end of Muy.->(Dreie).

From Dr& there is a path to Kartse vtd Oniba.

The route from Drfis to Gfirnis along the Tilail valley ie as under—

To Mushkx
Koeadoat
Kaobsi. .

Abdulbuv

Booa&

Miles.

6
9
10
10

A villegv.

No hahitatinn, fhel and water.

Ditto ditto.

Hamlet.

7 Cross incipient Kishan Oanga by bridge or ford below Qi^jrind^

a thfiiia.

48Total

mtti9§ inf^rmtUion.)
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Cowley IjAmbert^ trevelling iu tlie revene Uirectiott» diMribee the roed froic Abdulbon to Drds
M fpllowf

From Abdolhan we merehed to Beltela which ia in n eireninr Talley almoat anrronnded bw
anonntidna. We eiitinmped here at the foot of the peaa, and neat day we lAt the Taller by a traefc

vp the aide of the mooiitaiii. A gentleaaeent brought ua to the top of tlie paaa i a fioien late on
one aide of ua, and a glacier among moat faiitaatic abaped roeka on the other. We had now ap«
parently entered a new ctmntry There waa not a tree to be aeen and only a hash here and there |

all hare green alopea with maaaea of anow hanging oTer the riTer on each aide. We.had to ford the
riTor to get to onr encamping ground ; the water waa about waiat high, and bitterly ecld. We
foniid a apot for onr tenta on aome rough graaa. anrronnded by dwarf buahea. at the foot of the
Koredga mala. The riTer here ran in a number of deep channeb through a wide atony bed, and
in aooM of the little haekwatera onr men caught email flab. Next day we went on about IS milea,

and encamped in a moat charming apot with plenty of hiiahee and r^a to abelter ua from the
Tory cold wind that waa blowing. The rieer waa about two hundred yarda wide at thb place and
mnning at a tremendona pace. Ahont two milea further on we tonud the paaa diTiding thb
ennntry from Drda. When traTellera come thb way with horaea, they hare to follow the riTer. a
march about four dayalonger, over a very rough country, bare of vegetation nearly all the way.
Tlib paaa, which we croeaed, ia jnat a maae of amooth, steep alippery roeka, and we had to hold on
with both feet and handa to aave na from alipping down to the bottom ; after we paaaed thia

pmllar pesa. we had a long march into the l)ria Talley, paaaiiig one amall villsge built of mod.
The vali^ gradually widened till at length from the anmmit of a alight aaeent we looked down
upon Drde.

Cowby Lambert rrmarka:— In th^ Tibll valby tlie water waa ao perfect that we never

anired anything to mix with it. We noticed that there waa a line of apriiiga of the pnreat water
ng out of the northern aide of the valley, and found tlwt the upper part of the northern alope

waa all gbcicr bed and the lower part waa alate. Thb water waa perfeotly cold and much the bert

I ever taetod in my life : detour must be made up' the left bank to the Kotobat bridge^ whbh
croeaaa the river between the Tllbgea of Taenbl and I>d«lgay.

On Jeaving Dide three atone pillan are paaaed. The route followa the river comae down a
Barrow winding vallm.'With many hamlela and eonaiderable cultivation on the amall Sate which
eeenpy the turna of the etream from aide to aide. The cultivation oonaiata of bookwheati pena^

and narliy. Many atacka of lucerne are atacked in the roadUside Selda aa fodder for the cattle

In winter. The people about here are wretchedly poor. Beyond Drda the hilb are atill covered

with graaa. but thb aoon ceaaea aa we proceed down the valby. and for aeveral miba above

TaAgam. where the valley beoomeo very nurrow. vegetation la acurre. Along the river there ate

a few atonted buahea of tlie pencil cedar, and at Taabgam there are eeveral acree of tamariak

and myricariajungb.

10.CBAirAOinrn<nxoBT| 16 0 From Taabgam there are two routea to Ka^l
BABB) —

' 1S7 0 Chanagnnd ia the flrat etage by the right bank. For

(8,676 ft.) toe ftrat two honra the route lira down tlio rivor,

I which it croascB by a very dibpidated wooden bridge

1 mile from Taabgam. Tba river b here very nnrrow uiid mck-bonnd. The path after crocaing

aome rough ground riaca to a amall dat on which atonds the solitary polios station of Kbarbn.
Bayond aome ruined hub are met. and the path tlisb deacendt and ascaiida a auccraaion of apura

almttiug on the river, wliieh on the oppoaite bank meeivea tlie Sliingo, gradually riaing up to the

high bank of granite bouldera on which Chanagund (or Piliakimbo) atanda.

The other route branchea oft oppoaite the village of Kirkitcbn, cromiiig the river at that point

by n wooden bridge 6t for ponlea.

11. Kamil 8 0 A eolloctlonof vilbgea with a fort; anpplice proenr-

(8»787ft.) 186 0 abb; wheat and barely grown; alaofrhibtraea, wil-

bwis and poplara; water plentiful ; roed very fair,

following Iliac river for 6 milea; beie tte Sdrd and
Wakhn rivera Join ; emaa the bfter hy n wooden bridge.

From Chanagnnd the road folhma the right bank of the Ihda river for S or 6 mibe, till

It b Joined by the Thaugakam river, when it mounte over a rongh promontory of gnaias. and fol-

Iowa np tha ooorae of Thangakam river, and after three milea of rongh road cornea to KargiL

Between Chanagnnd nnd Kaigil there ia iieitber ealtivntion nor habitation. The roed b very

rough end broken.
Kargil there is a ftna open valley, with good deal of barley cultivation, and namcrona

dnmpa of brgo will(»wa and poplara. Tlie Kaig^l river 6owa tbrongb tbia valley from aonth to

north and b about tte aameuia aa tte Dris river ; it b eromed by a wooden bridge near tte point
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wber# It If joined hj the Woklif river. Knrfrtl It fltnnted nt the Jnnetlon of this kttor rlvtr nlth
the Sdrd river, end the nnited etreMins form the Knrgil or Thnngekem river. It le e e»oeidi*rElile

villege, sprend over the well- wooded slopes which overlook the river below end the floarlehing enl*

tivntioii of l\>wen on the opposite shore ; like Dris It Is the h«ed«qnerterB of n distriet, end % nnm*
her of the msherdjd's oiBcisls reside here. As et l>rds there Is n smell sqnere loop, holed fort, wl)h

round turrets et the eorners. llie fort is gerrifOiied hy twenty

Lnmeydrd mey be rceched es under—

Kergil to Shergol SO miles.

Klierbu (u Bbot villege) 18
Leunyd^ . . 16 w

For roed to Sdrd from Knrgil «m ifonfr Kb. 76,
(Fhrijpa).

12. LockAir 18 0
148 0

Suppliie niid weter pr^eiimble; eountrv en elevetrd
plniii. of some squnre inlles, withpertielonItivetiOB i

roed good.
From Knrgil the mud eromee the river in ftont of

the fort by tw<i or three log bridgee wliicii ere eonnetaeil by e line of embeiikment, end rte ont
of the hollow for 4 or 6 miles ecross e htirh nndnieting trect of grevel which oeenpfee the
eiigle between the two rivers, end then itencends into the Feshkvem velley, which is still more
beentiful then thet of Knrgil end with iiincli more cultiveriou end in*rs. The successive reeehes
on either shores, es tlie river winds down i lie vulley, ere occu|n«;l by Sonrtshing little hemlets i

these ere surrounded by their eom-delds end pleutHtioiis of willow nod pooler end present n plees-

ing picture of prcs|writ.y emidst the bnre ro<‘ks eronnd. Beyond them 1m velh'y contmets end*
denlv et e gorg* (on the cliffs to tlif rigiit oi which ere the renmios of stone piirepets surmounted
by toe mins of e fort) through which the ro»d pnsses over some very heevy ground The peth is

wry nerMW end overlooks the river es it scoops its wey through e smell pessege in the serpentlee

. rocis up to Latsoin, e villege of thirty or forty liouses.

18. Mvlbixh 11 - 0
189 0

The roexl follows the course of the river, erossing it

sie or seven times by bridges, throngh e oontreoted,
tortnons, end wild defile of here rocks which close In
upon the weter chennel in e confused suecession

end no order. The peth is very nerrow end dilllonit, end e detour hee to be made over some
very steep spurs. Atent 8 miles from Lotsuni the defile widens out into a more open valley,

and tht're is h good deni of cnltivetion. In tliie velley stands the villege of Bhergol. Here there is

a monastery peiched on a cliff high u|. aliove the river. It is merely a broad wall of loose •

set »toues{ its meesnreuients ere 98 paces lung, 8 paces broad, end 4 feet high. Leaving
Bhergol the roed proceeds up e well-cultiveted VNiley in which the fields slope down to the river in

‘ Me eotreni*e of this velley, 4 miles from Shergol, is Mulltokh, wherewide terraced slo|ies. At t

there is e very pirtoresque nionesteiy perched on the top of a rock about feet high.
How trees of good growth ere seen on this mai&and water pMcnraiile.

Khaebv

i'oplar end will

11 0
]

8npplies

170 0
Just after leaving Mulbekh is a colosml Image of

Buddlia about 20 feet high. Beyond this, eontinning
up the valley through a succession of com-Mds and
hamlets, the road turns away from the Wakha river,

end e about a mile from the image of Buddha proceeds op a dry gully, winding amongst bare
schisttoe slopes, topped by banks of conglomemte end ridges of stratified limestone | the ascent is

very gradual the whole way,to the top of the pass, which is called the Namika. Aliout half way up
there is a spring of fresh weter. The elevation of the pese ie 11,900 ft. (Bellew.) The roeu
dceeeiids by a long elope to the velley of the Sbitang river, which fiowe north towerde Skeidd j the
road then turne to the riglit end, following op the course of the river in a eonth-caetern directiou,
peseae along a fertile tract einiilar to that on the other tide of tlie paaib end reeehea Kherba.
Klevetion 11,860. Thie village ie at the base of a precipittiua cliff, on the very eiimmit of whieh
are the mine of a ft»riiier village which was inbablted about fifteen years ago. Boppllee and water
proeniable.

16, LAMATfind
(11,520 ft.)

19 0
189 0

The rood leeds np the defile over a eucoession of
kimlb of conglomerate rock, and at about tlie fifth

mile croesee the river by a spare bridge to tho little

. villege of Henadkn. Beyond this the river eomee
down foom the Kauji valley through a de«*p dark cleft In the vertloal cUffe of the slaty mountaine
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0 tlie right of the rood, and wh^re it debooehM on the Khorba volley ii joined by o thready rtvo-
et» which drains the long slopes of the Photo La mngt. Ilie road follows up the main eluuinri of
his latter stream and by an easy, gradual ascent rises to the crest of i he Photo La, where is a con*
opieuoiis chorteii. The elevation is 18,670 feet. The view from the top is singularly monotonous
in the repetition of its dn ary aspect. In whichever direction tlie eye is turned it Is met by the
une unvaried prospect of long slopes of crumbling schist topped by the serrated peaks of the
vertical strata of slate. No forest appears to gladden the prospect, nor is a vestige of pasture
traceable, to mitigate the rough steriliry of the scene. Desoending the gully for 2,000 feet the
village of Lamayurd is reachM. It is built among sand and gravel rooks, the tops of which are
everywhere surmounted by little gods' houses. The inhabitants' houses are built below these.
There ia a large monastery here, perched on the summit of a cliff.

16. Kullach . •
I

18 0
I

Supplies and water plentiful.

OB Khalsi ' 201 0
I

The path leads down between lacustrine banks of fine

(10,000 ft.)
I I clay into a deep and dark winding defile, over-

looked by eome isolated pillars of graveL It then crossee from side to side, following a thready
little stream through a suocession of clefts in the rock ; and traversing steep slofm of loose, dis-

integrated slate by a soft unstable track which looks down upon tremendous precipices below and
up u stupendous height, above, finally reaches the bottom of the gully, where it joins a defile

through which fiows a clear blue strMm coming down from the Lanskar hills to the right. The
rood leads down this tortuous defile by a oarefully constructed path along the river's banks across

the slopes of rock and ddbris which form them, and, crossing the stream by spur bridges two or

three times sa roafs, emerges into the more spacious valley of the Indus, here called Sing Kha-
babs, on whose opposite bank is the high road from Laddk to Skardd. The Indus here flows be-
tween shelving banks of conglomerate and gravel. Its stream presents a turbid and boisterous

current rolling noisily over the rocks obstructing its way. The whole country hereabouts ia

almost devoid of vegetation, and the hills are mostly composed of granite, gneiss, and schist of a
chocolate colour. Here and there one finds a tuft of grass. The scenery is of the most rugged and
grand description, but soon becomes wearisome from its monotony. At a mile from where the road

strikes the Indus n bridge is reached, which spans the Indus at a spot where the stream is only
40 feet wide, with precipitous rocks on either side. 'I'here is a small fort here and oustom-houee
at the northern end of the bridge. The road now joins the high road to Skardd, a broad track

over the hard, gravelly ground, strewed with rolled blocks of granite, which forms the etrip of

land between the river and the bounding slopes of slate and schist debris. Two miles further up
the river Khalsi is reached, a pretty little village where there is some cultivation at a spot where
for 2 milee the valley widens considerably, filevatien 1(1,400 feet. The cultivated lands lie

on th. top of a thick platform nf alluvium, through which the river has eveava^ a deep broad
ohannel. The lends of the village slope gradu^ly from the base of the moimtains to the edge of

the cliff overhanging the river, and the fields are made into level ternoes by walls of stones from
8 to 6 feet high. Numerous streams of water are conducted through the fields for irrigation.

The crops consist of wheat, barley, buckwheat, peas and oil -seed. Fruit-trees are abundant, chiefly

apricots. There are the remains of a fort a mile or so further up the river beyond a deep raviue

which intervenes between it and the villege, perched on an isolated reck which oommandtf tbo

pesiage at a narrow bend of the stream. It whs demolished some forty years ago, and the preient

little fort commanding the Khalsi bridge was built in its stead.

From Khalsi to near Leh, the Indus valley has but one character. The river flows either

between rooks or alluvial cliffs ; the hills are not lofty, and are bare except where mountain

streams water the alluvial plateaux; and here villages are formed and ooru-fields and orcharda

ffourisb.

—

(Drew,)

17. Nabla • • 8 0 The road now leads over some rough ground, ob*

800 0 struoted by a oonftised jumble of rocks of varied

colour and composition, which tumble down the

sloiies into the valley below ; then the path returne

to B gravelly benk. covered with granite boulders, similar to that left at Khalsi : on this strip of

drift stands the village of Narla or bnarla, with its welout trees and nprioot orcliarde, and gra-

velly fields of com.

18. SifVOL . 18 0 The road liee up the valley of the Indue along the

' 287 0 right bank, und crosses eeveral bluffs projecting upon
it. llie valley ie hero narrower than before, as well

as more rooky. In the latter part of this maroh

vagofeaUoQ begine to revive. The tamarisk fringea tM water-oonrsee. Small bamleU too

appeer on eltliiir side of the river perched upon high boulder hanks, separated by deep ravines.
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TlMioiAdiiriiiffttiiiiiiuohftaqaentlyMoendt to aomt height in plMM whorotho boakiof the

^SeriSor heio it about 100 yirdt widt. and it teldoni fordabU.

10. Nimv • I is 0 I
After an hour’t march overtome rough ground, and

840 0 oroitiog a little torrent from the hiUt on the
Mt, the road turns away from the rirer*bank and
ascendi the banks of the torrent At Srst the banks

are gieen and turfy, but after about a mile the road enters adry stony ravine, along the bed of

which the road gradually ascends. At the summit, about 1,000 feet above the Indus, the path

emerges suddenly upon a wide and open gravelly plain. To the right a number of low hills con*

oeal Uie course of the Indus ; to the left the mountain range recedes to some distance. The road

lico for seveml miles over this barren plain, which is entirely alluvial, descending afterwards

very abruptly into a deep, ilat-bottomed hollow, excavated by a considerable stream. In this hoi*

low.ouito concealed till close at hand, is the village of Bssgo. The plain just passed overis called

the MSgo Thang. It is an arid watte with hardly a blade of vegetation to vary the bare naked*

nasa of the toil. The road follows up the course of the valley till near the Indus, and then as*

canda its left bank and emerges upon another extensive alluvial platform, high above the river

but with it. This valley it a fertile and populous tract in this region of sterility and

tftlitude Nimu is at the eut end of the plateau to which the road ascends from the Baago

Narla then is a route to Nimu by Hemis. From Narla this road turns up a gorge in
*1 Shukpa. wherethere is a remarkable grove .the low hills, passes Timisgam, and asMnda to Hemis S

* ^ . i- i
of very andent pencil cedars. It is a large village situated on an elevated plateau t snppkea and
water procurable*

From Hemis Shukpa the road patses through Tangtbang and Tarutae. end at 8 miles Lakir

and thence to Basgo. For tlie first half of the way the road is stony. Basgo is a large village |

supplies and water procurable.

10. Liu .

(11,600 ft.)

Totak

dually widens into the Ladik valley.
. * . ^1 L

About a mile from Nimu the Indus Isjoined by the
Lanskar river. Ihe valley here is very rooky and
precipitous. The road to L4h does not follow the
Indus, but leads along the skirt of some granite
hilhi over an undulating gravelly uraotk whim gra*

........
about half-way the read descends the river channel. It

heie'pr^nts al^eM through which tlic Indus winds its way amidst patches of cultivation

and imura. The valley it hera from 6 to 8 miles across, and continues so for 40 or 60 milsa.

On the left of the road under the granite rocks is a succassion of laonstrine banks of fine

clay which dope down to the bmin in four or five stepa. They end on a narrow pass in the rooks

below Pitok Gonpa. This is a monastery which looks over the valley from the summit of a high

rook on the river-bank, and to thr right of the path : after this the road ascends a long gravelly

dope, at the top of which stands Ldl^ piled up on the hill ddos in the fashion of tho country.

BOUTE No. 7S.

SaiNAOiB TO SlBD*«I AND THINCB TO SbaBIDI (BY KaMZALWAB AND
Kmhah Qanoa Tallbt.)

Disvavoi nr uiass.

StaiterhslUiif-plaoe.
laterme*
diau.

Total.

Daserlptloa, 8a.

8BIVAOAB
TO 64 0 Off Neuff No. 69.

8. Xavbalwav (7,400

«i)

Oil Tnaobat •

n 0
76 0

Tho Bdrii Dek stream Is bridged bslew Xaumlwan $

It may also be forded i tho oath than lies thioogh tba
fields Sb a aortb-westerly dlieethiB, and rlM on to tho
Tls-marg^ a grassy plalo, surreuBdsd with forest,above
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the lift btak of tho Kithaa Ganga. The path deecende gradually over this plain, and throngh
patches of lhrest» nearing the river, and descending to ito banks at the village of Bakthaor, jnst
before reaehlng which the Shalapat stream is crossed by a (ksdal) bridge. [On the hanks of this
stream Is a lUrati shaded by a clomp of trees, the neighboorhood of which forms a conve-
nient place for encamping.] Other smaller streams are crossed entering the village, which is

sltaated at a bend of the KiAan Gangs
;
the path then lies through the fields, which extend for a

considerable distance along the left bank of the river s it crosses the flebbin Nar and Makkar Kart
streams. Leaving the fields there are two paths, an upper one for ponies, and a lower one for foot-

paasengeie ; the latter descends to the bank of the river, and lies over boulders to the Malik
Lashkari bridge^ which crosses the Kishan Gangs, llie bridge measures about Itfi feet between
the abutments. After crossing the bridge, the path at first leads over some ups aud downs along
the right hank of the river, passing the Bubal eaves^ soon after which it becomes level, lying
through the fringe of grass and forest at the foot of the rocky sides of the mountains at the edge
of the river. Bnore reaching the junction of the Gagai stream, the irnth turns to the east, and
crosses the end of the spur to the kaoal bridge which spans the stream ; it then follows along the
right bank to its junction with the Kishan Gauge, just below which the village of Thaobat is

situated. Supplies scanty.

[ A path to Astor lies up the valley of the Gagai stream. ]

7* SZBDABI . 6 0 Leaving Thaobat, path lice at first through the fields

80 0 and thenby a very narrow track, above the bank of the

river to a fiat bit of cultivaUon and a few huts, consti-

tuting the village of Sutti,where there used to be a bridge
over the Kishan Ganga

;
it then passes on through the fields and over the boulders along the bank

of the river to the fields of Mikeron (there is an upper path fur ponies) ; leaving thto small village

on the rights path descends throngh open forest, and above the Imnk of the river, debonchiiig on the

fidda of Halmathan, and passing through the village, it crosses a stream by a small (kadal) bridge,

and then lies through the fields west of the village, and thence descending through patch of forests

tiacB along the ban side of the bill above the river, descending somewhat to the fields appertaining

to Sirdarl | path then rises and falls, crossing the ends of the spurs, and Just before reaching the
village makn a short steep descent and ascent, croming the Shindas stream by a small (kadal)

bridge | It then makes anotner short steep descent, and passes throngh the fields to the village of

Birdari, dtuated on doping ground above the right bank of a stream, which is bridged on the path
just above its confluence with the Kishan Ganga.

Whoi the crops an in the ground, space available fiv encamping is limited, but a place may
be found below the village to the east, on the banks of the Kishan Ganga. Supplies cannot be
depended upon. [Jk/jr 1878.]

At Sirdari toe path by the banks of the Kisban Ganga ends ; it may be tnoed for a short

distance beyond the village through the fields round the grassy spur and throngh the forest on the

bank of the river, but the track is soon iost, and furwer projgress becomes impossible foriaden

coolies I but the passage to Sharidi has been accomplished bv ibis route ; it entails, however, great

labour and risk, and is onlv practicable when the river is low. It is said that the lightning has

broken up the rocks on the Moks of the river, wberd^ the difliculties and dangers of the passage

are increased.

Ike Kashmir government despatched a kossid to Childs by this route about twenty years ago

;

and three years ago it was surveyed, but the difliculties prov^ so great, that the msbdrdiaabandoned
the intenuon of making a road. The party consisted of a jemadar and eight sepoys, and the passage

occupied eight days ; but it is said that it may be accomplisbed in leas.

The following are the suges:—(1) Sirdari to Pnl-

Total wide (where it is proposed to establish a village), pass-” 80 ing Sbisterpok a very difficult and predpitona rock ;

(tj Gratab; (8) Snrfinib or Jnnaboi; (4) Kail-ab. On
the right bank of this stream, at some little distant above ito junction with the Kishan Gangs,

there Is a village called Kaslan, containing about fifteen houses. From this village Sharidi may be

reached by two paths ; the lower one by the Pori rocks is the shorter, but more difficult ; the

upper pau lim over the mountains by the small village of Nundan. This part of the journey

oocnpics two or three days. Bridges must be thrown across the Pulwide, Oratab^ Snrfrab, and

Kail streams, as they are not fordable.

The following information regnrdiug the path between Sharidi and the Kail stream was

obtained at the former place:—
L«*aving Sharidi it cresses the rope suspension bridge to the right bonk of the Kisimn Ganga

and passes the Sargan by a Jkadal bridge, and on by the liank of the river to 8«*ri (fit Aos), a small

villa^ surrounded uy a little cultivation ; it was fouiided about five years ago, aud now contains
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11. Laupavi (12,600 13 Th« plains of Donssi consist of about 680 smnrs
ft.) 130 miles of gently nndalating gronnfi, averaging at least

14,000 feet, snrroniidsd on all sides by mg^ moon-
tains 16,000 to 17,000 feet. ThsdralnagtcMapiog

throogb a goim fells Into the Drtk river above KIrkItvha.

a buM, nor the slightest sign of vrgetetion is to be seen ; whilst the sienna tints of the
weather-worn granite aorfaces, which pervade evei^ing, add to the extreme deai»lntion of the
scene. The plains are swampy and swarming with mosquitoes and nmnDQi%B0 other living

ersatores.

The road across those plains is very easy* hot is only free Aom deep enow ftma abont the mid*
die of Jnly till the end of September.

There are no inhabitants ; but grass, fuel, and water are obtainable at the halting-plaesiu

IS. UsABMAB (13,970 18 The road crosses wide plateaux, which are dry and
ft.) — 148 atony; and narrow rallies which have some little

pasture.

18. Kabpitv (7.636 16 Crom the Bnrji La, 16378. The descent at 6rst is

ft) 168 steep, over a roMh, stony slope; it then follows a ra-

vine. Beyond Cho^hn-mik (the great water eye or
spring) the road is good, and the descent steady, with

predpitons spurs of slate rock on either side ; bircM and junipers occur. Karpitu Is sitnatsd at
the end of this ravine. Vigne mentions a place called l>arw^ of Burji. He sa^re the dedle is. here
narrowed to a breadth of only 86 feet rreoipitous rocks of gneiss sm slate rise from each side
of i^ and between them is a strong wall of wood and stone which is loop-holed for mnsketiy, and
a hole about three feet high, sufficient, for the passage of the stream. At this, and every other
possible point^of attack, the Baltis with very little trouble can roll down stones ci great sis^, and

14. SBABDd . .• 3
I

Totai. .1 161
I
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BOVn Vo. 74.

SbIMMAB fO SuKPBEAB IH «HK SlMO VaLUT (BT PAMPtfl, Awlimptfll, OB
StfsaO, Tbai, AMO THB Mab Sab.)

Aulkoritiet.—'BkTMS (pbom matitb imfobmatiom).

u Mnu.

ToUI.

By good n«d» or by boot, Mt Itiueroiy of tbo Jht*

8 4 Wut.’^ikomit 2fp. 87.)

'Tbon if A rood from—
PAMPUB fo LUDDO.

Thi poBi iMTM tho ootb-SMl nd of 4ho town, ond psioss to tbs khisbokor» omotthv Uke, wbleh Is AIM
vltb wolor Aom tto JMwo. with whleh it oommanleotM bf o ehooool whidi flows btlwatn tot oorUk sod of tho
tows ODd tho Nond flohih Bdf^ l it thoo orooooo ovor tho Psmpdr or flODokrdnd (foldon boskot) wodor omM tho
ooAoDhtdo. Thio UhlsIoDd lo dr| ood boro, 0000 hero sod thors o oolltori tree ot lonir intorrolo. Thopoth thon
tofoo otaoot duo oool, pooolM In o roTlne. on tho right bond tho vlllofoo of Ddo (1 boor 10 mlnutoo) ond on tho
loll bond tho sidrot of 8olod Jofflr, which* Is onrronndod with trooo ond oneloM hr o mod woll. About 1| mllo
ftothor on tho oonoldomhio riUigo of Lnadn is rooohod Itotnl 1 hour W ininatoli), ohont i bbUoo. Tho pnth io

hootoL dry, ond lorol throngboot.
rano oro dtaotod ot tho foot of tho opnr n flow hondnd yordo to tho oonth of tho rlllogo.

rcom lioddd there is on oioollont rood oror tho toUo-lond to ths foot of tto mountoino to Lolj^dr, o rUloiO
Mthoiighthoakof tho Jhoinnii thodlotanoolooboottosiloo.

PAMPdBfoflHAB.

loorlng tho town ot Psmpdr tho poth Iloo throsgh tho Mond Bdgh, ond oeioso tho ploln ond rioo-floldo to

tho ooBoll^ogo of Cfln, 1 mllo, whonoo tto p^ liooo to Bslohoms, o Urge rllUgo on too edge of tho wodor,
1 BsUo, throngn which It dooconds, ond oltor possing sssoll rlllogo of Indms on right bond, rIoN oror low spur to
the rlllogo mWfsn, which llooot tto foot oitho mountoino, fl mlloo. Botwoon Wlon ond Krow, 1 milt, tho
poth lorothorotonyi it thon pooooo on In o oouth-oootorir dfrootion to flhor, 1 rolloi totol obout 6 mlloo.

Thio loo good, brood, dry poth throughout, cscoptwboro it lies tlirongb tto rleo*flsldo botwoon Psmpdr ond
Uflin. Thoro Io o more direct route through Kolnohol, hot tho rood Io oold not to bo oo good, lying olmoot
ontiitly thnmgh lioo^Mo. [Juno an.2

8. AwimvtfB .

B. TbIlb

plnin,wblohitcroMco , . ^ .

riling Intely fonnded by tho goreroor of Koohmfr, obortly nftor wbieb it doscetido into tlio volley

;

it then lieo throogh rice enltivnUon, nnd io raeiwlly roiwb nod wot, eroooing the otrenno (by n
omnll kednl bridge, or they mny be forded without dimenlty) jnot before renehing the villnge

of Nnodnl, leeving which the lidmt nnd epiing of 8nt Snind wiUi ite Inrge popinr treeo ii left ot

tone diitonee to the right, nnd the pnth oonttnaro no before through the rico-fieldo to the viilnge

of Belli. Trfll liee mther more toon n mile doe enot of thio villnge; the pnth lieo throogh the

riee*fleldi, nnd erooiing the otienm noerndo to the platcna on which Tiil otnndo. The tot^ dio-

tnnoe ii between 6 nnd 6 miteo. ^«e« 1879.1

On proceeding up the river to Todrue or surtu, 4 mllen, thne li nnether rend to Tfil.

Lenving Todrue or Hdred, which ic n connidemble villnflie eitunted on the right tonk of the

Jhdloin between BH BehdnLtnd Awdntipdr, tbe pnth liee in n oonth-eneterly direetioii through the

rice*fle1de to Thkki Bnl, whence it turne up tho vnllev in n north-enoterly direction bv tho foot cf

the Awdntipdr mnder to the villnge of Lnrmui the pn^ whleh ioemooth, brood nnd level, pntiee

on to tbe villnge of Woplewnn, tMu to AbiIo, nnd wen to Lnrrinr, which letter villuge ie eitunted

nt the north-eeet end of the wudor. The pnth then ciroeeee n pntcb cf rice culUvetion, nnd, etrik«

ing enothcr tnble*lnnd. pneeee nlong it between the villnge w Mir nnd lidmt of Shted JAArndiiii
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"— 18 0

6 0 Lenving Awdntipdr pntb followe bnee of the Wnetnr*
84 0 wnu mountnin in n eouth-enoterly direction for

nbout n mile tb the emnll villnge of Bd, ehortly

nfter lenving which it noeende to tbe high level

nn eneterly direetiou by n brood dry truck puooing through Chnk. n omnll

Dsoorlption, Ao.

Diovosce

Btigo or holttng>plooo.

Intormo-
dioio.

1. PAMPdB . 8 4



loutn m sashmIb amo ladIx.

No. 74<>^iittnued.

wliidi bMU OB tho edge of the ridge, from whence it peiiee on Co the Urge villngo of KbIU (b

cprlDg of wmter ehaded bj come fine chonor treee by the tide of the rood) ; the po^ then ueeiidB

and rroMOi the tebb-lend to the Urge vUlege of TiA SnppUee obnndBiiti eieellent wateri end
nmpb cpoee for encamping. Oood rood thfoughont. 0 miloe from ttdred.

Thiro b rood from-^

TbIl to SnirdBA bt trb Bh^omub Road.

LwTiair Tr41, the prinelpal vllUffs in the Wullar parsann. the road aaoenda by the elllagee of 8e«a, Manddr.
and Batot&r. by the Udlar TlllaM of LehiadJar. on the deeeent Into the Daohlnpara valley.

The^tMWlaObe. Ponleaeaatfaverae thfpath. C Fro» jmMm i^i^raMMee. J

4. A »»wevw ..7b Leaving Tril, the path proceeda In a iiortherlj dlfeo-
I 81 0 tinn throngh the flelda to the illago of Dewa ; it

then paeaee on Jnat above Dobwan (a apring and
threa honaaa ahadad by some traas), and throngh

rice-8eldai eroaeing aoveral branohea of the Arplial atreain to the villngo of Kuohmalla^ and
^

leaving Nader to the lef^ it proceeds through rice-fblda, rising slightly to the village of Lnrnm.
'

whence it contiuncs, as before, to the villngo of Lnmo, sitaatod on one of the main branches of the

AvpM stream, about 85 feet wide and two fret deep, flowing with a moderate currents it is

brid^ by two large ebbs of stone ; the path then passes on between the villages of Handnra to

the east and Pastniii to the west (from thb village there is a road to Pamp&r, crossing the ridge)

to below the village of Wargarh, whence it turns down through the rice cnltivation in the middle

of the valley, crossing tlie Lam stream (fordable) by a bridge, and leaving the village of i)ard«

gnndontbe left bank, it passes on up to Arphal. A sinnll village; some supplies; eicalbnt

water; and grass and shade for encamping. A good road, having a very slight rise.

The dbtanoe from Tsdrus or Awantipdr to Arphal can easily be accomplished in one march.

8, Kavobabbal • 4 0 Ijeaving Arphal. the path, which is smooth and almost
• .-I-... 85 0 h'vet. continues in a northerly direction op the val*

lev. passing close to the village of Kanagund.
whence it lies by the left bank of tho stream, with

slight rise, to the considerable village of Saturn, at the south end of which is a large sidrat sur*

ronndad by a stone wall. (From this village the rosids separate, one oid Zostdn continuing in a
northerly direction, the path by Narastdn turning up the valley to the east). Leaving Satnra,

path eraesas a small stream by (kanal) bridge, and keeping up the south side of the valley risee

gently to the small hamlet of Qutru, whence it rises through cultivation and beautiful forest,

crossing numerous rills aud branches of the Brarlangnn stream, and tho main stream by a (kanal)

just before reHciiing tlie hamlet of Narastdn, wiiich lii>a on the north side of the valley.

From Naraetdn the path turns up tlie valley of a small streiim flowing from the Saraibuii mouii-

taiu ; the ascent is more marked, but is not steep ; at about a mile from tho village, path erossea

the stream by a (kanal) bridge, and reaches the sntall camping ground called fCatichurbal. situated

ill a wooded glade on the right bank of the stream under the rocks/ Fuel and water plentiful

;

no supplies.

0«‘ GBOXlAir • 6 0 Leaving camp, the path turns np the spur to the— 41 0 west, and follows it in a northerly direction. The
ascent, which occupies about 85 minutes, is steep,

hot tho path is good ; it then lies along tho top of

the spur by tbe edge of the forest rather in a north-easterly direction, the ascent being leee

steep, to a shepherd's hut situated on ihe grassy aide of the hill. This place is known as Oiidala;

it lies a few hundred yards south of tho Hobal Pathar encamping ground. From this point there

are two paths, one oontinning north and joining the Zostdn and Nagbaran route ; the other turns

up the Korbat mountain in a north-easterly direction. Following the latter, the path makee a

long steep ascent to the Pansil Marg, a grassy plain lying between the rocky Saraibnn mountain

to the sonth-east, and the Barrinwat mountain on tbe north-west. The patli descends through the

grsesy marg, crossing the small stream wliich drains it, and lies along the cost side of the valley,

joining tbe path by SmUii and Nagbaran Marg, and continuing up the vniloy for about 8 milea to

the earoping gronnd of Ocokian, which ie situnM'iii a shcltcreil spot in the narrow grasay valley

on tber^ht bank of the Arrah atreain, here called the Mar Sar na/a. Juniper buslies furuiah the

c*Dly anp^y of fnel. Thermometer, 4 p.m., 7th July, 68* in sliade. Large Hooke of sheep are pas-

taped in the valley.

From the Ocokian eecamping ground there Is said to bs a good path loadingto PalgAm. seo Boat# Jfo. M la

Daehlnpara. From Ocokian It crosses the Ranadotch mountain, and possiog the Tsr Sar, follows the ooorse of the
etreaes which flowo from tho lake to Lldwarwst, at Its coudueneo with iht northern branch of tho Udar, whero
there are nsuallf some shepbcnis* huts, 6 Icom, From tJdarwsl to PalgAm tho path follows the conns of the
Lldar, passing about half wsy tho dosortid village of Aro, 7 Jres. The Kamadatch mountain Is stssp ; the rest of

this path Is arid to bs down an sasj slope.
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EoiU§ No. ooiicliided.

7. Jajimam • 6 0 The peth heeptOD the right bunk of the streun, end—— 47 0 riiee gndiudlj up the graiqr alley, which bende
towerdc the nortb-wealc The moantaina on both
aidea are steep and rocky, those to the wcat being

perpendlenlar hoary eliSb. (A little beyond the track leading orer the Ramadatch mountain to
the north-east to the Tar Bar, there ia another leading in the same direction over the Wainibing
Bamadatch ; tbia latter track appears to be very steep). Approaching the Mar Sar, which is

abont three miles distant from the Geokian camping gronnd, the alley is narrowed by a mass of
rock, called Thamtali paasing these rocks to the soutu-west, the path rises gradually to the lake^

eroaaingthe Arrah stream just after it iasoes from it. The stream is here email and can be forded,

bnt it soon increases in rolnme in its passage down the alley. After crossing the stream, the
path lies along the north-east side of the lake, over masses of Mnlders and snow (8th July), ascend-
ing the range to the north ; this ascent is steep, but not otherwise difflcnlt; the track is aearcely

distingaiahablob bnt the snminit of the pass is marked by two upright stones (probable elevation

about 14,000 feet). The descent on the north nde to the Chanaa 8ur is not so steep as the
ascent { the track lies along the west side of the lake, and a little Turther oi^.debouohes into the
JAlimi^, towards its western extremity. This camping ground is at a great elevation, and the
supply ^ juniper for fuel is exceedingly scanty. The total distanoe from the Geokian camp to
the Jajimarg is about 6 miles, and, when the show lies deep, takes laden coolies about 6 hours

;

latsr in the season it would be advisable to push on to the Sonanms Marg.

FTsm Jolimanr ther* It laid to be a pood path to LIdarwat i It makes a gradual deieent, following the count
of the stream and paaaing Saagom and Hamwas, two places smtabls for encamping | the distance is about 4 ko$.

8. SdVPHBAB • 9 0 The track lies in a westerly direction to the end of— - the mirg, passing a small tarn to the south-west.

(The name of this piece of water seems to be Sons
Total . . S6 O Sar, that above it, invisible from the level of the—

—

marg, Yem Sar, and that to the west, likewise invisi-

ble, Kern Sar). The track then leaves the Jajimarg bv the gorge to the north-west, dropping
down an abrupt, rocky descent to the Sonamas Marg, down which it passes towards its nortliem

extremity,where it crosses to the right bank of the stream, ascending for a short distance the

mountain towards the north, and dropping down through the forest along the side of the moun-
tain, and over the spur in a north-westerly direction to the village of Sdrphrar in the Sind valley.

Tte distanoe from the Jajimarg camp to Surplirar is probably about 9 miles, and it takes

coolies as man]f hours to traverse it.

This route is seldom or never used, and the track is not well defined. That part of the rood

between Trdl and the Mar Sar presents no difficulties, and is continually traversed by shepherds

with their flocks. The path by Narastdn, which has been described, is said to be preferable to

that by Zostdn, for the reason that it is less steep, less slippery, and not so long ; moreover, by
the latter route, the passage of the Arrah stream at Nagwran is often a matter of difllculty.

From the Mar Sar the track leads to the Jajimarg, from which place to the Sonamas Marg no
track exists. No pathway could be discovered leading from the Jajimarg to Surphrar in a
north-westerly direction. The track to the north, down, the Sonamas Marg, and above the right

bank of^ Kishegrar stream, is scarcely marked, and is only occasionally used by persons

collectlDg birch-bark. [Ja/y 1S72.]
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1. IfLAXABiB . 16 0 By good nod, bat genorollj bj boot
16 0

1. KABPdB 11 0 Hatoi cnMolownngo.
48 0

4. OdBAV • Id 0 l*MO Howbdg, Icoving whiob the path, which It

I 61 0 siiioitth and level, procecfls in o north-ea^rlj dirce>

tion op the volley; at obout a lu lo it paMei thnngh tlie hamlet of Tongwin, and on to Gadram*

man, and leaving the email villnga of Baumaitu to the weet. It paeies through Hainnuttu, which

llee at the foot of the mountalne forming the west side of tlie valley ; thence it contluace up the

valley, aud entert the forest to the west of Gdran.

6. IKIHUI . 18 0
I

The patli ascends gradually along the riglit bank of» 80 0 I the stroam, |*assing through several grassy glades,

I
and makiug a sliort descent to the Hadjilial stream,

I which is crossed by a tanul bridge. Alter entering

the foresty the valley contracts eonsidei ably, the mountain sides to the south being steep, clothed

with dfnse pine forest; on the north the bills arc less abrupt and more open, covered with grass

and rocks. After crossing the Hadjibal stream the rise becracs more dreided, but the path is no-

where steep or difficult.

The path asceude the spur, which is covered with scrub jungle, to above the limit of the foreet,

and then lies along iU grassy side; then becomes rocky, crocsing umch snow (lOCh Juno).

A few niwight stoucs mark the top of the Margin Para (elcvetioo 11,800 feet), the aaoent to which

ia caay and gradual throughout* and praetioahle for ponies. Having gained the top, the path,

which ia quite level for about Ik mile, lice through n narrow yoH, between the ateep aides of the

mountain Just before eommencing the descent; the remarkable peaks oalled Ndii and Kdn nre

over toe crests of the mountains forming tbs sast side of the Hard Wardwan valley.

Tlie descent is at 8rst very gradual along the left bank of the atream formed by the melting of

the allows on the pass; tlie patli then keeps above the stream along the bare, rocky side of the

monntain, crossing nomerons rills. The first iiidicaUons of forest on the descent, consisting of n
few birch trees, have reoeived the name of Miran-kUBnrwis, n legend relating that tb^ were pro*

dneed by a blow from the staff of a holy man of that name. A little farther on, the path de-

scends tnroogb a patch of pine forest called Psk Mik, and lo rather steep; but for the rest of the

way it lies almost continuonsly along tbo side of the ban precipitous mountain high above

the torront whieh rolls down the bottom of the valley ; in some places it is roekv, narrow, and

Iteep, but for the most part the deseent is gradual ; tbo path strikes the Hard Wardwan valley

above the villages of Batd on the right bank uf the river and Wardwan on the left bank ; it thence

descends abruptly the face of the hill, crossing the Mard Wardwan river just below the villsgt of

Inahiii. The kwdal bridge, which ie now in rather riekety condition, mroeuree about 80 feet

between the pieie. The camping gronnd st Inihin ie at the eontb-wmt eorner of the villagSb

eheded by am itunted tNCi. SuppUee cannot be depenM upon.

A villego of abont twenty booeea bnilt of wood; a
00 0 small dilapidated nnd fort oommands the village;

no supplies.
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loont n kawmIb a«d uoIk.

XoKte No. 7'5—oontiiuird.

liMYing Bumui, the road ii level for lome dieUnce
along the rig^t bank of the river; it then eroMeatothe
left hank, poMliig beneath the village of Onmbar
(ten honeea). and on through Rikinwaa (flvo honiMa),

CTOPaingback to- the right bank before reaching Saknie (eight hooaea); noanpplica obtainable i road
level all the way.

Road level, following the right bank of the river; at
Hannadnln the river le croeaod to the left bank by a
double {kanatj bridge; it le not fordablewhen anovra

aro melting. There are no habitationa at thia plaea^
but biroh and pine wood ia obtainable. Camping ground ia on the right bank of the river.

9. Pajahoi 10 0 Cr^ to left bank of river by bridge
;
gradual aaoent

120 0 with occaaional deacenta; road good. At Fajahoi
there ia a large rock capable of aheltering forty men.
A ko9 to- the weat of the encamping ground the

remaina of an old fort are pamod ; it ia called Hainpet, and atanda oppoalte the confluence of the
Orobaga Nai stream, which flows into the Uhut Khol at the Wiahni Wuj.

lOi; KaIVTAL . . 14 0 The path is pretty level following the river-bank.
— — "

' 134 0 Tlio camping ground of Kaintal is a small plain on the
Kang Marg, situated on the left bank of the river

below the Saga nountains (Saga in Kashmiri signifies

** perpetual snow **). About half-way between Pajalioi and Kaintal the Koiindg is passed, from
near which the path to Sdrii by the Kwaj Kur Panjdl (described bdow) branches off. At Kaintal

the birch tree ia found, and fuel is obtainable.

II, Jalaboi MaidAv 22 0 This is a very long march, crossing the Dhiit Khob—^ 166 0 Pass (elevation 14,870 feet), 8 ko§ of ascent and 6 of
descent. There is a small spot on the top of the pass
usually clear of snow, where, in fine weather, travellers

sometimes encamp; but as no wood or fuel of any description is obtainable, cooked provisions must
be carried on this stage*

Jaliihoi Msiddn is merely a halting-place; there are no habitations, ani wood is not procur-

able; water from a stream.

IS. Sdafl • . 17 0 I
The path descends gradually, crossing the Dunnor

178 0
j
river about 2 koa from Jalalioi Maiddn. The river ii

! fordable, running in several channels. A fort here
' built by the Dogras in 1834.

Drew gives the marches from Inshin thus

Suknis
Dninhoi . . . • •

Moskolu
Camp .....
Sdrd

Kwi^ Kur Route.

10. Hobbb KnOL ... Tills route leaves that above described near the Kon*
127 0 ndg between Pajahoi and Kaintal.

The Konndg is 4 kos from Pajahoi; leaving tlie

Konndg the path ascends the lluban mountain to

Morse Khol ; it is stoop. The Morse Kbol camping ground is a sunill plain ; some bushes furnish

a scanty supply of fuel.

11. GaVDAIT Mab . 17 0 The path ascends to Sokhihoi (in Kashmiri, ** the

144 0 sandy place **) or to Kailhoi (the haunt of ibex) ;
stn*ain

2 iK»r, and then lies up the hod of the stream 4 koa to

tlic summit of the Kwaj Kur Pnnjnl ; it is then level,

or with a gradual descent for 2 koai it then passes between the Wasxal Uekhu peaks ou

16 miles.

9 ..

12 ,.

12 ..

10 .,

8. Habmadvlo 10 0
110 0
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B0UTI8 IH KABHHfft AND LA^K.

RouU No. 75—ooneludad.

tiUier tide of tho peth, md mtket t ttoop dowoat to Oandan littvl Ami Itee are no habilalioos

or wood; a lltllo bniahwood any bb bbtolaod.

1A Domnn • • ,
8 4 Tin dneeat to tbo Daaaor rim. wlnro thb path

I
151 4 njoiat the Baag Xarg roatof it tto^ aad roogh.

ToSfod . . 18 4

T6tal • . ... 166 0
•

Thaie rontei arc atoally opea ftom Jaao aatll Norambcr ; from aboat ibo cad of Jalj or tba
beglaniag of Aagoat, that bj the Itang Maig^ aiora eontrally kaowa at the Saga rooto, it abaa-

doiMd in favour of the Kwaj Kur Panj4l road, for tbo rtaton thati at the tammer advancct^ the
tnow which bridget the Bhnt Kbol atieam geU rotten and breakt Into holee. The KwaJ Kar lonto

It tho Rteepeet.

s A oontidorable namber of poaloi art taken anaaally from Mam Wardwan for tale In 84rd»
ataally by tho Kwaj Kar pate; they matt be led, at neithor of the loadt art praetloable for laden
UnfinWla,

The traffic on thceeroode it inoontlderable, bat for each oommodltiet at are intended for markete
oontli of the Banihil Ptoi, tlicy are more direct Uian the high rood by Didt, and even in the cate

of goodt intended for Srinagar, there it the advantage of water carriage from Itlamabdd.

It la probable that the oaatomt datioa levied on theao roada are mnch lighter than on that by
Drdt, and thia doabtleaa attrocta tome little traffic. [From aolaoe Ufofrmaiiau,\^(Bai€$.)

Tbivoi to Lfo Village left bank Sdrd at jnnefion of Makpofha from
Tnoa— weat ; anpplioa and aheep procnrable. A path leada by

18. Savku • . 18 0 the banka of Nal^hn paat Omba village, and aoroat
- " 191 0 the Omba La to Dfda. Aaoentdiiicnlt; deaeenteaqr.

Karttib tl>€ capital of the diatric^ liea oppoaite Sanku at Jmietlon of the Falnmba Chn.

lA Camp • • 18 0
804 0

lA KlBOiL • •18 0 Bead along Sfird valley.
"

, 117 0 From Kiahtwlr to Kargil the road la not dtfor laden
aaimala ; bat a horae may be led. Cloaed for aboat 6
montba^anow in Shot Kbol Paaa. So$ MomU Jfo.7i,

yVom Kargil to Drdt, and Souio Ko, 70, Kargil to Mariakska,

88. Uo . • 180 0
I

Sto^tojre.71.

Total 887 0
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INDEX TO ROUTES.

Mo. of
Boolt.

From To By Aulliurity. Btft.

1 AbbiittAlNid

.

Hdiijt Oglii and Chilas 875

AbbottiibAd

.

Cbiliit • MoxiifiiralAl, Shiiritli, and
K'tiikniuri Hivcr.

875

t Abbottttb4«l

.

Gdrait . Kiali:in (Sangn V^allcy
,

Hatoa-Montgomery. 876

4 AbbottMl)8(l

.

Sriniigar . . Moxufiirabiid aiid UAramdln Siword • 884

6 Abboiiabdd

.

Sriiingar . Moziifarabdd nud Snpdr 886

»(•) AH Mnlik
MnrhiCDeosai)

Khiriin

(Aftor).

Village A limed Ali KhAn. 89]

6 Astor Hiliiar Middnli'h . . 891

7 A«tor Hondu liiddulpk . • 892

6 Attor Skanlu 8 93

9 Kan(lip4r« . Gilgit KamrC Phm Harrow . . 893

•(•) Burxil Kutlif SkiirdA Ahmad A If KliAn. 898

10 Dalhotttie . Leh Clminba, GulAbgarb, and
Lamayuru.

899

906

m») §1 sknnlA Sbigar .... Ahmad Alf KhAn. 906

11 Darliaiul Hdiijf Tlie Indaa • The Mulla . 909

IS DbarmiAIn . Srinagar Cliamha and BadrawAr 912

18 Gilgit DAr81 Cboiicliar Past . H.iyward, Tanner,
Harrow.

914

14 Oilgit Gakdeh Harrow 913

18 Gilgit Hfinxa Harrow 916

16 Oilgit linit Cherkala Biddulph 918

Gilgit Kaisliinir 918

16 Gilgit Nugnr HiiyWMrd—Oiddulpb 919

Gilgit Mngar Ahmad All KliAn . 919
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K0UTB8 IK KAtHlifR AKD LAdIk.

LIST or ROUTBS-^oiKismA

Wnm To By Authority. Phfe.

19 Gilgit Skardd

10 Qujr^t SriiiAgHr . Baramnli,Chota Gali Pas^
and Kaebgal River.

11 QujiAt Srinngar . Bhimbar and P(r Paujil . 924

22 Gujr4t SrinAgnr . Rdjaort Pdnch and HAji
Pir Paea.

928

13 06r«U Aator Bdrzil Pate • Manifold 931

24 Guirdatpdr . Srinagar . Patb£nk5t» KiabtirAr, and
BlarUl Paea.

931

25 OiirdMpdr . Srinagar . • PatldinkAt, BadrawAr, Brari
BalPaaa.

937

26(a) Hitpnr Nagar . Vid Nagar river • Ahmad All KhAn 942

Hunsa Chalt . Ahmad Al( KliAn. 942

26 Iflamab^d . Amrtiith A Baltal

27 Iflauiab4(l . BiiriiniOli . Bjf ioai

2S Iitiiinabld . Iii«hin • Rial PAwaa Paaa •

29 IslAUinbLi . Petgdm . Nowbdg and Hoksar Fkas

.

30 JiM'lain Srinagar . Pdncli and Ori . . 956

31 K4gli&n Qilgit Barrow, from native
information.

961

32 Kislitw4r Insbin PetgAm .... 962

33 Kishtwir . Noarbug . ChingAro Paaa. 962

31 L4h Gar 963

35 L4b . Nob TankaA .... 065

36 L4h . Plan Digar and Shyok lliver
1

966

17 L4h . Sbihddto . Saaeriind Karakoram Paaaea 968

38 Uh . SUhddla . Tlie Sbyok and Karako-
ram.

971

39 L4h . Sbdbddla . Chang Cbenmo 973

40 L4h . ShAbddU . Do. (Eaaiem Variation) . 979

41 Uh . Skardd Cborbat and KliapAlu 982

42 Uh . . Skardd • • By the ludoa (winter route) 983
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BOOTIS Ur KASHMfk AMO LAoXx.

LIST OF ROUTKS—a««M»Mii.

M Vrom To Bf Authority. Pact.

4S Marf Pducb ... 984

44 M«i( Srinagar Knliiila, Baramdla

;

Salar-ka-Dhar Paaa
alao Patoa, Montgomerie,

Drew.
985

44(a) MaH Srinagar Kohila, Barainula . . Grant • •
990

44(6) Xapar HUpar Ahmad AlC KliAn . 991

44(«) Nagar Huiixa Ahmad Alt Kbiit . 992

46 Nagar Skai-du Hispar Past • . 993

46 iloudu Aator Biddulpli . 993

47 Uoniiu Skardd Biddulph 994

48 SliiiriiU Cliiliii Kutitakdori Paaa - Bates, Montgomerie, 994

49 Shupion Uaramula Clirdr itnd Gulmarg . • Bates 995

60 Siiilkdt Srinagiir Akiiur, Biidil Paaa . • Bates, Montgomerie,
Drew, Allgood.

997

61 Sialk6t • Sriiiiipar Akiidr, Bnjaori Bates, Montgomerie,
Boberts, Drew.

1000

62 Siulkdt Sriiingur Biiuihal Paaa . • • Bates, Montgomerie,
Uoberls, Drew.

1001

02(a) Sialkot SriiiHgiir Bunilial Pitaa . . Youngbusband 1006

63 Sialkdt Srinagar Jiilalpur, Bliimbiir

Uajaori.
and lOO:

64 Sialkot Srinagar jAinu» Chiiioni, KiahtwAr . 1006

56 Sialkot • Srinagar Jamd, GnULbgarh • 1011

66 Simla • Uli.
Mulu tmd jLanoul

1013

67 Simla • Jamgx lOU

Simla u\i SarliMn, 8pi(i» Lahoal»
ZaiiakAr.

••• 1021

Q Simla Srinagar Kotgarli, Rotang Pua, and
Kialitwir.

1024

Skanld Aator Baiiok Paaa . Vigno . 1021

B Skardd Aator Alnmpi Paaa • • Drew, Godwin-Aus-
ten.

1031

Skiinlu Aaior Ahmad AU Xh4n. 1031
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loons II KASBllil SID lsdXi.

LIST OF BOtfTIS—

SSi£ Wnm To By Antherlty. Tbio.

wn 8kHd& BilAfan Pam ••• ••• Abmad AU Kbdo .
1034

61 SkwdA Otlgit Hayward, Drew,
Bruokib Tboinp-

1036

8011.

6S 8k«rdd Nagmr HiapAT PkM • Saward, Godwin-
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Abadan. 161
Abbotabad. 875, 876.
Abbott* Captain, 6
Abdali, Ahmed Shah
Abdiilond, 161
Abid, 161
Ac:«cia, 42
Achamal, 161
Achar* 161
Achibal. 125. 16!
Achinathang, 162
Achiir. 162
Achurbal. 163
Adnmabad, 163
Addai. 163
Addidak, 163
A^^ministration, 118
Adur, 163
AtTrayda, 163
Afghanistan. 126
Afilh, 163
Agar, 164
Agham. 164
Aha Tung, 164
Ahm.td Shah, 126
Aik river. 164
Aitchison, Dr. 82
Ajanabad, 164
Ajimgarh, 164
Ajjus, 165
Akhal. 165
Aknur. 165
Aksai Chin. 10, 166
Aktagh, 166
Alchi, 166
Alchuri. 166

INDEX

Aliabad. 166
884, 886 Aliabad Sarai, 166

Alder. 42
. 126 All Malik Marhi, 891

Alimalik Marri. 898
Alibransa pass. 1#»7

Alikor. 167
Alser. 167
Alsu, 167
Alsoa See Alsu
Alumpi La. 167
Amarnath, 1 1 . 168. 944
Amrawati. 168
Amrgarh, 168
Anaikot, 169
Anar, 169
Anal Nag. 170
Anchar, 11. 170
Andra, 170
Animals, 94
Ans, 170
Anthokar See Khurmang
Aora, 171
Apple, 48
Apricot, 47
Ara, 170
Arabul, 171
Aramura. 172
Arampura See Kulangam
Arandu, 172
Arat, 172
Arats. 172
Ardwin. 172
Archan. 172
Arigam, 172
Arihel. 173
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Aripanthan, 173
Arms fiictorks, 22
Amas, 173
Ant, 173
Aipat, 173
Arphal, 173
Art, 174
Arrah, 174
Arway, 174
Aryan. 23
Ash, 42
Ashar, 174
Adidari. 173
Askot, 173
Askorle, 173
Aao, 173
Astan Marg, 173
Astor. 3, 11, 13,27, 175, 891,

931. 1030, 1031
Astor river, 13
Atholi. 179
Athur, 179
Ating, 902
Atooli See Atholi
Atssn Nambal, 11
Atsun, 179
Atta bagh, 179
Atwat, 179
Aurangzeb. 123
Awantipur, 179
Awatkula, 180

Ba’ba* Han'af—U-Din, 182
Baba Kain-U-Din, 182
Baba Khipura, 182
Baba Marishi, 182
Babor, 182, 183
Badar, 183
Baderakal, 183
Badjaran. 183
Badkhol, 183
Badran, 183
Badratrar, 183, 183, 933
Ba8h. 187
Baghobal, 187
Bagjani, 901
Bagni. 187
Bagrat, 187
Bagu, 188
Bahadur Shah, 125
Bahadurkot, 188
Bailah, 188
Bailheran, 188
Baindi, 188
Baiparan, 189
Bajra, 02
Bakal.189

Bakthaor, 189, 882
Bal, 189
Baladori, 189
Balagtan, 190
Balahama, 190
Balar, 190
Balawar, 190
Baltal, 191
Baltal Kotal See Zojila
Baltis, 23. 194
Baltistan. 3, 3, 15, 191
Balti-Brangsa, 199
Balti-Pulu, 199
Baltoro, 199
Bamay, 199
Bambas, 199
Bambu, 44

892, Bamunu, 199
Banagund, 200
Bandakot, 200
Bandapur, 200
Bandarkut, 200
Bandergond, 200
Bandi, 200, 201
Bandinar See Bandi
Bandipura, 201, 893
Bandor, 201
Bandral, 201
Bandralta, 201
Bandu, 202
Bandusar, 202
Bangas. 202
Bangil, 202
Bangla, 202, 894
Bani, 202, 934
Bania, 203
Banihal, 203, 204
Banjil, 203
Bankroar, 205
Banmattu, 203
Banmula, 203
Bannialpura, 205
Banok La, 205
Banskor, 205
Banyan, 44
Banyir, 203
Bao Fort, 206
Bapumri^i, 206
Bara. 207
Tanskir See Bara
Baraehar, 207
Bara Lacha pass, 8, 9, 207
Barai pass, 207
Baramgala, 207
Baramula. 10, 208, 885, 945
Baran, 209, 876
Barani, 210
Barar, 30
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Barasingv 96
Bard-Ar» 210
Bardhar pass See Bard-Ar^
Barerel, 210
Bargm, 210
Bargu. 210
Bari, 210
Bariben pass, 210
Barigah pass, 210
Barisil, 211
Barmas,"21

1

Barral, 211
Barsala, 21

1

Barshala, 21

1

Bartso, 211
Barwhie, 211
Bas, 212
Basant Pachmi, 212
Basantha river, 212
Basaoli, 212
Basgo, 214
Basha, 214, 215
Basho, 216
Basin, 216
Basman, 216
Basti, 216
Bata, 217
Batai, 217
Batalkot, 217
Batapura, 217
Batgund, 218
Batiyan, 218
Batmalu, 218
Datoli, 218
Batpura, 218, 219
Battergan, 219
Batu, 219
Bawan, 219
Bawanji See Bunji
Bayli, 220
Beakan, 220
Bears, 95
Beas, 88
Behat, 220
Bei Nala, 220
Beja, 220
Bela, 220
Bellew, Mr, 15
Belliasa, 662
Beloh, 220
Bern, 220
Beraru, 221
Berberry, 44
Bernier, 125
Bhachcha, 221
Bhadarkashi, 221
Bhaflarwah See Badrawar
Bh ia, 221

Bhaniyar 221
Bhao See Shummal Lungpa
Bhara, 221
Bhatkot, 222
Bhaumajo See Bhumju
Bhedri Ka Gali, 222
Bhimbar, 222
Bhimbar Gali, 222
Bhot Kol, 222
Bhot Kol Pass, 223
Bhots, 10
Bhugmur, 223
Bhumju, 223
Bhup Singh Pari, 223
Bhurtpura, 223
Bhutna, 223, 224
Biafo, 225
Biaho, 225
Biano, 225
Biarun, 225
Bichlari, 226
Biddulph, Major, 21
Bien, 226 .

Bifliaj, 226
Bihu, 226
Bij-Behara, 226
Bilafun Pass, 1034
Bilaur, 228
Bilergu, 228
Billata, 229
Bimman, 12
Bin Kad, 229
Birch, 42
Birds, 101
Biregati, 229
Birok La, 229
Biru, 229
Birwa, 229
Bish La, 229
Bisil, 230
Bitarh, 230
Black Range See Kali Thar
Black Water See Nakpo-Chu
Bo, 230
Boats, 12
Bobal, 230
Bobernag, 230
Boghdan, 230
Bolor, 231
Boogan, 231
Boorphrar, 231
Bor, 231
Borkan, 231
Borrogam, 232
Boru, 232
Bose, 232
Boundaries, 3
Bradarwani, 26
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Brahmaputra, 10
Bragar, 232
Brakchang, 233
Braldu. 233. 234
Brama, 234
Brangza See Balti-Brangsa
Brangsa Saser, 23S
Branyen, 235
Brar, 235
Brariangan, 235
Brari Bal, 235
BrarinambaK 236
Bridges, 13. 14
Brimbar, 236
Bring. 12, 236
Bringhin, 237
Bringhin-Lannor, 237
Brinnar, 237
Brint, 237
Briound, 237
Britz See Barisil

Brok See Drok
Brokpas, 237
Brokpa-Magjo-TaDdal, 242
Bror, 242
Bubar, 242
Buddhists, 25
Budil, 242
Budkul, 243
Budurmunu, 243
Bugra, 243
Buillunder, 243
Bulachi, 243
Bulakchi, 243
Bujwas. 901
Bulak-I-Murghai, 243
Bulda, 244
Buli, 244
Bu!lan, 244
Bumzu See Bhumju
Bunar, 891
Bundar Pass, 244
Bungla Bui, 244
Bunji, 244
Buran, 245
Buranambal, 246
Burchathang, 246
Burji La, 246
Burnai, 246
Burni, 246
Burphrar, 246
Burtsi, 246
Buru, 247
Burzil, 247
Bunji, 875, 909
Burawai, 881
Burzil Kothi, 898
Butwor, 248

Byicha, 248

Camp, 881

Car.le, 85
Cayley’s Pass, 249
Celtis, 44
Chachata, 249
Chack. 249
Chadartash, 249
Chagia, 249
ChaUl. 250
Cham St r Tsin
Chaingz, 881

Chajosh Jilga, 250
Chak, 250
Chak. Kaji, 123
Chak, Shams-V-Din, 123

Chalk, 30
Chakarkot. 250
Chakoti, 250
Chakr, 250
Chakr Talao Camp, 250
Chaksang Ste Tsakshang
Chaliskot See Saliskot

Chalna, 251

Chalt, 251
Chamba,4, 11,907
Chamba border, 6
Chamkot, 251

Chammerian, 251

Chamogah, 251
Champas, 25, 251
Champura, 252
Chamshan, 252
Chanagund, 252
Chanda, 252, 253
Chandak, 253
Chandal, 253
Chandanwas, 253
Chandargund, 253
Chandar Sar, 253
Chandimar, 254
Chandnian, 254
Chandra Bhaga, 254
Chang, 254
Changan, 254
Changas, 255
Chang Burma, 255
Changchenmo Valley, 255
Chang La, 256
Changehenmo Valley, 5
Changtung, 257
Changlung Burma Pass, 257
Changlung Pangtung Pass, 257
Changlung Yoknia See Cayley Pass
Changtash See Kumdan
Chaagthan Plains, 258
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Chang!hang See Reng
Chan la See Zangta
Chanote, 258
Chanpura, 259
Chanthan, 259
Chaomuk, 259
Chaprot, 259
Charak, 260
Charasa, 260
Charat, 260
Charchar Pass, 260
Chargali, 260
Charkang, 261
Charlung See Changlung
Chashma Shahi, 26*

Chatar, 261
Chatardhar, 261
Chatargarh, 261
C-iatero, 261
Chati See Satti

Chatsabal, 262
Cfiauki Chora, 262
C^iechian, 262
Cheiyer, 262
Chejwa, 262
Ctielang Labho Pass, 262
Chenab, 14, 262
Chengleng See Changlung
Cher Kala, 266
Cherry, 47
Chestnut, 42
Chhorten, 267
Chi ball, 26
Chibhal, 267
Chibhali dialects, 27
Chibhalis. 25, 267
C libra Camp, 268
Chibra Mangkang See Monkang
Chika, 268
Chikar,268
Chiktan, 269
Chil, 269
Chila, 269
Chilas, 269
Chiling, 269
Chiling Chu See Zanskar River
Chilung Pass, 269
Chimchak, 270
Chimre, 270
Ghimray, 270
China, 120
Chineni, 270
Chingas See Changes
Chingram, 270
Chinjiart, 270
Chipchuck, 270
Chiri See Itowar
Chishot, 271

Chitta Pani, 271
Chitiar, 271
Chitti Nadi, 271

Chittingul, 271

Chiuli, 271

Choan, 272
Choh-i-Pant, 45
Chodra See Sadura
Chogal. 272. 889
Choi, 273
Chokial, 273
Chonchar Pass, 273
Chonglung See Changlung
Chongtash See Kumdan
Chongo, 273
Chongra, 274
Chongiash See Changtash
Chorbat, 274
Chorbat Pass, 275
Chota Ali. 276
Choutra, 276
Chowgali, 877
Chrar, 276
Chrat, 277
Chuar, 277
Chuchli, 277
Chugam, 278
Chujkot, 278
Chulanka, 278
Chulung See Chulanka
Chumathkng, 278
Chumur. 278
Chumurti, 278
Chun, 278
Chunar, 41
Chunga, 278
Chung Jungle, 278
Chunglang Pass See Changlung

Pangtung Pass
Chungtas See Changtash
Churit, 279
Churka, 279
Chur Nags, 275
Churten See Chhorten
Chushot See Shushot
Chushul See Shushal
Chutrun, 279
City lake See Dal lake
Clay, 30
Climate, 14
Coal, 31

Communications, Roads, 15, 17, 19;
Water, 16; Postal, 17; Railways,
.19; Telegraph, 20

Compas La See Dera Kompas
Copper, 28
Crystal, 32
Cultivation, 3?
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Cunningliain, Captain A, 4, 14

Currant, S2
Cnrrenqr. 159
Cypress, 40

Dabigarh, 280
Dachin, 280
Dachinpara, 280
Dachkat, 280, 896
Dachung, 280
Dagar, 281
Daghoni, 906
Dagli, 281 .

Dogs, 90
Dah, 281
Dah, dialect of, 27
Dahn-l-Murghai, 281

Daigwar, 281
Dainam Sar, 281
Dainkmarg, 281

Dainyur, 281
Dairamun, 282
Dakar. 282
Dakinkoi, 282
Dal lake, 11. 282
Dalhousie, 899, 907
Dali Nar, 282
Dalw«ch,282
Damot, 282
Damsanib, 283
Dana, 283
Danda. 283
Dandi, 283
Danga, 283
Dangerpur, 283
Dangerwari, 283
Danna, 284
Danni, 284
Dansai, 284
Dansu, 284
Daolat—Begoldi, 284
Dar. 285
Dara, 285
Dards, 25
Dardpura, 285
Date!, 914
Darb.285
Darhal, 285
Darband,909
Darot. 896
Darpora, 285
Darral, 285
Darral, 878
Das, 286
Dashkin, 286, 895
Daaonid,286
Daaut, 286

Date-palm, 45
Daud, 908
Dawaren, 287
Debring, 287
Deloga. 287
Demo-Chu, 287
Demul, 287
Deobani. 287
Deodar, 37
Deogol, 287
Deoru, 287
Deosai, 10, 288
Deosai plateau, 78
Deo Mir See Nanga Parbat
Deosar, 289
Dera Kompas Camp. 289
Dera Kompas Pass, 289
Derpet. 298
Deskit. 289
Dewa, 290
Dewar, 290
Dewaspura, 290
Dhanni, 290
Dharmsal, 290
Dharmsala. 290, 291, 912
Dharot, 291
Dhian Singh, 132
Dhiangarh, 291
Dhiyar. 291
Dhup, 56
Dialagam, 291
Dibla Shergol, 291
Dubsa Sertkol See Dibla Shergol
Diduf Nag, 292
Digar, 292
Digar La, 292
Digdhol, 292
Dildar, 292
Dillon-Ka-Ghat..292
Dinangar, 931
Dingla, 293
Dinyer, 293
Diosur, 293
Dipsang, 10
Dipsang Plain, 293
Dirla, 293
Dit Chal, 294
Diyamir, 294
Do, 294
Dobwan, 294
Doda,294
Dodar Cali, 296
Dodla, 296
Dodwagan, 296
Dogoro, 296
Dogras, 25. 296
Doari,26.27,297
Dolan, 896
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Ddk.298
Dpko Dhibiie, 298
Domaila, 875
Domel, 298
Don Zho, 298
Dongan, 298
Dong'Aylak. 298
Dong-Lung See Dachung
Dopatta. 298
Dora, 299
Dorgu, 299
Dorikun, 299
Dou-U, 299
Dowal, 300
Dowani, 300
Drabble, 300
Drabganu, 300
Dragari Thar, 300
Drang, 300
Dranga, 301
Drangiari, 301
Drangiari, 888
Drar, 301
Dras, 27, 301
Dras river. 13, 303
Dras Village, 303
Drawer, 304
Drawey, 306
Drayna, 306
Dredja, 306
Drew, Mr. S, 9. 26
Drigam, 306
Dringla, 306
Drin^, 306
Drobmarg, 306
Drogjun. 307
Drogmal. 307
Drok, 307
Drudu. 307
Drungli, 307
Dubgao, 307
Dubji, 307
Dudar Kad, 308
Dudgay, 308
Dudh Oanga, 12, 308
Dudi, 882
Dudnial, 308, 879
Dudschumag, 309
Dugra, 309
Duian, 309
Duiyan See Duian
Dulai, 309
Dulial, 6
Duliputa, 309
Duma], 310
Dumba, 310
Dumkhar, 310
Dums, 310

Dundal, 311
Dunga, 311
Dunglung See Shinglung
Dungthiu, 311
Dur, 311
Durgu, 311
Durgukh Village See Durgu
Duru, 311
Dus, 311
Dusu 312
Dworian, 312

Eagle’s Nest See Lokbzung
East India Company, 3
Egu, 313
Eidgah, 313
Eishmakan, 313
Ekekka, 313
Elaagnus Conferta, 43
Elchi Diwan See Yangi Diwan
Elias, Mr Ney, S, 19
mm, 40
Erin, 313
Ethnography, 23
Euphorbia, 43

Parka, 314
Farriabadi, 314
Fatehpur, 314
Patipur, 314
Fatoksir, 904
Finance, 20
Firok Sher. 125
Firozpur, 314
Firs. 39
Fish 99
Fishaltang, 314
Foljo, 315
Forests. 33
Forts. 155
Potash, 315
Pothergilla involvcrate, 45
Fotu La. 315
Fowls, 88
Fruits, 45
Fbltoki, 315
Fungi, 56
Futtoksir, 315

Oabis See Oavis
Oabra, 317
Oaddi, 317
Oadenwar, 317
Gaditar, 317
Oadramman, 318
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Oadsar, 318
Oadwain. 318
Gagachipatar, 334
Oagai, 318
Gagai Pass, 319
Gagangir, 319
Gagribal, 3i9
Gagrin, 319, 320
Gainge, 320
Gajpat, 320
Gakkars, 320
Gakuch, 320, 915
Galoti Oali, 321

Gambah 321
Gamot, 321
Gandarbal, 321
Gandarbal Nag, 1

1

Ganeshbal, 321
Oangani, 322
Gangarbal Nag, 322
Gangna, 322
Gangri range, 10, 11

Ganhot. 322
Ganiki, 322
Ganles, 322
Ginglis See Ganles
Ganmara, 322
Ganse Tso, 323
Ganse La, 323
Ganskiel-La See LaGanskiel, 551

Ganskiel Pass, 323
Ganok, 323
Ganto La, 323
Oar, 963
Garepura, 324
Garhi, 876, 884
Garhi See Gharl
Garkon, 324
Garnets, 32
Garo], 324
Garrewel, 324
Garsir, 324
Garta, 324
Gat, 325
Gata, 325
Gattala Ferry, 325
Gavis. 325
Gay, 325
Gehul Tobiikpa, 326
Gesharf, 882
Ghandos, 326
Ghari, 326
Ghund, 326
Gilgit, 3, 15, 137, 893, 897. 914, 915
Gilgit District, 328
Gilgit Fort and Village, 326
Gilgit river, 14
Ginger, 332

Gingl, 332, 885
Giongpi, 333
GIrdlestone, Mr, 15, 18
Oishat, 333
Gni See Ni
Gnishchu See Nischu
Goas, 333
Goats, 88
Godhai, 333
Gogalmarg, 334
Gogisar, 334
Gogra, 334
Goguldar, 334
Gohan, 334
Gohilpur. 334
Gohun, 334
Gojipatri, 335
Gol 335
Gold, 29
Golpur. 335
Goma Hanu See Hanu
0( ma Skardu, 335
Gon, 335
Gondali, 335
Gong La See Kiung Gangla
Gongta La See Kongta La
Gontai La See Kongta La
Gonh, 335
Gonpa, 336
GontS(\ 336
Gorithal, 336
C^sban, 336
Gotala, 336
Gowra, 902
Gowran, 336
Goyongo, 337
Grains, 57
Grati Nar, 337
Gratinura, 337
Grim, 337
Guava, 50
Guggean, 337
Gujiara, 338
Gujrind, 338
Gulab Bagh, 339
Gulab Singh, Maharaja, 132, 133

Gulabgarh, 339
Guiabpur, 339
Gulabashem, 339
Gulabasher See Gulabashem
Gulla Shcikh-Ki-Gund, 340
Gulmarg, 10, 340
Gulmnii. 341
Gulpur, 342
Gujiat, 922, 924, 928
Guluwans. 342
Gumbal, 342
Gumbar, 342
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Ounapura, 342
Ounber, 342
Ound, 342
Oundarpur, 342
Oundbal. 343
Oundi. 343
Oundial See Drag
Oundihashibat, 343
Ound-I'Sar Singh, 343
Oundpura, 343
Gunle, 343
Ounsar Nag, 344
Oupakar, 344
Our, 344
Ourai, 893
Ourais, 27, 344, 876, 883, 894, 931
Ourais Fort, 346
Ourdaspur, 931, 937
Ourikot, 347, 895
Ourju, 347
Ouijur See Ourju
Ournar, 347
Ourpur, 348
Ourukot, 348
Ousanaji Teng. 348
Outalgund, 348
Outlibagh, 348
Outru. 348
Owalt, 348
Oya, 348
Oya peak, S
Oya Station, 348
Oya Stream, 349
Oyang, 349
<^apthang See Oapshan
Oyen, 349
Oyik, 349
Oypsum, 30

Hadipura, 350
Hadjibal, 350
Hahagam, 350*

Haidar, Mirza, 123
Haiiewanyen. 350
Hairibal Ki Oali, 350
Hairmuttu, 350
Hajah, 350
Hajinar, 350.888
Haji Pir, 351
HakliUi, 351
Hal, 351
Halakwar, 351
Halamol, 351
Halan, 351, 352
Halkan Oali, 352
Halmathan, 352

Halu, 351
Haluni, 352
Halwagan, 352
Hamamni. Saiad All, 122
Hamal, 353
Hamuri, 353
Hanadku See Hesku Heniskot
Handumongur, 353
Handwara, 353
Hangray, 353.

Hangulgund, 354
Hanjik, 354
Hanjipur, 354
Hanle, 10. 13, 354
Hanle plain, 10
Hanle River, 354
Hansdahutur, 355
Hansu Pass See Chorbat Pass
Hansweir, 355
Hand 355
Hanu Ooma, 35S
Hanu.Pass See Chorbat Pass
Hanu Stream 356
Haramosh, 356
Haramuk, 11, 357
Hardio, 357
Hardar Bal, 898
Hardas, 357
Hargamu, 357
Hargosal, 358
Hanbal, 358
Haritrat, 358
Harkartand, 358
Harnag. 358
Harog, 358
Harong River See Lung Chu River
Harong La, 359
Harpatnar, 359
Harpetkai, 359
Harpo, 359
Harpo Pass, 360
Harran, 360
Harridana, 360
Harrikan Oali, 360
Harwin, 360
Ha^upi, 360
Hasora, 360
Hasora See Astor
Hatian. 360, 884
Hatmalu, 361
Hatti, 361
Haitian, 361
Hatu Pir, 361
Haul-Bridge See Chika
Hayl, 362
Hazara, 3
Hazel, 42
Hemasili, 362
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HembfMiM See Dras
H^i8.3«2
Hemis Shiik|>a, 363
Hemiya, 363
Hemp, 52
Hengo, 363
Henvey, Mr, 21
Hesku Heniskot, 363
Hidtabad. 363
Hilbu, 363
Hillar. 364
Himalaya, 8, 10
Hindu Raj. 364
Hindutak Diwan Pass, 364
Hingpura, 364
Hinjo U. 364
Hinzal, 365
Hiranagar, 365
Hiipura, 365
Hispar Pass, 365, 1039
Hiwar, 365
Hofata,365
Hokarnr, 365
Hokra, 366
Hoksar, 366
Holly, 42
Holna. 366
Holnar, 366
Honupatta, 904
Honzal, 366
Hopru, 366
Hops, 55
Horses and ponies, 91
Hoto, 366
Hundar, 366
Hunza, 367. 916, 942
Huuza Valley, 5
Hupar, 371
Hupar Pari. 371
Hushe, 371
Huzel, 42

Imam-U-Din, Shaikh, 132, 134
Lnbra, 374
Idgah, 11

Imit, 918
Indus, 10. 11, 13, 314
Ingioa. 381
Ingot See Inkot
Ingrawara, 382
Inkot, 382
Rishin, 382, 952, 962
Ishem, 382
Iris, 56
Iron, 28
Irrigation, 32
bhkampura, 382

Iskandarpur. 382
Islamabad, 382, 944
bmail DeDori, 384
Ismailpur, 384
bpi. 384

Jabju, 894
Jade, 32
Jagerpur, 385
Jagran, 385
Jahama, 385
Jahangir, 125
Jajimarg, 385
Jakbo Lahri, 932
Jalar, 385
Jamalpur, 385
Jamu, 12. 385-403
lamu <£ Kashmir territories by Drew 6
Jamu Province, 3
Jamu, Rajas of, 117
Jangalwar, 403
Janota, 403
jaora, 935
Jaral, 403
Jarva Tso, 403
Jasmirgarh, 404
Jasrota, 404
Jat, 404
Jat Oali, 404
Jatti.405
Jaubyor, 405
Jenker, 405
Jetii,405
Jezan,405
Jhelum, 6, 11, 12, 13, 405
Jhula, 412
Jhung, 412
Jing, 412
Jinghano, 412
Jinrali, 412
Jiur,412
Julahs, 412
Juniper, 44
Jura, 412
Jurnial, 413
Jutial, 413
Jutipur, 413

Kabhi, 414
Kabul, 27, 126
Kabutar Khana, 414
Kachgnl, 414
Kacbi Pir
Kachil, 414
Kachnambal, 414
Kad.414
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Kadal. 415
Kail Dara. 415
Kag. 415
Kagani. 415
Kagazi, 46
Kaghan, 961
Ki£ar.41S
Kahnpur, 415
Kahuta.415,416
Kaila, 416
Kailas. 10. 416
Kailas range. 11
Kailgan Rodcs. 416
Kaindizal. 416
Kainspur. 416
Kainu. 417 -

Kajipuia, 417
Kajnag. 417
Kakani. 418
Kakjung. 418
Kak. Raja. 70
Kakkas, 418
Kaksal Sea Kuksar
Kalai,418
Kala Pani, 418. 894
Kalegran, 418
Kalhar. 418
Kalipura. 419
Kali Thar. 419
Kallain. 419
Kalian. 419
Kallawar, 881
K^ Kond, 420
Kaltura. 420
Kamakdori Oali. 876
Kamakdori Pass, 420
Kamara, 420
Kambai, 420
Kambo, 420
Kamil, 420
Kanunar, 421
Kamraj, 421
Kamri, 422
Kamri Dara. 422
Kanabal, 423
Kanagund, 424
Kanal,424
Kanari Range, 424
Kanda, 885
Kandabal,424
Kanda La, 424
Kandbaii, 424
Kand I&mza, 425
Kandi.42S
Kanchii, 425
Kandpur, 415
Kandrik La See Purik La
Kanelwan, 425

Kanetta, 425
Kangam Nag, 425
Kangan. 426
Kangri, 426
Kangwattain, 426
Kani Pass, 426
Kanji, 426. 427
Kanji Pass, 427
Kankani See Gangani
Kankatori, 427
Kanknai, 427
Kankot, 427
Kanna Tsettepura, 427
Kanora, 427
Kanpur, 428
Kansar Bal, 428
Kansira, 428
Kantar Nag. 428
Kanunor Kilang, 418
Kanzalwan, 893
Kanyagund, 428
Kanzalwan. 428
Kaoimang, 429
Kapashna, 429
Kaplas, 429
Kapran, 429
Karai Thar, 429
Karakaram See Balti-Brangsa
Karakasb, 43o
Karakoram. 10, 434
Karakoram Brangsa See Balti-Brangsa
Karakoram pass, 5, 436
Karakoram, Stream, 436
Karasu, 436
Karatagh, 436
Karatagh Pass, 437
Karatagh Plains, 437
Karatagh Range See Karatagh Pass
Karawal Diwan, 437
Karbu See Kharbu
Karen, 437
Karewa, 438
Kargah. 438
Kargia, 439
Kargil.439,440
Karim, 440
Karimpura, 441
Karkarpur, 12, 441
Karkfe See Karkpet
Karkitchu See Kirkitchu
Karkpet, 441
Kamao, 441,442
Kamey Gad, 443
Karoli,443
Karoti.443
Karpur, 443
Kar8ar,443
Kartaksha See Khurmang
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Karize River See Sum River
Kartze, 444
Karzok See Korzo Gompa
Kashal Sar. 11

Kashmal. 444
Kashmir Valiey, 445-480
Kashmir Jilga, 480
Kashmir Province, 480
Kashmiri, 26, 27
Kashmiris, 25
Kasht Ohar, 480
Kasirus, 481
Katai Dawan Pass, 481
Kathai, 481,885
Kathira, 482
Kathua,
Katpana, 482
Katsura, 482
Katu, 483
Kaurpara, 483
Kawawine, 483
Kay La, 483
Kay Lomba River, 483
Kazi Nag, 484
Kechama, 484
Kehpura, 484
Keigham, 484
Kel Darn, 484
Keluncheh, 484
Kemis See Hemis
Keoipater, 485
Kqwhong, 485
Kepsang, 485
Kepsang, 485
Kepsang Pass, 485
Kepsang Peak, 485
Keptong Kiptung La, 485
Kesar,486
Khafelung, 486
Khaibaris, 486
Kbalsi,486
Khamba, 486
Khan, Ali Mardan, 41, 125
Khan, Kasim, 124
Khan, Muhammad Azim, 127
Khan, Zabardast, 132
Khauki, 875
Khanapur, 486, 487
Khanbari Pass See Kandbari
Khandial, 487
Khanpur Sarai. 487
Khapalu, 487-489
Khar, 489
Kharbu,489,490
Khardong, 490
Khargya See Kargia
Kharidrman, 4!N>

Kharnak, 491

Kharnak River, 491
Kharnak Sumdo, 491
Khartsar, 491
Kharu, 491
Khatri, 491
Khazanabal, 491
Khcre, 492
Khipur, 492
Khirim Village, 891
Khojaseri, 492
Khomar, 492
Khoida, 492
Khorkun, 492
Khoro, 492
Khorpura, 493
Khotan, 493
Khoiirpara, 493
Khuhi, 493
Khuihama, 493
Khujagund. 493
Khumdan River See Shyok
Khund, 493
Khurmang, 494, 495, 496
Khurro See Khara
Khusk Maidan, 496
Kiam,496
Kiang Chu, 497
Kiang, 10
Kiang Maidan, 497
Kiang Plain, 497
Kidmung, 497
Kiepsang See KEpsang Peak
Kilah Shay, 497
KiUan, 10. 497
Kilung See Kaunor Kilang
Kimsaran, 498
Kinari,498
Kindar, 498
Kindora, 498
Kioeiut Pass, 4^
Kirgiz Camp, 491
Kirghiz Jungle. 498
Kirghiz Pass, 498
Kiris, 499, 500
Kirkit, 500
Kirkitdiu, 500
Kirko, 500
Kirpa Ram, Diwan, 23
Kishan Gangs, 12, 500
Kishtwar, 11, 503-507, 9€2
Kithri Teng, 507
Kiung Gangla, 507
Kizil Angus, 507
Kizil Jilga, 508
Kizil Pass, 508
Kizil Tagh, 508
Knarung, 508
KofW^A, 508
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Kohala, SOS
Kxrfialing, 509
Kohit,S09
Kdiiyaina See Khuihama
Kohlumbap 509
Koinabal, 509
Koireta, 510
K<Agund, 510
Kol. 510
Kolahoi. 510
Kolang Molang, 510
Kolhama, 510
Kollur, 510
Kol Narawa, 510
Komara See Kamara
Komerie, 511
Kongra Chu. 511
Kongta La. 51

1

KonNag, 511
Konsa Nag. 11. 511-512
Korwini. 513
Korzo Oompa. 513
Kospura. 513
Kot. 513
Kota Jilga. 513
Kotang. 513
Kothalr. 513-14
Kotil. 514
Kotli. 514-15
Koundi. 515
Koun Nag. 515
Kountra. 516
Kowra. 516
Kowsa, 516
Kralnew. 516
Kralpura, 516
Kralwari. 516
Krar. 517
Krew. 517
Krimchi. 517
Kriri. 518
Krishpuia. 518
Kriti, 518
Kroras. 518
Krowa, 518
Krud. 519
Kruhiti. 519
Kuardo. 519
Kuchmalla. 520
Kuenlun mountuins. 5
Kuenlun Mountains. 520
Kuenlun plains. 8,12
Kuenlun plains. 521
Kuenlun range, 11
Kugtang, 521
Kukar Nag, 521
Kukat Agbzi, 521
Kuksar, 521

Kuksar River, 521
Kukurus, 522
Kulan, 522
Kulangam, 522
Kulani, 522
Kulanuldi. 522
Kulgam. 522.523
Kulli, 523
Kulu. 4,11
Kulu route. 19
Kumbrial. 523
Kumdan, 523
Kundi, 524
Kunis, 524
Kunus, 524
Kurgeea See Kargia
Kuri, 524-25
Kurigan. 525
Kurpe, 526
Kurpito. 526
Kurrole, 526
Kuru.^26
Kurus', 526
Kushpura, 526
Kusting. 526
Kut, 53.526
Kutaklik. 526
Kuthar, 527
Kutus, 527
Kuwas. 527
Kuzuz. 527
Kwaj Kur Fansal, 527
Kyamgo Traggar, 527
Kyoongyum, 528
Kyun, 528
Kyung, 528
Kyung-Dum. 528

Labour, 84
Lachalang Pass. 530
Lachrat, 530
Ladak, 3. 5. 9, 12. 530-550
Ladakis, 25
Lado Laldi, 550
Ladrian. 551
Ladru, 551
La Oanshiel, 551
Lagmar, 551
Lahan-I-Thal. 551
Laban Tour, 552
Lahoul. 6. 11. 552
Lahoul districts, 4
Lab Sbabpur, 552
Labwal. 552
Lakes. 11
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Lakhimpur, S52
Lakpat Rai. Wazir, 134
Lak-Zang See Lokhzung
Lalad. SS2
Lai Ghulam. 553
Lai Khaa Ki Garhi. 553
Lai Khol. 553
Lalla. 553. 878
Lalor, 554
Lalpur, 554
Lalu, 554
Lam, 554
Lama Guru. 554
Lama Kyent, 555
Lamayuru, 555
Lamsa, 555
Lanak Pass, 555
Landra, 556
Lang Karchu See Kartze
Langkareshu, 557
Lang Kurtze See Kartze
Languages, 26
Lanka, 557
Lanka Peak, S
Lanka Pambay, 558
Lanka Rock, 558
Lannor. 558
Laoche La See Khardong Pass
Lapchuk. 120, 558
Lar,560
Larch, 560
Lardo, 560
Laria, 560
Larikpur, 560
Larun, 560
Lashiputhar, 560
Latapur, 560
Latchipura, 561
Lathu Pass, 561
Lead.28
Leather work, 84
Labraus, 906
Leh, 19. 899, 907, 963, 561
Leh Pass See Khardong Pass
Lehindajar, 566
Lelam, 566
Leopards, 95
Leptra, 567
Lhasa, 5
Leri. 567
Lidar, 567
Lider Khol. 568
Lidar Valley, 10,]11
Lidarmont, 568
Lidarwat, 568
Lignite. 31
Likar, 568
Lik<^,569

Lilahar, 569
Lilam, 569
Limbar, 569
Limestone. 30
Limsora, 569
Ungti. 10, 569
Lingti Plains. 569
Lingti Stream, 569
Lingathang Plain, 570
Linzithang, 10
Lingzithang plains, 8
Lirrow. 570
Lisi. 570
Lissu, 571
Littar. 571
Loang, 571
Locfaan, 571
Lohat. 571
Lokhzpng, 572
Lokhzung Range, 572
Lolab, 10. 572
Lolpur, 573
Lending. 573
Long Kongma, 574
Los. 574
Lotsam, 571
Lotsum See Lochan
Lotus, 68
Lower. 574
Ludar Marg, 574
Ludas. 906
Ludura, 574
Luilpura. 574
Lujyen, 574
Lukking, 575
Lukung. 575
Lumkang Pass, 575
Lundpur, 575
Lung Bunna, 575 -

Lung Chu River, 575
Lungni, 576
Lungtung, 576
Lunkha, 576
Lur, 576
Lurao, 576
Lurgam, 576
Lutab, 577
Luveme, 56
Lyakjung, 577
Lyonhudar, 577

Machai Peak. 578
Machail, 901
Machalu. 578
Machel, 578
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Machihama. 578
Machipuria, 578
Madhopur, 6
Magabsangar, 578
Magazines, 22
Magham, 578
Mahiye, 579
Mahmud of Ghazni, 121
Mainagam, 579
Mainjigon, 579
Mainsti, 579
Maira, 579
Maitwan, 580
Makahama, 580
Makam, 580
Makri, 581
Malan, 581
Maligam, 581
Malik, 581
Malikseri, 581
Malikshah, 582
Malingam, 582
Malor, 582
Maloti, 582
Malpura, 582-83
Malshabagh, 583
Malwas, 583
Mamus, 583
Manas Bal, II, 125, 583
Manasarowar lake, 10
Manbar Pass See Kongta La
Manchattar, 584
Mand. 584
Mandal, 584, 876
Mandarlik, 585
Mandi, 585
Mandipura, 585
Mandrkar, 586
Manechun Sumdo, 586
Mang, 586
Mangal Dev, 586
Manganpura, 586
Manganwar, 586
Mangar, 586
Mangil, 586
Mangla, 587
Mangnar, 587
Mango,^
Mani, 587
Manjotah, 587
Mankam, 587
Mankot, 587
Mansar, 588
Mansera, 875, 884
Manzami, 588
Mapanunabad, 588
Marapi,' 588
Marbal, 588

Marble, white, 31
Mar Canal, 11

Marcha, 589
Marg, 589
Margan, 589
Margund, 590
Mari Nag, 590
Mari Road, 15
Markha, 590
Markha River, 590
Markim, 590
Markhor, 96
Markunja . 590
Marol, 590
Marpo La, 590
Marsalang, 590
Mar Sar, 591
Marsemik La. 591
Martund, 591
Maru, 592
Maru Wardan, 10
Maru Wardwan, 592
Maru Wardwan river, 12
Marwar, 593
Masherbrum, 594
Masho, 594
Maspura, 594
Massabowan, 594
Malayan, 594
Matclli, 594
Matsil, 594
Malsil, 881
Mattan, 595
Mausar, 12
Mazadi, 595
Mazakoi, 595
Mazeno Pass, 595
Mechi-Hoi, 596
Medicinal plants, 56
Megh, 596
Meira, 596
Mendi, 596
Mendola, 596
Mera, 597
Merabagh, 597
Meragund, 597
Merara, 597
Metmu, 597
Metslj, 597
Mian, 597
Military administration, 138
Military statistics, 20
Militia aud territorial forces, 22
Minawar, 598, 897
Mineral productions, 28
Mingram, 599
Min ^r, 120
Mir, 599
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Mifaj. 599
Mirak.600
Mireg* 600
Mirkania, 600
Mir Malik Dara, 601
Mirpa Tso, 601
Mirpur, 601, 602
Mini. 602
Mishwar. 603
Mogal Maidan. 603
Mogalpur, 603
Mogul Emperors, 125
Moham Chand. Diwan, 127
Mohu. 603
Mohunpur. 603
Mohyuoin, Ohulam. 132
Mokta Malikka Kott, 881
Molai, 604
Monaiyan. 604
Monda, 604
Nfondol, 604
Mongran. 604
Monkang, 604
Monkang Plain, 604
Montigund. 605
Moorcroft, 29
Moradpur, 605
Morechu, 605
Morse Khol, 605
Mountains, 10
Mozafarabad, 876, 884
Mudapur, 609
Mudgund, 610
Mugnb. 610
Muhammad, Mir. 122
Muhammad Shah, 126
Muhammadan sects. 26
Mulbekh. 610
Mulberry. 45
Mules, 94
Mulling, 610
Munda. 610
Mundol See Mendola
Muran, 611
Murgu Nala, 61

1

Murhama, 611
Murkot. 61

1

Mushnai, 611
Musta^ pass, 5

Nachiani. 613
Nachilana, 613
Nadir Shah. 126
Kaerung. 613
‘Nagai, 613
Nagam, 624

Nagar, 614-617, 916
Nagat, 5,617
Nagat Nambal, 12
Nagbani, 617
Nagbaran, 617
Nagdar, 618
Nagr, 618
Nagrota, 618
Nar618
Waidgain, 618 .

Naid Khai. 618
Naiharai. 618
Nail. 618
Naindi 618
Nakka. 619 _
Nakpo-Cho. 619
Nakpogoding Pass. 619
Nali Mar. 11
Naltar. 619
Nalti, 619
Nambalnar, 619
Namika La. 619
Namtse. 620
Nandan Sar, 620
Nandheri Oali, 620
Nandmarg, 620
Nanga, 620
Nanga Parbat, 10, 620
Nanmarg. 621
Naoda].6»
Naogam, 621-22
Naopur, 622
Nao^er, 622
Naoshera, 622-23
Nar. 623
Nararu <83
Narastan,6M
Narbu Siundo, 5. 624
Naror. 624
Narpur. 62A
Narsar, 624
Nam. 624
Nashua. 625
Nasim Bagh, 125
Natian. 625
Natipura, 625
Natsu, 625
Nattanas, 625
Nattishannar Gall. 625

Naugam, 626
Naunagar, 626
Naupur. <86
Nawashahr. <86
Nowoat. 626
Neki, 626
NerU,627
Nem, <87
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Neur. 627
Ni, 627
Niaselu. 628
Niat, 876
Nichinai, 628
Nidar» 628
Ntghenpura» 628
Nigial, 628
Nihali, 628
Nikeran, 628
Nildhar, 628
Nilkanta, 629
Nilnag* 629
Nilpura. 629
Nil Sar, 629
Nima Mud» 629
Ningil 629
Ninnar, 639
Niota» 630
Nira. 903
Nirkot, 630
Nischu, 630
Nishat Bagh, 125. 630
Nobandi Sobandi. 630
Nobok La, 630
Nohan, 630
Nomal. 630
No Pass. 631
Noru, 631
Noser1. 621
Nosudda. 631. 887
Nowana. 631
Nowbug. 632. 962
Nowbug Nai, 632
Nowgam. 633
Nowi, 633
Nubra. 633
Nubra River. 634
Nunak. 634
Nun-Kun Peaks. 634
Nunur, 635
Nuraserai. 635
Nur Baksh. 635
Nur Gall, 635
Nur Jahan Begum. 125
Nurpur. 635
Nus, 636
Nushkik La. 636

Oak, 40
Oghi, 875
Oglok, 637
Okti. 637
Olive. 50
Oltingthang, 637
Omba, 637
Omba La. 637
Omba Rivulet, 637

Ororotze. 637
Ororotze La. 638
Opium. 83
Orange, 49
Ore. 638

Padam. 639, 902
Padar. 639
Padri, 26. 641
Padu. 641
Pahari. 642
Pahari dialects. 27
Paharis. 25
Pailgam. 642
Paisan. 643
Pajahoi, 643
Pakapura. 643
Pakora, 643
Pakote, 643
Pakra. 643
Pal. 644
Palapura, 644
Palasta, 644
Paihallan, 644
Pal Jung, 645
Palla, 645
Palpura, 645
Pambarsar, 645
Pampur. 645
Pamzal, 647
Panamikh. 647
Panbuk. 648
Panch, 648
Panchgram, 648
Panch^ram. 887
Panchipura. 648
Pandits, 648
Pandras. 649
Pandrathan, 650
Panduchak. 650
Pang. 650
Pangatse See Panch
Panglung, 650
Pangong Lake. 12. 650
Pangur Tso. 12
Pangoor Tso, 652
Pangtung, 652
Panjal. 652
Panjtar. 653
Panj-i-Tarnl. 653
Pankpo La, 653
Panzgrain. 653
Panzut, 654
Papaharan. 654
Paper, 80
Para River4654
Paran, 654
Paranu. 655
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Taxdti,655
Puswal, 655
Pari, 655. 896
Parimpura, 655
Parinda, 655
Parishing, 656
Parkuta, 656
Pari, 657
Parmandal, 657
Parol, 657
Parsa^a, 658
Partal, 658
Partuk, 658
Parungli, 658
Poshkyum, 658
Pastuni, 658
Pata, 659
Patan. 659. 885
Patgampur, 660
Pathankot. 932
Pathial, 660
Patika, 660
Patpura, 660
Patsalung, 661
Payang, 661
Pa Yech, 661
Pazilpura, 661
Peach, 49
Pear, 48
Peliasa, 662
Pencil Cedar, 38
Pendku, 662
Pensila, 662
Peristao, 662
Persian language, 27
Peshawar, 126
Pet Dusar, 663
Phajipura, 663
Phak.663
Phakarkot, 663
Phalaka. 663
Phalang Danda, 663
Phalot. 663
Pharol, 663
Phi. 663
Philiana, 664
Phine, 664
Phobrang, 664
Phorwan, 664
Phu,664
Phursook, 664
Physical Geography, 6
Pias,664
Pkhno, 664
Pigs. 88
Pilaru,665
Pind, 665
Piqjuia, 665

Pinroai, 898
Pima exeetsa, 39
Pima Oerardtma, 39
Pinus, longifolia, 38
Pipal, 44
Piparran, 665
Pir Panjal, 10, 11, 665
Pir Panjal route, 15
Piran, 665
Pir Ka Makan, 665
Pirse River, 666
Pitak, 667
Piun, 667, 966
Plains, 9
Plantain, 50
Plum, 49
Poatla, 667
Podalla.667
Pogal, 667
Pohru, 667
Political geography, 3
Pobrupet, 668
Polakonka Pass, 668
Pomegranate, 51

Pope, 83
Poplar, 41
Postal Communication, 17
Pota, 670
Poti, 670
Potshai, 670
Powen, 670
Prabnu, 670
Prangos, 52
Pud, 670, 133
Puga Camp, 671
Puga Stream, 671
Pulak. 671
Pulara, 671
Pulses, 63
Pulumba Chu, 671
Punch, 3. 11. 119, 672
Punch Toi, 683
Punial, 684
Punjab, 11
Punmah, 685
Purana Chowni, 685
Purana Tilail, 686
Purik.686
Puriki La, 686
Pumi, 687

Quail. 688
Quince, 49

Races, 25
Radabug, 689
Radanag, 689
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Radanip 689
Rahmur, 689
Railways. 19
Rain. 689
Rainawari. 689
Rajaorf. 689
Rajghar. 691
Rajilia. 691
Rajpur. 691
Rajramda. 692
Rakapushi, 692
Ralmang Ruhna^ 692
Raman. 692
Rambari. 26
Rambak. 693
Ramban. 693
Rambirpur. 693
Ramboka. 693
Rambu. 694
Ramchu. 12. 694
Ramgarh. 694
Ramghat. 694
Ramhal. 694
Ramkot, 694
Ramnagar. 694
Rampur. 695
Ramratchan. 696
Ramu. 696
Ramiila. 696
Rana. 696
Ranbir Singh. 136
Ranga, 696
Rang Kulu. 697
Rang Marg. 697
Rangwari. 697
Rara. 697
Ratson. 697
Rattan Pir. 697
Rattan Sar. 691
Ratti. 894
Ratti Gali. 698
Rattra. 698
Rattu. 698
Ravi. 6. 618
Rawatpur. 699
Razvin. 6^
Rehguj. 699
Religion. 26
Rembiara. 12. 699
Remu Olacier. 699
Reru. 700
Ravenue. 104
Rowil. 700
Rezan. 700
Rhododendron, 44
Rhubarb, 55
Riali, 700
Rian. 700

Riapi. 907
Riasi, 700
Riberang La. 701
Rice, 57
Rien. 701
Rikinwas. 701
Rimdi. 701
Ringdum. 702
Ringmandu. 702
Riri, 702
Rishis. 702
Rishnagar. 703
Rishpur. 703
Rishpura. 703
Rivers. 13 -

Roads. 15
Rom. 703
Rondu. 703
Rong. 706
Ronu. 706
Rozlu. 706
Rudok. 707
Rukchen. 707
Rumchu. 707
Rupal. 707
Rupri. 707
Rupshu. 708
Russu. 709

SafTron. 53
Sahara Pass. 710
Sabor. 710
Sabu. 710
Sachkach. 710
Sadpura. 710
Sadura. 710
Safanagar. 710
Safapur. 711
Sai. 711
Saichar Ghainri. 712
Saidabad Sarai. 712
Saigat. 712
Saimpur. 713
Saira. 713
Sajun. 713
Sakalu. 713
Sakmal. 714
Sakti. 714
Salajit. 31
Salambad. 714
Salar. 714
Saliskot. 714
Salkalla, 714
Saltoro, 714
Salt, 30
Saman, 715
Samani, 715
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Samatwari. 71

S

Samba. 71S
Samgan, 716. 875
Samla, 716
Sanacha, 716
Sanapind, 716
Sandidwood. 45
Saodar, 716
Sandi^m. 717
Sandok, 717
Sandran, 12, 717
Sanga, 717
Sangam. 717
Sang-I'dalam, 32
Sang-i-nalwat, 32
Sango-Sar. 718
Sangot, 718
Sangra, 718
Sangri Gali, 718
Saog Safid, 718
Sangtha, 718
Sani, 718
Saoku. 718
Sansar. 719
Saogam. 719
Saogund. 719
Saiaibuo, 719
Sarai Shah Ji Marg, 719
Saiana. 719
Sarbal Nag, 11
Sarchu, 720
Saiemozebala, 720
Saremozapain, 720
Sar-I-Hauz-I-Khoja Fateh. 720
Saroin Sar, 720
Sanaogar, 720
Sartang See Sar-I-Hauz«I-Khoja

Fateh
Sartangal, 721
Saaawar. 721
Saser Paas, 721
Saail, 721
Samul.722
Satani, 722
Satlua. 722
Satl, 722
Satkhol, 722
Satpara, 723
Satpur,723
Satpur Tso. 723
Sattl. 723
Satuta. 723
Sedau.724
Sehpur, 724
Set. 724
Semitan, 724
Senibutti, 725
Seiikli.725

Seoji La See Zoli La
Ser.725
Serap, 725
Serar, 725
Seri. 726
Seril. 726
Serkot. 726
Serpentine, 31
Setal, 727
Seru. 726
Sesko, 727
Seval Dhar, 727
Sewdeo, Raja, 121
Shadera, 727
Shad, 727
Shadipur, 11, 727
Shadra, 885
Shahabad. 728
Shahab-U-din, 122
Shahidula Khoja, 729
Shabgund, 729
Shah-Ka-Kata, 730
Shahidula, 5
Shahidula. 968. 973, 979
Shah Jahan, 125
Shah Kot. 730
Shahkul. 730
Shahnahar, 730
Shahmir, 121
Shahpur, 932
Shah. Yakub. 125
Shakarudin, 730
Shalin, 730
Shalimar gardens, 125
Shalkot, 730
Shalun, 730
Shalurah, 731, 889
Shama, 732
Shamsbabari, 732
Shang, 732
Shams>u-din, 122
Shankarghar. 894
Sharibal. 734
Sharidi. 735, 875. 880
Sharkot, 736
Shartalla, 736
ISiat Oari, 736
Shawls, 69
Shay, 736
Sheep, 85
Sbenkargarh, 737
Sheosar, 737
Sbera, 737
Shergol, 737
Shctrit, 737
Shewa. 737
Sbin, 122
Shigar, 737
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Shigar River, 740
Shigari, 741
Shigarthang, 741
Shikara, 742
Shilwat, 742
Shinglung, 743
Shingo River, 743
Shingos Pir, 743
Sbinldat, 743
Shisha Nag, 11, 743
Shopari, 744
Shor Jilga, 744
Shown, 744
Shrakowar, 744
Shralgund. 745
Shua, 745
Shukru, 745
Shulipura, 745
Shummal Lungpa, 745
Shungalpur, 745
Shuot, 745
Shupion, 11, 745
Shusha], 747
Shushal Pass, 747
Shushal River, 747
Shushot, 747
Shutni, 748
Shutz, 748
Shuwa, 748
Shyok.749
Sialkot, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1011
Sialkot-Jamu-Srinagar route, 15
Siksa, 750
Silikse, 750
Silmu, 750
Simla, 1021
Sind, 750
Sind river, 11
Sind Valley, 10
Silver, 29
Singal, 753
Singa La, 753
Singalmati, 898
Singh, Gulab, 3
Sinfh, Mahanja Raniit, 126
Singh. Raja Moti, 3
Singh, Zorawar, 120
Singpur, 753
Sinkarmu, 754
Sino, 754
Sinzi, 754
Siowa, 754
Sir, 754
Sismiks, 11

Sitdari, 755
SIri. 755
Sirigban Bagb, 755
Sarole Bagh, 756

Sirpati, 756
Sirsir LafPim,
&talwan, 756

756

OIUI.

Skardu, 3, 757, 892, 898, 899, 921
1030, 1031

Skardu Plain, 761
Skew, 762
Skirbuchan, 762
Skorola, 762
Snimo, 763
Snurla, 763
Soap, 84
Soda, 30
Sof.763
Sogam, 766
Sol, 766
Sombal.766
Sombrun, 766
Sona Oali, 766
Sonamarg, 10, 766
Sonamula, 768
Sonasar Nag, 768
Sonbai, 768
Songu, 768
Sopur, 768, 889
Sora, 769
Sortung, 769
Sowand, 769
Sowar, 770
Sowleh, 770
Spanmik, 770
Spanpuk, 770
Spiti, 5, 11, 770
Srinagar, 10, 11, 19, 770, 884, 885
Stakna, 795
Stakpila, 795
Statistics, 20
Steatite, 30
Sti-Sti, 795
Stok, 795
Stok La, 796
Stnwberry, 52
Suchet Sin^, 132
Sucbi, 796
Sudan, 796
Suddi Thulli, 796
Suderakut, 797
Suedramman, 79^
Sugarcane, 55
Suget Dawn Pass, 797
Sukial,797
Suknag, 798
Suknls, 798
Sullas, 798
Sultan Chuskun, 798
Sulphide of lead, 31
Sulphur, 30
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Suinbal,799
Sumdo, 799
^Sumgal, 799
S«imgal River. 800
S^na, 800
Sumnal, 800
Sumsar. 800,
Sumura. 801,
Sumzun-gling, 801
Suoawain. 801
Sundbrar, 801
Sunis 122. 124
Sunkuja. 802
Sapersomun, 802
Suran. 802
Surgood. 802
Sormu. 802
Suma Nala. 803
Suminaar. 12
Surongo. 803
Surphrar. 803
Sursu. 803
Surtokh La. 803
Suru. 804
Sunidab. 804.
Suru River. 804.
Sutlej, 10, 11
Syal Suir804
Sybug. 80S

Tagalang, 806
Taghar. 806
Tagnak, 806
Tahkot. 875
Tai.806
Taintre, 806
Taintripur, 806
Taitri, 806
Takang, 807
Takctaa, 807
Takia. 807
Takia Mia Shah. 807
Takibal, 807
-Takmachik, 807
Tak Marpo, 808
Tak Pa Qiun, 903
Takrachak, 808
Takti La See Naumngla
Taktze See Takdia
Thlawari. 808
Tal Lohat. 878
Taltt. 808
iVdubrok, 808
Tamba, 808
Tambis—^Hunor, 808
Taaial, 809
Tamman, 809
Tanda Pani, 809

Tando, 809
Tangmar,-809
Tangmoche. See Tom Tokh
Tangwara. 809
Tankw, 810
Taoaan, 810
Tara, 810
Tarkatta Tarkofh, 811
Tama Nala, 811
Tarsar, 811
Tarshing. 811
Tarutze, 811
Tashgam, 811
Tatakuti, 811
Tatamoula, 811
Tatapani, 812
Tati, 812
Tatsha Karit, 812
Tawi Rivers, 812
Tayar, 813
Telegraph, 20
Tdgam, 813
Tenala, 813
“Tent Stone”, 249
Tertse 813
Thkkur. 814
Thaldat, 814
Thallar, 815
Thalle. 815
Tballe La, 815
Thamus, 815
Th8na,'81S
Thang, 816
Thanglassgo Pass. 816
Thanot. 817
Thaobut. 817
Tharra. 817
Tharu, 817
Tbatola, 817
Thien. 881
Thilru. 817
Thogji Chanmo. 817
Thonde, 818
Thondhe, 903
Thogji. 818
Thugrili See Thugji
Thurab See Thuram
Thuram, 818
Tburgo. 818
Tibet, 5, 10. 120. 125. 818
Tibi. 820
Tibetan. 25. 27
Tibetan Plateau. 11
Tilq>oia. 820
Tiksay. 820
Tikse See Tiksay
Tikzay. 820
TilaU. 10.3821
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UlutSo, 822
Timber, 33
Timbra, 823
Timisgam, 823
Timmeran, 823
Tindall, 823
Tingjos, 823
Tingmol, 823
TirSal, 824
Tiri, 824
Tiriko, 824
Tirit.824
Tiritshu, 824
Tisar, 824
Titwal, 824, 887
Toati See Sati
Tobacco, 52
Tok, 824
Tolti, 825
Tom Tokh, 825
Tongwal, 825
Tor Oali, 825
Tosha Maidan, 10, 826
Tosho Pass, 826
Tragbal, 827
Tragume Bur Tso, 827
Tral, 827
Trapai, 828
Traran, 828
Treaty of 1846, 3
Treaty of Amritsar, 3, 133
Treaty of Lahore (First), 133
Treaty of Lahore, 3
Trees, 37
Trekolabal, 829
Tribonian, 829
Trikhtar, 829
Trikota Devi See Trikhtkr
Troach, 829
Trongo Pass See Talu Book
Tsaka La, 830
Tsakshang, 830
Tsanabal, 830
Tsarap River See Scrap,
Ts-arap Valley, 5
Tsari, 830
Tsari-Bragardo, 830
Tsatti See Satti

Tsaza See Karsar
Tsedar, 830
Tsendi, 903
Tsenial, 831
Tserpura, 831
Tsin, 831
Tsirar See Chrar
Tso-Ar, 831
Tso-kar, 12
Tsokar-Chunse See Panbuk

Tsokar Chumo Lake See Iko-kar
Lake

Tso-Kar Lake, 831
Tso Kiagr, 832
Tso Lu, 832
Tsomonanglari See Pangong
Tsomoriri lake, 5, 12, 832
Tsondus, 834
Tsont-i-Kul„ll
Tso Rul See Pangoor Tso
Tsorus See Sursu
Tso Thang, 834
Tso-War See Tso-Ar
Tsu, 834
Tsultak, 834
Tsurka, 834
TugguNuggu, 834
Tujjar, 834
Tulamul See Tulamula
Tulumbuti, 834
Tulumula, 835
Tumel, 835
Tungdar, 835
Tungring, 835
Turanian, 25
Turgu, 835
Turmik. 835
Turtuk, 836
Tuss, 836
Tutiyaluh 836
Tutkor, 836
Tutmari Oali, 836
Twar, 837
Twina, 837

Udampur, 838
Udrana, 838
Ujh, 838
Ulari, 838
Ulding Thung See Oltingthang
Umasila, 839

Umdung, 839
Umla, 840
Umlar, 840
Unmaru, 840
Upshi, 840
Ur, 840
Urdi, 841
Uri, 841

Urtse, 842
Ushkara, 842
Utar Beni, 842
Uttar, 842

Valleys, 9
Vedasta, 843
Vegetables, 67
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VciMt* 125»
Vcahau. 12, 845
Vfltarittar. 846
Vethu. 846
VigM, Mr. 9
l^gne La SreKanji Pass
Vilamik, 846
Vine, SO
Vishan Sar, 846

Wadpuira, 847
Wagil, 847
Wagor, 847
Wahab Jilga. 847
Wahgurh, 848
Wahtor, 848
Waipohra, 848
Wakha.848
Wakha-Chu. 848
Walnut, 46
Wangam, 848
Wangat, 848
Wanla. 849, 904
Wanpura, 850
Wardan. 850
Wardwan, 850
Wargat. 851
Warfgam, 851
Waris, 851
Waris La. 851
Warpur, 851
Wastarwan, 852
Wata. 852
Watlab. 852
Watnar, 852
Watrehel, 852
Watrus, 853
Wazirpur, 833
WazriThal. 853
Wheat, 60
Watemut, 68
Wian, 853
Willow, 43
Wine See Vines
Wishni”Wuj, 854
Wool, 76
Wottu. 854
Wujh, 854
Wular, 854
Wnlding. 857
WuUar, 857
Wumu, 858
Wuperszwoin, 858
Wygond, 858
Wyl, 858
Wynne, Mr, IS

Yalile,8S9
Yak, 94
Yai^ Diwan Pass, 859
Yangpa, 859

Yarkand River. 860
YarLa, 860
Yanna, 860
Yashkun, 860
Yech.861
Yectabur, 861
Yediara, 861
Yelchung. 861
Yelchung. 904
Yew. 40
Yogma Hanu, 861
Yor. 862
Yubaltak, 862
Yuchang, 862
Yul, 862
Yunam, 862
Yunam Tso, 862

Zaban, 863
Zainagir, 863
Zainakut. 863
Zainigam, 863
Zainpur. 863
Zaipura, 864
Zamti Nag, 864
Zangam, 864
Zangla, 864, 903
Zangla Stream, 864
Zanglewar. 864
Zanskar, 865
Zanskar nver, 13, 866
Zara, 866
Zara River, 8^ •

Zarhama^Mahama. 866
Zebanwan, 867
Zehilpura, K7
Zein-ul-Abdin. 122

Zergay,M7
Zewar, 867
Ziarat, 867
Zil. 867
Zingay, 867
Zingral, 867
Zizyphus Jiyuba, 43
Zohama. 868
Zoblar, 868
Zohra, 868
Zojipal. 868
Zojila Pass, 15, 19, 868
2Sojimarg, 871
Zostan, 871
Znnabeibl, 871
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